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NOTE

BY THE EDITOR.

TH_ subject of Judicial Procedure was a very favourite one with the Author, and one to
which he was continually in the habit of recurring for more than thirty years. The consequence was, an immense ma_s of MSS• on this subject, extending to several thousands of
pages, was fonnd at his decease.
Very many ol_ the Chapters were written over and over
again, each of them varying in some partict,t,_s : and all of them were more or less in an
I_nfini_hed state. Ill preparing these MSq ior publication, the principal object thronghout
has been. as far as nn._sible to present _ce text in the very words of the Author• The
arrangemenL 1 am tuhy aware, Is not so lo_eal as it ought to have been, or as it would
have been, if the Author had lived to finish the Work.
The difficulty _s occasioned by
this circumstance.
In some Chapters, which in strictness ought to have followed others,
allusions were made to the contents of those others, as if they were already kno_ to the
reader, and therefore they would not have been so readily understood, unless they had been
made to follow, without making greater alterations in the text than I felt myself justified
in doing.
The plan pursued with respect to those Chapters which treated of the same
topic, has been to incorporate the separate matter of each into one. and cancel the rest.
Although much has been done in this way, and also in cancelling other repetitions, yet !
fear some still remain, which should have beet, omitted.
If this be found to be the ca_e,
the only apology I can offer is, that in a task of this responsible nature, I considered I
should be erring on the safer side by'retaining too much, rather than too little.
By far the greater portion of the Work was written between the years 1820 and 18"27,
both inclusive.
Parts of the Introduction and the first Chapter were written so long ago
as 1802, and may be distinguished by the style.
In order fi, lly to appreciate the merits ot
the arrangements here proposed, reference must be made to all that concerns the Judicial
Establi_ments
and the Minister of Justice, in the Constitutional Code• The Author's
great Work on Evidence should also be consulted.
In the Appendix will be seen the commencement of an " Initial Sketch of Procedure,"
which _s written under circumstances somewhat interesting.
In the Autumn of 18"25,
the .-_uthor visited Paris for the benefit of his health. On his return, he was detained at

_"

Bou.ugne by a contrary wind for nearly a fortnight, and there at the end of that time this
Sketch was written.
It was the first thing writteu by Ihe Author for nearly three months,
during which his indisposition continued•
The paper on Account-Taking Judieatofies was intended by the Author to be attached
Io the Procedure Code ; although it pertly belongs to the Constitutional Code.
Two very instructive communications follow, on judicial matters in the East Indies.
¢._c _ from Sir Alexander Johnston, the distinguished Chief-Justice of the Island of Ceylon ; the other from a highly valued friend of the Author, who is now in India ; I have no*,
therefore been able to as_ _s permission to publish his name.
RICHARD

L"

.

.I,ondo_ 30th Decemb_" 18a_.
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PREFACE.

feel inclined, may take in hand, and take far
the subject of consideration and publication;
Or the present publieatinn, the particular and by this means, towards ultimate succem
object is the preserving the country from so much advance will have been made.
being saddled by institutions, which under
It might perhaps not be a great deal too
the profession, sincere or insincere, of con- much to say of it, that in its present state,
tributing to the formation of an appropriate it might form a warrant for the appointment
code of procedure, will have the effect rather of a Committee of the House of Commont,
of retarding, or even preventing it, and, at and the consideration of it, the subject-matte_
the same time, adding to expense, by which of' a portion of the labours of such a com,
no fruit in the shape of benefit will be pro- mitres ; and while the committee was oceudoced,
pying itself in the requisite labour, on ira
A Procedure Code, fit to be invested witl: several points (including what regards the
the form of law, could not be prepared other- judiciary establishment, which is already in
wise than by and with reference to the codes print,) I shall, if alive, be occupied according
of law, penal and non-penal, to which it has to the measure of my ability, in making such
for its object and purpose the giving execu- amendments as I find a demand for.
tiou and effect.
The reason for this hurrying, is the fear
The present production, instead of follow- of seeing real improvement obstructed, and
ing, precedes both these codes. If applicable
even improbabilized, by the creation of new
in other respecta, it will not be found on that
offices, with enormous salaries attached to
account i_mpplicable to its intended purpose, them.
With regard to prospect of success, the
Let me ask, how many centuries would it
tense of the public mind may as well be taken take to remove the already generaliy-acknowby this uncompleted and provisional t ubli- ledged abuses, at the rate of progres_ at
cation, as by a completed work.
which the operation has been, and is perThecharacteristiefeaturea,
andfundamental
forming, by the recent statutes?
principles-- all will be seen brought to view :
No objection however to these ; in the road
only in respect of matters of detail, will there to reform, every inch made is better tha_
be anything to add, to defalcate, or to sub- none.
atitute. As of the plan here proposed, with
ira supposed features of aptitude, so of the
ay_tem at present in force, with its suppOsed
INTRODUCTION.
features of inaptitude.
BI' procedure, is meant the course taken for
On this occasion I shall be found (1 hope) the execution of the laws, rig. for the acoom,
to have rendered sufficiently apparent the plishment of the will declared, or supposed
complete inaptitude of the established system to be declared, by them in each instance.
with reference to its professed purpose ; and Laws preseribingthe course of procedure have
thence the absolute and indispensible neces- on a former occasion been characterized by
tfity of a code, entirely new, from beginning the term adjective laws, in contradistinction
to end. This, supposing it done, will be no to those other laws, the execution of which
mnall thing done.
they have in view, and which for this same
What is more, here is much which, in the
mrpese have been characterised by the eot_
character of a proposed code. all persons who respondent opposite term, _ubatam/_ law&
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For in _urisprudence, the laws termed ad_ective, _
no more exist without the laws
termed sul_tantivc, than in grammar a noun
1termed adjective, can present a distinct idea
without the help of a noun of the substantive
class t conjoined with iL
As in fact every act by which a course of
procedure is commenced has for its end or
object, the bringing about the execution of
iome law of the substantive class, so, in point
ofutility, it may be said that tbe course of proeedare ought to have in every h_stauce, far its
main and primary end at Joust, the accomplishment of the will manifested in the body of
substantive laws. For this is not only a use
of it, but the only use for it.
The ultimate utility of it will therefore depend altogether upon the utility of the subatantive laws, the execution of which is in
eaehiosteheeendeavouredtobebroaghtabout:
unless the substantive law be conformable to
the greatest happiness of the community, the
use madeofthe body of adjective Jaws on that
o¢_easion cannot be conformable to that same
end. But t_aough this may with truth be given
as the main and primary end of the course of
procedure, it cannot however be given as the
sole end ; beca_lse in the purstfit of that same
end, a variety of incoaveniences are apt to
occur, and indeed in a certain degree cannot
Severalofthem but occur--in every instance:
hence result, as so many collateral or subordi_ate ends, the avoiding as far as possible the
giving birth to those several inconveniences,
The code of procedure, then, is composed
of the system or assemblage of adjective laws.
Of the substantive branch of the law, the
only defensible object or end in view, is the
maximization of the happiness of the greatest
number of the members of the commnaity in
question,
Of the adjective branch of the law, the
only defensible object, or say end in view, is
the maximization of the execution and effect
given to the substantive branch of the law.
The present proposed code is composed of
an aggregate of arrangements, having the
above for their object, or end in view.
Of every extensive body of law, the end,
"mainly at least, if not exclusively, iu view, has
been the greatest happiness of t'hose by whom
the body oflaw in question was made.
Consistently with the nature of man, and
the preservation of his species, no other could
any extensive body of lawhave had for its
end in view.
For proof of this position, see
the Constitutional Code.
In a representative Democracy, if rightly
_tuted,
the possessors of the constitutive
Orsupreme authority are the aggregate body
a[ _the members fitted for self-government ;
qmd thepoueuors
of the legislative authority
are their delegate, and would represent their
tater_ta,

PROCEDURE.

In the case of an Arlstoeraey, the interests
of the members of the aristocracy, or the roejority of them. would prevail ; and in the case
of a Monarchy, the interest of the monarch.
In a mixed monarchy, composed of the
monarch and the aristocracy, it wohld he the
conjunct interest of the monarch and' the
members of that same aristocracy that i_ to
say, of the majority of those who aet on the
theatre of legislation.
In the ease of a mixed monarchy, composed of the monarch, the aristocracy
and
the delegates, or say deputies, of the people,
the conjunct interests of those same three
authorities.
Thus much as to substantive law. But
in the ease of adjective law, or say procedure
Jaw, to a greater or lesser exteut the law
has had for its authors, in proportions iufinitely diversified, ]egialativeanthority
(inits
several m_dification,
and the _udicial authority_h_
a word, the judges, who _,uder
the notion of intcrpretb|g, where, in fac_,
there was nothing to be interpret ed --have
been suffered, in effect, to legislate.
TI,e
consequence is. that in corresl_ondent proportions, this branch of the law has had for
its object, or end in view, the interest of
this class of the fuuetionaries eoneernedin the
making of it.
But more especially in the mode in which
their remuneration has commonly been allotted to them, is their interest in a state of
diametrical opposition to the intere,t of those
for whose benefit the laws are everywhere
professed to have been made.
By the author of these pages, no share in
that profit was ever aimecl at, or desired, nor
at present could by possibility be received :
his interest is therefore in the state of the
greatest possible harmony with what he has
made hisduty; and accordiogly, wheresoeve_
it may have happened to him to have erred,
the error will have had a deficiency not in
moral, hut in active and intellectual aptitude
tbr its cause.
Among the arguments employed, and
which, since some recent occurrences, have
been made use of, for stopping the progres_
of improvement (and securing against diminution the addition made every year to the
number of those who, by and for the benefit
of lawyers, are punished for not knowing
what they have been carefuLly kept under an
impossibillty of knowing,) one is_Youeannot provide for everything ; therefore you
ought not to provide for anything more them
what has been provided for already.
To understand the force and value of this
argument _ the aptitude, moral and intellee*
tual, ofthosebywhomithasbcenemployed-employ it to other bmaehesof art and science.
Without going out of the field of lvgi_lgtion, apply'it to subsamtive law. Apply it
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to medielne : you cannot cure all disem___
_ the six, eight, ten ye_s--wiIl be _
_tim
why 81ve yourselves so much trouble in the Imbllc for that whole length of timedep_iv_
endeavour to cure any more than you can of the receipt and enjoyment of th_all-oom,.
already.
For the enactment, or say establishment, ] prehensive
Oh ! hut instrument
this k innovation
of re/icily.
I_ Oh ye_-_
of any law, or of any mass of the matter of unquestionably ; it is innovation.
Bar.what
law-- of two species of power _the
intel- follows?
From misery, whatever be tim
leetual and the political--the
concurrence
shape of it, a change to tranqnillity is Juno?
or say conjunction, is necessary: intellectual
ration. From war, whenever
it somea,
that of the legislative draughtsman; political, cha_]ge to peace is innovation. War, miserya
_hat of the legislator. "/'he politics] cannot
wickedness in every shape _ are they the_
,_nthe most improved state of society, be with to be perpetuated ?-- all for fear of in_no1"lb,,_
•propriety in hands other in number than a tion?
select few: in the least improved, it has
Whoever takes in hand these pagea_ w/ll
everywhere been of necessity in the hands of do well, in the first place, to lay out of his
a single person,
mind everything that belongs to the existing
But before it comes to be presented to the sy_.tem, baptized the technical,
lie will see
].egislafive assembly in the legislation chain- there, when the time comes, nothing but
bar, there is another tribunal in which, with conft_sion _a purposalyand most elaborately
great advantage to the public, every qaestion _rganized system of confusion. Of itself, it
of law which is invested with a certain de- accordingly explains nothing: explanation it
gree of importance may be introducedand requires itself throughout, so far from bein_
that is the public-opinion tribunal.
For the capable of affording it. In the here proposed
"purpose of introducing into this tribunal n system, styled the natural, he will see the
proposed law, the right of initiation upper- course prescribed by common experience and
_ains at once to every person who can find common sense. The purpose being to give
adequute inducement for giving exercise to execution and effect to a system of arrangeit.
meats and ordinances, by elicitation made _f
In the leg_slatlve assemhly, proposed laws : the truth of facts, *he question will always
cannot without confusion be taken into con- be, whether this or that one of the arrange,
sideration, and compared together, in any ments made, or supposed made (supposed
considerable m_mhers. But by the public- ! only in the case o£ the unwritten law,) hM
opinion tribunal, they may be subjected to applicat/on to the individual case io que_
this operation, in a number altogether unit- tion.
tatted.
For arrivlngat the truth, the natural course_
To introduce, or attempt to introduce
it will be seen, is the same in all cares. Under"
into the legislative assembly, a mass of law the technical system, the course pursued is
of a new complexion, before the minds of : different, according to the various judicaloriea
man were to a certain degree prepared for the employed, with their different portions of the
reoepiion of it, would be lost labour, and a field of law (logical or geographical) assigned
hopeless task.
Not so the like attempt in to them, or occupied by them, with sorts.
relation to the public-opinion tribunal,
spondingdifferentsetsof
powersand duties-Why set about drawing up a perfect body eommonlaw, equity law, civil law, penallaw,
of laws -- that is to say, one which to your- ecclesiastical law, admiralty law, general sea,elf you expect will appear so ?_ why give sions law, petty sessions law, a_d so on _all
youraelfany such trouble ? Suppose the ta_k differing so widely from one another, whihe
of drawing it up accomplished, can you so- pretending to be directed to one and the same
riously expect to see it, in that place, put to object, -- the discovery of truth in regard to
use?--canyouflatteryourseffwithtmysuch
tkcts, by means of evidence,
All of them
hopes ?
good, it is impossible they should be ; all bad,
Answer : No. Bat, to a person who has it is altogether possible they should be, and
leisure, and who has the means of livi.ng will aecordiogly be seen to be; all uuapt_
while the work is goit_g on, thaf considers- relation bad to such their prot/_ssedand tidseo
¢ion is no sufficient reason for declining the ly prete_'ded purpose; all good,--relation
*ask.
had to their non-professed, bat disguised, a_[
In the present instance, the work must of endeavoured-to-be-concealed, parpo_e_viz.
necessity bathe work of many years--say six, the promotion of the particular a_l sinister
eight, ten years. Now, suppose :t a settled interest of the institutors, at the expense avid
rule that no such work shall be begun to be by the sacrifice of, the universal ioterast.
drawn np till a probability of its being imme(if the proposed system, these are tim
diately taken into consideration in the lcgisla- lcadh_g features :-_ive assembly (m_d ultimately adopted) has
1. Expense of litiwontesta_ioa, defrayed a_
presented itself, _ what is the consequence ? Faras possible by the public.
_kitswer: That the ne_Jwy time in question
2. Ga_.s0fnecesaityexeepted,
attemlaa_
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@_'-pa_u,ln _eir own cue, not le_ tmivero medium of such information m mines in him
.:.. -_:._- _ earl punctual than that of third person* way, or is obtainable by him, can heevmrae¢,
.ia the character of wimosses,
or forbear to act. If that information,la_slse.
_ _I'::'_'_
8. Withample
precaution against abuse, and by means ofits falsity deeeptive, awroag
- "'."
.laececmm'yexpense of evidence, and profes judsment is on his part unavoidable.
ulonul ,__ _ance, provided by the public, for
On this occasion, as on every other, the
;'
tho_ who are not themselves in a condition grand security of securities is pwblid_ z.-to defray it.
exposure _ the eompletest exposure of the
4. For the verity of whatever statement is whole system of procedure--whatever is done
made on a judicial occasion, or actually or by anybody, being done before the eyes of
•
eventually for a judicial purpose, effectual the universal public. By this means, appro[provision will be made,-- and that the same priate moral aptitude may be maximized_
Inall eases, _ by appropriate punishment, and appropriate intellectual aptitude may be ma.xl•without the intervention of any useless cure- mined-- appropriate active aptitude may be
mony.
maximized.
The greater the tutelary influ.
ence exercised over the judge by the public
eye, the more intense will be the attention
CHAPTER
I.
on each occasion bestowed by him, in the
endeavour to obtain adequate knowledge, and
GENI_EAL VIEW_ENDS
OF JUDICATUI_E.
give maturity and correctuesstohisjudgment,
WH_ the whole body of the Law has for as well as quickness to the exercise given on
itaobjectthegreatesthappinessofthe
greatest this occasion to his active faculties.
number, the whole of the adjective branch
Still, however, against deception by false
taken together may be said to have two spe- _sertions and fahse evidence in other shapes,
eific ends : the one p6sitive, maximizing the the soundest _udgment can never be secure.
execution and effect given to the substantive
What remains, then, is, to pro_de what
brunch ; the other negative, minimizing the security can, without preponderate hardship
evil, the hardship, in various shapes necessary be provided against falsity uttered by an indi-.
to the aeeompllshment of the main specified vidual coming in the character of a pursuer,
end.
with the view to subject to a hard._hip, It
Between these two-pursuits the conflict is defendant on whose part no wrong has had
•
all pervading and perpetual. What_ever ar- place.
rangement is taken for the attainment of the
Of the necessity of making arrangements
one end, it can scarcely avoid being in a of this sort--of the difficulty that attaches
greater or less'degree obstructive to the at- upon the endeavour--no adequate couception
tmnment of the other end.
can ever have been formed by those whose
If, whether it be with a view to compen- thoughts have been confined within the
'
latlon merely, or to compensation and punish- bounds of the fiehl, occupied by the arrangementtogether, measures of adequate strength ments taken with this view in any body of
_!
for securing eventual forthcommgness on the law that has ever been in force. In every
":
part of the defendant-- person and property such body of law, the expense end vexation,
=included _ be not taken, injured individuals, attached without distraction to the operation
who are, or would, or should have been, of legal pursuit in every case, tend w_th a
prosecutors, or say pursuers, remain _vithout force proportioned to the aggregate force of
redress--without
indemnity for the past, or the complicated mass of hardship, to the
security for the future : if measures of more prevention of ungrounded and ill-grounded
than adequate strength are taken, evil-doing
suits.
defendants not only may be made to suffer
Such is its tendency, and such to a prodimore than is necessary ; but, what is worse, gious extent is its effect, independently of all
•"-..
hardship (to an indefinite amount) ms)" be intention and desire on the part of those by
made to fall on the heads of men who have whom the system was framed, or those by
:
not in any way been evil-doers ; and then not whom application is made of the powers usonly with and by, but even without, any evil tablished by it. To the production of this
eonedousnessor evil lnteutlon on the pursuer's thus far salutary result, not only is no snch
:'_
Idde.
endeavour or desire necessary, but in spite of
In this way the judidal establishment
their most strenuous endeavours to the con'-/
._'-"
-,_'..
"_
"'
!y_: -

(how
well be
andperformed)
faithfully soever
duties
0f it may
may be the
made
the
instrument of oppression, and even of depreclarion. No intellectual aptitude--no
active
sptitude--noappropriate
knowledge orjudg._nenton the part of the judge_t_n
render
trim completely secure against ao deplorable
@_ult.
.No otherwise than through the

trary,
place. it could not be prevented from taking
At the same time, while without, and (to
an even universally-indefinite extent) against
any such intention, this mass of hardship ia
in this shape productive of good effects ; in
another shape it is to an unmeasurable extent
productive of evil effect._ It is an inatnt-

mmt-pu_ into the .hands of the oppremor_
of every oplweseor who is rich and wieked
enou_a to purchase the use of it, at the
hands of those who, according to the intenof those by whom it was made, continue
to reap the .profit _an instrument, by which,
the yoke of one-tenth of the population, nine-tenths are kept in an oppressed
state, and but for the salutary, though scarce
perceptible influence of the public-opinion
tribunal, would be kept in a state of the
most abject slavery,
That, on the part of rulers, the evil is
everywhere the result--not
of oversight,
or deficiency in intellectual aptitude, but of
purposed intention and endeavour--is matter
of demonstration.
For every, where not only
are the obstacles in question left in full force,
without any endeavour to remove or lessen
them, but. addition, and to a vast amount, is
made to their force _ made, too, by instrumenUs of their own manufacture -- made by
them, with the manifestly-resulting effect,
and thence with this unquestionable purpose,
namely _ the creation of law-taxes and lawfees : law-taxes imposed by the rulers for the
merease of their own excessive opulence;
law-fees, which in their legislative capacity
they suffer their colleagues and instruments
to exact for the increase of their own exorbirunt wealth, thus amassed by the application
ofoppression to the purpose of depredation,
Thus, then, the endeavours of the philanthropist in the law may be expressed by this
one problem : how to unite the maximization
• of redress for the injured in the character of
pursuers, with th_ minimization of hardship
on the innocent in the character of defendants.
These being the ends, the means may be
stated as follows:1. In so far as necessary, under the name
ofseeurlty for eventual justiciability, on the
plaintitFs side, a condition imposed, to the
obt_finment of the judicial services for the
_lleged purpose of seeking redress for injury.
2. In case of an unjust demand, for the
prevention of needless and unprofitable vexation and expense (such as might otherwise
be imposed on individuals in the situation of
defendants, by individuals placing themselees
in thesituation of plaintiffs,) a provisionmade,
not only of eventual compensation but also
of punishment, to be _cted
on those alone
in whose instance the existence of blame, in
one of two shapes, has been established,
These two shapes are--1. Evil consciousness; 2. Temerity or rashness,
B_ _vil. consciousness, understand, on the
part of him by whom a suit is eommeneed or
_wried on, a consciousness of the injustice of
iL--of*.he'non-existenceofall_lequategrodnd
for'it,

By temerity c_ mshuem_ _
_h_ '._.abseneeof thatdue attentiosh
by wh_/_:
_::
bestowed upon the subject, -he by Whom _m
unjus_ suit is commenced would have been_
rendered conscious of the injustice of.it. - •
By way of punishment, suppose la_v-taxe_
enforced _,xinst retch anitora as .have bee_
found to blame. Tax for vez_tlous pursait_
tax for vexatious defence.
In certain cases, assistance should be rm_.
dared at the expense of the public, -or of
spontancously-contriheting
individuals; tu_
sistanceaffordedtopersonstowhom(whe_es.
on the pursuer's or on the defendant's side)
: the inability to defray the expense of purse.
ing the necessary means of ob_ning juetie_
would otherwise render them destitute of the
means.
The sources of such expense are
Procurement of evidence, in the case where
expense is necessarily attached to the eliotration of it : namely, _ 1. In the ease of oral
evidenee, the expense of conveyance to and
from the abode of the proposed witness to
and from the seat of judicature ; 2. The expense of demurrage at the seat of j udicature;
3. Loss of time, which, to those to whom
time is an indispensable source ofsnbsistenee,
is tant_nout to expense; 4. In the case of
written evidence, the expense of making the
neeossary transcripts. There is also the corn
respondent expense in the case of appeal
The sources of receipt in all cases are
1• Voluntary and gratuitous contributions
on the part of judicial assessors and others,
to whose cognizance the case has happened
to muke its way.
2. Under the eye of the judge, purchase
of assistance for this purpose, by engagement
to repay in case of success, together with a
_remium adequate to the risk•
3. A f-nd to be provided lbr this purpose
at the expense of the public.
As to blame, independently of any which
may have had place at the origin of the suit:
on the part of the pursuer, in the case of a
pursuit accompanied with the consciousuem
of its groundle_ess ; on the part of the de_
fendant, a defence under the like consciou_
ness of its groendlessness,-- blame may have
place on either side ; and this as well on the
pert of him who knows himself to be in the
wrong, as on the part of him who, being in
the wrong, knows not that he is so. Such will
be the case in so far as, on either side of the
cause, arrangements are taken, having for
their effect (whether they have or have not
had for their object)the prodoetion of needless vexation or expense on the lUWtof the
opposite side.
As to the provision of fine or other ptmlshsent for vexatious pursuit or defence, if
security in that shape were not provided,
o_terve _tbeevils tlixt would etuue
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• For_bel_ur[_seofm_slngvexzt_nand
m_ptmse, or _ther for the purpose of avoiding
to create it. one fimdamentas general rule is,
• ezceptions excepted--obligation
of personal
appearance at the judgment-seat, on the pert
ofall parties as well as witnesses
Of this arrangement, the necessity to jusflee. that is to say, to all the necessary ends
of justice, will be shown further on. For the
purpose of the argument, let it here be prevlously assumed,
Now, then, observe the consequence,
Every person being colopellable to appear
at any time, and thus at all times, at the instance of any person or any number of per_one appearing in the character of plaintiffs-and no person prevented from appearing in
that character, or punishable for the vexation
produced as above--the
whole life of any
person, or of persons in an indefinite number,
might be completely occupied by calls to this
effect : u tyranny exerciscable over all would
thus be put into the hands of all -- a tyranny,
r.ndofsuc]_sortaswould
have, amongst other
effects, that of a licence to commit murder,
by cutting off from men, in any number, the
means of earning their subsistence.
"
Of the demand by which commencement
is given to s suit, what in every case is the
object ?
Answer : In every case, to give
execution and effect to the corresponding
portion of the law.
Good. But as many as are the different
remedies, and so many as are the different
forms and proportions in which they are capable of being applied, and, to suit the individua] wrong or individual right in question,
require to be applied--how
can the same
oourse of procedure, or even any small humher of different courses of procedure, be in
itself applicable, or be capable of being made
applicable to each ?
Answer : In this way. Wha_ they have in
common is this:--For
the judge to be able
to give execution and effect to the appropriate
portion of law involved, whatever it may turn
out to be, what is necessary is,--that
the
means of execution be in his power--at
his
die,posal _ in his possession, or at his cornround.
These are the person, reputation,
property, and in certain respects, condition in
life, of the parties, and in particular of the defendant, together with any such miscellaneous
valuable fight as it may izappen to the party
to be in possession of.
But omitting, for shortness, reputation
and condition in Ills, for placing the person
and property at the judge's disposal, the
means requisite are exactly the same, whet.
soever may be the disposition which, by his
ultimate terminative decree, he may deem it
advisable to make of them. In regard to the
person, to keep it in cmfllnement for a single
day, or for the whole of life _or,
suppoefing
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the law_o permit it, to substitute death to
life. Thus it is, that in the ca_ of the most
trifling pectmisry demand, am] in the e_e
where the whole property of the defendant-..
his personaS liberty, during the whole of his
life, or even his life itself, --is at stake, the
means, if not of actual execution, of being
in a condition to order and effect actual
execution, will be in every case the same.
In regard to these stone means of execution,
one considerable difference, alas ! will be found
to have place between the means of execu.
tion applying to the case where the remedy
required is of the most burthensome kind to
the proposed defendant, and that in which it
is of the least burthensome kind.
The more
urgent the need which the party on the putsuer's side may have of the remedy _ought by
him at the charge of the defendant's side, the
greater the need there is of the judge's putring himself in the possession of the physical
faculty of applying the appropriate remedy,
howburthensome soever to the defendant. But
in many cases, the determining to wait till
full proof can have been made of the justice
of the demand, wouhl be in effect to render
the fulfihnent of the duty of giving execution
and effect to the appropriate portion of sub*
stantive law impossible :for, in the meantime,
and while the proof was in collection, person
and property would be out of the reach of the
j adge. Thus, in c_es of a certain degree of
importance, the need of a sort of provisional
meaz_s of execution, of which in these cases
the eventual good has a prepm_deranee over
the actual evil.
In regard to the means of probation, the
coincidence is still more entire.
Be the demend what it may-- be the appropriate means
of execution and effect wh_ they may, the
evidence adapted to the purpose of obtaining
credence for the alleged matter of fact in
question will be the same : the means requisite to be taken for coming at the source of
the evidence, and eliciting it from its sources
in the best shape, will always be the same.
True it is, that in this case, as in that of
giving execution to the law, the proper an:
swer to the question, whether to obtain the
alleged evidence, or to leave it unobtained,
will depeqld upon the ratio of the lot of evil
to the lot of good-- the evll in the shape of
delay, vexation, and expense, from the elicitation of the evidence, --and the good from
its conduciveness to right decision, in other
words, the security it affords against deceit
and mendacity, by either of which execution
and effect would be prevented from belng
given to the law.
On this occasion, if of hasf-a-dozen differ.
ent sorts of judieatories under the same go.
_'ernment,--each
of them, for the a_ceryafio.
ing of the troth in relation to one ami the
sara* alleged matter of fact, pursues a dilf_r.
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entco_r_ein
relation to evid_ee,--tn
the
wrong they may be, all of them, and are_in
the fight, courses more than one _he_e cannot
be.
]ffe_ms of commuai_atio_, oF persons needfu]witbpersons needfol,andofpersonsneedful
with things needful : --'-'bethe demand what it
may, bethepertieularmodeofexecutim_whst
it may, be the facts of the case what they
may, he the appropriate sources of evidence
and the mode of elieiting it, what they may,
the means best adapted to the purpose_ of
eifeeting the communication necessary between the persons and things iz_ question
cannot in any case be different. As to the
question, _ _ ill it, in the present case, for the
purpose of obtaining the evidence, be worth
while t o employ the means of communication
necessary for _hat purpose? In this case, as
in the former, the balance may in some cases
require to be taken in hand, and the good expeered from employing the necessary means
of communication, weighed against the e_l
inseparable from the employing them.

CHAPTER II.
ENDSAPT AND UNAPT.
By the apt ends of judicature, understand
the ends of justice, as per Chapter L ; by the
unapt, all other ends.
The powers of judiesture are the powers
exercised by judges as such-- exercised by
judges (as to a grea_er or less proportions)
in pursuance of their own will, but everywhere and at all times nnder the controut
of a superior authority : in pure monarchies
that of the monarch--in
the Fnglish rann_rehy, that of the monarel_ wltl_ the artstourney under him, constituting together the
parliament,
At1 power has had everywhere, and at all
times, fur the end of its exercise, the good,
real or supposed, of those by whom it has
been exercised,
In the formation of the English s).stem of
judicature, the jndidal has ever been the
active, the ordinarily-operative power; that
of the monarch, with the rest of the pnrliament, the controuling only; the authority
always capable of exerdsing that power, and
now and then, but very rarely, actually exereising it.
The formation of English procedure began
before parliaments were established,
Of this system, the pretended ends would
of course always be (or at least have been,
and on inquiry would be now) the end_ of
justice, _ the ends of justice as above enumerated: the real end, and if not the sole
end, at any rate the main and ultimate end,
_he good of the judges--of
tho_e members
of the judicial establishment who have borne

i,1 •

theirrea_ve!m.lziatheframia_aftt_._
tim obtaiui_ and _uring
for the;,, tam the
greatest possible portion of the objects
general desire, and in those large mumps -which none but those amoa8_ whom -the'
powers of government are shared can po_ei.
bty possum. These my be styled the sweets
o! government: power, wealth, factitioatl
dignity; ease, at the eapeuse of official
duty, and vengeance at the expense of jml_
rice.
Hence then another, but not inconsistent
account of the ends of judicature, is this:
maximization of depredation and oppression.
0fdepredation, wealth isthefruit : ofpower,
oppression and vengeance.
The only end of the English system thati_
ever brought to view, is -- the keeping up the
customs commenced in the darkest ages.
In every political community as yet in existeuee, widelydifferent from the only proper,
have been as yet the actual ends of judicature.
Judicature is n branch of government; tim
judicial s_stem of the aggregate offic_fl establishment.
In every political state, the actual ends of
government have been the maximization of
the happiness of the aggregate of the persons
bearing respectively a part in the exercise of
the powers of government.
Proportioned to the share possessed by the
: judges (and their associates in the professtun out of which they spring) in the powers
of government, has been, in every political
state, the degree in which their interesta have
been proomted, in aud by the arrangements
of law, at the expense of all rival interesl_
In pure and absolute monarchies, the men
of law, of whom the judges formed a part,
having neither power nor influence but what
they derived from the monarch, have fumed
themselves under the necessity of taking for
the main object of their labours, the sinister
interest of the monarch: and it is but by
stealth, and in virtue of, and in proportion
to, his ignorance or carelessness, that they
have been able to introduee any arrangements
favoursble to their own sinister interest, at
the expense of his.
Very different has their situation in _is
respect always been, in England. The grand
instrument of despotism, a standing army,
not having sprung up in England till a systern of government, suited to the purpose
of the judges and other lawyers had been
formed by lawyers, the monarch, in the mensores taken for the ad_ameement of hie own
sinister interests, felt himself under the oneessity of letting in their sinister interest for
a ennsiderable share of the benefit. Other
hands, still more obsequious, could he,have
found them, would of eonrse have been era.
pIoyed by him in preference ; but no suds
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hzmds did the nature of the ease afford. In _ In tiffs way it win, that in England the
_[hefield of law, covered as it wa_ by a jungle aetua/ends of judicature became, as they are
"of their own planting, none but themselves
ann as they continue to be, so widely different
could find means to move. Awed by parlia- from theproper ends of judicature.
ments, which though in esu as unfrequently,
In regard to the number of suits, what the
and for as chert a time as the craving rapacity i proper ends requira is, that the number of
of the monarch could contrive, were eontinu- sincere suits, and applications that are not
in posse, it was only by an obscure and rash, be maximized ; that of insincere suits
ous road that the judges could make and applications minimized.
their way in the proseeution of their designs :
That the number of those that, not being
while, by fresh power and fresh sources of rash. oreaincere, be maximized--Why?
Beprofit, as occasion offered, thrown into his cause on the part of every person, who in his
hands, these ever-dependent creatures of his own opinion, and that of his circle, has a
were ministering to his rapacity, he through right to a judicial service from a judge, and
iffnoranee or indolence connived all the while by the state of the laws finds himself precluded
at theirs. While by fines and confiscations from the obtaining the effect of it, a feeling of
they were filling his coffers, by fees or addi- oppressedness--an opinion of injustice on the
finn to salary he connived at the rapacity part of the system ofjudicatore--has
place.
praetlzed by them for their own benefit.
The number of those that are insincere,
This object, however, they found it beyond minhnized-- Why? Because if, ill the opinion
their power to accomplish, without a variety even of him who would institute them, they
of fa"lsepretences. Lies accordingly were the are unjust, and by reason of the vexation proinstruments, by wkich on every one,ion the dueed by them on the part of the defendant,
dirty part of_ their work was done: and in oppressive,--so
everybody else may safely
such numbers, and of so gross a texture, were stand assured they are.
lies of rapacity uttered by them, that in the
In regard to rash suits that are not insincareer of rapine and mendacity, all the most cere: as to the number of these edbo, what
profligate of their brethren of the trade in the ends of justice require is, that they be
other countries were lei_ far behind,
lessened. Why? Because by thee also vexa_n the accomplishment of their object, thus tion is produced. But for the lessening the
were they obliged to proceed in a retail way, number of these, arrangements of a nature so
and by short steps; taking money no other- severe as those which may and should be
wise than by the offer made of their services employed for the lessening the number of the
to the perzies,_in the shape of fee._; and these insincere, should not be employed; lest along
fees, considering the poverty of the greatest with those which are sincere yet rash, tho_e
pert of the contributors, separately taken, which are sincere and not rash be repressed,
imavoidably small ones. At one time indeed and thus the opinion of injustice and insethey had formed higher projects: instead of eurity in a correspondent degree diffused.
picking it up by driblets in the shape of fees, What in this case the ends of justice require
they had begun to work for themselves as is, that maximization be given to the nmnber
they had been used to do for the monarch,
of those rash suits, in which the burthen of
and'confiscated whole estates at once to their vexation is definitively (by means of cornown use, as they had been in the habit of pensation) taken off the shoulders of the
duingto his. This being in a reign of re- partyinthefirstinstancevexed,
and setdown
markableweskness (thatofHenry the Sixth,)
upon those of the vexer--the
author of the
it was by this weakness that they were pro- vexation: for, in proportion as these conjoined
bably emboldened to make so daring an ex- effects are produced, the quantity of vexation
periment. The experiment was accordingly is reduced on the part of the hljured class,
made. But though made with impunity, it and with it the extent of the apprehension of
was not made with success.
A parliament i the like injustice.
there was, which, however impotent and disNow as to what, in relation to this subject,
inclined with relation to any considerable is required by theactual ends ofjudicatura_
good. was still willing and able to save its required with more or less energy and effect,
members andothers from having their estates in every as yet known system of judicature,
nralinwed up in the gulph which had been but with most of all by the English.
thus dug for them.
In regard to the number of suits, that _the
Contrasted with the beheadings and era- numberoflawyer*profit-yieldingsuits,
sincere
bowe_,
which in the hands of these same and insincere, be maximized : of that of profunctionaries had been ordered for crimes of i fitless suits, minimized.
so much lighter a die, it is curious enough to
Thatthe number oflewyers'-profit-yieldlng
observe the _entleness of the means employed suits be maximized--Why ? Because,_but
by the parliament in its opposition to this as to the cause, the case speaks for itself_
project: a simple probibition, andthat clothed lawyers' labours and lawyers' profits proper.in the softest language,
tiouable.

Th_ _e number of profitieu suits be
minimized-- Why ? Because, for every such
_,uit, there would be lawyers' labour (of such
as were employed,) and no lawyers' profit to
weeten it.
The lawyers (whose only profit, if any,
came from the parties, and could not be
compelled to serve the parties) would of
course, if the inducement were taken away,
leave their books, and escape from the service. Of judges, if paid by the public (and on
condition of not receiving anything from the
parties,) their interest and inclination would
of course prompt them to wish, that of suits
thus barren the number should be minimized ;
but they could not, as the hireling lawyers
could, so far as regarded suits ill which, if
instituted, they would have been concerned,
reduce it to nothing,
By law-taxes, profitless suits arc reduced,
but lawyers'-profit-yielding suits, in a certain
proportion, reduced with them. By law-fcus,
profitless suits are reduced, though lawyerprofit-yielding suits are also reduced ; yet in
so far as limit_ are set to rapacity by prudence,
the balance on the profit side is increased,
In England, not to speak of other countries,
not only at no time has the system of procedure acted upon been in fact directed to the
ends of justiee, but at no time, by any person
concerned in the carrying it on, has any such
profession a_ that of its being directed to the
ends of justice been ever made.
With what face, indeed, could they have
been, by any English lawyer, laid down as the
exclusively proper ones, or so m_ch as simply
the proper ones, seeing that the ends rodformly pursued by English judges (who, with
here and there the exception of• scrap or
two of leglslative-made law, have been at the
same time their own legislators) are in a state
of perpetual opposition to the ends of justice?
Hence it is, that from beginning to end, an
English book of procedure (booh of practice
is the name of such a book among English
lawyers) presents no other object than asystern of absurdity directed to no imaginable
good end.
An all-comprehenslve code of substantive
]_w, having for its end in view (in so far as
the ruling one, and the sub-ruling few, can
_e brought to admit of it_ the greatest hap_tines_ of the greatest number, each part of
s present_tothemindaofallpersonsonwbose
conformitytoitsenactmentsitsattsinmentof
such its end depends: -- an all-comprchensive
code ofadjective law, otherwise called a code
judicial procedure, having, for its end in
viewthegiving, totheutmostpossibleamonnt,
execution and effect to the enactments of the
_ubstantive code :-- such is the description of
the instruments which the people (in so _ras
ap.p_ged of their most important interests)
l_k"for, at the hands of the government :--

such are the securities which in a _rermmm_
:
in the breasts of the members of Which aBy
regardforthegreatest happinessoftbegvestetit
number had place, would lose no time in
bringing into existence.
Such are the indispensable instruments of
felicity and security, which the implamible
enemiesofboth--thelawyertribe,
tmderallits
diversifications--will leave no stone unturned
to prevent from coming into existence : the
actually existing, indiscriminate defenders of '
right and wrong in one house _ the quo_dum
indiscriminate defenders of right _nd wrong,
nowexalted into exclusive defenders of wrong
in another house.
It is a maxim with a certain class of reformists, not to give existence or support to
any plan of reform, without the consent and
guidance of those to whose particular a_d
sinister interest it is in the strongest degree
adverse ; not to do away or to diminish any
evil, but by the consent, and under the gutdance of those by whom, fo_ their own •dvantage, it has been created and preserved.
From this.maxim, ifcunsistently acted upon,
some practical results, not tmworthyofobserration, would follow :For settling the terms of a code having for
its object the prevention of smugglLg,g in all
its branches, -- sole proper referees, • cornmittee, or bench of twelve smugglers.
For • noctoroal-housebreaki_g-preventive
code,--•
committee of twelve nocturnal
housebreakers.
For a highway-robbery-preventive
code
a committee of highway robbers.
For a pocket-picking-preventive code, (in
the physical sense of the word pocket-picking,) --a committee of unlicensed pickpoekets.
For a swindling-preventive-code,
or may
an obtainment-on-false-pretences-preventive
code, -- a committee of swindlers called swindiers, or of swindlers celled Masters in Chsncery, including the Master of the Rolls ; or
a committee, bench, board, or jury_nomab.
"
ter which the appellation, so the apostolic
number, twelve, be retained, composed de
medietate ; half of _windlens unlicensed, and
unentrusted with the power of extortion
_he other half licensed, and invested with
the power of extortion, the juz extorque_di,
the jus uacen&', in its most irresistible and
profitsbleshape.
For a female-chastity-securing
eode,_a
committee of twelve ladies-procuresses.
No housebreaker has an interest in preventing the abolition of housebreaking, no
highwayman in preventing the abolition of
highway robbery, no pickpocket in preventing
the abolition of pocket-picking, no sinecurist
or Master in Chancery, or other swind]er_/i_
preventing the abolition of the pr_-tice of
obtaining money by false pretences, r_ "mdy-
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_inpreveatingtbeabolitionoffemale
_ebest/ty:
_no
such pra_tioner,
male or
4"_m_le, stands engaged to re_ast the abolition
" or curtailment of his or her means of tivelihood, by any interest comparable in point of
magnitude and intensity with that which an
]g_lish judge has in preserving the rule of
action from any change from which human
misery would be heseened, and his own profit,
which with so much ingenuity and success
has been so intimately and inseparably interwoven with it, and rendered proportionable
to it, reduced,
The Westminster-Hall common-law judges,
in different groupes--in some instances colhectively, in otharsseveral]y_(shared
among
£bem as they can agree,) possess and exercise
apowerofmaking
iaw--ofmaki_gthat
which
has the bad effect, without any of the good
effect of law, ad libitum, without any controui
bat that of a legislature, which is in league
with them by a community of sinister interest, and leaves to them the charge of exertieing depreglationand oppression, in cases in
which fear or shame would prevent its sparating to that effect by its own hands,
Lord Tenterden dismisses unpunished (indeed, how could he have done otherwise ?) an
extortioner, with whom he has a fellow feeling, with whom he is in partnership, whose
profit is his profit. This fact has been held
up to the view of Mr. Peel, and Mr. Peel
will do nothing without the advice and consent of Lord Tenterden, whose wisdom, megnanimity, disinterestedness, and public spirit,
he can never sufficiently admire,
Upon the money which,-- instead of being
secured to and divided between the distresaed debtor and his frequently no less distressed creditor, the gaoler (dignified with the
title of Marshal) of the prison called the
King's Beach prison, _ this gaoler can contrive to squeeze into his own pocket, depends
the'value of the place to the possessor, and
thence to the patron, the Chief-justice of the
said King's Bench.
intff the mind of a Member not in office,
suppose any such conception to have found
entrance, as that the money of a debtor
would be more__ efieially disposed of, if
divided amongstTals creditors, than ff divided
between the Marshal and the Chief-justiee
of the Kin_'s Bench, -- and to move for leave
to bring in a bill for this purpose -- what, in
such a case, would be the coarse taken by
Mr. Peel?
He would cause it to be understood, that if the bill were entrusted to him
Jae would take charge of it : a proposition,
of the advantageouaness of which it would
not be po_fihle for the member, be he who
he may, not to be persuaded. The bill b
now in Mr. Peel's hands. What, then, if he
actswith any consistency, will he do with it ?
He will recommend it to the care of Mr.
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Jnnes" and Lord Teatecden.
and will Im
guided altogether by their invaluable
ance and advice.
A man, indicted for manslaughter by driving a load over the body of the deceased, was
acquitted. Why ? because he did not do the
act.> No: but because byMr. Nobody-knowswho, who di.ew the in_ctment, the condition
of the cavalry, in respect of sex, and aptitude
for marriage (nomenclatureiainthisinstanee
an operation of the most perilous delicacy,)
had been averred ; and by those who should
have proved it, had not been proved. By
the care of Mr. Peel's sublaborators, in one
of his bills, a clause had been inserted, by
which the necessity of the averment in
question, and proof made of it, would have
been saved. But by the wisdom ors majority
of those wise meu of the West, it had been
perceived, that by the omission of matter so
indispensable in the eyes of the common'law,
"too great a laxity in pleadi_ 9 would hare
been/atrodaced."
One reasou had been alleged why the
defemtant, ff a murderer, should not suffer
as such : and the reason was, that by the
drawer of the indictment, the nature of the
road had not, in point of law, been explained,
--whether it was a king's h_ghway, or what
else it was. This objection, formidable as
it was, was overruled by the learned judge,
Lord Chief-justice Best; whose liberality
and sense of justice stood thus conspicuously
manifested.
But the objection about the condition of
the cavalry was ton material and too strong,
even for his Herculean shoulders. This ohjectinn was pronounced by him a fatal one :
to have found it obviated by a clause in an act
of Mr. Peel's, had been his hope ; but alas Ioa
hlspeetion, the elanse was not be found.
Thus it is, that by the de.liberate, and so
recently declared judgment--that
judgment
a unanimous one, of the twelve Wise Men cd"
the West-- it is conclusively e_tablished, that
(r_ot to speak of other functionaries of the
law) the power of granting effectual pardon toall criminals---murderers in particular,
notexcepted--belongsinennt.estiblytoevery
person by whom the function of pennieg the
instrument of aceusatiml is performed.
With this licence, wanting to himself is
every murderer, who, b_ hie murders or othe_
wise, having provided himself with the moneyp
omits to offer to the d_anghtsman whatever
sum may be requisite_ to the iuaertion of the
mercy-administering surphsnge: wa_
to
himself, disrespectful to the !nmlnatlea of the
law--the_welvejudges.---ie
thedz_ughtsman
by whom so adwantageous in offer i_ refereed
What danger £or him can there be, from the
acceptance of it ? So many of these omis*Thelate_lanludoftbeKieg'sBenchlniram
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_ons as there here been in time put, none
me them producing any anspi_on of sinister
de_gn : so easy, so frequent, such omiuions
without sinister design, --who _hull be un_h_.
tit•bin enough to pronounce intentlonality in
any future instance, whatever it be ?
By the functionary in question, true it is,
tha_ in consequence of the omission, a good
sum of money, say a thousand pounds, has
been received,
But from thence does it follow that it was
really his intention that guilt should escape?
Forbid it, ceudour I_tbrbid it, justice ! The
judges, are they not ministers of justice ?
rFhis draughtsman, is he not a mlmster of
justice likewise ?
Let but a man be the minister of justice,
and whatsoever be the quantity or quality of
the mischief, in the productiou of which he is
t_strumental,whatsoever be the quantity
of the money which he gains by its beir_
produced, _ (in sucb sort, that were not the
mischief produced, the money would not be
received :) it is not to be supposed that it
was his intention that mischief should be pro.
duced ; it is not to be supposed that, whatsoever be the money gained by producing it,
he wJll ever intentionally contribute to the
production of'it in future.
CaptainMacheath, when, pistolinhand, he
saidtothepasscnger,"Givemeyourpurseor
you•re•dead
man,"and he reeeived the p_trse
with five guineas in it accordingly,--was
it
his intention to receive the money, and convert it to his own use ? Yes: for his style and
title was Captain Maebeath. But suppose his
styleand titlehad been Mr. JusticeMaebeath
.-*-orsuppose, that after havlngbeen convicted
of the robbery, instead of the galinwshehad
been raised to the bench,--would he, even in
the last ease, have been guilty? _ would it
have been his intention either to have receired the money, or to have shotthe passenger,
hi the ease of his not receiving it ? Oh no :
the patent of appointment would have reint/ca bae/_erds : nothing more easy, nothing
more conformable to precedent.
The King
can do no wrong upon the throne.
The
King's judge can do no wrong upon the KJns's
Bench -- can be, LordTenterden?_canhe,
prOiect_ and partner of the tipstaff?
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i me_ing; the subs_utive be_ _uts
necessary o_jcet ofrofet_e.
To a certain exte_ and degree, Ibisi_ eor.
! reel: and undeniable.
To • certain exist it
: does not apply.
If it did apply to its who_
extent, this work would, from first to last, be
] tmintelligib]e and tmeleas.
The procedure code, in so far as it is clear
it ought to be, has for its pro'pine, and end,
and occupation, two things : the exereisi_b
for the avowed purposes mentioned in Lira
substantive code, powers of all sorts ove_
_ersons mtd things ; and, in the next plane,
coming at the truth of the case in regard to
matters of fact, to wit, such matters of fact u
are necessary to give warrant and justifiegtion
to the exercise of those mine powers _eay
means ofexecutian and mea_ of proof, or, in
one word, evidence. Of these two desiderata,
the first mentiened is the first in the order
of design, sad in the order of importance.
But in practice, that which is to constitute
the warrant, must precede the operatioa for
which it is to afford the x_rrant.
Here, then, comes the llne of distlnction-..
the distinction between that part of the proposed system of procedure, which may be
given without the previous exhibition of any"
)azt of the system of substantive law, and
that part which cannot. The means for
comingat the truth, as to re•trent of _f,
are the same in all cases; the means for obtainingand exercisingthe powersnecessaryto
the givi_g execution aud effect to the oro
din•aces o£ substantive law, are the same in
all cases.
But of this general appliett_on of maehi.
nery, different ordinances of subatantive law
require the application of different et_giae_
or instruments to be brought into exercise.
On which occasion, which instrument shalt
be brought into exercise, and how applied.-this will depend upon the particular portion
or article of substantive law, to which, for
the purpose of giving effect to it, applimt_n
is to be made of it.
Taking possession of a man's body, fi_ the
purpose of securing, on his part, compliance
with ordinances -- ordinances of the aubetalb
tirelaw, andtbence, those of adjective law
employed in giving effect to them.
This
_owcr, once possessed, is in its nature, spdicab]e to any one purpose as well as any
CHAPTER
IIL
other: to the exaction of service in any
ItaO_EVU_ll--IT8 IgEL&TION
TOTHE BESTOF shape --to the inflicti_m _f inmishmeat in any
u_ Law.
shape.
So in regard to taking _ina
era mare
& l_toc_vua_ cove is an accessory cede, of property : to the above purpose is added,
wi_h, as we have seen, has for its end in in this saan, the allotment of it, i_ kimi or in
view, and eceupatie_, the giving execution
value, in satisfaction of debte due.
and effect to a correspondent principal code.
So in regard to the means of commtmi_Hence comes a mttural supposition : the tion _ofeemmunleatina
hetweenpemonmut
ml_ive
code should, as mathematicians
person_ e£ eommanicethm between perst_s
my_'be Wen, or the adjective can ha_e no and things, whether_f'_r the purpose of
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eutio_or_epurpmeofproof_thecatalogue
of the_e will require to be a perfect one.
In s word; on looking over the titles of
_he4teveral chapters of this work, it will be
oeeu, that the points therein respectively
brought to view, require a]| of them to be
settled for every extensive substantive code
that san be imagined,
But different judicial zerviees--judicial
t_vice in different shapes _ require so many
different operations to be performed, for the
nppllcation of the general apparatus of powers
to their several particular purposes. Different
modes of punishment require so many different operations, or sets of operations, to be
performed in the application of the general
powers overperson, property, reputation, and
condition in life--to be applied to the purpose
of inflicting the particular species of suffering allotted to each species of offence. These,
then, must all be given, ere the Procedure
Code can be complete.
In the present outline, thatwhich canbe
done, and _ccordiugly is done, is the bringing
to view the course which it is supposed is
the best that can be pursued, for the purpose
of giving execution and effect to the whole
a.vstem of substantive law -- execution and
effect down to that stage in which the execution in each instance (in the instance of each
service, and in the instance of each punishment) is actually to be done; the tenor of
the definitive decree must be accommodated
and adapted to the particular service -- to
the particular punishment,
On this occasion will be seen one broad
feature, by which the here proposed code will
be seen to stand distinguished from all codes
that ever were established. If the one course
here chalked out be the straight one, all those
others will he recognized to be composed of
aberrations, exhibiting variety of absurdity,
and to the unhappy people productive ot variety of wretchedness,
Another eorollary, of which a general intimatinn may here be given, is the comparatire smallness of the diversity between the
course of procedure required for the giving
execution a_d effect to the non-penal branch
of substantive law, and the course requisite
in the case of the penal branch. For giving
appropriate execution and effect to the nonpenal branch, appropriate proof must be ohrained and employed, and appropriate means
of execution provided and applied ; and with
little if any differenee, these will serve as weli
for penal am for non-penal eases,
In the penal cases of the greatest severity,
reluctance as to compliance on the part of the
defendant will be greater than in any nonpencd e_m: and for anrmounting reluctance,
adequate provision, so far as _be nature of the
e_eadmits, must in everyessebe made. The
tehtets_ce will be as the alRietion. But in

_
deddedly non.pemd, .the _Mietlon_,
,
with little exception, beesgre_as
any WhiCh, in the far greater number of penal cases, Jt
will be found necessary to produce. Be a
man's property ever so vast, it is frequently,
for a purely non-penal pttrpose _atisfocttoa
to creditors- necessary to divest him of it;
and many a man, rather than undergo thht
affliction, has doomed himseffto, and actually
suffered, imprisonment for life--for life, and
that a very long one.
As to the aberrations -- those aberratlona
by which the course of procedure has been
rendered a course of such aflqictive intricacy
they will be found all springing from one
source, _ the opposition of the actual ends of
judicature to the ends of justice--the
opposition between the interests of those by whoae
will that course has been regulated, and the
interest of the people whose destiny has been
disposed of by it.
By this one circumstance, every anomaly
will be seen to be accounted for_every
object rendered plain and clear : without it,
every object win be obscure--the
whole systern will continue to present to view the same
chaos as at present.
Doubtless, without a continual eye to the
mass of substantive law in all its branches,
no such outline of the course of procedure as
the present could have been delineated : but
in regard to the objects which it was neee_
saT. should be kept in view by the writer, it
was not necessary that they should be pre.
sented to the view of the reader.
In a case of civil procedure, the previous
existence of any offence is not supposed :
what is supposed is the existence of a right
on the part of some individual to apply to u
court of justice, requesting the court to confer on him another correspondent right; but
by conferring on the individual so applying
the right so applied for, it can do no otberwise than create, on the part of some other
individual, a correspondent obligation or mass
of obligations : if the individual on whom the
obligation in question is thus sought to be
imposed, submits voluntarily to have it ira*
posed on him, there is no lawsuit in the ease:
so, likewise, if without inquiring to know
whether he is willing to receive it, the _udge
imposes it upon him of course.
But if the case be such that the judge, before he proceeds to impose the obligation m
required to be imposed, causes application to
be made to the party in question, to knnw
whether he be content to have it imposed
upon him, and upon such application so made
to him, he refuses to submit to have it iraposed on hlm, unless upon further order tohe
pronounced by the judge (upon hearil_ the
reasons for and against the imposition of the
obligation thus contended agzimt) _in
case, a cause, suit, or litib_tion takes plte_

".I'_.__
4me% -llt.'th_
eaae,nsm theease_f a
4t_ Anxietyof m_n_ a pmn 8_t..
"
- _eae_
_thoffenco'is
_
supposed
aslinbletheapprehension
ofbehsgsubjected_to
o_e_h'
-:'."
to be committed: _or without the idea of more of the modifications of inecuavee_u_
iteliaquancy can Otis case any more than the above mentioned. Of these several modtfl_ _'-'•
other be understood ; for in this case a judg- tions of forensic vexation, the pecuniary rob. • .
merit, with mi order thereupon grounded, is pense is the most prominfnt; and this lzWtljr
_pposed_in the event of_be plaintiff's _ining
because the existence of it, in a degree wm_
Ida cane, to be issued by the _udge. But to regarding, is capable of being more preeh_y
the idea of s judicial order, the idea of an act ascertained than in any of these other eases;
"'::
delinquency is necessarily annexed; for the partly because the amount of it is capalde e_
wrder has no force, if any act performed in being more exactly measured.
breach of such order be not considered and
These inconveniences, or some of t_ero,
treated as an offence,
have a mutual tendency to increase and _geBoth an act by which a penal suit is corn- nerate each other : confinement in respect Of
meeeed, and an act by which a civil suit is place _iH oftentimes be productive of pacecommenced, suppose an act of delinquency or niary expense ; pecuniary expense, or the
Offence: the difference is, _at the acts by prehension me it, _
be productive of
whie_x • penal suit is commenced, suppose an finement in respect of place, vlz. in as far as,
oflb.nee, committed already ; whereas an act for the purpose of savi_g the expense, a man
by which a civil suit is commenced, does not either stays at home, instead of going a jourImpimseany offence committed already-- does nay, or goes a journey, instead of staying at
not m_ppose any offence as being about to be home as he would have done otherwise.
committed for certain • it supposes oniy that
The avoidance of delay is termed aa end
an offence will eventually be committed, if, of the second order ; because delay itself,
upea the jndge'shaving created, as above, the though indisputably an inconvenience, "mr,
et
Obligation corresponding to the right required in its effects distinguishable from the mtcm_
to be mnferred, any act in breach of such obli- venlences o£ the first order-- the inoon_
gatinn should come to be committed,
venienees to which the several ends of _he
We proceed to the consideration of the se- first order respectively bear reference ; for
vend ends o! procedure considered in respect into one or other of these same inconveniences
of the penal branch of it. The ultimate ends it may in every case be resolved.
of penal procedure are two.
Of these, the
In speaking of delay, it must all alongbo
main and positive end is the infliction of the understood, that to thebuslness of the branch
punishment in question, including the admi- of procedure in question, as to every ether
nlstering of the several species of satisfaction
business, a_.ertain portion of timeiaaltogether
attached to the lot of punishment in question,
necessary ; by delay, therefore, neither more
i_tthe eases where mixed species of_mtisfaction nor less is understood than the emmumptioa
respectively have place. The negative ultl- of any portion of time over and above the
mate end is the non-_ction
of the tot of portionoftimeabsolutelynceessary_theporpunishment in question in each case, as the tlon of time that would be sufficient for the
individual in question, in the event of his not accomplishment of the several ends of proeebaying committed or been a partaker in the dure in their respective greatest degrees of
thisalleged
individual offence, is entitled to have perfection, whatever it may be.
protection of the innocent.
So fax as the delay _mtinues, so far the
Collateral or incidental ends of penal pro- main positive ultimate eeds of procedure reeedure: the avoidance, as far as is possible, of main unaccomplished.
the several inconveniences which, in a greater
From delay, again, in certain eases, may
or ]mmdegree, are inseparable flora the course arise a result contrary to the negative ultimate
_faetien by which a penal suit, action, or pro- end of procedure ; in other words, from delay
ase_tian, as it is called, isearriedon.
These may arise the conviction, and thence tl_e
_ineonvenieneea, considered in respect of their punishment, of the non-guilty ; as for e.am.
origin, may be termed by one general or com. pie, by the deperition of evidence necessaryto
mort appellation, juridical or legal vexation,
the proof of innocence.
O£juridleal vexations, the principal modifiFrom delay may arise forensic vexation in
_tions may be enumerated as follows :-any of its already enumerated shapes.
-l_t, Consumption of time, understood in a
The avoidance of precipitation may ]_e
_y supposed to be unpleasant
ranked ss an endof the second order, for the
2d, Coufinement in respect of place ; obli- same reasons that apply to the ease of delay.
of being in some p_e in which it is But the w
of inconvenience ofwtxich it is
or prejudicial to a man to be ; oh- liable to be _roduetive, is upon the w[mle
of not being in some place in which even leas considerable, or at least less diverit would, be plmxaut or advantageoum to a sifted. In the ease of delay there is • eev_
-!ram
_ be.
tain inconvenience ; for so lc_ as it htat_
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_pr_'pi_tbm, there is no i_convenionce, hut
.what, in the first i_taace,
is contingent,
_
inmmvenien_
appertaining to precipitaA_ouate no other than _ dlzaccomptishment
._rfrustration of.one or other of the two ulti.
•mate ends of proeedure; in other words, they
e_m mutely
consist of anything elae but
_ither the uotz-conviction of some one who is
_uilty, or the conviction of, and consequent
-punishment of, some one who is not guilty,
Supposing it to be productive of either of
thin ultimate inconveniences, precipitation
_arcely be productive of any one of the
¢o|htterg] or incidental inconveniences, viz.
locel confinement and expense, unpleasant
occupation, anxiety of mind : on the contrary,
the effect of it is to reduce these several collateral inconveniences to a quantity inferior
to that in which they would exist otherwise,
In this point of view, so far from being pro_hwtive of inconvenience, it is productive of
ad_tage
_ an advantage which would be
_
and jiesirable upon the whole, were it
zzot for the chance of danger of which pre_pitation is productive, viz. the danger of
giving birth to one or other of the two abovementioned ultimate inconveniences -- the
_inconveniences corresponding respectively to
the two ult_nate ends of this branch of proeedure,
The idea of precipitation may be thus fixed
and explained. A certain quantity of time is
aupposed to be _ecessary to give room for the
_everal actions and refleet_ns, on the part of
the several individuals concerned, which are
considered as necessszy to afford to the judge
the best ehaace for rendering justice ; i.e.
for the accomplishment of the two ultimate
ez_lt of procedure above mentioned,
Pree/pitation is considered as taking place,
whel_ in any part, anything is supposed to be
4_-uek off or defalcated, from the supposed
Iteeessaty length of time. Thus, if a _nse
be supposed to be of that. importance, that
a/_er the he_ting of all the proofs, a Less time
than a week cannot, it is supposed, be suflL
cient, on the part of the judge, to be employed in the consideration of them, and the
time employed by t_ejudge in the considerslion of them is no more then a single day ; in
such eases the judge must, by the supposition,
be deemed chargeable with precipitation. If,
_hert, in consequence of such supposed preei-

productive of advantage qpon the whole,
since by .v_rtue of _ as much time m eovce_
spouds to the delay thus saved, ie saved.
Thus, again, if the time aBowe_ by the
judge for the appearance of a witness is but
three days, and the time, which a person
whose opinion is supposed to be the standard,
would fix upon as necessary for the purpose,
is four days, the judge would of course, in
the opinion of such persons, stand chatgtable with precipitation. If, then, the witness
accordingly, for want of sufficient time, _I
in making his appearance within the time in
question, andforwantofhisappeuranceanun;
justdecisionisgivenbythejudge--adecisinn,
contrary to one or other of the two ultimate
endsofjustiee ;--in such ease, the contingent
incenve_tienee attached to the supposed pre.
cipitation, is converted into a real one. But
if, not_thstandlng
the supposed precipitation, the witness does make his appearance
within the time, and that without any foren'.
sic vexation produced, on the part of him or
anybody else (for example, without injury
to his hes3th, or to the value of his time, or
increase of expense,) _ in such case, the sup_
posed precipitztion turns out to be no real
precipitation, or at least not to be productice
of any ultimate inconeenience, nor of any
prejudice to any of the ends of justice.
On
the contrary, the consequence, and only con.
sequence of it, consists in a real and positive
convenience, since a portion of delay, to the
amount of a day, is saved.
However, even on this supposition, a eertaln degree ofinconvanience may be produced
by the precipitation, upon the whole. Sines
the idea of a judge, whose conduct is marked
in general with precipitation, cannot but be
productive of a general alarm, for want of
the requi_te measure of delay and eonsiders_
lion: each person eonceivinghimselfltableto
appear in the ehatacter of a suitor, will become apprehensive of seeing the ends ofj.s'.ice cootx_vened to hie prejudice: he _
be
apprehensive lest, if he become an acetmor,
the party whom he accuses he, for want of
due consideration on the part of the judge,
acquitted, though guilty ;. le_t in the event
of his coming under accusation, he may, for
like wa_t of ennziderafion on the part of the
judge, be convicted.
If the enumeration, made as above, of the

repugnant to one or other of the ter of the endsof procedure, is proper_mfur
the
bymisthe as
several
objects
to be aimed
in theends
d_'acends judgment
of justice, actually
in this given
ease the
it goes,
and complete,
the at
several
will
chief correspondent to such ultimate end is furnish so manyprlmclple_, by which the pro_etmd]yprodueed.
But in the opposite case, priety of every regulation, proposed in the
_-_, if the decisionof the judge he conform- churaeter of a regulation of procedure, may
ruble to the ultimate ends of justice, no mls- be tried.
_xiefat_Ii_ produced by precipitation: the
Should any eonaiderstioo prese_Zt it_
_m_teney
is not reduced to act; on the which, serving in the ehatacter of a reaM
_atmry,
so far fzom being productive of toevincetheuti]ityoTtheprovisioatowtd_.
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Jt-_thus appl]'ed, slmllzt_he same time ap. in s system of procedure, so_01my._
-/
peer inmlmble of being ranked under anyof tobo avoMed in everyzuch_nystem: somamy
the above principles: in other words, though mischiefs, the avoidance of which may in amy
good in it*elf, i. e. serviugto evince the uti- such system be considered m respectively
lity of the provision in some other respect, it constitotiug so many end* to be kept in view.
should be found not to be of a nature td
If the catalogue of these mischiefsbeeomevince the subserviency of the provision in !plate, no provision that can be proposed can
question to any one of the above ends ; _ in be entitled to a place in any _uch system, but
such case, the enumeration of these endsin so far as it can be shown to he conducive
the enumeration of the correspondent prin- to the attainment of one or more of these
ciples_will
in so far turn out to be ineom- several ends.
plate; oaths contrary, if no such independent
If, at the same time, it is seen to be more
reason be to be found, it follows that in this conducive to one of these ends, than to mb
singlechapteriscontaineda testby which otheror others,
towhich itissuretobe rethe propriety
of everyimaginableprovisionpuguant,
a comparative
estimate
willthenbe
of procedure may bo tried and
to be ma_e ; and for the purpose of this earlAnd in that case, the pains taken in the in- mate, one point to be ascertained will be the
vestigation of them, and in exhibiting the comparative importance of the end or end_
nature of their relation to each other, will on both sides, i.e. of the mischiefs concerned
not have been ill bestowed,
on both sides; in the next place, the degree
This catalogue of ends, i_ it correct and of conduciveness on the part of the provision
complete, and the relation between the save- in question with reference to each such end.
ral articles accurately made out and estaIn casting an eye over the catalogue of
bliched ? The foundations of the ratimmie of these mischiefs, some may be observed, the
procedure are then laid, and ]aid for ever. A avoidance of which-- the eomplcte avoidstandard is constructed, by which the pro* ance--is,
in conception at least, a pmsible
priety of every rule and disposition of law, result : to this head may be referred the four
m this behalf, that has anywhere been esta- first articles, and the e|ghtb, _impunity of
bllshed, or can ever come to be
delinquents--undue
punishment_frustra.
may be tried and determined. A rule of as- tion of well-grounded clalms--allowance
of
tablished practice, established anywhere, in ill-grounded claims, and precipitation. Others
this behalf, is it defective in any respect, or there are, of which not even in .conception
supposed to he defective? It must be in re- can the exclusion appear po_ible: to th_
spect of its tendency to produce some of the head belong the articles of expense, vexation,
inconve_dences corresponding to the above delay, and complication.
Of these, it will
end*. A rule -- is it proposed anywhere, as be seen immediately, that to a certain degree
promising to occupy a useful place in the code they are inseparably and essentially attached
of procedure? Its ut_lity, if it possesses any, to the business of procedure: in these in*
must consist in the tendency it has to be sub- stances, the object is not to exclude them
servient, in some distinct and a._iguable altogether, that being plainly impossible, but
way or other, to the attainment of one or on each occasion to reduce their respective
nmreof those ends ; to the prevention or di- degrees or quantities to minimum, to the
minutlon, in some way or other, of some one lowest pitch possible.
artle]e or articles in the corresponding list of
In looking over the same list again in an_n_onveniences.
other point of view, another remark that may
A system of procedure, with what
be made is, that in some of the instances the
soever directed, will be liable, notwithstandresult thus given as.mlschievons is mischievou_
rag, to give birth to a variety of mischiefs, in its own nature. To this head belong, evi.
or say inconveniences. These mischiefs, va- dently enough, the first six articles_imptmlty
rious as they are. will however be found all of delinquents, wadue punishment, frustration
of them reducible to the following heads : -of well-grounded claims, allowance of ill.
In the penal branch,
grounded claims, expense and vexation. ]n
1. Impunity of delinquents,
other instances, the result, though still indu'P.. Undue punishment, viz. puni_bment of bltablymischievous, can hardlybe said to bum
non-delinquent_,
or punishment of delin, in itself; it would not he so, were it not fee
quanta otherwise than due.
the property it has of giving birth, or its ten.
X_ _ z_t-penal braach,
dency at ]east to give birth, to some one or
_. Frustration of well-grounded claims,
more of the articles in the list last mentioned:
4. Allowance of ill-_rounded _.l,_ims.
tothishcadbelongtheotherremainiugarticles
_, Expense.
--delay, prec_pitatlon, and complication.
.6. "Yzxation.
Among the mischief_ of the first order, two,
'7. _Delay.
and two only, are sue.h, that the ends eorre:
8. _e_l_tat_on.
spending to them can be mid with propt_
• ..Complication.
to constitute
"the direst and ultimate-ead*
of
8o many mischief_ as are Kable to be found
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penal brnneb, impunity of delinquency: in the
Im_-peonlbranch, frustrationofwell-grounded
ehdms. In the penal branch, _:heavoiding to
administer punishment when undue, is certainly an and of very high importance, and
altogether necessary to be attended to with
unremitting and anxious care. It cannot, however, with any propriety, be stated as conetitoting an ultimate, a primary, a direct end of
the system of procedure. Why ? Because if
there were no system of procedure at all, this
end would be but the more completely and
effectually accomplished.
This same observation may, it is equally
evident, be extended with equal propriety to
four other of the above ends--to that which
consists in avoiding to give allowance to ill
grounded claims, and to those which respectively consist in avoiding to give birth to those
unhappilylneeparableaccompanimentsofevery
system of procedure, vis. expense, and vexation in other shape_
The two ultimate ends_ avoidance to
produce or suffer impunity on the part of delinquents _ avoidance to produce or suffer
frustration of welLgroundod clai'ms ; -- these
two ends, though thus for the sake of unity,
symmetry, and analogy, expressed in a negatlve form of words_in a phrase of a negative
eoustruction--are
capable of being expressed
more naturally and perspicuously by a phrase
in the positive form: accomplishment of the
punishmant of delinquency _ effect uatlon of
well-grounded claims.
In the penal branch, the appiication of
punishment, with its attendant masses of
satisfaction io the case where the offence iraputod has reaUy been committed; the avoidmg the employment of such coercive measures
in every ease where the offence has not been
committed : in the civil branch, the collation
of the right demanded, in the case where the
collation of it is required by a correspondent
provisionofthesubstantive
law--the collation
of such right, and therewith and thereby, the
creation of the correspondent group of oh[igations ; the avoiding the employing those
same coercive measures, in the case where the
creation of the correspondent right is not required by the substantive law: -All these me.urea,
both in the penal
branch and in the civil, the observance of all
these conditions, is comprised in one expresnlon, viz. remterim3justive--takingthat
course
in every ease which coincides with the track
marked out beforehand by the finger of the
sub_mltive law,
It being established, that the proper end
and object of the system of procedure is to
render justice as aboveexphdned,--the justice
that will naturally be understood as that, the
ren&_ing of which is the end or object thus
lq_oken orris
the real justice of the case:
meaning by real justice, that which is such in
__trtdiatinstion
to whatever ehe may appear
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to be auth _in other words, _* before, thatthe course taken _}udl be what really is conformable to the indication given by the cotrespondent portion of substantive law, in
contradistinction to what, if there be a cliffsfence, is in appearance, andbut in appearance,
thus conformable.
The distinction thus made wears the up.
pearance of subtlety, and even useless subtlety; but when applied to practice, it will,
besides being explained, be shown to be, in
more points of view than one, of very eonsi! derable importance.
It will be seen, in the first place, that hetween real or abstract justice, and apparent
justice, there is in many cases a very palpable
difference : in the next place, that wbenthey
fail of coinciding, it is rather apparent justice,
than real and abstract justice, that is the dlrect end, and immediately important object
of the system of procedure.
In another work,* I have already had occasion to hold up to view, as a distinction of
cardinal importance, the distinction between
mischief of the first order and mischief of the
second order; and so in like manner of good.
in so far as that result is among the effects of
the action in question, instead of evil as before. But it is only good or evil of the first
order that constitutes the effect produced by
real justice : the good and evil of the second
order depends wholly and solely (speaking ot
immediate dependence) upon apparott justiee.
If the decision given, being a decision by
which u man is subjected to punishment, be
conformable to apparent justice, _ in other
words, if the universal persuasion, the persuasion entertained by everybody to whose
notice this case presents itself, is that the man
was guilty,--in such case, though by the supposition the decision is contrary to real justice_
and though, in virtue of the suffering of the
party punished, mischief of the first order is
produced, yet the mischief remmns barren;
no mischief of the second order, or alarm, is,
by the very supposition, produced by it.
Suppose, on the other hand, the party seeased is really guilty of the offence: a decision
is given, pronouncing him so, and he soffem
accordingly: the decision is iu this case, bythe
very supposition, conformable to real justice.
But if it be unconformable to apparent justice,
in other words, if according to uulv_
persuasion the man is looked upon as not guilty,
a mischief of the becond order is produced
an alarm; and that alarm by the supposition is
as strong as if the party, thus looked upon'as
innocent, had been so in reality.
In the same way,mutat/s m_aud/s, the dis.
tinctlon between real and apparent justice
may he applied in the non-penal Immeh of
procedure. The distiuct_z being thus ex• Prindplcs of Morals and l_gldatlon,
Voll, l_e_/.

_See

phdnod, it remains now to bring to view, by
way-of example, s case. or a few eases, in
which it is realized, and from thence to show,
(whathowever will appearpretty clearly without much showing,)the importance and utility
of this distinction in practice,
When, having been prosecuted, a man who
in the general estimation of the public appears
to have been _filty, is acquitted ; by the obsvrvation ofsuchacquittal,--bysuehimpunity
as in that case is said to be maJ_ifestedby it, a
mischief of the second order, an alarm at any
rate, is produced,
A general apprehension is entertained of
similar manifestations of delinquency, and
similar mischiefs, as the probable result of
such similar offences.
Offences are apprehended, in the first place, from the agency of
the individual himself, thus triumphing in irapunity, and encouraged to go on in the path
of guilt by the experienced receipt of the
profit of the offence, clear of the punishment
endeavoured by the substantive law to be attached to it : offences of the like desexiption,
or i]tdeed in a greater or less degree of all descriptions, on the partofotherindividuals--of
all individuals who, standingexpesedtotemptation, may by the observhtion of the impunity
enjoyed in the instance in question, be disposed toyieldto it. Suchare the evil effects
which, in a greater or less degree, take place,
as often as a man who, inthe general opinion
of the public, appears to have been guilty, is
observed to have escaped punishment,
If the case were such, that as well in the
case of 8qdlt, as in the case of innocence, reality and appearance always went together;
_in that case, no such spectacle of impunity
could by the supposition ever be exhibited,
But in fact, this want of coincidence between
real and apparent justice is observed to take
place in but too many instances,
On this occasion, the repugnance admits of
two evils, both equally conceivable. One is,
that the party appearing in the eye of public
opinion guilty, shall notwithstanding, at the
conclusion of the suit, have been treated by
the judge as innocent, in a manner uneonformable to justice; in other words, shall have
been acquitted,
The other is, that the party appearing in
the eve of the public innocent, shall notwithatand]ng have been treated by the judge as
guilty; in other words, shall have been convieted in a manner unconformable to justice,
Of these two eases, the former is a case
that, as will be seen, is but too frequently
realized. A variety of causes, each of them
adequate to the production of the effect, and
• accordingly each of them very £requently prodacing it, will be mentioned further on.
The other is a case which, though not abmlutely without example, is happily, there is
Je_t
to think, very _eldom real_,

In regard to impunity, that. the _ease d_A
man who, though fullty, and.as •anch lwme-.
.
cuted, has notwithetsnd_
been acqnitt_,
i
is a frequent one, no person whatever--_nO
judge, no advocate, no person, bow
soever in his affection to the established s7_
tern, will ever attempt to deny : the utmmt
that any snell person could ever thi/tk 41f
affirming, and even this is more than pet_o_
so situated will in general be disposed,_a_
affirm, is-- that when a man has thus "been
treated as innocent, and as such acquitted,
he has accordingly been innocent in reality ;
and that the decision, though apparently uaconformable to the disposition of the substantire law, was in reality conformable to it
that the decision, though not cgnformable _o
apparent justice, was conformable to real ju_.
flee. The argument thus supposed, would
very seldom indeed be found conformable to
the fact; but whet is material tothe present
purpose is, that even though it were conformable to the fact, it would not be sufficient for
the justification of the system of procedure,
in which the contrariety in question were
manifested
That a system of procedure be
good--that
it be well adapted to its proper
end, it is not sufficient that the decisions tendered in virtue of it be conformable to real
justice; it is necessary that they should be
conformable to apparemt justice : to produce
real justice, the only true way is to p[oduce
that which shall in the eye of puhllc opinion be
apparent justice. In point of utility, apparent
justieeJseverything;
realjustiee, abstrac/w.diy
from apparent justice, is a useless abstraction,
not worth pursuing, and supposing it contrary
to apparent justice, such as ought not to be
pursued.
From apparent justice flow all the good
effects of justice--from
real justice, if diiferent from apparent, none.
On the other hand, in this same distinction
may be observed a circumstance which operates in some degree as a remedy to a great
deal of injustice--injustice
which will be
seen to be no less entitled to the appellatlou
ofreal, thanapparenthtjustice.
Insomecases,
in some countries, it will happen, from causes
that wiLl be elsewhere mentioned, that although particular instances of injustice, at
once real and apparent, are manifesting themselves every day, yet, from the operation of
these causes, a considerable degree of confi.
dense _11 notwithstanding be entertained in
the system of procedure, as having a general
tendency to produce, in the deddens given
under it, a conformity to the prescciption_
ofjustice.
In this case, the opinion, though
;erroneous, and founded on prejudices capable
: of being pointed out, will, iu the way above
spoken of, be productive of _talotasy effee_l.
Were the system viewed initsgennineeolounh.
the alarm produced by it--the
ahu'm o£ hme,
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egfity--would
be extreme and unlvemd.
But I r_c, it may be of me tJwt.they
be _atten_.
bythe
effect of this prejudice
the alarm is
ovei-thecountry;
and wheresub-legidatanut
]e_aened;
the misehiefs
resulting
from the
have place, for every sub-_,
andi_,
impeffeetionofthesystemcannot,
betheprethe town which is the seat of it, theredaould
judiee ever so strong, escape wholly from ohbe an appellate judicatory:
trod thus, by the
eervatlon,
but the mischief_, instead of being
etfluxofsuitorstothejudlcatory,
andofmem.
ascribed to their real cause, the imperfections
bars and other functionaries
of the leg_lature,
of the system of procedure,
are ascribed to
a good public, filled with appropriate
aptithe nature of things.
That justice very fretude_moral,
intellectual,
and active -- may
quently
fails of being done, is a truth too : in each of these seats of busine_
be c_eated
palpable to be dlsputed--too
palpable to pass ! and preserved.
unobserved,
or unacknowledged
; but the noBut in England, on the enn'trery, where the
tion is, that whenever
it can be done, it is communication
is so prompt,
and the oceadone; that if in any case it fails of being done,
sions and means so abundant,
the demand for
it is because in that case, in the nature of
anumber of appellate judlcatories
in so many
things, it cannot be done.
The confidence in
places distant from each other, seems hardly
the system
remains in a manner entire--as
tohave place. The'metropolis,
the immediate
entire as if its title to that confidence
were
centre of all business,
which at all times will
ever so real and indisputable,
be sure to e_fford a public, with the aptitude
of which no other town can bear comparison,
may serve for all of them.
CHAPTER
IV.
6. To every judge belongs
the power of
JUD|CI&RY RSTABLL_HMENT.

3

P_OC_DURF_

THE arrangements
in this proposed Procedure
Code bear refereocetoa
correspondent
judiciary establishment,
without
which,
exeeution and effect could not be given to them.
For the llst of arrangements
proposed
for
the establishment
of it, see the Chapters in the
Constitutional
Code, from Xll. to XXVll.
inclusive,
Of the leading features of the system of
arrangements,
the following
summary
intimarion
may in this place, notwithstanding
the scantiness of it, be not altogether
without
its use.

locating deputes,
permanent
and occasional,
in number to which no present limits can be
assigned.
To the judge-princlpal
belongs
a
salary in possession:
to _-h judge-depute
permanent, the office of judge-principal,
with
the salary annexed tb it in prospect.
By this
means, the quantityofjudge-powar,
usingthe
term in the same sense as in the cases of clerkpower and horse-power,
will be at all times
in sufficiency,
at no time in excess.
A mere
will not accept the appointment
ofjudge-de_
puts, intheeasewherethenumberofpersor_
already in that situation reduces the prospect
of succession
to a quantity too small to produ_ the desire.
A judge-depute
is as it were

Exceptions
excepted,
and those few and
narrow, and for special causes : -1. Number of judges in a jodieatory,
in no
instance more then one. Judicatories,
each of
them single seated.
Principle,
in one word,
the principle of sing]e-seatedness,
2. Totheeogn_ceofeveryjodicatorybelong all sorts of cases, or say suits. Principle,
in one word, the principle of omnicompetence,
3. From every judicatory,
in every
case,
appeal lies, to one other indicatory,
and no
more.
The judicatory
appealed
from, the
immediate judicature:
judlcatory appealed to,
the appellate judicatory.
4. Attached
to every j udlcatory are-1. A
registrar;
2. Agovernment
advocate;
3. An
eleem_ynary
advocate:
the eleemosynary
advocate,
for support to the interests
of the
otherwise helpless,
among suitors,
-5. Presiding each overa certain number of
immediate judicaterles,
are appellate judicatorles:
the number, reich as the experience
of
theneedmanifestedoftheireer,Ace,
shallhave
indicated,
ln£ederal
commonwealths
and countries
in
w_ch the population
is thin, distance great,

an apprentice
to his princip_,
learning his
trade in the course of his service.
7. As to the office of judge,
so as to the
severe] offices of registrar, government
salvocote, and eleemosylmry
advocate, is the power
of deputation
as above allotted.
8. When time has given room for judgedeputes
in sufficient
numbers
(each
with
sufficient
length of service)
to come into
existel_,
no person will be capable of being
located as s judge-principal,
whohas.not,
for
a certain number of years, officiated as judgedepute.
9, At the same time, no person who has
ever acted in the capadty of professioua]
lawyer, will be capable of being located
in the
situation of judge.
10. In every judicatury,
to serve as a cheek
upon arbitrarypower
in thesituatian
of judge,
care will betaken
to secure the presence ors
good public, or say committee
of the pu]dicopinion tribuns].
Elementary
clasps,
and individualsenteringintothe
compositiono_thm
committee,
are these : m
_I.) Suitors waiting for the caJLting on of
the_r respective
suits.

and means

of

communication

comparstive]y

(2.)

Prob_timmry

law/era,

eerving

in

seat _f _sdieature a quazi-elerkship, or uppreati_hip,
_duration
of it five years, _
during the two last of which, they are admitred to advocate the suits of helpless litigants, or would.be lit_ts
rendered helpless
by non.possession of the money necessary to
the defraying of the expense,
(3.) The government advocate,
(4.) The eleemosynary advocate, i. e. the
advocate appoiuted by ._overnmant to give
assistance on the _ide of litigants, and wouldbe litigants rendered helpless by relative indigence as above,
(b.) The quasi-jury, on the ocx_i_n of
quasi-jury bearings,
11. The elcmantary functions, necessarily
exercised on the occasion of every judicial
inquiry, are-- 1. The auditive ; 2. The inspeetive ; and, 3. The lective,
12. The helpless litigants'fund, or fund for
defraying the expense necessary to effect the
forthcomingnass of such evidence as the suit
nmy happen to furnish: a fund partly com.
posed of fines, or say mulcts, inflicted for
pursuits accompanied with temerity or evil
consciot_ness,
CHAPTER V.
PROCEDUaE
-- ITS 8UB3ECT-MATTEBS.
As in the case of substantive law (constitutional law, penal law, and non-penal law ineluded,) so here, in the case of procedure
law, the subject-matters
of legislation are
distinguished into -I. Persons.
2. Things immoveable,
B. Things moveable.
4. Money.
5. Occurrences.
Persons are distinguishable, for the purposeof the procedure eude, into functionaries,
and non-functlonaries.
Functionaries into judicial functionaries,
or _on-judicial, or say extra-judicial functionaries.
For a list of these functionaries,
see Constitutional Code, Chap.XIL Judiciary
eolleetlvely,
As to things immoveable, and their distinctiona, see Camstitutional Code, Chapter
IX. Ministers collectively, § 7, Statistic func_
/ion.
8o, as to things moveable,
80, as to money,
8o, as to oeeorrencos,
Occurrences may be distinguished into judidaLproeedure-affeeting, and miscellaneous,
As to the judidal-proeedure-affeethag
oeem_onces, they wiU be found enmprisible
under one or other of the four heads foL
lewlag: _
L States of things,
_. Actions, or say operations, at large,

3. Actimts, oroperatlons, cons'_t_h_ghat]m .
utterance of judicial/ormulariea.
4. Judicial formularies, or asyinstmments.
By a judicial formulary, or instr_
_
understand a written or que_-writton
course, uttered on a judici.d oe_ion,
and
for a judiclal purpose, by s¢ t_e person or Persons belonging to the list as above, ofac'tO_.s
in the judicial drama, or on the jadieiaI
theatre.
In the case of each such actor, distinguish.
able in respect of the occasions as they oocur in the course of the judicial drams,
will be the instruments which may come to
be uttered by them as above.
Commenced, in every _se, will be the JU.
diciui transaction, by some person acting in
the character of an applicant, and not by the
judge.
Exceptions excepted, on no occadon can
the judge, as such, give commencement to
any judicial proceeding. For exceptions, see
Constitutional Code, Chapter XII. Judiciary
collectively, § , Sedative function.
For purposes other than that of giving.
commencement to a suit, may judicial application be made to a judge.
So many spades of applications, so many
species of applicants.
Persons to whom written judicial instruments emanate from a judge, are either-1. Functionaries ; 2. N_lt-functionarles.
Functionaries are, s_'above, either _ 1.
Non-judicial ; or, 2. Judicial.
Judicial functionaries are, with reference
to a judge of the grade in question, either of
the same grade, or of a different grade: ff
of a different grade, they are either of a su_erior or an inferior grade. Co-ordinates are
those of the same grade ; super-ordinateg
those of a superior grade : subordinates those
of an inferior grade. Subordinate to every
judge are all nan-functionaries.
On a special occasion, for a special put3ose, a functionary who, in ordinary, or say
in general, is, with reference to the _udgein
question, super-ordinate, may be subordinate.
Addressed to a subordinate functionmTs or
non-functionary, a _Titten instrument, ex_ressive of the discourse of a judge, is •
mandate, s judicial mandate.
To the nature of the judidal msndate addressed to him, will be referable the nature
of the response, if any, transmLrted or addressed to the judge, in compliance with, or
in consequence of it.
The persons to whom, in consequence of
a judicial application made to the judge, judieial mandates are addressed, will he determlnedbytheenurse
takanbytheapp_icatidu;.
and where the applieatloa is terminated ia
(and gives commencement to, and is thereby_
eonvertedinto) asuit, by thz cour_hdr.an b_
the suit.
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The courae taken by a lu_ is composed
OF, or say marked out by, the sev_d opeo
rations, successively or simultaneously perJ'ormed by the _everal actors, at so many
suece_vetimes,
posterinr to the commencement of a suit.
The applicant, for whatsoever purpose applying, will, as above, have made his appearanne Without mandate, or judicial instrument
of any other kind, received from the judge.
His examination for the day finished, the
judge will either dismiss the application altogerber, or continue it.
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§ 1. General Division.
ON no occasion can it fail to be matter of
satisfaction to the mind, to feel that it ha_
within its grasp the whole of the subject-matter which it has taken for consideration. But
on every such occasion, a movement necessary
to this purpose is the occupation of the re,iversa] vantage ground, by ascending to the
snmmit o_"the porpbyrian tree. To endeavour
to communicate to the mind of the reader this
pleasurable sensation, is lhe business of the
present chapter,
Expressed at length, judicial procedure is
the subject of the pi_sent work. This being
pt:emised and understood, procedure alone is
the denomination which, for brevity's sake,
will in future be employed,
On every occasion, procedure has alike for
Its object the Wing execution and effect to
tbis or th_ article of the substantive branch
of the law.
On every occasion, the substantive branch
of law has for itsobjeets one or other of two
results: giving effect to some right, or applying the appropriate remedy to some wrong,
Correspondent to these two objects of the
substantive branch of law, are the two species
of processes, called suits, in adjective law.
Correspondent to effectuation of rights, is a
simply requisitive suit. Correspondent to application of remedies to wrongs, are incuipafive suits,
Judicial procedure is an aggregate of connetted actions, exercised by divers actors; the
first of which has, or professes to have, for its
object, or say end in view, the giving on some
individual occasion, for some individual purpose, execution and effect to some determinate
.portion or portions of the substantive code, or
say branch, of law.
_ Procedure may be divided into_l.
Operatlons] 2. Instruments; 3. Stages.
Operat/oms are--l. Application ; 2. Probetion; 3. Security finding; 4. Counter.proba_ion; 5. Execution.
Applications axe either contestational or
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nou-contestational.
The _
1ms
suits. Suits are simply requ_tive or _ncutlm.
tive.
The b_t_tsofprocedureare_l.
Personal; 2. Real; 3. Writte_
Personal, the
: functionaries.
Real, the judiciary spparatu&
! (See Constitutional Code.) Written, the son.
_tents of the Register.
,Stages are-- 1. Original inquiry; 9., Qua_
Jury inquiry; 3. Appellate inquiry.
_ 2. Operations.
Operators and operations.
On this ot,v_
sion, as on every other, be the end what it
may, to one or other of these two heads wil|
be found reducible whatsoever, in the relation
_nd character of a means, is contributing to
the compassing, or say accomplishing or fuifilling of it. Operator, the real entity ; operation, the fictitious, ema_atlng as it were
from the real entity•
The idea attached to the word operation
is a modification of the idea designated by the
word action, as that is of the idea attached to
the word motion.
Instead of the word operators, a eonvenience will be found in the use made of _e
word instruments. And though the exi.-teuee
of the real entity, an operator, is pre_,dent¢
where it is not coneomitm_t to the qua_iexistence of the fictitious entity designated
by the word operation,-- yet for developing
the idea designated on this oecasinn by the
word operation, and bringing to view the
several sorts of actions, it was found toclaim,
by an indisputable title, the preeedenoe.
In the instrument called /anguage , or say
discourse, at any rate in all the ge_,emlly
known modifications of it, note on this occasion an imperfection, the inconvenient effects
of which will be continually exemplifyi_
themselves : the want of two different appe|lations for the designation, --one of the act,
or say the operation -- the other, of the resuit, whatever it be, of that same act or operation. The consequence is, the necessity of
employing, for the designation of two ideas
so widely different, one and the same word.
Unfortunate indeed is the existence of thm
imperfection.
It pervades and fills with perplexity the
whole texture of the language. Every word
that terminates in t/on, and many of them that
terminate in meat (both derived from the
Latin, and common to the Italian, French,
Spanish, and Portuguese, as well as the Engllsh,) is infected with it.
Application is the act of a party _ the
party-pursuer _requiring execution, exeeu.
tion and effect, to be given to some article of
the body of the law.
E.,ecution, ,,'ben ordered, is the acid,tim
judge, rendering the service required at.i_is
hands by the suitor.

•

---Proba_o_s_.he_of_he._/to_,_eeemaryestabFmbed byth_ e_
ad_on_-:
•
tog_e warrantand suthodtyf_ the servicepursuer's
side.
, - "+
•e demanded st the_
of the jadge.
Int_mste i_ the eonnezion betweenui]_.thest'
_xeeutinnreq_i_e_
tobe _
and severaloperations:"
neeesmry_e alI-_t_em'
divided into ultimate and provisional,
but one, to wit, anziliary bondxmmmhip, to
Probation requires in like manner to be the due terminst_on of every suit, en'tbe,
distinguished and divided into provlzionsl and pursuer's side.
definitive: end that on the part as well of
In two opposite orders, they are ¢_"
defendant as pursuer,
of being brought to view :-- I. The order.i_
Of provisional execution, the need is acci- which they are eontemplsted ; 2. The order,
dental only, not general and constant. It con- in which they are performed.
s/sts in the doing that for a time, and in such
In the order in which they are eontem.
sort, as to be eventually undone should the plated, they stand thus: -- I. Application
ease be found not to require the performance '2_.Execution (exeetrtinnbeing the only object
of de_e
execution: of which provisional to which the application is immediately di.
execution, the performance is "no otherwise reefed ;) 3. Probation, having for its object
conslstent]y with justice performable, than as i the engaging the judge to take measures fmr
necessary to secure the eventual performance i eventual execution.
of definitive execution, should the case be
Probotion commences with application.
found to require it.
Abhorrent to natural procedure is the disBy accommodation, understand that opera- tinetion between allegation, or information,
tion which is performed as often as a pe_,
and evidence.
In technical procedure almm
who is not a party to the suit, steps in and _ in that system alone which had for its ohlends his assistance to a party on either side jest the generation of lles, for the purpose of
for the purpose of saving him from an injus- maximizing the number of groundless suits
tlce, or hardship coupled with injustice, to and defences,could any such distinction'..
which he might otherwise be subjected, in have originated. So many instances in which
the course of the operations necessary to the admission and effect is given to allegation,
prosecution of his l,ursuit or defence,
which, for the purpose of being punishable.in
In so doling, the person by whom the so- ease of mendacity, is not considered as evienmmodefion is afforded, to one or other of deuce, so many instances in which admission
the parties at least, and perhaps to both, sub- and effect, and thereby allowance and oneoujests himselfofneeessity
to one essential, and ragement, is given to mendacity. Innumerfrequently to several distinct and contingent
able are those instances : not s suit that doea
hardships: no other person is admissible for not commence with one of them; and of tlm
the purpose of liberating a party, on the one endless chain of them, the first links are ocor the other side of the suit, from an other- cupied in depriving of liberty any man st the
inevitable present disadvantage,
pleasure of any other, by whom the faculty
Thus, in actual English technical practice, of exere/sing oppression in this shape is ready
the two persons who, under the aggregate to be purchased of the judge at the
appellation of bail, are admitted to render to lished price.
a party defendant the service which eons_ts
in causing him to be liberated from an imprl§ 3. Iastrttments.
sonment of indefinite duration, to which the
Correspondent to operations are instrurigour of the course of procedure would other,
ments. For every operation there must be
wise subject him, are not admitted to the an operator. If by a single action the opera.
performance of this beneficial service but up- *.ion is performed, there is no room for an inon condition of either eventunily re-consigning strument. Associated with the word operator,
him tothatafllictivezituatien,
or discharging
is the idea of an intelligent being; 'with
in favour of the pursuer the obligation, to sub- the word instrument, that of a non-intelligent
ject him to which, was the object of the suit. being : if, then, the appelhttive instrument is
Subject _o these conditions, the initiatory applied in speak_efa
person, it mmt be in.
allegation has, to the purpose of warranting an improper and fisurative sense; but to lave.
provisional execution (so shaped as not to be words, umg the word in this figurative sense
productive of irreparable dense,)
the effee_ will, notwithstanding its impropriety, be freof.probation, provisional probation. But, for quentiy found s matter of convenience.
tbe purpose of rendering the provisional exeOf the above-mentioned operatim_
the
e_tion definitive, it requires to be subjected system called prooed,ree has been found ontoto the controul ofanysuch counter-evidence [ rased: to one or other of thcee headJt,-e_
as rosy be adduced by the defendant, together _ operation performed in the coa_e of it will
with evldenee, probative of fa_, ifanysush ] be found redum_ule; for every, one of these
there be, the tendency of which is, to do ] operations, therefore, there will be found inmy with and render of no effect any facts ] struments.
to which it has happened to be su/_ciently |
Beinss being either persons or thinss, he_ee
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wehw_epermmdi_t6andrealimttttwsya desirable that they should be, ia one
merit4,. Butponiensof_inawritten
person,) apereipientwitnees,
lathebrmst
form, partake o6 the nature of those two sub- of the pereipiant witneu is the _urce of.tha
jeet.mattera of consideration and operation : information--the
organ of the narrating witbeing the dlseourse of persons communicated ness is the cbtnnA! through which it is cornby • sort of things, and the use of them being munieated to the judge. Turbld.are the-ideu
so extended andso continue J, _ hence the of lawyers under technical procedure; eorneedofapcakingofnthirdsortofinstruments,
respondently scanty, and in proportion into wit, wr/t_;
within the import of which adequate, their vocabulary. Obvionsatonce,
must be understood to be comprehended and necessary, is the distinction between the
qmud-writte_, for the purpose of those which, percipient and the narrattug witnem, Never
though not exactly of the nature of written till in this work, or those which have exmtsigns, are nevertheless employed sometimes
rutted from the same source, have wurdebeen
in the production of the effeeL
employed in giving expre_ion to it.
Persona] instruments are sub-operators _ i
Yet how important is this distinction ]
instrumentsJn the hands of a super-operator ; Small, indeed, it will be seen, is the proimtive
_n-eJmtsors, for example, in the hands of the force of the narrating witnem,, who has not
Judge.
been a percipient witness, in comparison of
1. Correspondent to application --the ope- that of him who has.
rttion_the
fictitious, is applicant the opeProbative.force--not
even that term did
rotor, the real entity,
the technical vocabulary contain in it. Yet,
2. Correspondent to _'ohation_the
ope- without it, in what way or by what disrstiunmthe
fictitious, is probator, the really course can you express that which there will
existing en_ity. 1_robazor is aceordlngiy the be found such continually-reatrrin8 need to
term presented by analogy. Unfortunately,
express.
the idea it presents is too ample--it
is that
Yet another distinction.
For giving exof the success of the operation termed proha* pression to it, say -- litigant witness, or
tion ; whereas little less frequently is the one non-litigant witness : and as synonymous to
followed by non-success than by success. To non-litigant witness, say upon occasion, exkeep clear of misrepresentation, to the office traneous witness.
In every modification of
here brought to view, another term, by which the tee.J_cal system, of the testimony --the
notl_
is decided as to suece_, must be narrative of a party litigant, has more or Ictus
found: _ofprobator,
say then evidence,
use been made; yet in none of them has he
J_older_au
appellation unfortunately two- been spoken of in the character of a witness:
worded, for a single.worded one could not be ou the contrary, between the character of a
found,
party and that of a witness, the existence of
Instruments of application.
Persona] in- a sort of incompatibility has been tacitly esstruments are the applicant& Applicants may sumed.
be either principal, or aaz///mT---_ending their
Yet in domestic procedure-- in that promaistance to the principal: and will be either i cedure which, being coeval with the origin o_
professional or gratuitous. Thus on the oc- the species, was in existence and use before
casion of every judicial application, whatso- the technical system existed, even in ima_
ever may be the object. So, in particular, on mttion --so]dora is a narrator to be found,
oeeesiou of that ser_ of application, to who is not either himself u litigant witne_,
which it happens to he converted into a suit, or imbued with the same affection, and liable
Real _ts
of application, none.
to be turned aside from the path of truth, by
Written imtrumeuts of application are any the same biases.
such portio_m of discourse in a written form, i And oh wha£ inconsistency _ what twistas it has happened to the application to give i lugs and turnings, when of one and the same
existence to.
party litigmt the testimony is admitted in
Instruments ofprobat/en are persona], real, some _
exc]udedln other easot-- in some
or written.
Permnal instruments of pmba- eases rigorously exacted, in other cases
tion are persons, considered either in the cha- optional ] And from the commencement of
raeterofnarratingwitne_es,
orespmseam_
the reign ofteclmi_
procedure to the prment
of_om-ces of real or of written evidence, In time, how enommus must have been the mmm
all three ea_s, there will be an advantage in of that injustice, of which this exelusiun_and
tpa*kinff of them by the eommo_ appellation the unilateral, and thence partial, admissions
of evillenee-hotde_;
holden in the bree_
deduced from this souree, must have
unttl_ la _
is the evidence of the naro produetlve,! For these exelusious, coupled
rating witne_,
with these edmlmio_, had there been any
Nm'tstiag is the eidthat applis¢l to one gruund i" rem_u, hunum society anteeede_
epedet of wlmeu, to distinguish him from to the insti/ad/en of the techuieal 8yste_ • very different sort of witness (though the could not have continued it* existence. ]t_
twochameten.are
mfrequunfly,
uitisal,
efthithefeafter,
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Novel is it is, as a sub- I tiun, is registrar. Iu tht,- cmu t,beHis ae
etitute to the tan_.wi,,ded and ninny--worded : diffw.ulty, no _
between _.
appallatina_the
pefma-bywhomacenmmo-i e,
udpeff_or,,_,___
__ 14e.who_,net,mz_'_,
.
dmuio_is affoeded to --,other--thls,
oe some ! thing is not • recorder: -he who x,eem_.mm]_-_
oth_mv_N_e_
__it_
_
_ • r_rd_,
he the reeorded'nmbtez'
be employed. Necesdt_ wm'rauts the appel- -ever so little, or ever so mm_: im_ Io ia
latiun--practice will, ere long, familisr_ the regard to the resistaat.import of it.
A work of beneficence is, on every oc_a§ 4..)'ud/cat/oa.
don, the work of the accommodatoz ; of beBefore any application can be made, the_
nevolence generally, and thence presumably ; must be in existence aa attthorit_, to whi_,
of_enefieencoconstuntIyand
unquestiouably,
at any time it can be made. This authority
Beneficent a_:_mmodeJun', is therefore a de- is that of the judge, sitting in that wkich bee,
nomination by which, without impropriety been called the judicial theatre. Of the _e.
in any ,Impe, the acconunodator might be de- veral edasses of persm_ who ate is it, Were
eignated. But for as much as there cannot actors on that tbeatre_of
their esveral timeexist an accommodator who is not beneficent,
tions and duties, a description has been given
the word beneficent is not necessary, and intheCoustitutiomdCode,
ChaptersfromXIL
after this explanation may be spared,
to XXIX. inclusive. Referenee to that pot'-,
Correspondent in some sort, though very tion of matter must be understood to bemade
imperfectly and inadequately, to execution, is in and by everything that here follows.
execut/oner.
In a sense co-extensive with
Coeval with applieatlun and probation, is
that of execution-- in the phrase _v/_ 9 exe- judieatioa: as to npplieatiun, under the aatund
,_t/_ end effect, _t is spoilt for use, by the system of procedure, all application is prob_
association it has contracted with the idea of tire.
Without the judge's being at the mm_
an operator exclusively employed in giving time applied to, and acting at the very time
execution to a mandate of 15eual law, pro- that he is applied to, an application cannot i_
duetive of an effect in the highest degree anycasehaveplace. Withoutpermi_dontepro.
afltletlve. For by.the word executioner, when cued, no applicant can be suffered to proceed.
presented by itself, will be presented the idea Hence, then, it is by application made b_,an
of a functionary employed in giving termi- applicant that the first moment is oceupmd :
natinnto l_'e, in the person of& defendant in but it is by the applicant and the judge in
the suit.
conjunction, that occupation is given to the
Another conjugate of the word execution,
next moment, end theresfter to the numbe_
like executioner, the name of the rmdly of minutes whatever they are, during which,
existing entity, is executor. But for use, as at the initiative hearing, the inte_course4maspplied to the present purpose, this denomi- tinues.
nation is also spoilt : executor being the
On each occasion, to what judieatory shall
d_amination given to the species of trustee,
or may _p_on
be i
? The'answeris
to whom, by the will of a person deceased,
short, and will naturally be utisfactory:
To
the disposal of his property, reckoning from that judieatory, from application to which,
the time of his decease, has been intrusted,
the aggregate convenience of the _evend
In case of need, for the designgtion of the parties may mo_t effectually he promoted and
pet_on employed in giving execution and provided for.
effect to a portion of law, the term exeeahua
No difficulty csn have place in t_me
may perhaps be found employable,
which will always be of by far the mint fre.
Correspondent to communication is tom- quent occurrence. These are, wherethe re,dmm6c_to_. Unfortunately, this word labours deuce of both or all parties is within tim
under the same imperfection, as the word territory of the rune judicatory, mui where
probetor has been seen labouring under. In- the subject-matter of rite malt is abo within
chaded in the idea presented by it, is that of that same territory.
the effect endeavoured at, as being sctmdly
The only ease in which any difl_mity ma
produced. The appellation on this occesien , present itself, isthat in which, the_aetual re.
needed, is one by which u person employed sidenea of the pa_ty applying to be admitted
iamaking, or endeavouring to make, commu- pursuer being ia the territory of that mm_e
nication of the subjeet-matter in question, judicatory, the actual res/denceofotherpsr_
ahalI be _.
ties, co-pursuers or defendants, is in the turIn _so of need, as the word exeentant, so ritory of a _t
judieatory_the
actmd
the word anmmm/e_t,
both of them related reddence of eneh o_e of them, being at the
by/ogy
to the word applicant, may per- same time capable of being dtffe_at
ha_ be found employebl_
the _
m_deece: hen, e, by ringingem
Correspondent to re_onis
recordator
ch_'u_
_e_ _
_&_
_r
_esa,
termed r_r
: eorres_different _
are pr_ble.
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m,da jadgeable, the communication begin_agwith tbe judge, there are two mode_-4_e-oral and the epistolary. All other eireum_sttncos equnl, the oral, it will be seen, is by
far the best adapted to each of the several
ends ofjust/ce: to the avoidance of non-dee/sion and mlsdeeislon--to
the avoidance of
dehty, vexation, and expense. But when the
residence, lutbitu_ or aetna], ofthe judgcable,
is at a certain d_tence from the judicatory,
then comes the question,--whether
the advantagein respect ofavoidenceofnon-decision
and misdeclslon (to wit, through the inferior
instructiveness of the evidence when elicited
in the epistolary mode in comparison of the
oral mode) preponderates or not.
On this consideration, exceptions (if any)
excepted, no otherwise, it is understood, can
application, if made, be entertained, than when
made in the oral mode. And what is moreover understood is, that thejudieial locations
will be to such a degree numerous, and the
plan of partition by which they are marked
out, to stteh a degree equal, that from the
attendance of a person at the indicatory, no
considerable inconvenience will in geveral be
produced,

.
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CHAPTER
PRACTICAL

GENERAL

VII.
RULES,

§ 1..Rules as to minimization of evil.
Ow each ooc_on,
have constant regard for
all the severnl ends ofjustiee; that is to say,
minimize the sum, or the bahmes of evil, cornposed of the evils opposite, respectively to
these ends.
• Of the several elements of value as applied
to pleasures and pains, thence to good and
evil maguitude_the
compound of intensity
and duration _beiug
the most apparent, be
careful not to overlook those, which when the
good or evil in question is distant, are must
liable to be overlooked or undervalued-namely, propinquity and probability,
In like manner, in the case of any malef_ant act or practice, whether on the part of
persons at large, or on the part of judicial
functionaries, forget not to take into account
the evil of the second order,_to
wit, the
second order, compo_d of the danger, and
the alarm, the publicly diffusive evil; any
move tlum the evil of the first order_comlmsed of the single-seated, and the domestieldly d_aslve eviL

:

•
=
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2. Rdes as to/rreparab/e ev_/,
. .As, to irreparable ert?L It may be such
e]thor_ l. abso&tely, or, 2. rdati_
: sbI_olutoly, to wit, in its own nature, relation
]tad to the na_mre of man in general; re]ativnly, to wit, relation bad to the condition
dtbet_'tic',.fl_'individmlorindividualscon-
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corned. Death is so, in its own nature:
eenlery evil--pecuniary
loss--is,
in its own
nature, in a greater degree more easily roparable, than evil in any other shape. Evil of a
comparatively inconsiderable amount maybe
irrepsrable, relation had to the individtml
individuals concerned.
Evil whidbwbetherabsointelyorrelatively
considered, is irreparable in itself, may also,
relatively considered, not be irreparable in the
way of equivalent.
Death is the only shape in which evil, on
the part of the immediate sufferer, is certainly
and invariably irreparable.
In the way, and by means of compensation,
there is no evil to which it may not happen
to be, in the instance of the individual in
question, reparable in the way of equivnlent.
Relation bad to the individual in question,
an evil is reparable, and exactly repaired,
when, after having sustained the evil and
received the compensation, it would be a matter of indifferenes whether to reeeivethe like
evil, coupled with the like compensation, or
not.
What is manifest is-- that to no person,
other than the individual himself, can it be
known whether, in his instance, between an
evil sustained, and a benefit received on account of it, any compensation have place or
not,

Considered with a view to its irreperab]lity, the evil which an individual is liable to
suffer is susceptible of the same division and
distinction, as the sorts of offences to which
an individual stands exposed : in the evil
! which is the result of the offence, may be
seen the sole reason, or rational cause, for
i the endeavour, on the part of the legiaiator,
i to exclude or minimize it.
I
In this case, to minimize evil, have more
i especial care to exclude all such as is irrep_
rable.
Irreparable evll may be produced -- 1. For
wantofa judicial mandate; 2. Byajudicinl
mandate.
The sides liable to be affected by it. are
1. The pursuer's ; 2. The defendant's side
of the suit.
Causes or sources, from which _repantble
evil is mostlyliable to flow, are_
I. Deperition, or ultimate non-forthcomingness, of the means of execution.
2. Deperition, or ultimate non-forthenm.
ingness, of the means of proof, or say, sources
of evidence.
Deperitlon, or ultimate noa-forthcomingo
ne_ of means of proof, includes, if complete,
deperltion of the means of execution ; to wit,
infavourofthatside,
totheinterestofw_dch,
in case of the proof, the execution would
have been _ubservient.
Of a failure of the means of rommunimties, deperition, or ultimate non-forthcum.

•i

; /
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mwe]l ofmeons of proofesofmeus
i
EUutnext ears will be the.fitl_lmeat ef_
may be the result,
collateral ends of ju_ice ; Iow/t,-=by.mhdByexecutlon, understand as well reeipro- mizing, on.eaehoceasion, the quantity d.ev_t "
_I, as direct : direct, it is ,_lled, in the ease ia its several shapes, delay, ___
where the object of it is to render to the vexation at large, at the charge of the sevimd
4mrsuer the service demanded by him ; reci- classes of persons, in relation to whom hi_
proasl, where it has for object the rendering powers will have to be exercised.
to a defendant compensation for, or security
When, and in so far as, the sol]atom]
against, vexation and expense produced by ends of justice on the one part are seen/_
the pursuit,
antagonize with the direct ends of justice
Ve'hen there are two antagonizing lots of on the other, it will be his ears to porsae
evil, considered as liable to be produced, the that coors, by the taking of which, the ba_
one on the pursuer's side of the suit-- the lance on the side of good is greatest upon the
other on the defendant'e_two
evils, both whole.
irreparable, or the evll on one side reparable,
On each individual oceadoa, M a _eueity
on the other side irreparable, forget not to for the maximization of the aggregateefgood,
take into ancount the magnitude and value and the minimization of the aggregate of evil,
of each. On _
occasion, let not the ima- he will settle in his own mind, and make pubglnation be deluded by the impresgi¢enes_ licdeclaration of, thereusonsbythe considers.
of the idea attached to the word irreparable, tion of which his conduct has been determined;
Loss, though certainly irreparable to the which reasons will consist in the gUegation
amount of a shilling, will not be to be guarded of so many items in the account of evil, on
against with so much anxiety, as a loss, both sides: magnitude, propinqulty, co_alnty_
though perhaps reparable, to the amount of or say probability, and extent, _being
in
a pound,
relation to each head of good and evil, taken
In a wrong-lmputing, yet not penal, private into the account.
suit, the irreparable evil to be guarded against _
Proportioned to the clearness with which
h, deperitlon of the means of compensation,
those reasons are conceived, will be his own
or other means of satisfaction, for the wrong assurance and sathfnetion of the contbrmity
execution in respect of the service demanded of his proceedings with the ends and dictates
by the pursuer's, at the charge of the defen- of justice : proportioned to the elearnem
dant's, side.
with which they are expressed, will be the
In a purely public penal suit, the irrepar- satiffantion afforded to the superordlnate Iraable evil requiring to be guarded against, for thorities to whom he is responsible.
the sake of the pursuer's side, is the iraFor these purposes the constitutlonaleode,
punity of the defendant, in the ease of his on the principles of which this procedure
having been, in the shape in question, a de- code has been grounded, gives to his legal
linquent,
power a latitude, to which in general them
In every sort of suit, the irreparable evils are no fixed llmits ; and, at the same time,
requiring to he guarded against, for the sake maximizing according to its utmost curiesof the defenda,t's side. are -- 1. On errone- yours, the efficacy of the checks provided for
ous, or inadequate grounds, eonvlct_on, and preventing such his powers from being eraconsequent burthen of compensation, or pu- ployed to any sinister purpuse.
nishment, or both, imposed upon the defenWith a view to the collateral ends of ju_
dant : he in truth, not ha_ing been guilty,
tics, the following are among the cautions
not having committed the wrong imputed to Which he will have to observe :
]aim, or any other similar to it. 2. The evil
The applicant having been received, _n the
composed of the vexation and expense to character of pursuer, or pursuer's proxy, and
which, by means of the suit, he ms), be sub- in support of the application. Ida evidence.
jested--the
evil correspondent, and opposite appropriate or simply indicotive, or both,
.to, the collateral ends of justice,
elicited--the
judge will not, in relat/en to
any other person of whatever deseriptinn (a
§ 3. ttules .for the guidance of t_e judye in proposed defendant, prolunUxl wltue_a, if any,
the ezerdse of h/s uSer/or powers,
or proposed co-pursner, if any,) perform any
On e__ neeasinn, the direct and first care operation liable to be productive of vexation
and endeavour of the judge, will be the ful- or expense, unless in his view o_ the matter,
• fi]ment of the direct ends of justice ; to wit, taking such evidence for correct, a probability
.by taking such course, or doing that which in h_ place, that at the chm'ge of the propmed
_tch individual imrt_nce shall be most son- defendant, the service demanded, or
dueive to the fulfilment of the direct ends of other, more or less analogous to it, l_ due.
justice, positive and negative ; further, to
To the mlnimlzatiou of nvoidable delay;]_e
wit, the eansing to be rendefed when, andin
will have especial regard. Ot'delay,
so f_ ze due, the service demanded by the moment beyond what i_ ae.ee*nmT _
_u'_er.

_. dlr_'t ends is de_ri_e._

to ;,he dh'_
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we]l:_
to lle ooUateral ends, of jmrtice,
Tothedireete_ds,
bythe intermediate eventtml decease of the pursuer, by chance of depetition ofmucees of evidence on both sides;
and in case of permmd evidence, not already
ta writing, danger of diminution of elearuem,
eorcectoe_, and completeness, by fim]tlness
ef recollection.
To the collateralends,_to
the prejudice of the pursuer's side, in so far
as in the right, by and in proportion to the
vexation attached to the non-poLsession of the
_rviee due_ and incidentglly by and in proI_a'tion to the expense, the need of which
may have been produced by intervening and-

quarrel or annoy each other in the preume_
of the judge. Saving_he spari_|yezerci0ed
right ofthejudgeto
put quettiom, tonolmrty
on either side is any que_tiem put by anymrt
of person hut an advocate: nor, tmleu be=
tween advocate and advocate, or in on extraordinary case, in guarded terms, betweon
adyoeate and judge, can altercation in any
shape have place.
Among the cares of the judge, willin like
manner be the minimization of the number
of persons, of whatever description, operated
upon bythe exeCeise of his power; as aim, in
the iustance of each such person, the numbew

dent; to the prejudice of the defendant's
dido, if in the wrong,-in the greatest number
of individual eases, it will not be ; since the
longer it continues, the longer he remains
exempted from the asrvioe sought to be exacted st his eherge,
But in so far as he is in the right, hestands
exposed by it, equally with the pursuer, to
sufferance, to the prejudice of the direst ends
of justice,, by deperitinn aad deterioration of
evidence, as above : and proportioned to his
lumurance of his being in the right, is the
vexation he experiences from the apprehenlion of being ultimately re_rded as being in
the wrong, and oa that aeeonnt unduly subjested to the service, which though not due,
is demanded at his charge.
But, of two or more applications made at
the same time, no one is there which may not
of necessity be made to suffer delay by the
jtmtdemaudsmade byothers, in an indefinite
mnn]_, upon the judge's time.
What may also happen is, that by deferring that which in the aattwal order of inquiry
would he the next judicial operation to be
l_tf_med,
advantage may be produced, preponderating over the disadvantage, to any or
all the ends ofjustice. Asoften as this lathe
case, the judge will aecord_y
defer, to some
future time indicated, the performance of such
next judicial service : but for reason, and
justification, he will bring to view the pattisolar incident or incidents by which exception
has appeared to be made to the general rule.
In Bmmaparte's civil code, the parties being
fat the jedioatmT of the justice of the peace,
admitted into the presence of each other and
the jadge, --great is the anxiety expreued to
pteYant confusion on the oecadon of such
altercation a_m&y naturally be oxpected: and
e_ that _I_-. for the prevention of that
ilmmlvmdenoe, no person other than the judge
ia _a_oriaed to put a question to any other,
]in t]ds anxiety, no eam_ for disapprobation
.mauredty be/ound,
eapecial/y whim the
of tbe_people he had to deal with ls
_mddeted.
In_.
jndlca_re., all creme for any such
ma_ty _ effectuaUy excluded: not exioting
lathe pre_ence of the judge, parties cammt

and vexatiousness of the operations i_#poeed
npen them respectively.
Accordingly, between the individual by
whom, in each instance, the compliance nocessary to the redditinn of the service in
qlmstion is to be produced, he will avoid interpeeing without necessity any intermediate
hand. The reasons are
1. By every such intermediate hand, so
interposed, is produced s chance of delay, and
a chance of ultimate failure.
2. By every such intermediate hand, so
interposed, is produced vexation, if no cornpsnsation, or no more than inadequate sum.
pensation, be accorded : and in so far m
compensation is accorded, expense.
MiddLe.agency.sparing, is the name given to
this ru]e.
Of the application capable of being made
of the middle-ageacy.sparlng rule, examples
are as follows:1. As per Constitutional Code, Chap. XII.
Judiciary collectively. Giving to each immediate judge, once in possession of a .suit, the
faculty Of operating for the purpose of it, in
the territory of any and every other immediate judge; instead of an address from the
_udge of the originating judicatofy, to the
judge of the territory in which such several
operations have to be performed; for though,
for various purposes, notice of what is done
l may be requisite for the information of the
judge in whose territory the operation is to
be performed; so is it alto, at the same time,
for every nce(tful purpose, suffident.
By deferring the operation till afl_ an mb
swer from file judge in question had been'.
received, or time for the reception of it
! elapsed, proportionable delay would be produced, and that without need or use.
When, for the purpose of justice, at the
charge of any person, whether in tbe sitontion
of defendant, or any other, the _
of
any eabjec_matter of property is to be made,
let not the eo.operatinn or coment of stleh
person be made neeemary to the -taiidity ef
such transfer, tf_ ut the hernia of the Imrma
in question, disdmmre of any matter of .fae_
relative to such property be necessary, it
wfllbe encted_gly;
lint tonoe_ee_
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for wbieh such ,#_,_sre
may be requisite, _expertly
t_ohtblted--as
_ aCaaty ,re the
can concurrence iu any way, in the aet of amom_t of £_0, subject _o the dedactien_f
tram_f,_r,be.needful
orofuse.
_e e.xpen.,e,
and theequivalent
fi_tbe_
vmub
tm_ ,-othershapes,
attached
tothe*itm_on
§ 4. _e'zible
regulations , mine.
of defendant,, in these cases.
For,mio/mixi_ evil, the main caution is,
In the artide of satisfaction and punish.
in no case, on no oceaslun, to lay down in- men_ provision against hnprovide_e/n
rids
_a___le _
(in particuJar, inflexible rule_ as shapo beloug_ obviomdy to the field cf pemd
to quantity) _rules of which on any _n
law, not directly to the field ofjudiehd pro.
the effect may be to prevent the minimization : eedure. Of improvidence in this d_pe, tim
of evl] in the individmd ease e_llln_ for de- marks are in a particular degree eousplemma
at the hands of the judge,
in Buonaparte's codes.
The pretence in this ease is, the avoiding
Now as to the fixation of length of time:
to place arbitrary power in the hands of the length of time, allotted for the perforiee
judge. But the good thus sought is illusory, of various sorts of operations, togeneral, the
In th_ hands of a judge, power, in whatso- pretence, or expected good, is avoidance of
ev_ degreeathitrary, i_ no otherwise an evil, delay : but in general, besides the predaetiou
than in so far as its effect is to produce evil i of the opposite evil, predpitation, and thence
in a tangible ahApem to wit, human suffering the evil correspondent and opposite to the
_in the breasts of individuals.
But where direct endsofjustiee,
it has for its effcet inan inflexible rule, as to the quantity of any- crease of delay, or increase of expense end
thing, is lald down, the chsnees against its vexation, or all three.
not producing evil in excees, are as infinity
A year was the maximum to which Freto one.
derick the Great of Prussia fixed the greatest
Against abuse of power, the only effectual,
length of a suit at law in his dominions : not
or e_ent
security, is composed of responsi- small was the service he was regarded by
bility : substantial, puniti_nal, and dldocahimself and by many another well-wisher _o
tional responsibility, legal and moral,
justice, as having by this exploit rendered.to
For the prevention of the abuse of power, justice. What was the consequence? Inthe
on the part of judges, the appropriate place is first place, wheresoever the quantltyof iraqi.
accordingly, not so much in the procedure ness necessary to the avoidance of the evil
code as in the constitutional code.
opposite to the direct ends of justice (posL
For exemplification of the evil certain of tire end negative) could not be performed
being produced by inflex/ble ndos in regard withinthat time-- production of the evll
to quantity, take the three capital objects__
respondent and opposite to the dit_.ct ends of
matter of zati_factioa, matter of punishment,
justice. In the ease of a to s certain degree
end length of time.
complicated mercantile account, for example;
First, as to the quantity of the matter of in the case of the death or immlvency of a
eompensotion, or other means of satisfaction,
large capitalist, having exteusived_alin_ with
if there be a case in which, of the compensa- foreignstates, this enuldnot but befrequently
tiou thus inflexibly fixed, the quantity be deft- exemplified; and in any case, by the
dent--_
.such sort deficient, as to be inferior don of a single witness, ira nece_ar_ one, the
to the profit obtainable by the wrong--it ope- same impossibility of rendering justice within
rates, by the amotmt of the difference, as an the so allotted compaas of time would he proinducement to commit the wrong, instead of duced.
operating as a m_n_ of repression for the
Of a rule thus improvidently a_l-compl_
prevention of it.
hensive, delay, the very evil sought to be
So likewise in the ease of punishment. If thus remedied, won]d naturally be not us.
in the ease of any crime, the punishment is, commonly among the fruits. This being .tim
all things taken together, dearly inferior to length allotted to the sittings, a judge to
the proflt obtainable in the individual instance whose sinister interest delay showed itself
in question, bymeausof
theer_hne,theeffcet
favourable, would avail h/mseigof the ordi_4"the ewealled punishment is to operate by mince, to run on to the full length of it.
the umonnt of the difference, not as a re. This, he would say, is what the ordimmee
pressive bond, for the prevention, hut as an requires. Well, to .this ordimmee I have
ltive
and encouragement towards the .psid
unquesfioualde obedience.
•_'_,_don
of the crime.
To one offence
UndertheEng]i_hzystom,
ge_erallyapeak.
_lty which in the individual ease in question,
ing, fixedlengtbe of time areallottedforevery
_he delinqueat _
gslned £100.) let £10
operation; lengt_ of time w/thoat _ytll
and no mo_ehave been the sum fixed on, the smallest regard to the quantity 6£ time _eeesobli_u
of ps_g
which, eon,tltutes the _ary to the ends of justiee--th¢
diffemst
eels Imaishme_t impmed. T_ effcet of the quantifies d___-dod by different di_me_
_tw is,._ operate a_ a bounty upon the _
between place and place _ the differuneee
adaden of the prekilfited Iw_.-ofthe act thus in respect of the degree of co_idil/i_"

:.""
_

-_aee_mT wito_
; in a word, not any the
-snmllest regard is, in any part of the system
_f fixation, paid to the elreumstances, nor
therefore to the interest or feelings, of any of
_he indi_duais concerned,
In so far as the time is rendered unsnsceptlble of enlargement, here, in many instances
to,a eertalnty, is evil to a vast amount neeessitated---evil, inthat shape in which it is
correspondent and opposite to the direct ends
of justice.
Insofarus
it is susceptible of
being enlarged, here is a quantity more or
]esscousiderab|e, added t_, the fixed quantity
of delay, vexation, and expense ; for application must be made to the judicatory _ application for the additional quantity of time.
Ia support of the application, evidence must
be produced-- application with fees to soileiturs, advocates, suberdinate judicial oflL
cers, and perhaps judges-- evidence carefully
manufactured into the most unapt, delusive,
m_d expensive shape;
Thus _s
on the game of leap-frog, betwoon strwtnees and liberality--each
hei,_g
in this, as on every other occasion, covered
by a thick coating of well-paid and self-applied
applause,
In English practice, whenever you see or
hear the word strictness, expect to see injustice : you will seldom be disappointed.
Of the judicatories self-styled
Equity
oourts, dilatoriness is, to the knowledge of
.everybody, the characteristic and most gleriag cardinal vice. But could any unpaid eye
endure to look into it, precipitation might
be seen carried to a no less high degree of
perfection : precipitation, by which in an ex" teusive class of cases, the production of the
evll_ correspondent and opposite to the direct
ends of justice is habitually and with certainty secured,
Even at the commencement of every suit,
in this kind of judicatory, the time allotted
h, in most instances __ considering the work
that is to be done by it, and the lengths of
necessary journeys -- too short to admit of
the work being done: for remedy, on payment
of£1 : 7s. to Judges and Co., two several
additions may be made, by the half of which,
it is rendered in most cases too long. A
temptation is in every case held out to purchase a third length of delay : but under this
indulgence lies a trap, in which the comparetively inexperienced law- preetitioner_ are
frequently caught, and this in such sort as to
produce, to the dismay of their respective
mad unsuspecting clients, the evil correspondent and opposite to the direct end of josflee;_the
client loses his cause, because,
_villingtyortmwil!;_ly,
his lawyers have been
_,,mived.
,-

Of the several rules laid down in this_Jde,
there is not one that is meantto be regarded
as inflexible : no one is thehe, from which, in
case of ne_ty,
the judge may _ot depart.
But as often as he thus departs, the constituted authorities (the public-opinion tribunal
included) will be looking to him fur the
reason_the
specific reason or rca_ns, by
the contemplation of which, ._uch departure
sha]l have been produced; end as often as he
does this, without the assignment ofeny speeific reason, he will be considered us having
violated his official duty.
Every such reason, will consist in _ indlcation of the evil which, in the individual cram
in question, would result from compliance
with the rule : and with a proof, that by the
aberration, either no evil in any shape has
been produced, or none but what has been
outweighed by concomitant good.
So in regard to exceptions.
In many instances where a rule is laid down, in the terms
of it, reservation is made of exceptions, and
a string of exceptions is thereupon subjoined.
To every such rule, the judge is at liberty to
add an exception ; but for every such exception, an appropriate and sufficient reason wdl
be looked for at his hands.
§ 6. _icA

side is most Ekely to be iu t_e
right
Antecedently to the view presented by the
inquiry into the particular fact of the indieSdual case, the genera] presumption arising out
of the several relative situations will be in
favour of the pursuer's, which is as much as
to say, in disfavour of the defendant's aide.
The general reason is, that without some
ground of assurance and belief in respect of
the correctness of his judgment, it is not
likely that a person would engage in, or would
subject himself to the vexation and expense
attached to, the character of pursuer, even in
e.eseofsuccess,--together
with the still more
ample eventual quantity in case of ill success.
Thus on the score of mere self-regarding interest, particularly when the force of the
additional restriction, applicable by symp_
thetic affection is added--a
moral powe_
which, how weak soever in comparison with
self-regarding affection, should not in thi_
any more than any other case, be left altoge.
ther out of the account.
At the same time, the greater the sueeeu
with which the endeavour to attain the ends
of justice, direct and collateral, is crowned,
the less will be the difference produced, im
thatraspeetbetwcenthe
two correlative sit_.
ations. The less the vexation and expense
attached to t_e situation, the i_ effcctivz
will be the restraints, the tendency of whida
is, to prevent a pemm from emlmrk_m._

_tly
disc, ted to _bo_e e_elusively lesitieases, _ that is to say, ease_ in which s sui_
mgt_,e_k, ._
is _he _oot_
it wil_ be has been instituted, and conti_e_ depe_H_.
seen to form with the _.gllsh system of pro- But neither are cases wanting, in which, wi_.
cedars, ant to speak of others less renowned
out any suit in_ittrted, it belongs to the judge "_.
for a supposed regard for the ends of justice,
to render certain appropriate servants.
8o
many of these cases-- so many are the dif- .
ferent purposes, for which a judhdal app.".
CHAPTEIt
VIII.
tlon may be made. Certaiu e._ses, moreover t
there are, in which, for the adjustment o£ttte
JUDICIAL&PPLICATIOS.
different h_terests consented, judicial _arviem..
may be necessary, evenwhere no disngreemeat
§ 1. Judicial Applicationwhat.
as between party and party has
Tale system of judicial procedure, it has been Of this sort is the case where the demmd
seen, has for its proper object, the giving made to the judge is simply req_d_'ve, and
execu_on and effect to the ordinances of the not, with relation to any party, either e_imilegislature,
native or inculpative.
The functionary, by the exercise of whose
ftmctlon execution and effect is given to the
§ _" Applicant's J_dicatory _to_utf. '
erdlnancas of the legislature, is the judge.
It being desirable, in so far as l_ractlnsMe,
The means by which that result is produced, that the territory in which the person in quesis the rendering to a person, who having need tion will be most likely to be called upon to
of it, makes application to him accordingly for pay judiciary attendance, should be the ten-ithe sort of service, by the rendering of which tory in which he has his most ordinary habihtthe result is produced.
Name of such up- ainu, iu contradistinction, and in preference to,
propriate servicesjudicial services,
every more distant judicatory : hence it it deThe species of application by which such sirablc, that by persons in general, emudde_ed
judicial serrice is called for, cab it a demmtd, in respect of the need they mayhave tomake
The aggregate of the whole operation pro- judiciary eppllc_tlon, it should be understood
duced by a judicial demand, from the demand what, in the case of an applicant, is meant by
to the last operation by which executiou and 1,is judicatory -- as in the case of a judge, by
effect is given to the portion of law in ques- his territory.
tion, both inclusive, -- call it a suit iu law,
By the applicant's judicatary, understand
or for shortness, a s,_it,
the j_,dicatory belonging to and situate in the
In English practire- by a denomination
sub-district in which, ss housekeeper or inmanifestly in_opropriate and productive of mate, as per Election Code, the applicant ires
eontlnnal confusion _it is also called o cause, his settled habitation, if any such he has. If,
But the case in which a demand, made at in each of divers sub-dlstricts, he has s settled
the hands of a judge, for services tending to habitation, or divers settled habitations, so "
the giving execution and effect to some cot- many as there arc of these sub-districts, so
responding portion of the text of the law, is many are his judicatories.
the service called for, -- is but one out of
To an appticant who has a settled habitaseveral cases in which, for jtidieial service tion elsewhere, but not in the sub-district to
tending to the production of that effect, ap- the judicatory of which he makes his appliplacation may be made, a;td that application
cation --as also, to an applicant who has no
complied with.
settled abode, _ the judicatory, whatsoever
Accordiugiy, of divers sorts of application, it be, to which, on the occasion in question,
by each of which judicial services of the he makes such his application, Js, on and for
tendency in question are applied for, and de- that occasion, his judicatory ; say his oeeemanded_the
application called a judicial sionalfl_dlcator_/.
demand, and by which, if ordered, commenceOf the facility thus afforded to persons
meat is given to a suit, is but one.
in the character of judlchd appli_mts, no inBy a judicial application, understand an crease of vexation to persons having oecaskm
appl]catlon made to a judge as such -- by any to act in a judicatory in any other character,
person other than a judge as such.
such as that of a defendant, or that oft
By any person who is desirous of obtaining ness in a suit, will, it will be seen, be the
judicial service in any shape, a judic_l appli- result.
ration may accordingly be made.
In every ease, therefore, any person whose
By judieial service, understand every such desire it is to make application to a judimservice as a judge, as such, is warranted by tory forany purpose, msyin the first h_tanee
haw in rendering to any person or persons,
make application to his own judicatory.
The services which it belongs to a judge
If, the design of his application being t9
m_teh_to rende_, will be mostly tho_e which commence a suit _nst
any persm,, the
VoL II.
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minile oft&st person is within the same local
fmld ofjmiieature, the case is in that respect
the ordinary ease. If such intended defendant
hasnotsnydomicile
within that samefield, the
ease is in that respect an extraordinary case.
*It constitutes one of the natural causes of
obstruction to the course of justice ; provision
for which is made elsewhere.
On hearing him, the judge will inform him
what course to take.

I_ROCEDDRE.
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neemsary._o the la_.ser_ng of ether persons
from vexation and expense, contrary to the
ends of j ustice; say Furaishia 9 self-dizter_ia9
or confessional evidence.
4. Furnishing _ecurity against undue vegalion imposable upon others, on the occasion
of the application ; say Re_oasibility-qi_rd-

m_. Furnishing means of co-enduring cornmunication with him, for the purpose of the
application; say Accessibility-securing,
or
§ 3. Order of making application,
means-of-communication-a_vrding.
For all persons waiting to be beard as up6. Receivlug from the judge, warning
plieants, the station is in the'visitors' gallery : against the damage liable to be sustained from
as to which, see Constitutional Code.
sinister interest of proxies, professional or
On entrance into the gallery, the inwaded
even gratuitous ; say Tute/ary-advice-receioapplicant receives from the doorkeeper a tic- ing.
ket. The tickets are numbered in numerical
7. Receiving at the best band, i.e. in an
order. He who, at or after the opening of immediate way, the advice of the judge as tt_
the door, came first, received a ticket No. 1; proceeding or not proceeding in the appliee.
he who came next, No. 9 ; and so on.
tion ; as to the mode best adapted to the ends
Immediately as the business ofan applicant of jtlstiee ; say Ulterior-course-concertia 9 or
is finished, the judge or registrar makes n sett/in9.
sign to the door-keeper of the gallery. The
As to Responsibility- affording: _ Evils
door-keepdr, callingto the expeetantapplicant
against which, on the occasion of a judiciary
whose nnmber entities him to be next heard, nppli_atiou, appropriate security may be helooks at hls ticket, and directs him forthwith cassary, are -to the applicant's statlou."
I. Waste of judicatory's time ; thence deft applicants more than one are desirous of lay, or even deulal of justice, to those who
speaking on the same occasion and in support otherwise would at so much the earlier time,
of the same application, they must first have have been litigants.
agreed among themselves as to the order in
2. Undue vexation and expense, to perwhich they shall speak ; if the whole hum- sons whose interest, according to the ear.bar persist in speaking together, they wi]l all vice demanded by the application, may coma
of them be made to withdraw, until they Ito be detrimented by ulterior proceedings.
_hsve agreed upon the order of procedure as i But, in so far as the applicant, though he be
above,
not the principal, can give as good security
If, with desires mutually opposite, a hum- against these ev.:Is as the principal could, his
bet of applicants offer themselves to speak on attendance may" be as useful as the princio
*he same occasion, in relation to the same pal's.
matter, each struggling to be heard before the
As to A ceessibility-securin 9, or means-ofrest, the order of procedure will be decided comnmnication-affordiog :-- The uses of anamong them by lot.
curing adequately lasting means of certain
com:uunication with the applicant, are two,
§ 4. Personal Attendance.
viz. -Purposes for which the personal attend1. Securing to him, if granted, the service
ante of an applicant in the justice-chamber,
demanded.
while making his application, may be neees2. Securing the public and individuals
sary or useful, with reference to his own de- against the evils just mentioned.
sires, are _
Hence the persons, communication with
I. Furnishing appropriate evidence as to whom should be secured, are --l. The prin.
rmct_, eollative and ablative ; say Appropriatecipal at any rate ; 2. The applicmlt, if &
ulf-_=w&g-evidence-fur,ishiat
9.
person other than the principal. Bat in so
2. Furnishing indicative evidence as to the far as this security can be as effectually sf-,
above ; say Indicative-evidence.furnishing.
forded by the applicant, as by the principal,
3, Furnishing, at the instax_ce of the judge, the principal's attendance is needless for this
any such evidence as (though the tendency ] purpose.
of it may be contrary to h/s desires) may be
As to Tute_recelvia
9 : -- As ¢o.
[ this purpose, in so far as the need has place,
- an s cone ot proceuure, me msemcu or I the demand for the nfine.inal'e attendance is
particulm"regulations of this sort are necessary I stron_t"
Trueit is_that_f t_e n-_dex_t=to obvia4e hesitationt doubts, and diversity of .
es_o
. .,
.
,
_'-";_
_n s short time _*'¢e
will render Itt may be made n_hle to him, by the record
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betw_ h_ _=y =d t_
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.and that for th_ pmlmse of e_teh ad_, the judge may, if hesees reason, cornmand the prindpal'J attendance.
But, on
the matter of the record, he may be more or
lessilLqualified to form a judgment for tkis
purpose. And there may be reason for his
receiving the judge's advico, though by indolanee, or some other motive, the judge
may be prevented from eommandi_tg his atte_d_nce for that purpose,
As to Ulterior-cour_e.settling:_lf
the case
be such, that the principal has zzeed of the
judge's tutelary advice as above, the ulterior
course, which it will be most fit for the procedure to receive, may depend upon the hature of such tutelary advice,
These considerations will serve as a memento to the judge, to be on the watch, for
the need which may have place in relation
to this tutelary advice,
As to Confessorial. evidence-furnishing :-For the prevention of evils to other interesaees, true it is that the attendance of the
princii_sl may., after the attendance of the
proxy, require to be exacted. But supposing
it exacted time enough for such preventive
purpose, the exaction of it, in the first instance, is to this purpose nee_ess.

•

§ 5. Applicants-- who.
On the occasion of a judicial application,
applicants require to be distinguished, iwthe
first place, into principals and proxies.
A principal applicant, is he by whom the
application is made on his own account. A
proxy applicant, is he whose application is
made on an account of another, or others,
In respect of a joint-interest, the same person may be applicant on hisown account, and
likewise on account of his co-interessees.
In relation to the benefit, or the burthen
which is the object of the application, the
applicant may be possessed, or not. of special
interest, or any peculiar and self-regarding
interest, in the subject-matter of the application. A person, the purpose of whose
application is the procuring some benefit for,
or the averting some burthen from, an individual or a community, with whom he is not
connected by any special tie of self-regarding
interest, is an applicant not possessed of any
special interest in the subject-matter of his
application.
A special interessee, may be so either on
a purely self- account, or on a purely trustaccount, or on g compound.account,
In so far as a person is interested on behalf
of another, to whose interest he stands bound
to give speeial support, he is styled a trustee
on behalf of such other, or others ; and the
interest he thus possesses is styled a fiduciary interest; and the law by which he is so
bound, is styled a tra_t-¢reating law : the

:person on whose aeeoemt _for whme._thetrust is created, isstyledaprineipaltn_,
i trust, or say a benefileadary. °
When a trust is e_eated by law, m a]mve,:
it may be either with orwithout the htet_It-,
mentality of a person or persons opemtldl_:
to that purpose : whe_ it is with such inszr_
mentality, the person or persons so act_
*
may he styled _rustee, or trustees. In thi_
ease, there are three parties connected m_djointly interested : -- to nit, 1. The beneiio.
tendary ; 2. The trustee ; 3. The tfttst_ ef
trustors ; or say, the trust-maker or trust-_
makers.
In some cases, the tru_tor and trustee may
be the same person : in these cases, the trus_
tee is a selflconstituled tr_tec;
or say, an
uncommissioned trustee.
When it is by the benefitendary that, underthe sanetiou of the law, the t_ust is created,
and s person or persons constituted and ereated trustee or trustees, it is by contract
between such benefltendary on the one part,
and the trustee or trustees on the other.
Examples of trusts and trustees, created.
hy act of law, without theinstrmnentality of_
any person or persons, are as follow :1. A husband, acting a_d appl)'ing on account of his wife.
2. A father, in quality of natural, that is to
say, law-located guardian to his son or daughtar under age.
3. A mother, in default of her husband, in
quality of natural, that is to say, law-loca:ed
guardian to her son or daughter under age.
[ 4. A geardien, in the case where, without
need of his own instrumentality, he is laa'located as such, in relation to a person under
age.
5. A guardian, in the case where, without
need of his own instrumentality, a person is
constituted such, with relation to a person
labouring under mental derangement.
Examples of trusts and trustees, created
such by act of law, by and with the instruo
mentality of the trust-maker, but without
In the
English
the benefitendary
no*other
name
than system,
eestW/que
trust, Thi_ has
de..
nomination, being taken from the obsolete law
French, is altogether unintelligible to all but lawyeas. Conspicuous is the awkwardne_ of its
frame: it is a sort of an ellipti'eal ahridlpmmt of
a long phrase, the tenor of which remmus to be
divined: suppose ceslu# a/b/en d¢ _ /_ tru_
e.st creW. In the case of his being regarded as actually benefited, this benefitendarywill naturally
receive th_ appelhtion.of-a benethe_ But the
actual full_ne_t of the design entertained vrpm.
feted to be enterttined, is tooprecarious to admit
of the substitution of the appellatien/k_s_flt_.to "
the word benefltendar_. Witness the breaches
oft_ust,
the aggregate amount
which, inCon.
the
case
ofdmritabletxasta,
is tmde_ofMatchless
i stitufien_o enormm:s_ as per the em_missi_ ol
l inquiry, now ao many yea_ depending.
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the instrumentality of the benefidendaries, i for a speeia_tpurpose, but not ineorporatedby
Ire _ follow : _
any legal instrumeut.
I. A testamentar]ly-lo_tted
post-obituary
A person attending, in a case of alleged and
administrator: the beneficiendaries in this supposed necessity, in the charanterof aselfc_e, with or without the administrator him- constituted trustee, for any of the classes of
self, are the co-interassece, ss above, in the principals above mentioned, on the ground
mass of property left vacant by the death,
that, by negligence or sinister design, or by
9. The ease where a person, desirous of!reason of a blameless want of appropriate
conferring a benefit on a certain person or information on the part of the proper trustee
persons, invests a mass of property in the : or trustees, the interest of the principal
]muds of a trustee or trustees, in trust, to be would, but for such application, be exposed
disposed of in a certain way mentioned, for to suffer irreparable d_mage.
the benefit of s person or persons in the character of a beneficiendary, or set of benefi§ 6. Interes_ees--wlw.
clendaries.
A person who on any account makes judiExamples of trusts and trustees, created cial application to a judicatory, becomes, by so
under the sanction of the law, by the trustor doin[,Lor assumes himself to he, an interesJee.
sad trustors, and the beneficiendaryand beneh_teressee is a word bearing reference to
ficiendaries, in the way of contract, are-some subject-matter.
By an interessee, un1. The ease of s general agent and his prin- derstand a person possessing a legal interest
clpal ; a general agent, to wit, or trustee, to (an interest sanctioned, or considered as being
whom the principal, as beneficiendary, en- about to be sanctioned, by law,)in
the way
trusts the management of his pecuniary, and of profit or loss in some assignable subjectother interests in general. To this head be- matter.
longs the case of u steward receiving the
Such interest a man may possess either on
whole income of his principal,
his own account, or on that of another: if,
_. The case of a special agent, acting in and so far as it is, on his own account, it is a
the capacity of a steward of a particular self-account interest ; if, and ._ofar as it is, on
landed estate,
account of another person or persons, it is a
3. The case of the manager of a manufac- trust-account.
toting concern.
A person who, with reference to the same
4. The case of an agent or factor, acting subject-matter, is a self.account interessee
in the sale of a particular article, or set of and a trust-account interessee, may be st}led
articles, whether in the way of ordinary sale, a joint-account trustee.
or in the way of auction.
An applicant, applying on behalf of a numb. The case of an agent or factor, acting her of self account co-interesses, is with reas such, in behalf of a principal, habitually or l_Ltionto them a representative : he is on that
temporarily resident in a foreign country,
occasion their representative ; if he is one of
In the Constitutional Code throughout,
their number, a joint-account representative;
but more particularly in those chapters which if he is not of their number, a trustee-tel:reconcern the business of the administrator's sentative.
department, may be seen mention made of
Ofan interessee'sbecoming such,thecease
divers functions, as exercisable by public is, either his own agency alone, or the agency
functionaries, for the benefit of the public, of some other person or persons alone, or his
In the instance of many, if not all of them, own agency" in conjunction with that of some
funetions of the same nature, and thereby other person or persons. In the first case, he
susceptible of the same denomination, are is a purely self-constituted interessee; in the
exercisable, and everywhere habitually exer- second case, a located interessec ; in the third
dsed, by individuals in the character of trus- case, a consenting located trustee.
tees, on behalf of individuals, and bodies of
A located trustee, is located either by the
men, in the character ofbaneficiendaries,
law, that is to say, by the legislature alone,
Examples of applicant eo.interessees are-with or without his consent, or by the la_
Where s partner attends on accountof him- and some other person or persons jointly, lu
self, and his to-partner, in respect of the the first case, tharcisnotrostor;intbesecond,
partnership estates,
there is a trustor, or set of trustors.
A person attending on account of the mass
Of cases in which a trustee is located by
of property belonging to an individual, or a the law alone, examples ere as follow: -[mrtnership, in a state of insolvency.
A father, in respect of the power exercised
•A person attending on behalf of a body- by him in relation to, and over his children.
corporate associated by law, m_dbeing or not
A husband, in respect of any such power
be_'a member thereof,
as is given him, by law, "to be exerdsed in
A person attending as a representative, or relation to, and over his wife.
membor ofabodyof persons nssodated either
A gua:dian, in respect of the power over
premiseuoualy or on a special occasion, and , the person and property of his or her ward,
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in so far as established by law, without need
of.concurrence on the part of any person.
A trustee may be such, either without
power or with power over persons or things,
A self-constituted trustee, as above, is a
trustee without legal power. Without coremission from any beneficiendary, or any 1ocated trustee, or the law, _ undertaking the
performance of a certain service, for the benefit of the beneficiendary, he constitutes
himself, in so far, a servant of such benefieiendary : and for damage done to any persOn,
on the occasion ofsuch service, or supposed or
pretended service, he_scompensationally, and
m ease of sinister design, and evil conscioushess or temerity, punitionally responsible,
Ofjoint-aceount representative applicants,
examples are as follow : -!. A person applying as member of a prirate partnership,
2. A person applying as teen|bar of a jointstock company,
3. A person applying as one of two or more
trustees, located as such, with power over a
mass of property, placed at their disposal, for
their own joint benefit,
Wheresoew;r a trustee is located as such,
a trust is said to be established,
By a trust, understand a power, burthened
with obligation--with the obligation ofglving
to the power such exercise, as in sores particular way to render it serviceable to some
person or" persons, determinate or indetcrminute, in any number, up to that of all the
iohabitents of the political state,
Parties to every trust are-- frst, a person
or persons by whom the service is intended
to be rendered ; second, a beneficiendary or
beneficiendaries, to whom the service is intended to be rendered,
If it were by a single individual, that the
trustee or trustees was or were located, he,
in relation to them, is ]ocator--solc
Iocator ;
if divers individuals, each of them is a joint
locator,
A trustor, by whom a trust is established
by the location of a certain trustee or certain
trustees, with power for continuing the trust,
and preventing its extinction, by successive
acts of location, maybe styled thefou_der of
that same trust,
§ 7. Application how cwm_tenced,
At the proper station, the applicant sits or
stands in silence, until addressed by the judge,
Judge toapplicant : --What is i_ _ou have
to tell us of? -1. A service which you claim, for yourself
or any one, at the hands of any one ?
'_. A wrong for which you claim, for yourself or any one, satisfaction at the charge of
any one?
3. A public offence, as to which you are
I1ttdy to Bive us information ?

'_r

4. Or anything, and what ebe?
After utterance of the introduetlve qm_tion, eudingwiththeword|te//u_of,
thejudtle
makes a short pause, to give time to tim
applicant to say, Prepared, dr, or, 1 _tmprepared _if such be the case.
By the word prepared, the judge readerstands that the applicant is sufficiently l_e.
pared to state the nature of his appllcatum,
under one or other of the above heads, without need ofassistauce from the judge.
If no such intimation is ¢mtveyed, then
only it is that the judge proceeds to enumerate the several above-mentioned purposes,
and modes of contentious application, that
the applicant may settle with himself, and
declare to which of them the matter he has
to state belongs.
If, for want of appropriate aptitude, the
applicant is unable to give, ia the first instance, an intelligible answer to the above
questions, in such manner as to refer the case
to any one of the general heads already
brought to view, the judge will continue
hearing and interrogating hire, till the import
of his application is sufficiently ascertained.
For giving facility to these examinations,
as well as for other purposes, a set of appro.
priate tables will have been provided, and
kept hung up in the jt_'tice-chamber, in such
manner as to be legible to the greatest pussihle nmnher of persons at once ; as also the
like in smaller form, in such sort that one
copy may be held in hand by the applicant,
and another by the judge.
Examples of these tables are as follows :-Table I. Table of services e_rigible, or r/g/_ls
obtainable, containing a list of the several
sorts of effective services, which by the curresponding judicial services performed by the
judge, one person may el*timat the hands of
! another, without the imputation of wrong
from the not having rendered there ; addit_g
to each service the several efficient causes of
the right or title to receive it.
Table 2. Table of wrongs, private and
publieo.private,
with the correspondent remedias ; consisting in modes of satisfaction,
with or without modes of puni_hment added"
or subbtituted to satisfaction, as the case
may be.
Table 3. Table of pure_ public wromjz.
with the correspondent remedies.
For these several tables, heads and matter
may be seen _n the In/reduction to t/is .t_'ia.
clples of Moral* and Legislation, and in the
2"roit_ de LEyislation Civile et PEnnia.*
If the applicant can read, the judge cam_
such of these tables as may serve for his assistance _o be put into his hands, having in
his own band or view, copies of the same : if
the applicant cannot read, the copy wbid_
• See VoL I. p. 96, e./aeq.
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_ejudge has, assists him in puttingquestions
kno_m to him, may probably have been, in
or giving instructions to the applicant, as the relation to it, a percipient witness. In this
may require,
latter case comes the demand for investiga• If theapplication be contentious, the con- tloo, as explained ill another chapter.
versation will proceed as let Chapter X1L
Asalreadyobserved, thereisnosortofcase
"Initiatory Hearing.
in which there may not be need of such invesIf the application be uncontentious, the tigatory process, nor any in which the servlce
applicant will name it as above by its appro- rendered to parties by the employment_ of it
•priate generic, denomination.
.
may not outweigh the vexation and expense.
To save ume, these denominations will But in England, it not being employed but
not, like the others, be recited by the jmlge, in cases regarded as belonging to the highest
Tl_.y are of comparatively rare occurrence ; classes of crimes, or injudicatoriesiuto which
nor_villthey need, any of them, to be made the eye of the public scarcely penetrates,
by any person whois not able to explain thosehlgherclassesofcesesaretheoolyoues
himself su_Bciently ov the subject ; to wit, in which the need of it can be expected to
either by perusal of the code, or by previous present itself to the generality of readers.
conference with some friend, from whom sufAs to the person, if any, to whom the ad.
fleientinstruction and direction will have been dress shall be made by the judge before any
obtained,
is made to the defendant, -- here a_min is a
lu any case, it may be clther on the appli- point in relation to which an option will be
cunt's own account, or on aceotmt of some to be made by the judge.
other person, that the application is made.
So likewise in regard to the three several
But how the matter stands in this respect,
modes of address above mentioned.
the judga will without difficulty understand
On this occasion, too, will come the confrom theapplicant'sstatcmen't.
Interrogations
sideratioa whether to consign the function of
to that effect need not therefore be included pursuer to the government advocate ;aod
in the judge's address as above,
no sooner does reason sufficient for this
For the several cases in which one person operation present itself, than the judge as'ill
may make application on behalf of another,
perform it accordingly, that his opinion and
see Chapter XII. laitiator_/Hearing,
decision respecting the points above meutim_At the counncncement of the conversation,
ed may be heard.
or at any time in the course of it, if it be
dear that the applicant can read, the judge
§ 8. Application--its
purposes.
with his hand may point to, anti if near
In regard to purposes, the leading principle
enough, touch the spot on which the legend seems to be, that to all purposes that can
containing the warning against falsehood is with propriety be termed judicial, the faculty
displ.tyed : as to which, see Chapter Judiciary
ought to be open to exercise; and to render
Collectieel!t (Ch. XII.) in the Constitutional
the purpose judicial, it is not necessary that
Code.
on the occasion in question a suit should aeIn the ease of an information, he will take tually have been instituted.
It is sufficient,
the same course asabove for aseertainilJg the if either a probability having place that a
nature of the wrong complained of, or thg suit of acertain description will be instituted,
_rviee to which the party in question has a it will in probability be conducive to the
right,
ends of justice that the service aimed at by
If it be the ease of a wrong, as it corn- the application should be granted ; or that if
monly will be, and most commonly that of a the service be granted, a suit conducive to
crime, he will collect from the informa'zt the ends of justice may in probability be
whether he be or he not desirous or content
instituted, and the ends of justice thereby
to be a pursuer, alom, or in conjunction with attained, ina case in which, but for this same
some other individual, or the government ad- service, asuit might otherwise not have been
voeate, or both; which done, he willdetermine
i,stituted,
and thereby the ends of justice
as to the complying or not complying with might have failed of being attained.
the desire.
Cases there are, in which, though strictly
Ia this ease more particularly, a qnestlon speaking the business is not of a judicial na,table to come under consideration will he, ture, inasmuch as no contestatiou hath as yet
_,hether the fact spoken to in the information
ptace, and though at the hands of the judge
oe the criminal act itself, or only a fact no judicial termination of a suit may come to
capable of operating in the character of dr- or be intended to be called for, --yet among
eumstantial
evidence ; and in both cases, the powers necessary to be exercised for the
Whether according to his account the infor- aecemplishment of this definable purpose, are
mant was in relation to the fact in question,
some of those which are indisputably attached
iiimself a percipient witness, or whether all to the office of judges. Of this sort it the
lie has to speak to is his having reason to i evide.nce-elidting power and function.
h'dlt_ve that another person, known or unOn the present occasion wiUbe added eat.:
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_tln powers, the demand for the exercise of
which is created by some accident, or other
event, by which it cannot without previous
inquiry, that is to say, elicitat_on of evidence,
be ascertained whether or not there may not
be litiscoutestation,
and in consequence of
it-, demand for the exercise of powers exeluslve]y attached to the office of judge. Had
the state of facts been previously known, the
powers necessary to the production of the
desirable effect-- for instance, the staying or
reparation of calamity in this or that shape _
might have been exercised by other efficient
hands ; but no such hands being in readiness,
and those of the judge being in readiness, it
is by them that the powers in questmn are
exerctseable, w_th more effect than by any
other, and by them that it is aecordlagly fit
zhey should be exercised,
The purposes for which an individual may
make application to a judge, as such, are
e_ther_l. Ordinary; 9.. Extraordinary. The
ordinary ore,--l. Contentious ; 2. Simply informative. Theextraordinaryare--l.
Consultative; 2. Damage preventive ; 3. Prospectiveevldence-secoring,
Purpose--contentious.
By the contentious
purpose, understand the purpose to institute
a suit at law. When from the declaration
made by the applicant, it appears that this is
his purpose, and when by the judge his prosecotlon of this purpose is allowed, the suit
is declared to be instituted, and the hearing
thus going on is declared to be the initiatory
hearing in relation to this same suit. The
applicant in this case is a pursuer,
Purpose--slmply
informative. In contemplation of a certain criminal offence or wrong,
fxom which he or some other individual, or
the public at large, has suffered damage, or
as he supposes was in danger of receiving
damage-- ah applicant who is desirous that
pursuit on the ground thereof be made by
some one else (for example, bythe constituted
authorities,) but is not desirous to act for
himself'as pursuer, desires to be admitted to
deliver information thereto relative, -- such
applicant is an informant,
If, in contemplation of an eventusJ suit
purely non-penal, information through regard
to the ends of justice or to the welfare of a
party suppe_ed to be interested, is given by
an individual who has not himself any special
interest in such suit, -- this application is that
_f a non-commissinnad proxy,
In English practice, on both these grounds,
applications have place every day in certain
criminal case_ The cases are mostly those
Jn which the punishment attributed to the
offence rises to the height of what is so nnintelligibly c_dled re/nay. But if in a jud,cial
case off, his sort, the receipt of information is
capable of being of any use, so is it in every
:other. Yet in no other case is there a judge
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who will receive it. The m_t of _t_,e_by
whom, in this ease, the information m re.
ceived, is not the judge under whom the suit
will receive its termination, but the sort _f
judge by whom a sort of preliminacy, incom_
plebe, and never-conclusive inquiry is carried
on; to wit, the justice of`the peace.
Purpose -- consultative. By the eon_ulta_
tire purpose, understand the purpose.which
I is in view, when, being in doubt concerning
the interpretation that may eventually be put
by the judge on a certain portion of the body
i of the law, the application has for its object
i the calling into exercise the judge's p_-ini terpretative function. The applicant in
i case is a consultant.
The motive for the consultation is_either
i for his own sake or that of some person
whose welfare he takes an interest, where
certain course in which the law has, as he
supposes, a bearing-- an anxiety to know in
what manner it would by the judge he ev©ntually regarded as bearing
Of the eases in which a demand for an
app]icatlon for this purpose may have place,
examples are as follows :-- 1. Conveyanco:
the applicant desirous of making, on cextaln
conditions, conveyance of a certain right, of
or relating to a certain mass of property, hut
not sufficiently assured of the validity or the
impunibilityofsuchconveyance.
2. Contract:
so in regard to a contract to a certain effect.
8. Prohibited acts: so in regard to a certain
act at large, which he is desirous of performing, but is not sufficiently assured of its not
being regarded as prohibited, end thenve punishable.
Purpose_damage-preventive.
According
to the source of the damage, this purpose
may be--l. Calamity _ damage-grevent_ve ;
2. Delinquency--damage-preventive
; 3. Absenteeship-- damnge-preventive.
For examples of the modification, of which
c_mnity is susceptible, see Constitutional
Code, Chapter X1. § 5, Preventive Sertr_
AKiaister. So likewise, for damages through
delinquency. Under calamity include cas_
alty; the diffcre_tce being only as between
greater and less ; determinate sepexative line,
there is none.
For the prevention ofcalamity--pr_eventinn
of the commencement or the continuance,
as the case may be, -- application may aim
be made to n preventive-service funetlon_y,
as per Const. Cede, or to the local headmlm.
If for the rendering of the service needed,
powers such as belong to the judge, and not
to those two other functionaries respectively, are necessary, then is lt to the j_e
that application will be to be made ; mad if
made to either of tkose other fonctionarle*,
the applicant will by them be referred-te.ihe
judge.
By the absenteeship-damage, pn_
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t_t which is liable to have plaee for want
d lnoprietary care; the proprietor, known
or unknown, distant from the spot, and no
other person at hand, with sufficient anthority and inclination to prevent the damage,
'Examples are -1. Agricultural produce perishing for _ant
of being gathered in.
2. Agricultural live - stock perishing for
want of sustenance,
3. Perishable stock in trade perishing for
want of appropriate care or sale.
For this purpose, appLication may also be
made to the local headman,
Purpose_ pro6pective-evidence securing,
The purpose here is the saving a right, or
a means of repressing a wrong from being
lost for want of appropriate and judicially resalvable evidence. Personalevidence is liable
to be lost by death, physical inability, or local
transfer of the person from whom it should
have come ; written and other real evidence
by destruction, mislaying, or local transfer.
Jf after cpmmencement of a suit grounded
on it, evidence should be made forthcoming,
so should it before : reason in both cases the
same. By securing it before the suit a suit
may, in many cases, be prevented.
In nonpenal cases, the need is more apt than in
penal eases, to have place : but as to the
supply, if in any case conducive to the ends
of justice, so it is in every other,
The person from whom the evidence is
needed, may be the applicant, or any other
person.
In the first case, all that is demanded is, that the evidence which the applicant is ready to deliver, either be received
and recorded : added or substituted, in the
other case, is the demand that, as in an .1
ready existing stdt, an appropriate order be
delivered, ordering by whom, when, where,
and how, it is to be delivered. The applicant in the first case is a prospective es-idance offerer ; in the other, a prospective
evidence demandant.
In both eases, precautionary arrangements
are needed for the prevention of abuse,
Under the English system, application for
this purpose is not altogether without example. But by the cxantple, such as it is,
so far from being removed, the imputation
of improvidence end inaptitude is but established and exposed. Co-extensive with the
whole field of legislation and judicature is as
above, the need ; under the English system,
_o more than a corner of that same field is
supplied,
As to the means of obtainment, so far from
being obtainable without a suit, it is not obtahmblo without a suit of the most expensive
kind, -- a suit in equity, instituted for that
_1o lmrlm_, nnl_
already instituted for
moother.
Field of supply, aportinnofthe
._id of equity jurisdich'_. What the whole

LiJ. belongs_ot_aem_yzf.tldngs
unknown"
anti unknowable: solikewise what thisporlion is ; on each occasion, the whole and the
part are whatever the judge pleases. Within
that part, does your case entitle you to tile
service ? Ere you can form the slightest guess,
you have an ocean of distinctions to wade
through -- distinctions without reason and
without end. Ask the chancellor, and when
you have distributed a few hundreds, or a
few thousands of pounds among him ami his
partners, creatures, and dependants,--at the
end of a course of years, he will either tell
yon, or not tell you ; and if he tells you, he
will either grant you the supply or refuse it,
making proclamation all the while of tbe
profundity of his reflection, the acuteness of
his discernment, and the anxiety of his foso
tering care. When thus granted in word.%
you will take proceedings for obtaining it in
effect, and before they are concluded, be not
surprised, if the evidence has perished.
§ 9. _Iode oral-- why.
No otherwise than orally delivered, and
in the justice-chamber, is any judiciary ,_,plication receivable.
But by any applicant at/ending as sat.t,,
any letter, to whomsoever addressed, _ hether to himself or to the judge, or to n_,.v
other person -- may be read or presented tbr
reading : the letter being open, and eont.qining matter relevant to his application ; a_d
the applicant being responsible, in re:pact of
the contents and the purposes for which it is
exhibited.
A person by whom an application is muds,
and by whom accordingly an appropriate discourse is addressed to the ju¢'ge, mr.y. tor
occasimml assistaJ_ce and support, bri_,g wi_h
him any person not specially inhibited.
Bot
for special reason assigned by the judge, ally
such assistant or stspporter may be ordcrt'd
and made to withdraw.
Concerning any matter, in relation to which
judicial application may be made to a judge,
no application can lawfully be made to him
elsewhere than in open judicatory. To make
any application elsewhere is, in the party
making it-- in attempt or preparation -- an
act ofcorruptinp_ss , and as such, punishable;
to receive it without disclosure, is in a like
manner, on the part of the judge, an act of
corrffiptedness. As to this, see Constitutional
Code, Chapter XII. § 15. Secret Intcrcour_
obviated : and also for the cases in which it
may be requisite that the discourse should be
secret, and for the mode in which such secrcsy
shall be kept.
§ I0. Oatils, none -- _t 9.
Question:
As a security for testimonial
veracity, why is not the ceremony' called
tutdm9 ¢m oaL_, here employed ?-- Amsw_ :

every good purpose: to evil purposes, in pro- ue_ _s equal to that c_led holin_),
.p_ ._
(_inus extent, effective,
end to his life, what he did was) as evorybodj'
It is needless.
The responsibility here knows, deliberate. I.faulcide is an act of inproposed _ responsibility satidactional, pu- sanity, so is voluntarily entering into a miYt.
nit_onaI, and upon octagon, dlslocatimm]-tary service--so
is choosing what appeam
responsibility to the legal sanction, respon- the least of any two evils.
sibility to the popular or moral sanction, to
3. In the case of deochmds imposed by sothe _udiciaI and pubLic-opinion tribunals _
roners' inquests. When, by a loaded cinch _.
is abundantly sufficient,
waggon running over him, a man is killed,
It isineffica_dous. Utterly devoidofeffieae_
declaration must be made by them upon ov,th
it is proved to be, by universal and contlnu- i what the instrument was by which the esaually repeated experience. Under the English uhy was produced. By the whole vehicle, or
system, its invalidity, in respect of moral no part of it, says common sense. No, say_
obligation, is abundantly recognised by the jury and directing judge--not
by the whole
practice of the constituted authorities,
vehicle, but by one wheel and no more: by
I. In the situation of jurymen in general, no other part was any contribution made to.
In no instanee, when any difference ofopin'_on wards the _roduction of the effect. Here
has place, can any verdict be given without
then, is perjury--and to what use ? To save
a breach of the promise thus pretended to be the owner of the carriage from the loss of it.
sanctioned. The verdict being delivered as For when, by the unruliness of his cattle, the
unanimous, jurors in any number, from one t_ husbandman has lost a servant or a son, _ to
eleven, must have done that which they have enrich him for hie loss, all-wise judges have
all of them sworn not to do,-- uttered a de- in their wisdom concurred in giving it with
dared opinion contrary to the real one.
its contents to the king. Wisdom, with one
Instances are happening, and always have hand, enforces the law; the same wisdom,
been h,ppening, in which they anm_imously with the other hand, defeats it.
concur in declaring as true that which all
Now, as to belief, how stands the _eatter
know to be untrue, and when out of the box with these men ? Is it that they do not beecrnple not to declare their believing to be lieve that any such person as God is in exist.
u,true. Declaring a quantity of money stolen once ? Is it that, believing such a person to
to be under a certain sum, when in fact what exist, they do not believe that the power they
was stolen, if indeed it was stolen, could not thus take upon them to exercise over him will
bays been less than several times that sum ; have its intended effect _ they the judges to
de'_aring a defendant not guilty, when, ac- decree at pleasure, he the sheriff to execute ?
cording to ample, uncontradicted, and unThey who into the mouths of the elect are
questioned evidence, he was guilty : in both so e_onstantly occupied in forcing perjury, are
c_wcs, for the known and undissembled pur- they not suborners of it ? But the thing to
pose vf saving the defendant from the punish- be proved was, that, whatever be the restraint
meet appointed by law.
m any case put upon the motives by which
Under the eyes of the highest judges is perjuryis prompted,_intheproducdonofthis
always done w 'l_at is thus done : judges he- restraint no part is ever taken by the cerevet disapproving, oftentimes approving, com- mony of the oath. And the proof is-- what ?
mending, oreven recommending. Not a judge _ Where it has not fur its accompaniment cxis there of those now in office, to whom it pesure to punishment in a visible shape, it is
is not perfectly known that all this is cot- set at naught by everybody; but by none more
reetly true. When praise is bestowed by universally than by those to whom, in pro_
them, humanity is the word by which it is fession, it is the object of such prostrate r_
bestowed.
Humanity displayed ! by which verence.
laws are openly violated, and perju_ openly
The all-embracing jury-trial perjury could
committed .)
no otherwise be got rid of, than by giving to
,7. In the case of coroners and eoroners'juthe majority, as in other cases, the power of
ties,--as often as sui_deis declared the result the whole : a measure, the effects of which
of insmtity, when in fact it is the result of could not without considerable reflection be
calculation--a
calculation by which it is de- anticipated.
retrained, that in what remains of Life, if preBut the madness.imputing perjury, m_dthe
_erved, the quantity of pain w_ outweigh
valuation perjury might be got rid of, at no
that of pleasure.
The cases in which the higher price than the mortitleation of suffering
operation is declared not to be the result of the property to go or remain with the rigid;
insanity are extremely rare. And then what o_mer : and among the whole race of her_e_
are they? Those generally in which a man whom, in the character of ennobled clumeelo
has left neither property nor friends, by whom lore and judges,.the country has for so many
his property, if any, at his decease could be ages been adorned with, not one has ever
dinted. When the confithmt of the Holy AI- been found hero enough to take upon bi_m_e_
If
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%4d/Mme'n_ortifylngtask--by
whom the be_efit of clearing the country of this perjury
"_us been thought worth the trouble.
When, bythe whole electof the country,
the utter inefficacy of the ceremony has
'been recognised, it may seem little better
than a superfluity to speak of the indirect
recognition expressed by every House of
Commons that ever sat. If it were thought
.of any importance that it should be employed
:in inquiries, in the result of which nothing
more than the welfare of A and B is at stake,
could it ever have been left unemployed
in inquiries, on the result of which so many
millions are continually at stake ? Could the
Commons have quietly left the Lords in the
exclusive possession of it ? Could the Lords,
_emporal and spiritual, with common decency
have kept to themselves the exclusive po_sesainu of it, if, for any such purpose, it had, in
the opinion of either, been worth a straw ?
So much for the uselessness and inefficaciousness of it. Now as to the mischievoushess of it.
The prime article in the list of the evils
produced by it, is the mendacity-licence,
of
which it has been, and continues to be, the
instrument.
To make men believe that it i_
by the imaginary eternal, and not by the reM
and temporalpunishment, that the mendacityrestraining effect is produced (the House of
Commons case excepted) on no occasion, for
the repression of mendacity, is anyrenl punishanent employed, but when this ideal source
of punishment is tacked on to it. Where no
oath, on pretence of securing veracity, is eraployed, falsehood, though the evil consequences be exactly the same, receives the
fullest and most effectual licence,
In the field of common law, with the fullest
allowance from their pertners in depredation,
the judges--the
hireling lawyers of uU
classes, on both sides, riot and disport themselves, while fattening upon lies. Beyond a
certain extent, the quantity of these lies is
optional ; but up to that extont, it has, by
those who profit by it, been made compulsory
and unavoidable,
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§ 11. Before applicant's statement_responsibil_t._ flow secured_
Antecedently
to the reception of the uppiieant's statement, the judge takes the requisite measures for securing the means of
eommunicatlng with him after his departure
from the judicatory, for whatsover purpose
_uch commmfication may be requisite,

event of its proving ungrounded, with a view
to compensation.
3. On the account of the public, in the
event of its having been made wantonly,
having for its object or effect the exclusion
of other applicant_ from the benefit of justice, by wasteful employment of the judge's
time.
First, then, let it be not a piece of informutton that the applicant comes to give, but
a complaint, or a demand, that he comes to
make.
In case of a complaint, he will set himself
to inquire what the wrong is, which is the
subject of it ; and who the person is, or the
persons are, who have been concerned, and
in what ways, in the doing it : whether kn wl,
to the applicant or unknown ; if known,
where the person's abode is, or what other
more effechud means there may be of colamunicating with him for the purposes of
the suit•
For the purpose of ascertaining what the
wrong is, the judge will have before him the
table of offences. It will be given in all
its ramifications in the penal code, to which
the proposed code here delineated has rolerence.
This tabh, with divers others, is constantly
within reach of the judge, and within view
of all the other actors in thejudidal theatre_
If the applicant can read, a look at it may
enable him to save the time employed by the
judge in the above-mentionod address. Froquently, while waiting in the suitors' gallery
for his turn, a communication with his neigh°
hours in the gallery, if carried on in whispers,
at the intervals when the discourse carried
on for the purpose of the suit are at a pause,
may afford him such instruction as may more
or less abrldge the labours of the judge.
If the application be a complaint, thedefinition of the wrong will have informed 1he
judge of the eriminative circumstances, the
concurrence of which is necessary to the caistenee of it. As need may occur, he will
either mention these to the applicant, or wait
to collect them from the applicant's statemeat, as it comes forth. And before he
determimes to call for the appearance of the
defendant, he will, in like manner, satisfy
himself that, according tO the applicant's
showing, no circumstances of justification or
of exemption, relative to the species of offence
in question, have had place.
If the application be, as above, a demand,
i the judge will of course have in his mind the

• Needful, on two accounts, is this precaualamary measure :_
1. On the at_ount ofthe applicant himself,
-for the purpose of giving effect to his applicotton, m the event of its proving well
8ronuded.
• 2. On the aeeoant q_ the defendant, in the

t respective natures of the several services
I capable of being demanded, without imputai tion of wrong, on the part of those at whose
I charge they are demanded : together with a
I list of all the several eC_cient causes of tirJe,
with respect to service in all those 'several
shapes. This being conflnod.toanothet
_¢h
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Table a_ above, will at the same time afford
the applicant such information as the state
ofbh mind enables him to imbibe.
In the same Table in which ere exhibited
the several incidents which, with reference
to the sort of service in question, have a
roll.tire effect, will also be exhibited, in conjunction with them, the several circumstances
which, with reference to that same object,
may have an ablative effect,
The same care which ha_ been employed
in the ascertaining, so far as depends upon the
applicant's showing, the existence of some
one article in the list of eoliative eireumstances, will be employed in ascertaining the
non-exlstence of all the several ablative circumstances.
In the course of the inquiry, he will asterrain whether there be any other persons,
who, not being present in the character of
co-applicants, are united in interest with the
applicant,
So also in regard to witnesses,
So likewise as to defendants, and persons
regarded as capable of being witnesses, or
liable to be called as witnesses, on the defandsnt's side.
It will then be for the determination of the
judge, to which description of persons application should first be made _ whether to the
applicant's partners in interest, to the applicunt's expected witnesses, or to the defendant
or defend_mts. And in such his determination
he will of course be governed by the joi_t
consideration of delay, vexation, and expense;
regard being bad to the importance of _he
case on the one hand, and the probable quantity of unavoidable vexation and expense ou
the other hand.
His next consideration will be, in which of
the three possible modes application shall be
mnde to the several descriptions of persons
above mentioned-- whether in the way of
aCcersition, prehension, or episto '[_rymaqdate
and interrogation,
§ 12. Self-notifwative infirrmatlon, elicited
how.
When the purpose of the application has
been established, or, if he sees reason, earlier,
the judge proceeds to establish the means of
eventual communication with the applicant,
according to the nature of the purpose.
Judge to Applicant:--Produce
your applicunt's address paper, ready filled up, or make
answer to such questions as I sh_ll have to
put to you, for the purpose of filling up this
which I bare in my hand.
|_ by the applicant, n paper ready filled up
is produced accordingly, the judge, either by
the word allowed, with the addition of his
signature, s_gnifies his satisfection with it as
it stands, or precede, and continues to put

§ 13. Applicant's

"3"_

_

aporopriale questimu_, until it receives hi_
allowance, as above.
If no such ready-filled up paper be produced, the judge, by appropriate questions.
proceeds to e_icit answers, until, nnder the
several heads, such information as to him
appears satisfactory has been obtained --the
registrar, under the direction of the judse.
setting down the answers in words or substance, but not any of the questions _ such
alone excepted, if any, as he r,hall have been
required to set down, either by the applicant
i or by the judge.
At this stage, the judge may content him.
self with the information expressed in such
answers as the applicant is content to give.
By the purpose of the application, and the
nature of the matter stated in pursuance of
it, he will be determined whether to elicit
information under the several other heads.
In respect of name, all that at this stage
need be elicited is that which the applicant
is at the time known by, and answers to : so
in regard to condition in life, and abode.
Under no one of these heads will he be required to declare the real, in contradistinction
to the apparent state of the case, unless spe.
cially required; nor will he be thereto apecially required without special cause.
If the applicant's purpose be either consultative or evldence-securing, seldom can it
happen that on his part any de,lre of concealing either name, occupation, or habitation,
should have place: nor yet, if his purpose be
calamity-damage-preventive,
or delinquencydamage-preventive,
can it naturally have
_lace. Not so if the purpose be either con.
teptioos or informative. For in the case of a
person by whom, on this or that point, and
in particular in the point of name or condition in life, the law has been transgressed,
need of the protection of the law for himself_
together w_th adeqtmte motives for furnishing
information of acts of transgression commit,ted by others, may not be the less likely to
have place.
accessibility secured, how.

In regard to habitation, if so it is that the
applicant has not any such settled habitation
as determined in and by the Constitutional
Code, in the chapter eontainh_g the Election
Code (viz. Ch. VL) no entry, without instruction from the judge, will he perhaps be
able to dictate.
in this case, either he has a habitation in
the territory of some other judicatory, or he
rhea not any in the territory of the state. If
he has not any in the territory of the state,
I either he has not any at all anywhere, or he
i has a habitation in the territory of some re: reign state. Whether in the territory of a
foreign state he has or has not any mt_t
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'_,ddtatlon, _ in the territory of the judica.
tory in which he is making his application,
,either he has a temporary re, deuce, or he is
merely passing through it in the course of a
iourney, in the condition of a traveller. In
which of all these several predicaments the
applicant stands, the judge will, by appropriate inquiry, h am, and accordingly cause
entry to be made.
For the purpose of malntahfing appropriate
intercourse with the applicant, it will not be
neeeasary that his habitation (if in the territory of the judicatory, or eL-ewhere, he has
any) should be known ; it may be maintained
by missives deposited at the habitation of
any other person, or at any other place, at
which, by his owu hauds, or those of any
other persons, he declares himself sure of
receiving it.
In general, only in the case where consequential proceedings are in contemplation to
be carried on, will there be rely need of e_tablishing any means of intercourse.
No such
need will have place if the application be
_mply dismissed, unless, on the ground of
delinquency, in some determinate shape, or
for security to other per._ms against damage
liable to be produced by the application, it
should be deemed necessary to place him in a
state of forthcomingness.
The case where the purpose of the application is contentious, m,d in consequence a
suit will naturally have place, being that in
which the importance of accessibility is at the
maximum, as also the difficulty of securingit,
what belongs to this head will be fouud in
its proper place,
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6. No person indicated by the demandaut,
as consenting eventually to subjecthimself to
the burthen of sstLqfaction to an amount sufficlent to outweigh the evil of ve_a_on and
expense, as above.

Cauls or grounds for dismissal, may be
m,y one of the following:_
1. To warrant the judge, in rendering the
._ndieial service necessary to the performance
of the service demanded, no adequate portion
of lawindiceted by the pursuer, or existing, to
the knowledge of the judge.
Say for shortness -- Law not proved,
2. No fact alleged by which, supposing the
existence of it proved, the title or right of
the demandmlt to receive the service demended would be established. Say for shorthess-- Fact not proved,
3. The evil, if any, that has place or would
have place, supposing the effectual service
not rendered, not sufficiently great to outweigh the evil, which, in the shape of vexation and expense, would be produced, by

§ 1,5. Proceedings, when secret.
If, in the apprehension of the applicant, the
case be of the number of those in which, for
some specific purpose, secresy, in reference to
the other actors on the judicial theatre should
for the time be preserved, be hands over to
the judge a folded ticket, in which the demend for secresy, together with the groin d
of it is expressed: whereupon the judge will
as he sees best, either continue the hearing
in _he putdic chamber, or transfer it immediately to the private chamber, taking with him
the applicant and the officiating registrar.
Grounds for such secresy are as follows :_
1. On the part of the proposed defendaut,
danger of non-forthcomingeess, if the application be known to him.
2. So on the part of a desired witness.
3. So, on the palt of a proposed defendsa_t,
--abstraction of things moveable, to avoid
eventual prehension, whether for means of
>robatiou, or for means of execution.
4. Necessity or probability of discinsurcs
)roductivc of damage to reputation in respect
of sexual iJ,tercourse.
5. Neccs._ity or probability of di_cour:e
offensive to modesty.
6. Necessity or probability of the revelatiou of facts, the disclosure of which might
be prejudicial to the commuuit) in respect of
its foreign relutious.
So, it_ in the course of the conversation, he
sees reason, the judge will transfer the hearing from the public to the private clamber,
having care to retransfer it to the public
chamber, so soon as the need of secresy has uo
longer place ; and so tortes quoties.
If, by a party on either side, demand be
made for a recapitul, tory inquiry, secresy or
publicity may again be demanded, by that
same or any other party, on either side; thereupon tile judge will do as he sees best, taking
care lest, intentionally or unintentionally, recreay be broken in the course of the demand.
If, in the case of seeresy, on the ground of
damage to reputation, the injunction of the
judge be broken, the offender will be responsible -- satisfactorily and puuitionally responsible -- as for malice or temerity, as the ease
may be : and the truth of the imputation,
will not be received either in justification or

rendering
4. The it.applicant not able of himself to _
furnish adequate satlafaetimb in any shape or
drapes, to the proposed defeJ dent.
5. "/'he evil, if may, not sufficiently great to
urarnmt the exacting, at the hands of the deimmdant, the aeff.incart_ative
security,

extenuation.
§ 16. Dec_ptire fallaciommess -- its raodes.
Falsity esseiltial, falsity in drcumstaneelh
falfity ill degree, falsity irrelevant.
The distincfions expressed by these appellations
be noted by the judge.

§ 14. Causes for dismissal.

B? falsity
emeati_ understud theeasein the otherpartsof t_e statement
tree,_
whleh,supposing
theassertion
false,
theclaim groundoftheapplication
w_l|notbe Che_
of the applicant falls to the ground. Ex- valid. In this ease, it may be either blameamplea :_
less, temeradous, insincere, or mendaeiom_
I. Where the subject of demand is money,
However completely soever irrelevant, it may
on the ground of common debt.
still be not the less fit to be noted, as well
'_. Subject of demand--delivery of an indi- for the purpose of the principal suit, as effeeb,
vidual thing, moveable or immoveable, simple ing the trustworthiness of the application,
or aggregate,
as opposed to any statements by a defendaat,
3. Subject of demand_ money in satisfne- as for the purpose of constituting • ground
tlon for a wrong, by the offence of simple cur- for punishment.
poreal vexation.
The effect is of a particular kind, where
4. Subject of demand or of application _
the subject-matter of the deception, or the
informative ; publico-private wrong, by theft,
attempt, being a thing or a person, the afro.
For modes of fallaeiousness, other than neous opinion caused, or endeavoured to be
falsity, see the Book of Fallacies.
caused, is identity with reference to a certain
Included in such fallaciunsnese, is irrele- thing or person, wherein diversity is what
vaney--irre]evancy of evidence delivered in really has place. As where a thing being the
relation to the fact properly in question,
subjeet-matter, an appearance is put vpon it
Falsity (when not irrelevant) is either eom- by the deceiver, with the intent, that in repletely contradictory to the truth, or incom- lation to it anopinion should be formed, that
pletely contradictory to the truth,
the cause of its wearing that appearance wa_
Falsehood which is incompletely contradlco and is the agency, not of him the deceiver,
tory to the truth, is so e_ther in degree or in or would-be deceiver, but either of some
circumstance,
other person, or ofunassisted nature. Wb_m
By falsity in t_rcumstance, understand the the subject-matter is an assemblage of the
ease in which, in respect of some drcumvisible signs of discourse, the attempt thus
atances_ the statement appears to be false ; to deceive-- the preparation made for decepbut deducting the falsity, enough remains to tion -- by a person (whose writing the diswarrant the judicial call upon the parties,
course does contain,) with the intent that it
Example : Where, from the terms of the shall pass us the work of some person other
charge, it appears, whether from self eontra- than him the deceiver whose work it really
diction on the part of the applicant, or from is, -- is styled forgery -- to wit, of written
some generally notorious fact, either not evidence : when the signs are of any other
known to him or not heeded by him, that nature, the forbidden act may by analogy be
the material act stated by him, if indeed it still termed forgery, but in this case, forgery
happened, did not happen at the tin, e stated, of real evidence.
or at the place stated, or that a person stated
In the Greek language, without difficulty,
as present was not present,
and in the English, if a word imported from
By falsity in degree, understand the ease the Greek language could be endured, it
in which, though, in the degree stated by the might be termed pro n_etamorphmis, by ariaapplicant, the result of the act stated by the logy to metamorphoms.
applicant did not take place, or could not
False in degree. This may be converted
have taken place, it might, nevertheless, for into truth, by simple addition or subtraeItoght appears, have had place in adegree suf- tion.
ficient to warrant the proposed call upon the
False in circumstance. Circumstances are,
pursuer. In this ease, the falsity takes the with relation to the principal part of the
marne of exaggeration,
matter of fac{, either essential or unessential:
_ntlE_mple 1. In case of debt for goods sold, essential/n place and t/me -- essential in _n_e
ue as stated, so much ; real value, not place and some time _ because no matter of
more than half as much.
£act can have existed, without existing in
_. Amount of the money constituting an some place, and in some time ; _ but it may
t_nUlValent, or satisfaction for damag.e sue- be, that neither the individual place, nor the
ed by goods, from ill-will or neghgence,
individual time aLleged, may have been essen•to much : real amount, not more than half as tial and necessary to the material effect of
laueh,
the principal fact in question.
From the amount of the exaggeration,
Histories of trials, ff well analyzed in this
with or without other circumstances, a judg- view, will be of great use in furnishing the
ment may be formed, whether it was the re- mind with ideas of eases applicable on eseh
suit of blameless error, of rash judgment and individual occasion. But general rules, exera_ertlon, of insincerity or mendacity,
cising an a_solute dom]niun over ded_on,
By falsity irrelevant, understand the case, should not be made out-bfthem.
where, though the assertion be tainted with i Susannah's elders were deemed false witl_laity, the falsity i_ Imeb, that, supposing, hesse% because, aceord_
to whet-use d-
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them mid, the act wa_ committed under a
_ret of one sort, _ according to the other, it
was committed under a tree of another sort.
But what if the trees were so placed, that it
wag committed under both of them ? -- or. ff
the animated act, being so much more luteresting than the inanimate vegetable, une or
bo:h of them had, for want of the necessary
aI,propriate attent.on, been mistaken as to
the tree ?

,1NIDCEDURF..
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straeCioaofjustlee_l.
Obcd_etion culpable,
through rashness ; 9.. Obstruction criminal,
accompanied with evll oonseiousness ; .and,
3. Obstruction csiminal,aecompaniedwith evil
consciousness aml conspiracy.
To the government advocate it will be_
long to be upon the _mtch for every such instance of obstruction to justice, m_d to make
demand accordingly for the infliction of the
mulct.
So likewi_ to the eleemosynary advocate,
in default of, or at the request, or with the
consent of, the government advocate, and
with the consent of the judge.
Were it not for this means of repression, nothing would be easier than for a knot of men,
-- to whose particular and sinister interest the
system of natural procedure, on this or that
application expected to be made, were detrimental, -- to stop the course of justice altogether, and throw everything into confusion :
in consequence of which, the only system of
proced-re conducive to justice, would wear
the appearance of being destructive of it.
At the expense of a reward, exceeding,
though it were by no more than a small
amount, the daily wages of the lowest paid
labourer, thousands might be procured in such
sort as to occupy for years with groundless
application.% the whole quantity of judicial
aptitude that could be brought into operatinn.

§ 17. Jastice-obstractin 9 application
obviated,
On every occa._ion on which it appears to
the ju:l_e th,R the application is groundless
m:d frivolous, he will make declaration to that
effect.
If, i, his opinion, the ca_lse of it be
want of dan consideration for the value of
the time of the judge and the judieatory to
the pub ie service, b._t without eonscious,ess
of" its g. oundles_ness, he will declare it eulI_able ; and, for the purpose of determent in
•_ture, he will impose a small mulct. If, in
his opinion, the cause of it be a desire to
pre-nce_q_y and emtdoyin waste the time of
the jad;c.,tcry, for the express purpose of
produelng deluy in reference to other suits in
gen,.ral, or ace tain suit or set of suits in
particular,_in
which case, it cannot but be
aeeompauiea with evil consciousness,)
he
will make declaration to that effect, and
declare the application groundless and criminal, and impose upon the applicant a much § 18..Application by a party to a quarrel; or
heavier mulct,
say, Quarrels, how terminated.
The produce of the mulet will in both
An occurrence naturally not unfrequent is
eases be allotted to the helpless litigants'
this. Between an applicant and a party comfm,d.
plained of, a series of supposed wrongs on
In ordinary practice, no person is admitted
both sides have had place. In a case of this
toapplyforjustice,
without paymentofmoney
sort, if, on the occasion of the application
under the name of fee. The consequence is, made on one side, the judicial service due be
a denial ofjostice to all those who are unable rendered to the applicant, no notice being at
to p'*y the fee ; and in the case of those who the same time taken of any wrong done by
can and do pay it, but tan ill afford it, adding him to the proposed defendant, justice would
hardship to injury_injury
by the hand of be rendered in appearance, in re01ity not.
government, to injury by the hand of the inAs to the multitude of the individual individual wrong-doer. By this means, the go- stances of wrong in its several shapes., capable
vernment offers encouragement to wrong ; in of being done by one individ,al to another,
the way here proposed, a pecuniary exaction there is no deternfinable limit; still less can
will act as a discouragement to wrong,
there be to that of the instances of wrong.
If in consequence of divers instances of on both sides. Of no one alleged wrong tan
groundless application, one with another, it the judge refuge to take cognizance, any more
shall have appeared to the judge, that among than of any other. Whateverin any particular
the applicants or any of them, concert for the instance may be the number, if on the day of.
production of delay as above -- vexation to the first application made by the party, cog.
the judge andjuditatory--have
place, he will nizanca be taken of the whole series, judg.
declare as much, and give to the aggregate Iment may be pronounced on every one of
of such applice_tions the appellation of a con- them on that same day ; whereas, if separate
__a conspiracy for the obstruction of days be appointed for earh, no limit can be
; and in proportion to their respective asmgned to the quantity of delay which me4,
petuniaS, circtm_tancea, give increase to the have place _ delay to the suitor, with entreamount of the mulct respectively imposed spondent needless expenditure of the time of
upon them.
Thus there w/is be so many the several actors on the judicial theatre.
d_,is_ble
offences ,,_
just/ee_
This eonsidered, when, in conaequenea of,
modifimtiou of the otfenee deaomiaated oh- application made_f.he
app}icant is reeeive_;

N _puraner, and the party mmplained of, a_
prolxaml defe_lant, such proposed defendant
appearing-- if_al[It be that. by such defendant,
wrong in any determinate shape is by him al]aged to have been done to him by the pursuer,
_thejodge.
far from inhlbitingsuch countercomplaint, will rather give encouragement to
the exhibition of complaints on both sides; to
the end that, in so far as practicable, term;nation may be put to all feeling of ill-will on
both sides, to all resentment for wrong sostalned, to all apprehcq_siou of wrong about to
be sustained o. either side-- in a word. that
perfect reconciliaZlo, be effected,
In this case, the damage, in whatever shape,
from e_ery wrong on each side, will operate
as a set-off to every other ; a. account, as
complete _ may be, will be taken of what is
due on each side ; and a bahnce struck, and
payment, in whatsoever may be the appropria_e shape or shapes, made accordingly. In
the ease of an ordinary accoont of s commercial nature, this is matter of universal praeties ; in *he ease here supposed, it may with
equal facility have place : s sum of money,
due on the score of satisfaction for corporeal
vexation, may _sdth as much propriety and
faeilitybe set down in account, as money due
on the score of ordinary debt ; and for wrongs
on either side or on both sides, satisfaction
in a shape other than pecuniary may be remitred on one side, in consideration of sarisfaction remitted on the other,
But thongh it should happen, that for mutual wrongs in any number, nothing in the
name of satisfaction in any shape be found
due on either side to either individual, -wrong to no inconsiderable amount may in
this way have been done by one or both
parties to the public-- wrong, that is to say,
by the consumption made of the judicial time
as above,
Upon the whole, then. two distinguishable
courses may, on any such occasion, require to
be taken -- two distinguishable functions require to be exercised by the judge ; that is to
my-- 1_t, the conciliative ; 20', the punitive,
To the conciliative he will, to the best of
his endeavour, give exercise in every case ; to
the punitive, at the charge of either or both,
if, and in so far as, the circumstances of the
individual case appear to him to require,
The increased faculty of extinguishing i11w_ll, and at the same time rendering complete
justice, as between any two or any greater
number of persons regarding themselves as
wronged, is among the advantages possessed
bythe system of natural procedure, in compsdson of the system of technical procedure -by the proposed system, in comparison of the
existing system.
Under the existing system, the imposaibility of any such comprehensive and desirable
af.rangement is entire.
Two causes, not to

_a_ak of other_ commr in the_
oflt.
a judicial meeting of the parties ¢hemmlve_
there is none ; and the expense ofa_
suit to the comparatively few who tmsseas the
possibility of defraying it, is so enormous as
to destroy either the will or the power--or
the will and power necessary to the _
in so much as n single additional o_e.
By so simple an arrangement as that of the
judicial meeting of the parties, in Denmark,
under the judicatories called Reconciliation
Courts, from two - thirds to three - fourths
were struck out of the number of the sara
carried before the judieatories acting under
the technical system. This, too, under a host
of disadvantages, of one of which the
mention may seem to render unnecessary all
mention of the rest : -- no power had tide
judieatory to give execution a.d effect to its
own decisions.
If, under such di_lvantagea,
success wag
thus extensive, what may it not be expected
to be, under a judiciary and procedure system
possessing, in a degree so high shore everything as yet exemplified, the power as well
as the inducement to discover and ascertain
what, on each occasion, ought to he done,
and when ascertained, the power of causing
it to be done ?
To receive in no ease a counter-demmui
as a set-off to a demand, would, on the part
of the common-law courts, have been an in.
justice not to be endurable. What remained
was to render the field of the application as limired as possible-- as limited, and thence as
indeterminate. For thereupon eametbepoint,
whether, in case of the demand in question,
a counter-demand to the effect in question
should be allowed. But unless it was on account of the delay with which the elidtation
of the evidence in support of the counter
demand would be attended, -- if, in any one
case a counter-deumad is allowed, why not
in every other ?
§ 19. Parties'forthcoml.gness.
The judge will have the faeuhy of exacting
at the charge of a person adequate suretie**
against whom it is in cuntemplation to profar a demand (and who, it is apprehended.
is on the eve of departure from the country i. ques:ion, to some spot not aceeasible, hnmediately or unimmediately,) to the
powers of the j udicatory, to the purpose of
effectual justiciability in relation to ._uch,
demand.
In English law, example of a suit having
for its object the _eearing the forthcominghess of a person f_r the purpose of justida.
bility, -- the writ, a_ exeat regao.
Here the applieahility of the remedy riffle
extremely short of the demand, in respect
of its extent over the ¢w!d of law and judi-cature; neither is it afforded to any pena_
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who is not at once able and willing to buy
it of the judge and his parmers in trade, at
the expense of the most expensive sort of
suit--a
suit in equity,

t;ca/.vi_i. -

intoaperjory-licence,
thatencour_ement
to
vice in this all-comprehen_ely-miscbievoul
form might not be wantinT to any class of
human beings.
Calling it simply a licence, is not doing
§ 20. Enyllsh Practice.
justice to it--is not yet painting it in its geAgainst that system of depredation and nuine colours; for when depredation is the
oppression, of which law, substantive and i object of licence, licence contains in itself the
adjective--more
immediately substantive-essence of reward.
is the instrument, and Judge and Co. the
This was not yet enough : it was almost
self-paid and richly-paid authors, the security enough for those who acted in the name of
that will be seen to be given by those two law ; it was not enough for those who, as if
ao intimately conjoined arrangements, viz. to give a zest to profligacy, acted in, and
the appearance of the parties, and their re- prostituted tbensmeofequity,
ltwas almost
sponslbility in case of mendacity, will upon a enough for law; it was not enough for equity.
detached view be seen to be such, as no
Not content with encouraging falVsehoed,
person who had not applied himself to the they forced men into it. As to the matter
subject _'ith close attention for this parti- of falsehood, common lawyers just contented
eular purpose, could, in the nature of the themselves with vague quantities : false ascase. ima_ne to himself,
sertians on both sides -- falsehood in the iniOf this same most flagitious system, the tlatory demand _ falsehood in the initiatory
arrangements correspondent and apposite to defence-- fdlse declaration -- and false plea :
the tutelary one, form the two main points,
all this, however, is in a comparatively small
By keeping the door of the justice-chainnumber of words, with comparative modebet inexorably shut against parties on both rareness of depredator's profit.
sides, and particularly against those on the
In the race of profligacy, not inconsiderable
pursuer's side, the partnership forced under is the advance thus made by Common Law ;
this one head, every person who, on either but in this part of the case, as in so many
side of the suit, felt himself compelled to others, she was left behind by Equity.
take this melancholy chance for that essenIf a man owe you money, the Lord ChantiaUy adequate relief, which was to be sold celior Eldon will do, what the Lord Chiefunder the name of justice,
justice Abbott will not do. He will let you
For shortness, call this principle, the deaf- a_k the man whether he does not owe you
adder principle, or the judicial-deafness prin- the money_ and whether, of the facts by which
eiple,
the debt was produced, the statement you
By confining to extraneous witnesses such make is not true. Think not, however, that
security as they find it necessary to afford an indulgence so extraordinary is to be obagainst judicial falsehood, the giving fall rained without cost.
Before you can beadswing to it to persons in the character of mitted to set foot, and that only by proxy,
suitors. They thereby let into their net the in the temple of Equity, your honour at any
whole tribe of insincere Litigants on both rate, whatever part of it consists in abstisides of the case : all those who, for the pur- hence 5 om lying-- deliberate and elaborate
pose of depredation or oppression in anyother
lying--must
be left at the threshold.
If
shape, could, by the facility thus afforded, be the statement of a matter of fact, concerning
content to purchase their o_eial and most which you are in ignorance, be necessary to
efllclent instrumentality and support : to give the establishment of your right, being pereffect to demands, known to be groundless,
missioned by equity to call for information at
and by delay for an indefinite length of time, your debtor's side,--how would you go about
obtain a proportionable chance for ultimately
it ? Would you ask him at once how the
defeatingdemandsknowntobewell-grounded
matter stands? No such thing will you do,
• Here, then, was an immense addition to if, on this occasion, your lawyers know their
t_egreatest
number ofcustomerstheycould business
; forinthisway you mightasklong
bare hoped forunderany systemwhich had enough,beforeanybodywould giveyo_nan
foritsobjectthe ends ofjustice.For ad- answer. No: you must come out with a
dition,
mayrather
multiplication,
--multipLi-string
of liesfirst,
and no otherwisethanon
cation,
and by a highpower,
thatcondition
willyourdebtorreceive
orders
At one sweep, itgatheredintothenet, tofurnishthe information
and acknowledgamongstothers,
thewholetribeofdishonestment whichyouhaveneedofathishands.The
debtors;thatisto say,ofsoch debtorsas verythingwhichyoudo notknow, andwhich
bythis encouragementthey could succeed to theMasterof Equityitisknown thatyou
in rendering dishonest,
do not know, by his instrument, the Master"
Call this principle the mendacity-licence
in Chancery, he forces you to declare solemn._dple,
or for shortness, the mendacity- ly that you do know, stating the particulars
cv. Further on it will be see.- _proved
,of it in detail; your lawyer, the stiorne 7

_led _ mli_,
and th_ harris_ dmu_temaa, eonsulting their imngioation, m_d wear-

consists i_ an a_qumin_m_, more or Im_ _rex.liar, with an enormous and evm--sweUi_

ing
tissue of has
fehehoed
for name,
the purpose,
This a fahehood
its equity
and is
afledtbee.harge;
and the maxim is -- every
mterrofatory m_st have for its support a
_orrespondent charge,
Herej then, are so many more words to be
paid for -- paid for at so much a dozen, _
paid for, over and over again, to so many different persons--judges,
solie/tor, draughtsman, MasterinChancery, MmterinChancery's
creatures, _ all of them having, in one way
or other, a finger in the pie.
In a more refined, but not the less substantial shape, another mass of profit is yet
behind. Of the profit thus reaped from
falsehood, the continuance could not but be,
in a more or less considerable degree, dependent on the degree of acquiescence on the
part of those upon whom, and at whose expense, it is practised. But no sooner were it
seen in its true colours, than those at whose
expense it was practised, would of course, as
far as the law mlilstm_e about their neck
would admit of their doing, rise up and protest, with one voice, against the vice thus
crammed into their mouths, while their
pockets were being thus drained,
At the bottom of the system has accordingly always been, so to order matters as
that right and wrong, morality and immorality, should be regarded as depending, not
upon the effects produced by them respeetively on human happiness, but on the oracles
from time totime delivered, as occasion called
delivered by these arbiters of theirdestiny,
by these masters of their fate : aeanrdingly, in
particular, that falsehood, when forbidden by
them, or without being so much as forbidden,
punished by them, was wrong; but that the
same, or any other falsehood, as often as it
was left by them unpunished, became a mat*
tar of indifference, and as often as commanded
by them -- not only right, but obligatory,
With how deplorable a degree of success
this has been crowned, the whole community
feels but too much unquestionably.
In how
complete a state of confusion has the most
intelligent of nations, for so many centuries,
remained ! _ insensible to the moat marked
boundary line that distinguishes vice from
virtue : swallowing lies upon lies, andbowing
down, with unabatable reverence, before the
men who force them into their mouths 1_
Idmurdityand nonsense, both in the superlative
degree, worshipped under the name of learning_ ,rice, in its mo_t sordid form, under
the name of virtue I
All this,while, of the object of this wnr_ddp, what there has been in reality is -- opulame in league with power.
Nor yet has
learning been alto_,ther wanting to it. _
I.,mrning? but ofwhtt sort? Ofthat which
Vet. II.

mass
of absurdity
and ne_seuse.
Could
but
the head
be emptied
a_ once of the
whole
mass, it weuld be but so mueh ne_rer to tl_
being furnished with real and useful know....
ledge _ with that sort of matter, in the d_nomination of which the word learning emit
without profanation be applied.
By the opening of the door to ,dl appll
cents, whose wish it is to obtain, on tbe_
own account, the benefit of judicial service,
two opposite but correspondent and concur.
ring effects are produced, according to the
character of the appficent. On the one hand,
to all sincere applicants, an advantage --an
advantage, in respect of its extent altogether
unprecedented, is secured : onthe other hand,
to persons at large, against the maehinatlona
of insincere litigants, a security alike unpreeedented is afforded. On no occasion can any
person expose another, in the situation _
defe_dant, to the vexation and danger ineident to this situation, without affording to
his adversary that security against injostiee,
which is afforded by the applicant's thus
placing himself in a situation of effectual responsibility, satisfact_onal and punitiona], in
the event of the application being regarded
as not sufficiently grounded.
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CHAPTER
IX.
Paoxt_s.
§ 1. Proxies, w/_en and who.
EXCEVXIONSexcepted, no suit can be com.
menced but by application of the individual
who demands to be received as pursuer.
The reasons are given in another place,
whereit issbown what the servicos are which
are rendered to justice, by the attendance
paid, and examination taken, of the proposed
pursuer ; and that witboot such his atten.
dance, cannot be rendered with anythingnear
to equal benefit.
Exceptions are the following :]. Temporary infirmity of body. Where
the health of the party will not admit of his
quittinghlsown residence, andthe com_'l,;ra.
ment of the suit cannot, without danger
non-execution on the part of the law, await
his recovery.
2. Party's infirmity, by temporary or per.
manent mental derangement.
3. Party's infirmity, by caducity.
4. Party's infirmity, by nonage..
5. The party being temporarily absent, ariel
the efficient cause of the demand has taken
place since his departure : nor is his resldenee
in the territory of any judicetory in which
the suit could be commenced with equal _
vantage to justice.
Inca_
1, 2,3, or 4: Although, l_a_,
D
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one OF the ,d_ove eas_, the judge may re¢_dve a proxy, instead of n party, and, upon
t]_ evidence exhibited by the proxy, order
the reception of the princ/pal, in the calmvityofthepursuer,
the judge may, st tbefirst
hearing as above, or at any time thereafter, require, by appropriate mandate, the
attendance of the party, either with or without the eo-attanda_ceof the proxy--to
wit,
by an attendance-requiring mandate, directed
to the proxy and the party jointly,
In case 5, he will, if he sees reason, direct
an appropriate suit-transmitting
mandate,
and have the option following :_
1. To dismiss the suit simply,
2. To retain it, advising, at the same time,
the pursuer to carry his demand before another judicatory, that, to wit, within the terntory of which the residence of the proposed
defendant happens to be at the time.
3. Constitute the applicant the party's
proxy, and, from the evidence adduced by
him, in conjunction with the demand paper,
_ommenoe the examination of co-pursuer's
or defelldant's evidence-holders, in the epis1_lary mode.
§ 2. Litlyatlonalproxles.
A litigational proxy is a person who, on
the occasion of a suit, acts in the service of a
party litigant, on either side of the suit ; the
party in whose service he acts not being prosel,t,
Such proxy is either a professional proxy,
or a non-professional proxy : professional,
serving for pay.
As a professional proxy, no person can be
admitted to serve, who has not been duly loeared in the situation of professional lawyer,
or, for shortness, say lawyer : as per Constitutional Code.
So likewise in cases incu]pative or not, but
not criminative,
Sollkew_se in a suit criminative and purely
public, to the purpose of subjecting the principa] to a punishment no other than peeu_ary.
So l_ewise in a suit eriminative s_d publice-private, to the purpose of subjecting the
principal to the burthen of compensation,
with or without pecuniary punishment ; but
l_ot to punishment other than pecuniary,
So likewise as to consent given by the
proxy, on behalf of the principal, to any ope.
ration on the part of the judge, by him proposed,
So likewise in t simply requisitive ease.
So likewise in a suit criminative and publico.private.
But in this case, the governmeat advocate, or public pursuer, will have
rare, lest by this means, of the suffering
proper to be inflicted on the score of punishmeat, undue diminution have place : and may
propoN to the judge to make addition, in a
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pecuniary shape, to the punishment, in
of any pecuniary compensation, the remis_dom
of which may have been produced by such
admission or conscuton the part of the proxy.
A party defeudant may apply for relief
against an admission alleged by him to have
been unwarrantab]ymade, to hi, prejudice, by
his proxy: to wit, tbr the purpose of being put
(in so far as without preponderant inconvenience may be) in the stone state as that in
which he would have been, if no such admission had been made.
Butthen, except in caseofvalidexcuse
for
non-attendance, he cannot do so otherwise
than by repairing himself to the indicatory,
and submitting himself to confrontation with
the proxy, at the justice-chamber, for the putpose of their being interrogated by each other,
and by the judge.
It will be among the cares of the judge,
that from such disavowal on the part of the
principal, damage in any shape shall not be
made to fidl upon a party on the opposite side
of the suit ; end that whatever expense may
have been produced by it shall fall upon the
principal, the proxy, or both, rather than
upon any party on the other side ; and in tins
view, be will be on his guard against collu-'
sion between them, for the purpose of addii tion intended to be made to delay, expense,
or vexation, at the charge of the other side.
In a simply requisitive case and suit, the
principal is provisionally bound by the admission of a professional proxy.
So by the admission of a non-professional
proxy.
In either case, the judge, in case of apprehen,ion on his part, lest by an admission
made by the proxy, the interest of justice, as
well as that of the principal, has been disserved, will state such apprehension, with
liberty to the proxy to retract or modify such
admissions, if he can consistently do so with.
out prejudice to truth.
So, if he sees neces_ry, the judge, for reason assigned, may suspend any such operation
as, on the suppositioll of the propriety of the
admission, he would have performed, until
information of the objection made to the admission has been transmitted to the principal,
and response has been received from him in
consequence, or time sufficient for the recaption of such response has elapsed.
i To hired lawyers, in the chan_cter of lit/.
gational proxies, shall admittance be given
or denied? Given, of necessity, and beyond
doubt. Preferable on several accounts, ander certain conditions, are gratuitous proxies
_ But among would-be pursuers, many there
will always be, to whom thefindin_ anyperson, at t'be same time ab]e and willing to
give commencement
and eonciusion to a
species of service eapeble of becoming m toilmine, would be utterly impezdble.
If,
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proxies in adequate numbers could not be
found, who, for such remuneration as they
found obtainable, were willing to furnish, for
the purpose in question, the sort of service in
question--the
whole class of persons above
u.entioned would be exposed to wrong in all
shapes at the hands of every evlt doer by
whom, according to his calculation, the profit
extracted from the wrong would afford him
o suflieieht remuneration for his trouble,
Thereupon comes another question : A man
by whom the service in question has on this
or that occasion been rendered, upon a gratuitous footing, to this or that individual, -shall it be allowed to him to receive payment
for it in the case of this or that other ? Here
the proper answer presents itself on the hegative side.
In the Constitutional Code, the case of
the professional class of lawyers is brought
to view, and provision made for securing on
their part, by a course of observation and
prneti_e, what seemed requisite of appropriate
aptitude. If, without distinction, others, by
whom no such security had been afforded
are permitted to enter into competition with
them, the adequate inducement for engaging
in a course of labours of such duration would
not be afforded, and the burthen of affording
this security would not find any person disposed to take it upon his shoulders,
It may indeed be said, that merit could find
its way in the ease of this, as well as other
arts ; the degree of proficiency on the part of
each man would be evidenced by his conduct,
True: to some it would ; but to others it
would not.
Those to whom it would be
evidenced would, with little addition, be the
better educated inhabitants of the town, of
that town alone, in which the indicatory had
its seat.
The rest of the inhabitants would,
on each occasion, be at a loss to whom to
intrust their respective interests, and would
be liable to be taken possession of, as it were,
by the boldest and most artful intruder,

{_t

By wha_ means slmll_eurity be given _,
the exclusive fanulty thus proposed tube _.
tablished ? To an extea_t sufficient for eV_y
beneficial purpose, in tiffs there will be no
great difficulty. To exclude altogether from
the advantage of receiving, in this or that
individual shape, a benefit in return for tim
benefit conferred by this laborious and iraportant service, will neither be possible nor
desirable.
Whatsoever had been the value of the contribution received by the contraband trader
in judicial service, let him be subjected to
the obligation of refunding it, with a certain
proportionable addition to it, in the way of
penalty.
Individually and collectively, the
body of professionals would find inducement
adequate to the purpose of securing, in the
ease of each individual, o pursuer able and
wiUing to carry the suit on to its termination.
As to evidence, that part which regarded the
proof of the serviees rendered by the interloper would be matter of notoriety : remains
the eontraveutioual fact-- the act of recclving retribution in some shape or other for the
service performed. But under a rational ayetern, in regard to evidence on this score, never
would there be any difliculty : without the
least reserve (under the universally-applying
security against mendacity,) questions would
be put to all persons cognizant. Under the
check afforded by this security, small does
the probability seem of infringements of this
prohibitive arrangement, in any such degree
of frequency as to frustrate the intended exelusive privilege.
Only in case of a regular and permanent
contraband practice, carried on by interlopers
in numbers, could the damage done to the
lieentiates taken in the-aggregate be considerahle; and under the influence of the hereproposed remedy, any such permanent contraband trade, carried on by any individual,
for any considerable length of time, presents
itself a_ impossible.

The function
of but
law one
praetitioner,
or say
§ 3. Of damage-preventive application, 5y
litigant's
proxy, is
of two functions
_nor that the most important one for which
uneommissioned prozies.
the services capable of being rendered by the
An application may be made either with
class of men in question are needed. Besides or without authority from the person or perthe case in which it is only to individuals sons on whose behalf it is made.
that the service is rendered, there are two
lfit be without authority, a _elf-constltuted
official situations in which theneed applies : proxy is the appellation by which, in thht
1. That ofjudlciary visitors for the three first case, the applicant is denominated.
ff the five probative years ; 2. That same
A self-constituted benevolent proxy, is the
situation, alternating with that ofadvocate of appellation by which he will be designated,
the helpless. True it is, that in the first of t if, in the opinion of the judge, the desire of
theoe eharanters they will not serve any other- ] serving the interest of the party, on whose
wise than on occasions when waiting in corn- I behalf the application is made, constituted
lamywiththeir reaps etive clients to be heard : I the whole or the mfiin part of the indues*
equally true it is, that but for the preference / ment by which the application was produced.
expected ¢o be obtained, after this long term |
of .ttody and probation, scarce any one of | § 4. Unauthorized l,'oa'i_ reeeicable, l_w.
would be found to subjeo t himself to it. I A _elf-eonstituted benevolent represents,
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We of an unrepresented absentee.
By an
_represented absentee, on this occasion, un/vrstand a person by whom an article or mass
his property has been leR, or is supposed
IDhave been left, unoccupied : noassignahle
person being known, or supposed, to have
been left in charge of it.
In relation to this ease, provision in conzlderahie detail is made in Bonaparte's Civil
Code. In the English system, no notice
whatever is anywhere taken of it.
Whatsoever judicial service a person has
a right to demand and obtain for himself, or
on commission from another, for that other,
he has a right to demand and obtain for another, without commission, from that other,
on his finding adequate security for appropriate responsibility, for compensation in case
of damage.
The parties to whom damage from such
benevolent intervention is liable to accrue
are_ 1. The principal, on whose behalf the
application is made; 2. Any person, in the
character, of defendant, at whose charge the
powers, the exercise of which is demanded
at the hands of the judge, will have to be
exercised,
In the account of this eventual damage
will be included any costs with which any
proceeding had in consequence, may happen
to be attended,
In so far as ascertained, the amount of
every such cost may require to he advanced
by the applicant, instead of its being iraposed on any other person, to whom, in consequence of the application, communication
may require to be made; especially if judi" ciary attendance or transmission of documents to the judieatory may be requisite,
Whatsoever may have been the inducement, it will be among the cares of the judge
so to order matters, that to no person, other
than the applicant, damages in any shape may
ensue.
Accordingly, exceptionsexccpted, thejudge
will not subject any person, other than such
self-constituted
proxy, to any expense of
which the application may be productive,
Exception is, when. from the result of the
application, benefit in any shape ensues to
the party in whose behalf the application is
made ; while, at the same time, either no
benefit at all would have accrued to him, or
no benefit so great as that which has accrued
to him by this means. In this case, reward in
consideration of, and in proportion to the
net value of the-benefit so reaped from his
Jerviee, may, in case of a suit instituted for
that purpose, be decreed to the applicant by
the judge.
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CHAPTER
X.
aUmCIALCO_WlCATIO._.
§ 1. Subject-matters ofcommunicatton.
COmMUNiCATION.
--By this name is desi_.
hated an operation which bears reference.
and is a necessary concomitant to, all tho._
others, and of wbich, on that account, nl
mention could have been made, till those
others had been brought to view.
They, being so many distinguishable ends
of procedure, it is, with reference to every
one of them, a necessary means : communication, for the purpose of application and
judic_ation ; communication for the purpose
of probation.
Not to secure it, from the very outset ot
the suit to the very last act in it, on every
occasion (and as between whatsoever persons and things, where the existence of it
is necessary to the attainment of the ends
of justice, ) is a flagrant oversight.
But
should it be found, that for this omission,
gold in torrents has at all times flowed into the coffers of those in whose hands the
power was of preventing the deflciealcy, is
is it to any such cause as oversight that, consistently with the most ordinary degree of
discernment, it can be ascribed ?
In Bonaparte's code, no such flsgrant oralsslon has place. Not that the means provided
are, in so perfect a degree as they might have
been, adequate to the end ; but towards the
attainment of it, no inconsiderable advance
has there been made.
Amongthe earliest and most anxious cares
of the system to which expression is gig.on in
this code, and those connected with it, is to
secure, from first to last, the existence and
efiScacy of an instrument so hldispensable in
the work of justice.
Upon the degree of civilization, and improvement in various other respects, but
more particularly in the state of the physical
channels of communication (the roads by
land and water,) must communication forjudicial purposes, in respect of promptitude,
celerity, and cheapness, of course be in a
great measure dependent.
Persons and Things. -- On this occasion,
as on most others that present themselves
on the field of government, _ in these two
appellations may be seen the results of a
division, of which the nature of the case
renders it necessary to make use.
Of this division, both members require a
further division, into common and peculiar.
As for other purposes, in all intaginable
variety-- domestic, and other social and sympathetic intercoursetrade, wholesale ud
retail, and the business of the sever_ departmen_ and sub-departmente m the OtB.

:
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cialestlblishm_uL
soforthisinp_t_colar,_ in. Now theneomesthenecm_t_formme
thecommon, one grcataggregate
instrument instrument
ofcommun_tinn, _ instant
of communicationis the letter-post
est_ which,unlessinsome rarecase,willbe of
blishment,
_andtheaggregate
of the severalthepersonal
kind_in a word, some person
stocks provided for the conveyance of large to whom, in the character of a messenger,
and heavy burthens, -- including the roads, it belongs to convey the subject.matter of
solid and fluid, over and through which the commuuication, most commonly of that real
several masses of matter are conveyed, and ci_s, of which written discourse is composed,
the beasts, or other instruments of convey- from the judge to the person to whom the
ance, by which the requisite motion and di- communication is made.
rection are produced.
This person being, by the supposition, at
By peculiar, understand those instruments
a distance from the official place of restof commm,ication, the use of which is ap- dence of the judge, now comes the demand
propriated exclusively to the service of the for diversification and corresponding complidepartment here in question,
cation.
In a country in any tolerable degree civi§ 2. Modes of_ommunication,
lized, there will be two modes of communiCommunication is from persons only ; from cation between persons at a distance: the
persons, it may be, either with persona or one, which may be styled generally ordinary,
with things, or with both. From persons to to wiL the letter-post, or other public and
persons, it may be either unilateral or recl. universally employable receptacle, employed
procal. Reciprocal it is, when in consequence
as an instrument of conveyance ; the other
ofacommunicationmadetoaperson,
another special, or_ay particular, to wit, some ruescommunication is made from that person, to senger specially employed for the purpose,
himfromwhomthefirstcommunicationcame,
making or not making use of some realinFrom a person to a person, communication
strument or instruments of conveyance.
is made in two different modes : the oral (the
This distinction, though in itself purely
only original mode,) and the written. When theoretical, is pregnant with practical applL
it is the oral that is employed, the intercomcations, not less obvious than important.
municants are necessarily, in that respect at Expensive to a degree more or less known
least, present to each other : when it is the by everybody, is even the least expensive
written, it happens sometimes that they are submode of the special mode of communic_
present, and that, notwithstanding such pre- tion: comparatively unexpensive and econosense, there may be some special reason for mical is the general, or say ordinary modes
their communicating with each other in that of conveyance, espeeially as applied to instrumode ; but, in the ordinary state of things,
ments of communication in the epistolary
they are at a distance.
In this case, if it is form.
in the written mode that the communication
By appropriate arrangements, the general
is effected, it is termed the epistolary mode : mode of conveyance, but more particularly
if the mode be not epistolary, the interventhe letter-post, might be made to perform
tinn of a third person is necessary; and, in (and with not less certainty, andwithsuperinr
this ease, two communicationsinstead of one dispatch,) the service by which, in presen_
have place_nameiy,
one from the primary practice, some special mode of conveyance
communicator to the third person, who in is commonly, if not universally employed.
this case becomes an instrument of eommu- But these details belong to a more particular
nieation between them _ another from the head.
instrument of communication to the person
Communication, as we have seen, may be
to whom the communication is made.
from person to person, or to things, or to
Of all modes of communication, the sire- persons and things, at the same time.
ldest is that which is made in the oral mode,
When it is t?om person to person, and
without the intervention of any such third back again from the second to the first, the
person as above: in that most simple form, two persons may be styled intemommuni°
communication is cotemporaneous and co-i cants.
incident at the same time with the abovementioned mutually and necesserily cotem§ 3. Means ofcommunicatio_.
pocaneous and coincident operations; that is
The first point to be determined is at what
to say, application, judicttion, and proha_lace the thing in question shall be done:
tion. In this cas¢, the occasions for eom- whether in the judicatory, or elsewhere; and
mtmicatlon lie, as hath been seen, within a in part_cuhu"at the abode of the addressee,
narrow compass,
whether party-litigant or extraneous ev/deno_
Not so when the applicant, or the person holder.
In general, these two cases consti.
who at his instance has been constltuted
tute the on_.y alternative.
The re_son is,
the proposed defendant, or any non.party,
that in general, upon the circomstanet_ It
_'_y, non-litigant evidence-holder, is called will depend, whether the communicat_
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be m'd or eplstolsry : orat, if in the justioechamber ; epistolary, if st the abode, perms,
neat or tem/5omry, of the addressee,
But in a particular case, on a particular
occasion, need may be, that though made in
the presence of the judge, the response will
not be to be made in the justice.chamber,
The first source of division is the conside_tion of the place at which the operation
ts required to be performed : the next is the
purpose for which in that same place it is to
be performed,
In the third case, an extraordinary place
concurs with an extraordinary purpose: place,
not the justice-chamber, but some other, in
which, for the special purpose of that individual suit, and the individual operation, it requires to be performed,
The material circumstance is the species of
theLnstrumentofdiscourse,uwbether
oral, or
otherwise evanescent -- or scriptitive, or in
any other shape permanent : this not by reason
of the permanence of the instrument _ for,
for giving expression to the discourse, an instrument,of the same de/_ree of permanence
might be employed in the judicatory _ but by
reason of the distance : hence it is by distance,
and nothing else, that the necessity of giving
employment to this instrument of d scourse,
to the exclusion of the other, is created,
On the part of a justiciable, whether party
pursuer, party defendant, or evidence-holder,
answer to the mandate issued by tbejudge,
the mode of compliance would be either by
attendance or responsion : if by attendance,
eitherattbein-doorfLxedjudicatory,
oratthe
out-door occasional andmigratoryjudlcatory,
As to the character, or say capacity, in
wh_h the modes of compliance are thus exemplified, it might be either that of party
pursuer, party defendant, or evidence-holder,
or some individual at large, incidentally and
casually addressed, for the purpose of contributing, by means of some incidental services
which it fell in his way to be able to render,
to the giving execution and effect to the
law on which the suit was grounded,
Here, then, comes the need for so many
corresponding mandates :_
I. Aceersitive, or say hither.calling man.
date.
This when the place at which the
service isperformed is the indicatory: the
service itself is the ordinary in-door service,
2. Missive, or say thither-sending mandate,
This when the place at which the service
.p_formed is an incidental and migratory
judi_tory : the service itself is out-door
• service,
Only by persona] attendance at or in the
indicatory, can commencement as above be
Kiven.to a suit : in which case, the need of
mumve mandate, on the part of the judge,
may be apt to appear superseded.
But the
individual who, at the first _0p,ication. is
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constituted a pursuer, might be either the
applicant himself, or soy one of two other
descriptions of persons : to wit, where the
applicant is an assistant, professional or grstaitous, such proxy, or say deputy, being for
one or other of the best of reasons admitted
instead of the principal ; or a wemd-constio
tuted pursuer, in consequence of the application made by hzs guardian ; or in a word,
who is himself a pursuer, so it be at any
_eriod of the suit, after the first ; the war_l
being constituted pursuer in his own right,
and for his own benefit -- the guardian in the
right and for the benefit of the ward, or other
trust.
On the part of the addressee, in whatever
capacity addressed, -- party pursuer, party
defendant, or supposed evidence holder, or
individual at large, -- rendering response in
some shape, will be mz operation indispensable in every case. By the response, if pertinent to the matter in hand,either compliance
with the obligation imposed by the mandate
will be completely manifested, or (though for
some reason assigned, not at the time per°
formed) promised for some other time, or deelarediy declined ; if declined, then the objec_
of the response will be, to exonerate the individual from the burthen of eventual suffering,
either by satisfaction afforded, or by punishment suffered, or both.
§ 4..4cceuibility-securin
9.
With regard to the means of intercourse,
thus much is good and true in generul,--that
on each individual occasion they must be
settled with, and adjnsted to, the circumstances of the individual with whom the in.
tercoorse is to be secured.
As to those individual means, the general
nature and character of them will be liable
to vary according to the condition in respect
of ci_dlizatlon of the country in question :
they will depend partly upon the situation of
the individuals to be communicated with,
partly upon the natore of the means of cornmunication which the state of the country
affords.
As to the condition of the individual, in
proportion as opulence is abundant, the mesraj
of communication are at once capable of belog rendered more prompt and more secure:
the greater the number of inmates in a house,
and the more constant the habit of residence
unthe part of each, the greater the certainty
of conveying to the knowledge of the head,
or aw,yother member of the family, the infor.
marion requisite.
In a e_rtain state of so.
ciety--that, for instance, which ro so large an
extent has place in America---many 8re they
who have no fixed place of habitation ;many
aSq_, they who, having each a fixed habits.
tion, leave it habitually nnoecupied for any
length of time: even it, Swlt_rland, this
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latter else is to no ;'nconsidelanle extent ex- qt_estmn, the eonununicstiDn r_qu_r_ to b¢
"_--':
empliRed,
made.
As tothe British
Isles,
inno partofthem
In England,comparedwithallotherc0tm.._:_'
isthiscaseexemplified
to any considerabletrieson the globe,forthispurposeas f_r
extent.
Under the name of vagrancy, no- every other, the adequacy of the mem_ Of
""_
luatary or involuntary, such is the beaevo- eommunication is at its meximum, andbythe
". _._.
fenceand wisdom of Englishparliaments,
it spreadof railroads,
with sel£dmoviz_
re_l_
"-,•
is ever punished as a crime,
tacles moving on them, the ms-!mum/a hi
_ ;_
In Ireland, the meanest hovel--and
such the act of undergoing prodigious inereue.
hovels are but too numerous _is either enFor general purposes at large, and for ematirely open, or has n door to it : in the geae- merclal purposes in particular, in a country in
ralstate of things, a door has place ; but this whichthe
population is at suchsdeg_'_of
being by appropriate force moveable, and as density, the government post-office performs
- •
such distrainable, end being, in but too many this function in a manner, the advantage_ of
instances the only thing worth distraining, is which are so strongly and universally felt.
sometimes, say all the accounts, distrah_ed Justice, alas I presents s very different state
"'"
for rent. Where the door does not exist, any of things. On this occasion comes the obsero
missive sent by authority may fiud its way in : nation, that, unfortunately for England, the
with so much the less difficulty where there mrpuses of justice have never been the put-.
is a door, the having in it a slit adequate to _oses of judicature, or the purposes of go/he purpose of epistolary communication
vermnent:
had they been, long ago the
might,without sensihlehardship, be rendered missionariesofthe post-officewouldhavebeen
a condition indispensable to the use of this the missionaries of judicature ; modes of deinstrument of security,
livery and receipt, together with appropriate
Antecedently to the letter-post, scarcely documentary evidence of the facts, having for
by the most opulent condition in life, could this purpose been established. Bat by the
any absolutely secure means of epistolary
hierarchy of the post-office, probably by the
intercourse be established.
By letter-post,
hierarchy of the judicial establishment, ob*
no condition in life so abject, but that, for any stacles, and those as insuperable as they could
purpose such as that in question, it might, i_t contrive to render them, would of course be
the ease of every individual, be established
opposed : to the most effectual and least
in every instance,
vexatious arrangement that for this purpocm
In every the smallest division of territory, could be proposed, the answer would of course
the existence of a local headman being sup- be attached, _ useless, mischievous, and imposed, here would be a spot by repairing to practicable : an official answer rendered fitwhich, an individual who had no settled ha- miller to him who write_ this, by the habit of
bitation might be sure at any time of finding seeing it returned to proposed arrangements,
anything sent thither to his address. For which afterwards, when carried into effect,
nowhere in the territory of a state could an were found beneficial and unexceptionable.
individual
himself,
finding him.
self in the find
territory
of awithout
local headman.
In
the official residence of this functionary, the
individual who had no fixed habitation might
.at all times be sure of finding whatever it
had been made his duty to see : and if unable
himself to read, there he would moreover be
cure of finding throe, in whose instance no
such inability could have place,
For him who had no fixed habitation of
his own, judi_
missives--he
being prepared and pre-engaged to receive them-might he addressed to him at the locat headman's offi.'e : and for diminution of vexation
to him who has a fixed habitation, another
exemplar might be delivered at that same
habitation ; and so in the case of his having
habitations more than ox_e: a_d in this way
.may the most convenient provision be made
t'_r every occupation end situ_tlon in life.
Remains tbr consideration, the system of
intercourse which the country affords : the
te_r_tory of the state in general, and that
portion of it in pmticular, from, to, and
th_ongh which, on the individual _cca_ion in

§ 5. Di_ieultie_

obviated.

For what purpose soever, and in what elm,
racter soever, on the occasion of a suit or
other application, an individual makes hi_
appearance for the first time, the judge will
not suffer him to depart, unless he has given
indication of some habitation or habitation,b
st which, during the continuance of the slit,
any mandate issuing from or sanctioned by
the judge (whether of that territory or any
other) will be sure to reach him, if trans.
mitred by the letter- post, or aqy spechd
messenger.
Of two habitations, indica_on may be gives
in the first instance: as thus, till July the
first inclusive, n nmadate will r_o_h me,
_arishA of flue territory, habi|ation No, _.3 j
from July the let to July 7th, in ten-it_ry
(naming it,) parish C, habitation 67.
Of places of habitation, one after
indication may thus be afforded.
.
At any time, and so tot/_ q_oti_, tht ht
dlcafion 8ivan of the intended _rdm_ot imP.
tation may be changed.
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Of ev_t_h,
indication so _ven, it will
_lz't_mZ_,
that down to the last day in
each instance any missive delivered at the
]mbitation so indicated has been received by
the individual in question, with a view to the
purpose for which it was sent, that is to say,
inthe c_e of a judicial mandate, with a view
to compliance therewith, in such sort that
for non-compliance, prehension of the body
may be effected,
By any one, in the list of appropriate extunes, the individual non-complying may be
o_gimdly exempted ; or, as the case may be,
subsequently liberated from the necessary at'flictive consequences,
Such excuse may be either ordinarily emanating, or vicarious : ordinarily emanating,
when from the individual himself; vicarious,
when from any other person,
Of these there are three lists:Ct I. Containing those excuses which,
in the nature of the case, cannot or are no_
allowed to emanate from any individual other
than him to whom the missive is addressed
.List 2. Containing those which cannot, in
the nature of the case, or are not allowed to
emanate from the individual himself; and if
delivered, must have been delivered by or on
behalf of some other person,
L/st 3. Containing those which may indifferently have emanated either from the
individual himself, or from some other person.
This business of securing judicial intercourse cannot but be attended with much
diversification, and considerable difficulties:
which difficulties are in considerable proportion the result of the natural, as contrasted
with the technical system of procedure. Untier the technical system of procedure, they
have no place. Why? Because, under the
techical systemofprocodure, no suitever finds
its way into the judicatory, but through the
medium of a technical assistant,
• L Difficulty the first. The individual an
individual by whom an offence in some shape
or other has been committed, and who, in the
event of his attendance in the judicatory,
would expose himself to prehension on the
ground of this offence,
Resource, or say arrangement for removal
of the difficulty. If the punishment, or other
burthen attached to his offence, is more afflictire than privation of the benefit sought for
by his attendance, he will abstain from such
attendance, and the burthen resulting from
non-attendance will be a part, though by supposition no more than a part, of the suffering
which is his due ; in the other case he will
attend. The suffering in question he will un_go;
but be will receive a benefit, amount1_ the difference between that suffering,
mad the suffering to which he would be sub_eted by non-attendance.
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lu the case of him by wl_m I pr_mlozm.
assistant is employed, all diflleultiez rosy be
made to disappear by his consent that every
missive addressed to him at the habitation of
such his assistant, shall be presumed to have
been received by him within the sppropristl
time.
The case in this respect is very different
according as it is in the character of p_posea
pursuer that the individual attends, or m any
other character. If in the character of n proposed pursuer, the benefit expected by him
to be gained by the suit is a benefit which, by
any want of adequacy on the part of the indication afforded, he will be liable to forfeit,
and which will accordingly operate as s security for such adequateness.
So, if it is in the character of a trustee
regularly constituted, or self-constituted, that
he attends. In this case, likewise, the correspondent security will have place, and by the
amount of the benefit sought, will supersede
the demand for an inducement of the coercive kind in any other shape.
But in every other case than this, such
coercive inducement will manifestly be heeessary ; in particular, if the individual .in
attendance be a defendant, or an extraneous
witness.
2. Difficulty the second. The individual in
attenddnce, say an applicant, a person whose
character is without reproach, but who, in
respect of his means of livelihood, is in a state
of uncertalnty each day st what habitation his
occupation may require him to be on the
next.
In this case, he being by the supposition
an applicant, be may be depended upon for
doing whatsoever is in his power to save himself from being debarred from the benefit he
seeks: as, for instance, giving indication of
the employer or employers' habitation for
whom he expects tobe o_upied.
If his situ.
ation is so unfixed as to deprive him of this
resource, the case is of the number of those
unfortunate ones, for which the nature of
things allows not any remedy. At any rate,
this inconvenience cannot be chargeable on
the natural system ; for under the technical
system, an individual so circumstanced would
not be able to obtain any such assistance.
3. Difficulty the third. The individ_
in
attendance is one whose attendance is the
result of compulsion; he being either s defondant, or an unwilling extraneous witne_.
In this case, the judge will have to chooso
between the evils, and act accordingly
I. The depriving the party who is in the
right, of the benefit of the attendance in question.
2. The subjecting the individual, so in e_
tendance, to confinement, so |ongas is deemer
necessary to the purposes of the suit.
4, Difficulty the fourtb_ Neither the

_i_atlon oceup_d by him, ,ble to read.
Expedient forremo_al,--reeoursetosome
eonstitoted authority, resident in the parish
in which the habitation, actual or expected,
of'the individual in question, is situated.
§ 6. Fu_m'e-eommuaieation-seeurin 9 memento,
The person to whom this memento, signed
by the judge, or, under his general direction
by the registrar, is to be delivered, is every
person upon his first appearance in the justicechamber before the judge,
The object, purpose, and use of this instrument, is the securing to the judge the
means of communicating with the proposed
communicant for the purpose of the suit, u.til the termination thereof, or until the end
of the time during which it may happen to
the judge to have need of such communiontion for the purposes of the suit. As soon as
the need of cummunieation with the intended
eommunieant has ceased, information thereof
will be afforded him by the registrar. Denomination of the instrument employed for
this purpose,_ an ulterior-communication re.
lease.
The following should be the form of the
future.communication-securing
memento: -1. Mention the individual's name and deacription at length, to wit, surname, christian
name or names, or the equivalent.
Office, if
a functionary; other occupation, if a nonfunctionary ; and abode or abodes permanent,
if any. Such is the description you have just
given of yourself,
2. Take notice, you have declared that
until, by an ulterior-eommunleation-release,
delivered as above, you have been released
from the obligation of communicating with
this judicatory, for the purpose of this suit
(or application,) every judicial paper, if delivered at that house, will be received by you,
or by some age.t of yours, authorized on your
behalf,
3. In consequence, except in ease of legitimate excuse (of the number of those to
which the serving in that character has been
given by law,) you will, in the event of noncompliance with any judicial mandate, dellvered or left at such your chosen place of
cummunieation, be punishable, or otherwise
dealt with, as for contumacious non-eompliante.
At the first bilaterni attendance, it bdongs
to the judge to collect and complete, at the
hands of the defendant, information eorrespondent to that which, on the occasion of
the first unilateral attendance, was required
to be furnished to the judicatory, ea_dentered
upon the register,
_

_H&PTER_'_
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§ I. l, dicative and ,pp-opriate.
By
appropriate
evidence,
or ultimately
eraployable,
understand
all such
evidence ms
is
fit to enterinto theeomposition of the grounds
of the judge's opinative deca'ee, so far as de.
pends upon the question of fact.
By simply indicative evidence, understand
such as is not of itself fit to enter into the
composition of those same grounds, but
affords an indication of some source from
whence, supposing the matter issuing from it
true, evidence which is appropriate may pro.
bably be collected : _ as where a person, who
was not present at the place and time at
which the fact in question took place, states
himself as having heard of some other person
as having been so present.
Widely different in investlgational prosedure, is the character of Ro,nan-bred, and
English-bred procedure : teemi.g with ira.
t,erfections both of them.
As to Roman-bred procedure : throughout
the penal branch of the field of law, solie/.
tous and extensive has been the application
given to such provision as it has made; in
the non-penal branch, on the other hand, the
provision has been comparatively scanty, the
solicitude remiss.
At the same time, for want of a dear and
correct conception of the difference between
appropriate and simply-indicative evidence.
it has given to evidence, which has been
simply indicative, the effect of appropriate
evidence.
In the affair of Oates, for example, to such a length did this confusion
)roceed, that between simple indicative evideuce presented to the judge, andthe uppre)riate evidence, supposi.g any to exist, there
were four or five portions of simply indiesfive evidence interposed.
It has notwithstranding been received, and made to operate,
as if it had been appropriate evidence. Stand.
ing before the judge, I, said A, heard from
B, that he had heard from C, that ¢ had
heard from D, that he had heard from E,
that E saw done, by 1he accused, the deed
with which the accused is charged.
EngLish-bred p_ocedura, on the other band,
limits to the penal branch of procedure _ and
of that branch to no more than a part -- the
application of the iuvestigational process : to
the non-penal branch, it has made no applieation of it, how great soever may be the iraportance of the matter in dispute.
On the other hand, in the _
in which
it employs the process, it keeps dear of the
mischievous absurdity with which, as above.
Roman-bred procedure has distinguished it,
self.
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Meantime, nothing can be more manifest
A more flagitious _-t of calumny could
_tan that, if necessary to the discovery of not have be_ committed, than would by this
truth in the case of any one species of suit, account have been committed, had the matter
it cannot be less so in any other,
of it been other than true.
Of the whole list of vulgar errors, few inIn no part of the civilized wm'ld are the
deed are so mischievous, few so gross, as that name or the works of the author unknown :
which supposes that, in the minds of that on no author that ever applied his labour to
class of men who are styled ministers of jus- this field, have any such marks of approbation
tice, minimization of injustice has been the and applause been ever bestowed as on him.
end to which their labours have been direct.- Ignorance, therefore, of the fact of the aeeusaed : to minimization substitute maximization,
tion, or of the prosecuting of the accusation,
you will be near the truth,
cannot, with any shadow of truth, be pleaded;
That injustice might be maximized, it has yet still from all these quarters reigns the
been their interest, that of the use of falsity most imperturbable silence.
the general instrument of injustice) the
In the eyes of the people at large has this
eqnency should be maximized -- the falsity demonstration of all this guilt-- this eonfesitsolfmaximized--and,
moreover, so also the stun of guilt--been
all this while manifest :
credence given to it.
the approbation and applause thus bestowed
To this and it is, thatto so many various upon the author is such as to him would be
descriptions of persons, on this special noes- sufficient reward, had he but the satisfaction
alon, for this special purpose, the licence to of observing that the people for whom all
commit judicial falsehood with impunity-this labour has been bestowed, and such a
in one word, themendacity-licence--hasbeen
load of odium from the highest quarters ongranted, to an extent so all-comprehensive : luntarily taken upon him, would but derive
and to this licence, in place of punishment,
their profit from what has thus been done for
reward upon the most all-comprehenslve
them. But no such reward or satisfaction,
scale has been awarded,
so long as he lives, does he seem destined to
Descriptions of persons to whom the men- receive. He pipes, but they do not dance
dacity-lleence has thus been granted, are he makes the advances, but they do not foltheselow.
Through the paths it has been his
!. Parties on the pursuer's side.
endeavour to lead them, none are at once
_. Parties on the defendant's side.
willing and able to follow.
3. Professional assistants, of the order of
attorneys.
§ 2. Exclusion of park's testimony, its ill
4. Professional assistants, of the order of
e_ects.
advocates.
Fertile source of injustice and oppression,
5. The judges themselves,
the exclusionary rule which shuts the door
Of the error just mentioned, the mischievagainst the testimony of the party.
oosness consists in the support given to a
Observe the consequences of the rule on
system thus deleterious, by the respect with the occasion of those deal,s
which have
which the authors and supporters of it have
)]a(.e, where the party on the one side is in a
down to this time been, a_ld are at this time state of opulence, the otherin a state of cornnow regarded.
_arative indigence -- say landlord and renault
Correspondent to the mischievousness of --opulent
customer and dealer--borrower
this error is its grossness. The misehievousand lender. The comparatively opulent man
_ess of the system, so manifest to the eyes never acts, or treats of himself: everything
of all, so severely felt by all, yet still, in the be does is by the hand, or the help of an
teeth ofuniversalexperience,
with very*mail agent_in
a word, an attorney.
The cornabatement, the error continues,
paratively indigent man, not being able conMore than ten years* have elapsed since, by veniently to afford the purchase of any such
the hand by which these lines are penning, expensive assistance, does everything by himthe opposite truth has been annonnced in sel_', and without the assistance of an attorprint, and not mdy announced, but by the hey, deals with the attorney on the otherside.
most abundant, and particular, and irrefra- Now observe the consequence : to the patrlgable proofs, demonstrated,
eian's attorney the law secures a complete
Imputations more reproachful can scerce]y mendaclty-licence ; everything that he says
be cast by man on man, than in that work_ on behalf of his noble client is evidence
have been cast upon all implicated ; yet still good evidence, How stands it with the pieall is silence : and if in any case silence un- beian ? Nothing that he can say on his own
deraceusationwereconfessionofguilt,
anrely behalf will be so much as beard. Onthe part
so has it been, and so continues it to be in of the attorney, suppose the mo_t palpable,
this.
the most flagrant perjury : What has he to
fear for ? Absolutely nothing. By no indict* _Vrhten in IB_V_,,
"I"Scotchreform,
ment for perjury, can the man who is injured
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by the perjury I_ ve ,my the smaUelt chance
for satl.qfzetion in any shape. In the wretched
shape of vengeance ? Not he indeed : give
his testimony he may, but no effect oan it
ever ha-re. Here is oath against oath : on
no such evidence will conviction be ever suffeted to have place_
What, is observable is, that in this source
of injustice and ol,preesion, the aristocracy as
such have an obviously strong and sinister
mterast : whether it be in the nature of the
ease that they should fail of being fully sensibla to the value of this sinister ilJte_rest,let
every o'_e judge,
§ 3. Evidence receivable,
Received in every case from the applicant
may be as well simply-indicatlve as approprints, or say ultim,Ltely-employable evidenee.
Ratio,hale.-- Reasons for the admission : -1. The individltal whose interest the evidance serves or stands to serve, may be unknown to the informant,
2 T. the informant more delay, vexation,
and expense, ff any, may be produced by intercou_e (or perhaps previous fruitless endeavom s to obtain intercourse,) with persons
interest,.'d, than by repairing at once to the
judicatory, open as it is to him, and to everybody at all times, and provided with evidenceextractive powers, of which he is destitute,
3. A ease that frequently has place is, that
by fear of others on whom he is more or less
dependeut,--'hope in like manner from others,
or sinister counsel, --a person whose lawful
interest would be served by giving the ioformarion which is in his power, is prevented
from so doing: whereas, if, in consequence of
simply-indicative evidence furnished by another person, he had, on reeeiving an appropriatc mandate from a judge, attended and
delivered his evidence, being thus seen acting
under a manifest legal necessity, no such displeasure on the part of the apprehended oppressor would probably have been entertained :
at any rate, it would have prevented it from
producing any such evll effect as that of a
denial of justice,
4. It may happen, that though the question
of particular interest is between individual
and individual, there has been, in the act indicated, a degree of turpitude, such, that on
the account of the public it would be of use
that the evil disposition of the agent should
become generally known,
Particularly important is the need of simplyindicative evidence, in the ease where, by the
regulation for the extraction of self-notifiesevidence, a person of bad repute would
m such be naturally disinclined to pay sporttaneoos attendance : on the ground of the
dmply-indicative
evidence, any such person
might nevertheless be made compellable,
Simply-indicative evidev _e, however, al-
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tboagh, with reference to the pm.ti_ulsr fact
in question, unappropriute, _
not however
be to be omitted out of the record.
Ral/onale• -- 1. It may serve either to ira.
pugn or to confirm the trustworthiness of the
person from whom, in pursuance of the indication given, appropriate evidence shall have
been elicited,
2. In case of e_iminsl or culpable falsehood
on the part of an indicative witness, it may
be necessary for his conviction of, and punish.
ment for that offence.
Frequently from the same source--for ezample, from the statement of the same person,
evidence of both descriptions will come _t the
same time : in this case, the distinction will
with particular care be to be adverted t_
and hdld up to view by the judge.
§ 4. Modes of interrogation to be abstained
from.
1. Fact-assumiug interrogation.In thle
mode, of the far't, the existence or no_.existence of which is the subject-matter of inquiry
and proof, the existence is assumed and taken
for granted.
Example : -- " At what distance were you
from your friends when you fired at them ?"
-- the subject-matter of pursuit beiug the alleged offence of fixing a gun at those same
fricuds.
For a question of this sort put by a judge,
or without reprimand suffered by him "to be
put, the judge will be reprimanded, and a
memoraT_dumof sueh reprimand entered on
the judicial-delinquency
register, kept respectively by the appellate judges, and the
justice-minister.
For a question so put, for the purpose of
entrapping a defendant into a confession, he
may be dislocated.
§ 5. Choice as between species and species _f
Evidence.
Avoid, as far as may be, all recourse to
charanterevidence--employ
it not, but where
the event of the suit depends altogether upo||
the degree of credit given to the individt_l
witness, to whose character objection is
made.
To this purpose, consider, that in English
practice the punishment of death has every
now and then been inflicted on the ground of
no better or other evidence than the tenetmony of some one individual, to whom as di_reputable a character as can be imagined has
at the same time been seen to belong : he at
the same time being apprized that the pre_rration of his life depends upon his giving his
testimony in a certain dircetion.
To the judge's notica the observation will
not escape, that to the thread of character.
evidence, when once begun to be ei uu, the.r#
is no certain termination
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Generally speaking, where, as finder this
ende, the power of interrogation is given to
every description of person, in whose instance
it affords a promise of being of use, and the
exerciseofitis unfettered byneedless anduseless rules, few mendacious witnesses will pass
undetected, and any additional light that by
possibility might be afforded by examination
intogeneral reputation,will be of little worth :
the mode of communication at all future
times with every witness being secured, and
the faculty of re-examining at any time
during or subsequently to the continuea_cc of
the suit in question being reserved. Under
English practice, it is to the inaptitude of
the whole system that character-evidence and
a//bi-evidence are principally indebted for
the importance ascribed to them, and the
Use made of them.
Alibi evidence. -- Against deception, aud
from evidence of this description, the judge
will be in a great degree guarded, by the indispensable arrangement, the communicationsecuring arrangement: carried into practice,
as it will be, in the instance of every individual who makes his appearance before a judge,
either in the character of applicant pvrsuer,
defendant, or extraneous wituess.
Thisis of the numberof the cases in which
an adequate demand for character-evidence is
most apt and likely to have place,
§ 6. Causes ofmendacit._--Practic_,
of.Earl,
lish judyes,
Of Hudibras it is recorded thus: -.......

he sc.arcecouldope

His mouth,but out thereflewa trope,
Of an English lawyer, and more especially
of an English judge, the same thing may be
recorded with much more truth and reason,
though without rhyme, if for the word trope,
the word lie be substituted,
The judges more especially, as being the
causcs that lies are in other men, may be
termed with distinction, x_r" i_o_:_,, the fathers of lies : for it is by them, that from. I_rst
to last, lies have not only been tolerate/t and
uttered, but actually compelled -- compelled
on pain of outlawry,
If veracity be part of morality, if in mendaclty there be criminality, -- one of two
things, to any one, be he who he may, is inevitable : -- either morality itself must be an
object of his contempt, or the whole tribe of
English judges : they by whom, if at their
instigation a man refused to defile himself by
a lie, he would be punished by them as for a
contempt-- (for that is the appropriate phrase)
_for contempt manifested to their authority,
Evidence immediate and intermediate, or
say inierventional. By immediate, understand
i a*-atement made by a self-alleged percipient
wt n-as, in relation to the matter of fact reportad by him.
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By intermediate, or say interventions] evldence, understand a statement made by a
person who is not, with relation to the matter of fact, a self-alleged percipient witness,
but in relation to the matter in question has
received his conception from some person,
represented to him in the character of a percipient witness ; to wit, either immediately,
or through the medium of any number of intermediate witnesses, making a statement to
the same effect the one to the other, in a
chain of any length.
Uses of intermediate evidence :--1. Serving
for the procurement of immediate evldence;
2. Eventually serving in lieu of, or in addition
to, immediate evidence.
Exeep_,onsexcepted, intermediate evidence
will not be ultimately employable; to wit, in
the character of a ground, or constituted part
of a ground, for a judicial decree or mandate.
Exception is, where the alleged percipient
witness i_ not examinable, bat at the expen_
of preponderate evil, in the conjunct and
aggregate shapes of delay, vexation, and pecuniary expense.
§ 7. Probation.
Probation is an operation, which in all
ca_es must be performed on the pursuer's side,
and in many instances comes to be performed
on the defendant's side.
On the pt/rsuer's side, under this system
of procedure (it being the natural one,) a
course of probation is complete, or incomplete
and partial, as it may happen, being invoh'ed
in the operation of application by and _ith
which the suit commences.
It includes in it constantly two assertions:
the matter of one of them "being the matter
of law, declaring the existence of a portion of
the code, to this or that effect; the other
having for its subject-matter fact; to wit, an
individual fact, in relation to which an arrangement to the effect stated as above has
been made by the portion hi question of the
text of the law.
Of the application, the substance and effect
has been to demand at the hands of the judge
acertain judicial service. This serviceconsists
m giving, on the occasion in question, exeeution and effect to acertain portionofthe text of
the code, viz. the portion just spoken of: and
the warrant for the operation which the judge
is so called upon to perform, is the existence
of the above-mentioned matter of fact, bearing such relation as above mentioned, to the
above-mentianedportion of the matteroffaw.
Example: --Suppose the service demanded,
compensation at the charge of a defendant,
for a wrong alleged to have been done by him
to the pursuer, by a blow given to him on a
certain part of the body. By the wrong thus
done, an offence, belongingto a certain genus
of offences, has been committed--a
genus ot

which the denomination is, wromjfu/corporal
he saw the punmer prepared to files M_king
ve_atiu_.
:an assertion to this effect, he will he deliver.
In this ease, the matter of fact h_s for its ing another species of counter-evidence, evi.
alleged percipient witness the applicant him- dense probative of a fact, not consisting of the
serf, who, if he is to be believed, has been the negative of the fact asserted by the pursuer,
immediate sufferer by the wrong,
but of a totally distinct fact, of the poslti_e
But suppose, according to the ca_ stated kind, the effect of which, in respect of the de*
by him, the person on whose body the wrong stroying the ground of the demand, wouJd be
was inflicted-- the offence committed -- was the same as that of the just-mentioned ne
not the applicant himself, but a child of his, gative one.
too young to be capable of stating the matter
of fact.
_
§ 8. Evidence as to c_aracter.
In this e_e we see two distinguishable
By evidence as to character, or say chums.
matters, or alleged matters of fact:-ter-evidence, understand evidence having for
1. The act by which, if the allegation be its subject-matter the aptitude of the inditrue, the blow was given: call this the prin- vidual -- aptitude, moral, intellectual, and
cipal fact.
active, with relation to the part acted or
2. The act performed by the applicant in proposed to be acted by him in the suit;
making the allegation to this effect : call this whether it be that of-- !. Party-pursuer ; "2.
the evideotiary fact.
Party-defe_tdant ; or 3. Extraneous wit_ess.
By the allegation thus made, the existence
Case the let, that of a party on the putof the principal fact has been provisionally, suer's side.
or say eventually proved : if, in the opinion
On the subject of the aptitude of the inof _be judge, the assertion so made is true, dividual to be received in the character of
insomuch that the principal fact asserted by pursuer, noevidencewi]lbereceived.
Reason:
it to have happened, did really happen at the No person should be excluded from the ca.
time and place asserted, L e. supposing him pacity of demanding remedy in every shape,
inclined to believe it ; -- failing proof to the frmn wrong in any shape.
contrary, he will declare accordingly. But it
Case the 2d, that of a party on the de.
may be (for so the experience of the judge fendant'a aide.
will have demonstrated to him,) that the alOn the subject of the aptitude of an indilegation the applicant has thus been making vidual to be received in the capacity of defenis, in the whole, or some essential circum- dant, no evidence will be received. Reason :
stance, untrue : by the applicant or his child, No person should be excluded from the cap_
_o such blow was received-- or if received, city ofpresorvinghimselffrom undue burthen,
received from accident, such as an unintended on the score of remedy for wrong alleged to
push by another person, or the fall of some have been done by him ; if he were, be might
utensil from a shelf. &c. : any of which mat- be wrongfully subjected to whatsoever suffertees of fact, the defendant might and would ing is ordained by law to be inflicted, whether
with truth assert, if the opportunity were for the purpose of satisfaction, or the purpose
given him of being heard. Relation bad to of punishment.
the evidence so delivered as above, such eviCase the 3d, that of an extraneous witness.
deuce, if delivered by the defendant, would be
In the first instance, exception excepted,
counter-evidence : it may be delivered either no evidence will be received in relation to
by the defendant himself, who, in virtue of the character of an extraneous witness.
being himself the deliverer of it, would be a
Exception is, where the proposed witness
party witness, or say a litigant witness; or bya has been convicted of judicial falsehood,
third person, who (not having been placed criminal or culpable, or say with evil con.
by the pursuer either on h_ aide, in confir- i seiousness, or through culpable inattention.
mation of the demand as a co-pursuer, or on In such cases, use may be made of the rethe defendant's side, as a co-defendant) may cord in which such conviction is recorded ;
be styled an extraneous witnas_,
and this without other reference than the
But what may also be is, that all the put- inspection of that record on the spot, or tim
suer l_as said is exactly true ; and yet the fact procurement of it through the letter-post.
thus averred, and we will suppose and say
In the case when, of two witnesses the
proved by him. will not be sufficient to war- critic:tee being irreconcilably contradictory,
rant the judge in rendering to him the service and the decree as to the questibn of fact deso demanded, as above• It may be, that pending on the credence given to the one or
though the defendant gave him the blow, it the other,-- if, in relation to one of the witwas not till after he himself had given *.h.: nesses by a p_rty on either side, declaration
ae/endant a blow, and that a more _o,ent _s made that he is generally regarded as a
one; and that the blow so given to the poe- person in whom mendacity is habitual, powe_
suer had no other object than to prevent him to the judge to elicit evidence in proof ogt_
tromgiving the defendant other blows, which untrustworthiness so alleged
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But in the exercise of this power be will
Deguided by the tonsideratlon of the importance of the subject-matter in dispute, tom-

procedure in relation to u many di_tlngui_.
able suits as those acts of mendacity so imputed ; for as in other cases, so in this : if

red
the expense,
and vexation
ely with
to result
from thedelay,
ellcitation
of the
mass of evidence, the elicitation of which is
likely to be on sufficient gromlds demanded,
Why, in ordinary cases, put an exclusion
upon character evidence ?
Answer : For the reason that the effect of
any evidence, in affirmance even of habitual
mendacity, will not be to produce the exelusion of the individual in the capacity of a
Witness: soleeffcct, that ofprodneinganopininn in afiirmance of a corresponding degree
of comparative untrustworthlness on the part
of his personal evidence,
For this opinion, the utmost ground that
can be afforded calmot amount to anything
more than as a weakly operating article of
circumstantial evidence. It follows not, that
because a man has uttered wilftd falsehood,
in caseswherein case of mendacityno punishment awaited him, he would, in anything
like to an equal degree, he likely so to do in
a case in which by such mendacity he exposed
himself to the punishment appointed by the
law for that crime.
Boundless is the delay, expense, aud vexation which it would be in the power of a
main fide litigant to necessitate, if an unlimited right of calling in evidence for this purpose were established.
Boundless the number of witnesses whose
evidence might be called in, in the first instance ; for the need would be variable according to the importance of the matter in
dispute, and the difficulty attendant on the
question of fact, with or without other cir¢oamstances. Incompatible with any wellgrounded decision on the question regarding
evidence, would be every attempt to fix the
m,
llowable number of character-witnesses, by
any general rule.
But Lc, in the first instance, no wellgrounded limits tould be put to the number
of mendacity-imputing witnesses, as above,
so neither could there be to the number of
mendacity-imputing
witnesses, whose evideuce was demanded for the purpose of iraputing mendacity to any or all of the first
set, of mendacity-imputing witnesses. Here,
then, might be a second set---thence a third
set _and so on ; the number increasing in a
geometrical ratio,
To an nssertion imputing habitual mendscity tea man__to an assertion to this effect,
kow decidedly soever mendacious, no punishmenu as for mendacity, could be attached,
oakum asseveration of individual acts of mendaelty, as having been committed on so many
individual oo_ons,
were received. But to
give acceptance to such asseverations, would
be to include in the bosom of this suit, the

eriminative
inculpative with
evidence
were
re.
ceived, bow, or
consistently
justice,
tould
exeriminative or exeulpative evidence be ezeluded ?
By the vexation which, on the part of the
witnesses themselves, would be attached on
the elicitation of their evidence, a proportionable objection to the elicitation of it would
be afforded. As to compensation -- out of no
other pocket than that of the inviting party
could itcome; s_d in thlscasetbe benefit of
it would be allotted exclusively to the reintively opulent, to the exclusion of the rein.
tively unopulent.
Existing system.--It admits of characterevidence, not only in relation to extraneous
witnesses, but in relation to parties defendant;
not only of the dyslogistic, including the mendacity-imputing cast, but of the eulogistic
cast: and altogether boundless is it, as to
number : and without exception as toquality
is it, as to the persons whom it renders consuitable.

CHAPTER
XII.
tNI'HATOUYHEAnINO.
§ 1. Commencement of a Suit.
EVERY suit must have its commencement:
in this circumstance all suits agree. But rillferent sorts of suits, or suits of the same sort,
may be commenced in any one of s consider.
able variety of modes.
Under the present proposed code, every
suit takes its commencement in the same
manner: personal applit_tion made by some
individual to the judge ; for, to the judge,
and to him alone, belongs the power to give
execution and effect to it. This accordingly
may he styled the natural system of proceo
dove.
Sooner or later, at some time or other, an
application by somebody to the judge (unless
he himself will give commencement to the
suit,) cannot but be made. But if made at all,
at what other period can it with so much
propriety be made- be made with so little
danger of substantial injustice, with so little
of evil in the shape of expense, vexation,
and delay ? The expense is minimized ; for
the sole expense is that of the applicant's
time : vexation is minimized, for to no indlvldual is vexation in any other shape produced; and, in the case of that individual,
the vexation is more than compensated for,
or he would not inflict it on himself: delay is
also minimized, or rather at this point it is
excluded.
In no other mode can commencement be
given to a suit, without a mass of evil in th_
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united shapes of expense, vexation, and de- ! certain time within the memory of men now
by, to which there are no bounds,
living, without other condition than that of
To commencement in this mode (if this be pa)ing the price ; since that ";me zatbject to
the. mode throughout the territories of the a condition, which, while it ¢h:ninishes the
state.) a multitude of judicatories, stationed evil in extent, gives increase to it in magniwith reference to facility of approach to op- tude. The seizure of the person cannot take
p]ieanta, are evidently indispensable.
But place without a previous written instruments
whatever be their number, it follows not, eonsistingofa declaration made by the plainthat in the mode of procedure (military in- tiff, and sanctioned by an oath, affirming the
dieature being out of the question,) any the existence nfa pecuniary demand on his part,
smallest difference should have plane,
to a certain amount on the score of debt.
Under the English judge-made law, not
Of the fouuders and supporters of this
only different sorts of suits, but in different
system of law, the morality may be seen in
judicatories, suits of the same sorts,take their the length of time during which this unlicommencement in a variety of different mired sale of this unlimited power of oppresmanners,
sion continued tn be carried on : and also in
In all these judicatories, the mode of cam- the inadequacy nf the remedy tn its professed
men6ement agrees however in this ; to wit, purpose.
Instead of being creditor to his
that the suit does not commence by personal intended victim, the plaintiff may be his
application made by any individual to the debtor to an unlimited amount ; and still,
judge. Should any such application be made, _ithout incurring the professedly threatened
it would be instantly, and not without indig- pezmlty, he may work the intended wrong.
nation, refused --a refusal with indignation,
By a word or two, the form of working it
which, were the application made in secret,
with impunity couht have been refused to
would beyond dispute be justifiable and in- every plaintiff, whn could not prove himself
dispensable,
creditor upon the balance. To mischief,
Two different modes of commencement are working by Judge and Co., matters are so
here distinguishable :--1. Non-penal, styled ordered, that by no hand can remedy be apcivil ; and, '2. Penal. In the civil, moreover,
plied other than that of Judge and Co. Itis,
may be distinguished, two sub-modes--the
accordingly, on every occasion, sure to be as
common-law mode, and the equity mode.
secure and as fertile in ulterior mischief as
The common-law mode is that pursued the craft can make it. In parliament, by no
in the common-law judieatories; to wit, the hand but by that ofa lawyer, canrelieftoany
King's Beneh, the Common Pleas, and the oppression, of which law is the instrument,
common-law side of the Exchequer.
be applied. If no one appears, the bill is of
I-a all eases, the object being to put money coarse rejeeted ; scorn and contempt being
into the pockets of the judges, to that object, at the same time the reward of the benevoand that alone, except the like benefit to the lent hand by which it was presented.
I am
other members of the firm of Judge and Co., not prepared, says the chiefoftheking's
longthe mode of procedure is made subservient,
robed creatures in the House of Lords--I am
In Westminster Hall and its purlieus, Judge notprepared;andinthissituationthenon-preand Co. keep open shop. For the vrofit upon paration has the effect of the king's negative.
the expense, they sell to every individual that
will pay the price of it, the power of impos- § 2. Initiatory application, litiscontestationa?.
ing expense and vexation to an amom,t more
The applicant being established in the chant less considerable -- to any person, and any meter of a litiscontestational applicant, or say
number of persons, or purchasers, as may pursuer, and a correspondent memorandu m
choose _ at whatever distance it- be from entered on the register, the judge will-have
the shop, so it is within the limits of the Eng- to consider the next operation, or assemblage
lish part of the kingdom.
To this shop, the of operations, which the nature of the ease
plaintiff who has suffered wrong is forced to requires at his hands.
make application, and thus add suffering to
These operatimJs may be either operations
soffering ere he can begin to take his chance affecting persons alone, operations affecth_
for relief. The plaintiffwhose object is to do things alone, or operations applying to petwrong, employs the hand of the judge as an sons and things.
instrument, and having paid the price of it,
Exceptions excepted, the next operation
is then enabled to commence the career of will be performed by the issuing of_l. A prowrong, heaping suffering upon suffering, until poser: defendant's attendance-requiring manthe measure of intended wrong is filled, and date. In ease of defendants more than one,
the proposed quantity of suffering produced,
an attendance-requiringmandate for each one.
At these _une shops are sold, in this shape, 9. A proposed defendant's e_aminatinn-manwith the exception of certain privileged date, or say examinatioz.paper;
andsowhem
dabse_, the personal liberty of everyman,
the|e are proposed defendants more than one,
to whoever would pay the price, down to a defendan_t _ examinatlon.paper nddre_ed t4
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; the proposed defendant being, in this
ame, the only person addre_ed in the first
place,
Exceptions are, when in consideration of
the state of the case, as resnlting from the
examination of the applicant, as entered in
the record it appears to the judge that the
purposes of justice are more effectually accomplished by the simultaneous or previous
issuing of an attendance-requiring or examination mandate, as the case may appear to
reqttire, addressed to a proposed to.pursuer,
or to a supposed evidence holder, and proposed furnisher of evidence, personal, real, or
written, or of all three sorts, or of any two
thereof, as the case may be.
In case of need, in lieu of an attendancerequiring mm_date, the judge may, in the
case of any one or more of such persons,
issue a prehension mandate,
Of the need of a prehensioo mandate, in
lieu of an attendance-requiring mandate, at
the charge of the proposed co-pursuer, an
example may be found where, in relation to
the service required at the hands of the judge,
the proposed eo.pursncr has an interest conjoint with that of the applicant ; but an upprehension exists, lest, through indolence or
fear of resentment, at the hands of a proposed defendant, the proposed co-pursuer
might be induced rather to give up the putsuit of such his interest, than join in the
• pursuit ofiL
Note, that if the apprehended non-pursult
would have for its cause fear of resentment,
as above, it may be for the advantage of the
proposed co-pursuer, that his junction with
the applicant pursuer should appear to be the
result rather of inevitable necessity, than of
consent,
Of this need of a course taken for causing
the attendance, or even response, on the part
of a proposed co-pursuer, antecedently to
attendance or response on the part of a
proposed defendant, or even to the issuing of a
mandate for the procurement thereof re_pecnicely, the same example may serve,
Of the need of an attendance-requiring, or
prehension mandate, at the charge of a supposed evidence holder and proposed evidance
furuisher, examples are the same as in the
ease of a proposed co-pursuer ; and the reluctance on both accounts will be more apt to
have place.
In regard to attendance-requiring or prehonsion at the charge of a proposed evidence
furnisher, the question for the consideration
of the judge will be, by which course the
greatest detriment would accrue to the toterest of both parties and the public ; to wit,
by the vexation attached to the furnishing of
the evidence, or by the danger of a decision
edversetothe interestofthe applicant-pursuer
for want of the evidence so desired.

Of the reunion att_l
to'the _
of the desired evidence, the qnantum wfll']_
considered on each of two suppositions; to
wit, absence of compensation, pecuniary or
quasi-pecuniary, and receipt of compem_t'._a.
in such quantity and quality as the judge may
think reasonable, and the applicant pursuerable and willing to allow.
On the occasion of such allowance, it will
also be for consideration what, if any. ground
there is for the expectation, that in the event
of the pursuer's succeeding in his demand, it
will be right (the pecuniary and other eircumstances of the proposed defeodant considered,)
and practicable at the same time, consistent
with justice, that the burthen should be
transferred from the shoulders of the putsuet to those of the defendant.
To this purpose, a circumstance pre-eminently material will be the importance of the
proposed evidence-furnisher's evidence, with
relation to the event of the suit. The case iv
which this inlportance will be in the highest
degree, is that where, for the proof of the supposed fact, the nature of the case does not a_
the time in question afford any evidence other
than his. Next comes that in which, in inretest or supposed affection, the supposed evi.
denee holder and proposed evidence furnisher,
is apprehended to be adverse to the pursuer's
person, or to this his demand.
The greater the number of the persons
capable of furnishing the evidence required,
and the more material the evidence in the
instance of each, the less will be the need for
taking the mort vexatious course for"the
procurement of their evidence respectively.
For the more effectual avoidance of needless delay, or vexation and expense,--out
o_
the whole number of supposed evidence
holders proposed to him, the judge may take
for examination in the first instance any
lesser number, reserving to himselfthe power
of doing the likein the case of any additional
number ; and this not only at a time anterior
to that of the defendant's answer, or personal
attendance, as the case may be, but even at
a time posterior, not only to that of the defendant's response or attendance, but to the
time of his having furnished evidence from
extraneous and non-litigant witnesses.
§ 3. Ileiteration of_it_noae.
Previously to the giving admittance to the
applicant in the character of pursuer, the
judge will examine him as to the having made
the same demand by application to any other
judieatory.
Exceptions excepted,_inrespectofnosmt
which has been terminated, or is pending in
any judicatory, shall application be made by
any party, on either side, to any other than
the appropriate appellate judieatory.
For in this case, such fresh suit would, if
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• ." ";:-I_xeep_ouamaybe_/ben,
agtor
the termi-l of thenumber of those,totheprdbalio_.q_f-':.?_
•
ma_n of a suit in an immediate judicatory, _ which evidence was employed in the fi_a_¢,: :- ._/
- - _-'_..ber
Without appeal or with an appeal, I suit; but only evidence insupportofac_a..:_!_%_
•evidence, the exiszence of-which the appli- J ter-fact, that is to say, a fact eon_gi
_ ":-".._\_
' cent had no knowledge or suspicion of, lain | or helping to constitute, a dechfion oppmdtO
__.''-:'_
hera made known to him : at the same time to that come to in the former suit ;-- in eueh
:. that for the elicitation of the aggregate mass ease the judge will not entertain any ob_eeof appropriate evidence, including that which tion to the decision come to as to the matt_"
' . .
had been elicited in the course of the former of fact in the former case by the other,ju_suit, in the judicatorythus applied to in the catory : but in relation to the evidence ad-tt_eond instance, the suit may be carried on, dueed as proof of the counter-fact, he Will
and terminated in a manner more conform- pronounc_ such opinion as appears tohim well
8ble to the ends of justice, direct and coils,
grounded, and therefore and thereupon, such
teral together, taken in the aggregate, than in imperative decree as the case requires, in
...
the judicatory in which, in and by the first affirmance or disefltrmance of the dcereepro."
suit, it received its termination,
nounced on the occasion of sttch anter_o¢
On an occasion of this sort, by the exami- suit.
nation of the applicant, the judge will obtain
On this occasion, as on every other in which
satis_tction in relation to the facts, from a fresh suit is endeavoured to be commenced
which it will appear, on the side of which on the ground of evidence alleged to have
indicatory the balance is, in respect of pre- been discovered not till after the elicitation
ponderate convenience,
of the evidence in the course of the former
If, of the evidence thus adduced, the effect suit, the judge will with particular attention
be that of counter-evidence, in relation to a scrutinize into the truth of the allegation, lest
principal, derided upon on the occasion of by needless reiteration of suits, danger of
the former suit, the judge will use his dis- misdecision or delay, vexation and expense,
cretion as to the taking for the ground of his should, by evil consciousness, negligence or
decision in addition to the fresh body of evi- temerity, be increased.
dence, the evidence elicited on the occasion
It may be, that after thedecease orineapaof the former suit, as exhibited in the record, citation of him who was pursuer or defendant
or re-eliclting the evidence elicited on that in the former suit, discovery of fresh mateformer occasion ; or, after eliciting the fresh rial evidence may have been made, or may be
evidence, referring the applicant to the judi- alleged to have been made, by the post-obicatory in which the suit received its termi- tuary, or other representative of the party in
nation in the former instance,
that former case. In this caseit may naturally
In case of his determining to employ the happen, that the knowledge of v_bat passed
evidence elicited in the former suit, an ex- on the occasion of the former suit is not so
emplar of it will, of course, unless mislaid or perfect and adequate on the part of the ralost, or wilfully destroyed, be already in the presentative, as it would have been on the
possession or power of the applicant,
part of the principa_ : and in particular what
In contemplation of this contingency, if may happen is, that though the spare exthe stock of such exemplars (eight in hum- emplar had been obtained by the principal,
her which are as many as are capable of be- neither of the o,e nor of the other is the
ing in equal perfection taken at once) be not existence known _o the representative.
exhausted by other more certainly needful
For the ascertaining the fact of the exlsdemands, there may be a use in fur,ishing
tence of such anterior suit, the judge will,
the party or parties on both sides, with addi- in ease of doubt, address himself by an approtional exemphtrs respectively,
priate instrument _ an information.rcque_tin_
It may be, that by a party in whose dis- address, to any such indicatory or judicateriea
favour, (though as far as the massofevidence
as the occasion shall have suggested to him
actually produced is considered on sufficient : as likely to possess the information needed.
grounds)
its termination,
expectationtheof suit
beingreceived
able at some
future time
to exhibit a piece of evidence, not at that
time in his possession, power, or even knowledge, may be entertained.
In this case it
will rest with him to request of the judge for
this purpose a spare eaemplar, and with the
jtid_ to grant or refuse it according to dreumstanees M above,
If the fresh evidence, as announced, do sot
xmtmn in it any evidence of a nat,re to
Vox. IL

§ 4. Demand-Paper.
In the demand paper will be inserted the
denomination of the offence, to which it alb
pears that the act is referable.
As in numerous hastances the offences run
into one another in such sort, that the same
individual act may without impropriety, ba
susceptible of several denominations. _ or it
may as yet be matter of uncertainty to which
of se_ral the evidence may, on judicial e_E
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am_atio_ be found tospply_dive-rsoffen_s
5. Oocapatlon _or
occupations: lzmf_
• .may to th_ pm_o_ be named in the dis- seeking, if any, what; so, official.
.junetive.
I[. Means of intercourse for the .purlm_
When the demand paper is brought ready of the suit.
filled up under the proper heads, time will so
I. Hal,.tation, to which a mandate or other
, £w be _ved, sod trouble saved to the judge:
message from the judlcatory may be direeu_l
-it will in this case have been the workofthe
with assurance of its being received, --the
pursuer, or his legal advisers,
habitation being identified, as per Election
In the ease where an uninformed and unas- Code. On every change, the information tmsisted indlvidua| comes to tell his story to the der this head will have to receive a eorre*
judge, it will belong to the judge, upon taking sponding change.
his examination, to fill up the demand-paper.
IIL Effective service demanded.
As the supposed facts come out in the
This is that which is performed by concur.
course of the examination, the denomination rence in the division of the subject-matter,
of the offence may from time to time be of one inchoate and ineffective, into a number
amended toties qaotieJ : offence or offences i of consummate and effective rights; to wit,
struck out n offence or offences added,
by the correspondent judicial service.
By the same person, to the same person,
N.B. The right to an as yet unllquldated
wrong in an indefinitely numerous variety of mrtiou of an aggregate mass of property, is
shapes, each of them characterized by the an inchoate and ineffective right as to every
denomination of an offence, may have hap- partof it: the right toanysuch part, when,
pened to have been committed. By one and i by an act of the judge, separated from the
the s_ne lot or mass of evidence, it may rest and conferred on a demandant, to he
happen to it to have been substantiated ; by by him possessed in severalty, is a tonsurederision pronounced on all the demands at mate and effective right; the exercise of it
the same time, delay, vexation, and expense not requiring any ulterior act on the part of
will be minimized,
the judge.
Thus, bythe multitude of the instances of
For the list of the cases in which, to tenwrong, no room is afforded forthegivingimder it as above effective, a right requires a
punity in any of them.
corresponding act or set of acts on the part
In this case, whatsoever has been the of the judge, see_
the R_ght.comferrbuj
•number of the wrongs committed, each pro- Code, or say, the JVoa-penol Cede.
.duetive of its separate mischief, so many
IV. Collative portion of law relied on.
separate demand papers may there he.
Under this head, mention will he made of
It may be, that in regard to several wrongs the code, chapter, seetiou, and article, in
committed on the same day, by the wronger on which inchoate rights of the sort in question
the wronged, in the instance of one or more are mentioned, with the eases and medea in
of them, the wronger has had one or more which they may be rendered cousmnmate.
accomplices ; in another, others ; iu another,
V. Collative f_ct alleged.
none.
Out of this circumstance arises a
This will be a,l individual event, or state
farther demand tbr separate demand papers,
of things, of the number of those which, in
virtue of the correspondent collative portion
DSMA_D-PaPEa A.
of law, have the effect of giving to/he person
Demand and suit simply requisitive-- not in whose favour they have place, the right to
ineulpative,
demand the effective service of the sort in
Heads, under which the matter of a pur- No. IlL mentioned.
Example :
mler's demand is to be stated for the purpose
P.E. being possessed of a portion of land
of the judge's determination, whether to call : called Springfield, situated in the bis-sub-di_
upon any person, in the character of a pro- ! trict called Highbury, having four children,
posed defendant, to comply with the demand, ! of whom the pursuer D. E. is one, died, to
.or contest it : _
wit, on or about the let of January 18 ;
I. Pursuer or pursuers, who.
whereby, under the law, as per No IV. the
Heads u,der which entries are to be made pursuer is entitled to demand at the hands of
in relation to each :-the judge, one equal fourth part of the said
1. Sez.
mrtion of land, and at the hands of the other
2. Condition in respect of marriage, viz. three, their concurrence in the divition so to
whether, L Never married; _ Widow or be made.
widower ; I_ Married.
VI. C_o-demandantor demandants,_nono.
$. Age, Timeofbirth, if not exantlyknown,
Proposeddefendants--A.E.,
B.E., and C. E.,
according to conjecture ; if exactly known, co-intecesaees with D. E. as above.
year, month, and day of the month.
VII. Evidence looked to in proof of the
4. Birth-place; whether within or without collative fact alleged, as per No. V. permmtl :
.the territory of the state : if within, men- the declarations expected from the mouths of
.tioning the district, subdistrict_ stud I_l-sub- C.G., E. EL, and M. R.t who werepram_t at
diztriet,
the death.

VIII. Ablal;ve _.t, none. Example:
• : I. To no person had the deceased transt_trred the mid land. or any part of it.
2. No statement had he made, ordering any
other disposition to be made of it.
IX. Connter-e vidence,---none _ no person
either entitled or disposed, by oral judieial
statement, or otherwise, to deliver evidence,
in contradieticm to the ]egitimaa:y of the putaner, or the death of the person hereby alo
leged to be dead.
X. Counter-demand,none. No person
has, or concei_-e_ he has, any demand upon
the pursuer, of such sort as to disqualify him
from making this demand.
XL Judicial service demanded. This service consists in the issuing and giving exeeution and effect to such judicial mandates
as shall be requisite and sumcient to put the
pursuer in po.o_ession of his seid equal fourth
part of the said land.
This case is the one first brought to view,
as being, in appearance at least, the simplest,
But it is one by which hut a small part of the
field of law, substantive and adjective together, is covered. It is, however, the sort
of ease by which the greatest variety of cornplication is exhibited ; and in which the mass
of unavoidable delay, vexation, and expense
is apt to be maximized,
DEMASl)-PA_a B.
The demand ineulpative, but not crimiaat_ve,
Heads under which the matter of the pursuer's demand is to be stated for the purpose
of the judge's determination, whether to call
upon any person, in the character of a proposed defendant, to comply with the demand,
or to contest it: -I. Pursuer or pursuers, who.
Heads under which entries are to be made
in relation to each :-1. Sex.--2.
Condition in respect of marnags, viz. whether, L Never married ; xt.
Widow or widower ; m. MJtrried._ 3. Age.
Time of birth, if not exactly known, ascotcling to conjecture : if exactly known, year,
mouth, and day of the month. --4. Birthplace, whether within or without the territory of the state ; if within, mentioning the
district, subdistrict, and bis-subdistriet. _
5. Occupation or occupations: profit-seeking,
if any, what ; so, official,
|I. Means of intereourse for the purpnse of
the suit.
!. Habitatlon, towhichanmmlate, orother
message from the judieatory, may be directed,
with assurance of its being received, the ha6kation beingidentified, as perEleefionCode,
On every change, the information under
thla head wilihave toreceive acorreapouding
¢_bange.
Ill. F.,flCeetiveservicedemanded; towit-Appropriate satidact_on for some wrong

,dleged to havebeen done tothe punme_4_y
the proposed defendant ; that is to my, for
some individual set, productive of demase
in some shape to the pursuer, and as such at
least eulpatde ; belonging to some one of the
sorts nf offences mentioned under the head af
private offences, or offences against imtiv_.
duals, in the wrong-restraining, or say, the
Penal Code ; mentioning the name oft.he soeg
of wrong, with the chapter or chapters, teetion or sections, and article or articles, in
which the description of it is given, together
with that of the sort of sati_ction provided
in respect of it.
IV. Collative portion of law relied on by
the pursuers.
This will consist of the article or articles
referred to, in the manner in No. IlL partzcula_ized. It is called collat_ve, in respect.
of its conferring oo the pursuer the right to
the effective service demanded, as per No.
II I. Collative with relation to the porsuer's
title to the service, as above, demanded by
him, -- it will, with relation to the burthen
imposed on the defendant, by the obligation
of rendering thxt same service, be onerativ¢.
V. Cullative fact alleged.
This will be the committal of an individual
act, of the sort of some one of those meutioned in No. I11.
VL Co-demandant or eo-demandante, it
any, and proposed defendant or defendants.
Those persons, to wit, who, by the put.
soer are looked to in those several capac_o
ties ; with their several descriptions, as per
No. I. : also the means of intercourse with
them respectively, as far ss known or believed, as per No. If.
VII. Sources of the evidence looked to
in proof of the coUative fact alleged, as per
No. V. ; to wit,
Such persons, together with such wrlting*,
and such other things, if any. as the pursuer
looks to, in that character, for support to hut
demand. The evidence itself will remain to
be elicited at the hearing, from those its Nveral sources.
VIIL Ablative facts negatived.
Of any adequate ablative fact, the effect
will be, in every case, to take away any right
conferred by a co]tative fact. The afl_rmance
of the non-existence of all such ablative facts
must therefore be exacted, as well as the me.
flrmance of the existence of acoilative fact,
as per No. V., and thence of a right to the
effective service demanded, as per No. IIL
Ablative with relation to the purstter's
title to the service demanded by him, _ x_dl
relation to the burthen imposed on the de.
fendant by the obligation of rendering that
game service, it will be e_re_erative.
IX. Coenter-evidencc, if _ny, from what
sources expoeted. Counte_-evidence, or evtdence either in disproof of a fact wblel_
with reference to the punmer'a demand, is st
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_o]lat/ve fact, as per No. V., or in proof
Qf a fact which, with reference to it, is an
• Itblative fact, as per No. VIIL
X. Counter-demand, whether any, and if
any, what, according to the knowledge or
belief of the pursuer, declared : counter-de-macd, to wit, a demand on the part of the
proposed defendant, at the charge of the now
pursuer. Any such counter-demand, if just.
will, according to the value_of it, compared
with that of the corresponding effective setvice, as per No. IlL, take •way the pursuer's
right to it.
But it will not afford, as an ablative fact
would, a ground for the dismissal of the demand: only for doing away, or lessening the
amount of, any preliminary security which
might be needful for securing execution to
t_he collafive law, as per No. IV., al_dthence
to the pursuer the benefit of the effective
service,
XI. Judicial service demanded,
This will consist in the performance of all
such judicial acts as will be necessary to the
effective strvice, as per No. III., to be randered.

PROCEDURE.

[C_

NIL

apply to this ease, unless where (with reference to punishment,) evidence of one codelinquent may have been offered, with or
without reward, for the discovery of another
or others.
IX. Counter-demand. None applies to this
case.
X. Judicial service. This will have two
branches, correspondent to those of the demand: m
!. Service to the individual wronged, by
causing the stolen goods to be restored to him
by the thief, together with money obtained
by the loan or sale of any such property, iramoveable or moveable, as be may happen to
have, in compensation for the private wrong,
] as above ; to wit, by the several appropriate
, judicial mandates.
9. Service rendered to the public, by the
issuing of any such incarceration or other punitional mandate, by the execution of which
the imprisonment or other punishment may
be inflicted.
Of the case where the demand is in its mb
ture invariable, examples are as follows : -I 1. Subject-matter of the demand,--the
entire property of this or that individual
DEMAND-PAVESC.
thing moveableas s beast, or article of furDemand cximinafive, -- Offence, ease and niture, &c.
suit, penal, and publico-private.
2. Or of a thing immoveable--sa
a house
I. Pursuer, with description and means of with the appurtena_lces, a piece of land, &c.
intercourse, as before.
Of the case where the subject-matter of
11. Effective service demanded :m
demand is in its nature variable, examples are
L By the individual wronged,--satisfac--all cases in which money is demanded in
tlon, to wit--l.
The restitution of an article compensation for wrong sustained.
of property, furtively taken; 2. Money, in
compensation for the loss, and vexation and
DEM^Nv-PArza D.
expense occasioned by this pursuit.
The demand either criminative or ineulpan. By the government advocate, -- the five. Offence, suit and ease, penal and purely
service that will be rendered to the public, public.
by the defendant's being made to suffer the
Heads under which the matter of • putappropriate punishment ; to wit, by the ten- suer's demand is to be stated, for the purpose
dency of such punishment to restr_iu others of the judge's determination whether to call
from the commission of the like offences,
upon any person, in the character of a pro.
IlL Collafive law invoked,--the
law by posed defendant, to comply with the demand
which, for theft, a man is rendered as above, or to contest it : -safisfactionally, and moreover ptmi'tionally
I. Effective service demanded. This is the
responsible.
! service which, in the event of his being proved
IV. Collative fact alleged,-- the aetofthcft,
gntilty, will be rendered to the public` by the
whereby the article was stolen by the pro- defendant's being subjected to the punishL_sed defendant,
ment incurred by the collafive fact No. IlL
V. Defendant,--A.
L, inmate of the h•bi- in virtue of the collafive law No. II.
.ration No. 4, in Cross Street, in the town of
I1. Collative portion of law relied on. This
Wonlton, in this subdistrict, labourer,
will he the portion by which the character of
VI. Evidence,-- personal. The statement
an offence is given to • sort of act, in which
ready to be declared by me the pursuer, who the individual act charged upon the proposed
uw the act of theft committed by proposed defendant, as constituting the correspondent
defendant, and who, having prch_.nded him, collative fact, is comprehended. It is termed
have brought him hither,
eollafive, in respect of its being regarded as
VIL Counter-evidence, --none.
Neither
conferring on the pursuer, in behalf of the
the proposed defendant nor any other person public, the right to the effective service desan, to my knowledge or belief, allege with rounded, as per No. -L
truth, anything in contradiction to No. IV.
lIl. Collative fact alleged.
"VliL Ablative facts, none. Iqo fact whatThis will be an individual act, charged
.ever, can in the character of an ablative fact, upon the vroposed defendant, as eompre-
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bended in one of the sorts of acts to which
Iative
thecharaeter
law. NoofIf.offences is given by the col
Collative with relation to the pursuer's
title to deraaudthe effective service as above
Ilemanded by him,--it will, with relation to
the burthen in_osed upon the defendant by
the obligation of rendering that same service.
be onerative,
IV. Proposed defenclant or defendants,
with their several descriptions, as far as known
or believed, tngether with the means of intercourse with them respectively, for the purpose
of the suit, undertheir several and respective
beads,
V. Sources of the evidence looked to, for
the proof of the collative fact alleged as per
No. IIL ; to wit, such persons, together with
ench writings, and such other things, if any,
as the pursuer looks to in that clmraeter for
support to his demand. The evidence itself
win remain to be elidted at the hearing fi'om
those its several sources.
VI. Ablative facts negatived. Of any adsquate ablative fact, the effect WILL
be, in every
case, to take sway any riglit conferred by a
eo]lative fact. The affirmance of the nonexistenceofallanehablativefactsmustthere-
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Headsonderwhich tbematterofa purmler'j_
demand is to be stated, for the purposo of the
judge's determination whether to m/l Ul_a_
i any person, in the ehsranter of u proposed
defendant, to comply with the demand or to_
contest it :
I. Private pursuer or pursuers, who.
Heads under which entries are to be made
in relation to each : _
I. Sex. -- 2. Condition in respect of macrings, vi_ whether, L Never married ; 11.Widew or widower; ILL Married.--3.
Age.
Time of birth, ff not exactly known, accord.
ing to conjecture; ff exactly known, year,
month, and day of the month.--4.
Birthplace, witether within or without the territory of the state; if within, mentioning the
district, subdistriet, and bis-subdistrlct. _&,
Occupation or ocenpations: profit-seeking, if
any, what; so, official.
II. Means of intercourse for the purpose of
the suit.
Habitation to which a mandate, or other
message from the judicatory, may be directed
with assurance of its being received ; the ha,
bitation being identified as per Election Code."
On every change, the information under this
bead will have to receive a corresponding

fore be exacted, as we]l as the aflirmance of change.
the existence of a eoilative fact_ as per No.
II [. Public pursuer, on behalf of the public
III., and thence of a right to the effective -- the government advocate.
service demanded as per No. I.
IV. Effective services demanded at the
Ablative with relation to the pursuer's title charge of the proposed defendant.
to the service demanded by him, these facts
1. By the pursuer, as being the individual
will, with relation to the burthen imposed on wronged,_satisfaction
;to wit, for the damage
the defendant by the obligation of rendering occasioned to him by the wrongous act, which,
that same service, be exonerative,
with respect to the right to satisfaction, has
lnthecaseofacriminaloffenc_,eollativeclrbecome the collative fact, as per No. VI.,
cumstances will be--the several incuipative,
having been constituted such by the collative
criufinutive, and aggravstive circumstances,
portion of law, No. V.
be'onging to the description of the act : ablaFor the several shapes in which, for damage
tire, the several justificative, exemptive, and refeived, from the several sorts of wrongous
nLLeviativeeireumstances. Far exact lists of all sets or offences, satisfaction will be obtainthese several sorts of circumstances, see the able, see the Penal Code, under the head of
Penal Code.
the several sorts of offences against indivi"- VII. Counter-evidence, if any, from what duah.
sources expected.
2. By the government advocate, in big:
Counter-evidence is evidence either in dis- quality of public pursuer, -- the subjection of
proof of a fact which, with reference to the the defendant to the punishment incurred by
pursuer's demand, is a coLLative fact, as per this same act.
No. IlL ; or in proof of a fact which, with
By the suffering produced by the infliction
reference to it, is an ablative £ant, as per of the punishment, a service is regarded as
No. Vl.
being rendered to the public, by means of the
VIII. Judicialservice demanded. Thiswill
tendency which the eventual fear of it has to
consist in the performance of all such judicial
prevent the commission of the like wtongous
acts as will be necessary to the causing the acts in future.
¢olhtive portion of law, as per No. II., to reV. Collative portion of law
e_iwe, at the charge of the defendant, its exeThis will be the portion of law by which
ention and effect ; and thereby the effective the character of an offence is given to n sort
of act, in which the individual act cha/ged
upon the proposed defendant, as contributory
to the corre_po_tling coKafive fact, as per
No. VL, is comprehended. It is termed cola
lative, in req_ect of its conferring on theretit,e. Offence, suit
as per Not. I. and ILL,
lhee-private.
" and cue, penal, and pub- 'spective ptmiu_t,
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the right to the respective services, as per
]_ IV.
VI. Collative fact alleged,
This will be an individual act, belonging
tO one of the sorts of wrongous acts spoken
of under No. IV., and as being constituted
offences by the coliative portion of law, as
per No. V.
Collative with relation to the title of the
pursuers to the service, respectively demanded by them, -- it will, with relation to the
burthen imposed on the defendant by the
obligation of rendering these same services,
be onerative,
VII. Proposed defendant or defendants,
with their several descriptions, as tarns known
or believed, together with the several means
of intercourse with them respectively for the
purpose of the suit, under the several heads
in No. I. and lI. mentioned,

sessors or keepers, who? la partieu|ar, the
applicant or appUeants--defendant
or defendants-- or third persons, as above? Note
that, in respect of any appearance his body
exhibits, a person may, as well as a th/m3,
constituteasourceofrealevidence:
apersen,
for example, on whose body the mark of a
wound or bruise is visible.
3. Questions as to written evidence. Written evidences is a sort of componnd evidence,
composed of personal and real. To the questions, Who the persons are of whose did'nurse
the writing is composed ? will accordingly be
to be added the question, Who the persona
are in whose possession or keeping the por.
tions of discourse in question are.
Of this note on the subject of evidence,
the matter will be seen to apply, not less to
the Demand Paper A, than to all the several
others.

V IU. Evidence looked to, in proof of the
¢ollative fact, as per No. VI.
Under this head will not be to he entered
on this paper anything besides the sources of
the evidence knownt or supposed to be ohruinable; to wit, such persons, together with
such writings, and such other things, if any,
as the pursuer looks to in that character tbr
support to his demand,
The evidence itself will remain to be ellcited at the hearing from those its several
sources.

[Ablative facts.] By some one article in the
list of the facts constituted coIlative facts
with relation to the right or title of a pursuer
(standing in the individual situation of the
pursuer in question) to receive the services
herehy demanded, must such his right or title
have been conferred: by any one article hi
the correspondent list of ablative facts, it may
have been taken away. Therefore, of all such
ablative facts, the existence must of assessity be negatived by him.
Case I. Suit simply requisitive.
Of the proprietor of a mass of property,
the death operates as a collative fact in favour
of each of his postobit successors: as a collative fact, to wit, with relation to the right
to the service rendered by the judge, by
making a division of the mass among such
successor and his co-interessces, and thereupon givingto him his share. Examples of an
ablative fact are-- 1. A release by any one
such eo-interessee in favour of the rest, or
any one of them; 2. On the supposition of
the deceased's having a correspondent fight,
exercise given by him to any ablative power,
divesting this or that one of them of his fight
to any such share.

NoTzs TO Dg_ANv-PArza
A.
[Sources of Evidence.]
On the evidence
which will have to be adduced, will depend
the belief of the judge in afllrmanee of the
existence of the collative fact or facts, of
which the applicant's title, on the ground of
fact, to the services demanded by him, is
composed. In relation to this same evidence,
among the questions which, in that view, the
pursuer will have had to put to him,elf, and
whereby, in so far as he has failed so to put
them to himself, the judge will have to put
them, are the following : _
I. Questionsas topersoaalevidence.
What
person or persons are looked to, as able and
_n'lling, or capable of being lawfully made
No'tEa To DZMANv.PA_ES B.
willing, in quality of testifier, to prove the
[Ineulpative, but not crlminative,] In
e._istenee of the coliative fact or fa_s? In eas_ will require to be included the case
Imrticular--l.
The applicant or applicants?
which, in Rome-bred law in general, and in
2. The proposed defendant or defendants ? Bonaparte's Civil Code in particular, is styled
_. Any other person or persons ? or any mixed I that of a Qaasi.delictum-Qetasi-d_lit, Cod.
assemblage, composed out of the three sorts I Cir. L. Ill. Tit. IV. Ch. IL Art. 1382 to
aftestifiers, whereofthetwofirstwillinsuch
1386, p. 217.
This is the ease where, withcue be litigemt, the others extraneous, testi- out any default of his own. a person is rvaliars or narrating witnesses ?
dered responsible for damage _ havingfor its
2. Questions as to real evidence, -- to wit, efficient instrument some person for whom. or
u to any _te
of things, unmoveable or somethingforwhich,
itislnsucheasethouglrt
moveable, to which it may happen to be ca- • fit to render him responsible : the person repable ofopemtingln the character of evidence,
garded,as being in some sort in his power,
or proof, or explanation of a collatlve fact. and the thing completely so.
_he _hings, what and where; present po_
In this case, though it may be th_ by no
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ease on his pert could the damage have been
prevented, yet sf_er the damage had taken
place, he might have made or tendered compenastion for it; and in this way it is, that
though not criminal, his conduct may, per.
naps not unreasonably, have been deemed
culpable,
Under English law, the demand in a case
of this sort is what is celled an actioa on
ease.
_Effeetive 8ervice.] Warning agmnst excess in the quantity or value of the effective
service demanded,
I. Whatsoever, in a ease of this sort, be
the subject-matter of the demand, it will be
for the joint care of the pursuer and the judge
so to adjust the description given of it, that
in ease of non-compliance, non-attendance,
and non-reparation on the part of the defendant, an e=ecution-orderi_ mandate issued by
the judge, may, without other description
than what is so agreed upon, su_ce to put
the pursuer in possession of it. If for want
of sufficient information respecting the facts
belonging to the ease, the pursuer cannot
take upon him to fix the amount, let him
write in the appropriate space the words,
"not .vet ascertainable : remains to be oscar,
rained •from the evidence."
2. If, although the demand be, in respect
of the co]lative fact, well groundrd, the
amount of the subject-matter demanded is,
m respect of quantity or a_signed value, msnifestly excessive, the pursuer will be com.
pensatlonally and punitionally responsible, it*
consideration of and according to the amount
of the excess : the demand being to this
amount ungroundeql, and the exaction of the
service having the effect of oppression and
extortion,
8. By appropriate interrogatories, it will be
the care of the judge to bring the statement
respecting quantity and value to such a degree of correctness as may warrant his giving
possession to the demandent, in the event of
non-compliance on the part of the defendant,
after an appropriate mandate received by him.
4. Fromthedefendanfscounter-sta_ement,
should any ensue, it will appear what is the
abject of his eonteetation:
whether it is the
applicability of the alleged eollative fact, or
only the quantity or value assigned to the
subject-matter of the demand,
[ Counter - Evidence, if any.'] The purner._doesheknowofany--canhethink
ofany evidence, the tendeney of which may.
either in his own opinion, or, as he believes,
in that of a defendant, be to weaken the
opinion euppurted by the evidence adduced
by hi_e_ If. as above ?
If say aneh eonnter-evidence exists, the
es_]ier tha mention of it is exanted, the betl_r_thehetter
for the pacties on both sides,
By the requi_th_ thin made of it, the eyes
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of the pursuer are thus of neeeuky tum_
-'_ _'_ -_:
to the state of the ease as it must lave pro,"
sensed itself to the other s_de ;. end by Slut
•._
comprehensive view thus taken, the u]terior
vexation and expanse of the suit may_besaved
_'_
_ hsmself, as well as the whole of it to the
-_.
defendant, after being thus interrogated.
If, knowing of any such counter-evidenen,
. _!
he omits to furnish indication of it. the omit."
•"
sion will be eireumstantial evidence of _
:,
eonacim_ness ; mid, in addition to other evi; dense, will of itself constitute sufficient
ground for a dismissal of his demand : and it
may moreover be. punishable in the eharac.
tar of a separate and substantive ofl'ence ; to
wit, falsehood, menda_ons or temeracions, as
the case may be.
To counter-evidence, apply of course the
same distinctions as those which as above
have place in the case of evidence.
The facts to which the eounter-evidance
applies, may as well be those which, with
relation to the pursuer's title, bear the rein.
ties of ablative facts, as those which bear
to it the relation of collative facts. If they
are collar.De facts, the _endeney of it will
be, either to disprove in a direct way the
existence of them, or to cause to be revivaled as unreasonable the inference deduced in
affirmance of them from the evidence on that
side: if ablative feets, the tendeney of it will
be to prove the existence of those same ablative facts.
[Counter-demand,
if any.]
Reasons for
inquiry under this head, are the same as in
case of counter-evidence.
Sub-heads for in.
quiry, the same as in the ease of the demand,
as above.
_Judicial Service.'] Under this head will
be comprised whatsoever chain of operations
may be necessary to be performed by the
judge, ere the effective service, or some suecedaneum toit can bare been r, ndered to the
_ursuer. These operations, or e/emeataryju.
dieial services, as they may be called, will be
the result of the exereisegiven tothe several
distinguishable functions brought to view in
the Constitutional Code, Chapter XIL Judiciary, Seetion 9, E/em_tary Fawst/mu 1_
the last link in the chain being constituted
by the exereise given to the imperativefunetion, by means of the mandate or mandates
by which execution and effect is given to that
portion of the law, whleh the pursuer's de.
rmmdhas in this easo forits ground. To
bring to view these operations, in aLlthe varieties of whleh they are enseeptible, wi_ be
the occupation of the remainder ofthismme
Procedure Code
_Ablative Facts.'] In the e_e ofawrm_,,_
an immlpative fact on the part of the pro.
posed defendant, (thence a eollative fact, with
relation to the pursuer's right or'title to astisfactinn at his charge), i_ enact of the Im_

_7. _q _ _ : ....

_..

._, ._ _ _::. _.*

_ .... _.,_.

e_ erase_rhich,bythe hw in question,areI

.

_ .....

_

_......

Of these ._r_ di_du_dml_e md_eet.

_k_'uted
o_encca, unless aecompeniedby _ ma_'s of kzewled_ezmd e_ddenee, the-first
__ame one of the drenmstanc_ included in may be known, while the second :aml third
'_ • , m correspondent list ol justificative or ex- are as yet unknown : of damage produced by
emptive_n_umstauce_
If any such ablative con__%frstinn, the existence may, for examfact has place, his title _o the service in pie, be known, when, as yet, it is not known
qu_tion has no place.
If of any such ab- i whether human agency bore any part in the
.lative fact the existence be known to him, production of it_ So again, the damage being
he _. in a state of ev//¢os_/omm_s
with re- known, what may also be known is, that halation to his demand -- consciousness of the man agency, the act of sonue person, had part
invahdity of it, and of the groundlessness of in the production of it, while as yet it is not
the vexation he is seeking to impose on the known who that person is.
defendant ; and this state of evil consciousIn Rome-bred law, the state of things rene_ as to the application he is making, in- garded as fraught with mischief, with the cirvulvesin it an ac_ of insincerity, for which he cmastence of its having had human agency
may as reasonably and beneficially be pu- foritscanse, constltute together what is called
nished, as for mendacious evidence in rela- the corpus delicti-- in French, corps du d_lit,
ti6n to any e_ternol and physical fact. As to the body of the offence ; and are frequently
this matter, see what is said in relation to spoken of as composing a subject of evidence
counter-evidence,
and investigation, distinct from the conside[Proposed Defendant,] to wit, the person ration of the personality of the supposed eriat whose charge the services, effective and mina], or culpable agent.
judicial, are demanded -- who would be the
This distinction may also have place, in
sufferer by their being rendered-- and who several modifications of the case, in which, as
accordingly, by a corresponding interest, is in Demand Paper B, the suit, whether inculurged to oppose their being rendered. To the pative or not, is not eriminative.
pursuer, this person may be either known or
unknown: if unknown, the application can_tot as yet be anything but informative ; con§ 5. Pursuer's demand,/low amendable.
tedious it cannot be termed, unless and until,
As in this stage, so in any subsequent ones
by means of appropriate arrangements taken the ground of the demand, as stated by tbe
by the judge for the discovery of the person, pursuer to the defendant, may at any time be
a contestation with him is commenced. The changed, _,_d so toties quoties. At this stage
case in which he is thus as yet unknown, will it is producible in the case where, at t he time
most commonly be a penal once that being of his application, the pursuer adduces and
the sort of case in which, with a degree of has obtained the exaa_ination of an cxtraneomt
force correspondent to the magnitude of the witness.
suffering produced by the obligation of renIf the case be such, that the pursuer in his
dering satisfaction -- or by the punishment
sitnation might have foreseen the superiority
liable to be undergone, or by both as the case of aptitude on the part of the second, or say
may be -- his interest will be urging him to amended ground, in comparison of the orikeep himself from being khown. By acci- ginal ground, he will be compensatinually
dent, however, this latentcy may have place responsible to the defendant for any disadin a case where the stdt is simply rcqulsitive,
vantage by the change produced to him in reas towhich, seeDemand Paper A; asalso,
spect of any of the ends ofjustice : if not, the
in any case, whether ineulpative or not, in burthen must rest upon the defendant uncomo
which, by the contemplation of the incon- pensated.
venience attached to the fulfilment of the
Of amendments of this sort, the need has
obligation endeavoured to be imposed upon its principal source in the variations whiei/,
trim, he is prompted to evade it.
with or without evil consciousness, or even
temerity, may have place, and are continually
No_ _o D_M_sD-P_'_a
D.
having place, between any account that may
o_Evidenca.]
In a penal case, whether the have been given by a witness to a pursuer
nee and the species of suit are, as here, extrajndicaliy, and the account given by
purely public, or whether they are publicosame witness judicially, while under effi_m_.
rivate as in the case of the Demand Paper E, nation.
e evidence will commonly have three disVarious are the causes by which such v_tinguishab]e subject-matters; to wit--1. The riance is capable of having been produced,"
_mtter of fact, or state of things, regarded as such as
lx_duetive, or tending to be productive of
I. Difference in respect of the _use of re_
mischief, aud supposed to have been the re- spousibillty between the one occasion and the
suit ofl"_e act of some human agent; 2. The other. On the extrajudicial occasion, responnature of th_tt seine act; 3. The personality
slbilityin _espect of verity, none; and oaths
_f_at same agent,
other _occ_/on, the reslnmzibility m_dmized.

.

+. 9_ D_e+erenoe between the mate of the me- in Engtaad. in partlcehr, the.jadl_ + .lu._.. + +.+_+:;_
mory e- the one ommim_ .+ _mpared with open a +bop, tm w_i_, on papment of. _L_+.+. + \" +._+
theother.
Here comes in. the operation of _um, m_thoutsomuchas+uppoeinghlmzelf_
+_+_ :_+
two antagonizing onus.
On the fxr_t occa- be in the right, anT hum may purehmetb_
i i::_aion, therecolieetionbeinginitsfresheststate,
asd_tanee of the judge, towards ruinisg_my
' :*._+
is naturally more clear, correct, and vivid, other man; the judge by purpoe_ i_+
* *+
But on the second occasion, the demand _or escaping from all responsibility for the m/eer_ •
' _
the operation of recollection having inter- to which he gives birth, and from which l_e
:_.;:
vened, the attention bestowed will naturally profits. As the party cannot thus boy his
_5_
have been more intense, andbythismeansany
chance for justice, otherwise than by the
_+_
deficiency, which for want of attention may hand of a professional assistant, the lawyer
have had place in the statement made on the will not lend his assistance, unless, in his
.:
first occasion, may have received supply,
view of the matter, he has sufficient security
Here, by the bye, may be seen how vast the for the costs, his own pay included; and thus
importance of the avoidance of delay may be, all such trouble as that of inquiring into the
and commonly will be, in reference to the circumstances of customers is saved to the
direct, as well as to the collateral ends of judge.
_
tusticc.
By every day of unnecessary delay,
To lawyers of all sorts and sizes, thus is
addition is made to the probabihty of ill-sue- convenience maximized. To non-lawyers the
eeas to him who is on the right side ; to the consequence is, that be who has not whereprobability of good success, to him who is on withal to pay for a ticket in the justice lotthe wrong side.
tory, in the character of plaintiff, goes to a
The points in relation to which the need certainty without justice; and in this situsof such amendment may have place, are the tion are at lea_t nine-tenths of the whole pofollowing : -pulation ; while, in the character of defendent,
l. Ground of the demand, in point of law, he who cannot pay the costs of defence, i_
as per Table of rights end Table of wrongs,
in every instanee, between plaintiff and law-,
and the chapter and section of the code to yers, consigned to complete and certain ruin,
which the case belongs.
_6thout possibility of escape. The judge,
• 2. Place at which the fact in question hap- : having taken care to know nothing about the
pened,
matter, being thus as completely guiltle_ of
3. Time at which the fact in question hap- the misery he has produced, as a murderer
pened--at which the state of things in ques- would be of murder, by shutting his eyes
tion had place -- at which the act iu question, while the bullet was doing its office.
positive or negative, was performed.
In a penal case, the matter stands on a difo
ferent footing. Judges themselves could not
§ 6. Commencement of suits--Enylish
i save themselves from having their hou_t
practice,
broken open, if the applicants were not reThe establishment of eventual forthcom- ceived, as indiscriminately as here proposed,
ingness and responsibility, on the part of to give information respecting the mosthighly
applicants, will be seen to be a business of punishable class of criminal offences. But
no small intricacy and difficulty, when pro- here, too, the judge of the highest rank make,
vided for, as it must be_, on an all-comprehis escape from responsibility and trouble in
hensive scale. It is a business for which, every shape: the troublesome part of the
under the current systems, there is no de. business is committed to an underling, wh o
mend, and which, to those whose whole ez- may be occupied about it for days, while 'a
perienee and attention have been confined to small part of the day is all that is occupied by
those systems, will be apt to appear su- the great judge, matters having been brought
perfluous, and no less trifling than trouble- into preparation for that purpose.
•ome. The defects of those systems under this
Meantime, not small is the degree of con*
head have two causes, varying according to venienee provided for the underlings. If the
the nature of the case : -individual accused by the information given,
If the suit be n non-penal one, no person is is one whom nobody knows,--the inforumtiou
received to state his ease in his own person, being upon oath, the oath is sufficient warremt
unless it be with a professional assistant at [ for immediate incaree_tion: without any such
his elbow: in England, in particular, matters trouble as that of.an mqmry mto the trm_
are so ordered, that while, by the instrumen- I worthmess of the _nforman.t..
_tlity of a profes_i_mai assistant, any person ]
But now, suppose the'md]vtdual ace.used to
may institute n suit of this kind against any [ be.one whom everybody kno_s., In this ease,
person for anything, or for nothing at all,--+to [ there _s no uegrec ot smie_tuoe nut wrist wtn
person, even if by mlr_e he could, without ] naturally be employed in the inquiry into
that instrumentality+ contrive to i_ztit_ate l.trustworthincss of the infornnmt.
" -
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without muii_ios, AMgllc__
sts ab_rdi W.

If, without knowing or hearing a word
about the disorder of the patient, the physiclan were to pour down his throat a dose of
_hysic, or the surgeon lay ho!d of him and bleed
ira, they would do exactly what, in cases
called civil ones, the legislature and the judge
do, in the first instance, by the defendant, at
the commencement of a suit under Euglish
law.
What they have never eared about, is
how much the party will suffer from what is
done : what they have always cared about,
and what is all which at any time they have
cared about, is the money and the power:
the money they thus receive, and the power
they thus exercise,
Under the English system, in those judlcatories _hich are called common-law courts,
in contradistinction to equity courts, --if the
defendant fails as to the contesting the demand in proper form, the plaintiff obtains in
his favour what is called a judgment; but a
judgment on which, without a further proeeeding, _mder which the evidence belonging
to the case is elicited, nothing can be done.
This proceeding is performed in virtne of what
is called a writ of inquiry : the judge being,
not the judge of thejudicatory in which the
suit was begum, but a subordinate functionary
called the sheriff, by whom, had tbe inquiry
been made in the presence and under the di.
ruction of the judge, simple execution would
have been given to the judgment then pronounced,
This lot of factitious delay, vexation, and
expense, has for its cause what may be called
the judicial-ignorance-maximizlng
ln'inclple,
or tltouqht.saving principle, _ that principle
which has for its object the giving to the
judge his profit out of the suit, with the least
expense possible on his part, in the articles
of time, labour, and thought. Of the number
of the suits of which in a twelvemonth the
judge by his signature pretends to have taken
cognizance, only in the case of some small
proportion has he, from first to last, known
Lnything at all about the matter ; and thus,
m the great majority of eases, the money exw_ted by the judges (for five is the number
of those employed in doing nothing or worse
than nothing) m so much obtained on false
pretences : an offence punished in the case of
mean evil doers, and,punished by those same
judges, with what is called transportation for
seven year_, _ that is to say, banishment and
confinement to bard labour for that time.
Go to a common-law judieatory, you thus
_pet decision without thought mid without
_dtr*ct, Go to an equity judinatory, you get
thought, or at least prate, without decision :
wage in plenty, with years of delay between
prate and prate. Thus has it bee_ now for
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tmore thzn twenty yeacs past, ever dam
country has been a_cted by Lord F.Jdoa.
CHAPTER
XIIL
DBrENCE, HOW ELIC|TgD,
§ I. ,Modes or s/tapes.
COMFLICXVtOS
will be here presenting itself
in appalling abundance. The best remedy,
imperfect as it cannot b,lt be, _ carelessness
would join with unscrupulous hostility in denouncing as the cause of the disease.
Parties, each at the same time, pursuer
and defendant, one or more in every judicial
territory: to each party a swarm of witnesses.
Such is not only the conceivable but po_ble
nature of the disease: happily, it is not a froquently exemphfied one.
As to the here proposed system, so far
from creating additional evil in the shape of
misdecision, delay, expense, or vexation, it
provides new and manifestly efficacious seeuo
titles against evll in all these severe] shanes.
Theseare_towit
1. The universally-extend.
mg responsibility in case of t_lschood ; 2. The
universal exposure to subsidiary oral, after
epistolary examination.
To English practice, neither do these, any
more thai any other class of cases, ever present the smallest difficulty. Be the gordian
knots ever so complicated and ever so numerous, in the bm_d of chicane is a sword, by
which difficulty in every shape is cut through
without difficulty. Whatsoever statements,
demandative or defensive-- whatsoever eeldunce the nature of each case calls for-- all
are elicited in one or other of the two most
deceptious, most untrustworthy modes that
human ingenuity could have divined :--affidavit evidence and secretly-elicited responsion to a system of interrogatories fr,,med in
the dark; and epistolary responsion, incapable
of being followed and purified by oral interrogation ; _ modes having for their object the
sinister emolument of their contrivers, and
for their instrument a galaxy of perjuries.
When the division of the sweets commemx_
in the place of creditors, come in the two
classes of self-created harpies, the judge in all
his forms, and his instrument and dependant
the professional lawyer in all his forms. The
_th of the harpy finds, in the mixture of
mendacity and absurdity poured forth from
their lips and fromtheirpens, itsnot unworthy
representative : the money they fly off'with
the defiled paper and parchment they leave in
lleu of it.
As to parties, witnesses, and their sufferlogs, the same sort and degree of regard do
they find in the breast of the authors, _ do
those of the negro in that of the planter
those of the Hindoo in that of his English
proprietor _ those of the Irish Cafludie ha
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thatofthe
Onmgeman_thosoofthe
non- _inonev_stclassof_lu_,oneS_tin_]zeym
a
leli_iordst and rival rellglonist in the imagi- make, and at all times have made--by
fitnation of the religionist. Sufferings, which vourlng a party which it was their interest to
a nmu neither feels nor soes, cannot be too favour --and that is, in causes in which go*
great : as to those which are seen by him, by vernment takes an interest in the side oa
some they are seen with pain, by others with which government is-- that government of
hu_ifference, by others again with delight,
which they themselves are such actively eft;i.
Where, having nothing to gain by deviation
cient and highly interested members.
_om any oi the ends of justice -- nothing to
But as to the practice of mlsdecision, angain by misdecisinn, delay, vexation, and ex- other interest they have, which, though not
penes, and at the same time everything to so manifest, is much more extensive in its
suffer from it at the hands of the legal and application and operation than that _ast menpublie-opininn tribumds, with the light of tinned. This is, the effect of mtsdeeieioa
publicity shining in full splendour upon his in the production of uncertainty.
It is on
every word and action, -- it were strange in- the u_eertainty that they depend, in a great
deed if more were not done by the judge to- measure, tbr the whole assemblage of their
wards lessening the evils opposlte to the ends insincere, their ma/d fide customers, so far as
of justice, them if motives for the endeavour regards the question of law. Were the sts_
to lessen them were altogether wanting ; -of the law known to all, no one, unless on
still stranger if more were not done by him the ground of knowingly false evidence,
than can reasonably be expected to be done would venture to institute an illegal claim,
by judges whose interest it being (for.such or defend himself against a legal one. But
their predecessors have made it) to maximize
having so arranged matters, that he who is
the mass of those same evils, it has of course rich enough to pay the price is sure of suebeen a constant object of their endeavour,-eess against all those whose pecuniary means
the end in view ofull their operations,
are to a certain degree inferior to his own,
Thus circumstanced, under the English the greater the number of chances of success
system, have been the whole hier_chy of the which, by the adjective law of their own
judges of the higher order : subject only to creation, they have given to those a_nat
here and there a slight and narrow amend- whom the substantive branch of the law has
ment at the hands of the acknowledged le_pressed itself, or has been thought to exgislature (of which they were all alongthem_ress itself, the greater the encouragement
selves the oracJes,) the system of procedure for them to engage in a groundless and unhas always been under their direction, in the just pursuit, or in a groundless mtd unjust
double capacity of effective legislators and defence, as the ease may be.
judges : judges applying the law- that very
This policy of theirs has, as it were, belaw which, on pretence of declaring it, for trayed itself by an expression which could
this is the cant word, their predecessors and not be prevented from growing into use :
they themselves have all along used, -- de- this is that in which the ground of decision
claring that to have existence, which even in has been distinguished into two modes ; deand by this very declaration, is declared not cislon according to the merits, and decision
to have been made by anybody. Not by the not according to the merits.
Now as to
legislature: true; and thus much must be these two, the expression in eases decided
allowed, though it is they who say it. But, other_ise than upon the merits, may serve
according to them, neither is it by themselves
for indicatinn of aLlthe cases in which, either
that it is or has been made ; though, if not for an individual benefit in the shape of cotby themselves, by whom else can it have been ruptlon, to the individual judge then deciding,
made ?
.
or for the aggregate benefit of the profe_
In the whole system may be distinguished,
sine, -- misdecision has been exemplified
for this purpose, three chief modes of prose- injustice knowingly and wilfully comudtttd.
dure: the common-law civil, the common- Decision otherwise than on the grounds of
law penal or criminal' and the equity mode. the merits is, in other words, deelsion on
In no one of them (except for the purpose of technical grounds. The decision on techlucrative contribution) is any real regard i nieal grounds will, so long as it remains, reactually paid to the direct ends of justice : main a permanent and inexhaustible spring of
in no one of them, in the regulations esta- safely commissable, and committed injustice:
h]i_hed, is any regard so much as profes.*ed, for the technical rule being palpably repugor pretended to be pald, to the eoUaterai ends nant to justice, the judge at all times has
of justice,
for choice, the choice between adhering to the
Bribe-taklng, which is out of the question unjust rule, and so favouring the one side,
_brihe-taking
is never practised, it not or departing from the rule, and so favouring
being safely practicable : not being imputed the other.
to them, how is it, it may be asked, that they
In the common-law mode, to wit, in the
are gainers by misdecislon?
The answer is, case of jury trial, all the witnesses on bot_
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*_las are brought together at once, at the
In one psrt/cular, aU these modes agree:'fO_
same hours on the same day, and thus the every operation, by whomsoever performed,'
maximum of dispatch, it may be alleged, is an allowance of time is fixed by general resecured.
But sapposlng this to be the case gulation. By this generality, a negative is
in general, no advantage would be given by thus put upon the very ides of having any
It over, and in comparison with, the here regard to the convenience of any one indiproposed mode. Why ? Because, in every vidual on either side
In each individmd
instance in which the end is really the end i suit, the chances are as an unlimited number
conducive to justice, it may, and naturally to one, in favour of injustice, to the damage
will, be employed in thc.hereproposed mode; !of one side or both : if it is too short, the
whereas, whenever that at present established
party who is in the right has not time enough
mode is not conducive to, but opposite to, Ito do that which is necessary to the manithe ends of justice, bethe opposition everso i festation of his right; and here comes the
¢trong, it cannot but be employed,
injustice which is opposite to the direct ends
In the established mode, the interval of of justice : if too long, i. e. longer than is
time between the commencement of the suit necessary for the manifestation of his right,
add the delivery of the evidence, must be here, by the amount of the excess, comes
that which is necessary to let in that piece of delay -- delay to the prejudice of the coltsevidence, the elicitation of which will require teral ends of justice : and from delay comes
the largest portion of time : and during the vexation, with more or less probability ofexwhole of this largest portion, all those piec_es pense.
of evidence which might have been elicited
When on any special ground, true or false,
in smaller portions of time, must remain un- more delay is desired, money in much greater
elicited. One consequence is, that the greater abundance is extorted.
An application to
the portion of time, and tl_e greater the hum- the judge is really made : evidence to support
bet of"witnesses whose testimony is requisite, the allegation -- a mass of writW-n evidence,
the greater is the probability of the deperition is tendered to his cognizm,cc : the evidence
of es'idence: of a result, by which injustice
is penned, not by the individual--hlm whose
may be inevitably and irremediably substi- statement it containsbut by an attorney
tuted to justice,
bvwhom it is licked into a form deemed suitEffects and fruits, the causes of this regu- able to the occasion and the purpose: along
lation, many, for Judge and Co. : money ob- with this evidence, goes an account of it----a
rained on some occasions, some of it on grounds I sort of comment on it, drawn up likewise by
whinh may be true or false as it happens ; on the attorney. This comment is called a brief,
others, by pretences which are constautly and and is delivered totheadvocate.
,The applicacertainly false. On some occasions, on appli- tion thus made may be opposed by s countercation made, order for enlargement follows application from the other side, drawn up in
of course. In these cases, what is done for : the same manner ; and thus, out of the belly
relief of the party, is done by Judge and Co. of the principal suit, is bred an incidental
for money obtained by them on false pretences,
one.
The act pretended is an application made to
Even within the bounds of the kingdom of
the judge: of no such application, if_dividually England, not to speak of united kingdom8
taken, does the judge ever hear : parties to and distant dependencies, the distance of the
the [rand, the attorney who instructs the bar- abode of the suitor from the judgmentrister to make a motion _ i. e. an application
seat, varying from a few feet to little less
to the judge--and the barrister who pretends than three hundred miles,-- from this cirto have made it. By this fraud, 10s. 6d is comstance may be formed a judgment what
gained by the barrister, somewhat less by the sort of regard in the establishment of these
attorney ; the barrister writing his name for time-fixation rules, was paid to the convethe money, the attorney having previously nienee of the people in quality of suitors,
written a few words more. By this fraud, and of what sort was the motive which in
which the suitor is made to pay for, he is the establishment of them constituted the
saved from the burthen, whether of compen- final, and thence the efficient cause.
estion or punishment, which otherwise would
The demands for postponement
being
be imposed upon him by the judge ; the judge, throughout the process multiplied partly by
by the fear of that burthen which otherwise nature, partly by ingenious industry, and
would to a certainty be imposed, extorting
underthe name of vacation, vast intervals of
from the suitor the money thus thrown by relative inaction having been most impuhim into the hands of these his partners,
dently established --suits in unlimited abtmIn the judlcatories which act under the dance are thence to be crowded byregu]ation,
msme of equity, this union of fraud and ex- into spaces ot time incapable of holding them:
tortion.is at the same stage of the suit re- suits are thus put o_ from year to year,
pm_ed once or twice, as a matter of course,
every interval being a gulf in which the
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tunes of"the _
opulent of the contending i attendant _ the aeeer_t_eqj_4_l
de.
part_ ss s'_nllowod up : iniquity being tri- manage.
umpbant in "&eI_'son of the most opulent.
From this the danger of misdeci_on would
For the sowing of these regulations, the not be diminished but increased.
of which all the money was the fruit -the originaLly-looked-for and continually-gathered fruit --it was necessary to prepare the
ground. The grand operation by which this
preparation was etfectad, was the regulation
by which the parties on both sides are in
every possible ease kept as far as possible exeluded from the presence of the judge,
Suppose the applicant in-his presence,--to
the extent of his knowledge end belief, any
matter which presents a demand for consideration for the purpose of the suit, may be
extracted from him at that one hearing ; and
thus a plan of operations for the conclusion
of *duesuit, with the greatest probability of
reetatude of decision, and with the least delay,
expense, and vexation, may to the best advantage be formed at this early stage, which
by this means will in many instances be made
the last stage, and in many more the last but
one.
Here would have been the maximum of
appropriate knowledge--of the knowledge of
those things, the knowledge of which is ne.
eessary to justice. Shutting the door against
this salutary knowledge, the contrlvers of the
system, by this one oporatio_t, flagitious and
daring as it was, endowed themselves with
that ignorance -- that happy, because thenceforward necessity-begotten, and thence irreproachable ignorance- which presented an
excuse and served them as a veil for all the
depredation and oppression which was the
fruit of it. For the exigencies of individuals
no provision was thenceforward made. Why
not made ? Because the knowledge of them
was not possible. And why not possible ?
Because, by these judges themselves, care so
effectual had been taken so to order matters
as to prevent it (and that so long as thesystem
founded on in it lasted) from being possible,
§ 2. Defence, ltow procurable,
Generally, the place of defendant's aeeerdtinn and examination will be the originatin 9
judicatory,
This, exceptions excepted, will be at upplicant pursuer's choice. But restrictions are
necessary to prevent overloading,
Reason 1. Certainty of it being the most
convenient to
I. Applicant,
2. Not certain its being less so to any one
else,
But only in one can the suit be terminated,
Thence, special preponderant inconvenience
excepted, the best is the origluative,
Sole reason for transfer, incidental or deftItltlve, to a post ori_ative
judicatory, -- diruination of delay_ expense, mtd vexation,

Causes of increase of delay, expense, and
vexation in this ease :
I. No day for defendant's next attendance
could be appointed by the judge originative:
for the first could not know when the secoad
would have relative leisure.
2. No day, till in censequence of a corre.
spond_nee between him and the judge post*
originative.
3. No determinate information could be
given to the pursuer, as to the time of defendant's statement and testimony in this
case.
Nevertheless power to judge originative to
make transference, incidental or definitive, to
a judge post-originative, for special reason,
referring to delay, vexation, and expense.
When the party addressed is not addueted
or accersed to the originsJ judicatory, if oral
statement or evidence is required (domiciliary
or topographical excepted,) it mu_ be at another, say a post-originative judic_tory : pro
tanto, here then will be transference.
Hence unavoidable addition to delay, vex_
tion, and expense--especially
in case of retromissinn.
Cause and measure of the increase: distance
between the judicatories.
Cause of multiplication : multiplicity of
persons aeeersible, whether defendants, copursuers, or witnesses.
Judge of the originative judicatory cannot
make kno_m the earliest time of relative leisure in another, as in his own judicatory, and
not at all without previous correspondence.
For obtaining statement and evidence,
where the parties are mumd: the most eligible
mode, epistolary backed by subs/d/sty oral.
The subsidiary may be either _ 1. On the
original inquiry; or, _. Reserved for the recepitulary ditto.
The defendant not being at tt_e time in
question present in the judJcatory, the epictolary is the only mode which, in the first instance, the nature of the case admits of; to
wit, by missives sent to the defendant fromtbe
judge. Remains for consideration, in which
mode the defendant shall, in the first instance,
on receipt of such missive, address the judge.
If in the oral mode, it will be by attendance
at the judicatory.
Where the originating judicatory b the j_
dicatory of all _..fies on beth sides, the mode
of subsequent judicial intercourse will be the
oral mode.
The epistolary mode i_ the most conduelve
to the collateral ends of justice in the following cases :
1. Expatriation ; 2. Subsequent judicatory
too distant for aecefaition to the orib,inative,
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When a day is fixed for the defendant's at& Pm-nishhng to the defendant sun opporo
tendanee at the judicatory, -- required hy the tuuity of eliciting the evidem.,e of the exits.
mandate in the meantime, if the time admit, neous witnesses attending on his side, if any
will besuch there be.
1. A defendant's response paper, promising
6. So of eounterAnterrogating the pm suers
attendance on the day prescribed, or making extraneous witnesses, if any such there be.
excuse as to the day, and offering attendance
IIl. Uses to both sides :
en another day therein mentioned.
1. Furnishing to both the faculty of settling,
2. A defence paper, in a form correspondent
for ulterior proceeding, the course meat conto that of tile den,and paper,
venient to both.
Evidence self-serving, or self-disserving, or
2. Faculty of receiving and profiting by
both together, to be delivered in the episto- any such advice as, for their mutual benefit
lary mode, will at the same time be called and that of the public, the judge may see
for, or not, as to the judge may seem most occasion to give.
conducive to the ends of justice.
3. In particular, receiving from him any
Of the matter thereupon received from the such information and advice as may guard
defendant, communication will be made by them against the propensity and endeavours
the judge, if time aalmit, to the pursuer or of protes_ional assistance to a_!d to the unpursuers, that on the mutual hearing, he or avoidable expense, vexation, and delay, Taethey may be better prepared,
titious d,tto, for the sake of the profit upon
Examples of the matter of the appropriate the expense.
response at the maximum of simplicity, are-- _ 4 Obtaining relevant testimony, without
1. Defendant's acknowledgment or denial being dependent for it on the good will of
of a document purlotting to be his, whether the pereipirnt witnesses, or other persons
In/_is I_andwriting or not.
capable of )ielding it.
2. Ditto of a statement supposed to be
No,e here, how favourable this means of
orally uttered by him.
mutual explanation is to the interests and
3. Ditto of the receipt of a mlgsive,
desires of the sincere-- how adverse to those
4. Ditto of a death with circumstances, as of the insincere suitor, on both sides ; thence
per demand paper,
how adverse to the sinister interest of pro.5. Ditto of a birth with circumstances, as fessional advisers and assistants, by proporper ditto,
tlonally depriving them of the custom of the
persons who would otherwise be insincere
§ 3. Defendant's attendance _ its uses.
litigants.
Of a defendant's ,personal attendance at
Hence the cause why, in all systems of prothe judgment-scat, among the purposes or eedure, more or less, endeavours so anxious
uses are the following : -and successful have been en_ployed in keepL Uses to the Pursuer's side :
ing the parties from eominginto the presence
1. Furnishing appropriate confessorial evi- of each other, together with that of the
deuce,
ju<_ge.
2. Furnishing indicative evidence of ditto.
3. Furnishing infora_ition of means of el§ 4. Consideraada.
fective responsibility at his charge, satisfaeTo be considered at this stage as to eommutivnal or punitional, or both, as the nature of nication for the judicial purpose, are _ Ende
the case requires and afl'old_,
to be aimed at, and the nature of the suit.
4. Furnishing means of co-erduring acces1. Persons to be commuuicated with.
mbitity on his part for the purpose of the suit.
2. Purposes for which they may be respec
IL Uses to his the Defandant's side :
tively to be communicated with.
1. Furnishing his own appropriate self3. Comraunieatersoraddressers,_persone
serving evidence, if he has any.
by whom, for those purposes respectively,
'2. Furnishing indicative evidence as to communication may require to be made.
expected extraneous appropriate evidence,
4. Addressees,--persons
to whom the sev_.
expected to be in his favour, and obtaining ral eoummnications may respectively require
mandates for the elieitation of it ; to wit, to be made.
either contesting the pursuer's eollative facts,
5. Operations which on the occasion of the
or establishing faets which, with reference to several communications may require to be
his title, are ablative,
performed for those several purposes.
S. Furnishing the opportunity of applying
6. ]nstruments, or say written forms, which
eounterointerrogation
to the pursuer, in re- for the performance of those several operaepec_ of his self-serving evidence,
t.ions, may respectively require to be issued.
4. Furnishing an opportunity of elielting
7. Correspondent considerations in regard
the pursue'r's response to his (the defendant's)
to things moveable and immovesbla
counter.demands, if _qy such he has : and his
Persons who, for judicial purposes, at this
own sel£-serving evidence in support of them. stage rosy need to be communicated with :--

C_I. XIILJ

DEFENCE,

_HOW I_LIG_ITED.

I. Pursuer'sm-intere_eeoreo.i_tece_es,
on his side as proposed co-pursuera,
2. Proposed witness or witnesses on pursuer's side.
3. Proposed defendant or defendants,
Purposes as to proposed co-pursuers :-I. Delivery of their demand paper,
2. Settling wifh each other the proposed
purportand tenor of those their demands.
$. Settling with one another and the judge
what next course shall be taken as to cornmunleation with proposed pursuer's witnesses
and defendants,
4. Settling who to apply to as proposed
witnesses,
5. Settling the most convenient mode of
communicating with them for that purpose,
6. Settling whether, as to the defendant,
any and what means of preliudnary security
are necessary.
Note, that of any such co-interessee and
proposed co-pursuer, the existence is matter
of accident, and in most instances will not
have place,
Proposed witness, viz. such only whose
capacity of testifying is supposed known to
original pursuer or co-pursuers.
Purposes :_
I. Sending to him a witness's attendance
mandate ; or else,
2. A witness-examlnation mandate,
3. Receiving from him in either case s witness's compliance announcing response,
4. Or a witness's excuse paper ; or,
5. A witness's testificative response ; or
in case of attendance,
6. Receiving him, and examining him on
his attendance,
7. In case of necessity, _uslng him to be
prehended and adduced for the purpose of
examination ; to wit, by a wit_ess's adduc,
tion mandate, delivered or sent to an approprints functionarya prehender,
By proposed witness, understand also
holder of written or other real evidence, required to be adduced or transmitted,
Proposed defendant--say one.
Purposes :-1. Sending to him s proposed defendant's
compliance,
or defence and attendance-re,
quiring
mandate.
2. Receiving from him a compliance-announeing response ; or,
3. A defence paper, with in attendanceannouncing re_porrse ; or,
4. A defendant's excuse paper,
5. Receiving and examining him on his
attendance,
6. In ease of his being examined in the
epistolary mode --in addition to his defence
i_er,
his defendant's te_tificatlon paper.
7. In case of necessity, causing him to be
i_.ehended and addueted for the purpose of
tq:amlamt;ionby a defendant_sadduction man.

_7_ _

° "_,_

date, ddive_l
or sent to • prek___'___ as
_:
above.
Whether it be the effect to be produ_!
and the operation to be performed, ultimate
execution to be given to the laws, and ee_vice demanded thereby rendered _ preliminary serurity to be afforded--counter-security
to be affocded -- testimony to be e|ieite_;
--and for all these several purposes, inter.
course with justieiables and judicial funstionaries commenced and carried on,-- tim
endeavour of the judge will be to combine
.
with the maximum of efficleaey and the maxtmum of promptitude (or say the minimum of
delay,) the minimum of vexation or aflLic-tlveness, including the minimum of vexatious
expeooe.
.'
_eteris paribus, that mode of operation
which is most prompt will be least afflictive.
To the pursuer's side it will manifestly be
moot beneficial. So likewise to the defendant's side, except in so far as by delay in
respect of the rendering the service due, he
is served at the expense of the pursuer and
of the interest of the pubLic in respect of
justice.
Middle agency the judge will take care
not to employ without necessity.
By every
middle agent unnecessarily employed, ehanco
of ultimate failure is increased _ delay eer.
tainly inereased_and
either vexation to the
agent, or expense in satisfaction for it, incre,,sed.
In particular, where, to theloos of any person _ a defendant for example-- property is
to be transferred, he will make graphical
transfer of it with his own hand, without
sompelling the defendant to be instrumental
in the transference or conveyance. Compulsion may be neeessary to produce disclosure:
it cannot be to eft'eat graphical transfer.
Of the options which the judge will thus
have continually to make, he will all along
give the reasons. In pexticolar, where of di.
vers courses for efficiency, he holds himself
obliged to employ the most afflictive.
Having obtained from the applicant the
_appropriate greunds,--before the termination
of the first hearing, the judge will have determined, as far as may be, and communicated
to the applieant the psrtieularsoftheuherior
course.
In ease of retention, he will in th_ £rst
case determine whether any mul what pro.
liminary measures of secority are requisite
to be taken, according to the nature of the
! suit, for secm-ing exeeutioa and effect to the
law.
At the same time, whether them to cornmence intercourse with the defendant ; or .
[ antecedently, whether with any and wkieh e4"
the persons following:
I. If the applicant be a proxy, the prind.
pal or principals.

_ Whether a proxy or the prindpal, any
and what co-pursuer or co-pursuers.
3. Any extraneous witness or witnesses,
for the purpose of eliciting their respective,
evidences.
With the defendant and defendants (without waiting for responsion from any other
persons, or service from them in any other
shape as above,) he will, bating special reason to the contrary, commence holding intercourse,
No such intercourse will be commenced,
mdees from the applicant's statement, made
under responsibility, the judge is satisfied
that, taking it for correct, he svill be justified
in the exaction of the service demanded, if
neither compliance with the demand nor responsecontestingthe justice of it be received,
after adequate evidence of the receipt of the
mandate to that effect.
On this ground, with or without prelimi-

§ 2. Soarers

of_st/nct/o_

'

From divers sources of distinction, dlve/t
sorts of suits, viz. -1. Manner in which defendant may be afleered: suits non-penal and penal.
3. Multitude of the objects brought to
view : suits simple and complex.
3. Duration : suits summary and chronicaL
4. Dependence or independence as to another suit: suits original and exeretitious.
5. Number of sides complete as above, or
inc_omplete, two or one only : suits arabslateral and unilateral; unilateral, vi_ either
1. Without pursuer, or
2. Without defendant.
The judge supplying the place of each..
§ 3. Non-penal and penol.

Suit non-penal* has not for its object the
producing on defendant's part, suffering other
than that inseparable from the obligation of
_ary measures of security as above, he will i rendering the service demanded; that service
address
himself to the
dants, commanding
eitherdefendant
immediateor defenreddi- not consisting in suffering, for the purpose
lion of _e service demanded, or responsion of punishment.
Suit penal has for its objec_
at the judicatory or elsewhere, by means of the producing the service rendered by sufferan appropriate defence paper contesting the ing punishment.
:ustice of the demand.
Suit, when penal, is either purely public,
or publics-private:
purely public, where, no
wrong being done to one individual more than
CHAPTER XIV.
another, none has need of the service rendered by satisfaction for special wrong : pubSUITS, THEIR SORTS.
lies-private, where, wrong having been done
§ l. Suit, what.
to an individual, or to a class less than the
whole community, service by satisfaction is
A SvIT (meaning n suit at /aw) is a course needed and demanded accordingly.
Of the
of action commenced on application made to service rendered by suffering punishment, no
some judge, requesting his efficient service indi_idual having more need than another,
for the giving execution and effect (coatesthe pursuer, if any, must be a government
ration notwithstanding) to some determinate
agent, say a government.advocate.
portioo of law.
In this case, the satisfaction is demanded
By every suit, a person constitutes himself by the private, the punishment by the public,
pursuer; another, in case of contestatlon, de- pursuer.
fendant : thence, sides at the least two, purAs to the government advocate, see Consuers and defendants in any number,
sututional Code, Chapter XIL Judiciary col.
By every suit, two services are requested,
[ectiveb/.
principal and instrumentary : principal by the
defendant; instrumentary by the judge, in
§ 4. Simple and complex.
causing the principal to be rendered.
Suits simple and complex. In the ease of
Active or passive may be the principal, the complexity, for the standard of comparison,
defendant's service :_ active, where for the take the most simple conceivable.
rendering it, motion on the part of the deExemplification in the case of a non-penal
fendent is necessary; as in paying money, suit :performing manual labour: passive, as in suf1. Subject-matter, -- one ; say a horse,
feting money or goods to be taken out of his claimed by pursuer of defendant.
poasesalon, or his body to be imprisoned.
2. Pursuer, one.
Active is always the instrumentary, the
3. Defendant, one.
judge's service. In it are comprised of course
4. Evidence on pursuer's side, _ witness
as elementary services, all those necessary to one, the pursuer.
the removal of obstructions to the rendering
5. On defendant's side, _ witness one, the
of the principal service _ all such services as defendant.
wadl on the part of r.hejudge, as of all persons who, for purposes of this kind, are by
htw tinder hla covamsrtd,

* [Non-penaL ] Civil__why, thoulgh cusWmary,
not/wr.e employed ? Answer: It m ambiguous,
mearn.off non.penal, non-military, nowcecle_

• ";_,:_:--Xxv.]
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In_lteeamai',_mit-cestively, inamamofimeo_mableprep_
I. Smb_eet-mgtter, a horse as above; but eo-devisees, remainder men, & c.)
"nowalleged to have been stolen.
VIII. Persons having an interest in aeom.
g. Pursuer one, say the government advo- plex subject-matter.
eats.
IX. Possessor ofathing e]almed by divem
3. Defendant one, the alleged thief,
claimants; as in case of interplcader, garoi_h4. Evidence on the pursuer's side, _ witment, foreign attachment (A_glicJ,) multiple.
_aees one, as before, the pursuer,
poinding, arrestment (Scotia&)
5. Evidence on the defendant's side,_witExamples of cases in which persons more
ne_ one, the defendant,
than one may stand connected in interest on
Examples of sources of complexity : _
one side or other, in particular, on the deIn a non-penal case _
feodant'sside ;_to wit, in non-penal cases-I.Multitudeofpursuers.
].Proprietors
or occupantsof hinds,on
2.Multitudeofdefendants,
which tithes
orfee-farm
rentsareclaimedby
3. Multitudeofpursuer's
evidences,
thesame title.
4. Multitudeofdefendant's
evidences.
2,Drawer,drawee,andindorsers
ofa bill
5.Complexity of the subject-matter
of ofexchange.
demand.
3. Principal
and sureties,
or say bonds*
6.Multitudeof elementary
services
corn- men.
prisedinthe natureof the principal
service 4.Co-freighters
inthecaseofa lossupon
demanded; asinthe caseofan accountwith a ship's
cargo.
many items.
5.Co-underwrlters
ina easeofinsurance.
7.Multitudeofelementarycollative
facts, Examplesofsuits
more particularly
aptto
necessary
toconstitute
oneeffective
title, afforda multitudeofwitnesses,
orsources
of
8.Multitudeof counter-demands-or
set- realor writtenevidence
:
otison thedefendant's
side.
Suitsrelative
to
In a penal case __
1. Boundaries.
1. Multitude of defendants, i. e. alleged
2. Rights of common.
co-offenders, in respect of conjugated mode
3. Rights of way.
of delinquency; to wit, instigation, effectua_
4. Tithes.
tion, assistance, subsequential protection.
5. Legitimacy and filiation.
2. Multitude of offences naturally conca6. Wills _ their authenticity or falrne_o
tenated on the occasion of the same forbidden
7. Deperition, or deterioration of build.
design; acts of preparation, attempt, couanm- ings, or navigable vessels, or their contents,
marion ; as in rebellion, sedition, riot, smug- on the occasion of insurance.
gling.
8. Corporate rights--(rights
possessed or
Examples of cases in which persons more claimed by persons as members of n corporate
than one may stand connected in interest,
body.)
on one side or the other; in particular, on
Examples of multitudinous masses ofevithe pursuer's side : -dence, most commonly testimonial, each appliL Husband and wife.
cable to any sort of suit : -II. Principal and trustee; to wit, in the
1. Alibi evidence.
various characters of
2. Character evidence. (Facts tending tO
1. Guardian ofa non-adtdt,
the depression or exaltation of the character
2. Guardian of a person insane,
of a party or witness).
3. Steward for residence or property.
3. Facts tending to the proof or disproof
4. Bailiff for property,
of a circumstance operating in diminution or
5. Commercial agent,
augmentation of the probative force, of
6. Trustee for a mass of property, placed person's evidence : such as connexion or dis=
in trust for some particular purpose,
connexion in the way of pecuniary interests
IIL Persons respectively claiming, or poe- natural relationship, rivality, or any other
_essing an official situation, non-ecclesiastical
cause of amity or enmity, as towards a p,aty
or ecclesiastical, in the characters of loc_tor to the suit.
(patron,) locatee (nominee,) incumbent, or
4. Facts alleged as excuses for no_fort_other occupant,
comingness on the part of persons or things.
"IV. Executor or executors, oredministraExamples of cases where multitudes of
tot or adminiztrators to a party deceased,
evidentiary facts may be requisite to prove
V. Partners in a mass of manufacturing or or disprove a habit, or custom, or oondition
trading stock_ or in the exercise of a profit- in llfe :_*
seeking art or profession.
Case of a habit :--facts probative of
VL Members of the same corporate body,
1. Insanity (as for the purposes of subjee..
suing or sued as such.
VIL Personsjointly interested, as co-occu"E_. gr. of htmband, wife, or child, of salt a
pants or expectants, simultaneously or suc-i one.
VoL II.
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_ilon toguardiemsblp, invalidation of contracts,
4. Persons at large, inddentally tailed upon
exemption from punishment.)
for judicial services on the occasion of the
2. Cruelty (on the part of a master, father, suit.
guardian or husband, for the purpose of sepaPractical use of the mention made of ohration )
' structions :-3 Loose intercourse (on the part of the
Rule 1. From obstructions in any number,
•husband or wife, for extenuation in adul- and need of correspondent exeretitious suits
tery.)
in consequence, make not a ground for de4. Case of a custom, to wit, a habit on the laying longer than necessary the termination
part of n multitude of persons,
of the original suit.
5. Customary occupation of land, for the
Rule 2. Where, for the purpose of the oripurpose of passage, pasture, orexfodiatlon, or ginal suit, evidence has been adduced suffiabstraction of water,
cient to warrant conviction of delinquency in
Examples of cases where the subject-matrespect of an obstruction, proceed to judgter of demand; that is to say, of the service
meat and execution acconlingly; making up
demanded, is complex : -the record of the excretitious without waiting
I. Ca_ where the whole is demanded,
for the termination of the original suit.
1. Mass of moveable property, due on a
Exemplification of the use of these rules,
bill of sate.
as applied to testimonial f,dsehood uttered in
2. Lands or buildings in the possession of the course of the suit :--in one and the same
divers occupants,
suit, by the same or any other person or per3. Estate yiehling successive ma.-'ses of in- sons, testimonial Falsehoods may in any auracome, in one or more of a variety of shapes ; bet have been uttered, when the grounds for
such as tithes, fee-farm rents, manorial quit- withholding credence have been suffivient for
rents, fin_s or heriots, tolls, fees of office, &c. convictiou of fidsehood, and no further ground
I[. _,_here a share only is demaJided,
or grounds for defence could be obtainable
I. Share in a mass of property vacant by by any separate suit.
death.
In the English syqtem, for want of such rules,
'_. Share in a mass of property possessed falsehoods by thousands remain unpunished,
in common, on the footing of partnership,
and in a vast proportion give to the criminal
3. Share in a mass of property sttbjected
the profit sought by his crime: in ease of a
to division on the ground of insolvency or separate plo_eeution, the expense, delay, and
bankruptcy,
vexalion, being vast and certain; adequal"e
4. Share of a mass of property captured in moti','es wanti_lg; and cm, viction, judgment,
war, generally by sea.
and execution, eminently uncertain.
Practical use of the mention made ofjudi§ 5. Original and excretitious,
cial retaliation : -An exere/itious suit is a suit which has
Rule I. If, from the applicant's examinegrown oat of a former one, called thence, the tion, it appears that the proposed defendant
oriyinaL
has a counter-demand against him, impose not
Sources of excretitious suits :-the burthen of def,.nee, mdess, if apphcant's
!, Obstruction ; viz. to the course of jus- statement be correct, service in some shape
tics.
is due to him on the balance.
2. Retaliation (judicial ;) viz. by counterRule "2. For this purpose, make this a condemands,
stunt part of the applicaaWs exmuination.
Sources of obstruction: _
Rule 3. On the first mutual attendance,
1. Originaleircumatancesofparties
at sum- take eo:nizanee of all suhjects of disagreemeneement,
meat, and decide accordingly, doing what can
2. lneidemal or adventitious; springingout
be done towards re-estab ishing amity of alia the eour_e of the suit.
fection, and producing on both sides a senti°
Orlgiual sources : _ examples are _
ment of approbation in relation to the decrees,
1. Applicant's relative indigence, thenceinif any, issued in conclusion.
ability of himself to pursue.
2. Applicant's deficiency in respect of ha§ 6. Plurilateral and unilateral.
tural responsibility. [:As to natural responsiOrdinarily. sides in a suit two --pursuer'1
bility, see Constitutional Code.]
and defendant's: in each situation, individuals
lneldental or adventitious sources of oh- inanynumber: suit plnrilateral, viz. bilateral.
• truetion :_
Necessary to constitnte a suit, -- situations
Examples are-two ; whereof the judge's, one ; the other,
Nowcomplianee,
viz. with reference to either defendant's or pursuer's : suit in both
judge's decree, on the part of
eases unilateral.
1. Parties.
Case where defendant's side only has place ._
2. Eatraaeoui witneases,
pursuer's bei,lg wanting, judge occupies it.
$. Judicial functionaries,
Examplej:

_S. XIV.]
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I. S,,_t pemd, _oeedure styled RotarieS,
L._orial
; in contrmlistinction to _forint, the more ordinary mode.
Initiator here, the judge : to the judicial,
he sdds the pursuer's function. Inforlastlon
he needs none. On suspicion (seat, and perhapa source, confined within his own breast,)
he convenes, or causes to be prehended, the
object: and by interrogation, extracts evidense, direct or circumstantial, or both ; -direct, from responsion ; eircomstantial_ from
responsion or silence, and deportment,
If judge ae_s from information, the more
apt course would be, to consign the pursuer's
function to the government advocate,
2. Suit non-penal, -- audit of accounts,
Judge styled auditor, Case in which it is
most in use, that where an individual, having
received money from or for government, has
to prove the aptitude of the use made of it.
Case where pursuer's side only has place :
defendant's wanting, j_ldge occupies it.
Example :--Court of claims, A_a_/lic_: benefit claimed, privilege of acting a putt in a
state ceremonythe coronation,
Preferable course, consigning the defendant's function to the government advocate,
Thus, An_lw_, on a claim of peerage : so
here on chdm ors place in the Merit Register,
as per Constitutional Code.
In both cases a suit has place: for so have
eontestatlon, mad judicial decrees thereupon ;
else, the decision would be avowedly arbitrary, which it is not in either case.
In both, the judge, bow unaptly soever,
adds to his own funetion, those of the party
or parties on one side: thus are both sides
occupied.
Difference between number of sides, aiid
number of eonflietiltg interests.
If for every
one of a number of antagonizing interests supported in the course of a suit there were a
side, the number of sides would be indefitdte.
Examples are,--all
eases where a mass of
property is to be divided among co-claimants;
where the subject-matter is complex.
Example of causes of opposition of inter.
eats here, are,!. Question, who shall be admitted, who
not.
"_.Of those admitted, what shall be the
respective shares,
Here, if the supposition be that therels but
rote suit, fl" there be as many sides as laterests, there are as many sides as claimants :
or the _uit may be resolved into as many
_4ementary suits : in each of which there
may be one pursuer, and the rest all defendsats,
Illustration, on the supposition of four coelsimant_ Suits and claimants, suppose four,
A, ]3, C, and D : _
Suit 1. Claimant and pursuer A, the joint
_|ontettants sad defendants B, C, D.
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_

Suit 2. Claimant B, joint eont_tan_
C, and D.
Suit 3. Claimaot C, joint contestant8
B, D.
Suit 4. Claimant D, joint contestants A,
B, C.
Cause of the habit of cons_.dering • suit as
but'lug but two sides, whatever be the humher of antagonizing interests. The design of
the suit originating in some one party laterested, his endeavours have naturally beens
to engage all those to joiil with him (whose
claims he regarded as uneontestable,) were
it only that they might share with him in
the expense. All who did not join with him
were of course made defendants, that bytbe
judge they might be compelled to submit to
him the making the division, or say distribution.
Thus come to view identity, and diversity,
as to suits.
Every separate demand may be considered
as constituting a suit.
This admitted, in every course of action
ordinarily considered as constituting the suit,
may be distinguished as many elementary"
suits as there have been made demands in the
course of it.
Examples :
I. All excretitions suits that have growlt
out of the origil_al.
2. All counter-demands made on the de,
fendant's side.
3. The demand, in consequence of which
a quasi-_ury i_lquiry is instituted.
4. The demand, in compliance with which
appeal is allowed.
.5. Any demand by which, after being instituted in one indicatory, a suit is for any
purpose brought before another ; for example,
for effectJug forthcomingeess of evidence or
execution.
6. Each such suit may be considered as
resolved into as many suits as there are putsuers in it.
7. So. as to defendants.
8. The identity of a suit may be considered
as destroyed either by the a_.cession or the
secession of a par|y on either side.
Use of the divisions of suits into plurilatend
and unilateral, that the apparently unilateral
being seen to be suits proper for the eogni.
zance of a judge, the judge in these eases
may be subjected to the same clwcka sa in
other cases.
Use of the exposition in regard to identity
and diversity-- that upon no assumption in
regard to identity or diversity, any pretence
he built for an arrrangement not conddci_,e't0
the ends of justice.
In particular, for causing operations or in.
struments to be repeated, under the notiofl
of the extinction of the suit _ for e_m_phb
by deatJ_of • party. Examples are
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:1_ English procedure: oce_ous
and pretenees xm-ious -- ends and motives the same.
Particular use in regard to succeeding
ttsfes of inquiry, reeapituiatory and appel.late :_
I. In the recapitulatory inquiry, all the exeretitious suits that can have influenced the
decision in the original suit, should be brought
"Xoview--none
that have not.
• 2. So, on the appellate inquiry,
But as by the manifold-writing system,
the record containing the whole proceeding_
will be brought to view in both stages, witheu_ fresh expense, the distinction will apply
mot to exhibition, but to observation--to
the notice that may come to be taken in the
_ourse of argumentation,
QuestionInquisitorial procedure, why
nut here admitted ?
Answer -- Reasons :-I. With a view to appropriate intellectual
and active aptitude : it is of use, that as the
undivided attention of one person is employed
on the one side, so should that of another
/_ergon off the other side : the judge's attention being equally applied to each, for the
purpose of decreeing in favour of that side
which has presented the strongest arguments,
2. With a view to appropriate moralaptirude: that in these extraordinary cases the
judge may be acting under the same checks
in all ordinary ones.
§ 7. Services 9raduable or non-graduable,
The service demanded by the demand-paper
may be either grsduable or ungraduable. Understand by a graduable service, a service
which admits of degrees : as, for instance, a
service which consists in the demand of a sum
of money, in compensation for a wrong suffered in a shape other than pecuniary. Whatsoever be the number of sums of money of
the lowest denomznetion, capable of being
taken for the subject*matter of payment on
the score of compensation, that same is the
number of degrees of which the amount of
the compensation is susceptible,
Understand by a non-graduable service, a
service, in respect of which no alternative has
place, but that of complete performance mid
¢ompletenon-performance:
as, for instance,
the restitution or transference of a thing not
ausoeptible of division, without destruction or
deterioration of value, as a horse, or a house,
The service consisting in the payment of a
sum certain, in pursuance of a contract : for
instance, a bill of exchange drawn on the
defendant, and by him accepted.*
•
• The _on
is ambiguous: preferable up_'!!_o_ b sanctioned orconfi_ed.
Acceptance
Imaleneh in the character of aceepmr, not the
Individual dvaw_ apon, but the individual by
whom the promise m accepted as an equivalent
fm.]peH'omumce, by payment,
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When the service demanded by the de.
round-papers, at the charge of a defendant,
is graduable, the pursuer will individualize
the degree which is the subject*matter of his
demand ; that is to say, in case of eumpensation-money for a wrong the precise sum
which he consents to accept.
After examining him as to the grounds or
reasons on which the fixation thus made of
the sum is grounded, the judge will either
attach his provisional assent to that fixation, or make such other fixation as to him
shall seem meet ; which done, the sum so
provisionally fixed upon will be the sum
stated in his compliance or defence-requiring
mandate, as the sum which will be exacted
of the defendant, in ease of non-compliance,
coupled with non-response.
Generally speaking, if the judge sees ree_
son for substituting a fixation of his own to
the fixation made by the pursuer, the sum
fixed upon by the judge will be less than the
sum fixed upon by the pursuer ; and in the
ordinary state of things, such lesser sum will,
by reason of the self-preference hlberent in
human nature, be the sum fixed upon by the
judge. But what may happen is, that in addition to the grounds for increase which have
presented themselves to the views of the
party, others may have presented themselves
to the more experienced eye of the judge ;
in so far as this is the case, he will present
them to the view of the pursuer, giving him
at the same time the liberty of substituting
the increased sum thence resulting, to the sum
originally fixed upon as the sum demanded.
§ 8. Suits ezpeditable and continuous : continuous, essentially contbmous, andac.
cidentally continuous.
By expeditable, understand capable of be.
ing terminated, so far as depends upon the
issuingofthe ultimate decree, andconseqnent
imperative execution-ordering mandate, terminuted on the day next to that of the admission of an applicant, in the character of
pursuer, or say demandant.
All factitious delay being injustice while if
lasts, all suits are, under the greatest happihess-principle presumed to be expeditable in
theaboveseuse;
that is to say, that in every
instance for the justification of the correspondent delay -- of the delay occasioned by their
being t,ot expedited, some special reason wiR
require to be given.
By a continuous suit, understand every
suit which is not as above expedltable, and
expedited ; or say non.expeditoble suit.
A suit to which it happens to have been
non-expedited suit, has been rendered so
either by its own nature, or by aecldental
circumstances, with which a suit of any sort
naturally expeditable, is not so liable to be
attended.
,
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Every suit which is complex is, according of an appropriate dispo6ition of the 1_w) by_
to the degree of its complexity, capable of the deceased himself, appointment of this _;
being continuous in its own nature. For the these post-obituary successor or s_
_
modes of complexity, see ,Scotch Reform,
been made in a Will, he or they are in that
Delay and Complication Tables, VoL V.
ease, in the language of English law, termed
When, for the purpose of the suit, money executor or extcutors. In default of such apor money's worth requires to be either col'- pointment of an executor, the' law has, by
.ected or distributed, or both collected and enactments of its own, appointed the trusdistributed-- collected from various persons tee or trustees for this purpose : say in that
_distributedamong
various persons, --such
same language, an udmi,ir_r_Ior or adm/=/s-'
suit cannot fail to be in a greater or less de- trators.
gree continuous.
But should the law be so worded, or the'
Every such collection and distribution suit parties in question so circumstanced, that
Supposes a trust, created for the purpose : a persons more than one, to the exclusion of
person constituted a trustee for the purpose others, demand to be received as administrsof transferring the subject-matter of the suit tot or administrators, or no person is willing
to an intended benefrtee, or aggregate of in- to act in that capacity, and for that purpose
tended benefitees,
to take upon himself the burthen of the
The original trustee will in this, as in all trust,in that case it will rest with the
cases, be the legislature: but for the purpose judge to make the appointment; and the quesof the fulfilment of the trust, giving effect tion, who shall be the trustee or trustees so
to the benefit intended by the creation of appointed, will be the subject-matter of the
the trust, the legislature may either locate,
suit.
or endeavour tolocate the trustee, by its own
Note, that in case no parson should be
immediate and single authority, or by the desirous, audthence no person upplying, the
intervention of some person or persons ap- nature of the case requires that on some per-.
pointed by it for the purpose. This person son or persons, the obligation of taking upon
or persons are either a person or perso_js at himself, and giving execution to the power
large, or the judge: when it is the judge,
in question, must be imposed; for whatis
application must of necessity be made to him contilmally happening is, that among the
for that purpose. Call it a trust-demanding,
persons by whom the vacant mass of property
or trusteeship-demanding application,
may come to be shared, are those who are
Of trusts created, and accordingly trustees
neither fit nor able to give execution to such
located, or say constituted, examples are the powers of themselves.
following :_
l. In contemplation of insolvency, a person
§ 9. Distributive-seei_in 9 suits.
in whose apprehension the amount of his asSuits at large, and distributive-demanfHng,
sets (including money in hone, end credits
or say, distributive-seekbl 9 su/ts : into these
er any debts due to him) fails of being equal two sections may the aggregate, composed of
to the amount of his debts--that
is to say, non-inculpative suits, be divided.
the money due from him -- locates the aggreBy a distributive-seeking suit, understand
gate of his assets in the hands of a trustee or a suit, in and by which the benefit sought to
trustees, to the intent, that after, or during be obtained is an aliquot part of a mass of
the reduction of the whole to the shape of an property of whatsoever kind ; that is to say,
aggregate sum of money, distribution of such whether it be a portion of the subject-matter
aggregate sum of money may be made among or subject-matters themselves, or say the ej_
his creditors, each receiving the same pro- feats, as in common usage ; or a portion of
portion of the debt due to him.
the value of them as determined by sale.
Here may be seen in this case-- 1. Trustor,
In every such case, tot the giving effect to
the apprehended insolvent ; 2. Trustee or the suit, two decrees will be requisite : one
trustees, the person into whose possession by which commencement is given to the agthe money in hand, and the power of collect- gregate operation of distribution : the other,
ing the money not in hand, is transferred ; by which termination is given to the sggre3. Intended benefitees, the creditors. Use gate operation demanded ; that is to my, tim
of this disposition, putting it out of the power distribution of the effects.
of the apprehended insolvent to oransfer to
Exceptiousexcepted, oftheaggregatewhieh
any creditor more or less than that which is is the subject-matter of the distribution, the
regarded as his proportionate and due share composition may be infinitely diversified. For
as above,
the different modifications, of which the sub2. Of the proprietor of a mixed stock of ject-mutter of property, that is to say, of
property, the decease takes place : to some proprietary rights and powers is suseeptiblet
person or persons, one or more, the greatest
see Non-pans] Code, Proprietary Rights, the_
Z_tppine_-principle mmtifestly requires that mmiitications.
tllnsfer lha]l be made of it. If (in virtue
. Occurrences by which, on the part of tl_
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rl.e_r, th.e need of demand for distrion Is, or is capable of being produced,
are the following : -1. Death of the proprietor,
2. Insanity--relative insanity--on the part
of the proprietor,
3. Latentey of the proprietor,
4. Insolvency at large, on the part of the
proprietor,
5. Insolvency on the part of the proprie,
tor in the case in which it is termed bankruptcy.
in the case of the death of the proprietor,
the title of the demand for the distribution
may have either of two el_cient causes : -1. Testamentary disposition made by the
deceased, with the concurrence of the legishtture,
2. Disposition made by the legislature, in
8o far as such disposition has failed of having
been made by the deceased,
In each of these several cases, two distinguichable services, the one succeeding the
other, are demanded at the hands of the
judger tht_ one the initiative, the other the
eonsummative,
Of the initiative service, performance is
made by conferring on some person or persons, in so far as is requisite for the purpose.
right andpewers the same as were possessed
by the proprietor in questio,s at the moment
of the happening of the oecurrezwe.
The
purpose of this transfer being the co_fferring
of the benefit in question on some person or
persons other than him or them into whose
possession the subject-matter in question is
to be made to pass, _ the consequence is,
that s,tch person or persons are, in respect of
the obligation conferred on him or them, a
trustee or trustees.
A trust is created, in
respect of which the legislature is trustor or
/rust founder : sash new possessor or possessora, trustee or trustees : all persons by
whom it is intended that aliquot parts of the
aggregate subject-matter of distribution shall
be received, are intended be_tefitees.
This ease is of the numher of those in
which the interessees, other than parties, are
capable of having place, and on either side,
or on both sides of the suit.
This species of suit is of the number of
thoso which may be styled complex : sources
of complexity essential to the case are the
_llowin 8 : _
l. The subject-matter of the property in
question, and thence of the suit.
_. Interessees.
" _. /htrties admitted on the pursuer's tide.
4. Parties admitted on the defeudant's side.
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there be but one pursuer and one defeatdant,
they may be carded on together ; and so they
ought to be, if either in respect of the direct,
or in respect of the collateral ends of justice,
any preponderate advantage be by such conjunction gained.
i In the hitherto current practice, such coni junction has everywhere had place in sundry
cases; to wit, in every instance in which
demands in any number are customarily in.
c|uded under role azld the same name.
Such complexity may have place on one
side only, or on both sides : on the part of
the pursuer olJly, or on the part of the putsuer and that of the defendant likewise.
Advantages from this conjunction, when
it takes place on the pursuer's side alone, are
a_ follows.
L Advantage to the pursuer: -He may obtain at once the security suflident for the eventual obtainment of satlsfactmn in respect of all of them : whereas, if
admitted to adduce them no otherwise than
successively, the result might be, that after
obtaining adequate security i. respect of the
first, security in respect of all the rest might
vanish and be lost.
II. Advantage to the defendant;-1. By his learning and viewing at once
the whole extent of his responsibility, his
mind might, in so far. to wit, as against all
demands from that individual, be comparauvely at ease : he would see in its whole extent, the burthen capable of being imposed on
him -- the burthen, for his exoneration from
which he would have to provi_!e.
2. In case of cross demands, the defendant
would have no more to do than to pay or
perform the difference, instead of paying or
performing the whole in the first instance :
with respect to which he might perhaps be
unable ; and if able, subject to the aeealent
of not being able to obtain the effect of his
demand against the pursuer.
11I. Adeantage mutual to both parties :The same attendance,
thence the same
journey from home to the judieatory, might
serve ; and would serve for any number of
demands and cross demands.
IV. Advantage to third persons : -In the same manner as in the attendance of
the parties, a single attendance on the part
of witnesses, might serve, instead of two or
more attendancea So in the situation of missionary _udicial functionary, a tingle act of
aecertrition or prehension, personal or real,
instead of two or more.
But be the number of distinguishable de.
munch thus eonjoinable with advantage ever
so small, or ever so great, they should not
II_, ,Sev,n,al ,.qzitJ against the same person, the less be kept distinct, and characterized
how combinable,
each by its generic and specific name, with
Whatttoever be the number of demands indication added of the evidences from which
Which t'pur_er has againat a defendant, if they respectively receive their support.
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Advantages from the dlst/net4aesa of descript-inn are as follows : -]. On the part of all persons concenled--to
wit, pro-ties,_sistants, judge, and regi_tsar-clearness in the conception entertained of the
several demands,with their grounds in respect
law and t_ct, wouhl thus he maximized,
°fR.ln
regard to probation, what_ever
order turnel! out, upon inquiry, to be best
adapted to the ends of justice, direct and
collateral, might, and naturally would be,
given to the seveJal ma_sesof evidence, and
in case of need, to the several masses of argumentation,
3. In divers cases, the grounds of demand
in point of law capable of applying to tl_e
same fact, are so nearly contiguous as to be
difficultly di_ti,gt,ishable, especially b) apursuet, antece!iently to judi_al examination,
For these f_ases, provision has been Ixmde in
Ch. XII. § 5, Pursuer's Initiatory Apphcalion .Demuad I_owamendable : according to the
evidence, for placing the demand, and consequent executio,, upon adifferent footing from
that originally alleged,
By the here proposed unlimited conjunclion of demands, facility may, on various
occasions, be given to such law-alleyatwnamendments,

,

_

distinctinn to tbeotbereslled
temporsl_fl!e
former having for its sanction that which besot
the omne of the religious.
So much for the origin. As to the effect,
the broad line of distinction is that between
what is tnu,sient and what is continuonl; I
distinction io the political nosology, an_dodons to that between acute al_ ¢hrunicld in_
the natural nosology.
In a case of which the common-law jud/.
catories take cognizance, there is but one
demand either altogether simple, or in but
a comparatively slight degree complex ; in
a case wl_ere the judicatories called equity
courts take cognizance, the subject-matte¢
ofdemandistounindefinitedegreecomplex:
the common-law mode of procedure did not
in its origin comprise, and does not at this
time comprise power adequate to the afford.
ing seti_factlon to the demand.
A c_e of account may serve for example.

§ 12..Account suits
By an account suit, understand any suit on
the occasion and in the course of which cognizancc is taken of demands more than one,
on both sides or on either side, originating
respectively fi'mn effident causes of right or
titles, more than one.
Whatever be the cause or causes of it, it.
§ I1. Common.law a:_d equity suats, -- imayi- is deailable that to all suffering on both sides,.
nary, their distinctwn,
or on either aide, from whatsoever cause oriTo every one who x¢ill snffer himself to ginating, a termination should be put as soon
think, and who in thinking will consider 1.he as possible.
Interest reipublic_e (says the
s)stem of procedure as a means to an end, Roman maxim) vt dtfinis litum : still more
afal that end the giving execution and effect strongly and manifestly is it the interest o£
to the substantive branch of the law to the individuals concerned.
which it is an appendage, it will be suffiAccordingly, on what occasion soever •
clently evident that the distinction between
party on each side is come into the presence
common law and equity is purely arbhrary of the judge, before their departure he will
and imaginary. Common-law procedure, in take the requisite course for ascertaining
so far as it is anything better than a s_ste.m whether between them any, and if any, what
of depredation and oppression, has for tts causes of disagreement have place: any cause
several ends the giving execution and effect or causes of complaint on either aide at the
to the substantive branch of the law : ofequicharge of the other : complaint of any sucJa
ty, if it be anything better than a system of wrong, for which it is in the power of the
depredation and oppression, the same ma_ be judicial authority to apply a remedy.
said. Common-law procedure has for its subordinate object the elicitation of the facts
§ 13. Suits summary and ehroaicaL.
which, if proved,the pursuer relies on, as ConBy a summary suit, understand • suit disatituting his right or title to the service de- patched at the end of the sins]lest length of
rounded by him at the hands of the judge, as time : by a chronieal suit, a suit dispatched
promised to him by the article of law, which at the end of any greater length of time.
the demand takes for its ground.
Considered as descriptive of the sort of
Eqnally true is this, when predicated of suit, the only difference between a summary°
equity instead of common law.
and a chronical suit is _ that whereas a sumThis distinction, then, has nothing in it mary suit may be dispatched at the end oftlm
that _s natural, nothing that belongs in corn- smallest length, a chronical suit c*_anot be
mort to man at large, or so much as to civilized dlspatched till at the end of a greater length
men anywhere : what it is the result of, is of time.
altogether peculiar to British soil, and BriA suit of any sort may last for any the
ti_h practice. Originally it was a co_,flict, lab greatest length of time ; the absenea of • _e..
terly a compromise, between two contending
cessaty witness, or piece of real or writt_
powers--the
one called sl_iritua] , in contra- evidence, suffices to produce this et_et.
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Generally _aking,
8 suit will be likely to
]INsthe more lengthy the more complex it is.
]But some modes of complexity may be apt to
produce greater lengthiness than others.
The case in which the length of the suit is
at its minimum, is when on the initiatory upplication it is dismissed,
Of a suit which is not terminated by dismissal at the end of the initiatory application,
the least duration is that which commences
with the commencement of the initiatory applicatinn, and terminates with the termination
• of the first mutual meeting,
Where the pursuer is permitted, and the
defendant required to attend in person, by far
thegreatest number of suits are actually thus
summary,
Such, then, ought to be considered as the
standard duration: in such sort, that for any
greater duration some special cause should be
looked for, and required to be assigned,
When the parties are both or either of them
in the judge's chamber, in presence of each
other, of the judge and of the auditors, every
such eaze is provisionally presumed to be a
summary case: if adjournment be made of it
to another ordinary sitting, or an appointed
sitting, itmust be because at soch first sitting
the evidence is not in such a state, that upon
the ground of it an apt decision can be pronounced.
§ 14. Q_asi suits, or sa 9 incompletely
organized suits.
Of the actors capable of being employed
with advantage in the judicial drama, a list
has been given in the Constitutional Code.
Without the idea of those characters at the
least, the idea of a judlcia] drama, in any of
its ordinary forms, cannot be so much as
conceived.
These are, -1. A person by whom the demand is made :
call him a pursuer,
2. A person at whose charge the demand
is made : call him a proposed defendant."
3. The person to whom the demand is addressed, and at whose hands the service
necessary for the accomplishment of it is detnanded : call him the judge,
The idea of a completely composed, or
constituted suit, being thus established, a
description is now capable of being given
of two species of incompletely constituted
suits : -* L Incompletelyconstitutod suit the first:-Parties,--judge
and proposed defendant,
,.
* By giving to a person, at whose charge a
dgmand ]z made, the appellation of defendant_
much confusion is produced : much confusion,
and morcover_ much oppression and injustice,
C_n it be otherwise, when a person, who is utterly unable _ defend himself, is spoken of, and
_vordingly dealt with_ as if he were actually
defending bin_sclf ?
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Wanting, or as grammarians ay, _
_dJ_
tinct pursuer. In the person of the judge, tim
functions of judge and pursuer are united.
Exemplifi_tions of this sort of things are--1. In English practice -- on the adjustment.
of accounts in non-penal c_es _ an audit
court. Defendant the accountant.
Here no
demand is made. but the accountant being
confessedly a debtor, he is called upon to
exhibit evidence, the effect of which, if credited, will be in each instance to exonerate
him from the obligation of paying the money
in question in the character of a debtor.
2. In German practice, in a certain class
of penal cases, there is an entire branch of
_rocedure distinguished by the appellation of
inquisitional or inquisitorial: defendant, or
proposed defendant, in this case the inquisitot: such is the appellation by which he is
distinguished. In the opposite case, aecu_torial is the name given to the mode of pro.
cedure.
3. In Spain, this species ofjudicatory, if at
all employed, has been seldom heard of, but
as applied to that branch of penal suits which
applies to offences affecting religion.
II. Incompletely constituted suit the second:
Parties, 1. A pursuer; 2. The judge; caret
the defendant. By the judge, in conjunction
with his own, this part is also acted.
Exemplification is,In English practice, the specie_ of judicature called a court of claims.
CHAPTER
XV.
suits, CONTINUANCE
OF.
THE original applicant having been admitted,
and this same applicant, or (in the case where
be is but an informant) another individual,
or (in conjunction with him, or in his stead)
the government advocate, being admitted
)ursuer; and the pursuers, if more than one,
and the defendants, if more than one, asterrained and noted down as such: the portion
! of law of which the legal part of the assumed
cause of right is constituted being also ascerrained, to wit, by the demand-paper, in which
the pursuers (if more than one) will have
joined: all theremaining operations (the incidental excepted) which are capable of haying place during the continuance of the suit,
(or say, all the operations that are capable of
having place between those performed at the
commencement as above, and the issuing of
the decree by which execution or dismissal
has place) -- are composed of probation, with_
or without coonter-probation, exhil_tion of
appropriate evidence on the pursuer's side,
with or without exhibition of appropriate
evidence on the defendant's side
Of the diversification which the matter of
which the proof is capable of being comptmed_

-_
_, t_ the matter of proof or probative any, of whom by such _licsn_
i_l_cat_on
mstte_-- is -susceptible, exhibition has been has been given of his being likely to be ab_
made under the head of Evidence. Suscep- to afford evidence likely to be relevm_t and
tdbla of the same diversification is the genus muterlal to the subject-matter of the appliesof persons dlstingnished by the appellation of tion, in such sort as to be fit to enter into
evidence-holders : one sort of evidence-holder
the grounds of the judge's decrees, opinative
being of the sort at whose command is evi- and imperative, in consequence of, and eon_dence of the sort in question : the evidencespondent to, such application ;-- it will be
holder of another sort, he at whose command for the care of the judge, by means of an apis evidence of another of those same sorts,
propriate mandate, to elicit from such appliThings being in this state, what shall be cant, indication in so far as he is able to afford
theorderofprocecdings?
Answer: Thatwhieh
it, respectingthe trustworthiness of such evl,
is prescribed by the delay-minimizing princi- dance as may be obtainable from that source,
ple and the corresponding rules. Elicit cver_ and the means of obtainment In relation to
article of evidence as soon as may be. Ex- such evidence.
captions excepted, inability within the time in
Name of the mandate issued for this purquestion to obtain one piece of evidence, af- pose, a supposed and proposed evidence-holford_ no reason for omitting, for any length of der's deseription-req uiring mandate.
time, to obtain any other piece of evidence
Heads, under awry one of which, matter
much less for omitting the second piece of of the indication, or say information, sought
evidence, till the expiration of the whole for by such mandate, will require to be inlength of time which must elapse before the serted, or _gnorance declared, are the followfirst piece of evidence can have been oh- ing:-tained.
1. Name : surname and Christian name, o_
Exceptions will be the following, on the the equivalent, included.
supposition that the matter of fact has in
2. Condition in respect of occupation.
each case respectively been rendered prepon3. Condition in respect of marriage.
deratcly probable :-4. Condition in respect of abode.
1. Result of the acceleration, mlsdecision.
5. Matter of fact, in relation to which he is
2. Result of the acceleration, to a prepon- expected to be able to furnish evidence.
dcrant amount, addition to the expense.
6. Nature of the evidence which he is exNeither of these cases presents itself as of pected to be able to furnish.
a nature to be frequently, i£ at ell, exempli7. Condition in respect of sex.
fled.
8. Condition in respect of age.
A ease in which the production of mlsdeIn relation to these several topics, by himcision might be probabilizcd, is that where,
self, or with the assistance of the registrar,
if an antecedently exhibited piece of evidence
the judge will elicit the appropriate informswere made known to the person at whose tion by viv_ voce interrogation;
the registrar
hands a subsequent piece of evidence is re- making minutation and rec0rdation accordquired, it might have produced the effect of ingly, untilthematterofthe
mandate has beon
sinister, that is to say, mendacity-assisting
completed;andinrelationtosuchmatter,
tbe
information, or _ay instruction.
But from applicant will be required, by his signature, in
the observation of this danger, the practical relation to such heads separately, or in reinconclusion and correspondent rule is -- when tion to the whole collectively, to make known
the evidence in question has been elicited,
his assent or dissent. In case of his dissent
keep it during the requisite length of tlme to the matter of the entry made in relation to
undivulged; not abstain from eliciting it.
such head, the process of clicitation will be
But for whatever reason, in reffard to evi- continued till some proposition be elicited
dance, exceptions excepted as above, it is from him, to which his signature, in token ot
right that in no instance, of any piece of evi- assent, has been attached.
dance, should the elicitatiun be p_rposely
In so Faras ascertained, according to the
delayed, so is it, and for the same reason, that relation they respectively bear to the suit,
no factitious delay should be interposed be- and their respective local situation, issue to
tween the ascertainment of the person or them, or for them, the mandates following:
persons, if ar_, who see concerned in point
I. To an expected pursuer or eo-pursuer_
of interest to be admitted as co- pursuers :
Pursuership or co-pursuership acceptance,
or the person or persons who, on the account or refusal-requiring, mandate.
of the pursuer or pursuers, or on their own
In this case, in conjunction with the man.
account respectively, are concerned in point date, the registrar will transmit an exemplar
of interest, in being constituted co-defen- .of the original pursuer's demand-paper, with
_nts.
directions, or say instructions, indicative of the
Before an applicant, whether proposed pur- mode of expressing such acceptance orrefussl,
m_eror informant, is dismissed from the ins- i as the case may be: together with order for
lfir_-chsmber, --in relation to every person, if the retransmission of it when filled up, and
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the means of locating communication with
him thenceforward : and information as to the
consequences in each case, with reference to
his interest.
Appropriate formulary:
Addressee, the party him or herself, as contradistiuguisfiable from a guardian,
1. Nmne of the suit.
2. Pursuer's personal description,
3. This is to require you either to consent to
the becoming° from the day of your receiving
this. co-pursuer with (naming him or them,)
or to decline the being so.
4 -If on or before the [
] day of the
month of [
] next ensnh|g, this stone
papermarked A, with your acceptance thereon
signified, be not received at this office, you
will, arch|outs excepted, be deemed to have
declined to take upon you the character of
co-pursuer in the suit.
In the benefits attacbed to it, yon will have no part. In the
burthen liable to be attached to it, you will
have no part.
: 5. In case of acceptance, you will retransmit to this office, after filling it up according
to the instructions therein give[,, the communieation-securiug paper marked B.
If. To a proposed defendant or eo-defendant _
Compliance or defence-requiring mandate,
Of the mandate thus denominated, the
matter will be different, acco[ding as the suit
is of the non-inculpative or the inculpative
class.
In this ease also an exemplar of the original
pursuer's demand-paper will be transmitted
with appropriate directions, or say instructions, and information as to the'consequence
to him in point of appropriate interest,
Also with directions as to the mode of
eomplisace-reodering,
compliance-promising,
or compllance-refusing,
with grounds of, or
any reason for, non-compliance or compliancerelusing, and communication-securing iuformation,
IlL To a supposed evidence-holder -Evidence exhibition-requiring man,date,
As to place sad judicatory, this will be -either,
1. A hlther-calling, or say aeecrsitive evi|lence-exhihition-reqniring
mandate ; or,
2. A thither-sending, or say missive evidence-exhibition-requiring
mandate ; or,
3. A responsive evidence-requiring
mandate, coupled with a paper of interrogatories,
or any interrogatory paper annexed,
Of this interrogatory paper, the object is
to elicit evidence (self-disserving evidence
included) from the supposed evidence-holder,
whether a party or non-party,
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CHAPTER
XVL
serfs _ TERM|NATION0
WHEN the suit is other than a distributiondemandingone, the times for the termination
of every suit are two:-1. When all the evidence which on both
sides the nature of the individual case in
question appears to have furnished, has been
elicited ; u,derstaud, iu a lorm fitted for ultimate use.
2. When of this or that piece of relevant
evidence, the existence of which is more or
less probable, the obteinment is, in the opinion of the judge, physically or prudentially
impracticable.
In the first case, the definitive decree will
be absolute.
It will be so in the case of every one of
the fo,r species of suits following:
I. Nouinculpative.
2. lnculpative, but not crimiuative.
3. Crlminative, and purely public.
4. Criminative, and pubhco-private.
Correspondent to the nature of the remedies to be granted, -- and thence to the nature
of the remedy, the appli_dtion of which is
the subject-matter of the ultimate service
demanded bythe suit,--will be theoperations,
the performauce of which will be the subjecr_
matter of the mandate by which the decree
is expressed.
As to these, see Penal Code,
Part II. Remedies collectively.
In the other case it may, as in the opinion
of the judge may seem most meet, be either
absolute or conditional.
If absolute, and in favour of the" pursuer's
side, it will by the imperative part of it, order
execution and effect to be I.iven to the correspondent portion of the substautive law.
If absolute, and in favourofthe det:.ndant's
side, it will, by the imperative branch of it_
pronounce dismissal ; dismissal, to wit, of the
pursuer and his suit, inhibiting him from
making any ulterior application to that sarno
judicatory in respect of it.
In this ease. provismn is made for securing
judicatories, and suitors in the character ot
proposed defendants, from vexation by undu_
reiterated pursuit.
The decree being conditional, it may be so
in either of two modes :
1. In favour of the pursuer's side, but reversible simply, or modifiable, in the event of
the exhibition of this or that* piece of eeldence by which the pursuer's right would be
established, or the non-exhibition of this or
that piece cf evidence by which the existenee of the alleged right of the pursuer
would be disproved.
2. In favour of the defendant's side, but
simply reversible, or modifiable, in the event
of the exhibition of this or that piece of evio
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deuce by which the pursuer's title would be I Although, by the present suppos/Hon, _h_
established, or the non-exhibitlon of this or i suit may and does receive, and is aceordinl[ly
thst piece of evidence by which the existence supposed to have received its termination in
of the alleged right of the pursuer would be ! the course of the same hearing tmthaX in which
disproved,
it was coq_menced;min
which case, whatis
|u both cases it will rest with the judge to done on the defendant's side will have to
determine, which of any collateral security
be entered on the record, as well as what/s
shall be afforded by the party in favour of doneonthe pursuer's side;--yetonthisoccswhom the conditional and defensible decree stun, for greater distinctness, it may be adis pronounced : in the event of the condition
visable not to exhibit anything of what will
not being fulfilled, or being disfulfilied, as the have been required to be done on the defenCase may be.
dant% side : re_erving that for the ease which
On thisoccasion,
he willelicit
intheway willmanifestly
beby much themore ordinary
ofevidence,
andhi.at
intheway ofargumen- case,namely,thatinwhich nothiugisdone
tation,wbat the partydemanding suchcol- on thedefenda_t's
side,until,
inconsequence
lateral security has to allege in support of such of an appropriate mandate issued by the judge,
his demand; and what, if anything, the party he has paid his attendance at the judicatory
opposing this demand has to allege in opposi- before the judge : the pursuer, exceptions eXo
t.ion to it.
cepted, being present at the time.
If the suit be a distribution-demanding one,
ttere then will follow the demand-paper,
two decrees, to wit, an initiative and a con- containing the entries that will require to be
summaries, have place,
made on the part of the pursuer, he being the
By the initiative decree, the cause of in- person, and only person, whose discourse it
quiry, or say of examination, preparatory to is considered as containing. Any portion of
the distribution, is determined to be entered discourse, which in con_quence of it may
upon.
have to" be made on the det_zndant's side, as
By the consummative decree, the inquiry azld for the discourse of a defendant, or a
is declared to be terminated ; and by the up- number of co-defendants, will he exhibited at
propriative mandate, the distribution deterthe same time at which, in consequence of an
mined upon, as the result of the hlquiry appropriate mandate from the judge, the de.
staJids expre_=d,
fendant or defendants in the more accustomed
V,'benever a suit receives its termination,
manner, at a suhseqltent stage of the suit,
it is by a pairof decrees, the opinative and the make their appearance on the scene.
recordatlve; with orwithout athird, thecomo
Tenor of the terminative decree in t]_
pensative : wit h reference to the two principal case : -decrees, it is adjectitious or supplementary.
I. Opmative decree. The pursuer's demand
The opinative decree is either simple or iswell grounded--l.
On thc question of law;
mixed: simple, when in favour either solely 2. So on the question offset.
of.the pursuer's, or solely of the defendant's
II. Mandative decree. Of this the tenm"
side, 1here being but one party on each side : will vary according to the species of the case,
mixed, if partly in favour of one side, partly and thence of the suit.
in thvour of the other; so likewise if there
1. No wrong or quasi-wrong imputed to any
be any distinction made as between party defendant. Suit purely requisitive not inculand party on either or both sides,
pative ; partition requisition.
When, either on the ground of law, or on
Appropriate mandate:-- Partition shall be
the ground of fact, the pursuer fails to prove begun, sl,d under my direction made.
the justice of his demand to the effective setPursuers one or more : defendants one or
vice, which at the charge of the defendant he more : extraneous witnesses, none. Parties
demands at the hands of the judge, through fully bound on both sides; judicial service
the means of his judicial service, the tenorof
demaJidedhy the pursuer, grmlted. Opinativo
the opinative decree is-- failure in the ques- decree, pursuer's demand, _was adequately
tion of fact ; failure in the question of law ; or grounded on the qnestionof law: so, ads.
failure in the question of fact, and |kilure in quately grounded on the question of fact.
the question of law.
Mandative decree, by the issuing of which the
Of the correspondent decree _ the tenor judicial service is rendered, and the effective
in this case is, pursuer, your pursuit is dis- service commanded to be rendered to the
missed--let
it cease,
defendant, expressible in the following exTerror of the compensative decree : Pay to amples:-thedefendentcompensatiou-money[somuch']:
2. Cause of suit, say corporeal veratlom,
(if there be expense or vexation to any or the correspondent, attempt, preparation,
person in the character of defendant.)
For menace, or challenge.
Mandative decreedelay of justice by useless occupation of compen_tion-ordering,_Pay
['so mueh_ in
judge'S time, pay to the helpless litigants
compensation.
fund {'so much.]
3. Cause of suit, non-l_.rformanee of m_.
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tract - contract the most ordinary sort, -work done, goods furnished in expectation of
value in money, expected on just and adeqnategrounds. Decree here again,--Pay
[so
much] in compensation.
4. Saitpublico.private;causeofsuit,
the_:
goods found on defendant-- defendant immediately prehended and adduced by pursuer,
confessing, or in vain denying: other witness
none. Opinative decree, under question of
fact, the goods taken by the defendant ; under
the question of law, taken under circumstances which make it theft.
Mandative deeree, under compensative part, Convict, restore the goods: under punitive part, Convict
submit tothe appropriate punishment _naming
it:] thereupon correspondent subsidiary puldfactive mandate to the appropriate authotitles,
By execution given tothis punishment, eorrespondent service is rendered to the public
at large, say a sec_rative service,
In every one of the four sorts of suit, and
in every individual of each sort, will be the
option oi_ employing either a mandate addressed to the individual at whose hands
compliance is expected and called for; or a
prehension mandate, addressed to a prehensor,
and requiring prehension to be performed
either on a person, or a thing, or on both, as
the ease may be.
Whether the need of prehension has place,
cannot be determined with propriety by the
mere consideration of the species of suit
that is to say, as to whether it belongs to
one or another of the above-mentioned four
species,
1. In the case of an individual suit belongin'g to the non-inculpative species, it may
happen that the employment of this instrumeat, strong and drastic as it is, may be
needful,
2. In the case of an individual suit belonging to the criminative species, whether it be
the purely-public or the publleo-private speties, it may happen that the employment of
this instrument of security may be needless:
indeed, to by far the greatest part of the extent, it will be so.
CHAPTER
SUITS,

THEIR

XVIL
STAGES.

STAOi_Sof inquiry, three :-• L Oril_inal inquiry,
ILReIterated, reeapitulatory, orquasi-jury
inquiry,
IIL Appellate inquiry.
These are the same in all eases. On each
inquiry sittings and hearings in any number,
L Original inquiry, its business. Judge,
after hearings, pronounces his definitive deeree,, opinative and imperative, and gives
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!execution and effect, if there be no reiterated .
i inquiry.
II. Reiterated inquiry, its efficient causes:
|. Judge's spontaneous order.
2. On demand by pursuer.
3. On demand by defendant. Spontane.
ously he may order it ; on demand, he must.
III. Appellate inquiry, its efficient cause,
demand from either side.
!. Ordinary time, after definitive judication
and before execution.
2. Extraordinary time, after interlocutory
decree and before execution thereof: where,
but for appeal, interlocutory might have the
effect of definitive. Examples : -- 1. Undue
delay; 2. Precipitation ; 3. Exclusion of evideuce.
I. Original/nqu,r!/.
Initiatory application,
if contentious, as on the occasion of a suit,
commences by a public application to the
judge, by some person as pursuer, or pursuer's
substitute; exceptions excepted, by pursuer.
If upon applicant's own showing, no probable jost cause of demand appearing, the
suit is dismissed : vexation thus to none but
applicant.
Causes for party's non-attendance:1. His attendance is impracticable.
2. Preponderantly inconvenient.
3. Plainly uselesq or needless.
In case of falsehood, coupled with insin-.
cerlty or temerity, applicant is responsible, as
effectuallyasanextraneouswitness.
Soevery
other actor on the judicial theatre.
Also for purposed insincerity or temerity,
in respeetof vexation to party, witness, judge,
or any other actor.
Application if causeless, wanton, or malicious, a fine to helpless litigants, or say equaljustice fund.
Applicant may bring all or any witnesses,
who may all be counter-interrogated.
Applicant, if, with or without other witnesses, he is unable to speak to a certain fact,
but indicates one who could probably speak
toit, but whom he could not bring,--judge,
before dismission or retention, may convene
the alleged probable witness; upon like indi.
cation of him, another, and so on, till through
one or more sirch indJcant witnesses, a perdpient witness is found, whose evidence as
such is employable.
In so far asthe proeeduretakes this course,
it is investigatorial.
Penal, the case in which such investigation
is most in demand; but it may be in any
in which the importance will outweigh the
vexation.
The first mutual attendance will be the
defendant's first attendance.
Now may all
parties bring all their evidences. Better so
than not : for thus may matters be settled.
In this case will be the vast majority 04e
suits. Examples:

_.
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I. Small debts.
2. Trifling assaults,
3. Vituperative oral discourses, with or
without others than the parties for witnesses,
4. Small detected thefts.
Be the case ever so complicated, here may
generally be settled _
I. The law and facts in issue,
2. In relation to such evidences as have not
been adduced, the persons and things to be
sought, and their respective places.
By consent of all parties on the other side,
0n any attendance after the first, the presence
of any party or parties may be dispensed
with.
1L Inquiry recapitulatory, or quad-jury
inquiry. The case inwhich an apt judge will
desire it, is where evidences which have been
received separately as they could be obtained, require to be confronted.
A ease in
which a party will desire it, is--where to the
above use is added that of affordiug to any
error of the judge the corrective applicable
by the quasi-jury, with ulterior argmoentstion on the whole evidence.
For the check
applied by the quasi-jury, see Ch. XXVI.
Quasi.Jury.
On this reiterated inquiry, it being recapitulatory, no evidence will be received that
could have been produced during the original
inquiry : to save time, by consent of parties,
the re-exhibition of any lot of evidence may
be omitted.
IlL Inquiry appellate. Its efficient cause
on either side, --dissatisfaction
with judge's
decrees.
Sense of exposure to it will be
among his cheeks,
Evidence received here, none but what
was received below.
Necessary costs, comparatively inconsiderable: -1. Sole constant cost, the mere paper of
the record,
2. Incidental cost, fees for argumentation
by law practitioners,
Matter of the record, -- statement of the
whole proceedings, evidence incinded : of
this, exemplars from 8 to 1_ will have been
written at the same time, by the same hand,
by an invention in use. Saved thus will be,
1. Time, and expense of skilled labour in
revising for correction,
2. Possibility of variances, thence of error,
Record transmitted by pest. Expense iraposed afterwards on the party in the wrong,
if solvent,
Argumentative fees. Case requiring it, and
respondent unable, --power to judge below,
to defray the expense : to wit,
I. Exacting from appellant, in addition to
fees for his own side, the equivalent for those
em the other side : or,
2. Ordering money out of the helpless-li.ti&,ants'fund as above.
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Power to judge appellate, to _me_.u_.
due appeal coupled with indocerlty, tem_
rity, or malice: free for helpins_litiglm_*
fund.
. .On any inquiry, sittings and hearings may
be m any number as above. Sittings refer to
time _ hearings to suit. Divers sittings ma
each be engrossed by one suit : divers sa_
may he dispatched in one sitting, each after
one hearing.
Under this code, in each judicatory, in
every day of the year, arc two sittings : one
a day, the other a night sitting.
Justice is as needful one day as another:
in the dark part as in the light part. A judge
can as easily officiate at night, as does a military officer, a watchman, or a man in any
other night occupation.
A watchman must
keep awake : a judge need but be liable to
be awakened.
So, out-door sittings as well as in-door.
Jurymen on view are out-door. More *,rouble is now produced by the excursion of one
judge than by that of twelve jurymen. Not
but that Iwre the judge carries a public with
him ; without a public, a judge is a tyrant
under the nmne of a judge : always a tyrant ;
naturally a corruptionist.
A sitting is either of course, or appointed, or say by appointment : -1. In course, the judge receives initiative
application.
9. By appointment, in consequence of an
order for attendance at a particular day and
hour, to any person or persons after an initiatory application.
Night sittings are never
by appointment.
Out-door-sittings mode of
course.
Exceptions excepted, under this cede, in all
sit.tings and aLl hearings, publicity is maxi.
mized. For exceptions see Coast. Code.
The stages of judicature might be thought
here more numerous than expressed : an additional one is, to wit, as often as any part
of a suit passes from one judge to mmtber,
particularly from a depute to the principal
judge.
This, however, is frequently matter
of necessity in all systems.
Place does not change here as there ; nor
thence is the vexation of transition imposed
on parties and witnesses. In general, where
change has place, the original inquiry will be
by a depute -- the recapitulatury, i. e. the
quasi-jury do, by the principal
Desirable
it is, in proportion to complexity, intricacy,
and importance, that by the judge who ultimutely decides, all the evidence should have
been heard, that the whole may have presented itself to him in the same shape, and
that the best.
By the judge who extracted the v/va voce
evidence should the immediate decree, in
far as possible, be pronounced
Under existing system, for avoidance .of
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OF EXECUTION.

§ l. Execution,

what.

Bx' execution, understand that series of operations by which, on e_ch individual occasion,
exeeution and effect is gi_'en, or endeavoured
to be given, to that portion of substantive
law on which the demand made by the pursuer grounds itself. It is the seriesof operations, by the laat of which that judicial
service is rendered, the performance of which
is the object of the demand so made.
What is done by this same operation, is
the application of one or more of the remedies which, in case of wrm_g, the law has
provided end ordained to be applied,
The portion of la_v, execution and effect
to which is the ohjeet of the demand, is
either a portion of law ordai,dog in what
case and u*auner an trapetrable right shall,
on an application made by the posse_sor, be
converted into a consummate right; or a
portion of law by which one or more of the
remedies, in consideration of some wrong, of
the number of those of which its hst of remedial wrongs is composed, is or a_e ordaiued
to be administered. •
Byrespite, understand respite ofexeeutlon,
in so far as, when, on a certain day and hour
execution ought, according to general rules,
to be performed, the performance thereof;
on account of this or that particular cireumstance, is deferred unto some other periodor
length of time.
§ 2. Modes of agency applicable to the
purpose of execution,
Dependent of course on the mode of operation emplo)ed on the occasion, and for the
purpose in question, will be in erery ease,
the execution and effect given or not given
to the decree m question,
This will of course depend partly upon
the nature attd condition of the _gents, but
in a more particular manner upon the nature
and condition of the subject.matters operated
upon.
As to the agents operating, they will in
every case be either persons or things, or
both : in so far as they are things, of course
riley will be things in the hands of persons,
A._ to the subject-matters of operation, in
ao far as they come under the denmnination
of persons, the faculties operated upon--the
to which the operation .applies it-
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self _ will require to be consid.°red and d_
tinguished.
These will be either the physical faculties,
in which ca_e the mode of operation will
not be different from what it is in the eese
of things ; or the mental, or say the psycho.
logical faculties.
In this latter ease, they
will be either the intellectual or the active
faculties : and in so far as they are the active
faculties, no otherwi_ can they be operated
upon, but through the medium of the 4w.nstrive.
Execution and effect may be given to the
decree of a _udge, either by positive agency,
or negative agency. If by positive agency,
either on persons, or on things: if on'persons, either the person ultimately intended
to be operated upon, or some intermediate
person, hy ageocv on the physical faculties,
or by agency on tile sensitive faculties ;--on
the sensitive faculties, either for the putpose of inflicting punishment, or for the pur_ose of producing complianee : if on things,
_ither on things appertahdng to the person in
question, the party in the suit, or on things
belonging to any other persons taken st
large.
In English practice, under the name of
outlawry, this mode of operation is in erdanary use. But in this c_se it is indi_riminate,
applying to all judicial service, and thereby"
divesting the dehnquent of all rights without
exceptiou : or at any rate, without any putposed and deliberate exception.
It is moreover conjoined with positive agency,-- the
property of the outlaw beini_ .iudicially preheusible, and judicially vendible.
Moreover, the evidence on which it ib:
grounded is that sort of evidence, which in
its nature cannot but tend to false results ;
and on which, if justice were the object, no
judgment would ever be grounded.
In this
case, it tokes notJconiplianee as conclusive
evidence of delinquency, in the Ehape of contempt
forit the
of the
wherea-_
mayauthority
a¢ easily be,
sn_djudit_tory:
perhaps aS
frequetttly is, tile result of inability to exhibit such compliance.
Under the here-proposed code, this negatire mode of agency might be employed with
any degree of discrimination imaginable : for
by viva voce examination of the person in
question, the whole _tate of hisaffairs mil_kt
for this purpose be brought under view. rle
might be divested of a mass of property in
the hands of this or that person, or of pro,
petty in the hands of this or that other, lm
might be divested of an as yet unsllowed
claim upon property in other hands : he
might even be divested of his domestic power
in relation to this or that child : or aupp_in_
tbe'oceaslon to warrant it, even of conjugal
lowers or rights; or the foeulty ofcotttractlng
marriage with _
or that individual penma
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_f the opposite sex, or on part of the female to property in the hands of the person inse_, with this or that individual male.
tended to be operated upon, whether in the
To give effect to any such negative agency, character of a defendant, a pursuer, or an _.xo
it would be necessary that in giving cxe- traneous witness.
cation and effect to a decree of this sort,
As in the one ease the object of the judge
pronounced by one j adlcatory," all other ju- will be to exclude irreparable damage, so will
dieatories should by pre-established law stand it equally be so in the other.
engaged to concur : and that actual informaOn the occasion of the security exacted as
tion of it, effectual and universal information,
a ground for the employment of the means of
accordingly be given. In the current systems,
eventual execution in question, this will asthis universality of effect actually has place : cordingly be borne by him in mind.
but as to the receipt of.information necessary
In the case of things, the mode of opera.
to prevent injustice, in this as in most other tion is mechanical, plain, and easy ; so likeeases, it is treated by them as a matter of wise in the ease of pe_ons, in so far as the
entire indifference,
faculties necessary to be operated upon are
To the decrees of a judge in relation to no others than those physical ones, in respect
any person, execution and effect may be given, of which the ease is not distinguishable from
either with or without the introduction of the ease of things.
a person other than the functionaries of j usWhen the nature of the ease requires that
tics.
the faculties operated upon should be the
When without such intervention, it will active, and to that efl'ec't the sensitive, then
be by mere physical agency in persons or starts up the great mass of difficulty;_then
things, as in case of prehension,
it is. that on the part of the person in quesWhen with such intervention, it is by corn- tion, whatever be the result requisite 1o be
pliance on the part of some person or persons .produced, compliance, appropriate cornplioace
that the effect is produced.
_s necessary:. couJpliance with regard romanThe person in quastion may in this case be dates and injunctions, or, to use the word
either the defenddnt, or any other person at nmre agreeable to the car ofpewer, obedience :
large,
though, in truth, obedience is but one mode
On the part of the defendant or any other of compliance, and the ease requires, that be
given person, compliance may be produced
there ever so many modes, theyshould every
by operation on his will_ either immediately
one of them be brought to view.
or mediately through any number of wills,
So fdr as the active faculty and the sumone after another iu a chain, as in the case of pllance which belongs to it are out of the
investigatory evidence,
question, .ford_comiagness on the part of the
Call the chain qfcommunieation in this case subject-matter operated upon, forthcomin_a volitionalchaiz: : in the easeof evidence, an hess in the physi_l sense, conjoint presence
intellectual chain,
on the part of some operator and the subjectIn the way of hostility, or tyrannical up- matter of the operation, are necessary,
lu
pression, or avowed hostility, compliance has this case, forthcomingness is emplo)ed in the
not unfrcqnently been known tube produced,
literal se_Jse. But when, in so far as mind
or under_tood to be produced, by infl**ence is the subject-matter operated upon, forthexercised in thi_ unimmediate mode
eomingness is not, in the literal corporeal
In the way of judicature, it cannot be ex- sense, necessary : by an operator stationed/n
ereised on intermediate agents taken at large, London, operation, and that to the purpose of
without op_rating in the character of mislo- producing compliance effecfual, may be percoted punishment, nor therefore without in- fiJrmed upon amhld stationed in Van Dieman's
justice.
Land.
But in the case of delinquents, dealt with
in so far as by mind in one place, mind in
as such, no reason appears why it should not another place, (though it be ever so widely
be employed, in so far as, in the eventual pu- i distant a place,) is capable of being operated
nishment which it involves, no excess has upon, especiallyif_theffect_wi_htheeffeet
place,
of produeirJg compliance,-- forthcomingness
In so far as execution and effect depend in a particular shape may be co_;sidered as
_pon power exercised by the judge over having place : fortheomingness in this shape.
things, inexecution may he produced by de- call virtual forthcmningness : in the other and
lay, whether the things in question are or are more ordinary shape, physical 4.brthcomingnot in the custody or power of the defendant : hess.
for in either case, deterioration, destruction,
Here then, and for the several above.manmportation, or concealment beyond recovery, tinned purposes of probation, communication.
may have place,
and ultimate and effective execution, come
Suppose appropriate and adequate security to be considered the several possible medea
found, provisional prehension and seqnestra- of effecting it : always with the ever cohen.
finn may on no ground have place in relation mitant and corresponding view of affecting i¢

"._"
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.wi_e_t_teer_nty,-_d,_the.pm,,
4_e of the above-mentioned ul_um_e end,,'
with the greatest efficiency, and with the
least delay,vexation, and expense, to persons
amtedand
interested, whetherln the ehameter of parties, witnesses, functionaries, or
persons taken at large.
Thereupon call for solution various prob]ems having regard to forthcomingness ancurding to both modes, in relation to which,
as above, there was occasion to make the
distinction.
In the immediately ensuing saction, they will find their place,
§ 3. Of Fort_eomingness--to
wit, for the
purpose of execution,
Byfortheomingness, understandthroughout
propria_e forthcomlngness: by appropriate
rthcomingness, forthcomingness forthe putpose of execution and effect, whether in an
immediate way, or in either of the preparatory
and instrumental ways above mentioned,
Thus have we forthcomingness toany one
of the three purposes above mentioned : probatien,- cpmmunication, and immediate and
ultimate execution.
In so far as concurrence
on the part of the will of him on whom the
operation requires to be performed, is not
necessary, forthcomingness, in the physical
and literal sense ; -- in so far as such concurrence is necessary, forthcomingness in the
above-mentioned virtualsense;--and
in this
sense, in so far as the operation by which the
virtual forthcomingness is produced is effecfive, compliance is produced and has place,
To be appropriate and effective, forthcomingness, whatsoever be the purpose of it-whatsoever be the subject-matter of it, must
be so, not only in respect of place, but moreover in respect of time.
Hence, in the case of forthcomingness for
the purpose of eventnal execution, comes the
danger of irreparable damage, and with it, a
great difficulty : especially as, in this case,
what is liable to happen is, that the damage
may have been produced in a case in which it
was not needed : for that, when the time for
immediate execution came, the necessary and
requisite forthcomingness would not have
been wanting,
Such is, by the supposition, the case, as
often as a solvent man who would all along
have continued so, is subjected to arrest on
the score of debt.
O_fly in this case, where eventual execution
comes to be provided for, does the danger
of irreparab]e damage present itself under
any particularly formidable aspect: in the case
where actual execution comes to have place,
nodangerneedbe producedbcyondthatwhich
was intended.
Oll the subject of forthcomingness, the followln&,arethetopie_ which present a demand

.l. To wl_.I_tie_I
_.e_e
_.r_
_s.,
on _e,part of what objects or per/m_"
m the character of subject, matters and. hi
what modes, may forthenmingness, physie_
and virtual, to the general purpose of eventual execution, be n_ry.
2. In what shapes or modes non-forth.
comingne_s is, on those several occasions,
capable of having place. Of inquiry under
this head, the use is that which follows under
the next head.
3. In which of those several'modes forthcomingness, for the general purposes of execution, is by provision of law capable of being
made to have place, and fit to be made to
have place.
4. In what manner damage, liable to be
produced by the operation of the arrangements having for their object the securing of
forthcemingncss, and in certain eases, through
forthcomingness of compliance, may on the
several occasions, on the part of the several
classes of persons concerned, be minimized.
This leads to the consideration of the speties of damage which in the nature of the
ease is liable to be irreparable : the _hapas in
which damage for want of service, or by reason of wrong, must be irreparable. This will
dependupon thenatureofthesubject-matters.
As to.descriptions of persons : -- 1. First
come persons at large, ht the character of
eventual victims of bodily injury, in its sereral possible shapes. Of these shapes a generai ides has already been given : purpose,
preserving or rescuing from injury, the person in whose instance the provision for forrhcomingness is made, to have place. Mode of
forthcomingness,-locatedness in some situation in which the thus protected person may
be in a state of security against the evil ap_rehended.
2. Next come persons appearing in the
character of applicants. Purposes preserving
from unjust vexation and expense, persons at
whose charge, in the character of defendant_
or otherwise, the application is made : persons
at whose charge the service called for by the
application, will, if rendered, be granted and
performed. Mode offorthcomlngness---ofall
modes by which sufficient security may be
afforded toeventualdefendants, and witnesses
as_inst vexation, unnecessary and thence unjust, either in tow or in degree -- of all those
several modes, whichsoever _hail upon inquiry
be regarded as promising to be to the appllcant in question least vexatious.
3. Next come eointeressees _of the applicant, who, though conjoined with him in re_
spect of interest, have not accompanied him
in his application to the seat of judicature.
Purposes :-- 1. Joining with him in affording,
as above, security to defendants and forced
witnesses, against injustice.
2. Afl'ordingto

_r enmdderation :--

him security fortheir bearing along with him,
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nomr as_e _*h_ _
theywillre_mve :pose,)thefor_eomingnesa
necosmuTis
_
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ashare.
Mode, obta_K_ir
persona]at.
_urthcomin_ess:_]nsofarassuchtest_om
_.:
tendanceat_le _
ofjud/eature for the pur- is not necessary,actual (orthcomingneasmay " . .:
pose of their joint responsibility as above : not be necessary ; eventual forthcomingness,
-.
their attendance, or if without p_eponderant and .thenca present security foreventmd forth,
evll it cannot have place, in some other shape commgnes_, may be sufficient.
. ..
such security as shall be deemed sufficient.
For thus obtaining and securing eomplhnev
-:4. Next come witnesses_extraneous
wit- respecting forthcomingnass, the means emnesses. Purposes as follow :_l.
In the ease ployable are either such as operate on the
"i;
of such as come voluntarily, either in the first body, or such as operate only on the mind :
"/ .
instance at the desire of the applicant, or in the first case, they may be styled prehenafterwards at his desire or that of any of r_ve;intheotharease,
accersitive. Toemploy
his co-interessees, security against thuse for the prehenslve means, is to cause the person
whom they attend, in respect of needless and in question to be secured wherever he is, and
uncompensated vexation and expense in the (as a thing moveable might be) brought to
exercise of that function ; of which security the place at which the operation, whatever it
they may in case of need be informed or re- be, which it is decreed to perform on him,
minded by the judge. 2. Against thlsehoed on may be performed : in the case here in questheir part, as well to him at whose request tion, that of causing him to speak in relation
they come, as in favour of the party or parties to the subject in question.
on the other side, to whose detriment, in the
The prebensive is always the most vexsminds of those by whom they are called in, tious: it ought, therefore, never to be erathey are expected to testify,
ployed but under the expectation that the
5. As to all the several other actors on the accersitive will not suffice.
judicial theatre, after what has been said, the
To things, the prehensive is the only one
purposes and uses of this forthcomingne._s, as of the two means which the nature of the
well to each as to all, will not require sepa- case admits of. But the prebensive may be
rate mention,
performed either by the person in whose cus6. So as to functionaries at large, meaning tody they are, or by the functionary by whom,
all such other persons as, not being at the if performed upon him, the prehcusive would
thue of the application present at the place be performed.
at which it is made, may come to their posts
When things alone are the intended object
to act in the judicial drama. In all ordinary of prehension, the appropriate instrument
cases, for forthcomingness on their part, the is therefore (unless effective reluctance be
official situations respectively occupied by apprehended) an instrument of accers_tion
them will afford su_cient security,
addressed to the person, coupled with an
In regard to this matter, whatsoever re- instrument of mandation, requiring him to
quires to be recommended as most apt, may prehend and adduce the thing.
be comprised in two rules:-On what occasions--in what shapes, may
Rule 1. Of all modes of securing forth- forthcomingnesswithmostadvantagebemade
comingness, immediate or eventual--of
all to have place; to wit, to the several purmodes that promise to be alike effectual,
poses of eventual execution, probation, and
choose that wldeh, with reference to the in- communication, and in each instance, with
dividual in question, at the thne in question,
least damage ?
promises to be the least vexatious.
In so far as the sole purpose in view is the
Rule 2. In each ease, where the most efll. _ )roduct/on of forthcomingness, the sole pureacious is at the same time the most vexatious,
_se in view is the production of complianea
weigh against the evil of vexation from axe- on the part of him in relation to whom the
cation, the evil from the diminished proba- desire is, that he be forthcoming: the queabillty of ultimate exeeufion, and embrace that tion, therefore, respecting forthcomingnesa,
mode which promises to be the least vexa- may be changed into a question respecting
tious,
compliance. The individual being supposed
For this purpose, the circumstances of the to be, as to the purpose of compliance, forthindividual will in each case require to be coming; which is the most efficacious course.
taken into account.
From the nature of the and, at the came time, the aptest in other
suit alone, no welLgrotmded judgment can respects, that cen be taken for the securing
be formed,
of compliance ?
At the commencement of a suit, actual
The problem then here is. at the comforthcumingness is necessary for one per- mencement ofn suit, in ease of apprehended
pose; eventual forthcomingness, and actual reluctance and noncompliance at the end o_
aceurity for it, at another time.
the suit, how to obtabt adequate probabili$,]
Vow. II.
G
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and assurance 04 compliance at the end of the
Butt: compliance, in so far as at the time in
question may be found necessary to the giving
execution and effect to the decrees, which the
judge may eventually see it right to issue,
In other words, what are the obtainable-and of those obtainable, what the most apt,
and thence desirable, pledges for the defendant's compliance with such decree as it is ilJ
the contemplation of the judge to issue ?
Forthcomingness in relation to the fiefSt_ousentitiestermedrights__forthcon_ingness
in the physical nod proper sense, -- actual
forthcomingness, cannot have place : not so
in the improper, but not the less necessary
sense-- not so that which may be termed
virtual forfheomingness.
As to the mode in which fortheomingness
with relation to these fctitious, but not the
less valuable objects or subjeet-mattels
is
capable of being employed, and thence the
purposes, to which it is capable of being eraployed to effect in the most beneficial manher : these are as follows, -1. In the ease of such as are transferable,
eventually employing the right in the chameter of matter of satisfaction,
2. In the case of those which are untransretable, as well as those whi.ch are transferable,employing them as instruments of
punishment: forth so faras abstracted, ill that
character may the matter of good in this as
in any other shape be employed,
3. So the employing them in the character
of instruments of constraint or restraint,
The shapes in which nonforthcomingness
may have place,-- the causes by which at the
time in question it may be produced, are -I. Nonforthcomingness of persons,
1. Take, in the first place, those which
have place on the part of a person, and not
on the part of a thing.
Of these, take the
following for example :-1. Incarceration.
2: Relative confinement (territorial.)
3. Relativeinfirmity of body, not incurable,
4. Relative infirmity of body, incurable,
5. Relativeinfirmityof
mind, notineurable.
6. Relative infirmity of mind, incurable,
7. Relative infancy,
By relative, understand, in such sort and
degree as to the purpose in question, in the
individual case in question, to operate superably or insuperably., as an obstacle to fortheommgness,
II. Nonfortheomingness
of persons and
things,
Take, in the next place, those eases in
which this obstacle is capable of applying not
only to a person but also to a thing ; at any
rate, to a thing of the moveable class,
1. Expatriation preeedential or antecedential ; to wit, to the time of the application
made.
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2. ]_ht_atrlation consequential or subsoquentlal, apprehended.
3. Exprovenention precedential as above.
4. Exprovenentiml subseqaential, or tonalquential apprehended.
5. Latentcy,-the place kept purposely
unknown with relation to the time of the
application : this may be antecedential or spprehended, consequential or subsequential, as
above.
In the case of persons,forthcomingness may
be necessary, and nonforthcomiogness a source
of irreparable damage, in any one of these capacities :l. As subject-matters of wrong or injury.
2. As sources of remedy for injury.
3. As sources of evidence.
4. As instruments of cmnmunication ; to
wit, with reference to such subject-matters,
betweex_ which, communication is capable of
being made to have place.
In the case where, by fortheomingness, a
person is capable of being a source of redress
or remedy, the metals by which he may be so
are as follow :1. By being compelled to administer sarisfaction.
2. By being compelled to suffer punishment,
for the general benefit of justice.
3. By being induced, by whatever means,
to afford evidence.
4. In particular situations as to time and
place, by being employed as an instru,oent of
communication ; to wit, bet wecn any of the
sevendaubjact-mattersabovcbrought
toview.
Of the want of forthcomingT_ess on the
part of a persoo in any one of the above-mentioned several capacities, irreparable damage
is capable of being the result.
Offorthcmoingnesson the part of things, the
purposes may be--1. Securing from da_nage,
and in particular from irreparable damage, the
thing in question, and all who have an interest
in it. In the case of a suit of which a thing
is the object or subject-matter, these will noturally be, the applicant, and if he has any,
his cointeresees.
"2. Preserving it from being converted into
an instrument of mischief, regard being had
to the proprietor, or any other person in
whose custody or power it may happen to be
lodged.
3. Employing it as an instrument of oom_uision or restriction, for the extraction of
forthcomingness,
or of compliance in an)"
other shape at the hands of any person by
whom any interest in it is possessed.
4. Employing it as a means of affording
satisfaction, whether identical or eompensational, as the case may be : or in default of
other means, even as a means of punishment.
The eventual fortheomingness produced for
the purpose of execution, whether it be the
forthcomingness of a person or a thing, may
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be either the ultimate or the instrumental
object of what is done. Thus, where it is
instrumental, the fortheomingness produced
on the part of a person may have no other
object than the producing eventual forthcomhlgness on the part of a thing; or the
forthcomingness produced on the part of a
thing m_y have no other object than the producing eventual forthcomingness on the.part
of a person: the owner of a horse may be
taken into custody, for the purpose of causing
him to give up the horse; or the horse may
be taken into custody, for no other purpose
than to cause the owner to pay attendance
at the judlcatory,
Nonforthcomingnessornuncompliancemay
have been produced by any one of the several
causes following : _
1. Want of notice, i. e. knowledge of the
obligation and demand,
2. Want of power,
3. Want of will.
SupposLug notice given and received, either
want of power or want of will has been the
cause of it.
Supposing power not wanting, only can
want of will have been the cause of it.
Of want of power, the cause may be, _ith
relation to the person in question, either intrinsie or extrinsic: intrinsic, as in case of
infirmity whether of body or mind, permaz_ent
or temporary : if extrinsic, it may be nutural
or factitious ; natural--for instance, the state
of the weather or the road, whether in the
state of unaptness or distance ; factitious, us
in the case of an insuperable impediment, iraposed by any human hand.
When will is wanting, the deficiency will
have its cause in the contemplation either of
the immediate or ofthe ultimate object, in the
endeavouring to produce the forthcomhlgness,
as the case may be: in either case, in the contemplation of the suffering which may be the
result of it,
When for the purpose of punibillty, or setisfaction, fortheomingness of the person does
not exist, it may still exist for the purpose of
testification,
Letters from Europe reach Van Dieman's
Land, and a letter from a judge to an individual there, need not find more difficulty in
doing so, than a letter from a father to a son.
The answer might come either without the
intervention of any functionary there, as does
bl England the answer to a bill in equity ; or
in es.se of need, supposing a indicatory upon
the plan of this code established there, the
miniRtry of the judge might be employed
there, in securing correctness, completeness,
end dearness, by viva noce interrogation, in
the mune manner as in Englm_L
IIL Nonforthcomingness of rights. In this
case, no other cause can nonforthcomingness
have, than-the nonposse.ssion of that autho-

-g0

rity by which rightaaremainteinedorannil_
luted at pleasure. In the ca_e of rights, forthcomingness, then, is a state of things which
can never fail to have plsce_nooforthcom.
ingnes_, a state of things which never cao
haveplace.
§ 4. Of Procedure inter distante$.
When parties on both or all sides, with
sourcesofpersonal.written,and
real evidence,
are all statimmryand within the local field of
the same immediate judicatory, it is well:
and happily, in this case are most suits, and
most occasions of demand for suits: and in
this case, unavoidable delay, vexation, and
expense, are minimized.
But what is unhappily not impossible is,
that these several objects, individually taken,
may, if fixed, be each of them under a differant judicatory ; each ofthem in a state of mlgration: all of them in the field of one and
the same foreign indicatory, of one and the
same foreign state ; or each of them in a rillferent judicatory of the same foreign state ;
or each of them in some j udicatory of a differant foreign state : and of each of these objects,
the number may be indefinitely great.
Thus complex, consequently thus embasfussing, may be the state of things for which
provision may requir_ to be made.
In so far as the field of operation extends
not beyond the local field of dominion of the
political state in question (distant dependenties at the same time, with their necessarily
half-independent official establishme_s,
out
of the qtw2tion,) the difficulty is not insuperable : nor yet would it be insuperable, if hations so contiguous, that of the dominions of
each, some part were nearer to some part of
the other than to some part of its own, had
each of them to this purpose the same system
of procedure. But how distant the prospect
is of any such extensive good, in this or any
other shape, is but too manifest.
On this occasion, when difficulty is spoken
of, it is on the supposition that the maximizatinn of the happiness of the greatest number being the all-comprehensive end in view_
the adjective branch hasfor its end in view,
maximization of rectitudeofdeeisioo, and nil.
nimization of delay, vexation, and expanse.
But under the current systems of procedure,
no such difficulty has place: nautically speaking, all is plain sailing. Knots, bow numerotm
soever, are all dealt with in the same manner ;
all dealt with in the manner of the Gordian
knot. For all of them, one sword serves
sinister interest in the hands of the appropriate constituted authorities, but more particularly those of the lawyer tribe. To max.
imize the number of suits sad defences that
i will afford lawyer's profit, maximizing at the
_same time the quantity, of such profit extractible and extracted from each_to
minimLm
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atthe same time the numberer suits that will
not afford lawyer's profit: such are the conjunet ends to which, in so far as depends upon
that tribe, all arrangements and proceedings
under them are directed. As to the maximization of rectitude of decision, _akine the law
for the standard, it i_ matter of indifference :
lethe minimization of delay, vexation, and
expense, it is matter of abhorrence, seeing
_h tt minimizatiou of lawyer's profit would
be among the results of mini,l_ization of expense,
Suppose this case :-- pursuer one, defender
one ; condition of both stationary, but dotalerie of pursuer in the field of one immediate
judieatory--domieile
of the defender in that
of another,
In this case, the simplest course, and in
general perhaps the least inconvenient, will
be f_r the plaintiff to repair in person to the
defendant's judicatory. To the plaintiff, this
arrangement will be the most convenient in
re._pcet of the faculty of judicial compens_tion--a
faculty which, if the right be on the
pursuer's aide, will be in most cases of prime
use to him, and cannot, in any ease except in
respect of the vexation and expense of migration, be in any way disadvantageous to him.
Note, _ that by the rules of procedure,
preference in respect of priority in hearings
should on this account be given to parties
coming from a distance : for the like reaon,
so also to extraneous witnesses,
Bu_ what mayalso happen is, that not without preponderant inconvenience, or perhaps
notonanyterms,
isitinthepower_fhimwho
would be purstlcr to make this migration. In
thisstateofthings, eitherexamination through
the medium of writing must be admitted, or
execution and effect r_nnot be given to the
portion of law on which the right of the
pursuer to the services of the judge, for the
purpose of his demand, is grounded,
Examination of a person, party, or extraneous witness, through the medium of writing,
is, in the nature of the ease, performable in
either of two w_ys : immediately without the
intervention of any judge ; or unimmediately
with the intervention of the judge, sitting in
the justice-chamber of the judicatory under
which the defendant has his abode : _ mode,
in the first case, the epistolary mode ; in the
other, the distant-examination mode.
In the case where, through the intervention
of writing, the judge is occupied in the busthess of examination as above, the writing
must have been addressed to the judge. For
suppose no such writing addressed to the
judge, and yet the judge employed, the ease
must be, that though the pursuer is not present, some substitute of his is ; and if so, the
ease is the same as if the pursuer himself
were present, except that the defendant has
_ot in this case the benefit of extracting in-
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formation and admissions from him, as if he
were on the spot.
It being supposed that it is by the medium
of writing addressed and communicated to
the judge that the examination is performed,
what is possible is, that the instrument of
exeJnination consists of nothing more than a
string of interrogatories, to which it is the
business of the judge to extract answers. In
this c_se the examination is performed in the
s_me manner as when, in the English equity
courts, the examination of an extraneous witness, or of a party conaidered in the character
of a witness, is performed.
In that ease, be the importance of the
cause ever so great, this vital function is
abandoned to some obscure underling whose
name is never known, and who actsin secret,
no third person being present, and who in
relation to the matter in dispute has no other
information than what the interrogatories
give hlm_ a sort of informatiun which in
the case of the epistolary examination of a
defendant by the initiatory discourse of a
pursuer, termed the hill, is not admitted as
sufficient : to authorize the exaction of an
answer, a correspondent assertion on the part
of the pursuer is made indispensable, though
that assertion is, without check or pretence of
cheek, allowed to be false, and is so perhaps
as often as not.
As to these two modes, there seems no
reason why the option of them should not
be given by law to the pursuer : in some drcumstanees, the one will be the more advantageousto him, supposing himin the right;
in other_, the other.
If performed in the purely epistolary mode
withont the intervention of the judge, the
examination of the defendant will in so far
be performed in the same manner as under
the authority of an English equity court it is
performed on a defendant, in and by the initiatory instrument called a bill ; except that
in such bill, to the string of interrogatories
is prefixed a vast mass of irrelevant matter
composed of lies and absurdities, such as in
any system nf procedure which had justice
for its object, never could have had place.
In this ease, unless by accident, the putsuer's judicatory has at command _ome means
of justiciability, sufficient in the case in question to ensure compliance (property, for example, su_ceptible of prehension,) the putsuer will not have any means of securing
ultimate compliance with his demand, nor in
the meantime, responslon to the purpose of
giving effect to it, without the interventiot_
of the defendant's judicatory.
Under these circumstances it seems scarce
possible to secure prompt and effectual responaion without full commuuication on the
subject with the judge _a communication
ngt less fitU than what would require to tm
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made by the pursuer to an agent of his own
What nmy be s_id in general is, that the
On the part of the defendant, suppose (what less complicated the case, the greater the
will always be the most common case) corn- probability is, that, without tbe judicial conplate reluctance, the following are the courses
frontation, examination in the epistolary mode
which it will take :_
can be made sufficient for a well-entitled
1. In the first place, non-responsinn, viz. pursuer's purpose. To make his option bedown to the last moment, and for the pro- tween the two modes, will therefore rest on
curement of toleration, excuse upon excuse,
the pursuer in each individual case.
if any, are admitted.
True it is, that for
A case in which the services of the distant
securing the correctness of such excuses, and judge might be employed in this good work
thence the absence of them, where no proper with particular advantage, is this : a pursuer
exenseshave place, punishment for mendacity,
by reason of his occupation or state of health,
insincerity, or rash assertion, will in course is incapacitated from migrating to the distant
be impending: but of such restraining powers judicatory, and stayiug there for the requisite
the efficiency cannot in every case be corn- time; and moreover, by the state of his pc.
ptete. For, with a little ingenuity, undc_r cuniary circumstances, ifwapacitated from encircumstances tolerably favourable, excuses, gaging the services of a professional, or other
which if they came of themselves would be apt agent. Here might be a case of compa_
just andyadequate, may be brought into exo sion, calliJJgfor the conjunct operation of the
istcnce,
judge of the pursuer s indicatory, and the
2. The stores of non-responslon being ex- iudge of the distant indicatory, namely, the
° hausted, next comes insufficient responsion:
defendant's judicatory. The pursuer-general,
on the defendant's part, the insufficient re- in his quality of advocate of the pour, extracts
sponsion ; on the pursuer's part, indications
from the mouth of the pursuer, in the preof the sufficiency, with directions for the se_lce of the judge, facts which, in his view,
supply. To the length of this series-- to the and iu the view of the judgc are, if true (the
number and respective magnitnde of the contrary of which he sees no ground to susterms of which it may be composed, it seems pect,) sufficient to constitute an adequate
not easy, if it even be possible, by any gene- ground for the pursuer's demand ; st any rate
ral view that can be taken of the subject, to if supported by such evidence as the pursuer,
set limits. For producing the effect that subject to punishment as fur insincerity, has
would be aimed at by auy such limits, a stated as being about to be proved by snch
course that prest_uts itself is this:_on
the
Jersous as he has given indication of.
pursuer's part, facts, which if true would
The minute in which this evidence is conbe sut_cient (notwithstanding anything that rained, being authenticated by the signatures
could be said on the other side) to substan- of the pursuerogeneral and the judge, securetiara the pursuer's claim, arc hypothetically
)anied with such explanatory observations, if
asserted, accompanied with a statement, that any, as shall by them have been deemed reto that special purpose, true or uutrue, un- qulsite, is transmitted by this same judge to
less sufficiently contradicted, they shall be the judge of the defendant's distant judicaregarded as admitted,
tory, with a request to him to convene the
Hence, on a general view, may be seen the defendant, and proceed thereupon as the ju_difficulties with which, in every case i, which tiee of the case may require.
there is no judicial confrontation of parties,
What has been above observed iu relation
a pursuer uJay have to contend.
Without to the case where, at the il]stance of a purhis presence, an agent, however ample his suer, a defendant is at the commencemant o£
instructions, though acting in the presence a suit to be examined, _vill, to an extent more
of the defendant as well as the judge in the or less consideral_le, be found to be applicable
distant judicatory, may be but an inadequate to the case where, on that same side, or on
substitute,
either side, a person is to be examined in the
If an agent chosen by the party as the most character of an extraneous witnes_
Conailikely, more so than any other person he has dared merely in the character of a witness,
access to, to espouse his interest with the one part of that which would commonly corngreatest warmth, and thence to apply his pose thesubject-mstterofexamination
in the
faculties, such as they are, to the subject with case of a defendant, has no place in the case
the strongest force of attention, is liable to of an extraneous witness. This part is what
be thus inadequate, _ still more so, generally is composed of the subject-matter of admisspeaking, will be the judge.
Skill derived sions. The facts proposed to be admitted may
from appropriate practice mtd experience, say in any number be facteof which the defendant
stiff greater ; but for the natural deficiency in : has no personal cognizance; he not having
the article of zeal, it were Ion much to ex- been, in relation to them, himself a percipient
peat that, by any extra magnitude of skill, witness, but being satisfied of their existence
compensation will in an adequate degree be either from report made to him by percipient
made.
witnesses, or by inference drawn f_om clrcum.
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stantiJd evidence.
From an extraneous withess, _othing in the way of admission, as
above, will be relevant ; the only facts, the
statement of which can with propriety be
received from him to the purpose of their
operating in the character of appropriate evidence, will be those in relation to which he
has bean a percipient witness : as to any other
facts, if his testimony be in any way relevant
--if it be capable of throwing light on the
matter in dispute in any way, it will bein the
character of purely indicative evidence, giving
information of a source from whence appropriate evidence may, it is supposed, be extracted,
As to indifference, although it may have
place, and of course not unfiequently will
have place, it is, however, no more to be
depended upon, consistently with common
sagacity, in the case of an extraneous witness,
than in the case of a party -- on the occasion
here supposed, a party on the defendant's
side. By interest in every imaginable shape,
self-re_,r_ing, sympathetic, and antipathetic
- by a tie of interest, of any degree of
strength from that of a cob-web to that of a
cable--from the slightest imaginable, up to an
interest equal _nstrength to that of the party
himself, or even greater, may the affectiotls
and correspondent conduct (that is to say, on
the present occasion, the discourse of the
extraneous witness,) be determined. By currespondent variations in respect of frame of
mind as between a party defendant and an
extraneous witness on his side, the bias tow_rds that sidein the mind of the extraneous
witness may be made even stronger than that
in the mind of the defendant himself. Many,
there can he no doubt, have been the occasions on which, for the purpose of giving
support to the side of a defendant in a suit,
in which, for the advancement of his own
interest,
the defendant would not have
transgressed the line of truth, an extraneous
witness has, without solicitation on the defendant's part, or intercourse held with him
immediately or unimmediately, transgressed
that same line in such sort as to have fallen
into the guilt of perjury,
Of these observations, what is tee practical
bearing on the case here in hand ? It is this,
viz. that as to reluctance in the mind of an
extraneous witness, a degree of it may not
unfrequently have place, not inferior but
even much superior to any that has place in
the mind of the defendant himself. In a way
perfectly simple and iutelllgible, a difference
not greater than that which is continually
exemplified between two persons standing in
these two relations one to the other, will
suffice to realize this at first sight apparent
paradox, without recourse to any such untat_ible state of things as that of a difference
between two minds. The supposition is rea-
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]|zed as often as an extraneous witness in
indigent clrenmstances has m expectancy a
benefit, the value of which to him in his titcumstancesis greater, than to the defendant
in his a/T[uent circumstances is the value of
the whole subject-matter of the dispute.
Generally speaking, in the situation of
extraneous witness, the quantity of matter
required to be extracted from a man will be,
to an indefinite ammmt, less abundant and
m_e simple than what will require to be
extracted from a man in the situation of a
party defendant. Most commonly, the fact in
relation to which he will be called upon to
testify, will be some one fact, in relation to
which he has been a percipient witness;
while the facts which, for the purpose of one
and the same suit, a pursuer may have need
to establish as against a defendant, may be
indefinitely and highly numerous.
The practical conclusion is, that, generally
speaking, examination in the epi_olary mode,
with or without the intervention of the judge
of the distant judicatory, w.;ll be more irequently found eligible, as applied to the sio
tuation of an extraneous witne,s, than in its
application to the situation of a party defendant.
: As it can seldom fail to happen that, in the
i situation of pursuer, a party may have need
! to extract admissions or testimony, or both,
i from the lipsor hands ofadefendant, so what
I will be continually happening is, that on his
part, the defendant may have like need to extract admissions or testimony, or both, from
the lips or the hands of the pursuer.
Under the authority of the English equity
courts, where this sort of reaction has place,
the lawyer tribe have given themselves the
benefit of making for themselves an additional
suit mlt of it. This suit is called by them, a
crossed suit, or a cross cause : and forasmuch
as, on the part of the plaintiff and his professional advisers and assistants of all classes,
reluctance in respect of admissions and testimony may be not inferior to what it is on
the defendant's side, hence it is, that by a
state of things thus frequently occurring, the
delay, vexstion, and expense, with the profit
extractible and extracted out of the expense,
is doubled : and this in the perhaps eomparatively rare case _relation had to the sort of
causes carried into those court_,) of a suit
so simple as to have no more than one party
on each side.
So much for testimonial evidence, received
or extracted for the purpose of the suit. Remain, ready-written, and real evidence.
In
this case, comparison had with those which
precede, but little difficulty has place : on the
pert of the written document, no reluctance
to the being produced; as little in the c_se of
real evidence, unless a possible exception be
considered as having place in the case of an
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animal, to which, while perception is ascribed,
reason is denied. But in this case, whether
it be a canary bird or an ostrich, a Guinea
pig or a royal tiger, no obstacle imposed by
reluctance is apt to be found insuperable,
But all ready-written evidence, and all
sources of real evidence, have this in commen with one another, and with every source
of oral evhlence, viz. that they are in the
custody of some keeper; and on the part of
this keeper, whether it be in the character of
party defendant or extraneous witness, reluc-

! English procedure, the transmission of a rei cord in the orlgimd, from an immediate to an
appellate judicatory, is familiar practice : it
is the result of the sort of imperative decree
known to lawyers by the so unexpressive
appellation of a writ of certiorari, or ['or
shortness, a certiorari
In this case, the do.
cument continues at the seat of the judicatory, by the authority of which the transmissiou of it was exacted.
By retrausmission, the purposes of jestid.e
may be better served; but among the par-

tance in any degree may have place,
The case is not much varied, where instead
of appearing in the character of a source of
evidence, the written instrument, or the other
thing in question, of whatever _ort it be, has
need to be made forthcoming in the character
of a subject-matter of the dispute.
Of the
demand on one side of the suit: of the defence
on the other. The same horse which coostitutes the subject ofthe pursuer's demand,
and which, in ca_e of success on his side, will
be to be delivered into his pcmscssion, may
in the mean time be to be inspected, for the
purpose of ascertaining the condition the antreal is in, and thence its wdue.
In the cases last mentioned, the difficulty
ofobtalning, at the hands era relatively disrant judicatory, the assistance requisite to
justice, may be considered as being" at its
minimum,
Ready-written evidence affords
modificationa in relation to which, appropriate arrangements will require to be made in detail,
Documents, of the contents of which the
temporary concealment is necessitated by
some exigency of the public interest, must
not, during the time of such concealment,
be rendered accessible at the command of
private exigency or private artifice,
To maximize for all these several purposes,
the facility of intercourse betweenjudicatory
and judicatory, will be among the cares of the
system of procedure. For this purpose alone,
were it applicable to no other, the sort of
establishment so extensively known under
the name of the post, might be worth instituting and keeping on foot, where it is not
instituted and kept on foot.
By the transmission of the record itself
from the immediate to the appellate judicatory, instead of a transcript,delay, vexat-ion, and expense, may to no small amount be
saved. A transcript would indeed require no
more time than the original for its conveyance. But for the transcription, time in no
small quantity will be requisite.
This time
cannot easily be other than official ; and of
official time thus empleyed, the quantity cannot be otherwise than limited.
Documents
liable to be of such importsace cannot safely
be located, thoegh for ever so short a time,
in may otherthan w¢_.
! know'_ hands. In

poses of the system here in question, the purposes of justice never have had, nor ever
could have had place.
§ 5. Friendly Bondsmanship.
A friendly, or say accommodating auxiliary
judicial bandsman is, as we have seen, a per°
son who, on the occasion and in the courseof
a suit, lends his aid to one of the parties, by
taking upon himself an eventual and future
contingent burthen, for the sake and purpose
of coliferring on that same party a present
benefit reputed more than equivalent.
To a party on either side of the suit is
this good office capable of being rendered.
It may be rendered in every part of the
course of the suit, on any occasion, for any
purpose.
Of the case in which it may be rendered
to a party on the pursuer's aide, an example is
asfollows :-According to the evidence delivered by
a pursuer, circumstances on the part of the
detendant are such, that unless for the giving ultimate execution and effect to a decree
establishing the pursuer's demand, arrangements of security are taken, onerous to any
degree not exceeding the burthen of such
ultimate execution, -- the probability is, that
the necessary means of giving effect to such
ultimate decree would not be obtainable.
In any number, any persons may be coauxiliary bondsmen for any person.
But it will be for the care of the judge
that this accommodation be employed in such
sort as not to produce without his intention
a commutation of corporal for pecuniary punishment.
In respect of judgment, attentiveness, and
even probity, the reputation of the judge
stands pledged for his not suffering this faeulty to be employed as an instrument for
the evasion of justice, as by acceptance given
to bondsmen whom the event shall have
shown to be insufficient.
Of the demand for security in this or some
other shape, the urgency will be directly as
the mag_fitude of the evil to which the prOposed defend_t will, by being covstituted
such, be exposed, and inversely as the responsibilit_" of the spplicant in respect of his
condition
m life.
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"On this o_slon,
the party primarOy be.
llefited is the proposed pursuer; for, but for
this benefit, the benefit which by the legislater is intended for him, might by the judge
be denied.
The security thus afforded to a proposed
lefendant against vexation at the hands of a
proposed pursuer is but one of divers secorities, of which, on every occasion on which by
the judge a security is regarded as necessary,
the least burthensome will he preferred,
Where the co-sponsors, or say eo-accommodationiss_, are more than one, the loss will
be divided according to pecuniary eircumstanees, as if. _ses of compensation for wrong,
On th< o,ccommodation-engagement iustrument. the matter of the accommodationist's
code will have been printed. A separate reglster will in every judieatory be kept, under
the name of the accommodation-register,
In the accommodation- register, on the
occasion of eac_ individual-accommodationengagement, from this elementary matter,
general matter undercorrespondent hcadswill
be deduced at the end of each year, for the
whole of the year : -1. Name of the suit, and the occasion on
which the accommodation bond is entered
into.
2. Inconvenience saved by the aceommodation-engagement,
3. Party to whom the inconvenience was
saved4. Person on whoseappllcation to the judge,
the engagement was entered into.
5. Time during which the engagement is
to continue,
6. Result of the engagement _ the inconvenience incurred or prevented,
Subject-matters,
which for the purpose of
securing compliance to a judicial mandate are
in general capable of being acted npon, arc
property and person : by possibility,reputation
and condition in life ; but so rare and extraordinary are the cases in which to this purpose they are capable of being acted upon,
and so precarious is the success of any endeayours for that purpose, that they may be put
aside as not worth insisting upon in compsrisen with either of the two others; to wit,
person and property,
In regard to property, a circumstance that
presents itself at first view is, that in the
case of a great part of mankind, persons under
_ge included, or in the case of a considerable
proportion, indeed considerably the greater
lmrt* co.subpossession has place,
To execution, whether provisional (or say
lnstrumantary) or definitive, cooperation an
the part of him at whose charge it is to be
performed, may he necessary or not : if, and
when necea_ary, compli_nc_ on his part requires to be produced,
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Universal e_-ommo_ation ]_vlng been the
end in view ofthls institution, in so Faras it
has any end in view, such accordingly is the
use and application hereinabove made of it.
Occasions, as many without exception as those
in which this effect could be given to it ;
sides of the cause both, on the one with the
same facility ss on the other ; number of
persons admitted to the exercise of this heneficent function, in whatsoever number disp_ition is found to have place, and tt_e exigency of the ease is found to require : uumber no more than one, where the means and
situation in life of that one are sufficient;
number to any amount greater than one,
where for the eveutual sum necessary to eonstltute the security, a smaller number will not
suffice.
How in these several respects stands English practice ? On the plaintiff's side, to afford
a warrant to the burthen imposed on the defendant, this security, originally with parade
established, has little by little, as it were by
stealth, and for the evident predatory purpose
above intimated, been withdrawn.
Number
in every case two, however superfluous one of
the two might be; number never greater than
two: consequance, where two could not be
found to make up the quantum of security
thought fit to be exacted, the security not
given, and for want of it, the inconvenience,
how great soever, imposed.
No facility is allowed of acting upon property. Ou the other haud, -- on persm_, such
is the fi,cility afforded for operating, that
within the memory of man, any person might,
on pretence of giving commencement to a
suit, for a longer or a shorter time as it might
happen, deprive any man whatsoever of his
liberty, without having, or so much as fancying or pretending to fm_cy that he had any
right to do so. Against wrong by abuse made
of this unbounded power, no security afforded
beforehand, no remedy by compensation afterwards.
At one time, indeed, something
in the way of security was provided : witness
the clause si fecerit te securum, with which
the order of the sheriff, authorising and cornrounding him to exercise thisaffiictive power,
at one time commenced.
By this clause, of
which origin,,lly some ._ense of shame had
produced the insertion, a certain limit was
applied to abuse. But by limit thus applied
to abuse, limit was applied to profit, and no
such limit could judicial rapacity endure.
Thus was the liberty of every man sold to
every man who would pay the price for it,
without any other pretence than an intention
to pursue a claim of debt for any amount,
how small soever, and without charge of
crime in any shape.
But whe_ crime was imputed, and intended
to be prosecuted _ crime to any amount, how-.

tion0 by whleh • vast and eomp]imtod system jested to the burde_ bus _by._"
of machinery was set to work, and propor- some tie of aelf-regar_ng or eytnpa_
h_- "" _
tithable uncertainty end chance of escape for terser.
- - " : -.
criminality produced. Now was set to work
Considered as to time, it is elt_er aet_ml,
";_the grand jury, with the number of its mere- in so far as the burden of it is actuallyira_'
ber_ necessary for concurrence, from twelve
posed : or eventual, in so far as the burden
=__
to three and twenty, to take cognizance of is only made eventually imposable.
_"
the sufficiency of the grounds on which this
Of the employable spec/es of counter-seenpower was applied for, and oath of secresy rlty-- of the sl_apes in which, of the judicial
.
taken by all its members, lest by"disclosure operation by which it may be afforded, exo
the person whom, on hearing evidence, they amples are the following :had pronounced guilty, should find means
1. lmpignoration pecuniary,.---exaction of
of escape ; which escape might on every the deposit of a sum of money under the
occasion be produced without the smallesl
charge of the registrar.
difficulty or da_er on pretence of tender2. Impignoration applied to things moveheartedness, by any one of a set of men by able, of condensed value : say, for instance,
whom, in the capacity of petty juryman, after precious stones, or gold bullion, or costly
difference of opinion, no verdict emdd ever paintings.
be given without commission-of perjury.-3. lmpignoration applied to things moveContrast this tenderness for, and security af- able, of ordinary value : for instance, houseforded to all criminals, with the utter denial hold furniture, or stock in trade in any shape,
of all security to those to whom no crlmina- by consigmneut to some special trustee, lolity in any shape was so much as imputed, by cared by the judge.
an oppressing adversary.
4. lmpignoration, applied to a thing iraThe first occasion on which the alleviation moveable, by consignment as above.
of this hardship was conceded, was that on
In these last three ca_s, the impignorawhich it was granted to a snitor, who in the tlon may be termed quasi-pecuniary.
character of a defenda'_t had been punished as
5. Impignoration of miscellaneous and deabove, without so much as pretence of cri- tached rights, by suspension and eventual
minality on his part in any shape. If two ablation of them.
persons could be found, each of whom in
6. Impignoration applied to the person_
case ofhls escape, was content to bi_d him- ;by" incarceration for safe custody.
sell to double thc amount of the sum claimed
7. Impiga_oration, by quasi-incarceration,
on the score of debt, he was then, in the event confinement within boundaries not physical
of their being approved of, and so binding i but ideal, prescribed by mandate.
themsalves, relcased from imprisonment, after
In choosing the species of counter-secuhaving suffered it till they could be found, rity, the judge will have regsrdto thefollowThe_ bondsmen were, by a joint appeUation,
ing rules: -termed bail. No bail, no release.
Rule 1. Prefer a shape or species, by means
of which compensation may eventually be
afforded to the defendant so far as it goes,
CHAPTER
XIX.
to any by which no such satisfatqion can be
made to be afforded. Hence,
COUNTRK-SECURITY.
Rule 2. Give tothe security the pecuniary
or quasi-pecuniary shape, according to the
§ I. Coanter-secur'ty, wl_at,
amount of it, in preference to every other.
CoUNTER-SECURITY,
is security for the deReasons: By the burthen of compeusafendant against oppression, designed or on- tion, the effect of punishment, according to
designed, producible at the instance or on the amount of it, is produced ; whereas by
the behalf of the pursuer, by the exaction of barren punishment no such effect as that of
preliminary security for the reddition of the compensation is produced.
service demanded by the pursuer.
As to satisfaction in a vindictive shape,
It is constituted by, and is in proportion this would equally be produced by 'compet_a.
to the responsibility, satisfactional and puni- tion to the same amount.
tional, eventually imposed on the purauer ; to
Rule 3. In so far as suflleient, prefer the
wit, in case of oppression, as above ; particu- least afflictive shape : accordingly, announcelarly if falsehood be employed in the pro. ment of eventually imposable, to a_uallyimductinn of it.
•
_osed.
Considered as to the person on whom iraRule 4. In so far as consented to, employ
posed, it is either direct _ (directly seated ;) counter-securlty with less reserve, than the
or collateral--(eollaterally
seattq] ;) directly,
_reliminary security.
Reason : The indivi.
in so far as imposed on the pursuer alone : dual is the most competent judge of the de-collaterally, in so far as imposed on a put- h,ree of the afl_ietiveness in his own inetamm¢
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tf the burden be too afflictive, he will not sub_ieet himself to it.
Rule .5. With a view to degrees of atflictivencss, n_ver lose sight of the difference
between the situation of the two parties, in
respect of pecuniary and other circumstancos.
§ 2. Counter-security, need of.
The need of counter-security is produced
by, and proportioned to, the magnitude and
probability of the evils which, by prehension
and adduction of the individual, are liable to
be produced for want of it. These evils will
have their rise, partly in the situation of the
proposed defendant, partly in the disposition
and situation of the pursuer.
Of the evils liable to be produced by the
mtuation ofthe proposed defendant, examples
are as follows:-1. The proposed defendant, labouring undera disease for which a distant climate is,
by medical advisers regarded as affording a
probable, and the only means of escape from
impending death. Effect of the execution,
of the prehension and adduetion mandate-the same as that of a sentence of death pronounced and executed,
_. The proposed defendant is on the point
of embarking with u cargo for sale, in which
the whole of his capital is invested: before
he could have been set free to embark, the
ves_l has sailed, and, within the time, no
person able and willing to undertake charge
of the cargo could be found by him. The
consequence is, a part more or less considerable spoilt, purloined, or sold to a loss : to
the amount of the loss no assignable limit,
Effect of the mandate, fine with execution to
that amount.
3. In the vessel went a female, to the
proposed defendant anobject of matrimonial
pursuit with prospect of success : the female
faithless ; consequence, her marriage with
another : loss indescribable and incalculable,
4. Destination as before : the female a newmarried safe. In the vessel, or on arrival, she
finds a seducer; consequence, seduction : loss
again incaletdable,
In each instance,-- cause of the evil, accident,--or sinister design. If sinister design,
for proposed defendant, say victim or intended
victim,
1. In case of the disease : victim, say a rich
proprietor : machinator, a next of kin, or expeeled legatee.
2. In the case of the emigration with a
cexffo: machinator, my a rival trader.
3. Victim, the disappointed lover : machinator, the anccessfid rival,
4. Victim, the new-married husband : mavhinator, the _ducet.
In vo one of thrum cases, ttnle_s sveeially
provided %'_inst as below, does the manhina-
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tot stand necessarily exposed to legal responsibility inany shape. To the accomplishment
of the design, no mendacity, ptmishable or so
much as unptmishable, is necessary.
Many
are the ways in which, for any such purpose.
the machinator may, in relation to the intended victim, contrive to place himself hi the
situation of creditor.
In the shape of a bill of exchange in which
the .proposed victim stands as drawer or indorser: in this shape, or no matter in what
other, he obtains the efficient cause and probative evidence of a debt which, without injustice or imprudence, the debtor may have
left outstanding, having before his departure
left in proper hands funds adequate to tha
_urpose.
Nor is it necessary that the hand by which
the evil is produced should be that of the
principal and prime author. It may be by
that of an instrument of his, rendered such
by deceit. When the maiden has lost her
lover, or the wife her new-married husband,
the seducer, full of sympathy and assumed
wrath, flies to her relief, and wins her affeclions.
Of disposition on the part of the pursuer,
examples have been seen a_ above. His situation, unless appropriately modified by
counter-security _ his situation, in the case
of sinister design, whether principal, or instrumental and aeees._ary, as to effective
responsibility in every shape, is completely
irresponsible.
Happily, in the general run of cases there
will be little difficulty. On the one hand, the
nature of the service demanded, coupled with
the situation of the defendant, will not require for the securing compliance on his part
(or at any rate the effect sought for from his
i compliance,)theimpositionofanysuch
vexation on his part as would present a serious
danger of ultimate injustice; and the less
the danger from the direct security at the
charge of the defendant, the less would be
the evil produced by the vexation of countersecurity at the charge of the pur._;er to provent him from contributing, through sinister
design or negligence, to impose the first-mentioned vexation on the defendant.
But no evil which it is or may be possible
to exclude without preponderant evil, should
be suffered to pass unheeded or unprovided
: against, by the legislator, or that of his setvant the judge. In their respective accounts
[ with the public, every such individual instance
of evil that presents itself will be to be set
! down under the head of loss: as the eases of
most frequent occurrence will be provided for
with most care, neither will those of the lea_t
frequent occurrence remain neglected _ es0eeially _nce, in whatever part of the field the
provident eye of the legislator may lmve leit
a pit-fidl unclosed, evil.doers, whose eyes cAR
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by stronger sinister interest naturally be reno where the service demanded is _
tiered stronger than his, will be at work to merely, without punishment, means of_oan°
widen it.
ter-_curity at the charge of the private putOn this occasion, the antagonizing objects
soer may be requhite.
which, in the quality of elements belonging
This quantity is again a compound one :
to the calcula_on in the character of eiemenits elements on the one side of the aceonnt,
tary quantities, present a demand for conside- the profit expectable from the offence; on the
ration, may be thus stated :_
other side, the loss, by the suffering to whleh
1. The importance of the service --of the by the commission of it, it will appear to him:
effective service demanded by the pursuer at that he will expose himself.
the charge of the defendant. This will vary,
Here then comes in the consideration of
from that ofthe smallest sum of money which the counter-security exigible.
can be the object of demand, to that of the
In this counter-security may again be disseverest suffering to which the law has ex- tingmshed two branches; ode composed of
posed men, in the hope of keeping excluded the evil which the law may have attached to
the severest evll which man is exposed to the general demand of the ultimate service in
suffer from human delinquency. In this ele- question, in the event of its proving groundment may accordingly be seen included two less ; the other, of the evil attached by it to
others-- namely, the magnitude of the punish- any special demand made of the incidental
ment, and the magnitude of the crime,
service, consisting in the exaction of the se2. The magnitude of the vexation to which, cavity for the defendant's compliance, or what
for the purpose of preventing the defendant is equivalent to it.
from withdrawinghimselffrom under the
The personto whom theresponsibility
atburthen,shouldhe be so inclined,
itmay be tachedtothegeneraldemand,on thesupponecessary
to subjecthim to,whiletheproof sition
ofitsprovingungrounded,
willapply,
is
of hisbeingbound torendertheservice
re- ofcoursethepursuer.
But a persontowhom
mains as yet incomplete,
the responsibility attm:hed to the special de3. The magnitude of the indurement by mand of the extra-security applies, may either
which a person in the circumstances of the be a pursuer or an extraneous witness ; for
pursuer may be led to bear his part in sub- the question as to whether the ultimate serjeering the defendant to such precautionary
vice demanded is due, and the question whevexation in the case in which it is undue,
ther the precautionary security antecedent
whether it be that the service demanded of to full proof is necessary, are two perfectly
him is not due, or that, for preventing him distb_et questions : between the sets of facts
from eluding it, a precaution so burthensome
to which they respectively relate, there may"
as that which is proposed is needless,
be no connexion whatsoever.
In the case of counter-security agahast juAs to the quantity of vexation necessarily
dicial oppression in favour of a defendant, the attached to the situation in which the defenfi_llowiug are the drenmstances by which the dant must be pheed, in order to secure on
magnittgle of the provisional or eventual bur- his part the compLiance necessary to theadduethen to be imposed on the pursuer for this tion of evidence on both sides, the maximum
purpose will require to be governed : -will in general be comparatively inconsider1. The magnitude of the burthen imposed able: restraint on his liberty of locomotion,
on the defendant by the direct secm'ity _ the during the time necessary for the adduction
security for execution,
of the evidence on his side, or the time, at
-'2.The effective responsibiLity, satisfactionthe end of which the pursuer will have adal and punitional, of the pursuer, as t_r as duced the whole of his evidence, or in fal/ur_
can be collected from his or her condition in of it. suffered the dismissal of his demand;
life and pecuniary circumstances, or so far as of these two periods, the longest, whichsoalready notorious or knowlt ; or by examinaever it may be. But from this restraint, temtion or inquiry directed to the purpose or the porary and short-llved as it may be made t_
occasion in question, ascertainable and aseer- be, evil consequences, serious in duration as
tained,
well as magnitude, to an iudefiaite degree,
Consequently, when on the pursuer's side may in some e_ses be included. Of these,
there are parties more than one, as many dif- lest the general conception formed of them
ferent means of counter-security, if eircum- should be inadequate, it may be neceasary to
stances require, may be employed, as there bring to view a few examples.
are parties on that side.
In the view of exhibiting in its greatest
In a punishment requiring purely public possible dimensions the evil liable to be procare, the government advocatebeingsole ducedbya short-lived
rostraint
on theliberty.
pursuer,
no means ofcounter-security
canbe of locomotion
asabove,a coursethatwoul:l
requisite,
beapttopresent
itself
is--theplacingat
the
In the vase of a punishmentrequiringhighestpoint thatcould really
be as.
lmblico.private care, as well as in the case sumed, the mass of the matter of opulene_
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calmble of being thus wasted or injuriously render it worth the while of another w_o had
tran_erred. This course would, however, be nothing, to inflict the cA!_mlty on the dLfena delusive one. The greater the quantity thus dant by a meadaczous statement ot tarts.
brought to view as capable of being wasted which if true would create an adequate deor ill bestowed, the more rare would be the mand for the security : and this, too. even
examples of its being in fact thus dealt with. under a full assurance that upon hearin_ the
On the other hand, the magnitude of the evil evidence ou both sides, the falsity of the stare(in its first stage at least)--the
magnitude of [ ment would be brought to light, and infliction
the suffering, is not byanymeans proportlooed of the appropriate punishment on the fai_
to the magnitude of the sum which is the witness a certain consequence.
instrument of it. Of the suffering produced
By incarceration, continued down to the
by a loss, the magnitude is not as the absolute time at which the truth of the statement _as
amount of the sum lost, but as its relative been either proved or disproved, the testifier
amount, relation being had to the aggregate in question would be eventually subjected to
mass of the property of the loser : to a person this indispensable punishment, thus seen to
the value of whose whole property does not be indispensable.
exceed eleven pounds, t_e loss of ten pounds
On the other hand, suppose the statement
may produce at least as severe a suffering as true, the actual suiferingmight, and natural'y
to one who has eleven thousand pounds, a would, be confined within narrow limits ; azLd
loss of ten thousand ; while the number of supposing it voluutarily submitted to, as in
those who are susceptible of a loss of ten a state of things frequently exemplified, it
pounds is perhaps a hundred tm_es as great as might be, the evil would thus by the very
the number of those who are susceptible of a supposition be reduced to nothing.
loss of ten thousand pounds, leaving a remainOf all the several modes of affording the
der of not Tess than one thousand pounds,
requisite counter-security,
this is mani_e.,tJy
Peraaps I_yno one of those, by whom the the most afflictive ; and if this be not too
functions o[ lagisiation have as yet been exer- afflictive to be employed, still less couid _,,y
cised, has this only true measure of good and others be.
evil. as dependent upon the matter of wealth,
Thus, then, would stand the case. On the
received due, lfany attention. In hiseyes, the here-proposed plan, no person, for the obtainsum which, with relation to his own cireum- ing of the security, when needless and adverse
stances, is of no importance, is absolutely des- i to justice, would be able to purchase a false
tit ate of importance ; what is triflingto himself : testimony ; many a person, for the obtaining
is, in his viewof the matter, trittinginit_lf,
of the security, where needful and conduravn
Of this error what is the cause ? Answer: to justice, wo,,ld be able to purchase true and
Want of sympathy.
But of sympathy in this honest testimony.
casethere aretwo modifications--sympathyof
By imprisonment, the security may be conaffection and sympathyofeonception;anddis-i
sidered as being in all cases adequate.
For
tinguishable as they are, intimately connected the person of the applicant being thus cornwith one another are these two modifications : pletely at the disposal of the law and the
each is to the other "cause and effect. Of iudge, the punishment is, physically speakthat for which a man cares little, his eoncep- ing, capable of being screwed up in magmtude
lion is proportionably faint ; and concerning to the utmost capacity of human sufferance ;
that of which his conception is faint, his care and thus the eeL1 to which, on the score ca"
is proportionably inconsiderable,
eventual punishment, the evil.doer is subje,..Thus much as to security : now as to tible, is rendered preponderant over the guns
counter-security. Proportioned to the danger of the profit which in any shape it would h_
impending over the condition of the defen- possible for him to reap from the evil deed
dant, in respect of the loss and vexation he the sinister design _to whatever degree sacis liable to be subjected to, by the security cessful.
exacted of him at his charge as above, is the
efltdeney requisite to be given to the Counter§ 3. Possession-giving security, or p'teaelesecurity, the object of which is to protect him
9icing security.
against that danger.
Placing gooOs m p, wn ti_r the purpose of
In this ease, the eventual suffering, if it be raising money on them, as a securkv to incliadequate, that is to say, certain of outweighviduals for the money borrowed on them. _s a
ing the profit from the wrong, must be in. practice universally notorious, and as uyu_erdefinite: in duration, co-extensive with the sally unobjectionable. In so far as practicable
whole of life ; fQrsupposing it limited, though
with advantage, not more objectionable should
for example to imprisonment for so great a it be when appliedto the purposes of justice :
length as twenty-one years, a person who, by on the one hand, to _-cure defendant against
rivalry, for example, in trade or marriage, had irreparable vexation ; on the other hand. to
been rendered an adversary to the defendant secure to a pursuer a chance which he could
_if
it were simple imprisonmenf, might not otherwise have, for the obtainment of
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servlce due tohim, in some shape in which it _ himself to be imprisoned, the probtln*lity of
would not otherwise be obtainable,
ulterior evil is in case of acceptance extreme.
To be made capable of answering the pur- ly small. The probable ease is, that in lrls
pose, the property thus placed at the disposal opinion the justice of his claim is indubitable;
of the judicatory must be of the moveable and if so, the instant that, bythe examimtf:_m
sort, and actually forthcoming, and placed of the defendant, this appeart to be the ests¢,
within the physical power ofthe judge. Sup- the imprisonment is at an end.
posing it an unmoveable subject, the nature
True it is, that as before observed, the
mid character of the security would be quite claim put in byhim may be an unquestionably
different. In the character of a security, the well-grounded one ; yet still, if this be the
only effect it could have, would be that of course pursued for the purpose of giving elattaching invalidity'to all succeeding instru- feet to it, e_dl to the defendant, evil to an
ments by which it was endeavoured to be enormous amount, and thence undue, may be
transferred to other owners,
the result. Here then comes the case where
Against the acceptance of security in this the appropriate warning will be given to him
slmpe in case of need, no prepunder.mt objec- by the judge :-tion can, it should seem, be opposed. With
" Speak the truth ; tell us whether the
regard to the sensible evil, the gre_t probabi- act of power you call upon us to exercise,
lity is, that it will not come into existence
would not, to the defendant, be productive of
for unless on the part of the bondsman cer- vexation in such or such a shape ? (mention.
taiuly, and on the part of the security-_ver
ing it.) For take notice, that if itwould, your
probably, a persuasion to that effect had demand will not be granted ; and moreover,
place, the security would not be afforded, you may be made effectually responsible to
Moreover, supposing it to crone into exis- him, to the amount of an equivalent for the
tence, still it is not so much net suffering vexation thus imposed on him at your inproduced ; for that which is taken from the stance."
frlendofthewrong-doingpursuer,
beinggiven
Three rules, however, may perhaps serve
tothedefeudant,whoha,
beenwrongedbyhim,
him for his guidance :the only net loss experienced by the national
Rule 1. Parties ell both sides equally sinstock of happine_ is the amount of the dif- cere: of two evils, reparable and irreparable,
fcr_encebetween the pain of loss and the plea- choose the reparable.
sure of gain produced by the transfer of one
Rule 2. Party on side _ say the pursuer's
and the same instrument of enjoyment,
side -- s/ncere ; on the defendant's, insincere :
In the _.ase of bondsmanship, it has already throw the evil on the i_'incere defendant, albeen observed, no confinement of the person though it should be irreparable, rather than
is in an immediate way made to have place;
upon the pursuer, though upon his side, as
but in an unimmediate way, if and in so far far as appears, it may be reparable. Reason:
a_ imprisomnent for debt has place, it may By compliance with the demand, of the jushave place. For in the event of a suit against tice of which the defendant is by the supposlthe bondsman, for the obtainment of the mat- tion conscious, it is in his power to preserve
tar of compensation, if either by inabilit_ or himself from this evil: thus, in fact, it is by "
unwillingness, payment on his part is pre- himself that the evil is inflicted on himself.
veuted, whatever be the imprisonment which
Rule 3. Of the magnitude of the evil, elhe could suffer for a debt of his own, the ther abselute, in the case of a party on the
same may he be made to suffer for the d_b_ one side, or comparative, in the ease of the
of him to whom in this way he proved him_arties on both sides, no true conception can
self a friend,
m any ease be formed, unless the pecuniary
The course of the judge is thus to be circumstances of all parties be taken into the
steered between two opposite dangers, like account.
that of the mariner between two rocks : -Such as have been seen, are the difllcu!.
I. Danger of leaving in the situation of ties and embarrassments which encompass
the applicant an injured man without redress, the mind of the legislator whose operations
for want of taking the measures necessary to are governed by a real regard for the ends of
s_ure fortheomingness in respect of person
iustiee..
and property, for the purpose of giving execuEnglish practice knows of no such embar.
tion and effect to the law.
_ssment. By English judges, who in relation
2. Danger of oppression to the defendant,
to this part of the field, as in most others of
by vexation in the shape of imprisonment,
the field of procedure, have saved the. sape.
loss of property, or evil in any such other riot authority the labour of legislation, no
shape as by the nature of the ease it may hap- such embarrassment has been felt. Acting
pen to him to stand exposed to.
with uncontrouled power in the pursuit of its
The first observation that presents itself own ends here as elsewhere, the fraternity
m--that in the case of the applicant's offering have been sitting upon velvet.
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So long as to those ends no eounter.secu, i enough, to tax himself to anindefinite amount,
rity seemed necessary, no counter4ecurity
for the chance of sending offhis injurer to a
wotdd they give.
Till less than a century settlement which perhaps it is his wish to
ago, by any pex$on, almost any other might,
repair to. An oath P---a ceremony which all
on paying of the price fixed to Judge and Co. merchants,Soompetled to it by all parliaments,
---the price at which liberty wassold-- be cast and which all good men and true, instigated
into prison. When at last. by the oppression by the example of all self-attested receivers
and depredation thus committed, on uneasi- of the Holy Ghost, and the frequently rehess was felt to such an amount as to find its peated instigation or approbation ofalljudgess
way to the ears of a lawyer-led, self-styled
arc in the face of those same judges continuand self-seated representation of the people, ally treading under foot, with conscience in
a counter-sceurlty, such as it was, was es- their mouths--a
ceremony which enables
tabllshed, and that security consisted in an every petty tyrant, on pretence of preserving
oath -- an oath, the sole panacea for so large the peace, with full assurance of impunity to
a portion of the maladies introduced into the do with the helpless, that is to say, with ni31ebody politic by the hands of lawyers--the
tenthsofthecommu|fity,
whathe pleases.
ceremony called an oath, no matter by whom,
any more than under what circumstances, nor
to what ends, performed.
CHAPTER XX.
Of this nostrum, the insufficiency to all
aEMECIES,--C0_IPENSATI0_.
good purposes, in whatever form it has ever
beenadministered, isshownelsewhere.
What § 1. Degrees in tl_e scale of affluence, how
belongs to the present occasion is the obsermeasured for the purposes of compensation
cation, that in this quack medicine consists
and punisl4ment.
the whole _f the counter-securlty afforded, OF a person's place in the scale of affluence,
on an occasion for which the need o[' an el- the altitude will be as the amount of his
fectual counter-security is so urgent as it has money and his money's worth, directly ; or
been seen to be.
the amount of his pecuniary burthen, and
Should a man say, " Should my friend fall quasi-pecuniary burthens, inversely.
to do what is required at his hands, take
Accordingly, no assessment ought to be
me ; commit me to prison, and keep me grounded on the consideration of his means
there, till he does." For the acceptance of exclusively: nonewithout taking into the acno such.offer would he find a door left open count the amount of burthens as above.
anywhere by judicial_practiee ; that is to say,
In the accom|t of _neans, or say assets, due
in an immediate way, for in an unimmediate
regard will be paid to the difference between
way it has been left open with but too much ' income derived otherwise than from capital,
effect,
and income derived from capital.
In this case, then, the only sort of security
In the account of burthens will be cornthat is given, is that which is given by self- prised the expense of maintenance, afforded
subjection to collateral respensibility in a by the party to such dependents as belong to
"compensational shape,
him, deduction made of such earnings, if any,
This, however, does not amount to that as they are in the habit of making.
Ofs-ch
mode of security which has just been desig- dependents, examples are the following:Dated by the appellation of the pledge-givlng
1. In the case of a married man, his wife.
mode.
Of an eventual debt the existence
2. His children, such of them as are under
is indeed recognized ; but of the money due age and unemancipated.
0y this debt, the eventual obtainment is left
3. Any helpless grand-parent, or other proto the same decision, as it wotdd be in the genitor or progenitors, male or female, with
case of the applicant, if no such security as whose maintenance he is obligatorily or habithat which is here in question were afforded tually charged.
"by him.
In and for the purpose of assessment made
Blackstone in hand,--" By the ]awof this of a mulet imposed, the judge wiU proceed
country," exclaims the panegyrist, " no man on conjecture--or
say, vexation.saviay estican be deprived of his liberty, though it be but ! mate. In so doing, after putting such quesfor o moment, without a charge on oath for _tions as to him shall appear appropriate, conhis security 1"A charge ? A charge for which,
cerning the station occupied by the party in
he it ever so utterly and knowingly f_lse, he the scale of affluence, stating his means of
by whom it is made, has not in one instance subsistence as derived from ordinary dayout M many o hundred, not to say thousand,
labour, handicraftship, art, profit-seeking proanything to fear L--nothing at all, ff either he fcasion, or property-- stating it at so much per
be too poor or too loosely connected with the year, or so much per week, _ he will thereterritory, to he worth prosecuting ; or the
*A large mass of these oaths hasbeen abolished
victim be too poor to prosecute, or nOt viu- by a recentstatu_ See Note prcfncedto ",.q_e.ae
dictive enough, and at the same time rich i not at all," in this collection.--ED.
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upon state the amount of the mulct, declaring
at the same time its ratio to the amount of
his annual income.
Tables constructed for this purpose, to
save time and labour in calculation, will be
kept hung up in the judicatory, and form part
and parcel of the furniture thereof,
The judge will declare, that from such
data as have come to his observation, this is
the nearest estimate which he is capable of
making,
Antecedently to this declaration, he will
have elicited from the examiuation the amount
of the pecuniary burthen. In the ordinary
ease of a person unmarried, this amount being equal to 0, a word or two will be sumdent forthe probation of it. In thecase of a
female, small is the number of words which
in general will suffice,
If, upon hearingthe amount of the mulcts
(regarding the estimate as excessive,) the
muletee chooses rather to undergo examinafinn for the proof of the correct amount of
his means of payment, than pay it or stand
bound to pay it, he will declare as much, and
the judge will proceed to take his examlnation accordingly.
Divers circumstances will be apt to concur
in preventing an estimate thus taken from
being so correct as could be wished. But they
are inherent in the nature of the case ; and
the inability to reach the highest point in the
scale of exactness is no reason for omitting
te make the nearest approach to it which is
cousistent with the avoidance of preponderant
evil from the same cause,
1. In regard to means. A person who,
being attached to this or that profession, derives not from it, as yet, any quantity of
emolument which does not to any degree fall
short of that which is ascribed to him by the
vexation-_ving estimate, submits to a mulct
which is in truth excessive, to save that humiliation and prejudice to his professional
reputation which would be the natural result
of the disclosure.
2. In regard to burthens. What may happen is, that a burthen bearing" any proportion
to his means, may be produced by the obligation, legal or moral, of affording maintcn nee
to the offspring ofa_l_nlawful intercourse, or
to a person with whom such intercourse is or
has been maintained.
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who will make this use of it, a perpetual, and
that an ample reward, is continuaUy held out.
By some trifling imputation cast on his re..
putation by Nokes, a correspundeotly trifling
injury is sustained by Stiles.
Under natatral
procedure, at the first and only interview of
the parties before the judge, the matter would
be settled between them: Nokes recelvLng
nnder the hand of Stiles an acknowledgment
of the n]isrepresentatioa,
with expressions
of regret for the having given utterance to it,
and an ample compensation for the two days
of _Nokes's time consumed in the application
for redress; one, by the application madeto
the judscatory for the m_udate requiring the
attendance of Stiles, the other by attendance
paidbylqokesineoosequence:feestojudgeor
judge's subordinates, none ; fees to advocate
or attorney, none : no such assistance being
of the least use.
Somuchfornaturalproccdure.
Itowsfands
the matter with technical procedure? The
suit carried on in the usual manner, at the
usual expense; and the nfisrepresentation
being proved, the frivolousness of it at the
same time made manifest, the judge informs
_the jury that theyare bound to find for the
defendant, but that the damages are at their
option, and that the sum appointed to be
paid on that score may be as small as they
pteese.
The damages they accordiugly assess at a
farthing.
Defer.dant triumphs : but the triumph is a dear-bought one. Behind this farthing lies a sum of fr,f.n £50 to £300 in the
name of costs, sadly contrary to the expe¢tation of the unhappy Pyrrhus by whom this
triumph has been enjoyed. If he has no more
hun a moderate share of business, whatever
his employment may be, another such triumph
is not necessary to the accomplishment of his
ruin : the single one is sulticicnt, when, to his
own costs, those of his adversary's are also
added.
Who set the plaintiff to work ? The attor:ney: for out of these two or three hundred
_nunds the attorney pockets no inconsidcri able share. Thereupon comes the usual outi cry against attorneys-- " O, what sad wickt'd
! men arc these attorueys !"
I
But who set the attorneys to work ? The
judges and the House-of-Commons lawyers.
I By whom else was the system of depredation

§ 2. Costs the grand instrument of mischief
i created and preserved ? By the judges was it
in English practice.
I not
theircreated
descentlants
?--by the
and lawyers
others linked
in both together
Houses,
When, through the instrumentality of an by the ties of the same sinister interest, proEnglish judicatory, depredation and oppres- served : preserved in a negative way, by
ainu are committed, costs are in such cases care taken never to introduce any measure
"the capital instrument.
No complaint so that can operate as a remedy, completely
frivolous, but that, with the help of this in- obvious as is the remedy: positively preserved
atrument, the ruin of any one of the vast by standing up, and being knollm to be in
majority of the actual population may to a constant readiness to stand up, to oppose with
certainty be accomplished ; and to every one all the zeal thatinterest and i_terest-begotten
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prejudice can inspire, whatsoever proposed
_remedy shall bear on the face of it any proraise of being productive of that effect,
Is not a reward _ a real reward, thus perpetually held out by them to everybody who
will be instrumental in the production of the
evil abovemendoned ? Where is the villanv
in the profit of which they do not look to be
sharers ? _ where is the oil]any _so long as,
instead of punishment, it is reward that they
reap from it--they are not at all times ready
to do their utmost to render triumphant?
Yet while these men reap the greater part
af the profit, and by their tongues contribute
might and main to the success of it, the attorneys, who are but the machines for conveying the mischievous matter to thcir lair-the attorneys, whose share in the production
of the mi_hlef is in comparison as nothing
-- on the attorneys do the people, the silly
and unreflecting people, cast all the blame,
Thus comes an ex-ehancellor, Lord Redesdale (by whose incapacity the unhappy people
of Ireland were so long aftlicted,) trod, as if
his own practice had not taught him so cornpletely the contrary, obscr_'es the popular
delusion, takes advantage of it, and by his
false certificates assists in casting on that
comparatively innocent branch of the profes_iou all the blame,
By whom was this system of depredation
and oppression invented and orgm_ized ? Was
it by the attorney, any part of it ? No, but
by the judges-- the whole of it--the judges,
with their partners and accomplices in both
Houses for their protection and support,
§ 3. Burthen of costs minimized,
Fundamental rule :-- Antecedently to the
decision as to the question whether any party
is in the wrong, .and if yes, who, and in what
way, and to what extent in the wrong, _ to
the government, at the charge of the people,
for the benefit of the people, in their eventual capacity of suitors, it belongs to take
upon itself the burthen of costs, even though
from its so doing the aggregate amount should
in some degree receive htcrease. But this
will not be found to be the case.
After minimizing the burthen, in so far as
it cannot but rest on the parties, one or more
of them, the endeavour of the legislator will
be to fixlt upon each party, in amount bearing a proportion to the degree in which he
is in the wrong (or say, to blame, or blameworthy,) regard being had to the distinction
b_.tween blamelessness, rashness, and evil
eoaseioosnesa,
By the burthen, is here meant the painful
sensation, not the pecuniary amount of the
loss by which that sensation was produced,
For in so far as the Ioeatiou of the burthen
has for its object, effect, and tendency, the
prevention of future similar wrongs, it is by
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matter of wealth, thgt t_le effect produced ,
wi]i be proportioned.
When as between a party on sue aide and
a party on the other sine. peeamtr_ eireUmstances are to a £onmdarable _ee
u_equal_
it follows, that to render the p_._mre of tht
burthen equal, it is necessary that thepeeu
niary burthen should be a._essed in a larger
proportion on the richer, .than on the less
rich : that proportion being directly in the
ratio of the quantum of the matter of wealth
possessed by them respectively.
Here, then, is a cme in which, on an account
different from that of blame, the peeuoiary
burthen of coats may be. and ought to be,
as_ssed upon a party, namely, the magnitude,
absolute and relativ_ of the net quantity of
wealth in hi_ possessmn, or at his command.
In this mode of assessment there is nothing
anomalous with relation to the other part of
the system of government. The object--the
declared object at least, of those who have
the managemet_t of the public expenditure,
is to maximize the equality, to minimize the
inequality, of the pressure produced by the
correspondent taxes: no reason can be assigned why the repartition of the sensible
burthen should in this ease be determined by
principles different from those by which it is
determined in those other eases.
Efficient and justifieative causes of subjeetlon to indemnificationalobligation,
in respect
of costs of litigation, are the followin_ :1. On the part of the obligee, criminality
by evil consciousness.
2. On the part of the obligee, culpability
by rashness or heedlessness.
3. On the part of the obllgee, superiority
in the scale of opalenee, relation had to the
position of the adverse part_ iu that same
scale.
Parties with relation to one another are
1. Adversaries; 2. Associated allies.
Considered with a view to eventual relmbursement at the charge of an adverse party,
costs, say htigational cost_, require to be
distinguished into-- I. A,te-contegtationa],
or say, pro.con_stational ; and 2. Conteststional.
By ante-contcstatiot_l, understand suc_has
have been incurred by a party, whether on
the pursuer's side or on the defendant's side:
on the pursuer's side, before he has been constituted such ; on the defendant's side, betbre
he has been constituted such.
Exceptions excepted, for reimbursement
of eontestational costs, indemnifieational ohligation willnot be imposedin any es-_e, without antecedent allowance and authorization
of the expenditure, by a mandateofthejudgo.
To a mandate to this effect, give the cleonruination of a hti,.lational-&sbarsement-avMm,
rization mandate.
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_mistant.Note,_ahen,o,, this oces_m, the

principal is that one of the two to whom th_
_,_eJddgee°m_r°nt_wit_°neN_°ther'the
to wit_
.
tw° facts of the case are exclusively or mmt]y
/'l;"_neqmmt_yo_s_g_erin_inthe_hape
known:thisheingtheordinmTea_e.
Ins_
pecuniary/o_, anti.that shapes, likely to far as it is to the substitute that they are _
4_asue *o the party in .question. for went of known, these evils wall have no place :_
tbe disbursement, on the _upposltion of its
Evil 1. Augmentation, doubling at least
not reeelving allthorizatlon, and thus resting the quantity of time consumed : instead of
On the shoulders of the _sbursing party,
the party stating the case at once to the
'2. The quantity of suffering likely to be judge, the party has to state it to his substi.
produced in the breast of the party on the tute, and then the substitute to the judge_
opposite side, in the event of the burthen Be its amount what it may, this evil is n earbeing removed to his shoulders, from those tain one, being inseparable from the nature of
of the party or parties on the other side.
the case.
In respect of contestational costs, indemEvil 2. Misrepresentationapplieabletoevery
rtiticational obligation will not be imposed, part of the whole quantity of matter of fact.
unless pre-anthorization for the disbursement
which the claim on the pursuer's side ha_ for
has been given by the judge ; for if it were, its ground : misrepresentation by the subeti.
the power of taxation, at the charge of one tutc, with correspondent dagger'of deception
party, would thereby be given to the other and misdecision on the part of the judge.
']['hat to any party, whether in the right or
How infinite the diversity is, which this
_nt in the right, no power should be bdven evil admits of, is sufl]dently obvious : endles_
exercisable at the charge of a party not in would be the task of an endeavonr to dehthe wrong, is manifest,
heats it.
Nor yet without modification should it be
Evil 3. On the part of the substitute, in.
given at the charge of a party who is in the capacity of securing atten&u_ce and narration,
wrong. For in this case, excess to an unli- of snch e_idence as the supposed percipien_
roiled amount might thus be given to the bur- witness has it in his power to afford : under
then so imposed ; and beyond what is proper, no obligation is this witness to afford infof.
on the joint consideration of satisfaction and marion to any person other than the judge.
subsequent punishment, whatsoever quantity
Evil 4. Probable incompleteness and undue
of money is thus exacted, _ll be wrongfully partiality of the mass of evidence.
meted : the act is an act of oppression.
In this state of things, evidence not being
In proportion to a man's altitude in the obtainable from any witness who is not willscale of opulence, will be the danger of his ing to fnrnish it -- to furnish it in the first
falling into transgression in this shape : for place to the applicant, and thence eventually
in that same proportion is his ability to make and probably in the indicatory to the judge,
the sacrifice necessary,
at the price of the vexation inseparable from
Of all these transferences, remains the most the operation, --an exclusion is thus put upon
Important, which is the transference of so the evidenceofallwitnesseswhoarenotmore
large a portion of the at present customary or less partial witnesses.
mass ofjudicisl operations, from professional
True it is, that the party himself has no
hands paid by the party, to the official hands more power than his gratuitous substitute to
paid by the public ; all danger of abuse, from discover or secure the delivery of reluctant
quantum and increase of private profit, being evidence.
But for the obtaining it from the
obviated as above,
authority of the judge, such evidence as the
Immediately or 'unimmediately -- without nature of the case happens to affurd, he has _t
or with the intervention of other minds one much better chance, when stating the cnso to
or more--in the judge's mind must have been thej udge immediately, than he can have when
presented all the objects, by the contempla- the judge receives it no otherwise than at
t/on of which his decrees have been deter- second-hand, subject to the danger of omitmined. Behold now the effects, in so Faras s_onor misrepresentation, however uninten_
an intervention of this sort has place. Good tional on the part of the substitute as above.
m no shape ; evll in a variety of shapes : evil
Now suppose the substitute a mercenar?
even when the assistant employed is of the assistant.
gratuitous class ; evil incomparably greater
Infinite is the augmentation which the evil
when he is of the mercenary class,
receives in this ease.
In the first place, take the case where the
Engaged by sympathy, the gratuitotm sub_
evidence on which the fate of the suit de- stitute has no interest different from that of
_enda, is all of it of the nature of personal the prinelpal, for whom he is content to sub.
and orally-delivered evidence : after that, the ject himself to the mass of vexation insepal_
case in which reedy-written or real evidence able from such business.
substituted or added.
Opposite to that of hi_ client (for _ueh. "._
VOL. II.
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/Irls ease, is the name given to the principal)
opp_ite in every point, is the interest of the
mercenary assistant,
Opposite in respect of the eollatend ends
of justice : for out of, and proportioned to,
the delay,vexation, and expense to which the
suit gives birth, are his profit&
Opposite even in respect of the main end
of justice, rectitude of decision, _ avoidance
of misdeeision, with execution and effect aceordant.
For out of misdeeision in the suit
in question, may arise an appeal, or a new and
independent suit.
Obvious indeed is the check opposed to this
sinister interest, by regard to reputation ;
upon which another obvious supposition is,
that quantity of busine_ will depend. But
the more closely the nalure of the case is
looked into, the more feeble and inadequate
will this check be seen to be. Of this irmdequacy the view will be the clearer, when the
force of the sinister interest is taken into
consideration,
§4. Parties wronged preserved from ridicule.
An effectual security for appropriate aptigods on the part of the judge, _, well as all
ether public functionaries, is the light of publieity kept directed upon all judicial operations, in all eases except the comparatively
small number in which, by reason of this or
that speeini cause, an Rdequate demand for
temporary privacy, or say secresy, has place,
Of this publicity, one effectual mean is
liberty to all persons without exception to
take notes of everything that passes in the
justice-chamber; and to the report founded
thereon, to give whatsoever mode and degree
of poblieity the person in question is able
and willing to give to it.
Of the instruction thus derived, the utility
will depend upon and be in proportion to the
clearness,correctness,and comprehensiveness
as also the exact relevancy, of the matter to
whieh publicity is so given.
The end and
purpose of it w/ll be counteracted by every
lot of surplusage, that is to say, of irrelevant
matter, however in other respects innmdous
But it will be counteracted in a universal
degree, and evil opposite to the ends ofjustics produced, if in the account m published,
mention be made of any matteL the effect or
tendency of which is to bring down rid/c_de
upo_ an injured individual, by whom, at the
hands of the judge, relief from the lmrthon of
the wrong is sought, insomueh that the injured suitor obtains in the chamber of jmrtice,
along with relleffrom wrong, aa addition to,
szd _s_imtion
of it.
F_ the prevention of evil in this ,hape,
every _udge will, in his judieatory, keep an
attentive eye oa whatever report, happen to
be given of the Woceed_
hlhi_ judieatory,
by the public print&
t
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At the instance of the party wronged, or
even of his own motion, he will place to the
account of defamation, and eoadder a_ a apeties of the offence so designated, any published discourse, any partof which has for its
object the producing mirth at the expense of
a person wronged, on the oeeaaion of the upplicatioa made by him for redce_ at the hunch
of the judge: calling forth mirth at his ex.
pease, and thereby inflicting on him the ape.
des of mental ve_ation, the production of
which is among the resultl of ridicule.
§ 5. Female del_:acy, how preserved from
injury.
In a certain class of c_ses, by the course of
the discussion, unless the arrangements m_ces_ry for prevention he estehli&hed, the
sensibilities peculiar to the female sex _
he
liable to be wounded, and the suffering pro*
duced by wrong will thereby, instead of rereedy, be liable to receive aggravation. To
put exclusion upon evil in this shape, wi,l be
among the objects of the judge's care.
:
To give, on any occasion, in comparis_
with the great majority of the people, any
pneferenee to those classes which are nursed
in the lap of prosperity, would he incon_iateut
with the greatest happiness prino;ple, and
thereby with the spirit and endeavour of the
present code. More congenial to that winciple_more
conducive to equality_wouId
be the opposite course.
But by the culture given by superior education to the human mind, sensibility is on
various oceasio_ inured:
insomuch, flu_
although from exhihitious and discourses by
whieh, in the mind of a person in a sitoafion
in life, occupying a low degree in the scale of
education, no suffering would he produced :
yet suffering in a considerable de_ree acute
might be produced in the mind of a person
oecupyi_g a high elevation in that same scale.
§ 6. Vexation

by cl_eapn_ ofappeef
obviated.
Of appeal, correspondent delay is an indlspev_dde concomitant.
Delay has the effect
of injus_ce while it _
To all persons
whose_ditinn
isin any way deteriorated by
delay, it has vexation for it. eoncomitm_t.
Evil _a this, as in all other shapes, it will be
the business of the law to minimize- Tot hrow
needless din_cultles ia the way of appeal, ami
in partimdar, to lead t_s remedy with rite.
titious expemm, or to omit any m__ns of
disburthening it of t_is ob6taele without preponderant evil, would in this stage opera_
saa denial of jm_e.
as ia the im-_,,diate
8tags. On the other ha_d, as by eheapne_
intheinitigtive _tage ofjaridice] proceediz_glk
evils would be produced if not ac_mpanisd
with meanres ofrepremion for the restrietioa
of groundless or injurioui ones, m will it of
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neeemitybeinthetera_Btive
singe. Tothe
prevention ofevl]iathisshape,
the following
arrangemont4 are directed: __
In • penal .wit, i4"in the opinion of the
_udge appellate, the appeal was gronndleu,
and to such a degree groundlem, that in the
mind of the appellant it cannot reasonably be
supposed to have been otherwise, power to
the judge appeliato to add to any punishment
susceptible of gradation, which constitutes
the whole or a part of the allotted punishment (burthen of compensation inciuded,)
Shy portion not exceeding (one tenth) or (one
_d2) of the punishment appointed by the
judge immediate,
On the appellant, if the original deeree be
aot reversed or modified, wiI1 fall, of course, !
the burthen of eompenutiou as to all costs
imposed by the appeal upon the party or parties on the other side, as well as those imposed
upon such party or parties on the same side,
if any, as did not join in it.
Power to the judge, in consideration of the
pecuniary circomstanees of the parties on both
or all sides, to reduce this mine burthen of
compensation in such manner as to him shall
seem meet, stating, at the same time, the conldderation en which such reduction has been
grounded,
To this head belong the arrangement, by
which, in the sort of case above mentioned,
the .appeal-warranting funetien is given to the
qtum-jury.
Power to the government advocate, in case
of a groundle_ demand by eltJ_erparty for a
_'eapitulatory trial before a quasi.jury, to demend theimpo_ition era mulet, on the ground
of the damage to the public by the useles_
consumption of the time of the judicatory,
CHAPTER
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will be reclined an ._=e_r_f
_he reeor4
on whtea has been entered the m|nutt_ of
the prueeedings in the orisiontive judieatery_
down to that time.
3. To every party whose demand-paper, o_
dofence.papor, has been received-- as alto to
the defendant or proposed defendant, whose
defensive statement or testimony is proposed
to be elicited, at the proposed transfer-receivingjudicatory, another exemplar will also
be delivered or transmitted : or, in ca_ oJ_
extra-numerousuess, a certaln number of exemplars will be sent, for the purpose of their
serving, each of t_m, for the use of a eer_
tain number of the parties on that side, their
names being accordingly mentioned.
The form of the missive is as follows: --

i To the Judge of the Immediate Judicatory It,
i
the Judfe of the Immediate Judic_tory S,
! w/th brotherly regard.
_aowN again*t wm_.
It being understood that the defendant
White has a habitation on your territory, this
is to request you to name a day for the hear.
ing of the said proposed defendant, and recalving his defence- paper, and if need be,
examining him inrelation thereunto, oreliciting his testimony, confessional end selfdisserving, and performing any such other
operation in relation to the suit, as the jusrice of the case may be found to require.
For tkis purpose I herewith inclose No.
l, containing the record o£ the proceedings
down to _
day.
When his defensive statement, with his
examination relative thereto, if necessary, is
made, be pleased to remit to me [
]
exemplars of the record of the judieial operations performed in your judicatory, together
with any such judicial instruments as may, on
that occasion, have been exhibited.
If, to the judge addre_ng,
it appea_
that in the judicatory of the judge addressed,
the mit may he more cenveniently continued
and terminated, or continued unti/• purpose
therein named has been accomplished, or
found unaccomplishable, iu this case he will
say, Be pleased to take coffn_za_cs of the *uit,
andcontinse it a_til, _'c.; or u_il by compliance
or execution it i_ ¢o_whuted.

§ 1. Mode of tra_',
Wllss, for the purpose of musing the defendye statement of a defendant to be received,
or his testlmon_ t_ be elicited, the judge of
the originativejudieatory pe_
to transfer
this operation to the judge of another judicatory, the mode of proceeding is as follows : _
1. By the appropriate mode of conveyance,
judge of the orig_native judicatory tran_
§ 2. 2"e_/fy/m£ w/triers, _
procurable.
mits to the judge of the proposed transferIf for the purpose of examination, to be
•_eiving judieatory, a missive, having for its performed on an extmmmas witness, or on g
principal purpose the sensing him to fix a day, party on either side, the otiginafieg judge
on which the defendant in question shall, by refem the nmtte_ to a eo-judieatory, be wlU
aeeersition, orprehenaionandadduetion, astbe trantmit to the ewjudieatory, for the info_ease may require, be called upon, or made to marion of thejudgeandall
pertlesinterested.
attend, at such proposed transfer-receiving
an exemplar of the reeurd of all proce,dinf_
_lleatory.
tqame of such missive, _ Co- in the suit down to that time.
ol_tive-hegri_g-proposing
missive.
So likewise be will at the same time trans.
2. For the infornmtlon of the proposed mit to the judge a letter infonming him of
t_aa_f*r-reedving _
with this mimve
the addre_ of all who have appeared in pe_-
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_mon,or by proxy, as parties at his j udicatory,
for the purpose of their being accersed to the
on.indicatory as occasion may require,
At the same time he will give his opinion
as _o the question, at which of the two judlcatorles the suit may, in the manner most
conducive to the ends of justice, be further
proceeded upon, and finally determined,
In case of disagreement, the judge of the
original judicatory may, upov his responsibility, persevere in retaining cognizance of
the suit until the termination thereof,
In this case, a party whose desire it is that
the examination be taken in the post-originatire judicatory may, upon his responsibility
u to costs, appeal as to the point, to the
appellate judieatory--to
wit, to that appe]late judicatory within the territory of which
the territory of the originating judicatory is
situated.
But notwithstanding such appeal,
the judge of the originating judicatory may
persevere in proceeding, if, on a determinate
account mentioned byhim, such perseverance
be necessary to the prevention of irreparable
damage,
JUDGE'8

INTERCOMMUNITY-EXERCISING-

MANDATE-ANNOUNCING
MISSIVE.
7"o the Judge inunediate of Wootton sub-&'strict, the immediate Judye of Hilton subdigtrict, with fraternal reyard,
llao'_$1
o_uinst WHITE.
1st .Tan. 18
Herewith I inclose an exemplar of a prehenslon-requiring mandate, directed to my
prchemor John Holdfast, to be eventually
executed in your ten'itory. CHAPTER
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pREHENSION,

§ 1. Subject-matter.
PunsssioN,
applied to things, will be with
reference to-!. A thing immoveable; as a house, or portlon of land.
2. A thing moveable ; as a horse, a cart, a
_d, a painting or other product of the fine
arts.
3. A stock of things moveable ; such as the
whole or any part of a man's agricultural
ttock, or trading stock.
In each of these cases, it may be to be pre_hended, with or without things which in relation to it are termed appurtenances, as being
use with it.
In each case, the prehension-mandate will
¢ontain the instruction requisite for distinguhhing the prehendendum, and prescribe the
diapo_tiort to be made of it_
§ 2. Purposes.
It may be, that either the existence of the
"tmbject-matter of the proposed prehension, or
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the place in which it is lodged, is to the judge
a matter of doubt, in so far as this is the
case, search for it is necessary to be made.
Of the purposes for which search may be
made, examples are the following : -I. As to persons.
I. A person whose forthcomingness is den
sired in the character of a defendant,
2. A person whose forthcomingness is de.
sired in the character of a witness.
3. A person in relation to whom a suspi*
cion is entertained, that he or she is illegally
detained against his or her will ; or though i_
be not against his will, if within age of lawful
consent, by reason of infirmity of mind or
body unable to give valid consent.
4. A person in relation to whom a suspl.
cion has place, that although not illegally
detained, he or she is kept in a state of undue
seclusion.
II. As to things moveable
1. A thing in relation to which a suspielon has place, that it has been the subjectmatter of delinquency : for example, in the
shape of theft, or embezzlement, or wrongous
deterioration.

2. Or that, in relation to delinquency in
any
or right
in any or
shape,
it would
serveshape,
as a source
of written
real evidence,
3. A navigable vessel, or vehicle, in relation to which a suspicion has place, that on
search it would be found to be a receptacle
containing any such subject-matter of delinqueney, or source of evidence, as above.
Ill. As to things immoveable.
1. A piece of ground, or building, for example, in relation to which, a suspicion has
,lace, that on search it would, in some parg
of it, serve as a source of real evidence.
2. A piece of ground, or building, for eXample, in relation to which a suspicion has
place, that on search therein would be found
some moveable thing which has been the subject-matter of delinquency, as above; or a
thing which would, as above, serve as a source
of written or real evidence.
§ 3. Prehension applied to persons.
Antecedently to the definitive decree, by
necessity alone is arrestation of the person
justifiable, or permitted.
The cases in which arrestation is ordained
or permitted are those in which, but for the
security thus afforded, a preponderant probability has place, that the giving execution and
effect to the ordinances of the substantive law
which are in question, would not be practicable.
Arrestation may have place for any of the
purposes following :-1. Punishment: in the ease in which, in
virtue of a judicial decree, a person having
been sentenced to be subjected to corporal
punishment in any shape, he not beia 8 in the
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of the judicatory st the time, to subpo wer ....
3ect btm to the obhgatson Imposed upon him
by his sentence, the performance of this upsration is necessary,
2. Stoppage of mischief, or say mischiefatopping.
3. Securing forthcomingoess for justicia-

In case ofmere rashnem, (]be burthan will
not go beyond the full amount of cempemm.
tion ; in case of wilful falsehood, punidlme_
added to the above burthen will be severe.

bility ; /. e. the being in an effectual manner
r,ubjected to such obligation as in the ease in
question the law may require the person of
at.heparty to be subjected to.
4. Securing forthcomingoees on his part,
for the purpose of evidence, or say of testification, for the purpose of his being subjected
to interrogation in the character of a relating
witness.
5. Recaption after escape,

Seizure ofthings, movcableorimmoveable,
may have place for any one of the p_
following, viz.
1. Punishment, viz. oftheindlviduaI whoq4t
property is seized.
2. Stoppage of mischief'- the property in
question being ei*.her a subject-matter, or an
instrument of the mischief.
3. Securing forthcomiogness for justiclabllity.
4. Securing forthcomingnass for testifi_.
tion ; that is to say, for the exhibition of cir.
cumstant_,l evidence.

§ 5. Of seizure, vlz. of property, moveableor
immoveable.

4. Conditions necessary to justify the issuing
of a. warra_lt of arrestation,
On the part of him, who for the pnrpose
of securing payment for debt, or the performanceofany otherservice beneficial to himseff,
CHAPTER
XXIII.
at the hands of the individual proposed to be _
JURY-TRIAL.
arrested, requires arrestation to be made of:
any person by a warrant from the judge, a
§ 1. Jury in general.
judicial declaration in writing to the follow.
ENGLISH law, being the only source from
ing effect is necessary :-whence, in any other cmmtry, any conception
I, A. P. do solemnly and judicially declare relative to the institution thus denominated
as follows :-is commonly deduced,_ from this same body
1. A. D., in virtue of
stands of law it is, that any explanation given in rebound to render to me a certain service, the lotion to it must be deduced. This, then, fis
value of which, over and above that of any the standard of reference which, whether any
service claimed by him at my h_nds, is not express reference be made to it or no, mint
le_ than C
]hereinafter be continually borne in mind.
2. It is my sincere apprehension and beTaken in its most extensive sense, a jury"
llef, that units without delay his person be
arrested, and placed at the disposition of this
or some other judicatory, he will, by withdrawing his person or property, or both, out
of the reach of this or any other judicatory
belonging to this State, effectually, in the
whole or in part, evade the performance of
the aforesaid service,
3. I acknowledge myself informed, that
In the event of my being convicted of wilful
falsehood or culpable rashness in respect of
this my declaration, I shall, by the sentence
of the law, be compelled to make full cornpensation to the individual thus injured by
me, as also to undergo such ulterior punishmerit under the name of pmdshment as the
law ordains ; and in the event of my not being able to render such compensation, to mldergo any such punishment as in lleu thereof
the law has provided,
4. Moreover, that whatever may be the
value of any service really due to me at the
hands of the aforesaid A. D., still, if for the
belief, that the arrestation hereby prayed for
necessary to prevent such evasion as above,
there be not seen sufficient ground, I stand
exposed to the burthen of compensasatiou or
punishment, or both, u the ease may be.

* By the denomination jur_, thus employed;
no distinctive intimation Is aflbrded of any of
the purpea_ for which the body of the men thus
denominated are employed, or of the cla_ from
which they are selected. By a jury, in the origi.
nal signification of the word, is meant neither
morenor le_s than a body of persons,by whom the
ceremony of anoath haz been performed. But on
occa_oas out of.number, by personsof different
classes out of number, separatelyand collectively,
the performance of the ceremony of an oath u_
under the English law, likewise performed: in
word, to offices in general_ not to speak of unofficial persons and occasions, genera_y speaking.
In the character of an oblisation v imposing re.
straint upon the effects of _nister interest in any
shape, notb.ing can be more generally and cornp_._y fuu l_ But the ceremony hag two effects,
wmcn, unaermesy .ate.re.
ofmis..rule, may, tothe_
who profit byit, be wxth proprzetytermed advan.
tageous : one is, the causing a functionary (to
whose misdeeds there is in fact no restraint ex.
cept the will .of thee. his superiom in power,
wn.mere.rosterinterest m linked with hh,) whaN
who it :s w. do a thing without being thought
w_llin[; to an it, to s.pTec_r
" forced to do it; the
omer m, when his wish is not to do it, without
being _ought willing to escape from doing _t_
ap]_.ar mrc_ to fm'b_r from doing it.
. ueorge III. lladiag three or four milliom ef
his selects in a mate of meat sbje_ m-vitml_
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may be defined am oec_onal
body of nonprof_donal and non.official judges, employed
to constitute and apply a check to the power
of a pr___e____oonl
or official judge, or body of
judges,
Juries may be distinguished, in the first
place, into juries employed for general putposes, and juries employed £or particular purpme_
The cases in which juries are employed for
particular and comparativelylimited purposes,
are scattered over the field of English procedure in too great variety to admit of enameration here.
Juries employed for general purposes may
be distinguished into petit juries and grand
juries : petit juries again into common juries
mid special juries. Jurymen ere the set of
men by whom, in conjunction with the judge,
to the end that execution and effect may be
given to the laws, application is made of those
same laws to the several individual cases
which come before them. By what sort of
men ought this application to be made ? -By what, but by those on whose will it depends by what hands those same laws shall be
made.
In any, and in what ceses, ought a jury to
be employed ? Of the sort of body thus denominated, the mldn use is to apply a check
to the power of the permanent judge, or body
of judge: that power which, bating appeal,
would, but for such a check, be arbitrary,
For whatsoever advantages are derived or
derivable from this appendage, not incunsldefable is the price paid in the shape of disadvantage. Only, therefore, in case of necessity
m only in proportion to the natality, should
employment be given to it.
I. Evil effect the first, complication,
2. Dimlmttion made of responsibility at
the bar of public opinion on the part of the
judge,
3. At the charge 4)f the individuals erapioyed in this character, vexation, by renaon
of attendance; or, at thecha_seof tbepoblic
or individuals, bel_efit in the shape of money,
or some other shape to compensate for it.
4. At the charge of the suitors, increase
given to delay, vexation, and egpense of procedure,
In another work,* where punishment was
the subject, the five _ases in which the upplic_on
of it was unapt, _vere brought _.o
view: where it is greundiess_wbere
it is
useless _ where it is needless _ where it is
/neflieadous_where
it .is too expen_ve,
......
was of courts ayahs to the-seeing _fl_m rise to •
level with the rest. An oath, ex_d • oot_mtion
_th, flamed for the manifest purpose of prodm_g
the te_ed
_
"wtthoutthe
ob]issfio_
him f_
• inete_e. effect of wa
, _ee R_
of_d_mmtra_d
R_0_de
qf_l_mm_
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Whore the subjee_ is this appendage to the
judgment asat, those same cases may help to
_.rve for guidance.
Appeal out of the question, by bow much
soever too expensive, _reely
in ,my ease
could this appendage be justly said to be useless, needless, or inee_teions.
But Ivt the public be a gm>d one_ as _
as, by the help of such arrm_ements as the
above, it might be made everywhere, and the
road to appeal as easy as it might be made,
appeal will, in the great majority of cases,
suffice to reader it necdiess : aspedally if into
the judicatory of appeal this appendage be intrnd-,eed.
Where neither party sees any such ground
of complaint as affords hope of redress, appeal
will not be made. Thus, for the reasons given
elsewhere, it will be, in the great majority
of cases-- suppose in nineteen out of twenty.
Place no jury-box in the indicatory below ;
place one in the judicatory above: here, by
one appeal, you save nineteen juries.
Thus much is to non-penal causes.
With little variation, tbesame observations
wiLl be found to apply with equal propriety
to such pens] c_uses as receive that shape and
denomination, for no other reason than the
want of an individual pm'ty, to whom com.
pensation can be made.
Cases where it is needless :m
In aesse betweenindivldualmu:lindividtml,
if both parties are _ well or better satisfied
without it as with it, it is needless _ it is
worse than useless ; the evil effects attached
to it stand all uncompensated.
Of the whole
amount of the addifio_ made by this &ppen*
dage, to the expense of judicature, the effect
is that of a tax upon justice : of this tax, at
the charge of those who are unable to pay it,
the effect is that of a prohibition. Of this
prohibition the effect is, in the eszes in question, a denial of_ustiee.
In the great majority of non-pared suits
instituted, there ez_ta not any dispute : the
necdofjudicatureisouthe
part ofthepluiatiff; his demand is well grounded: on the part
of the defendant, inability or imckwardnes_
has been the sole cause of mm-compliaAce,
By the extra expense attached to proecdure,
by the jury, inability is not remeved or lessened, but increased : to the _ermounting of
whatsoever backwardnem may have place,
this instrument of complication afl;m'd_not
nssistanco, but obstructlon.
Even where the cause id: disputes _
dis.
pate accordingly, has _istenee,
the great
m_jorlty of the number of individual mass are
of the mint simple onture : if the parties Were
;present, flora teu to thirty minutas would
serve as effectmdly for dtsemst_ as the same
number of years would,
To th • g_eater numher ofeasm in_vidualty
taken, _tther than to the k.m_, should th_
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he m the first iman_

made penulby rmumnof qgmv.tion stand upon • footing widely different,
In .non-penal case between individual and
individua_ generally speak_g, it is only by
accident, and that a rare one, that the judge
will stand exposed to the temptations offered
by perticular and shdster interest: from the
magnitude of this danger, defalcation may be
made by arrangements having for their object
the excluding functionaries of this _
from
serving in dist_ict_ in which they have connexinns,
Not m in criminal causeL
In the most important portipn of these
cannes, viz. that in which the alleged crime
belongs to the field of constitutions| law-where, in a word. the rulers as such, iu addltion to their share in the univerted interest,
imue_aperticularinterest,--thejudgewho,
as such, would never fail to pmsesa (to an
amount more or less con_idereble)interest,
adds to the ostensible _ituetinn of a judge,
the rea/ character of a party, viz. on the
plaintiff's side of the cause. In these cases,
nothing therefore that can cootribute to the
establlsl_nant of a counter-force, capable of
applying an effeetunl check to the fores of
this temptation, can be either needless or
superduous.
The power of a jury presents
the only counter-force applicable to this
purpose,
In another class of eases, though the demand for a jury is not quite eo strong, it is too
strong to be resisted. The offences belonging to it may for this purpose be denominated
offences through indigence, or the offen_s of
the indigent ; theft, fraudulent obtainment,
robbery, i. e. forcible depredation, may serve
/'or examples. In the suppression of offences
of this class, men of nil ranks have, it is true,
one common interest. But in proportion as
the symlmthy a man feelz for individuals belonging to the class in which offenders of this
desCrilnion are mo_t apt to be found, is faint,
the check app;.ied by this socied, to the *eftregerding spring of action, is weak; and the
anxiety to reach the guilty predominates ovex
the inclinationto avoid striking the innocent,
The indifference with which a judge habitnated to the trial of causes of this description, views the conviction and death of 8
defendant, guilty or innocent, might be rented by the inditferenee with which n
er contemplate* the slaughter ofn lamb,
the carcase of which he is paid-- were it
not for the delight, which tJ_ ju_e, luttin8
mui hated by the class by widch his victims
areaffwded, extracts from the contemplation
_their misery. A citizen of Loudon win not
be at n lem for an example."
• XVritmin
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be leddue
to rqpnrd
on tb/*
less
than
sympathy,
the oecmdoa,
interests with
of flume
clmmes which he sees lying under his feet,.._.
by these same cause, wilIhe be led to _egerd
with more than due symlmflty those inferrers
upon the mune level with his own, or *bov_t
it. In England+ eeeing • judge rm'lty, am
such, ofu crime ofany degree, fromthe few.
ost to the highest, you are determined he
shall be punished, -- you mast murder him,
for there _e no other mMms possible : if your
wish is to see yourself ponished, aeez_ him
of it: you will not mira your mark.
Of the cases treated on the footing of eriminal eases, a_other divhdon which may be
mentioned on this occasion, is that of the
offences s_dnsttherevenue.
For an otfence
of this description, neither himself nor any
particular eounexion of his, will the judge
be in much danger of becoming the subject
of pro_ution.
Of the clam to _
he
belong, and by the sympathy with which
he is en_
it is the interest that the
mau of wealth extracted from the labmtr of
the labouring classes be as great as possible:
the greater it is, the more there is of it to earich them.mtd encourage others. Rather thta
see one guilty individual esent_, what number ofinnoeentones
he wouldsoesutfer, it ie
not so e*sy to s_y.
A legislator ordaining, a judge decreeing,
that whetsoe_er a man sells that i, fit to eat,
(if the individual be one whom the king delighteth to honour with his punishments,) he
shall be ptmished and ruined for it ! Would
you wish to _ee such agovernment, gonot to
Rome under Tiberius-- go sot to Rome onder Nero ;_e
to England under George
IV.,--louk to the Treasury under Lord Li.
verpool and Mr. Vansittart. For a eompatent
ground of punishment there can he no want :
coffee is among the subjects of taxation, col.
fee is among the eatables and drinkables taken
for breakfast ; and the thing sold, be it wimt
it may, is capable of being eaten or drunk
instead of it.
To that division of penal crees, which m
such for want of an individual specially injured, and which, from som_pmuse or other,
have camped the being raised to the rank of
criminal ones, the ,d_ove-mentioned observations will be found to apply, without any
variation that wiU not re_liiyenou_
present
itsel£
§ _" Use ofjurfs
mzamimltu, ¢_uda 9 wea_.
ne_ in Govermatmt.
Afterall, thegreetaltd prinoipal meofjary
trial has been keelKag up an ali,.pemuling
weakness in the whole frame of government.
1. The ststeofthe English peeplelms bee_,
in mmlmU-i_n with that of othe_ _mtion_ to
.inch a degree feiidto_
m tohave been

:

_,_m_yled,
ln thelm_a_eofit_ruler_
than the wishes, des_ns, and endeavours of
envy and _
of the world,
those by whom the powers of government
• ",_.. The prosperity thus _sed
-has had have been exercised in these same surround.
for its cause the state and condition of the ing nations.
_owernment, taken in all its parts.
But in England, several causes have con8. It has had for its cause the state of the curred in preventing these wishes, designs,
governors, with reference to their effective and endeavours, from having to so large an
power over tbe governed,
extent been carried into effect, as in these
4. But under that head it has had for its same surronnding_ations.
•ause, not the efficiency and plenitude of that
Of these causes, the power that has been
same power, but its inefficieney; not the exercised by juries has been a principal, if
strength of the governors as towards the not the principal one.
governed, but their weakness.
The causes appear to have been us follows :
5. It has had for _ts cause, not the degree
1. Tbe insular state of the country, wherein which the designs of the governors in re- by it has in an almost exclusive degree, ever
lation to the governed have taken effect, but since the Norman conquest, been preserved
• he degree in which they have failed of taking
from hostile inroads, with the waste attendeffect,
ing them, under which, at the hands of one
In England, government has had for its another and the English, those other nations
end in view the greatest happiness, not of have so frequently and extensively been sufthe greatest number of the community, but feting.
The division into South and North
_f the comparatively few by whom have been Britain, while it continued, formed to a eershared among themselves the powers, and tain degree an exception: say, in swprd,
_hence the sweets of government,
insularity.
This state of ends in view is the result of
2. The other causes may be comprised unthat general habit of self-regard and self-pre- derone general denomination--general weakt]mreneewhich has place in the whole species, hess in the frame of government.
and is not merely subservient to its wellThe following are the particular causes of
being, but necessary to its very existence,
which this general cause may be said to be
To this rule as applied to governors (to composed :those by whom the powers of government are
I. Jury-trial, more particudarly in its appliexercised,) not even does the ease of the cation to such penal causes in which it has
Anglo-American
United States afford an ex- been the interest, real or supposed, of the
ception. Over the few by whom the powers monarch, and those in authority under him,
of government in detail are seen to be exer- that conviction should ensue.
eised -- over those in whose hands the opera2. A beneficial effect, and that the princitire branch of government is lodged, stand pal one, of the power of juries, has been the
the many in whom is lodged the constitutive
comparative inexeeution and inefficiency of
branch, with relation to these same possessors the design and endeavour of the other conof the operative branch of government ; the stituted authorities against the liberty of the
possessors of the constitutive power placing, press and public discussion.
either by an immediate or unimmediste ex3. The weakness infused into the general
ercise of that power, the possessors of the frame of government by the lawyer class, by
operative power ; and the possessors of the means of the course of pra_ice pursued by
constitutive power either of themselves con- them, and rules laid down by them in prosectit_te the greater number, or are so linked eution of their own particular _nd sinister
to them by commu_ty of interest, as that interest.
the interest of the greater number cannot be
Had the measures of government had for
sacrificed by them, without the sacrifice of their end in view the greatest happiness ot'
their own.
_
the greatest number _ had the laws and upsIn this state of things, whatever in a dif- rations of government been in a uniform manferent state of things would have been their nereonstantlydirected to that end,--farfrom
wishes, designs, and endeavours, by the pus- operating as a _emedy to evil, all such weaksensors of the supreme operative power never hess would have been _tself, in the whole
are any endeavours employed to give effect extent of it, an evil--an
evil proportioned
to that universally-natural and universallyin its magnitude, to the importance of the
prevalent self-preferenee ; for where success parts of the law thus weakened and rendered
manifestlyimpr_cticable, neither endeavour ineffectual to those ends.
nor design is likely to have place.
As it is, it has to s great, to a vast extent_
•Ofthose by whom in this country, which operatedas an evil: nor, in its character of
is the envy and admiration of surrounding a remedy to the greater evil, has its efficacy
nations, Che powers of .g_m_e.l_
have been been more than partial : in particular, a_ to
exercised, the whhes, demgns, andendeavours the preserving from utter deatruction tim
never have been, ,or can have been, anyother !liberty of the .press.
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the form of government, have been in their coneerued'in 4he eaereiae _ef"
-_tbe pevnms,"
" -" -_
charac_r of a remedy against misgovernment,
go.yernmant--any
public funetiom_, "_, ¢_y.:
_o
sueh a degree has the whole form o/"go. s_deredassuoh
_dnnder_henpmeofD,
m/_
vernment, taken together, been repugnant to must be included all _ham'or spurio_ hia_'.
the only legitimate end of government, the as well _genuine ones: .mesati_byzbam,m_.
greatest happiness of the greatest number
spurious laws, the laws, as they me,called,
that notwithstanding the partial evils pro. made under the name of _/_s of law, by. _
duced by, and proportioned to, the general judges, on pretence of dechrivg what is lawi _. "
weaknes_ in the form of government, such is for the genuine and the spurious are so muits nature, that byevery fresh degree of weak- tually interwoven, that to separate them.is
hess introduced into it, the interest of the impossible.
greatest number is served in a greater degree
Of the laws and rules of law made against
than it is disserver ; and supposing the weak- the liberty of the press, the object sad on.
hess to end in otter dissolution, the utmost deavour has been to seenre not only impuaity,
quantity of evil attendant on such dissolution
but non.divulgation, to all misdeeds cornwould not be nearly equivalent to the quart- mitred on the part of any of the parsons
tity of good, which its certain consequence, a concerned in the exerdse of the powers of
real constitution, having for its end in view government--of
the public trustees of every
the greatest happiness of the greatest hum- elass_to
the prejudice of those for whom,
ber, would produce,
for form's sake, they every now and then s_
Among the laws by which the greatest hap- knowledge themselves to be in trust. Laying
plness of the greatest number has been sa- down such a rule, was doing much farther
erificed to the happiness, real or supposed, of towards the establishment of a complete dethe ruling one, and the sub-ruling few, are spotism, than was done by those who. in
the following'.-Hampden's case, sought to invest the king
1. All the laws which give to the persons, alone with the unlimited power of *_ion,
property, and other rights of the monarch, and had much less excuse forit in precedent.
and his subordinate rulers, as such, any greater It _s in effect an open avowal of misrule in
security than is afforded to in&viduals at all its branches _a declaration of war on the
large. As individuals, they ought to have
3art of all those who bear a part in the exerwhatever protection is necessary : as rulers, cise of the powers of government, againstal]
they ought not to have any more. In the those on whom, and at whose expense, those
Anglo.American United States, no such extra
_owers are exereL_ed---a declaration of war by
protection isafforded them: and in the Anglo. all rulers against all suhjects.
American United States, instead of being the
Had it been carried into effect, by no imaless secure, they are the more perfectly secure• glnable particular act of oppression or depre,
No King of England-- no other man whose dation on the part of rulers, could resistance,
seat is called a throne, is so secure against rebellion, deposition on the part of subjects,
hostile attacks by individuals, as the President
have been more completely justified : for by
of the Anglo.American United States is.
it, the design and determi_mtion to person. All laws having for their object any vere, and for ever, in every such tyrannical
obstruction, either direct or indirect, to the course, was openly professed. Had it been
free communication of opinion in relation to with any consistency carried into effect, such
matters of government on the part of indi- would have been the result: and it would at
viduals, whether in writing or by word of course have been carried into effect, had it ]
mouth. In the condition of that people may not been for the power stir remaining in tim i
be seen, and is seen, by all that can endure to hands of juries.
see it, the fullest proof that no restraints upon
In England, any such notion as that _f suf.
any such freedom are necessary to the mainte, fering a judge to treat as guilty an iodivi,
nanee of the most profound tranquillity, under dual who, in the opinion of a jury, had beell
a government in which the greatest happiness declared not guilty, would be into]erable;
of the greatest number is the object really scarcely would the highest paid, and most
pursued. In that same example may also be determined confederate, or instrument of de.
seen another proof, that of all such restraints,
spotism, venture to accede to it : indeed, sup.
the effect is not to cause tranquilllty, union, posingit to apply to libel law, or, in a word.
_0d-will, or any other such moral instrument i to any offences in regard to which the infl_.
of 4_elicity, but to disturb it.
ential members of the government took any
.Underthisdeseriptioncomealllawsagalnst
interest, judea might as well be disearde_
treason, and sedition _all
laws against the altogether. But countries are not wanth_
application of the press to the purpose of in. iu which an arrangement of this sort might be
d_¢ating grievances in the government, and attended with preponderant advantage:/o_
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mot wanting, in which the a&
of juries, with powers equal to these
possessed, howsoever exercised or _
unexerelsed by English juries, would be inenmpatible with the existence to any good effeet!
of penal, not to say of non-penal laws.
Suppose the exercise of this power on the
part of the judge limited to the cases in which,
in the event of ungrounded punishment, the
injurydoue by itwfll not be irreparable; the
it,jury done by it would be as nothing, in
comparison of the mischief that would be
done, either by an unchecked jury, or an unchecked judge. To any misuse ofthi, power
on the pert of the judge, cheeks of no inerteient nature would be applied by an adequate
_ion
of the evidence, and regelar re*
ports of all such easel, made to the central
authority in the teat of supreme judicature :
still more, if the importance of the case warranted any such expense as that of printing
end publishing the evidence in the district in
which the cause has been thus decided,
§ 3. In wYtatcauses shall a jury be employed,
In no civil san•e, in the first instance,
In every civil esuse, in the way of appeal,
In all penal causes in which reput_ion is
affected; viz. that class which in French law
used to go by the name of prand pe_aL In
general, not in the first instance in penal
causes, by which reputation is not affected
viz. in that _
which used to go by the
name of petit p_al.
But in all these in the
way of appeul,
In English law, (with the exception of
those causes of which the sort of judieatory
styled a court of equity takes cogulzance, and
those of which, by local statutes, eo83_izance
is given to the small-debt court_, and a few
of• miscellaneous nature, of which cognizance
ta given to justices of the peane _tlng singly,
or in petit sessions, or in genera] sessions,)
every cause goes in the first instance to •
judieatory with a jury in it ; also in the ceeoud instance, if the great four-seated judicatory, out of which the cause was sent to
the compound judicatory eompo_ed of one of
the twelve judges with a jury, have thought
fit to give leave,
Ofthecauleswbieherethusbroughtbefore
njuryin the first i_
_ in the fargrester
number, justiceis outragem,dy violated bythe
murse thus taken__ outrageously violated,
and of course for the benefit of the elms by
which the violation has been e_blishad.
In by far the greater number of cause,,
there is zmthh_ for the jury to do ; ha fact,
_ere is no (llspute. The litigation has /'or
ks cause no other than, on the psrt of the
defeudunt., ekbm" inability or unwiUingnmm
to do what he is bylaw bound todo, and
thus Inquired to do; rig. in umet cases, lay
a sum ofmoaey,
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I Wherever inability is the cause, wimtever
i is th8 degree of h_suf_icieney antecedei_y to
the cemmeunemeut of the cause, that dqFee
is deplorably heightened by the progrem d
it. By the defendant, delay is purchased
purchased at • n
interest; and the
Inmdaby whichtheinterest-moueyisreceived
and pocketed are -- instead of those of the
injured plaintiff, those of the lawyer, and
those of the hum of finance: enormoustexes
having been imposed on such chance as an
injured man was obliged to purchase in the
lottery of what iJ called justice. If the price
so paid for delay, were paid in the ,duLpeof
intertst on the money due, the quantum of
it would run in proportion to the amount of
the money due : it would be proportioned
to the advant8_ gained to the defendent by
the non-payment_ and to the disadvantage
suffered by the plaintiff from that same cease.
As it is, it bears no proportion to either
standard : it is the same, whether the pr/ncipul money due be 40s. or £AO,O00.
Of another clas6 of cases that are brought
before a jury, engn_
by a jury is not
possible: the impossibility has for its cause,
the time necessary for the statement and discussion of the case. In the most ordinary
species of cause, the statement 8rid discus•ion by advocates on both sides, the charge
given by the judge, and the consideration
bestowed by the jury, oecopy a considerably
less quantity of time, than that during which
twelve men can continue sitting together
without inconvenience. But there are some
causes, the he•ring of which in this mode
could not be completed ha many times that
portion of time. Various are the sur_ of
causes thus cireumstanced.
The most com•only ocourring sort, and those which are
most readily conceived to be i_ this predictmeat, ere causes of account. The attorney,
and the advocate or counsel, as be is called,
by whose advice a ease of this sort is brought
: before a jury, knows full well, that by the
jury, when it comes before them, nothing
will or can be done in it. When the jury is
sitting, with the judge on the bench above
them for their directiml, n discovery is pretended to be made, that in that way it caw
not reee/ve • decision.
The advocs/_s on
both sides having laid their bew_ together,
the discovery is ammm_ed to the jud6e--.to
the judge, where long experience ha, prepared for the receipt o( such discoverie_
Then comes theaeceesery resource-- sending
the emme eft to a:bitra1_n : 8rbitraton are
them appointed, who me almeet ulwsys son•
of the adv_stes
t_emlelves, _r the;,r eonnexioos. An adyocata on each side, or one.
ebomm un beth sides, now takes cnguLsance
e_tha nanae. Tbelmyment hereceiveJheing
proportioned to the umber of his sit_,
be takes care that the timeef muds sitthql
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_ldl not be too great, nor t_henumber of the whichjury-trial
]_st]otkeen
_,
ap.
dttings too small
Wol_te
mo_ aptitude h8 b_
_
w
The cause may be gimple _t
the utmost bed s f_4_g, that the eompm_wdy gmster
point of _mp|icity ; and in thie ease happily moral aptitude, which has in p_
beett
are by far the greatest number of eause_ It given to juries, lms more than compmmm_
may be complex to the utmost pitch of corn- for whatever deficiency has hBd ph_in their
p|exlty ; and in this ease are unhappily not a instance, in the article of inte]le_ual
i_w.
In the former _se, the delay crested, rude, and that of active talent.
and expent_e bestowed on jury-trY, is the
As no cauee is ever submitted to s jury
whole of it a waste.
Simple or complex, but in connexion with s judge, to whme ktunder theEnglish system, one jury is allotted struetion they are, by the force of knows
to every cause_ and to no cause more than ugage and public opinion, predisposed to bare
one. Were the parties heard in presence of regard, the appropriate information of the
each other st the outset, nine-tenths would _udge, whateverit be, is customarily st tbelr
De disposed of in as many half-hours ; and command ; and it is only by some pacttqmlar
of the remainder there would be some in and not mmtomery direction given by them,
which would appear at the first hearing, from with or without reason, to their will, that
one to balf-_dozen or more points, capeble this supplement to their own inlmed tntelleeof constituting each of them matter for a ee- tual aptitude can fsil to be turned to nee: and
paratejury-trlal, and capable upou occ_ion of where moral aptitude rid}s, insomuch _ the
being distributed, for dispatch sake, amongst judge is &.posed by any eauee to decide is
as many j_eies,
a manner contrary to that which, in his eyes,
is justice, the probability of rectitude of deS 4. E,_c_, _m_y_.m
_
_J_,___n_eision is, instead of being ineres_cd by supetage°mL
riority in appropriate kstelle_tual aptitude or
Direct and indirect: _of the effeegs of active talent, proportionably deertcued.
jury-trial, this may serve for the first diviNote, at the mune time, that means exist
sinn.
whereby moral aptitude on the part of the
Bythe direct effects, I mean those which judge may be placed on a much firmer foot,flow in an immedlste way from the causing ing than it has ever been M yet, amd st the
the decision to be givenhy a jury,_instesd
same time be made to receive increase.
of its being pronounced by a judge or set of
One point thane is, in respect of which, on
judges,--4md that are pruducedindependent]y
the part of the judge, if jury-trial be not era.
of any influence exercised by this circumstance ployed, apprvpriate moral aptitude never em
on the conduct end character of the judge,
with any sufficient ground of assuranoe be
Consider in the first place the effects of depended upon. This is freedom of bias,
the first order ; viz. the influence exercised I whether on the score of pecuniary or other
by this circumstance on the rectitude of the _interest, or on that of sympathy or antipathy
decision pronounced in each individual cause, I produced by party affections, or propinquity,
eensldered without reference to other causes, ! or remoteness in respect of rank.
and without reference to the feelings of any
Now as to the eifects of the _eond order.
persons other than those of the i_.ies
to By thege I undentand, the effects prndueed
the cause, and their pare.mist eonnextons,
by the decision, in the cause in question,
Supposing that. on the part of the judge, on the minds of the several persons within
adequate moral aptitude be to be depended whose cognizance the case in question, in/be
n, noadvantage_no
superinr probabillty state in which it presented it_Afto the juectltude of decision, could reasonably be dicatory, may happen to come. In this ohm
expected, from the substitution of this ever- of effecte will be _
to lie the chiof t_!
changing judi_atory, to a permanent one. most incontestable of the advantal_ attenNeither in respeetof intellectmd appropriate dent on the enmpuend judi_t_y
thus
aptitude, and more particularly appropriate stituted.
information, nor in respect of appropriate aeLathe case of mlsdeeisio_ f_iselam dbad
tire talent, could a emnpany of me_, taken effects con_ts of danger tad _Jm-m-- do.
promiscuously from the body _)f the pcople, get of mlsdedsioa t_ fetm_ sait_ from t_
and charged, pe_aps for the first time, witl_ influence of the _me esuee, whatever it be
the function, for the apt dlseharge of which by which miededdon in the past __,m__-e
_ms
such close attention, enupled with so much pr_uced -- alarm pmdeeed by the eoutem.
dlseernment, is incidentally necemuT, -- be phttion of tlds danger.
reasonably regaled
as equal, much less aa
In the whole of_he judlehd estab]idmseat,
superior, tO a man in whme instance the bu_ suppose but a single judicatory: for .drop".li_
simms of judlesture has been the subject of of conception. _ it that of a siagle yodge_
the study, and fog a time more or kN con- habitutlly expmed to misdedme_for
exsidemble, of the practice of his llfe. But in staple, by the most mtmal md _
OtF
evei'y ss yet knows _system of judicature, into the camee by wld_ sudh _q[meltiou is
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to be produced; viz. by love of money. In
_case, the place of general security is oceupied by general alarm. No man, who either
by poverty, or probity, or consciousness of
want of skill to perform with success the procesa of corruption, regards himself as able to
defend himself against a competitor who to
the disposition adds the ability to practise
corruption ; nor can he avoid regarding his
property as b_ng in a state of perpetual insecurity. Even he who, to the ability adds
the disposition to givc a bribe, cannot but regardhimselfasplaccdinacorrespondent
state
of insecurity with respect to such part of his
property as would be eventually necessary to
compose the bribe. Even suppose corruption
ins peeaniarystateeffeetuallyguardedagainst,
still there remain favourable partiality on the
score of sympathy, unfavourable partialhyon
the score of antipathy, astowards individuals
individually taken, or as towards all the individuals in general, of whom is composed a
party in the state,
8eenowhowthematterstandsinregardto
tlheeffect*,ofthesecondorder.
In the cause in
question, misdeclsion suppose has had place
a wrong verdict, a verdict generally regarded
aswrong, hasbeen prouounccd. On thefeelinga of the public at large-- of that part of it
by whom cognizance has been taken of the
cause--what
aretheevilconsequences?
An_wer, none: Danger, none: Alarm, none.
That jury has judged wrong ; but that jury
Zsnomore. Trueitis, that by the same eauses
.bmY
which mlsdeeision has been produced in the
stance of that jury, the like effect may, for
aught anybody can say, be produced in the instance of any other juries. True this, and
what nobody can deny. Still, however, neither
the alarm, nor even the danger, is in this case
anything considerable, in comparison of misdecision on the part of ajudge, when produced
_"[_fany permanent, extensively operating, and
well-known mental cause. In nine cases out
of ten, perhaps nineteen cases out of twenty,
on the part of the jury misdecision will not
]3ave place ; for in some such proportion are
the causes which (being defended through inability to do what should be done, or through
perverseness) do not admit of doubt : and
in causes in any proportion, evil disposition
lut above might produce misdecisioo in the
ease of an unchecked judge. But be the
danger ever so small, the alarm will be still
_l_er.
To this difference contribute save.
I_ causes : _ 1. The general prepossession
m favour of this mode oftrlal ; and, 2. The
confidence which, setting aside the causes of
men naturally have in their own
Jleed fortune,
p _ro_llr, hlawmay furniahafamtliarexample,
tions for alleged libels, and other
effenoes e_aiust government, frequent :ver.
i[let!, mome for the prmecutor, the ffovern-
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meat ; some against it, for the defendant.
Now suppose these causes, all of them, tried
by any j udJcatory of four of the twelve judges,
or by any one jndge of any such indicatory,
and in both cases without a jury, -- who is
there of any party, by whom, antecedently to
trial, any the least doubt could be entertained
but that a decision affirmative of the guilt of
the defendant would be the result?
Another division, in which the effects of
this institution may be considered, is the following: -I. Applying itself to the situation of the
judge, it has a strong and incontestable tendency to give increase to his appropriate oftcial aptitude, considered in all its branches.
I. To his moral aptitude it gives increase,
by the obligation it imposes upon him, of
giving, with reference to justice, the best.
appearance possible to everything which, on
the occasion in question, he does or says. In
so far as upon the effect of what he does or
says depends the decision given by the jury---2
onlyinso faraswhat hedoes andsays, basin
their eyes the appearance of justice, can he
hope to exercise any influence upon the decision they are about to pronounce. Take away
the jury, the judge does exactly what be
pleases : if he pleases, he says whatever he
_leases, and as Little of it as he p]esses. If so
be that, in the individual cause in question,
heisbentnponinjustice--ifinsupportofthe
decision which he is determined to pronounce
hecan find anything to say which in his eyes
is plausible, he will, if he thinks it worth
while, say as much accordingly : if he be unable to find anything that is thus plausible,
or the trouble of doing so is in his eyes too
great, he wilt say nothing at all, and his will
will not the less be done.
2. Appropriate intellectual aptitude, including appropriate professional information.
In this particular, the salutary influence of
the necessary presence of the jury, and the
demand it may be eominually creating for appropriate discourse delivered by him to them
in the presence of a company of spectators,
contributes in a powerful and incontestable
manner to secure the interests ofjostice--at
any rate, against inaptitude in any manifest
or flagrant degree, in respect of this branch
of appropriate aptitude.
3. Appropriate active talent. Without any
considerable difference, the above observations apply to this branch likewise of appro.
priate aptitude.
Set aside the institution of a jury, the
most complete corruption may be united with
more than ordinary intellectual weakness and
tgnoranee, and more than ordinary deficiency
in respect of faculty of expression, and still
the man be not incapalde of giving effect to
his will in the situgtion of s judge. For his
declaimb be it what it may, expression intuit
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be found. But when that is done, all is done
thst is necessary for him to do : the least said,
says the proverb, is soonest mended,
IL General effect on the minds of men in
the charanter of jurymen,
The effects of the institution on the minds
ef the men to whom it happens to find themselves in a state of exercise in the situation
in question, are not less salutary nor less incontestable. Every judicatory of which a jury
forms a part, is a school of justice: withoul
the name, it is so in effect. In it, the part of
master is performed by the judge ; the part
of the scholars by the jurymen ; and what
takes place, takes place in a company more
or less numerous of spectators. The representatioo there given is given by a variety of
actors, appearing in so many different parts,
There are, at any rate (or at least there ought
to be, where no bar is set by special and pre_ponderateinconvenience,) the parties on both
sides: on one or both sides there are corn_aunly witnesses : there are but too commonly
professional lawyers, in the character of advocates ; and there are, still more too corn4mouly, others in the character of attorneys,
]By the various parts in which these actors in
the judicial drama appear, and by the various
casts of cheracter exhibited by different individuals in each part, affections of all sorts in
the breasts of jurymen are excited, and the
attention fixed ; m_l the reasoning faculty,
with matter infinite in variety for it to upsrate upon, is continually called forth into
exercise. \
The inconvenience which, in the shape of
labour and corresponding expense to the indlvidual jurymen, if uncompensated, or to the
public purse if they are compensated, constistutes a drawback which there will be oceastun to speak of in another place. Against
that loss on this score, will be to be set the
profit on the above score _ and that, it may
be seen, is no inconsiderable one.
These benefits, it may be seen, may be atrained, if not in a perfectly equal degree, not
very sensibly less than equal, so as a verdict
be but given by the jury, whether that verdiet be or be not binding upon the judge,
Of the good effects actually produced by
jury-trial in particular causes, over and above
its general end more extensive influences as
above explained, much will depend upon the
state of the law. In proportion as the law is
clear, the power given to the jury in form,
. will be exercised by it with effect ; the ver.diet given by the jury will be the expression
of their will, acting under the guidance of
their understunding. In proportion as the law
is otherwise than clear, the verdict given in
form by the jury will in effect he the de6_on
of the judge ; it will be the expression of his
will, in the giving effect to which his underetlmding, such as it is, and his active talent,

_l_

such as it is., assisted by such appmpd_e
profeuional mf_matlon as it has happened
to him to lay in a stock of, will have bees
employed. Thus it is, that under an sd|comprehensivecode, especially if accompanied
with an apt Rationale, a jury will be quite a
different sort of instrument from what it is
under the generally prevalent mixture (cumposed in indeterminate and ever-varylng proportions) of statute-law and common-law...,
that is, of really existing law, and that court.
terfeit species of law which has been iresgiued and framed on each individual occasion
by the judge in question, and his predecessors.
i The branch of law, with relation to which
the usefulness of jury-trial to the greatest
i happiness of the greatest number is mos_
conspicuous and most unquestionable, is the
i penal branch. The feature by meunsof which
it is productive of this beneficial effect, is the
universal concurrence, so erroneously termed
unanimity.
The effect by means of which it is product_ve of this benefit, is by infusing a general
weakness into the powers of government :
into the powers of government taken in the
aggregate, but more especially when cons_.
dered in relation to the people.
In England, the sacrifice made of the grea_
est happiness of the greatest number, to the
happiness, real or supposed, of the monarch,
has been less in proportion than in any o| the
monarchies of the continent of Europe. Of
this difference, whatever it may be, the cause
will upon examination be found to be in the
weakness of the government as towards the
people. In England, several causes have con.
curred in the keeping up of this weakness
As to those other causes, they are beside the
present purpose. The only one that belongs
to it, is the weakness, in so far as produced
by jury-trial, with its unanimity in penal
causes.
Had it not been for this weakness, the condition of Austria would at this moment have
beelt the condition of England. George the
Fourth would have been in England, what he
is in Hanover: in the one country, as in the
other, the people equally poor, and equaUy
miserable. From what be is in one country,
may be seen what he would be in the other.
The benefit produced by juryotrlal with its
unanimity, is produced by strlblnf the lawt
every now m_d then with impotence.
The
law is the work of theking : and in the produetion of the work he has two instruments
-- the house_ of parliament taken together,
and the supreme judges.
The houses of parliament m_ke law in one
way : the judges make what they cell law,
and whathasthe effect oflawsin anotherway.
The law, by whomsoever made,_belng
made, not for the benefit of the greatest
happiness of the 8_eatest number, but for the
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bem_
of tbe_ by whom it is so made,__ is
made of cmnse principally for the benefit of
the king, in which way soever made.
By whatsoever laws, by the good. or supIposed good, done to the king, evil to n greater
amount is done to the greate_ number, nit is
for the good of the greatest number that those
laws should remalnin the greatt.st possible
degree unexecuted snd ineffieinnt. Of the
laws which havethis effect, so great is the
extent, that rather than the effect of those
laws should not be weakened, it is for the
1benefit of the greatest number that the effect
of the whole body of law taken together
ahontd be weakened,
In England, the superior judges, nmore
l_'ticolarly those of the King's Bench, are in
possession and exercise of a power, the exercise of which is of itself sufficlent to the est&bllshment of the most tyrannical despotism,
They take a word or a phrase, sad in the use
they make of that phrase they find a pretense, and that an unquestionable one, for
tnAieting punishment without stint, on any
person they please, for any act they please,
The phrase ¢ontra bcmos mores, Latin as it
is, serves them for inflicting punishment without stint mt all persons by whom any act is
done, which does not aneord with the notions
they entertain, or profess to entertain coneerning morality,
The phrase, Chr/_/mt/ty/z port am/pav_l
oftAe law of the brad, serves thus for inflicting
punishment without stint on all persons by
whom any act is done, which does not accord
with the notions they entertain, or profess to
entertain, enncerning Christianity.
The word ¢onsplracy serves them for inflietlng punishment without stint on all per8one by whom say act is done, which does
not seeord with the notions they entertain,
or profess to entertain, ooncerning the act in
question,
It is not true, it may be ukl. that any such
despotism is in their power; for above them
sits parliament ; above them also in parliataunt, a king who can do no wrong, nor would
suffer wrong insay such shape to be done.
For, not to mention the wrong which in this
ease would be done to subjects, a despotism
thus es4sblished would be established in contempt of the authority of parliament.
Yes : thus much is utre enough ; namely,
tlutt without the consent at least, not to
speak of anything more thsa consent, of the
man who cen do no wrong, no wrong in this
shape nn be done. Bet in this shape, and by
reich instruments, by the man who can do no
wrong, wrong to say emount can be done, in
a umnner at once more effectual, sad in a
variety of ways more commodious, than by
anysuchsn unwieldyinstrumeutasthntealled
parliament,
He ,,,m do mo wring, because wrong be-
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! enmes right by ida do_glt. As the God
_.is in heaven can commit no sin ; Qo the God
i which is upon earth-- the God of Black! stone's creation and of all men's worship, can
do no wrong.
The beneficial effects ofjury-triel are produced in a different shape, in the _vil branch
and in the penal. Intheclvil hr;mch, iti_by
applying a bridle to arbitrary power in the
hand of the judge: in the penal branch, as
we have seen, contributing to infuse weakhess intothe body of the law.
Under governments in which the in.totion of a jury has no place, the judges not
being in those countries, removable, either
immediately or unimmediately, by the power
of the people, a man who upon any account
sees an adversary in the person of the judge,
may behold in that functionary a tyrant, from
whose power (which may be sufficient to
effect his ruin) he sees no possibility of escape. From a situation thus distressing, the
institution of a jury affords relief.
Suppom
a man to have suffered on one occasion
suppose a man to have suffered from enmity
in the breast of one or more of the jurymen,
no such sensation as that of inevitable oppression presses upon him : what he has
an assurance of is, that n jury composed of
exactly the munc individuals will not have
to try him on any other ouch__ou ; what he
may at the least have the hope of is, that
on a jury sitting on another oc_asioo, the
same adversary or advemarias will not haye
place.
In the penal branch, the llke good effect
is produced in the _ame way ; but in the
pemdbrsach, to that good efl'ect, saother, and
still more important, is added. In the penal
branch, the institution of a jury contribute*.
in conjunction with other causes, to the produetion of that weakness in the law, to which
this oountry _ which in this cese is looked
-to as a pattern, and from which all ¢oucep.
tions on the sub_eet of jury andjury-tritl are
taken--is moatly indebted for those liberties,
by which it is distinguished from other coontries. Itisfromtheeircumstanceefunanimity
that the effect is produced. By a single individual out of twelve, the hand of the law
is capable of being paralysed.
In consequence of this unanimity, i. t. in
consequence of its nece_ity to convict/on, it
is in the power of anyooe man, by mmmounting the patience of the rest, to command the
verdict, and thereby, be thc law and the fact
ever so clear in the condemnation of the defcodant, to produce his aequlttal.
In this fahe declaration of ummimitymaybe
aeenthecauseofahnustthewholeoftheafl]in.
tire eoufmement which _t present has place
in the c_e of juries. The ummimity out of
the question, the verdict would be decided
by votes; and in the ordinary state of thinga.
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_e voting would take plane Immediately
apou the delivery of the charge by the judge.
In two cues alone would any delay in the
delivery of the verdict have p]ace:_ I. If In
the instamce of this or that juryman, s desire
were expressed ot'receivLng instruction from
amy other. 2. If by this or that juryman, a
desire were expressed of communicating instruetion to this or that other, or to the rest.

"

n_,

peuduge were a_ebed, beboM, uduml or
Justice.
. Regub_onsb_eeueofon
ualmpowemd
jury:-I. The question w_ be to be neducod to
* s_ngle alternative: u option to be made
between two mutually contradictory _
tions: Examples, gufiltyornotgm_ty? forths
plaintiff or for the defendant ?
2. Thenumber of persons in the jury, odd,
§ 5. Proposed nimpo, oered jury, its uses
viz. that in every inst_ee n nmjot-ky m_y
a_d regulatioms,
have place.
The only circumstance in w_ich the spe3. Mode of voting, secret, otherwise
e_es of jury.here proposed differs from the by ballot.
jury in use ts this:_viz,
that whereas the
4. On hearing the declsion, the judge does
decision pronounced by the actual jury is_
in regerdto it ashe thinks proper: he either
batin 8 some stpecial and assigned cause of reverses, or confirms it with the e_eeptionof
nulllty_hinding
upon the judge, the decisJod, such alterations as he thinks fit.
of the proposed tmimpowered jury is, as the
5. In the books of the judieato_ entry
denomination here given to it imports, not is in each instance made of the verdict prob:nding upon the judge,
nouneed, and of the course taken by the judge
In general terms, the use of the unim. in relation to it as above.
powered_ury consists in this:_ viz. in its caBy comparison of different periods, the edpacity of being introduced man any country vance made in the state of the publie mind
m which the state of society _s regarded as may be ascertsine&
The _mslIer the pronot being sufficiently advanced to render it portion of the cases in which the verdict is
conducive upon the whole to the purposes of reversed or altered, to those of the eases ia
ce, to vest any such power in the great which it stands unchanged, the greater the
y of the people,
progress made by jurymen in the character
A country may be supposed, .in which, of scholars in this school of justice.
though the great body of the people are not ]
Not in the lowest stage of society, aetesl
]n so advanced a state asto render it eligible I or poss_le, can any conceivable mischief be
to repose this power in their hands, yet this ] produced, by the intervention of a popular
may not be the ease with a certain distin-] judicatorythus destituteofallpowerofdoing
Kuished portion of the people, who on this ] mischief; and sooner orlster, by thisinstltuOCcasion may be distinguished by the appel- [ tionalone, would the state ofsoeietybe reised
]ation of the higher orders. Admitting the ] from the lowest level to the highest. By way
existence of such a distinction, it may be a _ of encouragement, that the men thus placed
question whether it might not be more con. ] in a sort of judicial situation may be imdueive to the greatest happiness of the great- [ pressed with n sense of their own dignity, and
est. number _ attach to the judlcatory an ] their functions be an object of desire mui
tmtmpowered jury, compmed a_gether
of l source of satlsfactinn rather t_mmaversion0 s
the lower orders, than an ordinarily tin- [ station somewhat elevated and oruamen_ed
._. wered jury composed exclusively of the [ s_ou]d be assigned to them, with something of
higher orders, or conjunetly of thehigher and ] a decoration *cobe worn about their peranm.
lower orders.
|.
But to take the more simple ease in which, [ § 6. Ja_ymen _/to f l_at perwas dmsdd be
without distinction of orders, the supposition [
capab/e ef _ervfi,g aJ j_wym4m.
is that the state of society is not such as to |
Answer: Generally speaking, undera .sysadmit of an impowered jury, of whatsoever ] tern ofuniversalorvirtuallyuniversalsuffrsge,
materLsis composed.
] as under the most popuhsr of the Americlm
In this ease, without any the least preju- United States, take for the general ru_ eli
dice to justice, the odvan_Jtges belonging to persons of the male sex who are of f_11 s_
au impowered jury may to s considerable de- and are able to read. For the mode of a_ergree be given to° or rather would of course taining the reading qmdificatlon _n the m_
have place in the case of, this sort of .,|m.
commodious _Uer,
see ]Selrthem's Radical
powered jury.
Reform Bill.
1. In the first place, there would in thls
In that _
_o exeeptlom were
eme, as _nthe other, be the same sort of aid Why ? Beeax_ the aggregate nnmber of all
to,and sec_ri£y for, the appropriate aptitude, the persons of different deserlp_ons, *lp6_
intellectual as well as moral, on the part of whose admission _my valid objectise could be
the judge,
raised, was in that ease not considerable
_. In this _e, ss in the other, the people enough to produce any we_l-gromulod a_
weald, in every judicatory te which this up- bension of their exercising ext unf_veemble
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influence on the result; and because, each person delivering his vote separately, no person
would be exposed to experience annoyance in
any shape from anyotber. Delivering a vote
in an election reqmres nothing but a will :
an understanding ? yes, this likewise ; but an
understanding which always can, and without
impropriety may, have taken another understanding for its guidance,
Not so in the case of a jury : each man's
understanding is, by the incident of the tooment, and in a state not prepared for the oc¢asion, called into exercise. It may, it is true,
take another understanding fol its guidance,
but ere it can have made choice of any such
directing understanding, it must itself have
been put in exercise,
In the case of the election, the influence of
any one vote on the result cannot be otherwise than extremely small. In the case of
the jury._ial, where, as in Scotland, uuanimity is not necessary, a single vote may sufrice to determine the result.
In the case of the election, each voter appeering upon the spot and delivering his vote
aeparately, no one individual is exposed to
m_noyance at the hands of any other. In the
case of the jury, it being necessary that they
shouldsitallofthemincompanyofeachother,
it may happen, that by a single individual in
whom the capacity of producing annoyance
in this or that shape, _'ith or without the incllnation, has place, annoyance may be produeed in such shape and degree as may suffice
to give disturbance to the whole operation:
in such sort that misdecision, or more naturally non-decision, is produced, not to speak
of the discomfort produced at the same time
to the individuals,
With what degree of frequency is it desirable that within a given length of time the
function of a juryman should by the same individual be exercised ?
There are considerations which operate in
extension of the time ; others wi_ch operate
in limitation of it.
As to the direct and particular use of the
inst}tution, the more frequently this function
comes to be performed, the more experience
the individual gains, and the more fitted he
is thereby rendered for it.
Under the head of uncompensated labour,
which is as much as to say expense, -- the
greater is the hardship, the heavier is the tax
which is in this case imposed,
Another inconvenience is, that, in proportlon to this frequency, the condition of the
Suryman is made to approach that of the permanent and official judge, and thereby the
mconvemences attached to such permanence
m'e brought into existence.
When considered inthe capacity ofacholsrs
in the scJmol of justice, the more frequently
throe who have been entered into this school
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m,eexercised, the greater will their proficiency
be : then, on the other hand, the more frequent the exercise given to those who are
thus entered, the smaller is the number of
the members of the community to whom, in
this character, the instruction is imparted.
The two evils, the exclusion of which is
on this occasion to be avoided, are--the
punishment of non-ofenders, and the nonpunishment of offenders.
L Against the punishment of non-offenders, the following are the modifications that
present themselves :-1. Necessity of unanimity to warrant conviction and punishment.
2. In case of dissentlence, necessity of a
majority. This majority is in its extent absosolute and relative ; susceptible of degrees, of
which the highest is that in which the minority consists of no more than one ; and the
lowest, that in which the majority exceeds
the minority by no more than one.
To contribute to the effect desired, it is
not necessary that the want of unanimity, or
of that extra-majority which is thought fit to
be required, should have for its effect acquittal, and the consequent exemption of the
acellsed from a]J punishment.
Its effect is
capable of being limited, to the giving him
exemption from the highest degree of punishment, or from the highest and the next to the
highest, and so downwards, in the scale of
punishment.
Of this modification the usefulness is more
particularly conspicuous and undeniable as
applied to irremediable punishment, and in
particular to that mode of punishment which
alone is completely and absolutely irremediable, viz. mortal punishment.
Note, that the greater the absolute number, i.e. the total number of those of whom
the jury is composed, the greater is the
greatest relative number of which the ultramajority is capable of being composed.
II. Non-punishment of offencters.
From the giving to a single acquitting voice,
or any other such small number of acquitting
voices, the effect of producing total or p,',rtlal
exemption from the appointed punishment,
follows inconvenience ; that is to say, danger
of non-punishment of offenders.
The case of corruption is the one most
easny provided against ; at any rate, that corruption, to the application of which no antecedent intercourse or particular connexion is
necessary.
The following are the arrangements by
which, in correspondent proportion, the diffieulty that attaches upon the application of
the eorruptive influence may be increased.
1. Increasing the number of the minority
necessary to overrule the opinion and will _"
the majority.
2. Subjecting the choice of the jurymen on
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the eleefi.onth_e_h made, dum_r_
.the dleliv.my,of | ,ndi_dmd, emnpared with. the tempt_tlm in
the verdi.el., .e . ottO., ura_an polmble.
[ favor, of government, wh,chie, in _if
Not slight as the 8nevance produced by so | .quont_ty, practically apeaking, infinitel
Imxe a number u twelve, so m_orably re- m raspeet of e_me_ney, applying it,ll
ia
quired in all _
Fe¢ the .correction of it, every ease in which, avowedly or unavo_
we aeed no other huttruetion than that which edly. government has any enncem.
is afforded by the instances in which superinr
In fswottr of an individual, itis onlyin_t
power is lodged in less trustworthy hands,
comp_atively ,_!!
number of _
that
True it it, that there have been twel_e pa_tia_ty can find me_ns to operate with say
apostles.
Before _hem. there were twehae chance ofsueee_.
loathe in the year, twelve divinities of'tlu
On this side, partiality will require to be
highest elas_ imd twelve divinities of the d/stlnguiched into natural and factitious.
next highest elms. Since then., there have
For examples of natural partiality, take the
been twelve Knigh_ of the Rmmd Table of fvlloming : _
King Arthur.
|. The _urymen having a natural, though
In the ease of jurymen, as of all otheefune,
more or lea remote and undefined, and thenee
tionarie_, the problem it, how to secure on an unseen, interest, in a peeuaimy or oth_
,their part, with reference to their hasten,
shape, i_ the egent of the cause.
the maximum of the aggregate apffepriate
2. Jury_
in this or that proportion of
aptitude,
the whole nambee, having connexion in tim
In this instance as in others, elements el . way of interest, or sympathy, with a party oa
appropriateapfitude, three, _vis. appropriate either si_e ef the cause.
moral aptitude, appropriate intellectual apti.
3. So a feeling of ho_tDity ht the may of
tude, and appropriate active taknt : branches antipathy.
of appropriate intellectual aptitude, two, _
Now aa to.tempt•tim• in a faet_tieus s]mpe,
vlg appropriate knowledge, and appropriate those of s pecuniary, nature are at oaee the
judgment,
most obvious and the mat extensively apOf these elements, the first in the order of plicable. The act by whi_ temptation o_
consideration, and as it simuld seem of ira- this nature is applied, nod applied with suo.
portence, is appropriate moral aptitude. Bat ee_ is_ if it be in a pe_miary and tangible
for no one of these three elements, can any shape, termed bribery _ m_if in a lea tangible
proper provision be made, wlthoqt cmtsider_
shspe_ corruption ; thongh even in any ease
tlon had at the same time of the other two.
in which the word bribery is employed with
As to appropriate moral aptit,d_.
For se- propriety, so my the word eerruption : eor.
eurlng this quality, ref_renee must be made ruption being the _en_, bribery ene spedes
to the causes of relative inaptitude. F_ se- e4"it.
earing aptitude, the eo_se to be taken witl
Much mote d_ff_ult to contend with is the
be, to counteract the influence of these slnis- case whet. the source of the temptation is
ter causes,
natural, than where it is factitiouS. Where it
For applying the pmper remedy agsinst de- is factitious, you may by means of dkqmtek
linquoney, the first thing to be done is te prevent the application of the instrument of
bring to view the mores of the eorrespendent
temptation : where it is natural, the in_rutemptation.
.
ment of temptation is already applying itmlf
Thi_ willbe, on questions between indivi, in all its for/_.
dual and individual, partiality in favour of
either side to the Imejudiee of the other : on
§ 7. Jury appomtmeat.
• question between individual and governBy whom should the members of s juryb#
ment, partiality in favour of either side to appointed _
the prejudice of the other.
Answer: By no man, butby fortune. Msa
As to this matter, partiality in favour 0/" has sinister interests ; fortune has no dalster
the individual, to the prejudice of the eonsti- interests. Under man's appointment, justiee
toted authorities as such, is of eonrse in any would have no even chanca _ under forta_
individual in,tance possible. But what is be- appointment, she will have an even elmnen,
yond comparison more probeble is, partlalitv and that is the be_t ohffincothat eau be girl
ia favour of government, to the prejudices to her.
of the individmd; so much mm'e ample and
Whatever benefit hu resulted from t]d_
seeureiy _t
are the means of rewarding, appendage to the judgment seat, has been
and thus proenring pm,tiality, in the hands of produced by its applying as • bridle 1lo arhillove_nment, in comparison with the most ef- trary power, in the hands of the judge, a_l
fteieat m_,_-s that am be genet_y employed those inwhme partieulurandsinisterinteresta
_y imilviduals,
he _ • sharer, From a bridle, his _____vm_t
Widely _t,
in respee_ of the ampli- hat of course from first to hurt been z to_-41'o
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vert it into a.r]m.l L and thereby into an inm'umeut.
_
'
The individuals who, on the oeeasion of
eqLchesuse, serve in this character are, or at
any rate are supposed to be, a minor assurek]age, a comparatively minute body, taken
OUt of a comparatively large class. In each
instance, therefore, the composition of the
jury depends upon two distinguishable cireumstanc_ : 1. Upon the sltuat_on in life of
the individ_ala composing the .class out of
which the selection is made ; 2. On the situation of the hand or hands by which the se/ection is made.
In so far as the appointment, by which, in
the individual cause in question, the members
of the jury are determined, is regarded as
having for its canes, avowed or concealed, the
will of this or that person, whose will could
not, consistently with the acknowledged deof the institution, be thus employed, -the operation, by which effect isgiven to such
will, is called packing,
Theclassoutofwhichtheseleetlonismade,
suppose it_ in the whole or in the greatest part,
composed of individuals whose place is mnong
the ruling few, -- or whose eyes, with a view
to the advancement of their interests, are hahitually fixed upon the ruling few : packing
is thus far established, and established bylaw.
Buppose the form of government an aristoeraey : here we have a system of packing for
the purpose of.aristocratical sinister interest,
Suppose the form of government a tooItsrchy, with an aristocracy under it, with or
Without a colour or shade of democracy : here
we have a system of packing established for
the purpose of a combination of monarchical
and aristoeratiesl influence,
Suppose the composition of the class out
of which the seisction is made, inacertaindee_mixed _ some of the individuals, sharers
e particular and sinister iuterests,'others
13ot : in this case it is, and in this alone, that
it t_ty be matterof importance what the hands
are by wbich the selection is made. |f these
be the hands of an individual or individuals
belonging to the tainted class just mentioned,
U well might the jury be composed exclusive]y of such hands without any mixture,
From the above eoosideratious result two
pnctieel conclusions:-The body out of which juries are respeetivz]y selected should be either _
. 1. Of the individmds possessing the right
Qf Luffre_ B ia the election of members of
the representative assembly ander the system
If virtual tmiver_ldity of suffrage, _ all such
W_mseresideaee is within the judicial district
in-queeti'ou ; udth the exception of a few
• ViZ.-in the _primaryassembly_ that is to say,
where, as under the French and Spanish eonsfi-
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_I_,
s_ch as inEme persons, criminal co_
viet_, &e., whoseinterferenee, though without
effect in that case, would not he wit.hout effeet
in this ;_ or,
2. A select body, thence not so numerotm
as that aLl-comprehensive body, but stilla.qqply
numerous in comparison of the number of th#
jurymen, who for the purposo of one or mo_/e
causes are appointed for one ¢nd the same
day's service : the body of electors by whie_
! this election is performed, the same as that
inst described.
In either cue, fortune's will be the m_t
)roper hands by which, for the purpose of eat b
ndividual cause, the selection san be made.
Fortune is not exposed to the action o/e
sinister interests, of interest-begotten prejqdices, oranthority.begotten
prejudices: eyery
human being is. If the design had really beep
to prevent the selection of the jury from being
rendered partial, and. eonduclye to mlsdec_sion, by the influence of those causes, it is tO
fortune, and not to any human being, that
the selection would have been commltted_
Throughout the whole of the system of whic]t
jury-trial is a part, two objects-- two int_merely connected objects, have been aimed
at, in so far as circumstances bare admitted,
by the workmen employed in the fabrication of
the system, viz. the lawyers,---and the k;ngs',
whose dependent creatures and instrumen_
they always were ;-- viz. to secure the re_l
existence and efficiency of partiality in the'u"
favour, and to secure the appearance of
partiality. When a man is to make this select
lion, scarcely in one instance out of twenty
will partiality be really without • place in
selector's mind : scarcely in one instance ou_
of twenty, be the partiality ever so strenuous.
will there be any outward and visible sign of
it. Lookoverthetableof"SpringsofHuman
Action." _ That table now lies before me:
sixteen is the number of different ones yo_t
may see, no one of them less capable of de,rmining and misleading conduct than another:
sixteen different sortsofinterests, every oneof
them capable of anting with effect in the
racter of a sinister interest : sixteen, of which
the love of money is but one. In 411times, and
with the exception of the metropolis, in all
places, the sheriffs have been the absolutely
depending creatures of the king, placed by
the king, engaged in pecuniary w_eotmt_ wit lt
the king, and for the difference between profit
and utter ruin, depending on the uncontroul_
able will and pleasure of another set of de,
pendent creatures and instruments j_f th_
king _ the barons of his exchequer, judges
thegrest indicatory ofaneonnts betwee_h_g
and hht defenceless subject&
The judges were placed and displanm_l_
by the king. The sheriffs were placed hy
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of them of tour_ gave place_o mm_er,
pl_eed in h'ke manner by the kihg. q'he juryIn the determination of the tadivi_lmtl_
men were placed by this ¢=eatore of the king; serving as members of thin obligatory.at r
sad at the end of ench short length of time _
tending committee of the public-op/ninn
call it term, call it a__'_, call itseeslons--_ve
lmnal, the appropriate aptitude of the port_
place to another set, selected by the same or must be kept in view.
another lured, in that same place. In this
Deficiency in appropriate moral apfltud_
state of things, wherever the king or any in. will be corruption, or have corruption for
dividual dependent on him possessed, in any muse. Corruption ;*in thine_e eithexpm_.
shape, an interest in the cause, think what eed4mtal or m_b_me_/a/;
namely, wi_]i j_
would have been the real eflleiency of any lation to the time at which it is believed wOf
measures having for their' professed object mere orlessllkelytobebel.ievedbytheju_.the securing of impartiality in the administre- man, that, on _e occasion of the suit or cav_e
t_un of justice,
in qucatlon, he will have to serve.
By the combination of the two modes of
Of preeedental moral inaptitude, the mo_
appointment above menticmed, the nsefulpurextensive causes, in a republican state, ave
pose of the institution might in n certain re- antipathy and.sympathy on the ground
apeetbeforwsrded.
Ofthejuryinencheause
party. To evil from this soorce, thenatare
thegrenter number might be taken bylot out of the ease excludes the possibility of any
of the aLl-comprehensive body of electors:
completely effectual remedy: all that can be
one, or some other such small number, out of i done towards it, is by power of dislocation
the seleet body. Whatishereaseumedis,
that
given to the parties on each aide. In th_
itiswith a viewto superiority in intellectual
ease, in so flu"as the proposed bias of _i_
aptitude and active talent, that the selectinn jurymen in attendance is known or eonjecis tobe made.
tured, those on both sides a_nst whom the
Here, then, by the major portion in whom, persuasion or suspicion applies with greatest
In respect of appropriate moral aptitude, the force, will on each side, if the faculty be
_e]ienee is, --obsequiousness or resistance to given, be dislocated.
the guidance of the select few will be maniIn the langtmge of English law, d/s/oc_t_tm
f_sted, according to what, in their eyes, are thus applied, is c_a//em3/n_.
the dictates of justice.
In smonarchicel state, supposing any such
The right of exptmctinn, shall it be allowed institution as that of a jury admitted into.
to the parties ?
the judicial system, the system of corruption
The room for the exercise of it will de- inseparable from the government will have
pend on the number selected in the first in- infused and kept up throughout the whole
I_tance.
population, an all-pervading spirit of party
To any appre*ch towards a satisfactory sympathy and antipathy, xltogether incomsolution of this question, much more detail patible with right decision in any sort of suit
would be neeeuary thnn the present
design or cause to which it applie_
e0uid afford.
Psrtlality from a public cause may be more
Serious objection, however, is not alto- or less open and exposed to general k[_owgather wanting. To the party in the wrong, ledge or suspicion : partiafity from • private
suppoain8 him conscious of his being so, an cause, much leas so.
advantage having place to an extont to which
In the ease of ujury, after the exhaustion e_"
no limits eaa be ass_ned, is thus given. Pro- the whole stock ofpo_ible remedies which the
portioned to the reputation for appropriate nature of the case admits of, _ seff-regard_
aptitude, in all its several elements, possessed ing- interest-begotten,
sympathy- begotten_
by the eventual juror, will be the eagerness antipathy-begol_en,
and prejudice-begotten_
of tide seLf-condemned party, to pat an ex- partiality, to a vast extent, will have _
:
elusion upon so assured an adversary,
and that in such force, that misdeeition wiK
InelcofioncommitteesoftheEnglishHouse
continually he the result of it.
_ Commons, this affect of the right of exSuch will be the ease, whether the part
l_tction has been matter of experience and taken by each juryman be known or.unknown
rem_ir Knocking out the brains of the tom- I_unknuwn, in so t_srasthe nature of tbeca_
mlttm, is the phrase by which the expunetion admits of its being so; which cannot be the,
Ires in'this emebeen designated. Ofthe three Icase, but to on extent in a tonsiderahledegre_
elements of appropriate uptitude, intellectual
limited.
aptitude amlactivetalent have been thetwo
If, as is throughout the ease in Engli_
mall eaes in view.
For reference to apprw practice, the decision is represented as une__
moralaptltude,
cutting out the heart nimoua_]u_re,
that whichtouopereonca_.
eftbeeommittee,
or mmethingtoth/seffe_,
be nnknOwn is, that by every memberol_
Wmddbe I_q_eory, if, in a bodyso compmed the jury, concurrence in the obnoxlmm deei-_
m_me_ oqpmm a_uwt eotdd haveokee,
don was t4vent for who the m_mbers _of
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the jury are, h seen by all present in the • nm_orityonone_de orthe o_er, the numb_
.jm]ieatory.
wRl of coarse, in that case, be an odd one.
Here, then, ire all twe|ve--thst
being in
In the'case of the smallest odd number.
everyeasethenumber--expmedtotheenmity
'.henon-s_sy
will be complete: numbers
o(all those to whose wishes the deeisinn is in this case, two to one. Each one knowing
adverse,
on which side he himBelf has voted, will
A ease that may very well happen, and that know, if he be the only one on his side, to
cannot but bappen, is, that without its being a certainty, on which side the two others
either known or suspected, jurymen, one or have voted.
more, may have s peeuntsry interest in the
If, indeed, he be one of the majority of
event of the cause-- an interest equal, or in two, what is possible is, that as between the
any degree superior, to that which any party two others he will not know to a eertalnty
huoneither
side. Here, then, is inducement
which has been on his side -- which on the
*utficient to eanse asingle unto to produce by opposite side. But on this supposition, there
the characteristic torture, on tbe partofall the must either have been an absence of all disothers, accession to his side. For submitting eussion, a dead silence, or on the part of the
to it, his compensation may be ample to any two fellow-jurymen, on one side at least, if
amount, while in the instance of no one of not on both, a display of the vice of insincothe whole number with whom he has to con- rity ; and that in such perfection as to have
tend, has compensation place in any shape,
been successful
Suppose s majority to be admitted to deTrue it is, that as you increase the numterrains the decision ; and, in the first place, bur, you increase the probab_ty of uncutsuppose the side taken by cash known in tainty ; but the number may rise to five,
every ease, no expeflients being taken in the seven, nine, eleven, thirteen, fifteen, and still,
way of eoneeallog it. In this ease, the moral unless discussion be excluded, the probability
corruption, the solemn inslneerity and men- of uncertainty be very inconsiderable, and
daelty, is excluded.
But the exposure to after all, but partial, applying _o this or that
ill-will, with the attendant inducement to i one or other small proportion of the whole
partiality and misdecisien through fear, is number.
renderad still more certain and extensive;
not one of the jury but makes to himself
§9. ,)'stamen, number of--pro_rrtioa req_izite
and stands for ever exposed to, a host of
to command tlw verdict.
adversaries _ all those without doors whose
1. Number.
The smallest capable of fulaffections are on the opposite side.
filling the purpose.
On the other hand, on this supposition, the
Increasing with the number is either vegataken in thedeclsion by each juryman is tion or expense : vexation to the jurymen, if
expo_,d to the tutelary action of the public- time, and labour of attendance, and operation,
opinion tribunal.
Here, then, is the breast are not eompensated for; expense, if they are.
of the juryman acted upon, and agitated by,
Jurymen, though but ephemeral judges,
conflicting interests : as between right de- are not the less judges : call them by that
cidon and mi_leehinn the uncertainty is en- name, the conception in respect of vexation
tire, the suffering certain, and to an unlimited and expense wiU be the more adequate.
degree capable of being intense : the option
2. Proportion requisite to command the
may be between having the good opinion and verdict.
good-will of all persons but one, with whom
In cases non-penal, there is little difficulty.
he has any particular connexion in the way Misdecision may happen in any case ; bur
of interest or sympathy, and the forfeiture of from ,the nature of the class of eases thus
the good.will of some one, on whose good denominated, no danger is indicated as st,.
erases the whole prospect of his life depends, taching to misdeelsinu on one side of the
Suppose, now, the decision of the majority i cause, grcater than from misdecisioo on the
anlltcient, but se_cay, by expedients more or _other.
If any sudh difference in point of
less efficient, endeavoured to be preserved -- danger is discoverable, it must be by a lint.preserved, in n word, by the most effectual of tieular examination of the eases referable t6
Idl expedients, suffrages given as in the ease this head. In one point of view, number
of • well-oonducted ballot, with all the se- and proportion are united. The prime object
¢resy which the nature of the ease admits of: is to secure decision on the one side or the
to all persons without doors, the rcault, in other, in contradistinction to nondeciston.;
respect of aembers on both sides, known and for nondecision, in so far as it has phce, h(
deetared: this, and nothing else.
denial of justice.
In effect, however, it _i'
grill as between juryman and juryonm -deeision against the plaintiff's side ; but ittg
between esek one, and one or more. orall of: without aultlcient grounds; for, supposingthe
his fdlows_be
seereay will be in a high ground sufficient-- anflieient in the eye, a[
l_]egree una_aln,
those to whom it belongs to judge, a dec_do_
'_er the sake ef securing in every instance would be prononnced in positive term_
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tlmt ,dds_ Make the number of jurymen odd,
pmitive deddon _mthe rote side or on the
other is by this means secured ; sad on
whichuer rode it is give,, should the decis/on be erroaeomt, no 6reater mi_b_tef is as
almve likely to ensue, than if the miade_don
were on the other side.
Ve_ different is the result in • case of
spenalnature.
By punishment of an indiv/dmd who is oot guilty, greater is the evil
produced thsn by non-punisdlment of an individual who is guilty." Of this evil the elemeet. are as follows : _
1. Mischief of the second order : alarm,
self-regarding alarm, produced in the minds
of the people-* large, by the apprehension of
undue suffering from the like source,
2. Sympathy with the sufferer and hla conaezions : pain of social sympathy,
In both its branches this evil will increase
with the magnitude of the punishment. _
Where the punishment is mortal, thi_ evil
is st its maximum. In this case the unisehievonsness is c_ented, not so much by the
magnitude of the punishment, as by its h'remediability_by its not being cepeble of being
made to cease, and by the exclusion it puts
upon all compensation or astish_ction- upon
good in every shape given to a party injured,
in enmpenastion for the injury,
To set against the superiority of evil that
has place in the case of undue ennvietion,
and consequent execution, a_ compared with
that of undue acquittal, an expedient naturally, and not unfrequently resorted to, haa
been, the requiring for the producing a conviction, votes more in number and proportion
titan for producing an aequl_._l.
Hereupon
come two opposite dangers : --1. Allow convictims to have place where, in the opinion
of one or more of these judges, the offence
charged was not committed : in a proportionable degree, the evils above stated as flowing
from undue punishment, have place. 2. Give
to(me, orsnyothersmailnumberofvotes,
the
effect of preventing conviction: you let in the
danger of undue s_quittal through corruptive
influence, or ill-applied sympathy.
Of these
two oppmite evils, neither is capable of being
completely excluded ; but by apposite or• angemente, they are each of them capable
of being diminished -- diminished, and that
in such • degree as to supersede the demand
for that multitude which, in the ease of these
• phemaral judges, has commonly been exceseive,
So far ms regards criminal eases, the grand

. ,

":

1t_

argument is this :-- Would.voa endureto m,
that man treated as guilty, w]M), b) the _yel.
of though it were but a siagle individual,
of such a company, who by oJke are all seed
men and true, is ;-nocent?
In the instance of this chumof eases,
which are not only criminal but eapiUd-._
such has been their prominence _ have in &
rammer eclipsed all those whese place is iaferior in the important scale. The eelipw is
altogether • nsturul one. In the original phm-nmcopeia of Englith jurisprudence, mortal
punishment enus_ituted the general remedy:
mortal punishment constituting the goneral
rule, punishment short of mortal, the excel)lion. Under a jurisprudence thus enmposed
or organized, think what, in s mind not ulto•ether destitute of human sympathy, mast
have been the impression natureJly made by
the conception thus started. As in the eyes of
the dissentient juryman, so in all other eyes
to which the ease presented the same aspect,
all who concurred in the verdict of which thedeath of the accused was the consequence,
would wear the mpect of murderers.
The mischief consist, in giving to the po.
nishment such a form, that in case of misapplication, the evil of it is irreparable. Bat
to an eye the research of which is emdlned
to the surface, destruction of the offender present., in the case of punishment in this shape,.
adesreeofsecoritysueh
asia not eapableot
beingglven by punishment in anyother4dmpe
Experience proves, that from causes foreiSn.
to the present purpose, by the giving of this
slmpc to punishment, security, instead of be-_
ing increased, is lessened. But in the rank of
llfe in question, so sensitive is selfishness,
that neither the will, nor the understandlng,.
necessary to • research below the surface, ar_
to be found.
On the occasion of the decision pronounced
by the jury, shall unanimity he made necessery ?
Otherwise thus:_in
giving his suffrage
towards the formation of the decision, shsdL
each juryman be permitted to give his own
opinion ? or shall he be compelled to 8ire m
his opinion, that which is not ?
Were reason and morality to decide, the
question thus put would contain the answer.
But in the course given to the practice, reason
and morality have been treated with the most
complete disregard. Time out of mind, the
practice hss been determined by custom, the
effect of no one can say what cause, in an age
of which all that is known is, that it was &
barbarous one.
• This supposes that the non-guiltiness of the
Dissect this tmusaetmn, and note well the
eenvicted
ind/vidual
eithero/'popular
Is it the time,
be- circumstances of which it is eomposad:
osnes then_rter,
an object
belier,ormore
erh_ extensive and intense. For, sup]x_ the
I. The dee/don pronounced by the jmT is
_mmry, the suffainKo/'_ewhoia
not•silt),
aceompaaied by•he cereaumycalled aneath.
is net g_mtar than the suffering of ene who m In and by this oath is undmtoed (ff m_l_:
Ll_ty. lt even is not so grmt. For to suppert is u,der, tond) a promise that the oplsde_
_der wl_eh
the s_]ktion_
theh_notnot
guilty has comi- delivered by the person ht question _t]_1. bet
_mlom
the guilty
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sit oplulon which, at the tlme of his dolivering
i_ he really eatertains.
As often as it is
tlm_t
that a promise of this 6oft is violated,
that i, to sea/, that the opinion which the man
has deUvered accordingly as his, was not the
opinion which"he at the_ time entertained, he
b considered in law, and in public opinion and
language, as having committed an act ruingnant at the same time to the d_
of law
and morslity. The neme by which this act is
deJ/gnsted, is perjury. As often as among a
jdry, st the time of prouounclng the decision
thus given in as unanimous, any difference of
opinion ln_ place (insomuch that while the
opinion given in asthe opinion of the whole,
is the opinion of one or more, others there
me, oneor more, whese opinion it is not,)
p_rjury, it is manifest, has been committed.
Either this is perjury, or nothing that can be
1tamed, is perjury,
Of the persons by whom the perjury in
this case has been committed (the whole of
the jurymen being twelve,) the number may
have been ,any number from one to eleven
inclusive,
Not uncommonly the number of
perjurers on this occasion is known to have
been eleven.
2. Next comes the question, m what way is
it.thst this perjury is brought•bunt?
In what
way? by what means ? The answeris--torture.
', By torture, taken in the literal sense, is
universully understood the employing pain of
body, or _or of the immediate. •pplication of
it, to compel, at the hands of the individual
to whom the pain or the fear is applied, the
iierformance of some act, which it is (or at
least, by the pemon by whom the torture is
applied, is thought to be) in his power to perform : to eompel him in such sort, that on the
Eefformance of the act, the pain or the fear,
whichever it is, ceases, but till then eontihues. Here, then, wehave perjury produced
by torture,
a. Now as to the person or persons by
whom the torture is administered, and the
perjury produced,
These persons are of two, or even more
descriptions,
- For simplicity ofconceptinn, sup.pose it the
ease where the number of the perjurers Ieleven : oBe, and one alone, not being a party
to the perjury. In this ease it is by the intermediate agency of this one juryman that
the torttwe, by which the perjury has been
_Eeeted, has been inflicted on all the reet_ At
_me time it has been inflicted on him by
ldumel£ Thus we see eleven out of twelve
j_j_)en
perjut_, and all twelve tortured,
For thelmin of body thus indicted on him,_I_ the"jurynam who is out perjured, has
_eeeive& a_eompensath_
which in his eye is
adequate: he'lms saved himself from the guilt
of p_'ju_y, and he,has ezereised an act of

'PROCEDURE.
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! When, at the _
of eae4permn, pe_ : jury is committed by.mmther, soheramkm4Df

perj_y is in hm_er'. _

_i telm.

_
: a person at _hmeinatigafiou the pot-.
jury is committed, _ i_ mnekieattiml therel_
termed meubome:.
.
.
Here then we have eleyen pm_ous perjured,twelve persons tortured, andona permm who
is • suborner.
But eubornefion n_3 have place in j chain
of any length. The suborners, c_e b,_t_
"_4
! another, st so many different diet•aces front
the immediate act and it_ agent, may be mash
in any numher, fot_ningoroceupyingsuunmy
lengths in • chain of suhernation.
A insti..
gates B to commit the perjury ; or A insti.
gatesBtoinstifsteCtocommlttheperjury;
' and so on to any length.
The immediate suborner would not in that
manner above explained have instigated C
and the others to commit the perjury, had it
not beenbythe powergiven to him by another
person, who thereby becomes an anterior suborner _a suborner of the first remove: thus
forming or occupying another and higher link
in the e.h-ln of subornatinn and perjury.
The permn by whom this power is posse_ed and exercised is a judge _ the presiding
judge : the judge before whom the _
is
carriedon, and by whom all the operations
performed on the occasion are directed.
In this way, on condition of inflicting on
himself and the other eleven • degree of uBeasiness which no one of them but himself
esn support, any man has it in his power to
preserlbe the opinion that shall be delivered
by the rest, and thus converts them into per-_
jurers. The number of the persons capablesof being on each trial thus dealt with, is the
number of the persont employed on the trial
in character ofja_rors.
The mode by which this power is exereited
ht, to him by whom it is exercised, liable to
he so painful, that the ease of its being so
exercised is not an ordinm7 one. In the ordi,
navy ease, those in the minority give up their
opinions, and join with.the majority. To
iunction, there will naturally he two indueements: _1. The general p_reepfion, that in
ease of diver_ty of opinion, the ehan_es in
favour of rectitude, will he in the direct ratio
of the number of the persons on the diffe-_
rent sides. 2. That in • larger number, the
chance iagrester of its _ontain_
an imiivi_.
dual capable of thus subduing the othere, than
in a smaller.
On the other hand, eeete_ par_,rs, the
chance iu favour of rectitude in the cue of
any opinion is as the number of the persons
by whom it is embraced. According to t_ia
rule, when by one single mau the _
oontrsry to the opln_ne _dVele_
othem/i
thus l_ndueed, the prohabilityin fa_o,tr d
wrongness ofdedsioniesse]even
toone..
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no more than three, the probability in favour more good is commonly produced, thu._
of s wrong decmion thus produced, could hive been produced by the oh_rvenee 7
_e_
by the above rule be greater tlnm as
Answer • No such effect can be.pmd__-W]_',
'_'woto one.
but by a more than common degree of ezm/_y.
It follows, therefor, that the more nume- But setting as/de the ease of bribery, wh_
tons the jury sel_ng under this forced and could not without an uncommon concorren_
false deela_ion of unanimity, the great,As
of cireumstances have plaee, and which iQ
the probability of this kind of perjur_,,
fact is very seldom, if ever, supposed to hsv_
Now as to the general effect of this feature plane,--and the case of a sinister interest pro.
in the institution, on therectitode of judicial dueed by other eircumstaneesr--a case which
de_sions, and op .the charaeter of the goveru- in the penal br_nch can very seldom ]swm
meat_in
a word, on the greatest happiness place_ the degree of energy requimte for
of the greatest number,
the production of this effect can u'arcely b_
S_g
the state of the law in general pr.odeced by any sort of _ause oiber the.
were what it b_ht to be, and'is commonly
that, _ the designation of which the namlt
=rod to be, _ou
this supposition, by every of conscience or principle is commonly.
wrong verdict_hy
every verdict not given ployed ; viz. sensibility to the force of
in accordance with the state of the law and sympathy, sensibility to the force of the.i_
evidence, mischief is produced. If by any pular or moral a&nctinn, or _udbility to.
such verdict_ not preponderant mischief, but force of the religious sanction : an _
preponderant goodis produced, the case is of tist will pin his faith on the ol_ini_ _
the number of those in which the state of the supposed opinion of the judge. In the-case
law is different from what it ought to be.-- of neither of these classes is it common fur
nodnot merely different, but to sucha degree any such energy to have place.
different, that by the breach of the law, and
For marking the separation between
that bre_h, a notorious one, less mischief is eases in which this unanimity may.be of real
done than would have been done by the ob- use, end those in tvhieh it omnot be of real
asrvanee of it.
use, ore line, or at most two lines, may suf• To say, then; that in the present state of rice. It may be of use, and is of .nan, in a_
the law, taking the effects of this pretended throe cases in which, whether in respect of
unanimity in the a_resute, the result of it is the prohibition, or in respect of the punishbeneficial to, satiety, is as much as to sa_, ment, the law (being det¢ivaental to the inthat such is the stat_ of the law, -- taken in terest of the subjeet_many3 ought not to be
tbe as_repte , that society reaps a quantity of in-egistence, and that in such sort, that it is
-lear benefit from the aggregate number of better for the subject-many that no obedithe breaches of the law thus produced,
enee should ever be paid to it, than that no
• In this portion is moreover included an- dimbedicnea to it should have piece. Itis Of
_ther, viz. that in the bulk of.the population, use therefore in the ease of all those pemd
at any rate in that part of it. from which jury- provisions by which monarchical government
men of the cla_ in_luestion are drawn, there is distinguished from demoemticaL-Au the inexists such a regard for the welfare of the stance of all those laws by which the penalty
oummanity, as, on the part of the class of for offences against person, property, or _ethroe by whom laws are made, is not to be putatinn, is raised to a higher degree in the
found. For if there were, then by repealing case where the injured person is a member of
or giving the requisite modification to those the government, than in the case where be iJ s
laws, the breach of which is wont to be thus private individual, possessing.no share in the
produced, the same effect would be made to powers of government.
l_sve place; and withmtt being aeeompanied
It is of use in all those eases in whieh
withany abuse as is at present produced_an
punishment is attached to the divulsa_inn _f
abuse so flagrant, and so plainly repugnant to opinions.
the almost universally acknowledged princiIt is of use in the ease of all ofl'enees agad_t
ides of mera_." y and religion,
the revenue ofgovernmeut, when the governUnder the unanimity system, the useful, ment is to auch a degree corrupt, smi to such
m_s of jury-trial is U the badness of the sub- an exten established in the habit of
smative law in general, and in particular the ricing to the particular, and theuce
mnatitotiohal
brancl_ This Vnanlmity is interest of its members, the interest of
_ore
bird in the Anglo-American United whole community, that it would be for the
States, but good in England.
advantage of the whole community that the
Admitting the effect alleged, viz. the force government should fall to pisses, and s difPat upon the will of all but one, by the one, ferent one be established in th_roum of it.
|mdthe substitution of the will of that one
It mayeven, withoutgoingtumch
alas_fit
to thewfll oftbe other eleven, where, it may as to annihilate the government, be of use to
be_,usked, is the proof that by the breath of a certain ext_t,
and on certain oeeuimut;
the law,__ by the breach ms thus effected, i vi_ by increasing the dit_colty the 8ovem.
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mentmtl_be
end_ m'te_i_4,dh_
_p- isit_tiom, m will tt bein that e(_jmy:
mldice: Ineeelbmrtmtopaematthegovm_soou, lmtnotamome_tsouner.
"ImmtfromglvLqgway_mthteerthat_emimz
la-FmS4smd, one Imiat of imiiey pemtdcetothatdestructive
pro_I_'_ which ineach and _ves form sad spirit
to thesystem u_
llo_mmentslms'plaeeenedloecesions_thegovernment,and_hapemulel_eettolwaetiee.
propensity
to keepIbe _mmtr_ pinegedInl It_
ineo_
and ohiiteratinggroundless and .unne_esaery _
: throughout the whole leld of government
Hfahedederatious_funmimity,
aml tot. ! the _
betweea right and wrong:
tore for the eempelling of the fidaebeod, are I in such inch that whatsoever would to any
of me in this ease, _ give the hene&t of the _ degree he wrong and 4agitie_
if pmetim_
fakehond and the torture to all ¢gher m
! by an individual _
belonging to the ehm of
m which uaaalmity would in Iome eyes he rulem, nor eenmumded norsmlmrized bythe
_asirable.
appointed assortment of those who do belong
Apply it, for example, to elections. Keep to that class, benomes right mxi meritorious
_dltheelecterschutuptogetherinc]oseeonin the ease of its being so anflmmized. For.
_mement, withottt&_d, amt so forth, till they this purpme it it, that as oi_mas any reema
tmvegiveutheir votce_m favour efoneofthe
i is undertaken tcr. he given _forthis or that'
eandldate_: leaving the choice of the sucee_
arrangement, _,_dng part and paroel of the
_ul candidate to_he_ee er wisdom, whichever
system ofgoverament_ some nmaik_t sad h-.
maybe moet_onvenlent. Not that, for giving grant fakehood (the more _tmul
absurd.
extension to t/_ supposed security for right the better) is given and pa_ed _mm hand to
conduct, ther_ is any necessity for stray/rig hee_ as • suff_ent _ason for it, md justithus fur fi_nn tbe _o mush admired patteru.
¢_'ation of it. Th us, in spedking of an indi.
Thetwelvej_xlges_onstituteajudicatory,
viduul so situated that it is impmaible fla"
and to eomple_ the analogy, the number of him ever todo right-- tixtt _e _
of his
the members is the mune.* Take, then, this eonduct as such is occupied in the doing of
security for ceetitude of decision, mid apply wrong _ that his very exist m___is one vast
it to the twelve judgee.
Not that in this wrong--that by the maintenance c(that one.
rose the seed of it is in danger of being very individual in the state _n which he is pinced,
frequent. Nowhere is it better known than others, the most miKhievous of whom is
in that pre-en_nently ieur_d msembly, how beyond eomperisen leas so them he, are to
m_ful the a_
of agreement is to the the amoumt of many thousands _tmyed
by
giving, in the eyes of the deluded multitude, lingering daatha, and others, to an equally
aeolouringof_emonandjustiee,
toabsurdit, y unlimited number, kept from coming into
and injustice. Oa the ueeasion of those smo- existence, -- of this individ_i it is, that •
thering, of evidence, by which impunity was phrase in every mouth ascribes the impo_.
Jiven to the notorious crimes of Hastings,
bi/ityofdoingwrong;andofthiscom4dex/on
,
the twe|veju¢_ges, undetthetutorageof
the thm_hout
the whole of the field, is the
head cresture of the crown, were unanimous, language which mils for prostratio_ of the
The ummimlty, which being _pable of being understm_di_g and _
under the name o/
declared, was dee]areal, stood in the phtce of government; andin particular, ofthag which
tlime reasons which, not heingafforded by the with a still louder voice ¢_lis for a stili more
nature of the eese, were not to be found,
al_eet prostratlo_ of those same fae_tie_
A case, m_l this too a law otse, in which *ruder _ name of justice.
the demand for unanimity would naturally
To lies, in so far as applied to the purbe more frequent, is that of the House of poses thus described, the name of Iktions is
Lords. On the occasien, for example, of the given; and bythis onedenunfinatlon_suel?
Queen's trial, how much more acceptable a is the effect of frat_ when backed by power
I_ault mig4st hue been produced, had this _ the character of wisdom amd virtue is uusecurity for propriety of decision been est_
dcreto0d to be given to a mixture, in the
b]ished.in that most noble and ang_st of all eompoaltion of which it is difficult to say
tribunals] A _ngte peer, whose loyalty stood which of its two ingredients is Ix_lominm:t
in3_! of ceeompence, while his eemstitutiou -- absurdity or vice.
was hunger-preof, might have surfaced to have
Ungrounded would be the /mputatlun,
lSmdeeed a result so much more desirable if to thepraeticethtmdescrlhed
anysuchad.
tlmm that which took place,
junct as wanton were sttaebed, let wanton.
• Whunthepeffectionofjudieaturehasthus
hess is implied thonghtlessnem.
But in this
IM_ensecured, secured in the House of Lords case, whatsoever part _lly and imbecility.
--m_e step more will secure perfection to may have had in giviug increase to it, the
Por this purpose, thebemefitofit
deepest rdect/on, grounded on tung expemustofeoursebeeztendedtobothHouses,
rier, ee and acute observation (all aJong
As soon as this instrument is subservient keeping steadily in view the mveresl acttta/
_/g]hteoaduet in all _
other and higher end of goventment-- the 8reatcet happinm
_of tluxe who have be_te a prhteipal pmrtin
the exercise of it) must everywhere imv_
to eTheuumL_'lma°fhueyembeeninere_d
flfteen,--_d.
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bome_p_p_ p.rt_u_ee,_m_ _
een ofit.

of_.eemm,moe_mS_mte.t
ta_.in the-gr--,,_,te,
we_ b_:t_$_

t_t anything thould be _
to the
el_iency of this policy, the force of the reliBinus sanction has on this and all other ilLvourable occasions been called in and added,
Thus it is, that for the converting into
_eomplices those who might otherwise have
been tempted to become seen•ors, the whole
multitude of individush invested with the
character of eeelesiastieel f_nctinneries have,
as a condition precedent tc their entrance
upon that character, been (with exceptinus
too few to be worth takenK into aceoout),
with anxious solemnity bept_ed in the filth
of perjury?
By perjury is here meant, not anything
that is erimh_for effectual has been the
care taken by the haw that it shall not be
eriminel, vi_. by the forbearing to render it
punishable. Bype_jury, aeeordingly, ishere
meant _ not any crime against the law, nothing more heinous than (not to speak of the
offence a_q_nst morals) a sin al_inst God.
In rome countries where polished minds
bear sway-- British India, for example _su
rude, so uninformed, or so ill formed, not to
my so deformed, is the general complexion
ofthe public mind, that individuals, iunumbur competent to the formation of juries, fit
a_ the same time to be endued with the power
ordinarily po_mmed by juries, would us yet,
in *he genend mass of the population, be in
few, if in any phtce_, to be found. In hands
so _ircumahmced, n function of such a nature
as to apply, by the force of the legal sanction,
a bridle tothe power of the judge, couid not
be rarely trusted _trusted
with prepondefantl_ useful effect. A power of such sure
et_cieney would in such hands be liable to be
employed in the character of an instrument
of depredation or oppres_un.
This bein8 the ease, it would not follow
but that, operating with no other force than
that of the popular or moral sanction, the
function might in every ixmtance be in.
noxious, and at the same time, in more
el•apes than one, serviceable. Wlmtismeant
is, that_inmses
of suflic_ont importence to
pay for the complication, the additional delay, the vexatlou and the exponse---uuder the
respected name of a jury, • body of men
_hould be introdueed, appointed in some •W
pmprinte way, taking in that e._ra_., cognlsance of the canoe, and delivering their verdiet __deliverin_g it, but to such effect, that
the judge, though bound to hear it, and to
hegr it in _ublic, should not be boon.d to
o0mform to it; which being the cue -- m the
e_ent of non-e_mpliance on the part of the
Sadie -- the effect of the verdict would be,
that of on appmd from his deei_ou to _hetrib,mal of poblle opinion,
ln_-pendently of the effect.of a verdict of
tk_ssurtineanhindividmdemeupoatbeevent

each jadlmtcry th_farahbed,
t__
as was before obeerved, of a ,_hool dial/ca.
--aschoulinwhieh,
whii_theiadividmds_hm.
employed as jurymen were, upon the I_me]_
of mutual inst_mction, receiving their lemoa_
in tbeeharacterefscholsrs
(reeeivinginshnm_
tion thus in its most impemmive shape,)
byestanders at large would, though in a
not altogether so instructive, still be me,-Ving instruction, not the lea impcemfve su_
benefieial from its presentlug itself to their
eonceptiou in the shape of simple enterta_
mont. Here would be u theatre : the mit at
law, the drama; parties, advoestes (if any,)
judge, and jury, the dramat/_ penma_ end
actors ; the bye-standers, the andience.
From the institution su modelled,
i advantage--an
advantage to soehtl harmony.
on the part ofnatoraliy, and hitherto jmTing
material, might be derived.
The body out of which, for each eaton, the.
jurymen ane drawn, be it supposed the sort
of select and elected body above deseribe_
Of the elected Hindom, let Mahometmm be
the electors; in like mm_er, of the elected
Mahometans, the Hlndom; and us between
religion and religion, so in the ELindooruff8inn, as between caste and caste.
In British India, suppose juries
composed of natives : the emm to a oertala
de_ce important, whether it belong to tl_
penal, or only to the nowponal branch x the
difficulty of preventing sueee_ol
bribery
would naturally oe such ms to put net em_
the ingenuity, but the persevenmce o( the
legislator, to the stretch.
One expedient, in so flu"us the state of t_
population afforded an adequate mixture_
• mixture of the two religions, Hindoo and
Mahometan, in the compmitiun of the jury.
might afford some check : always suppmed,
the deelantt_en of ummim/ty was not mmu_
requisite ; for in that ease the absolute
mand of the verdiet is given to any one._urymanwhuseperseveranceiseul§e_entlypmdfof,
So far as Mahometans are eencerue_flm
composition of this kind of jury. tm_enteae
di/raculty ; not so, in su far ms Hindoos In
concerned. Even suppo_
Mahometmmamd
men of other reli_ons out of the que_a_,
amen_ the Hindoos themselves the deplotab_
fanoies by which differences in di_y
md
purity are im_ned,
as between caste mul
caste, present s labyrinth such Is no distant
eye can pervade to any sueh purpose 8, that
of deeldin_ what ra;_tures would, in _
-•
ome, be unendurable, what endurable.
Deciarafiun of unanimity _
necessary,
suppose the indlvidmds, of whom m the cause
in question the jury will be enmpmed,
determined and _orelmown : by making
though it were of no mere tlmm one of theme,
say, forex,m_le,
by• bribe, a pertymigld;
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bl_mmz of gaining his cause : a party whose
5. T_o put an additional quantity of money
at_l.(the suit being a non-penal one) depend- into the hands of the law_,ers.
_m the event of it, would seldom shrink
The infusion of this poison into the frame
f_m such a course. Enthusiasm, physicaUy of government was accordingly the fruit of
l_oseible, but never to be reckoned upon, ex- a conspiracy between three parties-- the mo_
eepted,_ in a cause where his life depended notch, the aristocracy, and the lawyers.
_pou the iseue of it, no man ever would
In all causes in which such is his Majesty's
shrink from such a course. In a certain state p_casure (cases of felony and a few others exe£meiety, ImbUeopinion and habits not being cepted,) his Majesty has s clear and uneonfavourable to such s course, the pursuing it tested right to a special jury for his jury; the
with success miKht be attended with more or party on one side has thus an incontestable
]ties difficulty, even to such • degree as that right to the nomination of the judges.
tlaeprobahi]ityofitshouhinotbegrcat.
But
An engine thus convenient--how
hap.
states of society might be found, and those pened it that it escaped being employed in
too extensively prevalent, such.Ls .to substl- cases of felony ?
tube in this respect, to difficulty and improUnder a form of government which has
]_tbilit.y, fitcility and probability. In British for its object the greatest happiness of the
India,. fur example, suppose a capital case : greatest number--that of the Anglo-AmeriIt jury composed of natives, the individuals can United States,.forexample-any limitska_wa to the ddendant by i_forma_ion, suf- tion to the application of the investigative
_eieatly early for such a practice, poe jury- I branch of procedure, to a power se.necessary
man (though there were, no more) needy, [ to go_d judicature in all cases,, will, when
amtl the deiendant's pecuniary means ample [ once brought to view, be seen to be beyond
_umgh to pay the juryman's price,_ imps- I dispute an imperfection•
l_ty here i_s matter of certainty.
Under a form of government which has r_-"
•
its main and _haracteristic object the sa.eri.
!
[ rice.of the greatest happiness of the greatest
•

-

CHAPTER XXIV•
sPFcx_ Jua_gs.

al_lw._L =JJay is a petit jury, composed
e_[ members distingtlished by opulence from
those of neommon petit jury.
• This institution, a palpable innovatlon,
It production of the last century, is of the
Rumber of those benefits forwhich the people
ql£:England stand indebted to the Whigs of
l%glend,
• It had for its purposes and objects _
. 1. To assistin the destruction of the Hberty
_fthe pre_
. 2. In revenue causes, to provide for the
_t
instrument of the monarch and aristomlcy in the situation of chief judge of the
chief revenue judicstory, in the room of a
bridle, _ an instrument, and a cloak,
3. In all cases in which the interests of
the ruling, the influential, and the opulent
_nd consuming few stavd in competition with
those of the subject, the laborioas and pro4ueingmany,_togiw
to thefewwhataoever
_cllity could thus be given, by sacriflcingthe
8reatest happiness of the greatest number to
that particular and sinister interest,
4. In all cases in which the interests, and
l_aee the will, of the monarch and his in_fl_'oments of all sorts, are in a more patti•_mdarms_ner concerned, and in particular in
Panl;-_ntary
election cases, to secure to the
4pmmer,
ofthe monarch,by whose will, directly
_t_imtireetly agplied, they always receive their
• ituatinn, au instrument on which he might
_iepemi fer giv_ge=ecution
and effect to that
,_lfll._Oa all O_

[ number, to the p'_rticular and sinister laterests of the members of the government and
their adherents, it is, and to a vast extent_
only'by some imperfection less mischievous,
that any security, how imperfect soever, can
be obtained from more mischievous abuse.
Underaformofgovernmentwhichlmsforita
object the greatest happiness of the greatest
number, the laws will (hating this or that
casual misjudgment, oversight, or want of
discernment) have that same end, not only,
for their object, but for their effect.
With
no other exception than the one just alluded
to, it will, under such a government, be a
result conducive to the greatest happiness of
the greatest _umber, and thence a desirable
one, that the executibn and effect given to
the laws should throughout be entire and
uniform. Under a government w_ch has for
its object and effect the advancement of the
sinister interest above mentioned, and thereby the continual sacrifice of the greatest hapl_iness of the greatest number, it is to a certaln extent, and that a vast and difficultly
definable one, conducive to the greatest hap.
piness of the greatest number, that the laws,
such as they are, should to the greatest extent
possible fail of being carded into execution
and effect.
In a country thus labouring under the ybke
of sinister interest, so vest will be tbe ex.
tent and mischievous tendency of those la_l
and arrangements, by which sacrifice is made
of the grcatest happiness of the greatest nttmher to that sinister lnterest,--thatrather
than
full effect should be given to thi_ dlsastrmm
_b_ of laws_mdammgements, it is condo_l_e

tsthes_stesthappisemd_ssrest,st nM- heset hisst_m_ _trse.ln_

mt_

•

bm', sad thene* dearly md _ently
deal- support of all eadeav__led_
ruble, that the whole frame of the laws md evasion of them. Tbusin pe_timlm-,-end6s
gOVernnmnt _ltould labour under n degree of in general. In so fag m ths h_nt *ha_.bbal_
genend imbee1_tyandmemeie_Tss
e_ectiye
_
evel 7 uma's enemy, .evelffmaw_s._]b_
m, pemible.
_elaweandother_tsbywhlch
tense,
n_. onIy_f
_mt-._
the happmess
of thelfismvnhq_em,
greatest nmmbur, wilL_llt_
tke liberty d the press b ,_ght
to be sup- demee smi en&mvour, be m enemy m.tlue
I_msed, h_ving for _
object, end if tarriedlaws
intoeffeet, their sure ed'eet, the obli_
of thou few, imperfect, and ever pt_'em'ious
CHAPTER
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,bade. of di,tinctlon, by which the limited is
dintingulsbed frnma pure moaarehyr---it were
¢_at_D JUZt_e.
a-lmu_erevil that crimes of all sorts shonM Is the name Gnmd Juries, the name of ju,.;
abcmnd _
more _m _
do, and juries rie_being included, the appeudsge thm d_"_.e false v_diet_ still more frequently than nominated cannot be altogether lmmmdOtSet_
it_i_endeavouredtomaketbem
do, thanthat
iu _lenee.
the designs and e_deavonrs agahat that vital
A graud jury is a mq_-ior kind _tfjury. A
aeeority should be aeeompl_ed.
. grand jur_,hm for its ehara_
und-peen_
• Under • government which has for its oh- I llar functmn the salvation of th_ inaoee_ML"
jeet the gre,te_t happiness of the gre*test
A jury is a good thing: • grand jm T,is z
number,, offudei .fruga_y is an object uni- ] jury: ergo , a grand jury is a good thing.
formly and anxiously pursoed : pease, wege it [
A jury is a tmeful thing: a 8rand jory.is not
only as an instrument of such frugaUty, cul. ] only n useful, but an honourable thing; furlt
tlvzted with pmpurtionable aincedty and ca- J grand jury is a grand thing.
_iety : any want of _
given to the laws, [
Such being the logic (this lo_c _
belag
by which eontributimm are required for the I altogether dear of fallacy,) _ to eountera_
_tintonance of government, tmirersaUy felt ! the influence of it,-_t is rosemary to ahem"
_md reg_ded as • mischief: alt endeavours
v_bat sort of • thing_t _
jbry*res_ly is.. ,
c_mployed in the evasion of them regarded as
A grand jury is a bur to pemd _uatice.
genend|yudschievous,
and usoeh punished,
whatsoever purposes originally set up, it has
and with fuU feature, by general contempt,
been kept up, and employed by the tath.rulinff
r Unde_s govemment which has for its main few, under the influenee of the rulingone, fue
Object the taerifiee of the greatest happiness thesecuring to them and their adherents the
of lr_hegreatest number, to the sinister inte_ benefit of impunity, on the occasion _f any
test of the ruling one and the sub-ruling few, misdeeds committed by them, in the courseof
eonmptie_and delusion to the greate_t extent the sacritlees made by them of the greatest
Im_dbte, ere _y
to that object : waste, happines* of the gre*test number, to theirowa
m far as conducive to the increase of the -lmrtieuiar and sinister interests.
eeerupt_on m_i delusion fund, a subordinate
The petit jury tries • man, and either acor co-ordinate object : war, were it only u
quits or convicts him: the grand jury elthe_
• means and pretense for such waste, another
refuses to put him,'ami thus prevents him
object neve_ out of view : that object, to- from being put, upon his trod, or puts him
gerber with those others, invariably pursued, upon it.
in m far as the contributions capable of'being
A petit jury is composed of twelve, neithe_
extracted from contributors, involuntary or more nor less ; whether it be for acquittal or
vehmtary, in the shape of taxea, or in the for eunviction, • declaration of unanimity,
_'oape of lomut, i.e. annuities peid-by govern_ true or l_lse, no matter, is necesmty fer the
ment by means of further t&xes, san be ob- effectuation of it: • grand jury eonmslm
rained : -- under such a government, by every i twenty-three; ofth_ number myle*sermm_
pemry paid into the Tree_ury, the menm :her, _ it.comdst of twelve, is necesmry, sad
diminishing the happinesa of the greatest _uffieient to give validity to wh_is.done.
aUmher receive increase; --by every penny
Of the procedure before the petit jury, a
which is prevented from taking thst perni, characteristic and indispensab_ prepeety it
sinus course,
the diminution of that general
mblinity: of the procedure befor_ tim grand
lmppine_ is _ofar prevented,
jury, a property stflI more duirncteris_and
• As, undorthe one government, every man, I dee]sredly secured, is seere*y:.the e*mmany
in proportion to the regard he feels fo_ the ] of an m_h is employed for the seeuri_ef-it;
8teatest happiness of the greatest number, [ in the offtehd,oath exacted from gmn_,
witl give his _trength to"the revenue laws, ] the promise of _
eoni_itutea s distim_
and set his strength, ageinst all endesvonr_ ] article.
_loyed
forths evasion ofthem,_so,
under ]
The funetlon of the wand jhry sppfie*:itthe other sort ofgov_.rnment, in proportion to [ self to two different _htmes of o_
the reprd_e
feels
_ that_
object, will felonies
and tomisdemmno .. "
.
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; Wmwed st a dh_nee _ viewed in a gene_peint
of view _the division into felonies
md miademeanours corresponds in the main
with the above exhibited division into penal
vines, which ore such by reason of aggruvstion, and penal ames which are such for want
of an individual specially injured, s
Of the power originally given to the grand
jury, the effect was, that without its fiat no
opemtiun ofjudiceture, at the expense of the
personal liberty of an individual suspected,
eonld lawfully be performed: it had thereby
&veto on such operations; preservation was
tltoreby given to the personal liberty, and by
means of the oath of secreay, to the reputaof individuals. In latter times, however,
this security, with the effects, good and bad
tegether, which could not fail to be attendant
oa it --this security, the name and power of
tlte grand jury notwithstanding, has in both
those shapes been at an eud: on application
by any individual, by a warrant from a single
leon] magistrate, styled ajusticeofthe
peace,
appointed Fnd removable at any moment by
the monarch, any man is on this occasion
enmmittod to prison; there to remain, or
timnce to be liberated, _cording to the dlsm_tion of the magistrate ; unie_, and until
his liberty be disposed of by some other an.
thority, not here to the purpose,
Those affects which are compo-.ed of evil.
with little or no admixture of good, remain
infullforeehehind.
For example, the power
by which, for crimes of the most extensive
misokief, by a knot of men themselves armed
with complete impunity, without danger so
much astoreputatiun (reputation beingcuveredbytheosthofsecresy,)impunityis
secured
to criminals, haany number, at pleasure,
In so far ss what legal security there is,
against offences by means of which, by men
of this elw (viz. the class of the sub-ruling
few acting under the influence of the ruling
one,) sacrifices ere made of the greatest hapI_ness of the greatest number, to the partlcn]ar and sinister interests of those same
rulers, is given by the punishment and mode
of procedure applied to the miadeed_ styled
felonies, -- impunity and complete licence is
thus accorded. For anything or for nothing,
put men to death in any numbers : if, accordmg to the view of this section of the aristoeracy (instrument and confederate of the
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nation, me, in respect of punishment or invest_tive
procedure, or both, dealt with e*
felonies.
Now as to misdemeanours. Cases in whink
with some exceptions, principally regardin_
offences against the persons ofindividnais, investigstive procedure has not been provided :
In so far as investigative procedure is saf_
feted to take place, whatsoever protection isafforded against punishment st the hands of
law, does not extend altogether to disrepute :.
the grand jury, when it bus given to its instrument and accomplice security against.
punishment, hag_nt ofitself_hesnot,
without the concurrence of a sufficient sesortment of other accomplices, in the situation of
justices of the peace, together with an up-.
propriste suppression of the liberty of the
press, given him security against disrepute.
In the cases to which investigative procedure
has not been extended, the security afforded
to misdoers by the power of the grand jury
is more entire.
Whatever it may have been at one time,
as matters have stood for a long time, agrmui
jury has been, is, and will be, an instrument
much worse than useless : it gives no proteotion to the subject many against the ruling
one, or the sub-ruling, opulent, and the influentlal few; it does give protection to the
ruling one --to the sub-ruling, opulent, and
influential few, edgainstthe subject-many.
Bill found by the grand jury, informstina
grantable by motion, information filed e= of.
fie/o for alleged offences against person, property, or reputation : of all these three inlets
to prosecution and trial, the one and the
few have their choice: against the subject
many, in any eontest they may have with the
many or the few, all these inlets to juatie_, "
or the show of it, are closed : information
on motion, by want ofopn]ence on their part;
information e_ro_¢io, by went of power.
Vain altogether is the pretence that in this
power you havf a protection, that inooeence
has a protection, against unjust prmecution
--a protection set up at the very threshhnid
a protection asalnst preliminary imprison.
i ment_
:
If this protection were n preponderantly
! useful and desirable one, how much more so
I would it be in the case of felonies, than in
! the case of misdemeanors I--- iu the ease in

monarchy,)
it is for
thethe
advantage
of those
have
than
eoajunct interests
that
men should
die, i which
case in yon
which
youtaken
sufferititaway,
to stand
! in the
youare asfe. You are secured not only 8gldrmt
As at present constituted, a grand jury is
penidunent,_but,
in so far as under the same an assembly composed exclusively of gentlehflhsenee, the same inclinations prevail in that men : gentlemen to the exelmdon of yeomen.
elms of the instantly-removable agents of the In the vocabulary of English jurisprudence,
momu'eh, styledjusticesof
the pcece,_from
these deunminations bavean import which, if
dim_lmte. 8o much as to felonies : these not.altogether determinate, is at least meant
_*inaluded,
which, though not in denomio to be so. The ehumefgentlemen, lathe
_Y"mA]'I b_nmon mmanl_ on individuals, are of the sub-ruling_ the opulent, the influential

da_d _er thetldeotmbdemeanon.--g,Z,
few; thee,
ltu of yeomen
istheek,m
.ofth4

-'"
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:mtbjeet many.
On this eeeaslon, if the
_tost
lmpplnesa of the greatest number
werethe and in view, in the composition of
this transitory body, the majority should be
d the _
of yeomen ; for if some must be
medficed, better the few to the many, than
the many to the few : not that any such aserifiee would have place,
If say regard were paid, so much as to the
aqppearsaee of equal justice, there should be
a mixture of both classes, and the ele_ of the
few should at any rate, not have a majority,
as against the eh_ of the many.
CHAPTER
XXVL
evasx-:vaY.
i l. l_'eparatory orprelimiaory observations,
Tug design in the use here made of s jury,
_that is to say, of &sample taken at random
of the promiscuous multitude -- the design is
not to invest a set of men eo circumstanced,
with an arbitrary power over their fellowemmtrymen; but to add to the effectlve force
of the other checks applied to the power of
the judge. On the part of such an assemblage,
lio one element of appropriate aptitude in any
degree above the lowest ouuld reasonably be
depended upon : on a judge placed in a situstion fenced about as here -- on a judge, in
so far as on any person invested with such
power as it is neeeuary to arm hm situation
with, so long as the eye of the public-opiniou
tribunal is kept steadily fixed upon him, dependence may he placed,
Accordingly, they are not merely autho*
rized, but invited and urged to take cognizanne of every matter that comes before them
and on whatever occasion, or on whatever
account they feel disposed : whether for the
purpose of assistance to the understanding,
or controul upon the will of the judge, _ to
give expression, collectively and individually,
to their sentiments.
But this opinion is not
mede obligetory on the judge_it
isnotmade
deeidve of the fate of the cause,
By this means, instead of being placed on
shoulders too lowly daunted to be depended
upon for being duly senmble to the pressure
of it, the responsibility is left to press with
all its weight upon those shoulders in which
/hat tutelary sensibility is at its maximum,
By-the regiztratioa made on each oceasion
of the opinion of the jury on the one hand,
lind tha opinion of the judge on the other,
eempaced with the nature of the e_e (and
this pacsl]elism continued on throughout the
stnmm of time,) a continually accumulating
]mdy of information, interesting in a variety
of wayt. wi/l be secured : the progress of in
t, dlz_kud aptitude, as applied to matter of
law sad-evidence, will be marked by it.
. _
judge w_not, as he would otherwise,

-- -

_

portly by the intellectual influeaeesttan]a_
to his situation, or by fallacies and other sa.
titles, employed on purpose, have it in
power to remove from his own shoulders the
just odium that would otherwise be brm_
do_ upon him by an unjust decision.
On the other hand, while in this direef'wa_
on account of its dangerousness, the influ_
of the eommittee of the publc-oplnion tr_
bunal is here limited,- in another qusrtex, slt
enlargement clear of atl danger is given to it.
From an opinion which is not obligatory, evil
eaunot in any part of the field be in any a_
produced. And in the situation of judse, ]f
a check is neeeuary or useful in any part of
the fie'.d he travels in, so is it in every otber_
Ofs road, such as that here in quettion, ifs
watchman be useful in any one part, so must
he be in every other : accordingly, und_ the
system here proposed, in no part of hls eareer
is the probity of the judge left destitute of
the benefit of the sofegttard which it belongs
to the power of the quasi-jury to afford. Of
whateverpointsjudgebascognlzanee,
ofthe
umepoint a quasi-juryhas concomitant cogniz_co.
Of the service, such as it is, which hi rendered to justice in systems in which the word
jury is employed, it may be questioned whether it be in a direct way, or otherwise thlm
in an indirect way, that upon the whole the
greatest imrt of it is rendered. Along with
the jury, n portion of the public has all along
been let in. The jury itself forms on each
occasion s part and parcel of the great public
at large ; and in proportion to the ebun_e
made in the persons by whom that function
is performed, that portion receives enlargement. Hence it is, ",hat in jury eases publieity ofjudieation hes been to a considerable
extent, though nowhere in an all-compr_
hensive, nor therefore in an adequate extent,
i the practice: being the practice in alums
cases, the expectation of finding it so whey
ever it has be_n the practice, has bee0me
general: and in this indirect way it is, that
jury-trlal is, to an extent more or less sonsidentble, of use in eases in which, msto the
affording any binding cheek upon partiality
onthe imrt of the judge, the jury itself mil_
be little better than useless. Witness all abuse
eases in which the choice of the _ury is ksmediately or unimmedlataly in the haa_
either of the judge or of some otherdel_b
dent creature or ereaturus of the monarch :is
all such eases, .it may be a question whether,
in the chacaeter of a ehech to impr0hity in tim
judge, it does more good than it does eviL
Not only has the public at large acquired
the habit, and thonee to a prantioal
the right, of stealing in as it were trader the
elouk of the jury; but by the power gi_'e_t
to the ju_, the judge flude himself ander
the necessity of eddre_ing his diseom_
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_hem, ezphms_
b( the _ture of the esse near part: the-vexJstion, however, is ia thla
tml of the grounds on which his advico and ease not done sway with, only lessened ; 8rag
sl_ommendation, if any is given to them, has the instruction is in the same proportion lesbeen founded. 8uppose, then, forargument's
soned.
sake, an advice manifestly repugnant to jnsIncrease the number of those subdi_rict_
rice given byhim to them--what
is the withthusejudicatories,_thisvexatlonisinconsequence ? If he gives no reason, he does deed lessened, but the expense to the pablia
mot give himself the chance he might have is inereaeed.
¢_fprevailing by sophistry; and the-injustice
Under the division into 8ubdistr/et_ shali
berg without • mask, instead of compassing
there be any subordinate division _ediv_m
its object, will expose him to just reproach : of those subd_ets
into bis-subdistriets?.,
ff be gives reasons, their being by the supAnswer: For the purposes of judicaturej
position weak_ they will expose him to re- No. The extraordinary case of an appeal t@
preach by their weaknem,
the justice ndn_ter will answer every good
Now as to the number of the persons whose purpose, of a greater number, and put an ex_w.rvices are to be ezscted for the I_rformance elasion upon all the bad effects.
_f this function. On this part of the field, a
In the caee ofassessorshipservice,
the tia_
eonfllet has place between the direct ends of of demurrage, it may be observed, _iLl
justine on the one part, and the col_
ends rurally be considerably longer thsn the tim_
o/1 the other ; between the good attached to of election service. For the election service,
the degree of security afforded against the it.._•v happen to be performed with/n the
evils of misdecision, and the evil. composed first minute ; and the time rmitfisite for re,
_[" vexstinn to these functionaries, and ez- !ceiviug the vote, by dropping two recosuized

•

_g_
eider to them or to the commtmity at
True it is, that in regard to extent, proportioned to the vexation and expense is
the instruction, moral and intellectual, thus
spread over the community: but in regard to
the ve.gstion, the qu_mtity is much more
palpable, than of the quant/tyofinstzuetiun
reded, the existence will be cereS,
these several quantities, any esthnato
spprouching to adequate co_ectness is iraIpomdble,unless the pollt/cal state in question
la given.
The pecuniary sufficiency of the
individual, the state of the communications,
being glvan, and the length of attendance
being given, the quantity of the vexation will
depend upon the length of the journey to and
fro; thst is, oa the distance between the
abode of zach individual snd the ju_tory,
ButthepoHtiealatateinquestiunbe'.mg.
given,
thesveruge of this distamce will be mvereely
msthe number ef tho_ judicial subdistricts
or portions of territory resulting from an ulterior-division,
Thereupno comesa _on,_
8hadl theso
Ssgesso_ he taken from eyery part of a subdistrlctwithout distinction? orfmm aportiou,
ms part of which ;- by more thsn a era'rain
_ngth remote from thejudieatory? It'with.
_t di_nction,
then comes inordioute vexatiem to those whose habitation is to a certain
degree remote: if with di_Anefion, in comeq_aee of which, to throe beyond the line,
m_ exemption is gnmted, then is the popu]lSt_0u of the sub-district divided into two
port/0_, the one of which is lefr in a sort of
latW]mronsstate in comparison of the other,
On an ooe_don such as this, n middle
eeurse might perha_ be taken, not without
m]vantug_
In the remote parts, the times
._service mlSht be less Lrequent than in the

, the
pioees
votes
of taken
card together,
into • box.becan
extended
never, beym_l
for all
Ithe bounds of a single day.
I The expense of the assessor while in w_
ix_g,_ghall it be borne bytheJssdividmd or by
the public ? On the individual, the
would be intolerable and needless_ by the
whole pubfic the benefit is reaped; by the
whole public ought the whole burthen to be
borne. For funct/onortes of this cla&staken
sepatagely, the pay necessary will be to tim
Iowe -t amount : nothing is there that could
render it worth regard, but the number of
those whose services •re thus put into requlsit/on. The hulk of the population being ia
almmt every country composed of the lowest
pa/d day-labouren, it will be composed of
those to whom any custad deduction from tha
means of subsistence would be most irksome,
and be most difficult of endorance: the pay
gbouldthereforebesomewhatgreaterthanthat
of the lowest paid day-htbourer ; say, for e.x;
ample, twice as much. Thus much for the_
ses_ors taken from the more numerous eio_,
In the case of the ssasmore taken from the
more erudite cless, the quantum, it should
seem, should not be exceeded. Bynoaddition
thst could be made to it, could any degr_ of
proportionality--of
equality, be ambamined.
On the plea of increase, it would reqmre tO
increase with the amount of income; but to
this ramie of increase, t_ objection seems •
peremptory one : tmldi_._io.__ofincomewonkt
in general be irksome; nor could any
_
be given to the fixation without such mt
inquiry as would be the equivale_ of s.b.w,suit. Nor to the more nmnerons ehm would
any such gradation appear consistent wigh
jasfiee. In eomparison with.that of_
numerous elan, the condition of throe tman.
bur8 of the mm_ erudite class wou_ _-the
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face of the account,
beseen to be in the Ulme
proportionmoreprmperou*--thegeneral
mass
of benefit derived from the government so
much the greater : and proportioned to the
benefit should therefore be the burthen, or
justice and _quality are obviously contravened,
Were the pay of an assessor ever.so much
greater than it is proposed to be, still it could
mot be, in the instance of every individuxl, in
every conjuncture, an equivalent for the attendant vexation. Here, then, may be seen
• reason for the permission of s substitute, in
the room of any person on whom the lot has
fallen_a
substitute, on the condition that
whatever be the qualification requisite in the
_e of the principal, that which is requisite
in the case of the substitute shall be the
seine ; namely, as here proposed, possession
of the arts of reading and writing,
§ 2. Quasi-jury, what.
The denominatinns qnasi-jury, and quad_urysystem, are here necessitated by irreeistible considerations. By the word jury, the
nature and design of Ohis portion of s judieaWry., gome conception, however inadequate*
is presented to view, and a general prepossession in favour of it will naturally be produced.
At the same time, if without _e
intimation
given that the two objects, how nearly soever related, want much of being the Mine,
great would have been the confusion and per.
plexity introduced by the discrepancy between the denomination, and the thing thus
denominated,
The institution called a jury, being the subject of such general applwase _why on this
occasion introduce not a jury, but a quasijury ? not the thing itself, but only an institution bearing more or less r_embh_nee to it ?
Conceived in the most genecal terms, the
smwer is---Because with this resemblancehow
faint so ever--with
this faint resemblance,
in addition to the other seeutitiee which have
been seen, for appropriate aptitude on the
lmrt of the judge, all the good effects that
have ever been looked for in a jury are produeed, free from all the evil effects _ evil elfesta essential and unpreventable, and to such
• degree evil, as to render the use of it altogetbe_ incompatible with s system of prosedure having t_ritsendthaemis
of justice;
immmuch se it is in a high degree adverse to,
and the use of it incompatible witlt, the sttaiomont of every one of those ends. What,
then I have its effects been from tint to last,
whoremver employed, ao other than so much
pure evil.? Answer: On the cootrary, they
lmve been productive, as has been already
ehewn, of inestimable _gi.
But in what
-stunner?--Bythis, _m_this almost alone;
_uely,
by the very opposition of the inetitution to the nm_n end .among" the ends of
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Fjustice: that mune main end being
i ofdecisinn, exclusion ofmisdeehion.
" :
: On looking to the several elmments ot'Te3b
]tutus of appropriate aptitude, it wiLl be _bt_
' that, in the aggregate, jurors are essentially
wanting : for appropriate moral aptitude thenre
being, in s body of men so taken, no seeurtt_;
and in lieu _ appropriate knowledge mid
_judgment, there being s eoneta_ certainty
Iof the opposite inaptitude _ of inaptitudeal_..
solutely considered, and of inaptitude coMi.
dered in comparison of the llke qmflity in
question, on the part of the judge
Judication is a branch of art and sclenee.
In the most unapt judge ever _,
mute
proficiency in the art and science him be_n
manifest : on the part of those men, who,
I to be least unaptly _eeted, mu_ be seleetml
at random, selected by fortune, not any the
smallest seeurity for any the least grdw/ef
any one of the elements of appropriate ap_
tude can be pointed out.
Of the institution here proposed, the objest is to bring to pass, with come add'_inb,
whatever has been looked for at the handseF
a jury.
If in any one state of soeiety it be capable
of answering its intended purpose, so will it
] in every other; fro"in the organlzatin_ of _t,
a state of society, one at the lowest aS well
as one at the highest stages in the courts'of
civilization, has been all along kept in view 4
Taking up men from the most numerous
class, and placing them in a situation in which
the business of life in all it1 forms will be
brought before their eyes, and a call me_
upon them for whatsoever exercise they ide
capable of givingto their intelleettmt powent
_convertlngthejudicisitheatre
into a sehodi
of justice, into which men of all ranks
compelled to enter themselves _it tends
centinual increase to give strength _o fli3e
aggregate stock efintelleetnai power through_
out the community, and with eontinua_
augmented effect to render more _md metre
apt .those whom it finds least so.
At thessmetime, givingondeeisiteeffeet_b
the expression of their sentiments; it avoids
altogether the exposing tbe welfare ei_ flit
community to hazard frem any ili-advi_d 4_e
perverse exercise of power, of which in tl_
situation of life the will'of men may be cup.
posedsuseeptibie: tbeymayadvlse_nytld_;
they ean give determination _o nothing. _e_
anything whieh _hey are4dio_d
to_le, or_qt
at all likely'to de, no evil is tbe_e_n any shal_
which the community is _
to _.
•
While at their Itande mciety is net expo_.
toevil in anythape,_on
theether lmad, k_
_be part w_inh it isSiven_o them toast,
qmmtityofevil_iebm¢_etywOuldothefw_m
be ezpo_edto.ufl_ratflie,haddSofflie_uttge,
grit an may be the _influenee Which theyai_t
enabled to exerqie,--by
uo power 8/veu qo
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them, ean responsibility on the part of the
judge experience any the tlighte*t diminu.lion : on him, in every instance of whatsoever
is done, the responsibility rests in all its un-41imiulshed weight.
The object has been to strew the way of
time judge with such cheeks as, while they
afforded no impediment to him in the right
.and paper eourme, would, when taken all
together, be found to oppose an immuperable
impediment to him as often as it could happen to him to make any such attempt as that
d straying into any sinister course,
The course by which el_eieney will thus
befoundtohaveheenso
perfectlyestabllshed,
is -- simple in its description as in its con4t_rivanee. To the quasi-jury are given all the
powers ofjudieation-all the powers that are
given to • judge, with only one exception;
lamely, the effectively imperative function
the function to the exercise of which is
attached the power of giving execution and
effect to the will of him by whom it is prosessed: and this is the only one by whieh in
any haudl mischief ean be done. Of themselves, nothing can they cause to be done :
of themselves, nothing can they so much as
prevent from being done. This power, in the
shape in which they _
it, resembles in
mane degree what in mechanics is the power
crlreh_
by friction,it is like the drag
upon the wheel.
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II]kee the choice in any human hand, he Im
who he may, is to lead him into n ,edle_
and useless temptation--to
infuse the poison
of corruption into his veins.
By this means, and _v this alone, -- all
danger, so all suspense and apprehension of
partiality, stands excluded.
B. Being by supposition exempt from all
corrupt interest, the saffrages given by theso
unpermanently oflldal judges, may without
inconvenience be covered with a veil of oe.
cresy: having no partieniar and sinister profit
to gain by injustice, the course taken by each
will be determined by his regard t_r that interest of his, in whichhe has for sharers all
the other members of the community,--in
•
word, for that interest which is in each ease
on the side of justice. The eye of the public
might in this case be even prejudicial to the
cause of juatiee; for in the public might be
this or that individual, by whose co_ruptive
influence might be created in the breast of
this or that juryman a particular andeinister
interest, by which would be dictated and produced a decision and eorrespundent suffr_e
opposite to the decision dictated by s regard
for the rules of justice, --and by remmn of
this opposition, opposition to the universal
interest.

§ 4. E.rpemct/om.
Challenging, -- that is, the partial di_loew
tion of proposed jurors by s party -- why not
§ 3. Quag_urors,
who, and how c_o_.
here employed ?
Hitherto there has been unnvoidably more
AJmoer.--Reamns:
1. The vast aggregate
or less of the fictitious, in the idea a_tached body of vexation. By the provision made to
to the appellation of committee or sub-corn- that effect, vexation in extent and in inten_mittec of the public opinion tribunal : the sity not inconsiderable.
members being self-appointed, not mutually
2. Under the here proposed system, no*ueh
esent unless by accident, and fluctuating,
demand for the provision has phtce as under
t in the eese of s jury, everything said of the existing system in England : the deeldon
linch a sub-committee is or may he realized : of the jury being in English practice oblis_
_t is everywhere, or may be, and (at any rate tory on the judge ; in the here proposed
to tulfil the profesJ_! ends of it ) ought to be, practice -- not.
aa exaot sample of that unol_cial judieatory,
3. The dcehion not being obligatory, the
although to the particular purpose in que_
demand for exclusion has no place. But the
ll/on, ofli_d;med,
effect intended by exc]udon, is here predueed
From this source may be deduced what to much greater extent without exclusion-4mght to be the prin_pal and charaeteristie namely, by the questions which the parties
features of this fragment of an oi_cial jury, on both sides are allowed to put to the se4hun denominated :-veral jurymen, for the purpose ofascertalning
1. Stock from which the members are the existence or nml-existence of a natural
laken, -- for securing appropriate moral apti- eause of partiality, and thence the prohability
4ude, the whole of the male adults of the of the effect. Be the answers what they ma_
teommonity; unless, for the better securing the juryman is not inhibited from taking
.dappropriate intellectual aptitude, itshould
whatsoever part he feeis dispmed to talm
be deemed advisable, as in ease of election
throughout the business. From his auswet_l,
_Prepremmtatives, to confine the eapaeity, to the state of his mind iu respect of pm_d_
who have been found capable of under- and imparthdity is open to be culleeted : ia
• literary test. Object of this univer- ease of apparent cause of partiality, it Ol_.,,,dlty, exelualon of aristoe_-atical injumtior,
rates in diminution of the weight of hil
2. I +_,,at+m.ofthaseephemeral judges,--not i authority--just
as, in the ome of evidence, _a
eAolee but cLa_ol. Chance alone is sure to he diminution of the probative folree oft_ t_
:_m'tial:
ehenee alone is incorruptible. To i timony of the witael
+,
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4. By the omission of this institution,
small mass of complication is discarded.

no

§ 5. Qzmsi-¢ur_j, uses of.
In respect of scientific, judicial, and uctive
aptitude, it is here a sort of assumed postu_Itte, that n set of men taken at random from
the body of the people can never be regarded
as being, by a great deal, upon a par with an
erudite and experienced official judge,
The use of any such assessor is therefore
merely eontined to the contributing to the
seenrh_g of adequate appropriate moral aptitude on his part, by the application of a cheek
to the exercise of his powers,
In this capacity they are capable of serving,
• and may reasonably be expected to serve,
independently of any degree of intellectual
aptitude on their part, and therefore with as
-_ low a degree of aptitude in that shape as
ever can have place. Why ? The reason is,
beeaime their persons being unknown to him,
the degree of aptitude actually possessed by
them wiLt be unkamwn to him. They may,
every one of them, for any assurance he can
have, be endowed with the very highest degree of appropriate aptitude in every shape,
What remains is, to secure on their part,
as far as may be, appropriate moral aptitude
ill the shape and degree requi.,ite. '
The first quality to be provided for is_
original impartiality,
The next is uncorruption.
As to uncorruptibility, this depends on the particular
frmne of mind on the part of each individual,
-- a sort of fact in relaIion to which no adequote information can, in the nature of the
case, he attainable,
What remains is-- in presumption of carruptibility, to throw such difficulties as can
be thrown in the way of the sort of intercourse necessary to the production of the
noxious effect,
Without his putting himself in a canalderable degree iu the power of the person
tempted, no person can in any such case
.
apply temptation to the probity of a quasijuryman.
The smaller and less certain the corruption
derivable from success in the enterprise in
question, the less the probability of a man's
exposing himself to such hazard,
Of the body of assessors styled a quasijury, the use is, as has been seen, to add to
the mass of securities for appropriate aptirude on the part of the judge.
In this eharatter, its operation is mostly confined to
the moral branch of that same aptitude : to
trio degree of his appropriate intellectual and
active aptitude, it cannot be expected to
make addition, any otherwise than in so f_.
as it contributes to call forth into action
whatsoever stock of those desirable qualities
it _$nds him in po_esaion of:
Vo_ IL

_ .....
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To the powergiven to the body styled-in
English-bred law a jury, these same used.and
good effects are attributed: and lest they
should not be produced, a certain portion of
the power of this erudite functionary is taken
from him and conferred on those unerudite
functionaries.
If at their hands, in comparison with him,
any superiority of appropriate aptitude is in
any branch looked for, it nm_t be in the
intenectual braneh,--to wit, knowledge, for
example, of the feelings of individuals whcee
condition is nearer to them than his : together
with such casual acquaintm_ce as it may happen to them to possess of the particular circumstances of the individuals on whose ¢_sos
they have to pronounce.
Consideration had of the mass of securities
provided, of which the maximization of publicity, and the effectual dislocabillty of all
judges by the realrepresentatlves of the pew
pie, are the chief, -- it will, it is believed, be
sufficiently manifest, that without either jury
or even quasi-jury, the securities for goodju.
i dicature would be much more effectual than,
by anything that can be called a jury, they
ever have been made, or ever can be, anywhere. But foramnuch as, by the institution
as heremodified, asubstantialadditiouseemed
capable of being rendered to the efficiency of
these same securities, this ingredient in the
mass of appropriate arrangements could not
consistently be withholden ; not to speak of
the wishes and even expectations which on
this head the publie2opinion tribunal could
not fail to entertain.
The comparatively slight particular above
alluded to excepted, only with a view to
moral aptitude could any additional security
be looked for at the hands of men so cireumstanced.
The controul applied by a body of judicial
functionaries to the cunduct of the judge
cannot be adequately effectual, unless _t applies to every steptaken by himin the course
I of the suit, from the eom'mencement to the "
t dose. Such is that applied here in thi_ code
I by the quasi-jury. Nothing approaching to
it is that which is applied by the English
jury.
In a large proportion of the whole
nmnber of suits, that body has no place : and
among them are those which arise out of the
most important cases ; and those which have
place in by far the greatest number : the most
important,those, to wit, which give eraployment to the equity courts : those which
have place in by far the greatest number,
those, to wit, which give employment to the
small-debt courts:
Now as to the concomitancy of the contruul of the jury with the operations of the
judge. Out of an indefiuitenumberof_tages
of operation, it is confined to a single one
called the trial But whatsoever would have
K
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been the opinion and will of the jury, had the decision pronouncedio their presence w_
the suit throughout the whole course of it ! overturned in their absence ; -- all these _mbeen open to their influence, the judge may provements in the art of fee-gathering were
frustrate alto._,ether : visibly, by operations
so many subsequent amendments introduced
concomitant or subsequent to the trial; in- by degrees. Had the ends ofjustlee been the
visibly, by operations anterior to it; and, upon object, the application made of this system
the whole, in each case, by any one of a mu]- of illspeetion would have been commensurate
titude of operations. In cases styled penal, with the need of it ; but the ends of judicathe power of the jury is not quite so ineffi- tore were the augmentation of the emolucient as in eases styled civil. In cases styled
ment and the power of the judge : hence the
civil, the judge can in one way or other give difference. In the best judicatory that could
success to the plaintifPs or to the defendant's
be framed --to wit, a single-seated judicatory
side at pleasure. Not exactly so in cases --a judicatory in which a single judge pres_yled penal. To the defer,dant's side, indeed,
sides, whose situation is permanent, and his
he can insure success, on any one of an infi- functions exercised with open doors, -- there
nite variety of devices, not one of which bears being no person in particular who hall any
any the slightest relation to the justice of claim for reasons or explanations, for any of
the case. Not quite so easy is it to give sue- those statements by which a test of his approcess to the plaintiff's side ; -- in other words, priate aptitude in all its several branches is
to ponish, under the nameofpunishment, the afforded, -- arbitrary power would find itself
defendant for a crime which, in the opinion in a state of comparative ease. Suppose Q
of a jury, he has not or would not have been judge in anyinstance determined to pronounce
regarded as having committed.
It can no a decision, of the unjustness of which he is
otherwise be done than under accidental fir- conscious, what is the course that would be
cumstanc_s favourable to injustice in this free for him to take? After hearing what ia
shape ; for example, by refusing the opera- offered to be said on both sides, he will prolions necessary to the obtainment of evidence,
noonee his decision. No sufficient reason,
by which, if obtained, a just acquittal would the case (by supposition) not affording any, -]aloe been produced,
will be seen for it. In this case, will any loss of
The primary use there, is the forcing out reputation be the con_quence ? Not by any
of the mouth of the official judge, grounds means a certain consequence. The prepessssand reasons for the decision which it is his sion which the power attached to the situsdesire should have place,
lion insures in favour of everything, that is
Fortunate is the state of things where the done in it, is an assured protection, and in a
success of an operation is independent of the multitude of minds a constantly cffeetuaLone.
qualities of the individual operators.
In this
For the cognizance of a claim which must
ease is this primary benefit attached to the not exceed 40s., the attendance of a numeinstitution of s jury.
rous body of jmlges, under the name of
For whatever reasons the conduct of the commissioners, is not grudged : of these cornjudge should be subject to inspection in any missioners the list being the same at all times.
one part of the procedure,-- for the same Still less need it he grudged, for claims of
reasons, so m|ght it in e_ cry other : for if by forty hundred or forty thousand poumls : the
aberrat|on from the coarse of justice, it is in lahour of attendance on the part of these inhis power to produce misdecision, or the col- speeting judges being relieved by an indelateral evils of needless delay, vexation, and finite frequency of change. If by the now
expense in any one part ; so is it in any other,
established number of 12, the extent given
Admitting then that the use of a jury consists
to this burden would be rendered too great,
in its exercising, and being seen to exercise,
scarcely can any reason be assigned why it
the function of an inspector of the conduct of should not be lessened : 11, 9, 7, .5, or even so
a judge, the presence of this safeguard is use- few as 3, chosen upon a right principle, would
fal, not to say necessary, from the very corn- be preferable to 12, all chosen upon a wrong
mencement of the procedure in the presence
principle.
of the judge, to the very end of it. In the
In cmnparison of the power possessed by a
early days of jury-trial, it seems not impro- juryman, whether under the English or the
hable that this undiseontinued inspection ac- French system, how small is the power here
tuallyhadplace:
in the jury-court, asnowin
giventoaquasi-juryman,
isaltogetherobvioua.
small-debt courts° commonly the same day, The quasi-jury all together, not having any
not unfrequently the same hour, which saw obligative power, further than the enabling
the commencement of a cause, saw the ter- a party to appeal, --silencing
their interporuination of it. The splitting of a cause into sition, silencing the communication of their
an indefinite number of parts, with long inter- observations, is t he upshot of all that corrupvalsbetween part and part--thejurynotbetion can do in this ease. And unless in the
t_g admitted to be present at more than one cases where without such interposition the
qtt'the_ parts--and a contrivance, by which judge would go wrong, while by the check
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applied by it be will be restrained from going
wrong, and confined within the path of tee.
titude,--in
no shape would any advantage be
to be gaLqed by the production of any such
corrupt silence,
Of an institution beneficial upon the whole,
concomitant with the beneficial effects are
always an infinite multitude of uninfluencing
circumstances, and, though in less number, obstacles, or opposing causes on every occasion :
the great diliiculty is to distinguish from each
other these three classes of circumstances,
Of the beneficial effects of the institution
of a jury, some apply Mike to both branches
of substantive law--the
penal and the nonpenal ; others exclusively or more particularly
to the penal,
Those which apply alike to both branches
may be stated to be as follows : -'/'he main and all-comprehensive beneficial
effect produced by it, in the several eases to
which it applies, is the bringing to bear upon
the dcei_-iou the power of the public-opinion
tribunal -- a power whirl], in so far as it has
place, applies itself to the most despotic governments, and diminishes more or less the
evil which they have for their inseparable
result,
"/'his it does in three different ways.-I. One is through the medium of publicity ;
the sort and degree of the publicity which it
gives to that part of a suit to which it sttaches itself; and that p_trt is the principal
one. The jury will form of themselves a cornmittee of the public-opinion tribunal ; and
from its several members the information reapeetively possessed by them radiates out of
doors through so many circles of indefinite
extent, of which they are respectively the
centres,
This being the most extensively favourite
mode of judicature, the habit of publicity inseparably attached to it has extended itself
to the several other forms. And sure it. is
that jury-trial has been a main security for
the power of the public-opinion tribunal as
applied to judicature,
True it is, that from the earliest times of
which any accounts remain to us, a high degree of publicity has had place in judicature,
and in times anterior to those hJ which the
institution of a limited number of assessors,
under the name of a jury, appears to have been
in use. Witness the county courts and the
courts baron. It is not therefore for its creation that the practice of publicity is indebted
to jury-trial. It is so, however, for its weservation, and it forms accordingly the ellaracteristic difference between English-bred
law and Rome-bred law.
publicity, with ita advant_es, exists
in a statn independent of jury-trial : it exists,
os we have seen, where there is no jury°
; for examl_le, in the judicatories called
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equity courts, and in the judicatories called
ecdeaiastical courts, not to speak of the mLti.
tory courts in some instances.
In the account of beneficial effects, thith
then, it may be seen, isdistinet from that of
the obligatory power possessed by the jury
over the decision in all hitherto established
instances; and may accordingly have place
without it.
2. Another way in which it brings to bear
upon judicature this same tutelary power, is
by the obligation it imposes upon the permanently-oflicial and all-directing judge, to pay
his court to these his transitory colleagues,
and submit to them, and through them to
the public-opinion tribunal at large, in the
form of reasons, whatsoever considerations he
regards as necessary to the engaging them
to pronounce a decision conformable to his
wishes.
In this way, not only if the decision be
wishes to give is unjust, but the injustice of
it is to a certain degree manifest, exposure to
public reproach is a consequence which it
cannot be altogether in his power to exempt
it from : the exposure is in this case effeeted
either by the utter absence of aLlattempt at
exhibiting reasons, or by what may be still
better, the weakness mid absurdity of his
reasoJis.
These good effects are, it ss ruanifest, both
of them altogether distinct from the powera
exercised by the jury in respect to the natare and effect of the decision. It is here
accordingly meant to be preserved.
3. Another distinguishable mode in which
the jury system, in the form in which it is in
use, has been conducive to the eods of justice,
is the causing evidence to continue to be receded in the best shape; namely, that i_
which it passes immediately from the lips of
the relating _itness to the ears of the judge
and the surrounding auditory, without being
strained through the hands of professional or
official ins_ru'_ents, or both, and then re,
duced t_ writing by '+hem, they being paid all
of them at toe ra_e of so much a word for
extracting it.
Neither is this featvre inseparable in its
nature from jury procedure. Neither in this
instance is there _uythix_ in the nature of
evidence on the one hand, or of jury pro_dare on the other, that renders it more difli.
cult t_ receive evidence in this shape, in an_,
othersortofjudicotorythaninthat
of which
a jury forms no part. In relation to a fact
open to dispute, no judge, no other ruling
functionary that really wished to come at the
truth, ever thought of receiving evidence in
any other shape than in the orally delivered
shape, whenever in this shape it was within
reach. Wjtne_ all parliamentary inquiries :
witness every father of a family in hie deaL..
ings with _ children or I_ eervonte; witneej
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the inquiries em'ded on, on the occasion of
those crimes by which the minds of individimls, governors as well as governed, are
apprehensive of iojury done to person or properry,
But except in so far as the truth was regarded as conducive to the giving effect to his
power, or to that of him on whom be was
dependent, no functionary concerned in the
framing of the rules of procedure does ever
harbour any such wish, as that of seeing the
truth come to light, or enabling his associates
and successors to come at the truth. Their
aim has uniformly been, as it could not but
be, to extract out of the pockets of suitors
money in the greatest quantity in which it
could be so extracted. The object was, that
in testimonial statements the quantity of
falsehood should be maJdmized--tbet further
proceedings and further writings for the exposure of it might be necessitated,
At the time when the course of procedure
with jurors in it was settled, and had assumed
its form, #cribes for the purpose were wanting,'beeause the money to pay them had not
yet come into existence. As yet judges were
unable to receive evidence in any other than
the must apt shape. Bnt as the money came,
things were set to rights by written cornpounds or" f',dschood and nonsense, which,
under the name of pleadiogs, the partlcs were
forced to utter, and to pay for, befor_ the
judges would suffer the matter to come before juries,
In the sort of judleatories in which the
bench was not encumbered with any such
appendage as a jury hox, judges found themselves in this respect at their ease.
If in the presence of each other, and at the
same time in the presence of the judge or
judges by whom the fate of the suit was to
be decided, the parties were heard in the
first instance, the suit would in a great ma.
jority of cases be finished on that same sitring: and in the other cases, the speediest
termination which the nature of the case admitted of would be brought to view by the
exposition of the several facts. But in such
a state of things, the pretence for official and
professional extortion would have no place,
In a case where property was the subject_mtter of dispute, it became therefore a fundamental maxim, that in the presence of the
judge or judges, on whose decision the ultimate fate of the suit depended, on no oce_ion
were the parties to be suffered to meet in the
presence of the judge : the parties being, unless by accident, the individuals by whom the
facts in the case were in the largest proportion
known, andin manyeases the onlyindividuals
by whom any of those facts were known,
Upon the whole, then, two things appear
sufficiently plain. One is, that the redeiving
evidence in its beat shape is R practice thst
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has obtained in all cases in which a jury h_
been called in : the other is, that the receiving
evidence in this shape is an operation altogerber as easily performed where a jury is not
employed as where it is.
As to the quasi.jury system, the framer of
it has nothing to get by any such mixture of
absurdity and falsehood : accordingly, under
the quasi-jury system, the evidenceis received
in the shape most conducive to the ends of
justice.
One greet and peculiar value of this plan
will be seen to be its flexibility _ its sell
flexibility : with equal facility it will be seen
applying itself to the most erudite and to the
least erudite state of society: it might be
employed not only in a democracy, but the
most absolute despotism need not fear it.
Whatever be the effect of its influence,
nothing can be more gentle and quiet, nothing
else so gentle as its mode of action.
In the quasi-jury box may be seen a school
in which the scholars are serving an apprenticeship in the art of judicature.
And these scholars,--in
what number are
they? Sooner or later they are the great mao
jority of the whole number of those of whom
the male population of the country is cornposed.
In England, under the existing system,
every judge has an interest opposite to that
of the people ; and under the here proposed
system, no judge has any other interest than
that which coincides with that of the people.
By no interest can he be led to wish to inflict
punishment on any man, whom it coold not
be alike the interest and the wish of a jury
to see punished.
Under this system, with what prospect of
success could a judge pronounce a sentence
or a conviction, which in his own eyes were
unjust ? Altogether unavailing would any
such act be, except on the supposition of its
passing without opposition throu/_h the ceno
sor_hip of the quasi-jury--and,
moreover,
finding a congeniality of guilt in the appellate
judicatory.
For the act being, in the eyes
even of the agent, itself fla_-antly unjust, is
it possible that it should wear a more favour.
able aspect in the eyes of not only observers
altogether impartial, but of jurors leagued by
a community of interest, self-regarding and
sympathetic, with the supposed objects of
the intended injury?
To these safeguards is moreover proposed
to be added that of an established delay, for
the express purpose of giving time to all parties in any way interested, to make applies.
tion to the appellate judieatory.
Suppose,
then, a sentence or conviction decidedly tinjust, signed by the judge-lmmediate, what is
the consequence ? Before execution can be
given to it, the whole eonntry rings with denuneiations of th_ injustice.
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§ 6. D_rowe
b_tween J,o_l and Quasi-J,,ry.
In the Framing of the proposed quasi-jury,
the obje¢_ has been, as already stated, to ret_n all the apt features of the jury iostitut/on. to discard the unapt ones, and to add
such new features as seemed apt with referenee to the ends of justice,
By apt, understand with reference to the
here proposed institution ; for one featm'e
will be brought to view, to which the beneficial effects of the jury system will, it is
believed, be in great measure referable ; but
from which, if adopted into the here proposed
institution, no effects but evil ones could be
produced,
Between the jury system and the proposed
quasi-jury system, the principal difference lies
in this : By a jury, powers are possessed and
exercised, such as to a great extent are declaire of the ultimate fate of the suit : powers
of acquittal, for example, in all criminal cases,
To a quasi-jury, no such decisive power is
allotted.
With the exception of an application which
is not of the essence of the system, a quasijury has no decisive power, and in that case
it is not ultimately decisive. Of this power
the exercise consists in giving or withholding
allowance to appeal from the immediate to
the appellate judicatory, in cases where, if,
without this restriction, the fight of appeal
were left to the defendant, a very prominent
load of certain vexation and expense would
be imposed on prosecutors, witnesses, and
jurymen,--in
cases where the instances of
its lacing subservient to rectitude of decision
would be rare in the extreme. These cases
are criminal ones, in none of which appeal,
on application by a jury or other_q.se, is ellowed by English law.
The reason of withholding from a quasijury the power possessed bya jury is this: -12slder the proposed judicial system, the prevalence of sinister interest on the minds of
the judges is opposed by checks much more
efficient, it is believed, than any which have
been or can be opposed to it in the breasts of
jurymen ; namely, in the first place, sinister
interest-- the great cause of moral inaptitude
in the case of judges : in the next place, relative and comparative deficiency in respect
of intellectual aptitude -- a branch of appropropriate aptitude in which it is not in the
nature of the case that these ephemeral tunetionaries should in general be able to compete
with judges,
With the above exception, the character
possessed bythe quasi-jury partakes more of
that of s section of the public opinion tribunal, than of that of a body of commissioned
and official judicial functionaries,
That derisive and virtually negative power
which is apt in a jury, but which would be
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unapt in a quasLjury, being thus excepted,
the features to which the jury instituti_
is
indebted for its aptitude, and which are here
adopted and given to a quasi-jury, will be
found accidentally only, not essentially, belonging to it.
These are-- 1. The end to which the institutiun of this fraction eta jury is manifestly and confessedly directed ; namely, asrving as
a bridle to the power of the creature of the
monarch _ the judge.
2. The publicity of the proceedings whereever this committee of the peop|e at large
makes its appearance.
3. The task which their power imposes
upon the judgethe task of giving a public
and immediate explanation of the case, with
the reasons on which his expectation of see*
ing any course he would wish them to pursue
pursued accordingly, rests.
4. The shape in which the evidence pre.
sented to this compound judieatory is always
presented.
Of all these four features, no one can be
assigned, which in the nature of the case
might not have place in a judieatory eonstituted in any other manner, as well as in a
judiestory of which a jury forms a part. For
publicity might have place in a single-seated
and uncompounded judieatory, as well as in
that of a compound one ; so likewise might
the evidence be given in the best shape : the
task of giving explanation and reasons to the
auditory might be assigned to the judge, to
there were but an auditory, no matter how
composed; but unless along with the task,
adequate motives were given for the performanee of it, the task might as well not be
given : these motives are not wanting in the
case of a jury, nor will they be found wanting
in the case of a quasi-jury.
Accidental as they are in their nature, with
reference to the use made of this fraction of
a judicatory in English-bred procedure, yet.
but for the establishment of this institution,
these vitally essential features would natu.
rally have been as unknown in the English, as
they are in the judicial systems of most other
countries. But the point is scarcely relevant.
The proper question here is-- not what has
been, nor what might have been, but what
ought to be.
§ 7, Collateral advantages or benefit/a/
apldicabilities , two.
I. Its operation in the _
of a school
of justice.
II. The universality of it_ applicability-its fitness for being inserted into the judicial
system under any form of government.
1. As to its operation in the character of
a school of justice.
Compared with the jury system, this cha.
racteris notpeculiarto the quasi-jorysystem:
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only in a degree, but not on the whole, is this
character peculiar to it. In this respect its
advantages over the jury system are these :-1. The superior magnitude of the population drawn into this school. Under the here
proposed system, the subdlstricts constituting
the judicial districts of the immediate judicatoryaremorenumerousthanthosefromwhich,
under the English system, juries are drawn,
For the avoidance of vexatian and expense,
the number of members proposed to be given
to a quasi-jury'is indeed considerably inferior
to that which has place under the jury systern; but the defalcation from this _ource is
supposed not to be equal to the addition made
from that other source,
2. Thegreater probability ofasuperior degree of attention being given to the subjectmatteroftheexerciseinthequasi-jurysehool,
compared with the jury school. In the jury
school, what is done is principally done by the
scholars together in a body; and though in
their individual capacity there is nothing to
hinder them, neither is there anything to inrite them to interpose ; in general, the foreman, or some other member (naturally the
foreman,) takes the ]end ; and the giving an
unreflecting assent is all that is done by the
rest.
3. The indiseriminati_g miscellaneousness
of the composition in the case of the proposed
quasi-jury, compared with the sinister salection, which in all places, and at all times, is
capable of being made in the case of the jury.
4. The condition of comparative freedom,
and unembarrassed capacity of attention, in
which, in the case of a quasi-jury, the mimls
of the members wouldbe placed, in comparison of the inward sense of responsibility and
concomitant embarrassment, which to a considerable extent may be apt to have place in
the caseofa jury, wheretbe fateofthe
suit
and the conditions of the parties to it is dependent on the verdict in which they join ;
particularly in the case where the eventual
punishment rises to a certain pitch of severity,
and more especially where death enters into
the composition of it.
5. In the jury school, the heed-master is a
functionary whose lessons are by the nature
of bis situation kept in a state of perpetual
opposition to the universal interest; in the
quasi-school,he is a functionary whose lessons
are by the ties that have been brought to view
kept in a state of continued conformity to
that same only right and proper standard of
rectitude,
II. Now as to the univer_lity of its upplieabi]ity,
A popular government is the sor_ of goveroment for the use of which it has been
framed: of its applicability, its usefulness,
and capacity of being employed in such a
government, such proofs as have presented
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themselves have jnat been seen. But governmeats there may be, into which, though eltogether despotica], the quasi-jury not only
would be useful if admitted, but might even
stand, as it should seem, no mean chance of
being admitted ; while by the absolute power
which, in cas_ of the highest importance, the
juryhas overthe result of the svLit,eUchance
of its admissioo may stand eventually exdude&
Two ways there are, by which, disjunctively or conjunctively, the reconciliation
between the systems of evil and this instrument of good migkt be effected.
1. The one is-- the exclusion of this bridle
on the powers of the judge from those suits
on the occasion of which the opposition
between the interests of the subject many
and that of the ruling few is brought into
exercise.
'2. The other is-- the composition of it in
such manner as to prevent it from thwarting the views of the compounders.
On the other hand, what cannot be concealed is-- that in a government the object
of _yhich is to keep or reduce the intellectual
_art of the mind of its subjects to the condition similar to that of the higher order of
quadrupeds, and at the same time the sensitire part to a worse condition, no such institution as that proposed could stand any
chance of being admitted : the design of it
would be too palpably adverse to the design
of the government.
The government of British India may serve
for an example.
l. With the exception of the many-seated
judicatorie_ framed upon the WestminsterHall model, single-seated judic_tories are
secured by necessity, a stronger power than
choice.
2. On behalf of the natives, it has no
aversion to security for persons, to security
for property, nor even to increase of property,
so as the value of E_t-India stock, but more
particularly so as East-india patronage be
not diminished.
3. Understanding that the increase of
national wealth depends in no small degree
upon the security of property as against unlicensed malefactors, it has no objection to
the most perfect degree of security for properry against all depredation from which it
derives no profit: so as the maximum of all
depredation, out of which it sees a capecity of extracting profit for itself, be secured
to it.
4. The power of authorizing appeal not
being, according to the here proposed plan,
extended beyond those offences, which while
they are most frequent, inspire most terror
to individuals, would not g_ve umbrage to
government : nor, how beneficial soever, is
it an essential feature..
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A Form of ¢overnment
not essentially
non-penal department, generally considered.
different from that of the Anglo-American
But as to the non-penal department, if in any
United States, but regarded as in a still pert of it the institution be prepende_tely
higher degree conducive to the only proper useful, it rests with those by whom its title
ends of government, is that for the use of to all-comprehensiveness is disputed, to say
which the institution in question was de- at what point its utility ceases: and this will,
vised. But if well adapted to the proposed it is believed, be found impossible.
form of government, not tess so would it be
2. Wboe_,er it be to whom the institution
to that of the so happily established, one. of a jury, on the footing on which it stands at
Under that government, the jury, with its present in England, is an object of approbaabsolute power, has not the least tendency
tion, _ if the question were put to him, what
to become destructive : hut an effect which consideration that approbation has for ita
to a considerable extent it cannot but have grounds, his answer would probably be, th_
is, _ the weakening it, -- the weakening it, operating as it does in the character ofa cbee_
namely, by the chances of escape which, in and bridle to the power of the judge. But
the case of guiltiness, it affords in the in. for this security against misdecision, if _ny
stanceof theclasses
of crimeswhich,while sufficient
demand hasplaceinany partofthe
they are so pregnantwith evilto the per- non-penal
departmentofthefield
oflaw,irason and propertyof i_d_vldtmls,
are in so practicable
willbe theendeavourtofilld
any
hi.gha degreemore frequent
than allother otherpartin whichan equaldem_md haspot
crlmes,
place.
For theabsolute
power ofajuryithasno
The incompetencyof a jury under the
use. Illthat seatof populargovernment Englishsystem in allcausesof complexity
thereareno attacksupon the liberty
of the hasbeen alreadyshown : thatincompetency
press,or liberty
of publicdiscussion
;-- no beinggrcat]_enhancedby thosefeatures
of
secretconfederacies
forproducingchangesin d_'ficiency,
theexclusion
of theparties
from
govcrnment;--noronspiracies
againstgovern-thetheatreof justice,
and theinability
of a
mcnt, organizedby goveroment itself
for a partyon either
side,
either
tofurnish
hisown
pretencefor making oppression
still
more relation
insupportofhisown demand,orto
oppressive.
Inthatscatoffr_gality
andequa- callupontheotherpartyforhis.
lity,
thereisno propensity
among jurymen
These deficiencies
had theiroriginin the
to favourthosepraetxces
by which the reve- artifices
ofthejudgesand otherlawyers.In
hue ofgovernmentisdiminished.A United the Saxon time,and fora longtime afterStatesjuryhasno governmentextortion
or wards,the castofthesystemwas altogether
oppression
to avenge: proportioned
to the popular.The locateeof thekingpresided,
defalcation
from the publicrevenueby the but thejudgeswere allwho were not in a
success
and increase
of smuggling,
wolfldbe stateof slavery.In a judicial
assemblyin
theinjt_ry
tothemselves
: theproduceof the which,when allnon-parties
were present,
so
taxesisemployed,thewholeofit,intheser- ofcoursewould be allparties,
inso farasit
viceof all: no partof itisput intothe poe- was intheirpower. Each would be eagerto
ketsof theimposers,
tellbisown story_ each would be no less
With reference,
therefore,
toany govern- eagertoextractmatterof the liketendency
ment havingforitsend in viewthegreatestfrom hisadversary.In thisway, the same
happiness
ofthegreatest
mnnber,itsaptitudemeetingthatgave commencement toa suit
consists
in itswant ofaptitudewith refe- would commonly givetermination
to it. So
fencetoany governmentthathasforitsul- itisattiffs
day in thosejudicatories
which
fimateend inview themaximization
ofthe arepermitted
tohaveexistence
forthereeohappiness
ofthosewho sharein it,and for veryofsmalldebts,andinthosedaysscarcely
itsmediate,oratany rateitscollateral
end, were anysuitsknown thatwould not now-athe minimization
of thehappiness
ofallwho daysbe regarded
assmall-debt
causes.Such
aresubject
to it.
a stateofthingswas toofavourable
tojustice
tobe enduredby lawyer_.
§ 8. J'urisdiction.
In those days the judicial districts were
Question ]. Wby to the power of a qua_i- small, and in the same proportion numerous
.iury give the same all-comprehensive extent
Afterthe Norman conquest, judicatories were
over the field of law, as to that of the j,xdge, established by the king, each of them having,
in respect to the species of causes?
for certain purposes, jurisdiction over the
Answer. -- Reasons : 1. Because, if on any whole kingdom. The whole kingdom was in
part of the field of lawa sufficient demand for this way converted into one vast judicial disthat institution has place, so has it in every trict--the
communication at the same time
other. True it is. that in the penal depart- difficult to a degree at present not easily imament, especially those cases in which applica- gined: and by the barbarity of the times, ino
tion is made of the highest pmfishment, the security wasadded to di_culty. Under the_e
demand is much more urgent than in the circumstances, few but wonld find their con-
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venlence in being permitted to attend and
plead by deputy. Under the name of attorneys and _rjeants, a set of professional lawera was thus formed, who became partners
the sinisterinterestoftbejudges
bywhom
the system of procedure was framed ; and it
was out of the order of serjeants that men
were taken to fill the judicial benches,
In thls state of things, the carrying to the
highest pitch the aggregate mass of delay,
vexation, and expense, became of course the
ruling object of the partnership in all its
branches: expense for the sake of the profit
extracted out of it; delay and vexation for
the sake of the addition which those evils
made to the expense,
A law-book, written in the time of Henry
the Second, is to this point very satisfactorily
instructive.
It had for its author no less a
man than the Chief Justiciary Glanville, the
head man of the law. In profession it. c'overs
the whole field of judicature. It is occupied
almost exclusively with forms of excuses for
non-appearance. These excuses were already
reduced to a system. Of the different species
of causes as determined by the nature of the
service demanded, scarcely is anything to be
found: as little of any stab,cs through which
the business of judicature had to pass. An
obvious infelence -- and it seems an incontrovertible oue--is, that when once the parties
were brought together in face of each other
and of tbe judge, the matter was as good as
settled : it was settled as in our day a tradesman's demand of payment for a fewshillings'
worth of goods is here and there in a small
corner of the country allowed to be settled,
For both these deficiencies Rome-bred law
presented a ready-made supply. To jurymen
called from all parts of the kingdom--in
some cases to the metropolis, in others to the
ever-varying residence ofthemoaarch--called
from all parts, and consequently in a large
proportion from parts at the remotest distance
from their respective bomew,--the attendance
of a few days sufficed to oonstitute an enormous burthen. Those by whom Rome-bred
law was imported fi'om Rome to England,
required not in their judicatories any such
incumbrance as a jury-box: provided with a
quantity of ready-made power, they knew
well how to fill up any vacuity that could be
imagined. Sitting _'ithout intermission, with
hands open for fees, and ready to close upon
them at whatever time and season offered, no
causes could be too complex for them. At
one grasp they took possession of the whole
mass of moveable property throughout the
country, as it became vacant by the death of
the respective owners. Object they had no
other than the application of it to pious uses:
hut of all imaginable uses, none couhl be more
pious than their own.
The policy of the learned fraternity, as
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above, had kept the suitors out of the only
place in which they could either deliver or
extract from others vlcg_voce evidence. Glad
of c_oursewould they have been to have extractod it in the written shape: for when
words are once designated by visible and permanent signs, they became capable of being
taxed. But in this form, for several centuries
they-were not able to extract them : the orlgioal structure of this judicialsystem had not
furnished machinery ad_pted to this purpose: small was as yet the number to whom
it could be applied. Meantime their learned
rivals and competitors were on the watch:
no sooner was the supply of writing found
sufficient, than t_hey stept in, and applied it to
their use.
To all who had anything to ask of them,
those judicatories were open. They received
petitions ; furnished persons (who after telllog their story upon paper were ready to g6ve
expression to them) with such que._rions as a
person might _'ish to receive answer-."to, from
those at who._e hands hc demanded them ;
and applied _he whole fm'ce of their a,ithm'_ty
in exacting those answcrs, without which the
qocstion_ would have been of no use.
Question 2. Why, in each suit, seek to
render _he authority of the quasi-jury coextensive with that of the judge ?
Answer.--Rea._ons:
I. Fora reason slmilar
to that mentioned in answer to Question 1.
If in any one stage requisite, so in every
other. In each stage the demand is the same
as in every other: in each stage the temprations to which the probity of the judge stands
exposed are the same.
o. To the unobligativeness of the authority here given to the jury, are the interests
of justice indebted for tl_e practicability of
_s-in_ this extension to the application made
of this check.
From the absolute power of frustrating the
exercise of the power of the judge, and this
in every one of the numerous stages which a
cause, in a certain degree complex, must of
necessity go thrnugh, amass of confusion, and
thence of injustice, beyond all power of calculation, might be the results. But forasmuch
as, with the exception of the power of allowing or disallowing appeal in certain criminal
eases, no obligatory power is here given to
this section of the public-opinion tribunal--in
a word no functions other than the auditive,
interrogative, and censorial functions--he:me
it is, that fi'om the mag_|itnde of the extent
given to its authority over the whole course
of the suit in the way to its conclusion, no
such nor any other evil can arise.
In the English system, whatever be the
number of sittings in the course of which, on
some occasion or other, a suit comes upon
the carpet, _ some of those sittings being in
public, others in the closet of the judge, or of *

this or that one of his subordinates, --only in
one of those fittings is a jury introduced,
Question 3. Why is not the authority of
the quasi-jury here extended to summary
sittings, nor thence to any summary suits?.Answer. _ Reason: I. Apprehen._ion of
the extent of the demand for individuals to
"act as quasi-jurymen, were such extension
giv.en, and thence of the mass of attendant
vexation and expcn_se,
In the case of appointed suits heard atthe
appointed sittings, measures can all along be
taken, namely in the preparatory summary
sittings and hearings, of the quantity of quas.ijury time neces_ry to be applied : and of the
appointed days, the place in the calendar may
be fixed, and in so far as the judge-prineipals have power insufficient, judge-deputies
provided accordingly. Not so in the case of
the summary suits,
The power of the judge is not by this
omission left without check• In the first
place remains the check imposed by the body
of visitors, for the maximization of which
arrangements have beeu made elsewhere,
In the next place comes the power of appeal here provided. This appeal is not from
the judicatory of a subordinate to a superordinate 9udicatory, but from one judge to
another, or even the same judge at another
time : at which other time the quasi-jury will
form a pm't of the indicatory, and thus the
delay and expense attached to local distances
will not be incurred. Whether, on the second
and more deliberate hearing, the judge shall
be the same or a different one, must, it should
seem, of necessity be left to the discretion of
the judge.
If at the summary sitting the
judge was a judge-depute permanent, the harural course would be, that at the appointed
sitting it should be the judge-principal : the
opposite course would be a sort of anticlimax. But it is only by necessity that the
judge-principal stands excused from serving
on the summary as well as on the appointed
sittings : and so far as he does thus serve,
the appealthns made must be either tohis vir.
tually subordinate sub.stitute, or to himself,
In the appeal ab eodern ad eundem, there
is not in this ease either absurdity, danger
to justice, or even innovation.
In English
equity procedure, what is called a rehearing
is no uncommon incident.
True it is, that
in one case of a rehearing, the appeal is i,
effect and fact from the first judge to a different one. This ease is that where (a change
in the situation of chancellor having taken
place) the appeal _s from the former chaneellor to his successor. But another ease of
a rehearing is, where, at the instance of a
party, the same chancellor hears a second
time arguments on the same subject-matter
as on the first.
In this ease there is no fraud ; all is what
it seems to be. The fiand is, where the up-

peal is from the chancellor hh'm_.lf, _o S indicatory of which he is not only a member,
but the only thinking* one-- ajudicatory ha
which, on ordinary occesione, none attend
except two cyphers, who vote as they sen
him vote, without the pretence of thinking :
on other occasions, none attend but the few
sent thither by some latent interest, which,
if made apparent, would show them to he
each of them judge in his own cause.
"But," says somebody, " you, in whose eyes
these game individuals are not unapt to bear
a prmninent part in the business of legislstion, on even an unbounded scale, _ can you,
with any consistency, regard them as unapt
with regard to a function so limited in its
extent, so subordinate in its importance, as
that of pronouncing aye* or no in a case
where nothing more is at stake thm_ the fate
of this or that individual ?"
Answer : I. In regard to the power I give
to them,--it
is under the pressure of necessity that I give it to them, because in no
other hands could it be reposed without the
absolute certainty of its being abused.
2. In the case of the power given to them
as to the choice of legislators (in no instance
whatever is any power oflegislatlon given to
them,) I leave them--as according to all experience 1 may _dthout danger leave them_
to be assisted, and, in as far as they please,
guided by genera] reputation: noopinion, no
judgment of their own, are they in that case
called upon to pronounce. But in this vase,
no judgment can any one of them pronounce
which is not his own : no less dire_ and
complete is the cognizance taken of the matter in their situation, than in his situation
is that of the judge. In the forming of it, no
assistauce have they that so much as pro.
fesses to be impartial, other than that of the
judge--of
that very functionary, to whose
power the one and sole use of them is to up.
ply a check-- and under whose guidance, in
so far as, withou_ forming, in relation to the
matter in question, an opinion of their own,
they commit themselves, their function is
inefficient and useless.
§ 9. Interrogative function.
Persons to whom, with a view to the eade
ofjudicature any member of the quasi-j_try is
authorized to address questions, are in geneo
rat all other actors on the judicial theatre.
In particular, they are as follows :-1. Any party to the suit on either side; to
wit, whether in his quality of part)" interested, or in his quality of party testifying_ or in
other word% litigant witness.
2. Any extraneous witness.
3. Any assistant, non-professional or pro.
fessiona], of any party on either side.
4. The pursuer-general, or any dell,re of
his, if present, whether by office engaged in
the tntrtieular suit in question or not.
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5. The defender-general, or any depute of the several persons who took part in it wu
his, whether by office engaged in the particu- employed ; which minute will constitute an
lar snit in question or not.
article in the incidental complaint book.
6. The registrar or his deputy.
So ff it be a fellow-member of the quasi7. Any fellow-member of the same quasi- jury.
jury.
So if it be the ofl_ciating judge.
8. The officiating judge, whether principal
or depute.
§ 10. Opinative function.
Correspondent to the interrogative timeThe judge's recapitulatory statement, opltion on the one part, is the responsive func- native decree, and imperative decree, having
lion or service on the other : of an exercise been delivered,--thereupon
comes the quaof the interrogative function on the one part, si-jury's function -- the opinative function,
the object is, to produce an exercise of the having for its subject- matter the two aboveresponsive function on the other,
mentioned decrees of the judge.
Of this
To render obligatoly the exercise of the function the exercise is, in the nature of the
correspondentresponsive function, thefollowcase, susceptible of any one of the fullowilJg
ing are the'qualities which must have place shapes, and in any one of these shapes they
on the part of the discourse uttered in the are equally free to exercise it:exercise of the interrogative function:-I. Express refusal to pronounce any opi1. It must be relevant; it must bear some nion.
assignable relation to the matter in ques2. Consent to the whole, tacitly given.
tion.
3. Consent to the whole, expressly given.
•9. It must be apt ; it must be such that an
4. Dissent to the whole, expressly given,
answer giyen to it may be eventually in stone but without proposal of substitute or amendway or other conducive to the ends of judi- ment.
ensure; it must not be frivolous.
5. Dissent to a part, expressly given, but
If being neither irrelevant nor otherwise
without proposal of amendment.
unapt, the interrogation addressed is fol6. Dissent to the whole, with proposal of
lowed by relevant and apt responsion, it is substitute.
well. Ifbeing addressed
to a personother
7. Dissentto a part,with proposal
of athantheofficiating
judge,and beingin his mendment.
eyes relevant and apt, such responsion as in
The opini6n of the quasi-jury being in one
his judgment is relevant and apt fails of or other of these shapes made known, entry
being given to it, _ the judge will apply his is according;y made on the record by the repower to the exaction of such answer, ac- gistrar, stating the shape in which _t was so
eording tothesituation
of the non-complying
made known: silence, after presentation of
individual,
all these several shapes to their option, and
If it be a party, he will give him to under- a sufficient pause for the expression of it,stand, that of non-compliance the effect may silence being taken for tacit and universal
he the loss of the suit : that is to say, if it be consent.
en the pursuer's side, the non-performancein
If to the whole, or to a part, any substithewboteoranypart,oftheservicedcmanded
tute or amendment is proposed, the judge
by the suit; if on the defender's side, the either assents to it, and changes or amends
rendering of such service in the whole or in his decree or decrees accordingly, or declines
part, in so far as the rendering it will be at doing so : in either ease, entry accordingly is
the expense of the non-co_nplier : and such, made on the record.
accordingly, in the case of necessity, is the
In the three first-mentioned
cases,
arrangement that may be made.
namely, express refusal to pronounce opinion,
If it be an assistant, professional or un- consent tacit, and consent express, -- execuprofessional, of a party, and in the declared tion in virtue of and conformity to the judge's
opinion of the.fudge such non-compliance has imperative decree, unless appeal be made,
for its cause (especially if it be in concert follows of course.
with the party) the endeavour to save a
In the four last-mentioned cases, unless
party, he being in the wrong, from loss of appeal be made, it rests with the judge to
suit as above, intimation may be made to him
cau_ execution to have place : if appeal be
that in relation to the interest of the party made, it takes its course in these four eases,
in the suit, such non-compliance will have as it would have done in any of the three
the same effect as if it had been by the party first.
himself that it had been manifested:
and
As to the appeal, in what eases it shall,
such, accordingly, in ease of necessity, is the and in what eases it shall not have the effect
arrangement that may be made.
of obliging the judge-immediate to stay exeIf it be a pursuer-general, or defender- cution, will be found determined, regard begeneral, or the registrar, or their deputes ing'had to the several particular cases in the
respectively, the judge will cause make a penal and non-penal codes.
minute in terminis, of such discourse as by
If from non-complianca with any substi-
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tution or amendment proposed by a quasi- by the judge in question may and ought to
jury, irreparable damage will ensue, while be considered as interdicted by a portion of
from compliance equlponderant damage will imaginary law, to be made by him for the putnot ensue,--the judge will in this case regard pose.
himself as bound to make exercise of his susExamples of scale of quantities: _ 1, Mopensive, or say execution-staying function, to hey : as where a fixation is to be made of the
that effect,
sum to be transferred from a defendant to n
Only in the ease of its being the act of pursuer, in compensation for loss or injury ;
the quasi-jury in its collective capacity, can or from defendant to the public, in the name
curry be made of dissent in any one of its of punishment.
four shapes as above ; but the act of the ms2. Time : as when, in case of chronical pujority of the jury is the act of the jury-nisbrnent, afixationisto bemadeof thelengt'n
of the jury i_ its collective capacity,
of time dltring which it shall continue : say
To a minority of the jury on this occa- banishmeut, confinement, imprisonment.
sion, as to all persons on all other occasions,
the pre_s is open for the reception of the free
§ l I. Warrant for _lppeai.
expression of their sentiments.
If to a set of men thus composed, any deOn being thereto requested by the quasi- terminateiy efficient power be fit to be given,
jury, the pursuer-general present is expected
a case in which it may be of use to give it
to lend his assistance to the purpose of giv- is, the giving admission to the faculty of aping apt form to any such proposed substituted
peal, divested of the inconveniences imturally
decree or amendment, as above,
attached to it, inthose crimiual cases in which,
So, the defender-general,
if left at the option of the defendant, it would
Under the dominion of unwritten law, be _re tobe made byall who were guilty, and '
called also jtlrisprudential law, the question in bo far produce much vexation to the inof law to be determined is--what, on the in- jured, without benefit tothe criminal. Among
dividua] occasion in question, are those terms tl_ese are such as are at the same time of the
of the law which (in default of all relevant most mischievous kind and the most frequent
law made by the legislature) may with most occurrence : in particular, offeoce_of the prepropriety, as if it had been made by the legis- datory kind, when committed by habituul_
lator, be made by the judge--as being most and as it were professed depredators, capeanalogous to the tenor of the rule of action cially if accompanied with homicide, housewhich has place in the political community breaking, or personal violence or menace.
in question -- statute law and jurisprudential
In a c_se of this sort, appeal, if allowed,
law taken together,
will come in a manner of course: it will
The question of fact is either an absolute
come for the sake of the delay applied to
question or a comparative question. A com- the punishment, and the chance which all
parative question is a question concerning de- delay affords, or appears to afford, of ultimate
gree; an absolute question of fact is every escape.
question in which the consideration of degree
But by every appeal, suffering is by the
has no part. Degrees are either degrees of innocent and injured almost constantly ex.
quantity or degrees of quality. Degrees of perienced. Under the worst system in existquantity are no otherwise determinably eXo ence, the instances in which a person really
pressive in any absolute form than by num- innocent is condemned, and in consequence of
burs. Every absolute question of t_act may, condemnation actually made to suffer punirdao
without regard to quantity, be so worded as meat, are probably, comparatively speakir_,
to be susceptible of a true answer, either by very rare: rare even under the system of
a 3lea or a no. A question concerning quan- secret procedure acted uponin despotic states;
tity admits of as many answers as there are still more rare under the system of publicity
degrees in the scale in question, numbers, or i which has place in England, and elsewhere
series of numbers, contained in it, of which under Engl_h-bred law. Under the here proit is assumed that on the occasion in question
posed system, with such checks as are here
_ome one or other is the proper,
applied to the purpose of securing moral aptiA question, the answer to which is either rude on the part of the judge, they may, it
guilty or not guilty, is a question concerning is hoped, be reasonably expected to be still
law and fact combined.
In the answer exqP more so.
pre_d
by the word guilty, two assertions
At the _ane time, a state of tliings, in
are contained ; namely -- 1. The individual which it lies in the absolute power of a single
in question, at the time and place in question, person in the situation of judge (even with
or at any rate at some time and place, did his moral aptitude thus checked and guarded)
perform a eertmn act, positive or negative, to subject a human being, perhaps innoeeot_
2. The act performed is of the numberofthose
to the extremity of allowed punishment, is a
which stand interdicted by some portion of state of things which to a human mind c_u_.
htw, namely, legi_toriaUy existing law, or not but present considerable alarm.
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But the state of things in which claims of _ whether it has or has not anything in it of
this sort are not only so probable, but so ex- a constitutional character.
tensive]y felt, is v,state of things which, under
a system of which the present l_roposed code
§ 12. Costs ofquasi-_rial.
forms a part, would scarcely in any instance
Of the quasl-jury, the expense taken in all
have place.
This state of things is one in its parts is very considerable : it is composed
which punishment, in its nature absolutely of the evils correspondent and opposite to the
irreparable, is lavished, either with the most collateral ends of judicature, namely, delay,
savage and deliberate cruelty, or with the most vexation, aud useless expense.
thoughtless extravagance. There is but one
This considered, two consequences folmode of punishment, the mischief of which is low :-absolute and totally irreparable_and
that is
1. One is, that when, in the 3udgment of
mortal punishment,
those who have any interest in the suit, thi_
For argument's sake, instead of mortal pu- check with its expense is needless, the exnishment, suppose even mntilation employed, pease ought_not to be incurred.
mutilation even in parts or orgaus more than
2. Another is, that in so far _ the evil conone. Not altogether unsusceptible of repara- slating of the expense is preponderant over
tlnn would even this punishment be : for, for the good consisting in the security, neither
suffering in this shape, reparation, and to a in this case ought it to be employed.
very wide extent, is almost everywhere aeHence a proposition which may naturally
tually in use : witness this, in the pensions enough appear incontrovertible at first sight
.granted in the sea or military service ; and it is, that if uoone of the parties conceive him.
is a matter generally understood, that by the self to have any ground of complaint ag_iust
individual_by whomonthisaccount reparation! the conduct of the experienced judge, there
in thisshape and degree is received, it is not can be no use whatever in _logging the opeunusually regarded as adequate ; insomuch i ration by a multitude m,)re or less considethat if asked, whether far the same reparation ruble of unexperienced ones.
they would originally have been content, or
If to the justice of these observations
would now, if it were to do over again, be there be anything to oppose, it must be on
content tobe subjected to the same suffering, this ground, or some such ground as this,
the answer would be in the affirmative,
namely, that by reason of the relative ignoThe temperament here proposed isaccord- ranee and inexperience of a party, it may
ingly, that in such instances, in regard to those happen, that though the conduct of the judge
criminal cases of the higher order which are has been unapt, and that to such a degree
of the highest degree of frequency, appeal as to have been productive of misdeclsiou to
should not in general be admitted : but that
the injury of the party in question, yet by
on a certificate given, either by an entire quasi- reason of his own relative inaptitude, it may
jury, or by a portion of it, or say perhaps, in be out of his power to determine, whether in
some cases, even by a single quasi-juryman,
that same conduct there has been or has not
that in his opinion innocence is certain, or been anything unap_ ; or else, that by timidity
culpability doubtful, appeal should be allowed --by fear of incurring the resentment either of
to be made.
the judge in question, or of the class of men
Of an arrangement of this sort, one effect, to which the judge belongs, he may be effecit cannot be denied, would be the putting it tually prevented irom availing himself of any
in the power of a criminal, by means of a such security as that in question, suppoaing
bribe given to a quasi-juryman, or to the it here to have given him the faculty of eranumber of quasi-jurymen in question, to ob- ploying it ; or, lastly, that by indigence, i_
tain n certain quantity of delay in the execu- may happen to him to be incapable of making
tion of the sentence,
use of it.
Of appeal in highly criminal eases, in geneTo the order for quasi-trial, the judge adds,
val, what shall be the effect ? The appellate in relation to the expected costs thereof, such
judicatory--shallit
pronounce its decree upon orderas the nature of the case_consideratiun
the bare view of the evidence, as reported i had of the pecuniary circumstances of the
from the immediatejudicatory ?--,_ca]l it, of several parties -- appears to him to require.
course, try the cause over again, by hearing The options are as ibllows :_
evidence as if none had before been given ?-" I. He leaves the burthen of co_ts in its
or shall it have the option between the re- natural seat; leaving it to each party to bear
ported evidence and the giving a fresh hear- his own part of it.
ing _o the e_idence ? On the choice between
2. In case of need, he requires a party or
these _hree courses, it is manifest how much parties on one side, to mak_ advance of money
wou_d depend, and how considerable between
on this account, in any proportion, in favour
them respectively might be the difference in of a party or parties on the other.
point of effect.
His care will be, not tosuffer the addltionL
So likewise as to the nature of the offence, delay, vexation, and expense, to be empio]_od.
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by the party who can best endure it,. as an
in_rument for the oppression of one who can
least endure it.

•_

§ 13. Features in jury-trlal here discarded,
First come the features of jury procedure ;
and under the head of each of them the opposite state of things here will be briefly undemoted,
These may be distinguished into such as
are regarded as behmgproductive of evils opimsite to rectitude of decision, the main end
of j ustice -- and such as arc regarded as productive of evils opposite to the collatersl
ends of justice, namely, needless delay, vexation, and expense,
1. In a jury, number of persons twelve.
In a quasi-jury, not more than three,
2. Of a jury, on failure of instantaneous
agreement, forced transference to a closed
room : no other persons present at their deliberation.
Of a qtlasi-jury, no such transferenco, unless they desire it, or one of them
'desires it.
3. In the case of a jury, immediately before the commencement of the hearing, -- a
solemn promise exacted of each, to declare
an opinion on one side of the question, whatever it be, or on the other side. On the part
of a quasi-jury, no such promise is exacted
or received.,
Note that, on every question in relation
to an opinion, and that which is in contradiction to it, the possible states of the mind
are three; namely, decision on the aflirmatire side, decision on the negative side, and
indecision : and of this last state, the exemplification will be the more frequent, the less
the degree of instruction is on the part of
those to whom the question is put. As for
example, speaking of an individual in the
character of defendant in a penal suit, ques¢ious no more than two : Is he guilty ?--or,
Is he not guilty ? Answers which the nature
of the case admits of, three; namely, Guilty,
i. e. my opinion is, that he is guilty. -- Not
guilty,/, e. my opinion is, that he is notgullty;
or. I have not been able to form an opinion
whetherhe isguilty or not. Of the realstate
of the man's mind, one or other of these answers cannot fail to be the true expression.
The true one will be this third state, as often
as the same opinion fails of being entertained
by all of them, unless a decided disagreement
has place -- one or more entertaining the poattire opinion, the other or others the neggtire.
But for this absence of all opinion,
frequent as it cannot but be, the law has not
provided any expression: the consequence is,
that in the instance of every one of thejurors
who has found himself unable to form a deeided opinion on either of the two opposite
sides, the promise which the law has tbreed
him to make is violated,
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To the eoneeptlon of the foundezs _f Roman law, this natural state of the mind had
presented itself: a form of words, namely,
i Non liquet, had accordingly bee_l provided by
them for the expression of it. But obvious
as is the conception, on the part of the foun2
ders of English law in this particular, the
state of mind was too barbarous to admit of
it. No distinction did they know of between
decision and indecision. As little pereeptihlc to them was the distinction between
unconscious and self-consclous misdeeision
between blameless error and intentional ]11.
justice.
Supposing the decision erroncou%
the conclusion was, that those who joined in
it could not but be conscious of its being so.
Accordingly, by the verdict of a second jury,
to punish the first jury with one and the same
punishment in every case, and that a punishmant invoh'ing utter ruin, was a practice as
common as that of simply send;.ng the orisinai suit to a second jury is at present.
4. A declaration of an opinion on the one
or on the other of the opposite sides of
every question (except in the case of a special verdict) -- which declaratinn is consequently--on
the part of every one whose
opinion fails of being exactly the very opinion
declared as and for the opinion of the whole
--false: and the correspondent promise rioluted.
In cases styled civil, averdietstyled_Tk°ciol
is admitted.
But in eases styled criminal
(not to speak of those styled civil,) no such
verdict can, without the concurrence of the
judge, be admitted : and in this ease, too.
of a special verdict, the same declaration o[
unanimity as in the case of a general ver&et
is indispensable.
In speaking of the verdict of a jury, thelanguage universally employed is, as often
as any such difference of opinion has place,
undeniably false : what is said is, that it Is
unanimous; that is to say, that they are all of
one mind. To render the expresston true, it
would be necessary to substitute to the word
unanimous, some such word as univ, cal, all
of one voice- all joining in the voice of the
foreman, where, as for example, in a cane
called criminal, the words he pronounc¢_ are,
9uiltst, or not 9uilty.
In the case of a quasi-jury, no such univocaiity is exacted.
5. To the promise thus made _ the proraise made by every man, that his opha_on
shall be the same as that declared by the foreman, is attached a religious ceremony, by
which it is converted into an oath. The eeremony consists in a man's saying, _qo ttelp me
God, and thereupon kissings book, which
for this purpose has been put into his hand.
The promise having been thus converted
into what is called an oath (though with
more propriety it might be called a vow)
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every violation of it is thereby converted into
an act of perjury,
In _be ease of a quasi-jury, no oath is ado
ministered i no perjury therefore can have
place.
6. In case of disagreement, cos*finement in9Jeted on all, until a universal declaration of
agreement has been produced on the part of
every one of them : confinement accompanied
_ith circumstances of unendurable and consequeutly never endured affection, such as
convert it into torture. Torture-master, the
judge : the torture being continued till they
all join in declaring an opinion dictated by
him, or in his default, any one of the jury-until they all join in that one of the two deeislons which is dictated by him.
If the verdict they come out with is not
mtgreeableto the judge, he sends them back
again till they are agreed; and this he does
as often as he pleases. Of late, the functions
of torture-master in this way have not frequently been performed by the judges: but
there is nvthing to hinder it, and it may be
administered for any length of time.
Whether this function be or be not administered by the judges, it may on any
occasion be administered by anyone of the
jurymen to all the rest.
The ceremony is to make every one of
them keep his promise : the torture is to
make aome of them break it. The torture
has always been more powerful than the
ceremony.
So plainly irresistible is the peasible amount of it, that the actual scarcely
ever amounts to anything more than a ecruputatively slight temporary uneasiness,
Thus it is, that for making eleven good
men and true (for s,tch is their appellation)
perjure themselves, the equivalent of the
prick of a pin suffices.
In the case of the quasi-jury, production
of perjury being no part of the danger, nettber in that shape nor in any other -- neither
by the judge nor by a quasi-j uror, is any such
function as that of a torture-master's allowed
to be exercised,
7. Concealment of what passes -- concealment from all but the patients, while the tott, ire is at work. The time is supposed to be
paused in deliberation : but for this supposition, however, the nature of tho ease furnishes
not any apparently strong ground.
If the
vontest were a contest between understanding and understanding, yes: but the understanding has nothing to do in the business;
the contest is between will and will ; the
question is, who is likely to endure the inconvenience ? for whoever it be by whom it
is longest endured, by that one are the terms
of the verdict determined : the victory is to
him by whom the part of an obstinate man
is acted with tire most success.
To the arguments urged by professional advocates on
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the part which he espouses, it is not likely
that under such circumstances any material
and efficient addition should be made byhim
whose determination is to conquer or die.
In the case of the quasi-jury, of course no
such concealment can have place.
8. Responsibility to the power of the ]egal sanction excluded altogether : punibility,
none.
A quasi-juror is, in case of seLf-conscious
delinquency, punishable.
9. Responsibility to the public-opinion tribanal, if not excluded altogether, minimized :
nothing but the bare verdict, guilty or not
guilty, being exposed to the public eye. The
grounds of it being thus covered by impenetrable darkness, what blame can under such
circumstances be passed is, in the instance
of each one, reduced to next to nothing, by
the multitude of those amongst whom it is
shared.
Could but the light of publicity, by some .
such power as that of the Devil upon two
Sticks, be regldarly thrown upon the business
of this well-closed theatre, the scenes that
would be exhibited would be such as would
be enough to dry upThe stream of eloquence
now so perpetually poured forth upon this
matchless fruit of the wisdom of English ancestors. This, however, is physically tropessible. Laid open indeed to the public might
everything be that passed; but the scenes
which in that case would be exhibited, would
have little resemblance to those which have
place among a set of men, in whose instance
the sense of common distress and common
weakness conld scarcely fail to be productive
of mutual indulgence and prudential silence.
Out of a school thus circumstanced, tales of
ridicule are in little danger of being told.
In the case of a quasi-jury, in the instance
of any one of its three members, to whose
mind an observation which he is desirous of
communicating to his colleagues has presented itself,--ifit
be the pleasure of the others to
hear him, they retire ibr that purpose. In the
judicatory itself they cannot continue, because that would be incompatible with ulterior business. A retiring room is provided for
them ; and as to the giving admission to such
other persons as the room will hold_ the differcnce between the giving and withholding
it, does not present itself as being of much
importance.
CHAPTER
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[Iv certain cases, superadded to the usual exsmination of the evidence, is another, styled
a recapitulatory examination, in which cas_
the preceding examination is for.distinctiau's
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sake styled the original examination. Synonymous to recapitulatory examination is
quasi-trial, as being before a quasi-jury,
At the recapitulatory examination, whatsoever evidence was received in the course of
the original examination at one or any greater
number of sittings and bearings, is received a
_cond time, and if possible altogether, at
one and the same sitting; no adjournment
being made, unless st that sitting the time
capable of being employed at one sitting be
exhausted.
At the recapitulatory examination, no evidence is received which was not received at
the original examination,
At the recapitulatory examination, the
question of law may, at the desire of a party
on either side, be reconsidered,
The original examination was performed
by a judge acting singly.
No recapitulatory
examination is performed except before a
q_lnsi-jury. The judge has them for assessora. To bring the suit under the cognizance
of this section of the public-opinion tribunal,
is one principal purpose of this second examlnation,
Exceptions excepted, by what judge soever, whether principal or depute, the origihal examination was performed, so may the
recapitulatory,
The cases in which u rccapit ulatory exaruination has place, are the following : -1. Where, for his own satisfaction or thai
of the public, the judge himself desires it
for his own _atisfaction, to wit, that the several portions of evidence which had been
received on the original examination may be
re-exhibited, confronted, compared, and reconsidered,
2. Where, on either side. any partyis desirous that it should have place.
In certain cases, consideration had of the
necessary severity of the punishment, and the
probable helplessne_ of the class of persons
most liable to be exposed to it, the law, for
tbe better security of the defendant, requires
the check of a quasi-jury to be applied to
the power of a judge,
When the original examination has been
gone through, it will rest with the judge
either to pronounce the definitive opina_ive
decree., or to appoint a recapitulatory examiminatlon ; adding, in this case, the day on
which, and the judge by whom it shall be
performed,
The opinalive decree pronounced, together
with the imperative decree grounded on it, -it will rest with parties on both sides either
to acquiesce in it, or to make requisition for
a recapitulatory examination : which examination will, at the requisition of any party,
be accordingly performed, unless preponderant evilin any shape shall have been shown
as resulting from it; for example, intolerable
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! expense to any party, or in consequence of
the delay, a loss of evidence.
A requisition
for this purpose differs from an appeal in the
ordinary sense ofthe word, no otherwise than
in this, name!y, that it may be from the judge
in question at one time, to the same judge at
another time : and by this quasi#peal,
the
l expense, delay, and vexation, produced by,
i the transference of parties and evidence, to
another and commonly more distant jodicatory, is here saved.
If appointment made of the recapltulstory
examination be on the part of the judge spontaneous, it will be desirable, if the other bud.
ness of the indicatory permit, that the judge
by whom it comes to be performed should be
the judge by whom the original examination
was performed. By the recollection of the
l_hts afforded by the original examination,
especially in respect of consistency and inconsistency as between the testimony given
by a witness on the one occasion, and the
testimony given on the other occasion by that
same individual, additional clearness, correcthess, and completeness, may frequently be
given by the conception formed on the hter
occasion by the judge.
When by the judge no rcespit:datory exaruination is desired, he so declares, and thereupon pronounces his definitive decrees : putins it at the same time to each of the several
>arties, whether it be his desire to have such
examination or not: if of anyone ofthemtho
answer be forthwith in the affirmative, a day
and hour are thereupon appointed : if by any
one, time for consideration is requested, aday
and hour are appointed for the answer ; and
in the event of its being in the affirmatlve,
the appointment of day and hour for the
quasi-trial remains.
Till such answer is given, the decrees are
declared provisional: when the mJswer is
given in the negative, they are declared pcremptory.
If it be at the requisition of a party, it
may be matter of doubt and discusfion, whother on the latter occasion it be better that
the judge be the same, or a different one.
To set against the advantages of identity as
above, there may in this case be the disadvantage resulting from mutual dissatisfaction
as between party and judge ; the danger lest,
fi:om the dissatisfaction testified by the requL
sition, displeasure, with correspondent partiaiity, be produced in the miI_dof the judge:
to obviate uneasiness on this score, as far as
may be, will of course be among the objects
of his solicitude.
Antecedently to this examination, to obviate useless delay, vexation, and expense,
the judge will call upon the parties on both
aides to admit all such relevant facts, in respect of which no sincere doub(_ can lmve
place anywhere: giving them to understm_

_
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and expense, produeed by insisting on the re-exhibition, or
e_thibitioa of evidence of a matter of fact in
relation to which no sincere doubt can have
place, the burthen will be made to fall on
the head of him or them by whom the evil
in this same shape has been produced ; and
that for any such insincerity, over and above
the burthen of making compensation, punishinent, under the name of punishment, may,
whenever the occasion calls for it, eventually
be inflicted,
The recapitulatory examination may have
either, or both. of two purposes--namely,
1. Deriving additional instruction out of
the mass of evidence ; 2. Exposing the conduct of the judge to scrutiny and comment
at the hands of the committee of the publicopinion tribunal specially commissioned for
that purpose.
To the first end it may be
eontributary, even where there is but one
piece of evidence, and that a mass of oral
testimony delivered from the mouth of one
individual ; though the case in which the
probability of its usefulness is likely to be
greatest, is that in which, by the collision
of mutually contradictory testimonies, new
lights indicative of the truth are struck out
or endeavoured to be struck out : but elthough, in the casein question, it should be
clear that in this shape no good can be pro"duced, there remains that other shape in
which it may in any case be produced,
The judge does what in him lies, to the
purpose of preventing the right of requiring
a recapitulatory examination from being eraployed by it_siacerity as an inbtrumeut for
the manufacture of useless delay, vexation,
or expense,
In this view, if upon completion of the
examination the requisition appears groundless, he imposes upon the parties eoncorring
in the requisition the burthen of making
compensation for the damage produced by it
in all shapes : if, moreover, it appears to him,
that in the mind of the requisitionist it h_t
noother object than the productionof useless
delay and expense, to the injury of any other
party or parties, he imposes, in addition to
the burthen of compensation, a pecuniary
punishment to the use of the public ; or in
cane of insolvency, the succedaneeus punishmeat provided by the penal and non-penal
codes. But the quasi-jury may, if they think
fit, reduce ia any proportion the ulterior
punishment,
A requisition is said to be accompanied
with iaaineerity, where the nature of the case
being such, that on the part of the individiud
ha question, while any suchbelief as that, hy
• recapitulatory examination, the evidences
can be placed in a light in any respect new,
is morally impossible, he perseveres in making
his requisition notwithstanding.
/a certain eases, the course of the original
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e_atmnatlon will lead it to assume f_e elm.
rscter of an explorative, or say an evidencediscovery examlnation;--during
which, the
procedure will wear the character, and be tiesigoated by the name, of investigatorial pro
cedars.
lnvestigatorial
procedure (as will have
been seen in the chapter on Evidence,) has
place, in so far as one lot of evidence is employed for _he discovery of another.
A lot of evidence, which of itself would
not throw light in any shape upon the fact
in question, and which accordingly would
not be fit to enter into the composition of
the grounds on whichthe opinative decxee is
founded, may be not the less well adapted
to the purpose of bringing to the cogoizanee of the judge, apt and appropriate eeldcoee : as where auditor says, " I did not see
anything that passed; but by oculator I have
been informed that he did." Here, then,
frnm auditor, whose testimony with relation
to the fact in question is not relevant, the
judge is informed of the existence of another
individual whose testimony, if the former
said true, will, with relation to that same fact,
bc apt and appropriate evidence ; the testimony delivered by auditor will, with relation
to that same appropriate evidence, he indicative evidence.
It may happen, that not only the evidence
of the same person, but the same article of
evidence, shall operate on the same oecasioo
in both characters--that
of appropriate, and
that of simply indicative evidence; as if
auditor were to say, " I saw what happened,
and so at the same time did oeulator : he beins at that same time near me, and looki_
the same way.
On the oecasion of tL'. r_.m_L.'._,:_y examination, allevid-.:,.-.whiehhasbeenmerely
indicative, and _Jotappropriate, will of course
be omitted ; that is to say, the individual by
whom it was exhibited will not on this oecasion be examined ; unless perchance such
examination should prove necessary to the
purpose of corroborating or infirming the
testimony of him whose evidence had been
stated as being relevant and appropriate eeldense: asifoeplator, though stated byanditor
as having been present on the occasion in
question, and upon the original examination
admitted his having been so, should, upon the
recapitulatory examination, deny his having
been so ; in this case it might be of use that
auditor should be forthcoming for the purpose
of being confronted with him, that so, with
the help of mutual interragation, the truth
of the matter may be brought to light.
On a day in which there is no reeapitulatory examination on the paper, the quasi-jury
_tl add itself to the company of spontaneoua
visitors.
When in consequence ofthe recapitulation,
the definitive imperative decree is delivered

'.:"_
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eo produced
will be imposed
by the judge
on the parties, in such proportion
as to him
seems meet.
If it be at the tootler, of a party tint
the
recapitulatory
trial taken place, and such metiou of the party is sincere
(the judge
not
being _u object of Ida dtstru_t),
it will have
ha_i for its cause a hope that wheu, with a
quasi-jury
to insure
a more attentive
conmderatmu,
the judge has funfisheA
his mind
with ttfi_ ulterior
struck of instruction,
his
decrees will. on thi._ ,econd occa_l_,U, be more
favourable
than they were at the first,
If the palty be iubinccre,
the act in qucstiou may have had othcr causes.
Examples
are :--1. Material evidence,
which had beeu
unfavourable
to his _do of the suit at the original examination,
is up lon:_ev forthcoming.
2. The delay, vexation,
and expense,
inscparuble fi',un such uherbJr examiuation,
is such
as the 1 arty on the other side would not be
in a condition
to ._upport.
Suppo.,mg the tirst of these cases to have
place, the fact in question
being a_certaincd,
it may con.,titute
a sufficient
grouud
for refusing
the recapitulatory
exammation--or
rather
for receiving,
on the occasina
of the
second examination,
the minutes of the evidonee de:hotrod
on the former
occ_slon,
it
lieu of a second oral exammation
of the _nno
witness, performed
in the course of the roe,upitulat¢_ry examinahon,
If by a party on either _ide the perfi*rmanco
of the rccalntulat_ryexaminatma
be,,bjected
to, on the ground of his being unable
to defray the _dterior expens.,, this may be a sufficient rea_,_n for the refusal of it, unle.-.s the
party or parties
r_quest_ng
it will provi_ionally take upon them_elve_
the expense, and
make c,mpcnsatiou
for the delay and rosatiou m other shapes.
Subsequently
to the couclusion
of the re_apitula:oryexamination,
aud antecedently
to
the cxerctse of his opinati_ely-decretive
and
imperatively.decretive
functions,
the judge
addresses
to the quasi-jury
hi_ recapitulatory
statement.

istenee ofwldeh
is ass__dChe
efficient
cause of the pursuer's
right, or say
title, to thc scrvice which he demands.
4. Evidence
adduced
by him in proof of
the f,L_.ts, the existenL_
of which
at the
thnc_ and places in question
was asserted
as
above.
5. Arguments
employed
on the pursuer's
side;
namely,
on the question
of la_v, the
qucatitm
of fact, or both ; arguments
having
tbr their object the inducing
the persuasion
! that the import intended
by the law is the
import
he a_cribes
to it;
and that
the
facts, of which be asserts the existence,
did
at the
time and
place in question
exis_
accordingly.
II. Ou the defender's
alde of the snit-1. His defence, if any, consisting
either o£
the denial of the justice
of the demaud ; or
of the counter-assertion
of some portion
of
I law, or matter of fact, the effect of which is
I (admitting
the demand
to have been just) to
[ produce the extinction
of it.
t
2. If denegatory
in respect
of the matter
I of law, thereupon
come_ his counter-inter[ protation
of the portion of law referred to oa
the pursuer's
_ide.
3. If denegatory
in respect
of the matter
of fact, thereupon
comes counter-ewdcnee.
4. Counter-argument.
5. If the deicnce h_
been eounter-assertlve, thereupon
comes on thi._ side the name
topics a_ those on the pursuer s side.
The state
of the _tse, according
to the
judge's conception
of it, being thus brought
to view, folh_v such obseta'ations,
if any,
in his eyes are necessary or useful, to render
apparent
the aptitude
of the decrees, opin_tivo and imperative,
which hc has it in contemplation
to prommnce.
Next and lastly follows the tenor of these
saute decrees,
accompauied
or followed
by
such
further
observations
or comments,
if
any, as in his eyes promise to be conducive
to that same purpose.

Of the topics touched
upon in the judge's
CHAPTER
XXVIII.
rccapitulatory
_tatement,
examples
are as
fOl]O'_8_-APPEAL _tND QUASI-APPEAls.
1. On the pursuer's
uide of the suit-1. His demand, that is to say, the service
§ 1. Appeal and Quasi-appeal,
wfiatf
demanded
by him
at the
batlds
of the
judge.
AI_PZA_ is where,
a definitive
imperative
2. His ground
in the field of law, and
decree ha_ing
been pronounced
by a judgewhether
real law, or fictitious
law.
immediate,
application
is made by a party to
3. His ground in the field of fact : indivia judge-appellate,
reque_¢,dng him to reverse
dual facts, the existence
of which he asserts
or modify it.
as belonging
to a clans of facts designated as
Quasi-appeal
is where, by the judge-irenegiving to a person (being of the cla_ of perdiate no definitive
imperative
decree has been
_ons mentioned
for that purpose, og which he
as yet made ; but by something
whmh has
_ays he is one) a title to receive at the hat_ds
been done, or omitted
to be done by the
of the judge
the service prayed, at the ex- judge-immediate,
such effects have been prol_ense and charge of the person or persons on
duced as that, in disfavour
of the quazi-appelthe other _ide of the suit.
B v the portion of lant, the .ame effect ha_ been, or maboat
to
Ya_IL
L
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be produced, as would have been produced
or for the purpose of justiciability,) is pr_by a correspondent imperative decree,
duced, such judge is responsible, nompenally_
A q_._i-appea't is therefore a petition pray- or even penMly, or m both ways, as the ease
ing for relief, in a _a_e in which by relative
m_y be.
inaction, that is to say, for the want of _unle
Of
incidents
whereby
forthcomingappropriate decree, and execution and efft.ct hess; _tnch in regard to a thing necessary
thereto given, thequasi-appenanthassuffcred
as a mcan_ of s:_t_sfaction or of puui.hand is slfft'cring, a wrollg to tim _une effect mcnt,
_r
of evidence, might within th_
as if an imperative decree in his disfavour :proper time have been effected, but _hich
had been is._ued and executed,
by the lapse of t!:at same time h_ been
If by relative inaction, the effect of a po- rend,.red
impossible,
examples
are
as
sitive decree in di._favour of a party is pro- folhJws:-dueed, it will be by means ¢,f the want of
1. Expatriation--the
thing carried out of
fol_thcomingness on the parttlt' some thing or the power of the whole judicial establishthings, person or persons, either to the put- ment, _._well as of the partmular judlcatory
pose of justiciability, or to the purpose of in question.
evidence.
2. Latentcy--the
place in which the thing
If it be for want of for_hcomingness for is. unknowlx ; namely, t_ those whose knowthe purpose of evidence, the justihcstlve cause ledge of tim place where it is, is ncce._sary to
of complaint ;vfll be because, had the liieee the fi)fftheomingness of it.
of evidence in question been forthcoming, it
3. ])eperition.
would either of itself or in conjunctiou with
4. Relative deterioration.
some other piece or pieces of evidence, have
Of occurrence_ whereby aa a means with
been at once sufficient to form an adequate relation to the like effect relative forthcomground l_or the definitive decree, which, on ingncss in the instance of a person may have
the _ide of the t_rty in question, it is the been rendered impossible, examples are as
object of the suit, or the defence, to obtain follows :from the judge.
1. Expatriation.
If it be for the want of forthcomin_'ness for
2. Latentcy.
the purpose of justiciability, it will be be3. Insolvency.
cause, had the thing or the person in questS.on
4. Death.
been forthcoming, execution and effect might
5. Relative deperition or deterioration of
in a certain shape h;Lvebeen given to a decree appropriate faculties.
in favour of tbe party by whom it was prayed
In so far as it is in the character of a
for in the course of his ptu_uit, or his de- source of evidence that the thing or the
fence, as the case may be ; whereas for waut person mieht and would have been made
of it, neither in that same shape nor in any ' to minister to the purposes of justice--to
other adequate to it, could such executio_ i rectitude of decisi_,n, in the ca_e in question,
and effect be given to such decree, if the causation of mm-forthcomingness
has
issued,
the effect of sul_pression of evidence; supOf forthcomingness ou the part of persons pressiou, of which on one side the effect
and thilags, for the purpose of justiciability,
may have been the same as fl_rgery of
examples are a_ follows :-evidence-- namely, as forgery of evidence
I. Productit,n of a person within the phy- havin_ with the same force the opposite
mcal power of the judge for the purpose of tendency.
his being eventually placed uithtu the physical po_er of a party : of the person of a
§ 2. G,'o_ndsfor quasi.a2,pcol.
wife, for the purpose of her being placed
under the physical power of her husband: of
_'ecessary to the actual exccution of any
a child, under the physical i_wer of h_s or ordinance of the law, in cow,junction with
her father, or other guardian,
the means of pro*of, th_. means of execution,
2. Production of a thing claimed by a par- aud the means of appropriate communicatmn
maer for the purpose of it_ being placed under on the part of all pursuers, on _hom the
the physical power of such pureuer : produc- result depemis,--are
the di._posit,on and the
tion of a mase of property belonging to a power to emifloy them to that pu_p,_._ewith
defendant, for the purpose of its being sold effect. Suppose these r_l_is_tes , all of them
in the way of auction, by an appropriate func- to have ph_ce--you suppose the effect to have
tionary of justice, to the end that the pro- place : suppose any one of them not to have
dnce of the sale may be delivered by him to place---you suppose the effect nee to have
the pursuer, in satisfaction for a debt due to place.
him from the defendant.
: By delay, by what cause soever produced,
If for want of such dispatch as could have ]whether by purely physical a_"ency,or human
been and ought to have been given by the agency ; if by human agency, whether avoidjudge immediate, irreparable injury, by want able or unavoich_blc; and if unavoidable, wheof forthcomlngne_
of some person or some ther with or without blame,--the effect of
thing (whether for the purpose.of evidence misdeciaion may in any one of_he_e cases
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be capable of being produced.
In so far
_s it is unavoidable, there is nothing to be
done--in so far as it is avoidable, there,
upon devolves upon the legislator
the
care of preventing it: of preventing it,
and in so far as blame is attac.hed t,., the
existence of it, punishing it in an effectual
manner,
By precipitation, the shapes in which the
effect _f misdeeismn, ultimate or antecedent,
i_ also produced, are as follows:-All the several modes in which, as above,
it is producible by delay. For suppose, for
_xample, an ultimate decision pronounced at
a time when either the requisite means of
proof or disproof that could have been eraployed, have not been employed, or some
necessary mean.s of execution, which, but for
this promptitude of the decision, might have
been eml,loyed, have failed to be employed :
in this case likewise; the decision pronounced
will either be misdecision, or be productlve
of the same effect as if misdecision had had
place : an effect opposite to that which would
have had place, had due execution been given
to the law, may in consequence have had
place,
In comparison with delay, promptitude "has
the advantage of not being, as delay essentiaUy is, productive of vexation and expense,
in additmn to misdecision or tb_ evil effec_
of it.
On the other hand, inskances occur, in
which by precipitation, misdecismn, actual
or more or lcm probable, is capable of being
produced, in cases in which delay is scarcely
of itself capable of being productive of the
like effect,
Cases may on any sort of occasion have
place, in which, to the rendering of a right
decision_ and consequently to the avoidance
of misdecision, one or both of two things for
the guidance of decision are necessary. These
are-1. Argumentation; hearing or reading from
the lips or pens of others, such observatiorL%
whether on the question of law, or on the
question of fact, as may be necessary to the
placing the matter of fact or the matter of
law in a clear light.
2. Consideration ; which is, in effect, an
operation of the same sort as that of ar_lmentation, with only this difference, that the
mind of the judge is th_ only scat of it.
A ground for a quasi-appeaL is any act
affirmative or nega£ive, on the part of the
judge bclow,--any act affirmative or negative,
the effect of which is or would be to place
the quasi-appellant in the same situation aa
if an undue de_nitive decree in his disfavour
had been issued and executed, or but for the
remedy demanded by the quasi-appellant,
would be.
Referable to one or other of the heads following, is every judicial act having the effect
_f misdeaision :--

1_

I. Denial, declared or virtual, of means
of proof; to wit, either in the aggregate,
or in the instance of some one underatoo4,
and assignable means or article of eeldeuce.
2. Denial, declared /or virtual, of some
means of execution actual or eventual_ in
possession mr in expectancy.
3. Denial, declared or virtual, of some
means of communication necessary to the
obtainment of some means of proof, or of
some means of execution or acquittal in time
for the purpose.
4. Denial, declared or virtual, of means of
defence, actual or eventual, in possession or
expectancy.
"5. Undue delay, whereby the obtainmen_
of some means of proof in appropmate time,
or of some means of execution, actual or
eventual, in a direct way. or by withholding
of some means of communication, is provented or uuduly retarded.
6. Undue precipitation, whereby the ohtainmeut or use of s_me means of proof, execution, or communication as above, or of some
means of elucidation in the way of argument,
is prevented.
Wrong, in these its several shapes, has it_
correspondent remedy, which, if the quasiappeal be well grouuded, it belongs to the
appellate judicatory to apply : as also to each
such remedy, its correspondent petition or
demand.
1. For denied of means of proof: remedy,
imperative declec, ordering supply of means
of proof, m the shape belonging to the nature
of the case, and determined by the appellate
judge, either in exact compliance with the
terms of the demand made by the quasi°
appellant, or in conformity to his own
more or less different views of what the case
requires, as expressed in his correspondent
opmative decree. _'ame of the correspondent
demaud,--Petition
for _upply of means of
proo£
2. For denial of means of execution: rereedy, imperative decree, ordering supply of
means of execution, in the shape belonging to
the nature of the case, and determined by the
_ppellate judge, either in exact conformity
with the terms of the demand made by the
quasi-appellant, or in conformity to his own
more or less different views of what the case
requires, as expre_.sed in his correspondent
epmative decree. Name of the correspondent
dem._nd,--Petition
for supply of means of
execution.
3. For denial of means of communication;
remedy, imperative decree, ordering supply
of the means of communication, in the shapa
belonging to the nature of the case, and determined by the appellate judge, either ia
exact compliance with the terms of the demand made by the quasi-appellant, or in cosfortuity to his own more or leu differemt
views of what the _
require_ as expreased
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Name
5. Insertlongivenlntherosord
to matt_ , "
of _the corras_ndent demand_--Petition far irrelevant, or other_dso immaterial, whereby
'
zupply of means of communication,
to the labour or expemm of t_arau_p_ion
4:. Far denial of meansof defence: remedy, needless addition has been made.
im_rative
decree, ordering supply of means
In each of the above cases, the mischief '
of _oof, or means of judicial assistance, for from the wrong will of cour_ depend upon
_r_hepm-po_ of information, advice, or axgu- if_ effect on the issue of the suit. In so far
ment_ iu the shape belonging to the nature ' as things can be placed in the same state as
of the case, and determined by the judge- they would have been in had the wrong no_
appellate, either in exact compliance w_th been doue,--to place them in that state wilt
the terms of the demand made by the be the appropriate remedy : in so far as thi_
quasbappelisatt,
or in conformity
with cauno_ be done, compensation at the expeu_o
his own more or leas different views of of the wrong-doer, and of all concerned in
"thecase,
as expressed
in hiscorrespondent,
thedoingof thewrong,willbe theremedy
pinativs
decrce_Name ofthecorrespondent
required.
emend,_Petitionforsupply of means of
Ti_eprovision
here made supposes,tha_
defence.
_
the rehefhere all_wedto be prayed for
_. For undue delay, whereby timely oh- at the hands of the appellate judge, has
_ainment of means of proof or execution, or in ,_ubst,_ncobeen denied by the immediate
qmsans of acquittal or defence, may have judge.
"boon prevented; and on the pursuer's side
The ,hearing before the quasi-jury is the
execution,
and on the defendant's side stage at which, if at auy, arguments in form,
acquittal, axe at any rate retarded :--remedy,
with or without professional advocates, are
imperative decree, ordering dispatch, either heard.
"in exac_ compliance with the terms of the
If on any occasion the decision of the
demand, or in conformity with the more or judge f_ils of being acceptable to a party on
lessdifferent
viewsofwhat thecaserequires,eitherside,that isthe stageat which he
as expressed in the correspondent opinativo prefers to the appellate judicatory an appeal,
decree. Name of the con_pondont demand, or a quasi-appeaL
--Petition for dispatch.
The quasi-appeal is, as has been seen, a
6. For undue precipitation, whereby oh- _etition in any one of the _ix forms just men_Pdnmsntof means of prooi_means of exe- tioned,Itis calleda qtmsi-appeal_
bec_u_
cut/on,means of communication,
means of thoughnotinanyone ofthoseinstances
what
•lucidation
by argument,
orme.usofacquittalhasbeen commonly understood
by theword
or defence, have or may have been de{imtively appeal, yet in every one of thong the effect
er temporarily pre_euted,--Petition
for re- which i¢ seeks to produce is the same as that
vers_ with such paxticular remedy as the which (in the case of success) is produced by
case may require,
it ;--the remedy producing in f_vour of the
In a certain case, over and above vexation
complainant an effect which is the opposite of
an8 expense by delay, the effect of misdeci- that which would have boon produced by the
aion may be produced.
This is when the alleged grievance complained of_
period within which a means needful, and of
Of everythi,g that passed, as well on the
_tse|f,
in conjunction
with othermeans,suf- origin_d
examination
ason therec_pitulative
_icient
to giveexecutionand effect
to the examination
(ifbeinggra_ted,
ittakeplace},
portion of law in question, might have been minutes will be to be taken on f2ais occasion,
.obtaiued. has been suflbred to elapse: recti- as on the others, by the re_strax: so likerude of decision is thereby rendered impos- wise may they by any and every person so
.sible, and misdeciaion is made to take its disposed.
place.
Say for shortness,--threugh
delay,
In this case, they may eventually form a
misdecision necesaitatod; or, through delay,, ground o_ accusation a_ainst the judge,
44ght de_ision impossibil_tated,
either before the justic_minister,
or before
O_ other competent grounds for a quasi- the public-opinion tribunal, with a view t_
_ppeaL examples axe as _ollows :_
eventual dhdocation, as per Chap. X,XLL
I. Non-allowance
ofthe faculty
oftaking _AppeP.at_
J'adicatoriea,
Constltution_
transcript of the record, or of so much as Code.
to constitute a sufficient ground for his pcIf by reason of non.compliance with ape,.
_ition.
tition for a supply either of means of/m_o_
2. Out of_he record, omlssion ofsomeparor means of eXeau_on,_misdecision
or
_iottlar which ought to have been inserted,
non<Incision, mieexe_ation or non-executio_ b
3. Inth_record,
insertion of some portion shall have takenplace, thejudge by who_
.£tf d_isoottrsonot conformable to the truth.
. default misdeciaion or the equivalent of it
4..In .the r_oord, substitution of some pro'- shall have taken place, is _asponaible vom_
._
"tio_of dis,_uras not conformable to truth, pensationaUy, or even punition_ly,
by,de:to ao_ portion of discounts conformable _o daion of the jtts_ice.min/_t_r, if such _/lum
_a_ath which eo_ht to have been oont_;-_l
h_ had evll eozadeueneee or r_._aem tot its _-_ :,
-Ymit.
._coml_a_im_t.
_
,,'"
,:''-

'

'

WmtT is the nse of appeal!
IS judges who
means of comingat
the truth _
._o m mm.,- :m_t in the fir_ instance are subject to error less efficient : and as the pubti_.opini_rt_/..
liable to be deficient in appropriate
ap- burial a_ large is ee circumsim_eed
_ not to
titudc_
_o _
those who a_ in the second : have the possibility of availing ttsel£ofthb_.
'_. "
ingamoe : and from the mere eircum_nee
superior mean_ any more tha_ the _pl_l]_
-.
of their being set to workafter
the first, what
to whom those means are denied_ why _
,
ground can you have for the expectation
of a leave the power of determining
the f_te of
higher degree of aptitude on the part of the
the cause in the hands of rhone _vhme _**_
_
second _
fo_ forming a right judgment
are. to mudx
".
Answer : The use is, that one set
of superior to any that can be employed
eit_t_;
°.
judges may have another to stand in awe of by the judge
above,
or by the ultimate
--a set in whose instance,
ff on any occasion
superiors of the highest grade---the
Ix_it haFpeus
to him who acts in the firs_ sore of the constitutive
authority,
in their "
instance
to be actuated by sinister interest,
character of members
of the public-opinion
in whatever
shape (love of ease included,)
tribunal_
there
will be another who, by the love of
Answer:
The le_t
important
advanta_
power as well a_ the sense of obligation,
must yield to the most important.
A check
will be naturally disposed to correct his appliedbysuperordinateauthoritytoapower
error_
which would otherwise be arbitrary(plac.lng
The purpose might therefore
be in a main
everything
dear to man in the han&_ of
degree answered,
if the functions
were re- unchecked
functionary
or set of functinnversed : the immediatejudge_
made appellate
aries,) is a security
too indispensable
to lm
only, and the appellate
judges made immeforegoue
on any ar_oant
whatever.
The
diate only.
advantage,
from vesting
the power of dv -_
7dence one reason why immediate
jurisdisciding on the question
of fact in the handa
finn should not be given to appellate judges ; of the same individual by whom the evidence
for if it were, there would be none of whom
in relation to it has been received and colthey would stand in awe.
looted, would be indeed a very considerable
From immediate
judges,
arbitrary power
advantage ; but in point of importance,
thla
is taken away, by the setting of appellate
cannot enter into competition
with the oth_,
judges over theirheads.
In all probability,thisadvantageous union
From appellatejudges, arbitrarypower is will have had place in the great majority of
taken away by their not having the initia- the whole number of instances;only corntire; and because, i[ they make any undue
parativelyin a small proportion,willappeal
alteration
in the dec_
prouounosd by the have place; and of those cases in which it
immediate judges, there stand already those has place,only in a very small proportion.
_ame decrees,with their respectivereasons, willthe appell._tejudge
think fittosubstitute
constitutinga standard by which the ope- hisopinion to that of a judge whose means
rations of the appellatejudges will be tried of judging the whole matter have been to
by the public.opiniontribunal,as the opera- such a degree more instructivethan hi_
finnsof the immediate indicatoryhave been In this case,it isnot for what he is likelyto
by the appellate,
de,--itis only for what it willbe aeon that,
When
once it is establi_hed
that there
in case of necessity he has it in his power to
ought to be two sets of judicatories,
one
do,--that
the faculty
of undoing what the
above another, it is better that those who
immediate
judge has done, is pu_ into hi_
have had most experience
should sit in judghands.
ment over those who have had the leas_,
By the public-opinion
tribunal the exercise
than those who have had the least, over
of a power thus extraordinary,
is not likely
t_ose who have had the most.
But rather,
to be left unwatched.
The party in w_
than there should not be two different sets,
disfavour
it is exercised, is not lik_ely-to be
those of one set sitting in judgment
over the
backward in complaining
of a_y abtFs__ with.
acts of those who have acted in the first
which in his opinion it can be r,_la
instance, it were better that appeal should in able.
I_rticular
cases go from the appellate to the
In all the c_ea in which power is _ven t_
immediate
judicatorios,
than
that
there
the appellate judge, of reversing
the
should be no appeal from the appellate-of the immediate
judge, on the ground of the
than that there should he any judge whose
evidence as it stands upon the re.cord, pow_
lmvcoedings
there should be no other judge
is also given to him to _end the question
Of
to take cognizance
of, with a power of evenfact to be tried over again in a neigkbour_
oorrection,
judicatory
: the orally extrsated
evidem_
Not haviu_ ha'l.the advantage
of hearing
(which ia_eh.e
only _t
of evidence to whiok
the orally extracted
evidence, while the ira- the- question
applies) to be there extraeb_
mediate judge has had that _aoulty_theappelanew--ench of itae rema_nn still
oh+inhibitor."
_tejudgei_ empowered_ itm_y be,'b_._erved.,
This op_/_,_nlin ca_o[l_'.m_provi_
o_l_.,

• dee_es below, it w_l be nttur_y expected I vermd of the decree of thejudee-appel]s_
in _ _-=
that he should embrace, wheretheimport_neelease
of his being actuary I_-i-h_.
and;- :':,
e_ the suit is such as to warrs_t the addi- [ no_ otherwise ]
';tional e_ense; and it ie manlfe_t how con- [ An_er : _cause
if the deeree might be
_lerable the reduction is which will require 1reversed or modified without the judge'a
to be made from this source, from the | being actually punished, erimine_ity would
.
number of iustancee in which the decrees of | be imputed by the appellant a_ a matter
the orJgin_ judlc_tory are likely to undergo of course, for the mere purpcee of obtaining
material
change,
the right of appeal ; and by wrongdoers in
Number of cases in which appee_ may be pceses_n,
frequently for no other purpo_
made, say 100; of these, the number in than that of increase of delay, vexation, and
which the decree below undergoes alteration expense.
in consideration of the opinion formed on
Question: Why not allow the appellate
the question of fact, l0 : of these ten, the judieatory to have for its decree_ any other
_umber of thcee in which, without sending ground than what bee been afforded by the
the question to another trial, revermd or record of the proceedings of the immediate
ether material alteration takes place, two. judicatory?_why
not allow it to examine
What is the consequence?
Answer: That fresh evidence_
z_otwlthstm_ding the power of reversal lodged
Answer :--1. The proper tmint of view
in -the appc_te judi_tery, the fate of the for the appel_te judica_ry to contemplate
suit is decided, in 24 instances out of 25, by the evidence and other proceeding_ in, is
the immedistejudge,
that in which alone the public-opiaion triIf the union in question is to such a de- buna_ can contemplate them.
gree beneficial as above supt_ed _ the more
2. Only from such evidence and ground_
beneficia_ it is, and is seen to be, the greater as he had before him, can the appellate form
wKI be the degree of confidence reposed by any just conception of the conduct of the
the publio-opinion tribunal in a decree passed immediate judge.
byajudge bywhom tlfis advantage has been
3. If the _se be such, that subeequently
lmSasased, as compared with that reposed to the decrees of the immediate judicatory,
in the decree of a jndge by whom this fresh evidence unpugni-g the decree has
same advantage has not been poe_eesed. ! come to light, it is to the immediate juctica_
Thus, then, the strength of the check risce i tory that it ought to be presented, and not,
in proportion to the demand for the appli- I to the aPpellate. If presented to the appeleation of it.
isle, without passing through the immed_te,
The greater the extentto which the public- the evidence would not have the benefit of
opinion tribunal keeps itself in accordance an examination before a qm_d-jury.
with the opinion expressed by the decrees ef
If it is for want of evidence that might
the judic_ry estab]i,]_rnent, the more per- a_d should have been contributed to and refeetly will the _ystem of procedure fulfil the ceived by the immediate judicatory, that a
ends ofite institution,
supposed misdeci_iou has taken place, the
Lf, instead of committing the second tr]sl , remedy that should be applied is a petition
to tuother judicatory, the appellate judge to the immediate judicatory--a petition for
had the power of receiving and extracting supply of evidence; of which petition, the
the orally delivered evidence in his own denial forms a ground for quasi-appeaL
_on,
and to decide in dernier resort on
n ground of the evidence so collected and § 4. Pro_edi_9_ before _ 2p_llant Judge.
extracted, his power would thereby be unOn the occasion of a petition for a supply
checked and arbitrary as above ; there being of evidence, the party gives indication o_ the
no other authorized to reverse or modify it. source from whence the evidence is desired,
But supp_ethe eecond trird to be by another and states the terms in which it is his desire
judge immediate, the decree of the second -that the appropriate imperative dec_e eheuld
judge imm_liate would, in the same manner be expre_ed ; adding, in case of non.eompHas that of the f_
be eubjected to reversal ance, a petition ior the hearing of the form_
or modification at the hau_ of another petition before a quam-jury.
judge, _arnely, the judge appellate, and
On the ocoaeion of a petition for securing
thus eared from the charge of arbitraxi- eventual forthcomlu_ees
of means of egocut]on, the I_rty gives indication of_
Stages of appeal, why not more than one_ 1. The existence of the objects ; or, 2. The
A_wer : Beeau_e by a single one_ the bene- srtioles in question, with their genera] de.fiei_ effects above mentioned are secured : serlption ; 3. The ncoe_ity of apt arran_
and by every additional stage, the evil oppo- monte for seeuring their eventual forthsite _o the coIlate_ ends of justice would c_min_nase; and, 4. The terms in which it
_ee_ve 'va_ inm'em_ while to the obtain, is his desire that. the appropriate imperative
-',
mm_t _ t_he direct e_ds of justice no addi- dseree dudl be expreesed; addi_ in _
_
p_bsbi_ty would be givea,
noa_lisnee,
a petition for hearing as
""- .':=
_:
_¥1W"sdloWmed_fiestion
or re- above_beferea quMi-jury..
."..."_
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On the oec_ion o_ a I_tlou for s rsea_
"
__• _ ' < :
tuistory hearing before a quasi-jury, appoint_ I punishment in the eevend eeee_ _wCmiea __':.,"
ment is prayed of a d_y and time on whioh ] _
be made elsewhere. On _hia _
".
the hearing shall have plae_
! me n_uimum of t_t whioh will su_ve'_o_On the ocoasion of a petition _
dlspat_
the prevention of !Mn_e
appeals is-all that , "
the party gives indication of each particular will be sppeinted.
/
operation or set of operations which it is his . In every case alike, where the qmmi-sppe<d
desire to see performed, and states the terms _ re_
as groundlms_ or not sul_eieatly
in which it is his de,re that the imperative I gr.ounded, the appellate judge issues h_ .
decree for the performance of it_ballstand epinative oeeree, Quam-appesl (uami_ it;)"
expressed ; adding, in case of non-compliance,
to wit, Petition for supply ofmeaue of pr_
"
a petition for heaz_ as above, beforea quai- for m e_. of execution, &c., groundlw_ or _ ,
jury.
no_ s_mc_entJy grounded
Terms of the
On the oecseionof a petition
for right imperative decree addressed to the _ud_
execution, he states the particulars in below. Proceed to execution, or
which the execution given to the imperative acquittal ; as the csee may be,
decree in question has failed _f being conIf, from what appears on the face of the
formable to it; adding, in case of non-corn- record, the nature of the case is such, that
pliance, petition for hearing before a quasi- wrong in one or more of the above shapes
having been committed, the appellate judge
jUr_n the ocea_on of a petition for ex_ucan see what is the proper issue of the _suit,
tion, he states the time end manner iu he declares as much, and de,see eccordln_y;
which it is his desire the execution should giving such definitive decree as might have
be Performed; adding, in _
of non- been given had the definitive decree been
compliauee, petition for a hearing be/ore a pronounced by the immediate judicatory in
quasi.jury,
disfavour of the party wronged, and an appeal
,at the time appointed for argumentation, made against it in consequence.
the ofl_oi_ respondent on the app_l]aut's side
If no such conception can be obt*Jnod, he
decisres whether he does or does not see any declares so much by his opiuetive decree,
objection to the decision appealed from : if and by an hnperative decree orders s new
he does not, the decision is confirmed, unless quasl-trial, if that can afford a remedy, in the
the appellate judge of himseH sees any surlY- same judicatory or another, as seems to him
cient specific ground, which he dselarce ac- most apt.
oordingiy, for reversal or modificatmn : if the
In any case, for injury in whatever shape
declaration of the otficial respondent be in produced by the wren& he orders eompenmthe affirmative, he thereupon states hisobje¢_ tion.
tio_s_ and argues in support of them; and
upon hearing the argumentation on both
sides, the judge appellate decides.
§ 5. Check.
Ifon either side the party, or any subetlExcept as to the differences resull_g from
tute, profe_ionM or non.professionai, deputed difference of situation, the check_ applied to
by him, appears and argues_ the duty of the conduct, and thence the sever_ scourlties
O_Cia_
respondent
doesnot takepiace on that established against misconduct, in the case of
elde.
the immediate, haveplsoe in the case of the
In a penal suit, if theappelialrt,
beingthe appellate judge.
defendant, is n_t in a e_e of incorcer_tion,
These differences are as fol_ows :he is at liberty to repair to the appellate juIn the case of the judg_appellat_ to the
dicatory, and make representation in his own security affo_xled by the obligation on the
t_erson,sewe]lasinthepersenofaeubstitu_e
part of the judge-immediate principal to
professional or non-professionaL
have served in the capacity of judge-innneSo, if he b in a state of inearceratlon, ot diets depute, ie added that of Wing
t_tying the expense of conveyance in custody, served in the capa_it.y of judge.lmmediate
unless hie case be of the number of tho_ m principal
which, to warrant appeal, the fiat of the
Modifiedinthecaseofthejudge-appelhdm,
quaY-jury is necessary : neither in this case is the check applied in the ease of the judge" is he tran_erred to the appellate judiostory, _mmediate, by the attenda_ee of h_w_tudenta
unlees for such tr_n_,_nce a separate fiat in the visitors' gallery. Antecedently to the
from the quasi-jury he granted,
admission to praetias in the appellate judiIn a penal suit, if the dec_on of the ira- eatery, to the five years of &ttendanee
mediate _ud_ory be simply confirmed with- requisite to a_mMon to practise in the iraout mo&_t;on,
to pre_ent undue delay, and mediate j_ica_ery, ar_.ffild_l [
]
on the part of the pursuer groundless vex_- and no more_ of attendam3e in the a_mliste
ties and excuse, the defendant will be liable j_dlcat_y.
- to additional punkhment as of course; but
In the ease of a judg_appellate, the ehec_
-_. with pewor to the judge_ppetlate to remit which, in the case of s judge.immediate, _
-..

•_:'_!i_ _ it in the whole or iu part, for specific caw

epplied to the virtual a_,peal from _ judse

)

•

_t_o_t _ jury,t0 aju_ _ _ffi_i

_

judge.aFpellate not hearinganyt_without-

_oin an opina_ive dceree on th_ subject of

aj_rry,
In the case ef an appclkte ju dicatory, the
_eck applied by appeal to a superior judieatery has no place : except in the case in
which the pert allotted
in ordinary
ea_esto
an immediate, is performed by the appellate
judicatory, euch as that of a complaint, of the
number of those registered in the incidental
complaint-book.
In _,_hiscase, from the
" decrees of the appellate judleatery, appeal
lies to the justice-minister.*
To the s_uation of judge-appellate, the
check applied to the- situation of judge iramediate, by his disloc_bility by the judgeappellate, is obvlouslyexcluded bythe nature
of the case.
As to dislocation : dislocable
is an appellate
judge, not by the elector_ of any eubdistrict,
hut by thcee of the district or assemblage of
districte over which his local field of service
extends,
ThereJollows, as to undue delay, a check
not applicable to the case of an immediate
judieatory. If within a certain length of time
after receipt of the record, no decree has by
the appellate judicatory been pronounced,
the decrees of the immediate judicatory are
thereupon understood to be confirmed: and
if, after receipt of notice given of the lapse
of the interval to the registrar of the appellate judieatory, and due time, to wit [
]
da)_, allowed for inhibition tberefrc_n, no
such inhibition has been received, execution
is forthwith given by the immediate judge
to his decree,
So, if in the mean time application for
argumentation has been publicly made to the
judge-appellate by a party ou either side,
aud the faculty of argumentation has been
refu_ed, namely, directly or virtually, by
n_n-appointment of day aud hour, or by
omittingtohe_rargumentationai_erappoint_
maut,--to the registrar it belongs to make
entry thereof on the record, antecedently to
te-tran_ai_ion
made as above.
So,if to application publicly begun to be
made, the judge-appellate should refuse ulte_ior audience. Such refusal would moreover
be a punishable offence, and might be denounced as such to the justice.minister, and
thereby to the puhlle-opiniou tribunal, to
pave the way for eventual dislocation,

_th_,_y_ _l_l ortnth_ of

_"_'

the conduct
the these
judge below.
The are
options
given
to himof on
particulars
eXpressed in the words which follow :1. Judgment supposed erroneous, as expressed,-in re_pec_of intention, vondu_
blameless.
_. Judgment _uppesed erroneous, as expressed, -- mind supposed not sufficiently
attentive : follows a statement, d_g
the
_es
in which this opinion has had
ground.
3. Decree erroneous, as expressed. Su_
picion is entertained of a deficiency in respe_
of appropriate aptitude, slating in which
branch, moral, intellectual, or active, as the
!case nmy be : follows a _atement, declaring
the passages i, which the opinion has had
its ground.
If the last of those options be embraced,
the judge_appellate transmits the record, or
a travscript thereof, to the justice minister,
Iwho thereupon acte as per Chal_ XXII. Con.
: stitutional Code.
§ 7. l.Ev_er,ce discovered after _t_at_
]_wfarprod_c_.
In relation to any matter of fact, what
may sometimes happen is, that after a suit
instituted and terminated, evidence francpires, by which, had it been received in time,
decrees opposite to those by which the suit
has been terminated would have been proi noun_d.
In such cases, the proper judicai tory to apply to is the judicatory in which
the suit ha_ been so terminated.
But in
such a case, exceptions excepted, the judge
will not grant and appoint a fresh reea_
pitulatery quasi _
unless, upon examinstion of the party applying, he is _t_sfied,
that of the evidence in question the party
had not, antecedently to the utterance of
the definitive decree_ in question, any know: ledge.
Exceptions are as follows :i 1. _,Vhere, though at the time in question
he did not either tender or require the extraction of the evidence in question, he gave
indication of the existence of it_-4_e nonproduction of it having /'or its cause the
_onception o_ the adequacy of the ,_
of
evidence actually edduced, coupled with the
desire of avoiding the delay, vexation, and

§ 6. Options of J_.dge-_pfpe_at¢ _s to Judgennmed/ate,

expense inseparable from the production of
it, and the persuasion of the noa-neoe_ity of
[t as above.
, On _iew of the record, after entry made
2. Where, antecedently to the termination
of his decrees ot_ative and imperative, in of the suit as above, the existence of a oe_
relath_ to the suit brought befo_ him, tain article of evidence material to the
roboration of an a_
of newly discovered
evidence, was known; but the newI_ dlseo.
* Of _ _
e_emplificz_ions,it._'._
obvious, votedevidenceitself
not befoglrnOW_ _
if'ever ¢J_y o¢_, willm all probability be exm_me_x_
materiality ofi_eouldnot
be then known,-_-

'-_...:
-_. ,::,_=
_- :._,
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_unp_mof _h

demand_ _ubsequeatl_

end accidentally-discovered
:[cdlow's:_

evidence,

are m

1. Field nf law the non-penal lmm_-Subject-matter
of suit, a_grege_
ma_ of the
property
of a person
recently
decoa_
:-Ground of deepen,
teet_nent
of & certain

_

---_

,_

_

,
.
_OJg.eAi_F,o.,

m

_::

- ._-...
. .: :

On
rmJn fastum of mmn-al pixzmdm_ ie_
i special regard to _oid addi_o
the m_-iag
of the innocent,
the indigent,
and the (b_
what*oever
cause) eflfieted : eor_espouding

_,

: "
. :_;
::_.

d_to :--fresh
evidence
subeequeutly
_;
feature of technical procedure,
blind opl_m_:
verad, a testament
of posterior date,
aion of the innocent,
the h_]Jgeub, and the
cugtody of & person who_ clarence
or chief
already afl_ictecL
_
abode was not st the ter-m_!nation of the suit
F.m_plee
:_Izadiscrimi_a_e
imposi_on
of
known to the party on whose behalf the fresh
the burthen of scats in all ste_a
from that
*_miaation
is required,
of acotmation to _a_t of exen_ma
includes.
2. Field of l_w the penal branch.--Def(m*
To this head belong all fcee exaet_
of perdent in s penal suit for homicide :--quasi-trial,
sons imprisoned on me_ae prooe_
and th___
after reeapitulatory
examination,
and by.upbeforeeonvictiou:
aswellas
on imprisonment
proprlate
decrees opinative
and impera.ti.v_,
m consequence
of conviction.
acquitted.
Evidence the exi_nce
of which
The _nfin!t_ly diversffl_
but in mo_ cas_
was neither known nor suspected,
afterwards
enormous length of t_me, during which, in
comes to light.
Example* :_
consequence
of accusation,
and before
1. The defendant,
in contemp]_tlon
of
in cases liable to incarcera_on_
pertone are
death, smitten by remorse, confesses, but resubjected to it.*
_mte.
i
In all eases of pen_ t_mcodure, the desisted
2. In a fi_ of drunkenness,
or in his sleep,
euppoeitlon is, that the party a_used is innodefendant
utters
par_ieo]ara
which
lead to
cent; and for this supposition,
mighty is the
the discovery
of evidence,
the existence
of laud bestowed upon one another by '
which had not been suspects&
and law-writers.
This supposition
is ?t udgmoaoe
3. Habiliments,
or other goods known
to contrary to fact, and belied by
own
have been the property
of the deceased, are
practice.
discovered in the possession of the defendant :
The defendan_ is not in fsct treated, u if he
or the dead body, or the skeleton,
known by were innocent,
and i_ would be aheuzd Im_
some peculiar marks to h_ve belonge_
ta the
inconsistent
to de_ by him as it he We_
deceased.
The state he is in is a dubious (me, betwixt
4. Au individual
who. in relation to the
non-de_uqusucy
and delinquency _ suppee_g
tmmm_on,
by which the de_th was occasionhim non-dellnquent,
then immediately
ahouid
ed, had _eu au eye-witneas;
or in relation to
the ]procedure against him drop : everything
some fac_ prob_tively operating as an article
thzt follows is oppression and injust_c_
of clrcumetantia]
evidence,
re_urns from beOf this oppreash_
the immediate
cause is
_ond sea, and makes known wh_t he asw.
the enormous interval, _o wantonly interposed
between
one part of the procedure
and an$8. _curlt_
agalnst undue puni_ment
°f an
other.
Thisieacousequenceoftheunfeelh_
_ep_rab/e
nature,
disregard above mentioned;
of that disregard,
the original sin of judicial procedure (more
Without
express confirmation
by the upor less flagrant perhaps in ell countries,
hub
ludlate judicstory
and the justice-minis_r
more psrt_eulm'ly in Eegiand;)
the eubeti_uno imperative decree, .order'rag, under the tion of the actuM ends of judicature
to the
name of punichment
or otherw_,
_rrepamble
ends ofjustico.
eh*_c,e in bodily condition, shall be considered
To such a length has this dlsresard
as intended
to receive execution.
P._,_mpleS
needed as to have produced eta w and that to
of such c h,-n¢,e axe the foliowing:_
an enormous amount, on what are _Hed free
1. Mortal punishment,
pardons._
For pardon (though under Engii_
2. Mutilation : lc_ of the eubetsuco, erase
ef a portion or o_ge_ of the body.
* This applies with more or i_s force to the
3. Stigmatization
: understand,
when perwhole of E_la_l
not mthin the juri_L,__
of the
formed in such manner that the effec_ _h_ll
_eotral crimm_ eourt.--Ed.
be indelible.
_ These fre_ pardaca w_
formerly under the
_
4. In the asae of a female, defloration : as
Orea_ _d.
_e eztz_ze of ebteiamg these
where, on the termination
of a suit, ante_
me_t spphed
was _o _gt_at,
that _ they in
were
neve_
except
the seldom
cour_m or
of
.dently to known consummation,
a female is mine oust or other it became nee¢_m_ to prove
:, " ordered to be delivered
into the powex of a the f_ of .thepardon o! _he m_,_a,_,a in qum..
man adjudged to be her husband.
! _iou. Now, bY a mature premed deting the

• -

.

law alt_er
arbitrary,) the_ are several of tlm m_zvpolis--the
g(n_'s Bench, Com- _. ;
incontestably prFpar ¢ause_. As to this, see moll Pleas and Exchequer--the
mode of.
"
Constitutional Code, Chapter XXV. J_
procedure in this ca_ k not very materlslly
- _i_tLr,
_ 5. D_ounitioe functlon,
di_erent.
Oppreamion of the indigent_ grievous in
First come_ the writ. But the only end
proportion to thelrindigenco.
Oppres_on in ,rod effect of this is to cause the defendant
this shape has for its ca_,% the employment
to appoint an attorney to carry on the suit in
_imvento fixed eum_ on whatsoever aceeunta his stead. Here the instrument of summons,
posed (viz. penalty for delinquency in its warning, notice, or whatever it may be called,
varloua ehapce) by substantive law :taxes and is at a hxod prioe (or at any rate at a price
fees to funotionsries of both sort_ judiciary that ought to be fixed,) purchased of a suand professional, under procedure law.
berdinate instrument and justice.seller of the
The effect whioh blind fixation has in giving judge--the judge hlmself never knowing anyencouragement and birth to crime in all man- thing of that which in this way is done by
Jeer of shapes, is atopic of animadversion else- his authority, and in his name.
where. What belongs to the present occasion
l_ext comes the declaration.
But this,
is the effect it has on the eulfering of the ab- though an assertion, and though in that cltao
JJulutely or comparatively indigent, an effect racter effect is given to it, is not considered
which goes to the rendering the suffering of in the character, nor desig,ated by the name
one ind,vidual, rise to sume thousand times of _vidence. It has always more or lees of
the amount of the suffering of this or that falsehood in it. The attorney (for the party
other, from a cause nominally, and in the eyes never knows any more of the matter than the
o£a caxeless observer, the same.
judge does) utters this falsehood knowingly
The case mentioned as the case of the el- and wiJfully, and without any apprehension,
readyldtiioted, belongs more particularly to because without any d_n_erof suffering from
that in which the ot]_snce is not considered it. For the utterance of It, he and his instruon the footing of a criminal one, but only as ment end accomplice, the special pleader, are
injurious, and thus producing a d_mand for well paid : and except the receiving of th_
compenestin_
If prevention of such offences I_y, the only effect of it is to elicit, under
were the end in view, matters would be so the n_rne of a plea, the corresponding ma_
managed, as that whatever expense were ira- of falsehood and absurdity, from the attorney
l_sed or left unremoved, should antecedenHy in league with a special pleader on the other
to decision be minimized, and after decision side.
thrown withit_wholeweight(state
ofpoenThus continues
the chainof falsehood
and
niarycircumstances
considered)
on theparty absurdity,
from mouth tomouth, and from
in the wrong, in the case of rashness; with a year to year, between one huk and aeother;
purposed addition in c_e of evil conscious- there being in particular _our long intervals,
hess.
one of them of the length of three or _our
Between operation and operation in the months, lest the suit should come too early
course of the eult_ beginn_n 5 with the first, to a close. All this while no assertion made,
whatever that may be, long intervals are este- which underthe name of evidence is admitted
blished by general rules, without reg_d to the to constitute a ground for the ultimate decidifference in respect of lengthof intervale, sion, by which execution and effect is given
rendered nec___ _y to justice by the ciroum- or demed to the portion of law on which the
_anc_ of the several individual cases,
demand is as by the declaration professed to
_ns_ intervals are fixed in regard to time, be grounded.
without any regard to distance in resl_ect of
If the instrumeut _ut forthin the _rst
instance by the defendant, in answer to the
By general rules, tmamferenea from judl- plaintifl"s dec]aretion, is of such a nature ms
eatery to judicatory and back _
; thence to come under the denomlu_bion d a gen_
vast delay, vexation, and expense, without issue of which according to the nature oi the
_
any benefit: on the contrary, with great de- demand there are five or six eort_ there i_
triment tojusti_ in respect o_ avoidance of another ti_ue of tmele_ falsehoods and M)misdeci_on, by breaking the thread of the surditiea_ and the suit goes to some pla_
evidence,
belonging
to the suit ; appointing in every variety of dist_ce, between 0 feat,
one Im_ to be elicited by one judicatory in and about300 m/]_ b from the placeat which
oneplaee; anothcrpar_byanotherju&catory
it was commenced, to be tried; thatis to
attanother place; and the other part_ at the say, now for the first time is any ma_ o_
j_ry
in whichthesuitecmmanoed,
assertion received,
to which,as above,the
_.'
Mode of proceeding, by action at common character and effect of evidence is asoribed.
law. In the three common.law judieatories H_m for the firet time, a functionary bearlug .. "
tf_twe_'-theg_atsesl.
Pardo_o_
the title o_ judge takes (uuleas byao_rl_n_
.'_
m_ I be]i_e,g-stated
mthout any _.-_evidanoe
hereeP_r
mentioned)
of anything
that cognisance
has pained of
in the
the i!_:..

i_-'_:':_= _t_ 7,:_S :_<!_'"_"

_:_=r_ _, "_'_'_'_,_

redly the judge under whoee _uthori_y the xertnm purpme x_ _'d zor aa__
•-:,
suit wea com_-_d,
or the power of cem- all, that the veil of _ecxeey, by mem_ 4$_itt
_..'.
peliing the adverse partyto act in the ch_ s_netionofanoath--thttve_-_vlz_h_._
->
of a defendant, sol& For the useless was thrown over it for other _:,_
_:
• _ottme of _L_eheod end abeurdity, months in preserved over it.
-.
numbers as above, or years in small
Parties' appesxence.--Variott_ e_e_.waye
number_ are allotted: for the elieitation of in which the institu_en,_which
l_dei_"
. _'
the only ma_ of assertion which is so much exempted from the obligation of appem_
asprofeesed to be taken for the ground of gsoeto _,celn thejuclicetory, in the tmmen_
dechfion, sometimes not more than two of the judge and the aziemb|ed pub_
or three days, for all the number of suite inimical to the ends of jtumce, and eendudve
that can come to be heard in the same place, to the actual ends of judic_n_
are allowe&
Upon an average, not more
In the first place oomes the
than two or three times _e many hours are profit, immediate and direet, to both
allotted, for the only mass of information breuchm of the fraterul_y, profemenal and
which is or can be applied to use, as the official
number of months or even years that are
Encouragement given to the re_tlvely _
,:
allotted to the ellcitation of that which is eo comparatively opulent, who are al_e with.
completely usele_,
out difficulty to defray the expense u above,
, Proceedi_,e by indictment :--Here a new to opprees and provoke the reh_vely and
eoene opens. The ca_e where the proceed- comparatively unopulent: from the provoca.
inge by indictment are preceded by pro- tion in so far as submitted to without retali_
eeedings before a justice of the peace--- tion, no se_f-regerding profit accrues to the
ease not covering more t.h_n a part lawyer tribe in a poctmuiry sha_e: r_m_;nl
of the field covered by the mode of pro- only the gratification _o _
cedure termed an /ndfctmeat, must for the pathy, from the spectacle of a clam of m_
present be postponed.
Here the scene belowthem, euff_ing under the yoke imposed
opens with the proceedings before the _ upon them by the class to which they of the
grand jury. The grand jury is ajudicatory
law-learned class do belong. But everynow
not presided over by a professional ena and then, resentment under oppression gets
permanently existing ofl_cisl person, a judge; the better of prodence: then comes retaliabut a company, a misoellaueotm company tion, and from retsli_tion, litigation, in which
of men, selected on the presumption of the party originally oppressed and injured la
possessing a certain degree of opulence: in made defendant.
number from 12 to 23. To pronounce a deGreat is the assistance which _
plan of
cision in f_vour of the demand, 12, but not depredation receives from the darknem in
lees than 12, are sufficient. But here the in- which the whole system of procedure is information furnished is put upon the footing, valved by the thick cloud o_ tcohnicalitim.
and bear_ the character end denomination of _o means has any ordinary man of know.
evideuce. Here, then, is a m_ of evidence: ing beforehand, w/mr the quantum of expense
what next becomes of it_--is it never acted is, in which before the term|natlloil of the
uponl
No, never. It _s uniformly let drop, suit he has in contemplation, he n_y be
and forgotten : all the use made of it, is the involved.
enabling this majority, ff each be their pleaIn a common-law case (in Wastminst_
mare, to send the cause to be tried upon Hnll,) to a queefion what the expense (on the
evidenoe not quite so sure of peris_ug, by a plaintiff's sideeuppoas) wirl be, he is informed
judge orjury in the same manner as an action it may be about thirty pounds, more or
u above is tried, And this in many ca_es Nor is the information absolutely untrue,
with n_dless delay: as _
in length various, but this amount may be talr_ as the minibut in no case so enormous as to be worth mum. Of this minimum, according to sirmentioning in comparison with that which in cumstancea, it may swell out to hundee_ or
_•
the mode of eu_t called acdo_ has been Been to thousands.
organized. Now, ia this preliminary operaThe mo_t remote, but upon the whole (its
t_on, by which during a course of several comprehensivenesa considered,) the moet pro.
day_ perbapa, from 12 to 23 persons have duetive source of profit, r_m_;_l _
behind,
been occupied in the situation of judgeg, This is the endemisl and aLl-lnfeeting de_de_
an altogether
unlimited number pravity, which it e_en_
and keepe alive
- • in the character of witneas_, what is the in the community, by Wi_holdiag the great
neet
Anawe_ : Absolutely none.
What cheek, by the apron
of which it Wou_
, is the effeot f
To emble thase 12 or 23 in io vast a proportion, be kept from eom_ag
_
.... ' elquL,_a, as they are called, to atfi3rd ira- into exlstenoe. Were he asanred of havinshis
'
; - punity without reproS., to every m,,l*,fi_r Imisconduet expmed and made pubfie in the
,"" to whom it mdts their purlm_ to afford Immmce of a judg_ ami a nnmerotmauditory, ,'
_,'thJl encouragemnent
to _
Yel- _._.h eeitwould be were he unda, 4be ohlib_fioa ._ '
._.'-..' "hflie purlm_ffnot
o£ t_cxe_
of the, of m.oefl_ his advmmry fl,o_ t_ fl_-a_d..,
". .
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v_mg immediate _wer
to whatever _
inetan_
do complete juice, or at any rate
ent que_Jnna were propo_l to him, he learn more of the real state of the case, thau
would ahrink from the exposure. As it is an Eugliah judge- common-law judge and
f"
at the expense of a series of lies,--from the equity judge put together--will (nnle_ the
_iagra_ of which he is eased by a society defenffant chooses it) at the end of eighteen
of lawyers, who are paid for originating and months.
giving utterance to them_he being but the
By this one act, a double injustice is pe_
adoptive father (and not under_tood to be so} petrated : injustice in the shape of extortion
of shem--ha travelson in the road toiui- i and oppression--extortien
prac_iseA upon
quity_he perseveres in his course of injury
the man or the womau who is already inwithout a check : expence is the utmost he jured--oppression on the man or tht, womau
has to fear.
Thus it is_ that the whole whose liberty is sold to the demaudant,
judicial
system, with
everything
that without inquiry, at the fixed pricethe
belongs to it, is a perpetual hotbed for jadge, for the sake of the profit received
the raising a perpetual crop of depredation by himsel_ lending himself as an instrument
and oppression in every imaginable shape, to the profit of his accomplices and confedewith proportionable profit to Judge and Co. rate worshippers iu the professional branohes
u often as it breaks out in the shape of of the law.
litigation.
The judge's immediate profit from the exSnob is the state o£ the disease. Now as tortion--though several times the amount of
to the remedy. A few words will su_
for that price for a day's labour, which thousands
the prescription of it. Of late years, pub- and scores of thoasan_s would be happy to
lieity has received an unexampled extension get and cannot--formed at its origin a very
under the protection of a beneficent aud considerable proportion of theamoaut of that
comparatively wise Ministry,* and reforms- income which would sueace for the subsisttion of mc_raisin a sensible degree is become ence of a family during a whole year. In
the consequence.
But in eemparison of the interval between that time and the prewhat it might be, theextent instill extremely sent, that price has not been raised in any
narrow.
Think what it would be, if in .proportion approaching to that in which the
every instance of oppression in cases now value of money has fallen. But to the mulcalled civil cases, the oppresser saw himself titude of suits (the result of the prodigious
under the obligation
of fazinghis victim increase
of wealth--of
wealthabsolutean_l
ca"intendedvictim,
in presenceof a judge relative),
what has been lostin thevalueof
and a numerous and promiscuousauchtory,suchitems,
hr_ been amply compensatedfor
and tomake trueanswer (onpainas now of by what has been gainedby the increased
punishmentforperjury)
to every questionnumber ofthosesame items.
which theoppreasee,
now no longerexcluded For the facility
of givingexercise
to oF"
from the judieatory by the expenseof the _ression
in thi_shape,where oppression
is
toil-gate
leadingto it, might with the theobject,
not so much as an aceount,
true
consentof the judge findcauseto put to or false
isreceived
oraskedfor,atthehands
him. At pre_nt,opulenceisto wrong m ofthepurchaser.
every shape (ao long as individuals alone
Afterwards, indeed, wheu the propesecI
are _egarded as being the objects of it) an defendant, in jail or out of jail, has by more
effectual licence: in the here-proposed code, fees made known his intention of appearing
the licencewillbe withdrawn,and in the in thatcharacter,
an accountia made and
J_dieatory
now become thearenaofjustice,received.But thisaccountismade, notby
theoppressor
and theoppressed
weald meet the partyhimself_
but by an attorney,
who
on nearlyequalterms
by thecourseofthe courthas beenobliged
In the Euglishcourts,
the first
act con- _)composeitof a parcelof lies,
with only
tinnesto be an actof extortion
and oppres, ttst
somuch truthiu itasservesfora preaien--ofe_tortion
practised
on those who ;enos
forcompelling
theexhibition
ofa aim;.
have mouey to pay for the chance of what lar composition called a plea ; the parties on
is called justice,
both sides, for months or years, are kept thus
By any one whose desire it was to do jus- at a distance from one another by the judge,
rice to the demand, would a refusal be given while at long-protracted
and altogether
to hoax what the demandant had to any on useless intervals, they are compelled to
the eubjset_--to hear whether upon the face e_mp!oy the lawyer to carry on the war of
of his statement there was any ground for worus: being composed of a mixture of
the demand--any just and sufficient cause, , lle_, abuse, and nonsense, with or (as it may
happen) without a small particle or twc_
and
exponas
_
sufl_oient
to afford
a warrant for the ve_ation of relevant or irrelevant truth interspersed
No: he would hear what the applicant had by accident_
to _y ; an_ upon so doing, would in many
Elicitetion of evidence.
Natural menlo,
oral or epistolary in all cases, according to
cimumatanc_% in rem_
of del_y, wmtkm,.
" '":
• Wd_.a Dcee_¢r I_2_.
and expenso.
.: ._
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elreumstances which make no difference with giving exseution aud_ffset to the _
. "relation to aptitude or probability as to the dent portion of th_ _athatml_webrauollO_ th_
_orrectnesa and enmpletene_ of the evidence law--is the end in view, no p#rtog the ' "
elicited,
matter found in any of the book_ _
the = - "'
Unapt som_e_ of diversifiestlou:_
. head of pleading, or _
pleading, will " "
1. The power and consequent denomtn_- have any place in a procedure code hav_
_ion of the judicatory in which the eHeitatiou that same for its end in view : no porfioa_
is performed; i.e. whether • common-law there of it, that is not oompletely usel_
court, or an equity court.
For the purpo_ of giving exevutian _
'
2. The relation borne by the e_min_tion
effect to that same branch v_ law, or any
to _he suit.
In a common law-court, no part of it, uo more information _
be to.be
partyo_ either side _arn_ued at all: inan
had from it than from the Korau.
"
' equity court, • party on one side alone
0f the evidence, thejudgecommo_lytak_"
e_mmed;--to
wit, the defendant's side
abridged memorandums; of theargum_t_,and be examined in the epistolary mode tion, none. Of these abridged minutes, in
only. An extraneons witness examined in general no ttse is made ; they are w_te-p_per
the oral mode alone; and in this case in and as such dealt with. For the moment,
the utmost seereey, by the _w_m_ing judge they serve to assist hie recollection when
alone : no interrogative matter for counter- giving his charge to the jury.
interrogatories, admitted to be given to the
The sole case in which any use is made of
pertisa_on
bothsides, or to a "party on either them, is when appliostion
is made to another
side.
judicatory, _ithout a jury, for a new
Natural procedure :--Form of lltis.contes- by and with another jury. Inthis cue these
ration, from be_nning to end, exceptions minutes are conveyed, somehow or other)
excepted, oral. Exceptions are---L Impos- from the firat judicatm T to the _oomi: tim
aibflity by reasonof local dlstanca ; 2. Pro- argumentation not.
ponderant evil, in the shape of delay,
In this case, instead of an appeal from
_exation, and expense,
the inferior indicatory to a superior, on th9
Technical procedure :--In equity practice, ground of the evidence and the _t_
_criptitive, or say epistolary. Sole case in tion delivered to the inferior judicatory,_i_
which oral discourse is received, that in substituted an inqniry grounded on mutilate_
which the examinee is either an extraneous minutes, for the eorrectnese and complet_
witness, or a party litigant exam;ned in the ne_ _f which, nobody is vespomible, -- for
eharacter of an extraneous witnc_
the purpose of a deformation,
wbeth¢_
Of the two effectually distinct functions, evidence from the same ecuroe _
be
_e rcquisitive and the probative_ the exercise elicited by •aether such inferior j_di_tory_
iS mixed up in the same doeumant--to wit
no use whatever being made either of the
the bill
argumentation or the evidence elicite_ by
The pursuer states the s_rlce he requires the inferior judicatory thus tortuously and
alleges supposed fact•, for the purpose of awkwardly appealed from.
forming an et_cient cause of right or title
If to make good your claim, it happens to
to the _ervice demanded, or say required_ you to have need of your adversm'y's cenfcaat the Hands of the defendant) and eve_tuaional evidence, you cannot have it without
ally at the hands of the judge, and exercises a suit in a judicatory called • court of equlty:
the evidence-elicitstive
function at the nor, in that indicatory, to any the moot
charge of the defendant,
The evidence simple question can you make sure of aa
delivered, is what is called the c_a_g part answer from him in so short a time as a y_aof the bill, containing in it, of necessity, !_te a question to which, if put to him by
a large portion of false,
and mendacious you in the prsae_e of a judge, as in
statemen_ : the judtcatory reft_ug all relief _l_.debt
court called a court of con_ez_e;
to every person who wi_ not add to his a _gte
moment would euff_
you for "_trequisition, a tissue o_ false and men- extracting from him an answer, and that
dsoious _tement_ known _o to be by the adequate one.
judge.
Think of a nation in which • _,-_ at thn
In the common-law practice, the li_is-con- head of the law, will have the aswm-(mce to
_station is _lled pleading; and that which assert on all occasiom_,that justice was and
i_ productive of delay, vexation, and expense is the obje¢_ of this system.
in • special degree, s/_c/a/p/ead/ng.
Special pleading is a sy_em of op(m_om,
F_uity praetieo,'co it_ own peculiar mode, by which, instead of the ooujunet appeaeanc_
incidentally the common-law _z_le. of the parties in the first instance before tl_
is the _e as often a_, either ig_tead judge, making their _,espective a_leg_d_orm _ or in conjunction with, what is called subject to r_pem_ility
comt_m_t_enal amt
am_er, the defendant's lawyer deliver_ p_
in case of falsehood, they are kept
t_ what is called _ ]dea__r what is _
• st a _ee
from ths judge'• eh_,nh_r, far "
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_f wcokw or _montha,their uver_
the expmm, w'mmthe mmmfity gf it is too , ;'"/
in the form _of _read.ywdttou 8z'_. 6w_Z_rthoeewho_profitzis_Jnpro-._.:
dkcoun_
l_uned by _heir' r_tz_ive
pro- portion to it. Not much lem, perbape _fll
g_ional
ausiBtanta, _md without _u_s_er, mum_be*hem_l_t_ment
produce_
m_dlity in any lhape in ¢_e of _*!_b_dby the endeavour to mulmtitute to th_ &dr"_
Special pleading is here utterly ex_ud_
:terious remed_ a_other drawl from the mine .
What is it 7 Anower : From beginning t_ pharmacopoeia. The project is altogethe_ s
,
end, s perfsot _auis_ce; erected and pre- euriousone: bystatutohwtosetablithcom.
_ved in the teeth of the most obvious and man law.
A rather more obvious, morn
x_mgnised principles of justie_
simple, and if justice were the object, a more
In case of me_lacity, or temerity of a_ereffectual (or r_ther the only efl'ect_l) one,
tlon, there will be reeponmbility, compem_
would be, by statute-law to establish statutetlous] _d
pm3itional : of evidence, the law. The only objection is, that the mode
eiieitation performed _
vote, by and in the i of conducting the businese would (ff made
_menoe of the judge.
Throughout the as it ought to be, and could be, made) be too
whole oonrse of the elieitation, questions to effceta_d. To uncogncecibility,
it would
be put sting
out 0£ the answers. Thls is sabs_ute
universal notoriety; to the may
'_
the course pursued wherever the obtainment i imum, the minimum of ve_at_on, deity,
of a C_._Ot,clear,and. Ml-oomprehenm.'ve
I exlmns__ exdmoqueu,
tly,
htwyere'
profit.
oonceptxon
ofthe approprmto_
bolonglng
[. An obhque and indirect
or fl_titiot_
way,
_o the _o, Isreallyan objectof .d_Ir__ m theonly way inwhich,/_t_/_mode,_ conUaderthe astuai system, the same mdtvidual i mp_on, euvh as it is, as a ra/z ofact_en,
in the e_
of a p_..: _ caners, tI_ [ be grounded upon ; the a_umption is, that
e_empted .from .that reeponm.bflity to which | by oompetent .auth°rity a rtde of ae_ien
that _ume mdivxdmd would, m the character has been established ; im_ upon _
as_ttmpof a witn_m, be as vonstautly subjected.
To tion, _at_e to the pede_t, knowledge of all
what end, but that, under favour of this those who build upon it, is grounded, on
lioenee (coupled with the exclusion from the each occasion, the power they smume and
eye and the ear of the judge, and the serutiny exercise.
of om_intofrogsfion_,
with the aid of
For these rift,sen years past, the utter _mquestions arimng immediately out of the possibility of sooompfiching on this plan, in
• smwers,) he may be not merely invited but _mytolerable degree, the ends of justice, has
forced to that course of false a_ertion, with stood demonst_ted : but not thcee e_ds_en
_totitiotm delay for month_ or years, out of : the contrasT, the ends di_me_ic_lly opposite
which profit to the amount of hundreds or _to them are on this oecamon, as on every
thousands of pounds is by this system of other, pro'sued where the workmen are lawmendacity, fraud, _d d_eption, extracted,
ye_ and, by the supineness of the people,
The system and course of procedure has suffered to take their own course.
for its professed object two things :--1. The
Think of the impudence, as well as Um
obta_in Z a well-grounded aasurance reapoct_ wickedness of these men, so unaptty dec__g the _acta alleged on b_th sides; 2. The r_ted _th the name of judges, altting with
a_erta_nlng the bearin_ of the law upon the the doors of their jud_catorie8 shut against
_facta, the existence of which _, on the the parties ;--the unl_ppy ind/vidn_s kept
ground of the sever_ allegations, believed by out of sight and speech of eaeh other, and of
the judge. Now then, u to the ascertain- the judge, even when living both of them
ment of the facts. If thin course were rea]ly next door to the juetie_ohamber.
And to
"_
conducive to _he profesasd end in any one what end _ To what, but to f_br]oate a preease, so would it be in every other : if in any tense (how shallow it is, every honest mind
one sort of j udicatory, so would it be in every must see) for setf_ (at their expense) their
other. Conceive it now tr_v_portod into the respective lawyers to pelt one another with
bosom of everyf_ily--into
everyeommittee
theee ma_es ofabeurdity and nonsemm.
._ _f inquiry iu the House of Commons---into
Books upon books bare been written and
the iudic_tory of every justice of the peace, published, to show how thin trash may be
and every sessions of justices of the pease, ma_ttfactured to the greatest advantag_
Suppo_e_dfis taurus of inquiry, and no other, What a qtmntity of talent has been thus
e_d_yed--But
in vain should we tax our wasted!
nstionm carryingithigherthan the
Of th_ eeriee
of aRer_tlon,
thewholoxmo
m of every family : for how many weeks and purpose ie the furnishing a In_ence for
_ for how many days together-the exaetiou of fees from the dultor_ for the
..
• upon this footing, could human sOeiet£ emolument of the lawyers of all _and
eo_tlnue|
gradee. Neither to the number of the in- '
A project w_ on the cerpot for "giving to ttrumant_ by which thi_ cenras of attereatioa
"
_he benefit of En_hah w_e_J plead- is_arried
on,nor to the lens_ of any one _f .: __
. inge Thejury-oonr_,it
aeema, cannot goou them (nor cousequent]y to the expen_ of _:_-_'_
•
without it. Great indeed mnet be the era- the whole,) _e there a_y certain limit_. Am :':_-._

_"_.tt_i_

the_io_, _

Zi_e _re there to thelength
_ the_

._
:'.
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•of it being completely usalem. Many _e the
thousaud_poundstowhiohtheexpenee_-/
not m._t the number of yeare to which
the delay_hae
t_u_ bcon known to be
ravelled,
MI thie while_ not s _yllable about the
matter doee the judge ever deign to know.

_me,others to his profit in the ahepe
- diate
_hef--_onomeofthemtohisownimme.
of patronage, through the h_ck of his
instrt_ment8 and nomineee ; and for this
remuneration not _m atom of 8erv/oe does he
l_orm_
he first _-d only occasion on which, if at
any part of this altercation comes within
]x_ cognizance, is, when the stock of useleee
matter thus spun out comee at isat to be exh_ulted, a determ_n_-tiou comes to be taken
en the subject of the whole together. Even
then, not a tenth part of the eontent_ of this
lay stall is presented to the eyes or the care
of the judge.
By the edvceatee on each
edde, those scrape are picked out, which in
the hurry of the momeut are regarded by
them as beet coifed to their rmpe_ve purpoeee, and the remainder is coneigned to that
neglect to which the whole is so well entitled,
in come eases, the g;ring of altercation
terminates in what is called an isaue; and in
theee eMee there is a question of fcaetwhich
finds _te way to another judieatery in whish
ajurylspreeidedoverbyajudg_
Before me ]is_ a work on the subject of
special pleading, intituled "On the Principles
_x[Pleading in Civil Aefion_ _
On looking into this work, one sent_men_
_hat presents itsoH is a eentiment of regret
eedled forth by the idea of the prodigiou_
waste of mental labour and talent t_re employed, applied to a subjeetceeentiaUy worth-

.... _.

line, and destined to di_mppearae soon as the
light of truth shall have shone upon the rdbjsot. Raphael, painting his cart,_ona,_ f,'_¢o,
upon a frozen pannel, is the image that preaenta itselL
By this work of h_, the author superseded
and converted into waste paper all the works
_f which before him the labour had been
_pplied to this field. HIS turn it will next
be, to be involved in the esme fate.
Of no lo_erof justice can it fail
tobe the
wieh and dealre to see applied to the furtherante of justice, that talent, which without
any imputation on the author has hitherto
-had no other Occupation than the givi_
reality to the occupation of obtaimng emol nm-nt, by the giving incresse "toexpense, of
which injust.ice is the real _ruit, under the
mine ofjusti_
Ask how much written plcadlngs there
"s_ould be in a euit! Azk flrat how much
_
and powdered bonm theee should be in
-_quartarn loafl

queatim_,._he couul og _
_
tlb,i:.' \ /
ineverythlngtheiame:no__l_.,_-_:,_
one cam, compared with _
_,be_,_mcb,'--.:
_.
lena d_fenmoe,a_the.eptlbaef_m._.:/'."
vidual on the pursuer's eide.
. . "_,..:
This feature of natural _
comlm_,':'.:,. ;
it with the correspondent one in l_agll_ .- . :
Ove_ a bottle, or without. a ]aoi_le-bef_: _'i_i."
toehuicalprocedm_
them, between a priset of the e_abliahed t_li_ion, and a l_wyer, a dlslmte takes place.
- '
and a souffle eusus& It occurs to the pricer
to u_ke _m instrument of revenge ont- _'
thi& and to betake hlm,_!f to the law for
vengeanc_
The opt_na tha_ lie before him ate-1. Action.
2. Indictment.
3. Information, filed in the ordinarymode,
or by leave obtained of the judge.
4, Information _ o_v_/o, filed by the utterney-generalwithoutneedofeuehle_v_
5. Libel in the ecolesiastical court, termed
also spiritual court.
Suppose au information applied for in the
ordinary way, and refused : -the attorneygeneral after _
would he take upon him
to file an informa_on e_ o_'o, witho_
leave applied for to the court. Who eea_
say 1 He may or may not : it dependq.
upon hinm_
If the aseaikat be _ duke, .
aud the person i].ted a pnett, ami
nothing more,_probably
in this caae th_
.
attorney-general would not : but suppom
the as_lant
a bishop, and the person a_*
sault_d, a Churoh-of-Englmul I_
a
byteritn L_yman, or what is worse, n umtarisn palest: ver-ydifferentnowisthe_
worn by the ease. Lord Nort_
c_
Lord Thurlow e_ther, would have damned
them both, and bid them _
about their
business; but _ord Ktdon
no eur_t-but great doubt.
Lu every one of thcee eaeee, the fact being
by the supposition one aod the esme--aot
only the mode of proof, and the shape in
which the evidence is elicited, is d_nren_
but even the ecures from which the evidence, :
is admitted.
An action the priest or bishop cav_gt
maintain, unless he has testimony other
than his own at command : or unlee8 he
has the means of aff_dlng adequate inducement to some one, to give his evidea_.
to the attemey, that it may be put into
the brief by whish the in_ruetione are
given to the advcoate called coun_
through whose lipe for this purpme it
has to make iis way to the .e,u_of _
"
court.
What is it that he Mks for ! Is it money
I Though it be bat a-farthin_ nothing he I
. ."/
I say to -get it _a, even_ itbeaffiid unde_the - /:

-._:./__:_vm'y.mee,m everyeertof eaee, for gtv_.t.__e_e_mm

.-.-::-.... .
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revenge)
Everythh_g
he can say for the
hope of gratifying
the different passions) is
credible.
Antecedently
to his visitio
the grand jury,
he may have made a hke visit to a just['ce of
the l)_ce, complaimug
to him of the breach
made uf the king's
peace.
Here, the, n, i_
another judieatory,
.Never yet wa_ exemplified,
it may be said,
a ca._e thus dlverslhcd
as the above.
Pro-

lmatter
of the
defence,
H auy, and
tlm
evidence
on which
the demand
and the
I defence, if any, wan grounded.
Thus muck
as to the matter belonging
to the record.
1 Now as to the matter,
of which under the
{ technical
system
of procedm_
in use in
Engli,h
practice,
the instrument
called a
record is composed.
Take in the first place
I the common-law
courts--the
in the sort of
I judicatories
called equity
courts,
the ¢on-

bably not: but ff not) it really is not the
fault of the law.
Record) m n,xtural procedure--l_ecord,
in
technical
procedurc.--Thc
instrument
denotninated
a record_what,
if jusuce
uere
the end in vie_% would
be the content_
of
it ? On the p.trt of the judge, the definitive
decree, with an account of the execution
and
efl'_ct giveu to it; and the upera'_ons,
as
well on the part of the judge a_ on the t).ut
oi his subordinates,
and the parties
aud cxtranvous
witnesses
(if any)
included.
]n
parucular,
the evidence ou which the sevelal
operations
performed
by the judge had been
grounded,
would
be introduced
by the demand which had been made by the pu,'sucr,
and the l)_._s_ge or p,_:age_ m the text of
the law uu winch
that demand
had l)oen
grounded,
If so it had hai)pened
that debate had taken place _ to tim import of the
alleged p_r_nm of law, h,r the ap!)licabfllty
of the f,_cts pzow_l ,)ll e_ther or both sides_
in l elatmu t,) It,- hcrc wouhi
be a question
of law : and the intc_2_retati,n
put _l,,)n that
occurs;on by '.lie jud:e
upvu the law, would
form an incidental
mass of matter,
proper to
be entered.
_;ut this is a sort of occurrence
which,
comtmraUve!y
spcaki,)g,
_'ould
be
rare.
In a grit
m._j,)r_ty of ca_es there
never has been, e_ea in the most unsettled
etatc of the law (st_ll less will theft,
be
under an 3 tolcr,:ble
improved
state el the
law), any discussion
respecting
the bearing
of the law upon the facts.
The comu)on
run of debts and common
a_saults a_-c the
occurrences
by which
the
correspondent
majority
of the number
of suits will have
been produced.
The substance
of the mattee, of which in every ca_c the bulk of the
record will be composed,
_ill bc the pecu-]
har and characte_i,,tm
pnrt of the matter
(being m each
individual
case difi_reut I
chewing
the ground
on whmh
the decree
l_ronounced
in that same
individual
ease
was fouuded.
Other m_sceUaneous
matters
--such
as any delay that
had been
produced
either
by the nature
of the ca_e;
or by reluctance
ou ths part of parties
or
mitn_ses)
or misconduct
on the
part of
juchcial
subordinates--will,
for one purpos_
or oth_,
need
to be entered
upon
the
_ecord ; but
they will be merely
casual
and collateral
to the d_rect purpose
of the
suit.
That which will compose a constant
and necessary
pa_ of the sutt in every case
is t_he matter
of the demand
itsoif_thc

I tents
of the instrument
called
a record
i(if indeed
in these
courts
thcra
be any
I instrument
to which that denomination
is
authoritattvely
applied,} are altc)gether
different;
an unrebuttable
pre,umi)tlou
this
against one or the other,
and a presumplion of no inconsiderable
force
aguins_
both.
But to begin with the commou-law
courts.
How stands
the matter
with regard to the
evidence !--what
is done in rel_tmn
to it._
Answer:
Absolutely
nothiu_.
On this subject. what it p,'esents
i._. total and constant
_ilence.
Of _hat nature, then, is the matter
of which this is so r_gularly framed and carefully preserved
document
is composed _ Ans_er:
With
the exception
of the decree
calN,d here judgment,
which in each class
of _ses is th_ same, and a demand (which is
never expressed
in the terms
in which
it
comes frond the pat%y who_e demand
it is,)
scarce anything
but what is either irrelevant)
or to the knowl_wt_e of everybody,
in every
ca,e, false. An to the judge, who_ejudgmen_
it imrports
and pretends
to bc,--never,
unless by ,ome extraordinary
accident,
has It
come within Ins cognizance,
It is made for
hiua by a sort of machinery,
like the turning
of a wheel.
As to the incide_tal
occurrences
before
alluded
to. entry
is indeed,
for the most
part, if not m everyiu_t_nce,
made of them:
made,
but on _hat
instrument?
.Not on
I the record, but ou this or _ha_ book, d_stmct
from i L and not referred
to in it.
The con! scq,tence
is, that to almost
every purpose,
I the information
afforded
by the record)
I amounts
to next u) nothing.
Not so ,m to
] nu_chie_ous
i)uri)o_cs;
for purposes
of that
description
are served by it m abundance:
] m:sch_e/to
the par_ies by the load of needles
I and u_cless exlmn_e--m_*chief
to the wh_lo
commumty
by the veil of obscurity
and
mystery
with which it contributes
to cover
the whole system.
Of no breach of duty, however
numerous
such breaches may have been on the part of
any of the actors of the judicial
drama, doesit
afibrd any inlormation:
consequently)
to no
such breach of duty does it afford any check.
Not a particle does it contain of evidence ; bu_
at the same time, not sparing is the quantity
of matter composed
of al_tegatious:
iu thes_
allegations,
however, the m_tter
tsa medley
composed
of a mixture, in inchstinguishabla
proportion_of
truth and notorious falsehood.

"-N_bi_e_ott_1__i_'t1_e

r" l,-/a
_.pe_1 kw. _o_e_i

_

do tliey
_tt_i_ of that mattez,o_'whlch,
Consequence,
needlessde1_y,
vexation,_d
uader _e name of evidenee,
tha-d_m_ will _,inobtainingconcurrenceattheh_d_
_mve been groun_ d What they are corn- of the original trustee_; much more at tim_
posed of, is, inferences, draw_ on both _ides, haads of their representatives.
by anticipation feom the evidence expected,
_. In procedure. Equity procedure : he-"
or pretended to be expected, to be elicited,
cessitating the concurrence of a defendant in
• A proper record, -, has been seen, would the transfer made of his property, instead of'
be it plain statement of every relevant oc- making the transfer unintervention&ily by the
car_ence that happen_ to have taken place in authority of the judicatory.
Consequence,
the course of a suit.
delay, &¢. as abOve. To eviLly-consciousde-'
"
• 8entence.Special rational causes except- fendants, a premium bn non-compliance.
ed, the imperative decree, or say the sentence,
3. In penal procedure, trader Rome-bred
should be pronounced at the same time with law : rendering the confession of the defenthe opinative decree,
dant necessary to his punishment ; and for the
As in non-penal, so in penal cases,
obtaining of this confession, applying torture.
_;pedal cause may be--time
necessary for Consequence, in ease of inability to endure
inquiry into the circumstances of the parties, the torture, infliction of punishment on the
In English practice, when the means of innocent : in ease of ability, impunity to the
repression is determined by the jury, as it is guilty, in respect of ulterior punishment.
when compensation alone is awarded, the
Natural procedure. The judge, on issuing
jury are never allowed a moment between
a mandate to any person, suitor or non-suitor,
the pronunciation of the opinative and that requiring him to do or to forbear from doing,
of the imperative decree : the opinative and in furtherance of justice, a certain act, to
imperative arc one and the same.
particularize beforehand the remedy or reBut when the means of repression is de- medies, punitional or satisfaction&l, or both,
termined by the judge, as it is where pu- of which, at the charge of the individual in
nishment, under the name of punishment, is question, application will be made, in the
swarded, an interval of days, weeks, months, event of non-compliance with such tramperhaps even years, is made to have place date.
between the pronunciation of the opinative
Technical procedure• For the purpose in
decxee by the jury, and the imperative by the question, judicial power needlessly employed
judge, s
in causing or endeavouring to cause the inAll this while, the defendant is kept in a dividual on whom the obligation is intended
state of mental torment : of costs, increase to be imposed, to give the api_-_trance of conto a considerable amount is unavoidable ; and sent by his signature attached to an instrument
to the uuantum of the amount, there are no for that purpose appointed.
fimits.
The evils attached to this practice are the
This determination, which the unlearned following:are held capable of coming to, and forced to
1. Delay, vexation, and expense, -- partly
come to accordingly at once, -- is it that the natural and unavoidable -- partly fictitious;
earned judge, after his twenty years' lucubraresulting from the performance of this needtions, is unqualified for coming to ?
less and useless operation.
No : but the true and only cause of this
2. Needless and useless complication.
uncertainty is the profit which it puts into
_o reason is there, why in one case more
the pockets of the lawyers of both classes, than in another, consent on the part of a
professional and official ; end the power-- the suitor should be necessary to give validity to
arbitrary and tyrannical power, which the the exercise appointed by the legislature to
judges have been suffered thus to place in be given to the functions of a judge.
their own hands.
Natural Proeedure--investigatorial
proces_"
In natural procedure, no needless concur- by means of indicative evidence -- needful
fence necessitated,
alike in all cases -- employed in all cases.
In techuical procedure, needless concurTechnical Preeedure_eonfinedto
certain
fence abuud,ntly necessitated,
particular cases.
Examples of needless concurrence necessiNatural. For each subsequent operation/
rated, are _
time fixed according to the circumstances of
each individu&i case, from the examitmtion
• * This ob_._rvationchiefl_ ap_lie_ to those cri-_[of the party, or his proxy, then present in
mired cases which are tried In the Court ot the judicetory.
tQueen's Bench, and not to the great mass of
Technical. For each sort of operation, one
elo_ies and misdemeanors tried in the ordin, ry
criminal courts, whcre the punishment is u_ually and the same period of time fixed by a geneawarded immediately after the verdict is pro- ral rule• Thence, infinity to one, the time is
_u_.l.-- ed.
either more or ies_ than sufficient- if me_
Vo_. II.
M
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alum _dllcient, the consequence is need/ass
2. Number of mlddle-men routinized.
delay; if less than sufllcieat, ncedices expense
8. Initiatory application by party W jadge_
_nployod in the endeavour, sueneufal or an- not admitted.
suceenful, to obtain further time ; there is
4. Penal _-cnrity agalr_t falsity, -- extent
ncedlt_ delay in this case.
minimized : distance from commencement of
The power of depriving mtother of Iris li. suit, maximized.
herty, whichtheteohnicalsystemgivestoany
5. At the pleUure of every plaintiff, any
One who applies for it, and without respon- person made defendant, antecedently to the
sibility on his part, the natural system offers, allegation of any ground* determinate or tin.
it is true, to any one, but in no case without determinate.
the responsibilit}, by eventual punishment to
6. Recently established exception excepted,
which be is subjected in case of mendacity : and that flagrantly inadequate" libegty of any
so in the same manner is any extraneous party man violated by confinement at the will of
whois called as a witne,s : to which responsi- any man in the character of plaintiff.
bility, when the case require_ it, is added the
7. Mode of procedure, on pretence of the
obligation of finding security, either real, by establishment of truth, different ha different
property of his own, actually pledged by him- eases.
sell; or by a conjunct obligation entered into
8. Aggregate of delay, vexation, and exby a juridical bondman, whobinds himself to pense, maximized.
Fictitioul delay estabconcur in affording compensation to the de- lished in an infi_dty of proportion, according
fendant, in the event of any abuse of power to occasion and pretence.
_xercised at his charge.
The female sex, that part of it which is in
the married state, are more strongly interested
in the establishment of the natural system of
procedure, than are persons who bdong to the
A P P E N D [ X A.
male.
For cruelty on the part of the husband, at
INITIAL
SKETCH
OF THE
the charge of the wife, no relief is so much
PROCEDURE
CODE.
as profested to be given by any judicatories
but those which belong to the ecclesiastical
THe procedure code, as well as the judiciary
branch. Butinodequate as is the remedy thus establishment, has for its bnsiness the avoidapplicable, so great is the expense of applica- ance of the erda opposite to the several ends
tion for a chance of it, as of itself suffices to of justice.
establish a denim of j ustice in nineteen out
Opposite to the declared ends are -- 1. Misof every twenty cases, not to say of ninety- decision. 2. Non-decision in cases which call
nine out of every hundred,
for decision.
The class which, being most exposed to
They accordingly have for their common
injury in this shape, and as such is most in business the providing of the requisite seourineed of remedy, is the class to which all re- ties against these same evils.
reedy is denied.
To know and provide those securitieh it
The fundamental prindples of natural pro- will be necessary to ascertain the cause of
¢edure are. _
the_e same evils.
I. Publicity maximized.
These causes may be distinguished into_
2. Excluidon of middle-men maximized.
I. Those which are liable to have their
3. Initiatory applications, not epistolary,
origin m the state of the judiciol establishbut oral, mLximized,
ment
4. Penal security against falsity universal.
2. those which are liable to have their
ized, with war,ring of ditto,
origin in the system of procedure.
,5. No one made defendant, but on deterNondecision has for its caoses-minat_ and substantial gronnds.
1. Non-institution, in cases which require
6. Epistolary statement receivable, to save institution.
delay and vexation, but fever definitive ; oral
2. Non-termination, in cues in which ininterrogation always addibla,
stitution has taken place.
7. Mode of procedurp for the discovery of
Causes of non-institution are
the appropriate truth, the _ame in all cases.
I. Apprehension of partiality to the preju8. Delay, vexation, aadexpense, minimized dice of the pursuer's side.
in all ca_s.
"2. Inability to dr.fray the expense.
The fundamental principles of technical
3. Apprehension of expense, vexation, sad
procedure are_
delay, to an amount preponderant in valuv
I. Publicity minimized."
over the chance of suecess.
• 8ce Judge Baylcy*s attempt to _nut'uup_
lle_.otnces in particular, on t,,e ground that they
_mot_ofju_,
Mor_C/w_,n. O¢t.$1

I{_,& Or_Mo¢_
CA_..2d2Vo¢. i_24_ *'Man.
chester_ Reverend Magistrate 14ay's L,l_arleto
OnmdJury,"

All'. A.]
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Ca_
of noa-institut/on bsvlng their seat
in the judicial establishment :_
1. Insufficient 7 in the number of the judieatodes,
2. Multitude ofjudg_ in the same judicatory : apprehensicm thance, of ncedle_ delay
em the several oncadons for decision.
Cantes of non-institution hating their seat
in the state of the procedure code :-1. btag_itude of the expense of institution,
2. Apprehension of the magnitude of the
expense, where there is much delay, incident
tocontinuance, andpreparatorytodeclsionand
execution, in favour of the pursuer's demand,
Causes of delay having their seat in the
procedure code, with their correspondent seeurities: _
1. Fixation of time for the several steps.
Correspondent security against delay : ex.
oeptions exce43ted, reception and accersitiun
of parties, witnesses, and evidence.holders in
each suit, as soon as the time in the several
euesadmits:
seas nottuaccerseorprehend
any individual earlier than necessary,
2. The not having elicited in the most instructive manner the whole mess of the evidance bearing upon each fact in question,
Correspondent security : giving to each
judge the faculty and the obligation of eliciting, in that same moat instructive manner, as
much as possible of that same mass of evidence, the whole if possible : except in so far
as the expense, vexation, and delay, necessary
to that effect, shall e=ceed the advantage
gained in respect of superior prohabiIity of
right decision : instead of assigning to o_e
judge the elicitatiun of part of the evidence,
and to another the elicitatiou of other parts;
or to one and the same judge the elicitation
of one part of it in one mode, to wit, a suparlor mode, mid of other paste in anothar_
to wit, an inferior mode.
The advantage, from the giving to one and
the same judge who is to decide upon the
fact in question, the whole of the evi_ienee
as above, the whole of it in the most in=true,
tire turin, _ wilt be pointed out elsewhere.
Admit at the same time the non-nece_irv
of giving to the ultimately deciding judge the
whole of the evidence, in so far as mJe part
relates to one hug iu question, another to another not connected with it.
At the same time, where it can he done
without preponderant disadvantage in respect
ef delay, vexation, and expense, of course it
will be best on every account, that the ultimerely deciding judge should have for the
basis of his decision all the several facts in
question bearing upon the smt, together with
all the mssses of evidence respectively beari=g upon them,
State _nw the wanton departures from
rule cn the part ct the English-bred and
]game.bred systems d procedure; with the

PROCEDURE

CODE.

!_

eausesoftheseaberrations---towtt,
theinaptirude of the authors of the system, in respect
of moral and intelloetual aptitude: principally
moral ; they deri_ing to themselves a
advantage from the aberrations.
English-bred law. Aberrations.
I. Divers judicatories, employing esvh of
them a different mode of procedure in this
respect : whereas the course of procedure best
adapted to the purpose of extracting the
truthoftheease--themostinstructivemmm
of evidence in relation tothe several facts, -is in every individual ease one and the same,
exceptions excepted.
Examples:_
1. Proceedings in ease of an action in King's
Bench, Common Pleas, or Exchequer.
2. Proceedings in rose of an indictmeat in
King's Bench.
3. Proceedings in case of an information in
King's Bench.
4. Proceedings in ease of an indictment in
the Old Bailey, or on the circuit, in the
court of Oyer and Terminer, or the General
sessions of the peace.
,5. Proceedings in the Rome-bred eec]eshuttleal and admiralty courts in a penal case.
6. Proceedings in the Rome-bred eceleslestical and admiralty courts in a civil ease.
lI. In one and the same judieatory, pro*
ceeding in different courses in thi_ respect,
and accordingly giving _to the suit in those
several eases different denominations.
Examples:
]. In the King's Beech, proceeding by acfinn, indictment, and information : over and
above the cases in which the judicatory exercises a controul over other judicatories.
2. In the Exchequer, proceedings by action,
and by hill jn equity.
IlL In a suit, on the occasion of one and
the same individual demand, transferring the
suit from on¢ judi¢_tory to another in all cases
in(.iscrimineTeiy, and without any reason derived from the particular cireuqistances of the
individual ca,_.
Exan:p]es :_
i. In an action, eausing the suit to be earn.
menced :n the Kin_'s Bench at Westminster,
.lid troai thezJee carried to the court of Nid
Prit,s, el!her in Westminster or in Londun,
at the sittings in or after term, or i,J some
country town, at the court of assize, sitting
no more than twice a-year for a few days iu
each town.
2. So on an indictment aT information.
On the above oct-asians, at the commencement of thesuit,insou,einstancesproeeeding
wit heut evidence : in o| bers, with incomplete
evidence on behalf of one .ida of the sm_ : in
others, with incomplete evidence on theothel,
side of the smt,
t*'-xampiesl -I. On sa aetioa procsediag witheut _,
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dents: allowing the pursuer to harass the
defendant, and keep him in hot water for half
a year, without having made any ground for
his demand,
2. On an indictment, at the commencement
eliciting evidence on the pursuer's side only :
that evidence not perfectly elicited, and when
elicited, not made any use of, on the occasion of the ultimate decision : made use of
no otherwise than to the purpose ot determining whether the suit shall go on, and evidence be elicited in a perfect manner, at Nisi
Prius, half a year afterwards,
3. On the occasion of an information, cornmencing the suit by evidence, but by evidence
elicited in the most uninstructive mode, and
that evidence wasted by not being employed
ia forming the ground for the ultimate decision,
4. On the occasion of a bill in equity, eliciting evidence only on behalf of one side of
the suit, to wit, the pursuer's, and that only
the defendant's disserving evidence, the allegations cf the pursuer not being admitted
as evidence, but being knowingly and purposel¥ allowed and required to be false : the
elidtation of the evidence of extraneous witnesses being postponed to an indefinitely disrant period, and then elicited in no other than
a mode eminently uninstruetlve,
In the establishment of these arrangements,
immorality has soared to such a pitch of irapudence, as will be matter of astonishment to
any future age, in which these abuses, and
the others connected with them, shall have
received a remedy,
In the case of an action at common law,
subjecting any man, at the pleasure of every
other man, to the torment of litigation for mz
indefinite length of time--for
years together, if such be the tormentor's pleasure, without requiring any ground whatsoever,
In the case of a bill in equity, not only
not requiring on the part of the pursuer any
ground whacker, in the shape of true evidense, hut admitting and even forcing him, on
pain of miscarrisge, tolaunch out into a stnng
of false allegations, which being notoriously
false, are not, and cannot be employed in the
character of evidence,
Order of clicitation, as between evidenceholder and evidence-holder:No fixed order can be otherwise than mischievous.
What order will be most convenlent it is impossible to know, otherwise than
from the particular circumstances of each ind_vidual case.
Rules end circumstances on which the
choice depends :_
1. Of the evidence of two evldence-holdms, A and B: if the evidence of A, and the
effect of it, can he understood without refefence to the evidence of B ; while the evi,_spm of B cannot be understood without
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reference to the evidence of A, let the eeldense of A be first elicited.
If while neither can be understood without the other, or each may be understood
without the other, while, in consequence of
distance or ill health, one of them can be eli-"
cited before the other, let that one be first
elicited, which, as above, is capable of being
first elicited.
The first evidence capable of being elicited
will of course be that of the applicant. But
after that, it is impossible to decide correctly
by any general rule, whether the evidence of
the proposed defendant, if there be but one,
or the joint demand or the evidence of a cointeressee of the applicant, will be to be heard
to most advantage.
In regard to a defendant, all you can say in
favour of his priority, as between him and a
co-interesseeoftheapplicant,
is,thatadecision
should not be given to his prejudice, without
his having an opportunity of being heard.
But this applies not without exception, to
any but penal cases. For in civil cases, to a
considerable extent, decisions affecting a defendant's interest will always require to be
given in cases in which, by reason of distance
or other causes, he cannot have been heard:
only, in these cases the decision should be
provisional, being liable to amendment in his
favour, in the event of his showing sufficient
cause.
In the English system, one circumstance
that contributes to keep out of sight the
demand for an indefinitely variable order of
elicitation, is the vast distance between the
;ime of the delivery of the demand, and the
_,arliest time at which any ultimately eraployable e_idence can be received ; to wit,
the half-year between the completion of the
chain of pleadings, and (in country causes)
the time of the circuit. So vast is this time,
that in most cases all parties on both sides
have time to prepare and produce their evidences. But though, in perhaps 99instances
out of 100, this time is some dozen or some
hundred times more than sufficient, cases
there will always be, in which it is not so
much as suffieient. In these cases, application will be made for further time : and if
the case be, that the defendant is in the
wrong, and his mind in a state of evil.consciousnoss, here is another half-year at least
gained to him for the enjoyment of the fruits
of his iniquity, -- to take advantage of his
own wrong, -- while the lawyers of both
classes, official and .professional, are made
sharers in his sinister profit, by the price at
which they concur respectively in the selling
to him this undne advantage.
Wastcof evideneecoupled mostlywith the
elicitation of evidence in an unapt shape :
!. Testimonial evidence ciicitediu its best
shape, is elicited by.v/_d eoce reception
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_adiquA_ue interrogation, aecompenied pa_
ruination by a justice of peases in a case of
pussu wtth minutatinn, fullowed by recerda- felony, the evidence is in the flr_t place take_
tion.
in the best shape; but the whole of what on
2. Elicited in its next best shape, it is e/x Ihat occas_n is taken in that best shape, il
cited by serlptitive reception and undlquJ;qne taken in waste, not being suffered to be erainterrogation, in the same manner, backed J) ployed on theoecaslon of the ultimate inquiry
the a_surance of the witnesses being upon called the trial."
oeeaslon subjected to interrogation as to the
On every account, the all,later interest of
same points vlv_ voce.
the judges is engaged in preserving the e_mEvidence in its best shape is not yet at its tom of taking the evidence in its worst shape:_
maximum of aptitude, unless subjected to nor is it exposed to doubt, that it is by that
amendment upon occasionpot only'to re- same sinister interest, that the custom of
elicitation in that same best suape, out to taxmglt II, luose had shapes was produced.
elieitation in the scriptitmus shape.
1. The interest of the purse. This intoOf course, no such supplemental evidence rest they have given themselves by the price
ought to be elicited without mandate from the which immediately,or through the medium of
judge, with or without previous opportunity
theirofficia/subordinatesand professionaleon.
afforded of opposition,
nexions, they have established themselves in
When evidence is wasted, the waste is the the habit of exacting, by a/lowance from, and
less to be regretted, when, being taken in in partnership with, the government, which
an utterly unapt shape, or a less apt shape on those same occasions has given itself the
where it might have been taken in a perfect- advantage of the sale and denial of justice.
ly apt shape, the shape it is taken in, is one
2. The interest of the pillow. In the best
in which it ought not to have been taken,
shape---the oral shape--the judges have the
1. In the grand-jury bearing, antecedently
]ongandlaborious occnpation of superintend_otria/onindictment,
what evidence is taken, ing, and oceasionallyassistlng, the elicitation
is taken in the secret mode, without oppor- of the testimony ofthe witnesses : that testitunity of counter-interrogation, or counter- runny is frequently drawn into tediouslength,
evidence,
by inaptitude in all its shapes on the part of
2. On the occasion of the equity mode of the witnesses; to wit, moral, intellectual,
elicitation by bill, concluding with interroga- judic_a/, and appropriate relevant talent.
tories, although, so far as regards the interIn its worst shape--the
affidavit shape_
rogatories, the shape is not inapt, yet being it is presented to them through a channel the
necessarily introduced by a tissue of notori- most agreeable to them of any in which it is
ously mendacious assertions, it is in so far possible to be presented : their old friends end
elicited in a supremely unapt shape,
associates impregnated with the same sinister
In the al_davit shape, it is elicited subject interest and the same s*ock of ideas, acting
to counter-evidence in the same bad shape, in a sphere which is subordinate to their own,
but not. subject to counter-interrogation in and by which their style of address is kept
any shape : much less subject to suhaequentia/
constantly in a struin of reverentia/hotoage.
and emendatory undiqudq_e interrogation, in
the oral shape.
In this case, the shape in
which it is received is one, in which it ought
A P P E N D I X B.
not on any occasion robe received.
In some sorts of suits, itis received in no
ACCOUNT-TAKING
JUDICAother than this bad shape, and forms the sole
TORIES.
groundwork which the ultimate decision can
ever have. These ire_
Tu_al_ is a certain species of eases, which
1. In civil cases, in all the judicatories, all will naturally appear to create a demand for
tontestation relative to incidental demands, a particular sort of indicatory, acting by s
made on the occasion of a suit, except that in particular set of rules.
These are the eases
which the ultimate decision, called the trial, of which, in common practice, cognizance has
[ms place,
been given to a _pecia] juc!icetory, distinguish2. On an information, it has place on the able from the ordinary ones by the name of
oe_sion of the preparatory inquiry, "whether an account.takingjudieatory.
evidence elicited in the only good shape shall
By an account-taking judlcatory, tm_ero
be received,
stand a sort ofjudieatory which has no other
H ere it is elicited altogether in waste : the
more expensive mode of inquiry, by evidence
" By a rt.cent statute (6 & 7 _r IV. _-I14)
this its worst shape, being employed ante- a prisoner is entitled to hve a copy of the evi_
eedently to the eventual employment of evi- dents so t_krn before the justice; and to have it
read at the ulaL The judge always has thi_ evidence in relation to the same facts, elicited dcnce before him ; although, except in avery few
in the best shape,
c_es, it can only be asea by him as a guide ta
On "Lheoee_,n
_f the preparatory exa- the ex_min_Ltionof the witoes_e_.--Rd.
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gmployment than the settling the bahnce, or
lay difference, due as between one party and
another, in consequence of mo,ley or money's
wurth, disposed of at divers t,mes, by each,
ot the desire or otherwise tor the benefit el
the other,
Of the common characteristics of these
ease.,, the principal one, and t hat an essential
one, is thls: on the occasion of the inquir_
carried on between the parties, oppositinl_ of
interests has place, but not, unless by accident, act ual contestation.
From this principal characteristic arises
another, which accordingly may be termed a
derivative one : the evidence on which the
decision is grounded consists msinly ofapiece
of written evidence, the trustworthiness of
which has not for its assurance the custom,try securities of counter-interrogation, or, by
means of the ceremony called an oath, punishment in case of falsehood : a voucher is, in
English practice, the name given to s piece of
evidence to which this effect is given,
Of u judicatory of this sort, the ordinary
oecepation consists accordingly in the reeeption given by the judge to the vouchers presented by or on behalf of one of the parties,
On one side of the account stand the articles
which the party admits that he has received ;
of which reception, no other proof, it is manife_t, need be required : on the other, the
articles which he alleges he has delivered, or
caused to be delivered ; and of the several
acts of the delivery, or assemblages of acts
of delivery, the several vouchers are exhibited
as conclusive evidence,
But ere an account can be settled in a manner conformable to justice, decision on the
_ubject of divers collateral demands may incidentally require to be delivered : each such
demand being of a nature to be contested,
and thereby constituted the matter of a dis.
tinguishably-separate suit, Of these demands,
examples are as follows : -1. Application for the disallowance of u
voucher, on the ground of its alleged unauthcnticity,
2. Allegation of a fraud, ha respect of the
non-performance or real-performance of some
service, the due performance of which is attributed bv the voucher.
3. Application for liberty to exhibit evidense of the performance of some service, of
which it is alleged by one party that it was
rendered by him to the other, but that no
voucher for it was received ; or that, an uppropriate voucher for it having been received,
was by some accident lost : in any of which
eases, either the value of the service will of
course be lost totbe applicant, or in proof
of its having been performed, such other evi.
deuce as the ruse happerm to afford must be
lexldbited and received,
An account brought before a_adge, to be
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settled by him between the parties, may thus
be considered as a congeries of suits, oaeh
party in ease of eontestation being pursuer in
respect of the payment ofeverysum of money,
or other service, which he alleges as being
due to him : and de|endaot, in respect of each
such *ervice as, being demanded at his hands,
he refuses to perform. Here, then, are in this,
asln other eases, two partiesintereeted, and a
judwatory which on the subject of each such
demand is to decide between them.
Certaiu cases, however, there are, and even
to u vast extent, in which on no more than
one side is any party seen acting.
On the other hand, considering the variety
of the matter above designated, under the
name of collateral matter, that would be liable
to come under consideration, _ no suflieieut
reason appeart, why on this occasion the qtub
lifications requisite on the pert of an ordinary
judge should be.regarded as superfluous,
Still, however, a reason occurs, aad one
which seems a sufficient one for committing
this species of matter to a particular species
of judieatory:
this is, that a judge-depute,
.whose time was exelufively or principal_"
employed in the judication of business of so
narrow a description, could not thereby bein
a situation to acquire experience extensive
enough for forming the qualification of a
judge at large.
On this and other accounts, a competent
person would scarcely be willhag to aeeapt,
for this business, a pecuniary remuneration
so small as what would content him in the
other case.
Business of this sort being an object of
general dislike, a judge-principal would not
be able to obtain deputes in sufficient numbets, on any other terms than, ha the ease of
each individual, an engagement _ot to eraploy him on this b_iaess`
On all these accounts, the most eliglhle
arrangement seems to be, the committing the
location of functionaries for this purpose to
the justiea-minister
at once, or that that
minister should locate an audit judge-prhacipal, and he locate deputes ia such number
as he should find sufflcignt.
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INDIA--JURY
SYSTEM.

D_uS1_,_Iaesmeq__e_.eoft_egoedcmmtemmee shown last semion in both Hol_,
when the subject of juries was ineidentall_
brought forw_d, Mr. Wynn appears to have
set bi_Af
to work at anmething_
I could
_otexactlydiscover
what. "But there is much
virtue in • begionhag, and m I know Mr.
Wvnn to have been _'eking iefermation e_
the anbjeet from the very best authority he
could resort to-- Sir A. Johnstone _ I am
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full of hopes, trusting as I do, that you will D//ed for all ordinary is,rues, civil or erimimd,
keep your eye on the thing in the Hour. so fit for our proposed juries ;) and they _e intlmt the htdtan nnniater n_y be encouraged _tructed discreetly in the law. and have the
at well as watched,
evidence expow_ded by s European judgeI would indeed it wove possible ¢o se_d advocate in general ¢ourts-martial_and
by
cut S/r A. JoAmco_ to India. to introduce a European officer of their regiment cornnative juries thexe, as he so well effected it pletely skiUed in miser courts. In comein C.et,ion -- for I eonfess I have many fears quence, though the entire administration of
for the result of the experiment on aeoouat military law has been leh in the hands of
of the unfriendly hamts to which it mus_ thesenativejuries.astheymaybeealled.evell
nor_s_arily be entrtml_L
What judge from in the most ticklish times,the}' are _cer_
Scotland to Bengal, " Usque Auroram ad ever known ¢0 do wroa 9. This has ptevailfd
l_angem, °' ever eordlal_, loved to divide his for sixty or seventy years I From the _e
power with a jury ? But in this case, we have classes, or better classes of society, the c/v/[
not to contend with that proeli_ty alone, or jurors may he taken; and the thing, if not
in its simplest form, The king's judges in loaded with _d_sord m_! revolting oaths too
tJ_ rolral cour/_ st the three great cities mudh may be converted into s mark ofd_(C*leutta, Madras, and Bombay), will pro- tinction.
But all this depemi_ on the Combably Dot much like having to em_eult with pany's mervants I The European offmers of
juries heueeforth in civil (quasi. criminal)the Sepoys are ,h,o Company's servants : but
case/b in making assemsment of damages _ or mark the difference of position as to checks.
where the parties desire a jury-verdict in The European judge._dvocate is selected for
preference to abench-verdiet.
But the king's his talents out of a mess of candidates, all
judses have never been ucc_tomed to eel in quick to discern his faults, _nd aspire to his
criat/nM matters without juries, and they will shoes, if he neglee¢ his duty. The court in
rather feel _vourable thjm otherwise to the which he and his native jurors sit is an opeB
salinise/on of natives and half-c_tes,
tribunal-- white and blark auditors frequelat
The danger I fear is from the Company's it. The native officers are commissioned
servants, who will have the sole condttet of they must he treated as gentlemen; not bxdthe experknent in the provincial courts, by tied or lint dowQ with etmtempt. The .profax the most important part of it. inasmuch ceedinge are all recorded (saving the opm_
u titre it is wholly new to the people as of individuah, which are strictly sv_retL)
tO the imps;
and is in fa_ s politic mad they must go up to a division eomma.dhng
scarcely perceptible beginning --- of teaching
offieer, who m_y be of the king's service,
our aubje_s to take a share in self-governto the judge-_Ivoea_ to report on _ to the
meat, and of giving them an irJterest in the commander.in.chief (who is always a king's
support of our foreign _,egime. To this I officer,) and therefore of a diff_rent corps
have no sort _f doubt _he Compeay and their from the original European judge. Finally,
servants w_H bear no good-w/li : it is not in they may. be he,ded up to government, sttd
the nature o_"thins they should, ff we con- sre published invariably in general orders,
sider who _he# are, and how chosen, that re- _th the comments of the commander _m
present the Companyiin Engla.nd_and
who them, to every regiment. But wha_ checks
tAey s¢¢, had ht,w hrough[ up, as a separate are provided for the conduct of a Company's
caste from early )'0ut_ that eoa_uo_e the civil servant? Whatshalleflldeutlycontrold
servants abroad, _.nd are the monopoliser_ of eaaehion and tyranny, ff he he capable of
all office andpower there : _rising from the such _ What shall keep down his ill-will to
bottom to the top of a list of plaoemen, all the jury system? his jealousy of the partial
_p'u_ag _o hoard and bring away all they eclipse which his autocracy m the _mvmee
can ; bound to India by _o sympathies _no
must euffer ? hi_shabitual insolence Of o/flee?
permanenoy _ an root in the tand.
the white msn's_ the r_h man's _the eDil
Io the infasey of the meditated fi_give servaat's fedings, toward_ the black__the
juries, evarythiog will depend upon the pro_oor _ the " low" man ? /_o_hing but the
_b_ciatjudges.
But where sh_dlwe look/or
feeble, formal, " regular elustnd" colgrO °1
* iiheral phila_J_ropic mimi like Six A. John- of official superiors, dist_t many dqff_as
at_n_, m_fious that the thing should work of latitude, or longitude perlmps--and
all
weU ; careful in selecting--is
i_strueting_
belonging to the r,ame corps with the supin discreetly leadi_ the inexperienced ._,ud_osed offender. There is no vicivage of his
i]1.q,],,lifu_J jurors in the as_ly stegos of the equals -- no community to stand in awe of,
Jastibation? Thenativeofface_ofour
Sepoys no one independent of his direct a_uthurlty
J_tve _tLl4fi_n firom the ranks _ar_e all taken or indirect influence I Yes: the tribunals are
from t_A,m,b/ee_tstesof*o_iety--_t_ye_,
open--open
to the poverty-b]ambed, igno_/ryma,
and ao/d/e_*' eA//_ea ; but _hey rant, timid bhck man, who ventures to wa_
have It phtin mu;1_imple _
of laws to deal such a _
with the great men of his diswith (not Idmp_tlnm
might easil9 be com- txieX :-- " open" -- but with every atag_
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loaded with costs, stamps, sad law-tuat_on,
gresterin proportion to the extreme indlgence of our well-ground eastern subjects,
than those of England, -- and more remote,
more inaccessible, than even our courts.
If no better checks than all this be provided, the attempt to put natives on juries
will utterly fail. I know of but one Cornpany's judge in India to whom I would cornmit such a charge with full confidence, s • • s •
But he is of the " liberal faction," and not
in favour with his brethren.
What, then, is
to be done toprevent this excellently meant
measure from miscarrying? There is but one
efficacious remedy, and to that must we come
atlastin India as at home--publicity ! Shame
and intimidation are its offspring, and bodies
or classes of men, I fear, in all countries, must
be governed by these, and by nothing else
so effectually.
None are so powerfully and
beneficially acted on by " publicity" and its
consequences, as judges---to none is it more
happily applicable. It is not the mere opening
the doors of a court, at which few attend,
sad fewer still can interpose on the spot to
resist abuse : it is the reporting of those present, to those absent--by
those who have
quick ears and ready memories or glib pens
• _to those at a distance, who are capable of
appreciating and judging, and acting, if need
be. The press--the freeand anonymous cornments of the press, can alone do this, and terrify evildoers
Let its abuse be subject to
all the severity of your libel laws ; superadd
therebn, the six-act penalty of deportation, if
you will: but let the penalties be inflicted
after trial, with or even without a jury, so
it be done judicially--done after hearing and
determining in public; and not vindictively,
privately, summarily, and by the executive
power--by
the fellow-servants of the offended functionary,
The press, to do any good in a country like
India, must be anonymous--1st, Because who
will dare openly to" bell the cat," in a country where the fortunes of every man depend
on the nostril breath of the despots and their
servants, to'whom England has delivered over
India, lease-bound hand and foot. Secondly,
Becausctherewouldbeaviolationofdecorum
in a servant criticising his master, an inferior
his superior's misdeeds, which ie entirely
c•red by the anonymousness of the criticism:
separating effectually the question of" who
writes," from that of " what is written f" Now
-at this unhappy moment in India, a man may
not report in the newspapers the verbatim
completed proceedings of a court of justice :
still less make any comments on what passes,
Very recently, Mr. "" • *, the editor of a
Bombay newspaper, has been transported at
a few days notice to England (via Cldna)_
ruined, in short, for repotting what he offered
to prove, by multitudes of wimesses on oath,
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to be s literal and true report of what passed
incourt.
He wc.s _ot ellowed to do this, but
wu required by Governor __ • a and hiscouncil, at the instigation of the King's judges_
*•_•
and sas_to
admit that what he
had published was false, ortobe ruined. He
i was accordinKly transported, the judges not
choosing to exert their power, /n tkeir own
cowrt, of raising the question of contempt.
Such arethe facts : they speak for themselves.
lfsoch be the system approved of at home
and to be acted on abroad, of what avail can
it be to make judicial reforms of any sort?
but, in particular, what rational hope can
there be of effecting so great s change as that
of admitting the natives of India to take any
real share in the administration of justice
among themselves? But we shall be told, if
the press be set free to touch on judicialmst: ters, who shall restrain it in politics, or hinder
it £r_m becoming the vehicle of safe complaint
against oppression? As to the latter, what
honest man or honest government, considering
itself the equal protector of all its subjects,
would wish to shut up any avenue by which
the complaints of the weak and the wronged
may possibly reach its ear, or at least intimio
date the wrongdoer? But in respect to polltics] discl_ssion through the press, this very
Governor himself has admitted, as yoll may
see in the Oriental Herald, that there is not
a shadow of danger in respect to the natives.
And most true it is, that not one in a rolllion is capable of comprehending the most
common discussions on politics, though able
enough to understand the use of publishing
their complaints aloud. It is for the sake of
keeping down the Europeans and half-castes,
and of keeping up the arbitrary system of
the Company, and gratifying the haughtiness
and official insolence of the privileged caste,
that the authorities in Leadenhallostreet and
in India, to a man, oppose anything like freedora of opinion. They feel, perhaps, that the
Company could not long stand sgain_ the
force of public opinion, and are acting in narural self-defence.
Are you aware, that in India there are no
institutions, no bodies, no corporations, _no
two men, in short, who have a right to lay
their heads together, and petition the government, using the plural we r A single individual may no doubt " bell the eat," if he
please, but all meetings are as strictly forbidden, as the use oftypos or expurgated books
is prohibited even to Europeans I In the old
slave colonies of England, or the United
States, where th# state of society is so fearfully delicate, there are no/aws against the
press generally : but woe to the printer or
editor who shoulduse his, to excite•he slaves
to revolt, or even run hard against the vitlated feelillgs of the slave-owning majority|
If he did not starve for want of congenial

wee_o him if_ _uldeotr_
before which they manifested fer • ,_J_n_; in tim
an infuriated jary of ov_
and slave-admini_ea'ation of which they them,eh, u hall
cttorneys, on an eatily "trumped.up indlet- no share. _ from the difficulty which Enm-men_i_r seditlouslibell
Canwe not, then, pean judges, who were not only ju¢_
in India. a handful as we are of whites, trust law, but aho judges of fact, experlem_i in
suff_ientiy to the " esprit de corps," and ascertaining the degree of credit which tb_
the sense of common safety, to deter an Edi- ought to give to native testimony, _ mid,
tor (if want of subscribers could not cool the finMly, from the delay in the proeeedinlD of
Quixote) from exciting revolt, and persuading the court, which were productive of great
the native to eat his own and hi- fellow Eu- inconvenience to the witneues whoattende¢!
ropeans' throats ?
the sessions, and great expense to the governBut I shall not further porsue this branch meat which defrayed their coats. The obvious
of the argument : my object is mainly to way of remedying these ew'is in the system
show, that without a press, without instituof administering justice, was _first, TO giw
tions, without rights of person or property,
the natives a direct interest in that eyatemo
without the privilege of using fredy their by imparting to them a cormiderable share,in
skill, industry, and capital, without safe and its administration ; ,econd/_, To give them a
organized means of complaint or petition,-proper value for a character for veracity, by
Europeans, who in India are as yet the only making such a character the condition upon
cousiderable class capable of estimating and which they were to look for respect from
influencing the conduct of public men, are their countrymen, and that from which they
powerless and helpless ; and that the intro- were to hope for promotion in the service o[
duetion of jury-triM, or any other improve- their government ; tliirdt_, To make the run.
ment that depends materially on the conduct tires themselves, who from their knowlod_
of those who are to set the machine in too- of their countrymen Candecide at ones upon
tion, to be other than a mockery and waste the degree of credit which ought to be given
of time, must be accompanied by some safe to native testimony, judges of fact, and there.
and easy means of embodyin9 public opinion by shorten the duration of trials, relieve wig.
oa t_e spot, where Mone it can have that nesses from a protracted attendance on the.
force in reacting on the judges, of which courts, and materially diminish the expense off
delay and distance so effectually deprive the the government.
The introduction of trial
injored wheu it has to travel hither,
by jury into Ceylon, and the extension of the
18'25.
' * " " *
right of sitting upon juries to every native of
To Jeremy _entham, Esq.
the island, under certain modifications, seemed
to me the most advisable method of attaining
these objects. Having consulted the chief
>riests of the Budhoo religion, in as far as the
_'rom the Right Honourable Sir Alexander
Ching_ese in the southern part of the island
Johnston,
_ and the Brahmins of Ramlseram, Mad•r•,
• o _aa
and Ja-Cua, in as far as the Hindoos of the
Right Honourable Charles IV. Willlaras Wgmn,
President

of the .l_oard of Controul.
aSthMay _s_.
Dsa_ SIR, _ I have the pleasure, at your
request, to give you an account of the plan I
have adopted, while Chief-Justice and First
Member of His Majesty's Council in Ceylon,
for introducing tri.,d by jury into that island,
and for extending the right of sitting upon
juries to every hMf-easte native, as well as to
every other native of the country, _o whatever caste or religious persuasion he might
belong. I shall explain to you the reasons
which induced me to propose this plan. the
mode in which it was carried into effect, and
lhe consequences with which its adoption has
been attended. The complaints against the
former system for administering justlee in
Ceylon were, that it was dilatory, expensive,
and unpopular. The defects of that system
arose from the little value which the natives
of the country attached to a character for
veracity, _from
the total want of interest

northern parts of the island were concerned,
-- I submitted my plan for the introduction
of trim by ju_y into Ceylon to the governor
and council of that island. Sir T. Maitland,
the then governor of the island, and the other
members or the council, thinking the adopLion of my plan an object of great importance
to the prosperity of the islemd, and fearing
lest objections might be urged against it in
England, from the novelty of the measure
(no such rights as those which I propmed to
grant to the natives of Ceylon ever hawing
been granted to any native of India)--sent me
officially, as first member of the eoundl, to
England, with full authority to urge in the
strongest manner the adoption of the measure, under such modifications as bis Majeaty's Ministers might on my representetiorm
deem expedient. After the question had been
maturely considered in England, a chafer
pas_d the Great Seal, extending the right of
sitting upon j_ries, in criminal eases, to every
native of CeyLon, in the manner in which [
had proposed; m_d on my return to Ceyhm
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•q_/th this charter in November 1811 its provL
tamm were immediately carried into effcot by
me. In order to enable you to torm some ide_
of the mannerin which the jury-trial is intro,
dueed amtmg_t the natives ..nd half-castes of
Ceylon, l shal! explain to you--first,
What
quahties a native of Ceylon to be a juryman ;
_.d/y, How the jurymen are summoned at
ue.h session ;
_//9, Howtheyarechosenateaehtrial;
and,
44h_y, How they receive the evidence and
glefiver their verdict,
Every native of Ceylon, provided he be e
_eeman, has attained the age of 21, and is a
permanent resident i:_ the island, is qualified
to *fit on juries.
The fiscal, or sheriff of the
province, as soon as a eriminal session isfixed
for hi. prownce, summons a considerable
number of jurymen of each caste, taking partie_dar care that no juryman is summoned out
of his tufa, or so as to interfere with any agri_
¢xdtural or mamufaeturing pnreaits in which
he may be oeonpied, or with any religious
eeremon_ a_ which his caste may require his
attemtanee.
On the first day ot the session,
the names of all the jurymen who are summooed are called over, and the jurymen, as
well as all the magistrates and police-officers,
axtend in court, a,ld hear the charge delivexed
by the judge. "]['heprisoners are then arraigned ; every primner has a right to be tried
by thirteen jurymen ot his owll caste, unless
anme reason why the pr/amnershould 1lot be
tried by jurymen of his own caste earl be
urged, ho the satiffaction of the court, by the
advocate-fiesta1 (who in Ceylon holds an office
very nearly shuRar to that held in Scotland
by the Lord Advocate;) or unless the prisoner
himaslf, from believing people of his own
•este to be prej_lie_d agamst him, should
apply to be tried either by thirteen jurymen
of mwthor caste, or by a jury composed of
iudf.eagesor
Europeans.
As soon as it is
decided of what caste the jury is to be com.
posed, the regtatrur of the court puts into
an urn, wlfieth stmlds in a eonspieuous pats of
the court, a very ennliderable number of the
of jurymen cf that dase out of which
the jury is te he formed: he enntinues tot
draw _daenames out of the urn, the prisoner
having a right to object to five peremptorily,
and to any number for cau*e, until he has
drawn the names of thirteen jurymen who
have not been objected to. Thoee thirteen
_m'ymen are then sworn, according to the
tbrms _ftheir respective religions, to decide
tqam the c_e aecor_ling to the evidence, and
witheut partiality. The advocate-flute1 then
epeas_t_e rose for the prosecution (through
m interpreter if necessary) to the jury, and
proceeds to al! all the witnesses f_the
prmecuti_,
whom evidence is tak_ down
(through an imerpreter if necessary, in the
_g
of tha_y,)by
the judge; the jury

PEOCBDURE.
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haw
• right to exsmlne, and the I_-__ __
to eroubexamine, any of the above witnesses.
When the case for the prosecution is closed,
the prisoner states what he has to urge in his
defeat'e, and eall_ his witnesses; the jury
having a right to examine, and the prosecnton to cross-examine them, their evidence
being taken down by the judge. The proseeutor is seldom or ever, unless in very psrtitular cases, allowed to reply, or call any
witnesses in reply. The case for the prosecution and for the prisoner being closed, the
judge (throughaninterpreterwhen
necessary)
recapitulates the evidence to the jury from his
notes, adding each observations as may occur
to him on the occasion. The jury, after deliberating upon the case, either in the jury.
box, or if they wish to retire, in a room close
to the court, deliver their verdict through
their foreman in open co_t; that verdict being the opinion of the majority of them. The
most scrupulous care is taken that the jury
never separate, nor communicate with any
pertun whetevex, [row the moment the}" are
sworn, till t_h_r vernier i_ delivered as atbresaid, and has been publicly recorded by the
registrar. The number of native jurymen of
every caste in Ceylon is so great, and a knowledge beforehand what persous are to compose
a Jury in any partieular case, is so uncertain,
that it is almost impossible for any person,
whatever may be his illilueuce in the country,
either to bias or to corrupt a jury. The great
number ofjurymeu that are returned by the
fi_¢_a|or sheriff to serve at each sessions-- the
impartial manner in wh.ch the names of the
jurymen aredrawn--the
right which the prisouer and prosecutor may exercise of objectizlg to each jurymen as his name is drawn-the strictness which is observed by the court
in preventiJ,g all commuuication between the
jurymen whentheyareonce
sworn, and every
otherpersu_J, tilttheyhavedeliveredtheirver_ diet, give great weight to their decibion. 't he
: native jurymev being now judges of faet,nnd "
the Iguropeun judge_ only judges of law, one
_3uropea_tjudge oulyjs"_,ow necessary, _hete
formerly, when they were judges both of law
and fact, two, orsemetimes three, were_ecesaary. Thenative jurymen, from knowingthe
different degrees of weight _hich may safely
he given to the testimonyoftheir countrymen,
decide upon questions of fact with so much
more promptitude than Europeans could do,
thatsince the introduction of trial by jury an
trial lasts above • de)', and no session above
a week or ten da)_ at farthest ; whereas, befi_rethe iatrmtoctina of trial by jury, a _i_le
_ial used sometimes to last six weeks or two
months, and a single session not mffrequeatly
for three months. Ali the aatives who attend
_.he court* as jurymen ebtain m mush infer.
matinnduringtheirattendance,
relative_tlue
modesofproceedingandtherules
of evidence:

J_ve. C.]
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that since the establ;__e_t
of jury-trisl,
in the war between the same _govermnents
goverlJment have been enabled to find among 1816, which was fiveyears a/_er thelntrodn_.
the half-caste and native jurymen, some of the tion of trial by jury, the inhabitants of the
mo_t emc_ent and respectable native magis- British settlements, so _ _om showing tim
trates in the country, who, under the controul smallest symptom of disxa_tisfsetion,took, du.
of the supreme court, at little or no expense ring the very beat of the war, the opportnnity
to government, administer justice in inferior of my return to England to express their grit.
cases to the native inhabitant_.
The httro- titude through me to the British government .
duction of the trial by native jurles,--at
the for the very valuable right of sitting upon
same time that it has increased the efficiency juries, which bad been conferred upon them
and dispatch of the court, and has relieved by his present Majesty, as appearsbytbeadboth prisoners and witnesses from the hard- dresses conta/ned from page 16 to page,50 in
ships which they ineurrod£rom the protracted the printed papersherewitb sent. The charge
delay of the criminal sessions,_bas,
indepen- delivered by my successor, the present chief.
dent of the savings it enabled the Ceylon justice of the island, in 18'20, contains the
government to make immediately on its in- strongest additional testimony which couIdbe
troductinn, since afforded that government
afforded of the beneficial effects which were
an opportunity of carrying into effect, in the experienced by the British government from
judicial department of the island, a plan for a the introduction of trial by jury amongst the
permanent saving of ten thousand pounds a- natives oftheisland.
Seethat charge in pages
year, as appears bymy report, quoted ill page 8 _9 and '790 of vol. x. of the Asiatic Journal.
of the printed collection of papers herewith As every native juryman, whatever his caste
sent." No man whose character tot honesty or or relit_ion may be, or in whatever part of the
veracity is impeached, can he enroUed on the country be may reside, appears before the
list of jurymen. The circumstance of a mint's supreme court once at least every two years,
name being upon the jury-rollis a proof of his and as the judge who presides, delivers a
being a man of unexceptionable character, charge at the opening of each session to all
and is that to which he appeals, in case his the jurymen who are in attendance on the
character be attacked in a court of justice, or court, a useful opportunity is afforded to the
in case be solicits his government tor proton- natives of the country, by the introduction o!
tion in their service. As the rolls of jurymen trial by jury, not only of participating them.
are revised by the supreme court at every selves in the administration of justice, but
session, they operate as a most powerful an- also of hearing any observations which the
gins towards making the people of the court- judges in delivering their charges may think
try more attentive than they used to be, in proper to make to them, with respect to any
their adhereJlee to truth : the right of sitting subject which is connected either with the
upon juries has given the natives of Ceylon ad,x_inistratlon of justice, or with the state of
• value for character which they never felt sucietv or morals, in any part of the country.
before, and has raised in a very remarkable The' _lifl'erence between the conduct which
manner the standard of their moral feelings, was observed by all the proprietors of slaves
All the natives of Ceylon who ar_ enrolled as in Ceylon in 1806, which was before the injurymen, conceive themselves to be as much troduction of trial by jury, and that which
a part, as the European judges themselves
was observed bythem in 1816, which was five
are, of the governmel_t of their country ; and _ears aher the introduction of trial by jury,
therefore feel, since they have possessed the Is a strong proof of the change which may be
right of sitting upon juries, an interest which brought about in public opinion, bytbejud_es
they never felt before in upholding the British availing themselves of the opport unity which
government of Ceylon.
their charging the jury on the first day of seeThe beneficial consequence of this feeling sion affords, them, of circulating among the
is strongly exemplified in the difference be- natives of the country such opinions as may
twcen the conduct which the native inhabi- promote the welfare of any particular class of
tents of the British settlements in Ceylon society. As the right of every proprietor of
observed in the Kandian war of 1803, and slaves to continue to hold slaves in Ceylon,
that which they observed in the Kandian war was guaranteed to him by the capitulation
of 1816. In the war between the British and under which the Dutch possessions had been
Kandian governments in 1803, which was i surrendered to the British arms in 1796, the
before the introduction of trial by jury, the British government of Ceylon conceived, that
native inhabitants of the British settlements
however desirable the measure might be, they
were for the most part in a state of rebellion: bad not a right to abolish slavery in Ceyinn
by any legislative act ; a proposition was bow* This alludes to the documents and evidence ever made on the part of government by me,
l_tvco before a select committee of the House of
Cemmom,, which was appointed, about sixteen to the propr/etors of slaves iu 1806, before
yesmago, toinqu_, amongstotber mattex_lnto trial by jury was introduced, orgiug them to
tbej_
institutions in ]India._Ed.
adopt some plan of their own accord, for the
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gradthd abolition of slavery. This proposition
they at that time unanimously rejected. The
right of sittin_ upon juries was granted to the
inhabitants of Ceylon in 1811: from that
period, I availed myself of the opportunities
which were afforded to me, when I delivered
my charge at the commencement of each seasion to the jurymen (most of whom were conslderable proprletorl of slaves,) of informing
them of what was doing in England upon the
subject of the abolixion of slavery, and of[
pointing out to them the difficulties which
they themselves must frequently experience
in executing with impartiality their duties as
jurymen, in all case, in which slaves were
concerned.
A change of opinion upon the

[A_,._

subject of slavery was gradually perceptible
amongst them; and in the year 1816, the proprietors of slaves, of all _tes
and religious
persuasions in Ceylon, sent me their uuanimous reAointlons, to be publicly recorded in
court, declaring.free all children born of their
slaves after the l_th August 1816, which m
the course of a very few years must put an
end to the state of slavery, which had subsisted in Ceylon for more than three eenturies.
I have the honour to be,
Dear Sir, yours very falth_dly,
(Signed.)

ALl_tt. JoltNs'ro_.
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ADVERTISEMENT

BY

THE

EDITOR.

THz history of the present Work is somewhat curious: it is extracted from two sets of
manuscripts, differing considerably as to their arrangement ; the one in French, and the
other in English, written by Mr. Bentham between forty and fifty years ago; and which
do not appear to have been ever confronted together.
Both these manuscripts, with Mr. Bentham's papers on Punishment, were, at the desire
of M. Dumont, placed in his hands, and, together with some few additions from his own
elegant pen, form the matter of the work published by him (at Paris in 1811) raider the
title of Th_orie des Peines et des R_compenses.
Of this work three editions have been
printed in France, and one in England: the " Rationale of Reward" occupies the second
volume.
In
above
could
httion

preparing it for its appearance before the English public, the Editor has taken "the
volume as the _oundwork
of his labours; but having availed himself wherever he
of the original manuscripts, h/s will, in many in_tanees, not be found a literal tram,of M. Damont's work.

The additions made by M. Dumont are marked out, where distinguishable, by appropriate
indications. One of these additions being at variance _th Mr. Bentham'spresentopinione,
has given rise to the remarks which immediately follow.
ED_oa of Original Edi_ioa.

REMARKS

BY

MR.

BENTHAM.

,* Catherine's Scale of Ranks:"--"
Bentham or Dumont, on Pensions ofl_,etreat?°'_
which yon please.You ask my presel,t thoughts:1 am all obedience.
Allow me
only to name the place. Not in your work, but let it be in a sequel I am preparing for it.
From that which you have so kin_Uy made yours, those wicked thoughts would scare away,
readers, whom, ff content with what you give them from my first friend, that sequel_may
have aehance for. In that production may be seen, not in description only, but/n term/m_,
the arrangements, which, after from forty to fifty years for reflection, exhibit the practical
I do not say the now practicable _ result of the principles of yours : and that eiesred
(forgive my saying so) of what now shows itself to me as dross. Nor yet will it di-aw
readers from yours ; -- for in yours alone will be found discussions, explanations, and reasonings at length ; in the new one (except where the opposite officially avowed principles"
a_e _mlned)
little else than results.
Official Aptitude Maximized ; Erpense Minimized.
In these words you have the title
of a plan of official economy and education that gives denomination to the whole, and an"
indication of the matter of the fiast and principal part. Sand your readers, if you h.,ve any,
to that work. There, wi_h official economy, mad official education, they may see national
growing out of it--added
and that without need of additional description or expense.
There, confronted with Radical, they may see Whig and Tory economy, and take thear
choice. 1 say Whig and Tory ; for these twv are one.
As to Catherine and her ranks, they rank not quite so high with me now as then. Pensions of retreat would be invited to make their retreat from your pages, were it not for
my respect for editors and readers. In my own work may be seen a jpicture of them,
printed in those colours which now appear to me their proper ones.
"Revise?"
Impolsible: not to spcak of my doing you more harm than good. Iuthe
French alone, the " Pensions of Retreat" have already cost me--I
had almost said
1net me--more
days than I can endure to think of: I who have so few telL, and work
enough left for a hundred dines the number. What I have found pns_ble, I have done,
looking over the tides of the chapters and sections (_till in the French alone) and, in
reh:ion to them, submitting what appears h_ -'.e an appropriate wording, together with
seine Ht*le alterations and additions which presented them_Ives to me as amandaumug
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OBSERVATIONS.

THz greatest happiness of the greatest humher ought to be the object of every legislator:foraecomplishing his purposes respecting
this object, he possesses two instruments _
Punishment and Reward. The theories of
these two forces divide between them, although in unequal shares, the whole field of
le_slatibn,
he subject of the present work is Reward ;
and not reward alone, but every other use
which can be made of that matter of which
rewards may be formed.*
In the following work, the different sources
from which rewards may be derived are exstained ; the choice which ought to be made
between the different modifications of which
reward is susceptible, is pointed out; and
rhlas are laid down for the production of the
greatest effect with the least portion of this.
precious matter,
On the one hand, indication is given of the
veno&, more or less concealed, which is ineluded in the employments which have too

[ commoaly been made of it; and an attempt
I_has been made to .take away from others"
] certain imputations which the enthusiasm of
] virtue has cast upon them.
The limits have been traced between the
fields of reward and punishment; the springs
of that mechanism developed, whence those
laws arise to which the power is attributeA
of executing themselves, and directions given
for that combination of remedies, the sweet
with the bitter, whereby so happy a union
is produced between interest and duty.
The advantages of a system of remunera,
tory procedure are pointed out ; an idea given
of the course it ought to take ; and an enumeration made of the uses of the matter of
re,yard which are not remuneratory.
I The nature and effects of salaries and other
official emoluments are inquired into ; the
nature and degree of the encouragement proper to be afforded to the arts and sciences is
discussed ; and, finally, the question, _ How
far it is possible beneficially to apply artificial
reward to the encouragement of productioa
• Everythingwhlch can be given in the shape and trade, is considared._
ef rewardmaybe called matter of reward. This
abstraot term is neeesaary_ since in many cases,
"_"In this edition, the portion of matter which
without being reward_ thts matter may be era- constituted Book IV. ha_ been detached, and
ployed for the same purpce_ as reward; whilst will be printed, with additions fromthe MS, aa_
there are other cases m which it ought to be em- " Manual of Political Economy."
ldoyed for other pu_
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CHAPTER
I.
DF_XSZTIO_S.

; which, in consideration of some service supposed or expected to be done, is bestowed
on some one, in the intent that he may be
Rgw_lm, in the most general and extenaive
benefited thereby/f
sense ever given to the word, may be defined
When employed under the direction of the
to be_ a portion of the matter of good, • prlndple of utUity, it operates as a motive

'=

• A porltoa o,f the matte,, of good, and not a pleasure_ or exemptions from the pains them.
ptetion of goed _tself. The causemust be distin, selves. It is t_e former alone which the legitguished from the ttFect_-- the means of obtain- lator has to beatow.
ln£ pk.aan_e_exempuons from tmlns, from the
1"Or, einm Reward, in a eeztaln seme_ b
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A_O/;.tbe_qmm_e
of aet/ons useful to so- |
6. Noble actions, and disflnguishe_ in.
_y', in the_me manner as, under the same I stances of virtue : in considering which, not
_hmce,
pu_ichment operates in the pre- [ only the immediate benefit should be regard_ention of actions to which we ascribe an _ ed, but their influence as examples upon tbo
m_urinus tendency.
[ cultivation of similar excellencies.
The services, in the production of which |
Such is the field of services : such, therethis precious matter may'be.employed, may | fore, is the field of reward.
be distinguished into ordinary and e_traorWith regard to re_ar_s, the most impord/nar_j,
rant division is into oceasimmlandpermane_t.
Ordinary services may be subdirided into The first are applied, according to timesand
regularly recurring or routine, and occasional, circumstances, to a single indtvidual, or to a
By routine services, 1 mean those which, in number of individuals, in virtue of some in.
all the various departments of government,
sulated and specific service.
The othersaro
the public functionaries are bound to peribrm charged upon some general fund provided for
in virtue of their respective offices,
an indeiinite mnnber of persons, and for a
By occasional services, [ mean those re- succession of services.
qtfired by the government at the hands of
In consequence of the extent and permapersons not iu its employ.
They belong nence of their effects," it is prine.ipally with
almost entirely to the administration of jus- regard to the latter class of rewards that it
tics, and that branch of the police which is viii be found of importance to establish the
ennneeted with it _ as denouncing and pro- true princilfies which ought to regulate-their
•eeuting criminals, giving judicial evidence,
distribution. Occasional rewards being conand seizing persons accused, &e. To the same fined within narrower limits, and their effects
head may be referred services rendered to more transitory, erroneous views respecting
individuals in ea_e of fire% inundations, and them are comparatively of trifling conseshipwrecks: inasmuch as the government is quenee.
interested in the preservation of every indiThe most extensive use of the matter of
vidual in the community, the_e services may reward takes place in transactions between
be considered as rendered to it.
individuals.
In the vase of personal services
To the head of extraordinar_j services, may which are pertbrmed in virtue of a contract,
be referred_ 1. Services reudered to the the pay given to him by whom they are reno
whole community by new inventions,_,dving
dered, is his reward. In buying and selling,
to the operations of government, in any of ! the reciprocal delivery is the reward for the
its different branches, an increased degree of _mutual transfer.
But the pubLie, that is to
perfection : sttch as important improvements I saY,the government on account of the public,
in military or naval tactics, fortification or has a demand for a variety of services and
shipbuilding, &e.; in the mode of adminis- !goods exactly similar to those of which an
tering justice, regulating the police, or the individual stands in need: and it isthus that
timmees, or in any other part of the field of the most advantageous mode of employing
legislation,
the matter of reward, even in the ordinary
2. Services rendered in time of war, by course of business, enters into the sphere of
the seizure or destruction of objcvts contripolitics, and claims the attention of the lebuting to the power of the enemy, or by the gidator.
preservation of such as belong to one's own
country.
3. Services rendered by persons exercising
CHAPTER
II.
the office of foreign ministers, consisting in
S_ATTVaOF REWARD-- SOURCES.
the prevention or termination of the edlamities of war, or in the bringing about useful Brrw_.r._ the four objects _ delinquency,
alliances,
puni._hment, expenditure, and reward, the-e
4. Discoveries of great importance to the is an intimate connexion.
_l.e who k_.o_ra
mt_mentation of the national wealth ; new thoroughly the nature a-'_- l_:_'.'!e _-:_q.methods of abridging labour ; the introduc- cations of any one, know_ thoroughly tile
tion of new branches of industry. &c.
nature and possible modifications of all the
5. Discoveries in science, which are not rest. Why so? Because they are tdlofthem
susceptible of in, mediate application to the but so m_my modifications of good mad evil
arts.
--of the instruments or muses of pain and
pleasure, considered in a particular point of
tmaong the number of those names of ficutiuus view.
_,'hatever mischief being produced
entities which cannot be expounded butbyp_racontrary to the wilt of the legidator, takes
phrasi% it may be said, that-- Reward is given the name of an offence, the same when proto
aman_ when,
in consideration
of some
service
lmpposed
or ex.J_.ctedto
be rendered
by hix_,
a duced in pursuance of that will (so it be
see'ice, which _tis intended should be a sexvice_ with a direst intention on his part that the
Is done to him.
' party shall be a sufferer by it) takes the name
VoL. IL
N
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of punishment. Reward isto good, what the publicservice.But in thiscase,the
punishmentisto evil: rewardon one part principal
objectisnothonour,butpower :supposesexpenditure
on the other: what- superiority
inrankisinvariably
accompanied
everisreceived
by one partyon the footingby superiority
in command. The honour
of reward,isexpended by some other:-- whichaccompanies
the powcr isbutan acciwhen a view, then,isgivenof the scveraidentalappcndage.
possible modifications of offence, a view is
Catherine lI. extended the application of
atthesame timegivenin reMity,ifnot in thisarrangementto the civil
service.She
name, of the severalpossible
modifications
distributed
allthepublicofficers
inthecitil
of reward,
departmentintodistinct
and even numcrica[
This may atfirst
sightappe_ a paradox; classe,,
corresponding
with the distribution
but astheabsenceof good iscomparativelyof ralLk
in the army :-- secretaries,
judges,
an evil,so the absenceof eviliscompara- physicians,
academician._,
allthe civiltunelivelya good: thenotion,therefore,
ofevil, tionarics,
beingadvancedby steps,
a perpeand of allsortsof evil,is includedin the tualstateofemulation
andot'hopestimulated
notionof reward,
theirlaboursthroughout
thewhole courseof
The several
modifications
ofthematterof theircareer.Itwas an invemioni_lpolitics,
reward may becomprisedraider
fourheads: which matchesthemo_t ingenious
di._covcry
I.The matterof wealth; 2.Honour ; 3. inartthatthepresentcenturyhaswitnessed.
Power ; 4. Exemptions. I_Jrespect
of the At onestroke,withoutviolence
or injustice,
employment ofthe direct
mode foraffordinghereditary
nobility
was deprived
ofthegreater
pleasure,
itbelongsnotpr_perly
topohrical,
° partofitsi_juriou_
prerogatives.
The forebutto domesticgovernmentoreducation, most inrank and wealth beganhi_careerat;
I.T_e Inalter
of u'ealth.--_Xoney,
orrao-_theloweststep: hisascentthrougheachgra.
ney'swortt_,
is by much the most common daltondependingupon the appointmentof
stuffofwhich rewardsaremade ; and inge- thesovereign,
ifwithoutmerit,he was left
neralthemost suitable
ofwhich theycanbe behind,whilemen ofthemost obscurebiath
made: why itisso willappearhereafter, took precedenceof hhn. This enginewas
2.Honour.-- Honour may be made outof themore powerful,
fromthe gentlene._s
with
any stuff'.Insome cases,itisproduccdby which itoperated--the
simplenon-collatlon
thebearinga particalar
titlenot hereditary,of reward petlbriningthe office
of punish--as thename of theofficca
man holds. In mcnt.
othercases,itishereditary,
aJldplacesthe
Anotheradvantagegainedby thetransferindividuals
bearingitin a distinct
rank, ence of the denominations
of the military
superior
tothatof theotherclasses,--as
in ranksiHtothe civil
service
is,thattherethecaseof thenobility.In othcrcases,it spcctborneby themilitary
tothecivil
tuneis unaccompaniedwith any distinguishing
tionaries
isthusinno smalldegreeincreased.
denomination,
oranyparticular
title,-asint Iti_an ingenious
artifice
forcmlqucring
the
the caseof medals,or publicthanksconfcr-barbarous
andabsurdco1_tempt
forcivil/'uricredafterany grcatvictory,
in the name of tionswhich prevails
in allmilitary
governthe kingand parliament.
Iments. The assimilation
of ra_iks'naturally
A 9raduatedscale
q/'ran/_s,
especially
when leadstothcas._imilation
ofrespect.
From the
itsgradations
aredeterminedby merit,and [timethatthisarrangement
was made, thenodepend
upon actualservice,
isan sourceof
excellent
ibility
were seeneagerly
toengag_inoffices,
institution.
It createsancw
whichbefore
theyhad regarded
withdisdain.
happiness,
by means of a hLxupon honoor,
Oidcrsof knighthoodappearlikefloating
almostimperceptible
to thoseby whom itis fragmentsdetachedfromsome such regular
paid: itaugmentsthesum ofhuman enjoy- systemofhonoraryrewards.
ment ; itincreases
thepowerofgovernment,
In some states,
anorderofknighthoodhas
by clothing
itsauthority
with benignity;it been established
under the title
of " The
opensnew s_nreesIbrtheexercise
of hope. Order of _lerit."Itmightbc supposedthat
themost precious
of allpossessions
; and It thisorderbad been established
asa jest,by
nourishesemulation,the most powerfulof way of satire
upon allotherorders.Not so,
allincentives
to virtuous
actions,
however:whatevcr ridicule
theremay be,
Such a graduated scale of ranks has at all falls exclusively npon those who arc meretimes been in use in the military branch of bers of this order : of all orders it is the least
distinguished ; the nobility are not candidates
a _Vhether wisely or not, it is, however, in I tbradmission-- they eonsxdcr it derogatory to
ta)rne countries employed by the government it- I their birtA. It is the reward of _ it may be
self. Under the cOnsulategovernmentof France, I purchased by, service.
f_tes were given at the expense of the govern- I
The higher ranks of knighthood, are they
merit in each year! on what werecalled lesjours [
¢omp/baerdab'e_. The prindpal part of expense { to be considered as rewards ? -- are they pub.
oC the opera at Paris, is said now to be defrayed l lie rewards?
To this question it appear_
blf ths government,
t di_/icult to give a decisive mmwez They are
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bestowed for so great a variety of reasons, couched in the following terms : -- " Whothat to give any description of them, which ever produces the most perfect die, shall be
shall be applicable to all cases, is impossible,
placed at the head of rite Mint." -- " WhoThey are sometimes given for the perform- ever produces a modelofthe most serviceable
ante of distinguished services ; but much piece of artillery, shall be placed at the head
more generally to courtiers and men of rank, of the Ordnance."_
" He who constructs
who are tile companions of the sovereign, to the swiftest sailing vessel, united _th the
increase the splemlour of his court. In these i most perfect means of attack and defence,
cases, the merit proved is, that theindividnal , shall be placed at the head of the naval aro
has m',ule himself agree.ble to the soverei_.m, ehiteeture."_
" The author who writes the
But if persons thus decorated claim distine- i best treatise upon commerce, finances, or tim
tions not belonging to other members of the i art of war, shall be placed at the head of the
community, -- if every one must yield them I Board of Trade, shall be first Lord of the
preeedenee, ought not some public reason to i Treasury, or Commm,der-in-Chief,
respeebe given for creating this superiorityfor i tively.
He who writes the best treatise on
this comparative degradation of tile largest i the laws, shall be made ChaneeUor."
portionofthe community? Ought such drains ; At first view, nothing can be more capriupon the respect of the public to be drawn vatingthansvchaphm;
butupontheslightest
in favour of an individual, till it has been examination, it _ill be found more specious
shown that he has rendered services to en- than solid. Why ? Because it is by no means
title him to thi_ special homage? When thus uncommon for a man who is in an eminent
conferred, is not a resource that might yield degree endowed with one of the qualities reimportant fruitsemployed with bad economy? quisite, to be altogether destitute of others
We shall return to this suhjeet,
equally indispensable.
3. Power.--The
principles which ought to
There arc, besides, cases in which even
regulate the distrflmtion of this great object this imperfect mode of proof is altogether
of human desire, belong to the bead of con- wanting.
During a long period of tranquil_
stitutional law, rather than to our present
lity, by what deserihable service can a mill.
subject. Power is created for a purpose al- tsry man display his talents for command ?
together different from that of servi2]g as Among the qualities most essential for such
matter of reward. Merit m not the only coo- a dut), are presence of mind. enlarged views,
sideration by which its distribution must be foresight, activity, courage, perseverance, pergoverned,
sunal influence, &c. &c. By what speeifieact
Under a monarchical government, for ex- c,m an officer who has seen no service, show
ample, the inconveniencies attendb_g the himself to be possesstd of any of these quaelection of a king may be so serious, that lifications ? We are reduced, then, to mere
the supreme power ought to he attached to conjecture.
The best founded opinions are
some qu,dification more manifest and india- drawn from his habits of life, his attachment
pen_able than the personal merit of an imti- to his profession, and above all, the eonfividual. In a mixed government,also, in which dence reposed in Into by those who are enthere is a chief magistrate, and a body of he- ,gaged in the same profession, whose opinion
reditary nobles invested with certain powers,
is tbundcd upon a multiplicity of acts, which
it may be thought proper that this body should in the aggregate constitute his character.
be composed of many members: but the more
Discermnen[, or the art of judging of innumerous, the less susceptible is it of that
dividual capacity, is a rare quality, whose
sort of selection which supposes in each in- use it is impossible to supersede by ganeral
dividuul distinguished merit,
rules.
Thus far, however, we may determine in
A slight advance might perhaps be made
general, viz. that power, wherever it can be in this ditticldt art, did we possess a catalogue
employed without inconvenience as matter of the indications of talents or capaeLty, as upof reward, ought to be so employed,
plicable to the various departmezat8 of state.*
In thus using it, the difficulty is to select
any act or event that shall serve as evidence
" For the illustration of the ideas of the authm
of the _:apacity of individu',ds for exercising Iupon
subject,together
I had prepared
a note, in of
which
hadthis
collected
various instances
the
the power with which they may eome to be prompt display oF that subtle and penetrating
invested.
In public employments, for ex- talent which detects the pot_ession of qualities
ample, how various are the talents required,
undiscernible to ordinary eyes. To avoid, how.
for the possession of which no single act ean ever_ engaging in too long a di_on,
I shall
he considered as satisfactory evidence! Were confide myself to a single instance. A person
this not the case, the greater number of public well acquainted with anecdotes relating to the
Russima court, gave me, while 1 was at Peters.
employments might be conferred as rewards burgh, the following account of the origin of the
for the performance of some determinate set- success of the High Chancellor Besborodko:
vice, respectively relating to them.
BeingstiU in a subordinate officebelonging to
In the Gazette, notices might be given, the Chancery, one day, when he had
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4. E_'emptlons.--Theleglslatorereatestwo
however without its use, in so far as it conIorts of evils, he appoints punishment for of- tributed to the spreadof enlightened ideas,)
reneges; he imposes burthensome duties upon she conferred upon them, amongst other prithevariousmembersofthecommunity.
Hence vileges, an exemption from allcorporalpunishexemptions may be of two kinds : exemptions
ment, cases of high treason excepted. This
frmn punishment already incurred; exemp- species of distinction, which as a reward for
tionsfrom civil
burthens,
legislators,
couldscarcely
be imaginedinany
An exemptionfrompunishmentalreadyln-otherstatethan one justemergingfrom a
eurred,
isa pardon.Pardonshaveoftenbeen stateofbarbarism,
had doubtless
foritsobgiveninthe way of reward,thatis,incoast- jecttheincreasing
theirself
importance,
and
deration
offormerservices.
Such actscannot theconferring
uponthem a sortofrankwhich
be foreseen
and provided
forby anticipation
: shouldlastbeyondtheduration
oftheir
duW.
theyarethe result
ofthediscretion
entrusted As a man may be punishedinhis person,
inthisbehalftothesovereign,
hisreputation,
hisproperty,--in
likemanUnder theEngRishlaw,however,thereare net,throughnecessity,
andnotwiththeview
instances
inwhich,by anticipation,exemption
ofpunisbing
him,he may be burthened.An
from punishmentisgranted; thatistosay, exemptionfrom a burthenisan exemption
beforethe punishmentis inflicted.
Thus, fromtheobligation
of rendering
service:
nero
from thepolicyorweaknessof thetemporal vicesareeitherservices
ofsubmission,
inthe
sovereign,
theEnglish
clergy
obtained
intimes rendering
of whichthe willof the partyhas
of barbarisman exemptioninallcasesfrom no share--orservices
ofbehaviour.
capital
and several
otherkindsofpunishment: Of exemptionfromservices
ofsubmission,
an exemptionwhichbeingbystatute
lawcon- not exactedin the way of punishment,we
fined,
in regardto causeson the one hand. shallnottirol
a greatvariety
ofexamples.In
whileby common law itwas extended,with GreatBritain,
members of theupper house
regardtopersonson theother,has leftthis of Parliamentand other peers constantly,
partof the penalbranchof the law inthe and members of the lower house at certain
confusion
under which itstill
labours."
_"
periods,
areexemptedfromarrests:
thispriThe nobility
followed
theexampleof the vilegethey may be considered
as enjoying
clergy.In almosteverycountryof Europe partlyon the ground of satisfaction,
partly
they have found themselvesinvestedwith thattheymay notbe diverted
from the exexemptionsof thisnature. AncientRome ercise
of theirfunctions,
and partlybecause,
settheexample. No citizen
couldbe putto beingmembers ofthe sovereign
body, they
death: Verres,convicted
of the most atro- would have itso.
ciouscrimes,
atonedforthem by enjoying
at
Among services
performedby action,are
a distance
fromRome thefruits
ofhisplunder,some whichmay bestyled
services
ofrespect.
V,rhen CatherineII.,empressof Russia,Itisa service
ofrespect
exactedby usagein
convenedtogether
deputies
fromallthepro- everykingdom inEurope not to weara hat,
vincesof thatimmense empire,under the orwhat isequivalent,
in thepresence
ofthe
pretence
of their
assisting
intheformation
of king.In Spain,some families
among the non codeoflaws(asortofparodyofthelegislability
enjoytheprivilege
ofremaining
covered
tireassemblies
offreestates,
which was not inthe presence
oftheking. In Ireland,
the
..........
head of one fmnily(the
family
•
•
,
.
,
. of the De
.
"'-,_--"-----_,_a_,°us,
u_tast_a_t_e_,l_n',prte_st_,,t_y_
_---'-'_-'----'_----_-"[ Courcys, earls of Kmsale) enJoys the like
that he had been particularl'v command_ to are- [exempUon, as a reward for some serwce ten.
pare. His first alarm being'over, he determined t dered by an ancestor.
how to act, and pretended to read the ukase in I
By a British statute, he who apprehends
quesuon, though he he!d in his hand only a ] and prosecutes to conviction a criminal of a
sneerofbtank
per
The
Empresswassowell
am descr'ption,
I
reeeive
d amongst other
• pa .
Iccrt"

---- "- --

was gompelied to acknYowledgchis neslect. The
Empress, less offended with the imposition than
struck by the presence of mind which it displayed,
forthwith placed him at the head of the departmeat, in. whi.ch before he had hell onlya subornmates_tuatmn Dumo_t
"
• In Poland,•_the poor gentlemen
serve as
domestics to the wealthy nobility: they perform
without scruple all the menial offices that are
reckoned by us as mc_t degrading. Them was
only one thing about which they were salicitous_
andwhich distinguished them from the class of
slaves : it was that they should not be beaten ex.
_pt when stretched
upona mattress.
t BeheStof Clergy_as abolished
by 7 & 8
G¢o. iV. ¢. 28, § 6. _ _d.

Frewords
anexomption
from
risho ees.
/gether .with the privilege of transferring that
i exempuon to another.
I By other British statutes, persons who have
borne arms for a certain length of lime iu the
service of the state, were exempted from the
obligation of those laws which, lest industry
should be too common, forbade a man from
working for his own benefit at a trade at which
i he had not worked seven years for the benefit
;of another.
There are various other exemptions of the
same nature : but as the object here is not to

g_vean exhaustive
view of theseseveral
exemption_, but toerely a few instances to seres
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by way of example, the above specimens may gedies, the audience, who saw the author in
suffice,
a box with au extremely beautiful young
One general observation applies to all cases duchess, required that she should give him
of exemptions from general obligations ira- a kiss, by way of acknowledging the public
posed bylaw : it is--that
the more severe the gratitude. The victim, a partaker in the gelaw% the more abundant, as drawn from this neral enthusiasm, felt apparently no repugo
source, is the fund of reward.
It may he nance to make the sacrifice : and, without
created by a mere act of restitutio., by ,tie the intervention of the magistrate, we may
rendering of justice : to some may be given trust to the enthusiasm of the sex, and their
what ought to be left for all: conditions may passion for distinction, for preferences (hat
be annexed to what ollght to be given gra- ,nay ammate courage and genius in their
tuitously.
The greater the mass of injustice : career.
inflicted, the greater the opportunity for generosity in detail. The oppressive government of one sovereign is a mine of gold to his
CHAPTER
IIL
successor. In the church, it is the good works
OF REWARD AND PUNISHMENT
COMBINED.
of their predecessors--in
tile state, it is their
bad works, that increase the treasure of their TI[EI_Eare some cases in which it would be
successors
In Russia and in Poland, eman- improper to employ either reward or punisheipation is a very distinguished reward.
A merit alone. They are those in which the
tyrant may reward hy doing less mischief,
two forces may with advantage be united
One word on the last article of reward-in which the legislator says to the citizen,
Pleasures. Punishment may be apphed in a_l Obey, and you shall receive a certain reward;
shapes to all persons.
Pleasure, however,
disobey, aud youshall suffers certain punishin the hands of the legislator, is not equally ment.
manageable : plcastzre can be given only hy
The two modes may be properly united
giving the means by which it is ptirchased-when the service required by the law depends
that is to say, the matter of wealth-- which for its performance upon a small number of
every one may employ in his otvn way.
persons, in virtue of the peculiar circumstanAmong certain barbarous or half-civilized
ees in which they happened to be placed. If,
nations, the services of their warriors have for example, the object be the securing •
been rewarded by the favours of women, dehnquent at the moment that he is about
Helvetius appears to smile s_-ith approbation
to commit an offence, to inform against him
at this mode of exciting bravery.
It was or to prosecute him _it
will be found experhaps Montesquieu that led him into this pedient, in order to ensure the rendering of
error. In speakiug of the Samnites, among such services, to combine with a reward for
whom the young man declared the most their performance, a punishment for their
worthy selected whomsoever be pleased tbr omission.
his wife, he adds, that this custOm was calIn such cases, punishment is useful in two
culated to prod.ce most beneficial effects, ways : beside the effect produced by its own
Philosophers distinguished for their hums- force, it also sustains the value of the rehi,y--both
of them good husbands and good ward. There is a very strong prejudice in
fathers, both of them eloquent against sla- the public mind against persons who accept
very, how could they speak in praise of a law pecuniary reward tot the performance of such
which supposes the slavery of the best half services; but when a penal motive is added,
ofthe human species? _how could they have the public resentment is abated, if not altoforgotten that favours not preceded by an un- gether removed.
The prosecution of a ericontrouled choice, and which theheart perhaps minal for the sake of the pecuniary benefit
repelled with disgust, afforded ,be spectacle derivable from it, is generally regarded M
rather of the degradation of woman than the discreditable; but he who undertakes the
rewarding a hero ? The warrior, surrounded prosecution to avoid being himself punished.
by palms of honour, could he descend to act will be considered at least as excusable.
The
the part of a ravisher ? And if he disdained desire of self-preservation is called a natural
this barbarous right, was not his generosity
propensity ; that is to say, is regarded with
s satire on the law _"
approbation. The desire of gain is a propenVoltaire relates with great simplicity, that sity not less natural; but in this case, although
at the first representation of one of his tra- more useful, it is not regarded with the same
approbation.
This is a mischievous prejuo
• In the Koran, Mahomet permits to his fol- dice : but it exists, and it is therefore neceslowers m add to the number of their concubines, sary to combat its influence. We must treat
which otherwise is limited, the captives whom opinions as we find them, and not act aa
they can take in battle, lit was not thus the
8eipios and Bay ards made use.of their victories, though they were what they ought to be.
_aeh is the dlfli:rence betwee_ barbarism and This is not the only instance in which it is
civ'dization,
ne,'essary to put a constraint upon men'l
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inclinations, that they may be at liberty to
follow them.
An instance of the judicious mixture of
reward and punishment is furnished by the
practice pursued in many schools, called challenging.
All the scholars in the same class
having ranged themselves around the master,
he who stands at the head of the class begins
the exercise : does he make a mistake, the
next to him in succession corrects him and
takes his place ; does the second not per•ceive the mistake, or is he unable to correct
it, the privilege devolves upon the third ; and
so of the rest ; --the possession of tire first
place entitling the holder to certain flattering marks of distinction,
The two incitements are in this case most
carefully combined : punishment for the mi._take, loss of rank ; reward for the informer,
acqaisition of that same rank; puni,hment
for not informing, loss of raz:k the _me as
for the offence itself,
If, under the ordinary discipline of school%
in the ¢ase where the scholar has no natural
interest which should induce him to point out,
the mistakes of hi_ associate, it acre attempted to produce these challenges by the
force of reward ahme, the opinion x_}rich thc
general interest _ ould create would oppose an
obstacle tothe reception of the rewald, most
difficult to be overcome : but when the )ouug
competitors have to say in their defence, that
they have depres._ed their neighbour merely
to avoid being depressed themselves, they
are relieved from all pretence for reproach ;
ever2r cue without hesitation abandons himself to the sug:estions of his ambition, and,
under the sanction of the law, honour cornbats with unrestrained impetuosity,
This ingenious expedient for exciting emnlation is one among the other advantages of
a numerous class. In the private plan of
educatiou, there areseldom actors in sufficient
number for the performance of this comedy,
The most favourable opportunities for le. gislation are those in which the two methods
are so combined, that the punishment immediately follows the omission of the duty, and
the reward its performance,
This arrangement presents the idea of absolute perfection. Why? Because to all the
force of the punishment is united all the attractiveness and certainty of the reward,
I have said certainty : but this requires to
be explained. Denounce a punishment for
such or such acts: the only individual who
cannot fail to know whether or not he has
incurred the punishment, is interested in coneealiug his having incurred it. On the other
hand, offer a reward, and the same individual
finds himself interested in producing the neee_ary proofs for establishing his title to it.
Thus a variety of causes contribute to the
_Mlure of punishment _ the artifices of the
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person interested, the prejudices against informers, the loss or failure of evidence, the
fallibility or mistaken humanity of judges
while to tire attainment of reward no such
obstacles occur : it operates, then, upon all
occasions, with the whole of its force and
certainty.
Before a celebrated law, which we owe to
Mr. Burke, the lords of the treasury were
charged, as they still are, with the payment
of the salaries of certain of the public servents. Justice required that all should be
paid in tire same proportion as funds for that
purpose were received. But no law was as yet
m force to support this principle. As might
uatural]) be expected, all sorts of preferences
had place : they paid their friends first, and
it cannot be supposed they forgot themselves.
When the fimds set apart to t his service were
insuffieictlt, the less favoured class suffered.
The dela3s of payment occasioned continual
compiaiuts.
IIow would all ordinary legislatol have acted ? He wouhl have enacted
that every one should be paid in proportion
to the receipts ; anti that ins regulations might
not be x_auting in lotto, he would have added
a direct pum-hmcnt for ils breach, without
mqnili.g it it were ea_) to be eluded or not.
Mr. Burke acted differently: he arranged the
different officers in classes ; lie prepared a
table of preference, in which the order is the
inverse of the credit which they might be
supposed to posse.-s. The noble lord% with
the prime minister at their head, bring up
the rear, and are prohibited fi'om ioachitmg a
single shilling of their pa.v, till the lowest
scullion has received every permy of his.
Ilad hc permitted these great officers to
pay themselves, and prescribed his *.able of
pret'erence for the rest, under the penalty of
losing a part of their salaries, what cmbarrassmcut, what difficulties, what dcla)s l
Who would undertake the odious task of informer ? How many pretences of justification
would they not have had ? Who would have
dared to attack the ministers?
In this arc
rangcment of Mr. Burke, till they have fulfilled their duty, they lose the cujo.vment of
all their salary ; they lose it without inquiry
and without embarrassment.
Thus rendered
conditional, their salary bet.omen in rel,lity
the recompeuce of their regularity in paying
the others.
The advantages of this invention may be
thus summed up. Their salary, depending
upon the performance of the service, is no
longer a barren gratification, but a really product3ve reward. The motive has all the for re
belonging to punishment: by the suspension
of payment, it operates as a fine. It possesses
all the certainty of a reward : the right to re.
ceive follows the completion of the service,
_dthout any judicial procedure.
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CHAPTER
IV.
OF THE UNIONOFINTERESTWITHDUTY,
AND Or SELr-EX_C_TIN_ LAWS.
WHAT has been said in the preceding chapter
will serve to elucidate the meaning of the
above two expre_ions, which, though in familiar use with political writers, have never
yet heen completely explained.
The legislator should, say they, endeavour
to unite iuterest with duty : this accomlflished ,
they consider perfection as attained. But how
is tl_is union to be brought about ?--what constitutes it ? To create a duty and affix a punishment to the violation of'it, is to unite a
man's interest with his duty, and even to
unite it more strongly than by any prospect
of reward. But thisis not universally at least
what they metal; for if punishment alone
were suffi'cient for the establishment of the
desired connexion between if,terest and duty,
what legislator is there who would fail in
its accmnplishment ? -- what would there be
to boast of in a contrivance which surpasses
not the ingenuity of the most clumsy politician ?
In this phrase, by the word interest, pleasure or profit is understood : the idea designed
to be expressed is, the existence of such a
provision in the law, a_ that conformity to it
shall be productive of certain benefits which
will cease of themselves so soon as the law
ceu._cs to be observed,
In a word, the union in question is produced whenever such a ._pecies of interest can
be formed as shall cmnbine the.force which
is peculiar to punishment with the certainty
which is peculiar to reward,
This connexion between duty and interest
is to a high degree attained in the case of
pensions and places held during pleasure. Let
us suppose, for example, that the continuance
of the pension is made to depend upon the
holder's paying at all times absolute obedience to the will of his superior. The penstoner ceases to givesatisfaction;
the pension
ceases.
There are none of the embarrassmeatsand uncertaintiesattendant on ordinary
procedure ; there are no complaints of disobedience made Hg_inst persons thus eircumstunted.
It is against the extreme efficacy
of this plan, rather than against its weakness,
that complaints are heard,
In some countries, by the revcnue laws,
and particularly in the case of the customhouse duties, it is not uncommon to allow
the officers, as a reward, a portion of the
goods seized by them in the act of being
smuggled.
Thi6 is the only mode that has
appeared effectually to combat the temptstions to which they are perpetually exposed,
The price which it would be worth while for
individuals to offer to the officers for conni-
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vance,can scarcely
equal,upon an averag_
theadvantage
theyderivefromthe perforn_.
ance of their duty. So far from there being
any apprehension ofth eir being remiss in its
discharge, when every instance of neglect is
followed by immediate punishment, the danger is, lest they should be led to exceed their
duty, and the innocent should be exposed to
suspicion and vexation.
The legislator should enact laws which will
execute themselves. What is to be understood
by this ? Speaking with precision, no law can
cxecute itself. In a state of insulation, a law
is inoperative : to produce its desired effects,
it must be supported and enforced by some
other law, which, in its turn, requires for its
support the assistance of other laws. It is
thus that a body of laws forms a group, or
rather a circle, in which each is reciprocally
supported and supports.
_Arhell it is said,
therefore, that the law executes itsel]', it is
not meant that it can subsist without the assistance of other laws, but that its provisions
are so arranged that punishment immediately
,follows its violation, unaided by any form of
procedure; that to one offence, another more
easily susceptible of proof, or more severely
punished, is substituted.
Mr. Burke's law, _',hich has atresdy been
mentioned, is justly entitled to be ranked
under this head. The clause which forbids
the ministers and treasurers to pay themselves till all other persons have been paid,
possesses in effect the properties of a punishwent annexed to any retardation of payments
_ a punishment which commences with the
offence, which lasts as long as the offence,
which is inflicted without need of procedure;
in a word, a punishment, the imposition of
which does not require the intervention of
any third person.
Beiore the passing of tlfi_ law, large arrears on the civil llst were allowed to accumulate : their accumulation bore the charactermerely of a simple act of omission, which
could not be cla_sed under any particular
head of offence, mid the evil of which might
moreover be palliated byathousand pretexts.
After the passing of this law, the ministers,
it is true, might still, in spite of the law,
continue to give to themselves a preference
over the other creditors on the civil lis_
there is no physical force other than existed
before to prevent them: butin virtue of this
law, anysuch preference would be a palpable
offence--a species of peculation which would
be strongly reprobated by public opinion.
Another example is furnished by the laws
respecting the payment of stamp, duties.
These laws are represented as among the
number of those which execute themselves,
mid are panegyrized accordingly.
This is
true with regard to so much of these taxes
as is levied upon contracts and law-procvod,

_,

_

inb_. Let us explain.their mechanism, The being made thelower of the t_o. With regard
-reaction given to private contracts, and the to honours which confer rank and privileges,
protection afforded by the law to peteR-and
there are commonly two sets of persona at
property, are serYices which the public re- whose expense honour is conferred: the perceives at the hands of the ministers of justice,
sons from amongst whom the new dignitary
The method in which these duties, then, are is taken, and the persons, if any, to whom
levied, is this : these services are at first re- he is aggregated by his elevation.
Thus the
fused to all persons without exception ; they greater the addition made to the number of
ar_ then offered to all persons who, at the price peers, the more their importance is diminished
setuponthem, have the means and inclination
--the greater is the defalcation made from
to become purchasers. Thus a protection,
the value of their rank.
which might be considered as a debt due from
The case is similar with regard to power.
ltke state to all its subjects, is converted into It is by taking away ldJerty or security, that
a reward, by means of the precedent eondi- power is conferred; and the share of each
tion annexed to it. This is not the time for man is the less, the greater the number of
examining whether this duty, which palpably co-partners in it. The power conferred in
amounts to the selling of justice, is a judi- any case must be either new or old: if new,
cious tax: all that is here necessary to be it is conferred at the expense of those who
observed is, that the payment is insured by are subjee_ to it ; if old, at the expense of
the security it affords, and the danger with those by _hom it was formerly exercised.
which the omission is accompanied.
Exemptions given in the way of reward
To range over the whole field of legidamay appearat first sight but little expensive.
finn, in order to ascertain the different cases This may be one reason why they have been
in whi_'h this species of political meehani._m so liberally granted by short-sighted _ovehas been employed, or in which it might be reig_ls, it ought however to be recollected,
introduced with advantage, does not belong that in the case of public burthens, the exto our present subject :-- general directions eruption of one increases the burthen on the
might easily be framed for the construction
remainder : if it be honourable to be exempted
of self-executing laws, and their application
from them, it becomes adisgraec to bearthem,
might occupy a place in " The recreations of and such partial exemptions at length give
leyislation."
birth to general discontent.
The exemptions from arrest for debt, enjoyed by members of parliament, are a reward
CHAPTER
V.
conferred at the expense of their creditors.
MATTER
OF REWARD-REASONS FOR
Exemptions from parish offices and military
_IUEBANDING.
services are rewar&_ conferred at the expense
of those who are exposed to the chance of
lr it be proper to be frugal in the distribution
bearing them. The burthen of exemptions
of punishment, it is no less proper to be so from taxes falls upon those who contribute
in thedistribution
of reward. Evil is inflicted
to the exigencies of the state.
in both eases. The difference is, that punishA privilege to carry on, in eoneurrenee
ment is an evil to him to whom it is applied with a limited number of other persons, a
--reward,
to him at whose expense it is up- particular branch of trade, is an exemption
plied. The matter of reward, and the matter from the exclusion which persons in general
of punishment, spring from the same root. are laid under with reference to that trade:
Is money bestowed as a reward ? Such mo- the favour is shown at the expense of the
hey can only arise frmn taxes, or original re- persons who are sharers in the privilege.
venue _ cdn only be bestowed at the public
if there be an instance in which anv mo_xpense: _truths
so obvious, that proof is dification of the matter of reward e_n be
•nneeessary; but which ought on all oeca- conferred without expense, it will be found
sions to be recollected, since, all other cir- among those which consist in exemption from
eumstances being equal, to pay a tax to a punishment. When an exemption of this sort
given amount is a greater evil than to receive
is conferred, the expense of it, if there be
it is a good.
any, is borne by those who are interested in
Rewards, consisting in honour, it is corn- the inflietion of the punishment ; that is, by
monly said, cost nothing. This is, however,
those in whose favour the law was made,
a mistake.
Honours not only entrance the which the punishment was intended to enprice of services; (as we shall presently see,) force. But if, by the impunity given, the
thny also occasion expenses and burthens
sanction of the laws he weakened, and crimes
which cannot be estimated in money. There consequently multiplied, the pardon granted
is no honour without pre-eminence : if, then, to criminals is dearly paid for by their victims.
of two persons, for example, who are equal,
The evil of prodigality is not confined to
one profita by being made the higher, the the diminishing the fired of reward : it opeother sttffers in at least equal proportion by rates as a law against real merit. If rewards

pretended services enter into comp_ition
with real services. He succeeds best, who
aims, not to entitle himself to the _a_itude
of the people, but to captivate the goodwill
of him at whose disposal the fhnd of reward
is placed. Obsequiousness and courtly vices
triumph over virtue and genius. The art of
pleasing is elevated at the expense of the art
of serving,
What is the consequence?
Real services
are not performed, or they are purchased at
extravagant prices. It Janet suflic',ent that the
price paid for them be equal to that of the
false services: beyond this, there must be a
surplus to compensate the labour which real
services require. " If _o much is given to
one who has done nothing, how much more
is due to me, who have borne the heat and
the burthen of the day ?--if
par_ites are
thus rewarded, how ranch more is due to
my talents and industry?" Su_:h is the language which will naturally be emplnyed, a,d
not without reason, by tbe mao of eonseio_s
merit,
It is thus that the amount of the evil is
perpetually accumulating.
The greater the
amount already lavished, the greater the demand for still further prodigality; as in the
case of punishment, the more protusely it h_s
been dealt out, the greater oftentimes is the
need of employing still more.
When by the display of extraordluary zeal
and distinguished talents, a public functionary has rendered great services to his country,
--to associate him with the crowd of ordinary
subordinates, is to degrade him. IIe will _el
in respect of the fu_d of reward, in the same
manner as the disposer of it ought to have
felt.
He will consider himself injured, not
only when anything is refused to him, but
when anything is bestowed upon those who
have not deserved it.
A profuse distribution of honours is attended with a double inconvenicnce:
in the
first place it deteriorates the stock ; and in
the next, it is productive of great pecuniary
expense.
When a peerage, for example, is
e/Jnferred, it is generally necessary to add to
it a pension, under the notion of enabling the
bearer to sustain its dignity.
It is thus that the existence of an hereditary nobility tends to increase the price liecessary to be paid in the shape of reward,
Has a plebeian rendered such services to his
country as cannot be passed by with neglect,
the first operation is to distinguish him from
men of his own rank, by placing him among
the nobility.
But without fortune, a peerage is a burthen ; to make it worth having,
it must be accompanied with pecuniary rexs_rd : the immediate payment of a large sum
would be too burthensome; posterity istherefore made to bear a portion of the burthen,

in the price-of _et_ri_es of which it _q_"
_.
share_o_ the adwa_
But the _
I_
_
: fit might be pro_uredat a ]e_ _xped_:-_: - •'_
there were no hereditary nobility, pcnum_.."
nobility wouldanswerevery purpose. Amour
the Greeks, a branch from a pine tree, _
handful of parsley, --among the Romang
few laurel leaves, or ears of corn, -- were the
rewards of heroes.
Fortunate Americans l fortunate on ao many
accounts, if to possess happiness, it were antfieient to possess everything by which it hi
constituted, this advantage is still yours !
Preserve it for ever: bestow rewards, erect
statues, confer even titles, so that they be
_ersonal alone; but never bind the crown of
merit upon the brow of sloth.
Such is the language of those passionate
admirers of merit who would gladly see a
generous emulation burning in all ranks of
the community-who consider everything
wasted which is not employed in its promotion. Can anything be replied to them ? If
there can, it can only be by those who, jealm_s of the public tranquillity as necessary to
the enjoyments of luxury, and more alarmed
at the folly which knows no restraint than
at the selfishness which may be constrained
to regulate itself, would have, at any price,
a class of persons who may impose tranquillity upon those who can never be taught.
In some states, _he strictest frugality is
observed in the distribution of ress_rds : such
in general has been the _me under republican
governments ; though it is true, that even in
democracies, history furnishes instances of
the most extravagant prodigality _d corruption. The species of reward bestowed by the
people upon their favourites with the least
examination, is power_ a gift more precinus
and dangerous than titles of honour or peeuaiary rewards. The maxim, Woe to tl_egraterul nation/ is altogether devoid of meaning,
unless it be desig_ed as a warning against this
disposition of the people to confer unlimited
authority upon those who for a moment oh.
to.in their confidence.
After having said thus much in favour of
economy, it must not be domed that specious
_retenees may be urged in justification
of a
liberal use of rewards.
That portion of the matter of reward
which is superfluously employed, it is said,
may be considered as the fund of a species
of lottery.
At a comparatively small expense, a large mass of expectation is created.
and prizes are offered which every man may
flatter himself with the hope of obtaining.
And what are all the other sources of enjoymerit, when put in competition with hope ?
But can such reasons justify the imposition
or continuance of taxes with no other view
than that of increasing the amount of tb_
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disposable fund of reward ? Ccrtalnly not.
It vcould be absurd thus to create a realevil
--thus to pillage the multitude of what they
have earned by the sweat of their brow, to
multiply the enjoyments of the wealthy. In
a word, whatever may be thought of this
lottery, we must not forget that its prizes
must be drawn before we can obtain any useful services.
To the individual himself, sotire is more conducive to his happiness than
idle hope: the one developes his talent% the
other renders them obtuse ; the frstis llaturally allied to virtue, the second to vice.
In Enghmd, reasons, or at lea_-t pretexts,
have been found for the arbitrary disposalof
rewards, which would not exist under an sbsolute monarchy.
The constitution of par}lament gives occasion to the performance
of services of such a nature its cannot be
acknowledged, but which in the eyes of many
politicians are not the less necessary.
A
certain quantity of talent is requisite, it is
said, to save the political vessel fi'om being
upset by m_y momentary turbulence or whim
of the people.
We must possess a set of
Mediators interested in maintaining harmony
between the heterogeneous particles of our
mixed co:lstitution ; a species of Drill Serjeants is required for the maintenance of diseipline amongthe undulating and tumultuous
multitude.
There must be a set of noisy
Orato_ provided for those who are more
easily captivated by strength of lungs than by
strength of argument ; Declaimers for those
who are controuled by sentimentalism;
and
imaginative, facetious, or satirical Orators,
for those whose object it is to be amused ;
Reasoners for the small number, who yield
only to reason ; artful and enterprising men
to scour the country to obtain and calculate
the number of votes : there must also be a
class of men in good repute at court, who
may maintain a good undcrstandi_lg between
the head and the members.
And all this,
the)-say, must be paid for--whether
correctly
or not, does not belong to our present diseussion,
It may be further said, that the matter of
reward,'besides being u_d for reward, may
be used as a means of power, -- and that in
a mixed constitution like ours, it is necessary
to maintain a balance among its powers. Currain creations of peers therefore, for example,
which could not be justified, if considered 8s
rewards, may be justified as distributions of
power.
There is at least something in this
which deserves examination ; but its examSnation here would be out of place,
Want of economy in the distribution of
rewards may also be attempted to be justified,
by comparing the sum so expended with the
expense incurred in the carrying on of a war.
I advise every one who has projects upon the
public money, to employ this argument in
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preference to ecery other: wheu oue caleulaths the immense sum expended during a
single cempaigu, either by land or sea ; when
we reflect on the nlillions that vanish in
sound and smoke, all other profusion sinks
intoinsignificance.
When we behold the treasures of a nation tlowing away in such rapid
torrents, can any great indignation be felt
against those who, by art, or obsequibusoess.
or court favour, detach from the mass a
single drop or a small stream for their own
benefit ? If the people so readily lend th,,mselves to the gratification of political passions
--if they part so freely _dth their gold and
their blood, fur the momentary gratification
of their vengeance or their passion for glory,can it be expected that they will murmur at
the pompthey covet, and the few insig_ifieant
favours whicb their prince bestows ? Will
they be supposed so mean as to be nigg'ard
with pence mid lavish with millions ?
This modc of compari¢on is not new to
courts: it ought to have been familiar to
Louis XIV. if it be true, as there is reason
for believillg, that ihc bmlding of Versailles
cost two thousand millions of livres. In respset of expellse, this was more than equal to
a war: but at least it was expended without
bloodshed,there was no interruption of trade;
o_l the contrary, it gave vigour to imtustry,
and shed lustre over the arts. Wbst a fortuhate source of colnparison to the advocates
of absolute monarchy !
There is )et another mode of estimating
the justness of any public expenditure--another source of comparison somewhat less
agreeable to the eyes of courtiers.
Compare
the amount of the proposed expenditure with
an eq_.ml portion of the produce of the most
vexatious and burthensome tax. In this country, for example, let the comparison be made
with the produce of the tax on law proceedtugs, whose effect is the placing of the great
majority of the peoplein a state of outlawry.
The option lies between the abolition of this
.'tax and the proposed employment of its produce. They thus become two rival services.
It is a severe test for frivolous expenses, but
iris strictly just. Itowdisgraceful doeswasteo
ful luxury appear in the budget, when thus
put in competition with the good whose place
it occupies, or the evil of which it prevents
the cure 1
From these observations the practical conclusion is, that the matter of reward being all
of it costly, none of it ought to be thrown
away. This precious matter is like the dew:
not a drop of it falls upon the earth which
has not previously been drawn up from it.
An upright sovereign therefore gives nothing.
He buys or he sells. His benevolence consists
in economy. Would you praise him for generosily ? Praise also the guardian who la_'ishel
aamnghLsservants the property of his pupilg
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The most liberal among the _oman Eraperors werethe most worthless ; tor example,
Caligula, Claudius, Nero, Otho, Vitellius,
Commodus, Heliogabalus, and Caracalla : the
best, as Augustus, Vespasian, Antoninus,
Marcus Aurelius, and Pertinux, were frugal,
(E._prit des Loix, llv. v. oh. xviii.)
A most important les_n to sovereigns : it
warns them not to value themselves upon the
virtue of generosity--in
short, not to think
that in their station generosity is a virtue.
]f not a strictly logic-al argument, it i_, however, a popular and persuasive induction:-" Esteem not yourselves to be good princes
for a quality in which you ha_e been outstripped by the worst."

CtlAPTER
VI.
REMUNERATION
EX POSTFACTO.
Ir_ the preceding chapter it was stated, that
in accordance with the principle of utillty, the
costly matter of reward ought only to be employed in the production ot service ; and that,
ilJ accordance with thai princaple, a reward
can only consist of a portion of the matter of
reward, employed as a motive fur the productiun of service. This would seem to exclude
everything which can be tailed liberalit) -every act by which a reward ma) be bestowed
upon any service to wlnch it has not been
promised beforehand,
Such may appear the consequence at first
sight. A reward, it may be said, ought only
to be bestowed upon the performance of the
service to which it has been promised ; since
it is only where it has been _breseen, that it
enn have operated as a motive.
Why 0_on
bestow it upon a service, bow useful and important soever, to which it has not been promi_ed? The sere'ice you would have been
willing to purchase, at the expense of aeerrain rewm'd, has been happily rendered without any engagement on your part to bear the
expense. Why, therefore, should any reward
be bestowed ? why pretend to employ reward
in the production of an effect which has been
produced without it ? Is not this a useles._
employment of reward ?--is not this an expenditure in pure waste?
Certainly such an expense cannot be justiffed as a means of producing an effect, which
has by the supposition already been produced;
but it may be justified as serving to give birth
to other effects of a like nature, as likely to
cause future services to be rendered, which
will agree with those that are past--at least
in this, that they are services. A reward which
thus follows the service may be styled an
ear post facto, or unpromised reward. The
Society of.Arts has recognised and employed,
this distinction.
A reward bestowed in fulfilment of a promL_, upon the performance of
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a specified service, is called a premium. A
rc_ard bestowed without previous premise,
is called a bogntg.
To make it a rule never to grant a rev_rd
which has not been promise, is to tie upthe
hands of true liberality, and to renmmce Bll
chance of receivingany new kind of _rvice.
There is only one supposition which can justify this parsimony : it is, that every service
has been foreseen" and endowed beforehand.
Whether legislation will everattain tbis perfectlon, I pretend not to know. It has not
attained it a_ yet ; and till it be attained,
sovereigns may reckon liberality amongst the
number of their virtues.
Rewards which in this manner are the
fruits of lib,,rality, possess a great ad_.antage
over tho_e which are awarded in virtue of
a promise.
These, confined to one object,
operate only ppon the imlividual service apetiffed. The genial influence of the others extends over the whole theatre of meritorious
actions.
These are useful in determining
re,e-arches to a particular point ; the otberu
present an invitation to extend them to everythingwhich the inlman mind can grasp. These
arc like the water which the hand of a gard_'ner directs to a particular flower; the others
are like the dew whieh is distilled over the
whole surface of the earth.
A promised reward, bestowed upon one whe
has not deserved it, is entirely lost. An unpromised reward, thus improperly bestowed,
is not neeessaril._ lost. The hand of liberality
has been deceived, but the utility of the reward i* vnot altogether thrown away, whilst
opportunity is left for a better application of
it in filture. Had Alexander lavished upon
the man who, to obtain his bounty, exhibited
his skill in darting grains of millet through
the eye of a needle, the rewards he bestowed
upon Aristotle,
it would have been a proof
of prodigality and folly, whose effect would
have been to multiply the race of mmmtebanks and jugglers.
In re_arding Ar!_totle,
he, without doubt, rewarded much jargon,
of no greater value than this man's sleight of
hand in dar_ingmillet ; but sines, in the midst
of this jargon, a certain quantity of useful,
and at that time new, truth was found, the
rewards which this eelebrated philosopher
received may justly be placed to the account
of usefid liberality : their tendency wa_ to
multiply the precious race of instructors of
mankind-- the race of philosophers.
In t_aet, certain acts of liberality, which
could not be justified, if considered as promised rewards, may deserve more or less indulgence, may possess a sort of utility of the
same kind as that which belongs to rewards
not promised. Even the act regarded as service may not strictly deserve to be connected
with reward; but the disposition displa_ed
by the distributing hand in awarding a rucom-
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pense, may give birth to the expectation ofsimiler rewards for really meritorious service,
Rewards bestowed in pursuance of a pro.
raise, may be considered as conferred according to a law belonging to the class of written
laws; whilst unpromised rewards, thougb not
prodnctive of similar evils, may be considered
as establishing a kind of hw, or rather tacit
rule, analogous to that established by means
of punishment, in what is called unwritten
law. It would be fortunate, indeed, if the
penal law might remain unwritten with as
little inconvenience as remuneratory hw. In
the penal, mid even the commonly called elvii branches, these unwritten laws develope
themselves by a train of hardships, not to say
of injuries; whilst the worst which can happen
in the remuneratory branch of unwritten law
is this, that, by reason of its being unknown,
it may become a tissue of useless bounty,
Catherine II. did not allow the remuneratory branch of her laws to be exposed even
to this danger, from which there is so little
to be feared. Had thehand of liberality been
expanded-was the dew of reward poured
out upon the head of merit-- immediately
inserted in the Gazette, the notification of
the reward connected with the name of the
individual, and the service which had deserved it, was resounded throughout
the
most dist_mt and unfrequented parts of her
vast empire. It wouhl have been altogether
glorious, had she hastened to give the same
character of publicity and certa/nty to those
other branches of unwritten law, in which it
is required with so much greater urgency,
and had she never conferred favours which
she would have blushed to see gazetted.
In England, a noble example of reward,
ex po_t fa_lo, was exhibited in connexion with
the first establishment of mail-coaches. The
manager of a provincial theatre havi,g proposed to the minister this plan for the better
conveyance of letters, the plan was received,
and having been tried in one part of the kingdora, it was afterwards extended to the whole :
and this service being in eon_quence pertbrmed with a celerity and economy of which
formerly there was no idea,'--as
a reward,
the inventor was appointed Comptroller-goneral of the Post-office, with a salary of
._1.500 per annmn, besides a proportion of
the savings. A reward thus judteious and
equitable, transports us to the year 9.,440.t It
is equivalent to a proclamation to this effect:
"Men of genius and industry, employ your
talents for the service of )'our country ; exert
yourselves to the utmost ; produce your phms ;
their reception shall depend alone upon the
• See Pri_wiples of Penal Lcrw, Part I I I
Chap. XI. Vbl. I. p. br_i.
+ L'an 0.2440,by hi. Mercier; a st_eies of
Utopian romance, of which the idea wa._rageniou_b but the execution weak,
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opinion formed of their utility ; your courttry will not grudge the labour necessary for
their examination. Good intentions shall not
be treated with contempt ; you shall not be
nicknamed projectors by the idle and the incapable. Your plans shall not be disregarded
becanse of their authors; they shall not be
thrown aside because they are extraordinary,
provided they be useful. Impartiality shall
preside at their exanfination, and their utility
shall be the measure of your reward."
There may appear at first sight a discrepaney between this and the immediately preo
ceding chapter, but it is only in appearance.
I say here, no less than heretofore, that the
upright dispenser of public treasures gives
nothing, lie buys or he sells. With promised
rewards he purchases bespoken, clearly defined, and limited services ; with unpromised
rewards he purchases services unbespoken,
indeterminate, and infinite.
The difficulty
in both eases consists in making a proper
choice of the action to be rewarded.
This
choice will form the subject of subsequent
consideration.
CIIAPTER
VII.
PUNITIONAND BEMUNI:I_ATION--THFIK
RELATIONS.
WHEREFORE,
throughout the wi_ole field of
legislation, camlot reward be substituted for
punishment? I_ hope a less powerful ineentire to action than fear ? When a political
pharmacopoeia hs._ the command of both ingredients, whcretbreemploy the bitterinstead
of the sweet?
To these natural but unreflecting inquiries,
I reply by a maxim that at first view may
appear paradoxical :-- " Reward ought never
to be eu_ployed, when the same effect can be
produced by punishment."
And, in suppcJrt
of this paradox, I employ another : -- "' Let
the means be penal, and the de,iced effect
may be attained without giving birth to suffering : let the means be remuneratory, and
suffering is inevitable."
The oracular st_le, however, being no
longer in fashion, 1 shall in plain language
give the solution of this enigma.
When a punishment is denounced against
the breach ofalaw, if the law be not broken,
no one need be punished.
When a reward
is promised to obedience, if everybody obey
the law, everybody ought to be rewarded.
A demmld for rewards is thus created : and
these rewards can only be derived from the
labour of the people, and contributions levied
upon their property.
In comparing the respective properties of
puni_ment and reward, we shall find that the
first is il_aite in qnanttty, powerful in its
operation, and certain in its effect, so that it
cannot be resisted : that the second is ex.
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tremely liadled in quantity, oftentimes weak I pending upon personal qualification, the ira°
in its operation, and at all times uncertain in I propriety of punishment and the propriety of
its effect; the desire after it varying exceed- I reward are the greater, when the utility of
ingly, according to the character and cir- I the service is susceptible of an indeterminate
cumstances of individuals. We may remark degree of excellence; as is the case with
again, thattheprospectofpunishmentseddens,
worksof literature, of science, andthefine
whilst that of reward animates the mind ; that [arts. In these cases, reward not mdy calls
punishment blunts, while reward sharpens the i forth into exercise talents already existing_
activity ; that punishment diminishes energy, but even creates them where they did not
while reward augments it.
exist. It is the property of hope, one of the
It is reward alone, and not punishment, modifications of joy, to put a man, as the
which a man ought to employ, when his oh- phra_ is, into spirits; that. is, to increase the
ject is to procure services, the performance rapidity with which the ideas he is convero
of which may or may not be in the power of sant about succeed each other, and thus to
those with whom he has to do. This con- strengthen his powers of combination and insidered, were it necessary to draw a rough vetstion, by presentingtohimagrester
variety
llne between the provinces of reward and of objects.
The stronger the hope, so that
punishment in a few words, we might say, it have notthe effeetofdrawing the thoughts
that punishment was peculiarly suited to the out of the proper channel, the more rapid
production of acts of the negative stamp-the succession of ideas; the more extensive
reward to the production of acts of the pc- and varied the trains formed by the principla
aitive stamp. To sit still and do nothing, is of association, the better fed, as it were, and
in the power of every man at all times : to per- more vigorous, will be the powers of invenformagiven servieeisinmanyinstancesinthe
tion. In tbls state, the attention is more
power of one individual alone, and that only steady, the imagination more alert, and the
upon one individual occasion. This arrange- individual, elevated by his success, beholds
ment of nature suits very well with the mfli- the rareerof invention displayed before him.
mJted plenitude of the fund of punishment on and discovers within himself resources or"
the one hand, and the limited amplitude of the which he had hitherto been ignorant.
fundofrex_ardontheother.
The negative acts,
On the one hand, let fear be the only meOf which the peace and welfare of mankind tire that prompts a man to exert himself, he
require the performance, are incessant and in- will exert himself just so much as he thinks
numerable, and must be exacted at the hands necessary to exempt him from that fear, and
of every man : the positive acts, of which the Ino more : but let hope be the motive, he will
performance is required, are comparatively exert himself to the utmost, especially if he
few, performable only by car"tainpersons, and have reason to think that the magafitude of
by them on certain occasions only. Not to the reward (or what comesto thesamething,
steal, not to murder, not to rob, must be re- the probabihty ofattaiuing it)will rise in proquired at all times at the hands of every man : portion to the success of his exertions.
to take the field for the purpose of national
Such is the nature of extraordinary setdefenceto occupy a place in the superior vices, that it is neither practicable nor dedepartments of executive or legislative go- sirable for them to be performed by a large
vernment _are acts whichit is neithernecesmultitude of persons. If punishment, then,
sary nor proper to exact at the hands of more were the means employed to induce men to
than a few, or of them except on particular perform them, it would be necessary to pitch
occasions. To discover a specific remedy for upon some select persons as those on whom
a disease, to analyze a mineral, to invent a to impose the obligation. But of the per_Jonal
method of ascertaining a ship's longitude qualifications of individuals, thelegislator, as
within a given distance, to determine the such, can have no knowledge. Thecase will
quadrature of such or such a curve,-- are also be nearly the same, even with the axeworks which, if done by one man, need never cudve magistrate, if the number of the perbe done again,
sons under his department be considerable:
It is thus also with regard to such extra- for antecedently to specific experience in the
ordinary services as depend upon accident ; very line in question, a man's personal quailsuch as the giving of information when re- fications for any such extraordinary task are
quired, either in the judicial or any other not to be conjectured a priori, but from an
branch of administration.
Are you ignorant intimateacquaintance-such an acquaintance
whether an individual is in possession of the as it is impossible a man should have with
information in question, or if in passe,ion of a large number.
The consequence is, that
it, whether hebe disposed to communicate it? among any multitude of persons thus taken
Punishment would most probably be both in- at random, the greater number would not
efficacious and unjust as a means of acquiring perform the task, because they would not be
this knowledge : resort, then, to reward,
able to perform it. But in this ease, by tim
In regard to extraordinary services de- supposition, the_" must all be punished: hem
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there would be s vast mass of punishment
practicable to do with much less of this bitter
lald on in waste, and perhaps the end not recipe, than in the present state of education
compassed after all-- a mass of punishment
is commonly applied. All apparatus contrived
imparting beyond comparison more pain than on purpose might at least be spared. Towards
it would cost to provide a sufficient quantity providing a sufficient stock of incentives for
ofrewards,
allpurposes,
a greatdealmore mightbe done
• On theotherhand,letrewardbe employed, thaniscotmnoulydone,intheway ofreward
and notan atom need be spentinwaste; for alone: by a little
ingenuity
ill
theinvention,
Itmay be easily
soapplied,
and itiscommon and a little
frugality
in the application
; by
so to applyit,thatitshallbe bestowed in establishing
a constantconnexionbetween
thoseinstances
onlyinwhich theendiscorn- enjoymentand desert;granting
little
ornopassed--in
thoseinstances
inwhich notonly thingbutwhat ispurchased
; and thustransa benefit
isattained,
but a benefit
more than forminginto
reward_thewholestockofgrailequivalent
to theexpense.By punishment,
a fication,
oratleast
somuch ofitasisrequisite.
greatexpensewouldbe incurred,
andthatfor Ifpunishmentshouldstill
be necessary,
mere
the sakeofa faintchanceofsuccess
; by re- privations
seem to afford
in allcasesa suffiward, a smallexpenseisincurred,
and that cientstore.A completestock of incentives
not without a certainty of success,
might thus be formed outofenjoyments
alone'.
Again, punishment in these cases would
punishment, by the suspension of such as are
not only be less likely to produce the requi- habitual : reward, by the application of such
site effect, but would have a tendency to pre- as occasionally arise.*
vent it. How little soever the magistrate
But even when applied by parents and pre.
might be qualified to collect and to judge of ceptors, punishment, how well soever it may
appearances of capacite, for such appearances
succeed in raising skill to its ordinary level,
he would, however, naturally keepsome sort will never raise it higher: one of the imperof look-out.
To exhibit those appearances
fections of punishment remains still insuperwould therefore .be to run a chance of in- able.
Accordingl._, in the training of young
eurring the obligation and the punishment
minds to qualify them for the achievement of
annexed to it. The consequence is obvious:
extraordinary work._ of genius, the business
to make sure of not appearing qualified, men is best managed, and indeed in a certain dewould take care not to be so. We are told, gree is commonly managed, by punishments
that in Siam, when a man has a tree of extraand rewards together ; in such sort, that in
ordinary good fruit, it is seized for the king's the earlier part of man's career, and in the
use. If this be true, we may well imagine earlier st,_ges of the progress of talent, a
that g-ardening does not make any very ex- mixture of punishments al_d rew,ud._ both
traordinary progress in the neighbourhood of shall bc employed : and that, by degrees, puthe court of Siam.
Nature must do much, nlshment shall be dropt altogether, and the
for art, we maybe certain, will donotbing. We three employed consist of reward alone.
are told upon better authority, of a time when
There remains the case in which reward
it was the custom to give commissions to
officers to look out for the best singers, and
• See the chapter on Punishments and Rewards
press them into the king's service : mJless in
Practical Educatio_,
byought
Maria toand
Edgcworth--a
work which
be I,ovell
in the
they were well paid at the same time, which hands of every parent.
would have rendered the alarm occasioned by
No one who takes any interest in the public
pressing needless, one would not give much welfare, ca_ be unacquainted with the plans of
tO hear the music of that day.
education introducedby Mr. Lancv.ster. Among
That selection, which in cases like these is other contrivances to which his success may be
attributed, his system of rewards occupies a conso impracticable in public, is not equally so spicuous plac_ His school-room resembled a
in domestic life. To parents and other pre- toy shop: little carriages, wooden horse_, kitee,
¢eptors, it is by no means impracticable to balls, and drums+ were suspended by ropes or
make use of punishment as a motive.
They
hung upon the posts, and the walls were ornaare enabled to use it, because the intimacy
merited with halfpenny and penny priori Every
of their acquaintance with their pupils in candidate for reward, thus had always before his
general enables them to gtvea pretty good eye* the object of his desire, and he knew the
pricchemustlmy for theq_o6sessiounfit. Among
guess at what they are able to perform. It so large a number of boys, it has, however, been
may, perhaps, even be necessary to have re- found necessary to employ severer punishments
course to this incentive -- before the natural than such as consist in a mere-privation of plealove of ease has been got under by habit, and sum Those selected by Mr. Lancaster depend
especially before the auxiliary motive of the exclusively upon the dread of shame, and have
love of reputation has taken root, and while been made uniformly emblematical or charac.
the tender intellect has not as yet acquired teristic. Their efficacy far exceeds that of cot.
poral punishment, which children are apt to
snflteientexpansionandfirmnesstoreceiveand
make it a point of h_nour to brave, which they
tmtain the impressions of distant pleasures,
habituate themselves to suffer, or which inspirm
I say perhaps -- for .,it certainly might be them with a dee.bled aversion for study.
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is proper, because punishment--at
least punishment alone--would
be unprofitable. B._
unprofitable, I mean not inefficacious, but
uneconomical, unfrngal--the
interest of the
whole community together being taken into
the account, not forgetting that of the particolar member on whom the burthen wmdd
be to be imposed, and consequently the punlshment, in case of non-porformanee, to be
inflicted,
This seems to be the ease with all those
offices which, standing alone, are oOices of
mere burthen, whether the pm'ty favoured be
the public at large or any individual or elas_
of individuals : in all cases the labourer is
worthy of his hire ; and unless it be when
every man must labour, no man ought to be
made to labour without his hire -- the common soldier no more than the general, the
common seaman no more than the admiral,
the constable no more than the judge,
True it is, that take any man for example,
it may with propriety be said, that the public has a right to his services, has a right to
command his services, for that the interest
of any one man ought to give way to the
interest of all. But if this be troe as to any
one man who happens to be first taken,
equally true is it of any other, and so in suecession of every man. On the one hand,
then, each mania under an obligation to submit to any burthen that sha][ be proposed;
on the other hand, each man has an equal
right to see the burthen imposed, not upon
himself, but upon some other.
If either of
these propositions be taken in their lull extent, as much may be said in favour of the
one of them as of the other. In this case, if
there were no middle course to take, things
must rest in stalu quo, the scale of utility must
remain in equilibrio, one mau's interest weighing neither more nor less than another's ; the
burthen would be borne by nobody, a,d the
immunity of each would be the destruction of
all. Bat there is a middle course to take,
which is, to divide the burthen, and lay it in
equal proportion upon every man.
The principle is imlisputable : the appliestion of it is not free from difficulties. There
are many eases in which the individual burthen cannot be divided : an office, the duties
of which it requires but one man to perform,
eennot be divided amongst a thousand.
But
a mass of profit may be formed sufficient to
counto.rhalance the i:_ennvenienee which a
man would sustain by bearing the office. Let
the requisite mass of profit be taken from the
general fund, and the burthen is distributed
proportinnablyamongst thedifferent members

An expedient somethnes practi_din these
cases, is, instead of distributing the burthen
of the office, to lay it on entire upon somo
one person, according to lot. '1'his prevents
the injustice there would be in laying it upon
any one by defign: but it doe_ not correct
the inequality.
The mischiefs of partiality
and i_justice are obviated; but not so the
sufferings of him upon whom the unfortunate
lot falls. The principle of utility is in this
ca_e only partially followed.
It is one of those i_stances in which the
principle of utility would seem to have given
occasion to a wrong" conclusion.
According
to this principle, it is said that the interest
of the minority ought to be sacrificed to that
of the majority. The eonelusionls just, ifib
were impossible to avoid a sacrifice ; palpably
false, if it is. But to charge this as a defect
upon the principle itself, is as reasonable as
it would be to maintain that the art of bookkeeping is a mischievous art, becauge entries
may be omitted.
We are now prepared for establishing a
comparison between punishment and reward.
1. Punishment is best adapted for restraint
or prevention-- re;yard fo; exdtement and
production: the one is a bridle, the other, a
spur.
2. In every ease where very extensive mischief may be produced hy a single act, and
particularly in the case of such acts as may
be performed at any time, punishment is the
only restraint to be depended on: such is the
ca_e of crimes in general. When the act endeavoured to be produced is in an eminen_
degree beneficial, it is proper to employ reward glone, or to combine punishment with
reward, that the power of the gover_fing tootire may be doubled.
3. Considering the abundance of the one,
and scarcity of the other, pmfishment is the
only eligible means of regulating the conduct
of people in general : reward ought to be roserved for directing the actions of particular
individuals. By punishment, mischievous propenfities are subdued ; by reward, valuable
qualifications are in, proved. Punishment is
an instrmnent for the extirpation of noxious
weeds: reward is a hotbed for rai_g fruit.,
which would not otherwise be produced.
4. Nece_._ity compels the employment of
punishmel_t : reward is a luxury.
Discard
the first, and society is dissolved : discard the
other, and it sti]l continues to subsist, though
deprived of a portion of its amenity and elegaace.
5. In every case where the service is of
such a nature as that no individual posses_d

of the community."
among all the members of the community over
• This supposes the reward to consist in me- whom the honour gives precedence; in the latter
hey: if & sufficient reward can be provided out case it is distributed_ according to the nature c_"
of honour, orpower, without money, the burthen : the power, among all tho_¢ who are imbued W
I/_ it in the formez case is distributed of course that power.
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of the qualifications requisite for its perfc_rm.
ante can with certa_ty be selected, the denunciation of punishment would only produce
• pprcheusion•ndmisery, andits application be
but so much injury inflicted in wanton waste,
In every such ease, offer • rew_d, and it
travels forth in quest of hidden or unknow_
talents: even if it fail in its search, it produces no evil-- not an atom of it is lost: it
is given only when the service is performed,
when the advantage obtained either equals
er surpasses the expense,
By the help of these observations, we shall
be enabled to appreciate the opinion of those
politicians who, after a superficial examinalion of this subject, condemn legislators iu
general for the sparing use made of the matter of reward.
The author of The Wealth of _ations, who
has display_l such extraordinary sagacity in
all his researches, has upon this point been
led away by mistaken notions of humanity,
" Fear," says he, " is in almost all cases a miserabl_instrument of government."*
It is an
instrument which has oftentimes been much
perverted from its proper use ; but it is a heeessary instrument, and the only one applicable to the ordinary purposes of society,
A young king, in the first ardour for imrovement, having resolved to purge his
ngdom from all crimes, was not satisfied
with this alone.
His natural gentleness was
shocked at the idea of employing punishment.
He determined to abolish it altogether, and
to effect everything by reward. He began
with the crime of theft : but in ashort time,
all his subjects were entitled to reward ; all of
them were honest. Every day they were entitled to new rewards ; their honesty'remained
inviolate. A scheme for preventingsmuggling
was proposed to him. " Wise king," it was
said, "for every penny that ought to be paid
into your treasury, give two, and the hydra
is vanquished." The victory was certain; but
he perceived that, like that of Pyrrhus, it
would be somewhat costly,
A distinction which exists between domestic and political government may be here
worth noticing.
No sovereign issorich as
to be able to effect everything by reward :
there is no parent who may not. At Sparta,
a bit of black bread was the reward of skill,
The stock of pleasures and of wants is an
inexhaustible fund of reward in the hands of
those parents who know how to employ it.
CHAPTER
VIII.
IgEMU'NI_aATIOS
_ WH_aE H_aTF_JL.
A a_WAaV is mischievous when its tendency
is to produce offences, or to give birth to
noxious dispositions,
s Wealth of Nations, B. V. ch. 16.

.OF. B._E_VA_
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To offer• reward to an individual asan inducement to him to commit an act prohibited
by hw, is to attempt to suborn him : the of.
fence m•y be called subc_rnation. Upon the
present occasion, this illegal subornation is
not the subject of consider•t_on.
The rewards of which we are •bout to speak, h•ve
n corruptive tendency, but do not possess the
character of crimes ; they are authorized by
custom, sanctioned by the laws, and given
and received without disguise, without criminal intention : the evil isdone with a pure
conscience, and often with the public approbatten. They are the result of errot_eous cot;eeptions, the eit'ects of universal prejudice,
or Iong.estabhshed_abit,
which, as Monteigne
says, blut_ts the acuteness of tl_ejudgment.
Tl_e present is one of those extremely dellcate topics, in respect of which itmaybe
more prudent to put the reader in the path
of truth, and leave him to travel by himself
in quest of discoveries, than going through
the _ubject in detail, to wound established
opinions, or interfere with individual interests. Without restricting myself to any precise order, I shall therefore exhibit some few
examples in which the mischievous tendency
is too palpable to admit of denial, and 1 shall
begin with an incontrovertible maxim, wllich
_11 furnish the criterion of which we are
upon the present occasion in search for distinguishing good from evil : -" Upon all occasions avoid bestowing anything m the shape of reward, which may
" tend to interfere with the performance vf
" duty."
According to this rule, a judge ought not
to find himself interested in the prolongation
of hw proceedings-- the minister of state in
the promotion of wars--the
superintendent
in promoting expense--the
moral preceptor
in setting an example ofinsinserity-the man
of letters in maintaining mischievous prejud_ces at the expense of truth.
The more
narrowly we scrutinize into the sources of
public evils, the more thoroughly shall we be
convinced that they ought to be attributed
to the neglect of this fundamental rule.
In support ofthis maxim, it is not necessary
to ascribe to men in general an extraordinary
proclivity towards corruption : ordinary prudence and probity are sufficient to enable •
man to resist temptations to crimes, or tolead
him to abstain from whatever is reputed dishonourable ; but it requires somewhat more
than ordinary honesty and prudence to he
proof against the seductions of an interest
that acts with continual energy, and whose
temptations are not opposed either by the fear
of legal punishment, or the condemnation of
public opinion : to yield to such temptations,
it is only necessary for him to follow in the
beaten track, in which he will be cheered by
the presence of • multitude of fellow-travel,.

iers,(mdencomagedbyt_eexsmpleo_his_-:
periors. To resist these seductions, he must
expose himself to the imputation of slngula,
rity --be must proclaim that he is better than
others--he must condemn his colleagues and
predecessors, and be bold enough to make an
exhibition of his probity.
Such magnanimity is not altogether unexampled, but we
must not reckon upon prodigies. There are
evensome cases in which, by its secresy, _his
seductive interest is so much the more miscbievous: it operates like a concealed mugnet, and produces errors in the moral couduct
againstwhichtherehasbeen
no prevlous warninv. We have said that the legislator ought
to ondeavour to combine interest with duty ;
for a still stronger reason ought he to avoid
as much as possible everything that yields to
the public functionary a certain or a casual, a
known or an unknown profit, resulting from
the omission or violation of his duties: we
now proceed to give _ few examples,
In l_glaed, the superior judges, beside
thei_ ample salaries, which it would be iraproper to grudge them, receive certain fees
which it is impos._ihle not to grudge them
since it is from this source alone that they
can generally be considered liable to corruption, and that so much the more easily, since
they may he subject to its influence without
themselves
perceiving it.
These fees are
multiplied in proportion (o the incidents of
procedure, the multiplication of which incidents proportionably increases the expense
and delay of obtaining justice•
In one case,
a judge receives nearly .£4 for tying, for six
monihs _or a year, the hands of justice; and
thi._ in one of those cases in which indolence
adds her seductions to those of avarice, and
the whole is effectual in the presence of no
other witnesses than such as are urged onward by a still stronger interest to aggravate
the abuse,
Another example from among a thousand,
Under the Lord Chanc_.llor, there are twelve
subordinate judges called Master.q in C_an¢ery. When an account is to be taken before
them, the.following is the mode of procedure:
The attorneys on the one side and the other
oughttoappear before the master, either alone,
or in company with counsel, as may be convenient.
First summons; nobody appears:
_econd summons ; nobody appears : at length,
third summons; the partic_ appear, and the
matter is put into train. Care, however, has
been _ken to allow only half an hour or an
hour to each set of suitors. The parties are
riot always punctual : the matter is begun,
the clock strikes, and then the matter is dismissed. At the following hearing it is hecentury to begin again. All this is maturer of

behani_ed
from the dwellings of fi_mnee.
At some future day, perhaps, it will not be
found a fitting guest for the Temple of Justice -- it will be deemed advisable to chase
it thence.
In England as elsewhere, it is asked, why
lawsuits are eternal ? The lawyers say it is
owing to the nature of things. Other peoph)
say it is the fault of the lawyers. The above
two little traits, which are as two grains at"
sand picked up in the deserts of Arabia, may
assist the judgment as to the causes of delay
in such procedures.
3. Previously to the year 1782, the emoluments of the paymaster of the army, whose
duty as such consisted in signing, or knowing
how to sign, his name, were considerably
higher in time of war than iu time of peace.
being principally constituted of a per eentege
on the money expended in his department.
This great officer, however, always found
himself a member of parliament ; and it is
believed he was thus paid, not for signing,
or knowing how to sign, his name, but for
talking, and knowing how to talk. Upon a
question of peace or war, the probity of this
orator must have found itself in somewhat an
awkward predicament, continually besieged
as it must have been by Bellonct with the
offer of an enormous revenue, which was ta
cease immediately he suffered himself to be
corrupted by Peace. When the question of
economical reform was upon the carpet, this
)lace was not forgotten.
It was generally
felt at that time, that so decided an opposition
between interest and duty. was calculated to
produce the most permetous consequences.
The emoluments of peace and war were,
therefore, equalized by attaching a fixed salary
to the office, and the same plan was adopted
with respect to various other offices.
In running over the list of functionaries,
from the highest to the lowest, one cannot
but be alarmed at the vast proportion of them
who watch for war as for a prey. It isimpossible to say to what a degree, by this personal
interest, the most important measures of government are determined. It cannot be sup_osed that ministers ofstate, generals, admirals, or members of parliament, _re influenced
in the slightest degree by a vile pecuniary interest. All these honourable persons possess
probity as welt as wisdom, so that a trifle of
money never can produce the slightest influence upon their conduct, not eventheefl'ect
of an atom uponthe immoveable massof their
probity. The mischief is, that evil-minded
)ersans are not convinced by their assertion,
but continue to repeat, that--" The honesty
which resists temptation is most noble, but
that which flies from it is most secure. "*

etiquette. At each summons, the fees to the
judges and the counsel are renewed. All the
worhl must live. Extortion, it is said, is to
Vow. IL

* " Judge A. has a noble soul," was one day
said to me by one of his friends _ " this is what
he told me was the difference between hiumflf
t)
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4. In publicand private
works of allde- wereattached
tosuchperformanceunderthe
acriptions,
itiscustomary
to paythearchitecttitle
ofreward.
a perccntageupon the_ggregate
amount e.x- I|_mnong the number of the_eacts,propended. This arrangementis a good one, rnises
whichareneverperformedarcrequired
when thesum tobe expendedisfixed:there underthe sanction
of an oath, thesepriviisdangerinthecontrary
ease,
since
thegreater logesorotheradvantages
canonlyberegarded
the expense,the greateristhe architect's
asrewardsoffered
forthecommissionofperpecuniary
profit,
jury. Ifamong thenumber of the_ acts,it
5.Veracityisone of the most important be required
thatcertainopinions
which are
basesof human society.The due admini- notbelievedshouldbe pretendedto be be.
stratlon
of justiceabsolutely
dependsupon licvcd,
thcseadvantages
areneither
more nor
it; whatever tends to weaken it,sapsthe lesstlmnrewardsoffered
forinsincerity.
But
foundations
of morality,
security,
and happi- the sanction
of an oath once contemned,is
ness. The more we reflect
ot_itsimportance,contemned at alltimes. Oaths may after.
themore we shall
be astonished
thatlegisla-wards be observed,butthey willnot beobtornhave soindiscreetly
multiplied
the ope- servedbecausetheyareomhs.
_tions which tend to weaken its influence.*
In the university of Oxford, among whose
When the possession of the revenues, or members the greater number ofecclesia-_tical
other privileges attached to a certain eondi, benefices are bestowed, mid which evell for
tion of life, depends upon the previous per- laymen is the most thshionable place of edu_
formance of certain acts which are required
eation,_when
a young man presents himself
at entering upon that condition, these privi- for admission, his tutor, who is generally a
loges cannot fail to operate upon individuals
clergyman, and the vice-chancellor, who is
as incentives to the performance of thorpeacts:
also a clergyman, put into his hands a book of
the effect produced is the same as if they statutes, of which they cause him to swear to
observe every one. At the same time, it is perand Judge B. Consider him well : he will never fectly well kaown to this vice-chancellor and
listen to a single word which has the slightest to this tutor, that there never has been any
connexion with any suit which may be brought person who was able to observe all these stabefore him, unless in open court : he fears lest
he should be misled, se weak is he: hchastold
tute_.
It is thus that the first lesson th;s
me so himself. Wifils h as to me, a suitor might young man learns, and the only iesson he is
whisper in my ear, from morning till night, and sure to learn, is a lesson of per_ury._"
might as wellhave been talking to a deaf man."
Nor is this all : his next step is to subscribe,
Iwouldnotinsinuate the least suspicion against in testimony of his belief, to a dogmatical forthe valorous judge;had
I been constrained to mularv cmnposed about two centuries ago,
form
one,heitbestowed
wouldhavcUlmn
been
by the asserted by the Church of Etlgland to be inelogium
his dissipated
friend.
The heroism of Lord Hale, the modal of the fallibly true, and by most oth_r churches
Ea_glish judges, took a contrary direction. It believed to be as infallibly false. By tiffs
been customary, when upon the circuit, for expedient, one class of men is excluded, while
the judge to _ceive from the sheriff a certain three classes are admitted.
The class exnumber of loav_ of sugar. On one occasion, a eluded is composed of men who, either from
sheriff who happened to have a suit which was
to be tried before him, waited upon his lordship, a sen_ of honour, or from conscientious mound, as was customary_ pr*_nted his sugar: tives, canlJotprevailuponthem,elvespubliely
Hale would not receive it. The other judge, if and deliberatcl._ to utter a lie. The classes
he had been consistent, would have taken sugar admitted consist -- 1. Of those who literally
Irmn everybody,
i_¢lievc these dogmas ; 9.. Of those who di_General ru/e. -- When an honest man is de- believe them ; 3. Of those who sign them
_irous of establishing his honesty, he ought to as they would sign the Alcoran, without
employ proofs which will Serve only for thin purpose, and not such as dishonesty alone can be knowing what they sign, or what they think
interested in causing to be received,
about it. A nearly similar practice is purBetbre an assembly of the Roman people, it sued at Cambridge ; mid from these two
was required of Scipio that he should render his sources the clergy of the Church of England
accounts. His answer was --" Romans, on such are supplied.
a. day I gained a victory: let us ascend to the
Socrates was accused as a corruptor of
CapitoL,was
andgranted
return immediately
thanks to the
Gods."
His youth. What was meant by this aceusatimh
quietus
; and
sinc_ that
day, besides allowing that Scipio was & great 1 know not. But this I know, that to inwarrior, all the historians have been _,_ured of struct the young in falsehood and perjury, ia
the correctnessof his ar.counm At to me, had I to corrupt them ; and that the benefit of all
lived at that time, moat probably I should have the other lessons they can learn can never
tzone up with the r_st to the Capitol, but I should equal the mischief of this instruetiml._:
always have _etained a liule curiosity _ith re,pact to the accounts,
d"gee further upon this subject _n Mr. Bet_
• See P_neiMeaet/'Penal
Law, part I|L tbal_'swork, cntitled, Swearnotatall,
Voh V.
Chap. XVIIL Of dw Employment of the ltcli- of this collection.
¢/a_ #_na/oa_ CoL L p. _tm
,* See Ap_udax {A.)
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6. It may be inquired, whether rewards or example, the emoluments attached f:o an of.
other advantages ought to be offered for the flee are such as to afford the means and tempdefence of any opinion ill matters of theory tation not to fulfil the duties of it. In such
or science, or any other subject upon which acase, what may appear a paradox is not the
opilfions are divided ?° If the question be less a great truth : the whole does less t_cm a
one of pure curiosity, the worst that can hap- part ; by paying too much, the sovereign i_
pen will be that the reward will be expended less effectually served.
But this subject bein waste.
But if the opinion thus favoured longs naturally to the head of salaries.
happen to be a false one and at the same l 9. Whatever weakens the connexion betime mischievous, the reward will be produc- J tween punishments and offences, operates in
tire of umnixed evil.
But whether it be a [ proportion as an encouragement to the cornquestion of curiosity or use, if truth I_e the I mission of offences.
It has the effect of a
object desired t the chance of obtaining
.
, it is I: reward offered for their perpetration, for whenot so great as when the can&dates for re- I ther the inducoment to commit offences be
ward are allowed to seek it wheresoever it i augmented, or the restraining motives debili.
may be to be found. If error be to be de- tared, the result in both cases lathe same.
fended, to offer a reward for its defence would
Thus, atax on justice is an indirect renard
be one, if not the only, method to be adopted, offered for injustice. The same is the ease
Who is there that does not perceive, that-to i with respect to all techni_al rules by which,
obtain true testimony, it is inexpedient to of- independently of the merits, nullities are infer a reward to the witness who shall depose troduced hlto contracts and into procedure-uponagiven side?--whodoesnotknowthat
of every rule that excludes the evidence of a
the constant effect of such an offer is to di_- witness, the only depository of the fact upon
eradit the cause of him who makes it ? If, wbich depends the due administration ofjusthen, anything be to be gained by such par- tice.
In a word, it is the same with every
tiality, it can only be by error: truth cast thing that tends to loosen the connexion beonly be a loser by such partial reward,
tween injury and compensation, between the
This pl_etice is attended with another and violation of the law and punishment.
more manifest inconvenience:
it is that of
If we open our eyes, we shall behold the
causing opinions to be professed which arc not same legi.-lators establishing rewards tbr inbelieved--of
inducing a truculent exchange,
formers, and taxes and fees upon law pronot o,_ty of truth, but of sincerity, for money, eeedings : they desire that the first dmuld
I do not know if governments ought even induce men to render them services of which
to permit individuals to offer rewards upon they stand in need, whilst the latter tend
these conditions.
To establish error, to re- to weaken the natural disposition which is
pudiate truth, to suborn falsehood;-- these, felt to render these same services.
At the
in a few words, are the effects of all rewards threshold of the tribunal of justice are placed
established in favour of one system to the a bait a_d a bugbear : the bait operates upon
exclusion of all others,
the few--the
bugbear upon the multitude.
7. Charity is ever an amiable virtue ; but if
10. There are cases in which, to avoid a
injudiciously employed, it is liable to produce greater inconvenience, it has been found nemoreevilthangood.
Hospitalsinconsideratel_
ees.,ary to dispose of the matter of reward
multiplied, regular distributions of provisions, in such manner as that it shall operate as a
such as were formerly made at the doors of reward for the most atrociot,s crime ; yet, in
many convents in Spain and Italy, tend to spite of the force of the temptation,
this
habituate a large proportion of the people to crime is almtJst unexampled.
1 allude to the
idleness and beggary. A reward thus offered rule established with respect to successions.
to indolence, impoverishes the state and eor- Happily, whatever may be the force of the
rupts the people. Luxu_ (and I annex to this scduetl_'e motives in this case, the tutelary
word whatever meaning, except that of pro- motives act in full concert xvith all their endigulity, people choose to give to it) luxury, ergy. There are many men who for a trifling
that pretended vice so much reprobated by personal benefit, for an advance in rank, or
the envious and melancholic, is the stead)' even to gratify their spleen, would without
and naturalbenefactor of the human species; scruple use their utmost exertions to proit is a master who is always doing good, even duce a war that would cost the lives of two
when he aims not at it ; he rewards only the or three hundred thousand of their fellow_ndustrious. Charity is also a benefactor, but creatures; while among these men there
guest drcumspection is required that ig may would not be found perhaps one, who, though
prove so.
he were set free from the dread of legal
8. There is another manner in which re- punishment, could be induced, for a much
_rd may he mischievous : by acting in op- greater advantage, to attempt the life of a
pc_sition to the service required-- when, for single individual, and still less the life of a
parent whose death would put him in posse_S.e Appendix (13.)
sioz_ of a fortune or a title.
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But though laws cannot he framed for its
complete removal, nothing which can be done
without inconvenience, ought to be left undone, towards the diminution of this danger,
The persons most exposed to beeomeits vietiros, are those who are necessarily placed
under the controul of others, such as infants
and women. It is under the guidance of this
principle, that our laws its some cases hay,
selected as guardians those persons upon
whom no interest can devolve in the way of
succession. Under the laws of Sweden, preeautionsofthe
same description are observed
and it has been elsewhere shown that this
consideration furnishes one of the arguments
in favour of the liberty of divorce."
Contracts relating to insurance furnish anuther instance of the same danger. These
contracts, in other respects so beneficial, have
given birth to a new species of crime. A man
insures a ship or a house at a price greatly
beyond its value, with the intention of settins fire to the house or causing the ship to
be losb, and then, under pretence of compens,ttion for the loss of which he is the author,
claims the money for whteh the insurance is
made. Thus one of the most beneficial inventions of civilized society is converted into
a premium for dishonesty, and a punishment
to virtuous industry.
Had the commission
of this crime been attended with less risk, or
been less difficult to conceal, this most admiruble contrivance for softening inevitable ca]alnities must have been abandom'd,
CIIAPTER

IX.

nEMUNERATION--WIIEKE NEEDLESS.
FAcTXrtovs re_s_ardis superttoou% whenever
natural reward is adequate to produce the
desired efl_ct,
Under this head may" be elated all inventions in the arts, which are useful to individuals, and whose products may become
articles of commerce. In the ordinary course
of commerce, the in ventor will meet _s'ith a
natural reward exactly proportionate to the
utility of his discovery, and which will unite
within itself all the qualities which can be
desired in a factitious reward. After the most
mature consideration, no sovereign can find
another measure so exact as is thus afforded
by the free operations of trade. All that the
government has to do is to secure for a time,
to the inventor, whatever benefit his discovery
may yield. This is generally done by the grant
of an exclusive privilege or patent. Of this
we shall elsewhere speak more in detail,
Not many yearl ago a grant of £3000 was
made by parliament to a physician for the dis" _
p. 362.
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coveryof a yellow dye. That money might,
without doubt, have been worse employod.
But the reward wa._ mmecessary: fur this
discovery, as for all others in the arts, the
proper test of its utility would have been its
use in manufactures and commerce.
The
grant of a determinate sum was a loss either
to the inventor or to the public: to the inveotor, if it were les_ than he would have
gained under a patent: to the public, if it
were snore. In a word, wherever patents for
inventions are in use, factitious reward is
either groundless or superfluous._
I shall elsewhere treat of the encouragements to be given to the arts and sciences.
Upon the present occasion, all that I shall
observe is, that the greater the progress they
have made, the less necessary is it to tax the
public for their support. In this country, for
example, if the exclusive property in his work
be secured to all author, a reward is at the
_me time secured to him proportionate to
the service he hasperformed--at
least in every
branch ofamusementor instructionthat yields
a sufficient class of readers. There is no patron to be compared with the public ; and by
the honour with which it accompanies the
other rewards it bestows, this patronage has
a decided advantage over any that can be reeeived from any other source.
With respect to the rewards that in some
European states have been bestowed upon
poets, the amount of them is so insignificant
as tn save them _rom the severe scrutiny to
which they might, under other circumstances,
have found themselves exposed. There are
some countries in which tbe relish for literature is confined to such small numbers, that
it may, upon the whole, be beneficial to encourage it by factitious rewards.
But if we
consider how intense are the enjoyments of
the man born wilh poetic talents, ti_e sudden reputation which they produce, and the
ample profit they often yield, especially in the
dramatic line, it will be found that the na4"Parliament has granted, in two several sums,
£20,000 or
m introduction
Dr. Jenner, ofsothe
celebrated
his invention
system ofbyvaccina.
rion. This may be considered, perhaps, rather as
an indemnification than areward--atlcast
than
a reward proportionate to the service : I say indemnilication,because the labour, theresearchea,
the correspondence, the time employed in com.
mitring to writing, in teaching and tn establish.
ing, his new system, were so many sacrifices of
the profits of his professtoo. As to the natural
rewardthat he gamed by his discovery, it was nothing: it impoverished instead of enriching him.
The liberality with which the physieiansthrough.
out Europe have encouraged a discovery dtat
has lopped off'one of the most hicrative branches
of theh:pro_'ession,isa n,ost hononurable feature
in the annals of medicine. When shaU we see
the lawyers entering into riva_hip with them, by"
thediscov.er_,andpropegat,onofthemostsimple
and e:_-pc_Uou.smode of legal procedure ?
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tural rewards attached to them are far from , circumstances.
To the legislator, bowever,
being inconsiderable ; and that, at least, our i except in cases where it may be necessary to
attention ought, in the first place, to be di- I add factitious to natural reward, cons_derareeted to the department of the sciences, the tions of this sort are in general subjects only
approaches to which are repulsive, and the of speculation."
utility of which is indisputable• Happiness
That any particular service is more or less
depends upon the correctness of the facts highly priced, is of little importance : it at'°
with which our mind is furzfished, and the feets the individuals only who stand in need
rectitude of our judgment ; but poetry has no of it. The competition between those who
very direct tendency to produce either cot- want and those who can supply, fixes the
reetness of knowledge or rectitude of judg- price of all services in the most fitting manment. For one instance in which it has been net. It is sufficient that the demand be public
employed to combat ufischievous prejudices,
and free• To assist, if xmcessary, in giving
a thousand might be cited in which they have publicity to the demand, and in maintaining
been fostered and propagated by it. Homer I reciprocal liberty in such transactions, is all
is the greatest of poets : where shall we place I that the legit-later ought do do.
him among moralists ? Can any great advan- [ 2. Natural rewards are liable to be insufrage be derived from the imitation of hisgods [ fieient, in relation to services, whose utility
and heroes?
I do not condemn prizes for [ extends to the whole community, without
poetry where the object is to excite youthful / producing particular adva],tage to any one
emulation:
I only desire that serious and]individual
more '_han another. Ofthisoature
troly useful pursuits may receive a proper- I are vublie P:nployments.
It is true, maJly
tionate encouragement.
*,public employments are attended by natural
rewards in the shape of hmmur, power, the
nleans
of
serving ong's connexious, and deCIIAPTER
X.
ser¢ingthe public gratitude: and when ehese
I'ROt'ORTtONAS TO RI".WAaVS.
rewaros are sufficient, tacfttmus rewards are
superfluous. 2"o their ambassadors, and many
I_ conferring reward, the observance of exact others of their great officers of state, the Verules of proportion is not nearly of the same netians never gave any pecuniary reward. In
importance, as in the infliction of punishEngland, the public functions of sheriffs and
ment. These rules cannot, however, be he- justices of the peace are generally discharged
glected with impunity. If too great a reward
by opulent andindependentindividuals, who_
be held out for a given service, competitors
only reward consistsin the respect and power
will be attracted from more useful pursuits,
attached to those offices.
If too little, the desired service will either
8. There are many circumstances which
not be rendered, or will not be rendered in may diminish the'value of a reward, without
perfection,
being generally known beforehand, but against
Rule I. The aggregate value of the natural all of which it is proper to guard. Does the
and factitious reward ought not to be less reward consist of money ? Its value may be
than sufficient to outweigh the burthen of diminished by a burthen of the same nature,
the service,
or by a burthen in the shape of honour.
Rule II. Factitious rewards may be dimi- Honour and money may even be seen at strife
nished, io proportion as natural rewards are with oue another, as well as with themselves.
increased•
By these means, the value of a reward may
These two rules present three subjects to sometimes be reduced to nothing, and even
our observation:-1. The natural burthens
become negative.
attached to the service ; -- 2. The natural
In this country, where, properly speaking,
rewards which either do or do not require there is no public prosecutor, many offences,
factitious reward to supply their deficiency ; which no individual has any peculiar interest
3• The drawbaek, more or less hidden, in prosecuting, are liable to remain unpuwhich in a variety of eases alters the apparent
nished. In the way of remedy, the law offers
value of the reward,
from £I0 to £'20, to be levied upon the goods
1. The natural burthens of any particular of the offender, to whoever will successfully
service, may be comprised under the follow- undertake this function : sometimes it is
ing heads :--The intensity of labour required added, that the expenses will be repaid in ease
in its performance, -- the ulterior uneasiness
ofconvietion:somefimesthisisnotpromised.
which may arise from its particular character,
These expenses may amount to thirty, fifty,
the pfiysical danger attending it,the and even one hundred pounds; it is seldom
expenses or other sacrifices necessarily made
previously to its exercise, -- the discredit
" In The tVealth of 2Nratiorrs,b. L chap. x.
attached to it,_tbe
peculiar enmities it the eircumstances which rause the rate of wag,es
produces. The wages of labour in different to vary in different employments, arc analyzed
branches of trade, are regnlated in exact i with the s_gacity which characterizes the fath_
proportion to the combination of these several of political econo_ay.
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they are so little as twenty pounds. After
this, can we be surprised that the laws are
imperfectly obeyed ?
It may be added, that it is considered dishonourable to attend to this summons of the
laws. An individual who in this manner
emteavours to serve his country, is called an
informer; and lest public opinion should not
be sufficient to brand him with infamy, the
servants of the law, and even the laws them_elves, have on some occasions endeavoured
_o fix the stain. The number of private prosecutors would be much more numerous, if,
instead of the insidious offer of a reward, an
indemnification were substituted. Thedishonourableofferbeingsuppresse_,thedishonour
itself would cease. And who can say, when
by such an arrangement the circumstance
which offends it is removed, whether honour
itself may not be pressed into the service of
the laws ?
There is another case in which, by the hegtigence of legal and official arrangements, a
considerable and certain expense is attacbed
to and" made to precede a variable and uscertain reward. A new idea presel_ts itself
to some workman or artist. Knowil_g that
,he laws grant to every inventor a privilege
to enable him exclusively to reap the profits
of his invention, he enjoys by anticipation his
success, and labours to perfect his invention,
Having, in the prosecution of his discovery,
consumed, perhaps, the greater part of his
property and his life, his invention is complcte,
fie goes, with a jo._fill heart, to the
public office to ask fbr his patent. But wt:at
does he encounter?
Clerks, lawyers, and
officers of state, who reap beforehand the
fruits of hi_ industry.
This privilege is not
given, but is, in fact', sold for from £100 to
£200--sums
greater perhaps than he ever
.possessed in bi_ life. He findshimself caught
m a snare, which tile law, or rather extortion
which has obtained the force of law, has
spread for the industrious inventor.
It is a
tax levied upon ingennity, and no man can
set bounds to the value of the services it
may have lost to the nation.
Rule IlL Reward should be adjusted in
such a manner to each particular service, that
for every part of tile benefit there may be a
_notive to induce a man to give birth to it.
In other words, the value of the reward
ought to advvalre step by step with the value
of the service. This rule is more accurately
followedin respect of rewards than of punishments. If a man steal a quantity of corn, the
punishment is the same, whether he steal one
bushel or ten ; but when a premium is h4ven
for the exportation of corn, the amount of
the premium hears an exact proportion to the
amount exported. To be consistent in matters of legislation, the scale ought to be as
zegolar in the one ease as in the other,
The utility of this rule is put beyond doubt
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by the difference that may be observed betweenthe quantityofwork performed by men
employed by the day, and men employed by
the piece. When a ditch is to be dug, and
the work is divided between one set of men
working bythe day, and another set working
by the piece, there is no difficulty in predictins which set will have finished first.
Hope, and perhaps emulation, are the metires which actuate the labourer by the piece :
the motive which actuates the labourer by the
day is fear-- fear of being discharged ill case
of manifest and extramdinury idleness.
It must not, however, be forgotten, that
there are many sorts of work in respect of
which it is improper to adopt this mode of
payment ; which tends indeed to produce the
greatest quantity of labour, but at the same
time is calculated to give birth to negligence
and precipitation.
This method ought only
to be employed in ca_s where tile quality of
the work can easily be discerned, and its imperfections (if any) detected.
The value of a reward may be increased
or diminished, in respect of certainty a.s well
as amount:
when, thercfure, any sere'ices
require freqllez_tly rellcwed effbrts, it i_ desiJable that each efffort should render The probab]h D of its attainment more certain.
Arrangements should be made for connccb
ing services with reward, in such manner that
the attaimnent of the reward shall remain uncertain, without, however, ceasing tobe more
probable than file contrary event.
The faculue, of the individual employed will thus
naturall_ be kept upon the full stretch. This
is accomplished when a competition is establishcd between two or more persons, mid a
reward is promised to that one who shall rcndcr service in the most eminent degree, whether it respect the quantity or the quality of
the service proposed.
Rule IV. When two services come in cornpetition, of which a man cannot be induced
to pcflorm both, the reward for the greater
service ought to he sufficient to induce him
to prefer it to the less.
In a certain country, matters are so arranged, that more is to be gained by building
ships on the old plan, than byinvcnting bet.
ter; by taking one ship, than by blockading
a hundred ; by phmdering at sea, thml by
fighting; by distorting the established laws,
than by executing them ; by clamouring for
or against ministers, than by showingin what
manner the laws may be improved. It must
however be admitted, that in respect of some
of these abuses, it would be difficult to prescribe the proper remedy.
By what method can competition between
two services be established ? The individuA
from whom they are required must, either
from personal qnalifieatimls or external circumstances, have it in his I_lwer to render
u_thcr the o_le or the other. It is proper to
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distin_msb the cases in which this position is
In the judicial department, the s_vice
transient, fromthoseinwbichitispermanent,
which belongs to the profession of _n adroIt is in the first that the fault committed, by cats, and the service which beJonge to the
suffering disproportion to subsist, is most Jr- office of a judge, are in a at'ate of rivalry:
reparalile,
theyconstitute
the elementsof two purinaDuring the Americanwar,upwardsof an sent conditions,
of which the firstamong
hlmdredship_wereatone timeinoneof the most nationsisthepreliminary
routeto the
harboursoftherevolted
colonies.
Itwas of second.InEngland,thejudgesareuniformly
greatimportancethattheyshouldbc keptin selected
fromamong theclassof advocates,
a stateofblockade,
sincemany ofthem were Now theinterest
ofthecountryrequires
loadedwithmilitary
stores.An EnL,
lish
cap- thdchoiceshouldfall
uponthemen ofbighe_
rainreceived
orderstoblockadethem. Suffi-attainmentsin
flwir
profession,
since
upon the
ciently
skilled
inarithmetic,
and inproverbs,reputation
ofthejudgesdependstheopinion
to know thattwo or threebirdsinhiscage which every"
man formsofhissecurity.
Itis
were worth a hundredinthebush,he acted notofthesame importmmce
tothepublicthat
as the greater number of men would have ndvocate_ should be supereminently skilful:
acted in his place. He stood off to a sufficient their occupation is not to seek out what is
distance to give the enemy hopes of escaping:
agreeable to justice, but what agrees with
as soon as they had quitted the harbour, he the interest of the party to which chance has
returned, captured half.a-dozen, and the rest engaged them. On the contrary, the more
proceeded to their destination. I do not an- decidedly any advocate is exalted in point of
swer for the truth of this anecdote; but true talents above his colleagues, the more deornot true,itisequally
good asanapologue, sirahle
isitthathe shouldno longercontinue
Itexhibits
one of thefruits
of thatinconsi-an advocate.In proportion
to hispre-emiderateprodigality,
whichgrants,
withoutdis- hence,istheprobability
thathe willbe opcrimination,
theproduceoft.heir
captures
to posed to the distribution
of justice.The
the captors,
worsethecauseofthesuitor,
themore pressAnotherexample. A man who has influ-ingishisneedofan ableadvocatetoremedy
enceobtainsthecommand ofa frigate,
with hisweakness.
orders to go upon a cruise. The command of
Per Aria first-rate is accepted by those only who In England, the emoluments of the
num.
cannot obtain a frigate. It is thus that inteherd Chancellor.......
are reckoned at L'20_0OO
-- Vlee-Chanc_-llor,
_,000
restisputincompetitionwithduty--cupidity
-- M_tcr ot the Rolla, ......
4,000
with glory. There are doubtless not wanting
-- Chicf-Justice of the King's Bench, 6,500
noblemindsby whom theseductions
ofsinisChief-Justice
oftheCommon Plc_s,6.000
ter interest are resisted : but wherefore should
-- Chief-Baron of the Exchequer,
5,000
they be so much exposed to what it is so dif_ Nine Puisne Judges ......
4_000
ficult
to resist
?
[Now,amongsttheclass
ofadvocates
there
Itistrue,thattheircarsmay not be alto- arc ahvays to be found about half-n-dozen
getherinsensible
tothecallofhonour. The who_e annualemolumentsaveragefromeight
law hasbestowedpeeul,iary
rewardsupon the totwelvethousandpounds.Of this_mmber
captorsofarmed vessels--(another
example, therei_not one who would not disdain
the
where one instance of profusion has created
._ffice of pnisne judge, since his profits are
the necessity ofa seeond)--but
these rewards
a.': ually two or three times as great as theirs.
are still uneqnal : the chase of doves is more
To these advocates of the first class may be
advantageous than the pursuit of eagles,
adoed as many more, who would equally disThe remedy would be to tax, and tax hca- dais the_e subordinate situations, in the hope
vily, the profits of lucrative crnises, to form every day of succeeding to the advocates
a fund of reward in favour of da,g'erous, or whosl,all s,.ec_ed to the principal situations.
merely useful expeditions.
By this arrangeThere are two methods of obviating this
meat, the country would be doubly benefited,
inconveuience : the one by increasing the
the service would be rendered more attracemoluments of the judges. (This course has
_ive, and conducted with more economy. It been adopted upon many occasions, and they
may be true, that if this tax were deducted
have been raised to their present amount,
from the share of the seamen, their ardour
withoutsuceess.)
The other consists lnlower.
might be cooled : neither in value or i,_ suming the profits of the advocates : a desirable
bet are their prizes in this lottery susceptible
object in more respects than one, but which
of diminution.
But though this be true with can result only from rendering the whole
respect to the lower ranks of the profession,
system of-the laws more simple and intelliought we to judge in the same manner of the gible.
superior officers, whose minds are elevated as
In the department of education, there is a
their rank, and on whose conduct the per- nearly similar rivalry between the "professmn
formanee of the duty has the most immediaCe of the clergy and the office of professor, as
dependence ?
between the profession of advocate and the
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ofliee of judge, in the department of the laws.
In proportion as he is what he ought to be
in order to be useful, a clergyman is a prolessor of morality, having for his pupils a
larger or smaller number of persons of every
class, during the whole course of their lives,
On the otherhand, a professor ('as he is called)
has for his pupils a number of select individuals, whose character is calculated to exerc_se the greatest influence upon the general
mass of the people, and among their number
the clergy are generally to be found. The
period during which these individuals attend
the lectures of the professor is the most criileal period of life--the
only period during
which they are under obligation to pay attention to what they hear, or to receive the
instruction presented to them. Sash being
the relation between the services of the two
classes, let us see what is the proportion
between the amount of reward respectively
allotted to each.
In England, the emoluments of the clergy
vary f_om .C20 to £10,000 a-year, while
those of the professors in the chief seats of
education-- the universities-- are between
the twentieth and the hundredth part of the
latter sum. In Scotland, the emoluments
of the professors differ but little from what
they are in England, but the richest ecclesiastieal benefice is s_rcely equal to the lea.st
productive professorship.
It is thus, says
Adam Smith, that " in England the church
is continually draining the universities of all
their best and ablest members; and an ohl
college tutor, whois known and distinguished
as an eminent man of letters, is rarely to be
found ;" whilst in Scotland 1he case is exactly
the reverse.
It is by the influence of this
circumstance that he explains how academica] education is so excellent in the Scottish
universities, and, according to him, so deicetire in those of England.
Between two professions which do not
enter into competition with each other (for
example, those of opera-dancers and clergymen,) a disproportion between their emoluments is not attended with such palpable
inconveniences; but when by any eireumstance two professions are brought into comparisoa with each other, the least advantageous loses its value by the comparison, and
the disproportion presents to the eye of the
observer the idea of injustice,
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IN maklnff a proper selection of punishments,
much skill is required : comparatively much

ments, but the grounds of preference are more
easily discoverable, and there are not, as in
the case of punishments, any passions which
tend to mislead the judgment.
The qualitzes desirable in rewards are the
same as in the case of punishments : we shall
enumerate them, and then proceed to point
out in what degree they are united in certain
modes of remuneration.
A reward is best adapted to fulfil the purpose for which it may be designed, when it
is-]. V¢zriat>le, susceptible of increase or diminution in respect of amount, that it may
be proportioned to the different degrees of
of service.
2. E?uable, that equal portions may at
all times operate with equal force upon all
individuals.
3. CommensuratJle, with respect to other
species of rewards attached to other services.
4..Exemplar 9 : its apparent ought not to
differ from its real value. This quality is
wan'dog, when ularge expense isincurred for
the purpose of reward, without its becoming
matter of notoriety.
The object aimed at
ought to be to strike the attention, and produce a durable impression
,5. Economical.
More ought not to be paid
for a service than it is worth. This is the
rule in every market.
6. Citaracteristic: as far as po_slble analogous to the service.
It becomes by this
means the more exemplary.
7. Popul, r. It ought not to oppt_._ee_tabllshed prejudices.
In wfiu did the Roman
emperors bestow honour_ upon the most
odious i,former_ ; they degraded the hono_lrs,
but the ioformez's were, nut the less intamous.
But it is not enough that it does not oppose
the prcjutliee_ : it is desirable that every reward should obtain the approbation of the
public.
8. Fructif!/in 9 : cah'ulated to exelte _he
perseverance of the istdividual in the career
of service, and to supply him _ith new resources.
In the selection from among the variety of
rewards, of that particular one which most
certainly will produce any desired effect, attention must not only be paid to the nature
of the service, but also to the particular
disposition and character of the individual
upon whom it is to operate." In this respect,
public regulations can never attain the perfeetion of which domestic discipline is suseeptible. No sovereign can ever in the same
degree be acquainted with the dispositions of
his subjects, as a father may be with those o!
his children. This disadvantage is however
compensated by the larger number of com.

less is requisite in the proper selection of rewards. Not only are the species of rewards
more limited in number than those ofpunish,

• See Prinoiples of Morals and Legisluti_m,
Chap. VL Of Ci,'cumstances i_uencin 9 ,Yen,,.
slbilit_/_ VoL I. Ix 21.
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pztitors.Ina kingdom, everydiversity
of !pocunhryshouldappearonlyasan
temperament,and everydegreeofaptitude,to the honorary,which should be made to
may be foundunitedtogether
; and providediconstitute
the prindpalpartoftherewird._
the rewardbe proportionate
to the service, Every pecuniary
rewardmay be,asitwe_.,
itwillbe of little
importancewhat may be annihilated
by itsrelative
smallness.A mau
its natnre: like the magnet, which out of a of iodependent fortune, and of a certain rank
heterogeneousmass attracts and separates the in society, would be cousidered as degre_lad
most hidden particles of iron, it will detect by accepting a sum that would not degrade a
the individual susceptible of its attraction,
mechanic. There is no rule for determining
I_esides, the nature of pecuuiary reward,
whatispermittedorprohibitedinthisrespect:
•which is adapted to the greater proportion of custom has established the prejudice. Bttt the
services, is such that every individual may difficulty it presents is not insurmountable.
couvcrt it into the species of pleasure which By combining together money mid honour, a
he most prefers,
compound is formed,which is universally pleaTo form a judgment of t.he merits and de- sing• medals, for example, possess this double
merits of pecuniary reward, a glance at the advantage.
By alittle art and precaution, a
list of desirable qualities will suffice. It will solid peace is established between pride and
at once be seen which of them it possesses,
cupidity; andthusuaited, they have both been
amt of which of them it is deficient : it is ranged under thebanners ofmerit. Pride provarLable, equable, and commensurable. It ought claims aloud-- " It is not the intrinsic value
to be added, that it is frequently indispensahly
of the metal which possesses attractions for
necessary : there are many cases in which every me; it is the circle of glory alone with which
other reward, separated from this, would not it is surrounded."
Cupidity makes its caleuonly he a burthen, but even a mockery, espe- lesion in silence, and accurately estimates the
cially if the performance of the service have value of the material of the prize.
been attended with an expense or loss greater
By the Society of Arts a still higher degree
than the individual can easily support,
of perfection has been attained.
A choice is
On the other hand, pecuniary reward is commonly allowed between a sum of moucy
not exempt from disadvantages.
Speaking
and a medal. Thus all conditions and tastes
generally (for there are m.tny exceptions,) it are satisfied: the mechanic or peasant pockets
is neither exemj_lary, nor characteristic, nor the money; the peer or gentleman ornaments
even p,lmlar. * When allowed to exceed a his cabinet _'ith a medal.
certain amounf, it tends to diminish the aeThe apparent value of medals is in some
tivitv of the receiver: instead of adding to casesaugmented, byrenderingthedesign
upon
his i_wlination to persevere in his services, it them characteristic of the service on account
ma.v furnish him _sith a temptation to diseon- of which they are bestowed. By the addition
tinue them.
The enriched nmn will be apt of the name of the individual,rewarded,
an
to think like the soldier of Lucullus, who exclusive certificate is made in his favour.
became timid so soon as he posse.-sed property The ingenuity displayed in the choice of the
to preserve,
design has sometimes been extremely happy.
lbit co, quo vts, qtti zonam pcrdidit,
Inqutt.
A British statute gives to the person who
Hog.EpIsL I1 hb. 2
apprehends and convicts a highwayman, aThere are also cases in which money, in- mongst other rewards, the horse on which
ste;ul of an attractive, may have a repulsive
the offender was mounted when he eommiteffect,--insteadofoperatingasareward,
may ted the offence. Possibly the framer of this
be eousidered as aninsult, at least by persons law may have taken the hint from the pas.
who possess auy delicacy in their sentiments
sage in Virgil, in which the son of 2Eneas
of honour. A certain degree of skill is there)romisca to Nisus, in case of the success of
fore required in the application of money as a the expedition he was meditating, the very
reward: it is oftentimes desirable that the i horse and accoutrements which Turnus had
• " .4u d_faut de n'*t_e paJ .dignes de la
vert_ les recompenses p_cunimres joignent cdui
de n'etre pas assez publiqucs, de ne pas parler
sans

ce.sse

attx

yeux

et aux cceurs,

been seen to use.:[: It is equally possible,
that the same knowledge of human nature,
which suggested to the Latin poet the tff_-

de disparaitre

aus_it6t qu'elle_ aout acoord6es, et de ne hisser
aucune trace visible qul excite l'emulation en
perp6tuant l'honnettr qui dolt lcs accompageer."
_Roussaau : Gouve_nmen.t de Pologne, chap.
]ti. The phra._ in italics is one of the too commoo exa._,gerationain the writings of Rousseau.
It is more striking than just.
In his letter m the Duke of Wirtemberg upon
education, in which hechows that he hadreflected
muchupog_ theunion of interest with duty, he
says_ c, L'argent est un reuort d.ans la m6c_.
nique morale, mais il repousae toujour_ is morn
qut le Skitagir." Toujour# is an exaggeration.

+ Tel
donne /_ pleines mains qui n'oblige per.
Bonne,
La felon de donner vaut mienx que ce qu'on
donne.
Le Menteur, ScLoneL
quo.Turnus. equo, quibus ibat.in armia
Aureus ; _paum ilium dypaum, cnstasque ru.
bentes
Excipiam eorti, jam nunc tun prmmia_ Nise2Sn. ix. 269.
Thousaw'stthecour_erbyproudTurnusprest,
That, Nimm, and his arms and nodding crest,
And shield, from chance exempt, shall be thy
_lmreDRYDEIq*STran_latio¢_
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eacy of such a reward, suggested it at once
to the Ertglish lawgiver. Be this as it may,
this provision is commendable on three sereud aeoounts. In the assignment of the prize,
it pitches upon an object, which, from the
nature of the transaction, is likely to make a
particular impression on the mind of the person whose assistance is required ; acting in
this respect in conformity to the rule above
laid down, which recommends an attention to
the cdreumstances influencing the scnsilfility
of the person on whom impression is to be
made. It al_o has the advantage of being
characteristic, as well as exemplary. The
animal, when thus transferred, becomes a
voucher tbr the activity and prowess of its
owner, as well as a trophy of his victory,
An arrangement like this, simple as it is, or
rather be_mse it is so simple, was an extraordinary stretch in British policy ; in which.
though there is generally a great mixture of
goodsense, there reigns throughout a kind of
littleness and rnauvaise boule, which avoids,
with timid caution, everything that is bold,
striking, and eccentric, scarcely ever hazardingany of those strong and masterly touches
which strike the imagination, and fill the
mind with the idea of the sublime,
Examples of rewards of this nature abound
in the Roman system of remuneration. For
every species of merit, appropriate symbolic
crowns were provided. This branch of their
administration preserved the ancient simphcity of Rome in its cradle ; and the wreafll
of parsley long eelipsc_l the splendour of the
crowns of gold. I was about to speak of
their triumphs, but here I am eompelled to
stop :bumanity
shudders at that pride of
conquest which treads under its feet the vm_quished nations. The system of legislation
ought no doubt to be adapted to the encouragement of military ardour, but it ought
not to fan it into such a flame as to make it
the predominant passion of the people, and
to prostrate everything before it.
Honorary rewards are eminently exemplary: they are standlng monuments of the
service for which they have been bestowed ;
they also possess the desirable property of

are bestowed.
With reference to this prineiple, the blazonry of heraldry appears rude
and unmeaning. The decorations of tbe va.
rious orders of knighthood, though not deft.
eient in splendour, are highly deficient in
r_pect of character : they strike the eye, but
they convey noinstruction to the mind. A rib.
band appears more like the finery of a woman,
than the distinctive decoration of a hero.
Honorary titles bavc frequently derived a
part of their glory from being characteristic.
The place which has been the theatre of his
exploits has often furnished a title for a vietorious general, well calculated to perpetuate
the memory of his services and his glory. At
a very early period of their history, the Romans employed this expedient in addition to
the other rewards which they conferred upovb
the general who completed a conquest. -Hence the surnames ofAfrzcanus, NamMicus,
Asiatlcus, Germanicus, and so many others,
This custom has frequently been imitated.
Catherine If. ,evived it in favour of the Romanoffs and Orloffs. blahon, twice in the
eighteenth century, furnished titles to its con.
querors. The mansion of ]31enheim unites
to _he eclat of the name, a more substantial
proof of national gratitude, w
The Romans occasionally applied the same
mode of reward to services of a different description.
The Appian way perpetually recalled to the memory of those who journeyed
on it, the liberality of Appius.t
The career of legislation may also furnish
some instances of honours which possess this
character of analogy.
In the digest of the
Sardinian laws, very praiseworthy care was
taken to inform the people to which of their
sovereigns they were indebted for each partitular law. It is an example worthy of linttation. It may have been intended as a mark
of respect, as well as for convenience of reterence, that it has been customary to designate by the title of the Gren_'ille Act, the
,_lmirable law which this repre_entativeofthe
people procured to be enacted for the impartiaidecision of questions relative to contested
elections.
Had the statue of this legislatorbeen placed

operating as a perpetual encouragement to
fresh exertions. To disgrace an honorary reward, is to be a traitor to one's self; he that
has once been pronounced brave, should perpctlutlly merit that commel_dation,
To create a reward of this nature, is not
very difficult. The symbolical language of
esteem is, like ,vritten l_r_guage, matter of
eonventinn. Ecery mode of dress, every ce-emony, so soon as it is made a mark of preeminence, becomes honourable. A branch of
lgurel, aribband, agarter_everytbingpossesses the value which is assigned to it. It is
however desirable, that these ensigns should
possess some emblematic character expressive
of the nature of the service for which they

* When, after a great naval victory, as an acknowledgmentof hisserviees, thefreedom of the
city of London was presented to Admiral Keppel, in a. box of _eart of oak of curious workmanship, and enriched with gold, the present
we_ characteristic and popular ; allusion being
evidently made to the song, which, whoever may
have been the TyrUeus, has doubtless had_ at
times, no inconsiderable share in rousing British
cou
_r_ne of the noblest charitable institutions in
London, Gull'S Hospital, bears the name of its
founder. Itmtrue, lt is not done with the inten.
tion of conferring a reward ; but there are few
whoof
late not
yearshavetraveIled
Greet
Britain,
who have
spoken in praisein of
M_eadt_fs
._#tem of constructing roads, now called Mar-adamizattan.
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In the House of C_nmons, from which he leanness.
Ishallnotdisputethetruthofthmm
banished
a scandalous
disorder,
itwouldboth observations,
but on the other_,d, shah
bare beena monument of gratitude,
and a examinethe effectof theseestablishmentu
noble lesson,itmight have furitscomps- upon themimlsofsoldiers
andsailors.
Their
nion a statueof hisnoblerival,
theauthor imaginations
a_eflattered
by themagnificence
of EconomicalReform. Itisthusthatthe of theseretreats
; itisa brilliant
prospe¢_
impartial
judgment of posterity,
forgettingopenedtothem all; an asylum isprovided
thedifferences
whichseparated
them,delightsforthosewho, beringquittedtheircountry
to recollect
the excellencies
which assimi-and theirfamilies
in theiryouth,have fre_
lutedthem toeachother: itisthusthatithas quently,
intheirda_sofdecrepitude
and ag_
placed,sideby sideofeach other,Eschines no otberhome intheworld.Those who are
and Demosthenes. The more men become m-tilated
ordisfigured
withwounds,arecon°
enlightened,
themore clearly
willtheyper- soledby the renown which awaitsthem in
ceivethenecessity,
atleast,
of dividing
ha- thehospital,
where everything
remindsthem
mmr between thosewho cause nationsto oftheirexploits.
Itmay alsobe forthebe¢ionrish
by means of good laws, and those ncfit
of the servicemore prudentthus to
•who defendthem hy daeir
valour,
unitethanto disperse
them. Itisa luxury;
Among the mo_t obvious and efficacious but it is rationM, exemplary, and possesses a
means of conferring honorary rewards, are character ofjnstiee arid magnificence.
pictures, busts, statues, and other imitative
'Phese establishments being necessarily llrepre_ntations
of the person meant to be rotted withrespect tothe nmnber whiebcan be
rewarded.
These spread his fame to pasteadmitted into them, may be considered upon
rity, mid, in conjunction with the history of the footing of extraordinary rewards, appll.
_he service, hand down the idea of the person i cable to distinguished services. They would
by whomit was rendered• They are naturally thus eonstilute a species of hal.ditty for the
accompanied with inscriptions explanatory of soldiers and sailors. They would acquire an
the cauise for which the honour was decreed, additional degree of splendour, were their
V,%en the art of writing has become cam- walls adorned by the trophies taken in war,
mun, these inscriptions will frequently give which would there appear much more approtit-gust, by the length or extravagance of the priately placed, than when deposited in the
elogium ; and it wdl then become an object
temples of peate.
The decorations of the
of good taste to say"as much in as few words chapel of _Hdtel des Invalides are admirable.
as possible. Perhaps the happiest specimens The flags suspended in the cathedral of St.
of the kind that. were, or ecer will be pro- Paul only awaken thoughts at variance with
duted, are the two inscriptions placed under those of religious worship : removed to Chelthe statues of Louis XIV. and Voltaire; the sea or Greenwich, they would be connected
one ereetea by the town of Montpellier, the with natural o__sociations, and would furnish
latter by a society of men of letters, of wbom a text to the commentaries of those who AeFrederick IIl. king of Prussia was one :-- "A
quired them by their valour.
Louis XzrV. apr_s sa mort." "A Voltaire, penIt is not often that every desirable quality
dant sa uie :" To the king, though no longer is seen to be united in one and the same rethe object of hope and fear: To the poet and ward : this union, however, frequently takes
philosopher, though still the butt of envy.
place in an almost imperceptible manner.
The business, on occasions like these, is not
An instance of a reward particularly well
to inform but to remind : history and the art adapted to the nature of the service, is that
of printing do the re_t.
of the mbnopoly which it isalmost universally
The greater number of the" rewards of the custom to create in favour of inventors.
which we have spoken above, are occasional,
From the very nature of the thing, it adapts
that is, applied to a particular action. There
itself with the utmost nicety to those rule_
are others which are more permanent in their of proportion to which it is most diffienlt for
character, ._uch as the Ho,pitats of Chelsea
reward artificially instituted by the legislator
and Greenwich, in England, and l'l-tdtel des to conform. It adapts itself _dth the utmost
'Invahdes at Paris.
nicety to the value of the'service.
If conDoubts have often been entertained of the fined, as it ought to be, to the precise point
utility of these establishments.
Rewards, it in which the originality of the invention cOnhas been raid, might be extended to a much sists, it is conferred with the least possible
greater nnmber of individuals, if the annual waste of expense: it causes a 6erviee to he
amount of the expenses of these plates were rendered, which without it s man would not
ilistrihuted in the shape of pensions, while have a motive for rendering; and that only
the individuals would thus be rendered much by forbidding others from doing that whicla,
happier, since men who have passed their were it not for that servite, it wouhl not
¢i._ysof Retivity, united in a place where they bare been possible for the.m to have done.
are no longer subject to the caresand la[umrs Even with re_u'd to sltcb inventions (Ibr
fff4ife, are exposed to the most ceaseless list- such there will be.) whene othe,'.% besides trim
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who possesses himself of the reward, have
scent of the invention, it is still of use, by
stimulating all parties, and setting them to
strive which shall first bring his discovery to
bear. With all this it unites every property
which can be wishod for in a reward.
It is
variable, equable, commensurable, characteristie, exemplary, frugal, promotive of persevelance, subservient to compensation, popular,
and revocable,

he would have succeeded.
There was no
advocate for the devil to contest the point,
aJ_d even had there been one, his fidelity
would have been doubtful: but had 1he qualifications of the Czar been as imperfect as,
according to the history, they wert: eomphte,
his subufitting to produce t'hem would have
offered a noble lesson.
In England when a dormant peerage is
claimed by any individual, the attor_ey-geaecol is constituted the advocate for the devil
and charged to examine into and produce
CIIAPTER
XII.
everything which can invalidate his title.
PROCEVUaZAS TO aEWAnVS.
Wherefore is he not thus employed whe_ it
is proposed to create new peers? Why should
Tag. province of reward is the last asylum of he not be allowed to urge ever._thing which
arbitrary power. In the early stages of sodcan be said against the measure ? Is it feared
ety, punishments, pardons, and rewards, were that he would be too often successful ?t
equally lavished without measure and withIn the dzstribution of rewa, ds, were it alout necessity.
The infliction of punishment
ways necessary publicly to assi_._ the reason
has already in a measure been subject to regu- for their bestowment, a restraint would be
tation: at some future time rules will be laid imposed upon princes and their ministers, to
down for the granting of pan'dons; and last which they are unwilling to svbmit.
There
of all, for the bestowment of rewards. If formerly existed in Sweden, a custom or popunish_nent ought not to be inflicted with- sitive law, obliging the king to insert in the
out formal proof of the commission of crime, patent conferring a pension or title, the rcaneither ought reward to be conferred without
sou for the grm_t. In 1774, this custom was
equally formal proof of desert,
abolished by an express law inserted in the
It may he aUowed, that in point of impor- Gazette of "that court, declaring that the intance, the difference between the two cases dividuals honoured by the bounty of the king
is great ; that punishment inflicted without
should be eonsiderod as indebted to his favour
trial excites universal alarm, whilst reward alone. Did this monarch think that he stood
conferred without desert exdtes no such feel- in need ot services which he ssould not dare
ings. But these considerations only prove that publicly to acknowh dge ?_
the advantage of formal procedure in the distribution of reward is limited to the provention of prodigality, and of the other abuses by
which the value of reward is diminished,
At Rome, if certain travellers may be believed, it is the custom, when a saint is about
to be canonized, to allow an advocate, who

"t"If the peers are interested in not suffering
the value of their office to be lessened by sharing
it witll unentitled persons, the public have a more
important interest in prevenung profusioo with
respect to this modification of the matter of reward-- in preventing the bestowment of a portion of the sovereign power upon persons who
in familiar language is called tl*e adw,cate of have not purchased such a trust by any service.
the devil, to plead against his admission. If But if merit be not to be reganted_ and there be
this advocate had always been faithful to his political reasons fi)r preservi*_gtins prerogative
client, the calender might not have been so uncontrouled, thesubjcctassumesa_,othcr_,pec h
full as at present." Be this as it may, the idea and its examination here would be out of place.
itself is excellent, and might advantageously
_ Extract from the Courier of the Lower
be borrowed by polities from religion. L'Italthine,
5th-- March
--" the
Stockholm,
Ilt/J
Februar'l/.
It was 1774.
|brmerly
custom, when
lico valor non d ancor morro : there are yet the king elevated any one to the rank of nobility,
some lessons to be learned in the capital of or conferred on bim the title of baron, to insert
the world,
in the diploma the circumstances by which he
It is reported of Peter the Great, that had merited this distinction. But upon a late
when be eondesc.e'uded to pass through every occasion, when his Majesty ennobled M. de Geer,
gradation of military rank, from the lowest
chamberlain
the pleasure
court, he
that the
kindness
and of
good
ofrequested
the king might
be
to the highest in his empire, he took no step inserted in his diploma as the only reason tbr his
without producing regular certificates of his elevation. His M_esty not only complied, but
quallfieat_ons. We may be allowed to sup- directed that the Chancery shouId thenceforward
pose, that even with inferior recommendsfollow this rule, as was anciently the practice
tions to those produced by this great prince, under the sovereigns of the family of Vasa, till
the reign of Christina."
.,_ :' Pope Urban VIII. having suffered some
I have not seen any of these ancient diplomas
m u'eavment from a certain noble Roman family, of Swedish nobility, and I know not whether the
said to his friends, Qttettagenledmoltoingtrata.
facts they exhlbited as the reasons operating upon
lo ho beah'fw,alo uno d;_loro parenti, ehe nmJlo the sovereign wele specific and detailed: but
met_va."_Jortin's
3liscellaniea.
whatever were the nature of this certilic.atej It
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In England, the remuneratory branch of
arbitrary power has begun to be pruned,
Except in particular cases, the king is not
allowed to grmlt a pension exceeding £300
per annum, without the consent of parliament. Since the passing of the act containing
this restriction, tile candidates for pensions
have been but law.
When hi. Necker undertook the administratio, of the finances in France, the total of
the acknowledged pensions, without reckonins the secret gratuities, which were very
considerable, amounted to twenty-seven raillionsoflivres.
In England, where the national
wealth was not less than in France, the pensions did not amoont to the tenth partofthis
sum. It is thus that the difference between
a limited and an absolute monarchy may be
exhibited, even in figures,
I_ Ireland, the king, upon his sole authority,
in 1783, created au mderofknighthood;
thus
profiting by what remained of the fragments
of arbitrary power. No blame was imputed
to ]tim for establishing this tax upon honour:
had he levied atax upon property, the nation
might not have been so tractable. Those who
hoped to share in the new treasure were careful not to raise an outcry against its establishmerit: those at whose expense this treasure
was established, did not understand this piece
of finesse ; they opened theireyes widely, but
comprehended nothing.
The measure could
not have bean better justified by circamstances. Every day the crown found itself
stripped of some prerogative, justly or unjustly the subject of envy ; it was therefore
high time to avail itself of the small number
of those, in the exercise of which it was still
tolerated. Become independent of Great Britain, the honour of the Irish nation seemed to
require a decoration of this kind : for what is
a kiugdom without an order of knighthood ?
To enter into the consideration of the
details requisite for the establishment of a
system of remuneratory prosed,re, comes not
within the present part of our design: a very
slight sketch of the leading principles on
which it might be grounded, is the utmost
that ca. here be given. The general idea
would of course be taken from the system established in penal m_d civil cases. Between
these systems, the most striking difference
would, however, arise from the interest and
wishes of the agent whose act might be the
subject of investigation, with respect to the
publidty of the act. In the one case, the
consequences of such his act, in ease it were
........
served as a token of res_t to vnbhc oninion,
and amearksof presex'vingu"ndimin'ishedthe value
of tides of nobility. This usurpatlonwM.'.carcety
noticed amidst the great revolution which.the,
kintg had just accomplished. In me career of
arbitrary power, there are open conquests and
clandestine auluisitioas,
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_proved, being pernicious to him, al_ his andeavour would be to keep it concealed : ha
the other, these consequences being hens.
flaiR1, his endeavour would be to place it in
the most conspicoouslight inmgluable. Inthe
first case, his endeavours would be to delay
the process, and if possible make it void: ha
tile latter, to expedite it, and keep it valid.
The most striking point of eoinddenee is
the occasion there is in both _ses for two
parties. In the civil branch, there can hardly
be a deficiency in this respect; there being
commonly two individuals whose interests are
opposite, and known and felt to be so. But
in the penal branch, in one very large division of it, there is naturally no such opposio
tion ; I mean, in that which concerns offences
against the public only. liece, therefore, the
law has been obliged to create such an opposifion, and has accordingly created it by the
establishment of a public prosecutor. In the
remuneratory branch of procedure, there is
a similar absence of natural opposition, and
accordingly the grand desideratu_ is the appointment of an officer whose business it
should be to contest on the part of the publie, the title to whatever reward is proposed
to be granted in this way. He might be catitled, for shortness, by some such name as
that of Contestor-general.
W_thout a prose°
tutor.general, in the large and important di.
vi..:ion of eases above mentioned, there would
not, unle_ by accident-- I mean, when an
individual is engaged in the task of proeeeution by public spirit, or what is much more
nat,ral, by private pique -- be any suit instituted, any punishment inflicted. For want of
a contestor-gener',d, there is not, unless by a
similar accident,* any check given to the inustice of m,nerited remuneration.
Upon the whole, then, the penal and civil
" I say by accident : for as in the case of offences against the public merely, accident will
somethnes raise up a private prosecutor in the
person of a chance individual, so in matters of
remunerative procedure, willaccident soma.lines
raiseofup
contestor
in theappointment
person of some
mere.
bar
thea body
by whose
the reward
is bestowed. This supposes that the reward is to
be in the appointment of a hody; so that ifit be
at the appointment of a single persen, the chance
of contestation is altogetherwanting. This chance
will ofcoursebe the greater, the more numeroua
that body: but if the body be very small, especially if it be composed wtthout any mixture of
different interests and partialities, and its deliberations held in secret, _t will amount to nothing.
If the busine_ be confined to three, or four, m_
half.a-dozen, who are intimately connected, the
bargam is soon made: "You serve my friend, I
serve yours." Even if the as_mbly be ever m
numer.ous, the chance of..eo_testatim3 is hut •
p..ref.armuspn_ "_t'netask as at any rate an mvtdmus tass..ne mast b.ea man or ,more man
eomraon pubuc sprat, a_tdea to more man com.
man courage, who, unp_ .pt_i.by part_._, ouay
an_ uncompeaeo oy omcc, wm una=taxe _t: not
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branches of ,_rocedure, but particularly the
penal, may in all cases serve either as the
models, or, if tile term may be admitted, as
the aJ_t_.model, of the remuneratory branch
of procedure

of improper emnmiseratlon for the offender ;
since pity towards the guilty is cruelty towards the im_oeent. The reward paid to the
informer has forits object, the service he has
performed ; in this respect, he is upon a level
with the judge who is paid for passing senfence.
The informer is a servant of the goCIIAPTER
XIII.
vernment, employed in oppos_lg the internal
REWARDSTOINFORMERS.
enemies of the state, as the soldier is a servant employed in opposing its extenlal foes.
T_l_ execution of a law cannot he enforced,
2. It introduces into society a system oresunless the violation of it be denounced ; the pionage.
assistance of the informer is therefore altoTo the word espionage, a stigma is ataether as necessary and as meritorious as that
taehed: let us substitute the word inspection,
of the judge,
which is uncomlected with the same prejuWe have already had occasion to remark,
dices. If this inspection consist in the mainthat with respect to public offences, where tenance of an oppressive system of police,
no one individual more than another is into- which subjects iunocent actions to punishrested in their prosecution, it has been found ment,whichcondemnssecretlyandarbitrarily,
necessary to create a sort of magistrate, an it is natural that such a s) stem and its agents
accnser-gencr',d, to carry on sash prosecutions
should become odious. But if this inspection
in virtue of his ofl_ee ; but it is indispensably
consist in the maintenance of a ._ystem of ponecessary that offences should be denounced lice, for the preservation of the public tranto him, before he can begin to act.
quillity and the execution of good laws, all
Ina \veil-ordered community, it would be its ill_pectors, and all its guar&ans, act a usethe duty of every individuM possessing cvi- ful and salutary part : it is the vicious only
dense of the eommissioa of a crime, to de- who will have reason to complain ; it will be
nounce the criminal tothe tribunals ; and such formidable to them alone.
individual would be disposed so to do. In
3. Pecuniary rewm'ds may induce thlse wit.
most countries, however, men in general are nes_es to couspire against the innocent.
desirous of withdrawing from the performance
If we suppose a public and well-organized
of this duty. Some refuse to perform it from system of procedure, in _hich the innocent
mistaken notions of pity toward_ the delin- are not deprived of any means of defence,
quent ; others, because they disapprove of the dm_ger resultilJg from conspiracy willaps_me part of the law; others, from the fear pear but small. Besides the prodigious difof making enemies; many from indolence;
fieuhy of inventing a coherent tale capable
ahn_"t all from a disinclil_ation to submit to of enduring a rigorous examination, there is
that loss which would arise fron_ the inter- no comparison between the reward offered
ruption of their ordinary occupations,
by the law, and the risk to which f/dse witIn these Countries, therefbre, it has been nesses arc exposed.
Mercenary witnesses
found necessary to offer pecuniary rewards to also arc exac'tly those who excite the greatest
informers,
distrust in the mind of a judge, and if they
So far as my knowledge extends, govern- are the only witnesses, a ._u,piclon of conmerits have never been advised to discontinue
spiracy instantly presents itself, anti becomes
this practice.
It is supported by authority,
a protection to the accused.
but it is condemned by public opi,fion : metThese objections are urged in justification
eenary informatious are considered disgrace- of the prejudice which exists ; btmt the profill; salaried informers, odious.
Hence it judice itself has been produced by other
results, that the reward offered by the law causes; _md those causes are specious. The
does not possess all its nominal value; the first, with respect to the educated classes of
disgrace attached to the service is a draw- society, is a prejudice drawn from historb,
back upon its amount.
The individual is especially from that of the Roman emperors.
rewarded by the state, and punished by the The word informer at once recalls to the
moral sanction,
mind those detestable miscreants, the horror
Let us examine the usual ohjeetions made of all ages, whom even the pencil of Tacitus
against mercenary informations,
has failed to cover with all the ignominy they
1. It is odious (it is said) to profit by the _ deserve : but these informers were ,Jot the
This objection is founded upon a feeling
have instances been wanting when the most nu_

mrs of the personal and lawless vengeance

of The
the sovereign.
second and most general cau_ of this
a_'rouaanddis¢o_antassemblieshaveconeurred
prejudice
is founded upon the employment
unanimously in the vote of rewards, which the
ms,knity have been knocnindividually to disap- given to informers by religious intolerance.
evil
we trove caused to other_.
I executors
law ; they
the exeeuI_m_e.
In the agesofofthe
ig_mrance
andwerz
bigotry',
basba_
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rouslaws havingbeen e_mctedagainstthose onceforallwhatitistheywouldhave: tbny
who did not professthedominantreligion,
shouldstrike,
somehow or other,a balance
informers
wegethenconsidered
aszealous
and betweenthebenefit
expectedfromtheeffects
orthodoxbelievers
; butinproportion
tothe of a law,andtheinconveniences,
orsupposed
increase
of knowledge,the maimersof men inconveniences,
inscparalde
from itsexecuhave been softened,
and theselawshaving finn. Ifthe inconveniences
preponderate,
become odious,
theinformers,
withoutwhose lettherebe allend of thclaw; ifthebeneservices
they would havefallcnintodisuse,fits,
lettherebean endofallobstacles
which
partookof thehatredwhich thelawsthem- an aversiontothenecessary
instruments
on
selvesinspired•
Itwas an injustice
inrespectwhich itsefficacy
depends,
would opposeto
tothem, but a salutary
effect
resulted
from itsexecution.
it,to theclasses
exposedtooppression.
These casesof tyrannyexcepted,
thepre}udicewhich condemns mercenaryinlbrmer_
CHAPTER
XIV.
_s an evil.
It is a consequence of the thatREWARDSTO ACCOMPLICES.
tent[on of the public to their true interests, I
and of the general ignorance in matters of ! Atlo_o informers, criminals who denounce
legislation.
Instead of acting in consonance
their accomplices have been di_tiuguished
with the dictates of the principle of utility, ] from others, and the offer of pardon or reo
people in general have blindly abandoned ] wards to induce them thus to act, has been
themselves to the guidance of sympathy and I condemned as altogether improper. It must
antipathy--of
sympathy in favour of those be acknowledged, that solong as there is auy
wi_o injure --of antipathy to those who ren- other means of obtaining the con_-ietion of a
der them essential service.
If an informer
criminal without thus rewarding an accomdeserves to be hated, a judge deserves to be pliee, this method is bad ; the impunity ne.
abhorred,
cessarily
accompanyingitisan evil. But if
This prejudice
alsopartlysprings
from a therebe noothermeans,thismetl:odisgood
confusion
of ideas. No distinrtion
is made sincetheimpmfityof a singlecriminal
iszt
between the judiclal
and the private
infor- lessevilthantheimpunityofmauy.
mcr;betweenthemattwho denounces
a crime
In relation,
however,toweightyand s_ri,
in a courtof justice,
and he who secretlyouscrimes,
no suchrewardscanwithpropriety
Insinuates accusations ag,ain_t his enemies;
be appointed by n general law. A general law
between the man who 'affords to the accused offering pardon and reward to the criminal
an opportunity of dcfemling himself, and he who informed against his accomplices, would
who imposes the conditims of silence with be an invitation to the commission of all sorts
respect to his perfi&ou._ reports. Clandestine
of crimes : it would be as though the legisaccusations are justly considered as the bane later had said, " Among a multitude of crL
of society : they destroyeonfidence, sad pro- minaL% the most wicked shall not only be
dace irremediable evils; but they have no- unpunished but rewarded."
A man shall lay
thing in common with judicial accusations,
plans for the commissinn of a crime --shah
It is extremely difficult to eradicate pre- engage accomplices with the intention at"
judices so deeply rooted and natural.
From betraying them : to the natural profits of the
necessity, the practice of paying public in- crime, such a law would add the rext_ardbeformers continues to be in use ; but the stowed upon him as an informer. It is what
character of an informer is still regarded as has often happened under EngLish law. It i_
disgraceful, and by some strange fatality the one of the frtfits of the maxim which prohijudges make no efforts to enlighten the pub- bits the examination of suspected perseus,
lic mind on this subject, and to protect this respecting facts which may tend to criminate
useful and even necessary class of meal from themselves.
It is, however, criminals who
the rigour of pubLic opinion. They ought not can always furnish, and who often caa ainu
to suffer the eloquence of the bar to insult furnish, the light necessary for the guidance
before their faces these necessary assistants
ofjusuce.
But the examination of suspected
in the admini._tration of justice. The conduct persons being forbidden as a means of obtainof the English law towards informers fur- ing intelligence, there remains only the me
nishes s era'ions but deplorable instance of thod of reward.
human frailty. It employs them, oftentimes
But when the reward, instead of being bedeceives them, and always holds them up to stowed in virtue of a general law, is lef_ to
contempt,
the discretion of the judge, and offered only
It is time for lawgivers at least to wean when necessary, this inL'onvanience does not
themselves from these schoolboy prejudices, exist. Advantageous crimes can _3olonger bo
which can consist only with a gross inatten- committed With security. Recourse being had
t[on to the interests of the public, joined to to tbis costly method only when all other
a gross ignorance of the principles of haman methods fail, there will ala_ys be a longer
taature. They should settle with themselves
or shorter interval, during which every
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rains] will feel himself exposed to the punish- lest they should find an informer in every
meat denounced against his crimes.
The !accomplice?
Wherefore should we not svek
employment of reward in this manner having !to fill them with a desire to in£orm against
beemne usual, will exercise upon the security and mutually to destroy each other; so that
of criminals the effect of a general law: it each one, uneasy and tremliling in the midst
might even be prescribed by such slaw. "l'i_is of his fellows, should fe_ his companions as
methnd would then possess all the advantages
much as his judges, nor be able to hope for
of an unconditmnal law, without its inconvesecurity but in the renunciation of his crimes?
niences.
This is exactly what the consideration of the
Becearia has condemned, without exeep- public welfare would lead us to wish ; and if
tiuu, every reward offered to accomplices,
we are to be turned aside from the care of
As the fomJdation of his opinion, he produces this object by regard to the fidelity of thieves
onl., a e,nflised sentiment of disapprobation
and murderers to their engagements, for a_ill
attached to the words " trefvson and faithstronger reason, from humanity: ought we to
lessness."
"
abstain from punishing their crmies.
Voluntary conventions among men are geBeccaria, upon just ground, condemns the
nerally useful to society. It would be in most sovereigns and judges, who after having encases productive of evil, were they not con- tieed an offender to become an informer, ufsidered binding. Infamy has therefore become terwards violate their promise, and render it
constantly attached to the terms treason and illusory. In this case we need not fear to give
faithlessness.
The acts, however, to whieh vent to the feelings of horror and indignation
these terms are applied, are only pernicious in which so mischievous a proceeding inspires.
as far as the contracts of which they are rio- It is mischievous in the highest possible delatioos are at least innocent.
To render the gree. It destroys all future confidence in stsecurity of society (which crimes, were they milar offers, and renders powerless this most
to remain unpunished, would destroy) subor- necessary instrument. It cements, instead of
dinate to the accomplishment of all manner
weakening, the union of criminals among
of engagements, wouhl be to render the end themselves ; and causes govermuent itself to
subordinate to the means. What would be- appear as the guardian of their society, by
come of society, were it once established as adding mockery to the rigour of the law, by
a principle, that the commission of a crime punishing the individual who has confided in
became a duty if once it had been promised? its promises.
That promises ought to be performed, is a
" But," says Beeearis, "society authorizes
'maxim which, without a limitation excepting
treason, detested even by criminals ,rnon 9
those the performance of which would be per- themselves." We have already seen what is to
nicious to society, ought to have place neither be understood by this treason, It is natural
in laws nor in morals. It is doubtful which to criminals to detest it--it
is their ruin:
woldd be most injurious--the
non.performit ought to be appruved by honest men --it
anee of every promise, or the performance of is their safeguard. It t_ill _ntroduce er2mes of
all. Far from being a greater evil than that cowardice and baseness. No: it will introduce
to which it is opposed, it would be diffieult acts of prudence, of penitence, and of public
to show that the non.performance of criminal utility; it will operate as an antidote to all
engagements is productive of any evil. From crimes. These pretended crimes of cowardice
the performance of such an engagement, an are more injurious to a nation titan the crimes
unfavourable judgment only can be formed o.fcouraye. The truth is exactly the reverse:
of the character of the party : how can a si. which produce most alarm in society, primilar judgment be formed from its violation ? vately stealing and s_indling on the one side,
Because he has repentedof having committed or highway robbery and murder on the other?
or been willing to commit an action injurious
The tribunal which emploqs this expedient,
to society, and which he knew to be so, does discovers its uncertainty. It discovers that it
it follow that he will fail to perform actions can know nothing without having learnt it.
which he knows to be innocent and useful?
By what means cans judge attain to certainty
From the violation of engagements among without witnesses?
In what country is it
criminals, what evil can be apprehended ? -customary for criminals to make the judges
Thatunanimityshallbewantingamongthem?
the confidants of their misdeeds and their
_that
their enterprises shall be uasuecessplans?
The law exkibits its .feebleness, in
ful ?-- that their associations shall be dis- implorin 9 the assistance even of him who ImJ
solved ? It is proverbially said, "there is broken it. The law seeks the offender who
honour among theives."
The honour which flits from it : if the mean_ employed ['or his
Cements their conspiracies is the pest of so- discovery are effectual, it only exhibits its
eiety.
Why should we not seek to inspire wisdom
them with the highest degree of distrust toBut if rewards are to be bestowed upon
ward each other ?--why
should We not arm criminals who denounce their accomplices,
them against each other, and make thorn fear Boeearia desires that it amy be in virtue og"
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" n general law, which should promise ira- alreadyanswered. In all cases la wnida ao
punity u_ every accomplice
who di_-overe
a particular reason can be given to the contrary
crime, rather than by u particular declaration
the liberty of competition
ought to be ad.
in each particular
case."
The reason he asmitted upon the largest scale.
Yet to this
signs is, that "such
a law would prevent the
decision of the public, the practice of natloni,
combination
of malefactors,
by inspiring each
that is, of those who bear the sway in nations,
of them
with the fear of expoaing himself
is by no means uniformly conformable."
there
alone, to danger, and that it would not _rve
are privileges and there are exclus_ons_pur.
to give that boldness to the wicked, who see
suits open to one set, closed to another se_
that there are some cases in which their serof men : all governments
have been more or
vices are required."
But we have already obless infected with that intermeddling
disposerved, that the particular declaration equally i sition,
which believes
it can give perfection
serves to prevent this combination,
and that
to particular species of service, by appropriit is thegeneral
law which tends to give boldating its exercise
exclusively
to particular
hess to the wicked, and even creates the beindividuals.
llef that justice cannot be executed
without
That there may be cases fit to be excepted
them.
out of the above general rule, is allowed :
" A law of this nature,"
adds Becc_ria,
but before we come to the consideration
of
" ought to join to impunity the banishment
the exceptions,
let us see bow the matter
of the informer."
A condition of this nature
stands upon principle-whether
the people
could only serve to render the law inefficaare most right, or their rulers.
cious in a variety of cases, and also contains
And in the first place, by way of illustraa contradiction
in terms.
A law joining bation, let us stop a moment
to examine
the
nishment to impunity I Is not banishment u connexion thereisupon thisoccasionbetween
punishment
?s
reward and punishment.
Let us suppose, apprehensions
are entertained
of the pre valence
of murder and incendiarism.
Against a par.
CHAPTER
XV.
ticular person the suspicions are stronger thmt
COMe_T_Tm_ ^S TO aEwAaos,
WHZS a portion of the matter of reward
is
allotwd
for the purchase of services,
ought
the liberty of competition
tobe admitted?
-in any, and what cases _what . is the general
•
.
rule, m_d what are the exceptmns
? -- m the
ease of what species of scrvice?--for
what
species of reward ?
If popularopinion
be allowed to determine,
the question
concerning
the general
rule is

I againsteitherofthoseoffences.
against any one else. There is Thesovereign,
as yet no law
[ intending
to do his utmost to guard the state
! against those
calamities,
sends for the sus[ peered person,
and prohibits him from cornI1 mitting any such crimes, under such penalties
i as he thinks proper: for the suspected person,
! observe, and for him only; there beingasyet
[ no general
law prohibiting
such enormities,
I and everybody
else being left at perfect
liI berty.
If it were possible
that any such in°
I cident
could have happened
within time of

• To the edit,_on of Beccaria published
at
Purls....m 1791, are added some notes by Diderot :
unfortunately, they are short and few. I translate
tho_e which relate to thepresent chapter:_
" The errors of courts of iustic and the fee
blensss of the law, even when crimes are known
to ha_e been committed, are matters of public
notoriety.
It is in vain to endeavour to conceal
them ; there is nothing, therefore, to counterba-

i history,
should not we pronounce
at once,
I that either t h e nation could not yet have
o_o,=_d 4"eom _ a_ato _f t_o _fn_do_t
_
_ •
.
.
.
.
] var_sm, or else that tne sovereign so acting
could not have been m his r_ght mind ? Such,
I however, is the exact counterpart of the policy
[ of him, who wanting u service to be performed
of such a nature as that for aur.ht he can tm

lance the _vantage
among
matcxactors,
_._
an_
/'n_;.4

of disseminating
distrust I certain,
there are several competent
to pJ_ann,n renaenng
them
sus._
" "" r-"tna_ i o-"
h|o
n
_
annthav
anti
_h_ _ _Iorm I_--some
nette
rners, ann" eaen"
"n
them
without
ceaain
to
drea_
in
their
man,
according
to
the
motives
that
are
given
caas_ g
g
....
accomplices so many accusers.
This can only h_m, better than h_mself--commits
the buslrand to make the wicked cowards_ and everything
ness to one, in exclusion
of the rest.
which renders them l¢_daring
m useful."
If penal laws must be applicable
to all.
" The delicacy of the author exhibits a noble that there may be a chance of preventing
all
and generous hea_:
but human morality, .of offences, the offer of reward ought to be gowhich
hws form
the basis,
the
neral, that there may boa chance of obtaining
maintenance
of public
order, is
anddirected
cannot toadmit
among the number of its virtues the fidelity of all services, and of obtaining the best.
nmlefar_ors among themselves,
that they may
If we inquire in detail for the reasons why
disturb that order, and violate the laws witl_ competition
for reward,
and for everything
greater security.
In open war, dece_wrs are re- else which can be bestowed
in the way of
eeived
greater
ought silence
they m end
be ! producing service,
should
be as open and as
received: with
in a war
carriedreason
on amidst
darkness,and whose operations
cansi_t
of snares free as possible,the question may be con-and treachery,"
sidercd in two points of view:._first
as it
VoL I1.
¥
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concerns the interests of those for whose
sake the service wanted is to be performed ;
secondly, as it concerns the interests of those
by whom the service might some to be pet'formed,
With reg_d to the former set of interests,
._thas already been observed," as a reason for
the employment of reward as a fitter instrument than punishment for attaining a given
degree of excellence, the idea of which has
already been conceived by the person who
wishes it to be attained, -- that the chance
is greater when reward is employed as the
incitement, than when use is made of punishment ; because punishment can only operate
upon a few selected individuals, and should
they be unequal to the task, would be altogether employed in vain. Whatever number
you select, you forego all the chance which
oumight have of the service being performed
y any one else. The case is equallythe same
when rewards are offered to a selected few.
Allowing the liberty of competition, you may
propose rewards to any number without expeons__you pay it but to one: you do not p_y
ittilltheserviceis
performed; and the chance
of its being performed is in proportion to the
number of persons to whom it is proposed,
Another advantage which reward has over
punishment, as we have seen, is, that by
means of the former, the value of the service
may be brought to an indefinitely high degree
of perfection. But this can only be effected
by means of a free competition. In this way,
lind this only, can individuals be led to exert
their faculties.
Were the reward proposed
to one only, having rendered the degree of
service sufficient to entitle him to the reward,
he would stop there : to make the exertions
necessary to carry it to any higher degree of
perfection, would be to trouble himself to no
purpose. But let a reward be offered to that
one of two competitors, for example, who
best performs the service: unless either of
thee know exactly the degree of skill possensed by the other, and know it to be clearly
inferior to his own, each will exert himself
to his utmost, since t_ more perfect he
makes his work, the better chance has he of
gaining the reward. The matter is so ortiered, that for every part of the greatest
degree of service he can possibly find means
to render, there will be a motive to induce
him to render it. The same reasoning may
be applied to any other number of competitorJ; and the chance of perfection will be
increased, if the f_culties of the competitors
equal in proportion to their number,
Should he who has the disposal of the reward assert--.- " I am acquainted with an individ_
more competent than any other to
perform the service in question, and with
• Book L Chap. VII. ant_,
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whom no one can be placed in competition,"
-- his assertion is exposed to this dilemma:
Upon a fair trial of skill, either this per_m
will stand fir_, or he will not: if he stand
first, the competition is not to his prejudice,
but redounds to his honour ; if another excel
him, the advantage of a free competition is
: proved. Partis_ty is either mischievous or u_
necessary.
We next consider the question as it affe_s
the interest of those who might be admitted
as competitors.
Reward in its own nature is a good : all
competitors think so, and that a balance of
good remains even after deducting the evil of
that labour, whatever it be, which is expended in the performance of the service, or they
would not be competitors.
He who has the
disposal of the reward thinks so, or he would.
neither offer it, nor be so anxious as he sometimes is to secure it for those to whom he
wishes to give a preference. But when there
is no special reason to the contrary, why
should not all the members of a state bare
a chance of obtaining the goods to be distrio
buted in that state?
To exclude any man
from any chance he might have of bettering
himself, is at best a hardship : if no special
reason can be given for it, it is injustice, and
one of those species of injustice which, ifadministered on pretence of delinquency, would
openly bear the name of punishmexlt.
It may be objected, that if a frec competio
tion were allowed, " the number of eompetitors would be very great, while the rew_rd
being confined to one, or to a very small norabet, one only will be paid for his labour ; the
lot of the rest would be lost labour and disappointment : that the public would be losers,
by their labours being diverted from services
of greater utility, and that the service would,
withoutthiseompetition,bepertbrmedinaSufo
ficient degree of perfection, or if pcrtormed in
anyhigherdegree, wouldbeofnofurtheruse.
_'
The following considerations may serve as
a reply to these objections. XVhere there is
nothing more than the mere loss of labour
to those who can afford to lose it, or of any
thing else to those who can afford to part
with it, the possible amount of mi_hief, be
it what it may, can afford no sufficient reason
for narrowing competition.
If there be the
pain of disappeintment a/ter trial, there has
been the pleasure of expectation before trial;
and the latter, there is reason to believe, is
upon an average much greater than the formet. The pleasure is of longer continuance,
it fills a larger space in the mind ; and the
larger, the longer it continues.
The pain of
disappointment comes on in a moment, and
gives place to the first dawning of a _ew
hope, or is driven out by other earns. If it
be true, that the principal part of happiness
consists in hope, and that but few of our
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hopes are completely realized, it would be
necessary, that men might be saved from disappointment, to shut them out from joy.
It may further be observed, that the liberty
of competition seldom includes so many as, if
considered with regard to the particular hature of the service, it would seem to include,
Where it is not restrained by institution, it
is ot_en restrained by nature, and that some_
_nea within very narrow bounds. Services
depending on opportunity, are confined to
those to whom fortune shall have given the
opportunity;--servicesdependingon
science
or on art, are confined to those whom educa_
tion and practice have familiarized with thd
science or the art ; -- services depending on
station, are confined to one, or to the few,
if there be more than one, who at the time
in question are invested with that station,
Thus the objection derived from the too
great number of competitors is almost always
without foundation,
It also often happens, that, independently
of the reward given to the successful candidate, the service even of the unsuccessful
pays itself. This is more particularly apt to
bethecw_ewithregardtoservicesofindefinite
excellence which depend on skill
Some develope their talents--others
obtain notoriety;
one discourse obtains the reward-- twenty
candidates have improved their minds in endeavourlng to obtain it. The athletic exerclass, which on such a vast variety ofoccesions
were eelebratt.d throughout ancient Greece,
to have been open to all comers : it was
but one at each game that could obtain the
prize ; but even the unsuccessful combatants
found a sort of subordinate advantage in the
reputation of having contended, and in the advances made by them in those energies, which
at that time of day gave distinguished lustre
to every one who excelled in them.
It may even happen, that the service of
the successful shall be no object, and that the
services looked to on the part of him who institutes the reward shall be those which are
performed by the unsuccessful. The Grecian
games just mentioned, may be taken as an
example.
The strength of the successful
combatant was no sens_le advantage to the
country : the object aimed at was the cncouragement of personal prowess and skill.
In
this country, the prizes given at horse-races
have a similar sort of object. From the few
horses who win, the public may reap no partitular advantage ; but the horses which are
beaten, or never contend for the prize, are ira.l?rovedby the emulation to which it has given
birth,
By the English Government, very ample
rewards are offered to him who shall diseover the most perfect and practicable mode of
a_eertaining a ship's longitude at sea. One
effect of this reward is to divert from their

employments a multitude ofartls4s and Ifmo
dents in various branches of physical science,
of whom s few only can have any recompemm
for their expense and labour. To /my _ll
that would try, might probably be impracti°
cable ; but the banefit of the service appea_
to counterbalance this inconvenience ; and in
point of fact, the persons who can suppose
themselves qualified to contend in such a
race are so few, that this inconvenience can
scarcely be very considerable. Were thesame
re_-ard to be given for running, boxing, or
wrestling, the common businesses of life
would be deserted, and all the world would
become runners, boxers, and wrestlers.
Amongst the Athenians, rewards not vastly
inferior, considering the difference in the va_
lue of money and the common rate of living,
were actually given to such athletic exercises.
But the Athenians were as much in the right
so to do, as we should be in the wrong to
imitate them. In those days, when success
in war depended almost entirely upon bodily
_address and vigour, encouraging the performance of these exercises was disciplirdngan
army ; and the national wealth could suffer
little, since the labours of agriculture were
chiefly carried on by slaves.
The advantages resulting from the most
unlimited freedom of competition therefore
are-- 1. Chance of success increased accord°
ingtothe number of competitors; 2. Chance
of the highest success increased by invigora.
ring the increased effort of each competitor
3. Equality established ; 4. Number of works
multiplied ; 5. Latent talents developed.
Application oftl_e above principle.
The cases to which this principle may be
applied are much more extensive titan might
at first view he imagined : it covers a great
part of the field of legislation ; it may be
applied to ecclesiastical, to fiscal, to administrative, and to constitutional laws.
Thia rule is in direct opposition to the
fundamental principle of Hindoo legislation.
In that country, every man belongs to a caste
from which he cannot separate himself.
Tee
each caste be]ungs the exercise of certain
professions : there is a caste of learned men,
a caste of warriors, and a caste of labourers.
Emulation is thus reduced within the narrowest bounds, andthe energies of the people
are stifled.
This principle is opposed to those ecelesiastical regulations, by which all who refuse
to sign certain articles of belief, or refuse to
pronounce a certain number of words eoneero
nlng theologiosl subjects, are excluded from
certain professions. The greater the number
of indaviduals thus exeAuded, the grea_er the
loss sustaine.d by the diminution of comps.
tition in the _performance of those services.
This principle is in direct contradiction to
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• multitude of fiscal and administrative laws,
estmblishing exclusive privileges in favour of
certain branches of commerce and trade ; fixing the price of commodities, and the places
at which they are to be bought and sold ;
prohibiting the entry or the-exit of various
productions of agriculture or of manufactures.
Thesesresomanyexpedientsllmitingcompe-!
titien, andareinjurious tothenatiennlwealth,
The father of political economy has from
this principle in a manner created a new
science : the application he has made of it to
the laws relating to trade, has nearly exhausted the subject.*
By two opposite competitions, prices are
fixed. Competition among the purchasers
secures to the producers a sufficient eompenzation for the outlay of their capital and lahour : competition among the sellers, serving
as a counterpoise to the other, prod,cos a
cheap market, stud reduces the prices of cornmoditice to the lowest sum for which it is
worth while to produce them. The difference
between, a low price and a high price is a reward offered to the purchaser by one seller
for the service he will render {o him, by grantlug what remains to be gained, to him instead
of to his competitor who requires more.
In all trades, and in all arts, competition
secures to the public, not only the lowest
priee but the best work. Whatever degree
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The very nature of the reward may some.
times render it necessary to depart from the
system of competition.
It is not every office
that can be offered to every one disposed to
undertake it.
Ought the education of •
prince to be offered to him who writes the
I best treatise upon that education? No: such
an office requires qualities and virtues, and
particularly a knowledge of the world, which
might not be possessed by the philosopher
who had resolved the problem.
Ought the office of master of the mint to be
offered to any one who produces the best die ?
No: this important duty requires a probity, an
exactness, a habit of regularity, which has no
connexion with manual skill. This is a re•son, and the only reason, for not offering such
offices to all the world ; but it is no reason
for not attaching to this service another reward, to which all the world might aspire.
Some services, which are not directly susceptibleofopencompetition,
aresoindirectly ;
that is, by making the competition consist in
the performance of some preliminary service,
the execution of which may serve as a test ofa
man's ability to perform the principal service.
This is what is done in the case of extensive
architectural works, when artists•re invited
to give in their plans and their models : this
is all that the nature of the service allows of._

ought according to the general rule to be•coopt.
ed : power al_o to the offerer to call upon _h.o
minister, or competent authority, to _sigu their
resins for such rejection. When all this is done
publicly, no attempt would be made to reject the
offer of a man, who_ together with his surede_
was known to be perfectly responsible.
A praise to which one of the most cele[_ruted
competition left open to all who may choose ministers in England is justly entitled, and about
to undertake the supply ? It is not di_cult
which there is no difference of opinion, is the
to find the determining reason : it is more having, with more consistency than any of his
convenient to serve a friend, a dependent, or predecessors, followed this pn'nciple. Mr. Pitt
a partizan, than a person unknown, or per- divested himself of this source ofinfluence_ so
haps an enemy. But this is not an avowable dear to ministers, and opened a free competition
reason : for the public, some other must be for
all contracts
all loans.resulting
It is unnece.ss_T
to point
out the and
advantages
from this
sought. Open competition would, it is said, just and liberal policy : they are known to all the
produce a multitude of rash contractors, world; and the example set by him has been •
The terms in appearance most advantageous
law to his successer¢
to government would commonly be offered
_ Some years ago, it was thought desirable to
by some rash adventurer, who, in the end, have• general IndexmsdetotheJournalsofthe
wonld be found unable to fulfil his engage- to
House
Commons
: tbrif it metHodised_
he not yet desirable
haveofthe
laws tHemselve_
it has
ments. When the time came for the per- however been thought desirable to methodise the
form•nee of his part of the contract, the history of the proceedings of this branch of the
stores in question would not be provided, and ;legislature. It was an undertaking of very con.
the service would suffer irreparable injury, siderable difficulty, both in consideration of its
It is important that the men with whom we magnitude,and the variety of matter it embraced.
How were fit persons to be selected for it? Corndeal should be well known.
In some cases, petition_in the usual mode, could no_ have been
these reasons may not bewithout foundation,
employed. The legislature could not say to men
but they are most frequently illusory._
Ioflettera,_ork,
and the best workmanshaU he
rewarded. Who, uncertain of being paid for .,_
i _Vealtb of Nations.
i would have devoted his life to so repulsive an
"1"The following is the general outline of an employment ? The course taken wcs this: _ the
arrangement by which all the above diffxculties [work was put into the hands of four men of let.
would be effectually removed :--Unlimited corn- to_ selected one knows not how, _or by whom,
petition ; with power to the minister, or to any nor why. The work w_s divided amongst then1,
vompctent
authority,
to reject
theoffe¢
which insuch son thateachofthem zeceived
toh/I
of superiority is possessed by one commodity
over another of the same description, meets
with its reward either in the quantity sold,
or in the price at which it is sold.
As to stores of every description of which
the public stands in need, why is not the
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When, some years ago, it was designed to
Frederic the Great twice attempted to
erect, in the n_ighhourhood of London, at make a general reform in the laws of hiJ
the public expense, a Penitentiary House, the kingdom: both times he applied to a singhs"
mode of unlimited competition _as adopted, chancellor. The first of them, too content.
in order to obtain plans for it. The super- ed with himself to suspect he could stand ha
intendants received sixty-five plans, from need of assisfance from others, produced a
among which they had an opportunity of work the most insignificant of any which has
making a selection, instead of the one which appeared." The second, M. Von Carmer,
they would have received, had the system of after havingcompleted his lab'durs, acted very
favouritism been pursued.
If, without re- differently, and much better: before it reward, a plan superior to the best of those thus calved the authority of a law, he presented
obtained has since been devised, it may be i it to the public, with an invitation tolcerned
attributed to the share which chance has in men to communicate to him their ohaervaevery new invention : the offer of a reward lions upon it ; seconding his invitations by
may accelerate the developement of new the offer of rewards.
It is with regret that
ideas,without enabling an individual to corn- I am constrained to ask, why did not he, who
plate the arrangement of his plans at a given had in this respect thus far surpassed all his
moment,
predecessors, act stir more nobly? Why only
When the British parliament offered a re- ask for criticism upon a given work ?-- why
ward of £20,000 for the discovery of a mode not ask for the work itseLf? Why limit the
of finding the longitude, they were not goLlty invitation to Germans alone, as though there
of the absurdity of eonfiuing the competition
were no genius out of Germany ?--why limit
to the professors of natural philosophy and the reward to a sum below the price of those
astronomy at Oxford and Cambridge. To re- snuff-boxes which are presented to a foreign
solve the problem of the best system of legis- miuister, for the service he performs in de]ation, is more important and more diflieuh, parting when he is recalled. "/'he richest dine
Why, in mixed governments,
has it been mend in his master's crown would not have
hitherto confined to the members of the lcgis- been too great a reward for him who should
lative body, and in monarchies, to the chan- thus have given to all the others a new and
celtor ? The determining reason is abundantly before-unknown splendour.
clear: Those who are in possession of the
On different occasions, public-spirited inpower- those to whom it belongs to propose dividuals and societies have endeavoured to
this problem, are ashamed to make a public supply, from their slender resources, the no.
avowal of their own incapacity to solve it ; giect of governments, and have offered larger
they carefully avoid all acknowledgments of rewards than the chancellor of the Great
their own incapacity or indolence ; they are Frederic.
That which they could not offer,
willing that their labours should be relldered and which it did not depend upon them to
as little burdensome as possible, by following offer, was the reward which the minds best
the ordi_lary routine, and not that they should adapted for the accomplishment of such an
be increased by the exhibition of the neces- undertaking would esteem above every other."
sity of reform. In a word, they desire not to I mean. the assuran_ that theirlabours would
be advised, but to be obeyed.
While sub- be judged by those who could give them aw
.icct to the influence of such circumstances, it thority -- who could make them useful.
can be considered no matter of surprise that
In conclusion, I do not say, that with rethey should, as far as possible, have made gard to certain services, sufficient reat_ons
the science of legislation an exclusive mono- may not be found for altogether excluding
poly.
The interests of human nature cry competition, but that in every such ease these
aloud against this contemptible jealousy. The reasons ought to be ready to be rendered,
problem of the best system of laws ought to otherwise it ought to be lawful to conclude
oe proposed to the whole world : it belongs that they do not exisL_
to the whole world to solve it.
• Some extracts from it may he seen in the
share such and so many volume, according as he Manual of Political Economj/.
was most in favour. The result has been four
_- With reference to constitutional law, here_
indexes instead of one, all of them materiaUy ditary succession to the throne is established, to
varying in method and completeness, and ren- prevent the competition of many pretenders. It
dmang unavoidable the great inconvenience of Is the princiiml exception to the principle, and
consulting four volumes instead of one. If a the moat eusaQy_ustified.
plan analogous to that employed in the case of
Anoth_ specaesof inheritance, of which the
architectural works had beefl adopted_the course Egyptians had given an exa_
andwhieh the
taken would have been to advertise a premium Indianshaveadopted,hasfoundsdmirerseven
infor the best essay on the art ofindex-makings and ourdays. Irefertohereditacyprofessiominpar.
particulaxly as applied to the work in qu_tion, ticular familiehwhere they can neither have two,
/ks a still further security, an index w one vomme [nor change their first. "Par ce moyen," says
might have been required by way of ape.c_m.an; ! Bossueh _' teas les armvenaient/Llaurperfecfiont
and to him who gave the greatest sausfactmn on faisait mie_x ce qu'cmavait tm_jouesvu falx,e.
upon both these points, the conduct of the work et b quoi,,Pon s'_tait unlquement exet_ des"sea
should have been committed,
enfance. --D,_ours sue Utlistoine Univer_ll_
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mind. Hence it is preclse|y because these
virtues are connected with the whole course

our existence, that they are incapable of
being made the objects of the rewards of Institution.
It is impossible to know what
mrtieular fact to select, at what period to
require the proof, to what particular circum.
stance to attach the distinction of reward.
2. Add to these difficulties, that of finding
a suitable reward which shall be agreeable to
those for whom it is designed. The modesty
and delicacy of virtue would be wounded by
the formalities necessary to the public proof
of its existence. It is fostered by, and pe; hape
depends upon esteem : but this is a secret
which it seeks to hide from itself, and those
prizes for virtue which seem to suppose that
conscience is bankrupt, would not be accepted
by the rich, nor even sought after by the most
worthy mnong the poor.
3. Every virtue produces advantages which
are peculiar to itself: probity inspires coatidence in all the relations of life ; industry
leads on to independence and wealth ; benevolence is the source of kindly affections ; -and though these advantages are not always
reaped, they generally follow in the natural
course of events. Their effect is much more
steady and cerialn than that of factitious reward, which is necessarily subject to many
imperfections.
In the reign of Louis XIV. a treatise was
mblished--"
On the Falsity of Human Virtues." What is singular, and what the author
)robably never suspected is, that by some
slight alterations it would be easy to convert
this work into a treatise on their reality. The
author appears to have considered them as
false, because they were founded upon reelprocal interest _ because their object is hap)iness, esteem, security, and the peaceable
enjoyment of life--because men in their mutual intercourse settle with each other for
their reciprocal services. But without these
Robertson, in his ttlstorical Researches re- : felicitous effects, what would virtue be? In
apcvtin 9 lad/a, has warmly approved the insti- :
tution of ca_t_+ and hereditary profe_ions. He what consists its rcaliLy P What would it have
allo_ however+that this system may hinder the to recommend it ? How would it be distinexertions of genius. "But the arrangements of gnished from vice ? This basis of interest,
•4vii _overnment_" says he, " are made, not tbr which to this author appears to have rendered
what m extraordinary, but for what is common ; it false, is precisely that which gives it a tree
not for the few_ but for the man_o"--.4ppendix.
If we lcok at asingle art in Europe -- that of and solid, and we may add. an immutable
l_dnttng_ for instance--Amhistory will show, that existence ; for no other source of happinen
very few artists have been born in a painting can be imagined._
room. Among a hundred of the mint celebrated
But if the most important class of virtues
painter_ it will be found that Raphael alone had are already provided with sufficient motives
• fathe_ who handled the pencil "lay/to patre to lead to their performance, either in the sut:.
driers
_srso,"
the only
device
of the
illustrious
Bernonilli,
whowas
could
study
astronomy
in ferings they prevent, or in the advantages to
icier, and in opp_ifiau to the authority of his which they give birth, is it not superfluous
_tber.--Dumont..
to add factitious motives ? The interference
• _
¢ill.lntrtly form an application of the
]prim:iples laid down in Chapter'VII. Punition
-I-Thewriterabove alluded to, like allasceti¢_
erda--their
relakiona. Mr. Ben- unskilful in rc_oni_n_+ injures the religion it was
tham_al_ren, fly noi having believed it neck,
his object to serve. How s:rong an argument ma_
to entor_a_ltothis detail, I have attempted, by thin we not derive fromthis coincidence between prac.
Of

B_CCARIAaccuses modern legislators of indifference to this subject. " Punishments,"
says he, "and, in many instances, unduly severe punishments, are provided for crimes;
for virtue there are no rewards." These cornplaints, repeated by a multitude of writers,
are matter of common-place declamation,
So long as they are confined to general
terms, the subject presents no difficulty; -but when an attempt is made to remove the
ground of complaint, and to frame a code of
remuneratory laws for virtue, howgreat is the
difference between what has been asserted to
be desirable, and what is possible I
Virtue is sometimes considered as an act,
sometimes as a disposition: when it is exbihired by a positive act, it confers a service ;
when it is considered as a disposition, it is a
chance of services. Apart from this notion of
service, !t is impossible to tell wherein virtue
consists. To form clear ideas concerningit, it
must altogether be referred to the principle of
utility: utilityisitsobject,
aswellasitsmotive,
After having thus far spoken of services to
be rewarded -- that is, of manifest and public
acts which tall not within the line of ordinary
actions__it remains to be shown, in relation to
mrtue,-- 1. What cannot be acconlplished by
general re_Lrds ; 2. What it is possible to
accomplish, either by particular institution, or
oecasiomd reward.*
1. We may observe, in the first place, that
those civil virtues, which are most important
to the welfare of society, and to the preserration of the human race, do not consist in
striking exploits, which carry their own proof
•with them, but in • train of daily actions, in
an uniform and steady course of conduct, resuiting from the habitual disposition of the

chaptm,
_Vo/¢/_ to
Dumont_
lupply this omi_ion+ if it were one.--

on the
tical
morality
part of and
the supreme
happinesS,
legislatot.l
in proof of design
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of legislators is useful only in supplying the
The institution of Z_ Resi&'e de ,S_lem_
deficiency of natural motives,
may be produced in answer to the above oh4. Whatwouldbeourconditionwerethings
servations: but it should be remembered,
in a different state ? -- were it nee_essary to that a village institution is of a different m_
invite men to labour, honesty, benevolence,
ture. The more limited a society, the more
and all the duties of their several conditions,
closely may its regtdations be made to reby mcer_ of factitious reward ? Pecuniary re- semble those of domestic government ; -- in
wards, it is evident, it would be impossible to which, as we have already seen, reward may
bestow. Honour, it is true, remains; buthow
beapplied toalmostevery
purpose. It isthus
would it be practicabte to create, in the shape that annual prizes may be established for
of honour, a sufficient fund of reward for the agility, ski]], strength -- for every other quagenerality of human actions? The value of lity which it nay be desirable to encourage,
these rewardsconsistsinthelrrarity:
sesoon
and of which the rudiments always exist.
as they are common, their value is gone.
There is not a village in Switzerland which
In "this case, as in so many other cases, does not distribute prizes of this nature for
there is an analogy between rewards and pu- mifitary exercises : it is an expedient for con°
nishments. It is an imperfection common to verting the duties and services of the citizens
both these sanctions, that they are applicable
into f dtea. Geneva, whilst it was a republic,
to actions alone, and exercise only a distant had its naval king-- its king of the arqueand indirect influence upon the habits and buss--itscommanderofthebow--itskingof
dispositions which give a colour to the whole the cannon. The conqueror, during the year
course of life. Thus, rewards cannot be insti- of his reign, enjoyed certain privileges, little
tu_ed for parental kindness, conjugal fidelity, costly to the state ; the public joy marked
adherence to promises, veracity, gratitude,
the return of these nati6nal exercises, which
and pity : legal punishments cannot be as- placed aLl the citizens under the eyes of thor
signed to ingratitude, hardness of heart, rio- grateful country. La l_osidre de _al_c_y,
lations of friendly confidence, malice or envy,
designed to honour virtues which ought to
_in a word, to all those vicious dispositions be perpetuated and renewed from generation
which produce so much evll before they have to generation, might have a periodical recm'_
broken out into those crimes which are cog- like the roses of summer.
[lizable before legal tribunals. The two sysThe Humane Society, established in EnKterns are like imperfect scales, useful only for land for the purpose of affording assistance
weighing bulky commodities ; and as an in- to persons in danger of drowning, and prodividual, whose life has been less guilty than riding the means of restoration in cases of
that of a man of a hard and false heart, is pu- suspended animation, distributes prizes to
nisbed for a single theft, there is also often a those who have saved any individual from
necessity of rewarding a certain distinguished
death.
In this case, the reward is not. as
service, performed by a man who is otherwise in the French Academy, confined to the inlittle entitled to esteem,
digent class alone : men of the first rank
Thus, in regard to the moral virtues which would consider it an honour to receive s
constitute the basis of daily conduct, there is medal commemorative of so noble m_action.
no re_rd which can be applied to them by Besides, the mode of conferring these rewards
general institution.
All that it is possible to has not been dramatised ; the retired habits
dois limited to seizing upon those striking ac- of virtue have been consulted ; there is no
tions, readily susceptible of proof, which arise public exhibition to which it is dragged, to
out of extraordinary circumstances, as oppor- be confounded or humiliated.
Greater eclat
tunities of conferring occasional rewards,
might, however, without adding to the rheaRewards of this nature cannot be bestowed
trical effect, be _ven to these rewards, were
periodically : the occasions for performing an efficient report made of them to the king
eminent services do not regularly recur. It and both houses of parliament.
is the action, and not the date in the almaAn institution of a similar nature, for the
hack, which ought to occasion the reward, reward of services rendered in cares of fire,
The French Academy ahoually bestowed a shipwreck, and all other ._ossible accidents,
prize upon the individual who, among the would stiLl further contribute to the cultiindigent classes, had performed the most vir- ration of benevolence ; and these noble actuous action. The judges had always one tions, brought in the same manner under the
prize to bestow, and they had but one. They eyes of the legislators, and inscribed in their
must occasionally have experienced regret at journals, would acquire a publicity of much
leaving unrewarded actions of merit equal to less importance to the honoured individual
that which gained the reward, and sometimes
than to society in general
at being obliged to reward an action of an or- ! Indeed, though the reward applies only to
dinary description. Besides, by the periodical one particular action, the principal object
return of the distribution, this prize would dedgned is the cultivation of those dispodsoon be rendered an o_oot of routine, and tions which such actions indicate : and tk_
cease to attract attention,
can only be accomldished by the publiciLl
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• s'hieh is given to the example, and the pubtic esteem and honour in which it is held.
When, upon the site of the prison which
]tad been the scene of an exalted instance of
filial piety, the Romans erected a temple,
they inculcated a noble lesson: they proclaimed their respect for one of the fundsmental virtues of their republic."
Independently of these eminently meritorious and always rare actions, govermncnts
'might render publicity subservient to the
perfection of a great variety of services, in
the pertbrmance of which the regular discharge of dtity is more important than the
display of extraordinary virtues.
This projeet might be realized by the formation of a
comparative table of the subor_iinatc admio
nistrations of cities, parishes, or counties,
This table would reqture to be renewed at
fixed periods, and might be made to bhow
which districts were most exact iu the payment of taxes--in
which the fewest crimes
had been committed-- in which useful esmblisbmeQts had been formed--in
which the
most liberal exertions had been made for the
relief of calamity-- what hospitals had heen
conducted with the greatest economy, and
bad been most successful in the cure of diseases;_ what tribunals had decided l he greatest number of causes, and from which the
smallest number of appeals had been made;
in what instances eflicaciotLs precautions had
been adopted for relieving any particular district from causes tending to render it unhealthy,--from
mendieity, from smuggling,
from vice, and from misery,
Such official reports, independentlyoftheir
]_olitical utility to the government, would,
without parade, produce all the good effects
of reward-- of that reward in honour which
costs nothing to the country, and yet mainrains all the moral energies in full activity
Every distinguished service might find a place
in these annals ; and the people, always prone
to exaggerate the vigilance and means of
information possessed by their governors,
would soon be persuaded that a perpetual
inspection was kept up, not only _ith re_pect to their faults, but also their meritorious actions,
This project is borrowed neither from the
Republic of Plato, nor the Utopia of More.
|t is even inferior to what has in our time

been carried into effect, in an empire cornposed of more than a hundred departments ;
in which tables, exhibiting in columns all the
results of civil, eeooomical,, rum], and .,:ommercial administration, were formed with
greater facility aud promptitude than would
have been experienced by any Russian noble,
had he been desirous of obtaining from his
snpcrlntcndcnts an account of the state of his
property.
If rc_rds
were estahllshcd for virtue,
when exhibited by the iadigcnt classes, it
would be improper to seek for striking instances of its display, or to suppose Lhat they
are actuated by _cntimentb of vanity, which
operate feebly upon men accustomed to dependcnce, end _lmost constantly employed
in making provision for their daily wants°
Institutions of this nature, suited to small
communities, ought to be adapted to loead
circumstances al_dpopular habits. In a village
or a town, for instance, it might be proper
to assign a distinguished place in the church
for the old meu: this distinction, united to a
sentiment of religion, aud granted with discretioo, need bear no appearance of flattery,
hut might be a maJk of respect towa, ds old
age, rendered honourable b_ _hc hhuneles: life
which had preceded it. Theft exist in England many charitable institutions for decayed
tradesmen, iu _hich their situation is much
preferable to that oi the inhabitants of poorhouses: they have their separate dwellings,
their gardens, and a small pension.
Those
only whose conduct has been generally honourablc being a,imittcd to these asylums, the
metal badge wbich is wore in some instances,
so far from being ,'onsidcrcd as a disgrace, is
regarded as a mark of honour.
Different agricultural societies bestow rewards upon servants who have lived during a
certain number of years in the stone place;
this circumstance being with reason cousidered as a proof of tidelity aud good conduct.
Some of these societies also give re_rds
to day-tabourers who have brought up a certaln number of children without havhlg roceived assistance from their parishes.
This
is an encouragement to economy, and to all
the virtuou_ habits which it implies : bu_ as
a means of remedying the inconveniences
arising from the poor laws, its effect is ex-

• Humilis in plebe et id¢o ignobilis puerpera,
Sul_licii caus_ b_rcereinclu_ metre, cam irape__a_et aditum, a janitore semper excua_a, ne
quid infer_t cibi, deprehensa e_t uberibas suis
alerts earn. Quo miraculo matris selus domLm
_ili_ pie_afi e_t_ arabesque perpetuis alimentis:
et locus file eidem consecratus de,e, C. Quintio
_[. Aci]io _
templo Pietatis cxtructo in illius
carceris sede. -- PTm. lib. _iL c. 36.
B_filn the rt,port respecting 1'Hotel Dieu, by
li, a table of the mortality in diff"cot hoepital_ is given_ and the proc_,of his calculalionL

tremely feehte.
In both these cases, the reward generally
consists of money: but the money is con_. I refer here to L'.4n_lyse d_ Proems.vet.
bau.r des Conseils de D_parlment; a work in
4to, published in France in 180_ This work
consisted of the answers to a _erie_of que_tiona_
addressed to ear.hdepartment_ by the minister of
the interior.
These tables have been di_outinued. Such is
t_e fact. I do not endeavour to ascext_n thlt
=a,.xse.
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_eeted with honour ; the notoriety given to _olieiting public attentibn, undremain undisthe reward operateses a certificate in favour thtguished from the pretensions, well or ill
of the individual in his particular distrieL
founded, respecting which public opinion is
By examining everything which has been undecided. Furnished with this patent from
done in this _fspect in Holland, Switzerland,
the sovereign, it becomes authentic and m_
England, and elsewhere, we should become nifest: those who were ignorant areinstruete_
possessed of an assortment of remuneratory
those who were doubtful become decided :
expedients, applicable to almost every class tim inimical and the enviotts are rendered lese
in sodety.
Everything depends, however,
bold: reputation is acquired, and becomes
upon the mode of application. For this duty, permanent.
The second effect of the reward
governments are entirely unfit: it is local i_t- consists in the increase of intensity and duraepectiou alone which can gain a knowledge of tion given to public esteem.
circumstances and superintend the details,
immediately, all those who are governed
After all, just and discriminating public as- by views of interest, who aspire to honour
teem -- that is to say, public esteem founded or fortune-- those who seek the public good,
upon the principle of utility---_s the most po- but who seek it like ordinary men, not as
teut, the most universally applicable, of all heroes or martyrs-- eagerly press into that
the species of reward. If virtue he held in career in which the sovereign has united pri. public estimatimt, virtue _11 flourish: let it rate and pubticinterest.
In this manner,
cease to be held in such estimation, it will proper dispensation of favours directs the
decline in the same proportion. The charac- passions of individuals to the promotion of
ter of a people is the moral climate which the public welfare, and induces even those
kills or vivifies the seeds of excellence,
who were indifferent to virtue or vice, to
An inquiry into the causes of the high re- rank themselves upon that side which prospect in which, under certain governments,
raises them the greatest advantage.
particular virtues were held--why
the virSuch being the power of sovereigns, be
rues of a Curtius, of a Fabricius, of a Scip_o, must be extremely inexpert in the distrlbuwere nourished and developed at Rome-tion of honours, who separates them from
why other countries and other times haw
that public esteem which has so decided &
produced only courtiers, parasites, fine gen- tendency to unite withthem. Nothing, how°
tlemen and wits, men without energy and ever, is more common. Instances may be
without patriotism, -- would require a moral found, in most courts, of splendid decorsand historical analysis, only to be completed tions of stars and garters in double and triple
by means of a profound study of the politi- range, which do not even give a favourable
cal constitutions and particular circumstances turn to public opinion. They are considered
of each people.. The result would, however,
as proofs of.favour, but not as signsofnlerit.
prove, that the qualities most successfull._
" Honours in the handsof princes resemble
cultivated, were those held in most general tho_talismanswith
which the fairies, accordesteem,
ing to the fables, were wont to present their
But public esteem, it may be said, is free, favourites : they lose their virtue whenever
essentially free, independentofthe
authority
they are improperly employed. ''°
of goven_ments.
This copious fund of rewards is therefore withdrawn from the hands
of the supreme authority I This, however
CHAPTER
XVIL
is not the case : governments may easily obACCOMPANIMENT8
TO REML'.NI-:RATIO_.
rain the disposal of this treasure.
Public
esteem cannot be compelled, but it may be AfTra having exhibited in what manner tim
conducted. It requires but little skill on the matter of wealth is applicable to the purposes
part of a virtuous sovereign to enable hnn to of reward, we proceed to show other uses
apply the high reward of public esteem to any derivable from it for the public service, which
service which his occasions may require,
are not remuneratory.
There already exists a degree of respect for
The idea of reward will be much clearer
riches, honour, and power: if the dispenser when it shall have been distinguished and
of these gifts bestow them only upon useful separated from these accessory uses, _hieh "
qualities--ifheunitewhatisalreadyesteemed
have certain relations with it:to what ought to be estimable, hissuccess is
1. Wayes necessary.for the support of life.
certain. Reward would serve as a proclama-- Servants must be fed whilst they are emtiou of his opinion, and would mark out a ployed, and there are cases in which it is
particular line of conduct as meritorious in necessary to feed them even before they begin
his eyes. Its first effect would be that of a to work.
If the wages paid do not exceed
lesson in morality,
what is necessary for this purpose, as is _omeUnrewarded, the sam,., service would not times the case among the soldiery, and eslreacquire the same degree of notoriety.
It
tvotdd be lout among the multitude of objects
* lldvetiu_.
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rially if the enrolments are involuntary, such ! the better : if he possess nor.e, and a _lary
wages, being absolutely necessary, are not be given to him, he will always have so much
reward,
to lose ; the loss of this salary will be a pu2. The instruction of servants. _ Certain nishment he will always be liable to undergo,
kinds of service require advances from go- whatever may become of him. _
vernmunt for this object. If this instruction
The pnnclpal use of this employment of
require much time, it is naturally begun st the matter of reward, is in the cabe of ofl_cca
an early age, and is then ¢_lled education,
which place property in the hands of those
This employment of the matter of reward is who fill them. If there be no other means of
sufficiently distinct from that which regards securing their probity, it would not be bad
subsistence, with which, however, it is very economy to make their appointment_ amount
frequentlycombinedand confounded. If there in value to but little tess than the highest
be a sufficient number of individuals willing interest they could reap from the largest sum
to hear this expense, so much the better ; they ever have in their ha_ds. This would
otherwise, it is necessary that government
be to make themassure a_nst theirown di_
should bear it for them. This has almost honesty. The difference between the actual
everywhere been thought to be the case with salary and the least salary they could be inrespect to the church. It has also generally duced to accept, would constitute the preo
been considered necessary in new countries, mlum.
It is rarely that a distinct sum is
or countries but little advanced in the career appropriated to this purpose : on the one
of prosperity with respect to the teachers hand, this end is partly effected by suretyand professors in most branches of science• ship; and on the other, the sum c_nsidered
In the war department, _ue corps of cadets requisite for the purposes of indemnity and
is a nursery for young o_cers.
The founds- reward equals or surpasses what could be protions o_"pubhc schools are nurseries for the i posed to be allowed for it : but this function
church• The greater number, however, of _is not the less distinct from all the rest.
these foundations, are owing rather to the _ 6. Aguaranteeagainst
ternptations.--Money,
good intentions of individuals, than to the like the most valuable articles of the medical
cares of governments.
!pharmacopoeia, may serve either as a poison or
3. F_,quipment. --That an individual maybe i an antidote, according as it is applied. This
in a condition to render service, he must employment of the matter of reward resembc furnished with the necessary equipments,
bles that last mentioned, without being conThe warrior wants his accoutrements-the founded withit. Money employed forassuring
astronomer his observatory-- the chemist his responsibility will produce its effect, though
laboratory_thcmeehanichismachines--the
the individual be already corrupted. Theuse
naturalist his collectionsofnatural
hlstory_
of money employed as a guarantee against
the botanist his garden-- the experimental
temptation, is to prevent corruption. A less
farmer a plot of ground, and funds to enable sum may suffice in this case than in the
him to improve it
former: in that, it was necessary that the
4. Indemnity.--When
an individual is only revenue granted should preserve some proindemnified, he is not rewarded: reward,
portion to the sum confided; in this, such
properly speaking, only begins when indem- proportion is not required: the measure to
nity is complete•
Do we wish for services,
be observed is only that of the wants of the
we ought to recollect that, by the person from i individual placed in the rank that the office
whom we seek to obtain them, the incon- he occupies confers. In a word, salary, consivenienees of every sort which compose the dered as a pledge, is only useful in the preburthen of the service will be put into one i vention of theft ; money, employed as an
scale, the advantages he finds attached to it antiseptic, is equally useful in the prevention
into the other.
To the head of indemnity
of peculation in all its forms, in the prevenbelongs everything necessary to produce an tion of all improper conduct which can have
equilibrium between the two ; it is only the for its motive the desire of money, and for
excess which is thrown into the scale of ad- its means the situation in which the indivivantages which strictly belongs to the head dual is placed by his office.
of reward.
7. The support ofdignzly. -- Public oph_ion
5. The assuring respohsibility. -- In so far exacts--it matters not by what reason--from
as the matter of reward is employed for this every individual possessed of n certain rank,
purpose, it is employed in laying a founda* a certain expenditure: his wants ate thus ino
tion for the inflietlon of punishment.
The creased in propol_on to his dignity. Dignity,
stock of punishment is in itself inexhaustible;
deprived of the wealth necessary fur its supbut witch the body is withdrawn from the port_ furnishes, in proportion to its extent,
hands of the ministers of justice, corporal an incentive to malversation, andat the same
punishment cannot be inflicted, and all other time generally furnishes the opportunity. As
punishments can be compensated.
If a set- an antidote to such temptations, money may
rant possess property of his own, so much therefore sometimes be bestowed for the sup.
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port of dignity. The good of the service may
also require the same thing. It is incontcetably true, that between wealth and power
there subsists an intimate and natural union.
Wealth itself is power: it may be proper,
therefore, that the support of the respect
which it commands be not refased in favour
of certain employments, in which much depends upon the place they hold in public
opinion,
8. Another use of the matter of reward
consists in the excitement o.falac_ it//; I mean,
the production of an habitual disposition to
do what is required with pleasure. The greater
the degree of mental enjoyment, the quicker
and more lively are one's ideas, and the larger
the quantity of work which can be performed
in a given time. The mind, in a happy mood,
acts with incomparably more ease than when
agitated by grief; or even in its ordinary condition, when it is moved only by habit. It is
the same with the bodily powers. Who knows
not how much the power of the muscles depends upon the energy of the mind? What
comparison is there between the labour of
alaves and of free men? It is upon this that
the superiority of hired soldiers over unpaid
and arbitrary levies depends. In the one case,
as in the other, the motive which leads to
exertion consists in the expectation of being
treated according to their behaviour : the mo_
tire is nothing else but the fear of pain. But
in the first case, there is the gratification of
reward to sustain the alacrity; in the other,
the labour has no other accompaniment but
grief,
The simple expectation of a reward, how
large soever it may be, will not always produce the same effect as a reward previously
bestowed.
The condition of expectancy in
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REWARDS

CHAPTER
I.
SALARY-- HOWA REWARD.
THERE are many species of service, and even
services of a positive nature, of which governments stand in constant and uninterrupted
need : such for the most part are the duties
of those who are employed in the different
departments of every government. The po]iticsl state or condition, on sccount of which
hldividuuis possessing it are considered liable
to render these services, is called a place, an
office, or an employment.
To these places
it is both natural and customary to attach,

A REWARD.
which the individual finds himself in such s
case, is a mixed and uncertain state, in which
despairandhopemayalternatelypredomina/_*The danger to be guarded against is, test
rewards previously bestowed should produce
diversions little favourable to labour, either
by suggesting the idea of some more favourite
occupation, or by suppl)_ng the means of its
pursuit. The progress of the thoughts may
be accelerated, but the thoughts excited may
he of a different nature: the dull ideas of
labour may be supplanted by the enlivening
considerations of shows and of pleasure.
Whether or not it is proper to bestow such
rewards, depends upon the character of the
individual : that character must be known,
before it is possible to determine what will
be their effect ; but in every case there con
be. no greater folly than to waste in previous
gratifications everything which is desuned for
reward.
In conclusion, these distinctions ought not
to be abused The expense of rewards need
not be increased on account of each of these
items ; it is not necessary to appropriate a
distinct sum to each. The same sum may
serve for many, and even for all. That which
suffices for assuring responsibility, will in generat suffice as a guarantee against tempta_
tions, and vice vers_, so furas ends so mmertaia
may be efl'eeted by such means, -- and will in
every case suffice for indemnification. That
which suffices for equipment, may serve in
part for the support of dignity and the excitement of alacrity : that which suffices for the
maintenance of dignity will be sufficient for
almost all the other ends ; and the whole of
whatever is employed for any other of these
purposes, except equipment, cannot but serve
for subsistence.

APPLIED

TO OFFICES.

under the title of emolument, certain po_inn$
of the matter of wealth.
If such emolument
be determinate in amount, and paid at regularly recurring periods, it is called a salary.
It is the nature of a reward to operate as
a motive, and in that capacity to give birth
to acts which, by the person by whom the
reward is held up to view, are estcemed_services : the greater the reward, the greater is
the motive it constitutes; the greater tle
motive, the more strenuous the exertion it
has a tendency to produce : and if the vahm
of the service be susceptible of an indefinite
degree of perfection, the more _trenuou_ ths
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exertion to perform it, the greater, as far as
depends upon the will of the party, will be
the value of the service. Hence it follows,
that if salary be reward, as far as funds can
be found, salaries cannot be too large. How
different the state of things presented to us
when we consult experience ! We see small
salaries, and the service admirably well performed: large salaries, and nothing done for
them. In certain lines, we see the service
regularly worse and worse performed, in proportion to the largeness of the salary. Where
then lies the error ? In experience there can
be none : in the argmnent there is none. The
errorlies in its not being properly understood:
and that in general it has not been properly
understood, the bad management and weak
measures so frequent in this line arc but too
pregnant proof.
To understand the argument aright, two points must be observed :
The one is, to consider, for illustration's sake,
that just in the same manner as punishment,
--and in no other manner, though with less
certainty of effect, -- is reward capable of
actiug as a motive: the other point is, to consider what is really the service for which a
salary is a reward,
What, then, is the service, with respect to
which a salary operates as a motive ? The
answer which would be generally given to
this question is, the continued service belonging to the office to which the salary is
annexed Obvious as this answer may seem,
it is not the true one. The service, and the
only service, with respect to which a salary
can operate as a motive, is either the simple
instantaneous service of taking upon m_e the
office, or the permanent service of contiouing
to stand invested with it. if the duties of the
office-- the services in the expectation of
which the salary annexed to the office is bestowed, happen to be performed, it cannot
be owing merely and immediately to the solary : it must be owing to some other motive,
there were no other motive, the service
would not be rendered. Nothing is done
without a motive : what, then, is this other
motive ? It must be either of the nature of
reward or punishment. It may by possibility
be of the nature of reward ; but if it be so,
one or other of these rewards would seem
snperfluoos : in common, it is principally of
the nature of punishment. In as far as this
is the ease, the service for which the salary,
considered as a reward, is given, is the service
of taking upon one the obligation constituted
by the punishment _ the obligation of performing the services expected from him who
the office,
That the zeal displayed in discharging the
duties of an office should not be in proportion to the salary, will now no longer appear
strange. Experience is reconciled to theory,
Thi_subject will receive elucidation, if we
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substitute punishment for reward, and consider what tendency such a motive would
have to give birth to any service, if connected
with it in the same manner as a salary is an,
nexed to an office.
Suppose a schoolmaster, intending to conduct'the busine_ of his schoolwith regularity,
were to make it a rule, on a certain day, at
the beginning of every quarter, to call all
his scholars before him, and to give each ten
lashes, committing their behaviour during the
rest of the quarter altogether to their di_
cretion :--the policy of this master would be
the exact counterpart of the founder of the
school towards the master, if he has sought
to attach him to the duties of his office by
bestowing upon him a salary.
Suppose the
master, finding that under this discipline the
progress of his scholars did not equal his exo
peetations, should resolvetoincrea_e his exer.
tions, and accordingly should double the dose
of stripes: -- his policy in this case would be
the exact counterpart of the founder, who by
the single operation of increasing the master's
salary, should think to increase his diligence.
A salary is not a reward for any !ndividual service of the number of those which are
rendered in consequence of a man's acceptance of the office to which the salary is an.
nexed. For the rendering of any one of tbese
services, the salary presents him not with any
motive which can come under the bead of
re_rd : the motives which it gives him belong entirely to the head of punishment.
It
is by fear only, and not by hope, that he is
impelled to the discharge of his duty--by the
fe.ar of receiving less than he would otherwise receive, not by the hope of receiving
more. Though he work ever so much more
or better than a man who holds his office is
expected to work, he will receive nothing
more than his salary, if the salary be all that
he has to hope for, By working to a certain
degree less or worse, he may indeed stand a
chance of having the salary, or a part of it,
t_ken from him, or he may be made punishable in some other way : but if he continua
to keep clear of that extreme degree, in such
case let him work ever so little or ever so
badly, he will not, as far as artificial punishmeat is concerned° be ever the worse.
He
has therefore no motive, so far as the salary is
concerned, for endeavouring to pass the line
of mediocrity ; and he has a motive, the tootire of indolence or love of ease, for stopping
as far short of it as be can with safety.
Suppose, for instance, a salary of
a-year annexed to the office of a judge : o£
all the services be may come to perform in
the discharge of his function, of which one is
this salary the reward ? Of no one whatever.
Take any one of the causes which would regularly come before him for hearing : though
he werctoattend,
and to dis/_la_,ever so muci|
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AS TO EMOLUMENTS.

diligence and ever r_mtlch ability in the hearing of it, he would re_ive no more that year
than his £4000 ; though he were to absent
himself altogether, and leave the business to
his colleagues, he would receive no less : in
short, provided he does not so far swerve
from his duty as to subject himself to fine or
deprivation, whether he perfurm his duty ever
so well, or ever so ill -- whether he decide
many c_uses or few-- whether his attendance
be constant or remiss -- whether hc display
ever so much or ever so little ability, -- his
salary is the same. Not that a man in this
exalted station is in any want of motives to
prompt him to exert himself in the discharge
of its duties : he has the pleasures of power,
to balance the pains of study -- the fear of
shame, to keep him from sinking below medioerity -- the hope of celebrity, to elevate
him above it, to spar him on to the highest
pitch of excellence. These motives are presented to him by his station, but they are not
presented to him by his salary,
The services, and the only services, which
the salary presents a motive for his performing, are, in the first place, the instantsneous act of taking upon him the station -that is, of subjecting himself to the obliga_
tions annexed to it ; and in the event of his
violating any of those obligations, to the punishments annexed to such violations : in the
next place, the discharging of the smallest
portion of those obligations which it is necessery he should discharge, in order to his receiving such or such part of the salary. Let
it, for instance, be paid him quarterly : if the
first quarter be ptiid him in advance, it will
afford him no motive of the nature of reward
for doing any of the business of that quarter,
tie has that quarter's salary ; nor can he fail
of enjoying it, mdess, in the way of punishment, it be afterwards taken from him. If it
be not paid him till the end of the quarter,
the case WIU be still the same, unless proof
of his having rendered certain services--the
having atteuded, for example, at certain times
be necessary to his receiving it. With this
exception, it may equally be said. that in both
eases, for any other than the instantaneous
act of taking upon him the burthen of the
station for that quarter, he has no reward,
nor any motive but what operates in the way
of punishment.
This distinction is of importance; for if the
selary given were the inducement of performing the services, the chance of having them
performed, and well performed, would be exactly as the magnitude of the salary. If, for
example, fifty pounds sterling s-year sufficed
to insure fifty grains of piety, assiduity, eloquence, and other sacerdotal virtues in a
curate, -- five thousand of these same pounds
ought to insure five thousand grains of these
same virtues in a bishop or archbishop, But

_qT

what everybody knows is, that this proper.
tion does not hold ; on the contrary, it mo_
i frequently happens that the proportion is in_
verse : the curate labours much, the bishop
little, and the archbishop less.
The chance of sere-ice is as the magnitude
of the punishment ; and if the salary can be
withdrawn, it is so far indeed as the mugnitude of the salary : but it may be equally
great without any salary--by the substitution
of any other punishment instead of loss of
salary.
We see, then, how it is that a salary, he it
great or small, indepeudently of the obligation which it pays a man for contracting, has
not in itself the smallest direct tendency to
i produce services ; whilst experience shows,
! that in many cases, in proportion to its mug.
nitude, it has a tendency to prevent them,
CHAPTER
IL
aULES as TO EMOLUMENTS.
B£FoaE we enter upon this subjectin detail',
it may be necessary to remark, that the proper
application of the following rules will depend
upon the nature of the service required, and
its various local circumstances. It is only by
observing the peculiar character assumed by
abuse in each office, that appropriate remedies
for each particular evil can be provided. Since
it is impossible to make a complete catalogue
of all errors, and to anticipate every species
of abuse, the rules lald down may not constitute a perfect system. They may, however,
serve as a waving against errors and abuses
which have, by experience been found to exist, and also against some which may be imaglued likely to exist.
It is useful to erect
beacons upon rocks whose existence has been
made known by the shipwrecks they have
caused. Among the rules about to be given,
some may appear so self-evident as almost to
seem superfluous : but if it can be shown that
errors have arisen from the neglect of them
in practice, such rnles, though not entitled to
be considered as discoveries, must st least be
regarded as necessary warning; they may
teach nothing new, but they may serve to
recall principles which it is desirable should
be constantly and dearly remembered.
Ru/e I. Emoluments ought in such manner
to be attached to offices, us to produce the
most intimate connexion between the duty
and the interest of the person employed.
This rule may be applied in insuring assio
duous attendance on the part of the peranns
employed. In different ul_ces, different setwces are required ; but the greater _umber
of offices have this one circumstance in cornmen : that their duties may be performed, it
is necessary that the individual holding the
office should be at a certain time in a certes
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place. IIence, of all duties, assiduous allendance is the first, the most simple, and the
most universal In numy cases, to insure the
performance of this duty, is to insure the
performance of every other duty. When the
clerk is at his desk, the judge upon the bench
the professor in his sehool, -- if there be nothing particularly irksome in their duty, and
they can do nothing else, rather than remain
idle, it is probable they WIU perform their
duty. In these cases, the service required
being of the continual kind, and in point of
quality not susceptible of an indefinite degree
of perfection--the pay being required not for
certain services, but for such services as may
come to be performed within a certain space
of time, -- it may without impropriety be
given in the form of a salary. But even here,
the policy of making rewasd keep pace with
service* should be pursued as closelyas possible; and for this purpose, the long contiruled mass of service should be broken down
into as many separate services as possible-the service of a year into the service of days.
In the highest offices, an individual, if paid
by his time, should, like the day-labourer,
and for the same reason, be paid rather by the
day than by the year. In this way he is kept
to his duty with more than the effect, and at
the same time without any of the odium, of
punishment,
In the station of a judge, it is not common
to exact attendance by the force of punishment---at least not by the force of ponishment
to be applied in each instance of failure. But
if it were, the infliction of that punishment
for trivial transgressions--that
is, for one or a
fewlnstances of non-performanc_
would be
thought harsh and rigorous, nor would anybody care for the odium of standing forth to
enforce it. Excuses would be lightly made,
and readily accepted. Punishment in such
easesbeingtothelastdcgreeuncertain,
would
be in a great measure ineffectual.
It might
prevent continual, but it would never prevent
oceasional, orevenfrequent,deiinquency.
But
what cannot be effected by punishment alone,
may be effected by punishment and reward
fot_ether. When the officer is paid separately
r .each day's attendance, each particle of
service has its reward : there is for each particle of service an inducement to perform it.
There will be no wanton excuses, when inconvenience adheres inseparably to delinquency
without the parade of punishment,
The members of the French Aeademy, and
the Academy of Science, notwithstanding all
their dignity, are paid their ssiaries by the
day, and uot by the year. And who are the
individuals, howlow or howhigh soever, who
emmot, amt who ought not, to be paid in this
manuer? if pride have a legitimate scruple,
• See Book L Chap. X. Rule 8.
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it is that which refuses to receive the reward
forlabourwhich it has not performed ; whilst,
as to the objection which might arise from
the minute apportionment of the salary, it is
easily removed by counters given from day
to day, and converted into money at fixe_i
periods.
In the act of parliament for establishing
penitentiary houses, among other good regulations, this method of insuring assiduity of
attendance has been adopted. The three superintendents receive, as the whol_of their
emoluments, each a share of the sum of five
guineas, which is directed to be distributed
each day of their attendance equally among
those who are present.
A more ancient example of this policy may
be found in the incorporated society in Lon.
don for the assurance of lives. The directors
of this establishment receive their trifling
emoluments in this manner ; andthusapplied,
these emoluments suffice. This plan has also
been adopted in the case of commissioners of
bankrupts, and by different associations.
These examples ought not to be lost ; ana
yet, from not having been referred to general
principles, they have not possessed the iuflu.
encetheyoughttohave.
Howoften havercgulations been heaped upon regulations without
success! How many useless decrees were
made ill France to iusure the rcside_ce of the
bishops and beneficed clergy !
In Engla_d, we have not in this respect
been more successful; that is to say, more
akilful. Laws have been enacted against the
nonoresidence of the clergy--laws badly contrlved, and consequently useless. Pullishment
has been denounced, and a fineimposed, which
being invariable in amount, has sometimes
been greater and sometimes less than the advantage to be derived from the offence. For
want of a public prosecutor in this, as in so
many other cases, it has been necessary to
rely upon such casual informers as may be
allured by a portion of the fine. The love of
gain has seldom proved a motive sufficiently
strong to induce an cudeavour to obtain this
reward; whose _due, not to mentiun the
expenses of pursuit, is destroyed hy inthmy.
Till this motive be reinforced by persolial
animosity, which bursts the bonds of infamy,
these laws are powerless.
Such cases, which may occur once or twi_:e
in the course of ten years throughout the
whole kingdom, are neither sufficiently frequent, nor well known, to operate as exstaples.
The offence remains undiminishea:
the useless punishment constitutes mdy an
additional evil ; whilst such laws and such
methods, powerless among friends, serve only
to bring enemies into contact ! Whenever it
is desirable that a clergyman should live in
the midst of his parishioners--_hat is to say,
when they are amicable--the
law is a dead
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letter
: itspower isexertedonlywhen they;tieular
prison,comparedwRh _henumber
are irreconcilable
enemies; thatis,in the :personsconfinedthere. Allow the superinonlycaseswhereinitsutility
isproblematical,
tendenteachyeara certainsum foreachperand itwere tobe wished thatitsexecutionsonofthisnumber, upon condition,
thatfor
would admitofanexception.
Hisreturninto everyprisoner
who dies,an equal sum isto
hisparishisa triumphforhisenemies,and a be withheldfrom the arnount4:Jf,
hisemoln°
humiliation
forhimself,
ments. Itisclear,
that herin@a net profit
Had the salaries
paidto the professors
iu upon the livesof allwhom he preserves,
theuniversities
been interwovenwith their thereis scarcely
any necessity
forany other
services,
itmight have been the customfor precaution
against
ill-treatment,
ornegligence
some of thesepretendedlabourers
to have tendingto shortenlife."
labouredfortheirhire; and tobe a professor, In thenavalservice,
thelawsof England
might havemeant somethingmore thanhay- allowa certain
sum foreachvesseltakenor
inga title,
a salary,
and nothingto teach,
destroyed,
andso much foreveryindividual
A salary
paidday by dayhasan advantage captured.Why isnotthismethod ofenCOUo
beyond that of insuring
assiduity
of attend-ragementextendedtothe military
service?
snce;--iteven rendersa service
agreeable, Isthecommander ofanarmy employedin
which with an annualsalary
willberegarded defendihg
a province,
--allowhim a pension
as purelyburthensome.When reward,in- whichshall
bediminished
"mproportion
tothe
steadof beingbestowed isa lump, followsterritory
he loses.Isthegovernorofan iraeachsuccessive
portionoflabour,
theideaof portantplacebesieged,--allow
him so mua4_
labourbecomes associated
with pleasure
in- foreverydaythathe continues
thedefence.
Is
steadofpain.In England,husbandmen,like the conquestof a provincedesirable,
_ prootherlabourers,
are paidin hard money by minetothegeneralemployed,besides
thehetheweek, and theirlabourischeerfully
and nourshe shall
receive,
a sum ofmoney which
wellperformed.In some partsof the conti-shallincrease
in proportion
to theterritory
nent,husbandmen arestill
paidasthey were he acquires,
besides
givinghim a pension,
as
formerly
in England,byhousesand pieces
of above,forpreserving
itwhen acquired.
landgivenonceforall; and thelabourissaid To the principal
dutyof takingand detobe pcrformcdwithalltheslovenliness
and stroying
thosewho areopposedtohim,might
reluctance
of slavery,
beadded thesubordinate
duty of preserving
,Rule II. Emoluments ought in such man- the living machines whose exertions ere neher to be attached to office, as to produce the I cessary for its accomplishment.
The method
greatest possible degree of excellence in the i proposed for the preservation of prisoners,
service rendered,
why should it not be employed for the preThus far the subject has only been consi- serration of soldiers?
It must be acknowdered as applicable to insuring attendance in ledged, that no reward exclusively attached
cases where assiduity of attendance appears to this subordinate duty could, in the mind
to suffice for insuring the performance of all of a prudent commander, add anything to the
other duties. There ¢ollow some cases, in weight of those arguments which arise out
which it appeaxs possible to apply the same of the principal object. A soldier when he is
principle either in the prevention of abuse, or ill, is worth less than nothing : a recruit may
in insuring an extraordinary degree of perfec- not arrive at the moment -- may not arrive
tion in the employment of the powers which at all, and when he has arrived, he is not
belong to certain stations,
like a veteran. If therefore, it be proper to
Instead of appointing a fixed salary, inva- strengthen motives thus palpable, by a separiably of the same amount as the emolument rate and pa-ticular reward, it ought at least to
of the superintendent
or superintendents
of be kept in a subordination sufficiently marked
a prison, a poor-house, an asylum for orphans, with respect to the principal object.
or any kind of hospital whose inhabitants
Thus much as to a time of war.
In time
depend upon the care of one or a smMl num- of peace, the propriety of this method ismuch
ber of individuals, whatever may be the dif- less doubtful. It is then that the attention of
ference in the degree of attention displayed, a general should be more particularly directed
or the degree of perfection with which the
• " The managers of L'It6tM Dieu wereme'd
service is performed, --it would be well to to charge fifty fivres for each patient who either
make the emolument of such persons in some i died or was cured. M. de Chamma_ and Co.
measure depend upon the care with which offered to undertake the management for flRy
their duties have been performed, as evi- : livre_ for these only who were cured. All who
denced by their success.
In a penitentiary,
died were not to be reckoned in the bargain, and
or other prison, that the prisoners might be were to be at their e_
"/'he offer was so
admiJmbl¢,it was not accepted: it wu fem_ that
insured from all negligence or ill-treatment,
they would not be able to falfil thei_"cu_ent.
tending directly or indirectly to shorten their Every abtme which it is attemp¢_ to ret.orTpi=
lives, make a calculation of the average num- thepa_imonyof throe who bavemare credit man
be.r of deaths among the prisoners in the par- the refcament."-- _w.st. Ea¢_
an. Cl_ari_
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to the preservation of his soldierL
Make
him the immrer of their lives, a_d he will
become the rival of E_culapius in medical
science, and of Howard in philanthropy.
He
will no longer ha indifferent, whether they
encamp upon a hill or in a morass. His vigilance will be exercised upon the quality of
his supplies and the arrangement of his hospitals; and his discipline will be rendered per.
fleet asain_t those vices of armies, which are
sometimes no less destructive than the sword
of the enemy. _
The same system might be extended to
ships of war, in which negligence is so fatal,
and in which general rules are so easily enforced. The admiral, or captain, would thus
have an immediate interest in the preservation of each sailor. The admirable example
of Captain Cook, who circumnavigated the
world, and traversed so many different elimates and unknown seas, without the loss of
a single sailor, would no longer be unfruitful,
His instructions respecting diet, change of
air, and cleanliness, would not be neglected,
The BFitish navy, it is true, is much improved
in these respects: but who can tell how much
greater perfection might be attained, if to the
already existing motives were added the infiuencc of a constantly acting interest, which,
without injuring any virtue, might supply the
place of all, it' they were wanting?
In the application of these suggestions,
there may he difficulties : are they insurmountable? It is for those who have had
experience to reply,
In the treaty made by the Landgrave of
Hesse Cassel, relative to the troops which
the British government hired of him to serve
in America, one stipulation was, that for
every man not returned to his country, he
should ree, ive thirty pounds.
I know not
whether such a stipulation were customary
or not : but whether it were or not, nothing
could be more happily imagined, either for
the fiscal interest of the sovereiga_ lender,
or the interest of the individuals lent. The
spirit of party found in this stipulation a
theme for declamation, as ff its only effect
were to give to the prince an interest in the
alaughtar of his subjects ; whilst, if anything
could counterbalance the mischievous effects
of the treat)', it was this pecuniary condition.
ltgavetothesestrangersasecurityagainstthe
negligence or indifference of the borrowers,
on account of which they might more willingiy have been exposed to danger than native
subjects.
The price attached to their loss
would act as m_ insurance that care should
be taken to preserve them.

It ha_ bee_ mid, that in some eotmtde_- '" _,_
t_e emoluments of the commanders of re#.
" ': -'
ments increase in proportion to the number
, :
of non-effectives ; that is to say, that they
-_,receive always the same amount for the pay.
:_
of their corps, though they have not always
the same number of men to pay. Such an
arrangement is precisely the opposite of what _
is recommended above. The number of noneffectives increasing by death or desertion,
the commander gains in money what he loses
in men. Every penny which he is thus permitted to acquire is a reward offered, if not
for murder, at least for negligence.

Note. _ The principles thus lald down by
Mr. Benthsm are susceptible of great diversity of application.
When Mr. Whitbread
brought into parliament his bill for the establishment of schools for the education of the
poor, I flattered myself that I had discovered
one instance to which they might very readily
be applied ; and, in a letter addressed to Sir
Samuel Itomilly, from which the fonowing
para_raphs are extracted, I explained my ideas
upon the subject.
It will be perceived, that
the whole plan depends upon the principles
laid down in this chapter : -" Mr. Whitbread has been fully a_'are of
the necessity of superintendence in respect to
the masters, -- and he has proposed to cornmit it to the clergymen and justices of the
peace ; but it is not difficult to foresee, that
this burthensome superintendence _fill be inefficacious. No good will be effeeted unless
the interest of the master be constantly eomo
blued with all parts of his duty. The only
method of accomplishing this, consists in
making his reward depend upon his success;
ingiving him nofixed salary ; in allo_'ing him
a certain sum for each child, payable only
when each child has learned to read ; -- in a
word, in paying him, as workmen are sometimes paid, by the work done.
" When he receives a fixed salary, the
master has only a slight interest in the prctgross of his pupils. If he act sufficiently well
to prevent his being discharged, this is all that
can reasonably be expected.
" If he receive no reward till the service
be performed, he has a constant interest in
performing it qldckly.
He c_n relax his exertions only at his own expense. There is no
longer any necessity for superintendence. The
master will himself seek to improve the modes
of instruction, and to excite the children to
emulation.
He will be disposed to listen to
the advice, and to profit by the experience of

sh"e "Aali._htake_h
is all that
be attempted:
aemils woum occupy
too can
much
SlmC_ A others.
general might be made the insurer_ as it respects
" When he receives a fixed salary, every
tho*e who die of disease, but not of those who new scholar increases the trouble of the maa_l_ killed,
ter_ diminishes his exertions_ nald dispese._

L'_I_ : _. "
._,_-_"
,.

:or out of kiudne_ to the|, _eti_,_
f_
fear of rendering them d_seontentmL
"_:
The inconveniences will be yet _rW,
i_
they rehte to a service covered with'_t my_
terious veil, which the public emmot rai_:'
Such is the veil of the law. The nsele_ _und
oppressive delays in legal procedure arise fte_:
very complicated causes; but it ealmot "be
doubted, that one ofthemmt eonsiderabla o_
these cruses is the _iuister interest whtdf
lawyers have in multiplying processes _i
questions, that they may multiply' the ocm-'
stone for receiving tees.
Integrity is more easily preserved in pubtie
offices in which there are no fees, than m
those where they are allowed..4, lawful _gh_
often serves as a pretext for extortion. The
distinction between what is permitted and
! what is prohibited, in many cases, is exceedinglyminu_e; and howmanytemptationsmay
i occur ofprofitingbythe ignoranceofstrangere,
when circumstances will insure impunity !
An easy method of detecting offences is a
great restraint. Whenever therefore fees are
allowed, a list of them should be publicly
:fixed up in the office itself: this will ups.
rate as a protection to the persons employed
_ge_nst suspicion, and to the public efain_
vexation.
This mode of rewarding services, supposes
that the individuals who stand in need of
them should bear the expenses of the est.CHAPTER
III.
blishment. This is true onlyin case the beaRFEES AND PERQUISITES--NONE.
/it is solely for those individuals : in all other
cases, fees constitute an unequal and very unANOTHEg expedient is often employed in the justly assessed tax. We shall have occesion
payment oCpubXieofficers : I refer to the fees to recur to this subject shortly.
which they are sometimes authorized to receive on their own account, from those who
require their services.
CHAPTER
IV.
This arrangement is attended with aspe_tSt_ZE EMOLUMENT.
t_ons advantage, and a real danger. The
advantage is, that the reward seems to be
Ru_e III. THE amount of the salary, or
exactly and directly in proportion to the 18- other emoluments, attached to every office,
hour performed: the danger]]cain the temp- ought to be the least that the individuals
tat]on g_ven to such officers to increase their qualified to execute its duties are willing to
emoluments, by increasing the difficulties of accept for their performance.
those who need their services. The abuse is
The fair and proper price of any vendible
easily introduced. It is very natural, for ex- commodity is the least that anybody will take
ample, that an individual who has been served for it: so that the expectation of like pc,y*
with an extraordinary expedition, should add meat shall be a sufficient inducement to the
something to the accustomed the. But this labour requisite to produce other like articlem
reward, bestowed on account of superior ex- in future. The fair and proper price of any
pedition in the first instance, infaUibly be- serviceistheleastthatanybodywiIldoitfor_
comes a cause of delay in all which follow,
so that if more were _ven, it would be done
The regulated hours of business are employed
either not at all the better, or ;lot so much_
in doing nothing, or in doing the least puss]- the better as that the difference of qtmlit_
ble, that extraordinary pay may be received for should be equivalent to the difference of
what is done out of office-hours. Theindustry
expense. In this proper and necemtry price
of all the persons employed will be directed is included, of course, everything neee_ary
to increasing the profit of their places, by to enable the individual to perform, and to
lending one another mutual assi_ace ; and continue to perform, the service ; and aim
the heads ofdepertmcnts will connive at the whatever is necessary on account of the di_,
Ilitorder, either for their share of the benefit, edvm_tages attending the sere]co, and on _*
VOL. Ik
Q

- 4_mto.?omph_
U_emOteptm wid_ I pro.
pose, Xt m the master who will stir up the
z_gligent pro,ants ; it is be who will become
the _ert-ant of the l_w. Instead of complaintag that he has too many pupils, he will only
eomplain if he have too few. Should he have
three or four hundred, or even as many as Mr.
Ltneaster, like him he would fin_ the means
of attending to them all ; hewould employ
the most forward in instructing those who
were less advanced, &c. &e.
•' Should a negligent or incapable muter
be appointed, he would be forced to quit hi,
place. Substitute for this plan, exaanirmtim,s,
depositions, and decisions, and see wlmt would
be the consequence,
" There would be no diff_mlty in the exeeution of this proposed plan. It would be
sufficient that twice or thrice in the year,
the clergymau, and certain justic_ of the
peace, or other persons of consequence, who
were willing to promote so useful a work,
should meet together for two or three hours
at the school-house. The examination of each
scholar would not occupy more than half a
minute. The master himself might be trusted
for selecting only such as were capable of undergoing the te_t, mid an honorary would
thus be added to his pecuniary reward, by the
publicity given to his success." -- Dumont.
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count of the chance which may be given up
of the advantages that might be expected
from other services.
At the first establishment of an office, it
may be difficult accurately to determine what
ought to be the amount of its emoluments :
in this, as is the case with every commodity
when carried to market for the first time, we
can only be guided by chance. The number
and character of the candidLtes will, ho@ever,
soon determine whether the amount offered
be too large or too small,
According to this rule, the udaries paid to
the judges in England, which appear so considerable, are scarcely enough ; since, as we
have already seen, they are not sufficient to
iJ_duee those who are best qualified to discharge the duty, to undertake the offce,
In France, before the Revolution, scarcely
any salaries were paid to the judges: they
were not drafted from the class of advocates,
and no sacrifice was required of them when
t]_ey entered upon their duties ; it was not
necessary that they should be possessed of
much e*perieoce, and their reward consisted
principally in the honour and respect attached
to their station. In England, the number of
judges is so small, that there is no place for
cyphers: it is necessarythateach judge should
_ossess, from the first day he enters upon his
office, that skill which, in the present state
of immensity and obscurity in which the law
is fotu:d, can only be the fruit of long study.
In France, among the enormous multitude
of her judges, there was always a sufficient
number endowed with the requisite skill; and
the novice might, so long as he chose, proserve a Pythagorean silence,
A method of ascertaining the proper amount of emoluments for any office, simple
as it is efffeacious, is afforded byallowlng the
persons employed to discharge their du_y by
deputy. If no one employ a deputy, the emoluments cannot be much too great : :f many
individuals employ deputies, it will be only
necessary to observe what is paid to the deputies : the salary of the deputy is the proper
salary for the place,
If this rule he applied to the emoluments
of the clergy, and it be asked what is the
proper price for their services, the mtswer is
_ot difficult.
It is, pr/m_ facie, the price
iyven by one class of the clergy, and received
the other ; it h the current price of cut_acies. I _ay always prim_facie;
for, in reItlity, the eurrent price is somewhat greater ;
part of the price being made up in hope. For
insuring the due performance of all theduties
g)f their office, this price is found to be suffteicot, The possession of any greater emolnm_nt ia not only useless but pernicious,
inasmuch as it enables them to engage in
_eupationa incompatible with the due per(ormance of their function, and as it tends to
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give them a distaste for the d_ties of that
ftmetion.
The inequahty observable in the emol_
ments of the established clergy is also disadvantageous in respect to the greater number
of ecclesiasties.
The comparison which they
make between their eondit_4:, m,d that of
the rich incumbents, diminishes still further,
in their eyes, the value of what they receive.
A reward so unequal, for equal services, degrades those who receive only their proper
portion. The whole presents the appearance
of a lottery --of favour and injustice, ill uscording with the moral character of the/r
vocation.
It is a good rule of economy to employ only
real labourers, who do not think themselves
superior to the work they have to perform.
Dutch florists ought not co be employed in
the cultivation of potatoes.
It is well also fully to _cupy the time of
the indit-iduals employed. Thedutiesofmany
poblic offices require only three or four hours
attendance daily. After the offce-hours are
passed, such individuals seldom arc able profitably to employ their time. The leisure
they possess increases their wants. Ennui,
the scourge of life, is no less the enemy of
economy. It is smonf this class, that those
who are most discontented with their salariest
are generally found.
CHAPTER

V.

No MOa_ NOm_AL THAN aEAn.
Rsle IV. TuE nominal and real amount of
salaries ought to currespond.
. In other words, no deduction ought to be
made from the real value of n salary, without
reducing its nominal amount. The practice
which has frequently been adopted in England, of reducing the real value of salaries and
pensions by taxes and other deductions, while
the nominal amount of the salaries has rerosined unaltered, has given rise to this rule.
In some instances, the deductions thus made
have amounted to one-third of the nominal
salary.
No advantage arises from this arrangement,
but its inconveniences are numerous. In the
first place, it is an evil in so far as it spreads
an exaggerated idea of the s_crifice_ made by
the public, and the expense incurred under the
head of salaries. With respect to the public
functionaries, it is an evil to possess an income
greater in appearance than reality. The erroneous eonceptinns hence entertained of their
wealth, imposes upon them, in deference to
poblie opinion, the necessity of keeping up •
correspondent establishment : under the pc.
nalty of being considered niggardly, they ard
compelled to be extravagant.
It is true, tim
public are aware in general, that salariesm_d

_.
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pensions are subject to deductions; but they
are oftentimes oldy acquainted with a part of
the deductions, and they seldom in such eases
enter into minute calculations."
In thin manner, the difference between the
nominal and real value of a salary tends to
produce an increase in the wants of the individual employed. Call the amount of his
salary what it really is, and he ssill be at ease.
but every nou, nal addition will prove a costly
ornament, lfthe opportunity of illicit profit
be presented to him, such nominal addition
will be an incentive to corruption ; and _hould
he not be dishonest, it will prove a cause of
distress,
The remedy is simple as efficacious: the
change need only be in words,

WITH
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obtains a verdict in his favour reaps the
principal, or even the only advantage to be
obtained ; and therefore that it is reasonable
he should bear the expense incurred- that be
should pay the officers ofjustice for the time
they have been employed. It is in this madner that the subject appeared even to Adam
Smith.
(B. v. se_ 2.) Upon a closer examination, we shall discover an important
error. The individual in whose favour a
verdict is given, is precisely the individual
who has received least benefit : setti,Jgeslde
the rewards paid to the officers of justice,
bow many other expenses, which the nature
of things render inevitable, remain I It is he
who, at the price of his time, his care, and
his money, has purchased that protection
which others receive for nothing.
Suppose that among a miUion persons there
CHAPTER
VI.
have been, for exanlpie, a thousand lawsuits
COUPLEBURTHENWITHBENEFIT.
in a'year : without these lawsuits _ without
the judgments which terminate them, injus.Rule V. T_E expenses of an office ought tiee would have had nothing to hold it in
to be-defrayed by tho_e who enjoy the bentcheek bat the defensive energy of individuals.
fit of the services rendered by the office.
A million acts of injustice would have been
The author of the Wealth of Natiods, in perpetrated in the same time. But since, by
investigating? the manner in which the ex- means of these thousand judgments, a million
pense of services ought to be divided, has acts of injustice have been prevented, it is
- show_l that in some eases it ought to be de- the same thing as if each complainant had
frayed bythe public--in
others, exclusively
himself prevented a thousand.
Because he
by those who immediately reap the benefit has rendered soimportantaservive_because
of the service. He has also sbown that there he has exposed himseff to so many mishaps,
is a class of mixed cases, in which the ex- to so much trouble and expense, does he
pease ought to be defrayed partly by the deserve to be taxed ? It is as though the
puhhc, and partly by the individuals who militia who defend the frontiers should be
derive the immediate benefit• To this class selected to bear the expenses of the cambelm,gs _ablic education,
paisa.
The rule just laid down seems scarcely to
" Who goetb a warfare any time at his own
Stand in need of proof. It may, however, be charges?" saith St. Paul. It is the poor liftuseful to mention the modes in which it may gant who makes war upon injustice, who parbe violated ; a_ -- l. When, for a service ren- sues it before the tribunals at his own risk,
dered to one person or set of persons, the ob- and who is made to pay for the service which
ligation of payment is imposed upon another,
is rendered by him.
This is partly the ease of dissenters who supWhen such expenses are thiown upon a
port their own clergy, in so far as they are defendant, unjustly dragged into the litigious
obliged to pay for the support of the clergy eontentit,n, the case is yet worse: instead of
of that established sect from which they dis- anything having been done for his advantage,
lent.
2. When, for a service rendered to a he has been tormented, and he is made to pay
certain number of individuals, the obligation
for having been tormented.
of payment is imposed upon the public : for
If the expenses are altogether thrown upon
example, the expenses of a theatre, wholly or the party who is found to have done wrong
m part paid out of the puhtie purse. 3.When,
(although it often happens, owing to the
for a service rendered to the public, the obli- dneertainty either of the facts or of the law,
gation of payment is imposed upon an iltdi- that there has been no wilful wrong on either
ridual,
side,) this cannot be done at first: this party
• With respect to this third ease, the ex- can only be known at the termination of the
staples are but too abundant
suit• But then such a judgment would be a
1. The most remarkable example will be punishment; and there is a chance that such
found in the administration of justice.
At a punishment may not be deserved; another
first sight, it may be thought that be who chimes, that the individual may not be in a
condition to support it; another ehanee, rime
A farther inconvenience frequently arises it will be either too great or too little._
frora the expense of collecting and managing
such peculiar contributianl.
_ There are many other objecuons to t.txest Book V.
upon law ptooeedings, but they do not belong m
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If. As another vio]ation of this rule, may
be cited the practice of taking fees, as carried
on in most custom-houses, and which constituted a great abuse in tbo._e of England,
previously to the reform introduced by Mr.
Pitt.
Mmiy of the officers, not recei_'ing
salaries sufficient for their maintenance, were
allowed to make up the deficiency b_ fees
received for their own advantage. This custom had an appearance of reason. "We pass
your merchandise through the custom-house,"
they might have said; "and you ought to pay
for this service."
But this reason is deceptive.
" Without this custom-house,"
the
'merchants might have reptied, " our merchandise would have gone straight forward,
It is not for our advantage that this costly
depgt is established -- it is for the general
wants of the State ; the State, therefure,
which you serve, ought to pay you, and not
us, whom you torment with your services,
which we should be very happy to do without." But it may be said, this expense must
be borne by somebody : why should it not be
borne b_ these merchants as well as anybody
e|se ? L_,_museit is a partial and unequal tax.
Taxes upon merchandise arc geuerally in
proportion to the value of the goods; this
abusive tax seldom is so. A rich mer_'hant
does not feel it ; he is reimbursed by the sale
of his goods: a poor individual is oppressed
by this second contribution, which be finds
it necessary to pay to the clerk after he has
paid what is due to the Exchequer; and it
with reason apt'ears to him the more odious,
because it is oh_ntimes arbitrary,
lII. In conclusion as a last example of the
violation of this ru:._. ve mention the emoluments of the clergy, ill SOfar as the)' consist
of tithes.
If the services of the clergy contribute tothe maintenance of public morality,
andobedience to thelaws, eventhosetowhom
these services are not personally directed are
benefited by them--they
are useful to the
whole state: their expense, whatever ought
to be its amount, ought to be borne by the
whole community,
Distributed as this expenseisat present, under tbesystemoftithes,
in such manner that every one knows how
much and to whom he pays it, no advantage
is derived from this knowledge ; whilst the
inconveoiences are but too manifest, in that
Imtred which so frequently subsists between
_e parishioners and their minister, the shepherd and his flock ; by means of which his
}abours, so long as this enmity subsists, are
rendered worse than useless. Were this expense to be defrayed from the genera|, source

of the pub|ie treasure, these _anda]ous dissensiorm would be avoided ; and whether the
revenues were more or less ample, it would
be possible to preserve a more just proper.
tion between them and the different degrees
of labour, instead of floating as at present
between £20 and £'20,000 per annum, unde,
the direction of chance."

Rule V. IN employments which expose the
public functionary to peculiar temptations,
the emoluments ought to be sufficient to preserve him from corruption.
Setting aside all considerations of the happiness of the individual, the interest of the
public req_lires, that in all employments which
afford the means of illicit gain, the individuals
employed should be placed above want. If
thisimportant consideration be neglected, w_
ought not to be surprised that men urged on
by perpetually rccorring wants should abuse
the powers they possess.
Under such cir.
cumstances, if they are found guilty of ex.
tortion and peculation, they areless deserving
o£ blame than that government which has
spread the snare into which it was scarcely
)ossible that their prohity should not falL
Placed between the necessity of providing the
means of subsistence, and the impossibility
ofprovidingthembonestly,
theywillnaturally
be led to regard peculation and extortion as
a lawful supplement, tacitly authorized by
the government.
The examples of this mischievous economy, and of the inconveniences
resulting from it, are more frequent in Russia
than under any other European government.
" M. de Launay (Farmer-general
under
Frederick ll.) represented to the king that
the salaries of the custom-honse officers were
too small for their su]_istence, and that it
would be but justice to augment them; he
added, that be could insure to his Majesty
that every one would then discharge his duty
better, and that the a_gregate receipts in all
the offices would be larger at tile end of the
_ear."--" You do not know my subjects,"
said Frederick; " they arc all rogues where
my interests are in question.
I have the°
roughly studied them, and I am sure tl_ey
would rob me at the altar. By paying them
better, you would diminish my revenues, and
they would not rob me ]ess."_"
Sire," re_lied M. de Launay, "bow can they do other,
wise than steal ? Their salaries are not enough

present yubje_ Under the head of proce.
d_ue
re_ it might be snown that thc_e taxes oppose
1he ends of justice : underthe head ot'finance_
that they_z_s_.itutea bad sourceof zevenue. The
_d)ject h_ be_n more fully discussed in the
"i_rote_t aCainat _
Taxes."

to "buy
themconsidered
shoes and
I a pair of
Tithes,
as a stockings
tax, are attended.1irk
otherinconveniences:theybelongno_mourpre,
sent subject. They have been exposed b_ A_m
Smith, with that force and precision which eh_
racterize that great m_wr.
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boots costs them a month's pay I at the same
time, many of them are married. And where
can they obtain foud for their wives and fatalhes, ifit is not by conniving at the smugglers ?
There is, Sire, a most important maxim, which
in Hatters of government is too frequently
neglected.
It is, that men in general desire
to be honest ; but it is always necessary to
leave them the ability of being so. If your
Majesty will consent to make the trial I propo_e, I will engage that your revenues will
be angmented more than a fourth,"
The
maxim in morals, thus brought forward by
M. de Launay, appeared to the king,-- beautifal and just as it really is in itself, -- so much
the more excellent from being in the mouth
of a financier; since men of this class are not
in general reputed to know many such. He
authorized the experiment ; he increased the
salaries of the officers by a half, and his revenues were increased a third without any
new taxes.*
A salary proportionate to the wants of the
"functionary operates as a kind of moral antiseptic, or preservative.
It fortifies a man's
"probity against the influence of sinister and
seductive motives. The fear of losing it will
in general be more than equivalent to the ordin_ry temptations held out by illicit gains,
But in the estimation of a mau'_ wants, it
is not merely to what is absolutely necessary
that our calculation ought to be confiued ;-Fabricius and Cincinnatus are nut the proper
standards to be selected ; the actual state
of society ought to be considered ; the average me_sure of probity must be our rule.
Public opinion assigns to every public functionary a certain relative rank ; and, whether
reasonably or not, expects from him an expenditure nearly equal to that of persons in
a similar rank. If he be compelled to act in
defiance of public opinion, he degrades and
exposes himself to contempt--a
punishment
so much the more afflictive, in proportio_ as
his rank is elevated. Wants keep pace with
dignity. Destitute of the lawful means of
supporting his rank, his dignity presents a
motive for malversation, and his power furnishes _he means.
History abounds with
crimes, the result of this iU-judged policy,
If a justification be required for the extraordinarily high salaries, which it is customary
to pay to the supreme magistrates who are
called Kings, it will be found in the prineiples above laid do_vn. The Americans, by
denominating their chief magistrate a/-Yes/dent, have thereby made a small salary, compared with what is paid in England to the
sovereign, answer every purpose of a large
one. Why ? Because the dignity of the president is compared

with that of the other

• ThHbault, Mea Souvenirs de Berlin, tome
'Iv. IS.126.
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OF RETILEAT:
officers of the republic, wlfflst in Europo the
dignity of the sovereign is measured by a so_
of comparison with that of other kinks. H'
he were unable to maintain a certain pomp
amidst the opulence of his courtiers, he would
feel him_lf degraded. Charles If., to relieve
himself from the restrictions imposed upon
him by the economy of parliament, sold himsell" to a foreign potentate, who offered to
supply his profusion. The hope of escaping
from the embarrassments into which he had
plunged himself, drove him, like an insolvent
individual, to criminal resources.
This mistaken economy occasioned the expense of two
successive wars, terminating in a peace more
disastrous, perhaps, than either of the wars.
Our strength was wasted in oppressing a
necessary ally, instead of being employed in
checking the ambition of a rival, with whom
we had afterwards to contend with diminished resources. Thus the establishment of
the Civil List, though its amount may appear
large, may be considered as a measure of general securit!/,
It is true, that the sum necessary to provent Charles IL from selling himself, or, in
other words, the amount which in this instance would have operated as a morn. anti.
septic, or preservative, could not have been
very accurately calculated. A greater or less
portion of this antiseptic must be employed,
in proportiou as there exists a greater or less
proclivity towards corruption. Experience
is the touchstone of all calculations in this
respect.
Provided these abuses are guarded
against, a low scale of salaries can never be
an evil ; it must be a good. If the sahry be
not a sufficient reward for the service to be
performed, the office will not be accepted: if
it be sufficient, everything which is added
to its amount, is so much iasd.shed in pure
waste.
CHAPTER
VIIL
OlVE PlgNsmss oF aZTaEA'r.
Rv/e VII. PEssloss of retreat ought to he
provided, especially when the emoluments
allowed are not more than sufficient to me_t
the absolute wants of the functionary, t
Pensions of retreat are recommended by
considerations of humanity, justice, and good
economy : they moreover tend to insure the
proper discharge of duty, and constitute a
source of responsibility on the part of the in.
divlduats employed.
$ The reader ought to be apprised, that having
found in Mr. Bentham's MSS. upon this subjech
only the memo_anduml_"/_emdonsofRet_at
,"
• nave connnm myself to the most sampte eaposition of the subject: its details would have been
too widely extended.--No/e/_/Dumm_
• See note by Mr. Beatham on this su_e_
p. 191.
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1. There are many cases in which it is not regulated by fixed rules, otherwise they witl
_desirable that a public functionary should become a source of abuse: offices will he
continue to be employed after his activity and bestowed for the sake of the pension, histead
capacity have become impaired.
But since of the pension being bestowed for the sake
the infirmities of age tend to increase his of the office. They ought also to increase
wants, this is not the time in which he will according to the length of service, leaving a.t
-be able to retrench his expenditure ; and he all times an inducement to continued exerwill be induced by this consideration, in his tion; without which precaution, the services
old age and impotency, to continue to on- of experienced individuals, which it might
deavour to perform, with pain. and even with be desirable to retain, would frequently be
disgrace, the duties of a station which in his lost.
maturity he had filled with pleasure and reputation. To walt till he voluntarily resigns,
is to expect a species of suicide ; to dismiss
CHAPTER
IX.
him without a pension of retreat, is, in the
or Tn_ SALEor orrxcEs.
supposed state of his faculties, a species of
homicide. A pension of retreat removes all Ir it be desirable that the public servants
these difficulties: it is a debt of humanity, should be contented with small salaries, it is
paid by the public to its servants,
more desirable that they should be willing to
2. By means of these pensions, the scale serve gratuitously, and most desirable that
of all salaries may be lower than otherwise,
they should be willing to pay for the liberty
without producing any ill effect upon the of serving, instead of being paid for their sero
quality of the services rendered : they will vices. Such is the simple but conclusive train
constitute an item in the calculation which of argument in favour of the venality ofofevery individual makes. In the meantime,
rices, abstractly considered.
government will obtain from all, at a low
Such an arrangement is attended with anprice, services, the ulterior compensation for other advantage.
A sum laid out in the
which, on account of the casualties of human purchase of aa ofl3ce renders the purc_aaser
Ills, will anly be received by a few. It is a responsible in a higher degree than he would
lottery in which there are no blanks,
be, were he to receive a salary equal tO, or
3. In all employments from which the even exceeding in_unount, the interest of the
individuals arc removable at pleasure, the money he has paid. The loss of a Ealary paid
pension of retreat, in consequence of the ap- by the public, is merely the cessation of so
proach of the period at which it will become much gain ; the loss of an office which has
necessary or due, will add an increasing value been purchased, is the positive Iossofso much
to the salary, and augment the responsibility
capital which the individual has actually posof the individual employed.
Should he be sessed. The impression produced upon the
tempted to malversatiou, it will be necessary
mind by these two species of loss is widely
thatthe profit derivable from his malversation
different. The cessation of a gain ib generally
should compensate with certainty, not only much less severely felt, than a loss to a cotfor the loss of his annual salary, but also for responding amount. The gain which del,ends
the value of his future pension of retreat: his upon external circumstances is always prefidelity is thus secured to the last moment carious--it
cannot be reckoned upon with
of ais continuing in office,
certainty ; on the other hand, if au individual
4. We ought not to forget the happiness
have purchased an office with his own capital,
insured to the persons employed, re:nlting
he looks npon it as absolutely his own; it
from the security given to them by the pro- comes to be regarded as a certain, fixed, and
vision thus made against that period of life
aermanent source of revenue, and as identiwhich is most menaced with weakness and fled with his original property, upon which he
laegleet.
Hence an habitual disposition to has alwa)a reckoned.
perform the duties of their office with ale.
When a man purchases an office, it may he
exity will arise ; they will consider themselves
fairly presumed that he possesses appropriate
permanently provided for, and fixed in a aptitude for the discharge of its duties. Are
situstio, in which all their faculties may be there pecuniary emoluments attached to an
applied to the discharge of its duties, without
office, -- the office may be accepted for the
being turned aside by vague apprehensions of sake of these emolumet'ts. Are there no pcfuture distress, and the desire of improving
cuniary emohiments, -- the office can be detheir condition, which so often leads indivisired only on accomlt of its duties, or of the
duals r-ueeef_ively to try different stations, natural rewards of honour and power which
Another advantage to the government : in. are inseparable from it. Such, at least, is the
_ead of being l_dly served by novices, it wiR ordinary state of things, It is, however, posposs_ a body of experienced functionaries, i sible that such an office might be de_'ed as
expert mid worthy of its confidence,
a means of obtaining stone hidden profit preThe amount of these pensions ought to be ijudicial to the public : but _
would be •
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particular cane, who_e existence ought to be
l_tabl|shed by proof,
It is not b_ names alone that we can determine whether it be most advantageous for
the public, that offices should without emoluments be given away, or when with emoluments should be sold : this question can only
be determined by an accurate account, exhibitiug the balance of the sums paid and
received. If, however, there be any offices
without emoluments, for which purchasers
can be found, -- were it possible to sell purely
honorary appointments, offices connected with
public pomp and show, it would be entirely
consistent with good economy : it would be
to convert a tax upon honour, unfelt by any
one, but established in favour of the ptlrchasers, into hard cash. A tax would thus
be levied upon vanity. The gain would be
real, though the bargain, like that of the
Lapland sorcerers, were only for bags of
wind.
As it respects office__of which the emolumeats are fixed, the question of economy is
simple: the amount of the emoh:ments does
not differ from a perpetual rear. But when
an office is sold, the profits of which, whether
received from the public or levied upon indivlduals, are uncertain in amount, this uncertainty causes a presumption against the
ecOnomy of the bargain : it is dibadvantageous
to the public to be subject to uncertain cxpenses, and it is not probable that these nncertain profits will sell for so large a price as
would willingly he paid for a salary equal to
their average amount,
Again, as to emoluments derived solely
from individuals. These are a species of tax
often created and alienated at the same time
in favour of the office. The general prcsumption cannot but be unfavourable to taxes iraposed under such circumstances.
In former
times, when the science of political economy
wasinitscradle--whentaxesandthemethods
of collecting them were little understood--
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exemption granted, throw_ upon those who
continued liable to pay them.
Should the price for which an ofllee is sold
form a part of the emoluments of the head of
the office, and not be received b_ the publi_
this would make no difference in the question
of economy as respects giving and sellinK.
That the produce of the sale is afterwards
wasted, is an accident unconnected with the
sale. The emoluments received by the head
of the department may be too large or not :
if not too ]urge, the public gains by the operation ; since, in suppressing the sale, it would
be necessary to increase his emoluments by
other means : if too large, the excess might
be made applicable to the public service.
The Sale of Offices considered wit_t respect
to portwular departments.

Public opinion is at present adverse to the
sale of public offices. It more particularly
condemns their sale in the three great departmeats of war, law, and religion. This prejudice has probably arisen from the improper
use to which it has sometimes been applied;
but whether this be the cas_ or not, the use
of the word venal, seldom if ever but iu an
odious and dysolgystic sense, has tended to
preserve it.
" He who has bought the right ofjudglng
will sell judgments," is the so_t of reasoning
in use upon this subject. Instead of an argumerit, it is only an epigram.* The members
of the French parliaments were judges, and
they purchased their places ; it did not by any
means follow that they were disposed to se_l
their judgments, or that they could have done
.so with impunity.
The greater number of
these parliaments were never even suspected
of having sold them. Countries may however
be cited, in which the judges fell both justice
and injustice, though they have not bought
their places. The uprightness ofa judfe does
not depend upon these, but upon other titeumstances.
If the laws be intelligible and
governments have frequently thus alienated
known -- if the proceedings of the judges are
large branchesof the public revenue : temptpublic--if
the punishment for injustice ,u_ed by an immediate supply, they either did pass the profit to be reaped from it, judges
ant or would not regard the extent of the will be upright, even 1hough they parchue
sacrifices they made. The history of French
their offices.
finance is replete with instances of this kind.
In England, there are certa_ judicial ofThe customs of Orleans, which were origi- fieeswhichthejudgessell--_ometimesopenly,
_ally pnrchased by a Duke of Orleans for sometimes clandestinely.
The purchasers of
60,O00.fraacs, afterwards yielded to his poste- these offices extract from the suitors as much
rity a yearly revenue of more than 1,000,000
as they can : if they had not purchased their
francs,
phces, they would not have endeavoured tO
The venality of offices in that kingdom had extract less. The mischief is, not that this
created an exceedingly complex, and conse- right of plundering is sold, lmtthat the right
quently exceedingly vieinus, system. The exists.
_de of offices conferring hereditary nobility
was e_eetally mischievous, since this nobi- . " " V.endere jute potest, emerat tile ptlut."
lity enjoyed a multitude of exemptions. The A,pp,_ the rm_ning to anothersubjed. :-- "He
noble_ paid _0 taxes. Hence every creation woo has bougat appleh will sell apples." Tha
_' nobility was a tax, equal in value to the comcquence
doesthem
not follow;
to eat or to give
away. for he may dmn_

",:i_,,
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_ "_rn-_ F_,_i_ army, the sys_mof
vcn_..-" Presentation to I living, and the reception
lity has been adopted. Military commissions,
of the Holy Ghost, are not the same things.
_from the rank of ensign to that of lieutenant_f it be the object of this law to exclude
•colonel, are sold, with permission to the pur- improper persons, more direct, simple, and
chasers to re-sell them. The epigram upon efficacious means might be employed : their
the judges is notapplied here. The complaint qualifications might be ascertained by public
is, that the patrimony of merit is invaded by examinations ; their good conduct by the prewealth. But it ought to be recollected, that vious publication of their names, with liberty
in this career the opportunities for the display to all the world to object against them. Their
of merit do not occur every day. it is only moral and intellectual capacity being thus
upon extraordinary occasions that extraor- proved, why should they not be allowed to
dinary talents can be displayed ; and when purchase the employment, or to discharge it
_hese occur, there can be no difficulty, even gratuitously ? An idiot, once admitted to
under this system, of bestowing proportionate priest's orders, may hold an ecclesiastical beand appropriate re_rds.
Besides, though nefiee ; but were a man gifted like an apostle
the patrimony of merit should by this means to give five guineas to be permitted to disbe invaded by wealth, it would at the same charge the duties of that benefice, he would
time be defended from favouritism -- a divi- be borne down by the outcry against the s_nlty in less esteem even than wealth. The runny he had committed.
circumstance which ought to recommend the
What, then, is the effect of these anti-siren.
system of venality to suspicious politicians is, niacal laws ? A priest may not purchase a
that it diminishes the influence of the crown, benefice for hlmseff; but his friend, whether
The whole circle over which it extends is so priest or layman, may purchase it for him:
much reclaimed from the influence of the He may not purchase the presentation to a
crown. It may l>e called a corruption, hut it vacant benefice ; but he may purchase the
serves as an antidote to a corruption more to right of presentation to a benefice filled by
be dreaded,
a dying man, or by a person in good health
It is the sale of ecclesiastical offices which who will have the complaisance to resign,
has occasioned the greatest outcry.
It has and receive it again with an obligation again
been made a particular sin, to which has been to resign whenever his patron requires it. In
given the name of simony. In the Acts of the reading these self-styled anti-simoniacal laws,
Apostles, we are informed that at Samaria it is difficult to discover whether they are
there was a _a:_cian named Simon, to whose intended to prohibit or to allow the practice
gainful practices an immediate stop was put of simony. Their only real effects are to enby the preaching and miracles of Philip, one courage deception and fraud, l_lackstone
of the deacons of the church of Jerusalem, complains of their inexeeution : he did not
who had been driven to Samarla by persecu- perceive that a law which is not executed is
tion. Simon, therefore, regarding Philip as a ridiculous.
more fortunate rivaL, enrolled himself among
the number of his proselytes, and when the
apostles Peter and John came down from JeCHAPTER
X.
l'ttsalem, and by the laying on of their hands
OF QUALYFICATIONS.
communicated to the disciples the gift of the
Holy Ghost, Simon, desirous of possessing We have already seen that a salary may b."
something more than the rest, offered to them employed as a means of insuring the responmoney, _aying, " Give me also this power, sibility of an individual, and as a moral antithat on whomsoever I lay hands, he may re- septic to preserve him from the influence of
ceive the Holy Ghost."
Upon which Peter corruption. By the sale of offices, it has been
severely reprimanded him; and the magician, seen that the actual expense of a salary may
supple as he was intriguing, asked forgive- be di_ninished, and even reduced to nothing.
ness_ and thus his history closes. It is no. It is therefore evident _hat the important
where said that he was punished,
circumstance is, that tb_ individual should
Upon the strength of this story, the Ro- possess the requisite portion of the precious
man Catholic church has converted the act of matter of reward, and not that it should have
buying or selling ecclesiastical benefices into been given to him. If he posse_s it of his
a sin; and the English law, copying from the own, so much the better; and the more he
catholic church, has constituted such an act already possesses, the less is it necessary to
a crime. As the Roman Catholic church, give him. In England, such are the attracumong catholics, is infallible, as to them it : tlons of power and dignity_ that the number
must have decided rightly when it declared ! of candidates for their possession has been
euc_t acts to be sinful. Our subject, however,
found so large, that it has been thought de,leads us only to the c_nsiderataon of the legal sirable to limit the selection to the number
crhne: and between this crime and the offence of those who posses_ the required quantity of
Simon _agus, there is nothing in common, this moral antiseptic; and thin cireumstancq

_..::

_
_ven b,'th to what have been ealled
q_,
.
The most remarksbla and importanto/_ces
to which these pecuniary qualifications have
been attached, are those of justices of the
peace and members of parliament. A justice
of the peace ought to possess at least £100
per annum of landed property. There is no
reasonable objection against this law.
The
office is one of those for which an ordinarily
liberal education is sufl_c/ent. It is at the
same time such an office, that the individual
invested with it might do much mischief were
he not restrained by powerful motives,
As a qualification for the more important
office of member of parliament, the law requires of the member for a borough or city a
similar qualification of _300 per annum, and
of the member for a county of _600 per annum. This case differs widely from the other,
Sufficient talent for carrying the laws into
execution is possessed by a multitude of individuals ; but few are able to determine what
laws ought to be framed.
The science of
legislation is still in its cradle--it has scarcely
been beg'uu to be d'ormed in the cabinets
of philosophers: among legislators in name,
scarcely any other practice can be found than
that of children, who in their prattle copy
what they have learned of their nurses. That
a science" may be learned, a motive is neceSsary ; that the bcience of legislation may be
lc,ar_ted, or rather may be created, motives
so much the more powerful are necessary, as
this science is most repuisis'e and thorny.
For the pursuit of this study, an ardent and
persevering mind is required, which can
scarcely be expected to be formed in the lap
of ease, of ]uxary, and of wealth. Among
those whose wants have been forestalled from
their cradle _ among those who become Isgislators to gratify their vanity or relieve their
ennui -- there can scarcely be found one who
could be called a legislator without mockery
How shall he who possesses everything without the trouble of thinking, be led to subject himself to the labour of thought? If
it be desirable that legislators should be men
of enlarged and well-instructed minds, they
must be sought among those who possess but
little wealth _ among those who, oppressed
with their insignificance, are stimulated by
ambition, and even by hunger, to distinguish
themselves; they must be sought among those
who possess the habits of Cyrus and not of
Sardanapalns. Among the ehildren of luxury,
of whom the great mass of senators chosen
by a rich people will always be composed,
there are but few who will undergo the fittigue of studying the lessons which, at the
expense of so much labour, have been fur=
Dished them by Besom'is and Adam Smith
Can it be expected, then, that from among
their number the rivals of these great masters

_hoo]d be go,rod _ Oualifieatit_ m_)kk _e
. ":,'._.
tend to exclude the indJvidmdee_dowed wJt_
._,
the greatest moral snd.inte]Iecgmd (_q)m_/_, ' . -. _._"
The reasons, however, in favour of _
"
' ::_
cations are plans]hie. It is el|aged, that the
? "
possession of a certes property tends to 8,aS:o!
rantee the independence of its _r,
and
_
that in no other situation is independea_v
more desirable than in that of a deputy sp"'_'.
>ointed to watch over end defend the int_
rests of the people against the eneroschm_ts
of the executive power, supplied as tha_
_
>ower almost necessarily is with so many
means of seduction.
To this it may be re)lied, that it is not the poor alone who are
liable to be seduced : multitudes pease_ng
)roperty exceeding in value the qualifteations
required, are biassed by the seductive influence of places and pensions, whilst the poor
remain unmoved.
A law of this nature, whose effect, were
it strictly executed, would be to exclude the
most capable, is made to be ev_led, and in
fact has constsntlybcon evaded : among those
who have acted the most conspicuous parts in
the British House of Commons, many have
been able to enter the,'e only by an evasion
of this law. Means might be provided which
would afford a perfect guarantee against such
evasions; but happily, upon this, as upon
many other occasions, the yell that hides from
human weakness the distant inconveniences
of bad laws, hides also _he means necessary
for rendering such laws efficacious.
Some years ago, a member, the honesty of
whose intentions could not he doubted, proposed to augment the qua]ificatinns for cities
and boroughs from ._'300 to _600 per annum.
The proposttion, after having made considerable progress, fell to the ground. I know not
whether this happened from a conviction of its
trifling utility, or from one of those accidents
which in that slippery path equally hefal/the
most useful and most mischievous projects.
When the greatest possible freedom is
given to popular suffrage, and even when no
corrupt influence isused, thepopu]aremploy*
ment of wealth, being of all species of merit
that of which people in general are best qualifted to judge, and most disposed to esteem,
there natural]yexists anaristocracyofwealtb.
Is it desirable that _his aristocracy _hould be
rendered necessary and complete?

CHAPTER
o_ TRUSTaND CONTltAC_MANAOEMSNT.
THs capacity of the individuals to discharge
the duties required of them having been ascert,]ned, and the most intimate connexion
between their interest and the discharge ot
tbesedutiesbsvingbeeneatablished,
theonly
desirable eirenms/amc_ remaining is to redues
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Jd_esmmmt of the emoluments to be paid for of the contractors : it is another imuginm-?
• he discharge of these duties to the lowest
evil, in opposition to which may be placed
term. Suppose the amount expended in the the pleasure of detraction.
Besides, ff the
purchase of a given service to be • certain
contracts are open to sl], unless improvident
sum, and that an individtm] equally capable of lmrgainsare made through favour, corruptJon,
rendering this service, should offer to render or ignorance, rapid fortunes will not often be
_t at less expense : is there any good re_mon accumulated by contractors: should they st/I/
for refusing such an offer ? I can discover become rich, ic will be because they have denone. The acceptance of such a proposition served it.
|s the acceptance of a contract : the service
IV. Contra_lors never find the laws too
thus agreed to be performed, is said to be con- severe to insure the collvctioa of the taXes for
tracted for, or let to farm. To this method, w]_ic/i they have contracted.
They will prothe mode of obtaining services by employing
cure severe and sanqsinary laws to be ensued.
commissioners and managers, is opposed.
If the laws are severe and sanguinary, the
General reasonings upon this subject are legislature is in fault, and not the contractors.
insufficient to determine which of these two Whether the taxes are managed by contracot_osite systems will be most advantageous
tors or commissmners, it is equally proper
in any particular department : the nature of that the most efficacious system of laws for
"the service must be ascertained, before the their collection should be established ; and
question can be decided,
certainly severe and sanguinary laws are nut
If we confine ourselves to general prin- the most efficacious. Contractors, therefore,
eiples, contracts must be preferred to com- are not likely to seek the enactment of the
missions.
Under the system of contracts, most severe laws: there are many reasons for
the interests about which the indiwdual is supposing the contrary will be the case. The
empldyed are his own ; whilst, under the better the law is exeCuted, that is to say, the
e_tem of commissions, the interests about more certainly punishment follows the transwhich he is employed remain the interests of gression of the law, the less severe need it be.
the state ; that is, the interests of another. But under the inspection of the Contractor,
In the first case, the sub-functionaries era- who has so strong an interest in its execuployed are the servants of an individual ; in tion, the law has a better chance of being put
the other, they are the servants of the public in execution, then when under the inspcc-- fellow-servants of those who are to watch tion of a commissioner who has so ]itLle, if
over them.
" But the servants of the most rely, interest in the matter. Upon this point
negligent master," says Adam Smith, " are it is impossible to imagine by what means two
better superintended than the servants of the interests can be more intimately connected,
most vigilant sovereign."
If this cannot be than those of the contractor and the state.
admitted as an infallible rule, it is at least It is the interest of the contractor that aU
more frequently true than otherwise,
who illegally evade the payment of the taxes
Public opinion is, however, but little fs- should be punished : this also is the interest
vourable fo the system of contracts.
The of the state. But it can never be the i_,terost
savings which result to the state are forgot- of the contractor to pmzish the innocent :
ten, whilst the profits reaped by the farmer_ this would tend to excite the whole people
are recollected and exaggerated.
Ul_on this a_alnst him.
Of every species of injustice,
subject, the ig21orant and the philosopher _
this is one which is least likely to meet with
those who judge without thought, and those tranquil and acquiescent spectators.
who pretend to have examined the subject_
Adam 8math, who has adopted all these
are l_trly agreed. The objections which they objections, little calculated as they seezn _o
bring forward sfaiust contractors (for they me to appear in such a work as his, also conrelate to individuals rather than to the sys- tends that "the beet and most frugal way of
tern) are sufficiently specioz_s,
levying a tax, can never be by farm." • If
L The eom_ractorsare rich. If they are so. this were true, it would be a conclusive
this is not the fault of the system, but of the ton against ever letting taxes to farm, and it
conditions of the bargain ma_Io with them.
would be useless to seek for others. When
II. The contractors are ostentatious and a fact is proved, it is u_eless to troub]_ one'syam. And if they burst with vanity, what self with prejudices and probabilities.
then? Such inal_preciablt, or rather imaginary ! It is true, that without the hope of gain,
evils, cannot be brought into political calco- no contractor would undertake to collect
httions
Their vanity will find a sufficient the produce of a tax, and to make _he ad.
w._terp_ile and punishment in the vanity: vanceS required. ]But whence ought the profit
of those whom they incommode, whilst their of the farmer to rise ? This is what Adam
_ummthmwill
distribute thlir wealth among, Smith has noc examined. He tqupposes that
times Wlmm it employs,
the state would make the same profit, by
IIL T/_ ¢Oatraoterj e.ve/te _y.
This is
fault of those who are envious, and not
• Wealth of Nations, book v. ch. ii.
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establishing an administration under its own
inspection. The truth of this supposition is
altogether doubtful.
The perwrml interest
of a minister is to have as many individuals,
_hgt is to say, as many dependants, employed
under him as poaelble -- that their salaries
should be as large as possible ; and he will
lose nothing by their negligence.
The illrarest of the farmer, or contrantor, is to have
as few individuals employed under him as
possible, and to pay each one no more than
he deserves ; and he will lose by every in.
stance of their negligence.
In t_ese cireum,
stances, though no greater amount should
be received from the people than would
have been collected by the stats, a contractor
_mght reasonably hope to find a source of
profit,
Adam Smith has attacked, with as much
force as reason, the papular prejudices against
the dealers in corn, so odious and so much
suspected under the name of forestallers. He
has shown that the interest of the public is
most intimately connected with the natural,
and almost necessary, interests of this suepeered class of merchants.
He might with
equal justice have extended his protection to
farmers of the public revenue, a class of men
nearly as little beloved,
In every branch of politics, and especially
in so wide a field _ his subject embraced, it
was nearly impossible that he should examine
everything with his own eyes : it was almost
of necessity that he was sometimes guided by
general opinion. This seems to me to have
huppened upon this occasion. He forgot in
this instance to apply the principle already
c_ted, and of which he had elsewhere made
such beautiful applications.
I had myself
once written an essay against farmers of the
rovenue ; l have thrown it into the fire, for
which alone it was fit. I know not how long
I should have retained the opinions it adcoasted, had I not been better instructed by
Adam Smith.
Note.--In Burgoyne's "Picture of Spain,"
col. it. page 4, &c. it is stated, that in that
country, trust was found more economical
than contract management. But he does not
state in what manner contracts were granted :
whether favour or corruption did not preside
at their dlsposal; whether the trust management had not superior means ofenforeingthe
payment of the taxes; nor whether their increased produce was not, in part at least,
owing to the increase of trade and wealth-

CHAPTER
XII.
ol, sxrottws,
Tmt_ ernolumenhs annexed to any ot_ce be.
i_ shown to be in exeex, and the mischief_

_

resulting from such an execs being mine,'talned, the next question which oeoa_ i_
What remedy ought to be applied ? The moat
obvious answer is a short one: Strike them
nffat once. But thus unqualified, this answer
is far from being the proper one.
Reform is the practical conclusion expected
as the reward for alJ the labour bestowed
on the examination of these theoretic propssitions. Upon this subject, nothing fitrtbetremains but to poil:t out one limitation, without which every reform can only be a greater
abuse than the whole of those which it pretends to correct. This limitation is, t_at an
reform osght to be curried into effect wiLhout
granting complete indemnity to tlmsc w_use
emoluments are dimini_ed, or who_s o_ica
are suppressed ;_in
a word, that the only
:legitimate benefit to be derived by the pub.
]ic from economical reform, consists in the
conversion of perpetual into life annuities.
Will it be said, that the immediate suppression of these offices would be a gain to
the public ? This would be a mere sophism.
The sum in question would, without doubt,
be gained by the public, if it came from
abroad, if it were obtained by commerce &c.;
hut it is not gained when it is taken from individuals who form a part of that same publie. Would a family be richer, because the
father disinherited one of his children, that he
might the more richly endow the others ? Ia
this instance, as the disinheriting of one chilli
would increase the inheritance of the others,
the mischief would not be without some
countervailing advantage ; it would be productive of good to some part of the family,
But when it relates to the public, the emoluments of a suppressed place being divided
amongst the whole eommunity,--theffai_,
being distributed among a multitude, isdivided
into impalpable quantities ; whilst the loss,
being confined to one, is felt in its entirety
by him who supportsit alone. The result or"
the operation is in no respect to enrich the
party who gains, whilst it reduces the party
who loses to poverty. Instead of one place
suppressed, suppose a thousand, or ten thousand, or a hundred thousand,--thetotaldisadvantage will remain the same : the plumier
taken from thousands will have to be dlstrio
bused among millions ; your public places
will be filled with unfortunate citizens whom
you will have plunged into indigence, whi]st
you will scarcely see one individual who is
sensibly enriched in consequence o! all these
cruel operations. The groans of sorrow and
the cries of despair will resound on every
side ; tl_eshouts of joy, if any such are heard,
will not be the expre_skms ofl_. p.pines..s,but
of that malevolence which rejotces m the
agony of its victims.
By what means do individuals devei_te
themselves ami others into the am_tion ef
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_such mischievous acts ? It is by having recourse to certain vague maxims, consisting of
a mixture of truth and falsehood, and which
give to a question, in itself simple, an appearance of deep and mysterious policy. The
interest of individuals, it is said, must give
way to the public interest. But what does
this mean ? Is not one individual as much a
part of the public as any other ? This public
interest, which is thus personified, is only an
abstract term ; it only represents the aggre_
gate of individual interests : they must all
be taken into the account, instead of considering a part as the whole, and the rest
as nothing. ]f it were proper to sacrifice the
fortune of one individual to augment that of
the others, it would be still more desirable
_o sacrifice a second and a third, and so on to
any greater number, without the possibility
ef assigning limits to the operation; since,
whatever number may have been sacrificed,
there still remains the same reason for adding
one more. In a word, the interest of the
first is sacred, or the interest of no one can
be so. _
The interests of individuals arc the only
real interests.
Take care of individuals;-never molest them--never suffer them to be
molested, and you have done enough for the
public,
Among the multiplicity of human affairs,
individuals have often been injured by the
operation of particular laws, without daring
to complain, or _thout being able to obtain
• hearing for their complaints, on account of
this vague and false notion, that the interest
of individuals ought to give way to the public
interest.
Considered as a question of gentrosity, by whom ought this virtue to be displayed ? By all towards one--or
by one
towardsall ? Which, then, isthemost selfish
•--he who would preserve what be already possesses--or he who would seize, even by force,
what belongs to another ?
An evil felt, and a good nnfe]t,--such
is
the result of those magnificent reforms, in
which the interests of individuals are sacri-

held for llfe, but not to o_ices and pensions
held durin 9 pleasure, and which consequently
may be revoked at any time. May not these
be reformed at any time ? No: the difference between the two is only verbal. In all
those cases in which it has been customary
for those places which are granted dm'iny
pleasure to be held for life, though the possessor may have been led to expect other
causes of removal, he has never expected this.
" My superior," he has said to himself, "may
dismiss me, I know ; but I flatter myself I
shall never deserve to be dismissed ; 1 shall
therefore retain my office for life." Hence
the dismission of such an individual without
indemnity, is as great an evil, as much unforeseen, and equally unjust, as in the former
case.
To these reasons, arising from justice and
humanity, may be added a prudential col_sideratJon.
By such indemnification, the
interests of individuals and the public are
reconciled, and a better chance of securing
the latter is obtained. Assure those who are
interested that they shall not be injured,
they will be among the foremost in facilirating reforms. By thus removing the grand
obstacle of contrary interests, the politician
prevents those clandestlneintrigues, and prirate solicitations, which so often arrest the
progress of the noblest plans.
It was thus that Leopold, the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, proceeded. " Notwithstanding
the muhitude of reforms introduced by his
Royal Highness since his accession to the
throne, there has not been a single office refoJlned in Tuscany, the holder of which has
not either been placed in some other office,
Eequal to t/nat suppressed, r_ust be understood]
or who has not received as a pension a salary
equal in value to the emoluments of his
office."" Upon such conditions, the pleasure
of reform is pure : nothing is hazarded ; good
only is accomplished ; at least the principal
object is secured, and the happiness of no one
is interrupted.

riced to tho6e of the public.
The principles here laid down, it may be
said, are applicable to offices and pensions

" " Indication Sommaire des ,RSgleme_s de
I_opold, Grand Due de Toscane.
Bruxelles,
1776.
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to have been hanging over the import of th•
terms art and science. The common suppoARTAND SCIENCE
_ DIVISIONS.
sition seems to have been, that in the whole
A CLOUDOf perplexity, raised by indistinct t fie/d of thought and act/on, • determinate
and erroneous conception.,, seems atall times [ number of existing compartwents are assign,
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_ible, marked out all round, and distinguished
from one another by ao many sets of natural
and determinate boundary lines : that of these
compartments some are filled, each by an art,
without any mixture of science ; others by a
acienee, without any mixture of art; and
others, again, are so constituted, that, as it
has never happened to them hitherto, so
neither can it ecer happen to them in future,
to contaht in them any thing e/ther of art or
science,
This supposition will, it is believed, be
found in every part erroneous: as between
art and science, in the whole field of thought
and action, no one spot will be found belonghag to either to the exclusion of the other. In
whatsoever spot a portion of either is tbund, a
portion of the other may be also seen ; whatsoever spot is ocenpied by either, is occupied
by both--is occupied bythem injoint tenanc:/.,
Whatsoever spot is thus occupied, is so much
taken out of the waste; and there is not any
determinate part of the whole waste which
is not liable to be thus occupied,
Practice, in proportion as attention and
_rertion are regarded as necessary to due performanee, is termed art. Knowledqe, in proportion as attention and exertion are regarded
as necessary to attainment, is termed science,
In the very nature of the case, they will
be found so combined as to be inseparable.
Man cannot do anything well, bat in proportion as he knows how to do it : he cannot, in
consequence of attention and exertion, know
anything but in proportion as he has practlsed the art of learning it. Correspondent,
therefore, to every art, there is at least one
branch of science ; correspondent to every
branch of science, there is at least one branch
of art. There is no determinate line of distioetion between art on the one hand, and
Jcience on the other ; no determinate line of
distinction between art and science on the
one hand, and unartifieial practice and unscientific I_towledge on the other. In proportion as that which is seen to be done, is more
conspicuous than that which is seen or supposed to be known, --that which has place is
apt to be considered as the work of art : in
proportion as that which is seen or supposed
to be knoum, is more conspicuous than anythingelsethatisseentobedone,--thatwhich
place is apt to be set down to the account
of science. Day by day, acting in conj unction,
art and science are gaining upon the abovementioned waste--the
field of unarti.ficial
practice and unscientific knowledge.* Taken
eoUeetively, andconsideredintheireonnexion
with the happiness of society, the arts and
m_ienees may be arranged in two divisions;
via. -- 1. Those of amusement and curiosity ;

2. Those of utility, immediate and remote,
These two branches of human knowledge re-.
quire different methods of treatment aa the
part of governments.
By arts and sciences of amusement, I mean
those which are ordinarily orlled the fiae arta ;
such as music, poetry, painting, sculpture,
architecture, ornamental gardening, lw_ &e,
Their complete enumeration must be excused:
it would lead us too far from our preseut
subject, were we to plunge into the metaphyslcal discussions necessary forits accomplish.
meot.
Amusements of all sorts would be
comprised under this head.
Custom has in a manner compelled us to
make the distinction between the arta and
sciences of amusement, and those ofcuriusity.
It is not, however, proper to regard the formet as destitute of utility : on the contrary,
there is nothing, the utility of which is more
incontestable. To what shall the character o|
utility be ascribed, if not to that which is a
source of pleasure ? All that can be alleged in
diminution of their utility is, that it is limited
to the excitement of pleasure: they eannol;
disperse the clouds of grief or of misfortune.
Theyare useless to those who are not pleased
with them : they are useful only to those who
take pleasure in them, and only in proportion
as they are pleased.
By arts and sciences of curiosity, I mean
those which in truth are pleasing, but not in
the same degree as the fine arts, and to which
at the first glance we might be tempted to
refuse this quality. It is not that these arts
and sciences of curiosity do not yield as much
deasure to those who cultivate them as the
fine arts; but the number of those whostudy
them is more limited. Of this nature are the
sciences of heraldry, of medals, of pure
chronology--the
knowledge of ancient and
barbarous languages, which present only colleetinns of strange words,--and the study of
antiquities, inasmuch as they furnish no instruction applicable to morality, or any other
branch of useful or agreeable knowledge.
The utility of all these arts and sciences,
-- I speak both of those of amusement and
curiosity,--the
value which they possess, is
exactly in proportion to the pleasure they
_'ield. Every other species of pre-eminence
which may be attempted to be established
among them is altogether fanciful. Prejudice
apart, the game of push-pin is of equal value
with the arts and sciences of music and poetry.
If the game of push-pin furnish more pleasure,
it is more valuable than either. Everybody
can play at push-pin: poetry and music are
relished only by a few. The game of push.
pin is always innocent: it were well could
the same be always asserted of poetry. In2
deed, between poetry and truth there is •

_ The foregoing paragraphs are extracted from
Bimtham's "Chre.JCom_hm," Part I.

natural opposition:
false morals, fietilloua'
nature. The poet always stands ha need o1'
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iomething false. Whenhe pretends to lay his
foundations in truth, the ornaments of his
superstructure are fictions ; his business conmats in stimulatingour passions, and exciting
our prejudices. Truth, exactitude of every
kind, is fatal to poetry. The poet must see
everything through coloured media,and strive
to make every one else to do the same. It is
true, there have been noble spirits, to whom
poetry anti philosophy have been equally indebted; but these exceptions do not counteract the mischiefs which have resulted from
this magic art. If poetry and music deserve
to be preferred before a game of push-pin, it
must be because they ,,re calculated to gratify
those individuals who are most difficult to
be pleased,
All the arts and sciences, without exception, inasmuch as they constitute innocent
employments, at least of time, possess a speo
¢ies of moral utility, neither the le_s real or
important because it isfrequently unobserved,
They compete with, and occupy the pla_'e of
those mischievous and dangerous passions anti
employments, to which want of occupation
and ennui give birth. They are excellent
substitutes for drunkenness, slander, and the
love of gaming. +
The effects of idleness upon the ancient
Germans may be seen in Tacitus. His observations are applicable to all uncivilized
nations: for want of other occupations they
waged war upon each other--it
was a more
animated amusement than that of the chase,
The chieftain who proposed a martial expedltion, at the first sound of his trmupet ranged
under his banners a crowd of idlers, to wilom
peace was a condition of restraint, of languor, and of entail.
Glory could be reaped
only in one field--opulence
knew but one
luxury. This field was that of battle--this
luxury that of conquering or recmmting past
conquests.
Their women themselves, ignorant of those agreeable arts which multiply
the means of pleasing, and prolong the erapire of beauty, became the rivals of the men
in courage, and, mingling with them in the
barbarous tumult of a military life, became
unfeeling as they.
It is to the cultivation of the arts and selences, that we must in great measure ascribe
the existence of that party which is now opsed to war : it has received its birth amid
e occupations _nd pleasures furnished by
the fine arts. These arts, so to speak, have
entailed under their peaceful banners that
m-my of idlers which would have otherwise
po__A_d no amusement but in the hazardous
and bloody game of _,_.
• flush is the species of utility which belongs
• Petnei_lGz of Penal Law, Part IlL Of
lndlr_¢t JIte2bod_ of preventing Crime_, VoL L
I/.633.
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indiscriminately to all the arts and sciences.
Were it the only reason, it would be a su_lclent reason for desiring to see them flourish
and receive the most extended diffusion.
If these principles are correct, we shall
know how to estimate those critics, mm'e ingenious than useful, who, under pretence of
purifying the public taste, endeavour suecessive]y to deprive mankind of a larger or
smallerpartofthesourcesoftheiramusement.
These modest judges of elegance and taste
consider themselves as benefactors to the
human rtice, whilst they are really only the
interrupters of their pleasure-- a sort of iraportunate hosts, who place themselves at the
table to diminish, by their pretended delicacy.
the appetite of their guests. It is only from
custom and prejudice that, in matters oftas+.e,
we speak of false and true. There is no taste
which deserves the epithet 9and, unless it be
the taste for such employments which, to the
pleasure actually produced by them, con.join
some contingent or future utility : there _s no
taste which deserves to be characterized as
bad, unle_sit be a taste for some occupation
which has a mischievous tendency.
The celebrated and ingenious Addison has
distinguished himself by his skill in the art of
rldicalillg enjoyments, by attaching to them
thefantasticideaofbodtaste.
Inthe tpectatar he wages relentless war against the whole
generation of false wits.
Acrostics, conundrums, pantomimes, puppet-shows,
bouts.
rlm6_, stanzas iu the shape of eggs, of wings,
burlesque poetry of every description-in
a word, a thousand other light and equally
innocent amusements, fall crushed under the
strokes of his club. And, proud of having
established his empire abovethe ruinsof these
literary trifles, he regards himself as the legislator of Parnassus I What, however, was
the effect of his new laws?
They deprived
thosewho submitted tothem, of manysource_
of pleasure-- they exposed those who were
more inflexible, to the contempt of their com.
panions.
Even Hums himself, in spite of his proud
and independent philosophy, has yielded to
this literary prejud:ce. " By a single piece,"
says he, " the Duke of Buckingham rendered
a great service to his age, and was the reformer of its taste l" In what consisted this
important service ? He had written a comedy,
The Rehearsal, the object of which was to
render those theatrical pieces which had been
most popular, the objects of general distaste.
His satire was completely successful ; but
what was its fruit ? The lovers of that span
cies of amusement were deprived of so much
pleasure ; a muhitude of authors, covered with
ridicule and contempt, deplored, at the same
time, the loss of their reputation and their
bread.
As the amusement of a minister of stare
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i_ m,mt be confessed that a more suitable one
might be found than It g_ne at solitaire. Still,
*mona the number of its amateurs was one_
found Potemkiu, one of the most active and
I_espeeted Russian miniaters of state. I sees
imaile of contempt upon the lips of many of
my readers, who would not think it strange
that any one should play at cards from " eve
till morn," provided it were in company. But
how incomparably superior is this solitary
game to rnmty social games-- so often antisodaIin their consequencasl The first, a pure
and simple amusement, stripped of everything
injtxrious, free from passion, avarice, loss, and
regret. It is gaming enjoyed by some happy
individuals, in that state in which legislators
may desire, but cannot hope that it will ever
be enjoyed-by all throughoutthe whole world,
How much better was this minister occupied,
than if, with the Iliad in his hand. he had
stirred up within his heart the seeds of those
ferocious passions which can only be gratified
with tears and blood,
As men grow old, they lose their relish for
the simple amusements of childhood. Is this
a reason for pride ? It may be so-- when to
be hard to please, and to have our happiness
dependent on what is costly and complicated,
shall be found to be advantageous. The clold
who is building houses of cards is happier than
was Louis XIV. when building Versailles.
Architect and mason at once, master of his
situatinnand his materials, he alters and overturns at wilL
"Dh'ult, ediflcat,mutatq_u_'atarotund_:'"
and all this at the expense neither of groans
nor money. The proverbial expression ofth
9ames of princes, may furnish us with stroog
reasons'forregretting that princes should ever
cease to love the 9ames of children,
A reward was offered by one of the Reman emperors to whoever would invent a
new pleasure ; and because this emperor was
called 2Veto, or Caligula, it has been imputed
to him as a crime: as if every sovereign, and
even every private individual, who encourages the cultivation of the arts and sciences,
were not an accomplice in this crime.
The
employment of those critics, to whom we
have before referred, tends to diminish the
existing stock of our pleasures: the natural
effect of increasing years, is to render us inseusible to those which remain : I_"those who
blame the offer of the Roman emperor, these
critics should be esteemed the benefactors of
mankind, and old age the perfection of human life.
In league with these critics are the tribe of
mtirists_those
generous men, who without
ether reward than the pleasure of humbling
and disfiguring everything whieh does not
e_.se them, have constituted themselves rermersofmankindl
Theonlv satire lcould
without disgust and aversion, would be!

2-_

a satire on these libellers themse.lves. The_
occupation consists in fomenting _amiai,-nmt
in disseminating its poisons throughout tbe
world, that they may be furnlahed with pro.
texts for pouring contempt upon everything
that employs or interests other men. By
blaekeafingeverythingandexaggeratiagevery,
thiog (for it is by exaggeratton they exist)
they deceive the judgments of their readers:
_innocent
amusements, ludicrous eceeatricities, venial transgressions end crimea, are
alike confounded and covered with their reoom.
Their design is to efface all the lines
of demarcation, all the essential distinctions
which philosophy and legislation have wito
so much latmur traced. For one troth, we
find a thousand odious hyperboles in thetr
works. They never eease to exelte malevolence and antipathy: under their auspices, or
at least under the influence of the passions
which animate them, language itself becomes
satirical. Neutral expressions can scarcely
be found to designate the motives which determine human actions: to the words expressire of the motive, such as avarice, ambition,
pride, idleness, end many others, the idea of
disapprobation is so closely, though unnecessarily, cmmeeted, that the simple mention of
the motive implies a vensure, even when the
actions which have resulted fr_n it have been
most innocent. The nomenclature of morals
is so tinctured with these prejudices, that it
is not possible, without great difficulty and
long circumlocutions, sire ply and purely,'without reprobation or approbation, to express
the motives by which mankind are governed.
Hence our languages, rich in terms ot hatred
and reproach, are poor and rugged for the purposes of science and of reason. Such is the
evil created and augmented by satiric writers. •
Among rich and prosperous nations, it is
not necessary that the public should be at the
expense of cultivating the arts and sciences
of amusement and curiosity. Individuals wilt
always bestow upon these that portion of
reward which is proportioned tothe pleasure
they bestow.
Whilst as to the arts and seienece of iramediate and those of more remote utility, i_
would not be necessary, nor perhaps possible,
to preserve between these two classes an ex.
act line of demarcation, the diatinctiona of
theory and practice are equally applicable to
all. Considered as matter of theory, every arg
or science, even when its practical utility ht
most immediate and incontestable, appeart zo
retire into the division of arts and sciences of
remote utility.
It is thus that medicine and
legislation, arts so truly practical, emasidered
under a particular aspect, appear equally remote in respect to their utility with the spe* See further en this suhiect, inthe " TaMe
ofSpring_ ofActlon," VoL 1. p. 11_.

eulative m_i_nees 'of logic and mathematics. _a l_tSsion which the insui_cieneyof _ own
On the ot_er hand, there is a branch of aci- fortune would have rendered ratheratorme_
enee forwbich, atfirst, a placewou]d scarcely than a pleasure ? His talents are rewarded
have been found among the arts and sciences by giving him new means of increasing them.
• of curiosity, but which, cultivated by indus- Other rewards often have a contrary effect:
trious hands, has at length presented the cha- they tend to distract his attention, and to
racists ofimmediateand incontestable utility, give birth to opposite tastes.
Electricity, which, when first discovered,
If this method of encouraging theoretic
seemed destined only to amuse certain philo- researches has been neglected, it has been
sophers by the _ingularity of its phenomena, because the intimate connexion between the
has at length been employed with most sciences and arts _ between theory and prae.
striking success in the service of medicine,
tice _ has only been well understood by phiand in the protection of our dwellings against ]osophers themselves ; the greater number of
those calamities, for which ignorant and af- men recognise the utility of the sciences only
frighted antiquity could find no sufficient cause at a moment when they are applied to immebut the special anger of the gods.
diate use. The ignorant are always desirom,
That which governments ought to do for of humbling the wise ; gratifying their selfthe arts and sciences of immediate and re- love, by accusing the sciences of being more
mote utility, may be comprised in three curious than useful.
" A]l yourbooksofne_
things-- 1. To remove the discouragements
tural history are very pretty," said a lady to a
under which they labour ; 2. To favour their philosopher, " but you have never saved
advancement ; 3. To contribute to their dif- a single leaf of our trees from the teeth of
fusion,
the insects." Such is the frivolous judgment
of the ignorant. There are many discoveries
which, though at first they might seem u_CHAPTER
II.
less in themselves, have given birth to thousands of others of the greatest utility. It is
ARTAND SCIENCE-- ADVANCEMENT.
in conducting the sciences to this point, that
THOUGHdiscoveries in science may be the encouragements might thus be advantageously
result of genius or accident, and though the employed, instead of being bestowed in what
most important discoveries may have been are generally called rewards. When the dismadebyindividuaiswithout
public assistance,
coveries of science can be practically erathe progress of such discoveries may at all ployed in the increase of the mass of general
times be materially accelerated by a proper wealth, they receive a reward naturally proapplication of public encouragement.
The portioned to their utility : it is therefore for
most simple and el_cacious method of encou- such discoveries as are not thus immediately
raging investigations of pure theory--the first applicable, that reward is most necessary.
•tep in the career of invention, consists in Of this nature are most of the discoveries of
the appropriation of specific funds to the re- chemistry.
Is a new earth discovered ?-- a
searches requisite in each particular science,
new air -- a new salt -- a new metal ? The
It may, at first sight, appear superfluous utility of the discovery is at first confined to
to recommend such a measure as this, since the pleasure experienced by those interested
there are few states which have not some- in such researches. This ordinarily is allthe
times made such appropriations, and since all benefit reaped by the discoverer : occupied
governments, in proportion as they have be- in making further discoveries, he leaves it to
come enlightened, have been more andmore
others to reap their fruits. It is those who
disposed to reckon such expenses necessary, follow him, who apply them to the purposes
The most efficacious methods of employing
of art, and levy contributions upon theindivithe large fimds which ought thus to be appro- duals, who are desirous of enjoying the fruits
priated, remain, however, to be examined,
of his labour. Ought the master workm_n,
It would be necessary that the fimds ap- who sees no particular individual upon whom
pllcable to a given science -- chemistry, tot he may levy a contribution, therefore to go
example-- should be confided to the students
without reward ?
of chemistry themselves.
They ought, however, to be bestowed in the shape of reward.
Thus the chemist, who upon a given subject
CHAPTER
III.
should have produced the best theoretic disXUT ANY SCiEnCE-- V_USmS.
sertation, might be put into possession of
these funds, upon condition that he should THE sciences, like plants, may expand in two
employ them in making the experiments
directions--in superficies and in height. The
which he had pointed out.
What more ha- superficial expansion of those sciences which
torsi or useful reward could be conferred are most immediately useful, is most to be
qpon a philosopher, thao thus to be enabled, desired. There is no method more calculated
with honour to himself, to satisfy a taste of to accelcr, tte their advancement, than thor.
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4gemmd dlffwiea:, tee- greater the number
Botany, to a certain a_J[l_,e;._-_m_
_f those by Whom they are eultivtted, the in the science of medidne : it supplies a con_jveater the probabillty'that they will be ew siderable part of the materlalaemployed.
It
16chad by new discoveries. Fewer opportuni- has a similar connexion with chemistry, _
tieswill belost, and greater emutation willbe
the arts which depend upon it. The-oomexcited in their cultivation,
bined researches of the botanist and ehemit*
Suppose a country divided into districts,
would increase our knowledge of the vari,qalit
-somewhat similar to the English cmmties, but uses to which vegetable substances might be
more equal in size, say from thirty to forty applied. It is to them that we must took fir
miles in diameter, _ the following is the sys- the discovery of cheaper and bett_r methods,
tem of establishments whieh ought to be kept if such methods are to be found, of giving
up in the central town of each district: _
durability and tenacity to hemp and flax _
1. A professor of medicine,
the manufacture of linens, ropes, and paper;
2. A professor of surgery and midwifery,
for discoveries respecting th¢ astringent, mat.
3. An hospital,
tars applicable to the preparation of leather;
4. A professor of the veterinary art.
and for the invention of new dyes, &c. ; and
5. A professor of ehemisty,
so on, to infinity. Indeed, it is the botanist
6, A professor of meeha_fical and experi- who must enable the agrieu*lturist to distio.
mental philosophy,
guish the most useful and excellent herbs
7. A professor of botany and experimental
and grasps, from those which are le_ usefid,
horticulture,
or pernicious.
8. A professor of the other branches of
The professor of natural history would also
natural history,
furnish abundance not only of _rious but
9. An experimental farm.
useful information,
tie would teach the
The first advantage resulting from this plan cultivator to distinguish, throughout all the
would be the establishment, in each district, of departments of the animal kingdom, Ms a]lie_
a practitioner skilled in the various branches
from his enemies.
He would point out the
oftheartofhealing.
An hospital, necesseryin
habits and the different shapes assumed by
itself, would also be further useful by serving different insects, and the most effieadous meas a school for the students of this art.
thuds of destroying them, and preventing their
The veterinary art, or the art of healing ravages. It might, however, perhaps appear,
as applied to animals, has only within these
were we fully acquaiuted with the history el
few years been separately studied in England.
all the animals which dwell with us upon
The farriers who formerly practised upon the surface of this planet, that there would
our cattle, were generally no better qualified be found none whose existence was to us a
for their duty than the old women whom our matter of indifference.
ancestors allowed to practise upon themI have placed in the last rank the instituselves.
The establishment of a professor of lion of an experimental farm --not because
the veterinary art in every district might even its utility would be inferior to all the others,
be recommended as a matter of economy : _he but because its functions may be easily supvalue ofthecattte
preserved would more than plied by individual industry.
In a country
counterbalance the necessary expense. This so well replenished with knowledge, wealth,
ofessorship might, for want of sufficient and zeal, as England, there is no district
nds, be united to one of the others,
which could not furnish an abundance of caThe connexions of chemistry with do- periments in this department.
Little more
mealie and manufacturing economy are well would be necessary than to provade a re_isknown.
The professor of this science would ter into which they might be collected, and in
of course direct his principal attention to the which they might receive the degree of pubcarrying this practical part to its greatest
]icity necessary for displaying their utility.
perfection.
His lectures would treat of the Such a register England once possessed.in the
business of the dairy ; the preservation of corn work of the enlightened and patriotic Arthur
and other agricultural productions; the pre- Young. Such s register, numerousand excel.
•ervatiou of provisions of all sorts ; _he pre- lent as the hints dispersed throughout it were,
ventlon of putrefaction, that subtle enemy: was far, however, from s*tpplying the place,
of health as well as of corruptible wealth ; and rendering useless a system of regular and
the proper precautions for guarding against, connected researches, in which instruction
poisons of all sorts, which may so easily be should constitute the sole object. °
mingled with our provisions, or which may
In enumerating the branche_ of knowledge
be colheted from the vessels in which they" with which, on account of their superior uti.
are prepared. They would also treat of the
° The Board of A_'_ulture, which at_e _evarious branches of trade _ of the arts of ; licitation of Sir John Sinclair was formed during
working in metal, of breweries, of the pre- the administration of Mr. Pitt, was desig_.ed
paratlon of leather, and the manufactures of to carry purposes sLrnils_to those recommended
map and candles, &e. &e.
above into effect.
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OF REWARD.

_Book ILL

lity, it is most desirable that the great mass study of language, on tl_e eo_d4"mT,all is al_
of the people should be acquainted, it may stracfion : there are no _ible
objects to
well be supposed that I ought not to forget relieve the memory ; ell the energy of the
the knowledge of the laws. But that this mind is consumed in the acquisition of words,
_knowledge may be diffused, a determinate
of which neither the utilitynor the appliessystem of cogTioscible laws, capable of being tion is visible. Hence, the longest and most
known, is necessary. Unhappily, such a sys- detailed course of instruction which need be
tern does not yet exist: whenever it shall given upon all the sciences before mentioned,.
come to be established, the knowledge of the would not together occupy so much time as
laws will hardly be considered worthy of the is usually devoted tb the study of Latin,
name of science. The legislator who allows which is forgotten alfnost as soon as learned.
more intelligible terms to exist within the The knowledge of languages is valuable
compass of language, than those in which he only as a means of acquiring the information
expresses his laws, deserves the execration which may be obtained from conversation or
of his fellow-men.
I have endeavoured to books. For the purposes of conversation, the
present to theworld the outlines of a system,*
dead languages are useless ; and translations
which, should it ever be filled up, I flatter of all the books contained in them may be
myself would render the whole system of found in all the languages of modern Europe.
laws eognoscible and intelligible to all.
What, then, remains to be obtained from
As to those arts and sciences which may them, not by the common people, but even
be learned from books, -- such as the art of by the most instructed ? I must confess, I
legislation, history in all its branches, moral can discover nothing but a fund of allusions
philosophy and logic, comprehending meta- wherewith to ornament their speeches, their
physics, grammar, and rhetoric, -- these may conversations, slid their books--too
small a
be left, to be gathered from books. Those compensation/or the false aud narrow notions
individuals who arc desirous of alleviating
which custom continues to compel us to draw
the pains of study by the charms of declares- from these imperfect and deceptive sources.
tion upon these subjects, may be permitted
To prefer the study of these languages to the
to pay for their amusements. There is, how- study of those useful truths which the more
ever, one branch of encouragement, which mature industry of the moderns has placed
the hand of government might extend even in their stead, is to make a dwelling-place of
to these studies. It might establish in each a scaffolding, instead of employing it in the
district, in which the lectures of which we crectlou of a buJldlng : it is as though, in his
Jaave already spoken, should be delivered, an mature age, a man should continue to prattle
increasing library, appropriated to these stu- like a child.
Let those who are pleased with
dies. This would be at once to bestow upon these studies continue to mouse themselves ;
students the instruments of study, and upon but let us cease to torment children with them,
ILuthors their most appropriate reward,
at least those children who will have to proI should not consider knowledge in these vide for their own subsistence, till such time
departments, at once so useful and so curious, as we have supplied them with the means of
ill acquired, were it even acquired at the ex- slaking their thirst for knowledge at those
pense of Latin and Greek--an acquaintance
springs where pleasure is combined with ira.
with which is held in such high estimation
mediate and incontestable utility.
in our days, and for instruction in which the
It is especially by a complete course of
foundations are so abundant.
Common opt- instruction, that the clergy, who might be
nion appears to have considered the sciences rendered so useful, ought to be prepared for
more difficult of attainment than these dead their functions. Within the narrow limits of
languages. This opinion is anly a prejudice,
every parish, there would ehen be found one
arising from the comparatively small number man at least well instructed upon all subjects
of individuals who apply themselves to the with which acquaintance is most desirable.
study of the sciences, aud from its not having In exch_,lge for this knowledge, which conbeen the custom to study them till the labour stitutes the glory of man, I would exchange
of these other studies has been completed,
as much as might be desired of that controBut, custom and prejudice apart, it is in the versy which is his scourge and his disgrace.
study of the sciences that young people would
The intervals between divine service on
find most pleasure and fewest difl_cuhies. In the Sabbath might then be filled up by the
this career, ideas find easy access through the communication of knowledge to those whose
senses to the memory and the other intellecnecessary avocations leave them no otberleitual facuhies. Curiosity, that passion which _ure time for improvement.
An attendance
even in inthncy displays so much energy, upon a course of physico-thcology, it appears
would here be continually gratified. In the to me, would be a much more suitable mode
of employing this time, than wasting it i_
• See .4n Introduclion to princil_es of Mo- that idleoess and dissipation in which botb
¢Jla ,,rid Leoislalion, Vol. I.
health and money are so frequently lost.
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There are three causes which tend to
strengthen an attachment to the dead ian°
gu_ges : _The first is, the utility which they
formerly possessed. At the revival of letters
there was nothing to learn but Latin and
Greek, and nothing could be learnt but by
Latin and Greek. The period when this utility ceased having never been fixed, custom
has led us to regard it as still subsisting,
A second reason is, the time and trouble expended by so many persons in learning them.
The price of anything is regulated not only
by its utility, but also by the labour expended
in procuring it. Few would be _.lling to
acknowledge that they had spent a large pertion of their life in learning that which, when
learnt, was not worth kaiowing. There are
many individuals who have learnt Latin and
Greek, but have learned nothing else. Can it
be expected that they should acknowledge
these languages are useless ? As well might a
knight-errant have been expected to acknowledge that his mistress was ugly l*
The third cause is, their reputed necessity,
This necessity, though purely conventional, is
not the less real. Public opinion has attached
s degree of importance to an acquaintance
with them, and he who should be known to
beentirelyignoraatofthem,
would be brsnded
_th disgrace. So long as this law subsists,
it must be obeyed. A single individual is

seldom able to withstand or change the lalvl
established by public opinion.
As the public mind beeotoes enlightened_
these laws will change of themselves- A _vereign may, howe_'er, hasten these changes if
he believe them useful, and if he consider the
attempt worth the trouble. He may reward
individuals for teaching the arts and sciences,
and thus establish a new public opinion, which
shall at first compete with, and at length ultimately subdue, the previous prejudice.
He may also attain the same end by an.
other less costly, but more startling method.
He may preseribe an attendance upon differen_
scientific lectures, as a necessary condition
to the holding of certain offices, and particularly of all honorary employments.
To
those who have completed their coarse of attendanee, an honorary diploma may be given,
which upon all occasions of public ceremony
shall entitle those who possess it to a certain
precedence.
In the times of feudal barbarism, when war
was the only occupation of those who did not
beloug to the commonality or the clergy, the
upper ranks in society were necessarily milltary. The knight was the warrior who could
afford to fight on horseback ; the squire was
one who, not being so rich as the knight,
could afford to be his principal attendant.
and this constituted their nobility.

• " En eti'et, la plupart de ces savans l_e_entent plus lea theses en elles-m6me_. Ils sent
cumins ce_imaginations faibles, qui, subjugu6es
par l°6chlt des digmt_ et des riehebses, sdmlrent
dana la bouche d'un grand ce qu'ils trouveraient
pitoyable duns celle d'un heroine du commun,
Ainsi, Panctenne r6putation etles langues sa*
vantes lear
et changent
tout tout
;_leurs
yeux.
Telleimposent,
pens_e qu'ils
entendent
lea
jours en Francois sans y prendre garde, lea enl/_ve s'ils vienn-ent/_ la rencontrerdana un auteur
Orec. Tout pleins qu'ih ea sent, ils vous la
citent avec emphase ; et ai vous ne partagez pas
lear enthousiasme, Ah ! s'dcrient-iis, si voussaviez le Grec ! 11me semble entendre le h6ros de
Cervantes, qui, parcequ'il est arm6 chevalier,
volt des enchanteurs ou _on 6cuyer ne volt que
des moulins.
" Tel eat l'inconv_nient ordinaire de l'6rudilion, et il n'y a que lea esprits du premier ordre
qni puissent l'_viter. L'ignomnce, me dira-t-on,
n'a-t.elle pus ausai sea inconv_niens ? Oui, sans
deut,; ma_s on a tort d'appeler ignorans ccux
m6mes qui ne saura_ent niGrec m Latin. Ils
pcuvent m_me avoir acquis ea FranqoLsmutes les
id6es nbu_aires pour perfectinnner lear raison,
et mutes lea exp6riences propres b assurer leur
gbi3t. Nous aeons des philoeophes, des orateurs,
des pcetes: nausavonsm_medes tradueteursoh
Pun peat pulser toutes lea richesses anciennes,
d_pouill_ de l'orgueil de lea avoir r6cueillies
dana le* originaux. Uu hamme qui, sans Grecet
sans Latin, aurar mis/t profit tout ce qui s'est
fail d'excelleat dane _,re_angue, l'emporterait
uns dual surle savant qul, par un amour ddr_gl_
des ancieas, auroit dbiaign_ h_ ouvrages medarnes.--La
Moths, R_fle_ion_ ,aria Critique,
p. t48.

In future times, when other occupations
shall be pursued and other murmurs established, it is possible that knowledge may confer
rank in Europe, as the appearance of it has
for a long time past in Chilm. Wealth, ind_
pendently of any convention, possesses real
_ower, and will ahva)s mingle with every*
thing which tends to confer respect. The
philosopher, to his title of honour, will unite
the idea of an individual sufficiently wealthy
to have supported the expense of a learned
education.
Knowledge, whether true or
_resumptive, might thus become a mark o£
distinction, as the length of the nails is in
China.
But it may be said, that something more
than attendance upon a course of scientific
lectures is necessary, if anything is to be
learned ; and that the law which should
bestow honour upon attendance would not
insure study. If it were necessary to have a
nobility composed of real philosophers, other
methods must bc pursued ; but when the
object in view is merely to change the epecies of knowledge in which they are to be in-,
structed, from what is useles_ to what _s
useful, what more need be required ? When
interestiug objects of study are substituted for
those which are uninteresting, theywould not
study less.
I know that public exarainatlons are powerful means for exciting emulet_on, but I have
no desire to place additional obstacles in the,
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way of a plan whose novelty alone would
render it but too alarming : a project, which
to many will appear romantic, need not be
accompaxded by an accessory whose aspect is
,]arming, and whose utility is problematic,
The mo_t stupid and inattantive
could
scarcely attend upon a long course of instruetion without gaining some advantage :
they would at least be familiarized with the
terms of art, which constitute not only the
first, but the greatest difficulty ; they would
form some idea of the principal divisions of
the country they traversed; and should they
ever be desirous of directing a more particular
examination to any particular division, they
will at least know in what direction to seek
for it. As all the world would then be oecupied with the study of the sciences, they would
pretend thus reemploy themselves, and would
be ashamed to be entirely ignorant of those
things which were the subjects of general
conversation,
Russia is an instance of the ease with which
a new direction may be given to the opinions
of a whole people. Nobility of birth i_ but
little respected; w official rank is the only
ground of distinction. This change has been
effeeted by a few simple regulations.
Unless
he be an officer, no individual, how rich or
nobly born soever he may be, can vote, or
even sit, in the assembly of the nobility. The
consequence has been, that all classe_ have
pressed into the service of the state. If they
do not intend to make it their profession, they
quit it when they have attained the rank
which _onfers this privilege,
.ZVote.wI£ Mr. Bentham had consented to
revise his MSS., which were written more
than forty years ago, he might have seen
reason to alter many of his observations,
In England, much has been done in the interval. Public opinion has sensibly changed
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respecting the value of_lusica] learning. It
is highly esteemed at college, but elsewhere
it is now only considered as an aceessary :
the most enlightened parents regret that it
is still the only object of instruction in our
public schools."
Since the establishment of the Royal Institution, many similar institutions have been
formed, and a general desire for useful knowledge has been disseminated. The ladies have
displayed a persevering ardour in theirattend.
ance on these means of instruction, so much
the more praiseworthy, as it has been uniform]y excited by inelinatioo alone. Elemen.
tary works have been multiplied ; but all this
has been done by the exertions of individuals,
witho*_t any encouragement from the State.
As to public edncation, it is more easily
created than reformed. A good institution
would be the best criticism upon the bad. If
two or three colleges were founded in London, suited to the wants of the more numerous classes of those who are destined to the
pursuits of art, trade, or commerce, in which
not Latin or Greek (almost always uselessin
these avocations) should be tanght, but the
national language, which has generally been
neglected, together with all those branches
of knowledge, which if not absolutely necessary, are always useful and agreeable, we
should soon see these seminaries draw togsther a crowd of scholars, and the old colleges
would be obliged to correct their system, in
order to maintain their ground.
It may be said, that private schools may
supply the deficiency ; but there is a great
difference between public and private establishments. Private education can only suc.
ceed by a train of happy events, whilst in
publiceducation, amultitudeofcircnmstanees
are overcome. Besides, domestic education is
limited to the rich, whilst public instruction
is adapted to the most moderate fortunes.-Dumont.

APPENDIX.
(A.)

Book I. Ch. viii p. 210.

On S_bseriptions to Matters of Opinion.
Or the two English Universities, Oxford is
the most ancient and most dignified. Of its
numerous statutes which are penned in Latin,
m many as fill a moderate duodecimo volume
are published, "asthe title-page declares, for
the use of youth : and of these care is taken
(Ifor the honour of the government let it be
*poken) that those for whose observance
they are designed, shall not, without their

own default, be ignorant : slnee, at every
man's admission, a copy is put into his hands.
All these statutes, as well those that are seen
as those that are not seen, every student at
his admission is sworn in Latin to observe,
" So help me God," says the matriculated
person, '"touching as I do the most holy
Gospel of Christ."*
* " Tu fidem dabis ad observandum omn/4
ststuta, privilagi_ et consuetndines hujus uni*
versitatis Oxon. Ita te Deus adjuvet, tattle m,
ere sancfi, Christi ersn_elik."--Parecbolcai_
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The barbers, cooks, bed-makers, errand- : the penalty. For _ what now do you think
boys, m,d other unlettered refainers to the _your sovereign seriously wishes you to do,
university, are sworn in English to the ob- _ when he forbids you to commit murder ? tiler
servance of these Latin statutes.
The oath you should abstain from murder at M] events?
thus _olemnly taken, there has not, we may No surely ; but that, if you happen to be
be morally certain, for a course of many found out and convicted, you should sit quiet
generations, perhaps from the first era of its while the halter is fitted to your neck.
institution, been a single person that has ever
Who is this casuist, who by his superior
kept. Now, though cl_stomary, it is perhaps power washes ax_y the guilt from perjury,
not strictly proper, as it tends to confusion and controulsthejudgmentsoftbeAlmighty?
and to false estimates, to apply the term per- Is it the legislator himself? By no mean6 :
jury, without distinction, to the breach of an that indeed might make a difference.
The
a._ertive and to that of a promissive declare- sanction of an oath would then not with
tion_to
the breach of an oath and to that certainty be violated; it would only with
of a vow ; and to brand with the same mark certainty be profaned. It was a Bishop Saunof infamy a solemn averment, which at the derson, who, in the bosom of a Protes_nt
time of making it was certainly fa]se,_and
church, before he was made a bishop, had
a _ingle departure from a declared resolution,
set up a kind of confessional box, whither
which at the time of declaring it might poe- tender consciences repaired from all parts to
sibly have been sincere. _ But, if they them- heal their scruples.
selves are to be believed who have made the
This institution, whether it were the fruit
oath, and who break it,the university of of blindness or of a sinister policy, has anOxford, for this century and half has been, swered in an admirable degree, some at least
and at the time I am writing is, a common- of the purposes for which it we8 probably
wealth of perjurers. The streets of Oxford, designed.
It has driven the consciences of
said the first Lord Chatham once, "are paved the greater part of those by whom the efliwith disaffection."
That weakness is out- cient parts of government are one day to be
grown : but he might have added then (if filled, into a net, of which the clergy hold
that had been the statesman's care) and any the cords. The fear and shame of every
one may add still, "and with perjury." The young man of sense, of spirit, and reflection,
face of this, as of other prostitutions, varies on whom these oaths are imposed, must at
with the time : perjurers in their youth, they one time or other take the alarm.
_rhat 1
become suborners of perjury in their old age. says he to himself, am I a perjurer ? If he
It should seem that there was once a time, ask his own judgment, it condemns him.
when the persons subjected to this yoke, or What then shell he do? Perjury, were it
some one on their behalf, began to murmur: only for the shame of it, is no light matter:
for, to quiet such murmurs, or at any rate to if his education have been ever so loose, he
anticipate them, a practitioner, of a faculty
has frequently heard it condemned ; if strict
now extinct, but then very much in vogue, and virtuous, he has never heerd it mentioned
_a physicianofthe soul, acasuist, was called without abhorrence. But, when he thinks
in. His pre_criptlon, at the end of every one of the guilt of it, hell yawns under his feet.
of these abridged editions of the statutes-What then shall he do ? Whither then shall
his prescription under the title of .Epinomis he betake himself7 He flies to his reverend
sou erplanatiojuramenti, _fc. stands annexed._ instructors in a state of desperation. "These
This casuist is kind enough to inform you, men are older than m_self," says he; " they
that though you have taken an oath indeed, are more learned, they are therefore wiser :
to observe all these statutes--and that with- on them rests the charge of my education.
out exception, yet, in ninety-nine instances My own judgment, indeed, condemns me;
out of a hundred, it amounts to nothing, but my own judgment is weak end uoinWhat, in those instances, you are bound to formed, Why may not ! trust toothers? See,
do is_ not to keep your oath, but to take their hands are outstretched to comfort me !
your choice whether you will do that or suffer Where c_n be the blame in listening to them ?
_not to do what you are bid ; but, if you in being guided by them ? in short, in suttonhappen to be found out (for this proviso, I dering my judgment into their hands? Are
take for granted, is to be supplied) to bear not they my rulers, my instructors? the very.
Eav.erpta e Corpore Statutorum, p. 250, Oxon17_.
• _'Statulmus," say these reverend legislators=
"idque sub l_na perjurii," in a multitude of
places
t" The title at length is Ep/no, n/s, 8eu E_p/aJ_ro_,ne_i quod de observa.ndu Statu_ta
Uni_crtitatia adwt_dia pr_tari inlet: quatenus
_ilioet, ten _
obllgare juranles wnwnattm _

persons whom my parents have appointed to
take charge of me, to check my presumption,
and to inform my ignorance ? What ohtig_
tion am I under, nay, what. liberty lmve 1 to
oppose my feeble lights to theirs? Do they
not stand charged with the direction of my
conscience?_eharged
by whatsoever I ought
to bold most sacred ? Are they not the mi.
niBtera of God's word ? the depodtariel
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our holy religion ? the very persons, to whose
guidance I vowed, in the person of my godfat.tiers and godmothers, to submit myself,
under the name of my spiritual pastors and
masters? And are they not able and willing
to direct me ? In all matters of conscience,
then, let me lay down to myself the fifllowing as inviolable rules : -- not to be governed
by my own reason ; not to endeavour at the
presuu_ptuou- and unattainable merit of consistcncy ; not to consider whether a thing is
right or wrong in itselt_ but what they think
of it. On all points, then, let me receive
my religion at their hands : what to them is
sacred, let it to me be s,_cred ; what to them
is wickedness, let, it to me be wickedness;
what to them is truth, let it to me be truth;
let me see as they see. behevc a, they believe,
think as they think, feel as they feel, love as
they love, fear a_ the? fear, hate as they hate,
esteem as they esteem, p¢,rform as they perform, subscribe as they subscribe, and swear
as they swear. With them is honour, peace,
and safety; without them, is ignominy, contention and despair." Such course must every
young marl, who is brought up under the rod
of a technical religion, distinct from morality,
and bestrewed with doubts and dangers, take
on a thousand occasions, or run _ad.
To
whom else should he resort for counsel ?--to
whom else should he repair?
To the cornpanions of his own age ? They will laugh at
hifn, and call him methodist : for many a one
who dreads even hobgoblins alone, laughs at
them in company
To their friends and relations who are advanced in life, and who hve
in the world ? The answer they get from
them, if they are fortunate enough to get a
serious one, is-- that in all humaa establishmeats there are imperfections ; but that innovation is dangerous, and reformation can
only come from above: that young men are
apt to be hurried auay by the ssarmth of
their temper, led astray by partial views of
things, of which they are unable to see the
whole: that these effusions of self-sufficiency
are much better repressed than given way to :
that what it is not in our power to correct,
it were better to submit to without notice :
that prudence commands what custom authorizes--to swim quietly with the stream: that
to bring matters of religion upon the carpet,
is a ready way to excite either aversion or
contempt : that humanity forbids the raising
of scruples in the breasts of the weak,-good humour, the bringing up of topics that
are austere,_good
manners, topics that are
disgusting: that policy forbids our offending
the incurious with the display of our sagacity, the ignorant with the ostentation of our
knowledge, the loose with the example of
our integrity,
and the powerful with the
noise of our complaints: that, with regard
to the point in question, oaths, like other
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obligations, are to be held for sacred or in.
significant, according to the fashion : that
perjury is no disgrace, except when it happens to he punished : and that, as a general
rule, it concerns every man to know and to
remember, as he tenders his peace of mind
and his hopes of fortune, that there are institutioas, which though mischievous are not
to be abolished, and though indefensible are
not to be condemned.
A sort of tacit convention is established :
" Give your soul up into my hands-- I ensure it f_om perdition. Surely the terms, on
)our part, are easy enough : exertion there
needs none: all that is demanded of you is
to shut your eyes, ears, lips, and to sit quiet.
The topic of religion is surely forbidding
enough, as well as a forbidden topic: all that
you have to do then, is to think nothing about
the matter : look not into, touch not the ark
of the Lord, and you are safe."
(B.)

Book I. Ch. viii. p. 211.

Miseldeuousness

o.f_eward latent--E, xern.
plificatioas.
Wnr._ a reward is groundless, it may be either
simply groundless, or positively mischievous :
the act, which it is employed to produce, may
be either simply useless, or pernicious.
It would be a nugatory lesson to say, that
reward should not be applied to produce any
act, of which the tendency is acknowledged
to be pernicious ; and this whether such act
have been aggregated to the number of offences or not. The only cases which it can
be of any use, in this point of view, to mention, are those in which the mischievousaess
of the act, or the tendency of the reward to
produce it, is apt to lie concealed.
To begin with the cases which come under
the former of these descriptions--those
in
wi2ich the mischievousness of the act is apt
to lle concealed. One great cla_s of public setvices, for which rewards have been or might
be offered, are tbose which consist in the
extension of knowledge, or, according to the
more common, though obscure and imposing
phrase, the discovery and propagation of truth.
Now there is one way in which rewards of.
fered for the propagation of truth (that tin
of what is looked upon, or professed to be
looked upon, as truth) cannot but have a pernicious tendency ; and that of whatever nature
be the proposed truth.
A point being proposed, concerning which men in general are
thought to be ignorant or divided, ira man
sincerely desired that the truth relative to
that point should be ascertained, and in consequence of that desire is content to fiirnish
the expense of a reward, the natural course
is_to
invite men to the inquiry.
" How
stands the matter? Which of the two contradietory propositions is the true one?" To
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a question of some such form as this, he requiresan answer. The service, then, to which
he annexes his reward, is the giving an answer to a question--such an answeras upon
examination shall appear to be a true one, or
to come nearest to the truth. The tendency
of a reward thus offered, to produce the diseovery of the truth, is obvious: the tendency
of it will at least be to produce the discovery
of what to him, who puts in for the reward,
shall appear to be truth. What else should
it tend to produce ? My aim being to establish what to you shall appear to be the truth,
what other means have I of doing this, but
by advancing what appears to me to be so?
A_cordingly, thns to apply the reward, is to
promote a sincere and impartial inquiry, and
to pursue the best, and indeed the only course
that by means of artificial reward can be putsued for promoting real knowledge,
Another course, which has been sometimes
taken, is--to assume the truth of the one of
two contradictory propositions that may be
framed concerning any object of inquiry,-and to make the demonstration of the truth
of that proposition the condition of the reward. In this course, the tendency of the
reward is pernicious. The habit of veracity
is one of the great supports of human society
-- a virtue which in point of utility ought to
be, and in point of fact is, enforced m the highest degree by the moral sanction. To undermine that habit, is to undermine one of the
principal supports of human society. The tendenny of a reward thus offered is to undermine
this virtuous habit, and to introduce the opposite vicious one. The tendency of it may
be to produce what is called logical truth, or
not, as may happen ; but it is, at any rate,
to produce ethical f_lsehood : it may tend to
promote knowledge or error, as it may happen; but it tends, at any rate, to promote
mendactty. The proposition either is true or
it is false: and, be that as it may, men are
either agreed about its being true, or they
are not.
In as far as they are agreed, the
reward is useless; in as far as they are not,
it tends to make them act as if they were, and
is pernicious,
It may be said-- No ; all that it tends to
do, at least all that it is designed to do, is to
call forth such, and such only, whose opinion
is really in favour of the proposition, and to
put them upon giving their reasons for it: it
is not to corrnpt their veracity, but to overcome their indolence. But whatever may be
the design, the former is in fact its tendency.
On the one side, they have reward to urge
them ; on the other, they have impunity to
permit them. For, when a man declares that
his opinions on a given subject are so and so,
who can say that they are otherwise ?-- who
can say with certeJnty, what are a man's
private opinlons ? And ff the effect be bad,
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what signifies the intention ? Orhow, indeed,
can the intention be pure, if it be seen that
the effect is likely to be a bad one ?
Thus would it stand, were it doubtful
whether there are any persons or no, whose
unbiassed opinions are on the opposite side
to that on which the demonstration is sought
to be procured. But the case always is, that
it is clear there are such persons; that it is
the very persuasion of there being such, that
is the cause of offering the reward ; and that
the more numerous they are, tile more likely
it is to be offered, and the greater it is likely
to be. Such, then, is the danger of promoting
mendacity : to avoid which danger, it may be
laid down in short terms, as a general rule,
that reward should be given--notfor
demonstration, but.for inquiry.
More than this, a reward thus applied tends
always, in a certain degree, to frustrate its
own purpose ; and is so far, not only inefficacim_s, but efficacious on the other side. It
does as good as tell mankind, that, ill the
opinion of him at least by whom the reward
is offered, the probability is that men's optnions are most likely to be on the opposite
side; and in sofargives them reason to think
that the truth is also on that opposite side.
" People in general," a man will naturally say
to himself, " are not of this way of thinking:
if they were, what need of all this pains to
make them so?" This, then, affnrds another
reason why reward should be given_not
for
demonstration, but for inquiry.
Such, accordingly, has been the course pursued in relation to almost every branch of
science, or supposed science. The science, or
sj_pposed science of divinity, furnishes exceptlons, which are perhaps the only ones. What
should we say to a man who should seek to
promote ph._sical knowledge by such devices?
What should we say to a man, who instead
of setting men honestly and fairly to inquire
whether, in regard to living po_vers, for example, the momentum were in the simple or
in the duplicate proportion of _he velocity
whether heat were a substance, or only a
quality of other substances -- whether blunt
or pointed conductors of electricity were the
safest,--should pay them for endeavouring to
prove, that in living forces the momentum
is in the simple proportion only, that heat is
only a quality, and that blunt conductors are
the safest ?
In dNinity, however, examples of this method of applying reward are frequent.
It may be said, that an exception ought to
be made from the rule, in the cases wherein,
on whichever side the truth maybe, the utility
is clearly on the side thus fa_,oured. Thus
there is use, for instance, in the people's believing in the being and attributes of a God :
and that even in a political view, since upon
that depends all the assistance which the po.
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litica] can derive from the rehgious sanction : faith, to which on a variety of occasions subaml that there can he no use in their dishe- seriptions or other testimonies of acceptation
lieving it. That there is use agairh in the are required. These will serve as one set of
people's believing iu the truth of the Jewi._h in.qanees of the other branch of the cases,
prophecies ; since upon that depends one ar- where the mischievous effects of reward are
gumerlt in flavour of tile truth of t hat histor._, apt to lie concealed ; viz. where, in the ease
tile truth of which is one main ground of of a line of conduct produced by a reward,
men's expectation of tile rewards and punish- apparent or no, the tendency of the reward
mcnt_ belonging to that sanction.
'l'hl_ ob- to produce it is apt not to be apparent at first
ser_atlon certainly deserves great atte|ltloll,
glance
--inasmuch
a_ it may escape obser_aIt exhibits a reason which there may be for don, that the advantage held forth acts to
making all exception to the rule. It does not, this purpose in the capacity oft reward,
however, invahdate tile argument_ adduced,
For an emohnnent to operate in the capacity
as above, ill favour of it: it does not dis- of a reward, so as to give birth to action of
prove the prohability of the nnschiefs on the any kind, it is not necessary that it should
apprehczlsiou of _lm.h it i_ grotmded. What be designed so to do. Whenever any such
it does, is to exhilut atbenelit to act ill balance
eomJexion is established between emolument
again.,t these incoa_enie1_ces. If, then, the on the one part, and a man's conduct on tile
interests of religion be at _arianee with tho.-e other, that by acting in any maturer he sees
of virtue, and it be neces._arv to endanger the that he acquires an emolument, or chance
one in order to promote tl_e efficacy of the of emolument, which without acting in such
other, -- so then it must be.
manner he could not have,--the view of such
It is to be observed, that all the advantage
emolument will operate on him in the capacity
which can accrue to the cau_.e from this ma- of a reward.
It matters not whether it be
nceuvre is composed of the difference between
tile sole act which is to entitle him to tile
what it may derive from these hireling advo- reward, or only one act amongst many. It
cares, aud what. were there no _ueh artitlcial
matters not whether it be the act to which
encouragement glve_h it would derive from the reward is professedly annexed, or any
volunteers.
(}n thi._ head it may be ssorth other act of which no mention is made. It
considering, whether the calling torth of the may not be held up to view in that character:
one does not contribute to prevent the enli.st- i it may even be not held up to view at all. In
ment of the .other. " What need is there for i this uneof_spicuous way an emolument may
me, a stranger, to give m_self tllC trouble,
operate, and in a thou.-and instances does opewhen there are so really others who_-e partirate, in the capacity of a reward, on a long
cular busines_ it is, and who are so well paid and indefinite cour.-e of action--in
short, on
for it ?" Of tlns sort is the language ulrich
the busilwss of a whole life. Whenever, on
n man will very naturally hold _ith himself
tile part of tile same person, two acts are so
on such occasions,
connected, that the pelformanee of the one
A strange circumstance it would be indeed,
is necessary to hi_ having it in hi._ power to
--alad tree which would afford Iio very lb.- perfor'n the other, a reward a_*nexed to the
vourahle pre._umptiou either of the tru(h or latter operates eventually as if annexed to
ot the utility of the cause which it i_ meant
the tbrmer ; and, whether desiglJedly or not,
to favour,--if
all the unbia_sed .-,sift'ages of it promotes the production of the one act as
an) cotJsiderable majority in number or value much as of the other. Ill thi_ case, the having
of the thinking men should, ff left to themperformed tile prior act is said to be a quaselves, be on the opposite .,ide. Great, in- l_.fieation for the bt.ing permitted to pertbrm
deed, must be the pemHy of unbought advo- the posterior.
Tile emolument am_exed to
cares, that can make it advantageous, -- I do the act professedly rewarded, is therefore, in
not say merely to tile cause of truth, but to this case, as much a reward for assuming the
an',' cause, however wide of the truth, -- to qualification, as a reward for pertbrming the
apply to mercenaries for assistance. Of how act, for tile performance of whtch a man is
little weight the suffrages of the latter are in required to qualif) himself by the performance
comparison of those of the former, let any of the other.
one judge, who has observed the superior
In England (for I will go no farther) the
eclat x_lth sshieh the work of a layman is re- subscribing a declaration of this sort is made
¢eivcd, when it happens to be on the side of a qualification for many of the principal emoorthodoxy,
luments to which a man tan aspire : for every
/gut however the matter may stand with
preferment in the church--for
the liberty of
regard to questions of political importance, in engaging in the instruction of youth-- for adsvhich utility is clearly on one side -- what- mission to the benefits of that mode of eduever reasm, there be for violating the law of cation _hich is looked upon as most liberal
iml,artialit_ in this case, it ceases altogether
and advantageous, and thereby to tile enjoyv, hen applied to the merel) speculative points
ment, or the chance of the enjoyment of any
s;hich turin the matter of those articles of one of that ample stock of emoluments wlueh
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have been provided in the view of inducing
young persons to put themselves in the way
of that favourite mode of education.
The
artleles, or propositions, to which this subseriptioo is required, are termed Articles of
Religion
By subscribing to these articles, a
man declares that he believes the truth of
certain facts which they aver. Among these
facts there ate many, which, whether trite or
not (a point which is nothing to the present
purpose3 are plainl._, in a political view, of
no sort of' importance whatsoever.
I say of
no importance ; since they contribute nothing
to the furnishing either of any motive to
promp_ to set]on, or of any rule or precept
to direct it. Be they true, or be they "false,
-- nothing is to be done in consequence--nothing to be abstained from.
The mischievous tendency, which tbe givins a rewind has in this case, is amch more
palpable than what it has in the other ; because the probability of its giving birth to
falsehood is the greater,
1. In the case of demonstrative lectures, all
that it is absolutely necessary a man should
do, is-- simply to state the arguments in fayour of the propo_ition ill question : he does
not necessarily assert his own belief of the
truth of it. " Such are the reasons," he may
say, " which induce other people, and which,
if attended to, may perhaps imluce _ou to
believe it: whether they are conclusive or
not, it hes upon you to judge : as to m3._elf,
whether I myself believe it or no, is another
matter. I do not tell you-- I am not bound
to tell you." In the case of subscription, lie
directly, plainly, and solemnly says-- 1 be]ieve it.
'2. In the next place, tbe probability of
lCalsehood is much greater in this case than in
the other. In the case of demonstrative leetures, men are reasoned with, lest otherwise
they should riot believe : in the ca¢e of subscri'ptions, men are rewarded for subscribing,
bet_ause it is known many do not believe,
IIad men never disbelieved or doubted, they
never would have been called upon to subscribe: it would have been useless arid needless ; nor would any one have thought of it.
Those who are inclined to place in the
most favourable point of view the political
efficacy of subscriptions to such articles, have
called them at hcles qfpeace ; as if there were
nothing more in saying, I believe this proposition, than in saying, I engage not to say
anything that tends to express a disbelief
of*t.
They would have been much better named,
had the,, been termed arhcles if war.
In regard to speculative opinions, there are
but two cases in which men cmi be said to
be at peace : when they think about it, aod
are of the same opimon ; and when they think
nothing about the matter : tmless we reekm_
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as a tbird, that of their thinking about it, end
differing about it, and not caring about the
difference. That the expedient in question
has no tendency to promote peace of the first
kind, has been already shown : it is equally
clear, that it has none to produce peace of
either of the two other kinds. The tendency
of it is just the contrary,
lfleh to himself,
there is not one person in a hundred who
would ever trouble hitnself about the matter.
Of this we may be pretty certain. What metiveshould tie have ?--what shouhl lead him
to it ?--what Ideasure or what profit is there
to be got by it ? If left, then, to themselves,
the bulk of mankind, -- or, to speak more
properly, the bulk of those whmu it is proposedthus to diseipline,--would thinknothing
about the matter.
They would therefore be
in a state of the profoundest and most lasting
peae_.. If this should not be granted, at least
it will be granted, that it would be possible
for them to be so. Subscriptions render it
in,possible. For making peace between men,
subscriptions are just the same sort of recipe
that it ssould be for making peace between
two mastiffs, to set a bone before them, and
thes_ tie them to the same stake.
When both parties are at liberty, both
parties are at their ease, and there is peace
between them. But when the stronger party
says to the weaker,_"
Stand forth and lie
in the sight of God, or give up the choicest
advantages of society, that we may engross
them to ourselves," what sort of peace is it
that can subsist between them? Just that sort
of peace which subsists between the housebreaker and the bouceholder, when the one
has bound the other hand and foot, and
gagged him. It is not to be denied but that
there may be some sort of uneasiness between
them in the first-mentioned state of things ;
to wit, where, neither of them being saeririced, they ale both at liberty, and both of
them protected. ]{tit what sort of uneasiness
is flus? Just that sort of uneasiness which
may perhaps sub.-lst between two zleigbhours
at tbe thought that neither of them can break
into the otlier's house. Against this sort of
uneasiness, peace, it must, be confessed, affords no remedy: but, from the possibihty of
there subsisting this smt of uneasiness between two neighbours, or two nations, who
ever thought of speaking of them as x_otbeing
at peace?
lfthis method of insuring peaee weregood
in one case, how should it be otherwise in
any otimr ? Religion, or rather the nonsense
which has been grafted on it-- (for the part
that is capable of being made useful is not
thus exposed to controversy) -- religion. I
say, is not the only topic which has given rise
to controversy.
So long as there is any man
whose knowledge falls short of mnniseienee,
and whose faculties are liable to error_ men
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wlU have their differences : they will differ
about matters ofjudgment, and about matters
of taste--about
the sciences, about the arts,
about the ordinary occurrences of llfe; in
short, about everything which has a name.
It would then be making peace among the
lovers of music to make them swear before
God, that they think the Italian style, or that
they think the French style, of music is the
more pleasing; among the lovers of heroic
poetry, that they think'it best in blank verse,
or that they think it best in rhyme ; among
_he loversofdramatic
poetry, that the unities
of time and place may be dispensed with, or
that they must be observed.
It would be
making peace between an affectionate pair,
to question thcm about every possible point
of domestic management, till some slight
diversity were found in their opinions, and
then force one of them to swear, before God,
that he was convinced his own opinion was
the wrong one. It woubt be making peace
_
But surely by this time, the pacific
tendency of this policy must be sufficiently
understood,
Another mischievous effect of this policy
is the tendency it has to vltia_e thc understanding. Over a man's genuine opinion, such
forms, it has been shown, can have no influence: either his veracity must give way, or
his understanding, or both : he must deceive
either himself or others. A deceit of some
kind or other he must put on somebody;
either on himself or others. There is one
thing which a man cannot do; that is, destroy the force of arguments which are actually present to his mind. There is another
thing which he is enabled to do in a great
measure; that is, keep them from getting
there. This, accordingly, is what, if the conseiousness of falsehood sit uneasy on him, he
wilt labour to do with all his might. To be]ieve, is not in his power: for, when all the
arguments that have ever been urged, or can
be devised, in favour of the proposition, are
collected and applied to his mind, and make
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no impression, what help is there ? What may
perhaps be in his power is, not to disbelieve:
and that, if possible, he will do. But thus
to shut the right eye, if one may so say, of
the m derstanding, and keep open only the
left, is not the work of a minute nor of an
hour. tie must make man) ineffectualattacks,
and return as often to the charge : he must
wage war against the stubbornness of the understanding--he
must bringit under the dominion of the affections--he
must debilitate
its powcrs--he
must render it incapable of
placing, in a clear light, the difference between right and wrong, m a word, he must
instil into his mi_d a settled habit of partiallty and bad reasoning--a
habit of embracing
falsehood with facility, and regarding truth,
not with indifference merely, but with suspician, in the apprehension of being brought
by it into trouble.
One might imagine, that it could not have
both these bad effects at once ; thatifit have
the one, it cannot have the other: if a man
disbelieve, his understanding_ifhe
believe,
his morals,--areyet
safe. Butwhoever thinks
thus, is led away by words : he does not understand aright the workings of the human
mind. He supposes the mind fixed as between
two rocks ; whereas it is perpetually shaken
and tossed about, as by a thousand waves.
He supposes a man at all times perfectly conscious of the state of his own mind, and
aware of the momenta ,and directions of the
incessantly fluctua{ing forces that are operatingonhim.
1_utthisis not thc case with one
man in a million, in any the least degree; nor
perhaps with any man in perfection. Thus it
is also with hypocrisy and fanaticism: it might
naturally be imagined, that the one excludes
the other ; but repeated experience, and longcontinued observation, have at length opened
the eyes of most men upon that head : and it
seems nowto be pretty generally understood,
that these two seemingly incompatible bad
qualities are found frequently in the same reeeptade.
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1. THIS Constitution
has for its general end
in view, the greatest happiness of the greatest
number ;* namely,
of the members
of this
political
state : in other words, the promoring or advancement
of their interests.
:By
the universal
interest,
understand
the aggregate of those same interests.
Taffi-_'is':tbe
-" all:e6mprehensive
end, to the accomplishment
of which,
the several
arrangements
contained
in the ensuing
code are all of
them directed.
2. Government
cannot be exercised
w_thout
coercion;
nor coercion,
without
producing
unhappiness.
Of the happiness
produced
by
government,
the net amount will be-what
remains of the happiness,
deduction
made of
the unhappiness.

CODE, &c. &c.

for the purpose of benefit,
of burden,
or
of both, will be to be added
sundry other
elasses of persons,
of whom designation
is
made in an appropriate
part of the ensuing
code.
,5. Immediately
specific,
and jointly
allcomprehensive,
ends of this constitution
are
--subsistence,
abundance,
scenrity,andequa]ity ; each maximized,
in so f_.r as is compstible with the maximization
of the rest.
6. I. As to Subsistence.t
This speaks fcr
itself.
7. IL As to Abundance.
This is an in_ strument
of felicity on two accounts
: on its
own account,
and as an instrument
of seeurity for subsistence.
Inthis
latter character,
its usefulness
may be still greater
to tho_o
who possess
it not, than to those who pos,
sess it.
•
!r
8. III. As to Security._
This is for good,

3. Of the in unhappiness
composed,
the account
expense
of government.

thus
produced, theis i
+ By sub._stenee--or
say matter of subsistof happiness,
Of the happiness
t ence_may
be understood everything,
the noni possession
of which would be productive
of
produced
by government,
the gross amount
positive physical suffering : -- that, and nothing
being given, the net amount will be inversely
, more.
In so far as distinct from, and not comas this expense,
prehended in, the corresponding branch of secu4. Of the members
of this, as of other [ rity, namely, security for subsistcuce_subsiststates in general,
the
great
majority
will
enee itself must be understood as being, in the
naturally,
at each given point
of time, be
field of time, limited to a single instant--an
X
composed of" the several persons who, having
instant
taken at ofpleasure,
Accordingly,
the several elements or dimenbeen born in some part or other of the terl'itory belonging
to the state, have all along
remained inhamtants
of it.
But, to these,
• If the nature of the case admitted the possibility of any such result, the endeavour of this
constitution
would be -- on each occasion
to
maxmfizo the felicity of everl] one of the in_ividuals, of whose intcre_tsvhe-mliversal
intercstis
composed ; on which supposition,
the greatest
happiness
of
all,
not
of
the
greatest
number
only,
would he the end aimed at.

sions of value, to extent alone, as measured by
the number of the individuals
in question, can
¢naximization,
on this occasion, be applicable.
In the words good and evil, apt additarncuts
being employed_ may be seen two appellatlve's,
which, _ opposite as are the sensations and other
objects which they are employed to designate,
are, as to no small part of their extent_ intcrconvertible: by ablation of good, evil is produced
by ablation of evil, good. Bug on some ocea.
stuns, the one is the more convenient appellative;

But such universality is not possible. For nettherintheaugmentationgiven
tothegrossamount
of felicity, can all the individuals in question ever
be included ; norean the infelicity, in which the
expense consists, be so disposed ot, as to be borne
in equal amount by all : in particular, such part
of that same expense, as consists in the suffering
produced by punishment,
Thus it is, that to provide for the greatest
felicity of the greatest number,
is the utmost
that can be done towards the maximization
of
universal national feli_tv, in so far as depends on
g overnmen_'_'_'"

on
others,
other,
others perhaps
again, both.
tnfinite_
and the
in no
small ondegree
irremoveable, are the ambiguity and obscurity produced
at every turn by the imperfections of'ldaguage:
language,
that almost exclusively
app'tieable_
though so deplorably inadequat% instrument of
human converse.
Of securit!l--considered
in so far as it belongn
to government
to afford it, -- the several subjectmatlers, eorporeal_ incorporeal,
or say fietitious,
taken together, have been found comprehendiMe
under the five following heads :
1. Person:
the security afforded in this ease_
is security against evil_ in whatever shal:e a man*|

'
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26. By that one example is excluded, and t small a degree (slave.purchasing and pertina_
for e'_er; all ground for anv such apprehen- ciouslv slave-holding States always exeeptslon, real or pretended, as timt of inaptitude, led,) t}le interest and happiness of tile many
on the part of the people at large, as to the I have been sacrificed to those of the rnling
making ehoiee of their own agents, for con- ] and influential few;--no
other, under which
ducting the business of government.
] what yet remains of that sinister sacrifice,
27. Nowlmre else has such universal satis- will, with so little difficulty, and sooner or
faetion been manifested: satist_aetion withthe
later with such perfect certainty,
be aboform of the government--satisfaction
with the i lished.
_l,_de in which, satisfitction with the hands I
'29. Thus much as to the all-cor_prehenby which, the business of it has been carried i sire end of government,
in so far as the
o_. No other political community is there or __'overnment is aood. As to the several abovehas the.re everbeen, --in whieh: by so large i mentioned specific ends,--the
means for coma proportion of the population, so large a part ] passing them would not here have been in
has been constantly taken in the conduct and i their place. The description of them will be
examination of the affairs of government ;-- 1found to be in great measure different, accordno other, in which the part so taken has been ing to the differences between the respeetlve
so pertectly unproductive of disorder and suL I!ends : they will form the subject-matter--in
tiering in every shape.
I the first place, of the constitutional--in
the
:28. No other eon_tltutlon is there, or has! next place, of the penal and non-penal, codes.
there been, under which, in anything like _o I

L1BERTY OF THE PRESS,
A_D

PUBLIC

DISCUSSION.

BY

JEREMY BENTHAM.:

ADVERTISEMENT.

TIlE lot of the present Tract has hitherto been ratber unfortunate.
It was begun, continuedj
and ended, for the _purpose, and under the full assurance of its being translated
into _panish,
and published at Maurid : it was sen% in tbe hope of its reaching that capital time enough to be before
the public antecedently
to the day on which the proposed law, which was the subreet of it, would
come under final d_scussion.
The person, by whom it was to have been translated" and publisbed,
was JHr. Mora, at that time editor of El ConstitucionaL
the nmst popular, the most ably condu¢ ted,
and the most distinguished
of the Madrid daily papers.
Had they gone according to the course
of the ]_st, the letters in question (four in number) would, even tt_e last of them, ]_ave arrived in
time. xiut in the first instance, in a proportion which has never been ascertained,
some or all of
them miscarried.
As the raiscarriages
became ascertained
or suspected,
other copies were sent ;
and, at last, the complete series were received.
In the meantime, the law, the prevention of which
they had in view, passed.
But. though the only individual object which they had in view was thus
at an end, and the design of them thus tar frustrated,
the more extensive object which they had in
view --more extensive m place as well as time --was neither at an end, nor in its nature capable of
being put to an end.
That obiect was _ the rendering
it manifest, how indispensable,
at all times
and everywhere,
those two intimately-connected
hbertms-the liberty of the press, and the liberty
of public discussion by word of mouth --arc to everything
that can with an), propriety be termed
good government.
Thus it is, that in respect of this its major objeet_ the work, small as it is, belongs not with less propriety to thc country in tbe language
of which it was written, than to that
for the language of which it w,,s designed-to the pre*ent month of"July 1821, in which it is now
pubhshed_ than to the months of September and October 1820, in which it was written : to these
countries, not to speak of other countries--to
the present mouth and year, not to speak of future
ones.
The law against which these Letters were directed_ was passed : but the effects, at the production
of which it aimed, have not been produced.
The Spanish press has not been enslaved : Spaniards
have not, like Englishmen,
submitted to be gagged : Spanish_ instead of being like English and
French ministers, absolute, have been expelled.
As to massacres, the authors of tbat of Cadiz,
though they enjoy not the same triumph, nor have obtained the same rewards, have as yet, it is
believed,
enjoyed nearly the same impunity
with those of the 3lanchester
massacre.
But the
punishment
of those who showed what legitimacy and social order is at Cadiz. is yet to come, and
may even yet not improbably
come: in that country punishment may yet be for the anthors of misrule and massacre; while, in this eountry_ it is reserved for the victftns of misrule _ for those who
have escaped from massacre.
Of the reception experienced
at Madrid by subsequent
addresses of the same author to the same
people, something
may come to be said, m another
publication
which is in readiness to pass
through these same hands.*
As to the present Tract, its lot at 5/adrid remains still in abeyance.
It had been about half translated,
when, by an act of the sort here protested against, the translator
was thrown into a prison. The illegality of that act has since been recognized,
and his enlargement has been the consequence.
But, under the extraordinary
weight of the business which presses
upon him in these eventful times, whether the translation has'as yet been published,
or so much as
ec_npleted, is not at present known:
if not by his, it will_ however, ere long, be laid before the
Spanish puhlle by Some other hand.
The situation of that distinguished
publicist is, at this moment, an altogether
curious one. A
ministry has lately been expelled;
ann in this expulsion lie has borne a leading, not to say the
principal,
part.
To have been, and to continue
to be, in a pre-eminent,
not to say a peculiar degree, the object of the monarch's confidence,
has been, at the same time_ matter of _nblic and
vehement accusation against him.
l?ar from denying the fact. he openly avows it. " _ ou know "'
say_ he, " what my opinions, what my aflhctions are; you know -that'they
are all liberal on_ :
your. wish is, that the opinions_ -- that the af[hctions-comnmnicated,
to your monarch, shoed
be
liberal ones ; by whom can the_, be communicated,
but by tho._c by whom they are entertained
?
What would you be gainers, if your monarch communicated
with none that were not your enemies ?"
* See " Three
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] tbe,'c ]rove place, for anything

written

agalnst;

On theLiberty
ofthe-Pre,s_--the
approaching
] the government,
or any of its functiouar]es
.l::ight _Yonths' ._leep of the Cortes-and i as such. No restriction
whatever
is there on
•
public meetings--on
public meetings held for
the .Excla_ion
of E:_Terlence from the sacany such purpose
as that of sitting in judgceedimy Cortes.
tnent on the constitution-on any measures
l,ondcn,
7th Oe_ok_r 18'2.0.
SPA'_,IAIIDS !--The
Madrid intelligence
of the
of the government-or on any part of the
•
conduct
of any of its fimctionarie_.
Yet, if
prbsccutiou
of a newspaper
editor,
for comments on the Madr, _system
of police, and of tlh're
were ofa them.
countrywould
in which
these restraints,
or either
be necessary
or conthe introduction
of the proposed
law against
political
meetings,
has j,t,t reached ule. 1 am dncive to good government,
it would be that ;
astounded
!--What
? is it come to thi_ ?--so
for, in that country the people are all armed :
soon come to this ? The men being men, of armed, at all times, in much greater proportheir disposition
to do this, and more,
there
:ion than in any other country-armed,
at
could not be an)" room for d').bt.
But that
an?/time they please, eveql one of them.
this disposition
shouhl so son,1 ripen into act,
No : in that
only seat of real and estathis (I must confess)
is more than I an_iciblished
good government
(for yours,
alas!
paled.
Neither oftheissueoftheproseeution,
is not yet established)
--in
that country,
in
nor of the fide of the proposed
law, has the
which, ever since that good government
was
Intelligence
yet reached
me.
But that any
established--inwhich,
forthe tbrty years that
such prosecution
should have been institttterl
it has been in existence,
public
tranquitlity
any such proposed
law introduced--that
has not known what disturbance
is,--there
the impatience
of eontrad_ctlon,
not to say
is no more restriction
upon men's speaking
the thirst for arbitrary
power, should so soon : together
in public,
thau upon their
eating
have ventured
thus far,-these, in nay view,
together
in private.
People of $7__ TM ! do you
are of themselves
highly alarming
symptotns,
know this ? You scarcely do.
But "s it not
By the prosecution,
if successful,
unless
high time you should?*
the alleged offence have features
in it such as
_' ,_Iay 31, lll21.--People
of England
! is it
I do not expect to find in it, I see theliberty
mt high time that you too should know it ?
of the press destroyed
: by the proposed
law, i Well, then, so you shall, iu so far as it is in my
if established,
I see thealmost
only remaining
rower
make youan know
Here to tbllows
extractit. from a pamphlet,
check to arbitrary
power destroyed,
printed_ and, within a narrow sphere_ for a parTaken
together,
they form a connected
tieular purpose, some little time ago circulated,
systcm-these two measures.
By the aubut not yet published : in a short time it is inthors of this system,
you have of course been
tended to follow the present one.
told, that it is indispensably
necessary-he" Oh, but what is this you would have us do ?
eessary to order, to GOOD order, to tranquil_'ould
you leave
have the
us destroythe
?
would you
government government
of the country
lily--and,
perhaps, honourable
gentlemen
may
have ventured
so tar into the region of particulars and fi_telliyi_les,
as to say-- to good
government,
and some other good things. -Spaniards
I it is neither necessary,
nor con.....
r than exclusive
of ' an-Y
_auelve
_o, _or otae
"
•
,
..
. _
of those good things
"_ hat ._a_s expelmnce
•
'"
T "_ '
- ."
In the Anglo
. - American
U rated States, ot the
two parts of this system, neither the one nor
the other will _'ou see.
t_o prosecution
can

i
I
i
]

without protection ? Its reputation,
upon which
its power is so perfectly dependent,--would
you
leave that most valuable ofits treasures without
protection ?--would
you leave it in the power of
every miscreant to d_stroy it ? In such a state of
helplessness_
is it in the
of things that
s's nature
government
sh ou ld sub.t:t
any w'he r el'_"
_
_
v
th
Subsist.
Oh yes, ever where; and be all
e
better tbr it. Look to the Uz_ited States.
There
you see government,
do you not ? Well: there
you see government_
and no libel law is there t
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will on that occasion
a passage in history,
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L

see, in the same manner,
an allusion
to which is

the existence of the supposedde_ietencv
you shall
r,ee ; and where libel law is the article, you will
see how much better deficiency is than supply,
In answer to a letter of inquiry written by me
not long since-- the exact time is not ma_erial_
here tbllows all that relates to this sul)jeet, of a
letter written by a person, whose competence
to
give the most authentic,
and in every respect
trust.worthy
information
on this subject, is not
to be exceeded,
" Prior to what was commonly called the sedillon acl, tqereneverwasanvsuch
tifingknow'n
under the federal ._overnment
of the Umtea
States (in some of_ tile indiwdual
States they
have sometimes, I believe, taken place,) as a eriminal prosecution
for a political libeL The sedilion act was passed by Congress in July 179B.
It e_pired by its own limitation in March lt]01.
.There were a fmo prosecutions
under _t, whilst
It was in force.
It was_ as you have intimated_
an unpopular law. The party that passed tt went
out of power by a vote of the nation in March
lg01. There has been no prosecution
for a pohtieai libel, under the authority of the government
of the United States_ since tfmt period.
No law
known to the United States would authorize such
aj) osecution.
During the last war_ tile measures
oIthe government
were assailed, by the party in
oppo.,ition, with the most unbounded and tur{ons
licence.
..No prosecution
for libel e_ er followed,
The government
trusted to public opinion_ amt
to the spontaneous,
counteracting
publieatmns,
from among the people themselves,
tbr the reth.
ration of libels.
The general opinion was, that
the public arm grew stronger_ in tile end_ by this
course,
" I send you a volume of the laws of the
United States containing the sedition act in question, It will be fonnd at p. 97, eh, 91. You will
observe a departure from the common law, in that
it allowed a defendant
to a 'all himself of the
trulh of the charges contained
in the publieallon."
Thus much for my authority : _hose name I
canr.ot at this instant take upon me to make
pubhc.

counsel, advice, or attempt, shall have the proposed effect or not, he or they shall be deemed
guilty of a high misdemeanour,
and on conviction before any court of the United States haying jurisdiction
thereof, _ha]l be ptmishcd by a
fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, and'by
imprisomnent,
during a term not less than six
months, nor exceeding
five years; and further_
at the dlscretmn of the court, may Offenders may
be holden to find sureties tbr his be hotden to
good behaviour
in such sum, and find sureties,
t,a _uch time_ as tile said court &c.
may direct.
_2. And be it further enacted,
Fine and iraTt_at it' any person shall write, printing,
prisonment&c.for
print_ utter, "Or publish, or shall false, seandacause or procure to be written, lous, and mallprinted, uttered, or puhlished_ or elous writings,
shall knowingly and willingly as- &c. against the
..... writing
StSt or all"t m
n_tntlng_ Go_ernmeut
._
. e."
uttering,
or pubhshmg any iatse,
scandalous,
and malicious
writing or writings
against
the Government
of the United States_
or either House of the Congress of the United
States, or tile President
of the United
States,
with intent to defame the said government,
or
either House of the said Congress,
or the said
President,
or to bring then b or either of them_
into contempt or disrepute ; or to excite against
them, or either or an',' of them_ file hatred of the
good people of the United States, or to stir up
sedltmn within the United States ; or to exelte
ant, unlawful combinations
therein, ior opposing
or'resisting any law of the United States, or any
act of the Presideut
of the United Stalest done
in pursuance of any such law, or of the
owers
in hnn vested by the consUtution
of the _nited
btates, or to resist, oppose_ or defeat anysuch law
er act ; or to aid. eneourage, or abet_ any hostile
de._ign_ of any foreign natron against tl.*eUnited
States, their peopleor
government,
then such
t_.)-._on, being, thereof co-_wcted,
.... before any court
at the C nite_t States havlr_g 3urlsdletton thereof_
shall be punished
by a fine not exceeding
two
thousand dollars, and by imprisonment
not ex-

Chap. !ll.,[XCI,]
An Aet in addition to the
act enutled,
' An Act fbr the punishment ofcerrain crimes against the United States. ''a
• me anct _m.....
.§ I. Be it enacted by the Senate
I_risonment for anti ltouse of llepresentatlves
of
imlawful corn- the United States of America
in
binatlons to
Congress assembled,
That ff any
oppose
the
persons
shall
un]awtblly
combine
mes.*ures of
6overnment;
or conspire together_ith
intentto
or counselling, opp.ose any meaenre or measures
e.dvi3ing. &e. o._ the government
of the United
riot_ ilL_ttrree- States. which are or shall be dition, &e.
rected by proper authority_
or to
impede the operation
of any law of the United
States_ or to intimidate
or prevent any person
holding a place or oitice in or under the governmerit of the United btate% from undertakiv_.
performing_
or executing his trust or duty ; al_d
if any person or persons, with intent as ateresaid_
shall" coun._el( advise, or attenq_t to procure, any
in.urreetion,
riot. unlawful a_.-emblv, or cembi_at;ou, v,hetkcr
_u,.,h cov-*;,v_,_.y. "tLrcat'nx:,g,

._ _.._xnd
be it further
enacted and declared,
cecding
two years,
b
Ti_at if any person shall be prosecuted
under
this act tbr the writing or publishing
any libel
aforesaid,
it shall be lawiul for the defendant_
upon the trialof the cause, to give The defendant
in evidence_ in his defence_ the may give the
truth of the matter contained in truthin colthe publication
charged as alibel, deuce, &e.
And the jury who shMl try the The_urvtodecause, shall have a right to deter- tern_ine*the
mine tile law and the Iact_ under law at_d the
the d_recticn of the court_ as in fact, &o.
othe; c,,ses.
§ 4. And be it further enacted, Limitation of
Tt:at this act shall continue and this act to the
be in to_ce until the third day of _d M_.ch 18ol :
March,
one thousand eight hun- pro_"_ded. &a "
dred and one, aud no longer : provided that the
expiration
of the act shall not prevent or de;'eat
a prosecution
and punishment
of any ofilmce
against the law, during
the thne it si"all be in
iorce. [Approved,
July 14, lT!tB.]
In

a Exp;rtd.
See O_g. At_ _f Bt)_': April 1790,
clap. 3t;, pag,_' 9), xoL _i.
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all that room can be found for here.
A law
had been passed,
authorizing
prosecution
for
the sort of offence, prosecuted
for, as above,
among you. Under it, one single prosecution
took place--it
flailed: the law was repealed
--the
authors of it lost the public confidence,
and with it their political
influence,
I. As to the restraints
on constitutional
liberty,
that my conception
of the matter may
at once be seen in its utmost extent,
I shall,
in the present
letter,
state at once the mensures which
I would venture
to recommend
for examination.
But, in the meantime,
it
may be some satisfaction
to you, to see beibre
youan outline of the considerations
by which
the wish to see some such measures carried
into effect has been produced,
First, a_ to the liberty of the press.
Every
expression
betokening
disapproba'. finn of the texture of the government,
or of
the conduct
of any person
bearing
a part in
the exercise of the powers of government,
' conveys an imputation
on reI,_ttatio_--on
the
reparation
of the persons at the head of the
government.
This cannot
be denied : for as
at all times the texture
depends
upon the
person so situated,
in propo_ tion as the rexture is ill adapted to the only proper end of
government,
so are they to their situations
:
and between
one degree
of disapprobation
and another,
i_ is not possible to draw a line.
Accordingly,
any such expressmn
is, at pleasure, comnlmdy
considered
by them
in this
light, and punished.
If the imputation
is to
a certain
degree,
particular,
-- imputing
an
individual
act legally punishable,
or at least
disreputable,
-- it constitutes
the sort of act
expressible
by the term defamation : if to a
certain degree vagueand
general, rituperation.
]
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sumptions
that, in governments
in genera:,
seem commonly
to have been made:Whatsoever
be the treatment
of an offender,
in the case where the part)" offended is but a
private
individual,
in the case where he is a
public functionary-especially
if spoken of as
such, much more if the whole body of the
rulers, orthoseattheheadofit,
are the parties
offended, -- the offence is more mischievous,
or, on some other account, creative ofademand
for a stronger
repressive
ibrce, in the shape
of punishment,
as well as in all other shapes;
and this force ought to rise in magnitude
as
the rank of the person
offended
rises ; and
the indicatory,
by which cognizance
is taken
of the offence, should in thL- case be different;
as al_o the forms of procedure
different.
My notion, as confirmed
by the practice of
the Anglo-American
United
States, is, in all
those particulars,
the reverse.
In the case of
the public functionary,
for vituperation,
ho_t
gross soever,
there should be no punishment
at all : for defamation,
no pmfishment
unless
the imputation
be thl_-e mid groundless
; nor
even then, unless the false assertion,
or lustnaation,
be the result of wilful mendacity,
a,'companied
with the consciousnessof its f:als_ty, or else with culpable rashness--namely,
x_ith that which i_ exemplified
by the giving
credence and currency
to an injurious
notion,
adopted
_ithout
any, or on palpably
insuificicnt grounds : no separate
judieatory
: no
separate
farm of procedt_re,
styled penal or
c_u:Maal, whtle, in the other ease, it is styled
c*l.il; and, in the case of d,faumtion,
in disproof o_ lashnes_ of assertion,
as well as of
wilful falsehood,
the defendant
should be at
liberty
to make proof of the truth of the iraputatmn
; a_d, tor that
purpose,
to extract

But these
sorts of acts are, both of them,
comnmnly
treated on the ibotmg of offences:.,
and this, too, even whele the'person
who is
the subject
of' the imputation
is a private individual,
not bearing
a [,art in the exercise of,
any of those powers.
Oa this _uhject,
the following are the as-

il evidence
from the person _ho is the subject
of it, as hc might from any other person
at
_ targe.
For these notions, speakingin
general t¢'rms,
my rca-:on is--that
to pl,:ce on any molt."
I ad'vanta_eous
looting
the, official _eputation
i of a public functionary,
is to destroy,
or proI portit,nably
to weaken,
that
lil,_.rty, which,

In the above letter, in speaking of the execution given to the hbertieide
law that has ju._t
been seen, the word prosecutions
0t may have
been observed) stands m the plural number.
On
the other hand, while writing tbis letter of mine
to the people of Spain, my supposition
wasthat there had not been any more than one. The
coneeptmn had been derived from a conversation
with another United States' functionary
of the
highest distinction;
on the occasion of which
conversation,
one prosecution had -- pos, ibly in
his eyes, certainly in mine--eclipsed
the uther,
or the few others. The ease was that of a pro_eeution instituted bythe _Iarquess of Ca_ Yrujo,
in h_s quality of Minister from the court of Madrid to the republic of the United States, again._t
some imh_idual(namenot
recollected)_orahbet
ca) tl_e Sp:_ni_h government.
The det'cnda_,t was
acquitted,

I under the name of the libert_d of the prc._s,
I opelates
as a check upon the co_due_ of the
I r_fiit)g few ; and tn that character
constitutes
i a controuhng
power, indispensably
necessary
] to the maintenarlee
of good government.
I
t
Speaking more particularly,
whatsoever
evil
_ can evei result
from this liberty,
is ever)where, and at all times, greatly
outweighed
b, _!__,_ond.
1. '1 he good, consisting,
as it does, in the
_et'afity thus altbrded
for good government
;
and co; erh_g, as it does, the whole field of
go_ eminent,
is plainly infinite.
2. In compm ison with this good, the n_ mo._t
evil that from this cause can result to a_y
person, or to any numbm of' persons, however
situated,
would, even if altogether
uneeeom.
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panled with compensation, be comparatively
This being assumed,-- in this union of all
minute,
the elements of official apttt ude--(appropriate
3. In the elevated situation in question,
probity, appropriateintelleetual
aptitude, and
whether the imputation be unmerited or me- appropriate active talent)-- with uncontroulri.ted, the nature of his situation fim_ishes a ed power in the pcrsou_ of tile rulers zn cmcJ,
man with means of support and defence,-the subjeet-man_ po.-sess an adequateseeuriry
and in so far as the imputation is false, means against any want of correspondent aptitude
of disproof and refutation,--increasing
with in the persons of thmr several subordinates.
the height of his situation : and, at any rate,
In case of _-imple inaptitude, removal wilt
much beyond any which can be within the follow: in the case of inaptitude, conpieu
reach of an individual not so situated,
with delinquency, pi'osecutior b and thcnee
4. In every such situation, immediately
punishmm_t, will follow.
upon his advancement into it, and therefore
An¢wer: The rulers m chief, whoever they
antecedently to his becoming tim object of are, if they are men, have their own happ>
ally such imputation,
a Irlall finds_ an the ness mote at heart thau that of all over v_'lloul
advantages attached to such his .-.itaation, a they rule put together : the very existence
emnpensation for all the evil to which, in of man will in every dtuation be found to
1this, mad all other shapes taken together, he depend upon thi, general and habitual self
stands exposed by it.
prel_renee.
5. The higher the situation, the more
As to wisdom, it can never be so near to
abundant the antecedent compensation it thus perfection whtmut, as with these all-compreputs Mm in possession of.
hensive means of infol mation, which nothing
Against the allowance of this liberty, con- but the liberty lmre in question can give.
sidered with a view to its effect on the goodUpon exertion depends the po_e_.-ion of
hess of the government, no argmncnrs thai all the several eh, mcnts of official aptiume
have been or triay bc adduced, will bear tl,
above mentioned, and in particular the actest of examination,
quirement of the appropriate infl_rmatmn, as
1. First crones danfferoutae¢¢. ])ange:ou%
above.
I3ut the higher the _-ituation, the
it alway_ and evcr3_here is: fm it may lead les_ is the exmtion whmh lie who i_ in It Is
to insurrection, and thus to civil war; and disposed to apply to the functimas of it. For
such is its continual tendency,
the higher the situation, the les_,he has to apAnswer : In all liberty there i_ more or prehend for himself in ca--e of demonstrated
less of danger : and so tt'mre is in all power,
inaptitude in any shape.
The question is--in
which there is most
Without thi_ liberty. _he rulers in chief
danger--in
power hmited by this cheek, or will not be suffieientl'y either disposed, or
in power without this check to lindt it. In enabled to apply, _-omuch as simple removal,
those political communities in which this numb le.-s puni_hlnent, for remedy against
cheek is in its greatest vigour, the condition I inaptitude on the part of their subordmaies.
of the members, in all ranks and clas_-estaken i Beholding m lhose subordinates,
so many
together, is, by universal acknowledgment.
' ever-obsequious instruments in their hamts
the happiest.
These are lhe Anglo-Ameri' -- instruments continuall_ applicable to their
can United States, and the kingdom of Great : own personal purposes --the rulers will haBritain and Ireland.
In the repahlie, this _turaliy and a'encrally feel more sympath_ for
liberty is allowed by law, anti exist, in per- ' them than tbr the people at large : they will
feetion : in the kingdom it is pro_cribed by not be di-po_ed to remove or puni-h them,
law, but continues to have place, in considermerely for aetingagainst the people'.-interest ;
able degree, in spite of law.
nmeh less for acting in favour of the separate
Take away this check, there remains no and sinister interest of thc._e same rulers : as
other but the exercise of this same liberty
where the rulers themselves engross_ or share
by speeches in public meetings : and in timt the profit of the offence.
shape, besides that it i_ not applicable with
To the tormal prosecution at the suit of
nearly equal advantage, it i_-inttC_l more dan- rulers,--and,
where allowed, at the smt of
gerous,
subjeets,--the
informal infbrmations, which
II. Next comes needlessness. To the pre- it is the properD of this liberty to supply,
ventionofmisgovernment,
the other remedies constitute, in one ease, an assi._tirlg support-that government itself affords, are adequate,
on the other, a suceedancum and _ubstitute.
The rulelsin ehiet, whoever they are, have Destitute of this assistance and this substinothing so much at heart a_ the happiness ' tute, prosecution, even when not refused, is
of all over whom they rule : and that wisdom at once insufficient and over expensive.
So
by which they are intbrmed of the means nmst [ small a_ is lhe mnnber of prosecutions, emnconducive to that end, is in them perfect ; or, pared with that of delinqueneie% the delay,
if not absolutely free from all imperfection,
vexation, and expense attendant on them,
that endowment is in theb" situation much [ eomposenoincon4derablcevit.
What, it'._ach
more so, than in that of the subjeet-mm_y.
I prosecution.- were as numerous in pIoportiou
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to delinquencies, as under the liberty in question these information, s are, that are given by
the exercise of it ? Under the least bad systerns of judicial procedure extant, the prosecutions teem with factitious delay, vexation,
and expense, over and above wb.at is natural
and necessary.
Attendant on informations,
_here is neither factitious expense, nor factitious delay: vexation, there is comparatively little-- none but what is proportioned

selves, the remarks shouht be found justly"
applicable, the fact, that on the particular
occasion in question, the arguments were not
actually employed by the persons to whom
they stand ascribed, will not detract nmch
from the value c f any information which the
remarks may be thought to afford.
Ungrounded in the character of a censure, in
that of a warning, the remark may not the
less hare issue.

to delinquency, and stands in lieu of punishmont.
For the establishment of the truth or falslty of the imputation--for
the establishintent of the guilt or innocence of the party
suspected of delinquency--the
utmost stock
of relevant and applieable facts and arguments
thai can be secured by prosecution, is very
imperfect without thcaddition of those which
this liberty and xmthing else is capable of
supplying,
If. So much as to the liberty of the press,
:Now as to the liberty of public meetings,
Without much varlation,the arguments that
apply to the former of these two branche_ of
persomd liberty and constitutional securit),
apply to this. But of this branch the extinction is a]read) known to have been takei* for
the object, as well as subject, nf an already
proposed law: and, e_e this, the object may
have been effected by an established taw.
In support of thi._ extinction, the English
newspapers have brought to my view a system
of argument, state.d as having been emplo) ed
by various public :_unetionaries. To these,
after holding up to view the proposed law in
what seems to me its proper colours, I propose to give a distinct consideration in another letter,
From one who, in regard to the individual
faets of the case, has no other information
than whai is above alluded to, any ob_-ervations made in such circumstance s are not altogether out of all danger of being regarded
as ungrounded ; and to such a degree, as to
be destitute of all claim to notice.
But -such is the nature of man when clothed with
power--in
that part of the field of governrnent which is here in question, whatever
mischief has not yet been actual b done by
him to-day, he is sure to be meditating to-day,
and unless re_trained by the fear of uhat the
public may think and do, it may actually be
done by him to-morrow.
Of the documents
Mdch tbrm the subject, of the ensuing remarks, it is impossible for me to say to what
extent the accounts that have reached me
may not be incorrect.
So tier as regards individuals, these remarks must therefore from
first to last be considered as no other than
tqlpolhetical, depending for their appositeness
upon the correctness of the repmts respectiveL given of these arguments.
13at if;
considel'ed as applied to the arguments them-

l. In regard to liberty of writing and speech
on politieal subjects, repealing what requires
to be repealed, place matters exactly on tbe
same footing as _bat in which they are in the
Anglo-American
United States.
And, to
narrow the inquiry, let the footing be that
on which they are in the territory immediately under the government of Congress,
and where the subject of discussion is the
conduct of the members of the ruling bod),
so denominated, or any of the official persons
subject to their controuh
2. In regard to assemblies in particular,
insert a declaration, giving tbe people the assuranee that, finasmuch a., there exists not
an) taw to the contrary, the). remain at liberty,
at ,dl time_-, and in all places fl'om which
they are not excluded by special ownership,
to meet, for the purpose of delivering their
opinions, in the freest manner, on the conduet and character of their rulers ;_ at any
rate, of all such of their rulers as are, or may
he, the objects of their choice, in the characier of representatives, as also of all such
other persons as are subject to the controul
of such their representatives.
And let it not
be forgotten, that all person_ tbu_ chosen
arc thereby not their masters but their servants. In regard to seeresy, in-err, moleover,
a declaration that, fbr keeping their proceedings as secret as they please, they may take
what precautions they please, so that no
engagement, wearing the tbrm of a religious
oath, he employed : nor any scheme entered
into, for the performance of any act importing bodily or other injury to any il,dividual,
or on any other account forbidden or made
punishable by law, be in the number of their
objects. And note thar, in regard to secresy,
on this footing stands, in England, the unreproacbed, and irreproachable soeiet_ of Free
Masons.
In the United states, whoever thought,
either of instituting secret societies, or of l,eing jealousof them if instituted ? Of secresy
under such a government, what could be the
object * Secresy in subjects, supposes tyrmmy
in rulers.
Under these circumstances, what fills me
Mth apprehension is--the
approarMng nm*
entity of the Cortes. The only bridle to min_sterial de-po_ism taken out of its mouth,
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without
a possibility
of being replaced
for article,
shares with the king the power of
eight months to come ! Now, if they had but
conferring
ecclesiastical
benefices
and offices
tile possibility
of existence,
now then weald
of judicature
: as if offices of judicature
_ ere
be tile time for meetings
of the people for
not civil employments--as
it this were not
petitioning
the Cortes not to desert its po-t.*
enough,
suppo_-n,g the uno|?Seial ad_i,ers
of
Now would be the time for saying to thtm,
the crown
to be again uhat
lhe 3 x, ere so
" Do not, in deference
to the rash and ill- lately,
and suppose at the same time, that ia
judged--the
suimdeletter
of the eonsfiturlon,
the whole court atilt comJtty,
per--ous in _o
risk the de-_trnetion of the constitution
itself,
large a nmnber
a_ seven are not to be found
or at least of the most essential
pm'tion of
suitable
{o the purpose of giving to the whole
what is good in it '." True it is, that in the
power of government
an exermse
similar to
Cortes
t see an authority,
under the eye of thai wtm'h was so lately given to it --one
which
the liberty of the press has, I much
single minister,
unless prevented
bysome
refear to find, been sadly weakened,
and pergulation,
no tidings
of winch have reached
haps deslroyed.
True it is, that in the Cotte_ ' me, may, nnder this same constitution,
be
t see, at an) rate, an authority
by which the
made
suitieient.
For, by art. 2:24, ,' 13y a
liberty
of public discussion
has without
reparticular
regulation
approved
by the Cortes
serve been taken
away.
True.
But in the !wdtbe
pointed oat," it is _-aid, " the business
Cortes
I _ee an assembly in which, so long a_- ' peeuharly
appertaining
to each
mb_ister."
it is sittb,g,
It i¢ at all times in the power
But till such demarcation
ha_ been made by
of any one member
to use Ills endeavour_
fbJ ' tile Cortes,
everythina_
is left at large, and
the restoration
of the banL-hed libt,!ties,
and i to any one or more of the seven, as much of
to spread
over the whole kir_gdom the at'- I the power of all seven may he _ziven as those
gumenrs
on whleh
theae
endeavoms
arc_ sameitiespm>ibteadvlsers
shall advise:
and
gronndt.d,
t amongst the rest, tile filling up, and for aught
By this strange article of rite constitutional
] appears,
after having
emptied
them
for the
code, the Cortes, tile (rely assembly in which, 'pm pose, " al[eerd at_d mehlary emld,_!mw_t_ :"
should nfisrule
rea_,nne its recent
enmmit 3, ! ureter cu'tl, ee,:L'sia,tieal,
and judicial,
being
the voice of complaint
can be hoard. L- ],ud re.peetirelv
included,
or not included
: lel;
asleep, is reduced
to a state of nonentity
fro" _ tho-_'e who are sure
say which.
eight months.
"" What ?"-- says some one _ " have
you
And, during the_e eight mouths,
what are I then reall 3 an)" sm:h fiear, as that of this ei'ght
the hands in which all the power_ of govern> ; months'
sleep of the Cortes. the restoration
ment
are lodged?
The selfsame
h:md- in of the re_'ent habits of government
wilt be
which till t'other day they were eaq,l'.k_ ed-the co_t_equence
?" No;
I have not : for,
it, i_ needless
to say how.
By reticle
171
how sn,all soever ma> be the regard
of the
('power the 5th,) to the king it belong_ " to
men in question
for the security
of the sub.
fill up all civil and nnlitaty
emphumen_s
:'" ;j,.,'t-mam._, their regard tbr their own secumty
amongst
others,
tlmrefore,
the enlphuments
will be not the le-s ; and I see *tot by what
of the seven "' Mini_ter_ of State and of Pithale,ins any tolmahty
effective
provision
can
lie Attairs;"
tht>e seven ministers,
by whom
be made for it, mfless it be such by which,
taken
collectively,
during this loug sleep,
a, alottg with the ruling few, tile subject-many
well as after the death
of the Corte_,
the
will be secured,
at h,a_t against any condition
whole mass of the power,
of government
is eqlmlb di-a_trous
uith that/rum
whmh they
exercised.
These powers tile king may at all
have _o lately emerged.
times collectively
aml i_divldaally
take, and
Bul, knm_iog
little
mine
of them than
ateaehmomentl]/dgeinanyhandsheple,t_-es,
that they
are men, wha_ 1 am afraid otis
To this choice
I am unable to find an 3 the
thls--namels,
that in the situations
in quessmallest
cheek,
tion, men wall do _hat
all men wonid
he
I see, indeed,
a council of state, which in
disposed
co do in their
phmes :--that
fi.,'_
art. 2.'-;7, h) a provi.-imt
not very consistent
will emhraee evm y opportunity
tbr _arritu'm..g
in its terms with the terms of that same lTl_t
the interest
of the whole
eomnmnir::
_o
their
own particular
interests:
thal in pal* In fact, the Cortes did not desert its post.
ticu!ar, the 3 uill give the utmost magnaude
In deference tothe constitutional
code, tile merepossible to the n,a-s ot useless
and necdle._s
bers tbrbore to pronmlgate acts m their torpor..e
eharacter_ but, consenting
to the return c,t" tile
t,ffiee-, and to tile olnolnlnent
of
those same
smallerpartoftheir
number to theirconsntaent_,
o{fiees, as well as to that of useful and rmeda considerable majority remained in the cqntal,
ful ones : that tttev will dispose
of offices
continuing
t_eir consultatmn_:
and it wa.s by for their own profit,
citlmr in a diree_ way
their interpo.-.ltion that _t was preserced fr_'m tl'm by selli1_g them, o%--in
a way not less effeehandsofagavernor,
uomit_ated--not
tess lmmttual by being mditcet,--bv
givit,g tLeln to
edly against the letter than a_aln_t tile N_irlt of
"
_
"
that cocle, bythe monarch alertS, without the conperson_ in depent:ebcle_-,
or otherwise
in pt icurrence of any other constituted
anthoidtv
in
vale collnexion
.,_,.ith tbenl,
be "the persona
that behalf appointed.
"
ever so apt or ever so inapt, for/be funetion_
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of those same offices: and that, to the same eeive any part of the amount of their just
end, they _dlt give and secare to every other
debts : that, in atonement for the irrjury thul
branch of expenditure every practicable in- done t(, their thus impoverished children, they
crease, and to retrenchment every practicable
will secure to them, at the expense of the
diminution : that, with or witlmut just cause, still more nnpoverished lower orders, a stock
simuld there he any persons to whom it ha_ of sinecures of all elasses, matter of emoluhappened to incur their displeasure, they wrll ment g_anted at the expense of the State, on
let slip no opportunities
of allaying it h? pretence of rendering to man some service
vengeance : and that, in a word, they will do never rendered, or on pretence of rendering
as those do arid have been used to do, under some pretended service to that Being to whom
whom it has hitherto been my good hap to all service is unprofitable : arrd, to crown
live unhanged, unsabred, unimprisoned, un- all, that having wi*& such efficient anxiety
banished, and unruined,
provided fur keeping them stocked as richly
Thi-is not all. For giving pertain:racy to as may be with the henefits of political son system of this sort, these instruments of eiety, they will join in seeurb_g to them an
mo_mrehy wouhl scarcely feel sufficient con- exemptim_ as extensive as may be trom its
fidenee in their own force : they would look burthens.*
out for eoadjutors in the aristoclaey ; and
No : nothing can be more ineonceivahte to
thns, in the union of the monarchical with
me than the grounds, if they were good and
the mislucratieal irrterest, you would see and avowable one,, on which, tbr two-tlnrds of
feel, as here, an alliance defensive mid often- every year, the power in which you, the peosiveagainsttheintetestofthe
people--of the pie, see rum only hope, should be reduced
ruhng one and the sub-ruling few, against the to perfect nutli') ;_"arid of all time% this too
subject-many.
They would call to their aid at tire veiy conm.encement of tire _ystem on
the landed proprietors of tile country as such, which all hope of salvatieu rested : as it; for
and in particular the proprietors of the vast eight mon_h_ in the year, all sheep dogs were
overgrown properties.
In these they will to be kept locked up, arid the sheep comulitfind not only natural allies, hut sure, and ted dm'ingthat time totheguardianshipofthe
perpetual, and steady, and in every respect ] wolves. At no time, surely, nor in any nation,
matchless ones. The pobsessor of au o/flee, t can their tmvc been, or can there he. so much
howsoever abundant in power, may be re- ] work to be done : and at this time it is, that,
moved out of it at any time, and without so _ of" the quantity that might have been eramuch as the imputat'iun of iniustice.
Not t ptoyed in _ ork, two-thirds are taken off; and
so the great landhohter -- tLe proprietor of a I taken off with every mark of anxiety, -- contenth pint. an eighth part, or a ibm'dr par_cI _-emated to idlene-s.
of the land of a whole province ; aml with it _ With us in Englamt, where everything,
of a proportionable ma_ of pohtic_fi irrfluenee, how itl soever, is so fully and permanently,
But neither time nor space witl here permit
lne to enter into any detail of the misehiefs
* B fi)re this letter was sent off. grounds were
with which such a confederacy is preg:mnt : received ibr the hope, since confirmed, that this
except to conclude with sa3ing-- that the set of fears might, tbr the present at least, escape
last, thotn_h
being
realized. In
theaccordingly
copy that went
to Madrid,
' not the least of my" fears is-this paragraph
was
ornittcd.
]3ut
that, to give completeness to tim system, the under the Matchle_ Constitntron, the envv and
measures which, at the instance as it seems admiration of the world, let Engh_h r_ders,
of these same ministers, have, I fear, already especrailv tho_e by _hom the endeavours of Robeen taken by the majority of the Cortes for nMlv wire tbllowed by sympathizing eyes, say
the extinction of all power of eontrnul in the whether there are an)' oi' these tears on which
hands of the people, may,
the imputatmn of being imaginary can be fas- by- means of such trued.
an alliance, be carried into full execution, and
In the Anglo-American
United States_ an
perfected and perpetuated,
effectual door has been for ever shut against all
Anotlwr set of feat's, though not quite so such tears.
intense as the foregoi_,g, remains still behind
To come hack to the main point, and conclude.
-- that they wilt give to those natural ene- The last. timugh not the least, of all their fears
mies of the people the fullest, see lrity that
is--lest un-measures, which, at the instance, as
it should seem, of these same ministers, have
can be given to them against any ide:t so already been taken bv the majority of the Cortes_
intolerable, as that their as yet unborn de- for the extraction of all power of eontroul, have_
scendants will find themselves unloaded with . by means of this too natural alliance, been airwealth, no prospect of which can ever have ried into full exeeution_ and perfected and perentered into their minds" that they will se- pemated.
cure them against so cruel an apprehension I t In its corporate capacity, accordingI% so
as tl,at all tfieir children hut one should not it was: in consequence, the constitution _,'onld
' have been d..stroyed, had not the members .of the
alwa_ s h._ impoverished fur the benefit of that I ('attest in thmr individual capacity, cmmnued
one," _md a,_alnst the still more intolerah!e I at t!,elr post, end saved _t and thcm-_elYe_in thtt
le- manner menti.oiied ill a former note.
tppreilen_i.ln_ lest their creditors shouht
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and for so vast a length of time has been,
established, the whole year may, if so tile
king pleases, be employed iu doing (with tile
exception of giving him a new wife) whatever
else he pleases.
Strange as it is, the article by which, at
the tiara when the demand for experience,
and for the talent, formed by it, stands at its
highest pitch, the next succeeding Cortes is
so anxiously deprived of all the experience
and talent acquired in the present, is not quite
so strange.
In a jealousy entertained of the
probity of these first objects of the people's
choice, I can conceive a possible, bowsoever indefensible cause of it. t_,at while the
jealousy, of which the persons chosen by the
people are the objects, is so broad awake,-that all jealousy of those against whose power
these same objects of the people's choice are
to afford the sole security, should be so perfectlyasleep,--this
is the thing that astonishes
me : that such jealousy and such confidence
should at the same time have found place in
the same bosoms.
No : it is not so much of a monarch that I
am afraid, for he is mutable : it is of the artstocracy that I am so much afraid ; for that
ts immutable.
It is itself immutable : and no
less immutably adverse is its interest to the
interest of the people,
Postscript.
This moment, comes information of the decision of the Cortes, in relation
to the Persas; and, of the whole number of
69, not more tban one is to be so much as
prosecuted.
At their own homes they are to
continue ; and there, shouhlhis Majesty have
any fresh occasion for their services, there
he knows where he may be sure to find them.
Nothing can be more merciful--nothing
more
convenient.
Now, if from this mercy no
mlschiefto the people shallensue, whosoever
else may be dissatisfied with it, I shall not
be so. It is not for any pleasure I can take
in the contemplation of what be suffers, that
I would punish the most mischievous of criminals. But a question I cannot help putting
to myself is,--If,
under the Constitution,
those who seek the forcible destruction of
it have nothing to fear, while he who seeks
the preservation of it by means not acceptable to those by whom this impunity has been
granted has much to fear, what chance has
it for continuance ?
Any leading member, in gratitude for all
this mercy,--has
it happened to him to have
received, or to be about to receive, a requital
in any shape from any of those who have
been preserved by it ? If any such gratitude
has been manifested, so much the better, and
it cannot be too extensively known ; for, the
more expensive the gratitude, and the more
exteusive the knowledge of it, the more exten,_lve will be the as,urance, that should any
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such attempt to destroy the constitution he
repeated, and success fail of crowning tile
attempt, the impunity will not be entire.
LETTER
II.
On the Zibcrty of Public 1)tscussion in Free
3Ieetb_gs.
18th Oct. 18:20.
Sra._'iArtDs ! I continue. -- My former letter
was principally allotted to the liberty of the
press. Intimation was there given, that the
arguments pleadmg in favour of that branch
ot personal liberty and constitutional security
apply with little variation to that which forms
exclusively the subject of the present letter.
The proposed law, as it stood in four artitles, together with the speeches by uhieh
I tbund it supported, will constitute the text
of this discourse.
I commence with the proposed law itself:
the text of it, in the state in which, on the
21st of September 1820, accm'ding to the
English translalion, it came out of the bands
of Mr. Goreli-- (Traveller,
Oct. 6, 1820.)
" The law regarding public societies," I see
it termed. The law for the prevemion of popular assemblies, it might have been termed ;
fbr, of this law, what. is the object ? what
the declaredly intended effect ? In respect
of thi_ security against misrule, to place the
people of Spain exactly upon the same footing as the people of Morocco. Yes ; exactly
upon the same footing as the people of Moroeeo : this you will _ee. Four, and no more,
is tim number of its articles : these are quite
sufficient. Give but to language the extent
it is susceptible of, the fewer the words, the
greater the effect. Think of this, ye who,
to make display of your humanity, complain
of the multitude, nothing but the muhitude,
of penal laws. Draco made but one : Death
is tbr him who breaks any one of my laws.
'" Art. 1. All Spaniards will have tim right
of speaking on political affairs by conforming
to the disposition of the law." Good : and so
have all the Moroccans. What is it. this same
disposition of the law?
Wait to the next
article but one, and you will see it.
" Art.. 2. Every assembly not authorized
by law will immediately cease." If so, and
without revival, then will, ere long, the constitution itself cease, or at least everything
that is good in it.
" Art. 3. Meetings shall not take place but
in virtue of the permission of the local authority, who will take the necessary measures
to guarantee the public tranquiltity."
The
person or persons in whose hands the local
authority is : suppose, then, his own conduct
anmng the proposed subjects of complaint
his own conduct, or that of any person or persons to whose p,)wer or influence he stands
subjected, or that of any person or perzoas
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who stand subject to his power or influence, held up to view a dazlger purely imaginary,
unless they happen to have incurred his dis- and known by himself to be so : at the samo
pleasure: this indispensable permis.ion when time, to effect this liberticide purpose, he
and how often will it be given to it ?
scrupled not to use his endeavours to cause
In the whole kingdom, or in this or that those whmn he was depriving of their liberty
part of it, suppose these functionaries, all or to be regarded as a set of" conspirators and
any of them, in a league to betray their trust,
usurpers, conspiring to assume and exercise an
and abolish or otherwise render of no effect illegal power, for the propose of employing
all that is good in the constitution, how many it in acts of hostility against the government.
of these assemblies will respectively be perOh but. as often a._ it pleases the loom
mitted to be held ?
autht,rity that any such assemblies shM1 he
Take the nece._sarv measures ? 0 yes. that held, and to give permis-_lOnace(u dingly, held
he will. Of those wl-m would have attended
they will be, or at least may he. Oh yes,
the meeting, he willexclude one part--he will that they may ; held in Spain they may be,
keep the re_t under a guard. By this means, and so they may be in Moroceo.
those, and those onl), will be there, who are
The Emperor of Moroeco,_is
he in want
of the same way of thinking, or at lea_t of of a prime ministcr ? Let Mr. Goreli tender
speaking. " Mea_,ures to guarantee the pub- his services. But, perhaps, he may be protie tranquitlity."
O )us : doubt not hut that vided nearer home.
by measures such as these, the public (ranBut the law is Mr. Goreli's, and he haa
quillity will be preserved. As to permission,
given us his reasons for it. Let us see them.
--in every case iu _Qdeh there is neither
[Frmn the Traveller, 21st September IS20:
need of. nor use in, any such public meeting,
Madrid, Sept, 6.-- The Cortes-- Sittings of
permission wilt be ready tbr it : in every cute the 4th.]
in which there is need of it, or use in it, t:u" M. Goreii allowed that the members of
7dzhme_t will be ready for it.
the societies and their objects deserved re" Art. 4. Nevertheless these societies, au- spect and confidence ;--2.
That they took
thorized by the competent authority, witl not every precaution ro admit none but persons
be regarded as corporation¢."
of upright intentions and devoted to the conSo then, according to the honourable hen- stitution;--3.
But that they were exposed
(leman, if men, in any number, however great to be taken by surprise by some, who, under
or ever small, are but suffered to meet toge- the appearance of patriotism, n@ht lead them
(her, whether at stated times or by accident,
to impolitic conduct."
for the purpose of tin, versing, and conver.-ing
Such are the premises : and his conclusion
accordingly, on the state of the nation, there is what has just been st,en.
needs no more to constitute them a corporaAnd is it come to this ? And did such lotion: to constitute them a corporation --or
gic then come from Spaniards?--and
without
at least to give to the assembly an appearance
fear of universal indignation, could it thus be
so near to that of a corporatwn, as to produce presented to Spaniards ? And so it is from
a danger of its being taken for such, and that these premk-es, that this same practical conwith mischievous effect,
clusion has been derived!
These societies
Lawyer or non-lawyer, in the mind of the are to be annihilated ! All societies nf this
honomahle gentleman, can it really have been description-- all that now exist, and all that
a subject of belief, that, by any such means, would otherwise have existed, plunged totein the sense put upon the word corporation ther. and forever, into one and the same hotby the taw of his country-- by the Rome-bred
tomless pit-- consigned for ever to annihilalaw, or by any other sort of law--a corpora- (ion !-- People of Spain ! this same logic-tm_t would or could thus be constituted, or would you see it in its true character ? This
that to any other reflecting mind it could be you may do, and without much difficulty.
taken to be so ? I have tried hard, but I have Apply it wherever else it is equally applicable,
not a_ yet been able to find in any such sup- m_d ohserve the effect of it. Apply it then to
position the faintest colour of probability,
the Ministry,_vou
annihilate the Ministry :
But if not,_ I grieve to think of It-- what apply it to the Cortes,-- you mmihilate the
is the consequence ? That, on the occasion Crates : applyit to the Monarehy,--you
anof the insinuation thus conveyed for the put- I nihilate the Monarchy. Yes, the Monarchy ;
pose of gaining his point, and deluding into 1 for was there not a t_mnareb once, who was
an acquiescence with a liberticide law his col- _not merely " exposed to be taken," but acleagues of the Cortes and the Spanish people } tually " taken by surprise ?" But why thus
their constituents, he had recourse to misre- t spend time in taking men one by one? Apply
presentation, wilful and studied misrepresenit to hnmau kind, you annihilate human kind.
ration. To the people, to induce them to sit Would you give a top to the climax--apply
still, and, without previous remonstrance or ! this same logic to the maker of it : apply it
subsequent complaint, see themselves de-I toMr. Goreli, vow:annihilate Mr. Goreli. For
prived of a real and indispensable security, he 1is not even Mr. Goreli exposed at least to be
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" taleen by surprhe," and " led iron impoIitw
eonduct._" Ah ! why was it not applied to
him--thls
logic of Ms--and
applied with
somewhat more than logical effect, before he
introduced this taw ? Was it that. even he was
taken by surprise, when he wa_ " led into
the conduct" manifested by the fi'aming and
proposing of such a taw? Ah no! I see but
too much of reflection in it--but
too little
of surprise,
" Deserving of respect and contldenee,"-themselves as well as " their objects :"_
" careful to admit none but persons of upright intentimts, and devoted to the eonstitution:"--"
exposed," but only exposed "to
be led to impolitic conduct :" -- led by some,
but only by some, " among them," and by
them no otherwise than by being " taken
by surprise :"-- such, aeeord_ngto Mr. Goreli.
is the general character--not
only of the
societies, but in each society, that of the
members ! Such their character, and, notwiihstandmg their heing all this--if
not/'or
their being all this-- tbr this it is that they
are annihilated ! What had their characters
been the very opposite of all this ?--what
worse could, even in that case, have been
done to them ? And because in --it is not
said how small--a nmnber, they are exposed
to be taken by surprise, their general excellence being a_ the same time thu__ admitted
and proclaimed--it
is for this, that not only
all that exist are at once to be con_-i_ned to
nihility, but all tha_ otherwise would have
existed,
Well, then, the "impolitic eonduct" they
are exposed to be ted into. together with
whatever mischief might have been the result
of it--what would have been the cause of it ?
" Surprise," answers Mr. Goreli himself-their " beinq tahen b_lsurprise "' Well ; and
suppose them not so t_akem what would have
been the mischief? I answer_there
would
not have been any : even Mr. Goreli does
not say there woul_t. Ag-ainst surprise, then,
is there no other remedy'-- no remedy less
drastic---than annihilatio_l? Under the name
of warning, does not the nature of the case
present a somewhat better known and better
tapproved, as well as milder remedy ? Thirlking
as Mr. Gorcli deehu'es he thinks of them,
some men in his place would have preferred
giving wornin.q. Mr. Goreli applies annihilotion,
On this occasion, as on all similar ones,
behold the same inexorable passion, and the
same course taken byit: the elevation gained,
at the first opportunity the ladder by which
itwas gained, iskicked down. On this same
occasion, this is more explicitly confessed by
other speakers. Excellent things those same
*oeietle% while occupied in laying the faundation of our power : de_erving of annihilafinn, the moment it is perceived that, from
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the same useful and so lately necessary instrument, that same power is exposed to feel
a check.
Take warning, Neapolitaas ! take _,rarning,
Portuguese ! for warning you shall have ; and
for your heacon, you shall have the Spanish
Cortes. with Mr. Goreli speaking the sense
of it. Take warning-- I know not whether
to say, Spaniards I--for, alas I foryou, I fear,
it is too late : unles% by fiLvour of Spanish
dispatch, stone of the elements of the La Isla
army should still continue undissolved.
Still the same division --the
same most
simple and commodious division--of
human
kind into two cla_ses : the flood, those by
whom our purposes are served ; the bad, those
by whom they are thwarted : and, no sooner
is it seen or thought, that the good creature%
who tilt this moment served our purpnses,
thwart them, than their essence is changed,
and they arc become bad ones. Yes : this is
the division you may see made by legitimacy
all the worht over. Aborc, all excellence ;
beneath, all depravity.
Such is the arrangement-- the Qvqtemaiieal arrangement-of
which De,,pot]sm is the Linnwns.
In the
Engli-_h statute hook, not a page in which it
is not. a_sumed amt acted upon. Most excellent, Majesty ! 0 yes ! most excellent : hu_
Most Excellen_ in what ? And from Majesty
down to simple Knighthood runs the scale of
excellence.
Spaniards I would you wish to see the dlf'terence b.,tween a de,potic government and
an ,rode,patio one ? You shall see it in few
words. It was not made for this purpose; it
was not made for a purpose ; it was made for
all purposes. Be this as it may. if it. be admitted (the account thus given of this differenee. ) the _ort of government which, by this
i law of hi,, Mr. Goreli ha.- been endeavouring
I to establish--and,
1much fear, has ere now
_1established--is
a despotic one. Yes: notI withstanding everything that is to be found
I in your constitutional code, a despotic one.
l The letter of that code may be left to you,
and still the government may be a despotic
[ government.
Would it be _reeable to you, moreover,
to have at hand a test, by which the partisan
of a despotic government and the partisan
of an undespotie government,
or (to use a
more common phrase) a lover and a hater of
liberty may be distinguished ? Such a test
yon shall see : and if youapprove of it, area.
sions will not be wanting for making applieation of it.
Time presses, space is wanting. The form
Igiveit in musgbeaseompressedaspossihle.
tt will not be a substitute to thinking, but
an excitement. Be indulgent : be expectant :
I cannot, in so narrow a space, do the argument anything like fidl justice.
Spaniard_ ! behold, then, the dis/inr'tion
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between a government tbat is despotic, and respondence: and therefore, as far as depends
one that is not so. In an undespotie govern,
upon the government, under tile government,
ment, some eventual facult!! of effectual resist- if not a despotic one, will be the facility alante, and consequent change in government,
lowed and affmded to correspondence. When,
is purposely left, or rather given, to the to a nationat purpose, exertions on a national
people,
scale are nece_-ary, exertions made without
Not inconsistent with government--on
the concert (need it be said) are made without
ontrary, indispensable to good government,
effect.
is the existence of this faculty. Not ineonBy instruction, excitation, and faculty of
sistent : for so experience, as you will see, correspondenee--hytbese
three inshuments
proves,
in conjunctimb and not by any one or two
Next. to nothing is the danger h'om the of them alone-- can the national mind be
ex stence in cmnparisou with that from the I kept in a state of appropriate preparation-non-existence ot till_ aculty. Everywhere, I a state of preparation tbr eventual resistance.
and at all tnnes, on the part of the subjectIt is by the conjtmct application ot all these
many, howsoever treated, exists the d_sposi- instruments,
that minds are put and kept in
tion to obsequiousness.
]3,rth, observatTou
a proper state of discipline, as bodies are by
of the direction taken by rewards and punishthe military exercise.
meats, by praise and d_prazse, of thc habit
From this state of full and constant proand language of all around;--by
the con- paration, result two perfeetlydistinct,
though
eurrenee of all these causes Is the dl_pos_tion so intimately connected uses :-- 1. Effeeting
produced, and kept up.
I a change in government,
if" ever, and when
To alter or weaken this disposition, in such i necessary ; 2. In the meantime, preventing,
sort a_ to produce revolution in government,
or at least retarding, the necessity, by the
or eon_-iderable mischief to person or property
eonstam appheatimi of a cheek to misrule as
of individuals, nothing ever has sutt_ced, or applied to mdlvidual cases--to misrule in all
ever cart suffice, short of the extremity of its several shapes.
misrule.
Necessary to in_truetion--to
excitation-Upon this principle _done could, or can, the in a word, tt_ a state of preparation directed
Engli,h re_olution be jusufied,
to this purpose,--is
(who does not see it ?)
Upon this principle alone can the like the perfectly unrt stnfined communication of
change in Spain be justified,
ideas on every subject within the feld of goNo such past ehanze can be justified, but vernment ; tl_e communication , by vehicles
by a principle by which the justification of of alt sorts--by
signs of all sorts ; signs to
all future change in like eileumstances i_ the ear _ signs to the eye-- by spoken Ionalready made.
guage-- by written, including printed lauOf a government that is no_ despotic, it guage --by the liberty of the tongue, by the
is _herefore the essenual character even to liberty of' the writing.desk, by the libertyof
cherish the disposition to eventual re,istthe post-oflice -- by the liberty of the press.
once. On some o_her occa_ionsyou shall see
The characteristic, then, of an nndespotw
--such of you as will honour my pa_es with
government---in a word, of every government
a glance-- how effectually and pointedly that
that has any tenable claim to the appellation
indispensable element of seemJty has been of a good government--is,
the allowing, and
eheri,hed;
cherished by the only govern- giving facility to this communication;
and
ment that stands upon a rock--the
governthis not only Ibr instruction, but for excitament of the Anglo-American
United Stares. tion--not
only forinstruction and excitation,
Meantime see to this purpose_such,
if any but also for correspondence ; and this, again,
ot you, as have in ha.,Jd the meansthe for the purpose of affording and keeping on
lihcrtieide Act of Congress, approvedJul!! 14, foot every facility tbr eventual resistance-17_8 ; not forgetting the marginal note ill- for re.-istanee to government, and thence,
dwating the glorious ezl,tration of it.
i should necessity requile, for a change in goInstruments neeess_rv to the existence of l vernment.
such a disposition, in a state adequate to the [ In all this there is nothing new : nothing
production of the effect, are ia_truction, exei- I that is new, either in theory or in practice.
tation, correspondence. To the understanding t Look around you, my friends, you will see it
apphes instruction ; to the will, exeitatmn : t in theory, and at the same time in corresponboth are necessary to appropriate action and I dent practice. In the Anglo-American United
correspondent effect; instruction mid exei- ] States, everybody sees it is in practice. In
tation, in the ease of each individual taken I that declaration of independence, whichstands
separately ; correspondence, for the sake of [ at the head of their constitutional code, anyconcert amongst the number of individuals i body may see it plainly and openly avowed.
requisite and sufficient for tiP. "_rodnction (,f i Not that 1 wish to be understood as holding
the ultimate effect. Co-extensive with the I tip as a pattern, the logic of that document.
initruetion and excitation mu_t be ttw eor- I But, at any rate, there is thus much in it
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ef good politics. After speaking of certain
_' ends,"-- meaning, beyond dispute, though
not very appositely ext_ressing, the greatest
"lanniness of the greatest number, (a phrase for
which, upwards of fifty years ago, I became
indebted to a pamphlet of Dr. Pricstley's,)
it proceeds to say--"
Whenever any tbrm
of government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
abolish it, and to institute a new government." Thus it is, that in express terms, and
with the most direct and deliberative intention,_thus
it is, _hat with discernment as
well as magnanimity till then unexampled
t]_at government-(a government under
which, during the flirty ycars that it has
been in existence, there has been more fellcity-- more undisturbed tranquilhty,
than
during the same period tinder any other,)
that government, let it never be out of your
minds, has, with its eyes open, and with its
own hands, laid the Inundation of eventual
resistance to itself. Evenin England, even in
the records of the English parliament, may
be seen something of a straw of it. At the
time of the revolution,those
who bore a part
in that change saw _their convenience in holding a sort of language from which the same
conclusion was drawn ; naloely, that a state
of things had at tha'_ time already taken place,
and was therefore capable of taki_g place,-was then in contemplation,
and therclbre
might and ought to be, upon occasion, taken
again into contemplation--in
which it might
be right that the people should take the
government
into their own hands : an operation which, of course, could not be performed without resistance to the government
then in existence. The logic, indeed, was in
this case still worse titan in the American
ease. For a falsehood was asserted : anti
that a notorious one ; namely, that the king
had entered into a col_.tlaet with the people :
whereas, to the perfect knowledge of all
who said tie had, he had never done any such
thing: that having entered into such contract, hehatl broken it : and that by so doing
he had abdicated thc government : while, as
everybody knows, he was clinging to it with
all his might. Thus (as may be seen in their
journals) said the House of Commons : and
thus, after kicking against the lie in wtin,
said at length the House of Lords. The tie
was the work of lawyers ; for without a lie
it, his mouth, an English lawyer knows not
bow to open it. But though being, as it was,
an untruth, the antecedent in thi_ argument
was unable to give any just support to its
consequent, or to anything else ; the consequent was in itself good: and in that we
have all that is to the present purpose,
So much for the difference, or distinguishing eriteri'on, between a freegocernmem (or,
to speak more clearly though le_s i_amiliarly,)
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a non-despotic government,
and a dcstwti¢
one.
Now for the promised test, by which, when
applied to a mail, it may he seen whether the
government tie means to give his support to
is of the one sort or of the other. Put tohim
this que-_tion.--Will you, sir, or will you not,
I concur in putting matters on such a footing,
in respect to the liberty of the press, and the
liberty of public discussion, that, at the hands
of the persons exercising the powers of government, a man shall have no more to fear
fi'om speaking and writing agazT_stthem, than
from speaking and writing for them?
If his
answer be yes, the government he declares in
thvour of', is an ulidespotic one ; ifhisanswer
be no, the govermnent he declares in favour
of, is a despotic one : if yes, his principles as
to this matter, arc those of the Anglo-American United States, and, as you will see, if
you have not seen already, those of the Spanish constitutional code: if no, they arethose
of
., and of the Emperor of
Morocco.
Various are the modifications of whicit
meetings tbr the purpose of political d_scussion are susceptible. All of them are more or
less contributory to both purposes at once-to instruction and to excitation ; hut Shine
of then, are more particularly suitable to the
one purpose, others to the other : some have
more, some less, of the colour of dangeroushess upon thetb.ce of them. Ii, at the expense
of general utility, particular anxieties were
to be conceded to--if
a door were, in that
case, found necessary to be left open to coinpromise, it might be worth while to bringto
view the circumstances by which tirade sevcral modes of communicarlon stand distinguished : it might be worth while to propose
this or that saccedaimum, by which the any
ictiesmightbe calmcd, withoutquite so costly
a sacrifice, as the sacrifice of liberty on the
altar of despotism.
But Mr. Goreli is inexorable: the principle
he has displayed excludes all compromise
Whenever he sees either excitation or instruction, thcrc hc sees an enemy, s'_Ieetiz_gs?
Oh )es--in
any number, and everywhere.
Meetings ? Oh yes : but on what terms ? on
condition of their being everywhere under
the _eke of a licence--on
condition, that is
to say, that, on all occasions, the instruction
and the excitation shall be all on one side ;
all on one side, and that, of course, the side
of the ruling few--the
side which calls for
passive obedience and non-resistance--the
side, in a word, that stands in constant opposition to the only side, on which it is in
thc natme of the case that they should be of
any use--to the only purpose for _hieh they
are in demand.
Not but that in all this Mr. Gorcll is perfectly consistent ; nothing can be more so.
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The government he hasin view--_he government, the establishment of which is the object
of these his endeavours, is of the despotic
species.
Spaniards ! see whether I do him
,ta'ong ;--see whether the object of these his
endeavours be not to exclude all possibility
of change, unless it be such as the people,
seeing it to be for the interest of their rulers,
and against theirs, would, if left at liberty,
manifest their disapprobation of;--see
wilether it be not to exclude from misrule, how
consummate soever, all means, and thereby
all possibility of correction -- from miser),,
how excruciating soever, all possibility of
relief,
Not yet has he proposed the abolition of
election meetings in their earliest stage -- of
those meetings of the subject-many in all
their number, and, to outward appearance, in
all their force. No: nor is any such change
_eedful for the accomplishment of" his putposes.
Destitute of that necessary mental
discipline which has just been brought to
view-- strangers to all instruction, to all
excitation, to all political correspondence-meeting, the electors will meet amt act like
puppet_, obsequious to this or that official
showmau's hand. At the time of giving their
votes, the code itself inhibits all discussion,
and with it all instruction and excitation :
and now it is that Mr. Goreli, coming upon
them with this law of his, deprives men of
all other opportunities of learning the mental
exercise--that
instrmnent of independence
by which alone the man is distinguished from
the puppet,

LETTER
IIL
On the Liberty of _Public .Discussion in Free
Meetinqs--Continuatwnfrom
.Letter II.
*
SrANtAI_DS! I continue.The suhject is of
too great importance to be dismissed, while
the mass of documents with which it has furnished me, remains in any part unexamined.
In my last you had some remarks of mine on
the proposed law itself _" the law regarding
public societies," as proposed to the Cortes
on the 21st September by Mr. Goreli, in the
xaame of the commissimi ehm'ged with that
subject; those remarks being followed by
some others of mine on a speech of that same
honourable gentleman, which, though dellvered so long before as the 4th of that same
month, exhibits the considerations which, in
the character of reasons, had been employed
by him to pave the way for the reception of
this same proposed law.
On that same occason, namely, that of Sepltember 4th, I see exhibited, fbr that same
purpose, reasons from two other public tunetionaries ; viz. one of the king's seven mitrOl-. II.
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ulsters -- the minister of the colonies (so I
see him styled) and Count Toreno, then attd
now a member of the Cortes, and since then
president.
I begin _*rlth the ]_1inister of the Colonies.
By this official name I find kiln de.<igaated,
and not by his proper name. This mode of
designation is a real relief to me. It would
have been no small one, to have found Mr.
Goreli thus anonymous. This relief is, with
great prudence, provided for debaters by the
tactics of the English parliament. The sound
of a man's name, from the mouth of an antagonist, whose utmost powers are at that ran°
ment put to the stretch in the endeavour to
sink his reputation, is a cause of irritation
against which neither habit nor philosophy,
nor both together, can sufficiently arm his
patience.
Next in order to the proposer of the pro.
posed law, to which, at the end of seventeen
days, this debate gave rise--next
in order
in the debate to Mr. Goreli, but much more
abundant (as will be seen) in lenffth and de
tail, comes the so happily unnamed minister
of the colonies.
I. He too is " anxious'-- manifestly not,
less anxious than Mr. Goreli-- " that every
Spaniard should enjoy full liberty."
Yes i
but what sort of full hbertv ? That sort, of"
course, which is, or is to be_" founded on the
law." On the law?
Good. But on what
law ? 0n that which we have seen already.
on the law, which, in embryo, that representative of the people, and this minister of
the king, bore each of them, in his breast :
the law which I had to lay before you in my
last : the very proposed law by which, as you
have seen, that same full liberty is proposed
to be so fully destroyed.
2. Notwithstanding
such anxiety, the anxious gentleman " could not admit the eXistence of political associations without dependence on the government, and without
responsibility of their members."
Could not
!admit of this ? No : that I will be bound for
him he could not : just as little as I mysek e
could, were I in his place. But what is this
to the purpose ? As much as if he said he
could not admit, of rape or robbery. But his
inability to admit of rape and robbery could
not have afforded a passport to an insinuation which, if produced in the shape of a
direct assertion, would have been seen to
have been as completely groundless as it was
false ; it would not have afforded a passport
to the assertion : no, nor somuch as a cover
to the falsity of it. What 1 by meeting and
talking together--let
the subject of their talk
be what it will, in a room or out of a room,
in any number, small or great--don
company
of unarmed men become, or"it is possible they
should fancy themselves to be, indep.ndet_
'i"
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of the governraent under which they thus
meet ? independent of that same government,
and exempt from being "responsible" to it ?
Any one of the societies in question, on any
charge of specific delinquency,-would an
officer of justice have foumt any greater driftculty in obtaining entrance into it, than if
the subject of their conversation had been
confined to plays or bull feasts ?
8. The candour of this faithful servant of
his Majesty is truly admirable: not less so
than that of the representative of the people,
" I know well," he added, says the report,
J' I know well that these associations owe
their origin to a laudable object."
4. " And that. to them," continues the
speech, '" we owe the acquisition of the good
we enjoy." I_ it in the power of words to
wind up candour to a higher pitch ? But, my
friends, you have seen already what is at the
bottom of it.
Such being the grounds made for gratitude,
see, in the next place, the grounds made for
annihilalion, iu proof of gratitude,
5. "But the means," it continues, " which
have been employed to acquire it" (to acquire
that same good,) " far from being conducive
to its preservation,
would be the great ohstacle to its consolidation."
Well : here is
assertion ; and assertion directly to the point.:
this is the very thing which, to afford a justifying reason for the proposed law, required
to be proved. But the proof, where is it ? Go
on a little further, and you will see -- if nor,
a proof, that which it has been gentlemen's
endeavour to cause you to accept tbr proof,
As to probable mischief, in any determinate
shape, not any the slightest attempt is made
to prove it. Instead of listening to a proof,
what he depends upon your doing is, the
taking the thing for granted, without so much
as an attempt at proof. Whyno such attempt?
:For a perfectly plain reason: because success
was, in every eye, impossible,
But if no such proof was brought by him
(and you will _e whether there was any,)
mind the logic of this his argument. By these
societies it is that all the good that has been
done, has been done. Till this moment, by
these same societies, nothing but good has
been done. Now for the conchtsion--left
as
it is to be collected from the proposed law :
therefore, says this conclusion, by the_ same
societies, if suffered to subsist, nothing will
be done but what is bad,--absolutely
had, or
at least, when weighed against the good, preponderately bad, in future,
But he does not end here. For now comes
a tissue of irrelevancies, in which, in virtue
of the eonfimion in which it promised to involve men's minds, heevidentlyputshistrust.
Mark well the suspicions which by means
of i_ tie seeks to infuse into them : mark
whether for any of these suspicions he has
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been able to make so much as the smallest
ground.
6. " %q_.at comparison is there," continues
the speech--"
what comparison is there between individual liberty, and that which may
be arrogated to themselves by permanent
juntas, with peculiar constitutions,
secret
sittings, dignities, offices, and funds ?"
" What comparison ?" What means he by
co77_parison? What has it to do with the
question?
Who ever made any such coinparison ? If there were any meaning to the
word, these are the questmns, by the answcrs
to which it might he brought to light. Bu_
meaning it has none.
If indi_'_dnal liberty
must be spoken of, that which the societies
in question had been doing with it was, the
applying it to that constitutional purpose, of
the goodness of which his testimony has been
so explicit.
Does he Ihink, by this questlon--does
he
think to make ) ou believe, that by preveuting
you fi'om meetingin societies with these good
things in them, no restraint upon your iTzdiwd_tat hbert!/ will be imposed ? If not, then
by what else can any restrain_ be imposed
upon it ? Mistake me not, my friends, so flit
as to suppose me passing condemnation on a
law, as some have done, on no other ground
than that of its being a restraint upon il_dividual liberty : it is only by being such, that
laws can be laws.
Putting aside these inanities, in the produc.tion of which there is no saying in what
degree the reporter and the translator may
not have had their share--puttinga-ide
these
debatable points, let us _ake up the argument : -- it is this.
" The societies in question have in themselves permanent juntas, with peculiar constitutions,
secret sittings, dignities, offices,
and hinds."
Here we have the antecedeT_t.
Therefore, says lie, they would, if suffered
to exist, " be the great ohst:mle to _he consolidation . . . of the good we enjoy." Here
we have the conseq_lent.
Here, then, ,ve have so many elements, of
an unnamed something, by the instrumental_ty of which, the mischiet to which hc thus
makes allusion wouhl, but fbr hi_- remedy
(he would have you to think) be produced.
To this unnamed_and undescribed something,
by which such prodigious effects would have
been produced, I will, under correction, for
the purpose of considering whether it be in
the nature of the case that it should be eomposed of such elements, any or all of them,
give the name of power : political power, if
of itself the name of power be not sufficiently
explicit.
I beg his pardon. Looking out for substantial political meaning, I have overlooked
that which is presented by grammatical rules.
True it is_ that for its indisputable proper
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grammatical antecedent, the relaticepronoun.
I sion or abridgment, it has come to he used
adjective " that" has the noun-substantive
[ moreover in a limited sense--in that limited
""liberty," as modified by its noun-adjective [ sense in which it designates a set of men
" individuaL"
Bat it was by my too good t joined together for the purpose of exercising
opinion of his logic, that my attention was power. In this one word, then, behold here
then called off from his grammar. " What
the whole stren_h of his argument _ of this
comparison is there between individual liber- argumeut which he thus insinuated--and
for
ty ?" says he--(he means individual liberty a_ the ab_ttrdity of which he seeks a cover in
large)--"
what comparison between it, and the use he makes of this ambiguous word.
that which may be arrogated." &c. ?-- What
The persons in question are joined toqether;
comparison ? My answer is, that comparison therefore, they are joined together for the
which there is between a genus, and a spe- exercise of power, arid that power, as he had
des of that same genus : if by comparison he before insinuated, " independent" and "irre,
means relntion_as
I suppose he does, if he sponsible."
means anything--taking
this for his meanStill there remains the word permanent.
ing, his argmnent stands thus : _"
In your If, by constituting
themselves juntas, the
opinion," says he, speaking to the Cortes-societies in question did not constitute them.
" in your opiniou, all restraints upon indictselves "juntas arroyating to themselves power
dual liberty are bad things." And so they are independent of government, and irresponsible,"
in mine. But it does not follow, that a re- let us see whether they did so by constituting
straint upon this individual liberty which I themselvespermanentjuntus.
Ajuntawhieh,
am restraining, is a bad thing : for a restrainb
after meeting once, has 7,ot met a second time,
upon individual hberty in this shape, is not has not been a permanent junta. But a junta
a restraint upon individual liberty in any which, after meeting once, has met a second
_hape.
time, has been a permanent junta.
This inBut, putting aside nonsense, and deter- deed has been but a small degree of parmamined to have sense to argue with if possible, i nence, it has been even the very smallest
I put aside individual liberty, and return to I degree : bu_ still it has been permanence: and
the word power : political power.
I whether, by the smallest degree of permafrom
As all
to this
responsibility,
matter,-- power,
and from
andallthatdepenpine i first
nencemeeting,
having arrogated
place in a tojunta
itselfwhich,
no power,
at its
dance on the govermnent,--this
is what, ] any power is arrogated, anyone may be left to
according to him, these societies were thus Ijudge.
And so, if instead of two meetings_
arrogating to themselves.
] i_ has had two thousand.
The essence of this sophistry consists in a Ii As to " peculiar constitution, funds, and
name _in the name given by him to the one o2_ees," to say of these societies that they
first mentioned by him of these his pretended
had these things, is nothing more than to say
elements of " independent" and " irresponthat they were societies.
_ible" power, arrogated to themselves, if you
2. "PeeutiarConstitution."--If
the society
will believe him, by these societies. Parma. have an object, be that object ever so pcrnent Juntas is the name he, on this occasion
feetly innoxious, some mark or other must
gives to them. For what purpose? I answer the society have to express the object, and
(as you, many of you, cannot but have an- to distinguish the members of the society
swered already,) for the purpose of assuming from the same number of men taken at. ranas proved, and causing you to regard as al- dom as the), pass along the street; as also
ready proved, the very thing which he was fi'om other societies, whatever these may be.
professing to prove : and thus causing you to ' Having this, every society must, on pain of
regard as proved, that whichneither byhimhad
not being a societ'y, have a peculiar eonstibeen, nor by anybody else could be, proved, tution.
Here. then, the right honourable
In your c_,stitutional
language, Junta is a gentleman sees that element of independent
r, ame given to societies by which power is power which he calls peculiar constitution.
really exercised : Junta is a name which I
3. " _Funds."--If, in the society, a memohave observed given to societies, by which, randum is to be made of anything that has
for a time, even the supreme power in the passed,--it
follows, that for making the mestate has been exercised.
In the ambigmty morandum there must be pen, ink, and papers
of this appellative--in
the misrepresentation
or something equivalent.
But neither pen,
conveyed by the use here made of it-- con- nor ink, nor paper, are to be had for nothing.
sists the sophism, in which the main strength
titre, then, the right honourable gentleman
of his argument lies. This irrelevant sense ' sees the element of independent power called
set aside _ what, in its original sense, means ' funds.
" J_mta ?" A set of men who, for any put4. Od_ees : -- collector's, treasurer's,
repose whatsoever, tire joined together. This is eeirer's, secretar!c's, president's. _If to obtain
Its generical aaldwidest sense. But, by orals, the purchase-money for the pen, ink, and
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paper, a quarto from e_ch member be requi- ther, in the instance of m_yone of the sociesite, and the quartos are not all paid at the ties by which such alarms were produced
_ame moment, here must be a CoUector: if in so many right honourable breasts, there
there be any person by whom the money, were any sittings that could with propriety
when collected, is kept tilt it is employed in be called secret. Here, however, a distinction
the purchase, here we have a Treasurer: if requires to be made : not a little depends
there be any person, who receives it, or any on the circumstance of time--relative
time.
part of it, on its way from the collector to the Secre._y imports fear : it. is even conclusive
treasurer, hele we have a Receiver: if there
evidence of it. Where the seeresy has for
be any person whose more particular business its accompaniment a desigm, whether good or
it is to make use of the pen, and ink, and bad, it at any rate imports fear of miscarriage,
paper, for taking the memorandums, or for suppo_.ing that known which is endeavoured
any other purpose, here we have a Secretary : to be kept secret. _ow then, if it was only
if there be any person whose more particuwhile the society in question w_ engaged
lar business it is to prevent disorder in the in the pursuit ot the object whwh he had in
conversation, here we trove a ]_re_ideat : if view when he was honouring it with the epiYmither these nor any other denominations
thet of " laudable," it was while they were
are emplo)ed, the .fuactwas are not the less engaged in the endeavour to free him as well
exercised.
Here, and in most ibrmidable
as themselves from the yoke of that oppresabundance, the right honourable gentleman
sire power, to which that milder power, in
sees the element of independent power called the exercise or' which he is bearing a part,
Offices.
and which he is making this use of, has sueS. Dignities.--What
the dignities may have ceeded. On this supposnion, the secresy had
been, which the right honourable minister
for its cause fear of oppression, fear of being
had in view, I cannot pretend to say. In the oppressed by the hands which were at the
four preceding articles, I have indmated so same time inspiring him with the same fear.
many ingredients necessary to the compostOn the other hand, if the time was no other
:flea of every society for public discussion, be than tl*at during which the power was wield°
the topic what it may, on pain of its not be- ed by him and those with whom he acts, the
ing a society. Of dzgaities, this is more than
fear had for its object oppression by the hand
I can pretend to say, _dthout the help of a of himself and colleagues,
li; then, during
distinction.
If, and in so far as the office, this latter period, any such secresy in the sitbe it what it may, is regarded as a mark of ring of any society for potiticaldiscussion had
illustration, causing the owner of it, as such, place, the secresy having necessarily fear for
to be regarded with more respect than if he its cause-- this being supposed, if I were to
were not so, -- on this supposition, indeed,
learn, that of that fear he had been tile object,
6o many offices, so many dignities,
and his conduct the source,--it" I were to
All this while, true it is, for aught I can learn this.--judging
him from all I know of
pretend to say, in this or that society there him, which is this speech, and the proposed
may have been this or that individual, hear- law in the support of which it was employed,
ing or not bearing an office -- there may have -- my wonder, I must confess, would not be
been one, or even more, by whom, at the great. On the one supposition, he inflicts
deaire of the rest, this or that mark of illus- punishment for benefits received b:_him : on
tration has been possessed. But with regard the other supposition, he first makes the
to the present purpose, by any such mark of crime, and then punishes it.
illustration how is the case varied ? If by
Be this as it may--supposing
him really
the possession of it, so it were that a man pos- alarmed, and the secrcsy, and nothing but
sessed anything that could be called power, the seeresy, the ohject of his alarm, the way
the persons over whom, and in relation to to quiet it was, to put ma end to %he secresy.
whom, it was exercised, would be the mereBut his object was, not the putting an end
bers of the society : but even over them, how to the secret sittings of the societies, but the
is it, that by the bare possession of this dig- putting an end to the societies themselves :
nity, whatever it be, anything that can be and this his proposed law hut too sufficiently
called power is or can be exercised? It can- proves. His object was the putting an end
riot, then, give power even when applied to to all societies in which any such " indivithem : how much further, then, must it not be dual liberty" should be exercised, as that of
from giving any such thing, when applied to representing his measures and designs in any
anybody else ? Here, however, may be seen such light as that in which they have preall that the right honourable gentleman has sented themselves to the eyes of an impartial
for his clement of independent power called observer, viewing them at this distance. For,
dignities,
of everything of that sort, the tendency, how
6. Secret Sittings. --As little do I know-taint soever--the
tendency, if it has any, is
and 1 care almost as little as I know-- whe- to oppose an " obstacle" to what he ealls_
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" the consolidation of the good" of which he the Minister of the Colonies--"
England, for
and his colleagues are in the enjoyment--the
instance, there are also societies; but they
good of which, by the means that you have meet for one determined object, and _hen
here a sample ot, they are thus labouring for that is fixdshed, they are dissolved. But perthe iucrease,
manent societies are nnhnown, unless autho" All these criticisms," some will be for- rized by the law, and when they have this
ward enough to say--"
all these criticisms
character, the government will be the first
are minute and trifling: criticisms on logic, to support them."
criticisms on grammar : mere criticisms upon
1. " In representative governments," says
words."
Yes: considered merely in themhe--"
England for instance." But whytake
selves, and without regard to the result in- England tbr his instance ? Spaniards, 1 will
dicated, they are as trifling as you please, tell you. Because, if it be the object of a
But if the result be regarded, fewthings can mini',ter to put or keep in the condition of a
be further from being trifling. For the result despotic one, the government of wh:eh he
h_dicated,--is
it not that the functionaries
forms a part, England, with its government,
in question had lor their object the substituis the country which, at this moment, will
lion of a despotic govermnent to the indespo- in a more particular manner suit his purpose.
ticgovernmeut,
of which your Constitutional
Oh yes : it will give him a model, and as
Code affords so well-grounded a promise ? -- complete and serviceable a one as if he him,
that they were not themselves in an error,
self had the making of it.
but occupied in the endeavours to deceive
England a representative government intheir colleagues, and to deceive you?-- and deed ! Oh yes, that it is. But a representhat in this design it was, that they wove tire of what ? of the people ? No: but- of
and employed this web of sophistry, which,
the Monarch and of the House of Lords. For
otherwise "than by such verbal criticisms, the in this government, divided, as the supreme
nature of the ease did not allow to be un- power of it is, into three branches---the con.
ravelled ?
, currence of which is necessary indeed, but at
Gratified, my friends-- most sincerely gra- ! the same time sufficient for every considerable
tiffed should I be, to find these my remarks permanent measure,_the
Monarch alone has
as groundless as, in my present view of it, one branch ; the Lords' House another ; the
that conduct is to which you have been seeing Commons' tIouse the third. This being the
them thus sincerely and anxiously, howsoever
state of things, if by the representative go.
mistakenly, applying themselves,
vernment he means a government containing
My fi'iends, I have not yet quite done with in it a branch in which the people are rcprethis proposed taw and its supporters.
The seated,--in
the English government there is
messenger presses.
But even already I can no such branch. For in that last-mentioned
venture to propose two subjeetsforyour
con- House, little less than a majority of those
sideration : -- Whether, under a government
who have a right to sit in it, are seated either
p2ofessing not to be despotic, a law more by the Monarch or by some member of the
mischievous in its complexion as well as ten* House of Lords "-- one Lord, for example,
dency was ever proposed: and whether any seats nine Members ; and an overwhelming
law could be proposed on grounds nmre con- majority is composed of men seated by indisummatety frivolous,
viduals whose particular interest, completeLooking for the authority of example to ly identified as it is with the joint sinister
supply the deficiency of reason, the right ho- interest of the Monarch and the Lords, is denourable gentleman gives you an account of cidedly and inexorably hostile to the interesl;
England. Amore complete misrepresentation
of the great body of the people. Thus it is
has not been often given. This I hope to show as to those who have a right to sit : but as to
you in my next.
those who on the several occasions actually
sit, the disproportion is always much greater :
for, even of the few who might be honest if
LETTER
IV.
they were not idle_ the greater part are, on
On the .Liberty of Public Discussion in Free
$Ieetings--Cvntinuation
of the subject from
.Letter 1II.
SpAnIARDS ! I continue, and (I hope) conelude.-- In my last on this subject, I left
unexamined so much of the speech of the
Minister of the Colonies as regards England:
this together with the speech that bears the
respected name of the Conde de Toreno: -" in representative governments,"
adds

each occasion, kept from being honest by
their idleness.
:Nor, when they do sit, do
they sit, any of them, but in the atmosphere
of a corruptive influence, by which their particular interest is identified with the particu]ar and sinister interest of the Monarch and
the Lords. Yes, and that still more effectually than if they had merely been seated by
them : all, with scarce one exception, being
in the condition of men with bribes in their
hands, given them by the Monarch, and
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capable of bcing taken back by him at pleasure, or else upon thehmk-out forsuch bribes,
This state of things is just as _lotorlous as
the existence of the two Houses themselves :
nor does any one, even of those most interested in denying it, so much as attempt to
denyit.
For what purpose should he ? The
books in which the facts are manifested-manifested in names, numbers, and proportions--bcingin
everybody's hands. In favour
of it, all that i_ ever said is contained in this :
" So it has been and is ; therefore so it
ought to be."
All this while, what I canno_ but confess,
is-- that in lawfiction--t_aat
is, in liar's language _the government is a government reprcsentatlve of the people : and English lawyer's fiction, to which the'character of lying
belongs, or it doe_ not belong to anything, is
the acknowledged fo_mdation of everything
with us that is called law. In the language
of lies, the government, then, does continue
a body representative of the people: and. as
the state of the case is scarce ever brou_rht
to view but by the misrepresentation
made
of it by this lie, and the vast majority of
those who bavc faculty and leisure to malts
the distiuctiou on such a subject between lies
and truths, are paid for giving currency to
*his and ether such lies, and ibr pretending
to lake :hem fro"truths (for scarce ever does
a juclge pronounce adecision, and never does
a man go to church, without some notorious
lie in his mouth ;)-- thus it is that the right
honourable minister of ultramaria had really
a colourable pretence for gi_ing, on this oceasion, the govcrmucnt of England as au
iustauce of a representative government.
If
(as is the case, if I misrccolleet not, in the
government of the Netherlands, in regard to
all the representatives) --if (I say) in England, the Monarch, openly, and in a direct
ft,rm, did nominate five-sixths of' the House
of Commons, -- even thus, if he left the remaining sixth to be elected by the people, so
it were upon your principles of universality,
secresv of suffrage, practical equality and
biemli:ality, this would be no small improvement, and I would gladly vote for it. For,
in this case, the habit of knowingly uttering
and knowingly receiving lies as truths, would
thus far be narrowed, and dishonest men could
11olonger join in assuring honest ones that the
government is a government representative
of tile people, as, in so shamele_ a manner,
they do now. Even if the Monarch did by
the members of the House of Commons as he
does by the Bishops -- even if, after having
appointed a ]*tnta for the purpose, he sent
them a licence to elect whom they pleased,
and along with it the name of a man, whom,
on pain that should follow, they were to elect:
_ai_, even this, would be an improvement; for
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nowhere exists there any such impudence as
to pretend to believe, that in this Case it i_
by any such junta that the priest is put into
a palace and made a lord of; that it is by the
members of any such junta that he wan
thus made ; or, in short, by anybody but the
Monarch by whom the! were made. Tile government would thus be more universally
seen than at present to bc what it is_a
government unilbrmly determined by a partieular and thence sinister interest, _ an i_lretest opposite to the interest of the people
and to which the interest of the people is
thus necessarily, and on every occasion, sacririced.
" In representative government"
indeed
No, my friends : if it had been a government
really representative that it had been his inretest to direct you to an instance of, he know
well enough where to find one. He would
have directed you to those rulers, by whose
long-suffering and regard t'or the interests of
their fellow-citizens (not to speak of your's)
you have for so many years been saved from
the additional miseries of an additional war:
to a govcrnment,
in which the interests ef
the ruling few and the suhject-many are ¢o
nearly identified, that (were it not for slavehnlding--the
monster they are actually cmployed in combating, and the deceit put upon
the people by their lawyers; with the English
common-law and its lying fictions in their
mouths,) misrule in any shape would be a
thing utterly unexperienced : and, in what
state the societies in question are under that
government, I have already had occasion to
inform or remind you in the first of these my
letters.
But since the English is the governmcnt_
for the practice of which he has actually referred you as affording an authority for his
support in the course taken by him in tlae
proposing of such a law, -- follow him, my
frierids, to England, and see how far his account of the state of the law in that country
quadrates with the truth.
" In Eughmd," says he, " there are also
sncictie_ ; but they meet for one determined
object, and when that is finished, they ale
dissol_'ed." My friends, look twice at this assertion, and then see whether it even stands
in need of any external evidence to convince
you of the incorrectness of it. In England,
there exist not any societies _ any societies
whatever, existing for any purpose whatsoever _ political or non-political (for thus
all-comprehensive and unrestricted is the assertlon,) that have any more than tllat degree
of permanence, if permanence it can be called.
Consider whether, in the nature of *hlngs,
this can be true.
But lest that should not be sufficient--lest
the assertioJl should not yet be broad enougl b
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he goe_ on and says--"
But permanent sor.ietie_ are unkno_vn, unless authorized by
the law." Unknown, then, in England, if he
is to be believed--not
only unexi_ting but
r_nhnown--are all permanent societies: those
mchnted that have any beyond the smallest
possible degree of permanence,
Permanent societies unknown in England !
Even had he so far narrowed his assertion as
to make it applicable to the purpose _ even
had he said " permanent societies occupied
iu political discussions, are unknown in EngIand"--as well might hehave said_suushine
is unknown in England.
To render intelligible the relation between
the truth of the case, and the right honourable minister's account of it, I must begyour
notice, my friends, ibr a distinction, which
he knew better (it should seem) than to
bring to view. This is_the
distinction hetweenthe
state of _he government _n question antecedently to the enactment of certain
recent laws, and the state into which it has
.been put by means of them. Applied to the
recent state, you will find his account possessing in part a colour of truth: applied to
the azzterior state, you will find it wholly
destitute of all colour of truth.
Im doing this, I must begin with giving a
determinate import to a phrase of his:-" authorized by law." Speaking of England,
" Permanent societies," he says, " are unknown unless authorized by law." Now, by
authorized by law, what he meaus is--existing no otherwise than under a licence which
the taw necessitates ; that is, to use the words
of his proposed law, " under the permission
of the local authority :" for as to the being
authorized by law--meauing
real, and not
imaginary ex post .facto law, _ everything is
]eft authorized by law, until it stands prohibited. This being the case, to constitute what
he means by."authorized by the law," requires
in the first place a prohibition--a general prohibition, and upon the back of that a special
permission, exempting out of that general
prohibition the special objects to which the
permission applies. This explained, England
being the countly in question, how stands
the fact? Before the year 1817, the things
"' unknown" were--not the unhcensed perma_ent societies, which he says were unknown,
but the licensed ones, which his endeavour is
to make you regard as being coeval with
the constitution : for till March 31st in that
year, licences for meeting to talk politics in
public were no more known in England than
licences for meeting together to dine : and
whether by ceasing to be permitted_ societies
such as those in question can in three and a
half years cease xo be "known"--of
this, my
friends, you will judge.
Thus much as to the being " unknown :"
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Now as to the being ia existence. Even as
to this point, the l_act does not bear him out
in his assertion, regard being had to the
breadth he has given to it..Permanent socie.
ties being here in question, and not ephera_ral ones (they formingthe subject of another
mode of regulation) the prohibition of permanent societies without licence is confined*
to " places used for the purpose of delivering
lectures or of holding debates." Thus stands
English law : while, according to his account
of it, the prohibition of meeting without licence extends to all "permanent
societies"
without exception.
Bad as it is-- bad enough for the establishment of finished despotism-- the English
liberticide innovation, thus introduced into
the English government by the professed
abhorrers of all innovation, is not yet bad
enough for his purpose: to raise it up to his
purpose, you see how he gives toitan extent
that does not belong to it.
In the breasts of the organizers of this
English despotism, there was a something
that put a restraint upon it as to time. In
the firstseditiousmectings
act, as above--the
earliest commencement of the act being the
31st of March lS17--the
duration of it wan
not longer than till the PAth of July 1818 ;
not so much as 16 months.' in the second seditious meetings act (the other beingexplred,)
the earliest commencement being the 24th of
December 1819, the duration of it was not
made longer than five years from that time;
five years, with no other addition than that
of an indeterminate fraction, extending however no longer than to the " end of the then
next session of parliament."
This for the present satisfied English despotism : but this minister of your king, nothing less than an eternity of such despotism
would satisfy hzm, or at least his supporter in
the Cortes, Mr. Goreli.
" And when they have this character,"
concludes this speech, _' the government
will be the first to support them;" namely,
permanent societies, without exception: this
character ; namely, the character of being, in
thelanguage of English taw, licensed--in the
langlmge of the proposed Spanish law, m
possession of " a permission from the local
authority."
My friends, in this clause, short as it is, I
see three erroneous notions presented for acceptance.
One is, that societies of the sort in question
are capable of standing in need of support, in
some shape or other, from government.
Another is, that government has it in its
power to render service in some shape or
_ Seditious meeting act, pas_d December 24_
181_, 60 Geo. Ill. &"l Geo. IV. eo6_ §'_6.
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other to the publlc, by means of support given
"What ! nothing else ?" says somebody_
in some shape or other to these societies.
" by the indication of what is right in both
A third is, that, in some shape or other,
places, is no service rendered to the public ?"
support, meaning special support, may be I answer, No : none that can be rendered by
capable of being given by government to the these societies, over and above what would
_ort of societies in question, without being be sufficiently rendered without them. Whatpernicious,
soever there is right in either place, there
I. First, as to the need of support. Ante- are always men in abundance to hold up to
cedently to any licence, they have for their view. Mankind must change its nature, ere
support, the natural, original, unrestricted
anything that is said in commendation either
individual liberty.
The members, as such, of government or of rulers, can fail to be gehave no need of any other : as men they have nerally acceptable to the aggregate composed
indeed need of, but of course have, that pro_ of those same rulers. But, without need of
tection, whatever it be, which the law affords being expressly offered, a mass of reward,
to all other men.
This is support, but not composed of all the good things that are at
special support. Invade this liberty--narrow
the disposal of government,
is, by every
it by a prohibition-you thus indeed create
man, seen stationed over his head, ready to
inthem the need ofthepermission,
whatever
drop, in appropriate and adequate morsels,
it be, with which you will vouchsafe to nat- into the mouth of every man who will be at
row the prohibition. But when you have done the pains of earning it, by signalizing himth-:s for them, you have done all they have self in the defence of everything or anything,
need of, unless it be the easing them of the and every person or any person he sees estaprohibition, of which, by the supposition, you blished. Of these ready defenders, there never
will not ease them : do this, you have thus can be a deficiency, supposing no such socie.
far replaced them in that original situation,
ties in existence: of these same defenders,
in which, as above, no support was either as little can there be a deficiency, supposing
needful to them, or of use.
any number of these societies in existence.
2. Secondly, as to government's
having
Thus it is, that even without the advantage
it in its power to render any service to the given them by the restraint imposed upon
public at large, by means of special support,
their adversaries by the licence, and the fear
given in any shape, to these societies,
of forfeiting it, things and persons that are
3. Thirdly, as to the disservice, which go- established are, by the mere circumstance of
vernment would do to the public at large, being established, put into possession of aa
by mcar_s of, and in proportion to, sopport
undue advantage:
an advantage which the
given in any shape, to these societies,
nature of their situation
secures to them,
For these two point% one consideration
how opposite soever their character may be
may suffice. By support, in any shape, no to what it should be. Asto everything that
service, I say, could government render to happens tobe wronginthose same high places,
the public at large. Of support given to them for the indication of it there is no such rein any shape, the effects, if any, with refer- ward ; while for defence of it, there is, as we
ence to the public at large, could not, I say, have seen, in prospect and expectancy at
fail of being pernicious : for, according to least, an infinity of reward.
Thus stands the
the value of the support, the effect would
matter, even without the licence. As if that
be to diminish whatever service they might
were not enough, comes the licence, and,
be capable of rendering to the public, if they in endeavour at least, not only leaves the
were let alone,
evidence on one side of the cause without
Sucli is my notion of the matter : the fol- motives for bringing it forward, but, by an
lowing are the grounds of it : _
artificial door thus shut against it, superadds
All the service capable of being rendered
the forcible exclusion of it. Such is the systo the public by these instruments,
is, as tern of procedure, according to which, at the
above observed, comprised in the two words bar of the public, its functionaries, while their
instruction and excitation ; _ the excitation : adversaries are under the yoke of a licence,
being no otherwise serviceable than as the are tried.
instruction is so too.
" Government,"
concludes the speech,
But, of the matter of instruction, what is ,' will be the first to support them"_these
it, the dissemination of which, by any such same societies.
Under this phrase lurks yet
means, is, or can be, of a nature serviceable
another fallacy as yet unexposed ; namely,
to the public? This, too, has been already
that even when the societies are thus limentioned : indication of what is amiss, censed, thus corrupted, thus depraved, thus
either in the texture of the government, or filled with the defenders, to the exclusion of
in the conduct of those to whom the exer- the indicators, of abuse, government will be
else of it powers belongs. This, and nothing at the pains of taking any such active incaelse.
sures for their support. Of all such a_ive
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measures,
ithasjustbeenseenthattheyare[By degrees,
a sortoflanguagewillcome into
altogetherneedless.There, upon a shelfluse; a languagethat will be sufficiently
justovertheir
heads,ingoodlyorder--there,
[understoodforany suchpurposeas thatof
m men's imagination, stand the rewards ;-- 1giving expression to complaint and indigosthere, without any need of special invitation, _tion, yet will not be sufficiently understood
handsenough willbe readyenough to grasp!for any such purposeasthatof affording
a
them.
Itenableground forthe infliction
of punishAllthiswhile,thatwhich,inspeakingof ment.
thecorruptive
influence
of licences
in this Yes: in everyapartmentdefiledby this
case,ishere said,should,itmast be con-illberticide
yoke,theinstrument
ofthraldom,
fesscd,
be understoodas applyingmore per-ithe parchmentorpaperon which itiswrit.
fectly
towhat i_isintheconception
ofthoseIten,shouldbe hung up on high--hung up ia
l_y
whom
the
isimposed,than
ofthe isome
spot universally
conspicuous,
with
an
actual
effect
onyoke
those
on whom itisimposed,
appropriate
accompaniment
forpointing
men's
What isscarcely
possible
is,thatby there-Iattention
toit.By a singleglancedirected
pressive
influence
oi the licence,
everyms- !to thisinstrument
of tyranny,eulogymigl_
nifestation
of disapprobation,
towardstheithusbeconverted
intosatire,--satire
which
cond_let
of thoseby whom the yoke isira-be itwhat itmay, canneverbe toosever_,
posed,sheuhl,
iueveryshape,be prevented.
I
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ESSAY ON POLITICAL

CHAPTER

I.

GENERALCONSIDERATIONS.
§ 1. General view of the subject,

TACTICS."

In a treatise on tactics, an assembly is supposed to be formed ; and the subject tinder
consideration is only the manner in which its
operations ought to be conducted.

THE word tactics, derived from the Greek,
work ; they are not connected with them 'by the
and rendered familiar by its appheation to affection of choice, nor by the reeling of power.
one branch of the military art. signifies, in The electors are connected with the people netgeneral, the art of setting _n order.
It may thor by grautude nor respoos_blhty; there is no
serve to designate the art of conducting the I approximation
mfcriorelasse_
and the poliucalofthesuperiorand
bond continues imperfect.
art
of directing
evolutions
operations
of a the
pohtical
body, of
as an
wellarmy.
as the
Order supposes an end. The tactics of
political assemblies form the science, therefore, which teaches how to guide them to
the end of their institution, by means of the
order to be observed in their proceedings•
In this branch of government, as in many
others, the end is. so to speak, of a negatwe
character. The object is to avoid the inconveniences, to prevent the difficulties, which
must result from a large assembly of men
being called to deliberate in common. The
art of the legislator is limited to the provention of everything which might prevent the
development of their liberty and their intelligenee.
"
goodupon
or evll
assembly
do The
depends
two which
generalan causes
: -- may
The
most palpable and the most powerful is its
composttion ; the other is its method of acting.
The latter of these two causes alone belong_
to our subject.
The composition of the assembly --the number and the quality of its
members--the
mode of its election--i'ts relation to the citizens or to the government ;-these things all belong to its political eonstiration.
Upon this great object, I shall confine
myself to observing, that the composition of
a legislative assembly will be the better in
proportion with the greater number of the
points of its eontaet with the nation ; that is
to say, in proportion as its interest is similar
to that of the eommunity._
Thiswork isnow first published in English,
being edited from the work of M. Dumonb and
the papers of Bentham.
"I"Four conditions are requisite to inspire a
Imtion with permanent confidence m an ass-mbly
which is considered to represent it:- 1. Direct
election ; "2.Amoveabibty; B.Certain conditions
for being an eleetor, orelected; 4. Anumberpvo_lTrttionedto the extent of the country. It is upon
these points tlmt questlmm of detail multiply,
Toe election ought to be direct• If it be made
by more _tepe, the people_ who only elect the eleetors_ cannot regartl the deputies elected as their

election ? Itis iaabsolutely
a solemn necessary.
declaration that
i is an
Amoveability
Whata
certain man actually enjoys the confidence of his
constituents. But this deelar,tiou does r_ot Pessess a miraculous virtue, _hich will guarantee
theischaracter
the afuture
of as_-ertthis
this man.
It
absurd toand
cause
wholeactions
nation to
grave foolery : --" We declare that these five
! hundred individuals, who now posse_s our confidenee, will equally po,s_s it _hatever they do
; during all the rest of their live_."
"/'he conditions to be required are of a more
, doubtful nature. Eligibility founded upon pecuniary conditions appears to turn upon a general
distrustofindiwduatswhoeannot
offerthepledge
of property: they are considered as less attached
to the established order, or less secure from curruption. The eonditmns required to constitutean
elector, have for their object the exclusion from
pohtieal power of those who are considered incapable of exercising this power w_th intelligence
or probity ; -- they are precautions against vena.
lity, ignorance, and intrigue.
The number is an important consideration :
legislative functions demand qualities and virtues
i which are not common ; there is no chance of
t finding them except in a large assembly of indiI viduals.
I ledge,
l_egislation
requires
variety of
knowwhich can
only bea obtained
in local
a numerous
j body of deputies chosen from all parts or' the
I empire. It is proper that all interests should be
I known and discussed.
I Legislation is not susceptible of direct rest_nI sibibtv. A small junta of legislators may have
parueular interests m making laws opposed to
the general interest. It will be easy for the exeeut_ve power to subject them to _t_sinfluence.
But number is a preservative against this danger.
A numerous body of amoveabte legislators partie_pate too strongly in the interest of the community to neglect it !ong. Oppresslvelawswould
press upon themselves. Even the rivalries which
are tbrmed in a large assembly become the seeurlty of the people.
In conclusion, if the number of the deputies
were too small_ the extent of the electoral distriet would render the elections embarrassing;
and by reducing thevalue of a vote almost to
nothing, would proportionally" dimimsh the nun
thority at' the electors, at the same time that it
augmented the relative value of the offices so
much, as to expose the elections to the most vi_
lent contests and intrigues.
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But there are points, with respect to w_aich
it may be a question whether they belong to
constitutional law, or to tactics : for example,
whe_er all the members should have the
same_ights, or whether these rights should
be divided among them; so that some should
have that of proposing--others,
that of detiding upon a proposition already made; some,
that of deliberating without voting--others,
that of voting without deliberating ; whether
their deliberations ought to be public ; whether absence ought to be permitted--and
in
ease of absence, whether the rights of an individual ought to be transmissible to another ;
whether the assembly ought always to remain
entire, or whether it ought to be obliged or
authorized to subdivide itself,
I shall consider these questions as part of
my subject, because it appears to me that
their examination is intimately
connected
with that of the best rules to he followed in
deliberation ;--it not being possible to treat
well of the latter, without referring to the
others,
§ 2. Ends that ought to be kept in view in a
code of regulations relative to this head.
The tactics of deliberative assemblies, as
well as every other branch of the science of
government, ought to have reference to the
greatest happiness of society : this is the
general end. But its particular object is to
ob_iate the inconveniences to which a poll.
tical assembly is exposed in the exercise of
its functions.
Each rule of this tactics can
therefore have no justifying reason, except
in the 1)revention of an evil.
It is therefore
with a distinct knowledge of these evils that
we should proceed in search of remedies,
These inconveniences may be arranged under the ten following heads : _ •
1. Inaction.
_. Useless decision,
3. Indecision.
4. Delays.
5. Surplise or precipitation,
6. Fluctuations in measures,
7. Quarrels.
8. Falsehoods.
9. Decisions, vicious on account of form.
10 Decisions, vicious in respect of their
foundation,
We shall develope these different heads in
a few words : -1. lnaction.--This
supposes that there are
points which demand a decision, and which
do not receive it, because the assembly is
unemployed.
The want of activity may arise
from many causes ; for example, if there be
not sufficient moti_'es to overcome natural
indolence _ if there be no pre -established
• See also the Synoptieat Table, page 304, in
which tbeseheadsofinconveniencearedffferently
arranged,
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arrangement for beginning business-- if the
assembly can only act upon propositions presented to it by the executive power. It may
also remain inactive, as was often the case
with the ancient States-General of France,
because there are preliminaries upon which
it is not agreed, questions of etiquette or
precedence, disputes concerning priority in
the objects to be discussed, &c.
2. Useless decisma.This is an evil, not
only on account of the loss of time, but also
because every useless decision, byaugmenting
the mass of the laws, renders the whole more
obscure, and more difficult to be retained and
comprehended.
3. Indeciswn._--Is
the measure proposed
a bad one ? Indecision is not only an evil from
the time lost, but it allows a state of dread
to subsist in the public mind--the
dread
lest this measure should at last be adopted.
Is the measure proposed a good one ? The
evll which it would have caused to cease is
prolonged, and the enjoyment of the good it
would produce is retarded, so long as the
indecision subsists.
4. Delays. _ This head may sometimes
be conIbunded with the preceding, but at
other times it differs from it : there may be
occasion of complaining of indecision when
there is no delay ; as if, after a single sitting,
nothing is done.
There may be ground fb_'
complaining of delay in cases in which a de.
cision has been formed. In matters of legis
lation, indecision corresponds to denial of insticc, in affairs of justice.
Superfluous delays
in (he deliberations, correspond with useless
delays in procedure.
Under the head of delays may be ranked all
vague and useless procedures -- preliminaries
which do not tend to a decision-- questions
badly propounded, or presented in a bad order--personal
quarrels--witty
speeches, and
amusements suited to the amphitheatre or the
playhouse.
5. Surprises or preclpitations.-Surprlses
consist in precipitating a decision, either by
taking advantage of the absence of many of
the members, or by not allowing to the assembly either the time or the means of enlightening itself.
The evil of precipitation
lies in the danger lest it should be a cover
for a surprise, or should give a suspicious elmratter to a decision otherwise salutary.
6. l_luetuation in measures. -- This "neonvenienee might be referred to the head d
delays and lost time ; but the evil which resuits is much greater.
Fluctuations tend to
diminish the confidence in the wisdom of the
assembly, and in the duration of the measures it adopts.
7. Quarrels. --The time lost in these is the
"1-I understand by this_ the being in a state of
irresolution in rdation to questions upon which
it is desirsble to take one side.,
It
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least evil. Animosities and personalities in number of its members. But the greater the
political assemblies produce dispositions most number of the members who have not been
opposite to the search after truth; and have present at its formation, the more doabtba.'
even too much tendency to the formation of is it whether the wish which is announced as
those violent parties which beget civil wars.
general be really so.
The histories of Rome and Poland furnish
"2. Want offreedom. -- If any restraint have
numerous examples.
But war is an assem- been exercised over the votes, they may not
binge of the most destructive acts ; and the be contbrmable to the internal wishes of those
evil of civil war is never less than double that
who have given them.
of a foreign war.
3. Seduction.-If attractive means have
But before reaching this fatal term, the been employed to act upon the wills of the
auimosities of political assemblies substitute
members, it may be that the wish announced
objects altogether foreign from those which may not be conformable to their conscientious
oughtto occupy them. A thousand incidents
wish.
which daily arise, lead them to neglect what
4..Error. -- If they have not possessed the
ought to be attended to. All who take any means ofinformingthemselves--iffalse
stateshare _n the assembly are in a state of suffer- ments have been presented to them--their
ing and agitation.
An exce_ive distrust de- understandings may be deceived, andthewish
ceives more than an extreme credulity : the which has been expressed, may not be that
most certain result is loss of honour--disgrace
which they would have formed had they been _
for one of the parties engaged in the quarrel,
better intbrmed.
and often for both.
Such, then, are the inconveniences to wl]ich
8. Falsehoods. -- I place under this gene- a political assembly may be exposed fi om the
ral head, all acts opposedtothe
most perfect
commencement to the termination of i_s la,
trutbin the procedures of a political assembly,
bours; and its system of tactics will the more
Honesty ought to he its animating principle,
nemly approach perfection, the more comThis maxim will not be contested even by pletely it lends to prevent them, or to minithose who are least observant of it: but those
mize or reduce them to their lowest term.
who are most enlightened upon thc public
Evcryarticle of its rules ought therefore to
interest will the most strongly feel its jushave tbr its object the obviating either one
tice and importance.
[ or more of these inconveniences. But beside
9. De'elsions, rlcious on account ofform.-_ the particular advantage which ought to reIn French practice, the resolutions of the [ suh fi'om each rule taken separately, a good
chamber are reduced into form after the sit- I system of tactics will present a general ad
ring of the assembly. Hence the resolutions, I vantage, which depends upon it as a whole.
as entered upon the'journals, may err in form / The more nearly it approaches perfection,_he
though not in substance; that is, they may / more completely will it _acilitate to all the
not entirely or not clearly express the inten- ._co-operators the exercise of their intelligence
tion of the legislature.
They err by eacess, and the enjoyment of their liberty.
when they contain anything superfluous ;
It is by this means that they will accomthey err by defect, when they do not express
pllsh all that is in their power: instead of eraall that is necessary; they are obscure, when
barrassing each other by their number, they
they present a confused mixture of ideas;
willyield mutual assistance; they wiI1 be able
they are ambzguous, when they offer two or to act without confusion; and they will admore meanings, in such sort that different
vance with a regular pro_,,ression towards a
individuals may find in them grounds for op- determinate object.
posin_ decisions
Every cause of disorder is a source of pro10. Decisions, vicious in theirfimndation,
fit to undue influence, and prepares, in the
Decisions opposed to what ought to be. in long run, for the approach of tyranny or anorder to pr_mote the welI_are of the society,
archy. Are its forms vicious ? The assembly
All the inconveniences before enumerated,
is czamped in its action, always either too
resolve themselves into this bylines more or slow or too rapid; lingering among prelimiless direct,
narics, precipitate in reaching results. It will
When an assembly forms an improper or become necessary that one portion of its
hurtful decision, it may be supposed that this members submit to exist in a state of nullity,
decision incorrectly represents its wishes. If and renounce the independence of their optthe assembly be composed as it ought to be, nions. From that time, strictly speaking, it is
its wish will be conformed to the decision of no longer a political body; -- all its deliberapublicutiliIy;andwhenitwandersfromthis,
tions will be prepared in secret bya small
it willbe from one or other of the following
number of individuals, who will become so
e_tuses:-much the more dangerous, because acting in
1. Ab._e._we..-- The general wish of the as- the name of the assembly they will have xlo
sembly is the wish of the majority of the total
responsibility to fear.
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whicla are so, only in virtne

proper behaviour,
see the Analysis
of the several possible modifications
of
Dellnq_lenc?¢, given il_ " Tile Principles of 51orals anti Izegislation:"
vol. I.

of their tendency to give birth to some inconvenience or inconveniences
of tile
1st order.
(3) [ Comparalive,]
viz. The decision in question being compared with some
other, the formation of which has been prevented by iL
(4) [Ne.aat_ee,]
viz. The decision being of no use.
(,5) [ IVant of libeeL.q.] Want of liberty may here be considered as callable

p. 96. Ch. XVI II.
[Diclsio_ of_/'ences.]
Any instance of such misbehaviour,
in as far asits
tendency is to give birth to alJscnee qf member.e, want of information,
want of
liberty, inaction,
delay, imle¢istmt, preeipittttlon,
surpri._e, or fluetuation_
may he regarded in flus respect as all inconvenience
of the third order. For
those inconvemenees,
considered, in themselves,
are but inconveniences
of the

of'resulting
not nnly from physical force or fear_ but from the action
principle of seduction of the alluring class ; bribery, for instance,

second order.
bly is eap,tble

Of all the inconveniences
to which tile nature of snch an assemof' giving birtl] (those excepted which are merely collateral to

_,

(6) [Falsehood,]
viz. M'here, along with, or instead of', some deelaratimt,
qf wilt, which is tile proper and principal business of' it political asscmbly, tile

the business of .it,) tile ooly radical.ones
arc, tile tbrmation of some bad decision, or the non-formation
of some good one. Suppose all the reqnisite good

_.j

decision in question
ter of fact.

decisions fornlcd, and no bad one% all tile other incidents marked as attende_I
with inconvenience
would either cease to exist, or cease to, be attended with

___

(7) [The words.]
In all motions in amendment,
the decision originally
proposed is considered as cllargeable with impropriety
in ibis point of view.
(8) [ Defeet,] viz. By reason of tile want of certain worcis,

that elK-el,
Most of the above
partlcnlar
tendencies,

g

tg_
(I0)
(11)
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of _ more remote anti general nature;
viz. the bringn_.g a degree of discredit
on the proceedings and general character
of the assembly.
Acts of this tendeney may be eor_,qdcred as so many offk_
cos against the r¢7_utatio_t of the
•
assembly,
llr_tJtt of libertg_ deeisions chargeable
with fid._'ehood_ and frequent

is such as conveys

some false

tile!ration

relative

of' any

to a mat-

[Inaction.]
viz. Not meeting : or meeting without motion or debate,
[lndeeision,]
viz. Motion or debate without decision,
[Action
without an ob.ject.] Instance: debate or eonvcrsation_ without
previolzs or consequential,

(12) [l,'luetTtotion,]
which (circumstances
have been improper,
_13) [[mt_ro2_rtet*f

i. e. The successive formation of opposite decisions: of
remaining
unaltered)
one or more tuust accordingly
of behaviour.

] For tile several

possible

varieties

of ira-

causes of inconvenience
possess, over and above their
a sort of common tendency to produce an inconvenience

m_sbeho_io*tr on the part of the members, may be particularly
noted in tins
view. "What life is to an indlvidnal,
reputation is to a political assembly.
Art
oflbnce against tbe reput_tion uf such art assembly_ committed by tile assembly
itselt, is a sort of approach to suicide.
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Table
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ON POLITICAL

TACTICS.

! the same intellectual

[CH. [.
act which constitutes

§ 3. Of Political Bodies in general
I the prineq)le ui unity in a body. _
The fig mttive expression of abody-polltic
" .
ha_ produced a areat number of false and ex- ]
§ 4. OfPcrtaanent JBodws.
_ravagant ideas. _ An analogy, tounded solely I
A permanent political body is a collection
on this metaphor, has furnished a foundation I of individuals designed to produce a train nf
for pretex,ded arguments, and poe'cry has in- _actions relative to the object of their instlvaded the dmniniou of reason.
I lution.
These actions will be those of all,
An assembly or collection of individuals, i it they are unanimous ; but as it is impossible
inasmuch as thoy are found united together ! that there should exist a perfect and constant
in orderto perform a common act, forms what }identity ot sentinmnt in a great assembly of
may in certain respects be called a body.
I individuals, it is generally the practice to give
]_ut a body does not necessarily imply an I the same force 1o the act of the majority as
assembly, since many individuals may deehn'e I to that of the total number.
their concurrence in the same act without
The impossibility of an universal and conhaving a_-sembled ; for example, by signing stant concurrence of sentiments in an assemthe santo writing.
Nothing is more common i bly, is demonstrated by the experience of all
in England, than petitions to parliament, by ! times and places.
A government, in which
hundreds and thousands of individuals, who [ the legislative body should be subject to the
have separately signed them, without having i law of unanimity, is an extravagance so palformed any assembly,
pubic, that without the example of Poland
A certain body has apermanent existence ; it would scarcely have been possible to
a certain other may have only ml neeasimml, believe that it had ever entered into the
or, so to speak, an ephemeral existence (as human mind ; whilst the example of Poland
an English jury.)
equally shows, that it such a law were made,
A eertaiu body may have an unlimited ex- it could not be observed, and that in the case
_eut as to number ; a certain other may be ! in which it should be observed, it would only
be circumscribed within a fixed number,
produce the most frighttul anarchy.
A certain body may be privileged ; a eerWhen we consider the decision of a polilain other, not: a privileged body is one of final body, what appears desirable in the
which the members, acting together under first place, is to obtain the unanimous wish
certain regulations,
have received certain of its members:
what is desirable in the
rights which the other citizens do not pus- second place, is the will which most nearly
aess.
approaches it. This leads us to be contented
By bodies-politic, we generally understand : wtth the will of the simple majority ; since,
privileged bodies, which have, under this how far soever this may be from the really
name, an existence more or less permanent ; universal will, it is nearer to it than the conthey are often perpetual, and of a limited trary will.
number.
Are the numbers found equal on each side'?
A certain body is simple, another is eom- there lesults trmn it no general act-- one
pound.
The British Parliament
is a corn- will destroying the other ; no conclusion is
pound body, which is formed of two distinct arrived at--things
will remain as they were,
assemblies, and of the supreme head of the unless there be a necessity for giving a preState.
dominant voice to some person.
It may be easily conceived, that from the
rest of a great body already formed, it is
* It is in reality only an intellectual act which
possibte momentarily to detach a less auraecan be identical among many individuals, and
rous body : this is what is called a com. eonsutute the principle of unity in a body. It
m_ttce,
cannot be a physical act : such an act, peculiar to
the individual who exercises it, does not offer any
That which eonstltutes a political body, foundation for this identity. When the Roman
is the concurrence of many members in the senate decided that the ct;nsul Opimius should
same act. It is therefore clear, that the act put Tiberius Gracchus to death, this decision
of an assembly can only be a declarative ac_ was literally, and without figure, the actor each
an act announcing an opinion or a wdL
senator who contributed to it by his vote. _rhen
Every act of an assembly must begin by Opimius in consequence stew Gracchus with his
sword, the blow struck was the act of Opimiua
being that of a single individual: but every alone. Jurists say that this act was no less the
declarative act, the expression of an opinion act of the _enate than the ether. Qui facit per
or of a will, beginning by being that of an alium, faeit per se. I am not examining whe_
individual,
may finish by being that of a ther thismode of expression, whicil tends toconbody. " This," says Titius, "is what passes found one person with another, may have any
in my mind " '"This is precisely what has use; all that I intend to observe here is, that
if_ tbr the sake of abbreviation, or tbr greater
passed in mine," may Sempronions equally , emphasis, this stroke of the sword be represented
say
' as the act of the scn_te_ _t can only ke so in
It is, thercfore_ the power o[ agreeing in figurative _ense.
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I have not as yet spoken of the ca_e of tion, it is lawflfl to bonow certain traits ot
absence, which continually chances the iden- figurative language, and that one is even
fity of the assembly.
What shall be said of obliged so to do; since intellectual ideas
a will which is not declared?
It does not can only be expIessed by sensible images.
belong either to one side or the other.
It But in this ca,e there are'two preeautionsto
cannot be counted in the eompo.-ition of lhe be observed : the one, never to lo_e sight of
gelleral will.
simple and rigorous truth--that
is to say,
To annul the will of the assembly on ac- to be always ready mentally to translate the
eount of absentees, would he to give to the figurative into simple language;
the other
wills of the ab,entees the same effee_ as if not to fbund any conclusion upon a figuratLey had been declared for the party of the tire expression, so fi_r as it has anything inminority, whieh by the supposition has not _ eonect in itthat is to say, when it does
the true value of an absent will, to speak
Figurative lau_uage is very useful for t_mathematically', is one less one ; that is, equal ellitating conceptim_, when it tbllo_sinthe
to zero. To give to it the value of plus ol_e, train of simlfie language : it is mischievous
or names one, would be equally a false caleuwhen it occupies its place. It accustoms us
tation,
to reason upon the most false analoc,qes, and
Butdone.
is it always
a deci- [ gathers
a mist which the
been
in the necessary
eah:u]atmnto have
of sufl'ra-_es.
not agreeround
with the
the truth,
real facts.
slon ? No ; wilhout doubt : there are many most enhghtened
minds arc scarcely able to
eases in wideh it would be too dangerous to penetrate.
permit a smalt portion of the assembly to act
alone.
It is better not to have an) decision,
§ 5. Dwiswn of the Legislative t?ody into two
than re have one winch does no_ unite a eeras_emb]tes.
fain proportion of the suffrages of the whole
Is it desirable to have two as.cmhtie%
body.
The number necessary for rendering
whose agreement should be rendered nece_any act of the a_sembly legal, should be fixed sarv to the authority of a law ?
bctbrehand.
Tius important questiollis only
'there are reasons on both _ides: let us
mentioned here--it
will be discu_-.-ed sepa- review them.
rarely hereafter.
The divlsmn of the legislative bud}. appears
It iq enough to remark here, that the or- subject to the following inconveniences : -dinary formula-- such has bcea the dec_._iou
1. It will often have the effect of giving to
of the assembl!/-- mmounees some very dif- the minority the effect of the nnklor_ty. The
ferent facts. With an assembl) of which the mmnimiry even of one of the two assemblies
numerical composition continually varies, the would be defeated by a majorit) of a single
only identity which exists is the legal effect vote in the other assembly.
of its deeismns.
2. This arrangement is calculated to favour
This i., too metaphysical, it may be said : two different intentions, according to the
bu_ it may be replied, it is necessary, since quality of the members thus d_stributed.
If
it is wished to explain the nature oi a poll- it be tbundedupon orders--tbr example, peers
tieal body, without having recourse to riga- and commoners-- the result is to favour an
rative language.
This expressiun has served
undue preponderance--to
set the interests of
as a pretext tbr allegories without end. uhich
a partmular class in opposition to the intothemselves have become the foundation of a re_ts of the nation itself
If there are two
muhitude of puerile reasmfings,
rival assemblies wiflmut distinctions,the
The imaginations of writers have been _esult is to t:avour corruption ; since if a ranstretched to give to political bodies the pro- jority can be secured in the one, it is enough :
perties of different kinds of bodies.
Somethe other may be negleetcd.
times they are mechanical bodies ; and then
3. Each assembly would be deprived of a
it is a question of levers and springs--of
I part of the knowledge it would have poswheelwork--of
shocks--of
friction--of
sessed in a state of union.
The same reap
balancing -- of preponderance,
sons are not presented in the two houses with
Sometimes they are animated bodies ; -the same forec. The argumentq which have
and then tile',' have borrowed all the language
decided the vote.- iJ__he one may opt be eraof physiology : -- the)' speak of health'-- of i ployed in the olher.
The proposer of the
rdekness-- of vigour_oflmbeeilitv-o$ eormotion, who has made the subject a profimnd
rapton _ of dissolution -- of sleep -- of study, will not be present in the assembly in
death and resurrection.
I cannot tell how which obi,,cti*m_ are made _ai_st it. The
many political works would be annihilated,
cause is judged without hearing the prinmpal
if this poetical jargon were abstracted from party. *
them, with which their authors have thought
to create ideas, when they have oul?" combined words,
It is true_ that for purposes of abbrevia-

* This inconvenience will be lesscmd if _Ie
detiberafi,ms are public and succe.-_,ive. T_)e
reasonswitl
be kno_vnWhich
inha_ethe
prevailedetbcr,
in one assembly
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4. Thi_divi_ionnecessaritypreducesu_eless
deIa_ s. Two assemblies cannot be engaged at
tile sametime upon the same matter--at
least
in all those cases in which there are original
d_cmnents to be presented, or witnes,es to be
heard, ttcnce double labour--double
delay
Such assemblies cannot exis_ without oppo:ite prcten.-ions. There wilt arise questions
of competency, which w_ll lead to ncgotialions, and often to ruptures. The_e di,pute_
colu'm'ning powers or prerogative% be.,ide
their own inconvenience% beside the lo_ of
time they occasion, will orion furnish the
mean_ el: striking both assemblies with iramovability. This eontinuall) happened in the
ancient States-General of France. The court
encouraged disunion between the different ordots; it eombaled the one by the other, and
always found in this discm'd a plausible protext for dismissing them.
5. The final re_,ult of this divMon is to
produce a distribution of powers, which gives
to one of the a_sernblies the initiatice, at_d
reduces tbe other to a simple negatice--a
hatural and h'uithd source of' undue opposition,
abuCe.°f
quarrels, of inaction, and of perpetuity ibr
Everything tends to produce a repartition
of this nature. Two independent assembhes
cannot long exist without measuring their
strength.
]3e_-ide%those who have the titincipal conduct of aifairs cannot act without
la_ing down a phm. and without seeurmgthe
means of its execution.
They must choose
one of the assemblies in order to begin their
operations there; if one appear to have more
influence than the other, they will carry all
important propositions thither.
Thus alone
would be sufficient entirely to destroy the halance. Thus would be established, not by right,
but in fact, a distinction between the two
powers, the one being endowed with the initiatire, and the other with a simple negative,
But in reference to personal interest--the
only motive upon which we can constantly
reckon--that bodywhich i_reduced tua single
negative, will be opposed to ever}thing.
It
can only show its power by rejecting : it uppears as nothing when it accepts.
To play
the first, part, is to govern;--to
play the
second, is to be governed,
Deprived of the motives of honour, this
negative body wilt detach itself insensibly
from the habits of busines_ : busines_ will be
considered an ungrateful task. This body
will reserve to itself the easiest, part, that of
opposing everything, exeept in those eases in
which it fears to compromise itself with publie opinion, and to lose its reputation by an
odious resistance,
The fbllowing are the rea¢ons which may
be alleged in favour of this division:--*
* Mr. gentham not having executed this-_aI_our, lha_eendeavou_edtosupplylt,--Dt_mont,

TACTICS.

[Cm

I.

[First advantage, 3_turzt!/ of d_.,,.usslon.
This dirt,ion is a certain method of proventing precipitation and surprise.
It is true, that in a single assembly, rules
may be established wtfich prescribe multiplied
exandnations, according to the importance of
'_he business; and it is thus that we find in
the ttouse of Commons three readings, three
discussions, at different intervals;--diseussion in committee, article by article; report;
I of the committee, examination of this report:
I petitions from all who are i_Jterested ; uppolntment of a day for considering these petition¢. It is by the_-e general precautions, and
others like them, that the danger of surprise
, is ob_'iated, and maturity of deliberation seeu_'ed.
This is true: but a single assembly may
have the best rules, and disregard them when
it. pleases. Experience proves that it is easy
to lay them aside; and urgency of eircumstances alwa)s furnishes a ready pretext, and
' apopular pretext, fi)r doingwhat the dominant
party desires. If there are two assemblies, the
tbrms will be observed; because if one violate
them, it affords a legitimate reason to the
,tother for rejection oi* everything presented
I to ig after such suspicious innovation.
i Besides, multiplied discussions in a single
i asseinbly do not present the same security as
I those which take place amongdifferent bodies.
t Diversity of interests, of views, ofprejudiee_
and habits, are absolutely necessary for the
examination of objects under all their relations. Men who act long together contract
the same eonnexions and modes of thinking,
a spirit of routine and of party, which has its
natural correction in another association.
A second assembly may therefore be considered as a tribunal of appeal froin the jud/_.
ment of the first.
Second advantage, .Restriction of the power
eta s_ngle assembly.
An assembly of deputies elected by the
people, and removable, would trom this cause
be in a state of dependence, which would
oblige them to consult the wishes of their
constituents:
but until a system of absolutely
free election and removability is established,
supposing such a system easy of establishment, and without inconvenience, it is no less
true that a legMative assembly is only responsible to public opinion, from which a very
imperfect security results against the abuse of
power. If there be two assemblies differently
constituted, the one naturally serves as a restraint to the other; the power of the demagogue will be weakened ; the same individual
will scarcely be able to exercise the same influenee in both assemblies.
There will arise
an emulatiml of credit and talents. Even the
jealousy of one assembly would become in
this case a safeguard against the usurpations
of the other, and the constitution would be
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pre__erved b) passions which operate in different directions,
Third advantage,
Separation
of the nol, d#y
and tile people.
If there b_ in a state eeltain
powerfal
and privileged
bodies,
such as the
nobibty and etergy, it is better to give to their
deputies
a separate
assembly,
than to con- [
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division
of the legislative
body,
whatever
may be the composition
of the two houses,
presents
great
obstacles
to tile retbrm
of
abuses.
Such a ._vstem isless proper for erealing than preservi'ng.
This shows that it is
statable
to an estabhshed
constitution.
The
ves,el of the state, secured by these two an-

found them
the peoph,
one
house.
Why with
? tn those
thefirst of |dare,
lest _tintheir
number
were not determined,
they should
obtain,
fl'om tile influence of their rank and
:tbrtune, a considerable
preponderance
in the
elections,
2dl.v, If they act
separately,
the whole
responsibility
of opinion will re_-t upon their
own heads'
they cannot be ignorant
that the
publiewill
explain their conduct
by reference
_o their personal
interest-,
and that the refasa] of a popular taw will expose them
to
the severity
ot the judgment
of the whole
Imtion.
If they arc confounded
with the deputies of the people
in one assembly,
they
will possess means of influence which s_5ll act
secretly,
and their peculiar votes will be hidden in the general
vote.
3dh¢, If in a great
state
you have only a
single assembly,
it wilt be too numerous
to
act well, or it will be necessary
to give to the
people only such a number of deputies
as will
be insufficient
to estabhsh
publi(' confidene(
Of the five objections
which
have been
presented
against lhe division of the legislative
power, the fifth is doubtless
the strongest,
One of the two assemblie.,
will obtain
the
preponderance--it
will haw. the initiation,
There remains
nothing
ior the otiler, in the
majorityofcases,
but the negative.
]t appears
sufficiently
absurd
to create a body of senatots, or of nobles
solely for the purpose
of
opposing the wishes
of the deputies
of the
people.
But in this manner
of representing
the matter,
i_ is considered
only in respect
of
its abuse, aud there
is a double departure
from truth,
in trusting
more to an assembly
eaUed representative
than ought tobe trusted,
and fearing more from an assembly
of nobles
than ought to be feared.*
It carmel be denied,
that at all times the

f chors,
ta)sse_seswhich
a power
resistance
againstby
the tempests,
could ofnot
be obtained
I
other means.
I an3But if the dlvisicm of the legislative
bodies,
i be extended
to three
or four assemblies,
it
wilt be seen to give birth to a comphcation
of irremediable
inconveniences
: -- not only
I are the delays, the rivalries,
the obstacles
to
ever) species of improvement,
multiplied,
but
a means is also given to the executive
of
stopping
everything,
by a superior influence
over a single assembly,
or of annihilating
the
power oi one of these assemblies,
if the con.
currenee
of two others
decides
ever?tlnng.
There restflts from such a division,
an illegal
and fraudulent
association,
in which two of
the associates
have only to agree together,
in
order to leave the third only the semblance
of
power. It is thus that the nobility and clergy
in Denmark
held the commons in'a condition
of nearly
absolute
nullitv;
and it was thus
also, that by a union between
the commons
! and the clergy against the nohihty,
the States
were de._troyed, andabsolate
powei bestowed
on the King.
Sicily also had its parlianmut,
in
which the two superior
orders having always
agreed among themselves
against, the thiid estale, h.tve reduced
it to an existence
purely
nominal.
tleturning
to tqm qneslion
of two asscmblies: if it were asked what good has resulted
in England fi'om the House of' Lord% it would
J_ot be easy to cite examples
ot bad laws
which it has prevented
by its negatlve;
it is
possible, on the contrary,
by citing many good
ones whmh it had rejected,
to conclude
that
it was more hurtful titan useflfl. But lhis conclusion _ould not be just : for in examining
the effects of m_ institution,
we ought to take
aceouw_ of what it does, without
being pereeived,
bv the simple faculty
of hindering.

* To the reasons atread)* given, tor thinking
that the nobility when unitedin
one chamber are
less to be feared than is connnonlv tllought, it
would be proper to add another, w]]ich xs dragon
from their character,
The nobility are naturally indolent ; they dislike
business,m because,
unaccustomed
it. Even
England. they
the are
Itouse
of Lords to
is
extremely negligent of its senatorial functions.
It
is frequently necessary to recruit it_ to maintain it
in activity.
They are like certain Indian._, who
allow themselves
to be governed by men brought
from another climate,
Thosewhobavenmsttoloseareinconsequenee
most
timid.
Their rank makes them most pro-

An indivi'dual
is not tempted to ask for what
he is certain beiorehand
will be reflised.
No
one undertakes
an enterprise
which is certain
not to succeed.
A constitution
becomesstab]e,
because
there
is a power established
for its
protection.
If there were no positive
proof
of good which the House of Lords
has done,
we may in part attribute
to it the moderation
with which the }louse of Commons
has used
its power, the respect
which it shows for the
limits of its slightly determined
authority,
and
its con<taut
subjection
to the rules wt;ieh it
prescribes
to itself.

minent.
They cannot escape in the crowd.
If
they render themselves
unpopular_ this unpopularity follows flmm everywhere,
- -

] shall confine myself to a simple enumcra_
lion of several collateral
advantages
resulting
from a superior
ehambet;
such as the relict
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which it g_vcs to the government in the eyes
of the people; the greater force conferred on
the laws, when the nobility have concurred
in sanctioning them ; the emulation which diversity of ranks spreads among the different
classes of society ; the advantage of presenting a fixed and precise career to ambition, in
which a legitimate reward is worth more than
the demagogue could promise himself from
success; and the still greater advantage of
retaining the nobility within certain limits, of
rendering it hereditary only in the eldest son,
and of connecting its interest with the general
interest, by a continual transfusion of these
noble families among the body of the nation,
There is no ducal house in England which
has not in its bosom a part more attached by
interest to the liberty of the commons, than
to the prerogatives of the peerage. This is
the principle of stability.
Each one in this
beautiful political order, is more aft'aid of
losing what he possesses, than desirous of
what he has not.]
CHAPTER
II.
OF PUBLICITY.
]3EFOREentering into the detail of the operations of the assembly, let us plae_• at the
head of its regulations the fittest law tbr
securing the public confidence, mid causing
it constandy to advance towards the end of
its institution,
This law is that of publlcltg. The discussion of this subject may be divided into six
parts:--l.
Reasons for pubhcity; "2.Examination of objections to publicity; 3. Exccptions to be made; 4. The points to which
publicity should extend; 5. The means of
estabhshedPUblicity;
6.inEngland.Observati°ns
on the practice
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merits which it pronounces are inevitable.
Those who complain of its judgments, only
appeal to itself; and the man of virtue, in resisting the opinion of to-day--in rising above
general clamour, counts and weighs in secret
the smffrages of those who resemble himself.
If it were possible to abstract one's self
frmn this tribunal, who would wish so to do ?
It without doubt would be neither the good
nor the wise man, since in the long run these
have nothing to fear, but everything to hope.
The enemies of publicity may be collected
into three classes : the malei_actor, who seeks
to escape the notice of the judge ; the tyrant,
who seeks to stifle public opinion, whilst he
fears to.hear its voice ; the timid or indolent
man, who complains of the general incapacity
in order to screen his own.
It may perhaps be said, that an assembly,
especially if numerous,
forms an internal
public, which servesasa restraint upon itself.
1 reply, that an assembly, how numerous
soever, will never be sufficiently large to
supply the place of the true public.
It will
be most frequently divided into two parties,
which will not possess, in reference one to
another, the qualities necessary for properly
exercising the function of judges.
They
will not be impartial. Whatever the conduct
of an individual may be, he will almost elways be secure of the suffrages of one party,
in opposition to the other.
The internal
censure will not be sufficient to secure probity, without the assistance of external censure. The reproaches ot fi'ieads will be little
dreaded, and the individual will become insensible to those of his enemies.
The spirit
of party shut up within narrow limits, equally
strips both praise and blame of its nature.
2. To secure the confidence of the people,

latureand
their:
__assent to the measures of the legisSuspicion always attaches to mystery.
It
§ 1. Reasolzs .for .Publicly.
thinks it sees a crime where it behotds an
1. To constrain the members of the assem- affectationofsecresy;
andit israrelydeceived.
bty to perform their duty.
For why should we hide ourselves if we do
The greater the number of temptations to not dread being seen ? In proportion as it is
which the exercise of political power is ex- desirable for improbity to shroud itself in
posed, the more necessary is it to give to those darkness, in the same proportion is it desiwho possess it, the most powerful reasons
ruble for innocence to walk in open day, for
for resisting them. But there is no reason
fear of being mistaken for her adversary. So
more constant and more universal than the clear a truth presents itself at once to the
superintendence of the public.
The public
minds of the people, and if good sense had
compose a tribunal, which is more powerful
not suggested it, malignity would have suf"than all the other tribunals together.
An riced to promulgate it. The best project preindividual may pretend to disregard its de- pared in darkness, would excite more alarm
erees--t_
represent them as formed of flue- than the worst, undertaken under the austuating and opposite opinions, which destroy
pices of publicity.
one another; but every one feels, that though
But in an open and free policy, what eonthis tribunal may err, it is incorruptible; that
fidence and security-- I do not say for the
]t continually tends to become enlightened;
people, but for the governors themselves!
that it unites all the wisdom and all the jusLet it be impossible that any thing should
rice of the nation; that it always derides the he done which is unknown to the nation
dcstinyofpublic,
men ; and thatthepunish- provetoitthatyou neither
intendtodeceive
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nor to surprisemyou fake away all the weapons of discontent.
The public will repay
with usury the confidence you repose in it.
Calumny will lose its force ; it collects its
venom in the caverns of obscurity, but it is
destroyed by the light of day.
That a secret policy saves itself from some
inconveniences I will not deny ; but I believe, that in the long run it creates more
than it avoids ; and that of two governments,
one of which should be conducted secretly
and the other openly, the latter would possess
a strength, a hardihood, and a reputation
which would render it superior to all the dissimulations of the other,
Consider, in particular, how much public
deliberations respecting the laws, the mensures, the taxes, theconduetofoflicialpersons,
ought to operate upon the general spirit of
a nation in favour of its government.
Objections have been refuted,-false reports
confounded ; the necessity for the sacrifices
required of the people have been clearly
proved.
Opposition, with all its efforts, far
from having been injurmus to authority, will
have essentially assisted it. It is in this sense
that it has been well said, that he who reszsts, strenythens: forthegovernmentismuch
more assured of the general success of a mensure, and of the public aplnobation, after it
has been discussed by two parties, whilst the
whole nation has been spectators,
Among a people who have been long aceustomed to public assemblies, the general
feeling will be raised to a higher tone--sound
opinions will be more common--hurtfid
prejudices, publicly combated, not by rheroriclans but by statesmen, will have less dotalnion.
The multitude will be more secure
from the tricks of demagogues, and the cheats
of impostors; they will most highly esteem
great talents, a_ld the frivolities of wit will
be reduced to their just value. A habit of
reasoning and discussion will penetrate all
classes of society. The passions, accustomed
to a public struggle, will learn reciprocally
to restrain themselves; they wilt lose that
morbid sensibility,
which among nations
without liberty and _'ithout experience, renders them the sport of every alarm and every
suspicion.
Even in circumstances when discontent most strikingly exhibits itself, the
signs of uneasiness will not be signs of revolt;
the nation will rely upon those trustworthy
individuals whom long use has taught them
to know ; and legal opposition to every unpopular measure, will prevent even the idea
of illegal resistance. Even if the public wish
be opposed by too powerful a party, it will
know that the cause is not decided without
appeal : hence persevering patience becomes
one of the virtues of a free country,
The order which reigns in the discussion
of a political assembly, will form by imitation
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the national spirit.
This order will be reproduced in clubs and inferior assemblies, in
which the people will be pleased to find the
regularity of which they had formed the idea
from the greater model. How often, in London, amid the effervescence of a tumult, have
not well-known orators obtained the same
attention as if they had been in parliament ?
The crowd has ranged itself around them,
has listened in silence, and acted with a
degree of moderation which could not be
conceived possible even in despotic states, in
which the populace, arrogant and timid alternately, is equally contemptible in its transports and its suhjectlon.
Still, however,
the rf_gime of publicity--very
imperfect as
yet, and newly tolerated,without being
established by law, has not had time to produce all the good effects to which it will give
birth.
Heuce have arisen riots, for which
there was no other cause than the precipitation with which the government acted, without taking the precaution to enlighten the
people.*
3. To enable the governors to know the
wishes of the governed.
In the same proportion as it is desirable
for the governed to know the conduct of
their governors, is it also important for the
governors to know the real wishes of the
governed.
Under the guidance of publicity,
nothing is more easy. The public is placed
in a situation to form an enlightened opininn, and the course of that opinion is easily
marked.
Under the contrary r_gime, what
is it possible to know with certainty ? The
public will always proceed, speaking and
judging of everything ; but it judges without information, and even upon false inforo
matinn -"its opinion, not being founded upon
facts, is altogether different from what it
ought to be, t?om what it would be, if it were
foundedin truth. It ought not to be believed
that government
can dissipate at pleasure,
those errors which it would have been easy
to prevent.
Late illumination does not always repair the evil of a previously erroneous
impression. Have the people, from the little
which has transpired respecting a project,
conceived sinister apprehensions ? We will
suppose them unfounded ; but this does not
alter the ease. they become agitated;
they
murmur ; alarm is propagated ; resistance is
prepared.
Has the government nothing to
do but to speak_to
make known the truth,
in order to change the current of the public
mind ? No ; without doubt : confidence is of
slow growth. The odious imputations exist ;
the explanations which are given of neeessity, are considered as the acknowledgements
of weakness. Hence improvement itself produces a shock, when improperly introduced,
* For example_ the riots in London in 171141.
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and when it is opposed to the inclinations of
the people.
The history of the Emperor
Joseph II. would furnish a multitude of exstaples,
To these major considerations may be joined
others, which ought not to be neglected.
4. In an assembly elected by the people,
and renewed from time to time, publicity is
absolutely necessary to enable the electors to
act from knowledge,
For what purpose renew the assembly, if
the people are always obliged to choose from
among men of whom they know nothing ?
To conceal from the public the conduct of
its representatives, is to add inconsistency to
prevarication : it is to tell the constituents,
" You are to elect or reject such or such of
your deputies without knowing why--you
are forbidden the use of reason-- you are to
be guided in the exercise of your greatest
powers tufty by hazard or caprice."
5. Another reason in flavour of publicity :-To provide the a._sembly with the means of
profiting by the information of the public,
A nation too numerous to act for itself, is
doubtless obliged to entrust its powers to its
deputies. But will the)" possess in concentralion all the national intelhgence ? Is it even
possible
elected shall
in ever)respect the that
most tim
enlightened,
the bemost
capable,
the wisest persons in the nation ?-- that they
will possess, among themselves alone, all the
general and local knowledge which the function of governing requires ? This prodigy of
election is a ehmlera.
In peaceful time%
wealth and distinguished rank will be always
the most likely circumstances to conciliate
the greatest number of votes. The men whose
condition in life leads them to cultivate their
minds, have rarelythe opportunity of entering
into the career of politms. Locke. Newton,
Hume, Adam Smith, and many• other men of
genius, nevcr had a seat in parliament.
The
most useful plans have often been derived from
private individuals. The establishment of the
sinking fund by Mr. Pitt, it is well known,
was the fruit of the calculations of Dr. Price,
who would never have had the leisure requisite tbr such researches, if his mind had been
distracted by pohtical occupations. The only
public man, wlm from the beginning of the
quarrel with the American colonies had cotreel ideas npon the subject, and who would
have saved the nation from war if he had been
listened to, was a clergyman, excluded by this
eiremnstance
fi'om the national reprcsenta¢ion.* But without entering into these details, it may easily be conceived how effective
publicity is, as a means of collecting all the
information in a nation, and eonsequcntly for
giving birth to useful suggestions.
6. It may be thought

descending flora the

* Dean Tucker.
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[ serious consideration of this subject, to reckon
i among the advantages of publicity, the amusement which results from it. I say amusemeng
by itself, separate f_om instruction, though it
be, in fact, not possible to separate them•
But those who regard this consideration as
frivolous, do not reason well. What they
reckon useful, is what promises an advantage:
amusement is an advantage already realized ;
and this kind of pleasure in particular, appears to me sufficient by itself to increase
the happiness of any nation, which would enjoy much more than those nations who know
it not.
Memoirs are one of the most agreeable parts
of French literature, and there are few books
which are more profound : but memoirs do not
appear till tong after the events which they
record have happened, and they are not in
the hands of every one. English newspapers
are memoirs, published at the moment when
the events occur ; in which are found all the
parliamentary discussions--everything
which
relates to the actors on the political theatre ;
I in which all the t_tcts are freely exhibited, and
i all opimons are freely debated.
One of the
I Roman emperors proposed a reward for the
I individual who should invent a new pleasure:
no one has more richly deserved it, than the
ii individual who first laid the transactimas of
: a legislaUve assembly before the eyes of the
_ public.
§ 2. Objections to Publwity.
If pulflicity be favourable in so many respects to the governor_themselves-so proper for securing them against the injustice of
the pubhc, for procuring for them the sweet! est reward of their labours -- why are they
i so generally enemies of this r_gime ? Must it
t be sought in theiI vices ? in the desire of the
] governors to act without responsibility-to
withdraw their conduct from inspection--to
impose upon the people -- to keep them in
subjection by their ignorance ? Such motives
may actuate sorne among them ; but to attribute them to all, would be the language of
satire. There may be unintentimml errors in
this respect, founded upon specious objeclions: let us endeavour to reduce them to
their just value.
First objection _ " The public is an incompetent judge of the proceedings of a
political assembly, in consequence of the ignornnce and passions of the majority of those
who compose it."
If I should concede, that in the mass of
the public there may not be one individual in
a hundred who is capable of forming an enlightened judgment upon the questions which
I

+ See Paley's 3Ioral Philosophy, b. vi. oh. 6,
_n which this subject is treated in a manner to
which there is nothing to add.
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are discussed in a political as_mbly, I shall
not be accused of weakening the objection ;
mid yet, even at this point, it would not appear to me to have any force against publicity.
This objection would have some solidity,
if, when the means of judging correctly were
taken from the popular tribunal, the inclina_
tion to judge could be equally taken away :
but the public do judge and will always judge,
]f it should refrain from judging, for fear of
judging incorrectly, far f_'om deserving to be
charged with ignorance, its wisdom would
deserve to be admired. A nation which could
supend its judgment, would not be composed
of common men, but of philosophers,
But the increase of publications, it will be
said, will increase the number of bad judges
in a much greater proportion than the good
ones.
To this it may be replied, --that
for this
purposeir is necessary to distinguish tbe publicinto three classes : The first is composed of
the most numerous party, who occupy themselves very little with public affairs _ who
have not time to read, nor leisure for reasonint.
The second is composed of those who
form a kind of judgment, but it is borrowed
a judgment tbunded upon the assertions of
others, the parties neither _aking the pains
necessary, nor being able, to form an opinion
of their own. The third is composed of those
who judge for themselves, according to the
information, whethermoreorlessexact,
whieh
they are able to procure,
Which of these three classes of men would
be injured by publicity ?
It would not be the first ; since, by the supposition, it would not affect them. It is only
the third : these judged before--they will still
judge ; but they judged ill upon imperfect
intbrmation;thcy
will judgebetterwhen
they
are in possession of the true documents,
Whilst in respect of the second class, we
have said that their judgments are borrowed,
they must thereibre be the echo of those of
the third class. But this class being better
informed, and judging better, will furnish
more correct opinions for those who receive
them ready made. By rectifying these, you
will have rectified the others; by purifyn}g
the fountain, you will purify the streams,
In order to decide whether publicity will
be injurious or beneficial, it is only necessary
to consider the class which judges ; because
it is this alone which directs opinion. But if
this class judge ill, it is because it is ignorant
of the facts -- because it does not possess the
necessary particulars for forming a good judgmerit. This, then, is the reasoning of'the partisans of mystery : -- "' You are incapable of
judging, because you arc ignorant ; and you
shall remain ignorant, that you may be incapable of judging."
$ceond objection--"
Publicity may expose
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t to hatred a member of the assembly, for pre_
/ ceedings which deserve other treatment."
[
Tbis objection resolves itself into the first,
[ -- the incapacity of the people to distinguish
[ between its friends and its enemies.
]
If a member of a political assembly have
_not sufficient firmness to brave a momentary
injustice, he is wanting in the first quality of
his office. It is the characteristic of error to
possess only an accidental existence, which
may termilla*.e in a moment, whilst truth is
indestructible.
It requires only to be exhibited, and it is to effect this that everything
in the region of publicity concurs, ls injustice
discovered ?-- hatred is changed into esteem ;
and he who, at the expense of the credit of
to-day, has dared to draw for reputation on
the future, is paid with interest.
As regards reputation, publicity is much
more useful to the members of an assembly
than it can be hurtful : it is their security
against malignant imputations and calumnies.
It is not possible to attribute to them false
discourses, nor to hide the good they have
done, nor to give to their conduct an unfair
colouring. Have their intentions been ill understood?--apubhcexplanationoverturnsthe
false rumours, and leaves no hold for clandestine attacks.
Third objection-- "' The desire of popularity may suggest _langerous propositions to
the members ;-- the eloquence which they
will cultivate will be th_ eloqucnceofseduction, rather than the eloquence of reason ;
they will become tribunes of the people, rather than legislators."
This objection also resolves itself into the
first,--that
is, the incompetence of the people
to judge of their true interests, to distinguish
between their friends and their flatterers.
In a representative
state, in which the
people are not called upon to vote upon political measures, this danger is little to be
apprehended.
The speeches of the orators,
which are known to them only, through the
newspapers, have not theinfluenceofthe
passionate harangues of a seditious demagogue.
They do not read them till after they have
pas_ed through a medium which cools them;
and besides, they are accompanied by the
opposite arguments, which, according to the
supposition, would have all the natural advantage of the true over the false. The publiclty of debates has ruined more demagogues
than it has made. A popular favourite has
only to enter parliament, and he ceases to be
mischievous.
Placed amid his equals or his
superiors in talent, he can assert nothing
which will not be combated : his exaggerations will he reduced within the limits ot
truth, his presumption humiliated, his desire
of momentary popularity ridiculed: and the
flatterer of the people will finish by disgusting
the people themsel_'es.
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Fourth objectlon--"
In a monarchy, the
publicity of the proceedings of political a_semblies, by exposing the members to the
resentment of the head of the State, may
obstruct the freedom of their decisions."
This objection, more speeioos than the
preceding, vanishes when it is examined, and
even proves an argument in favour of publicity. If such an assembly be in danger from
the sovereign, it has no security except in
the protection of the people. The security
arising from secret deliberations is more specious than real. The proceedings of the assembly would always be known to the sorereigu, whilst they would always be unknown
to those who would only seek to protect it,
if the means were left to them.
If, then, a political assembly prefer the seeret regime, byalleging the necessity of withdrawing'itself
frmn the inspection of the
_overei.gn, it need not thus deceive itself: this
can only be a pretence.
The true motive of
such conduct must rather be to subject itself
to his influence, without too much expoing
itself to public blame; for by excluding the
public, it only frees itself from public inspeetion. The sovereign will not want his agents
and his spies : though invisible, he will be,as it
were, present in the midst of the assembly,
Is it objected against the r6gimc of publicity, that it is a system of distrust _. This is
true ; and every good political institution is
founded upon this base. Whom ought we to
distrust, if not those to whom is committed
great authority, with great temptations to
abuse it ? Consider the objects of their duties : they are not their own afikirs, but the
affairs of others, comparatively indifferent to
them, verydifficult,veryemnphcatcd,--which
indolence alone would lead them to neglect,
mid which require the most laborious appliestion. Consider their personal interests : you
will often find them in opposition to the laterests confided to them. They also possess all
the means of serving themselves at the cxpense of the public, without the possibility of
being convicted of it. What remains, then. to
overcome all these dangerous motives ? what
has created an interest of superior force? and
what can this interest be, if it be not respect
for public opinion--dread of its judgments-desire of glory?--in
one word, everything
which results from publicity ?
The efficacy of this great instrument extends to everything--legdslation,
administration, judicature.
Without publicity, no good
is permanent: under the auspices ofpubhcity,
no evil tan continue,
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]. The tenor of every motion.
2. The tenor of the speeches or the a_guments for and against each motion.
3. The issue of each motion.
4. The number of the votes on each side.
5. The names of the voters.
6. The reports, &c. which have served as
the foundation of the decision.
I shall not stop to prove that the knowledge of all these points is necessary tbr putting the tribunal of the public in a eoudition
for forming an enlightened judgment.
Bat
an objection may be made against the publicity of the respective number of the voters.
By publishing these, it may be said, the authority of the acts of the assembly will be in
danger of being weakened, and the opposition will be encouraged when the majority is
small.
To thisit may be replied, that it is proper
to distinguish between illegal and legal opposition. The first is not to be presumed;
the second is not an evil.
The first, I say, is not to be presumed. The
existence of a government regulated by an
assembly, is founded upon an habitual disposition to conformity with the wish of the msjority : constant unanimity is not expected,
because it is known to be impossible ; and
when a party is beaten by a small majority,
far from finding in this circumstance a motive
for illegal resistance, it only discovers a teason for hope of future success.
If afterwards a legal opposition be established, it is no evil; for the comparative
number of suffrages being the only measure
of probability as to the correctness of its deeisions, it follows that the legal opposition
cannot be better founded than when guided
by this probability.
Let us suppose the ease
I of a judicial decision ;-- that there have been
I two judgments, the one given by the smallest
] ma3ority possible, the other by the greatest :
] would it not he more natural to provide an
! appeal against the first than against the second ?
But the necessity of appeal in judicial matters is not nearly of the same importance as in
matters of legislation.
The decisions of the
judges apply only to individual cases: the decisions of a legislative assembly regulate the
interests of a whole nation, and have eonsequenees which are continually renewed.
Do you expect that you will obtain greater
submission by concealing from the public the
different numbers of the votes ? You will be
mistaken. The public, reducedto conjecture,
will turn this mystery against you. It will be
very easily misled by false reports.
A small
§ 3. Objects to which publicity ought to
minority may represent itself as nearly equal
extend,
to the majority, and may make use of a
The publication of what passc_ in a poll- thousand insidious arts to deceis, e the public
tlc_al assembly ought to embrace the follow- as to its real force.
ing points
:_
The American Congress, during the _ ar of
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independence, was accu_l_med, if I am not
deceived, to represent all its resolutions as
unanimous.
Its enemies saw in this preeauties the necessity of hiding an habitual discord.
This assenlbly, in other respects so
wise, chose rather to expose itself to this
suspicion, than to allow the degrees of dissent
to the men-Cures which it took, to be known,
But though this trick might succeed in this
particular case, this does not prove its general utility. The Congress, secure of the
confidence of its constituents, employed this
stratagem with their approbation, for the purpose of disconcerting its enemies.
The names of the voters ought to be pubItched, not only that the public may know the
hatdtual principles of their deputies, and their
assiduity in attending, but also for another
reason.
The quahty of the votes has an influence upon opinion, as well as their sumber. To dcsire that they should all have the
same value, is to desire that folly should have
the same inliuence as wisdom, and that merit
should exist without motive and w5thout re"ward.
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§ 4. E_ceptio_ts to tl_e rule of Publicily.
Publicity ought to be suspended in those
eases tn _ hJch _t is calculated to produ¢'e the
fellowing effects : -1. To favour the projects of an enemy,
2. Unnecessarily to injure innocent persons.
3. To inflict too severe a ponishment upon
the guilty•
It is not proper to make the law of publicily absolute, because it i-_impossible to fore-

to this instrument, except in diseussions of
sufficient importance to justify the expense.
In England, in an ordinary trial, the parties
are at liberty to employ them. In the solemn trial of Warren Hastings, the House of
Commons on the one side, and the aecu_d
on the other, had their short-hand _riters;_
the House of Lords, in character of judge, had
also its own.
With regard to non-authenticpublieations,
it is necessary to tolerate them, either to prevent negligence and dishonesty on the part of
the official reporters, or to prevent suspicion.
An exclusive privilege would be regarded as
a certificate of falsity. Besides, the authentic
publication of the proceedings of the assembly could only be made with a slowness which
would not give the public satisfaction, without reckoning the evil which would arise in
the interval from false reports, before the authentic publication arrived to destroy them.
Non-offiemljournals eompletelyaccomplish
this object. Their success depends upon the
awdity of the public, and their talent consists
in satisfying it. This has in England reached
such a point of celerity, that debates which
have lasted till three or four o'clock in the
morning, a_e printed and distributed in the
capital before mid-day.
The admission of the public to the sittings
is a _ery important point; but this subject
requires explanations, which would not here
be in their place. It will be treated separarely.
The principal reason for this admission
is, that it tends to inspire confidence in the
] reports of the journals.
If the public were

bly may find itself placed.
Rules are made
for a state of calm and security : they cansee all
the circumstances
in trouble
which an
not
be formed
for a state of
andassemperil,
Seeresy is an instrument of conspiracy; it
ought not, therefore, to be the system of a
regular government,

that the truth was not reported, or at least
that part was suppressed, and that many things
excluded,
it a-ssembly
would always
pas,ed
in the
whichbeitled
did to
notsuppose
know.
But independently
of this guarantee, it is
very useful for the reputation of the merebers of the assembly to be heard by impartial

]
[
[
t

§ 5. _[eans of Publicitu.
] witnesses,
andis judged
a portion
the
pubhc which
changedby every
day. ofThis
The following are the mean_ of publicity I presence of strangers is a powerful motive to
which may be employed, eitt,er in whole orin ! emulation among them, at the same time that
part, according to the nature of the assembly, i it is a salutary restraint upon the different
and the importance of its affa'rs,
passions to which the debates may give rise."
t. Authentic pubbcation of the transaelions of the assembly upon a complete plan,
§ 6. State of things in .England.
including the six points laid down in the preIn order to form a just idea of the state of
ceding altiele:things in England relative to publicity, it is
2. The employment of short-hand writers
necessary to pay attention to two very differ the speeches ; and in cases of examination,
ferent thing, _the rules, and the actual praefor the questions and answers,
tice. The following are the rules :-3. Toleration of other non-authentic pub1. All strangers (tbat is to say, all who are
lications upon the same subject,
not members of the assembly) are prohibited
4. Admission of strangers to the sittings,
from entering, under pain of immediate impriThe employment of short- hand writers
* In the Swiss cantons, no strangers are ad_
would be indispensable in those cases in which [ mitted to the debates in their representative cons°
tt would be desirable to have the entire tenor I ells, nor are any accounts of their proeeedhags
of the speech. But recourse need not be had i published
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aonment.Introduction
bya member formsno sincethe accession
of George Ill.,though
exception
tothe prohibition,
norany ground these anti-popular
regulations
are still
the
ofexemptionfromthepunishment.Thispro- same,a contrary
practice
hasprevailed
inmany
hibition, established during the stormy times particulars.
It is doubtless to be regretted,
of the civil war in 1650, has been renewed
that whatever improvement has taken place
seven times, under circumstances which fur. in England has been aeeomphshed through
nish neither this excuse nor any other.*
a continual violation of the taws ; but it is
"2. Prohibition, as well of others as of the gratifying to observe that these innovations
members themselves, to report anything that
insensibly tend to the general perfection.
passes in the House, or to publish anything
The House of Commons has allowed a
on the subject without the authority of the small portion of the public to be present at
House.
its sittings--about
one hundred and fifty
This regulntlon, which dates from the strangers can be accommodated in a separate
commencement of the civil war, has been : gallery. Unhappily, this indulgence is prerenewed thirty times, and.for the last time in carious. That the ttouse ought to be able to
1738, in an order in which passion appears
exclude witnesses in the cases of which we
carried to its greatest height. The language
have spoken, is conceded ; but at present it is
of the proudest despots is gentle and mode.
only necessary that a single member shoold
rate, in comparison with that of this popular
require the ob_rvation of the standing oMer,
assembly,
which being 'always in three, is irresistible.
8. Since 1722, there has been published
As to the contents of the debates and the
by the House of Commons, what are called names oi the voters, there are numerons
the Votes of the House ; that is, a kind of periodical publications which give account of
history of its proceedings, me_tgre and dry, them. These publications are crimes; but it
containing the formal proceedings, with the is to these fortunate crimes that Engmnd is
motions and decisions; and in cases of divi- indebted for her escape from an aristocratic
sion, the numbers for and against, but with- government resembling that of Venice.
out any notice of the debates.
These publications would not have obtained
Before this period, this publication only this degree of indulgence, if they had been
took place occasionally,
more exact. At one time, if a stranger were
These votes, collected and republished at discovered in the gallery with a pencil in his
the end of the year, with an immense mass hand, a general cry was raised against him,
of public laws and private acts, form what and he was driven out without pity. But at
are called the Journals of the ttouse. These
present, connivance is more extended, and
journalswere formerly given to each member,
short-hand writers, employed by the editors
but, not sold to the publie._
of the public newspapers, are tolerated.$
4. Projects of laws betbre they are passed
Among the Lords, the regulations are
by parliament.
These projects, called 5dls, nearly the same, but tile tone is more modeare not printed under a general rule, but the rate. No admission to strangers--(order
5th
printing is ordered upon special motion, and April 1707.) No publication of debates altbr the exclusive use of the members ; so that
lowed-- (order 27th February 1698.) It was,
no one can know what they contain, unless he however, among them, that in our times the
obtain one of these privileged copies through
plan of indulgence which at present reigus
a member.
It is, however, of more importwas commenced.
ance that the public should be made acquaintThis ttouse has one custom, which gives
ed with these, than with the votes,
to one set of its opinions a publicity of which
How singular soever it may be thus to see no example is ibund m the other.
the deputies of the peop]e withdrawing themI refer to protests. These are declarations,
sctves with so much hauteur from the obser- made by one or many members of the minority,
rattan of their constituents, the principles of of the reasons for their dissent from the mean free government are as yet so little known,
sures adopted by the majority, and inserted
that there has been no general complaint
in the journals.
These protests are printed
against a conduct which tends to destroy all and circulated, in opposition to the regularesponsibility on the part of the representations. There results from this publication a
fives, and all influence on the part of the na- singularity which ought to lead to consideration.
tion, if consideration were within the proBut since publieopinlon, more enllghtened,
vince of routine. It is, that the only reasons
has had greater ascendency, and principally
presented to the public in an authentic form,
are those which are opposed to the laws.
• 26th Feb, 1688,
15th Nov. 170,5,
The House of Lords, in permitting a poefist Nov. 1689,
26th Jan. 1709,
2d April 1690,
and
tion of the public to attend its sittings, has
31st Oct. 17t_6_
16th March 1719.
$ They have in the present House of Corn"l"All the paper_ published by the House of mons a gallery appropriated to themselves (18311.)
Commonsare nov/allowed tobe sold (1838._---/,'d _ Eat.
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rendered this favour as burtbensome as pussible. There are no seats. The first row of
spectators intercepts the view, and injures
the hearing of those who are behind. Some
of the more popular members have at different
times proposed to give the public more aceommodation ; but the proposition has always
been refused by the majority of their colleagues, either from considering that a painfill attitude is more respectful, or from an absolute horror of all change. _

be almost always injurious with regard to its
utility. The essential points to be considered
are-1. Facility of hearing for the members.
2. Facility of seeing for the president.
3. Personal eonvcnience fortheindividuals;
And lastly, Fitness for the service.
If any of the seats are so distant that the
voice with difficulty reaches them, attention
being rendered painful, will not be long susrained. The same distance will deprive one
part of the assembly of the inspection of its
president, and from this cause alone may give
CHAPTER
III.
rise to habitual disorder.
OF TIlE
PLACE OF MEETING
AND ITS
Besides, those who do not hear are obliged
DEPENDENCIES.
to decide upon a borrowed opinion. It was thus
that the great popular a_qsemblies, in the an1. Of the Building suitable for a numerous cient republics, were necessarily subjected to
assembly,
the direction of two or three demagogues.
M.*_NIFICENCg of architecture in a building
The difficulty of making themselves heard
intended for a large political assembly, would may also drive from the service the individuals
of greatest ability, if the strength of their
" Bydirected,
the French
of the year of
1814j
it was
that constitution
" all the deliberations
the lungs be not proportioned to the space that
Chamber of Peers should be secret."
their voice is required to fill. Demosthenes
I can discover no good reason for this secresv, might have been obliged to give way to StenIf publicity be dangerous, it appears to me that tar. The firstqualityrequiredw_uld
nolonger
thereis least dangertbrthe peers, who are the least be mental superiority, but a ph._steal advanexposed to the danger of popular ambitmn,
tage, which, without being incompatible with
Non-publicltyto the
appears
dis- talent, does not necessarily imply it. The
advantageous
peers.to me
Timyparticularly
require publicity as a bridle and a spur ; as a bridle, because presumption is even on the other side, and
in ¢irtue of their situation they are tlaought to in favour of the feehlc and valetodinary in.
have interests separate from the body of the dividual, -- inaptitude for corporeal exercises
people -- as a spur, because their lmmoveability being partly the cause and partly the effect
weakens the motives of emulation, and gives them of a st odious disposition.
an absolute independence.
_
.
.
A form nearly circular seats rising amphiI suppose •that the Chamber of l'eers is-eonsl- thea_ri
11 a"
a h :"
.....
dered as bemg,
or about to become, eminently
..t ca y oovee
,
_ c _ otaer--_aeseato_the
.
monarchical, as being the bulwark of royalty presment so placed that ne may see all the
against the attacks of the deputies of the people. , assembly -- a central space for the secretaries
:But in this point of vtew, is not the sccresy of ] and papers-- contiguous rooms for committheir deliberations a political blunder? Public I tees--a
gallery for auditors--a separate box
discussion
is allowed to those who by the suppo- [ for the reporters for the pubhe papers ;--such
.........
_tmn are enemtes
or at I ar e the
-"
_ n" " _ *_
" -" ot "tt_e
-royal
" aumonty,
"o
least too much" mcunea
to oemocmey
; ann" m
se .... . most lmporta _ points. 1no not enter
the salubrtty
of the hall
who are considered the hereditary defenders of , mto .detatl respecting
. '
.
the king and his dominion, are shut up to secret and its adaptatmn for the service. I only add,
discussion, ls not this in some manner to pre- that a hall well adapted to all these objects
aume that their cause is too feeble to sustain the would have more influence than would at first
observation of the nation, and that to preserve the h,_ _,,_n_,_t_,t ;, _
'
+h
;,4 ", ¢ _h
inuiviuuats - xrom
it is memb e rs _a n_u facili _a_
_ "i hi-yg'"tile exercl_ " -"ol tilelr
" "
_ general
, •
-dhappronation,
necessary they snoum vote m secret ?
functions.
When a proposition in the Chamber of Deputies hasthat
obtained
great popular
favour,
is itbeen
not
d_irable
the arguments
by which
it has
opposed should be known ? that the body which
has rejected it should have the right of publicly
justifying its refusal ? that it should.not be exposed to the injurious suspicion of acting only
with a view to its own interest? that it ought not
to be placed in so disadvantageous a position in
the struggle which it has to sustain ? The body
which speaks in public, and whose debates are
published, possesses all the means of conciliating
to itself numerous partisans, whilst those who
deliberate
in secret can
themselves.
It would therefore
seemonly
thatinfluence
this secresy,
so flattering to them, had been invented as a means of
taking from their influence over opinion, more
than was given to them in superiority of rank.

§ 2. Table of Motions.
Reference is here made to a very simp:e
mechanical apparatus for exhibiting to the
eyes of the assembly the motion on which
they are deliberating.
The mere resoling of
a motion can only impart an imperfect and
fugitive acquaintance with it. There is no
other method for really presenting it to the
minds of the members of an assembly, beside
that of presenting it to their eyes.
A general idea of this table only will be
presented here. We may suppose a gallery
above the president's ehair, which presents a
front consisting of two frames, nlae feet high
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by six feet wide, filled with black canvas,
made to open like folding doors ;--that this
canvas is regularly pierced for the reception
of letters of so large a size as to be legible in
every part of the place of meeting. These
letters might be attached by an iron hook, in
such manner that they could not be deranged,
When u motion is about to become the object of debate, it would be given to the cornpositors, who would transcribe it upon the
table, and by closing the gallery, exhibit it like
a placard to the eyes of the whole assembly,
The utility of this invention, in its most
general point of view, consistsin so arranging
matters that no one could avoid knowing upon
what motion he ought to vote.
It is true, that what is of most importance
to be known, is the sense of a proposition, and
not its tenor--the spirit rather than the letter,
But it is only by a knowledge of the letter
that we can be sure of the spirit--s
mistake
in onl_ a single word may entirely change the
purport of a discourse : when the words ar
no longer present to the memory, we are in
danger of falling into mistakes_
a danger
which it is a folly to incur, when it may be
avoided by so simple and infallible a method.
There is not a moment in the course of a
debate, in which each member has not occasion to know the motion, and to be able to
consult it, either for making a correct application of what he hears, or ibr the purpose of
taking an active part in the discussion. This
knowledge is of the first importance to him,
wbetherhe act as ajudge,bygiving
hisvote-or as an advocate, by speaking for oragainst it.
In the first place, with respect to those
who listen, nothing could be more agreeable
and useful to them than this table of motions,
Everything which relieves the memory, factlitates the understanding--there
is much less
doubt abont the meaning, when there is none
about the words. Upon the simple enunciation
or reading of a motion-- all those who have
been dlstracted--all
those who readily forget
all those who are slowin understanding,_
are necessarily ignorant of the subject of debate, or obliged to apply to others for infor,
marion. Hence arise irregular movements
reciprocal interruptions, confusion, and noise,
In the next place, as to those who speak,
the utility of this table is still more clear. If
the motion be of a certain length, it requires
for its recollection an effort of memory, wkich
distracts the attention at a moment in which
there is a necessity for employing it altogerber in another manner. There ought not
to be a necessity of seeking for words when
there is already too much to do in seeking
for arguments : the hesitation occasioned by
such a search, disturbs the current of the
thoughts,
But besides, this effort of memory is often
inefficacious. Nothing is more common than
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to see orators, and even practised orators,
falling into involuntary errors with respect
to the precise terms of a motion. If this be
not perceived, an incorrect judgment is the
result of the error : if it be perceived, the
protests against it produce either apologies
or disputes, and thence loss of time in aeonsations and defences.
The table of motions would contribute in
many respects to the perfecnon of the debate.
We have seen that it would preserve the
orators from involuntary errors : it would
be no less serviceable to the assembly as a
secnrity against intentional false misrepresentatious--against
insidious representations,
by which sentiment_ are imputed to an antagom_t which do not belong to him.
This
defect of candour springs from the same principle as calumny, which hopes that some portion of the reproach with which it asperses
will not be wiped away. The individual who
practises this meanness is screened by the
difficulty of distinguishing his false representation from involuntary error. Remove this
difficulty, and the temptation to be guilty of
the meanness will be removed also.
Digressions are another inconvenience in
debates: they often arise from the weakness
of the mind, which without intending it, loses
sight of the point with which it ought to be
engaged.
But when the orator forgets his
subject, and begins to wander, a table of
motions offers the readiest means for recalling
him. Under the present rSgime, how is this
evil remedied ? it is necessary for a member
to rise, to interrupt the speaker, and call him
to order. This is a provocation--it
is a reproach_it
wounds his self-love. The orator
attacked, defends himself; there is no longer
a debate upon the motion, but a discussion
respecting the application of his arguments.
The unpleasantness
of these scenes, when
they are not animated by the spirit of party,
leads to the toleration of a multitude of digressions, experience having proved that the
remedy is worse than the disease ; whilst as
to the president, although it be his duty to
prevent these wazlderings, his prudence leads
him to avoid giving frequent and disagreeable
admonitions, and entering into altercations
which might compromise his dignity or his
impartiality.
Bnt if we suppose the table of motions
placed above him, the case would be very
different.
He might, without interrupting
the.speaker, warn him by a simple gesture;
and this quiet sign would not be accompanied
by the danger of a personal appeal. It would
be a sedative, and not a stimulant--a
suggestion, and not an accusation ; it would be the
act, not of an adversary, but of a judge. The
member would not be called upon to stop
would not be required to make a painful
submission and avowal of error ; he wotd_l
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only have, in eon_inulng his speech, to return
to the subject of discussion ; and he could
not be ignorant that the sign of the president
was an appeal to the assembly, the attention
of which had been directed to him.
In conclusion, it may be observed that this
table would give great facility in the produetion of good amendments. Ifa simple reading
be sufficient for correctly seizing the spirit
of a motion, it is not sufficient for giving
attention to all its terms.
When observations are to be made upon style, we must
not trust to memory: it is desirable that the
writing should be under the eye--that it may
be considered in many points of view-- that
the microscope of attention may be applied
to all its parts ; and there is no other method
of discovering the imperfections of detail,
This kind of criticism is a peeuhar talent, in
which individuals are formed to excel who
often do not possess any of the gifts of oratory. The profound grammarian is more useful than is generally thought to the legislator,
This table would possess a further merit,
if it should mdy procure for the assembly the
services of one clever man, who had been
discouraged by a defect of memory, and rerained by this defect in a state of inaction,
It is well known that the two nmst importaut faculties of the mind--judgment
and
invention _are
often very strong in tho_e
individuals who have very weak memories,
especially with regard to words.
With respect to talent, as well as virtue, the smaller
the service required, the less the danger of
its being wanting,
It may perhaps be said, that the printing of
the motions belbre the debate, would nearly
accomplish the same object, and would supply the place of this table.
But in the course of a debate, how many
accidental and unforeseen motions may be
made!--how
many amendments which there
is not time to print I It may also be observed,
that a paper to be read, to be eonsuhed, does
not afford to the hearers, or the speaker, the
Same facility as a table which remains immovably before their eyes. It is not necessary continually to stoop for the purpose of
listening or speaking, but the eye glances
over the lines of the table without interruption.
And besides this_ the great utility of
the table, the strength which its gives to the
regulation against useless digressions simply
by means of an admonitory sign, is an advantage not to be obtained by printing the
motion."
" 1 proposed this plan of Mr. Bentham's to
m any of ti_emembers of the Constituent Assamhlv of France. They considered it veryingenious,
ar/d even very usethl, but that it could not be
carried into ett_:ct,because of the rapidity of the
motions and operations of tim assembly. During
many months I attended all its sittings with the
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§ 3. Description of a Table of Motlons.
The plan here pointed out may serve for
a first attempt : but the easier the mode of
execution, the less important are the details.
Frames. -- They may be made like two
folding doors. They should be filled with
canvas, stretched so as to present an even
surface, not sinking in the middle.
Size of tire letters. _ This would depend
upon the size of the place of meeting;--a
black ground, theletters gilt ;--a strong light
thrown upon the table ; -- the form of the
letter rather oblong than _uare.
_lethod of.fixing them. --The letters being
made like a button, should have a hook, by
means of which they might be fixed with the
greatest ease. The regularity of the lines
might be secured by a thread in the cloth.
Composition of the table. --The two folding leaves turn upon their hinges tlke a door.
The compositors whilst at work are visible
to the assembly (which will secure their dillgenoa andemulation.)
The twolcaveselosed
together, will present the appearance of two
pages of an open book.
Amendments. -- These might be exhibited
upon a separate table, placed immediately
beside the others, with a reference which
would direct the eye to the part of the oftginal motion which it was wished to amend,
and a word at the top of the table, which
should simply indicate that the amendment
is suppressive, additive, or subst_tutzve.
Multiphcation of tables.--There
might be
an assortment of tables, upon which all the
known motmns might be previously prepaled,
and thus be made to succeed each other rapidly.
Contents of the Table of Motions.
Suppose that each frame is nine feet high
by six wide, and the letters one and a half
greatest assiduity ; and I cannot forget how often
I have experienced difficulty in ascertaining what
was the subject of deliberation : I have asked
many members who were not able to inform me.
"When even the motion was known_ it was only
in it_ general object-- never in allits details and
in its precise terms. There were consequently
continual disputes about words : a momentary
absence, a momentary abstraction_ a late entry_
were sufficient to produce entire ignorance of the
subject of debate. Individuals _ught to instruct
themselves by conversations_ which formed the
assembly into groupes, and gave ri_e to little par.
titular debates. A multitude of motions thus
presented passed as spectres, and were only half
known. Hence the indolent members either went
away without voting, or voted upon trust; that is
to say, not being able to form an opinion, the7
abandoned themselves to that of thetr party.
These observations may appear but trifles, but
the sum of these trifles produces great effects. A
torrent is composed of drops oF water, and a
mountain of grahm of sand._2Vote b!/Dumwat.
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inch by three quarters of an inch, the two
leaves of the table would contain more than
four ordinary octavo printed pages.
This
may be ascertained by calculation,
At fifty.two feet distant, I have found
in a church that the table of the decalogue
was perfectly legible for ordinary eyes, when
the letters were three quarters of an inch
high.
Composttion. -- The labours of the cornpositors may perhaps be accelerated by _hat
is called the logovraphtcal principle, which
consists in composing not with letters, but
with entire words.
By the multiplication of tables, a eompo$ition which was too long to be presented
all at once to the eyes of the assembly,
might be presented in parts.
A project of
a law, for example, whatever was its extent,
might be previou-.ly prepared, and the table_
shifted, without suspending the labours ell
the a_semhly,
But this plan has its limits ;-- that is to
say, there arc cases and circumstances _hich
would prevent its being employed on account
of time and space: these hants do not, however, furmsh any argument against its utility
upon all occasmns on which it can be eraptoyed. This utilit._ is so great-- the inconveniences of the present plan are so manifest,
_hat one might be astonished that this method
had not been thought of before : but in these
all'airs it is not proper to bn astonished at
anything.
Under the auspices of routine,
bmbarism g_ves law to civilization, and ignoranee prevails over experience.
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only exist by tradition, and are confided only
to the keeping of a treacherous memory.
A small table wouhl not answer the end:
a large table is ah object ot study in every
moment when the attention is vacant.
The
least deviation becomes sensible ; and hence
deviations become rare ;tor rules are rarely
transgressed when they cannot1_etransgressed
with impunity,--when
the law which condemns is before your eye_, and the tribunal
which judges you at the same moment, no
one will be more tempted to wolate it tha_t
he would be tempted to steal red-hot iron.
Procedure, which moves ou other occasions
with the pace of the tortoise, is m this case
lapid as the lightning.
General laws, whatever may be done for
their promulgation, eammt be made mfiversally notorious.
But particular laws made
for one assembly may be constantly visible
within it. The method i_ so easy, it cannot
be said to be unknown. There is not a club
in Engiaud whwh ha-_ not its regulations
exhibited in its place of meeting.
There is
the _ame foresight in gaming-houses.
But
the bitter reflectmn orlon recurs, that the
_i_dom di_pla)ed in the conduct of human
affair_ i_ often in the inverse proportion of
their importaxwe.
Governments have great
progres_ to make betbre they will have attaitied, in the managt, ment ofimblic matters,
to the prudence which commonly eonduets
privatea_urs.
Theeauscmaybeeasilypointed
out, but not the remedy.
CHAPTER

§ 4. On a Table (f Reaulations,
•

When good rules are estabhshed,
it still
remains to make arrangements for facilitating
their executionfor making them k_mwn.
A law can have no effect except a_ it is
known.
The regulations of the assembly, rcdm,ed
into the form of a table, and readable from
all parts of the place of assembly, ought to
be placed by the side of the president.
If they arc too voluminous, the tab/e_- ought
to be multiplied ; but the essenU,d poi_ts
ought to be collected together in the principal
_able.
In every large political assembly, nothing
is more frequent than an appeal to the regufattens, either tor attack or for defence. The
contravention eonsumes time --the correction
consumes still more.
The rules are always
as if they were non-existing h_r one part of
the assembly.
The new members are but
little acquainted with them; m_d they are
not alw,ays present to the minds of the most
experienced veterans.
Such, at least, is the
state of things in the British parlmment ;-_and it cannot be otherwise, because the regnlations, far from being exposed to the eyes,
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AT A LEGISLATIVEASSE_IBLy.
I § 1. Of the utility ,',f a Distinctive Dress .for
_,Iembers.
Tlt_" establishment of a particular dress for
the members during tile hours of mttinu, is
one of those points upon which it would not
be proper to wound national customs. The obI jeer, however, is not altogether so unimportant as might be thought at the first glance.
1. A particular dress serves to distinguish
the members from _he spcctator_ : it may prevent the usurpation of their privilege.
2. Such a dres_ might attain the end of
a sumptuary taw without hawng its rigour
This appa_'ent equahty would defend the poor
man of merit from a disadvantageous eon,parisen with the pride of fortune.
3. Such a dress tends in another manner
to place the individuals upon g level, by diminishing the disadvantages of those who
have to strive against an 3 bodily defect.
4. It produces a certaiu impless_on of respect upon the spectators, and places the
members themselves'in a more distinguished
situation _ two cau.-es which equally tend to
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the maintenance of order, and the preservaone new proposition, may give a new aspect
lion of' deeeney,
to affairs, and render necessary a e.hange of
5. In the course of a debate, when parties
mea_tnes.
The most consummate fbresight
are nearl) balanced, and when intrigue or cur- e_mnot anticipate all the incidents which may
rnption may be apprehended, the peculiar raise in the _'our_ of a d>eus_,ion. It is here
dress may serve to detect the proeeedings of, ,_in abattle,--rbe
best plan prewoasl_ h_rmed
the members, and to signalize what pa._es cannot _upersede the neee_-lt,, nt or'ca.-tonal
among them.
Every eolnmunlcation
aulonff Olderb
suggested at the instant
by the events
them bec_unes more x_mmti:_t,and attracts the ot the day.
public attention.
The Engli,_h practice is conformable _o this
This method. I allow, is not of great three ; theory. The arrangemem being free, the two
but _f It be possible, without inconvenience,
parti_]_ natar,dly place themselves u[mn the
to thrmv one addit',omd _erain in*o the ._cale I two sides of the ltouse.
The first bench
of probity, it ought not to be neglected,
upon the llgh¢ ot tile Speaker, which is called
6. In a pot, Mar tumult, such as e_,er) poti- the Treasury Bench. is occupied by the ministieal a,_embly is expo__ed to see an_e around
tern and other official persons ; but this is a
it, a dresa which announces the &gmty of him mattel of courtesy, and not, of rieht. The firat
who wears it. may di,po_e the people to re- bench on the Speaker'_ left, is that occupied
speet, aml zive the members more mltuenee
h) theprmeipalpersonsoftheoppositionparty.
in eahmng the storm.
The_e is one single exeeptmn to this free7. If tt_e tumult runs go high as personally
dora of places-- an exception, honourable in
_o me,ace certain member_- of the assembly,
principle, but too rare in plactiee to be prothe simple act of layine aside their peculiar duem'e of inconvenience.
" It is eommnnly
dress would favour their retreat. The Chan- understood,"
sa3s Mr. ttatselt. (Vol. II. p.
eellor aefferies, so noted under James I1. for 1_34,) " that members who have received the
his bloody decisions, succeeded, by laying thanks ot the ttouse m their place, are anaside the marks of his dignity, in eluding for t_tted to that place whenever they colne to
a tram the fury of the populace,
the Ilouse. at least during that parhament ;
These different reason_ are not equally ap- and it i- general] 3 a/towed them by the euurplica_,le to all politi "ealassembhes,
tesv of the Itouse."
In the ttou.-e_f Lords, different benches
§ 2. (?f tl_e maTtner o.t"pl, w_n9 tl_e i]Iembera, are approprmted of right to the dtfferent oraJ,d oJ a l_l(,_trumfi_r the Orators.
ders,--one
to the Bishops, another to the
In a numerous deliberative a_.-.embly, *here Duke_, &c. ; hut these appropriations ate but
mt,:ht not to be any predeterminate
plaee_-, slightly oh-erred.
Every one ought to take his place as he atThe States of ttolland and West Friesland
rive_,
used to assemhle in a hall, in which, to judge
"/'his free arrangement
is preferable to a from appeararmes, the fixation of plaee_ wa_
fixed order, for many reason,-: and first, be- most strict.
Each town had its bench, or
cause it tends to province a debate of a butter
its part of a bench
The places being al_
kind.
occupied, no one could change without 05The members of the same party ought to ca-mmng _ome derangement.
Whether any
possess every t:amlity lbr concerting their ope- inconveniences were the result or not, is a
rations and distributing their parts. Withmatter ofeonjeeture, and nothmg more. Since
out this concert, it is impossible that the eveJything passed in secrecy in the._e Dutch
arguments should be presented in the most assemblies, they never uuderstond the essensuitable order, and placed in the most advantim emmexion between liberty and publicity
tageous hgbt. It ix only by a continual correwhich support each other.
spondenee among the members them_eI_'es,
This free a_rangemeut
is favourable to
that they can prevent a multitude of useless equality, in a ease in which equality, not beoperations, data}a, contradietmns, repet_lmns,
in_ hurtful _o any one, isju,tiee.
To prevent
ineon_iatenmes, and other inenlents, of which disputes concerning precedence, th_*se vain
the e,nnmon tendenc_ i_ to iuterrupt ttmt _contests of etiquette which have so olden been
unity of plan which is neee_,ary in conduct- I the principal object of attention in _reat poing "business to its termination.
In th_s re- litieal assemblies, would be in itself a great
speet party interests are the same as those good. To correct the disposition itself which
of the public. It ix necessary for the public attaches importance to these distinctions, is a
g(rod that each party should plead its cause , still greater advantage,
The mode by which
with all its toree _ should employ all its re- this scheme of graduated injuries is carried
sources; since truth only has everything to into effect, is begun hy supposing that one
gain in the concussion,
place is preferable to every other, and that
Consultatmns held previous to the assem- the occupation of it is a mark of superiority.
bty, cannot supply these little consultations
This system of insults, which goes on reguat the moment. One particular observation,
larly increasing from the last to the first pl_e,
VoL IL
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is what is called order, subordination, I_ar.
mmzy; and these honorary distinctions--that
is to say, these gradations of affronts--given
and received with privilege, are commonly
regarded _4th more respect, and tel;ended
with more obstinacy, than the most important
laws.
This, then, is one cause of contention and
trifling, which ought to be excluded frmn a
pohtical assembly. Distinction of' places, and
disputes concerning rank, ought to be unknown there. ,_t¢'rita sua teneant aactores,
_ec ultra progrediatur hunts quam reperlatur
rirtus,
In England, a quarrel respecting precedeuce is sometimes heard of, but it is only
in assemblies for amusement; most generally
among females, and only among themselves,
If these disputes reach the men, they treat
them as a joke.
Ought there to be a place az_signed tbr those
who speak ?
Betbre answering this question, two points
ought to be determined,-the fbrm and size
of the place of meeting, and the number of
members.
In a numerous assemhly, the speaker is
best heard when he speaks from a tribune,
placed near the centre and visibleto all. The
debate, more easily followed, causes less f'atigue. Those who have wok voices, are not
obliged to strain themselves that they may
make themselves heard at the extremities;
and this is a consideration which ouglit not
to be disregarded in a political assembly, in
which there ought to be a large proportion of
aged and studious men.
Regularity is better preserved.
If every
member may speak from his place, there is at
least a danger of confusion, and it is more
difficult for the president to prevent irregular interruptions.
The necessity of going to
the tribune, stops a crowd oflnsignificant and
precipitate proposals. It is a deliberate act,
which an individual will hardly perform without having first considered what he intends
to say: it makes him conspicuous, and he
must feel that it is ridiculous to fix attention
upon himself, when he has nothing to say
wherewith to repay that attention,
Besides, when a tribune is established as
the place from which to speak, all the rest of

going to speak : but there are always some
men more or less impartial and independent.
It is well, therefore, to require all the merebers to speak flora a tribune, which beingthe
same for all, relieves the individual from the
association of ideas which would connect him
with a given party.
It must, however, be
acknowledged, that this method is not perfecttyeffeetual, becauseatlthereembersknow
each other ; but it is well calculated to have
this effect with the public who listen to him,
and who would be thus called upon to judge
the speaker by what ire says, and not by the
place from which he speaks.
It may be objected, that this is a restraint,
and that this restraint may deprive the assemblyofthe ioformation pos_s_ed byatimid
individual, who would fear to push himself
forward upon the scene in too marked a
manner.
It may be said, that a loss of time would
result from it, if, for a single word, a short
explanation, a call to order, it were neeessary to eross the house, and to ascend the
tribune.
These two objeetions are of very little
value. The first supposes a degree of tiroldity which is soon overcome by use : a practtsed speaker will speak from one place as
well as another ; but he will speak best whet/
he is best heard : he will speak more freely,
or he will speak with less effort.
As to short explanations,
the president
might permit a member to make them withtilt quitting his place. These arc minutiae,
with respect to which a routine of detail will
readdy be fiJrmed.
The two houses of the British parliament
have no tribune, and no great inconvenience
results from the want. It mu_t be observed at
all times, that these assemblies are rarely numorons, that there are few habitual orators,
toni that those almost always occupy the same
places. But when a member speaks i_om a
dis/art seat. he speaks tinder manifest disadvantage.
He is less heard by the assembly,
and often not heard at all in the gallery.
There are few important debates in which
the reporters for the public papers are not
obliged to omit certain speeches, of which
only scattered sounds and broken phrases have
reached them.

the
assembly
oughtoutto of
hethe
obliged
to he idlent.
If any
one speak
privileged
place,
he commits at/ obvious irregular'i/y, and may
immediately he called to order,
The tribune presents also a certain advantage connected with impartiality.
If the
assembly, according to thu disposition of all
political bodies, form itself into two parties,
each naturally tends to station itself in a cerrain portion of the place,of meeting ; and if
each one speak from the midst of his party,
it is known beforehand on which side he is

§ 3. Of the ]tours of business, fixed or free.
It is very necessary to have a fixed hour
for the commencement of business.
But is it proper to have a fixed hour for
breakingupthe
sitting, although in the middle
of a debate ? There ought to be a fixed hour,
or very nearly so; but it should be admissibla
to finish a speech which is begun.
This regulation appears to me very reasonable, and more important than would be ironglued at the first glance.
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With reference to the personal convenience
ofindividuals, this fixation of the hour is usefat to all, and necessary for the infirm and
the aged. An inconvenience which may deter
feeble and delicate persons from this national
service, is worthy of consideration,
But the principal reason is, that there is no
other method of securing to each subject a
degree of discussion proportioned to its iraportanee.
When the duration ot the debate
is unlimited, the impatience of those who feel
themselves the strongest, willlead them to
prolong the sitting beyond the term in which
the faculties of the human mind can exercise
themselves without weakness. The end of
the debate will often be precipitated, if it be
only from that feehng of uneasiness which
results/?ore fatigue and ennui,
In those circmnstances m _thich parties are
most excited--in
which each of them, awaiting the decision, would be most desirous of
exceeding tim ordinary time-- it is then that
the rule would be particularly usefid : by interruptingthe
debate, it favours reflection, it
diminishes the influence of eloquence, it'give_
to the result a character of dignity and randeration.
1. But it will be said, delay results front it.
Those who dread being found in a minority
will prolong the debates, in the hope that
mmtber day ma) give them some advantage,
I think that a systematic plan of delay,
founded upon this law, is but shghtly probable. The individual who should speak
merely to consume the time, would do too
much injury to himself. To talk to no putpose, in an assembly in which are heard the
murmurs of indignation, and before the puhlic
which judges you, is a part which demands a
rare degree of impudence; and, moreover, it
would be necessary to suppose that a great
number of individuals should enter into this
disgraceful conspiracy, in order to make it
succeed,
2. It may perhaps be said. that it opens a
door to intrigue_to
that kind of intrigue
which consists in personal soheitations
to
the mcmber_, in the interval between two sittings.
But this objection amounts to nothing.
There is no greater facility for sohcitation
after the first debate, than there was before
it : there is even less ; for those who have
mmouneedtheiropinions,
wouldfeartotender
themselves suspected by so sudden a change
of opinion.
If this objection were solid, it would lead
_o the conclusion that everything should be
unpremeditated in political assemblies _ that
the object of deliberations should not be previously known, and that the only mode of
guaranteeing their integrity is to take them
unawares, and to separate them from all cornmunieation from without.
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.E_ng?ishpractice,
There is a fixed hour fi_rt*eginning the sit,.
tings ; there is none fi_r their termination.
Hence, dc!'ates x_l_ich excite great interest
lm_'e sometimes lasted ti'om twelve to fifteen
hours, and even beyond that.
The inconveniences which result fi'om this
practice arc sufficiently numerous : but there
is no danger, at least with regard to projects
qflaw._, because the regulations secure eertaitt
delays. Every bill mt_t be read three times,
besides being discus-sod in committee.
Two
adjournments
arc ti_erefore necessary, and
there may be a greater number.*
The sittings do not generally commence
before fouro'clock, audeven later. This arises
from the composition of the assembly. The
ministers are engaged m tim morning in their
offices ; the judges and lawyers in the courts
of justice ; a great nnmher of merchants m'e
necessarily occupied with their business. The
different committees ot the house require tt_e
attendance of a multitude of persofls, and
this service, in a large city, can only be convenicntty rendered during the day.
These circumstances have caused evening
sittings to be preferred, notwithstanding the
inconvenience of prolonging the debates far
into the night_ of often producing precipitation, from the desire of concluding them -- of
affecting the health of delicate persons, and
of exposing tins public service to the formidable concurrence of all the dissipations of a
large city. If the ancient usage of assemblingin the morning were re-establislmd, this
change alone would necessarily change the
composition of the House of Commons.
§4. D_tyofattendanre_3Iischiefsresuhin
9
.flora non-attendance.
I begin with two propositions: -- the first,
that in every le_.dslative assembly the absence
of the members is an evil:-- the other, that
this evil is sufficiently great to justit_ a law
of constraint.
The inconveniences may be ranged under
six heads :
1. Facility of prevarication.
2. Occasion of negbgence.
8. Admission of less capable indlvidualg.
4. Inaction of the assemhl), when the hUmher requisite tbr the validity of its acts is not
present.
5. Danger of surprises.
"Tbe Roman senate could not begin any business before the rising of the sun, nor conclude
any after its setting. This was a precaution
against surprises ; but the English method is
much preferable. Demo_thene_ caused a decree
to be passed by surprise, after thep,trty opposed
to his had retired, believing the sitting finiM_ed.
Such an event could not have happened in the
British senate.
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6. Diminution of the popular influence of
the assembly.
.
1. t:acdityofprevarication.--Thereismore
than facility--there
is entire security, not for
eomplete prevarication, but for demi-prevarication. Suppose a measure so _d that a deputy, if he were present, could not in honour

emanates ? It isthiswhlch becomes more pro.
blematical, in proportion as this part is less
than the whole, ls the part absent greater
than that which is present._ The public knows
not to which to adhere. In every state of the
ease, the incomplete assembiy will have less
influence than the complete assembly.

refr,dn
voting against
it. Does
tie fear?
to
offendfrom
a protector,
a minister,
or a frier_d
He absents himselt : his duty is betrayed, but
his reputation is not compromised.
Every voter produee._ by h_ vote two equal
and distinct effe_'ts : he depJives one party of
his vote, and given it to the other.
The absent produces only one of tt_ese effects, but
there is always half the nuschief,
2. N_,gh_./ence.--Is one obbged to vote upon
all questions?
Itisnaturaltopaysomeattenlion tothem,tomakeone'sselfaequainted
with
them, lest we become absolute eipher._ in the
assembly. But this feeling of honom" does not
existwhenindividualsmayfreelyabsentthem.
selves, They will abandon their duty, rather
than compromise themselves-they will give
themselves up to indolence ; and the more
they neglect their business, the less will _hey
be quahfied to engage in it.
3. Admission of less capable individuals. -So soon as an employment becomes a source
of consideration and of power, without iraposing any restraint, it will be sought after _
will be bought and sold, by men who have
neither inclination nor power to render them.
selves useflfl in it.
Such places will often become theappanage
of fortune and dignity ; but if it be reqm,itc
assiduously to discharge their functions, the
little motives of vanity will not outweigh the
bonds of labour, We shall only find among
the candidates those who discover, in the.,e
public duties, some particular attractions ; -and though inclination for an employment
does not prove talent for its discharge, there
is no better pledge of aptitude for the labour
than the pleasure which accompanies it.
4. lnaellan for want _f l]te _*umberrequired,
-- This evil is connected withthe preceding,
Se soon as the places are occupied by men
who only love the decorations they afford,
they wall neglect to attend, at least upon ordinary occasions. It will become necessary
*cofix a quota for forming an a,sembly, and
this expedient will itself produce many days
of inaction.
& .Danger ofsurprises.--We
may eonsider
as a surprise, every proposition the success
of which has resulted from absence, and which
would havebeen rejected in the fullassembly,
• 6..Diminution ofbtfluence._Publie
opinion
m a representative government is naturally
disposed to conform itself to the wish of the
assembly, and requires only to know it. But

I confine m?_etf here to the general idea.
The fi:st of these means would consist in
requiring" of each member a deposit, at the
commencement of each quarter, of u certain
sum for each day of sitting in the quarter;
this deposit to be returned to him at the end
of the term, deduaion being made of the
amount deposited lbr each day for every day
he was absent.
If the members receive a salary, this salary
should be placed in deposit, subject to being
retained in the same manner.
This retention should always take place
without exception, even in (hose cases ii_
which there are the most legitimate excuses
for absence.
This plan may at first appear singular, but
this is tufty because it is new. This, however,
is not a feasible objection to it, if it be partic,]arly efficacious. It behmgs to that cla_s of
laws which execute themselves.*
Ifinsteed
of this retention you establish an equal fine -there then becomes nec.cs_-ary an accuser--a
process, a judgment : on the other hand. the
deduction is not liable to uncertainty-it operates after a simple calculation, and does not
bear the character of a penal taw.
Emoluments are the price of service,--Is
there may ground of complaint, if they are
attached to the rendering of service?
lfthc employment beefs kind to tie undertaken without salary, the chance of losing a
part of the deposit ought to be regarded as
the price of the place.
To admit any cases of exception, would be
to alter the nature of this instrument,
lts
essence consists in its inflexibility _ admit
excuses, you admit fi'aud, you admit fuyour; refusal to receive them would become
an affront,--you
would substitute a penal
fi)r a remaneratory arrangement.
But it may
be said, in ease of sicknc.-s, is it right to ad_l
to thi_ natural nfistbrtnne, another factitious
evil? Yes, upon so important an occasion.
The professional man, the artisan, are subject
to the same losses. At the price of this single
inconvenience,
contraventions without end
are prevented, the public service is secured,
which could not be secured by any means
more easy and manageable.
This expedient itself will not suffice. It is
necessary to add to it a coercive punishrrmnt;
for it is always necessary to come to this, to

will the wish of the whole assembly be the
wish of that portion from which the decision

* See Rationa_
p. l_j8.

§ 5. Means of'insuring attendance.

of Reward, Book I. Ch. IV.
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give effect to the laws. I nn]y propose one
day of arrest tot each contravention, it being
alwavs understood that every legitimate exeuse'_br absence is admissible as a ground of
exemption from this punishment,
This is necessary for constraining a class
of persons upon whom the loss of the deposit
would have only an uncertain influence,
The rich are often led by vanity to make
pecuniary sacrifices : the)" would not be indisposed to acquire an honourable office, even
though it were expensive, provided they were
not compelled to attend to its duties; they
might even glory in the infraction of a rule
when the purlishment was only a pecuniary
fine. Hence there would perhaps be formed
twoclasses in the assembl_ -- tho_e who were
paid for their fmwtions, and those who paid
fi_r not fit|filling them ; and as wealth sets the
fashion, it might ha.ppen that a kind of degradation would be reflected upon the useful and
laborious class,
A punishment is therefore necessary, which
should be the same for everybody--a
slight
but inevitable punishment.
It is true that
excuses would be admissible ; hut it i_ not to
be expected that, for the purpose of avoiding
the inconvenience of one day's arrest, any
one would compromise his honour by a lie.
These means should also be strengthened
by a register, in which every case of absence
should be specified. The name of the absent
member should be inscribed therein, with the
date of his absence, in order to indict,to the
sitting or sittings h'om whxch he was absent,
the excuses he has made, or tile days during
which, hc was subject to arrest.
This memorial should be printed at the cad of every
session,
The power of granting leave ought not to
exist.
"I'bi_ power would s,am reduce the
demand which was made of it to a mere forrnaiity,
If this regulation had existed in the lqoman
senate, the letters of C_eero would not have
contained so many bitter complaints against
those senators, wl_o left him to strive alone
against corruption and intrigue, that they
might enjoy their pleasures in voluptuous
repose, or rather that they might avoid cornpromising themselves, and might prevaricate
without danger,
§ 6. British practice in r_.lation to attendonce.
In order to perceive how far this abuse of
nbeenting themselves may be carried, it is
only necessary to eousider what happens in
Engl_md.
In the House of Commons, out of 658
members, the presence of 40 is required to
constitute a house, and often this number is
not fontal.
Its annals offer few examples of
8 titling in which one-fifth of the whole hum-
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t bet" was not wanting. An opinion may hence
t be formed of the or_linarv attendance°
The
1 two parties in this asscn[hly are composed of
I )ersons to whom their parliamentary functions
are only a secondary object.
Setting aside
the official personages, and the heads of the
opposition who seek to suceeed them, there
remain lawyers, merchants, and men of the
world, who, unless the)" have a particular in*
I terest in the question, only attend the house
, as a show, for the purpose of varying their
amusements. At theinvitationofthe
slightest
pleasure they leave the house.
It is these
persons who in general compose the class
whose votes are the object of dispute to the
tu,o parties, and to whom they address their
pleadings.
Is this the fault of individuals ? No; since
in this respect as well as in every other, men
are what the laws make them to be.
The laws which exist for the prevention
of this abuse are well calculated to be inefficaeious. In ancient times there was a statute
of fines: first, five pounds; afterwards ten,
and afterwards forty, &c. This mode is gone
by--there
remains only impri_nmentin
the
custody of the sergeant-at-arms (this hnplies
a sufficiently heavy ransom under the name of
fees.) But even this punishment scarcely exists except as a threat. It cannot take place
but upon a call of the house, as if a constant
duty ongh_ only to be performed at certain
periods ; and in the case of a call of the house,
any excuse, solid or frivolous, vague or partitular, is sufficient to prevent the iniliction
of this punishment. It is not possible to expeel that the tribunal will be severe, when
all the judges are interested in the contravention of the laws. Neither can it be expected
that a political body will make efficacious
laws for the prevention of abuts, in the continuance of which each member finds his account, unless compelled to do so by the force
of public opinion.
It must be acknowledged, that this habitual
negligence, which has destroyed every other
i assembly, has its palliatives, which diminish
Iits evil effects, and which are peculiar to the
parlimnentary rrgime.
The division into two parties, has insenslbly led them to allow" themselves to be represented by a certain portion of each. Each
portmn is as the whole. In questions of iraportance -- that is to say, of an importance
relative to the party_the
chiefs give the
signal, and the members come up in mass.
There is little dangerof surprise, because
the principal motions are announced beforef hand, and because all the ministerial measures
t pass through manystages, upon different days.
i If the decision taken by the small number be
I contrary to the wish of the majority, they
assemble in force the day fohowing, and abrogate the work of the previous day.
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§ 7. Of the practice of requiring a certain
nurabcr to form a House.
With good regulations against absence,
there would be no necessity tbr a recurrence
to this instrument,
Its principal u_ is to contribute indirectly
to the compelling an appearance, ls the fixed
number deficient ? Business is retarded ; pubtie opinion is thought of; an uproar is dreaded,
Those who direct the assembly are obliged to
take pains to obtain the attendance of the requisite number, and rigorous methods have an
excuse if the negligence become extreme.
This fixed quota is the last expedient to
which recourse should be had with this view;
since the suspension of business oftentimes
produced by it, is nothing more than a punishmeat inflicted upon the constituents, when
the representatives ouly are in fault,
It appears at first extremely sit,gular, that
the power of the whole assembly should be
thus transferred to so small a portion.
It
arises from the eireumstmaee, that abstraction
made of intentional surprise, nothing more
is to be feared from a fraction of the assembly
than from the total number.
Allowances
being made for the differences of individual
talents,--as
is the whole, so is each part.
If there be no disposition on the part of
the whole to prevaricate, there is no reason
to attribute this disposition to any portions
of the whole.
Besides, responsibility with
regard to the public is always the same.
It might be apprehended, that where parties existed, those who found themselves one
day in superior force, would abuse this superiority to the production of a decree contrary
to the will of the majority. But this danger
is not great; for the majority of to-morrow
would reverse the decree of the past day,
and the victory usurped by the weaker party
would be changed into a disgraceful defeat,
The general advantage, in case of absence,
is altogether on the side of the executive
power. It is this which is always in activity
_it is this which has all the particular means
of influence for securing the assiduity ot its
partisans,
§ 8. _sitors--raode
of admission.
We have seen, in the chapter on Publicity,
the reasons for admitting a certain portion of
the public to the sittings of the assembly,
and we have pointed out the eases of exception. The number admitted ought to be as
great as possible, without injury to the facility
of speaking and hearing--a
principal eonsideration, which reduce, the size of the place
of assembly to dimensions much less than
those of an ordinary theatre ; since there
ought not to be required of a deputy of the
people, the sWength of voice and the declamuttonofan _.
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The experience
ofFrancehas shown other
dangers, arising from the number of spectators
equalling or exceeding that of the assembly,
It is true, that these dangers might have been
prevented by a severe police ; but this police
is more ditfieult to be maintained, in proportion as the number is large. Besides, there are
some men, who, nurrounded with the popularity of the moment, would be more engaged
with the audience than with the assembly ;
and the discussion would take a turn more
favourable to the excitements of oratory, than
to logical proofs.
It would be proper, in the distribution of
these places, to allow a particular seat for the
short-hand writers; another to students of
the laws, who would find there a schooland
models ; another for magistrates, whose presence would be doubly useful.
It would be
proper also to keep certain places in reserve,
at the disposal of the president, for ambassa_
dors and strangers, who would carry from this
exhibition advantageous impressions respecting the nation, whiehwould fructify in noble
minds. Cyneas left Romcmore impressed with
respect by his view of the senate, than by all
the magnificence of the Court of Persia.
With regard to places in the public seats,
they should be paid for. This arrangement is
most favourable to equality, in a case where
equality is justice.
If.you allow them to be
taken by the first comers; when there is a
lmge concourse, many persons will be disappointed. The strongest and the rudest will
have all the advantage in the struggle. _ The
gallery would be filled with spectators, who
would be the least profited by the debates,
and who have the most to lose by the cessation of their labours. Their number, and their
•
want of education, would often lead them to
brave the anger of the assembly, and to disturb its deliberations by their approbations
or their murmurs.
If the granting of tickets of admission were
in the hands of the government, there would
not be persons wanting who would accuse it
of partiality and dangerous intention. There!
they would say, the ministers have surrounded
us with their creatures, ill order to restrain
our deliberations, &c.
This subject of discontent would be re.
moved, by giving the tickets of admission to
the members themselves; and I see only one
objection to this: it would restrict the prerogativc of publicity, instead of extending it,
by making a emnmon right degenerate into a
personal favour, and thus opposing the prino
eiple of equality without any advantage.$
• It was for a long time a trade among the
common people_ to seize at an early hour up_l
plaee_ in the gallery
of the _NationalAssembly,
for the purpose of selling them.
"t"All this is recouped in England by an un.
authorized
butestablished
custom.A smallstun
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A priceof admission
unitesallthe condi- --andthat toomuch was utctiliced
tovmdty
tions.Itisan imperfect
measure,itistrue, and wit.
but it is the only possible one, of the value
attached to this enjoyment. It is also a proof
of a condition in life which guarantees a reCHAPTER
V.
spectable class of spectators.
OF THE
PRESIDENTS
AND
VICE-PRESIDENTS
This plan,l acknowledge,isnot a noble
one ; but the employment of the produce may
_ELONGtNGTO POLITICALASSEMlSLI£S.
ennoble it; whilst, as respects those witieisms
§ 1. Of ti_e o_ce of .President.*
which may be borrowed from the language of
the theatre, they must be expected, and diskuLrs.
regarded.
Rule I.IN everypolitical
assembly,thece
Ought females to he admitted? No. I have ought at all times to he some _e person to
hesitated, I have weighed the reasons for and preside.
against,
lwould repudiate
a separation,
which
appears an act of injustiee and of contempt.
_ The word President, I employ in preferenre
to any other term which the EnglL_h or any other
But to fear is not todespise them. Removing
European language oflbrs as capable of being
them from an assembly where tranquil and made m express the function I have in view.
cool reason ought alone to reign, is avowing
To an _glishman,
whose view was confined
to his own island, at_d to the chief governing
influence, and it ought not to wound bodies in that island, Speaker is the word whieli
their pride.
The seductions of eloquence and ridicule
would naturMly first present it,elf. But the term
Speaker exhibits the office of president no other°
are most dangerous instruments in a political wise than as an appendage to a very diflbrenh
assembly. A_.mit females--you add newforce
and now frivolous fimctton, of which hereafter,
to these seductions; and belore this dramatic
and of which latter only an imimation is given
and impassioned tribunal, a dlseussion which by this name; _ and in relation to the business
only possessed the merits of depth and 3us- of debate, it has an incorrigible tendency to
tiee, would yield to its learned author only duee contusion : it confounds the president with
the reputation of a wearisome lecturer. All any
member whom
is occasion
as speaking.
In the there
instance
in whichtoitmention
i_ most
the passions touch and enkindle each other u.,ed, viz. to denote the president in ordinary of
reciprocally. The right of speaking would of- the House o£ Commons, it involves a contr_.
ten be employed only as a means of pleasing ; I diction ; the original propriety of the appellation
but the direct method of pleasing female sen- Inaving m this instance _lipped away, and left ab.
sibitity consists in showing a mind suscep- I surdity in its place. In that House the Speaker,
tible of emotion and enthusiasm. Everything I while
officiates
such,those
is the
only person
presenthewho
neither as
makes
speeches
which
would take an exalted tone, brilliant or tragi- I all the other members make, norhas any fight
cat--excitement
and tropes would be scattered
to do so. In this point of view, it lends counte.
everywhere ; _t would be necessary to speak ra_neeto a pnnciple of etymology, generally cited
of liberty in lyric strains, and to be poetic asawhim_lcalone:Speak_r,
fromnot speaking ;
with regard to those great events which re- ut lucusa non tucendo.
quire the greatest calmness. No value would
Orator (orateur) is the word by which the
be put but upon those things which are bold in
k_vglish
word speaker
asuMh"
the general
languagehas
of been
Europe.
It rendered
is by the
and strong ; that is, but upon imprudent re- same word that the presidency, of the three in°
solutions and extreme measures,
fetter orders of the swedish diet is rendered in
Among the English, where females have the same lar_gusge. To the innocent impropricto little influence in political affairs -- where ties chargeable on the word speaker, this mlds a
they seek so little to meddle with themdangerous ong Oration means supplieation_
where the two sexes are accustomed to sept- supphcation
implies pliancy,as
towards
per.
son to be addressed:
the plrancy
of the the
Swedish
rate for a time, even after familiar repasts,_
presidents as towards the person they had to adfemales are not permitted to be present at dress, has just _ consummated the ruin of every°
the parliamentary debates. They have been thing that ought to be dear m Sweden.
excluded from the House of Commons, at'The word Chairman is free tt-omthe inconvvter the experiment has been tried, and for nienca attached to the use of the words speakm"
weighty reasons. It has been found that their and orator: but it draws the attention to an idea
presenee gave a particular turn to the delihe- too
as if itwho
were
necessary
m the functionconfined;
that theperson
performs
tt should
sit/_
rations_ that self'love played too conspicuous
a chair, and that nobody else should. At times
a part-- that personalities were more lively it may even bring up an improper and ignoble
idea: several committees being about to sit, a
¢oiee is beard in the purlieus of the House _"
given to the doorkeeper of the gallery, introduces Commou_q Ge_t_
Snmr ¢hab_ne_ wa/t for
you into zthe gallery, as well an the order of a Wau. Does dudrmen hea'e mean prssident_
member,
/_rt_rs
• "Ibis vractiee is now prohibited, by an order
.Mar_/is
the _ppellation by which the pro.
t_l witlm6t a member's omter._Ed.
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Rule 2. In a permanent
assembli" , that
fmletion
is best provided
for by a permanent
president
in chief, with substitutes
of equal
permanency,
in such number,
that in ease of
absence
or disabdity,
the place of the chief
may _*t the instant
be supplied,
The In esident
ought to be permanent,
not
only that
the emharrassment
arising
from
ntultiplied
elections
may be avoided,
but especiMly fi_r the good of his office. If permanent,
he will posses_ more experience,
he will know
the assembly
better,
he will be more cancersant with business,
and will feel more interested in managing
it well, than an occasional
president.
The occasional
president,
whether
he execute his office well or ill, must lose it.
The permanent
president,
who will only lose
his office it he discharge it ill, has an additional
motive
performing
all hisofduties
well.
Rule for
3. Ill
the character
president,
more than one person
ought to officiate
a time.

no
at

sident is designated
in tile Polish diet; in one of
the four orders whieh compose the 8wedishbody
of that name; and in the provincialassemblies
of
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If there are two, whenever
there ari_s
any difference of opinion between
them, there
will be no decision.
If there are more than
two, they will form a little assembly,
which
will have its debates,
which
will uselessly
prolong the business in hand.
Rule 4. But two persons at least, capable
of officiating,
ought to bc present at once.
This rule is necessary,
in order to prevent
the assembly
from being reduced
to a state
of inaction
from the sickness,
death, or absence of its president.
The omission of so
simple and important
a precaution,
announces
so great
a want of foresight,
that it could
hardly be thought
that men would be guilty
of it, ifa striking example were not exhibited
by one of the greatest
and most ancient of
political
assemblies.
§ 2. Functions,

competent

and incompetent.

Rule 5. The functions
that belong
properly to a prasident,
belong
to him ill ons
or other of two capacities
: that of a judge,
as between
individual
members
; or that of
a_jent of the whole
assembly:_as
judge_
when there
is a dispute
for him to decide

[heonobloe:tt,hien_u_ed
:n_h_?e th,_e:teWrge_:s,
upon ; as agent, ,,'here there is anything
far
•
g
_.
.P.
",
' . '. -1 hxm to do without
dispute."
sldes being unexpresslve,
as liable to objections i
_ _ _. --_ . _
,
_......
_uie
o
.A_
Juuge
a
pro
nlcnt
ougn_
in
ofa
muehmoreserioasnature,
lntheoriglnal
" "
" ,
._"
.
German, it signified neither nmre nor less than t every instance,
to be subordinate,
m the way
what we ca 1 a hostler or groom--a
servant,
of appeal to the assembly itself, sitting under
having horses under his care.
A horse being an
another
presidenee.
animal of great importance to a barbarian king, I
Rule 7. As agent,
he ought
in every into have the care of the king's horses wa._ to be a stance
to tie subiect
In the eo_lro_zl of the
great
,,
•
- - m'm
" " --When not - to - be mihtary
. was
--' to
_. be [ as_eln_llV
ann_.,that" *n_tat_ter as to evergl, _,nlnt_
nooooy, to De a man In the service o! tile King
•"
_" .
.
•
was m have a military command
Thus
b" de I transacted
m the face of the a._semhlv.
grees_ a command over horses ha._ revolved, as a t
Rule {5. In neither
eapamty
ought
lie to
matter of inferior consequence,
a command
over [ possess any power, the effect o1' whirh would
their .riders ", till at length tile title, ofmar.shal,
] he to give'him
a controu _,in any. des-roe o_'er
superior even to that of yeneral, is come to dethe ,viii af the a_s mhlv
llote, In most , eountrleso_:
Euro P!e, thechlefn
n
....
- 11- I
Rule 9. In a immerous
assemblv.'_
and m
tary commanu,
liut to eolYlInana mllltarnv
1'_to
.
.
. . , . command des!0otically. Aeeordingy,1 in ti_e'Swe_. [ particular.
.
lu a numm ou, legislative
assembly,
dLsh diet, the nobles, sitting under the command
a presulent
ought not to be a member ; that
of their marshM named by the king, are to speak i is, lie ought
rot to possess a r ght either to
or to hold their tongues, as a soldier is m turn to make moiions
to take oart iu a debate
or to
tile right or to the left as the commander
gives _ _ ,. , _-_,*o '
'

an assembty_ which is not meant tbr an army or I
a puppet-_how_
the word marshal is that which t
" For instance, putting the question ; declaring
ought most studiously to be proscribed.
France_ I the decision
from the number
of the votes;
therefore, in giving to the presidents of her hagiving ordcrs to subordinates
; giving thanks or
tionalassembliesthissimpleandexpre_ivename,
reprimands
m individuals;
or, in short, using,
instead of the swelling and so much coveted title
in the name of the a_sembly_ any other discourse
of marshaL has had afortunate
escape,
of any kind which is not deemed of sufficient
The length of tins note may demandjustifica°
importance
m be penned by the assembly itself.
lion. but needs no apology.
_'hileminds
areled
"I"An assembly may in this point of view be
by sounds and modes of thinkint, depend an as- deemed too numemus_ when it is too numerous
snelatlon_ names of office will never be of hght
for the oplmon of each member to be recorded
importance.
A king of Poland or Sweden looks
distinctly in his own terms. This takes out of the
upon himself as an injured being, so long a_ his rule such assemblies,
for instance, as the boards
will meets with any resistance that would not of administration,
and the principal courts ofju_
have been made m a king of Prussia or Denmurk:
rice in Great Britain, and the boards estabhsheR
and because a president is termed mar_hal_ 8wein the dominions of the English East-India
Camden is destroyed,
puny.

_
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I. It leaves him entirely at liberty to at- may arise, that he who is eatled upon to
¢_end to his duties, and the cultivation of the moderate them, ought not to be obliged to
particular talents which they require.
If he enrol himself under the Nanners of a party,
be called to sustain the eharaeter and repu- to make himself friends and enemies, to pa:-_
tation of a member of the assembly, he will from the character of a combatm_t to tha$
be often distracted from his principal oecu- of an arbitrator, and to compromise by these
patton, and he will have a different kind of opposite flmctious the respect due to hitl
amthtion from that which beloiIgs to hisoffwe,
public character.
without reckoning the danger of not sueThere have been assemblies which have
eeeding, of offending, and of weakening his only givcna vote to the president when the
personal eousideration by ill-sustained pre- votes have been round equal.
This mode is
tensions,
more opposed to impartiality than that of
2. This exclusion is founded upon reasons allowing him to vote in all cases, and there
of an elevated nature: it is designed to gutis no reason whieh can be assigned in its
rantee him from the seductions of partiality,
favour.
The most simple and natural plan
and to raise him even above suspicion, by to adopt in ease of equality, is to consider
never exhihiting him as a part_san in the that the proposition which has not had the
midst of the debates in which he is required
majority of votes is rejected.
In matters of
to interfere as a judqe--to
leave him in pus- election, it would be better to resort to tot,
session of that consideration and eonfidenee
than to give the preponderant voi(_ to the
which alone can secure to his decisions the president.
The lot offends nobody.
respect ot all parties.
But it may be said, that the president, no
§ 3. Sequel.
Choice.
more than any one else, can remain neuter
Rule 10. In a legislative assembly, or any
with regard to questions which interest the other free and numerous political assembly,
whole nation -- obliged espeemlly as he is to a president ought in every ease to be chosen
be continually occupied w_eh them, even as freely and exclusively by the assembly over
matter of duty ; that it would therefore be I which he is to preside.
better that he should be obliged to declare
Rule 11. In the choice of a president, the
himself, and make known h_ real sentiments,
votes ought to be taken in the secret way, and
and thu_ put the assembly upon its guard, themajority ought to be an absolute one.*
rather than that he should enj(_y, umler a
I{uh. 1:2. A president ought ever to remain
false appearance of impartiality, a confidence removable by the a,_,mbly at its free pleasure,
which he does not merit,
but not by any other authority.
To tbi_ objection there is more than one
Rule 13. In a permanent assembly, on the
answer : Fbst, It cannot be denied, that so _ceasion of choosing a permanent president,
long as his internal sentiments have no undue
if there be no other president in office, it may
influence upon his external conduct, they are be better to accept a pre.ldent pro re nat,_
ot noeon._cquenee lethe assembly, but thathe
from without doors, upon the ground ot any
cannot declare them without t,eeominz Its, claim, however slight, if single, than to _-tand
agree_d_lctooneparty--wiOmutexposinghimin that instance upon its liberty of etmice._
self to a -u_-piemn of partiality, which always
l_ule 14. 8o for all kinds of busines., in an
more or less alters the degree of confidence,
as.-emhly, whxeb, however tree, is but oecaSecondly, If _ou permit him to remain
sional.:_
impartial, he will be so more easily than any ,
one else. Ile wilt regard the debates under
§ 4. General Observations.
altogether a thfferent point of _iew from that
A very sin'p!e observation will fimfish a
of the debaters themselves.
His attenuon,
clue to all the reasons that can be produced
luincq_ally directed to the maintenance of'or
reqmred in support of the propositions
tbrm and order, will be withdrawn from the '
principal _uhject.
The ntcas which occupy
* In contradistinction to a comparative one:
his mind during a debate, may differ fi'om Le. if there be a numher of candidates_ the having
those which occupy the actors in it. as ntueh more vo'_'_ than an)' other candidate ought not to
as the thoughts of'a hotanist who looks at a I such
determine
ti_e election,
unless
who lmsses,es
eomparanve
majority
have he
a majority
of the
field may differ from those of its owner,
whole number of the votes.
Habit facilitates these sorts of abstraction.
"1-For instance, where a king or other chief
If it were not so, how could judges, full of magistrate in any stateinstitutesa new assembly,
humanity, fix their attention with a perfect or convokes one not already provided with one by
impartiality
upon a point of law, whilst a ancient designaation, it might be of use that he
trembling iamily stood waiting beneath their should name a president for this purpose only.
eyes the issue of their judgment.
_ Thus,to in
an English
cnunty meeting,
it may
bebetter
accept
of the presidency
of the sheriff_
It follows from what has been said, that
though an officer of the king's appoin'tment, than
in a numerous political assembly, in which it to consume the time in debating who shall fill the
il to be e_peeted th',_ passion and animosity
chair.
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above laid down.
Throughout the whole
business, the grand problem is to obtain, in
its most genuine purity, the real and enlightened will of the assembly. The solution of
this problem is the end that ought everywhere to be had in view. To this end, everything that concerns the president ought of
course to he subservient.
It is for the sake
of the assembly, and for their use alone, that
the institution of this office is either necessary or proper. The duty and art of the president of a political assembly, is the duty and
art of the accoucheur : ars obstetrix animorum,
to use an expression of the first Encyclopedist
and his not unworthy successors ;-- to assist
nature, and not to force her--to
soothe, upon
occasion, the pangs of parturition -- to produet, in the shortest time, the genuine offspring ; but never to stifle it, much less to
substitute a changeling in its room. It is only
in as far as it may be conformable to the will
of the assembly, that the will of this officer
can, as such, have any claim to regard. If, in
any instance, a person dignified with any- such
title as that of president of such or such an
assembly, possess any independent influence,
such influence, proper or improper, belongs
to him, not Jn his quality of president, but in
some foreign character. Any influence whatever thathe
possesses over the acts of the
assembly, otherwise
mediate eootroul of
much power taken
thrown into the lap

than subject to the imthe assembly, is just so
from the assembly and
of this single individual,
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commenced in the times of ignorance: the
first institutions could only be attempts more
or less defective ; but when experience reuders their inconveniences sensible, the spirit
of routine opposes itself to reform, and also
prevents our perceiving the true sources of
the evil.
CHAPTER

VI.*

OFTHE MODEOFPROCEEDING
IN A POLITICAL
ASSEMBLYIN TIiE FORMATION
OF ITS DE_
CISIONS.
§ 1. Introductory Observations.
THE subject we are now about to engage in,
is in its own nature abstract, intricate, and
obscure. Of theseundesirable qualities in the
* Tiffs chapter was originally published in 4to,
Sn the year 1791. In the preface to that publiealion it is stated, that " the circumstance whteh
gave rise to the pubheation of this detached
chapter, was the notification that had been given
of
the then approaching
meeting
the French
States-GeneraL
since termed
the of
National
Assembly.
" As to the particular matter of the present
Essay, preceded, as it requtred to be, by several
other matters, as well in respect to the ehrono.
logical order of the subjects treated of, as in respeet to the order that seemed most favourable to
investigation, it presented itsdf as second to none
in the order of importance.
" What was more, the very rules that sag.
gested themselves as necessary to every assembly, turned out to be the very rules actually

It follows, that nothing ought to he per- [ ture.
observed
in both
assemblies
of the Britishupon
legisla.
What
theory
wouhl havepitehed
usa
mitred by the assembly to be done by a pre- model of perfeetton, practice presented as having
sident, that the assembly itself could do in been successfully pursued: never was the accord
the same space of time.
more perfect between reason and experience.
In the case of an assembly and its presi" The conjuncture which gave rise to the pubdent, we see judicial power in the simplest tication seemed to be such as would give it its
form in which it can exist, and in the simplest
be_tchance of being of use. A political assembly,
set of circumstances in which it can be placed, selected from the whole body of a great nation,
were about to meet tor the first time. Everything
The judge single: the parties acting all the that concerned them was as yet new to them :
while under his eye. Complaint, judgment,
everything was as yet to create. They were in
execution, treading with instantaneous rapt- the situation of a manufacturer, who besides the
dity on the heels of contravention. Happy the work that was the object of his manutheture,
suitor, if, in the other eases of procedure, in- should find himself under the necessityofmaking
stead of complication and delay, this simpli- the very tools he was to work with. The presentcity of situation and celerity of dispatch had ing the_e new manufacturers with a new set of
tools_with a description of their uses--tools whose
been taken for the standard of comparison and temper had been so well tried-- was the object of
model of imitation, by the ibunders mid ex- the present design.
positors of law.
" The subject, however, taken in its full ex.
The regulations which have been proposed
tent, and handled in the manner in which it was
above appear so simple and so suitable, that it endeavoured to be handled, was far too extensive
is natural to suppose that, they would have
for the time. All that could be done at the toomenh was to select for immediate publication
presented themselves to all pohtieal assemwhat seemed to stand first in the order of imj_rt..
bites,
ance. By forced exertions, the part now pubhshed
But if we proceed to consider what has was accordingly printed off; and, of a few copies
been practised among different nations, we that were sent to Paris, the last sheet reached that
shall find that almost all these rules have metropolis a day or two after the first formal
been forgotten.
The English system, whieh meeting of the assembly, and before any businesa
was begun upon. Of these copies one having
most nearly approaches to them, differs in an found its way into the hoods of the Comte de
essential point.
It allows the president to Mirabeau, the sheet.%as fast as they came over_
deliberate and vote. All establishments have had been honourcdj as I afterwards lcarnedbwith
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subject,
evitabty

MODE
but too strong a tincture
be imbibed by the work.
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must
inTo judge

a translation, either by the pen of that distinguished member, or under his care.
"' Congenial affections had happened about the
same time to give birth, withoet my knowledge,
to a little tract that promised to afford not only
furtherance to the design, but assistance towards
the execution of this larger enterprise. To deliver
the theory of a copious and unattempted
branch
of political science, was necessarily a work not
only of time, but of bulk, and would require more
pal_er than could, at the ordinary rate of business,
make its way_ in the course of several months,
throughthepres_
Practiceitself_statedsimplyand
without reasoning, might be comprised within
limits toucbless extensive. Moved by these considerations, a gendeman eminendy qualified for the
task, had undertaken, touch about the same time
this philanthropic
office. His valuable paper was
rent over in manuscript:
a translation of it was
not only made, hut soon after published,
by the
procurement
of the celebrated Frenchman above
spoken of, whose name stands in the title-page._
" To judge from the temper and modes of
thinking that had so long appeared prevalent in
the French nation, the larger of these works, if
tolerably perfbrmed, and the other, almost at any
rate, seemed to possess a fair chance of engaging
some attention_ and of being turned to some account in practice. The prepossession so generaJly
entertained
in favour of English taw, had been
nowhere more strenuous, more general, or toore
liberally avowed, than among our nearest neighboars. If such was the case with regard to points
in relation to widch both countries had possessed
the advantage
of practice, it seemed still more
natural that it should be so with regard to points
fike these, in relation to which the whole stock of
experience had fallen exclusively to the share of
that country, to whose example the other had
been used to look with so favourable an eye. To
judge beforehand,
the danger seemed to he, that
English practice at least, whatever might become
of t_nglish doctrine, so far from being slighted,
should meet with an adoption rather too general
and indiscriminate.
What seemed to be apprehended was, rather that the dross should be taken
up and emplo_.ed, than that the sterling should
be rejected. '1 o make the distinction as plain as
possible, was therefore aU along one of the principal objects of my care.
" With these expectations
the event has. it
must be confessed, but indifferently
accorded,
Howsoever it has happened,
both these labours,
for any good effect they seem to have had in the
country to whose servtce they were dedicated,
might as well have been spared. Of the theoretical Essay, the translation has not been so much
as published:
and the practical might as well not
have been published,
for any use that seems to
have been made of it. Of the theoretical
tract,
the author was indeed given to understand at the
time, that it had made as many proselytes as it
had found readers.
But this it might easily do,
without having much success to boast of: tor at
that busy period, the time of the leading people
in that country was, as it still continues to be, so
fully occupied by the conversation which the topica oftheday
furnished m such abundance, Umt
•
"See the collected edition of Dnmont's Bentham, (Bruweh,
128_,) I. 463= e_ ,se_.
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by the celerity
with which a motion is oftentimes made, and an order framed in cona_
the faculty of reading, as to everything but what
absolute necessity forced into men's bands_ seems
to have been almost laid aside.
" Be that as it may, from any effect that has
manifested itself, either in the rules or the practice of the French Assombly_ few or no indicacations have appeared,
from which it can be
inferred that either British practice, or British
reason, ot both together, have met with that st,.
tention that either alone had some title to expect.
A few English expressions, and some of them too
misapphed,
compose nearly the whole of what
France has drawn upon us for, out of so large &
fund.
Has she reason to congratulate herself on this
neglect ? On the contrary, scarce a day that she
has not smarted for it : nor has the wisdom of
these rules received a farther, or more illustrious
demonstration,
from the beneficial consequences
that have attended the observance of them in the
one country, than from the bad effects that have
resulted from the non-observance
of them in the
other.
How often has the assembly been at the
eve of perishing, by the mere effect of the prin,
ciples of dissolution,
involved in its own until,
gested practice ! Vt hat a profusion
of useless
altercation, whata waste of precious time has been
produced, by doubts started_ and disputes carried
on, concerningthe
terms of a decree, daysafter the
decree has been supposed to have been framed !
A sort of dispute which never has arian for age_
nor ever can po_siblyarise under the British prac.
tice-- the only practice on this head reconeileable
to cototoon sense. The minutes of the proceed.
rags
_ a work performed with the utmost exact.
"
hess and punctuality
in the House of Commons
by a single clerkexercises the patience,
and
finds full employment
for the time and ingenuity
of six members of the National
Assembly
of
France. In London, the publication of this work
is as regular as that of a daily newspaper : while,
in the corresponding
work at Paris, the series of
numbers has been commonly at least ten days or
a fortnight
in arrear, besides being broken by
frequent gaps, and disturbed by second editions
correcting and cancelling the first.
" Little by little, the practice relative to these
points has, it is true, already undergone some
improvements.
WeU might it : for, if It had not,
instead of going on ill as it does, it could not have
gone on at all: and so far as, with relation to
these same points, it has been altered and ira.
proved, so i_r has it been brought nearer and
nearer to the British practice, as delineated and
justified by the ensuing pages.
" As to the present detached Essay,
a natu.
ral question is, how it happens, that being but a
part, and that not the first, it comes now to be
p..ublished separate from, and before the rest ? -l'he answer ts, that though but a parr, it is, as
far as it goes, complete within itself; and, as to
every purpose of intelligibility,
completely independent of everything that w_ designed to pre.
cede or foliowit. Observingitthuscircumstaneed,
it has occurred to me that the sheets might as
well be transferred to the booksellers,
as remain
any longer an incumbrance to the'printer.
Should
ih in this country,
be found to afford half an
hour's amusement to half an hundred thinkipg"
individuals,
the publication will have done it_
office."
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quence, the path may at first glance appear germinated and grown up to their present
short and simple. But, in this as in other in- maturity, scarce noticed by the husbandman,
stances, practice may be short and simple,
and unsuspected try the destroyer.
wbere description and dlseussmn are tediou_
The importance of these uninviting forms
and involved.
To put in aetmn the whole is no fine-spun speculation--no
fanciful conmuacular system, is the work bnt of mr in- ceil. Political liberty depends everywhere
slant ; but to describe the parts concerned in upon the free action and frequent and genuine
that action, and the different modificattons
mamfestation of the public will: but the free
it admits of, is to exhaust the stores of a co- action and genuine manifestation of that will,
pion_ and recondite science,
depend upon the mode of proceeding observed
For affording a clue to this labyrinth at the in going through the several steps that must
first entrance, no expedient seemed to pro- be taken before any such result can be proraise better, than that of singling out, and dueed.
laying before the reader at one view, the asWithout any such regulations as those here
seutial points upon which the due conduct of insisted on--in short, without any regulations
the business seemed principally to turn ; sug- at all -- a general will, or pretended general
gestlug at tire same time such regulations as will, may crone now and then to be declared.
the d_etates of utility seemed to prescribe in But of what sort ? Such an one as the will
relation to tho_e points. Chronologwal order, of him who gives his purse to save his lifi_,
the order of the incidents, has tbr this put- or signs a deed he never read, or takes an
pose been broken in upon, lest these points oath with an et cwtera at the end of it. is to
of primary importance ahould have been lost, the free and enlightened will of the indivias it were, in the multitude of less essential
dual. Without rules, the power of the assemdetails. But though broken in upon, it is not bly either evaporate_ in ineffectual struggles,
anywhere reversed : and, in the subsequent
or becomes a prey to the 0bstmate and overdiscussions, strict order will reassume its bearing : Deturfortiori,
or rather robust_ori,
empire.*
would be its proper motto. Unanimity may'
On these few polnt¢ turn the essential dif- glitter on the surface : but it is such unani°
ferences between the British and (what, as mity as famine and imprisonment extort from
far as I have been able to learn, has been) the an English jury. In a s) _tcm of well-digested
French practice in this line. In these points,
rule_, such as the Eugh_h practice, with littoo, if the reasoning which the reader wilt tte improvement, would supply, will be found
find aa he advances be not erroneous, resides the only buckler of defence that reflection
the singular excellence, or rather exclusive
can have against precipttaney,
moderation
15t_less, ot the former mode.
against violenee, modesty against arrogance,
In matters of inferior importance, invention
veracity agaim-t thL-ehood, simplicity against
has been set to work ; in the_e, thougheqaally
deceptmn and intrigue.
disposed to have hazarded invention, I have
Without di,ewline, public spirit stands as
found nothing to do but to eopy._poor a chance in a numerous a-_-embly, as vaIn this bye-corner, an observing eye may lour in the field.
trace the original _eed-plot of English liberty:
ttappily the peaceful branch, though hiit is in this hitherto neglected spot that the thcrto les_ understood than the military, is
seeds of that invaluable production
have neither quite so diflienlt to learn not quite so
burthensome to practise. The essential arti* Order, useful as it is in general to facilitate
ales of it will be found comprised within the
conception, and necessary as is the assistance it compass of a page.
atlbrds to the weakness of the human faculties, is
It i_ the want of such a general will, tl_e
good for nothing el,e: so that m the few cases natural effect of the total want of diseipline,
where
instruction
can be with
administered
more that has been the great cause of the ine|tiadvantage
by dlspen_ing
the laws to
of order
than by the observance o}'them, to adhere to those cieney and inutility so justly imputed to all
laws with an inflexible pertinacrty would be to former assemblies of the States-General
of
sacrifice the end to the means.
France ; or, to speak correctly, it is in the
-_ I speak of the regulations themselves : for, non-formation of such wilt--in the perpetual
as to the principles by which the propriety of re- fifilure of whatever efforts have been excited
gulalions _s to be tried, and the particular'rea_)ns
by the desire of forming one, that this ineffion both sides deducible from those principles,
these are matters which lie still open to the re. eieney has consisted.
But a political body
searches of invention in ever)" province of the tires only by the maniti_station of its will
donesnes of law.
Here, then, inte-ligence is power ; and to adConsiderations of expediency may have influ- minister intelligence, is to give life.
enced practice long before they have found their
The spirit of the people, the generosity of
way into books, or even into discourse. But, its superior classes, the unexampled virtue
where this is the case, to report is to invent; tbr
reason, till clothed in words, is scarce deserving of the Sovereign, and the wisdom of the mio
of the name : it is but the embryo of reason_ nister, all concur in promiNng to France a
scarce distinguishable from instinct,
constitution which gray _oon be an object of
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envy, if it is not of imitation, to Great Bri- the completion of it, where it appears de*
tain. But inestimable as such a blessing would ficient, is the priactpa! objee_ of the p_esent
be, tile benefit derivable trom it will be found work.
Lastly, where occasion seemed to
to hang upon so slender, and to many an eye require, a few general ob,_ert.at_ons are subimperceptible a thread, as the system of tac- I joined, containing such remark_ as could not
ties, or the no-system, which in the form of t couvenientlv he broa_,ht under any of the
their proceedings the regenerated assembly ]former head_; particularly for the sake of
may happen to embrace. The pains employed
plaeintz diti'e_ent branches of the subject in
in the construction of this great in,trumcnt
a compreheu.-ive and comparatlve point of
of public f(_liclty will prove but lost labour,
view.
if the only true method of working with it
For the purpose of giving an idea of the
remains tmpractised.
French practice relative to lhese points, the
Powerf.l talents, and public-spir_ted dis- fairest specimen, and that which would have
positim|s, (,omprise the utmost good whlehthe
rendered every other of small importance,
best possible constitution can produce. But
would lucre heen that of the States-General
of what avail are talents and dxspositlons, so of France.
But of this practice, it seems to
long as either no decision i. formed, or none be agreed that no documents are to be ibund.
that answers to its name?
One may even see 5 priori, that nothing of
Considezatmn_ of such essential importance
the kind could well have had existence. Beas I _hall have oecasmn to bring to view, can tween the want ot efficiem.y and the want of
scarcely indeed at this interestin_ crisis, and form. the connexion is in this instance so
at this era of inquiry, have escapedattogether
natural, that, m default of positive proofs,
the researches of an acute and ingenious no- either of those circumstances might serve as
tion; and the labours of many a pen better
a presumptive evidence of the other. If their
suited to the task have probably been era- proceedings had been attended with any efptoyed ere now upon this great object. But tbet, we should have seen the mode in which
as the success with which the publicis served,
they proceeded : if their mode of proceeding
depends tlpon the use which each man rnakes had been m any tolerable degree suited to
ot"hi_ own powers, and not upon the reliance
the purpose of giving birth to a general will,
he places on those of other men--as
this, a general will would at times have been forlike any ottler subject, may profit by being reed; and, being tormed, would have been
exhihi*ed by different writers in different, productive of _ome effect. 2_7hilfecit is the
points of view--and
as the mention of these
phrase in which some of the monkish hismore striking articles would be necessary,
torians have comprised the history of several
were it only to save the chain of reasoning
of their kings._ The same history, with a
that cmmects the whole, from appearing bro- smalladdition, may serve for all their national
ken and obscure, the importance of them did assemblies : nihdfeeerunt gives the catalogue
not seem a sufficient warrant for the omission
of thexr acts ; hallo modo, the form of thez
either of the provisions themselves, or of any procedure.
part of the reasoning by which that importFailing this source of intelligence, the next
once is holden up to view.
one should naturally turn to, is the practice
In my endeavours to comm_micate such of the few provincial states of ancient instilights as my researches may be able to throw
tution still snbsisting in that great empire._
upon the subject, the following is, in general,
From the journals of these assemblies, if
the method I pursue:--In
the first place are made public, intelligence more or less sarisexhibited such regulations, relative to each factory relative to this head could not but be
head, as the dictates of utility appear to re- afforded ; but untortunately I have not been
commend ; in the next place are subjoined, in able to hear of any such puMication, and from
the way of question and answer, the reasons circumstances I am strongly led to think no
by which such provisions came recommended
such publication has ever been made.
to my notice.* After that, follows a view of
The only remaining source is that afforded
the Briti.shpraettcc, relative to the points in by the modern provincial assemblies, instiquestion ; after that again, a view of what I tuted at tirst in two provinces only,I ] by way
have been able to collect relative to the of experiment, in the years 1778 and 1779,
la'rench practice, the justification and eonfir- and at length m the year 1787 communicated
marion of which, where it appears right--the
to the whole kingdom.
The regimen estabcorrection of it, where it appears wrong-- aald li-.hed in these assemblies, if it does not give
These reasons bear each of "them a relation in
the France.
most ancient
gives, what
mode for
of the
proceeding
purposesknouqa
of i_
to some particular principle of the number of those t struetion is mueh more valuable, the latest.
laid down in Chapter L This witl at,count aeorI
..........
their being conceived in .a form not always the [ "t"_ea_'ng by _lhing, the foundation of no
most natural_ and which consequently, were it not I monasteries.
for the advantages dependent ulran this sort of _ .* Viz. Brittany: Lanquedoc_ and Burgtmd_
tymmetry_ would not have been the most eligible. _ [] Berry and ltaute Guyenne.
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It is more so, in as much as through this I
medium may be obtained some sort of oblique
ttegulations proposed relative to tim abort
view of the mode of proceeding observed in
points.
the old established provincial states. For, in
ARTICLE I. Nothing shall be deemed to
drawing old a code of regulations for the first be the act of the assembly, that has not been
instituted of the provincial assemblies, those proposed in and to the assembly by a motion
established for the provincial states compose made for that purpose,* put to the vote, and
the model which tide committee employed on adopted by tide majority of the votes, t
that business expressly declare themselves to
AnT. II. Every proposition, designed to
have taken for the basis of their work.*
In give birth to an act of the assembly, shall be
thi_ code, adding to it the materials furnished
exhibited in writtng by the mover, and conby the succeeding establishments of the same ceived in the very terms, neither more nor
kind, we may therefore view the quintessence
fewer, by which it is designed such act should
of that part of the national stock of wisdom stand expressed._:
which has applied itself to this important
AnT. 1II. A proposition of any kind
subject,
having been once received, -- until that proPartly for shortness, partly for preeision's
position has been disposed of, noother motion
sake, I have chosen all along, as tar as the shall be made, unless for one or other of three
nature of the case would give leave, to ex- purposes :-hibit the proposed regulations in the very
1. To offer an amendment to the proposiwords in which they might be couched. This tion already on the carpet ;
practice, which in all authoritative
compost2. To propose a mode of putting an end to
tions of this nature will be seen to be abso- the business without decision ; or
lutely necessary, is, in unauthoritative
ones,
3. To reclaim the execution of some law
highly useful at least, and convenient.
By of order at the instant of its infringement.
specification, description is saved, attention
AnT. IV. The process of debating and that
arrested, and expectation satisfied : deserip- of voting are distinct processes; nor shall the
tion, however well performed, leaves the latter be entered upon till after the formeria
main work still undone,
gone through.
AnT. V. In debating, no member, after the
§ 2. Principal points to be attended to in the author of the motion, shall have the right of
mode of proceeding relative to the formaspeaking before any other,ll but [he who first
tion of the acts_ of a political assembly,
offers himself shall be first heard,§ or else]
I.ID_rCTZTY of the terms of the proposithe competition for pre-audieuee shall he de$ion'Ii.v,nth those of the act proposed,
cided by lot.¶
2. FIXATmN of the terms of the proposition by _'iting.
naturally connected with the 4th and 5th, and
3. UNITY of the subject of debate kept concurs with them in marking the opposition beinviolate,
tween the French and British practice, it was not
4. DISTINCT_CESS
of the process of debatino thought
while totoseparate
it from
them. In
• This worth
is according
tile British
practice.
from that of voting,
two subsequent chapters relative to the previous
5. In debating, No Ftx_l) ORI)E_ of pre- promulgation, of motions and bills. I .shall have
audience,
occasmn to propose an additional mode of introducing propositions; which mode, if adopted,
6. The votes given not one after anothar,
would reqmre an alteration to be made in the
but ALLAT ONCE._
penning of this article: but, however different
• Proets-Verbal de l'Assemblde ProvineiaJe from this in other respeets_ it is, with respect to
de Berri, 23 Novembre 1778. The declaration the points here noted, grounded on the same
here spoken of does not,it is true, in express terms principle.
comprise any other regulations than those relative
_ i. e. by at least a comparative majority of
to the " convocation and the formation '"of the the number of voterspresent. Shall the majority
assemblies in question ; buh as the committee of the voters present be sui_icicat_if it falls short
who on that day presented a code of regulations of amounting to a majority of the whole number
relative to those two heads, are the same also who_ of persons entided to vote ?
three days afterwards, present another code re+*Form for s motion ; i. e. for the introducing
lgtive to the mode of p?'oceedino to be observed, of a]_roposition: _" I, the undersigned_ propose
it cannot be supposed that the d-oeuments, which the Draught tbllawing, to be made an Act of the
had been taken for a model on the first of those Assembly."
(Signed} " A. M."
Occasions, were neglected on the second.
,V. B. _Tben give the order, resolution, address,
report,
bill,
or
whateverother
act it be, in
d
l e. aswell momentary and particular orders
resolutions as permanent and general laws; terminis, whether it consist of six words or six
Im likewise addresses, declarations of opinion hundred page% beginning with its title, when it
( temaed also resolutions in the British practice,) has one.
and reports.
II In a subsequent chapter, I endeavour*.oshow
i. e. whether motion or bill, or draught of that the author of a motion ought to be heard in
any. other sort of act of assembly, not comprised support of it, immediately after_, but not, as is th_
tmcor me name ot motion.
British practice, before he makes it.
This last point is not altogether of equal ira._ air The passage in brackets expresm_ the
p0xtance with the preceding ones : but as it is so British practice; the remginder_ an operatio=*
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Aar. VI. Votes, whenglven openly, shall
be given, not mm after another, but as near
as may be, all together,

derstand to be nothing more than a claim of
right of the Commons, that they are at li_
betty to proceed in the first place, upon any

§ 3. -- POINTSI. & It. Motion ten'itten,
and in terminis.

thing they think material, without being li,
mired to give a preference to the subjects
contained in the king's speech."
That such
was the reason, m_y be, and upon the strength
of such respectable authority, 1 suppose is,
very true.
But such a form is as absurd in
itself as incompetent to the end. This thing
called a bill, what title can it be said to have
to that name ? The clerk reads it, because
the Speaker orders him : whence comes it ?
From the Lords ? Not so: for as yet they
have done nothing, any more than the Corntunas. From the Speaker ? But he has no
right to make so much as a motion for leave
to bring in a bill, much less to bring in a bill
without leave. A bill is a composition preseated by some member : the thing here called
a bill, is a child without a father, born, like
Melehlsedee, in the way of equivocal generation. The ease seems to be, that at the time
this order was established, no dear idea of
the mode of generation of an act of the ttouae
seems to have been as yet formed.
It was
not as yet understood, that a composition, to
be an act of the House _that
is, of all, or a
majority of the members-- must, if it took
its rise in the House, have begun by being the
act of some one member.
But to appear to
be the act of some member, it must have been
exhibited by him as such; and to make such
exhibition, is to make a motion.
Years after this period, or these periods
(take any of them) in the House of Lords,
as we have just been seeing, things would
be starting up, pretending to be acts of the
House--orders,
resolutions, rules--nobody
knewbow.
There seems to be but too much
ground for apprehending that this may still
be liable to be the case in the French practice.
But of this a little ihrther mL
Make what one will of it, being no act of
the House, it is no exertion of any right of
the House : it answers not that purpose, any
more than any other.
The right in question, so far from receiving
any support from this futile form, neither raquires nor admits of any support whatever.
It exists of necessity in the first instanee: it,
ibllows from the very constitution of that and
every other political assembly. Nothing can
be done _ nothing can be expressed by the
I House, without being done. without being

Questions, with Answers exhibiting reasons,
QuesGon L Why nothing to be given as
the ant of the assembly that has not been put
to the vote, and carried in the assembly ?
Answer : This is only saying in other words
that no act of the assembly shall he forged,
.British practice.--From
severed orders of
the House of Lords, made towards the beginning of' the last century, it should seem, that
about that period attempts to eommit such
forgeries had been made. _ A cmmte_faetion
of this kind could not well have had for its
author any other person than e_ther the ministerial officer (the clerk) who has the penning of the journals, or the presiding officer
(the Speaker), under whose authority and
command the other acts.
The practice of the House of Commons
furnishes two examples, and, as far as appears, but two, of an incongruity, the notice
of which may serve by way of illustration to
this rule.
One is that of a memorandum on the jourllals, that °' the Speaker, by leave of the
House, declared it to be their sense," so and
so._ Was a motion in those words made,
put to the vote, and carried ? If nor, no
leave of the House was given, no sense of the
.House was taken: in the other supposition,
the history given in this memorandum, which
is a hmg and lather a perplexed one, was of
no use. The usual introduction, the word
ordered, or the word resolved, would have
been a much more intelligible one, and just
as proper in this case as in any other,
2. As to the other iustanee.
At the cornmencement of every session, immediately upon
the return of the Commons from the House
of Lords, where they have been all hearing
the king's speech in a place not big enough to
hold a quarter of their number, before an_
other business is done, a bill, in pursuance of
ancient orders, is read by the clerk, by direetion of the Speaker, for form's sake._
" This custom," says Mr. Hatsell,ll " Iun-

which 1 have ventured to reeomnaend as a preretable one in a succeeding chapter, in which I
propose an instantaneous mode of performingit:
but the main point, as will beseem is the putting
a negative upon all fixed order; audio thatrespecr ! expressed, at some time or other, by some
both method._ agree,
member of the House: expressed either t_va
" Lords' Orders, Art. 45. Lords' Journals. voce or by writing, or in some other mode,
llth December 1621; 23d February 16-_J; 20th no matter what -- say, for instance, viva voce,
/tiny 1626.
by speaking. But when a man is up to speaks
-]- Commons' Journals. 27th January 1697.
who shall say what it is he will speak, abe'.Commons' Jnurnals_ 22d March 1_03_ 7th
_

by 17&5.
John Hatsell_
• 1614; 3d February 1620 ; 21st February Commons_
Esq., First with
ClerkObservations_
of the House,
VoL I.
_[ Precedents of Proceedings in the House of i P. _9.
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•traction marie of ally antecedent rule?
tte
speak_ not to the business otfered to the
ltouse by the king, but to that or ally other
businets, a._ lie thinks fit. For the House
theletore to be in possession of this right,
there can need nothing but the non-existenee
of a rule to the contrary.
The futility of this torm appeared on the
same recent oeeasiun on whieh the establishment of it was recognised.
On the lbth of
November 17¢}3, hetbre this pretended bill
was lead, M_. Wilkes and Mr. George Grenvilla start up togetber--Mr.
Wilkes, to tell
his own story about a breach of privilege, aud
Mr. Gren_ die _theu minister) with a message
on the same subject i?om the king.
Great
debates which _bould be heard first--Mr.
I
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Let it be of fhe mover% penni_ ; and
while heis about it. no part of the assembty'a
time is taken up. He may have penned it out
of the house,
and ought so _o do (as will be
seen farther on) whenever it can be done.
3. To promote maturity of composition. -If the author of a motion is permitted to rely
on a thild person for the perusing ot it, sueh
permission will be liable to produce hasty indigested motmns, the improtrriety of whieh
the author himself, had he heen obliged to
[_ut them to writing, might have diseo_-ered.
"Witting smumons up the attentmn to apply
itself to the dtaeourse written, and furnishes
it with a fixed subject. Whoever, in any instance, has corrected what he had once written, may find, in that single instance, a reason

Wilkes's speech, Mr. Grenville's speech, or [ fully sufficient to justify the establishment of
the hill : it was carried at last in tavour of the t this rule.
hill. _ What was got by this?
The ttouse I
Question IV. Why in the very words in
had the pleasure of hearin_ this bill ; and then which, when made an act of the assembly, i_
there was the same inatt'__,rto settle-w m is proposed to stand ?
should be heard first,-- Mr. Wilkes, or 5It'. ] Answer : I. Because no other terms can
Grenvdle, as before,
express, with the certainty of being accurate,
Question II. Why in writing _
the object which the author of the motion
Answer : 1. Because it is only by writing
proposes to the House. The composition
that the tenor of arty discourse can be fixed given as the act of the assembly is not really
for any length of time.
its act, any otherwise than as far as it is the
2. It is only by such fixation that it can very eompoAtion which those, whose votes
be ascertained that the draught exhibited is form the demsion of the asselnhly, have given
eapable of standing as a resolutmn of the their vote_-in favour ot: If the discourse they
assembly, in the very words in which it is had voted for differs, in a single word ibr
proposed,
example, from the discourse exhibited hy the
Question III. Why put into writing by him author of the motion, then, as to such word,
who makes it, and not hy any one else?
it is not of his penning; which, as has just
Answer : 1. Because no third person can been proved, it ought to be. The only disso well tell whatit is a man means as he him- course they can have meant to adopt, the
self can. If the words of it, as committed
only discourse they can all of them, mid from
to writing, are cimsen by anybody else, the the begmuirlg, have had under view, is, to a
utmost accuracy it can a.-pire to in the hands word, the very discourse presented to them
of such third person is, the being as exactly
by the mover : if the resolution given in their
representative
of the meaning of the avowed name by any one else -- the secretary, tbr inauthor of the motion, as if he lumself had stance, or the president-differs ti'om that
chosen them. But the chances are rather
original in a single word, it is, pro tanto, a
against its possessmg that extleme degree of forlzery.
accuracy ; and were they ever so much in faI sa_, in a slnyle word: for every one knows,
your of it, yet so lung as there is the smallest
that in a single word may be comprised the
chance on the other side, such chance will mostimportant alterations: take, fur instance,
form a eonclu,ive reason against the commit- the word m;t.¢
ting the bu.-.iness of penning the motion to
Brm._b practice. -- In every art, the proanybody else.
per mode, how ._imple soever, and how in2. To save time. Between the penner and eontesrably soever, when once hit upon and
lhe author, where they are different persons,
clearly stated, it appears to be a proper one,
a conversation of some sort must be carried
and even the only proper one, is seldom the
on. This conversation may, and frequently
one pitched upon at first.
must, occasion discussions and disputes. The
sense of the author may be perverted by aecident or design : or, where no such pervermon takes place or was intended, it may be
suspected. All this while, busiuess must be
at a stand, and the assembly sitting to no
purpose,
" II. Hatsell, 59.

+ I lay out of consideration at present the ease
of an amendment : of which hereafter. If an
amendment isproposed, it is by some other mereher, who has the same right to propose the alteration_ as the author of the original motion had to
pmpose suehmotion. The amendment beluga arc
tied, the amended motion comes instead of the
original motion ; and the resolution paased by the
assembly has two autho_ -- two equally known
and avowed authors_ instead of one.
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in the British tIousc of Commons
it was
the ancient
practice,
we are informed
by
Mr. Hatsell,*
"' tbr the Speaker
to collect
the sense of the House from the debate, and
from thence
to lbrm a qaestion,
on wh;ch
to take the opinion of the House ; but this,"
adds he, " has been long disomtinued
; and
at present
the ueual,
and alaw_t nmveisal
method
i% for the member
who m,w,s
a
question
to put it into writing,
ar,d deliver
it to the Speaker;
wha, when it hs_ been stit to the Hell,e,
alld thell
eonded,
propo_e_
the ltouse me sald t,_ be in po_se,._ion of the
qtzestion."
From Lord Chtre*:don'_ aacntln _,of I,is exploirs in tile eha,'a'.-ter nt ,'hauin,n
,d a tomnlittec,}
there appea '_ some tea:on
to _u,-peel. that at that *ime the practice
_-p,,ken
of in the above p _s_.,£;c ,_til] stib_Istvd : otherWi_e it is not ea_ to e,m'eive
how Ileal able
state$toan
(.,tu]d }tdve dllnc st) notch llllgeil;eJ
as tit" boa*is of.
The tv;Lv he to,,k
we,,
ap.mn_:,t
other
t]_ing,, to report, t;-hit'h he _ay_ lie t'requent])
did, two or three votes dlIee'l 3 eontia_y
to

8_

French
,r",-actice. -- Provincial
A_semMies.
--What
the pracSee has been in the French
That widen there comes a question between the
greater and lesser sun]. or the. longer or shorter
tram, the least sum a_d longest nine ought first
to be put to the question."
Upon the tkce of th_ pas_ge two propo.,d6mls
ma:, bc laid down as mzdemable:-l.,:, That the words of it are m_t all ofthem thc
same, wnbout any variation, a_ those employed
.by the author of tile mouon winch gave birth to
1L2diq. That if in any part of it snell identity was
prese_td,
it Js impo_sible to say how iar suctt
part extends, it beiug impossible to say where it
beg _s.
The part that t,_oks mo_t like the authemic,
and, from. may _o say, the enaetive part of it, is
tbat wblctl begins at the_e words: " thai when
t/_e#'# eome_ a qux'stToa between the greater c.**,i
lesser ,_um ....
""
But this cannot be taken for the hegira.lag of
the autllentic part, for two reasons: -l. l_,ecause the_e words, in order to make up_
,,hm_w_,hthesueceedmgone,
asentencecape.Lte
of of_eiatlrg
in the character
o c an act of the
Ilou_e, or
reqmre
to be
by the
reso/ted,
(to u'_e
the preceded
phraseology
thatword
comes

each other.
1a,e ruu-t tllerefi)re
},ave contrinearest to that _nrd'm
the passage m question)
buted,
nmre or lena. to the makm.: of them
b_ the words resoh'ed and declare1. But m this
so, or the "' eatan:ilemertt"
he speak- ofw,,u]d
passage no _ueh word or words stand maaaediately
not m _ny degree have heen, what |)e boa-is
preetdent
to the _()rds in questnm:
nor can any
of it,_ he, aft. his wolk.
"_'_hatever
had hcen
tbrm of words ca_)able of answering that purpo,e
their eomrariety,
had they
been moved in
be
fartller 'ahich
back, upon
ai:d
thatnmnd
so farinasit,tow_thout
involve going
_ome r_ord,,
termtM,,
and m writina',
by. their re%rwetlve
the face of them could not have been the words
auth< r_. it would not have been m h_s po_* el' of the aulhor of the metion_ could not have been
to tmvv had any share in it,
the words of the House.
That such. at any rate,
was the practice
To get the complement
of words necessary to
in the year 1{_:2{1,two or lhree
acid twin,to
make out an intelliaible
proposition,
the least
vear_ hehlrelhe
permd Lord Clarendmt
_peak's i remote
ones one
_ith did
are re_olve
the words,
"' The f:louse
uponear_'begin
the question
and
of', appears
flora the C,mmmns'
journal
of
declare."
But the_e, tt i_ evident, could not have
that
_,ai : in which,
on an oeea<on
where
been the words of the ttouse nor words gdven by
the Spnakcrs
conduct bad been the _uh2ect
the authorof the rfmti.n as designed to beaduptof anmlad_er_ion,
in tl'e course of it,e deed by the ttou_e.
They are not words of an act
bate%
amon_-t
tither cl_r_es
i, that
of a ofthellouse,
but words used byathird
person
practice
he _xa,, in, of "+mgr_cat*ley the quesin speaking of an act of the llouse.
ti,,n," a_,tl another,
of his having '" snn, t_ mon_
Another_"that
reason
the conies
part beginning
the2. word,_,
u'hvawhythere
a questw_. at"
plausible motions aborlu'e."_
cannot be taken as eomprising
all the words
employed by the author of the motion_ is that
" II. llat_-ell, 81.
l,etween these words and tile first wor{ s of the
+ History
ot the Rebellion,
b. ill. col. i. p.
paragraph come others, the import of which forms
275_ 8co edition, 170,',.
an e,,enual
part of the import, whatever it be, of
f'ommo:_ .Iournals_ 9th March 1620
I the act of the House ; vtz. those which speak of
Since this sheet was sent to the press, chance
the antiquity of the regulation, the establishment
has led me to a passage in the oournal._ of the i of v,hich was in view:--*'
The House, upon the
House of Common,,,
by whieh it appears,
that
qtte.,tzou, dad re._¢,h'e and declare it to be an a*_"even so late as the year 1_;75 the identity of the
cleat order of'the llouse."
These words, " an
terms of the act of the House with those of the
ancient or&:r," we see, are in their import inmotion was not invariably preserved.
I will state
separably
interwoven
with the preceding
outs,
it at length, the rather as, while it exemplifies
which we have seen must have been words, ont of
the deviatmn from that rule, it may also serve to
the Hou*e, not of the attthor of the motion, but
exemplify and demonstrate
the ill consequences
of a third person, the penner of the journals.
of such deviation.
So far as to the fact of the uncertainty
: now as
The whole passage is as fi)llows :-- '_ A debate
to the ill etgects of it. They eonsist in this. tb:.t .rs
arising in the House touehil_g the ancient order
you cannot tell what part of the passage, it' ave,
and eourse of the House in ihemettmdofraising
was in thewords
ot the act of the House, ym_
supplies, and concerning
the precedency
of the
cannot tell to what eases the act of tile ltoase
lea.set aum
meant to extend itself. Thi_ we shall see imme.
" The House, upon the qttcs,ion, did resolve
diately.
tad declare
it an ancient order of the House,
The first paragraph> not amountingof
it,ll to
VOL. II.
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a_semblies
of old stan(hn_,
such a_ the Provincial StatesandtheCha_'nbersofParhament,
---an intelhgible
proposition--not
amounting
to a
complete grammatical
semence,
is inextricably
interwoven with the "_econd, They form t_- pair's
of the same sentence;
and in both parts there is
matter equallv capable of being c_nsidert d as representative
o'f a part of the import of the act of
the House
As ,you cannot tel1 where the ]angaiage of the htstortographer
of the House ends,
and where the language of the House itself begins.-- tt may be, that both par,vAraphs ,_ere cxpres._ive
sensewas.
of the flouse;
it may be,
that
only ofthethelatter
Now then comes the uncertainty
and the mischief:
The k_st paragraph
gives the proposition
generally,
anti wxthout restriction:
the tbrmer
paragraph
applies a restrictive clause.
The la.-t
gives to understand,
that in all ea,es where divers
stuns, meaning _ums of money, are m questmn,
it is :thetheleast
sum paragraph
thati,_ to becontradicts
put to the tins
qt:estbm
first
former
proposition in its character ot an universal one, and
says, that the only ea.,e to which tltls rule is to be
deemed to extend, is that where the bu_ine,, upon
the
carpet isisrelative
the I_usiness
the
question
to " of
the supply-Inet]iod ofwhere
_alsi,m
supplies.*'
What is the consequence?
Th,tt it
is only in tile case where the questmn is touching
the-method
of• ra£_inq stqvdies,
•
--that this passage
in
journals
affords anyill certain
andnn,nev
that,
as the
to all
other questions
which rule
sums : of

[
1
t
/
[
/
_
I
[
I
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does nol appear,
in a direct way, from any
documents
1 have been able to meet with.
The affectation
of secte_v,
whk'h,
till the
present auspicious
pe:uod,'has
pervaded
the
whole
system
of Freaeh,
as iu general
of
"
monarchical
govern!ueuf,
keep_ everything
of this sort under a _:load.
But of the general
praetiee
and notions
on this head, the lezlmeu
preseribed
to, or
imaained
by file lately instituted
proviueial
a,_emhlies(
affords pretty
good pre_nmptive
evldeneo : and that evidence shows the praetiee lit tills respect to have been pretty much
on a par _ilh the Enah_h, at the time spoken
of by Lm'd Clarendon
; that L-, about a eentur_ and a halt aTo.
"" q-he report:
of the eomufittees,"
says
an author who has given u_ a _eneral account,
of the constitution,
di.,eipline,
and proceedlogs of the_e assemblies,*
" the report_- of the
eonmfittees
are made with a good deal of
care. After havin,_ well settled
the question,
an aeeoant
l_ give_l of the &ffcrent
opinions

,i levis ;] of the effect produced
hv such aml
:
ing a temporary
relief to the neees_-ities of the
_ Clmvl,.
On the other ha_d, ,,ubsequent practice is in
i fax our 'of the mme general consn uefion : in a

may be concerned, it not only aft'ord_ no certainty;, ! questmn noways relating to the business oI atPordbut presents _ rule with which the certainty
of Img supplies to the crown, we shall find, in a sue' eeedin_ chapter,.a
curious in_tallee:
and slleh_
any
conclusion
that can be formed relative
to the _ for au'ght I know may be the practice in every
subject
is absolutelyineompauble.
The absence
of ._11rule leaves the subject open to such other
means of deci_iou as the nature of tt comports ;
but an anlblguotts
rule is mortal to all certainty
while it last% and renders all true and regular
decisions rdatiw' to that subject impossible,
Ob._erve how subservient a rnie; thus clrennrstanced, i_ to the purpo_cs of d_ingenuous
altercation.
A debate arises or, a quesqon not relating
to
supply.
Does it slut votlr lay:pose to have the
rule attach upon this q£_estim_ ?--pre,ent
the last
paragraph
alone, lines it smt _uur purpo.,e to
take'tt_e question out of the rule ?--produce
both
paragraphs
together.
Collateral considerations
oMy make the eonfusion thieker : such lights a_ arecto be collected
from the situation
of the legislator_
t_int one
way;. the interpretatiou
given by subsequent
praeuce points the other,
It ts tolerably evident, that in the minds of the
authors this rule had no other extent than what
related to the single business of supply.
Where
money was concerned, the great object with them
was how to keep their purses as close strut a_
possible against the swindler on the throne:
it
was no part of theirpurpose
tu sit down and frame
a set ot_neneral principles,
fit m enter into the
composition
of a regular code. Itow should it
have been, when dowll to the present hour none
of their successors havedared
ever to harbour any
such ambitious thoughts ?
Besides that, the rule i._ _ven as an ancient
one ; and the farther back we go in the history of
the House of Commons (setting aside the period
of its •short "lived t Yfanny during the
wars, )
• civil
the less we flint them have to do w_th
money ]or
any other purpose fllan the simple one of afford-

mher
tIere,'then_, against
to increase
fusion, m_tance,
we ]lave preeedeut
reasou the
; andconall
lbr want of the observance of a rule of composl.
tion so .-mq.!e in its co:'eeptiol_, and so easy in
practice.
To exhiint what ought to have been done. as
well as what ought nut to have been done. I will
now gtve the nrder in que._tlon as it ought to have
._tood, and as it would have sto_d h,d it been
penned _n the stole plan with otttcr_ that precede
and follow it in the same volume, dud even m
tile same leaf. The words m b_aekcts express the
dubious parts, the retention or omission of which
wdl gi_e the different constructions
of which the
pas,age,
as _t stands in the journal._, is susceptlble:-Thcpa,sage
as i[ s!rends.
The resolution
a._ it
A debate arising in the
ought ta hare been
t!ouse touching
the an!t, cen in bit the a,teicnt order and course of
thor of H,e motion,
tile ltouse in the method
and entered
b9 the
of rai_-ing supplies, and
c/er]_'.
llesolved,
[and it is
cuncernir_g
tile plecedcncy of the lesser
sum;
hereby declared to be
The House upon the an ancient order of the
question did resolve and ttouse,] that when [in
declare it anancmnt order matterofsupply]there
of the House,
that when
comcs a qu_uon
bethere comes a question
tween the greater and
between the greater and the lesser sum, or belesser sum, or the longer
or shorter time. the least
sum
ought and
first toh,,gest
be put totime
the
question,
* I_.:.mltat des Assemblies

tween the longer and
the shorter time, the
leastsumandthelongest time ought first to
be put to the question,
Provhlciales,
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such an opinion [opinion ;] of the nmnber of
qn'a prod_dt telle ou relic opinion :"J -- a furpersons who concurred
in it; of those who
thor reason
for _upposing
that.avis,
as wetl
differed
from it, and why ; of the reasons
as opz.wn, here means argument.
The effect;
[motif._] wMch oceasioned
each proposition
that a de,nsion produces,
requires no account
to be adopted
or rejected,
in part or in the
-- no separate account : it produces the adop_
whole ; in short, of the opinions
[arts_j which
tmn of the resolution
proposed,
or the rejecprevailed
generally,
or of that
which
was
tion of it: the resolution,
if adopted,
needs no
adopted."
account--it
speaks for itseli_.
It not only
"' This method."
adds the author,
" ought
dr)es not standin
need of any account--it
adalvay¢
to be that of a eommittee,
The asm'_ts of none : a composition
given under that
sembly names them.
not to pronounce
a dename, if it be i_ the same terms with those
eismn, but to elucidate
an affair, and put the
of the re_-olution,
i_ not an account of that
assembly
in a way to judge,."
re_olutmn,
but the thing itself:
ff in different
Th_ elaborate
and ear_:fi_l plan, which,
terms, then, so far a_ the d_fferenee extends,
according
to the autlmr's
notl,)n, ought t_, bc
the at'chant
it gives is a false one.
the plan (f ecec,/commttto',
aif()rds a prett)
A cot_, if that
were meant
by ads and
strong
presualption,
that in thoseas_emhlies
opi,.,,n,
requiies
nnt, any more
than
the
(supposing
this aecoant to be a just one) the
(tee_,_ion it has produced,
or failed of prosimple principle
of' giving a dc.'erminate
exdueing,
any acrou_t : it _s given one way or
istenee in writing to every propn_ltim_, and _o the o_her, and the effect of it appear_ by the
proceeding,
ellher to receive that propositi<m
deei-ion--by
the adoption
or rejection
of the
(withnrw:thoutamendment%)ortorejeetit,
re_ohr, ion proposed.
was not knmvn.
The re_(dution_
of the meet4. ¢_¢" the number qf the persons that con.
ing, to jmlge fi'mn this account,
are jumbled
curred in it tin such opimon or argumentj
with the migrates of t e proceedings,
and tile
of tho_(, who d_l_i,redfr(,m
it, and why-[de
aecom,ts
of the debates : in the c, meeptmn
of
cellos qtfi s'en sont (doign_es,
et pourquoi.]
the author,
they are unque_iio_mbly.
'I'hi_ wh!/, this 1mar,in,n,
I mu.,t eonfess,
I
A_ thi- is a subject
of the lirst importance
know
not xcry well what
to make of.
I
to the preeismn
of the proeeedmg_
in the
thought
the opiuwns or act., had been themgreat
national
as_embl)
to wlueh
it is n,_
selve- the argument,,
and included
the rea.
amhition
to be of use. to the _enuiqeneas
a_ sons : these pure quoi% then, nlu_t have been
well as clearness
of the re¢utt-,
and to the _ the reasons
of those reasons.
eflieaeiou_
development
of their
powers,
it
may he worth while to ,zive th,.s aeeomlt
a
pretty minute consideration,
for tL'e purpose of
corn ,aring the proceedmga
a¢ here de_-cribed,
with the Ctandard above bid down
l. "'_4j?er l_ov_ag wcllsettl,'d
the question-[Apr_s
arotr 5ten pose ia questwn."]
What
question
e The que_tim_,
meaning
the metion or proposition
m question,
if delivered
in, in writings, by the author
himself.
('an
neither
require
to be settled,
nor admit of it.
It has settled
itself•
It may require amending indeed ; but that is a very different
operation
h'om setthn_,
2. " After having wetl settled
tile cluestion,"
an account
is g*,en of the diflbrent
opinions upon it-[on rend eonlpte &,_ d_f jT,rrns arts.]
What
arc these opinions :-these acts v They are not decisions upon the
qaestion
: they are not votes given towards
tbrming such deei_mn.
Each question,
when
pat upon a single motion, can admit of but
one of two decisions-adoptmn,
or rejection:
each
vote can admit
of but one of three
modifications--fbr
the question,
against
the
question,
or neuter."
Arts is perhap*, here.
|mr for argument-argument
used in course
of the debate.
3. ', Account
is _given of the effect u,Mch
$,,eh or suck an opinion produced-[de l"e_bt
* See Ch. XIV.

Of
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I
5. Of the reasou_ [motifS] u'hieh occasioned
' a protws*tion
to be adopted
or rejected,
in
',].,art or i_*the whole['des motifs qui oat fail;
adopter une proposition,
en partie ou en total.]
[
The perplexity
gets thicker
and thicker :
I here we have not only reasons
upon reasons,
: but reasons upon them; tbr motif_ must stlrety
I here.
as in French
it.dues commonly,
when
I spoken of with reference
loan opinion,
mean
i reasons--it
cannot mean v, hat in En_hsh
we
_ term mot_res.
It can never have been meant,
that,
in these committees,
the several
mornbers gc_ up, and render an account
of the
motives
that have g_ven birth to their resl)eetive
votes ;sa}ing.
one ot them, it was
patriotism
; another,
it was the love of reputatlon;
another,
it was sympathy
for the
propo_r
; another,
_t was antipathy
to the
opposers ; another, it was the hope of gaining
a personal
advantage
by it that determined
me : aslittleis
it likely that the penner of the
report
should have taken upon himself
thua
to answer fbr each man's motives.
6. Zastbt,
Of the opinions
laws]
which
_prct'aded
generall_ ; or 02" that which was
adr,pted-[enfin, des avis qui ont pr_valu g(_n6ra/ement,
ou de eelui qui a (_t_ adoptb.]
This is still more perplexing
than before.
What means this opposition
between
prevail.
ing generally,
and being adopted ? and how i*
it that the opinions which may prevail gone, ratly are several,
while the opinion that cam
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be adopted is but one _ If by a,.,is is meant i back to be re-committeJ. While A says one
here d/c_sion_ -- deeision_ of adoption or re- ! thing, and B. neither assenting to nor dissentjection, on different questions you may have ' ing froal what A has said, says another, this
certainly as many decision_-- in short, one or is no report of a committee : the report of a
other of exactly twice as many decisions as committee is what is said throughout by the
there are questions.
If by avis is meant here major part of the committee, or by the whole.
opinions given separately by the different
But these, it may perhaps be observed, are
members upon occasion of the same subject-but reports of c_,mmtttees. The committees,
discourses delivered, which if adopted by the of which these are the reports, are very small
_.scmbly would have been so many resJ,zassemblies, composed of a smaller numberof
tions of opinion,these, if never p,.'_tto the i members than what is commonly to be met
vote, are not acts of the meeting -- acts of ; with in the least numerous committees of a
the body, but mere acts of the indlvidual_.
British House of Commons.
The members
Yet after all, of this set of opinions there is may therefore be considered asacting in their
(it seems, accordin¢: to this author) one. and individual capacity : and the reports, given
but one, which ha_ been ad,*pted. Has it, under the name oi" such committees, may be
then, been adopted?
It is then an act of the considered as report, made by individuMs.
committee--a
resolution of opinion pa_sed I The rep,,rts of suvh t.ommittees as these may
by the committee.
On the other hand, it'! *heref_re be thus far informal, and yet the
onl? one of the set has been adopted, how is prot.eedings of the entire assemblies, to which
it that tt_e reqt.--which,
since they are thus these reports are made, De regular and exact.
constructed with that one, must, it should
Unlbrtunately,
the account given in the
seem, have been opposite and contrary to it,-same book of the method in which the decican have been generally received._ A propo- sion of the assembly itself is formed (I shotitd
sition caimot be said to have been generally
rather say, of the paper published as the dereceived by a meeting of any kind, if it has cision of such assembly,) seems to indicate
not been received by a majority : and if" it but too plainly, that the only simple anti true
has really been received by a majority, how method of forming such a decision is not less
can it fail of has,ing been adopted ? An at'- widely departed from in tbe one sort of meetcount like this puts one in mind of the gram- ing. t ban in the other.
matit.al history of the cakc: -- G got it, and
" The opinion once formed by a plurality
yet H had it.
I of voices (votes) [voix,]'" says" the author
Considering this confusion as the work of above quoted, _ " then comes the time for
the anonymous author, it would not have entering it (writing it) [l'_:crire] upon the
been worth all this notice : but the practice,
minutes.
But this operation (drawing up)
of which the glo_leis thus _rivcn, must surely
[r_dat.tio_], requ_rl_,g a can,_ideralJle time, the
itself have been very confltscd, or it could assembht.s name con_mittee-men topcrform it,
scarcely have given birth to an account so and the meeting of the next day opens with
perfectly confused,
the extract of the minutes of the day proNothing like this is to he found in the re- ceding. This regulation, highly bem.ficial as
ports of any English committee I ever met it is, s;nce xt saves time, may be productive
with or heard of. They do not report so howeverofa
mischief."
much as their own nnnutes ; much les_ do they
If this account be just, it is impossible that
report their own debates : no opi,,ion is there
the principle of the identity between the rangiven, which is not the opinion of the whole,
finn and the act of the assembly, should have
Is a resolution of opinion proposed ) If re- bee1_observed in these assemblies. For drawjeered, no traces of it appear ; if adopted,
ing up such act, no committee could have been
it is given, not as the resolution of A or B, either net.essary, or of any use: no time could
but as the resolution of the committee.
Is have been saved, but a great deal of time
a statement of any affair, or history of any sadly wasted and consumed.
Theact, upon
transaction, given ? One member, it is true,
the only just and simple principle the nature
may have penned and proposed one part-of the case admits of, is already drawn up
another member another part ; hug neither
by him who moves it : to enter it upon the
the one part nor the other would have stood
minutes is work-- not for a committee, but
in the report, if they had not respectively
for a copying clerk.
Committee-men
may
been acceded to by a majority of the cam- be of use, to give a look occasionally to the
mittee--if
they had not, each of them, been journals, nnd see whether the secretary has
the act of the whole.
I done his business properly ; that is, whether
Were a compo,ition,
like the one thus I he has entered all the acts, and whether each
described, presented, under the name of the t of them be an exact copy of the original
report of a committee, to a British House of I draught : bat. such occasional inspection is a
Commons, what would they say? They would t very different thing from their doing of that
say, " This is no report ; you must _:o back ] business themselves.
stun,
and make one."
They would send it /
* RCsultat, p. 27.
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The mlschiefhere apprehended by the corn- lion, is not by any means made apparent. If
meutator is, that of the assemblies in general all are consistent, why not let them all pass
following, upon this occasion, the example into l'esolutlons, if the assembly choose it ?
which, in a passage which I have hall occa- If any are incnn.-i_teut with others that are
sion to quote elsewhere, he takes notice of preferred, the as-embly, one should think,
as having been set by the provincial assembly
might be trusted to for not passing them : if
of Tours. This assembly, it should seem, had a man has not sense to keep him from falling
eoneeived it proper to see what it was their
into incon_Iste_cie-, it is not a ro)al edict
committee-men
had been making them say, that will give it him.
and not to let the accmmt thus given stand
The a_embly accepts this regulation,J" aMdas definitive, till they, the a_._embly, had ing an amendment, palliating in some degree
heard it read to them. The commentator,
the inconvenience arising from a fixed order
full of ditfidence of the assembly itself, lest of speakiuz, as hinted at on a preceding ocit should alter its own acts or pretended acts,
casion, $ and more fully developed a little
is as fidl of eoafideuce in thrir committeefarther on.
men. It never occurs to him that, either
The ease which I should suppose the pen.
through de._igu or mi-conce_?tion, the latter
ner of this edict, to have had in view, is that
can misrepresent, or upon just grounds be of a number of motions started at the same
suspected ot misrepresenting,
an act which, time, like candidates on an election.
In the
under such circumstances it must be so dlili- English prartice this can create no confusion ;
cult to represent at all, and which in truth
for the one first started must be first disposed
can scarcely be said to have exi_-tence,
of; the question can only be as to the adopTurn to the journals of these assemblies,
lion or rejection of that one : the others come
and, what is more, to the royal edicts pub- on afterwards, as the), are mowd.
I do no_
li_hed tbr the regulation of their di_-eiphne, say but that thismethod admits of imluoveand we shall find them confirm, in tln, re- ment: hereafter, a regulation will be seen
spect, the account given of them by theJr propo,ed with that view. But, what is the
commentator,
great point, it thoroutzhly prevents that con" In the case where divers opinions [avis]
tub,ion which on the French method _eems
shall have manifested them-elves, the a_scm- to be inevitable.
t)ly," says the royal edict fur ttauteGu)em|e,*
I act mtt with observing, that to exhibit
" shall be obliged to reduce them to two ; and as tl,e m't of an assembly a propnsidon which
tha_ which has the plm-ality of votc_ [-sa.fi has not been put to the vote, and carried by
fnagcs] shall fi_rm the act ot the assembl_ [la the majority of votes in that assembly, is to
d,'lib,:ration.']
commit a forgery.
If credit may be given to
What must be done, is done somel_ow or an anonymous, but very intelligent author,
other, however badt) : and therefore, an as- this forger)'is in F_anee a matter of ordinmy
sembly ordered by royal authority to reduce
pl_actiee. It is where he has been speaking
its aws (whatever is meant by avis) to two, I of the assembl) of the States-General ; mid
will contrive to do so. But upon the principie I not only of that sovereign assembly, but of
of the identity of the terms ot'the motion and i the particular preparatorvas_embliescollected
those of the resolution--and
supposing only I for the purpose of send'tug deputies and inone motion upon the carpet at a time-- and f structions to that gener,d ont, Resolutions
supposing the votes to be given upon that t [avis] says he, are draw_, up, frequently wheu
one, no assembly could contrive to do other- i nothing ha_ been put to the vote. On r_dty¢
wise. For or againsl the motion--the
motion les aws, et souvent on ne w_te poiut.
adopted or rejected--there
is no other alternative.
§ 4. -- PoJ,;T III. Unity of the subject of
The truth is, that these different avis, wlAch
debate kept inviohae.
the royal penman considers as liable to be produeed upon a given subject--these
avis, as far
as they can be said to be an)thing, seem to
have been so many different propositions-so many different motioas, which were to be
going on and debating at tim same time.
They are not votes at least ; for votes [suffrances] it is understood, are to be given upon
them. Taking them for motions, why the
number of them should under_.o this reduct Art. 9, page 14, of the journalof 1779. This
of Haute Guyenne is the second of the two original assemblies (Berri being the first,) the constitut'on of which was taken as a model for the
•_helB _ee e_tabti_hed 'all together in 1787.

Questi_m, with Ans_'ers exhibiting reasons.
Whv not suff_r a second proposition to be
started (except as excepted) till a former has
been diaposed of?
Answer: 1. That in the instance of such or
such a particular proposition, the assembly
may not, by indecisoa with respect to that
l,roposit,m, be prevented fromtakinga-ourse
"I" Ptoc6s-verbal de l'Asseml.16e de Haute
Guyenne, 4to, 1779, p. 143.
_ Chap. IV.
, Es_ai sur l'Ilistoire des Cornices de Rome,
des Etat_-G6niranx de la Fravee, and du Parlemeat de l'Anglr_erre, 3 vols. _lvo. Philaddphie_
(,Ya,s) 1_,,9 v_L ii. p. i_d6.
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keep the processc_
of debathm" and voting
reckoned
other than fortuitous
; it _'oe¢ no
separate--that
was a step too wide from prefarther : these Olffmon._ are the same indctereedent
and establishment
to lie thoughv
of,
minate
sort of thing,
or nearly so, here as
--but
to have two rounds of avis.*
Then
elsewhere:
they are not mere
speeches
in._av the committee,)
a ttlau who upon the
deed, hut theyaresomething
betwixt
motion._
rst round
has heard the aeis given sub,eand votes ; they are sorts of thin:_s of which
quently
to his own,
with the reasons
tha_
an indefinite
multitude
are ha!fie to _tart up,
may have been produced
in favour of them,
am| whmb, in Picardy as in tlaute
Guyemae,
may, upon the second turn, sacrifice hi_ own
require
force to reduce the number
of them
to that of somebody
else.
That
he re,q1, is to two.*
not to be disputed:
but will he ? Unfia'tuTo wean a man completely
from an error
nately, it is not qldte so easy to human pride
fi'om which the chains of habit have rendered
to adopt a right opinion after hawng avowed
. it difficult for him to break
loose, m_ recipe
its opposite
as befi)re : and, it such be the
is so effectual
as the indication
of its source.
ca_e between
equals, how must it be where
tn the present
in_tanee,
the cause of this
the conver_-ion
cannot
take
place
_ithout
entanglement
of two proccsse%
which
in
mortifying
the pride of rank, as well a._ the i ,oint of utility
it is so necessary
to keep
pride of wisdom _
i distinct,
may be tracod
pretty stu.'ces_fultv in
This step towards
reason was thought,
it '. two eircum_tanees.
The one, which however
should
seem, too bold.
Seven
ve,rs after
ma_ he looked upon a_ rather the effect than
this period, the A_-embly of t_rl_.[ns, though
the eauqe, is the confusion
of ideas indicated
willin.a to do something,
had not resolution,
by the equivocal
nomenclature
already
nohowever,
to venture
quite so far.j" It watired : the other
is the jmmtion
of the two
settled,
that
" for ordinary
husme.-s
there
:)rnees*es in the practice
of conrt_ ofjuatiec,
should be but one round of opinions, in _ hich
in which, as we shall presentl)
observe, such
a man should be allowed to develope
his ac,, ; a 3nn,'tmn standa upon a very different ground,
but that in matters
that appeared
to require
. and is in some canes not productive
of any
discussion,
the president,
in eonjunetlon
with . inconvenience,
and in neme, of any degree ot
the first ,_pinans of each order,_, shouhl judge _ inconvenience
approaching
to that of which
whether
the matter subjected
to d'hberatton
', it is productive
in the case of a t,ohtieal a-required
two rounds of otnnions, and that this [ sembly of am other kind.
decision
should precede the d, hb,'ratu,n."{,
l
While
no'difference
was as yet descried
One a--embly
there is, in whwh the pro- i between
er_,p_tat m,tion,
moti,n
_n ame_d.
eels of debatm_r; and that of _iving the opt- I meat, _rg_ment,
and cote ;--wiiile
men were
ainu% are distinguished
and kept separate ; ] as vet to learn hownecessary
the concurrence
and this i_ that of Picardy.§
The province
', of'all
these ob.lects i_ to the formation
of a
nearest
to Enghmd
has. on this important!rational
decision--how
distinct they are in
point,
come over to the Enaqi.-h practlce.¶_
them_dves,
and how important
it is to kee t)
]'his coincidence,
however,
can scarcely lie
them
so ;--when
the art of applying
a correction
to the original
proposition,
in such
* Haute Guyenne, I. 143; ann,_ 17_I11.
manner as to enable
the assembly
to choose
5" Orldans, p_ge 1_;I1; anno 17,17.
|)t't wren the propositmn
uncorrected
and thal_
** By the first opinan.s of each order, I suppo,e
_ hieh wouhl be the resuh of the correction,
was meant the first parer[ of o]nnans:
ff _o, Into
but it had been expressed ._o.
"
wa_ as _ et m_known
; -- when. on offerint_ a
fi'e_-h proposition
in the course of a debate,
Iv-. B. The whole number of oplnaa_ stand_,
under thi_ code of regulations,
dw_ded into par- _ a man bad not yet learnt so much a_ to a._k
eels, four m a parcel, viz. one of each of the prihm_setf _hat influence it would have, or what
vileged order% and two of die third e_tate.
Of
he meant it shuuhl have, on the fate of anthis see more under the |_¢xt head.
other that wa, already on the carpet ;-- what
[1 What is meant by the wora &:lib_ra!ion
here-- whether the arr(t(-the act or resolution
occasion,
what warning',
what motive should
of assembly, which in the French nomenclature
] men have h;_d tbr separating---in
short, in this
is frequently termed d_tiberation-or the asternstate
of the progress
of intelligence,
what
blage of ads whereby these arts are respectively
possibility
of
scparatin_
-- argument
from
exhibited
by the b_d_vidual members-is more
vote,-and that so perfectly
as that all the
titan I can take upon me to say : I give the pasarguments
should be exhflfited
at one time,
sage as I find it. The same confusion pervades
the Berri code; _hich has served as'a sort of and all the votes at another?
In common
model to the rest, and whmh. in this respect, has
dt_course,
though tte distinction
equally exbeen but too thithfully copied,
lsts, no such separation
u_uallv takes place ;
§ Picardie, p. 1_t4, 13 Deeembre 1787; Rcgleand common discourse
is not o_ly the natm'at,
ment IL art. 5 and 6.
but, till some particular
reason pre_ents itsel[
....
Apres
la proposition
ehaeun poarra,
to the contrary,
the pro f el' model tot regular
h *on tour_ faare teller.observations
qu'fl jugera
debate.
cnnvenabte,
._ ....
l,a discussion de la prop_iti_n
pr6alahlement
faite_ ....
l'on ira aux opinions.
" Picardic, llcglmnent
I[. art, I0.
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discussion

by
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on

both

_ppearance
in the lump ; dL-crimination
and
separate
nomenclature
are the tardy fruit oi
reflection
and experience.
In Europe,
a dog
and a horse are become different
animals;
at
Otabeite,
the first horse was a great dog.
Not
only in the unfettered
intercourse
of common
conversation
is this separation
neglected,
but the case is the _me in the
regulated
practice
of the species of political
assemblies
instituted
for the purposes of lugtice.
This practice
i_- the model which the
legislator_
of the modern
provincial
asscmbhe% and before them those of the ancient
provin(ial
states,
would
natmally
have 1_ft.)re their eyes ; it is from this source
that
the spirit of their
laws would
naturally
be
drawu.
The m,,de of proceding
in the State_-General,
which
ought
naturally
to have been
the model fi_r popular or preteuded-popular
assemblies,
was too unsettled
to serve as a
model fi)r anything,
even for itself,
Courts of'justice
must have exlated at all
time,,
and everywhere
; and everywhere
and
at all time,,
the m,,mber.- of them mu_t have
delivered
argumcl_ts,
and _ziven vote_,
That the reg,dationa
_i_;en provi-ionaily
to
the provincial
a.-_embli,_.s by ro3al authority,
or those settled
by the a-._embiie_,
had lawy(.rs fi_r lhel_ author-,
we are liowhere
told,
as it i* rmt natural
that we should t,e. That
matters
of law should be given to a lawyer
to draw up, i_ however
nothing
more than
natural
: but to a lawyer,
the model ot pelfi'etion is naturally
the practice
of ins court,
That
such should have been the regimen
pursued
by judges in courts of ]u.-tice, i- not
to be wondered
at : nor, in courts of justice,
where the number of the judges is ve_ v small,
and which confine
their tran_actiuns
to the

I sides.
But in political a._semblies, in the nar_ rower sense ol the word, in assemblies
legdsi lative administrative,
ormerel)
popular, there
] is no such distil ct class of persons ; at lea_t
[ none such has, anywhere
that
I rccolh'et,
_ made its appearance
hitherto
sepmate
frmn
the re._L
In assemblies
of these latter
descriptions,
each member unites in his single
person
the distinct,
and in a certain
sem-_e
opposite,
characters
of advocate
and judge.
B) lu_ vote he exercises
thelatter
function
;
b_ the part tie takes in the debate-by his
_pecc[,,
in a word -- and in the case of the author of a motion,
b) the making
of ti_at tootion -- hc excre:_es
the ibrmer
tie _L'o, standing
first upon the ti_t of
_peakers,
gives his vote at the conclusion
of
his .-.peeeh _ithout
hearing an) of the others,
act_ exactly as a pre.-iding judge woukl
do,
who ._boultl begin with giving an opinion
in
favour of the plaintiff
or of tLe defendant;
wld._out hearhlg
a syllable
fl'om the parties
or thtqr advocates
on either side.
I mistake ;
he aot_ ,t_ll wo_ se : he decide_ not ignoraz_tl/l,
without
hearing an) thing trom anybody ; bat
partiallq,
aftcr heariug only ou one side.
x'l.
proposlzmn
()f some sort or other is upon the
carpet:
it mu_t have had _omebody
for its
intiuduecr
: thi-. intxodaeer
ha_ been heaid
in fiivour of it ; it is therefore
upon this partial repre,entatiou
only that the w)te of the
member
who s',m,ds fir-t upon the li-t, mm-t
under thi_- ',egimen bc fornied.
In the judl(nar?
flue, the French
and Briti_h practice
on thi_ head a:'e sim:lar in appearallee,
_ithout
hemg so in effect.
In both
Instlttlee_-, each ulalt's vote, it is true, tbllows
immediatel)
ul*on .',i_ si,eeeh ; but in the Brifish practice
thL- u.-age i_ attended
witi* no
inconvenience,
the senior judge,
from being

business of admiMstering
justice,
is it _o he
blamed.
The priacip.d
courts of justwc
in
France,
the courts of parliament,
thou_:h always abmMantly
too nuu_erous
for courr_ ot
ju,tice,
were a t their first m_-titutmn
lc_-s so
than at present : and it was at that early
period that their
practiee
in this particular
mu_t nece,,arily
have b,'en settled,
These judicial
a-_semblie-_, and the sort of
administrative
bodies formed by the pro_inclal assemblie%
were so _:lr analogmt%
that
both sorts were assembhes
of a political
nalure-both had propo.itions
to decide upon,
resolutions
to form, and votes to give.
Lint
there is one point in which the analogy tot,dl:r
fails ; and thi_ point,
obwou.- as it appears
when
once started,
seems totally
to have
e_caped
the observation
of the maI_ of taw.
In judicial
assemblie%
in a, far as the) act
italic|ally,
no re olution comes to be for reed,
no vote comes tobegiven
-- not even tha+. of
him vcI_o stands
forerno_,
u,,on the li-_, t,ll
after
the question
has tmdergol,e
a full a, d

tb,- first to .,peak and to give his vote, loses
noflfing in point of intethgence
; the jtud,_r
judge,
from being the 1_,
lo,es nothing
in
poit*t of influence.
Wi!:, ? llecau_ethe
speeches the) make in publlc -- the speeehe.- they
are heard to make,
are not the speeches
by
which thmrjudgments
have been determined:
m a word,
their speeches
arc not deba_es.
What
dehates
ma) happen
to take place
among them, me Mwa3_
private ; they are
carried on in whi_i,crs,
or oat of court among
themselves.
Befi_re any one begins to speak,
e_-ery one of them knows
the ufind of every
other:
their ,peeches,
accordingly,
are addressed, not to one another,
but to the parties
and the audience.
Th_eir object, in making
these ._peeches is not to make prosel2,tes
of
I one another:
that object
is either
already
i compas.-ed,
or recogmsed
to be unattainable.
I Their object,
if unanimous,
is to instruct
the
audience,
and plead, each man, in favour of
, the whole nulnber;--if
there bc a dilferent'e
] of oinni_n (,tu il,cidcnt,
ul South Britain
at
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least, very rare) to defend and justify at the
bar of the public, each man his own side.
§ 6.--PolsT
V. In debating, notated order
Ho_- happens this? Because the smallness
of pre-amhel_ce.
of the[ mnnber renders this kind of' cont'ert
Question, with An._u'ers exhibiting reasons.
practic_Ae.
In England, in ordinary cases,
Why not admit of any fixed order of pro.
the number is not more than four ; they sit audience in debate ?
close together : the whisper of a nloment is
A_:swer: I. Because a fixed order is unl).sufficient to inform them whether tim opinion
vourabte to the growth of that intelligence
of the three junior judges coincides wlth that
on whmh rectitude of deci_-it_nin great menof the chief; if it does not, an adjourmnent
sure depends: to wit, in as far as intelh_ence
of the cause, _o give them an opportunity
is the fruit of industry, excited by emulation.
of deba:ing the matter over in prlwte, is the
A man who fil_d- himself low upon the
constant consequence,
list, may, in ordinar) cases, naturally expect
V_'hcn the whole twelve form themselves
to find his argmnents forestalled;
and the
into one court -- an incident that does not lower he is, the less will it appear to be worth
take place perhaps so often as four times in his while to be at the pains of studying the
a twelvemonth--the
small increase m hum- subject, for so small a cLance of distinguishbee resulting from the junction makes, in ing himself, or being of u_e. Should superior
this respect, no difference : here, as in the ability or perseverance now and then get the
other eas.._ the public deelaratinn of opimons
b-.tter of this obstacle, still it is an inconveis constantly preceded by private conference,
niencc in itself, and a disheartening circumIn the com't of justice composed by the stance to reflect on, that his m'guments canHouse of Lords, the numbers, and uther cir- not be produced till after the attention of the
cumstances, being so widely different, the hearers may have been exhausted, and their
practice is accordingly different.
The num- appetite palled.
ber who have arigbt
to be pre_ent is rely
In thi, line, as in every other, the less a
large ; the number actually present i_ liable man's t:aculties seem tikel? to be worth, either
to prodiguous flfletuation.
The members of to himself or others, the less labour will ba
this large body are not collected together in bestowed in cultivating them.
one place_are
not in the eon_-tant hal.at of
2. It tends to wa,te time by increasing the
living with one another, as are the members . quantity of useless diseom'se.
of that small brotherhood.
Among the Lords
What is lost in point of intelligence, may
there can be no general conference but in a be made up in words. A man who stand_
formal debate: accordingly, among them the high upon the list, standing in that eonspiprocess of debating is as dl--tinet from that
cuou, station, and findinghimselfperpetnally
of voting, when t!_ey act in their judicial
e,dledupontospeak.mayfaneyhimselfbound,
capacity, as when they act in their leglsla- as it were, to obey the summons, and speak
tire.
at any rate, as it were in his own defence.
TheFreneh parliaments--atleasttheprinSomething he must every now and then say,
clpal body of that denomination,
thc parlia- to the purpose or not to the purpose, willing
meat of Paris--bear,
in relation to the points , or unwilling, prepared or unprepared."For
in question, a ranch greater resemblance to so many days together, nothing but a silent
the House of Lords than to the ordinary
vote? Thiswillneverdo:
I must make somecourts of justice in Great Britain, and pattithing of a speech to-day, or people will begin
eularly in England.
The number commonly
to look upon me as nobody."
present in the tlouse of Lords is scarcely _ Thus. while the able and willing are shoved
equal to the number commonly present in the out of the list of speakers with one hand, the
parliament of Paris, when all the chambers
ill-qualified and unwilling are dragged into it
are assembled.
When that body, stepping
with the other.
aside out of the track of justice, takes cog3. It tends to diminish the measure of
nizance of business appertaining to the de- intelligence imparted to the assemNy, and
partments of legislation and administration,
thence to diminish the chance in favour of
its numbers, instead of being less than on the rectitude of decision, in another way; viz.
other occasions, are commonly greater ; both by preventing that concert betweeo persons
by the extraordinary affluence drawn by the possessedot d_ffercnt talents--that
casting of
importance of the business, and by the addi- the different parts, which may be so neeeslion of the peers, Whose presence on such sary to the displaying of the strength of the
great occa._ions is commonly requested.
Yet. cause on every side to the best advantage.
in no instance, as far as I have been able to
One man, for instance, shall be fittest for
learn, does this assembly ever depart from the business of stat.ement and narration:
the judiciary osage of confounding the two
Another man, who is capable of urging this
processes of debating and voting, in manner
or that argument with a superior degree ol
above mentioned,
force, shall be unable to grasp the whole
compa,jcs of the business:
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A third,who canbeginnothingofIAmselL ber,was up atfirst,
itisthe province
ofthe
shallbe excellent
atimprovinga hintby an- Speakerto decide::_thatis to say,proviother,or correcting
an error,orsupply_t_g
a sionally
; for ultimately
nothingcan be dedeficiency:
cidedbut
bytheIlouse._Upon eachoccasion,
A fourth,though sparingly
endued with therace,ifsoone m_y term it,isrenewed;
the power of inventmn, shall be good at sum- by starting up second, on any oecasmn, a man
ruing the arguments off:red by others, and does not acquire the right of being heard first
putting each argument in its proper place,
upon a succeeding one.
A fixed order, with its blind n_flexibility,
This mode is liable to inconveniences,
shall chop and change all these parts, turn which a person not rendered insensible to
topsy-turvy the order designed by reason and them by habit, _ill not find it difficult to eliby natme: the reasoner shall _tand belore the vine ; and which will be considered, and a
narrator, and the reeapitulator before both.
remedy endeavoured to be tbund for them,
Setting aside the case of previous eel,cart,
thrther on. But these inconveniences are noand supposing the order to be fixed an)how,
thing in comparison of the advantage gained
some error may be advanced by a man _say
by the avoidance of those which, we have
in matter of fact, say in matter of argmnent,
seen, are the inevitable result of every kind
which, as it happens, somebody of those who of fixed order whatever.
spoke before lure is in a condition to enrrcct,
In the Blitish praetlce, the fundamental
but no one of those who are to speak after principle is equality : and here, in prescribing
him. What follows ? That if the rule of fixed equality, public utility concurs, as we have
pre-audience be observed, the error must pass J seen, with justice.
In the particular course
uncorrected, and be received for truth.
So ! taken to enforce and apply the principle, inoften as this happens to be the ease--mid
justice, or at least the danger or apptarance
there is no occasion on which it may not hap- of it, as we shall see hereafter, have insinuated
pen--truth
and this rule are incompatible,
themselves.
But under the greatest praeti4. It tends to strengthen
whatever hold ' cable degree of injustice, its efficacy on this
might be obtainable by seductive influence ; head can never fail of meeting with a powerand thereby to throw discouragement in the ful eontroul in the influence of chance _ that
way of sincerity and truth,
incorruptible power, which in this, as in so
Every man having to say something in his manyother instances, is thebest guardian and
turn, and to show the side he takes, by his firmest protector that equality can have. At
vote at least, if not by a longer speech, those the worst, !t is but occasional injustice ; and
who stand lowest upon the list will be obliged,
between occasional and constant injustice
whether they will or no, to see, m_d it will there is no comparison.
be known that they see, the part that is taken
.French practice.-- In the English practice
by every nmn _ho stands above them. But
we have seen disorder at the surt_ace-- utility
of this more tully under the next head.
and justice at the bottom. In the French, we
5. Considered in respect to its infiuencc on shallsee order at the surface--inconvenience
the rights of individuals, it puts all the mere- and injustice underneath : the private iujusbars upon an equal tboting: and on this head rice palliated, or rather modified in different
at least, equality is justice. Whatever be the ways ; but the public inconvenience remainadvantage of speaking before or after another
ing" unaltered, and in fldl force.
man, no reason can be given why one mereIn the code of regulations adopted by the
bar should enjoy it iu preference to another:
first of the two pattern-assembhes,
the prothe consequence is, they ought all to have an vincial assembly of BerN, the following is the
equal chance for it.
[ course laid down. Thc ecclesiastical members
In point of real importance, this last con- ] are to sil and speak in the order of their nosiderafion rank at a great distance behind ' ruination to their respective benefices:ll the
the preceding ones. In timse cases it is the noblesse, in the order of their age :§ the third
iuteiest of millions that is concerned: in this, I estate, according to an order which it is deit is the interest of units. But even thisought I clared shall be fixed as between the districts
not to pass unnoticed ; for millions arc corn- whiehthey represent.¶ The monsterequality
posed of unit,.
And in the present instance,
being thus, by different processes, extirpated
it is the interest of the units that is the from the three different classes of citizens,
most palpable, and the most immediately at order--good
order, boa ordre, as doubtle_ it
stake,
appearedwe._ established, and the duty of
l_ritish practice. _ The order in Milch the legislator done.
members speak, is that in which they happen
'1 he clergy, it is to be observed, stand first
to pre_nt
themselves for that purpose;*
which they do by rL-ing from their seats._ In
$ Ibld. 7ft.Commons' Journals, 2d M._y 1604.
em,e of doubt which person, out of a num- ]a t[t'opv_cation
leer i, Vel. etI.laanne
1778. Rcgtement
pout
Fcrmatmn
de l'A_sen'.blOe
" IL IlatscJh Commons' 3m_rnals, 2d May
16_/4.
T Ibid. 76.

bcc._. 1I. :,rt. 5. p. 35.
_ ltid. tlI. 7_ i,. 1;7. _,, Ibid. IV. 1:1,p. 40.
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in dignity ; after them the noblesse;
the third
estate in the rear.
Accordingly
the clergy
are placed all together
at the right of the prosident ; the noblesse oil his left ; and the third
estate,
below them on each side. _ The iraportant
article of sitting being thus adjusted
upon strict constructional
principles,
the inferior businesses
of speaking
and voting admitted
of a temperamel_t.
Accordingly,
for
the purpose
of opiainy,
the whole asse]nbly,
consisting,
when fuil,'oftorty-eight
members
(exclusive
of the two proeureur-synd_es,)
is
considered
a.- distrihuted
into parcels:
twelve
parcels,
fimr In each parcel ; the four consistins of an ecclesiastic,
a noble, and two of the
third estate.
He who sits nl,permo_t
,of the
eecle_iastic_
is thus joined with him who sits
uppermost
of the noblesse,
and with the two
who sit uppermost
of the thml e.-tate;
and
so downward_
throa,:hout
the hst.
If, by this expedient,
the in(hvidual_concorned
were
satisfied,
that
ua_ one gloat
point gained.
What was gaiucd Jn the other
points ?
1. Nothing
in point of emulation,
2. Nothing
in point
of ,avivg
time
and
words,
3. Nothing
as to the convenience
of casting
the parts, or correcting
tni_utkes,
4. A small matter
as to the diminution
of
nndue in/_uenee.
This influence,
a, between
men of differeut
classes,
i.- reduced
in some
degree : but the influence of man on man, in
the same class, is ]et_ untouehed.'_
....
* Berri, Vol I anuo 1778 10 p 31
+ The small utthty of the arrangement
tn this
point of view. is mote particularly
observable in
the.instance
of the ecclesiastical order ; in which
inequality
of dignity is liable to be connected with
subordination
mpoint of power.
When a bi._hop,
for example_ anda number of his dioee,alts, _it
in the same assembly -- a ease exemplified,
perhaps, in every one of these a_semblies-none of
these subordinates,
can open his mouth, till after
the superior has deelared his plea._ure. If an h_•
-"
"
a
torlographer
oi " theseassembhes " _s
to be behe_ed,
a _i_bo t , in one of theln,, was explicit enough to
declare_ that an ecclesiastic ought always to be of
the same ooinion with his bishen.
Admit
ths
proposition," and a good deal of'nine m_ght be
saved from consumption,
as well as a good deal
of truth from violation.
The nmldtude
of the
members, one of the most formidable rocks which
the institution
of the States-General
is exposed to
split upon, might be most happily reduced" by
giving, to .every bishop chosen, the proxies of as
many of h_s suffragans as are returned with him.
I mention th_sonly in the way of illustration_ not
as affording a specimen of a mode of thinking
which van possibly be a general nile. The anee°
dote, probably
heightened,
or grounded
upon
tome hasty expre,_ion, would not have been given
by the author tixmi _ horn I take it_ but tbc it_ singularity. Itwouldbeir,jusdcetothenation,aswcll
as to the order_ to view it.in any other light,
* R6sultal
17Lq_,p 25.

des ,4_'sen, bKcs Prorine_a!es,
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I
5. Nothing in the article of equality.
Where
[ all have a right to be upon an equ,d tbotiug,
every scheme of' preference
is equally unjust,
I
In the second of tl:e_e two original assemi blies, that of ftaute Guyemle,
a fixed order i_
t settled
upon the same principles,
with some
i little
variation
as to the derails:_
and, as a
I fruit of the experience
gained in the two years
[ that had elapsed
between
the institution
of
the two assemblies,
and as a means of proriding the more effecttmlty
against
any rioI lations of this good order,
it is provided,
in
I terms more positive
than those employed
in
i the Bern code, that no met_bcr shall give his
I a_is till called upon by the secretar)
for that
i purpose._
The end in view _a_, 1 suppose,
i to prevent
interruption
: but the means eraplo,,ed are snch as render
the exercise
of
every member's
right dependent
upon their
servant _ pleasute._
in the A.,.'.embly of the Norable_
of 1787,
a,other
ct,urse w,_s pres('rib, d h_ ro)al mandate.
The voices [" voix"J] I were here to he
taken,
not in the order of sWAns,
'a hich we
ma) be ,ure wa.- the order of dignity,
but in
the reverse of that order.
Thi_ course _as
i d,rected
to be observed
as well in full as._embly, as in the seven committees
into wh_ci_
the assembly was immediatel)
broken down §
I
* Ilaute Guyenne_ p._ge 119; anno I_80, Seet_
I, art. 15.
5" Ibid. Art. 21, page 121.
_ _Vi:erever the exercise of a right is deemed
invalid till after some.act hat been pertbnned
by
a particular
individual.
_at in(hvidual,
however
insigmifieant in other respects,
po,_essou t] ere',v
a negattve upon the exercise of that riffht : ar_,l
though he might not venture to exerel_e *uch a
negative upon his own bottom, tie might, _ ben
supported by a faction.
It w,t, thu_ the French parliaments
and pareeular]y that of Paris, i¥omh,vi,g
i_, tl_elr cust,,dy
I the registers on which new Lws were to be or,toted,
I acquired very happily a _ort of negaUve in legis! litton.
It is to some such circumstance,
little
I heeded at its commencement,
that arbitrary power
....
i owes In many instances its only cheeks. -*But "m
I the sal_)e way may liberty be checked and fettered
b_ arbitrary
power.
I "]I IVbat do voice._ |"volx"]
mean here? Soeei ehes only. or votes'only,
or I_oth together?
The
] royal mavdate does not say, and a strangerma,¢ be
t permitted
not to know. In practice, I am reel{ned
to think it was construed to i'ne_l] votes, or at least
the _hort and summary-opinions
given instead of
votes. A debate mu._t have preceded, if what, I
understand
from good authority be true ; and that
carried on in a mode not only as irregular as the
English,
but rather more so. Half-a-dozen
voices
at a time, I am as_nred, was no uneomfflon eoneerti
so natural is the connexion
between bad
government
and anarchy.
To this arrangement
the dignity of rank found,
one may suppose, no great difficulty in reeoncilin/{
it_eh.
51ontesquieu's
_tory of the Spaniard arm
the Portuguese would naturally come to mind :_
'" ]Vo raatter what the place, so it distlnq_ishe_
me from you."
_ l'roces-Verbal,
p. 78, in Ben. PaA._ 17gB.
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This plan, with all its impropriety, was no
inconsiderable improvement. It was the least
bad of all fixed orders that could be devised.*
The influence of will on will is thus reduced
to its mimmum: as far as the quantum oi
influence is to be measured by the degree of
dignity. Other advantage_ might he pointed
out, were it worth while to spend words m
measuring <hade¢ of irrexpedlency, with perfeet expe&ency in full view,
§ 7.--P, IIUT VI Szmultaneity
Queslwa,

,f th,: Votes.

with Answers exhibttin_1 reasons,

Why req_i:e the w, tes to be given all at
once, ralherth_m (u_eafteranotber,
according
to a prede_er)nim'd or_ter ?
Answer:
1. To save time --of which, in
a numernus atsemhty, tile taking the votes
one after another, thon_'h it were in the mo_t
expeditious mode possible, must occasion an
enormous waste.
lmagi_*e the States-Gencr,d of France vet
ing, in the order of regular sucee.-sion, upon
every motion, how much soever in emlrse ;
and contrast tbi_ process with that observed
in the British House of Commons, open, as
I conceive it will be tonnd to be, to fllrther
improvements.
In the House of ('otnmou%
when there is no division, as is the case with
perhaps _:inetv-nine motions out eta hundred,
the hu-ine_, or"taking the votes is tile affair
of two instants: one, in which the attlrmalive voWs--the
other, inwhich the ncgativc
votes, are called fi)r. In the States-Gcneral
of France, under the re_zimen supposed, th _t
same business would be the affair of ahnut
eleven hundred such instants : that is, about
five hundred times a, much time would he
consumed in tire latter case as in the former,
One might even say more : for when eleven
hundred votes are given o_e af',er another,
accounts must be taken, whate_'er be the
eventual disparity, and a deal of time consumed, iu takblg care not to omit any" man,
nor eouut the same man more than once.
2. To lessen the efficacy of undue influence.
I say only to lessen it ; for if t we men are
absolutely and bona fide agreed to play the
parts of master and slave, or pope and devotee,
what possible means will there he of hinderfog them ? Neither the process of cryingAye
or No, nor that of holding up hands, can be
rendered so exactly simultaneous, but that, if
the slave is bon&flde upon the watch, he may
wait to observe the part taken by the master's
voice or hand, so that his may take the same.

34t;

But to the slave who feels an _nward disposition to rebel, the practice of simultaneity
may upon occasion furnish excuses that may
stand a better or worse chance of being aecepled:--"
I beg a thou:_and pardons: I took"
another man's hand for )'our's." " If I have
acted honestly fro' this once, it was through
mistake : the matter appeared unfbrtunatety
so clear to me, that I made no doubt of findm,_,your hand on the same _ide."
_'herever a loop-hole offers itself at which
proh_(y may make its escape from the tram°
reels of seductive imhwnce, it is plain that
too much care cannot be taken to leave it
open.
See tile section ou the cases
the secret mode of taking the votes
proper one, viz. Chap. X1V. § "2.
The con_eahnent thus recommended
that which forms the irwouvenience,

where
is the
is not
where

] there is any, resulting from the secret mode
I of voting. It is only the will of th: sedtmcr
I that is concealed, fi)r the moment, f?om the
i knowledge of the voter-- not the conduct of
t the voter that is concealed, at the long run,
] from the k nwledge of the public
t
The result of a decision given in this sumt mary way may, it is true, come to be done
I away by'anot_ler decision, given on the same
question, in the exact and regular mode: bat
this latter opposes, or at least may be made
to opu)se, to improhity, other cheeks which
are peculiar to itself': of which in another
place t
_B,di.,h practice.--The
mode of voting
pursued in the British practice accords thus
far wi_h ti_c reeommeudation
given by this
theory.
]n the summary w_ty, the voices
giw.n on e u'h side are all lifted up promiscnou_ly, ate(1at the same instarlt. In the regular mode, on a division, all the feet move
promiscuously, and as _st as they can, A
divi.ion i_ not conceived to be either a proces¢ien or a dmwe.
In bo_h cases, tire practice is not flee from
partwular ineonvemence% which will be represented, and remedies proposed for them,
in another place. In both cases, the outlines
might be bette,' filled up than they are; but
the outlines themselves are just.
In point of diminution of undue influence,
the advantage gained is perhaps no great matter. It is out of the question altogether in the
regular mode, where the part taken by everybody being dehberate and conspicuous, must
be observed by everybody : and in the summary mode. it cannot be expected to amount
to much on those great questions of national
] importance, where party puts its shoulders

" It puts one in mind of Solon'legislating for House is previously settled by most of the
theAthenians, and givi,g them--not good laws, members at private or less pubfie meeting*.
but the best they could be brought to bear. But
since-that day, national wisdom among our A theniana has made an immense shoot _ and they are
"l"See Chapter I L On Publleity with regara
---_ for _good laws_ if ever a people were, I to
the proceedings
task, and the
to be
taken in the
lmeome,ripe
to the
of a part
political
assembly.
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But still there are not wantin$
a multitude
of oeca--ions on which,
under tavour of this
pmrt of the diselpline,
probity
may make its
escape from undue influence.
Let the advaurage gained
in this way amount
to ever so
little, it is so much got out of the fire.
17rene]* practice. -- Itlthe
French
practice,
the speeches,
where a man has an)thing
to
say, are made in a predeternfined
order,
as
we have seen ; and as each man's vote eomes
immediately
after, or instead of--in
short,
is
confounded
with -- his speech, -- hence vote
follows
after vote,
as speech
does
after
speech,
Speaking
with an eye to the States-General, I have brought
to view tile enoHnous
quantity
of time which, upon this plan of re-
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might be added,
seem t- bespeak a genera,
apprehension
of the impossibihty
of carrying
on bumness
in the French mode in numerous
assemblies
; that is, net only in such a, would
be esteemed
numerous
ill England,
but in
assemblies,
tbr example,
consi-Amg of half a
hundred,
or even so t_w as a qualter
of a
hundred persons.
Ii,w must it fare then with
the States-Gen,_ral.
and its eleven
hundred
members ? Is it to have no general
will?
Is
it, like the firet assembly of the Notables,
to
sit tor no other purpo._e than to hear papers
which
wouhl
have been better
read than
heard, and speeches
which might as well have
been neither
read nor heard?
I,_nobusine,stooriginatetimre?--nothing
to be done but to pronounce
definitively,
and

gular succession,
the mere operation
of vottny I ,n globe,
upon
some voluminous
draught
must of itself,
in an assemhly
so numerou%
transmitted
from some small and select eomunavoidably
consume ; but v, hen to this one
nuttec ? It is a fallacy, then, to speak of its
adds the proeess ofdebati;*y,
and the multitude
having a will of its own--it
is a iallaey to
of speeches
which, in an assembly of eleven
speak
of it a, possessing
the power of the
hundred
persons, all picked men, selected tbr
people.
The real possessors
of the power of
their talents
by and out of four and twenty
the people are the member_ of this ohgarchy,
millions of people, may be extorted
in a re;mthe select coo:nfittee.
But of this more fldly
her by the consideration,
above mentioned,
in another
place.
the imagination
starts at the idea.
Observations.
-- The
circumstance
that
In a company
llke the plovineial
assemserved
us to account
tbr the usage relative
blies,
consisting
of no more than eight and
to tilt fom th point,
will ale(rid us a means
forrypersons,
this inconvenience
might chance
equally natural of aeeountmg
f,Jr the practice
well enough not to rise to such a magnitmle
relatlre
to the present head.
as to attract
notice.
But even m an a_semBet_eeu
the praclice_
ot' speaking
in sucbly like that of the Notables
of 1787, concession,
voting in sucecssm:l,
and eonfoupdsi_ting of one hundred and forty-fern',
it _eems
ing speech with vote, the connexion
is not,
already to have been appreher;de0.
Fm this
it is true,
a necessary
one.
Speeches
mi,//_t
consideration
mu,t, at least, have been among _ be made in turn, and yet votes given all at
the number of those, in virtue of which such ! once.
Speeches
might be made in the order
haste was made to break down that assembly
into seven committees
of twenty or twentytwo each, as soon as Grmed.
In tbe course
of sixty-two
days the plenum
sat but six
times : and oil none of those days do the transactions,
a_-represented
bv. the l¥oc_s-verbal,

i in which
persons happened
to ri_-e to speak,
[ or in any otl,er uncertain
older,
_hlle votes
were given ill a fixed order.
I
But the eonnexio_h
though
not neeessary,
! was natm'al.
Why ? Because it was natural
q that ju(hmal
" " " assembhes
" "
should have served

seem
to leave
an)" room
debate.been Ill done
full I as
model that
: andthein judicial
assembly,
nothing
seems forto a have
as anatural
judges
but hearing
papers read, and speeches of eeremony pronounced,
Even in'the provincial
asaemblies,
consisting of but forty-eight
members,
it seems to
have been a principle,
to do tile husiness as
much as possible in committees,
consisting
of
no more than a dozen members.
In some of
them,
according
to their historiographer,*
a
regulation
is estahlished,
not to take into
consideration
ally business
in full assembly,
that has not, in its passage from the emnmittee in which it originated,
gone through
the
other tbree.
This he looks upon as "neeessary, in order to avoid as much as possible
the noise and bustle to which debates carried
on in numerous
assemblies
are exposed.'" *
These observations,
and many others that
I P,_sultats
des Assemb.

Prey. p. 18.

assembliesit
should
speak

was
in a

fixed order, determined
by thejoint
influence
of rank and seniority,
as that each man should
I speak and vote at the same time.
f
It was a natural
conrse, whicb, as far as juI dicial practice
is concerned,
is sufficient here:
_.whether,
ill the instance of that practice it be
of all others the most expedient,
is a question
that belongs not to the pre._ent purpose.

CItAPTER
VII.
oF THE pROPOSAL OF MEASUHES YOn
&DOPTION.
TI_EaE ought
to be in every assembly
one
individual
officially charged with the udtiative,
that is bound
to commence
the operations,
and to propose the necessary
measures.
For
if no member
in particular
ought
to have a

Cm Vtl.]
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plan respecting the business to be considered,
it may happen that there will be no plan,
and that the assembly will remain in a state
of inaction,
It is not only necessary that there should
be a plan upon each occa-:ion, but there ought
to be a tlain--a connexion, between thc projects submitted.
It is not enough to provide
for the first sitting, th._,re ought to be ageneral plan, embracing all the requisite operations, disposing them iu the best order, and
leading them onward to their cone!asian,
This obligatar?.! initiative naturally belortgs
to those who convoke a politic_ll assembly,
and who are best acquainted wi_h tile wants
of the state. The general distribution of lahour is the duty of the administration : the
ministers should propo_e -- the assembly deliberate and resolve,
But the rtyht of initiation ought not to
be the privilege of the executive exclusively :
--each member ought eqnall_ to possess it.
There are three principal grounds for this
arrangetnent :-1. '1 hat the intelligence of the whole assembty may be improved tbr the general good.
There is as good a chance for obtaitting the
be_t advice fr_lm one party as from the other,
To limit the riga t of proposing, is to lenounce
everything which might be expected from
those who are excluded : it is to institute a
mom, poly mischievous in every respect, both
because it extinguL-hes the emulation ufthose
whom it reduces to merely a negative part,
and because it may retain tt_e greatest talents
in a state of inaet:_on. The most intelligent
and clever men may, umler thi_ exclusive systern, be enehained by those who are greatl_
their inferiors in genius and knowledge,
2. That atulses msy retbrmed. If the right
of proposing belong only to tlle administration, those aI_uses which are favourable to it
would be perpetual : the assembly would have
no direct method of causing them to cease,
This arrangement _ould give to the governmeat a most commodious species of negative
as against all measures _ hich were unpleasant
to it-- a negative without noise a_d withou_
dehate.*
3. That the danger arising from the hegative right, when it exists alone, may be
prevented.
The assembly which should possess the power of rejecting alone, would be
tempted to abuse it ; that is to say, to reject
ancient
the Scottish
parliament
was* In
subject,
as totimes,
the order
of its labours,
to a
committee named by the King: the Lords of
Articles alone had the initiative of all measures,
They prepared beforehand everything wtlieh was
to be presented to the Assembly, and consequently had an absolute negative, much more
powerful than they could have had after the debate. __ Robertson'., History of 8codand. Book L
Reign of James V. [They were not named by
the King, but by the several Estates of the Parliamena---_'d, l
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good measures, either from a feeling of pride,
that it might show that it was not a mer_
nullity, that it might exercise its suthority,
or that it might constrain the hand of governmeat, and lead it to eoucede one point thai;
it may obtain another : for the right ofrefusat
may bc converted into an instrument of Ofo
fence, and may be employed as a positive
means of coestraint.
Such a system, instead
therefore of producing harmony, would tend
to produce discord by creating a necessity on
the part. of the assembl_ for the adoption of
an a_titicial conduct towards the executive
power.
But it may besald, if the d_rec_ion ofaffairs
ough_: to be confided to the officers of the executivepower,--iftheyoughtto
proposethose
measures w'hich the necessities of the state
require :--how, then, can this agree with the
desire which all the members may have of
making propositions ? For this fight, if it. be
to be efficacious, supposes that the assembly
has the power of entertaining them. But if
it thus entertain them, the ministerial plan
will be liable to he interrupted by incoherent,
and even entirely subversive motions : there
will be no longer any regular progress; and
there may even result /?am it general confusion in the government.
I can only answer this objection by supposiugin the assembly an habitual disposition
to leave to the m':nisters the ordinary exercise
of the right of prop¢_sing.
The general privilege should be reserved for
all the members without distinction ; but the
right of priority should be conceded by a tacit
convention to the rail isterial propositions.
It is here tha_; it is proper to notice the
conduct of the British i arlisment.
In the ordinary cour_.e of affairs, all eyes
are fixed upon the minister: whether he present a plan, or speak in support of it, he is
listened to with a degree of attention which
belongs only to him. By n general, though
tacit arlangemnt,
importunt business is not
commenced befi_re he arrives.
He proposes all the principal measure._--h]s
opponents confine themselves to attacking
them : in short, he is the director, the prime
mover, the principal personage.
Still he has
not by right tbe slightest pre-emb_enee: there
is no rule which secures to his motions, a
preference above those of any other merebet ;-- there is no rule which gives him a
right to speak ilrst--it
is an arrangeamn_
which exists only in virtue of its convenience
and its utility. Whilst the miniver posse.-_ses
the confidence of the majority, he is sure to
preserve the right of the initiative : when he
loses this confidence, he cannot much longer
remain minister, but must give place to
another.
It may be well here to attempt to di._sipate
an error which may justly be called popular_
both on account of the tittle reflection which
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it discovers, aim the number of those who ] a motion ; 2. To vote ; 3. To declare the
adopt it. This error consists in concluding, [ result of tile votes.
that an assembly like the House of Commons t
But before arriving at the conclusion, there
is corrupt, because in its ordinary course it is / arc, in the ordinary course of things, re,my
led by the ministers.
This pretended proof] steps or intermediate acts proper to be taken.
of the corruption of the assemhlv, or its |
We shall here set them down in ehronolosubjection, is, on the contrary, a real proof | gloat older : -of it_ liberty and its strength. Why does the
1. Previous promulg,ttion of motions, prominister always take the lead in Parliament ? ject- of taw.-, and arrmndments.
It is because unless he had the power thus to
2. Making the motion _ hich exhibits tbe
lead. he would no longer be minister.
The
project.
pre.,crvation of his place depends upon the
3. Occasionally ordering it to be prin_,d
duration of his ere&t with the legislative
,_nd published.
a_embly.
Were we to .auppose all the mere4. Seconding the motion.
bers en,'owed _ith the most heroic indepen,5. l)eliberating upon it.
denee, matters eould not be better arranged
6. Putti_ W the question.
than the}- are at present.
7. Voting summarily.
S. Deelaling the result of the summary
voting.
CItAPTER
VIII.
9. Dividing the assembly--that
i,, deOF THE

DIFFERENT
ACTS WIIICtt
ENTER
TIlE FOEt3dATION
OF A DECREE,

INT0

THosv_ who pay only a superficial re_:ard to
a political assembly, may think that there i,
nothingmore simple than a motwt*, a dclmt_,
a decree.
What is there bele which is the
object of science or art ? The ordinary aft, ors
of hfe call us all to propose, to deliberate,
to decide.
']['here ate scarcely any notionsmm-e familiar than these.
It is true. it is easy ta form a conception
of these operations, but it i_ dlfficutt to describe them.
In this respect, it is the same
with the actions of thc mind as with tho_e of
the body. To move the arms, requires hut
a moment : to explain this movement-to
describe the muscles which perform it, requires great anatomical knowledge,
Let us trace the formation of a decree. -The work which serves as its foundation, is
a simple pr_ect proposed b) an indlviduaI ;
when he presents this project to the assembt)
according to the prescribed forms, he makes
what is called a motion,
The original motion having been made,
every posterior motion with regard to it can
only haveone of two objects--either
to amend
or to suppress it. Thereare, therefore, two
kinds of secondary motions : -2Emendatory motions,
Suppressive motions,
The first include all those which modif)
the original motion; since all these modlfica
lions ma) be considered asamendm_Tzts--that
is to say, ameliorations or corrections,
The second class will include all those
which directly or indirectly tend to cause the
original motion to be rejected ; as by demanding priority in favour of some other motion,
or by proposing an adjournment of the ques*ion for an indefinite time, &c.
In order to produce a decree, tufty three
acts are absolutely" necessary:--I.
To make

mal*dil_g
di,tmct
10. Collecting

voting.

the vote_ re_ularly.
] 1. Declaring the result.
12. Regi-_termg all the I,Inceedmga.
CtIAPTER

IX.

or BILLS
THE --PROMULGATION
OF MO'IIONS
-- oF
OF AMENDMFNTS_
AND
TltLla
WIOlHDRAWMENT.
I IT is proper that the assembly shouhl prevlI ously have before it_ eyes a statement of the
business with which it is to be engaged, that,
t notlfing ma} be left t9 chance, and that it
] to
amyimpo_-e
not be (m
exposed
all whoto w:_h
surprises.
to pre_cnt
It ought
any
I motions to it, the oblig,mon of duly piepariag them, and making them known.
A
di.-eu_-ion, the oblcct of _h:eh ha_ been previom-ly made known, will be the restflt of
more deliberatioo, and eonscquentl) _horter :
the rea_ns for mad agaim-t, having been the
subjects el" meditation, the debaters will have
a_certaincd their s:rength, and taken up their
positions accordingly.
This object may be accomplished by a single regulation.
Let the secretary open three
distract registers--/hi
Morion% Bills or projeet_ of laws, and Amendm_.nts ; every men.her being allowed to present to him a motmn
to be registered ; and all motions, after having
been printed in a journal which should only
have this ohject, should come belore the a,sembly in the order in which they are registered, subject to the reservation of which
we shall presently speak.
The journal of motions being published
daily, those who wish to propose any amendmeats shotfld be bound to make them known
beforehand, by presenting them to the stcretary, who saould transcribe them in his
register, and cause them to be printc_l in th_
jomnal of alneimmetas.
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The same steps should be fallowed with
respect to bills : they should be inserted in a
_parate register, in the er_r of their Weoentation ; but- they ought not to be introdueed into the aqsembly until three months
after their inscription, unless upon special
application this period should be shortened,
_eh
ought to be the foundation of the
Jrrangement for the table of. oeeupations,
which might he called, as in the British houses
of parliament, The order.of the day.
But this inflezible order for motions and
hills, this arrangement founded only. upon the
circumstance of anterior registration of accidental priority, would be liable to the most
weighty inconveniences; it might prove deatructive of real o=der_ of that order which
belongs to the train and connexion of mattern, and thus prove incompatible with the
liberty of the assembly. Because one motion
has been placed_upon the list before another,
it does not follow that it deserves the proferenee : the last in date,may be the first in
importance,
It would even be- impracticable to- sub.
joet all motions to an absolute ruterequiring
dPreviousregistration.
Unexpected incidents
emend suddtn measures ; and in the course
of its discussion, a subject may assume altogather a different appearance ; a change made
inooepartofaprojeet,
mayrequireanalteratlon in another-- an unexpcted breach must
be repaired by sudden expedients,
The influence of a list of motions is therefore reduced to this :-- it would.serve as a
guide for the ordinary progress of the debates
it would present a general picture of the
labours ; but it would not restrain the liberty
of the assembly, which ought to be able at
any time to accelerate certain motions, or
to receive new ones which have not been
registered.
What has been said respecting motions is
equally applicable to bills : but a bill admits
of greater delay than a motion ; and an interval of three months would not in.general
be too great between the presentation of a
I_11 to the assembly, and its passing into.a
law.
If it have been possible to do without
• given law during the course of past ages_
it is possible to do without it at least three
montks longer. Besides, as soon as a law is
oscd, the whole of the nation is moreor
interested : the objeat is permanent ; it
ought therefose t_ be known to the public_
and ult the information possessed by the dif.
:ferent partiesin the kingdom ought to be oolleered concerning it ; unless it be pretended
that the deputies, by a miracoloes concentretlon, not only possess all the judgment and
knowledge of the whole nation, but even of
the world itself. Laws ought to be founded
upon fa_ts; but inusmueh as the facts are partieular, they eamtot be eollected, unless the
Vo_ I/_
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_ neeemtry time be alFowed"to tJie _
intarusted to present them to the leglslatom.
But in,respect of bills as well as motions.
an inflex4ble rule is not required : latitude
must be left for unforeseen eases, and espo.
cially in favour.of the government, which is
charged to provide for urgent circumatanees.
If after an insurroetion, o_ on the eve of an
invasion, an interval of throe months were
required after introdueing a biU before it were
passed into a law, the evil might have beels
consummated before it was possible to eousi_
der of the remedy.
This would he to play
the engines-when the fire was extinguished.
It may be remarked, that the plan here
proposed differs from that of the English
parliament, every member having here the
right to introduce a bill ; whereas in the English parliament a bill' eannot be introduced
without leave given by the House---a practice
well calculated for preventing the consumption of time upon frivolous or dangerous projects of laws: but when a, memher moves for
leave to introduce a bill,.the House must con_
sider whether it will admit or reject it. This
power which it now exercises upon the motion, I propose that it should exercise over
the bill at the moment in which it will be
presented ; that is to say, that the assembly
should then decide whether it will entertain
it or not; because it will then decide upon
better grounds, asthe bilLwJll then have heels
published,
_is sometlmesthe custom tlmt bills should
be printed before the debate ; but this is not
the ease except upon special motion, which
motion is sometimes rejected ; --and, when
printed, the£ axe only distributed to members
of parliament. In this respect there is a fun.
damental error : the printing ought to be the
r4de, and also the public sale of seeh bills.
Before the invention of printing, and wheH
the art of reading was unknown to threefourths of the deputies of the nation, to supply this deficiency, it was directed that every
bill should be read three times in the House.
At the present day, these three readings are
pusely nominal : the clerk confines himself to
reading the title and the first words. But
a most important effect has resulted from
this antique regulation. These three readings
have served to mark three distinct degrees
three epoehs--in the passin 8 ofabi.ll, at each
of which the debate upo_ it may be recommenced at pleasure.
MotiOns and_bill_ being thus printed and
published, in _ourmds destined to these ohjeers alone, a regulation should be made, that
amendments should he printed and published
in the same manner. Why should they not
be? If t wish to opimee a motion, ought my
intention to come upon the assembly by ourprise ?--ought its autimr to be depri red of the
knowledge of my objections, and of leisure
Z
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to prepare an answer to them ?_ ought I to
be allowed to take advantage of him by an
unforeseen attack ? If I am only anxious for
the success of my own schemes, the unforeseen amendment will best suit my purpose ;
but if I only desire the success of reason, I
ought to make it known before the debate,
1fall the amendments are previously published, and presented all together, the as•sembly will have before its eyes a complete
picture of the subject of discussion _a picture which will itself he a safeguard against
the ineonsistencies and contradictions which
are so likely to be introduced into a tempos|tion of which all the parts are only considered
successively. The more completely it is poesible to present them simultaneously, the less
is the exposure to this danger. This is the
grand advantage of synoptic tables : the reciprocal dependenee and union of all the parts
is at once perceived- any incoherence strikes
the eyes.
But the rult ought not to extend to the
exclusion of amendmeots arising at the memeat ; for new ideas may spring out of the
debate itself, and to reject a salutary amendmeat because its author had not foreseen it,
would be an absurdity. All that can, and all
that ought to be required of him, is to declare
that the delay in the announcement of this
amendment was not intentional _is not ins|dious; that he did not intel_l to take the asaembly by surprise. The nature even of the
amendment will indicate the motive which
gave riseto it.*
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When a member has caused a motion, a
bill. an amendment, to be inscribed in the
register, he should not be allowed to withdraw or abandon it, without leave from the
assembly. A simple prohibition alone is not
sufficient in this respect : it ought to be an
inflexible law. If the author of the act in
question be not present on the day fixed, tc
support it--tin|cos there be lawful reason fo_
absence, he _ught to incur the censure of the
assembly, and his name should be inscribed
in a separate book, having for its title, Li_t
_f the deserters of motions, &e.
This rigorous law is requisite m 1. In 0fdec to prevent thoughtless motions, amt the
confusion which would be produced by the
&lse appearance of a great mass of business
which would vanish at the moment in which
it was touched.
2. To prevent the destruction of public
confidence by accustoming the people to see
that the motions which are announced _e
dropped by neglect.
3. To prevent the abuse which might be
made of this instrument by announcing metiona which there is no intention to suppm%
eitl_er for the purpose of spreading alarm,
or to affect the public funds; or for the
purpose of preventing other parties from registering their motions or their bills, by an
apparent monopoly of business; and because
the evil which an individual could effect in
this respect would be susceptible of the most
alarming extension by means of combination
among themembers ofa party.

• If it be necessary that motions should be
composed beforehand_in order that they may be
presented to thelegislature, which is composed of
CHAPTER
X.
the c'liteoft he nation,_fer a much stronger reao_ THE DRAWINGUP OFLAWfl.
son is this precaution indispensable with regard
to popular assemblie_ which are formed and dig- WE proceed to consider the motions as com.
solved in a day, and which can have little or no positions destined to become laws, and be
practice in the art 04"debate.
Such a_emblies often take place in towns or upon which the assembly is called to decide at
counties in England_ for the purpose of present- once, without having had time to examine its
ing petitions or addresses_ either to the King or foundations and consequences.
the Houses of Parliament.
_hat follows ? Ought no one in a popular
If in these assemblies an individual propose a assembly to propose any motion previously prepetition or address previously prepared, his ants. pared? This certainly ought not to be the rule,-gonists seldom fail to draw from this circumstance but the rather_ that before the day of a_embly_
an argument in its disfavour. There is indeed a the motions intended to be made ought to be pubterm of ridicnle for the designation of such pre- lished.
vionsly prepared motions ; they are called pocket
There exist, in some assemblies of this kind_
motions and pooket petitiotts. By these terms an reguhtionswhich prohibit theircenvocation withIntention is imputed-to their author of surprising out a public declaration of the object of the
jmd dcceiviug the mmembly, by causing his own meeting. This regulation ought to be universal;
_nal
ideas to be received as a public act.
and there ought to be added to it, _ a.neces_..ry
There is in this suspicion a mixture of reason condition, that the principal motion m l_ totality
lind error _ of inadvertence and reflection,
should be annexed to the act of convocation; ttmt
'/'he inadvertence consists in not considering there should be a sufficient interval to allow of
that a motion, which is to be the act of all, must the publication of rival propoeitions, and that no
Aaeginby being the act of one individual,_and
motion should be presented to such assemblies,
that a writing of this kind, as well as every other which had not bee_ previously made known to
wri_ing_ ought to be the better, precisely because the public.Willit be said, these are fetters and
it is the work of time and reflection,
stumbling-stones for freedom. This would be a
But, on the other hand, it is an instinct of tea. _istake : they are paraj_etsupon the edge of
son to distrust the ascendency which one indivi- eipiees. Everything which renders reflection
dual may obtain over an a_emb!y b]__l_ing
Io_det nec_ryin the p_.
i_/gs of a free pi_oplt
it measure which be had prepares at letsure, out is the as_uM asfeguard of tl_etrrights.
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_n tscnted to the examination of the assembly.
his respect it is desirable that they should
possess that form which will allow them to
be discussed in detail, and amended,
Regulation cannot prescribe perfection in
style ; but there are certain defects which it
may prevent, certain conditions which it may
impose, because every one may be subjected
to them. The four following points may be
prescribed :-1. Brevity in the articles,
2. Simplicity in the propositions,
3. The pure expression of will.
4. The complete exhibitionofall theclauses
which the law ought to contain.
If these conditions are observed, whatever
may be the extent of a motion, it will be
of a manageable and ductile form ; it will be
easy to consider it in all its parts, and to
amend it.
1. Brevity in the artieles.--What Is meant
by an article is, so much matter as it is in.
tended to put to the vote at one time. The
longer the articles are, the more difficult is
it to understand the whole together, and distinetly to see all the parts. But is it sufficienl
to recommend brevity ? No : the force of a
law ought to be given to this precept, by
declaring that no project of a law, containing
more than one hundred words for example,
should be received, unless it were divided
into numbered paragraphs, no one of which
should exceed the above measure. This expedieat, altogether singular as it may at first
appear, is however the only one of absolute
efficacy." When it is necessary to present a
long train of ideas, it is proper to assist the
understanding by brevity of style. Each se.
parate sentence forms a resting-place for the
mind.
The paragraphs in a law ought to be humbared. There is no means more convenient
and short for citation and reference,
Acts of parliament are exeeedingiy defective
in this respect. The divisions into sections,
and the numbers which designate them in the
current editions, are not authentic.
In the
parehmeot original, the text of the law--the
whole act, is of a single piece, without distinetion of paragraphs, without punctuation,
without figures.
The word section is not
even met with there, nor anything which
corresponds with it. How, then, is indication
made of the termination of one article and
the commencement of another'. Always_ by,
repeating the same formula, the same introduetory clause, _and it isf_rther enacted by
the a_thority a.foremid, or some other phrase
to the same effect,
This is a species of algebra, but of an oppeulte character. In algebra, one letter sup-

! plies the place of a line ef words ; in this, a
llne of words very imperfectly supplies the
placeofasinglcfigure:
Isay very imperfectly,
tar these words serve for the purpose of dii vision, but they are of no use for the purpose
i of reference. Is it wished to amend or repeal
one section in an act ? As it is impossible to
pointoutthissectionbyanumericalrcference,
one is obliged to do it by circumlocutions,
which produce repetitions and obscurity. It
is partly from this cause that acts of parliameat arc unintelligible compositions to all
those who have not made them the object
of long study, t
The first acts of parliament were passed at _
a period in which punctuation was not yet in
use _ in which the Arabian figures were not
kno_m. Besides, the statutes in their state
of primitive simplicity and imperfection, were
i so short and so few in number, that the want
of division could not produce any sensible
mconvenicnce. These things have remained
upon the same footing, partly from negligence
and routine, but mu:h more so froma secret
interest on the part of the lawyers, who have
found their advantage in this obscurity of the
legal text, and who oppose to every reform
the bugbear of innovation.
Our forefathers
lived for ages without the knowledge of cammas, stops, and figures : why should they
be adopted now? The argument amounts to
this o Our forefathers lived upon acorns and
mast ; corn is therefore a useless luxury.
2. Simplicity in the propositions.--This
is
the principal point : the rule prescribed above
respecting brevity, is established essentially
on account of this.
Every article ought to be reduced to a pure
and simple proposition ; or at least, an article
owght never to include two complete and ladependent propositions, of such nature that the
same individual may approve one and reject
the other.
Clearness would be carried to the highest
point, if each article presented a complete
sense, without reference to any other ; but
m a composition which has many parts, this
species of perfection is impossible. The idea
even of arrangement excludes that of inde)endence.
Amathematicalproposition
is demonstrated
by reference to propositions previously demonstrated ; and in every series of reasoning,
the links arc multiplied in proportion as they
are removed from the first step.
Among conjunctions, there are some which
afford a mischievous facility for binding togerber an indefinite number of sentences into
one. Of this kind are, in French, d'watant
qua, considerant q_e; in English, whereas; in
Latin, quandoqu/dem.
The introduction of

lea_rl_e longeat lmmgraphs in the Code Napo.
can°texeeedonehundvedwordlbandthtre
m_ very
few ef that leogth

LenaSee Gtme,_/V/_w qf dz C_p_te Cod_ o.t
_m_/c_o_CKtp,
XXXLIL Ofl/_st_leofth_
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these phrases is a principal fault in the style
of the laws : by means of them. a znass of
confusion is created ; objects which it is most
desirable to keep apart, being thus without
reason, oftentimes coupled together.
But if the propositions ongi]t not to be independent one of another, they need not be
made complex,
A complex_proposition in matters of la_v,
is one which i/_chades two propositions, .one
of which rmcy be approved, and the other
disapproved,
The following question, proposed to the
Notables in 1788, may serve as an example :
it referred to the.composition of the StatesGeneral :--Ought certain qualifications to be
required of the electors and the persons eli.
tibia? By the form of this phrase, two distinct propositions arepresented,
as if they
formed only _ single one.
Ought certain qualificatioos to be required
of the electors ?_
Ought certain qualifications to be"reqtfired
o/the digible ?_
These are two que6tions, so distinct that
each ought to be decided by different eonsiderations, which may perhaps lead to a netstire with regard to one, _nd an affirmative
assayer as to the other. But by uniting them
iu this manner, the mind is led into error : it
is led. to consider them as so.connected totether,, that it is proper to give to them one
Common ans_'er, .either in the n_egatis,e or
afllrmmive.*
Suppose that a proposition, .which Js preseated as a single one, really consists of two
propositions--that
you approve the one, that
you disapprove the other : if it remain usdlvide.d, whatever may be the decision, one
propositi0nwill
be passed in opposition to
your .will ; _.if it be divided, you are free to
choose_y0u
can vctte against the one without
voting a_inst the other; and this, which may
happen to_ne individual, may happen to the
whole assenting,
By means 0_.eomplex propositions, an assembly free frflm all exterior constraint, may
cease to be _roe by a species of internal conattaint : .a_good_law mgy be used as an instrument to compe'l ttte _sing
of a bad one.
ConjunetiQns may arise, in which an as_mbly may tm eompell_l to sacrifice its most
Important rights. A certain law may be proposed to it, not only good in itself, but .even
necessary to its own preservation, Dr the pr_eervation of the state; and to this _lawmay be
joined another, by which it may be.deprived
o_ some of its essential prerogatives. What
. "_Flaissophism corr_ponds _,ith that which
In the logic of Aristotle is designated by th,.
words _' _ou_um
plurts igte__ationes,
ut
mu_m--ar_ hooey ar_ g_ll sweet ? " Tlds is a
j_u d'eo_r/tCar i_rplexin_..¢hgdre_, b_t it is often
_aployed in le_/dation tot deceiving men.
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can it do ? It is obliged to submit. It is in
the situation of the patriarch, who, pressed
with hunger, sold his birthright for a mess
of pottage.
_l_is Machiavelism, it _ma_ be said, is a
gratuitous suppusition--a pure fiction. But it
is not : history furnishes numerous examples
of it. In the ancient repttblics, the initiative
of the laws belonged exclusively to a senate :
the people had no other alternative than that
of approving or rejoctin_tbe _choie together ;
the liberty-of choice was not left to them ;
-- their chiefs made them purchase a desired
law, a necessary law, at the price oof some
other law unfavourable to their interests.
3. Another pri.ciple of composltlon : Emplay only a pwre .and simple declaration of
will, without intermixing therewith, reasons,
apmians, at fancies, distinct from that same
will.
.To .assign the reasons_ for a law is a separate operation, which ought.never to be con-founded _with the law itself. If it be desirable
to instruct the_people, .it may be done in a
preamble, or in a commentary which.aeeompanies the law ; but an imperative law ought
only to contain the simple expression of the
will of the legislator.
Intertded, to,ser.ve as
a rule of conduct, it cannot be too.simple, too
clear, too free from dispuIe.
If reasons and
opinions a_e intermingled with it, -all those
are ranged against the law, who do not apapprove the reasons or opinions which it
expresses : instead of becoming.stronger,
it
becomes more Ieeble ; an ins_rxtment of attack is prepared for its adversaries, and it is
delivered up to their disputes.
A single epithet is sometimes sufficient to
alter the simple expression of the,will. The
same effect may result from the use ofaterm
which implies blame or approbation, when it
would have been proper to employ a neutral
term--heretic,
for examl_le, in_ead of dissenter--innovatian
instead of change_usury
instead of illegal interest.
These eulogistic or dyal_,istie terms produne all the inconveniences which we have
developed above : they include complex pro.
positions ; they not merely.state a fact, upon
which all the world may be agreed, bat also
an opinion, which m_y be received by one
par_, and rejected by another.
Let us give an example :--_' It isdeereed
that no heretic shall be allowed to sit in this
assembly."
_irst proposition : "It is decreed that no
man svho is not of the established religion of
the state, shall be admitted to sit in this assemhiy."
Second praposition : "' This assembly declare.s, _hat all tl_se who profess any other
retigio_s opini_s,
merit the odious denomination 04" heretics."
Here a_e two propositions altogether di_.,
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tinct and foreign to o1_eanother.
The one
declares a resolution relative to a fact ; -the other declares the starte, of_the opinions
and affections o4_.hhose.vcho vote. The same
individualmight-adopt the first, and reject the
second,
Thus to unite iv.toone proposition, two
different things, is to commit a species of
falsification, and. to destroy the freedom of
voting, from which no benefit can result,
Hence, from inserting in the body of a
law, opinions or reasons foreign to the law,
the measure may be exposed to rejection,
although conforw, able to the general wish of
the assembly,
This may happen, because, although they
may be agreed upon the measure, the voters
may diff_ermuch with regard to the reasons
which lead them to adopt it ; and if the teasons which are assigned, are opposed to the
opinions of the majority, they will experience
a very natural and just.repngnanee*o profess
opinions which they do not hol& To require
them to pass soeb a law is, in fact, to exact
a false declaration, and, make them telg _ lie
in the la_v,
Let us imagine the following proposition:
--'" Considtwing that there is no God, all
penal laws relauve to the divinity are abeiished."
Even should all the members of the assembly be unanimous in favour of the abolition of thee penal laws, there might not
perhaps be found a sit,sic one who would not
be shocked by this declaration of atheism,
and_who would not rather choose to reject
the measure altogether, than to obtain it at
this price.
It would seem that in a free assembly each
proposer of a motion ought to observe this
rule, if it were only as a measureof prudence,
since an accessary of this nature can only tend
to expose the prineipal motion to be-rejected,
But the spirit of party does not reason
thus. The more dearly a motion includes a_y
clause offensive to its antagonists, the more
dearly it proves the strength of those who
cause it. to pass : their triumph increases with
the mortification of their antagonists,
We will gz_vean eaampte of this petty war
of parties ; we shall seek it in a remoteperiod,
although it would be easy tofind speeimens
nearer to ourown times ; we shaJt see a metion produced in this spirit of hostility, upplied in an opposite direction by the insertion
of motives and opinions which presented it
under an aspect altogether new."
" A motion was made, and the question
being proposed, that it be an instruction to
the said committee that (in order to restore
in some measure the trade of this kingdom)

I they do consider of the proper means to take
off the duties upon soap and candles (which
are so very burthensome to the manufaeturera,
as well as the poor in general.")
The intention of the two phrases included
in the parentheses is clear. The opposition
wished to throw odium upon these two taxes,
without considering that similar means might
be applied to all the taxes without distinctiorL
The two dauseswere first exchuled by two
eery proper amendments. But this triumph
was not enough : the ministerial party, wishins to throw out the motion by appearing to
amend it, caused the foliowang clause to be
inserted : -Taxes " granted and made a security for
several large sums of money advanced for
the service o£ the public, upon parliamentary
eredit, the greater part o£ the S_rpius whereof belong to the sinking fund, appropriated
to the d_scharffing the national'debt."
It need scarcely be added, that the motion
thus altered, no longer agreeable to the one
! party or to the other, was thrown out by
I common consent.
4/1 bill ought to contain a complete exhibition of all the _lagses that the law oaght to
contain.
This has reference to certain terms which
are liable to be exchanged for, terms of the
same kind : for example, one quantity for naother quantity, one number for another number, one portion of time for_,another portion
of time, &c. The i_prisonment s]tall be [for
a year.] The fine shall be [one tenth part of
the parties' income.]
The retvard shall be
[twenty pounds st_ling.]_
In the projects of bills which, _ere presented to the British. parliament, the,custom
was to leave these points in blankkbetween
two crotchets thus : The imprison_pent shall
be[
;_ the fine shall be [
.]
The points thus left in blank, were those
respecting which there is great l_t_itude of
choice. The author of the biK.has.no determinate reason for the choice .of one term
rather than another. The first debate turns
rather upon the principle of the measure,
without regard to these points.
They are
determined in committee upon the motion of
some member. The journals of the House
of Commons present many examples of eases
in which it has been unwiLling to receive
bibs, because the author, instead of leaving
these blanks, had filled them up.
It was said, that Liberty was thus better
secured ; so long as no term is fixed, there is
greater latitude of choice.
I eannot perceive the force of this reason.
Liberty exists upon this point as well as upon

• Journals of the House of Commons, Vol.
-XXL p. 23_, 24th February 1728.

5" These exchangeable terms may be called
eon#eneri¢ eoml_etitors,
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every other part of thebill.
It is lawful to
_p_opose the smallest number in place of the
greatest, one place instead of any other place,
one quantity instead of any other quantity,
and so of the rest.
On the other hand, the discussion cannot
but be improved, when it has a determinate
foundation upon all points.
It is necessary
at last that the blank should be filled up--that
some one should propose a term ; and who is
better able to do this, than the author of the
motion ?--from whom can we expect greater
knowledge of the subject ? * If no one be
obliged to think about the matter, is it not
to be feared that these blanks will be filled
up with indiscreet precit_tation , as de*_ils of
trifling importance,
This custom of leaving blanks most probably arose from the prudence of the framers
of the laws. "If," they may have said, "the
term be left blank, the ideas of nobody will
be hurt ; but if a specific term be offered,
which of course will not please everybody,
the loss of a number of votes is risked upon
this point alone."
This train of reasoning is
not unfounded ; since nothing is more comman in political assemblies, than that want
of candour which fixes upon the first objectionable matter of detail, which might easily
be remedied, and converts it into a radical
objection to the measure in which it appears, t
CHAPTER
XL
ol* DEBATES.
§ 1. Of the Opening of a Debate.
OUGHTa motion to require to be seconded?
A motion is not entertained by the House of
Commons, until it is supported by some one
beside its author; that is to say, until it is
seconded,
This regulation is considered proper, in
order to prevent t_e introduction of motions
which would consume time without producing
any fruit. Before occupying the time of the
assembly, the proposer should consult a friend,
If he cannot find a single api_'over, where is
the evil of abandoning his motion ? --what
chance has be of persuading the majority, if
he have not s_tceeeded with the man of his
choice?
But this method ]ms bet little efficacy: it
has none against partymotions_noneagalast
e man who in the assembly h_ a ci_l or am
essy friend_none
against two fools or two
madmen, wbe are determined to support one
another,
" Thwe blanks sze now always filled up in a
type of a _baracter different _rom that _f the
6t_er _rts'of the _. _ Ed.
"1"l_ar._he_her a-ale_ rehtive_o t_e drawing
_ep of law_ee_,l_o Geseraf View of a Code of
l_ws, Chap, XXXIIL Oft/,e s_yle of the Laws.
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Besides, it is only applicable to original motions, and not to incidental motions ; that is
to those which arise in the course of the de.
bate--to those amendments respecting which
there is no opportunity of concert with an t
person.
It may be objected agalmt this custom,
that it tends to discourage those who have
most need of particular encouragement m of
isolated persons, jealous of their indepanctenee, not wishing to connect themselves with
any party. Should a man of this temper, after
two or tbree trials, find no one to second him,
this would be sufficient to dishearten him.
But he ought not to conclude that a motion
is frivolous or absurd, because at the first
glance it has been rejected in this manner,
How many other reasons, beside that of the
demerit of the motion, may have operated to
produce this refusal to second it ! One may
not have chosen to put himself forward; an.
other have not liked to act the part of subattern ; a third have foreseen that it would
not be soceessful; a fourth, thatit would have
made others his enemies. Many may have
refused on grounds altogether foreign to the
object of the motion.
When • rule operates only as a restraint,
if it be not useful it is mischievous.
The House of Lords has never recognised
this rule,, and no one has found out that any
inconvemence has resulted from the wa_rt
of it.
Before the author of a motion is permitted
tO speak _pon it, t_e motion ought to be read.
The motion is the only subject to which
his speech ought to apply. If its subject be
unknown, the speech will lose a great partof
its effect.
It is impossible to judge of the
force or weakness of the arguments, unless
the object to which they refer is clearly preo
sent to the mind.
There is not g more efficacious rule than
this for preventlr_ uselesl discourses.
If a
member who had no motion to make were to
begin to speak, he w_uld find himself obliged
at the first moment to ffive a justifyivg reason
for so doing: if he had none, he would be reduced to silence.
In the House of Commons, the rule is, not
to speak, bat upon an admitted motion, or
for the imrpose of introducing one; but as it
is not requisite to begin by presentir_g a tootion, it wme6meshappens that long speeches
axe made, which are not followed by a motion.
This is an example of those laws which
would be so good, so advantageous, provided
only that they were observed.
In the English practice, the custom is to
state beforehand to the House, more or less
_f the object of a motion, according to the
supposed degree of its impoi,tanee. But this
statement is confined to a general indication :
the whole motion is neither anaouneed, nor
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redueedtowritlng.
Is not this a defect? Is
it not stopping half way ? Certainly the same
reasons which lead you to require that a motio_ should be announced beforehand, ought
to make you desire that it should be prosented complete, ts it not ridiculous to say
to an assembly of legislators--"
Divine, conlecture, imagine what the motion wilt be of
which I have totd you the title ?"--and to
hold their curiosity in suspense, as if it were
necessary to excite a dramatic interest, or to
catch them by surprise ?
The terms of the motion not being previously known, it is not possible to prepare
amendments : hence, everything eoucerning
them is a scene of precipitation. As they are
proposed without plan, they are combated
under the same disadwmtage : they too frequently present vague and incoherent ideas,
and are crude and indigested productions: but
the greatest evil which arises, is that which
it is not possible to see or to appreciate -- the
negative evil, the evil of privation ; that is to
say, the non-existence of the useful amendments which would have been offered, if
leisure for reflection had been afforded by a
previous knowledge of the whole motion,
We have made one step. The motion being
read, its author ought to be allowed the right
of p,_e-andience. It cmmot be presumed that
any other person can present the reasons for
it, with more advantage than himself,
It is evident that no person ought to be
heard against a motion, before some one has
spoken for it. For if there be no argument
to be produced in its favour, the combating
the motion is loss of time. The arguments
£or, ought to appear first, that those who oppose them may have a fixed point of attack,
mad not wander into vague conjectures.
In an assembly in which the members sit
whilst they speak, it would be proper to agree
"upon a word-- for instance, d/z/-- which
_hould mark the close of a speech. This iinal
word would prevent that species of prepao
_ration, that indecent impatience, which is
manifested in an assembly where those who
wish to speak, watch all the accidental pauses
of the speaker, and do not wait till he has
finished before they begin,
• If the member stand up whilst be speaks,
._he end of his discourse will be marked by
_is sitting down ; and this gesture will more
certainly reach the eye, them a word reaches
•he ear. The above rule would therefore be
•nore necessary in an assembly in which the
members sit whilst speaking, than in one in
which they stand ; but it would be useful
_verywhere,
as a means of preserving the
speaker from the fewrof interruptions, and of
conducting the debate with more propriety,
In a large assembly, tl_ person spooking
•ought to stand. In this attitude, his lungs
,have more force, and his voice is more free _
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he exercises a greater ascendency over the
auditory-- he more readily perceives the irapression he produces. But this ought not to
be made an absolute rule, because it is not
possible to fix the limits between a large and
small assembly : besides, there are infirm persons who have suliic_ent strength for speaki:_g, who are not able los_g to remain standing.
A wounded officer ought not to be deprived
of the right of speaking for his country. The
last brilliant efforts of his eloquence were uttered by Lord Chatham, when he was feeble
and languishing, and almost obliged to He upon
his seat.
§ '2. Of free and strict Debate.
There ought to be two kinds of debate: in
one, replies should he allowed ; in the other,
not_ The first of these I should call flee,
every member being allowed to speak as often
as he ple_es ; the second I should ceil strict,
every member, with a single exception, which
will be shortly noticed, being allowed to speak
only once.
The strict method may perhaps be neccasary in large assemblies, where there are many
who wish to speak. It becomes necessary,
upon the principle of equality, to secure to
each member the right of being heard : there
would be a kind of injustice in allowing any
one to speak twice, whilst there were others
who had not once been heard. If, then, there
be • superfluity of speakers -- that is to say,
more than can be conveniently hearll, consistently with the speedy progress of business
the exclusion of replies becomes a necessary
law.
But still the free method possesses great
advantages.
In an argument between two
)ersons, the discussion is better followed -the reasoning is more connected, than when
many persons are engaged, Each reply tends
to increase the information received, am/to
fortify the impression made. The debate becomes animated and more i_teresting : each
one lends his attention to the _rgument
endeavours to under_tand it, and to foreseethe
reply it wiL_call forth : no movement is either
lost or retrogntde_every
step taken leads on
to the conelu_io_
This interest is either
weakened or disappointed whenever a new
speaker interferes to disturb the thread of
the debate, and to throw in altogether difforent ideas_ Hence, the first [eeling of men,
their natural instinct, is altogether in favour
of this manner of debating between two par.
ties who alternately speak pro and can.
In the British parliament, both these methods are employed: the one when the assembly is said tomeet as the house--.the other
when it meets in commiUee. When the house
is assembled, the rule of speaking only once
is strictly observed. In committee, it is the
custom to allow ofrepUes; and the discuetioa
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is frequently confined to a snm_ rnum_,r ole
individuals who have paid particular attention
to the question. At all times this is rather an
indulgence than a rule ; and thus it oughtto
be, for there are some obstinate speakers who
will never have done ; and replies lutve this
inconvenience, that they often ]end to personalities, which might make the debate de_nerate into bitter and fruitqess contentions,
In allowing the liberty of replies, you expose the deb'xtes _to a duration incompatible
with the transaction of'business. This is the
strongest o_jection against them. But first,
the cases in which prompt decisions are hecessary do not often arise in a legislative assembly ; and in such cases it is always master
of its own rules, and always at Jiberty to act
according to circumstances,
Secendly, Can any time be considered as
lost, which has been occupied in bonafide discussion, how'longsoevcr that discussion may
have been ? I_ rapidity the principal object ?
Onght we to avoid a 4_ewemmente of weariness, at the ri_k ofman_, hours of repentance ?
Excess of examination need not be feared :
bad laws are rather the results of inattention
and precipitation. The general rule ought to
be, to reject nothing which may enlighten the
assembly : but bow can it be decided beforehand, that mi individual who wishes to speak
has nothing useful to say ?
In e(mdusion, it is doubtful whether the
admission of replica would prolong discussions. When a question is quite dear--when
the two proxies firtd that their opposition is
irremediable, the debate has reached its natural conclusion, and every one will be deslrous of seeing it filtished. Now, the liberty
of reply has a direct tendency to lead the
diseussien to this point. Two antagonists,
engaged upon a questlon for which they have
made preparation, wilt reply to each other
with more strictness--they
will go at once to
the point witl_ont losing time in set phrases,
exordiums, av_ apolog4es, _s is done by each
new orator, that he may give to his arguments
the polish and ernamente of speech,
After all, the free method does not necessadly'deprive any individual of the opportunlty of speaking: it only retards the moment
at which he obtains it. It is a simple transposition of time, which takes nothing from
equality.
Aft er this exposltion of the ceasons for nnd
against these methods, every us_embly must
"decide, acverding to circumstances, whether
it will be proper to admit the une or tbeother
"of these forms of debate,
But even when replies are not permitted,
ma exception should always be made in favour
of the author of the motion. He w_io opens
the debate, should be allowed to speak/est ia
reply. He may naturally be presumed to be
best acquainted with the strong and weak
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,pOin_f_,l_m_e
,_n_l_he were notallow_[
the right,of _epky,,objeetiomto qvlsiehhe only
_could reply, -mi_t impose upon the assembly.
In the .British parliament, _his ,_tst reply is
£requently that which attracts the most attention, lm this the speaker concentrates all
_is strength, and brings it to bear upon the
essential points which ought to,determioethe
judgment. " Videndum.prae_ipue.u_riqueparti
ubi sit rei summa, zVam f_re accidil, ut im
causis multa dwantur, de paueisj_dicetur."*
§ _ Of _hree Debates upon every proposed
/aw.t
The general rule in the Fmglish parliament
is, that every bill shal4 be debated _h_ee times
upon differentdays0 and these<laysoftentimes
distant from each other,
These are called
tlie tttree readings of the bi4.l. The bill may
be thrown _ut _n the first, the second, or
the third reading ; but it is _ot passed till it
has been read three times.
This is not all. Between the second and
third reading, the bill is discussed in a cornmittee of the w_ole House
This general committoe (which _s spoken
of elsewhere) admits of forms of di_ussian
more free than those a|towed in the ¢egular
debate_
A chairman is chosen for the oeo
ea_io_ ;--the detai_s of the measure ave discussed ; _ the same persons are permitted to
speak several times ulton the same subject;
and the discussion is thus generally carried
on by the individuals who pessess the great.
est knowledge of the particular question.
With regard to the t/tree read/age.
The
first is almost confined to the intrnduetion of
the bill, and general observations upon it ;
the second is adebate_pon itspriaciples;_
the third regards it as a whole, the teems of
whie_ have been considered and settled.
The advantages of these reiterated debate_
are -- 1. Maturity in the deliberations, arising
from the opportunities given to a great humher of persons, of speaking upon different
days, after they have profited by the information which discussion has elicited ; 2. Opportnnity afforded to the potdie, to make itself
heard -- and te the members, to consult enlightened persons outofdoors ; 3. Prevention
of the effects of eloquence, by which an urntormightobtainvotesuponasudden
imlmlse;
4. Protection to the minocityof the assembly,
by securing to it different periofis at which to
state its opinions ; .$. Opportunity for menbees absent during the first debate, to attend
wbeu they perceive that their presence may
influence the fate of the bill.
Every one knows by experience, that the
• Quint. V. 13.
.
.
_1"In this chapter I have attempte_ to suppW
a subject omitted by .Mr. Bentham, who makes
frequent allusions to t_ese reiterateddet_tcs, trot
whobasnottx_defthemexpressly.--Dumont.
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atrongeat reasons alleged by two parties cannot be estimated at their true value the first
time of hearing : they make either too much
or too little impression ; --too much, if they
are developed with all the seduction of authorlty and eloquencetoo little, if they
are opposed by violent passions, interests, or
prejudices. After an interval of s few days,
the mind becomes calm -- public opinion has
time to act-- the effect of mere eloquence
ceases to operate-- reason resumes its sway.
Very different views are often brought to the
second debate, from those which were suceessfnl on the first, -- and the two parties
approach each other with arguments matured
by reflection and communication with the
public,
Parties appear to have a necessary existenee.
If a single debate decide the adoption
of a law, each party has an extreme interest
in employing all its means to secure the victory of the day -- and great heat and animosity are produced by the debate. But when
it is known that a first victory is not suffieient-- that the struggle must be renewed a
second and a third time with the same antagonists, -- strength is reserved m it is ternpered, that it may not injure the cause in
which it is employed ; no one dares to take
an unlawful advantage, because this would
he to supply arms to his adversaries ; --and
the party in the minority, which gradually
sees that its ultimate defeat approaches, gives
way to it with the more moderation, inasmuch asithasbeenallowed
every opportunity
of preventing it.
In the British parliament, independently
of the tlzree readings which are necessary,
there are many other occasions in which it is
possible to renew the debate during the prograss of a bill--the
technical term which
comprises all the stages through which it
must pass before its completion.
It must,
as I have already said, be committed_ and it
may be recommitted.
It must be engrossed,
that is, written on parchment, to become the
authentic text.
It ought at last to be transmltted to the House of Lords, and it may be
sent back again to the Commons.
Each of
these stages are passed upon motion by a
member, and each motion may become the
occasion of a new debate.
The opposition
very rarely makes use of these different means
for retarding the progress of a bill; but they
are held in reserve for extraordinary oceasioos, when delay may produce important
results,
It may be objected, that this plan oceaeionsgrcat delays, andthat circumstances may
imperiously require that a law should be
passed with rapidity. To this it may be replied, that in eases of necessity the Houses of
JParliamont can suspend their usual orders,
and that a bill may he made to pass through
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all its stages in both houses in_one day.
example of this kind occurred, if Imn not
mistaken, during the mutiny at the Nora in
1797; but such extreme measures arise from
urgent necessity, which overcomes all opposition.
Those who consider the slowness of these
forms as objectionable, do not pereelve that
their objection is directed against reflection
--against that information which is often the
fruit of time and study. There may be repetitions ; but a reasonable conviction is not
attained at once.
The best argument requires to be presented at different times, and
under many aspects.
It is by these means
that it becomes adapted to different minds,
and is deposited in the memory. Those men
who are persuaded by a word, are lost as
easily as they are gained. AUow of obstinacy
in debate, and there will result from it per*
severance in conduct. In France, the terrible
decrees of urgeacy , the decrees for closing tAe
discussion, may well be remembered with
dread : they were formed for the subjugation
of the minority -- for"the purpose of stifling
arguments which were dreaded. The more
susceptible a people are of excitement and
of being led astray, so much the more ought
they to place themselves under the protection of forms which impose the necessity of
reflection, and prevent surprises.
A more direct answer may be given to this
objection on the ground of delay : _ Three
debates necessarily require intervals, but they
do not tend to render the discussion h_nger
upon the whole--theyhaverather a contrary
effect. Indeed, these three debates have difo
ferent objects, and divide the deliberatioms
in the most suitable manner. In the first,
the question is, Shall the subject-matter be
considered at all ? If its consideration be
refused, there is a great saving of time, because no one has been engaged in the conalderation of the details. At the second reading, the question is, Shall the principle of
the bill introduced be adopted ? If its prin_
ciple be admitted, it is then taken into consideration in committee, and each clause is
considered by itself, and amendments, if ne.
cessary, proposed in it: when the whole hM
been thus considered, the bill is reported to
the house.
At the time appointed, the project of the
law, as thus prepared, undergoes a third
debate : the whole of its parts and bearinb's
being thoroughly understood, all are pre.
pared to consider it in its principles and details; whilst those who wish again to propose
their mnendments can do so, if they hope to
obtain the concurrence of the majority.
§ 4. Of the exclusion of Wrlttcu DiseoNrses.
The rule for the exclusion of written discourses is strictly, observed in the British
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parliament. It ought to be so in all dellberative assemblies. _
" The principal inconvenience of written
discourses consists in their want of connexion
they have no relation to one another,
" It is easily perceived that a political as*emhly is not a society of academicians ; that
the principal advantage of a national senate,
and of public discussion, arises from that
aetivlty of mind, from that energy of feeling,
from that abundance of resources, which
results from a hrge assembly of enlightened
men who animate and excite each other, who
attack without sparing each other, and who,
eeeling themselves pressed by all the forces
of their antagonists, display in their defence
powers winch were before unknown to them_elvce.
"Attention
is like the mirror, which coneentrstes the rays of the sun into one foeus,
and produces increase both of heat and light ;
but attention cannot be sustained except by
connected discourse, and the kind of dcamatie interest which results from it. When
attention is excited, nothing passes without
examination : every truth tells-- every error
provokes refutation; a fortunate word, a happy expression, is more effective than a long
speech ;--and
as these weapons cannot be
,sa,ialded in debate except by the cleverest
men, the assembly is spared from ennui, and
_ves its time.
There is nothing useful in
the plan of reading, except it be to procure
for mediocrity the consolations of self-love,
at the expense of the public good.
"WiU it be said, that these prepared discourses will commonly have greater maturity,
greater depth ? _ that the assembly by this
means is less exposed to hear dangerous and
ill-considered opinions ? The effect is preeisely opposite.
It requires longer preparation and deeper meditation to be able to speak
extempore than to write at leisure. To have
completely mastered his subject--to
have
studied it under all its aspects -- to have foreseen all objections -- to be ready to answer
every one : such are the conditions necessary
for a public speaker. But what ordinary man
is not able to write upon a given subject any
number of pages ? One person employs writing for the purpose of facilitating meditation,
to relieve his memory, to prevent the fatigue
of retaining a series of ideas ; another writes,
that he may dismiss from his mind what he
has committed to paper. It may therefore
easily happen, that a man does not understand the subject upon which he has written ;
but he must always understand his subject,
ff he will speak well upon it.
" If all those who have exhibited the tao Bentham does not appear to have discussed
the above topic. The paragraphs which follow
lmv¢ been eattracted from "La Courrierd¢ Provence_ N_ 65." _Dumont.
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i lent of speaking in the National Assembly,
had been asked why they were reduced totha
reading of memoirs upon difficult and com.
plicated subjects, they would have accused
the shortness of the time, the premature
questions, the number and variety of the subjeers : but they would thus have confirmed
the opinion, that the plan of written dis!courses is bad in itself.
It will never form
powerful minds in a political assembly : it
favours idleness of thought, and, like the
habit of being carried, produces torpor _nd
indolence.
" In England, as elsewhere, the distinguished talent for public speaking is eoneen.
tared among a small number of individuals ;
but the plan of reading is not tolerated there,
which multiplies speeches without multiplying ideas. Does it appear that there is any
want of arguments in their discussion ?--is
there le_ vigour among their political eomhatants ? As soon as the defender of a motion
ceases to speak, does not the opposite party
furnish an orator, who seeks, by his opposite
arguments, to efface the impression which
the first has made."
Those who do not possess the talent of
public speaking, may communicate facts and
arguments to the habitual speakers. This
is the best method of making them useful
These communications--these
contributions
of ideas, centinually take place in the British
parliament, t
§ 5. Other rules relative to Debate.
The rules we are about to exhibit are not
of the same importanee as the preceding, but
they all tend to prevent inconveniences, and
to produce a better debate. The former were
dictated by necessity, these by prudence.
1. Address the president, and not the a_.
sembll/in general
This custom, constantly followed in the
House of Commons, is well adapted to a numerous assembly, it gives those who speak a
fixed point of direction, and a common centre
for all the speeches.
It is also natural that each should address
himself to the individual who is officially to
judge if he wander from the question, or ff
he fall into any irregularity prohibited by the
rules of the assembly.
A speech addressed to the president of the
assembly will be more grave and temperatet
"t"They nceurred even in the National Assembly. I have often seen M. de Mieabeau, in going to the tribune_ and even in the tribune itsetf_
receive notes, which he has glant_1 at vithout
interrupting his speech, and which he hu tome.
times, interwoven with the greatest art into tbt
train of his diacxmrse. A wit once compaled him
to thosemountebanks, who eat a ribbon in piset%
chew it for a moment_ and thenQpull the ribbon
inone length out of their mouth ngain._D_.
mont.
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than if it were addressed to the whole assembly.
An excited individual addressing
himself to an impartial magistrate, to a respected president, will feel the necessity of
measuring his expressions, and repressing the
movements of his indignation and wrath,
If the members speak &reetly to each other,
the discussion will more easily degenerate into
personalities,
There is no custom more useful in a poll
tical assembly, than that of treating the president with deference and respect ; and there
is nothing more likely to form this habit, than
the considering him as the centre of the deliberations _ as the assembly personified,
2. Avoid designating the members of the
assembly by their proper names,
This rule, strictly followed in the House
of Commons, renders it necessary to recur
to circumlocutions in designating a member :
"TheHonourableMemberon_vj
r/ght,"or" on
my left"--" the Gentleman in the blue ribbon"
_,' the Noble Lord"--"
my ].earnedFrzend,'"
&c. Most of these expressions are polite,
without being insipid. The proper names
would often be accompanied with a catalogue
of complimentary epithets, of which we may
see many examples in the speeches of Cicero
pronounced in the Roman Senate : but the
real inconvenience is, that the mention of the
name in debate is a stronger appeal to selflove than every other designation. It is less
offensive to say, " the honourable member
whospokelasthasfallenintoagrossmistake,"
than to call him by his name : it is as though
an abstraction were made of the individual,
that he might be considered only in his polltieal character. The observation of this rule
is troublesome ; and when the debaters are
warm, it requires an effort to submit to it ;_
but this very circumstance proves that it is
necessary,
3. Never in_pute bad motives,
This also is an absolute rule iu British debate. You are at liberty to impute ignorance
to a previous speaker _ to tell him of his mistakes, his false representations of facts--but
not to say one word inculpating his motives.
Direct your energy against the mischievous
effects of his opinions, or the measures he

which you would wish should not be employed against you.
But this maxim is especially conformable
with prudenee. Is your antagonist in error?
_ he may receive the truth you skllfuily present to him : but if you impugn his motives,
you offend him -- you provoke him-- you do
not leave him the quiet necessary for listening to you with attention : he becomes upposed to you : the fire communicates from
one to another _ his friends make common
cause with him, and oftentimes resentments,
which are prolonged beyond the debates, carry
into political opposition all the asperity of persenal quarrels. It is not enough to exclude
personalities: it also is proper to proserit •
all violent and bitter expressions ; it is proper
to proscribe them as signs of awkwardness,
still more than as traits of passion.
All who have watched political assemo
bites know that improper expressions are the
sources of the most tumultuous incidents and
of the most obstinate wanderings.*
4. Yever mention the wishes tf the sovereuj_t
or the executive power.
This wish in itself proves nothing in regard
to the fitness or unfitness of the measure:
it can have no good effect, and can only be
productive of evil.
The admission of this instrument would
be ineoml_tible with the liberty of the assembly, not only upon the particular occasion
but upon every other; for if it may be alleged
at one time, it will be alleged at all times!
and if the least value be granted to a eonaio
deration of this nature, the power of the
assembly is reduced to nothing : there is
substituted for its will, the will of a suparlor.
If this wish, when announced by one party,
should be disputed or condenmed by another
party, it would follow that the head of the
executive power would become the personal
object of the debates--that
its dignity would
be compromised ; and there would result &
most fatal species of discord _ that which leads
on to civil war.
This rule has been long established and
strictly followed in the parliamentary deb_e_,.
The king's speech at the opening of the se_

supports ; show that they are fatal -- that
• Mr. Fox, the most distinguished omto_ of
theytend to establish tyranny or anarchy; but _ England, who attacked his advessaries with so
never suppose that he foresaw or designed close a. logic, carried to the _,igheat pitch the art
these consequences.
This rule is strictly founded on justice;
ofavmdmgeverythinRwhichmightirritatethem.
In his most animatedVmoments, when hewM as
tk_ if it be difficult always to know our own it were borne onward by the torrent of his ideas,
always master of himself, he was never wanting
true and secret motives, there is much more in the most scrupulous re_rd to po]itene_. Itis
temerity in pretending to develope those of true, that this happy qua_Litywas in him less a
others ; _ and from our own experience we sscret of theaxt of oratory, than tbe effeets of the
_ugbt to know how easy it is to be deceived benevolence of his charactzr_medest amidst its
-in this respect. The reserve which this rule superiority_ and generous in its strength, still,
-imposes, is useful to all It is favourable to however, no man ever expressed himself mo_e
the freedom of opinion. In political debate courageously, or leas ceremoniously. "Le_ mota
a/kdent:*' as says Montaigne, " ou allai_ lJ
asia war, you ought not to employ any means pcn_e."
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aion only contains general recommendations;
and besides this, it is only considered as an
act of the minister. It is therefore freely
discussed without mention of the king, and
the opposition attack it as they do any other
ministerial measure,
5. Never quote any jastificatory piece, or
means of proof, which has not been presented
to the asscrably in consequence _f a motion
made to that effect,
Omnis demonstratio ex prwcognitis et prwconcessis,
This rule is founded upon two manifest
reasons:__
1. To secure the authenticity of the matter which is taken as a foundation for the
decision.
2. To give every member an opportunity
of being acquainted with it, and informed of
the use which it is desired to make of it.
In consequence of neglecting this rule, the
highest bodies in the state in France have
sometimes f_llen into errors with which the
lowest official persons cannot be reproached in
England.
The parliament of Paris, in its
famous remonstrances of the 16th and 24th
July 1787, enumerated Charles V. and Henry
IV. among the kings who had assembled the
States-General,
which is not true either of
the one or the other. _
How often has the National Assembly
passed decrees upon mere hearsay--upon
facts said to be of public not oriety l--without
thinking that there is nothing more deceitful
than popular rumour, and thatthe morewidely
s fact was known, so much the more easily
might proof be eollected of it.
The legislative assembly transmitted atticles of accusation against M. de Leasart to
the high national court, which contained only
vague and declamatory imputations, without
stating asingle fact, and without havingheard
the accused._
• This fact is drawn from L'Hlstoire du Gnu.
vernement Frangois, p. 147.
._-Every nation has its weakness and its code.
talc imperfections ; and the greater the empire
they have obtained, the greater the importance
of knowing and guarding against them. Of all
the faults
with whichisFrencl_
writers
can _be the
ac¢used_
inexactitude
the most
marked
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6. Do not permit any motion whiell has been
rejected, tobepresentedafresh
during thesame
session, or befor#an interval_ofthreemonths.]
This rule has fvr its object the repression
of the obstinacy of parties, which would never leave off repeating questions which had
been alreadydecidedagainst them, eitherfrom
a hope of thereby keeping up the zeal of their
partisans, or from a desire to embarrass the
operations of the assembly.
This rule can only be strictly applied to
motions which are identical. A party will
never allow itself to be restricted by the prohibition to reproduce its motion.
If it se_
any chance of success, it wilt not fail to preo
sent it again under a new form.
It is, however, always well to insert this
articqe in the regulations. It will followfrom
it in ordinary cases, that a motion once rejected will out reappear in the same session.
A rule which should permit the definitive
rejection of motions without return, would
be the greatest possible attack upon liberty:
it would be to seek to enchain one's self or
one's successors.
§ 6. Of the Electian of L_ebaters.
I proceed to point out a mode of reducing
the number of orators, in an assembly too
numerous to allow the right of discussion to
all.
It would, however, only be applicable to
democratic constitutions ; for with good ten
gulations, six hundred persons at least might
exercise the right of speaking without any
occasion to limit it to a certain number.
The most simple method would be to elect
in the first instance, twenty-four mators by
name ; 2dly, To choose one hundred other
persons by lot, in order to give a chance to
all parties; 3dly, To permit each of these to
waive his right in favour of any other member of the assembly at pleasure. Those who
did not possess the talent or inclination to
speak, would then voluntarily surrender their
daces to such members of their own party us
seemed best fitted to fill them. But it would
he proper to reserve for all the members the
right of making a motion _ that is to say, a
principal motion _ and of explaining it.

mmt incontestibl_ If the English nation has
.....
any decided advantage ove_ im rival, it is in the upon this exactltucle ? And if it ariseeimez rmm
qaalityopposedtothisdefectthatits
causethould negligence or trifling, that he has refused the
be vought for.
labour necessary for furnishing his proofs, may
An historical work without authorities would it not with m.uch stronger r.e_uming be presomed
t_. received _n England very mmrly ss a plea that he was re.capable oftakmg the pmns nece_
wlmout proots_or as a romance, But in France, sar_ mt acqm._g mem_
....
a great number of histmians have considered it
xn.ere is a tuna m maxim pmverma.t m Frence,
tmneeeeeya'yto _ve referencesto original autho- ] that ltls proper to regard.the me_,mg vn_ent
rities: me conaition they impose uvon their [ wmgnmg me let_ _ wtthout ql..l_'reungalmut
readers is to believe th.em on their word. But if
theauthorhodtheongmaldorumentsheforehim,
why did he not cite them ? Is it more difficult to
make a reference than an extract ? _Vhat reliance
_m be placed upon his judgment, if he have not
felt that the confidence he demanded depends

| _ word/_--as if the m
m_t_
d,dwnOt_lepend
[I dPOn,t_e
o_--asifco
ess eren_proucea ny correct
worus. _e_.
"x ts pretext
is me re] source of feeble and caselem heads, which would
| be thought strong ; for there is no defect which
] has not attempted to employ itself as a mask.
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AMENDMENTS.
CHAPTER
XII.
OF AMENDMENTS.

AT first sight, it would appear scarcely
possible to class amendments, since they may
embrace every modification which the human
mind can conceive with respect to a given
motion.
Upon calling analysis, however, to
our assistance, we shall dtseover that this diSfieulty vanishes,
All amendments are necessarily relative
to the choice of terms, or to the mode of t_elr
connexion,
Amendments which relate to terms, can
only have for their object one or other of
these three objects--to
suppress, to add, or
to substitute. This last operation is effected
by the union of the two first,
Amendments with reference to the connexion of ideas, can only have for their
object-- their division, their union, or their
transposition,
Does the original proposition appear to me
too complicated? I dema_zd that it be divided,
with the intention of allowing the assembly
the power of rejecting one part, without rejeeting the other,
Does it appear proper that two propositmns
which aJ'e separated in the original project,
should be considered together, or one follow,
ins the other ? I demand their union,
Amendments which consist in transposing
a certain word or phrase may have the effect
of entirely changing the project : the word
wdg, for example, placed in different situations, will produce a meaning totally different.
Amendments a-e thus reduced to six kinds,
and are capable of receiving clear and precise
denominations : -Amendment

Additive.
l Suppressive.
Substitutive.

( Divisive.
_ Unitive.
( Transpositive.
These technical terms appear necessary to
prevent the confounding of ideas which only
differ from each other by very slight shades.
Things which are not classified, and which
have no proper names, are always ill understood, and cannot be designated but by periphrases which are often obscure,
A proper name is a great assistsnee to the
understanding,
to the memory, and to the
communication of ideas. The greatest diffieulty which can be alteged against new words
is, that they are difficult to be understood ;
bu_ those derived from more familiar terms
are perfectly intelligible,
It frequently happens, that many amendments are offered upon one motion, and even
Amendment

amendments which refer to a previous amendment: this is what is called a sub-ameadmenL
In what order ought they to be discussed?
It is very difficult to give positive rules in
this respect: each party will support the
importance of his own, and seek to obtain
priority. If a debate were always necessur},
to decide the matter, the principal question
would be lost sight of, and the attention of
the assembly exhausted upon these aeeessories.
These contests may be rendered more rare
and short, by laying down as a general principle, that amendments upon the connexion
shall always be taken into consideration first.
What is their object? To place the objects
to be discussed in the most suitable order:
but thisorder, once formed, is that which most
tends to produce a good discussion. Among
this class of amendments, the divisive ought
to have the priority. Complex questions are
the occasion of the most obscure and obstinate debates.
Among amendments as to the ehozee of
terms, it might also be laid down as a general principle, that suppressive amendments
ought to have the priority over the two
others of the same kind. The suppression of
a single term may remove the strongest objeetions, and that which is omitted is no
longer the subject of debate: on the other
hand, additive or substitutive
amendments
may be productive of sub-amendments of the
same species.
The value of these observations will only
be fully apprehended by those who have had
experience in political assemblies. They will
be aware how much confusion is produced by
multiplied amendments, and how happy it
would be, if without absolute rules some
thread could be found which would lead out
There remain many more difficulties upon
this
of thesubject.
labyrinthWhen there are many additive
amendments in concurrence, in what order
shouldtothey
submitted
to theorvote
they
be be
presented
singly,
all ?at Ought
once?
If they are presented singly, by deciding aecording to priority you do not give the others
an equal chance. It is the same in elections.
If you have to choose among many candidates, you do not treat them with equality
if you put them to the vote one after another. He who is presented first, will in
general have a great advantage ; and if he be
elected, the others would be rejected without having any chance of sueeesa. It is proper, therefore, to vote for rival amendments
after the elective manner. I see no other
inconvenience than the length of the process.
It would be proper always to have recourse
to this in cases of great importance. In ordg
nary eases, it may be allowed to the president
to put amendments to the vote in the order
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which appears to him most suitable, it being
understood, that if ohjection be made, it belongs to the assembly to decide.
It is scarcely necessary to say that amendments are only trials which ought to "_i.nit
ofeverypossiblevarlation.
Iftheamendment
pass, it does not follow that the clause amended shall be adopted." The motion, thus
modified, becomes the object of debate, and
may be rejected. That which has been suppressed, may be re-established : that which has
been added, may be struck out. Words may
be placed and displaced, as in the corrections
of style, without deciding upon the value of
the composition, which after this labour may
be condemned or destroyed,
One rule which ought to be absolute with
respect to amendments, is-- not to admit any
which are insidious.
I call those pretended amendments insidious, which, instead of improving the motion, represent it as ridiculous or absurd, and
which cannot be adopted without making the
motion fall by mea_ ot_the amendment itself.
Ridleule is useful for the overthrow of an
absurdity which does not deserve to be seriously attacked; but an epigram in the shape
of an amendment is a piece of wit which is
unbecoming the gravity and the design of a
political assembly.
To propose an amendment, is to declare that one seeks to improve
the motion, that it may become worthy of
approbation: to propose an amendment which
renders the motion ridiculous, is a species
of fraud and insult, resembling that particular
kind of impertinence which in society is
called jeer/n0,
Besides; these insidious amendments are
altogether useless. They cannot pasa unless
the majority of the assembly be already disposed to reject the motion itself. It is therefore to go round about, in order to reach the
end which may be attained by direct means,
You only render nevesssry two operations
instead of one. You begin by receiving the
amendment which renders the motion absurd,
and then reject the motion thus amended.
Let us apply these observations to the
celebrated vote of the House of Commons in
1782--a
vote which served as the foundation of n kind of revolution in the governmeat :-" It is declared, that the influence of the
¢_own has increased, is inereafing, and that
it ought to be diminished."
Let us suppose that one of the opponents
ofthemotionhadproposedthatit
beadopted,
upon the insertion of the word nevessarzj ha.
fore influence,
Here would be an example of the amendment insidious ; since the insertion of this
word would have rendered the motion contr',.dietury, and even criminal; and the amend-
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menthavingbeen admitted, the motion ought
to be rejected.
Another example :--A motion having been
made for the production of all letters written by the Lords of the Admiralty to an oflL
eer of marines, -- it was proposed to add as an
amendment, the words "which letters may
contain orders, or relate to orders not exeeuted, and still subsistlng." The amendment
having been adopted, the whole motion was
rejected without a division.
This mode of procedure united both the
inconveniences I have mentioned : insult and
derision were its object--cunning
and tergiversation were its means. It was entirely
opposedto the ma_m_suavlter
in modo,for.
titer in re.
CHAPTER
XIH.
oF DILAtORy ilOTIONS,OR MOTION8Or
AD3OUItNMENT.
A motion made, and itsproposer heard, it is
lawful for any member, from this moment to
the conclusion of the debate, provided he does
not interrupt any.speech, to propose a dilatory
motion ; and ttds shall tahepreeedenee oftt_
previous motion.
There are three kinds of dilatory tootions:m
Indefinite adjournment .... (sine die.)
Fixed adjournment ......... (in diem.)
Relative adjournment ...... (post guam.)
This latter motion consists in proposing to
adjourn till after a future event: for example,
till after the discussion of another motion, or
of some bill already upon the order-book-or tLll after the presentation of a report,
which ought to be made by a committee, &c.
mora communication from the king, or expected petitions.
All these motions ought to be permitted,
j in order to secure to the assembly the exercise of its will; which would not be cornplctely free, if any one of these modifications
were excluded.
The relative adjournment, urpost guam, is
neeassary as a preservative against the danger
of coming to an unsuitable decision in the _
absence of the necessary documents.
Fixed adjournment, or in diem, may have
the same object, the procuring of new doeuments upon a question which does not appear
sufficiently clear ; or it may be for the parpose of arresting a discussion which assanaes
too lively and passionate a character.
Precipitation may arise from two causes:
from ignorance, when a judgment is formed
without the collection of all the information
required _ from pLssion, when there is not the
neeesssry calm for considering the question
in all its aspects.
, What may happen to an individual, mar
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happen to an assembly. The individual may operations are to be performed;--whenit
is
feel, that in the actual conjuncture he is not necessary to decide among many projects, to
so sufficitmt|y master of his passion, as to choose one person from among many candi.
form a prudent determination, but he may be dates, or to nominate to many places.
md_hdently so, not to form any-With regard to motions, it is proper to
solos ego. $edmotos prmstateomponerefluetus." reduce the question to the simple form, in
._n. L l_.
which one side may vote by yes, and the
" I would beat you," said the philosopher
other side by no.
to his slave, "if I were not angry."
With regard to elections, the compound
This faculty, of doubting and suspending
mode is often necessary. When a committee
our operations, is one of the noblest attriof twenty-four persons is to be chosen from
bates of man.
among 1200, there will be 1200 persons ellThese two species of adjournment decide gible for each place, and twenty-four places
nothing as to the merit of the motion: bat for each of which it is necessary to choose out
to demand an indefinite adjournment, is to of 1200.
cut short the debate by rejecting the motion
3. With reference either to motions or
itself. Ordinarily, the partisans of the origi- elections, the votes may be given secretly or
nal motion will be opposed to this adjournopenly: the secret mode is called ballot.
ment, and they will employ all the arguments
4. The mode employed for obtaining a de.
which they can advance in its favour, in op- cision, may be either dependent or independent
position to the adjournment. In this case the of human will Hence a new distinction-debate will be less direct, but not shorter,
election by choice--election
by lot.
But it may happen that they may themselves
5. In conclusion, there is also regular and
favour the indefinite adjournment, if they
summary voting. In the regular mode, all the
judge by the complexion of the debate that
votes are counted, and the exact number on
the chances of success are unfavourable, and each side known : in the summary mode, the
that they can attempt their object with more president puts the question, and calls upon
success at a future time.
the assembly to express its will by sitting
When an indefinite adjournment is adopted,
down or rising up, or by holding up the band,
it is probable that the original motion wonld &e. ; the president judging which party has
have been rejected. The prompt termination
the majority, and his decision being valid,
of the debate is then an economy of time.
unless objected to.
CHAPTER
XIV.
or VOTL_G.
§ 1. General Observations.
THIs subject is both difficult and important,
The freedom of an assembly resides in the
expression of its will. It is necessary, therefore, so to proceed, that every one may give
his vote ia conformity with his real wishes,
and that in the result we may be sure to have
obtained the general wish.
The processes of voting are susceptible of
divisions derived from many sources:-1. Voting upon questions, or voting respeeting persons. The first takes place with
reference to the adoption or rejection of a
motion; the second with reference to the
election of a person to an office,
There is no real difference between these
two cases. To vote upon an election is to
vote upon the question whether a certain
individual shall be elected : to vote upon n
question, is to vote upon an election whether
the project shall be chosen or rejected,
2. A simple or a compound vote. The simple
vote occurs when the question is so reduced
that it is only necessary to say yes or no--such
a project shall be adopted, or shall not--such
person shall be elected or shall not.
. The compound vote occurs, when many

§ 2. Of open and secret Votln 9.
In general, it is very desirable that the va
t_ng should be open rather than secret.
Publicity is the only means of subjecting
the voters to the tribunal of public opinion,
and of holding them to their duty by the restraint of honour. °
This supposes that publicity is in accordance with the public welfare.
In general, this supposition is well founded.
The opinion formed by the public is always
conformable to what appears to be its laterest ; and in the ordinary course of things it
sees its own interest, whatever it may be. It
is always opposed to misconduct; it always
respects the probity, the fidelity, the firmness
of its governors and judges.
Still, however, the opinion of the pubUe
may be incorrect, since all the members of
this tribunal are men. If there he measures
upon which the wisest men are not agreed,
how is it possible that the public should
agree, who are not allwise? If there be errots
in morals and legislation, which have led the
noblest minds astray, how can the multitude,
over whom prejudices have so great an empire,
be secured ?
It may therefore he said, that in those cases
in which public opinion is erroneous, it is
• See Chap. IL Of Publidty.
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desirable that the legislators should vote in
secret, that they may be withdrawn from unjust censure, and rendered more free in their
votes.
This argument is unsound: for upon what
is it founded? Upon the presumption that
the opinion of a small number is more correct
than the united opinions of a large number,
This may be true ; but a wise and modest man
will be always unwilling to attribute to himself this superiority over his fellows --to pretend to make his opinion triumph over the
general opinion.
He will choose rather to
submit his opinion to that which generally
prevails in the nation, and especially will he
not desire a victory obtained by clandestine
votes, of which be knows the danger,
It follows, therefore, that recognizing the
fallibility of the public, it is proper to act as
though it were infallible ; and that we ought
1never, under pretence of this fallibility, to
establish a system which would withdrawthe
representatives of the public from its influenee.
But may it not he apprehended that this
publicity will render men too feeble--that is
_o say, disposed to sacrifice their real opinions
to the general opinion ? No : this plan tends
in the long rnn to give greater strength and
elevation to their characters. Experience will
soon disclose the great difference between the
opinion which arises out of a particular ciro
eumstance, and that which is formed after
mature reflection--between the clamour of the
multitude, which is dissipated in noise, and
the enlightened opinion of the wise, which
survives transitory errors. Freedom of opinion
conciliates the respect even of those whom
it opposes, and mental courage is no less honoured in free states, th_n military bravery,
It is, therefore, in a correct knowledge of
public opinion, that the means must be found
for resisting it when it is considered ill founded : the appeal lies to itself-- as from Philip
misinformed, to Philip correctly informed. It
is not always according to public opinion that
an enlightened and virtuous man will decide,
_but he will presume, in consulting general
utility, that public opinion will take the same
course; and there is no stronger moral probability in a country where discussion is free.
Such are the principles which may be advanced for the establishment of the general
• ule with regard to the publicity of voting,
This rule must be subject at all times to
widely extended exceptions,
The cases in which publicity would be
dangerous, are those in which it exposes the
voters to the influence of seductive motives
more poweffulthanthetutelarymotiveswhich
it furnishes,
In judging whether a motive ought to be
referred to the class of seductive or tutelary
1_otives, it is m_sry
to examine whether,
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in the case in question, it tend to produce
more good or more evil-- whether it tend to
fswmr the greatest or the smallest number.
If, for example, a nobleman be called to
decide between his own personal interest and
the interest ofthebodyofthe
nobility,--tbe
motive, whatever it may he, which leads him
to prefer this interest to his own, deserves
to be called tutelary.
If this same nobleman
be called to decide between the interest of
the body of the nobility, and that of the total
massofthe citizens,--this
same motive loses
its tutelary quality, and can only be considered as a seductive motive.
Hence l'esprit de corps, a social prmclple,
when it leads to the sacrifice of the interest
of the individual to that of the particular
society, becomes anti.social when it leads to
the sacrifice of the great interests of the
public.
The same observation is applicable to
friendship.
If this motive lead me to serve
my friend at the expense of my own interest,
it is social and tutelary: if it lead me to
serve him at the expense of the general good,
the same motive becomes anti-social and s_
duetive.
From these considerations, it is proper to
add to the general rule respecting publicity,
a limiting clause :-Votes ought to be given secretly in all cases
in which there is _,ore to fear from the influence of particular wills, than to hope from the
influence of public opinion.
What are these cases ? To answer _his
question, it is necessary to distinguish two
species of interest : the one factitwue -- the
other natural.
Interest is purely factitious when the voter
has nothing to gain or to lose in consequence
of his vote, except when his vote is known.
Interest is natural when the voter may lose
or gain in consequence of his vote, even should
it remain unknown.
For example, the interest which results
from the contract whereby I engage to sell my
vote to a stranger, is a factitious interest.
Secret voting destroys the irtfluence of faco
titious interest: it has no effect upon the ino
fluence of natural interest.
Under the r_g4.me of secresy, the buyer
could have no sufficient security that the
contract would be faithfully executed by the
seller: an individual may be sufficiently dishonest to commit a fraud, but not to commit
treason : the lesser crime is always more pro})able than the greater.
The system of secresy has therefore a useful tendency in those circumstance_ in which
publicity exposes the voter to the influence
of a particular interest opposed to the publiv
interest.
Secresy is therefore in general suitable m
election#. Are the votes given openly?_n_
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one em_tell to what extent friendship, hope, tlog appears to me, then, most suitable toor fear, may take away the freedom of voting, elections ; that is to say, the most suited to
It would be a great evil, if in elections, es- prevent venality, and to secure the indepenpecially popular elections, the effect ofsecresy
dence of the electors. In political matters, I
were to destroy all influence. This idea of do not see any other case in which it can be
absolute independence in the voters is absurd recommended as a general rule. Bat it is proThose whose situation does not permit them
)er to observe here, that a nation may find
to acquire political knowledge, have need of itself in particular circumstances, which will
guidance from more enlightened persons ; but demand the same system upon other points.
happily the secret mode of election does not It may he, for example, that at the period when
diminish the influence of mind on mind : all secret suffrages were introduced at Rome the
other things being equal, the most deserving
change was desirable. Cicero thought otherindividual in elective assemblies wiU have the wise.
ascendency over the more obscure member ;_
The adoption, however, ot one of these
the man distinguished by his services will have methods, does not exclude the other. There
more votes than he who does not rise above are c_ses in which it is advantageous to tomthe common level. The opulent proprietor,
hine them, by making them follow upon the
the employment of whose ibrtune presents a same question. The result of these two opespectacle to the observation of the multitude,
rations, whether they coincide or whether
will be more readily taken as a model for they differ, would always furnish very inimitation, than the individual who moves in structive indications.
a narrower circle.
This preponderance of
I find a very singular example in the latter
the aristocracy is as natural as it is just and days of Poland, when she made a last and
necessary.
The advantages of wealth and generous effort to withdraw herself from the
rank sut_ica, in case of equilibrium in other dominant influence of Russia.
respects, to turn the balance : but if the one
The permanent Council, the depositary of
of the candidates had exposed himself to pub- the executive power, exercised the supreme
lie contempt, whilst the other, rising from power during the interval of the Diets : this
obscurity, had acquired the general favour,
Cmmcil, intimidated or corrupted, was only
the illusion would he broken ; -- and if the the instrmnent of the will of Russia. It was
votes were free, merit would be preferred to proposed to raise an army to cause the terri°
fortune,
tory to be respected,it was proposed to
It is proper to observe, that the secret
fiace this army under the orders of a commode does not prevent those who desire it, mission, independent of this Council. On
from making known their sentiments. A con- the 16th October 1788, they voted upon this
strained and universal secresy in elections
proposition: _ publicly collected, the votes
would be a bad measure : this servile silence showed a majority of 80 against 60 for the
would be in contradiction to freedom of ac- negative.
The secret vote reduced this marion. Each candidate ought to have his jority to 7. ¢
friends-- his defenders-- to cause his claims
On the 3d of November, the same propoto be duly estimated by the assembly, to dis- sition was discussed again :_ the open vote
sipate false imputations-- in a word, to en° gave for the independence of the commission
lighten the decision of his judges. Since to 114, against it 148 ; but the secret vote turned
proceed to an election is to proceed to try the the majority on the other side -- for the incandidates with the intention of bestowing a dependence 140, against it ]22. Thus, among
reward, _ to exclude previous viv_ voee dis- 262 votes, this change of method had made a
eussion, is to decide the cause of the candi- difference of 52.f
dates and that of the public, without allowing
When secret voting is established, it ought
the interested parties an opportunity of being only to be when circumstances render a hidheard,
den influence suspected ; and even then, it
It is true that these public debates-- these is proper that it should be preceded hy open
manifestations of party- may sometimes, in toting. Publicity ought to be the ordinary
popular elections, produce a tumultuous fer)lan.
meat ; but this is a small evil, compared with
Secresy ought only to be admitted as a
that of restraining the expression of the public
kind of appeal. To demand a ballot, is to apfeeling. It is by this freedom that the people peal from the apparent to the real wish of the
are interested in personsand things, and that [ as_mbly.
the firmest bonds are formed between the l
To take the opposite direction_
thatis to
electors and the elected. Even in England, [ say, to proceed from secret voting to open
.where these periods rarely return, the fear [ voting-- would be wrong. The natural order
ot this species of popular assize exercises a _is to pas_ from the false, or whatis suspected
marked influence over those who devote them- [
selves
the mixture
career ofofpolitics.
Wi_ tothis
publicity, secret vo- ||
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to be _,Ise, to the true. The real wish once
aseertaioed, what good purpose would be
served by taking another vote, which would
not be the real vote if it differed from the
former ?
That these two methods may have their
highest effect, they ought to be carried to the
/Eghest possible pitch. In secret voting, the
lecresy cannot be too profound : in public
Voting, the publicity can never be too great,
The most detrimental arrangement would be
_tt ofdemi-publicity--asifthe
votes should
meknown to the assembly, and should remain
mnknown to the public.
Individuals would
thus be exposed, in all their votes, to every
seductive influence, and would be withdrawn
from the principal tutelary influences. This
is the system which it woald be proper to
establish, if we would secure punishment to
probity, and reward to prevarication,
In governments in which there are public assemblies, acting in conjunction with a
powerful monarch whose influence is feared,
it has been thought that the secret mode
ought tohe the ordinary plan, that the merehers might he withdrawn from the factitious
interest which the monarch might create by
his threats or his rewards,
If the monarch can act upon the assembly
by means of force, imprisonments, or depositious,--security does not exist---liberty is hut
a name. The intimidated members would
find in secret voting an asylum against public opinion,
In relation to the modes of seduction, those
which arc public may be arrested by laws exeluding from the assembly those individuals
who hold certain employments at the nomination of the sovereign,
With regard to clandestine favours, or what
may he called corruption,the danger can
never be equal, in a numerous assembly, to
the grand antiseptic effect of publicity. The
number of persons who could be reduced to
dependence by such means will never belarge :
the majority will be restrained by the dread
of shame; a still larger number by the fear
of being removed in an assembly liable to
change,
Should a sovereign grant perpetual fsyours,-- he would most frequently purchase
ingratitude.
Should he grant his favours pcrlodically, -- these secret negotiations would
be too dL_gracefuland perilous to be frequent,
Does one kind of honour enjoin the observation of a clandestine bargain ?_another kind
of honoor directs the breach of it, at least in
the case when it cannot be observed without
openly offending public opinion,
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ascertain its voteJ in a summary maimer
content_.g itself with knowing them by a_
proximation in eases in which the result is
manifest, or in which it is not of importance
to ascertain the respective numbers with preeision. This is the case with regard to the
greater number of motions relative to current
affairs.
It is better to takes the votes by a visible
sign, rather than by acclamation, especially
if the assembly be numerous: the sense of
sight is a more correct judge than that of
hearing. The raised hands, or the persons
standing up, are always distinct : voices are
more easily mistaken. Are the proportions
doubtful ?-- the operation by standing up and
sitting down may be repeated or prolonged
without inconvemence : prolonged or reiterated exclamations would be equally ridiculous
and inconvenient.
Besides, the voice is a deceptive witness:
strength of lungs or party feeling may give
to a small number an apparent majority, or
at least render the result more often doubt.
fal, and distinct votiwg necessary.
Acclamations ought to be avoided for an,
other reason : they have a contagious qtmlity, which tends to inflame the mind, and to
produce quarrels. In matters which excite a
lively interest in the parties, they are a tmrt
of war-cry.
The plan of rising and sitting down discovers the voters -- the plan of acclamation
hides them in a crowd : it may be employed
for stifling all opposition, for oppressing liberty, and cansiltg falsehood to triumph.
Indeed, to say that anything has passed by
acelanlatlou, is to wish to make it be believed
that it has pa_sed unanimously ; hut if this
unanimity were real, more would be gained
by proving it by distinct voting.
The votes should not be ta}_en succ_ssioe_,
but all at once, as far as it is possible.
Reference is here made to those cases in
which the votes are taken openly. This mode
of taking the votes simultaneously is not only
recommended as summary -- it is also recoupmended as tending to weaken the influence
of party and authority, at least in those cases
in which there has been no pre-concccted aro
rangement.
Distinct or regular voting is that in which
all the votes are taken and counted : -- thi_
operation is called dividing the assembly.
It may be effected by various methods: by
lists, upon which each member inscribes hit
vote--orby
counters--or byasimple change
of place on the part of tbe voters. Thechoiee
depends on circumstances, or the nature ot
the assemblies.
Precautions ought to he
§ 3. Of_mmary
and distinct Voting.
taken agai]ast all possible frauds, either on
Every numerous political assembly which the part of the voters, lest they should give
has many operations to perform, has soon been many votes; or on that of the scrutineers, lest
led, by the neees_y d economizing time, to they ihouki falsify the voteL
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Each member ought to have thefightof whichhavearisenfrom thisbranchofparlis_
demandingitby a simpleformuladeliveredmentaryjurisprudence.
Thisgreatassembly
to the president,
-- I requirethe divi_on.
_ hasbeen occupiedin discussing
pointsaltoFor itisnot properto depriveany member tetheras clear
in themselvesas thefamous
ofthe rightofknowing whetherthedecisionquestion
of the schoolmen: Utrum ehzm_era
be really conformable to the wish of the bomhilans in vacuo posset comedere secundas
assembly, or of that of appealing to public intentiones, t
opinion, by making known those who vote
These useless creations of science have for
for or against a measure,
their common effect the restraint of liberty
He who demands a division can only have and the concealment of truth. The majority
the one or other of two objects in view. Is of individuals recoil with affright from the
the disproportion manifest ?-- he desires to aspect of this labyrinth, and allow themselves
make known the relative force of the two imphcitly to be led by those who are willing
parties--or he wishes to suhjeet the voters to to pmchase, at the price of a dry and disthe law of publicity.
In this case, it is a gustful study, the privilege of domination.
spedes of appeal to the people against the Here, as elsewhere, mystery opens the door
decision of the majority--or,
to speak more to imposture.
strictly, it is a demonstration of the votes.
To create the world out of nothing was
If this privilege were abused by the fro- the work of divine power: to create a science
quency of divisions for slightly important out of nothing, and for nothing, has often
objects, it might be remedied by requiring been the employment of human folly.
the conearren,'e of a certain number of indiFrom a train of these subtleties, one eirviduals in a reqmsition for distinct voting, eumstanee still more extraordinary has arisen
But such an abuse is scarcely probable. One in English voting : it is, that a member may
individual would not often desire to divide be forced to vote against his will. and that
the assembty solely to show that he alone was the legislative assembly should commit an
opposed to all the rest.
act of tatsehood. If the members have, from
The mode used in the House of Commons inattention or any other circumstance,' no.
appears to me liable to several ineonveni- gleeted to go out before the door is shut, it
enees,
is no longer at their option to vote as they
All business is suspended--the assembly is wish-- they are counted as voting with those
in a state of confusion, whilst the account who remain in the House, ahhough it be
is taken of the votes of those who leave the known that their vote is contrary to their
House, mad of those who remain. This tu- known and avowed inclination. --l"latsetl,
multuous movement of parties, and this in- Edit. 1818, II. 195.
terruption, which often last half an hour, has
This mode of voting is an ancient custom,
none of the dignity which ought to charae- established when printing was not invented,
terize a legislative a_senthly,
mid when the art of writing was not cornBut this is the least evil. As this de- mon.
In ancient Rome, the Senate voted
rangement is agreeable to no one, a regular nearly in tl_e same mamwr : _" Manibus pcdivision is often foregone in order to prevent dtbusque deseendo in sententtam ve_tram."_
the inconvenience ; and as it is particularly
I shall only say one word com.erning the
disagreeaMe to those who are subjected to French practice --at ha_ been spoken ol else.
temporary expulsion, it is often a subject o1 where. In the National Assembly, the sumcontroversy to determine upon whom the in- mary mode takes place by sittm_./andstand_nff.
convenience ought to fall. For determining
The regular mode takes place by calhngover
this controversy, a rule has been required : the names--a method solong, so fatiguing, so
but this rule itself has furnished a crop of
the most abstruse metaphysical questions : a
+ The general rule which has served as the
volume might be filled with the difficulties foundationofallthisridieulousscieneem,"That
those that give their votes f0rthe preservation of
• The form used in the House of Commons is the orders of the House, should stay in ; and
not so simple, nor so conformable to truth. The those that give their votes otherwise, to the inSpeaker declares the majority in favour of the troducing of" any new matter, or any alteration_
a!_es--The ayes have it. It is necessary, in order should go out." _ Journals of the House of
to divide the House, that a member of the other Commons. 10th December 1640; Hatsell_ Edit.
party should deny the truth of thin report, and 1818. II. 187.
say, The noes have it, even in the case wiaen he
_ The inutility of this form is clearly shown
may be found voting alone in opposition to by the circumstance, that when the same indivihundreds. I am well aware that this assertion, duals in the same number call their assembl_z a
founded upon ancient usage, is neither under- committee of the. whole House, this expul_mn
stood as giving the lie to the Speaker, nor as does not take place. In this ease, they have disexpressing the opinion of him who m_tkss it. cov#red that the two sides of the House are sa
But wherein ennmsts the ]_ropriety or utility of sufficient to mark the separation of the two par.
_legislative assembly emp'loymg a form which, ties, as two different rooms. It may perhaps
beside other inconveniences, is everywhere else happen in the long run, that they will profit by
Jm indecorum and a lie P
this discovery.
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little favourable to individual independence,
that one is almost tempted to believe that
the governing party has preserved it as a
means of intimidating the weak. It is true,
that silence is imposed upon the galleries-that signs of approbation or disapprobation are
prohibited: but the sovereign people often
mutiny against these prohibitions,
In regular voting, every member ought to
be required to give his vote. This obligation is founded upon the nature of his office,
as we have seen more in detail in treating of
absence. He cannot, as appears to me, neglect
this duty, except from indifference, pusillani,
mity, or corruption,
" No," saysa wise man, " I shall not vote
because I am not sufficientlyenlightened upon
the question : I am equally afraid of error in
declaring myself for or against."
Indecision is a possible state. The mind is
as susceptible of this modification as of the
two others. To require an affirmative or heff_tive answer from a man who is in doubt,
m to substitute constraint for liberty--is
to
oblige him to tell a lie. The ancient Romans,
in penni matters, bad seized the distinction
of these three states of the mind, and had
found formulas for their expression: absolvo-condemao--non liquet. The j urisconsultsand
legislators, who have drawn so many absurd
andatrociouslawsfromRomanjurisprudenee,
have never thought of adopting this sireple arrangement -- this religious homage to
truth,
I propose, therefore, a new form of voting,
There have hitherto been only two lists, or
two ballots -- the one for the ayes, the other
for the noes ; I would establish a third, for
the neuters,
Bat it may be asked, why require a man
to vote, whilst he is permitted to give a vote
which will have effect neither on the one [
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CHAPTER
XV.
oF COMMITTEES.
§ 1. Of Special Committees.
THE more numerous an assembly is, the less
is it fitted for certain labours. By dividing
itself into committees, it multiplies itself-it resolves itself into many parts, each one
of which is better calculated to attain a cer.
taln object than the whole body would be.
Each committee may be engaged with a
different matter. The labour isdlstributed
progress isaccelerated--a
degree of attention
may be given to all the details of each new
project, of which a large assembly would be
incapable. This formation of committees, or
bureaux, is absolutely necessary for the col.
lection of documents-- for engaging in those
preparatory researches which require that a
great number of persons should be heard
for the verification of accounts. -- &e. &c.
It is there frequently that the preparation
of a law is completed--a
species of labour
for which a large assembly is very ill adapted,
and which, if attempted in such an aseembly,
would be attended with a considerable loss o|
time.
Ought these committees to be named for
the whole session, or upon each occasion
The correct answer will depend upon the
circumstances and the object in view.
1_
matters of finance, of commerce, of political
economy, there will be in a permanent corn.
mittee greater coherency in their proceedings,
more experience and special knowledge.
Occasional committees have the advantag_
of being composed of members who, having
made the object in question their particular
study, maybe considered as better acquainted
with it ; and who, as they are only cbarge_
with a single operation, may give more ap-

It is replied, that a neuter vote subjects
the choice of the assembly.
the individual who gives it to the judgment
The great difficulty lies in the manner of
of public opinion. By abstaining from voting, framing committees. The best mode, perhaps,
he may escape observation, or he may excuse
would be to begin by a free nomination -himself upon divers grounds.
But admit a each member being allowed to name a certain
side norvote
neuter
the in
other
a case
? in which the public in- ] individual
ptication toas it,a candidate,
that they and
may better
from this
justify
list
terest is manifest, the voter cannot withdraw
to make nomination according to the relative
himself from censure -- it will exhibit either
majority of suffrages.
his crime or his incapacity in as clear a manner as if he had decidedly taken the wrong
If doubtful, wait,--is more applicable to matside.
ters of legislation than to any others.
In cases which admit of honest doubts, the
Should the neuters be the greater number,
what ought to be done? Ought not indecision in
number of neuter votes would serve to en- this case to have the force of a negative ?
lighten the assembly, by showing that its deIn a l_eneral committee, the neuter vote might
tlbera_ions had not yet reached maturity. *
be admlttod for the purpose of better judging
whether the deliberauon ought to be continued
• It would seem that this form, very applicable or adjourned : but it is not necessary: the motion
to fuels, is less _o to the _naking of laws. He for adjournment supplies its place. All whcffiare
who is undecided ought to be i'or the negative,
undecided have only to suvport it, in order to
forhe sees no suflici_nt reason for making the obtain leisure for the acquisiuonof newinformalaw.
fion.
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But whatever may be the merit of these
eommittees, it is not proper that the assembly
should so far rely upon them, as to dispense
with any one of its opportunities of debate.
By so doing, it would be in danger of rosensibly transferring the power of the whole
body to a small body of individuals, naturally
exposed to secret influences,
§ 2. Of Committees oft_e whole tIouse,
In relation to all legislative measures, the
two Houses of Parliament are accustomed to
resolve themselves into Committees of the
whole ttouse, that there measures may be
discussed more fi'eely than in the course of a
regular debate. The following are the points
of difference between these two methods : -is Tas aovs_,
is eoM_x_¢_,
1. The ruction
or bill is consideredarticle
1. The motion orby
billaris
considered_s
a whole,
ticle.
2. A member
can only
spvgkonce_exeept
forpurpose_ofexplanatmn,
s. The SpeaXer is the

presidentin the HouSe.
4. Eaehmotlonrequires
to be seconded,
S. Upon a division,

one

the other goes

CHAPTER
XVL
OF FOrmULAS.
FoaM_I.as are models of what ought to be
said upon each occasion by the individual to
whom it is prescribed that he should express
himself in a certain manner. I_ can scarcely
be determined beforehm_d, how many formulas an assembly may require : they will be
many or few, according to the number of the
members, and according to the nature of its
powers.
It is proper, for example, that the president always take the votes in the same manner, employing the same expressions -- that
the members make use of the same terms in
presenting their motions, in requiring the
exercise of any of their rights, -- &c. kc.
Everything unnecessary in such formulas

2. Uponeacharticleeach
raember may speak as of-

is

ten as he pleases,
3. The Committee has
its the
ownoccasion.
president,chosen
for
4. Amotlendoesnotre-

are the essential qualities: to attempt to
ornament them at the expense of precision,
iS to disfigure them.
Formulas not only save words : they have
a superior utility -- they pregent variations
which may have a concealed object_ando
above all, they prevent disputes.
In England, the royal sanction is always
expressed bythe same words : Le2Roi le vent;
and if he reject a hill, the formula of refusal
is equally determined : Le Rot s'avis_ra.
Judicial formulas have too often merited
the reproach which has been almost everywhere thrown upon them, of being at the
sametime vague and pzolix--of
sinningby
omission and by excess.
Their prolixity is easily aceounted for in
all eases in which lawyers have been able to
find, in the multiplication of words, a pretest
for their services, and the increase of their
price. And when the spirit of revenue has
been introduced into procedure, and a traffic
has been made of words, increase of length
has been given to the formulas, that more
profit might be derived from them.
It has in certain eases been tbonght right
to proportion the number of words to the
importance of the subject. To dismiss a grave
matter in two or three words, it has been
considered, was not to form a sufficiently high
idea of it _ not to treat it with a sufficient
dignity.
This is the error of a little mind.
Themostsublime_houghtsareoftenexpressed
bv a single word.

quire to be seconded,
_. Upon a divismn,

the

of the partiesremainsin two partiesgo to different
the House,

5,'_

sides of the House.

iutothelobby.*
8. The motion may be
6. Theprevlous
question
avoided, by moving the ts not admissible,
previousquestion,
Some of these distinctions appear useful ;
others are altogether arbitrary : -1. It iS highly proper that hills and motions
composed of a series of articles, should under_otwodiiferentdiseussions--firstasawhole,
and afterwards article by article.
This subjeer has already been considered in Chapter
XI. § 3, " Of three Debates."
2. It is highly proper, that upon important
subjects there should be two forms of debate : the strict debate, in which each mereher mayspeak, but speak only once--and the
free debate, in which be has the liberty of
replying,
3. With regard to the change of the president, the inconveniences of aUowing the
resident of the assembly to take part in its
iscusaions have been elsewhere pointed out :
he is a judge, and as a judge onght not to be
exposed to the danger of being infected with
party spirit,
• Upon
a division, both parties now leave the
House.
-- E&

pernicious.

Clearness

and

brevity:
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TH_ substance of this treatise, drawn up from the most unfinished of all Mr. Bentham'_
Manuscripts,
has already been published in French by M. Dumont ; and considering the
very extensive diffusion of that tongue, the present work, bat ior one consideration, might
seem almost superfluous.
The original papers contain many applications of the writer's principles to British institutions, and British interests ; which, wi_ a view to continental circulation, have been
judiciously omitted by M. DumonL
To the English reader, the matter thus omitted cannot but be hlghly important and instructive.
With the view of enahIing him to supply the deficiency, and to obtain separately
a treatise of general importance, which in _he French work has somewhat unfortunately
been appended to one of more limited interest, -- namely, that on the mode of conducting
business in Legislaf.ive Assemblies, _the Editor has made the present attempt.
To have done justice to the original muffet, the whole ought to have been re-wrltten :
this, the Editor's other pursuits did not allow him leisure to accomplish, and he has been
able to do little more than arrange the papers, and strike oat what was redundant.
In
preparing the work for the press, Mr. Bentham has had no share ; --for whatever, therefore,
may be esteemed defective in the matter, or objectionable in the manner, the Editor is
solely responsible.
Still, he thought it better that the work should appear, even in its
present shape, than not appear at all ; and having devoted to it such portion of his time as
could be spared from the intervals of a life of labour, he hopes he shall not be without
acknowledgment,
from those who are competent to appreciate the value of whatsoever
comes from the great founder of the Science of Morals and Legislation.
M. Dumont's work contains an examination of the declaration of the Rights of Man,
as proclaimed by the French Constituent Assembly.
This forms no part of the present
volume, to the subject of which, indeed,_Fallaeies
employed in debate,--it
is not strictly
pertinent.
But in faet, the original papers have been mislaid, and they seemed to lose so
much of their spirit in a translation flora the French, that the contents of the additional
chapter would not compensate for the additional bulk and expense of the book. j

• The original papers above referred to hav_
_hepresent work in this collection.

been recovered, they will immediatdy follow
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INTRODUCTION.
subject of the orlglnetlon of our Mms fd,.
eeptious and undeeeptious included,)--w
SECTION
I.
from Aristotle
down to thispresentday,on
thesubjectoftheIbrms,ofwhich suchideQ
A FALLACY_ WHAT.
or combinations of ideas as are employable iu
BY the name of fallacy, it is common to the character of instruments ofdeeaption, are
designate any argument employed, or topic susceptihle,--all
is a blank.
suggested, for the purpose, or with a probaTo do something in the way of filling up
bility, of producing the effect of deception,
this blank, is the object of the present work.
of causing some erroneous opinion to be
In speaking of Aristotle's collection of
entertained
by any personto whose mind fallacies,
asa stockto which,from his
such argument may have been presented,
to the present, no addition has been made, all
that is meant is, that whatsoever argumentB
may have had deception for their object, none
SECTION IL
besides those brought to view by Arlstothb
have been brought to view in that characte¢
FALLACIES,
BY WHOMTREATEDOF
and under that name : for between the time
HERETOFORE.
)f Aristotle and the present, treatises of tim
THE earliest author extant, in whose works
art of oratory, or popular argumentation,
mJy mention is made on the subject of fatlahave not been wanting in various languag_qm
ebes, is Aristotle ; by whom, in the course or and in considerable number ; nor cmJ any of
rather on the occasion of his treatise on logic, these be found in which, by him who may
not only is this subject started, but a list of wish to put a deceit upon those to whom he
the species of argument to which this deno- has to address himself, instruction in no small
ruination is applicable, is undertaken to be quantity may not be obtained.
given. Upon the principle of the exhaustive
What in these books of instruction is promethod at so early a period employed by fessed to be taught, comes under this general
that astonishing genius, and, in comparison description:_viz,
how,_bymeansofwords
of what it might and ought to have been, aptly employed, to gain your point, _to proso little turned to account since, two is the duce upon those with whom you have to
mumber of parts into which the whole mass deal _ those to whom you have to addren
_.sdistributed, _fatlacies in the diction, falla- yourself, the impression, and, by means of
des not in the diction : and thirteen (wherethe impression, the disposition most favourof in the diction six, not in the diction seven)
able to your purpose, whatsoever that purls the number of the articles distributed be- pose may be.
tween those two parts. _
As to the impression and disposition, the
As from Aristotle down to Locke, on the production of which might happen to be desired- whether the impresmon were correct
• :so_,_, whence our English word soph/sm,
is the word employed by Axastode. The choice
of the appellauon is singular enough : r,¢o_ is
the word that was already in use for designating
a wise man. Itwas the same appellation that
was commonly employed for the Resignation of
the seven sages. _,¢_¢s_, whence our sophist,
being an impretative of _o¢,s. was the word applied, as it were in irony_ to designate the tribe
of wrangler_ whose pretension w the praise ol
wisdom had no bctte¢ ground than an abuse of
• words,

or deeeptious_whether
the disposition were,
with a view to the individual or community,
in question, salutary, indifferent, or pernicious-- was a question that seemed not in
any ofthese instances to have come across the
author's mind. In the view taken by them
of the subject, had any such question pre.
sented itself, it would have been put aside as
foreign to the subject ; exactly as, in a trearise on the art of war, a question concerui_
the justice of tim war.
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Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Cicero. and view to any consequences, of any kind, of
t_uintilian, Isaac Voss, and, though last and which it may be productive.
in bulk least, yet not the least interesting,
It is termed vulgar with reference to the
our own Gerard Hamilton (of whom more persons by whom it is supposed to be enter.
will be said,) are of this stamp,
tained : and this either in respect of their
Between those earliest and these latest of multitude, simply, or in respect of the lowthe writers who have written on this subject
hess of the station occupied by them, or the
and with this view, others in abundance might
greater part of them, in the scale of respect.
be inserted ; but these are quite enough,
ability, in the scale of intelligence.
After so many ages past in teaching with !
Fallacy is an appelta*ion applied not excluequal complacency and indifference the art of sively to an opinion or to propositions enuntrue instruction and the art of deception -ciative of supposed opinions, but to discourse
the art of producing good effects and the art of in any shape considered as having a tendency,
producing had effects-- the art of the honest with or without design,to cause any erroneous
man and the art of the knave -- of promoting
opinion to be embraced, or even, through the
the purposes of the benefactor, and the pur- medium of erroneous opinion ah'eady enter°
poses of the enemy of the human ra-e ; -- at- talned, to cause any pernicious course of actor so many ages during which, with a view tion to be engaged or persevered in.
to persuasion, disposition, action, no instrucThus, to believe that they who lived in
tions have been endeavoured to be given but early or old times were, because they lived
in the same strain of imperturbable
impar- in those times, wiser or better than those
tiality, it seemed not too early, in the nine. who live in later or modern times, is vulgar
teenth century, to take upthe subject on the error : the employing that vulgar error in the
ground of morality, and to invite common he- endeavour to cause pernicious practices and
nesty for the first time to mount tl_e bench,
institutions to be retained, is fallacy.
and take her seat as judge,
i By those by whom the termfi_//aey has been
As to Aristotle's fallacies---unless his petitio
employed --at any rate, by those by whom it
l_rincipii and his fallaeia, non eausa pro cause, was originally employed--deception
has been
be considered as exceptions, -- upon examinaconsidered not merely as a consequence more
tion, so little danger would be found in them, or less probable, but as a consequence tht prothat, had the philosopher left them unexposed
duction of which was aimed at on the Dart at
to do their worst, the omission need not have least of some of the utterers.
l_ung very heavy upon his conscience : scarce
E>-_TX:__,¢_,,
arguments employed by
in any instance will be discovered any the the sophists, is the denomination by which
least danger of final deception -- the utmost
Aristotle has designated his devices, thirteen
inconvenience they seem capable of producing in number, to which his commentators, such
teems confined to a slight sensation of era- of them as write in Latin, give the name of
i,mTassment.
And as to the embarrassment,
fallacive (fromfallere to deceive,) from which
_te difficulty will be_ not in pronouncing that
our English word fallacies.
_he proposition in question is incapable of
That in the use of these instruments, such
forming a just ground for the conclusion built a thing as deception was the object of the
upon it, but in finding words for the descrip- set of men mentioned by Aristotle under the
glen of the weakness which is the cause of name of sophists, is altogether out of doubt.
this incapacity -- not in discovering the pro- On every occasion on which they are menposition to be absurd, but in giving an exact tioned by him, this intention of deceiving is
description of"the form in which the absurdity
either directly asserted or assumed.
presents itself.
SECTION
SECTION
III.
I_LATION OFFALLACIESTO VULGAR_RROR$.
]_Rnov..--vulgar error," is an appellation given
to an opinion which, being consideren as false,
is considered in itself only, and not with a
_ulaar errors is a denomination which,
from the work written on this subject by a phytician of name in the seventeenth century, h_
obtained a certain degree uL celebrity.
Not the moral (of which the political is a delmrtment?} but the physicS? was the field of the
tvrors wmcn it was toe object of Sir Thomas
Browne to hunt oat and bring to view : but of
this restriction no intimation is given by the
words of which the title of his workis composed.

IV.

POmtCAL
FALLaCIeS
T_ESCmZCT
O_TH_
WORK.
THE present work confines itself to the _o
amination and exposure of only one class of
I fallacies, which class is determined by the
J nature of the occasion in which they are era] ployed,
I
The oc_ion here in question is that of the
Jformation of a decision procuring the adop_ tion or rejection of some measure of govern]
J merit: including under the notion eta measure
] of government, a measure of legislation as
[ well as ofadministratlon--twooperations
so
] intimately connected, that the drawing of R

S_cT.V.]

DIVISION

OR CLASSIFICATION

aoundary llne between them will in some
instances be matter of no small difficulty,
but for the distinguishing of which on the
present occasion, and for the purpose of the
present work, there will not be any need.
Under the name of a Treatise on Political
Fallacies, this work wilt possess the character, and, in so far as the character answers
the design of it, have the effect of a treatise
on the art of yovernment ;--having
for its
practical object and tendency, in the first
place, the facilitating the introduction of
such features of good government as remain
to be introduced;
in the next place giving
them perpetuation-perpetuation,
not by
means of legislative clauses aiming directly
at that object (an aim of which the inutility
and mischievousness will come to he fully
laid open to view in the course of thin work,)
but by means of that instrument, viz. reason,
by which alone the endeavour can be productive of any useful effect.
Employed in this endeavour, there are two
ways in which this instrument may be upplied : one, the more direct, by shewing, on
the occasion of each proposed measure, in
what way, by what probable consequences it
tends to promote the accomplishment of the
end or object which it professes to have particularly in view : the other, the less direct,
by pointing out the irrelevancy, and thus
anticipating and destroying the persuasive
force, of such deceptious arguments as have
been in use, or appear likely to be employed
in the endeavour to oppose it, and to disanade men from concurring in the establishmeat of it.
Of these two different but harmonizing
modes of applying this same instrument to
Its several purposes, the more db'ect is that
of which a sample has, ever slnee the )'ear
1802, been before the public, in that collection of unfinished papers on legislation, published at Paris in the French language, and
which had the advantage of passing through
the hands of Mr. Dumont, but for whose labouts it would scarcely, in the author's lifetime at least, have seen the light. To exhibit
the less &rect, but in its application the more
extensive mode, is the business of the present
work.
To give existence to good arguments was
the object in that instance : to provide for the
exposure of bad ones is the object in the present instance--to
provide tbr the exposure of
their real nature, and thence for the destruction of their pernicious force,
Sophistry is a hydra, of which, if all the
necks could be exposed, the force would be
destroyed.
In this work they have been
diligently looked out for, and in the course
of it the principal and most active of them
nave been brought to view.

SECTION
DIVISION

OR CLASSIFICATION

SSI
V.
OF FALt

4C_

So numerous are the instruments of persuasion which in the character of fallacies the
present work will bring to view, that, for
enabling the mind to obtain any tolerably
satisfactory command over it, a set of divi.
sions deduced from some source or othe!
appeared to be altogether ind;spensable.
To frame these divisions with perfect Io.
gical accuracy will be an undertaking of no
small difficulty--an
undertaking requiring
more time than either the author or editor
has been able to bestow upon it.
An imperfect classification, however, being preferable to no classification at all, the
author had adopted one principle of division
from the situation of the utterers of fallacies,
especially from the uttcrers in the British
Houses of Parliament : fallacies of the/as
fallacies of the outs--either-side
fallacies.
A principle of subdivision he found in the
quarter to which the fallacy in question upplied itself, in the persons on whom it was
designed to operate ; the affections, thejudgo
meat, and the imagination.
i To the several clusters of fallacies marked
out bythis subdivision, a Latinaffax. expresrive of the faculty or affection aimed at, was
given ; not surely tor ostentation, for of the
very humblest sort would such ostentation
i be, but for prominence, for impressiveness,
i and thence for dearness :-- arguments 1. ad
vereeundiam ; 2. ad superstitionem ; 3. ad
amicitiam ; 4. ad metum; 5. ad odium ; 6. ad
invidentiam; 7. ad qaietem; 8. ad socordiam ;
9. ad superbiam;
10. at/judicium;
11. ad
imaginationem.
In the same manner, Locke has employed
Latin denominations to distinguish four kinds
of argument : -- ad verecundiam, ad ignoran.
tiara, ad hominem, adjudicium.
Mr. Dumont, who some few years since
published in French a translation, or rather
a redaction, of a considerable portion of the
present work, divided the fallacies into three
classes, according to the particular or special
object to which the fallacies of each class
i appeared more immediately applicable. Some
he supposed destined to repress discussion
i altogether--others
to postpone it--others to
: perplex, when discussion could no longer be
avoided.
The first class he called fallacies
of authority, the second fallacies of de/ay, and
the third fallacies of confusion : he has also
added to the name of each fallacy the Latin
affix which points out the faculty or affection
to which it is chiefly addressed.
The present editor" has preferred this arrangement to that pursued by the author.
•
_
:
o i. e. The Editor of the ori_ginslcditiol_
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and _rlth some little variation he has adopted
it in this work.
In addition to the supposed immediate
object of a given class of fallacies, he has consldered the subject.matter of each indi_'idual
fallacy, with a view to the comprehending in
one class all such fallacies as more nearly
resemble each other in the nature of their
subject-matter : and the classes he has arranged in the order in which the enemies ofimprovement may be supposed to resort to them
according to the emergency of the moment,
First, fallacies of authority (including laudatory personalities;)the
subject-matter
of
which is authority in various shapes--and the
immediate object, to repress, on the ground
of the weight of such authority, all exercise
of the reasoning faculty.
Secondly, fallacies of danger (including vituperative personalities;) the suhject-matter
of whichis the suggestion of danger in various
shapes--and the object, to repress altogether,
on the ground of such danger, the discmssion
proposed to be entered on.
Thirdly, fallacies of delay; the subjectmatter of which is an assigning of reasons
for delay in various shapes-- and the object,
to postpone such discussion, with a view of
eluding it altogether,
Fourthly, fallacies of confaswn ; the subjeer-matter of which consists chiefly of vague
and indefinite generalities-- while the object
is to produce, when discussion can no longer
beavoided, such eonfu_wn in the minds of "the
hearers as to incapacitate them |or forming
a correct jndgment on the question proposed
for deliberation,
]n the arrangement thus made, imperfections will be found, the removal of which,
should the removal of them be practicable,
and at the same time worth the trouble, must
be left to some experter hand. The classes
themselves are not in every instance suffieiently distinct from each other ; the articles
ranged under them respectively not apperraining with adegree of propriety sufficiently
exclusive to the heads under which they are
placed. Still, imperfect as it is, the arrangement will, it is hoped, be found by the refleeting reader not altogether without its use.
SECTION
NOMENCLATURE

VI.

OF POLITICAL

FALLACIES.

_'rWEE_¢ the business of classification and
that of nomenclature, the connexion is most
intimate.
To the work of classification no
expression can be given but by means of nomenelature : no name other than what in the
language of grammarians is called a proper
name _no name more extensive in its appli.
cation than ia the name of an individual, can
be applied ; but a elats is marked out, and,

[INTao_.

as far as the work of the mind is creation,
created.
.
Still, however, the two operations remain
not the less distinguishable : for of the class
marked out, a description may be given, of
any length and degree of complication : the
description given may be such as to occupy
entire sentences in any number. But a name,
properly so called, consists either of no more
than one word, and that one a noun-substantive, or at most of no more than a substantive
with its adjunct ; or, if of words more than
one, they must be in such sort linked to.
gether as to form in conjunction no more
than a sort of compound word, occupbing
the place of a noun-substantive in the cornposition of a sentence.
Without prodigious circumlocution and inconvenience, a class of objects, however well
marked out by description, cannot be designated, unless we substitute for the words
constituting the description, a word, or very
small cluster of words, so connected as to
constituteanmne.
In this case, nomenclature
is to description what. in algebralcal operation. the _ubstitution of a single letter of the
alphabet for a line of any length, composed .f
numerical figures or letters of the alphabeL
or both together, is to the comimfing at.t
repeating at each step the complicated ma:ter of that same line.
The class being marked out, whether by
description or denomination,
an ope_ti.n
that will remain to be performed is, if no
name be as yet given to it, the finding tor it
and giving to it a name : if a name has been
given to it, the sitting in judgment on sttch
name, for the purpose of determining whether
it presents as adequate a conception of the
object as can be wished, or whether _ome
other may not be devised by which that con.
eeption may be pre_ented in a manner more
adequate.
Blessed be he for evermore, in whatsoever
robe arrayed, to whose creative genius we are
indebted for the first conception of tl ose
too-short-lived vehicles, by ghich, as in a
nutshell, intimation is conveyed to us of the
essential character of those awfitl volumes,
which, at the touch of the sceptre, heroine
the rules of our conduct, and the arbiters of
our destiny :--" The Alien Act," " The
Turnpike Act," " The Middlesex Waterworks Bill," &c. &c. l
How a_ivantageous a substitute in some
cases--how useful an additament in all cases,
would they not make to those authoritative
masses of words called titles, by which so
large a proportion of sound and so small a
proportion of instruction are at so large an
expense of attention granted to us : _ " An
Act to explain and amend an Act entitled Au
Act to explain and amend," &c. &c. ]
In two, three, four, or at the outslde halfa

SKew. V_I.]

IzAMILTON_

PARLIAMENTARY

LOGIC.

dozen words, information without pretension the posthumows work intituled ,, Pae/_m_mis given, which frequently when pretended is ta_. Logic, by the late W'flliam Gerard Ha_
not given, out confusion and darkness given milton," distinguished from so m_y other
instead of it, in twice, thrice, four times, or Hamiltons by the name of Si_gle-speec]i I[¢_
half a dozen times as many lines,
milton.
Rouleaus of commodious and signifiestive
Of finding the need of a work such as the
Pellstives are thus issued day by day present superseded in any considerable deoughout the session from an invisible gree by that of the right honourable orator,
though not an unlicensed mint; but no sooner the author had neither hope nor appreheno
has the last newspaper that appeared the last sion : but his surprise was not inconsiderable
day of the session made its way to the most on finding scarcely in any part of the two
distant of its stages, than all this learning,
works any the smaUest degree of coineiall this circulating medium, is as completely
deuce.
lost to the world and buried in oblivion as a
In respect of practical views and object_
French assignat,
it would not indeed be true to say, that be.
So many yearly strings oF words, not one twecn the one and the other there exists not
of which is to be found in the works of Dry- any relation ; for there exists a pretty close
den, with whom the art of coining words fit one, namely, the relation of contrariety.
to be used became numbered among the lost
When, under the title of "jDireetions to
arts, and the art of giving birth to new ideas Servaat_," Swift presented to view a colamong the prohibited ones ! So many words, lection of such various faults as servants of
not one of which wouh! have found tolera- different descriptions had been found, or
tion from the orthodoxy of Charles Fox !
supposed by him liable to fall into, his ohLet the workshop of invention be shut up ject (it need scarce be said,) if he had any
for ever, rather than that the tympanum of serious object beyond that of making hi_
taste should be grated by a new soand! Ri- readers laugh, was, not that compliance, but
gorous decree !-- more rigorous if obedience that non-compliance, with the directions so
or exectttion kept pace with design, than _ humorously delivered, shoold be the practice|
even the continent-b!ockading and commerce
,'esult.
crushing decrees pr¢,claimed by Buonalmrte.
Taking that work of Swlft's for his patSo necessary is it, that when a thing is tern, and what seemed the serious object of
talked of, there should be a name to call it it for his guidance, the anthor of this work
]_y_so conducive, not to say necessary, to the occasionally found, in the form of a direction
vrevalence of reason, of common sense, and for the framillg o! a fallacy, what seemed
moral honesty, that instrmnenl_s of deception the most convenvient vehicle for conveyinil
should be talked _f, and well talked of, and a conception of its nature : as, ill some intalked out of fashion- in s word, talked stances, for conveying a conception of the
down, _ that, without any other licencq than nature of the figure he is occupied in the
the old one granted by Horace, and which, description of, a mathematician begins with
notwithstanding the acknowledged goodness giving an indication of the mode in which it
of t_e authority, men are so strangely back- may be framed, or, as the phrase is, generated.
ward to make use of, -- the author had, unOn these occasions, much pains will no4;
tier the spur of _tecossity, struck out for each he necessary to satisfy the reader that the
of these instrmnents of deception a separate object of any instructions which may here be
barbarism, soch as the tools which he had at found for the composition of a fallacy, hse
command would enable him to produce : the been, not to promote, but as far as possible to
objections, however, of a class of readers, prevent the u_ of it --to prevent the use of
who, under the denomination of men of taste, it, or at any rate to deprive it of its effect.
attach much more importance to the manner
Such, if Gerard Hamilton is to be believed,
thento thematter of a composition, have!nwas not the object with Gerard Hamilton:
duced the editor to suppress for the present his book is a sort of school, in which the
some of these characteristic appellations, end means of advocating what is a good cause,
to substitute for them a less expressive pc- and the means of advocating what is a bad
rlphraals,
cause, are brought to view with equal frank.
hess, and inculcated with equal solicitude for
success : in a word, that which Machiavel has
SECTION VII.
been supposed sometimes to aim at, Gerard
f.ONTEASTBETWEENTHEPRESENTWOREAND Hamilton, as often as it occurs to him, does
MAUZLTON'a
"P.*,.al.x,_,_ST.&R'£ LOGIC."
not only aim at, but aim at without disguise.
Whether on this observation any such impu.
Or this work, the general conception bad tat!on as that of calumny!s justly chargeable,
been formed, and in the composition of it the samples given in the course of this work
"some little progress made, when the adver- will put the reader in s condition to judge.
_tisemen_ brought under the author's notice
Sketched out by hhr_if, and finished by
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his editor and panegyrist, • the political cbameter of Gerard Hamilton may be comprised
in a few words : he was determined to join
with a party ; he was as ready to side with
one party as another ; and whatever party he
sided with, as ready to say any one thing as
any other in support of it. Lqdependently
of party, and personal profit to be made from
party,--right and wrong, good and evil, were
in his eyes matters of indifference. But haying consecrated himself to party _ viz. the
_teY, whatever it was, from which the most
to be got _that
party being, of whatever
rials composed, the party of the ins _
that party standing constantly pledged for the
protection of abuse in every shape, and, in
ao far as good consists in the eztirpat*ou of
abuse, for the opposingand keeping out everything that is gooa --henoe it was to the op-

[I_l'go_

posing of whatsoever is good in honest eyes,
that his powers, such asthey were, werebent
and pushed with peculiar energy.
One thing only he recognised as being
malum in se, as a thing being to be opposed st
any rate, and at any price, even on any such
extraordinary supposition as that of its being
brought forward by the party with which, at
the time being, it was his lot to side. Tbim
was, parliamentary refornt.
In the course of his forty years' labour in
the _rviee of the people, one thi_g he did
that was good : one thing, to wit, that in the
tecotmt of his panegyrist is set down on that
s.de :
One use of government (in eyes such as
his, the principal use) is to enable men who
have shares in it to employ public money in
payment for private service :
Within the view of Gerard Hamilton thacs
lived a man whose talents and turn of mind
qualified him for appearing with peculiar suceess in the character of an amusing companion
in every good house.
In this ehasacter he

• Extract from the preface to Haxnilton's
work : -" He indeed considered politics as a kind of
game,
of which
stake or
prizehe
was
the administration
of the the
country.
Hence
thought
that
throe who conceived that one party were pos- for a length of time appeared in the house of
aessed of greater ability than their opponents, Gerard Hamilton : finding him an Irishman,
and were therefore fitter to fill the first offices in Hamilton got an Irish pens/on of £300 a-year
the state, might with great propriety adopt such created for him, and sent him back to Iremeasures {consistent with the con'stitutmn) as land : the man being in Dublin, and constishould tend to bring their friends into the ed- tuting in virtue of his office a part of the
ministration of affairs, or to support them when
invested with such power, without weighing in Lord Lieutenant's family, he appeared in the
goldenscales
theparticular
parliamentary
ques. same character
and withequalsuccessinthe
lions
whichshouldbebroughtforwardIbrthis house oftheLord Lieutenant.'_
purpose: as,on theotherhand_theywho had
formeda higherestimate
oftheopposite
party -I"
" Yet,suchwasthewarmthofhisfriend's
mightwithequalpropriety
adopta similar
con. feelings,
and withsuchconstant
pleasure
didhe
duct,andshapevarious
questions
forthepurpose reflect
on themany happydayswhich theyhad
ofshowingtheimbecility
of those
inpower_
and spenttogether,
thathenotonlyinthefirst
place
Im/_tituting an abler ministry, or one that they obtained for him a permanent provision on the
¢matdderedabler, in their room ; looking on such establishment of Ire|and,_ but, in addition to this
occasions rather to the object of each motion than proof of his regard and esteem, he never ceased,
to the question itself. And in support of these without any kind of solicitation, to watch over
positions, which, however short they may be of his interest with the most lively solicitude ; con.
theoretical perfection, do not perhaps very widely stantl¢ applying in person on his behalf to every
differ {says Mr. l_lalone) from the actual state of new l_,ordLieutenant, if he were acquainted with
things, he used to observe, that if any one would him ; or if that werenot the case, contriving by
carefully examine all the questions which have some circuitous means to procure Mr. Jephson'a
been agitated in parliament from the time of the re-appointment to the office originally conferred
Revolution, he would be surprised to find how on him by Lord Townshend: and by these means
few could be pointed out in which an honest man ! chiefly he was continued for a long series of years
might not conscientiously have voted on either unaer twelve successive governors of Irdand in
side_ however, by the fbrce of rhetorical aggra- the same station, which _iad always before been
vati0n and the fervour of the times, they may have considered a temporary office." -- Pa_L Log. 44.
been represented to be of such high importance,
..
that the very existence of the State depended on
* Note hy Editor _lalone: _" A pension of
the result of the deliberation.
£300 a-year, which the Duke of Rutland during
" Some questions, indeed, be acknowledged to his government, from Personal regard and a high
be of a vital nature, of such magnitude, and so admiration of Mr. Jephson's talents, increased to
intimately connected with the safety and welfare £600 per annum for the joint lives of himself
ele the whole community, that no inducement or [ and Mrs. Jephson. He survived our author but
friendly disposition to any party ought to have I a few years, dying at his house at Black Rock,
the smallest weightin thedecision. Oneof these I near Dublin, of a paralytic disorder, May _1,
in his opinion was the proposition for a parlia- [ 1803, in his sixty.seventh year."
mentar_reform, or in other words, for the new { Note._That
not content with editing, and_
meddling the ¢onstitufiouof parliament; amen-I in this way, recommending in the lump these
sure which he considered of such moment, and [ principles of his friend and countryman, Malone
of so dangerous a tendency, that he once said to I takes up particular aphorisms, and applies his
a friend now living, that he woukl sooner suffer | mind to the elucidation of them. This may be
right band to be cut off than vote for it."
| seen exemplified in Aphorisms 243, 249.
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His Graee gave permane_
to thes_neeure, no pendons, for hiring t_atterers and pamper.
nnd doubled the salary _'/t.
Here was libe- in_ parasites :-- no plm.lering in any shape
gldlty upml liberidity-- here was virtue upon or for a.y purpose:--amidst
the cries of No
virtue.
It is by such things that merit is theory! No theory! the _xample of America
displayed--it is fbz"such things that taxes are a lessen, the practice of America transterred
imposed ; it is for aii'ordit_g matter and exer- to Britain.
eise for such virtues--it
is [br affording reThe notion of the general predominance_f
wards for such merit, that the people of every self-regarding over soeia| izlterest has been
country, hi so far ag any good t,se is made ot heht up as a weakness incident to the sltnation
them, are made.
of those whose converse has been more with
To a man in whese+'eyea public virtue hooks than men. Be it so: look then to those
appeared in thi_ only shape, no wonder that teachers, those men of practical wi.dom, whose
parliamentary reform shouhl be odious :--of
converse has been with men at least as much
parliamenta_" reform, the effect of which,-as with hooks : look in particular to this right
and in eyes of adifferent complexion, one main honourable, who in the House of Commons
use-- would be, the drying up the source of had doubled the twenty years' hieobration
all such virtues,
necessary for law, who had served almost six
tiere, in regard to the matter of fact, there apprenticeships, who in that office }lad served
are two represemations
given of the s.,me out fivecompletc clerkships ;-- what says he?
subject--representationsperfectly
concurrent
Self-regarding interest predominant over sOm all points with one another, though from cial interest ?--self regard predomiaat)t ? No:
very di_erent quarters, and beginoingas well but self-regard sole o,'cupant: the universal
as ending with very different views, a,,d lead- interest, howsoever talked of, never s_ much
Lag to opposite conclusions,
as thought of--right
and wrong, objects ot
Parliament a sort of gamlng-honse; mere- avowed indifference.
oers on the ts¢o sides of each house the playOf the self-written Memoirs of Bubb Doers ; the property of the people--such portion dlngton, how much was said in their day'--of
of it as ou any pretence may be found capable Gerard Hamilton's Parliamentary Logic, how
of being extracted frmn the.m-- the stakes
little! The reason is not unohvious: Doplayed [br. Insincerity in all its shapes, di-- i dington was all anew.dote _ Hamiho*, was all
ingenuousness, lying, hypocrisy, fallacy, the theory. What Hamilton ende+Jvouredto teach
iastrmnents employed by the ptavers on both with Malone and Johnson tbr his bag-bearers.
sides Ibr obtaining advantages in the game : Dodmgton was seen to practise.
on each occamon--in
respect of the side on
Nor is the veil of decormn cast offanyo
which he ranks himself-- what course will be where from his practice. In Hamihmfs book
most for the advantage of the universal lute- for the first time has profligacy been seen stark
rest, a question never looked at, never taken naked.
In the reigm of Charles the Second,
into aeeount: on which side is the prospect Sir Charles Sedley and others were im]icted
of personal advantage in its several _hapes-for exposing themselve_ il) a bahxmy in a stale
this the o, dy question really take,, into con- of perfect nudity,
l_-Gerard Hannhon may
rdderation: a_'eordi,g to the answer given to be seen the >Jr C}arle_ Sedley of politic._/l
this question icl his own mind, a man takes morality. Sedley might have stuod in his hatthe one orthe otherofthe two sides--the side cmly till he was frozen, and nobody the better,
of those in office, if there he room or near i nobody much the wor_-e: but Hamilton's self.
prospect of room for him : the side of those t exp,_snre is most instructive.
by whmu office is but in expectancy, ff the
Of parliamentary reform were a man to say
future contingent presents a more encouraging ] that it is good be('au-e Gerard Hamihon was
prospect than the immediately present. - - averse to it, he would lull into the u_ of one
To all these distinguished persons--to
the I of" those fallacies agai.st the i_+tluenee v_"
self-appolmed pro£e_or and teacher of po- [ which it is one of the objects of the ensuing
litical pr,_igacy, to his admiring e,'itor, to ] work to raise a harrier :
their eommnn aml s_ mpathizing iHend,* the [ This however may he said, mtd todd x_thblgotry.ridden preacher of hollow and com. [ out hllac.v, viz. that it is the intiuetwa exermon-plaee moralhy--parliumentaryretbrm
we e_sed by such men, and the tu_e to which such
see in an equal degree, and that an extreme
their influence is put by them, that constitute_
one, au o_jeet of _bhorrence. How shotdd it no small part of the political disease which
be other_,]se? By parliamentary reform, the has produced the demaml for parliamentary
prey, the perpetually re_mscent prey, the fruit
reform in the character of a remedy.
and obiect of the game, wouhl have been
To such men it is as natur_ and necessary
snatched out of tbei_ hands.
O_cial pay m that parliamentary reform should he odious,
no case ,r_ore than want is sufficient _or the as that Botany Bay or the Hulks should be
_ecurity of adequate service -- no sinecures,
odious to thieves and roh',ers.
Above atl other species of hnsine_s, the
" See next p_ge.
one which Gerard H=milton wa_ mo_t a_
VoL IL
D b
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hensive of his pupils not being sufficiently conItant in the practice of, is misrepresentation,
Under the name of action, thrice was gesti¢ulation spoken of as the first accomplishment
of his profession by the Athenian orator:
By Gerard Hamlhoo, in a collection of
aphorisms553 in number,--in about 40, vice
is recommended withou_ disguise; twelve
times is misrepresentation, i. e. premeditated
_alsehovd with or without a mask, recommended in the several forms of which it proJentcd itself to him as susceptible ; viz. in the
way of false addition three times, in the way
of t_lse substitution twice, and in the way of
omission seven times,
He was fearfitl of deceiving the only per*
sons he meant not to deceive (viz. the pupils
to whom he was teaching the art of deceiving
others,) had he fallen into any such omission
as that of omitting ia the teaching of this
lessgn any instruction or example that might
contribute to render them perfect in it.
Of a good cause as such--of
every cause
that is entitled to the appellation of a good
cause, it is the characteristic property that it
does not stand in r_eed-- of a had cause, of
every cause that is justly designated by the
appellation of a t_d cause, it is the character_ie property that it does stand in need--of
assistance ot this kind. Not, merely indlfferettce as between good and bad, but predilection for what is bad, is therefore the cast of
mind betrayed, or rather displayed, by Gerard
Hamilton.
For the praJ.-e of intelligence and
active talent--that
is, for so much of it as
constitutes the difference between what is to
be earned by the advocation of good causes
only, ami tl_at which is to be earned by the
advoeatioo of bad causes likewise--of
had
causes in preference to good ones,-- fi_r this
Jpeeies and degree of praise it is, that Gerard
Hamilton was eontent to forego the merit of
probity--of
sincerity as a branch of prohity,
and take to himself the substance as well as
the shape and colour of the opposite vice.
This is the work which, having been fairly
written out by the author,* and thence bythe
* Extract from the preface to [tamihon's
work : -" But in the treatLseon Parliamentary Logic
we have the frui_ and ra_ult of the experience
of oac_ who was by no means unconversant with
.aw, and bad himself sat in Parliament for more
1hun tbrty years; who in the commencement of
his potiticaleareer burst forth like a meteor, and
_fora while obscured his contemporaries by the
_pottslendour
of his eloquence ; _ ho was a most euob,,erver of the characteristic merits and
defects of the distinguished speakers of his time ;
and who, though after his fir,t effort he seldom
on, aged in public debate, devoted almost all his
leisure and thoughts, during the long period
a_ove mentioned, to the examination and discussion of all the principal questions agitatedin par.
.Uament_ and of the several topics and modes of
by which they were either supportedor

_Is-rxon.

editor presumed to have been intended for
the press, had been "shown by him to his
friend Dr. Johnson." This is the work which
this same Dr. Johnson, if the editor is to be
believed, " considered a very curious and
masterly performance." This is the worg in
which that pompous preacher of melancha[y
moralities saw, iftheeditoristobe
believed,
nothing to " object to," but "' the too great
conciseness and refinement of some parts of
it," and the occasion it gave to °' a wi_._that
some of the precepts had been more opened
and expanded."
So far as concerns mneerity and candour m
debate, the two friends indeed, even to judge
of them fi'om the evidence transmitted to _s
by their respective panegyrists, seem to have
been worthy to smell at the same nosegay :
and an " expansion and enlargement," composed by the ha_d that suggested it, would
beyond doubt have been a " very curious and
masterly,"as well as amusing addition, to this
" very curious and masterly performance."
Two months before his death+ when, if he
himself is to be believed, ambition had in such
a degree been extinguished in hhn by age and
infirmities, that after near fnrty years of ex)erience a seat in parliament was become an
object of indifference to him,t--four
years
aider he had been visited by a fit of the palsy,:_
-- he was vistted bya fit of virtue, and in the
paroxysm of that fit hazarded an experiment,
the object of which was to try "ahether, in a
then approaching parliament, a seat might
not be tb+amed without a complete sacrifice
of independence.
The experiment was not
suceesslhl.
From some Lord, whose name
decorum has suppressed, he was. as his letSex
to his Lordship testified, "on the point of
receiving" a seat ; and the object of this
letter was to learn whether, ahmg with the
seat, " the polv'er of thinking for himself'"
might be included in the grant: ;-- the questim_ bein_ accompanied with a request, that,
in ca._e _f the negative, some other nominee
" Hence the rules andpreeept_ here accumulated+which are equally adaptedto the use of the
pleader and orator: nothing vagale, or loo_, or
general,a is delivered ; and the nm_t mhmte particularities and artlul turns of debate are nouced
with admirable acuteness, _ubtih_,, and preci._ion.
'.['he work, thereibre, is filled with practical ax.
ions+ and parliamentary and tb_ensic w_sdom+
and cannot but be of perpetual use to aU those
persons who may have oecasion to use their dib
cursive talents within or without the doors of the
House of Commons, in conversation at the barj
or in parliament.
" This tract was fairly written out by the am
thor, and therefore may be presumed to have beer:
intended by him for the presS. Be had shown
it to hL, friend Dr. Johrrson. who considered it a
very curiaus and masterly performance."
"1"Page 26.
_ Page 14.
.....
• For" notitin_," read "_twgeeate_t vat/.'*-.
J.B.
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might be the object of his Lordehip's "confi- I As little can there be in the case of his edio
denee."
[ tor and paregyrist : "'Q.i mihi discipatua
The request was inadmissible, and the con- [puer es, cupts atfue doceri, hue odes, bee
fidence found some other object.
] animo concipe dicta too :'" The object or end
It is in the hope of substituting men to ] in view is, on occasion of a debate in parliapuppets, and the will of the people to the wdl I ment -- in a supreme legislative assembly-of noble lords, puppets themselves to minis- [ how to gain your point, whatever it be. The
ters or secret advisers, that parliamentary re- means indicated as conducive to that end are
form has of ,ate become once more an object
sometimes fair ones, sometimes foul ones ;
#f general desire: but parliamentary refbrm and be they fair or foul, they are throughout
was that sort of thing which " he would delivered with the same tone of seriousness
sooner," he said, "suffer his hand to be cut and composure.
off, than vote for :"" whether it was before
Come unto me all ye wao have a point to
or after the experiment that this magnani- gain, and I will show you how : bad or good,
mity was displayed, the editor has not in- so as it be not parliamentary reform, to me
Ibrmed us.
it is matter of indifference.
The present which the world received in
Here, then, whatever be the influence of
the publication of this work may on several authority--authority
in general, and that of
accounts be justly termed a valuable one. the writer in particular--it
is in the propaThe only cause of regret is, that the editor gation of insincerity (of insincerity to be erashould, by the unqualified approbation and ployed in the service it is most fit for, and
admiration bestowed upon it, have made the in which it finds its richest reward) that
principles of the work as it were his own.
throughout the whole course of this work,
True it is, that where instrnetion is given and under the name o_ Gerard Hamilton, not
showing how mischief may be done or aimed to speak of his editor mid panegyrist, such
at,--whether
it shall serve as a precept or a I authority exerts itself.
prohibition, depends in the upshot, upon the
To secure their children from failing into
person on whom ]t operates with effect :
the wee of drunkenness, it was the pohcy, we
Ma,y a dehortation, that not only has the are told, of Spartan fathers, to exMbit their
effect of an exhortation, but was designed to slaves in a state of inebriatimi, that the conIiave that effect;
tempt might be felt to which a man _tands
Instruetitms
how to administer poisons
exposed when the intellectual part of his
with success, may on the other hand have the frame has been thrown into the disordered
effect of enabling a person who takes them state to which it is apt by this means to be
up with an opposite view, to secure llm- reduced. An English father, if he has any
lelf the more effectually against the attack regard for the morals of his son, and in pattiOf poisons ;
cular for that vital part in which sincerity is
But by the manner in which he writes, by concerned, will perhaps nowhere else tirol sa
the accessory ideas presented by the words in instructive an example as Gerard Hamilton
whie,h the instruction is eonve)ed, there can has rendered himself by this book " ill that
seldom be much difficulty in comprehending
mirror may be seen to what a state of eorrupin the delivery of his instructions whether the tion the moral part of man's frame is capable
writer wishes that the suggestions conve)ed
of being reduced--to
what a state of degraby them should be embraced or rejected :
dation, in the present state of parliamentary
If oeeasimmlly there can be room for doubt morality, aman is eapahleofsinkingeven
when
in this respect, at any rate no room can there I sober, and without any help frmn wine ; and
his powers in the endeavour to propagate the
• Page
other minds.
be for any in the
ease xxxvii,
of Gerard Hamilton. [ infection
with whathideliberate
zeal he may himsclfexart
J,

PART

I. FALLACIES

OF

AUTHORITY,

THIt SUBJECT OF WHICH I8 AUTHORITY tN VARIOUS SERAPES,AND THE OBJECT
TO REPRESS ALL EXERCISE OF THE REASONING FACULTY.
reference to any measures having for altogether the exercise of the reasoning f_.
1theirobject the greatest happiness oft/*e great- eulty, by adducing authority in various shapes
eat wJmber, the course pursued by the adver- as conclusive upoa the subject of the measura
• aries of such measures has commonly been. propped.
in the fzrst torrance, to endeavour to reprem f Bat before an}. clear view eau be given of
WITH
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the deception liable to be produced by the
abuse of the species of argument here in qaestlon• it will be necessary to bring to view the
distil_-tiou between ti, e proper aud the iraproper u_e of it.
In the ensuing ana!ysis of Authority, one
dlstiucuon ought to be borue in mind ;-- It is
the distinction between what may be terored
a question of opinmn, or quid faciendam;
and what may be termed a question of fact,
or quulfact_ra.
Since it will frequently happen, that whilst the authority of a person in
re,p,.ct to a question of fact is entitled to
more or less reg'arA, it is not so entitled in
ra_peet of a question o_"opinion.

CHAPTER

I.

§ 1. Analysis of Authority•
•
§ 2. Appeal to Aathority, in what eases
fallacwas,
L WIIAV, on any given occasion, is the tegitlmate weight or imltltlenceof authority, reg_Lrd
bei_g had to tlae d_ffereut circumstances m
which a person, the s,pposed declaration of
whose ophfion constitules the authority in
question, wa_ irlaced at the time of the delivery of such declaration ?
1st, Upon the degree of relative and adequate intell,._eace ou the part of the person
whose opi_fion or suppo.,ed opinion constilutes the authority in question,-- say of the
persona eujus ;-- 2dltt, Upon the degree of
relative probit!l on the part of that same person;--3dly,
Upon the nearnes_ or remotehess of" the relation between the immediate
subject of such Iris opinion and the question
in hand;--4thl.4,
Upon the fidelity of the medium throtlgh whwh sueh supposed opinion
has been tran_-mitted (includi,_g correctness
and completeness :) upon such eircumstanees, the legitimately persuasive force of the
authority thus constituted seems to depend:
such are the sources in whieh any deficiency
in respect of such persuasive "force is to be
looked for.
Deficiency of attention--/,
e. intensity and
steadiness of attentlon-- with reference to
the influenclu_ circumstances on which the
opinion, i, order to tie correct, required to be
grounded ; defit'iency in respect of opportunity
or matter of intbrmation, with reference to
the individ,tal question in hand ; distance in
point of time from toe _cene of the propo,ed
measure ; distance in point of place : -- such,
again, are the sources in which, tt;e situation
of the person in question being given, any
defieiencv in respect of relative audadequate
_tel_ige_ee is. it seem,, to be looked _br.
tt i_ in the eharae*er of a cause of deft_neney in relative and adequa*e inlormation,
that distance in point of time operates as a
or' deficiency ia respect of relative and
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adequate intelligence ; and so in regard to di_°
tance in point of place•
As to relative probity, any deficiency reo
ferable to this head will be occasioned by
the exposure of thepersona caius _o the action
of sinister interest : eon,'ernmg which, see
Part V. Chapter llL--Cauaes of the utterance
ofthese.fMlacies.
The most ordinary and conspicuous defteiency in the article of relative probity, is that
of sincerity : the improhity consisting in the
opposition or discrepancy between the opio
nion expressed and the opi*fion really enter.
taioetL
But as not only declaration of opinion, but
opinion itself, is exposed to the action of sinister iz_tercst,--iu
_ fhr as this is the case,
the deficiency is occasioned in two ways : by
the action of tire siui.-ter interest, either the
relevatlt mean_ and materials are kept out of
the mind ; or, if this be not found practicable,
the attention i- kept from fixing upon them
wi_h tl_e degree of intensity proportioned to
their legitmrately persua_ve force.
As to the ma-s ol°inibrmation received by
any person in relation to a given subject, the
correctness and completeness of such information, and thence the probabilityofeorreetne_ o_ the part of theopinitm grounded on it,
will be in the joint ratio of tire sufficiency of
the means of collecting such information, and
the strength of the motwes by whieh he wai
urger| to tt_e employment of those means.
On both these accounts taken together, at
the top of the _eate of trustworthi1_ess stands
that mass of authority which is constituted
by what may be termed scientific or profe_
si'onal opinion : that is, opinion entertained
in relation to the snb.lect in question by a
person who, by special means and motives
attached to a particular situation in life, may
with reason be considered as possessed of"
such means ot insuring the correctness of hht
opinion, as camrot reasonably be expected to
have place on the part of a person not so cheumstanced.
As to the special motives in question, they
will in every ease be fouml to consist of good
or evil ; profit, for instance, or loss, presenti_Jg themselves as eventually likely to befall
the persoo in question--profit
or othergood in
(a,c of the correetne._s of his opinion--toss or
other evll in the event of its incorrectness.
In proportion to the force with which a
man's will is operated upon by _he motive*
in question, is the degree of attention eraployed in looking out tbr the means of intbrmarion, and the use made of therein the way
of reflection towards the formation of his
opinion.
Thus in the ease ofeveryoeenpatlon
whie0a
a man engages in with a view to profit, the
hope of gaining his livelihood, and the feat
of not gaining it, are the motiv_ by whi_,
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]_e_s nrged to applyhis attention
to the
collection of xsbatsoever information ma_
Contribute to the correctness of tile several
o|umous which he may have occasion to filrm
respeetitxg the most advantageous method o!
carrying on the several operations by which
such profit may be obtained,
1. The legitimately persuasive force of profcssional authority being taken a_ the highest term in the scale, the following may be
noticed as expressive of so many other species
of authority, occupying so many interior detrees in the same scale : -2. Authority derived from, power.
The
greater the quantity of power a man has, no
matter in what shape, the nearer the attthority of his opinion comes to professional authority, in respeet of the facility of obtaining
the means conducive to correctness of deciIlion.
8. Authority derived frorcr opulence. Opulence--being
an instrument of power, and
to a eonsiderahle extent applieahle in a direct
way to many or mo_t of the purposesto which
power is apphcable--seems
to stand next
after power in the scale of instruments of
facility as above,
4. Authority derived from reputation, tonsidered as among the efficient e'auses of retpeet.
By reputation, understand, on this
occ,,sion, general reputation, not special and
relative reputation, which would rank the
species of authority under the head of professionM authority as above,
.Note, that of all these four species of authority, it is only in the case of the first that
the presumable advantage which is the efficleat cause of its legitimately persuasive force
extends to the article of motives as well as
metros. By having the motives that tend to
correctness of information, the professional
man has the m_ans likewise ; since it is to the
force of the motives under the stimulus of
which he acts, that he is indebted for whatever means he acquires. It is from his having
the motives, '_hat it follows that he has the
means,
But in those other eases, whatsoever be the
means which a man's situation places within
his reach, it follows not that he has the ran.
tives_that
he is actually under the impulse
of any motive soffieient to the full action of
that desire and that energy by which alone
he can be in an adequate degree put in possession of the means,
On the contrary, in proportion as in the
teale ofpower the man in question rises above
the ordinary level, in that same proportion,
in respect of motives for exertion (be the line
of action what it may,) he is apt to sink below the same level : because, the greater the
quantum of the share of the general mass of
objects of desire that a man is already in posSt_tion of, the gre_ter is the amount of that

'_

port_onof ],isdesire,
which isMready |ns
-tate of sutural:on, and eonsequel,tly the less
the amou,,tof that portion which, remaining
unratified, is left free to operate upon his
mind m the character of a motive.
Ureter oriental despotism, the person at
whose command the means of intbrmation
exist in a larger proportion than they do in
the instance of any other person whatever,
is the despot; but necessary motices being
wanting, no use is made by him of these
means, and the general resnlt is a state of
ahnost infantine imbecility and ignorance.
Such, in kind, varying only in degree, is
the ease with every hand in which power is
lodged, nnincumhered with obligation ; or. in
other words, with sense of eventual danger.
In England. the king, the peer, the opulent
borough-holding
or county-holding
eountry
gentleman,
should, on the above prineipte,
present an instance of the sort of dotthleseale
in question, in which, while memm decrease,
motiws rise.
But so long as he takes any part at all in
public affairs, the sense of that weak kind
of eventual responsibility to which, notwitho
standing the prevailing habits of idolatry,
the monarch, as such, stands at all times exposed, suffices to keep his intellectual faculhe, at a point nmre or less above the point
of titter ignorance ; whereas, short of proveable idioti,m, the.e is no degree of imbecility
that in either ot those two other situations
can suffice to render it matter of danger or
inconvenience to the possessor, either toleave
altogether unexercised the power annexed
to such situation, or, without tile smallest
regard for the public weliare, to exercise it
in whatever manner may be most agreeable
or convenient to himself.
All this while, it is only on the suppositio_
of pedect relative probity, viz. of that branch
of prob,ty that consists of sincerity, as well
as absence of all such sources of delusion as
to the person in question are liable to pro.
duee the effects of insincerity -- in a word,
it is only on the supposition of the absence
of exposure to the action of any sitiister in.
retest, operating in such direction as to tend
to produce either erroneous opinion, or mls.
representation of a man's opinion on the subject in question, that, in so tar as it depends
on the information neees_ry to correctness
of opinion, the title of a man's authority to
regard bears any proportion either to motives
or to means of information as above.
On the contrary, if, either immediately
or through the medimn of the will, a ,,_n's
understanding ire exposed to the dominion of
sinister interest, the more eomp_e*e as wen
as correct the mass of relative information
is whieh he possesses, the more eomptete|y
destitute of all title to regard, i.e. to eonf_
dence, unless it be ill the opposite direction. _
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will the authority, or pretended or real optnion, be.
Hence it is, that on the question. What _s
the system of remuneration best adapted to
the purpo_ of obtaining the highest degree
of official aptitude throughout the whole field
of official service?-- the authority of any
person, who here or els .where, now or formerly, was in possession or expectation of
any such situation as that of minister of
state, so far from being greater than that of
an average man, is nor equal to O, but in
the mathematical sense negative, or so much
below 0 ; i.e. so far as it affords a reason
for looking upon the opposite opinion as the
right and true one.
So, again, as to this question _ What, in
so far as concerns cugnoscibility, or economy
and exped tion in procedure, the state of the
law ouqht to be ? --in the instance of any
person who here or elsewhere, recently or
formerly, but more particularly in this conntry, was in possession or expectation of any
situation, professional or official, the profitableness of which, in the shape of pecuniary
emulument, or in any other shape (such as
power, reputation, ease, mM occasionally
veugeancc,) depended upon the incognoscibility, the expensiveness, tke dilatoriness,
the vexatiousness of the system of judicial
procedure_the
weight of the authority-the stren_.h of its title to credit on the part
of tho_e understandings to which the force of
it is appli_.d, _is not merely equal to O, but in
the mathematical sense negative, or so much
below O.
Note, that where, as above, the weight or
probative force of the anthorlty in question
is spoken of as being not positive but negatire (being rendered so by sinister interest,)
what is taken for granted is, that the dJrection in which the authority is offered is the
same as that in which the sinister interest
acts ; for if, the direction in which the sini.-tcr
interest acts ]_ing one way, the direction in
which the opinion acts lies the other way-in such ease, the title of the opinion to credit
on the part of the understandings to which
it is proposed, so far fi'om being destroyed
or weakened, is much incre_¢ed ; because the
grounds for correctness of opinion, the rapfives and the means which in that case lead
to correctness being more completely within
the reach of, and according to probability
present to, the minds of this class of men,
the forces that tend to promote aberration
having by this supposition spent themselves
in vain, the chance for correctness is thereby
greater.
Accordant with this, and surely enough aceovdont with experience and common sense,
is one of the few rational rules that as yet
have received edmittance among the teehnisally-established rules of evidence. In a man's
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own favour his own testimony is the weakest
_ in his disfavour, the stro]Jgest, evidence.
It is ou this account that, wherever a matt
is in a superior degree furnished as above
with means of, and motives for, obtaining
relevant information, the stronger the force
of the sinister interest under the action of
which his opinion is delivered, the stronger
is his title to attention. In the way of direct
and relevant argument applying to the question in hand in a direet and specific way, ff
the question be susceptible of any such arguments, in proportion to the efficiency of the
motives and means he has for the acquisition
of such relevant information, is the prohahi]try of his bringing such information to view.
If, then, instead of bringing to view any such
relevant information, or by way of supplement
and support to such relevant information
(when weak and insufficient,) the arguments
which he brings to view are of the irrelevant
sort, the addition of such bad arguments eltords a sort of circumstantial evidence, an_l
that of no mean degree of probative force,
of the inability of the side thus advocated to
furnish any good ones.
Ctosenes, of the relation between theimo
medmte subject in hand, and the subject of
the supposed opinion of which the authority
is composed, has been mentioned as the third
circumstance necessary to be considered in
estimating the credit due to authority : _of
this, it is evident enough, there cannot be any
common and generally applicable measure :
it is that sort of quantity, of the amount of
which a judgment can only he pronounced
in each individual ease.
As to the fidelity of the medium through
which the opinion constitutive of the authority in question has been, or is supposed to
have been, transmitted,_it
is only pro memerle that this topic is here brought to view
in the list of the circumstances from which
the legitimately persuasive force of an optnion constitutive of authority is liable to
experience decrease, of its admission into
this list the propriety is, on the bare mention,
as manifest as it is in the power of reasoning
to make it. In this respect, the rule and
measure, as well as cause, of such decrease,
stand exactly on the same ground as the rule
with respect to any other evidence ; authority being, to the purpose in question, neither
more nor less than an article of circumstantial
evidence.
The need for the legitimately persuasive
fores of authority,
i. e. probability of cornputatively superior information on the one
I
[
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I
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ground of direct evideneenthe
more cogent dearly of the c_nsiderafions w_ich be hmlthe necessity he is under of trusting, with a brought to view.
degree of confidence more or tess implicit, to
Neither is there any fallacy in making
_hat species of circumstantial evidence : and reference to the opinion of this or that proin proportion
to the nLmber of thepersons fessional
person,in a caseto sucha degree
who possess,
eachwithinhimself,
the means professional
orscientific,
withrelation
tothe
of Ibrmingan opinionon any givensubject hearers
orreaders,
thatthe forminga correct
tmtheground of such directevidence,the judgmenton suchrelevant
and specific
argupesterthenumber of the personstowhom
mentsasbelongtoit,isbeyondtheircompe.
;_oughtto be matterof shame toframeand tence.In matterstouchingmedicalscience_
pronouncetheirrespective
decision,
on no chemistry,
astronomy,the mechanical
arts.
betterground thanthatofsuchinconclusivethevariousbranchesof theartof war,&_e...
and necessarily
fallacious
evidence,
no othercoursecouldbe pursued.
Of thetruthofthisobservation,
men belonging to the several classes, whose situation
§ 2. Appeal to Avtl_orily. in wh_ eas_
in the community has given to them, in confallacious."
junction with efficient power, a separate and
The case in which reference to authority
sinister interest opposite to that of the corn- is open to the imputation of tallacy, is where,
raunity in general, have seldom _iled to be in the course of a del_ate touching a subject
in a sufficient degree percipient,
lying in such sort within the comprehension
In this perception, in the instance of the of the debaters, that argument bearing the
fraternity of lawyers, may be seen one cause, closest relation to it would be perfectly within
though not the only one, of the anxiety be- the sphere of their comprehension, nauthotraved, and pains taken, to keep the rule of rlty (a sort of arguu_ent in the case here m
action in a state of as complete incognosciquestion not relevant) is employed in the
hility as possible on the part of those whose place of such relevant arguments as might
e_gnduct m professed to be directed by it, and have been adduced on one side, or in oppowhose fate is in fact disposed of by it.
sition to irrelevant ones adduced on the other
In this same perception, in the instance of side.
the clergy of old times in the Romish church,
But the case in which the practice of admay be seen in like manner the cause, or at dncing authority in the character of an arguleast one cause, of the pains taken to keep in ment is in the highest degree exposed to the
the same state ofincognoselbihty the aeknowimpotation of fallacy, is, where the situation
l_dged rule of actmn in matters of sacred and of the debaters being such, that. the forming
supernatural law.
a correct conception of, m:d judgment on.
In this same perception, in the instance of such relevant arguments as the sub leer _lthe English clergy of times posterior to those mlts, is not beyond their competency, the
of the Romish church--in
this same pereep- opinion, real or supposed, of any person who
_ion may be seen one cause of the exertions
from his pro|ession or other particular situsmade by so large a proportion of the governing
tion, derives an interest opposite to that ot
classes of that hierarchy, to keep back, and the puhlic, is adduced in the character of an
possible render abortive the system of in- argument, in lieu of such rplewant arguments
ventioo which has forits object the giving to as the question ought to furnish. _ (In an
the exercise of the art of rea_ing the highest
Appendix to this Chapter will be given
degree of universality possible,
examples of persons whose declared opinions,
To return.
Be the subject-matter
what on a question of legislation, are in a peculiar
it may, to the account of fallacies cannot oe degree liable to be tinged with falsity by the
place_l any mention made of an opinion to at_ion of sinister interest.)
such or such an effect, as having been dellHe xrho, on a question concerning the provered or intimated by such or such a person
priety of any law or established practice with
byname, whe_ the sole object of the refe- reference to the time being, refers to autbofence is to pois"_ out a place where relevant
rity as decisive of the question, assumes the
arguments adduced on a given occasior, may truth of one or other of two positions : viz.
be found in a more complete or perspicu ms that the principle of utility-i. e. that the
state than they are on the occasion on which greatest happiness of the greatest number
they are adduced.
In the ease thus supposed, there is no it'• - An unquestionable maxim.'* it is said, is
relevancy. The arguments referred to are by this: --" Reason, and not authority, should dethe supposition relevant ones ; such as, if the termine the judgment :" Said ? and by whom ?
person by whom they have been presented to even by a bishop ; and by what bishop_ even
clew were altogether unknown, would not Bishop Warburton : and this is not in one work
to_e anything of their weight ; the opinion is I only,
but in two.
Theand
above
words
are from
Div. Legal
it. 302.;
in his
Alliance.
&e.his,
is
not presented as constitutive of authority, as [ a passage to the same effect: here, then, we have
r_srrving any weight of its_,tf, and lade'pen- t authority against authority.
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not at the time in question the proper
gt*mlard for judging of the merits of the
q n,Slimy : of', that the practice of other anti
former thne_, or the opflfion of uther persons.
ought to be retcarded in all ea_es a_.conclusive
evidem'e of the nat_tre and tendency of the
practice--conclusive
evidence, super.ediug
the necessity and propriety of any recourse
to reason or present experience,
In the first cage. being -eally aa enemy to
the eommunity, that he should be esteemed
a.s such by all to whmn the happiness of the
community is an object ot re_ard, is no more
than right and reasona!de, -- no more than
what, if men acted consistently, would uniformly take ptaee,
In the other ease, what he does is, virtually
tO acknowledge himself not to posses_ any
powers of reasoning which he himself can
venture to think it sate to trust to: incapahle of forming for himself any judgment
by which he looks upon it as safe to be tietermintM, he betakes tfimself for safety to
some other man. or _t of men, of whmn he
knows little or nothing, except that they
lived so many years ago; that the period of
their existence was by so much anterior to
his own time--by so much anterior, and consequeutly po.sessiug for its guidance so much
the less experience,
But wheu a man gives this account of himself-- when he represents his own ufind as
labourhfg und'r this kind and degree of irabeeility, -- whatean t_emore reasonable than
that he shouhl be taken at his word ?-- that
he slmuld he considered as a persou labourmg under a general and incurable imhecdity,
from whom nothing relevant can reasonably
be expected ?
He who, in place of reasoning deduced (if
the subject be of a practical nature) from the
consideration of the end in view, emplo._s
attthority, makes no secret of' the opinion he
entertains of his hearers or his readers: he
assumes that those to whom he addresses himself are incapable, each ot them, of forming a
judgment of their own. If they submit to this
insult, may it not be presumed that they aeknowledge the jugtiee of it?
Of im'_eeility---at any rateofself-conscions
and self avowed imbecility--proportionable
humility ought naturally to be the result ;
On the contrary, so far from hmmlity_
the this species of idol_try_of
this worshipl_r,g of dead me.a'_ bones,--all
the passions
the most oppn..ite to humility--pride,
anger,
olrstinacy, and overbearingness, -- are the fi'equent, not to say the constant, aecompaniments,
With _he utmost strength of mind that can
be displayed in the fiehl of reasoning, no teastare'de man ever manifests so much he_t,
assmnes so much, or exhibits himself disposed
to ae_r so little, sm these men, whose title to
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regard and notice is thut_ given up by themselves.
_'henee this ineonslstenev ?_wbenee
this
violence ? From tMs alone, that having some
abuse to defendsome abu,_e in whit.'h they'
lfave an interest and a profit --.aml thiding il_
off the ground of present puhlic interest indefensible, they fly tbr refuge to the only sort
of argument m which so much as the preteno
stun of being sincere in error can find coon*
teuauee.
135 auvhority,_upport,
the strength of which
is proportioned to the number of tim persons
jounng in it, is gaven to systems of opinions
at ooee absuzd and pernicious _ to the religion of ]3nddh, of 13ream, of Fob, of Me.
hornet.
And hence it may be inferred that the probative force of authority is not increased by
the number of those who may have professed
a given opinion-- unless, indeed, it eouhl be
proved that each indtvidual of the multitudes
who profe-sed the opinion, posses_d _u the
highest degree the means anti motives for
ensuringitseorrectness.
Even in such sense,
it would not warrant the substitution of the
authority for such direct evidence and arguuncnts as any cage in debate might be able
to supply, supposing the debaters capable of
comprehending such direct evidonce algl ar.
guments : but that, in ord/nary cages, no such
circumstantial
evidence should possess any
such legitimately probative force as to warraa_ the addition, much less the substitution
of it, to that sort of information which belongs to direct evidence, will, it is supposed,
be rendered sutticiently apparent by the toL.
lowing considerations:1. If in theory any the minutest degree of
force were aseribod to the elementary toonude of the body of authority thuseomposed_
and this theory were followed up in practice,
the consequence would be, the utter subverstun of the existing state of things :--as for
example _ if distance in point of time were
not su_icient to destroy the probative force
of such authority, the Catholic religion would
in England be to bz restored to the exclusive
dominion it possessed and exereised /or so
many centuries:
the toleration laws would
be to be repealed, and persecution to the
length of extirpation would be to be suhstitoted to whatever liberty in conduct and discourse is enjoyed at pre_nt ; _and in this
way, after the abolished religion bad thus
heen triumphantly
restored, an inexorable
door would be shut against every imaginable
change iu it, affd thence against every imagmable reform or improvement in it, through
all thture ages :
2. If distance in point of place were not
understood to hgve the same effeet, someothe2
religion than the Christian _ the religion ot
Mahomet for example, or the way of thinking
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in matters of re|iglon prevalent in China-would have to be substituted by law to the
Christian religion
In authority, defence, such as it is, has been
found tbr every impertection, fi_r every abuse,
for ev.ry the t_st pernicmus and most exeerahle abmninatiou that the most corrupt systern of government has ever husbanded in its
bosom:_
Al_d here may be seen the mischief necessarily att_ebed to the course of him whose
footsteps are regulated by the finger of this
blind guide,
What is more, from henee may inferences
be deduced -- nor those ill-grounded ones -respecting the probity or improbity, the sineerity or insincerity, of him who, standing in
a public situation, blushes not to look to this
blind guide, to the exclusmn of, or in prefe.
fence to, reason-- the only guide that does
not begin with shutting his own eyes, for the
purpose of clo_ing the eye_ of his followers,
Astheworldgrowsolder,
ifat the same time
it grows wiser (which it will do unless the
period shall have arrived at which experience,
the mother of wisdmn, shall have become
barren,) the influence of authority willin eaeh
situation, mid particularly in parliament, beCome tess and less.
Take any pa_'t of the field of moral science,
private morahty, em_stitutioual law, private
law_ go hack a fi:w centuries, and you will
find argument consisting of reterenee to authorit/¢, not exclusively,
but. in as large a
proportion as possible.
As experience has
ilrereased, authority has been gradually set
aside, m_d reasoning, drawu from facts, and
guided by retbreuee to the end in view, true
or false, has taken its place,
Of the enormous mass of Roman law heaped
up in the school of Justinian -- a mass, the
perusal of which would employ several lives
occupied by nothing else-- m_terials ot this
description constitute by far the greater pint.
A throws out at r,mdom some loose thought:
B, catching it up, tells you what A thinks
_at
least, what A said : C tells you what
has been said by A aml B ; and thus, like an
avatam.he, the mass rolls on.
Happily, it is oaly in matters of law and
religioo that endeavours are made, by the fayour shown aatd currency given to this fallacy,
tc hmit and debilitate the exercise of the
right of private inquiry in as great a degree
as I_)ssible, though at this time of day the
exercise of this essential right can no longer
be suppressed in a emnplete and direct _ay
by t.gal punishment,
In mechanics, in astronomy, in mathematies, in the new-born se,ence of chemistry-_o one has at this time of day either effronterv or folly enough to avow, or so much as
to h_sinua_, that the most desirable state of
tbe_ branda_ of uiw.fal knowledge, the molt

_

rational and e|ig_|e course, is to substlttr_e
decision on the ground of authority, to deeision on the ground of direct and specific
evidence.
In every branch of physical art and science,
the folly of this substitution or preference in
matter of demonstration--ls
matter of intuitioo, and as such is univer._allyaekuowledged.
In the moral branch of science, religion not
excluded, the tolly of the like receipt tbr eoro
reetness of opinion would not be less universally recognised, if the wealth, the ease, and
the dignity attached to and supported by the
maintenance of the opposite opinion, did not
so steadily resist such recognition.
Causes of the e_nployrnent andprevalenee of
thi_fallac_.
It is obvious that this fallacy, in all its
branches, is so frequently resorted to by those
who are interested in the support of abuses,
or of institutions pernicious to the great body
of the people, with the intention of suppressrng all exercise of reason. A foolish or
unten.ble propositmn, resting on its own sup.
port or the mere credit of the utterer, could
not fail speedily to encounter detection and
exposure ; -- the same proposition, extracted
fi'om a p_ge of Blackstone, or from the page
or mouth of any other person to whom the
idle and unthinking are an the habit of uneono
ditionally surrendering their understandings,
shal, disarm all opposition.
Blind obsequiousness, ignorance, idleness,
irresponsibility,
anti-constitutional
dependence, anti-coustitutmnat
independence, are
the causes _hieh enable this fallacy to maim
tain such an ascendency in the governing assemblies of the British empire.
First, In this situation one man is on each
occasion ready to borrow an opinion of another, because through ignorance and imbeeility he feels himself unable, or through want
of solicitude unx_itlmg, to form one tbr himself; and he is thus ignorant, if natural talent does not ikil hhn, because he is so id/e.
Knowledge, especially in so wide and extensire a field, requires study ; study, labour of
mind, best_J_ ed with more or :ess energy, for
a greater or less length of time.
But, secondly, Ina situation for which the
strongest ILlents would not be more than
adequa_'e, there is frequently a tkilure of harural talent ; because in so many instances
admission to that. situation depends either on
the person admitted, or on others to whom,
whether he has or has not the requisite
talents is a matter of indifference, that no
degree of intellectual deficiency, short of palpable idiocy, can have the effect of exeludin_
a man from occupying it.
Thirdly, The sense of responsibility is in
the instm_ee of a large proportion of the meraburs wanting altogether; beeauso in so small
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s proportion are they at any time in any
de_ree of dependence on the people whose
fare is in their hands, and because, in the
instance ot the few who are in any degree
so dependent, the efficient ca,lse, aml conseq_len_ly the feehng of such dependence, endures during so small a propurtion of the
time for which they enj,_y their situations :
because also, whi e so few are dependent on
.tb _se on whom they ought to ire dependent,
so many are dependent_ on those who ought
to be dependent on themthose servants
of the cro_m, on whose conduct they are
¢wnmission d by their constituents to act as
judges.
What share of k,owtedge, intelligence, and natural talent, is in the House,
is thus di_'idet between those who are, and
their rivals who hope to be, servants of the
crow,.
The consequence is, that, those ex_pted m whom knowledge, intelligence, and
talent, are worse than useless, the House is
composed of men, the furniture of whose
minds is made up of discordant prejudiees,
of which on each occasion they follow that
by which the interest or passion of the mement is most promoted,
Then, with regard to responsibility,
so
happily have matters been managed by the
hou_e,--a
seat there is not less clear of
obhgation than a seat in the opera-house : in
both, a man takes his seat, then only when
ae cannot find more amusement elsewhere;
for both the qualificatious are the same, -a'ticket begged or bought: in neither is a
man charged with any obligation, other" than
the uegatrve one of not. being a nuisance
to the emnpany; in both, the length as well
as number of atteudances depends on the
amusement a man finds, except, in the case
of the house, as regards the members dependent ou the crown.
True it is, that a
sell-called independent member is not necessarily ignorant and weak : if by accident a
man possessed of knowledge and intelligence
is placed in the house, his se_t will not depave him of his acquirements. All, therefore,
that is meant is, only that ignorance does
not disqualify,, not that knowledge does. Of
the crown and its creatures it is the interest
that this ignorance be as thick as puss]hie,
Why ? Because, the thicker the ignorance,
the more completely is the furniture of men's
minds made up of those interest-begotten
prejudices, which render them blindly ohsequioas to all those who, with power in their
hands, stand up to take the lead.
But the Emperor of Morocco is not more
irresponsible, and therefore more likely to be
ignorant and prone to be deceived by the
fallacy of authority, than a member of the
British Parliament : _ the Emperor of Merocco's power is clear of obligation; so is the
rr_mber's : -- the emperor's power, it is true
is an integer, and the member's but a fraction
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of it ; but no ignorance preveuts a man from
becoming or continuing Emperor of Morocco,
nor from becou,ing or continuing a member :
-- the emperor's title is derived from birth ;
so is that of many a member :--_o enjo_ his
despotism, no fraud, insincerity, h._pocrisy,
or jargon, is necessary to the emperor; much
of all to the member: -- by ascending and
maintaining his throne, no principle is violuted by the emperor ; by the member, if a
borough-holder,
many are violated on his
taking and retmniug his seat:_by
being a
despot, the emperor is not an impostor ; the
member is :-- the emt)eror pretends not to
be a trustee, agent, deputy, delegate, representative ; lying is not mnong the aceompaniments of his tyranny and insolence; the
member dues pretend all this, and (if a
borough-holder) lies. A trust-holder ? Yes;
but a trust-breaker ; -- an agent ? Yes ; but
fur him_lf;--a
representative of the peopie ? Yes ; but so as Mr. Kemble is of Macbeth ; -- a deputy ? Yes ; because it has not
been in their power to depute, to delegate
anybo_ty else : -- deputy, _ delegate, _ neither title he assumes but for argument, and
when he cannot help it; deputation being"
matter of f.,ct, the word presents an act with
all its eircumsta,ees--viz,
fewness of the
electors, their want of freedom, &c. ; represensation is a more convement word--the
acts, &c. are kept out of sight by it_it
is
a mere fiction, the offspring of lawyer-crab.
and any one person or thing may be reprasensed by arty other : by canvass with colours,
a man is represented ; by a king, the whole
people ; by an ambassador, the king, and
thus the people.
Remedy against the i_fluence of this falla_.
For banishing ignorance, for sutrstituting
to it a constantly competent measure of useful, appropriate, and general instruction, the
proper, the necessary, the only means, lu: not
deep beneath the surface.
The sources of instruction being supposed
at command, and the quant]ty of natural
talent given, the quantity of information obtained will in every case be as the quantity"
of mental labour employed in the collection
of it -- the quantity of mental labour, as the
aggregate strength of the motiws by which
a man is excited to labour.
In the existing order of things, there is,
comparatively speaking, no instruction obrained, because no labour is bestowed : no
labour is bestowed, because none of the me,
tives by which men are excited to labour see
applied in this direction.
The situation being by the supposition tm
object of desire, if the case were such, thaws
without labour employed in obtaining inssru¢. _
tion, there would be no chance of obtaining
the eituatlou, or but an inferior chance; .._
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while, in ease of labour so employed, there
wou]dbe aeertainty, or asuperior chance:o
here, instruction would have its motives; -here, labour applied to the attainment ol instruction--here,
consequently, instructionitsell--would
have itsprobably¢flficientcause,
The quality_i, e. the relative applicability
of the mass of information obtained_is
an
object _tot to be overlooked,
_fhe goodness of the quality will depend
on the liberty enjoyed in respect of tLe choice,
By prohibit.ons, with penalties attached to
the delivery of alleged iniormation relative
to a suhject in question, or any part of it,
the qaahty of the whole mass is impaired,
and an implied certificate is given of'the truth
and utility of whatsoe_er portion is thus endeavoured to be suppressed,
APPENDIX.
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greatest, it is the lawyer's _ntere_ that he
p_se_s it to the n'arrowest, extent, | ossihle,
It is every man's interest to keepout ot law.
yers' haua_ as n,u_h as possihle_it
is the
lawyer's interest to gel h m in as often, as_d
keephlminashmg,
as possible, _ and thene_
tLat any written expression ofthe wmdsneee_
-ary to keep nen-la_\_ers out of his hart, nmy
as long as pos-ible be prevented from coming
into existence ; a,Jd when in existence, may aS
long as possible b. kept from being present to
his mind,_and
whel_prescnted, from staying
there." It is the lawyer's interest, therefore.
that people should continually snff_r for tb_
non-observance of laws, which, so far Irom
having received efficient promulgation, have
never vet found an_ authori.ative expression
in worcts. This is the perfection of oppression:
yet. propose that access to knowledge of tho
laws be afforded by means of a code, lawyers,

F__rnrapTesof descriptions of persons u,l_ose
declared opinions upon a question of leqislotion are peculiarly bable to be tingedwith
falstttl by the action of sinister interest,
"
1. Lawyers ; oppositeness of their interest to
the umversal interest,
TH_ opinions of lawyers in a question of
legislation,
particularly of such lawyers as
are or have been practising advocates, are
peculiarly liable to be tinged with talsity by
the operation of sinister interest.
To the
interest of the community at large, that of
every advocate is in a state of such direct
and constant opposition (especially in civil
matters.) that the above assertion requires
an apology to redeem it from the appearance
of trifling: the apology consists in the extensively prevailing propensity to overlook m_d
turn aside from a fact so entitled to notice. It
is the people's interest, that delay, vexation,
and expense of procedure, should be as small
as possible : --it is the advocate's, that they
should be as great as possible : viz. expense,
in so far as his profit is proportioned to it -factitious vexation and delay, in so far as inseparable from the profit-_ielding part o! the
expense.
As to uncertainty in the taw, it is
the people's interest that each man's security
against wrong should be as complete as possable ; that all his rights should be known to
him ; that all acts, which in the case of his
doing them will be treated as offences, may
be known to him as such, together with their

one and all, will join hi declaringit impossible.
To any effect, as occasion occurs, a judge
will tbrge a rule of law : to that same effecg,
in any determinate form of words, propose to
make a law, that same judge will declare it
impossible. It is the judge's interest that ot_
every occasion his declared opinion be taken
tbr the standard of right and wrong--the;
whatever he declares right or wrong be uni_
versally received as such, how contrary so_
ever such declaration be to truth and utility,
or to his own declaration at other times:
hence, that within the whole field of law,
men's opinions of right and wrong should be
as contradictory,
unsettled, and thence tm
obsequious to him as possible ; in particular,
that the same conduct which to others would
occasion shame and punishment, should, to
him and his, occasion honour and reward ;
that on condition of telling a lie it should
be in his power to do what he plebes, tba
injustice mid falsehood being regarded with
complacency and reverence;
that as often
as by fMsehood, money, or advantage in any
other shape can be produced to him, it should
be regarded as proper for him to employ re,
ward or punishment, or both, for the procure,.
ment of such falsehood.
Cot_sistently with
men's abstaining "from violences, by which
the person and property of him attd his would
be alarudngly endangered, it is his interest
that intellectual as well as moral depravation
should be as intense and extensive _ po_
sible ; that transgressions cognizable by him

event_ml punishment,
that he may avoid
e_mmitting them, and that others may, in as
_ew instances as possible, suffer either from
the wrong, or from the expensive and vexations remedy. Hence it is their interest, that
as to all these matters the rule of action, in
so far as it applies to each man, should at all
times be not only discoverable, but actually
present to his mill. Such knowledge, which
it is every man's intere_ to poueas to the

" A considerable proportion of what is termed
.hecommon law of England is in this ors1 and
unwritten state. The cases in whoa it hat late_
clothed with words--that is, in whwh it has b_n
i_amed and pronounced--are to be found in the
various coLiectians of reported decisions. These
decisions,
nothavingarethe
sanetionofahwpassed
by
the legislature,
confirmed
or overrffied s_"
pleasure by the existing judges; so tha% exeep_
in matters of the most common and daily o¢¢a_
reace, they afford no rule of aetmn at all.
.
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should be as numerous a_ possible ; that injuries and other transgressions committed by
him should be reverenced as acts of virtue ;
that the st_ll'efing produced by such injuries
should be pla,.ed, not to his account, but to
the immutable nature of things, or to the
wrongdoer, who, but for the encouragement
from him, would not have become such.
His professional and persm_al interest being
thus adverse to that of the pubih', from a
lawyer's declaration that the tendency of a
proposed law relative to procedure, &c. is
pernicio_s, the contrary in[ereuee may not
unreasonably be drawn.
From those habits
of misrepresenting their own opinion (i. e. of
insincerity) which are almost pecuhar tothis
in comparison with other elas_es, one presumptioo is, that he does not entertain the
opinia_ thus declared ; --another,
that if he
does. he has [men deceived into it by sinister
interest, and the authority of co-professional
men, in like manner deceivers or deceived :
in other words, it is the result of interest,
begotten prejudice,
in the case of every
other body of men, it is generally e×pected
that their conduct and language will be for
the most part directed by their own interest,
that is, by their own wew of it. In the case
of the lawyer, the grmmd of this persuasion,
so far from being weaker, is stronger than in
any other ease. th_ evidence being thus intore,ted evide,_ee, according to his own rules
his declarauon of opiuiou on the subject here
pointed out would not Ire so much as hearable It is true, were those rules consistently
observed, jmhcature wouhi he useless, attd
society dissolved : accordingly they are not so
observed, but obse, vedor broken pretty nmch
at pleasure; bat they are not the less among
the number of those rules, the excellence
and inviolability of which thelawyer is never
tired of trumpeting.
But on arty point such
as those in question, nothing could be more
unreasonable, nothing more inconsistent with
what has been said a _ove, than to refuse him
a hearin_¢. On every such point, his habits
and experience afford him tacilities not possessed by any one else, for finding relevant
and specific arguments, when the nature of
the ease affords mJy ; but the surer he is of
being able to find such arguments, if any such
are to be found, the stronger the reason for
treating his naked declaratton of opinion as
unworthy of all regard: accompanied by
speeifie arguments, it is useless; destitute of
them, it amounts to a virtual confession of
their non-existence,
So matters stand on the question, what
tmgltt to be law ?
On the question what the law/s, so long
at the rule of action is kept in the state of
common, alias unwritten, ahasim.tgin ,rylaw,
authority, though next to nothing, is everything.
The question is, what on a given
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occasion A (the judge) is likely to think:
wait till your fortune has been spent in the,
inquiry, and _oa will know; but |br, tsmueh as
it is naturally a man's wish to be able to give
a [ uess what the result will eventually be, be.
fore he has spent his fortune, in the view if
possible to avoid spendi,g his ibrtuoe, and
getting nothing in return for it, he applies,
through the medium of B (an attorney,) for
an opinion to C (a counsel)_ who, considering
what D (a former judge) ha.% on a subject
supposed to be more or tess analogous to the
one in question, said or been supposed tosay,
deduces therefrom his guess as to what, when
the time comes, judge A, he thinks, will say,
and gives it you.
A shorter way would be,
to put the question at once to A ; but, for
obvious reasons, this is not permitted.
On many eases, again, as well-grounded a
guess might he had of an astrologer for five
shillings, as of a counsel for twice or thrice
*as many guineas, but that the lawyer con.
siders the astrologer as a smuggler, and puts
him down.
But Packwood's opinion on the goodness
of his own razors would be a safer guide for
judging of their goodness, than a judge's
opinion on the goodness of a proposed law :
it i_ Packwood's interest that his lazors be
as good as possible;--the
_udge's, that tho
law be as bad, yet thouyht to be as good, as
pos._ihle. It would not be the judge's inte_
rest that his commodity should, be thus bad,
if, as in the case of Paekwood, the customer
had other shops to go to ; hut in this case,
even when there are twoshops to go to, the
shops being m confederacy, the commodity
is equally bad in both ; and the wor._e the
commmiity, the better it is said to be. In
the ca.-e of the judge's cmnmodity, no expe_
rieuce suffices to tmdeceive men ; the bad
quality of it is reterred to any cause but the
true one.
Example 2. Churchmen ; oppositeness of
their interest to the universal interest.
In the lawyer's case it has been shown, that
on the question, what on such or such a
point ought to be law, -- to refer to a lawyer's opinion, given without or aga nat sperifle reasons, is a fallacy -- its temieney, in
proportion to the regard paid to it, deceptious ;-- the cause of this deeeptious ten.
deney, sinister interest, to the action of
which all advocates aud (being made from,
advocates) all judges stand exposed. Tothe
churchman's case the same reasoning applies:
a_ in the lawyer's ease, the objection dcet
not arise on the question, what law is, but
what ought to be law,_so
in the church.
man's ease, it does not arise as to what ia
matters of religion is law, but as to what in
those matters ought to be law. On a question not ecnneeted with religion, refarenc_t_
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a churchman's opinion as s_ch, as authority,
can scarcely be cousn!ered as a |allaey, su_'h
opinion not being likely to be considered as
Constitutive of authority.
To understand
how great would be the proba'_;lity of _:eception, if on the question, what in matte s of
religion ought; to tie law, the unsupported
opinion of a churchman were to be regarded
as auti_ority, we must develope the nature and
form of the sinister interest by which any
deehration of opinion from such a quarter is
divested of ali title to regard. The sourees
of a ehurehmm_'s sinister interest are as tof
lows : _
1. On entering into the profession, as condition precedent to advantage from it in the
shape of subsistence a.d all other shapes, he
makes of necessity a solemn and recorded
declaration of his belief in the truth of 3_
articles, t?amed "262years ago --the date of
which, the ignorance a_d violenceofthe
time
considered, should suffice to _atisfy a reflecting
mind of the impossibdity of their being alt of
them reall_ |,e',ieved by any person at present,
2. In this declaration is generally understood to be included an engagement or
undertaking, in case of original belief a,d
subsequent change, never to declare, but if
questioned, to deny such change,
3. In t_:e restitution thus established, he
beholds shame and pumsnment attaci_ed to
ainc,erlty--rewards
in the largest quantity to
absurdity and insincerity, h'ow tile presumplions resulting from such an application of
reward and punishment, to engage men to
declare assent to given proposilions, are1st, That the proposition is not believed by
the proposer; 2. Thence, that it is not true ;
3. Thence, that it is not believed by the
aceeptor.
It is impossible by reward or
punishment to produce real a_l immediate
belief: but the tbllowing effects may certainly be produced:-- t. The abstaining from
any declaration of disbelief; 2. Declaration
of belief ; 3. The turmng aside from all
considerations tending to produce disbelief;
4. The looking out for, and fastening exeluslve attention to, all considerations tending
to produce belief--authority
especially, by
which a sort of vague arid indistinct behefof
the most absurd propositions has everywhere
been produced,
On no other part of the field of knowlec_ge
are reward or punishment now-a-days consitiered as fit iustruments for the production
_f assent or dissent. A sehoohnaster would
not he looked upon a_ sane, who, instead vf
putting Euclid's Demonstrations
into the
hands of his scholar, should, without the
Demonstrations,
pot the Propositions into
his hand, and give him a guinea ibr signing
a paper declarative of his belief in them, or
ltw.k him up for a couple of days without food
on his refusal to sign it. And so in chemicI_s mechanit_ husbandry, astronomy, or any

other branch of knowledge.
It is erwe, tbag
in those parts of knowledge in which ass_at
and dissent are left free, the importm_ee ¢d[
truth may be esteemed not so great as here,
where it is thus influenced ; but the more
important the truth, the more flagrant the
absurdity and tyranny of employing, tbr tim
propagation _f it, instruments, the employment of which has a strtmger telglency t_
propagate error than truth.
4. For teaching _ueh religious truths as men
are allowed tc t_ach, together with sueh religioas error as they are thus forced to teach,
the chmehman sees rewards allotted in larger
qtmntities than are allotted to the most useful
.-erviees. Of much of the matter of reward
thu_ bestowed, the disposal is in "he king's
hand% with the power of appl_iz, it, and
motiveg fur applying it, to the parpo_ ofp rliamentary service, paying for habitual breach
of trust, and keeping in corrupt and se_ el;
depe_deuce on his agents, those agents olthO
people whose duty it is to sit as ju,_ges ovm"
the agents of the king. In Ireland, of nine
tenths of tho_e, on pretence of instructing
whom this vast mas, of reward is extorted,
it is known, that, bei_lg by con_ience pc#
eluded ffmn hearing, it is mlpo_-sible thug
they should derive any benefit from such in
struction.
In Scotland, where government reward i1_
not employed in giving support to it, Chure_
of-Enghmlism is reduced to next 1o nothing.
The opinions wt_ieh, in this state of things,
interest engages a churchman tosupport, am
-- 1. That reward to the highest extent
has no tendency to promote insincerity, even
where practicable, to an mmmited extent,
and without chance of detection; 2. Or that
money given in ease of compliance, refused
in case of non-compliance, is not reward for
compliance; 3. Or that p_rfishment applied
in _ase of non-cemplianee, wi*hheld in ease
of compliance, is not punishment; 4. Or
that insincerity is not vice but virtue, and as
such ought to be promoted; ,5. That it ia
not merely consistent with, but requisite to,
good government to extort money from po¢¢
and rich, to be applied as reward fur doing
nothing, or for doing but a small part of that
which is done by others for a small proportion of the same reward, and this on pretentm
of rendering service, which nine-tenths
of
the people refuse to reee.ve.
It is the interest of the persons thus engaged in a course of insincerity, that by th'_
same means perseverance in the same cour_
should be universal and perpetual ; i'or suppnse, in ease of the reward being withheld.
the number annually making the same decla,.
ration should be reduced to half: this would
be presumptive evidence of insincerity on th¢
part of half of tho,e who made it before.
The more flagrant the absurdity,
stronger h each man's interest in engag_
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as many u possible in joining with him in our ancestors"--"
TAe wisdom of ages'the profession of assent to it ; tbr the greater
" Ve,wrable antiquity" -- "' Wisdom of old
the number of such co-declarants, the greater times :"the number of those of whose pl ofessions the
Such are the leading terms and phrases of
elements of authority are (_omposed, and of propositions, tl_e object of which is to cause
those who stand precluded from casting on the alleged repugnance to be regarded as a
the rest the imputation of insincerity,
sufficient reason tor the rejection of the proThe following, then, are the abuse_ in tl_e pond measure.
de.Arenceof which all churchmen are enlisted :
]. Perpetuation of immorahty in the shape
§ 2. ]Exposure.
of insiocerity; 9. Of absurdity in subjects
This faUacy affords one ofthe most strikmg
of the highest importance ; 3. Extortion in- of the numerous instances in which, under the
fllcted on the many for the benefit of the few ; conciliatory influence of custom -- that is, of
4. Reward bestowed on idleness and incapa- prejud, ce-- opinions the most repugnant to
city, to the exclusion of labour and ability;
one anothelr are capable of maintaining their
5. The matter of corruption applied to the ground in the same intellect.
purposes of corruption in a constant stream ;
This "fallacy. prevalent as it is in matters
6. In one of these kingdoms, a vast majority
of law, is directly repugnant to a principle or
of the people kept in degradation, avowedly
maxim universally admitted in almost every
for no other than the above purposes.
But
other department of human intelligence, and
whoever is engaged by interest in the sup- which is the foundation of all useful knowport of any one government abuse, is engaged
ledge and of all rational conduct.
in the support of'all, each giving to the others
" Experience is the mother of wisdom," is
his support in exchange,
among the maxims handed down to the preIt being the characteristic of abuse to need sent and all future ages, 3y the wisdom, such
and receive support from fallacy, it is the as it has been, of past ages.
interest of every man who derives profit from
No I says this fallacy, the true mother of
abuse in any shape, to give the utmost curwisdom is not experience, but ineaTerie.ce.
reney to fallacy in every shape--viz, as well to
An absurdity so glaring carries in itself its
those fallacies which render more particular own refutation ; anti all that we can do is, to
iervicetoothers'abuses,
as those whicttrender
trace the cauls which have contributed to
such service to his own. It being the interest
give to this fallacy such an ascendency in
of each person so situated to give the utmost
matters of legislation.
supporttoabuse,and theutmostcurrencyto
Among the severalbranchesof the fallafallacy
in everyshape,itisalsohisinterestdes ofanthority,
thecauseofdeh_ionismore
togivetheutmostefficiency
tothesystemof impressive
inthisthan inany other.
educatinuby which men aremost effectually I. From inaccuracyof conceptionarises
divested
bothofthepower and willtodetect incorrectness
of expression
; frmn which exa_d expose fallacies,
and thenceto suppress pression,
conceptmn,being producedagain,
everysystemofeducation
inproportion
asit error,from havingbeen a momentary cause,
hasa contrary
tendency.Lastly,thestronger Comes tobe a permanenteffect
theinterest
by which a man isurgedtogive
In the verydenominationcommonly emourrencyto fallacy,
and thus to propagate ployedtosign'ify
theportionoftimetowhich
deception,
themore likely
isitthatsuchw_ll thefallacy
refers,
isvirtually
involved
a false
be hisendeavour:thelessfit,
therefore,
will and deceptiousproposition,
which,frmn its
hisopinionbe to servein thecharacter
of beingemployedbyeverymouth, isatlen_h.
Imthority.
as a standardand model for the withoutexamination,
received
astrue.
opiaio_ of others.
What in common language is called o/d
time. ought (with reference to any period at
which the igllacy in question is employed) to
CHAPTER
IL
be called you.g or early time.
WISDOMor ova A_CESTORS; OR Ch'_ZgSE
A_ between individual and individual living
aaO_MENT -- (ad verecandiara.)
at the same time and in the same situation,
§ 1. Exposition.
Tins argument consists in stating a supposed
repugnancy between the proposed measure,
and the opinions of men by whom the courttry of those who are discussing the measure
was inhabited in former times; these opiuions
being collected either from the express words
of some writer Living at the period of tnne in
question, or from laws or institutions that
were then in existence,
"' Otw wi_ ancestors"--"
The wisdom of
.+

he who is
oldhe possesses,
as such,
experieoce
than
who is young
;-- asmore
between
generation and generatmn, the reverse of this
is true. if, as in ordinary language, a preceding generation be, with reference to a
succeeding generation,
called old, the old
or preee<_ing generation could not have had
so much exper+enee as the succeeding. With
respect to such of the materials or sources
of wisdom which have come _mder the cog.
nizance of their own senses, the two are on a
par;wit,hrespeettosuch
of those materi|dl
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OF

OUR

and 1oureesof wisdom as wre derivedfrom
the reports
of others,the laterof the two
possesses
an indisputable
,dvantage.
Ingivingthe name of oldor elderto the
_rliergeneration
of'the two, themi_epre_ntatton is nnt less gross, nor the folly of it
less incontestable, than if the name of old
man or old woman were given to the inthut
its cradle,
What, then, is the wisdom of the times
eall_,d old ? is it the wisdom of gray hairs ?
No : it is the wisdom of the cradle. _
The lear.ed and honourable _:enttemen of
TrlIIi_T do homage to superior wisdom -- superiority rai_ed to the degree of divinity -- in
the person of an infant lying and squalling in
his cradle,
The learned and honourable gentlemen of
WESTMINSTER set down as impostors the
LA'JA_ of TnIISET, and laugh at the folly of
the deluded people on whmn such imposture
passes for sincerity and wisdom.
But the worship paid at Tatl_r:T to the
infant body of the present day, is, if not the
exact counterpart, the type at least of the
homaze paid at WESTM[NSTI_ato the infant
minds of those who have lived in earher ages.
2. Another cause of delusion which promotes the employment of this fallacy, is the
reaching prejudice in favour of the dead-- a
prejmhee which in former times contributed
more than anything else to the practice of
idolatry : the dead were speedily elevated to
the rank ot divinities; the superstitious inyoked them, and ascribed a miraculous efficaey to their relic_
"l'hls prejudice, when examined, will beseen
to be no less indet;easible than pernicious-nO less pernicious than indefensflde,
By luopagatin_ this mischievous notion,
and acting accordingly, the man of selfishness
and malice obtains the praise of humanity and
social virtue. With this jargon in his mouth,
he is permitted to sacrifi_,e the real interests
of the living to the imaginary imerests of _he
_ead. "1has imposture, in this shape, finds
ha tlae folly or improbity of mankind a neverfailing fund of encou,'agement and reward,
.De mortals nd nisi bonum ; -- Wn'H all its
absurdity, _he adage is but too frequently re¢_ived as a leading principle of morals. (Of
two attacks, wh_,'h is the more barbarous---on
s man that does feet it, or on a man that does
ant? On the man that does tbel it, says the

ANCESTORS.

_t_

principle
ofutility
: on theman fhatdo_ not,
saysthe principle
ofcaprice
and prejudice-the principle
of sentimentalism
--the prmciplem which imagination
isthesolemover
-- theprinciple
inand by which feelings
are
disr%_arded as not worth notice.
'1he same man who bepraises you when
dead, would h_ve plagued you without mereT
when livi_Jg.
Thu_as between Pitt and Fox. _Yhileboth
were hvbJg, the fiiends of each reckoned sO
m_my adversaries in the triemls of the other.
On the death of him who _fied first, his mtversaries were converted into friends. At what
price this friendship waspaJd for by the people,
is no secret.) See the Statute Book, see the
debates of the times, and see Defence of Eeonorat! against Burke and Rose.:_
The cause of this so extensively-prevalent
and extensively-perniclous propensity lles not
very deep.
A de_d man has no rivals,--to
nobody is
he an object of envy : in whosesoever way
he may have stood when living-- when dead,
he no longer stands in anybody's way. If he
was a man of genius, those who denied him
any merit during his life--even his very eneroles, changing their tone all at once, assume
ml air of justice and kindness, which costs
them nothing, attd enables them, under pretence of respect for the dead, to gratify their
malignity towards the living.
Another ela6s of persons habitually exalt
the past for the express purpose of depressing
and discouraging the p_esent generation.
It is characteristic of the same sort of persons, as well as of the same system of p_litica,
to idolize, under the name of wisdom of our
ancestors, the wisdom of untaught inexperienced genel_tions, and to undervalue m_l
cover with every expression of contempt 1hat
the language of pride can filrnish, the supposed
i_noranee and tolly of the great body of the
people._
So long as they keep to vague generalities
-- so long as the two objecls of comparison
are each of them taken in the lump-- wise
ancestors in one lump, ignorant and foolish
mob of modern times in the other _ the
weakness of the fallacy may escape detection.
Let them but as.,ign lot the period of superior
wisdom any determinate period whatsoever,
not only wilt the groundlessnessofthe
notion
be aplmrent (class being compared _fith class
in that period and the pre_ent one,) but, anNo one will dennythat preceding ages have less the antecedent period be, comparatively
lmmdneed men eminefitly di,tingui._hed by bene- speaking a very modern one, so wide will be
,totenee
andallgenius
_ it is m which
them that
owe m the disparity, and to such an amountin favour
sueees_mn
llie advances
havewehitherto
been made in the career of human improvement: of modern times, that, in comparison of the
but as their talents could only be developed in lowest class of the people in modern times
la_o_'_rtion to the _tate of knowledge at the
lmrlad in which they lived, a_adcould ¢mlyhave
"l"For the payment of Mr. Pitt's creditors was
called _nto action wit_ a view to then.existvoted $.:40,000 of the public money :_ to _1_
mtg ¢ir_unmmnces, it is absurd to rely on their Fox's widow,_lS00 a-year.
• utbority, at aperiod and trader a_teof
things
_+Vol. V. p. 278_ et seq.
.
different.
ak _' Burdett mob_" for example,
_her
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_always supposing them proficients in the art
of reading, and their proficiency employed in
the reading of newspapers,) the very highest
and best i.formed class of these wise ancestors will turn out to be grossly ignorant,
Take, for example, any year in the reign of
Henry the Eighth, from 1509 to 1546. At
that time the House of Lords would probably
have been in possessicn of by far the larger
proportion of what little instruction the age
afforded : m the Hou-e of Lord% among the
laity, it might even then be a question whether without exception their Lordships were
all of them able so much as to read. But even
eupposing them all in the fullest possession
of that aselul art, politit_l science being the
science in question, what instruction on the
eubject could they meet with at that tiara of
d_y ?
On no one branch of legislation was any
book extant, from which, with regard to the
circumstances of the then present times, any
useful instruction could be derived : distributire law. penal law, internati(mai law, pollticaleconomy,_o far from existingas sciences,
had scarcely obtained a name : in all those
departments, under the head of qmd facien,
dura, a mere blank : the whole literature of
theageconsistedofameagrechronicleortwo,
COntaining short memorandums of the usual
OCcurrences of war and peace, lmttles, sieges,
execution% revels, deaths, births, processions,
ceremonies, and other external events ; but
with scarce a speech or an incident that could
enter into the composition of any such work
as ahistory of the human mind--with
scarce
an attemptat investigation
into causes, charatters, or the state of the people at large.
Even when at last, little by little, a scrap or
two of political instruction came to beobtainable, the proportion of error and mischievous
doctrine mixed rip with it was so great, that
vhether a blank unfilled might not have been
less prejudicial than a blank thus filled, may
reas,mably be matter of doubt,
It we come down to the reign of James the
First, we shall find that Solomon of his time,
eminently eloquent as well as learned, not
only among the crowned but among uncrowned heads, marklngout for prohibition and puaishment the practices of devils and witches,
and without anythe slightest objection on the
part of the great characters of that day in
their high situations, consigning men to death
and t.rment for the misfortune of not being
so well acquainted a_ he was with the cornposition of the Godhead.
Passing on to the days of Charles the Setoad, even after Bacon had laid the tbnndations of a sound philosophy, we shall find Lold
Chief-Justice Hale (to the present hour chief
god of the man of law's idolatry) unable to
tell (so he .-ays himself) what theft was ; but
knowing at the same time too well what
witeJacrah was ; hanging men with the most
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perfect complacency for both crimes, amith_
the applausas of 11who were wise and iear_
ed in that blessed age.
Under the name of Exorcism, the Catholic
liturgy contains a form of procedure for driv.
ing out devils : -- even with the help of this
instrument, the operation cannot tie performed
with the desired success but by art operator
qualified by holy orders for the working of
this as so many other wonders.
In our days and in our country the _me
object is attained, and beyond comparison
more effectually, by so cheap an instrument
as acommon newspaper : befbre this t_li_man,
not only devils, but ghosts, vampires, witches,
and all their kindred tribes, are drivell out Of
the land, never to return again : the touch
of holy water is ngt so intolerable to them as
the bare smell ot printers' ink.
If it is absurd to rely on the wisdom of our
ancestors, it is not less so to vaunt their
p.o')ity : they were as mu_.h inferior to ItS in
flu-point
as in all other_; and the Gtrther
we look back, the more ,,b _sas we shall discover in every department of government.
Nothing but the enormity of those abuses has
produced thai degree of comparative amendment on which at present we value ourselves
so highly. Till the hum,m race was rescued
from that absolute slavery under which ninetenths of every nation groaned, not a single
step could be made in the career of improvement; and, take what period we will in the
lapse of preceding ages, there is not one
which presents such a state of things as an}'
rational man would wish to see entirely re;
e_tahli_hed.
Undoubtedly, the history of past ages is
trot wanting in some splendid instances of
probity and self-devotion ; but in the admiration which these excite, we commonly
overrate their amount, and become the dupes
of an illusion occ&sioned by the very nature
of an extensive retrospect. Such a retrospect
is often made by a single gLulce of the mind :
in this glance, the splendid actions of several
ages (as if for the very purpose of conveying
a false estimate of their number and rvntiguity) present themselves, as it were, in a
a lump, leaving the intervals between them
altogether unnoticed. Thus groves of treew
which at a distmtcc present the appearance
of thick and impenetrable masses, turn out
on nearer approach to consist of trunks wide:
ly separatea from each other.
Would you, then, have us spe_k and act a_
if we had never had any ancestors ? Would
you because recor,,ed experience, and along
with it wisdom, increases flora year to _ear,
annually change the whole body of our laws
By no means : such a mode of reasoning and
acting would be more absurd even than that
which has just been exposed ; and procio
atonal adherence to existing establishments i_
grounded on considerations much mm'¢ ra-
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tional than a reliance on the wisdom of our
This propensity may be traced to two in.
ancestors.
Though theopinions
ofourances- timately-connected
causes:-I.Both parties
totsareassuch oflittle
value,
theirpracticehavingbeentrained
up alikeintheschoolof
isnotthe lessworth attending
to; thatis, the Englishlawyers,headed by Blackstone
;
in so faras theirpractice
forms partof our anti2.Their consequentinability,
forwant
own experience.
However,itisnot somuch ofpractice,
todraw from theprinciple
ofgefrom whattheydid,asfrom what theyunder- neralutihtythejustificative
reasonofeverywent (good iuchtded,
aswellas evil,)
that thingthatissusceptible
ofjustification.
ourinstruction
comes. Independently
ofconIn thehandsof a defenderof abuse,ausequences,
what theydld,isno more than thority
answersa doublepurpose,byaffordevidenceof what they thought; noryet,in ingan argument in favourof any particular
legislation,
isitevidence
ofwhat theythought abusewhich may happento callforproteebestforthe whole community,b_t onlyof tion,and by causingmen to regardwith a
what the rulersthoughtwould be bestfor mingledemotion of hatred and terrorth£
themselves,
inperiodswhen everyspecies
of principle
of generalutility,
in which alone
abuseprevailed,
unmitigated
bytheexistencethetruestandardand measureof rightand
of either
publicpressorpublicopiniomFrom wrong istobe Ibund.
the factsof theirtimes,much information Iu no otherdepartmentof the feld of
may be derived-from theopinions,
little
or knowledge and wisdom (unlessthatwhich
none. As toopinions,
itisratherfrom those regardsreligion
be an exception)
do leading
which were foolish,
than from thosewhich men of the presenttimesrecommend to us
were well grounded,that any instructionthisreceiptforthinkingand actingwisely.
canbederived. From foolish
opinions
comes By no gentleman,hononrabJeor righthofoolish
conduct; fromthe most foolish
con- nourable,
arewe sentatthi_timeofday to
duct,the severestdisaster;
and from the thewisdom ofourancestors
forthebest
mode
severest disaster, the most useftd warning,
of marshalling armies, navigating ships, atIt is from the folly, not from the wisdom of tacking or defending towns ; for the best
our ancestors, that we have so much to learn ; modes of cultivating and improving land, and
and yet it is to their wi_-dom, and not to their preparing and preserving its products for the
folly, thatthe fallacyunder consideration sends purposes of food, clothing, artificial light and
us for instruction,
heat ; for the promptest and most commoIt seems, then, that our ancestors, consi- dions means of conveyance of ourselves ann
dering the disadvantages
under which they
goods from one portion of t_he earth's surface
lab._ured, could not have been capable of to another ; for the best modes of curing,
exercising so sound a judgment on their in- allevmting, or preventing disorders in our
terests as we on ours : but as a knowledge of o_m bodies, and those of the animals which
the facts on which a judgment is to be pro- we contrive to apply to our use.
nounced is an indispensable preliminary to
Why this difference ? Only because, in
the arriving at just conclusions, and as the any other part of the field of knowledge, lerelevant facts of the later period must all of gislation excepted (and religion, in so far as it
them individually, aml most of them speci- has been taken for the subject ofl%dslation,)
fically, have been unknown to the man of leading men are not affected with that sinister
the earher period, it is clear that any judginterest which is so unhappily combined with
ment derived fromthe authority of our ancespower in the persons ot those leading men
tots, and applied to existing 'affairs, must be who conduct governments as they are genea judgment
pronounced without evidence ; rally at present established.
and this is the judgment which the fallacy in
Sir H. Davy has never had anything to
question calls on us to abide by, to the ex- gain, either from the unnecessary-length, the
clnsion of a ju_!gment formed on the corn- miscarriage, or the unnecessary part of the
plete_t evidence that the nature of each case expenses attendant on chemical experiments ;
may admit,
be therefore sends us either to his own experiments, or to those of the most enlightened
Causes of the propensltq to be influenced by
and fol tunate of his contemporaries, and not
this Fallacy.
to the notions of Stahl, Van Helmont, oiWisdom of ancestors being the most impresParacelsus.
sire of all arguments that can be employed in
defence of established abuses and imperfections, persons interested in this or that parCHAPTER
III.
tieular abuse are most forward to employ it.
But their exertions would be of little avail,
were it not for the propensity which they fi_d
on the part of their antagonists to attribute
to this argument nearly the same weight as
those by whom it is relied on.
VoL. II.

1. Fallacy of Irrevocable Laws.
2. Fallacy of Vows _ (ad superstitlonem.)
TH_ two fallacies brought to view in this
chapter are intimately connected, and reqmre
to be considered together : the object in view
C c
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is the same in both -- the difference lies only
in the instrument employed ; and both of
them are in effect the t_llacv of the wisdom
_f our ancestors, pushed to the highest degree
of extravagance and absurdity,
The object is to tie lip the hands of future
legislators by obligations supposed to be indissoluble,
In the case of the fallacy derived from the
alleged irrevocable nature of certain laws, or
to speak briefly, the fallacy of Irrevocable
taws, the instrument employed is a contract
a contract entered 'into bv the ruling
powersofthestatein
question, with theruhng
powers of some other party. This other party
may be either the sovereign of some other
state, or the whole or some part of the people
of the state in question,
In'the case of the tkllacy derived from vows,
a supernatural
power i_ called in and eraplowed in the character of gnarantee,

I pretend to say what will be the exigencies of
I the country this time ten years.
I
Here, then, to the extent of the pretended
t immutable law, is thegovernment transferred
from tho_e who possess the best possible
means of information, to those who, by their
very position, are necessarily incapacitated
ti'om knowing anything at all about the
matter.
hlstead of being guided by lheir own judgment, the men of the nineteenth century shut
their own eyes, and give themselves up to be
led blindfold by the men of the eighteenth
century.
The men who have the means of knowing
the _hole body of the facts, on which the
correctness and expediency of the judgment
to be formed must turn, give up their own
judgment to that of a set of men entirely
destittlte of any of the reqmsite knowledge
of such facts.

Fallacy of Irrevocable Laws.
Exposltion.-A law, no matter to what
effect, is proposed to a legislative assembly,
and, no matter in what way, it is bythe whole
or a majority of the assembly regarded as being
of a beneficial tendency. Thei_allacvin question consists in calling upon the assembly to
reject it not_dthstanding,
upon the single
ground, that by those who in some former
period exercised the power which the present
assembly is thus called on to exercise, a regulation was made, having for its object the
precluding for ever, or to the end of a period
not yet expired, all succeeding tc#_lators
from enacting a law to any such effect as that
now proposed,
What will be tolerably clear to every man
who will allow himsett to think it so, is-that, notwithstanding
the profound respect
we are most of us so ready ro testify towards
our fellow-creatures
as soon as the moumnt
has arrived after which it can be of no use to
them, the comforts of those who are out of
the way of all the comforts we can bestow,
as welt a.s of all the sufferings we can inflict,
are not the real objects to which there has
been this readiness to sacrifice the eomfox'ts
of present and future generations, and that
theretore there must be som_ other interest
at the bottom.
.Exposure. -- 1. To consider the matter in
the first place on the ground of general utility.
At each point of time, the sovereign for the
time pOSsesses such means as the nature of
the. case affords.., for. makinghim*elfae, qtlainted
with the exigencies of his own time.
With relation to the future, the sovereign
has no such means of information ; it is only
by a sort of vague anticipation -- a sort of
rough and almost random guess drawn by
a_!ogy,
that the socereign of this year can

Men
who have
century more
experience
to ground
theira judgments
on, of
surrender
their intellect to men who had a century less
experience, and who, unless that deficiency
constitutes a claim, have no claim to pret ference.
Ifrhc prior generation were, in respect of
intellectual qualification, ever so much su! perior to tim subsequent generation,if it
i understood so much better than the subseI quent generation itself_ the interest of that
t subsequent generation, -- could it have been
in an equal degree anxious to promote that
interest, and con_quently equally attentive
to those facts with which, though in order
to form a judgment it ought to have been, it
is impossible that it should have been ac*
quaiuted ? In a word, will its love for that
subsequent generation be quite so great as
that same generation's love for itself?
Not even here, after a moment's dellberate reflection, will the assertion be in the
affirmative.
And vet it is their prodigious anxlety for
the welfare of their posterity that produces
the propensity of these sages to tie up the
hands of this same posterity tbr evermore, to
act as guardians to its perpetual and incurable
weakness, and take its conduct for ever out
of its own hands.
If it be right that the conduct of the 19th
century should he determined not by its own
judgment but by that of the 18th, it will be
equally right that the conduct of the 20th
i century should be determined not by its own
[ judgment but by that of the 19th.
The same principle still pursued, what at
length would be the consequence ? That in
I t_r°cess of time, tim practice of legislation
I would be at an end : the conduct and fate of
I all men would be determined by those who _
neither knew nor cared anything about the
matter ; and the aggregate body of the hying
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would remain for ever in subject, on to an in- have no right to exercise it : they are to deal,
exorable tyranny, exercised, as it were, by the by it as they would by the command of a robaggregate body of the dead.
bet; they are to deal by those who, having
This irrevocable law, whether good or bad passed it, take upon them to enforce the exeat the moment of its enactment, is found at cution of it, as they would deal, whenever
some succeeding period to be productive of they found themselves strong enough, by the
mischief--uncompensated
mischief--to
any robber himself.*
amount. Now, of this mischief, what possi2. The other contrivance for maintaining
bility has the country of being rid ?
the immutability of a given law, is derived
A despotism, though it were that of a Ca- from the notion of a contract or engagement.
llgula or a Nero, might be to any degree less The faithful observance of contracts being
mischievous, tess intolerable, than any such one uf the most important of the ties tha_"
immutable law. By benevolence (for even a bind society together, an argument drawn
tyrant may have his momentsofbenevolence,)
from this source cannot fail to have the apby benevolence, by prudence--in
a word, by pearanee of' plausibility.
caprice -- the living tyrant might he induced
But be the parties interested who theymay,
to revoke Iris law, and release the country
a contract is not itself an end--it
is but a
from its consequences. But the dead tyrant! i means toward some end; and in c_ses where
the public is one of the parties concerned, it
him
who hear
shall? make him feel ? who shall make is only in so far as that end consists of the
Let it not be forgotten, that it is only to happiness of the whole eommumty, taken in
a bad purpose that this and every other in- the aggregate, that such contract is worthy
strumeut of deception will in general be era- to be observed.
ployed.
Let us examine the various kind_ of eonIt is only when the law in question is mis- tract to which statesmen have endeavoured
ehiex'ous, and generally tblt and understood to impart this character of perpetuity :-- 1.
to be such, that an argument of this stamp Treaties between state and foreign state, by
wilt be employed in the support of it.
which each respectively engages its governSuppose the law a good one, it will be sup- meat and people ; 2. Grant" of privileges from
ported, not by absurdity and deception, but the sovereign to the whole community in the
by reasons drawn from it_ own excellence.
] character of subjects ; 3. Grant of privileges
But is it possible that the restraint of an [ from the sovereign to a partwular class of subirrevocable law should be imposed on so many i jects ; 4. New arrangement of power between
millions of living being's by a few scores, or a i different portions or branches of the sovefew hundreds, whose existence has ceased ?-- reignty, or new declaration of the rights of
can a system of tyranny be established, under the community ; 5. Incorporative union bewhich the living are all slaves, and a few tween two sovereignties having or not having
among the dead, their tyrants ?
a common head.
The production of any such effect in the
Take, then, for the subject and substance
way of constraint being physically impossible,
of the contract, any one of these arrangeif produced in any degree, it must be by ments: so long as the happiness of the whole
force of argument--by
the force of fallacy, community, taken in the aggregate, is in a
m_d not by that of legislative power,
greater degree promoted by the exact obserThe means employed to give effect to this vance of the contract, than it would be by
device may be comprised under two heads;
any alteration, exact ought to be the ohthe first of them exhibiting a contrivance not servance :_on
the centrary, if, by any given
tess flagitious than the position itself is ab- change, the aggregate of happiness would be
surd.
in a greater degree promoted than by the
1. In speaking of a law whleh is consi- exact observance, such change ought to be
dered as repugnant to any law of the pre- made.
tended immutable class, the way has been to
True it is, that, considering the alarm and
call it void. But to what purpose call it void? danger which is the natural result of every
Only to excite the people to l-ebellion in the hre_eh of a contract to which the sovereignty
event of the legislator's passing any such void is party, in case of any change with respect to
law. In speaking of a law as void, either this such contract, the aggregate of public hapis meant or nothing.
It is a sophism of the piness will be in general rather diminished
same __ast as that expressed by the words than promoted, unless, in case of disadvantage
rights of man, though played off in another produced to any party by the change, such
daape, t_y a different set of hands, and for the disadvantage be made up by adequate eom°
benefit of a different class,
pensation.
Are the people to consider the law void ?
They are then to consider it as an act of in- contrary
• Lord toCoke
wasCharts.
for balding
everywera
a_
2_lagna
If his void
doctrine
justice and tyranny under the name of law ; tenable, every act imposing law-taxes would be
as an net of power exercised by men who void,
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Let it not be said that this doctrine is a tion, adequatecompensatlonbeberealsomade,
dangerousdoctrine,
because the compensation
the aggregate happiness of the community
supp_*_e,i to be stipulated for as adequate,
will not be increased by the change ; the hapmay prove but a nominal, or at best but an piness of the portion oi"the community to be
inadequate, cmnpensation.
ReaJ._zy and not affected by the change, being as great a part
pretence, probity not improbity, veracity not of the aggregate happiness as that of any other
mendacity, are supposed alike on all sides ;-portion of equal extent.
the contract a real contract, the change a real
Under this head are included all those more
change, the compensation an adequate as well particular case_ in which the sovereign conas real compensation.
Instead of probity,
tracts with this or that iudividual, or _assemsuppose improbity in the sovereignty; it will blage of individuals, for money or money'_
be as easy to deny the existence, or explain
worth, to be supplied, or service otherwise
away the meaning of the contract, or to deny to be rendered.
or explain away the change, as, in_tead of a
4. New arrangement
or distriblltion of
real to give a nominal, instead of auadequate
powers, as between different portions or
to give an iuadequate, compensation,
branches of the sovereignty, or new declaraTo apply the foregoing principles to the tion of the rights of the community.
eases above enumerated, one by one : -Let the supposition be, that the result will
1. In the case of the contract or treaty be- not bc productive of a real addition to the
tween state and foreign state, the dogma of aggregate stock of happiness on the part of
immutabihty has seldom been productive of the whole community,--it
ought not to be
any considerable practical inconvenience: tim made: let the supposition be the reverse,
ground of complaint has arisen rather from a then, notwithstanding
the existence of the
tendency to change than a too rigid adherence
contract, the change is such as it is right and
to the treaty,
fitting should be made.
However, some commercial treaties beThe first of these can never furnish a case
tween state and state, entered into m times for compensation, unless in so far as, without
of political ignorance or error, and pernicious
charge or disadvantage to the people, the
to the general interests of commerce, are fre- members of the sovereignty can contrive to
quently upheh]" under a pretence of regard fbr satisfy one another ; such members of the
the supposed invlolabihty of sueh contracts,
sovereignty being, ms to the rest of the combnt in reality from a continuance of the same munity, not proprietors but trustees.
Ignorance, error, antipatby orsinister interest,
The frame or constitution of the several
which first occasioned their existence. It can American United States. so far from beingdeseldom or never happen that a forced direrclared immutable or lmprescNptihie, contains
tmn thus given to the employment of capital an express provision, that a convention shall
can ultimately prove advantageous to either
be holden at intervals for the avowed object
of the contracting parties: and wheu the per- of revising and improving the constitutim_,
nieious operation of such a treaty on the in- as the exigencies of succeeding times may reterests of both parties has been clearly pointed
quire. In Europe, the effect of declaring this
out, there can be no longer any pretence for or that article in a new distribution of powers,
continuing its existence.
Notice, however,
or in the orlginalframe of a constitution, imof any proposed departure from the treaty,
mutable, has been to weaken the sanction of
ought to be given to all the parties concerned ; all laws. The article in question turns out to
sufficient time should be afforded to indivi- be mischievous ol impracticable ; instead of
duals engaged in traffic, nnder the fkith of the being repealed, it is openly or covertly riotreaty, to withdraw, if they please, tbeir ca- lated ; and this violation affords a precedent
pitals from such traffic, and iu case of loss, or pretext for the non-observance of arrangecompensation as t_tr as possible ought to be ments clearly calculated to promote the agafforded,
gregate happiness of the community.
2. Grant of privilege from the sovereign to
5. Case of an incorporative union bet wecu
the whole community in the character of sub- two sovereignties,
having or not having a
jeets.--If, by the supposed change, privileges
common head.
to equal value be given in the room of such
Of all the cases upon the list, this is the
as are abrogated, adequate compensation is only one which is attended with difficulty.
made : if greater privileges are substituted,
This is the case in which, at tbe same time
there is the greater reason for supporting the that a contract with detailed clauses is at
measure,
once likely and fit to be insisted on, compen3. Grant of privileges from the sovereign
sutton, that compensation without which anF
to a particular class of subjects,
change would not be consistent with general
No such particular privilege ought to have utility in the shape of justice or in soy uther
been granted, if the aggregate happiness of shape, is an operation attended with more
the community was likely to be thereby di- difficulty than in any other of these cases.
minished : but, ualess in case of a revoeaDistressing iudeed would be the difficulty',

17'H.llI._
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were it not for one circumstance which happily is interwoven in the very nature of the
ease.
At the time of the intended union, the two
states (not to embarrass the case by taking
more than two at a time) are, with relation
each to the other, in a greater or less degree
tbreign and independent states,
Of the two uniting states, one will generally be more, the other less, powerful. If the
ineq*mlity be considerable, the more powerlul
state, naturally speaking, will not consent to
the union, unless, after the ration, the share
It pus-eases in the government of the newfl-amed cmnpmmd state be greater by a differenee bearing some proportion to the difference
in prosperity between the two states,
On the part of the less powerful state, precautions against oppression come of course,
Wherever a muhltude of hmnan beings are
brought together, there is but too much room
tot jealousy, suspicion, and mutual ill-wilL
In the apprehension of each, the others, if
they obtain possession of the powers excrcised fly the cmmnongovernment,
will be supImsed to apply them unjustly.
In men or in
money, in labour or in goods, in a direct way
or in some indirect one, it may be the study
of the new compound government, tinder the
influence of that part of the qtmiidam government which is predomi_mnt in it, to render
the pressure of the contributmns proportionably more severe upon the one portion of the
new compounded state than upon the other,
or to force upon it new custom_, new religious
ceremonies, new laws.
Let the hinds of the new government remain altogether loose : one of the two cornpound n _tions may be injured and oppressed
by the other.
" Tie tip the hands of the government in such
d:gree ab is requisite to give to each nation
a security against injustice at the hands of
the other : s ,oner or later comes the time in
which the inconveniences resulting fi'om the
restriction will become intolerable to one or
other, or to both.
But sooner or later the veryduratlon of the
union produces the natural reined)',
Sooner or later, having fur such or such a
length of time been in the habit of acting in
subjection to one government, the two nations
will have become melted into one, and mutual api_rehen-_ions will have been dissipated
by conjunct experience,
All this while, in one or both of the united
states, the individuals will be but too numerous and too powerful, who by sinisterinterest
andinterest-begotten
prejudice willstand engaged to give every possible countenance and
intensity to those fears and jealousies--to
oppbse to the entire composure of them every
d_gree of retardation.
It in either of the united communities, at
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the time of the union, th _re existed a _t of
men more or less numerous and powerful, to
whom abuse or imperfection in any shape was
a source of profit ; whatsoever restrictions
may have been expressed in the contract,
these restrictions will of course be laid hold
of by the men thus circumstanced, and applied
as tar as possible to the givblg protection and
continuance to a state of thii,gs agreeable or
benefi_.ial to themselves.
At the time of the union between England
and Scotland, the Tory party, of whom alarge
proportmn were Jacobites, and all or most of
them high-churchmen,
had acquired an ascendant in the House of Commons.
Here, then, a favourable occasion presented
itself to these partisans of Episeopacv, tot
giviug perpetuity to the triumph they had ohtabled over the English Presbyterians, by the
Act of Unitbrmity proclaimed in the time of
Charles the Second.*
In treaties hetween unconnected nations,
where an ad_'antage in suhstanee is given to
one, fi_r the purpose of saving the honour of
the other, it has been the custom to make
the a_tiele_ bear the appearance of reciprocity
upon the face of them; as if, the facilitating
the vent of French wines in England being
the obj_.et of a treaty, provision were made in
it that wine of the growth of either country
nnght be imported into the other, duty free.
By the combined astutta of priestcraft and
lawyercraft, advantage was taken of this costom to rivet for ever those chains of ecelesiastical tyranny which, in the precipitation
that attended the restoration, had been t_astened upon the people of England.
For
securing the 45 Scotch members from being
, outnumbered by the 513 English ones, provi[ _ion had been made in fdvuur of the church
[ of Scotland : therefm'e, on the principle ofre] ciprocitv, for securing the 513 English members from being outnumbered bythe 45 Scotch
ones, like provision was made in favour of the
church of England.
Blackstone avails himself of this transaction
for giving perpetuity to v;b_itever imperfeclions may be founded in the ecclesiastical
branch of the law, and the official establishment of England.
On a general account which he has been
giving,T of the articles and act of union, he
grmmds three observations : -1. " That the two kingdoms are now so
inseparabl?" united, that nothing can ever disunite them again, except the mutual consent,
of both, or the successful resistance of either,
upon apprehending an infi'ingement of those
points which, when they were separate and
independent nations, it was mutually stipnluted should be "fundamental
and essential
conditions" of the union.
* 13 & 14 Ch. II. c. 4.
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_. " That, whatever else may be deemed
_' fundamental and essential condition.%" the
preservation of the two churches of Englai_d
and Scotland, in the same state that they
were in at the time of the union, and the
maintenance of the acts of unifbrmity which
establish our common prayer, are expressly
declared so to be.
3. " That therefore any a]teration in the
constitution of either of those churches, or in
the liturgy of the church of England (unless
with the consent of the respective churches
coltectivety or representatively given,) would
be an infringement of these "fundamental
andessentialcol_dltions_"
andgreatlycndanger
the union."
On the original device, an improvement
has, we see, been made by the ingenuity of
the orthvdox and learned commentator.
If
_as forexample, bythe aheration of any of
the 39 articles--if,
by the abolition of any of
the English ecclesiastical sinecures, or by any
efficient measure for ensuring the performance
of duty in return for salary, the ecclesiastical
branch of the English -official establishment
were brought so much the nearer to what it
isiu Scotland, the Scotch, fired by the injury
done to them, would cry out, A breach of
faith! and call for a dissolution of the union,
To obviate this danyer--a great one he denominates it--his ingenuity, in concert with
his piety, has however furnished us with an
expedient : -- " The consent of the church,
collectively or representatively given," is to
be taken; by which is meant, if anything,
that by the revival of the convocatmn, or
some other means, the clergy of England are
to be erected into a fourth estate,
What is evident is, that unless the sinister

land."*
This forms the subject of the ]9th
article, which has for its avowed ebjact the
securing the people of Scotland against any
such encrouchments as might otherwise be
made by the lawyers of England, by the use
of those fictions and other frauds, in the use
of which they had been found so expert. But
throughout
the whole course of this long
article, the most rational and uniform care
is taken to avoid all such danger as that of
depriving the people of Scotland of such benefit as, from time to time, they might stand a
chance of receiving at the hands of the united
parli_m_est, by improvements in the mode of
administering justice: "' subject to such regalations as shall be made by the parliament
of Great Britain," is a clause over and over
again repeated.
It would have been better for Scotland, if
on the subject of the next article, viz. " heritable offices," including " heritable jurisdictions," the like wisdom had presided. By
tbat short article, those public trusts, tnge.
thor, with others*therein mentioned, are, on
the footing of" rights of property," reserved
to tbe owners; yet still without any expression of that fanatic spirit which, on the field
of religion, had in the same statute occupied
itself in the endeavour to rarest the conceits
of mortal man with the attribute of immortality.
Nme-and-thirty years after, camethe act_
for abolishing these same heritable jurisdictions. Here was an act made in the _erv teeth
of the act of union.
Mark now" the sort of discernment,
or of
sinc_erity, that is to be learnt from Blackstone.
In a point-blank violation of the articles

influence of the Crown could be supposed to
become felo de se, and employ itself in destroying'a large portion of itself, nothing but
a sincere persuasmn of the utility of a change
in relation to any of the points in question,
and that entertained by a large proportion of
the English members in each tiou_e, could
ever be producti*re of any such change ; -that, in any attempt to torte the discipline
of the church of Scotland upon the church
of England, the 45 Scotch members in the
House of Commons, supposing themall unanimous, would have to outnumber,
or somehow or other to subdue, the 513 English
ones ; _that
.in the House of Lords, the 16
Scotch members, supposing all the lay lords
indifferent to the fate of the church of England, wouldin like manner have to outnumber
the 26 bishops and archbishops,
But the T_)ries, who were then in vigour,

I of union, in the abolition of those heritable
i jl risdietions which it was the declared object
j of one of its articles (20) to presets'e, he _aw
t nothing to " endanger the anion."
But suppo_ any such opinion to prevail,
as that it is not exactly true, that by the mere
act of being born, every human being merits
damnation _ (if by damnation be meant everlasting torment, or punishment _n any other
shape,) and a corresponding alteration were
made in the set of propositions called the
thirty- nine articles,
the tmion would be
"' greatly endangered."
Betweentwentyandlhirtyyearsafterwarda,
at the stiggestion of an honest member of the
Cot_rt of Session, came upon the carpet, for
the first time, the idea of applying remedies
to some of the most flagrant imperfections in
the administration of Scottish justice ; and
thereupon came out a pamphlet from James

feared that *.hey might not always be so,
• 5 Ann, c_ 8. art. 19, anno 1708.
and seized _hat opportunity to fetter pos_- Abolishing,, the heritable jurisdwnons"
"
m"
t_.ity by in act which should be deemed Jr- Scotland are so many words that stand m ¢i_
revocaMe,
title of it. Anno 1747, 20 Oeo. II. ¢ 43.
The *' _Imiuistration
of justice in Scot_ Art. 9.

CH. III.]

IRREVOCABLE

Boswell, declaiming, in the style of schoolboy declamation, on the injury that would be
done to the people of Scotland by rendering
justice, or what goes by that name, a httle
less inaccessible to them, and the breach that
would be made in the faith plighted by that
treaty, which, to judge from what he says of
it, he had never looked at.
Again, in 1806, when another demonstratlon was made of applying a reined) to the
abuses and imperfections
of the s_stem of
judicature in Scotland, everything that could
be done in that way was immedmtely reprobated by the Scotch lawyers as an intrin_emeat of that most sa_n'ed of all sacred bonds
-- the union : nor, for the support of the
brotherhood on the other side of the Tweed,
was a second sight of the matter in the same
point of view wanting in Engta_d.
As to any such design as that of oppressing
their fellow-subjects
in Scotland, nothing
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! succeeding legislators the state of f_--ts on
f which the reasons are grounded appears to
continue without material change, and the
j reasons to appear satisfactory, so long the
I law continues: but no sooner do the reasons
cease to appear satistactory, or the state at
the t_cts to have undergone any such change
I as to call for an alteration in the law, th_n
] an alteration in it, or the abrogation of it,
I takes place accordingly.
A declaratmn or assertion that this or thai;
law is immutable, so far from being a proper
instrument to insure its permanency, is rather
a pre.-umption that such law has some rotschic vous tendency.
The better the law, the less is any such
extraneous argument likely to be recurred to
for the support of it ; the worse the l_w, and
thence the more completely destitute of all
. intrinsic support, the more likely is it that
] support should be sought for it from thisex-

English members; neither for good nor for
But though it is the characteristic
tenevil
expcnse
of thoughtof hethis instrument to apply itself to
coulduses,
be was
furtheranyfi'om
the thoughts
the i dency
traneousof source.
stowedupon the matter : the ultimate object,
bad laws in preference to good ones. there is
as it soon bccame manliest, was the adding another, the tendency of whmh is to apply
an item or two to the hst of places,
itself to good ones in preference to bad: this
Upon the whole, the following is the con- is _hat may be termed justification ; the
elusion that seems to be dictated by the fore- pracUce of annexing to each law the considergoing considerations.
Every arraugement by ations by which, in the character of reasons,
which the hands of" the sovereignty ibr the the legislator was induced to adopt it;_ a
time being are attempted to be tied up, and a practice which, if rigidly pursned, must at
precluded _rom giving existence to a fresh at- no distant interval put an exclusion on all
rangement, is absurd and mischievous; and, bad laws.
on the supposition that the utilit) of such
To the framing of laws, so constituted,
fresh arrangement is sufficiently estahlished,
that, being good in themselves, an aeeompathe existence of a prohibitive clause to the niment of good and sufficient reasons should
effect in question ought not to be considered
also be given for them, there would be reas opposing any bar to thc establishment
qmsite, in the legislator, a probity not to be
of it.
diverted by the action ot sinister interest,
True it is, that all laws. all political in- and intelligence adequate to an enlarged comstitutions, are essentially dispositions for the prehension and close application of the prinfuture ; and the professed object of them is, ciple of general utility: in other words, the
to afford a steady and permanent security to principle of the greatest happiness of the
the interests of mankind.
In this sense, all greatest nmnber.
of them may be said to be framed with a view
But to draw up laws without reasons, and
to perpetuity ; but perpetual is not synonylaws for whmh good reasons are not in the
incus with irrevocable; and the principle on nature of the case to be |bund, requires no
which all law_ ought to be. and the greater
more than the union of will anal power.
part of them have been, cstabhshed, is that of
The man who should produce a body of
defeasiblepcrpetulty;
a perpctuit_ defeasible
good laws with an aCCompaniment of good
only by an alteration of the chcumstances and reasons, would feel an honest pride at the
reasons on which the law is founded,
prospect of holding thus in bondage a sueTo comprise all in one word-- reason, and cession of willing generations : his triumph
that alone, is the proper anchor for a law, for would be to leave them the power, but to
everything that goes by the name of law. At
deprive them of will, to escape. But to the
the time of passing his law, let the legislator
champions of abuse, by whom, amongst other
deliver, in the character of reasons, the con- devices, the conceit of immutable laws i$
liderations by which he was led to the passing
played off against reform, in whatever shape
of it.*
it presents itself, every use of reason is as
This done, so long as in the eyes of the
See VoI. I. p. lfi5, et avq.. and Pa_'r$ on
• For a specimen, see Essay on the PramulCodiflcatiolt. and Letters to the United Ntalem,
station of Laud, VoI. L p. 1_, et se9.
in Vol. IV.
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odloum as the light of the sun to motes and :
On the contrary, it is more likely to be
ourglars_
applied to a pernicious than to a beneficial
2. Vews or .Promissory Oaths.
purpose
;
Because,
the more manifestly and undeniThe object in this fallacy is the same as in ably beneficial the observance of the prohibithe preceding : but to the absurdity involved
tion in question would be in the eyes of future
in the notion of tying up the hands of ge- generations, the more likelyis the prohibition
ncrations yet to come, is added, in this case, to be observed, independently of the oath :
that, which consists in the me sought to be as, on the other hand, the more likely the
made of supernatural power: the arm pressed
prohibition is not to be observed otherwise.
into the service is that of the invisible and the greater is the demand for a security of"
supreme ruler of the umverse,
this extraordinary complexion to enforce the
The oath taken, the formularies involved
observance.
in it being pronounced, --is or is not the A1We come now to the instance in which, by
mighty bound to do what is expected of him ? the operation of the fallacy here iu question,
Of thetwo contradictory propositions, which the ceremony of an oath has been endeais it that you believe ?
voured to be applied to the perpetuation of
If he is not bound, then the security, the misrule.
sanction, the obligation, amounts to nothing.
Among the statutes passed in the first parIf he is bound, then observe the conseliament of William and Mary, is one entitled
quence :_the
Almighty is bound ; and by " An Act for establishing the Coronation
whom bound? Of all the worms that crawl
Oath."*
about the earth in the shape of men, there is
The form in which the ceremony is pernot one who may not thus impose conditions
formed is as follows :_By
the archbishop
on the supreme ruler of the universe,
or bishop, certain questions are put to the
And to what is he bound ? To any number
monarch ; und it is of the answers given to
ofcontradictoryandincompatible
observances
these questions that the oath is composed.
which legislators, tyrants, or madmen, may', in
Of these questions, the third is as follows
the shape of an oath, be pleased to assign.
-- " Will you. to the utmost of your power,
Eveatual, it must be acknowledged, and maintain the laws of God, the true profession
no more, is the power thus exercised over,
of the Gospel, and the protestant reformed
the task thus imposed upon, the Ahnighty.
religion established by law ? And will you
So long as the vow is kept, there is nothing
preserve unto the bishops and clergy of this
for him to do. True : but no sooner is the realm, and to the churches committed to their
vow broken, than his task commences--a
charge, all such rights and privileges asby law
task which consists in the inflicting on him do or shall appertain unto them, or any of
by whom the vow is broken, a punishment
them ?"
which, when it is inflicted, is of no use in the
Answer : " All this I promise to do."
way of example, s_nee nobody ever sees it.
After this, anno 1706, comes the Act of
The punishment, it may be said, when in- Union, in the concluding article of which it
flicted, wilt be such exactly, as in the judgis said, " That after the demise Of her Mament of the almighty and infallible judge,
jesty ....
the sovereign next succeeding to
will be best adapted to the nature of the her Majesty in the royal government of the
offence,
kingdom of Great Britain, and so for ever
Yes : but what offence ? Not theact which hereafter, every king or queen succeeding
the oath was intended to prevent, tbr that act and coming to the royal government of the
may be indifferent, or even meritorious; and, kingdom of Great Britain, at his or her coroit' criminal, ought to be punished indepennation, shall in the presence," &c. "take and
dently of the oath : the only offence peculiar subscribe an oath to maintain and preserve
to this case, is the profhnation of a ceremony;
_nviolably the said settlement of the church,
and the profanation is the same, whether the / and the doctrine, worship, discipline and goact by which the profanation arises be perni- / verument thereof, as by law established, withcious or beneficial.
! in the kingdoms of England and Ireland, the
It is in vain to urge, in this or that pattidominion of Wales, and town of Berwickcular instance, in proof of the reasonableness
upon-Tweed,
and the territories theremlto
of the oath, the reasonableness of the prohibelonging "_
A notion was once started, and upon oc_ato
perpetuate.
bitinn
or emnmand which it is thus employed
sion may but too probably be broached again,
The objection is to the principle itself: to that by'the above clause in the coronation
any idea of employing an instrument so unfit oath, the king stands precluded from joiuilJg
to be employed.
I in the putting the majority of the irish upon
No sort of securityis given, or can be given, )
for the applying it to the most beneficial.pur- I
pose_ rather than to the most perni6jous,
I

-- _.
m1 Vv'. & M. r. 6, anno l_.
"I"5 Ann_ c. 8, art. 25, § 8.
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an equal footing with the minority, as well as
from affording to both together relief against
the abuses of the ecclesiastical establishment
of that country,
In relation to this notion, the following
propositions have already, it is hoped, been
put sufficiently out of doubt:-1. That it ought not to be in the power of
the sovereignty to tie up its own hands, or
the hands of its successors,
2. That, on the part of the sovereignty, no
such power can have existence, either here
or anywhere else.
3. That, therefore, all attempts to exercise
any such power are, in their own nature, to
use the technical language of lawyers, null
and void.
4. Another, which will, it is supposed, appear scarcely less clear, is, that no such anarehieal wish or expectation was entertained
by the framers of the oath.
The proposition maintained is. that to any
bills, to the effect in question, the monarch
is, by this third and last clause in the oath,
precluded from giving his assent : if so, he is
equally precluded from giving hi_ assent to
any bills, to any proposed laws whatever,
It is plainlyin what is called hisexeeutive,
and not in his legislative capacity, that the
obligation in question was meant to attach
upon the monarch,
So loose are the words of the act, that if
they were deemed to apply to the monarch
in his legislative capacity, he might find in
them a pretence for rcfilsing assent to almost
mJything he did not like.
If'by this third clause he stands precluded
from consenting to any bill. the effect of
which would be toabolish or vary any of the
" rights" or " privileges"
appertaining to
the bishops or clergy, or "any of them," then
by the first clause he stands equally precluded
from giving his concurrence to any law, the
effect of which would be to abolish or change
any other rights. For by this first elause he
is made " solemnly" to " promise and swear
to govern the people ....
according to the
statutes in pa:liament agreed on, and the
laws and customs of the same." After this,
governing according to any new law, he could
not govern according to the old law abrogated by it.
If, b_"any such ceremony, misrule in this'
shape could be converted into a duty or a
right, so might it in any other,
If Henry VIII. at his coronation had sworn
to " maintain " that Catholic " religion,"
which for so many centuries was" established
by law," and by'fire and sword to keep out
the Protestant religion, and had been considered bound by such oath, he could never
have taken one step towards the Reformstion, and the religion of the state must have
i_n still Catholic.
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But would you put a force upon the con.
science of your sovereign ? By any construetion, which in your judgment may be the
proper one, would you preclude him from the
free exercise of his ?
Most assuredly not--even
were it as cornpletely within as it is out of my power.
All I plead for is, that on so easy acondition
as that of pronouncing the word conscience,
it may not be in his power either to make
himself absolute, or in any shape to give contJnuance to misrule.
Let him but resign his power, conscience
can never reproach him with any misuse of it.
It seems difficult to say what can be a misuse of it, if it be not a determinate and persevering habit of using it in such a manner
as in the judgment of the two houses is not
" conducive," but repugnant " to the utihty
of the subjects," with reference to wbmn,
and whose utility alone, either laws or kings
can be of any use.
According to the form in whieh it is conceived, any such engagement is in effect either
a cheek or a licence : -- a licence under the
appearance of a check, and for that very reasou but the more efficiently operative.
Chains to the man in power? Yes: but
such as he figures with on the stage--to
the
spectators as imposing, to himself as light as
possible. Modelled by the wearer to suit his
own purposes, they serve to rattle, but not
to restrain.
Suppose a king of Great Britain and Ireland
to have expressed his fixed determination, in
the event of any proposed law being tendered
to him for his assent, to refuse sueh assent,
and this not on the persuasion that the law
would not be " for the utility of the subjeers,'" but that by his coronation oath he
stands precluded from so doing, --the course
proper to be taken by parliament, the course
pointed out by principle and precedent would
be, a vote of abdication --a vote declaring
the king to have abdicated his royal autbority, and that, as in ease of death or incurable mental derangement, now is the time
for the person next in succession to take his
place.
In the celebrated case in which a vote to
this effect was actually passed, the declaration of abdication was in lawyer's language a
fiction, --in plain truth a falsehood, --and
that falsehood a mockery; not a particle of
his power was it the wish of James to ahdicute, to part with ; but to increase it to a
maximum, was the manifest object of all his
efforts.
But in the case here supposed, with r,-spect to a part, and that a principal part, of
the royal authority, the will and purpose to
abdicate is actually declared : and this, being
such a part, without which the remainder
cannot, "to the utility of the subjects," be
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exercised, the remainder must of necessity
To such an observationthere could be no
be, on their part and for theirsake, added._
objection, if the object with which it were
made was only to fix attentionto a new or
difficultsubject: " Deliberate well before
CHAPTER
NO-PRECEDENT

IV.

ARGUMENT-

(ad

_&fe-

cundiam.)
Ez'I_OSition. -- " The
proposition
is of a
novel and unprecedented
complexion
: the
present is surely the first time that any such
thing was ever heard of in this house.'"
Whatsoever
may happen to be the subject
introduced,
above is a specimen of the infinite
variety of forms in which tile opposing predicate may he clothed,
• Theperiod_,
variety Inofdifferent
the notions
entertained
at di_ferent
stages
of society,
respecting the duration of laws, presents a curious
and not uninstructive
picture of human weakness,
1. At one time we see, under the name of king,
a single person, whose will makes law, or at any
rate, w_tnout whose will no law is madeand

you act, as you have no precedent to direct
your course.
.Exposure.
_ But in the character
of an
argument,
as a ground for the rejection
of the
proposed
measure,
it is obviously
a fallacy.
Wbether or no the alleged novelty actually
exists,
is an inquiry which
it can never be
worth while to make.
That it is impossible
that it should in any
ease afford the smallest
ground
for the rejeetion of the measure,
--that
the observation
is completely
irrelevant
in relation
to the
question,
whether
or no it is expedient
that
such a measure
should be adopted,
-- is a
proposition
to which it seems difficult to conceive how an immediate
assent can he refused.
If no specific good is indicated
as likely to
be produced
by the proposed
measure,
this
defieiencv
is itself sufficient
to warrant
the

when
laws indieSaxon
with tunes,
_aim.
Suchthiswaslawgiver
the statedies,
of his
things
-- such even continued
to be the state of things
for several reigns after the Norman conquest._
2. Next to this comes a period in which the
duration
of the law, during the liietime of the
monarch
whom itb owed its birth, was unsetded
and left toto chance,

rejection'of

3. In the third place comes the period in which
the notions respecting
the duratmn
of the law
concur with tlwdictates
ofreasonand
utility--not
so much tlrom reflection, as because no occasion
of a nature to suggest and urge any attempt so
ansuru as that ottyrannizmg
over tuturlty, had
as yet happened to present itself
4. Lastly, upon the spur of an occasion of the
sort in quesdou, comes the attempt to give eternity to human laws.
Provisional and eventual perpetuity is an attribute which, in that stage of society at which laws
have ceased to exl_ire with the individual
lcgislator,is
inherent
all laws in
which nounderstoo_t
expression tois be
found
to the incontrary.

posed, so it would against any other that ever
was proposed,
including
every measure
that
ever was adopted,
and therein every mstitution that exists at present.
If it proves
that
this ought not to be done, it proves that nothing else ought ever to have been done.
It may be urged, that if the measure
had

But if a particular
length of time be marked
out, during which, in the enactment
of a law, it
is declared that that law shall not be liable to
suffer abrogation or alteration, the determination
to tie up the hands of succeeding
legislators
is
expressed in unequivocal
terms,
Such, in respect of their constitutional
code,
was the pretension set up by the first assembly of
lution.legislat°rs
brought together by the French revoA position not tess absurd in principle, but, by
the limitation in point of time, not pregnant with
anything
like equal mischief,
was befbre thv.t
time acted
upon, legislation.
and still continues to be acted
upon,
in English

the interest
of the many, there
be anything
in it that is adverse to the interests,
the prcjudices,
or the humours
of the ruling
few,
the wonder
is, not that it shouhl
not have
been brought
forward
before,
but that
it
should be brought
forward
even now.
2. If in the complexion
of it there be anything which it required a particular
degree of
ingenuityto
contrive and adapt to the purpose,
this would
of itself be sufficient
to account
for the tardiness
of its appearance.
In legislation,
the birth of ingenuity
is ohstructed
and retarded
bv difficulties
beyond

In various statutes, a clause may be found by
which the statute is declared capable of being
altered or repealed in the course of the same ses.
siom
In this clause is contained, in the way of
neeemlary implication, that a statute in which no
such clause
is inserted
not session,
capable _ ofno,being
repealed
or altered
duringis the
not
by the very hands by which it was made.

any which exist in other matters.
Besides
the more
general
sinister
interest
of the
powerful
fewin
whose hands
the functions
of government
arc lodged, the more particular
sinister interest affecting the body of lawyers,
is one to which
any given
measure,
in proportion
to the ingenuity
displayed
in it, iJ
likely to be adverse.
Measures
which come under the h_ad ot

a To Ri_

I. inclusive,

b John_ Ed. I. and II.

it.

If any such

specific

good

/s

indicated,
it must be minute indeed, if an observation
of this nature
can afford a suffident
ground
for the rejection
of the measure.
If the observation
pre_nts
a conclusive
objection
against the particular
measure
pro-

been a fit one, it would
have been brought
upon the carpet before.
But there are several obstacles,
besides the inexpediency
of a
measure,
which, for any length of time, may
prevent
its being brought
forward : -1. If, though beyond
dispute promotive
of
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indire?:t legislation, and in particular those bably as much as any other man : but law as
which have the quality of executing themit ought to be, is a very different thing; and
selves, are the measures which, as they pus- the proposal in question has for its avowed.
sess most efficiency when established, so they and commonly for its real object, the bringrequire greater iugenuity in the contrivance,
lug law as it is, somewhat nearer to law as it,
Now, in proportion as laws execute themought to be. But this is one of those things
selves-- in other words, are attended with for which the great dignitary is sure to be at
voluntary obedience--in
that propm_ion are all times unprepared, -- unprepared to join
they efficient ; but it is only ill proportion as ill any such design, everything of this sort,
they fail of being efficient, that to the man having been at all times contrary to his luteof law they are beneficial and productive ; rest, -- unprepared so much as to form any
because it is only in proportion as they stand judgment concerning the conduciveness of
in need of enforcement, that business makes the proposed measure to such its declared
its way into the hands of the man of law.
object: in any such point of view it has never
been his interest to consider it.
A mind that, from it_ first entrance upon
CHAPTER
V.
this subject, has been applying its whole
I. Self.assumed

Authority--(ad
ad verecundtam.)

ignorantlam ; force to the inquiry as to what are the most
effectual means of making its profit of the
imperfections
of the system,--a
miud to
2. The Self- trumpeter's fallacy,
which, of consequence, the profit from these
TnI_ fallacy presents itself in two shapes : sources of affliction ha_ been all along an ob-- I. An avowal made with a sort of mock ject of complacency, and the affliction itself,
modesty and caution by a person in exalted at best, but an object of indifference, -- a
station, that he is incapable of forming a mind which has, throughout the whole course
Judgment on the question in debate, such of its career, been receiving a correspondent
incapacity being sometimes real, sometimes bias, and has in consequence contracted a cotpretended; 2. Open assertion, by a person so respondent distortion, -- cannot with reason
situated, of the purity of his motives and be expected to exert itself with much alacrity
integrity of his life, and the entire reliance or facility in a track so opposite and so new.
which may consequently be reposed on all he
For the quiet of his conscience, if, at the
says or does.
outset of his career, it were his fortune to
I. The first is commonly played off as fol- have one, he will naturally have been feedlows : --An evil or defect in our iustitutions
lug himself with the notion, that if there be
is pointed out clearly, and a remedy proposed,
anything that is amiss, in practice it cannot
to which no objection can be made; up starts be otherwise; which being granted, and, aca man high in office, and, instead of stating cordingly, that suffering to a certain amount
any specific objection, says, " 1 am not pre- cannot hut take place, whatsoever profit can
pared" to do so and so, " I am not prepared be extracted from it, is fair game, and as such
to say," &c. The meaning evidently intended
belongs of right to the first, occupant among
to be conveyed is, " If l, who am so digni- persons duly qualified.
fled, and supposed to be so capable of forming
The wonder would not be great if an offia judgment, avow myself incompetent to do cer of the military profession should exhibit,
so, what presumption, what folly, must there for a time at least, some awkwardness if
be in the conclusion formed by any one else!" forced to act in the character of a surgeon's
In truth, this is nothing else but an indirect
mate: to inflict wounds requires one sort of
way of browbeating--arrogance
under a thin skill -- to dress and heal them requires anveil of modesty.
Other. Telephus is the only man upon record
If you are not prepared to pass a judgment,
who possessed aninstrument by which wounds
you are not prepared to condemn, and ought were with equal dispatch and efficiency made
not, therefore, to oppose : the utmost you and healed. The race of Telephus is extinct ;
are warranted in doing, if sincere, is to ask and a_ to his spears, if ever any of them fmmd
for a little time for consideration,
their way into Pompeii or Herculaneum, they
Supposing the unpreparedness real, the remain still among the ruins.
reasonable and practical inference is -- say I
Unfortunately, in this case, were the abio
nothing, take no part in the business,
lity to form a judgment ever so complete, the
it proposition for the reforming of this or likelihood of co-operation would not be inthat abuse in the administration of justice, is creased. None are so completely deaf as those
the common occasion for the emplo)ment of who will not hear _ none are so completely
this fallacy,
unintelligent
as those who will not underIn virtue of his office, every judge, every stand.
law-officer, is supposed and pronounced to be
Call upon a chief-justlce to concur in a
profoundly versed in the science of the law.
measure for giving possibility to the recovery
Yes; of the science of the law as it is, pro- i of a debt,--the recovery of which is i_ his own
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court rendered impossible by costs which renderedlmpossible;
3. The sort of testimony
parttygo into hisown pocket,--as well might thus given affords no legitimate reason for
you call upon the Pope to abjure the errors regarding the assertion in question to be true ,
of the church of Rome. If not hard pressed,
for it is no less completely in the power of
he will maintain a prudent and easy silence ; the most profligate than ill that of the most
if hard pressed, he will let fly a volley of fal- virtuous of mankind; nor is it in a less delacies--be
will play off the argument drawn
gree the interest of the profligate man to
from the imputation of bad motives, and tell make such assertions.
Be they ever so cornyou of the profit expected by the party by pletely false, not any the least danger of
whom thc bill was framed, and petition pro- punishment doe¢ he see himself exposed to,
ct,red, to form a ground for it. If'that be not at the hands either of the law or of public
sufficLent, he wall transform himself in the first opinion.
place into a witness giving evidence npon a
For aseriblng to any one of these self-trumcounnlttee ; in the next place, after multiplypeters the smallest possible particle of that
ing himself into the number of members he- virtue which they are so loud m the prof, s.
eessary t,_ hear and report upon that evidence,
sion of, there is no more rational cause, than
he will make a report accordingly,
for looking upon this or that actor as a
He will report in that character, that when good man, because he acts well the part of
in any town a set of tradesmen have, on their
Othello, or bad, because he acts well the part
petitmn, obtained a judicatnry in which the , of Iago.
recovery of a debt under 40s. or £5 is not
4. On the contrary, the interest he has in
attended with that obstruction of accumu- . trying what may be done by these means, is
lated expense by which the relief which his more decided and exctu¢ive than in the ease
judicatory professes to afford i_- always ac- _of the man of real probity and social feeling.
companied, it has been _dth no other effect The virtuous man, being what he is, has that
than that of giving in the character of judges
chance for beinglooked upon as such ; whereas
effect to claims which in the character of wit- ,the self-trumpeter in question, having no such
nesses it was originally their design, and I "round of reliance, behold_ his only chance in
afterwards their practice, to give support to the conjunct effect of his own effrontery, and
by perjury,
the imbecility of his hearers.
II. The second of these two devices may
These assertions of authority,
therefore,
be called the self-trumpeter's fallacy,
by men in office, who would have us estimate
By this name it is not intended to desig- their conduct bytheir character, and not their
hate thuse oecasionalimpulse_ofvanity
which character by their conduct, must be classed
lead a man to display or overrate his preten- among political fallacies. If there be any one
sions to superior intelhgence.
Against the maxim in politics more certain than another,
self-love of the man whose altar to himself it is, that no possible degree of virtue in the
is raised on this ground, rival altars, from governor can render it expedient for the goevery one of which he is sure of discourageverned to dispense with good laws and good
ment, rai,_e themselves all around,
institutions. _
But there are certain men in office, who
ill discharge of their functions arrogate to
themselves a degree of probity which is to
CtIAPTER
VI.
exclude all imputations and all inquiry ; their
assertions are to be deemed equivalent to
proof; their virtues are guarantees for the
faithful discharge of their duties; and the
most implicit confidence is to be reposed in
them on all occasions.
If you expose any
abuse, propose any reform, call for securities,
inquiry, or measures to promote publicity,
they set up a cry of surprise, amounting almost to indignation, as if their integrity were
questioned, or their honour woundt_d. With
all this, they dexterously mix up intimations
that the most exalted patriotism, honour, and
perhaps religion, are the only sources of all
their actions,
Such assertions must be classed among fallaeies, because-- 1. They are irrelevant to the
subject in discussion ; 2. The degree in which
the predominance of _otives of the social
or disinterested cast is commonly asserted
or insinuated, is, by the very nature of man,
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PEItSONALIT1ES--t aa .tmieltiam.)

PEa_ONALITtES of this class are the opposites,
and in some respects the counterparts,
of vituperative personalities, which will be treated
of next in order, at the commencement of the
eosuing Book.
Laudatory personalities are susceptible of
the same number of modifications as will be
shown to exist in the case of vituperative personalities : but in this case the argument is so
• _ladame de Stall says, that in a conversation whith she had at Pe:ersburgh with the Erapror of RussJa, _'e exprzssed his desire to better
the condition of the peasantry, who are still in a
state of absolute slavery ; upon which the female
.sentimentalist exclaimed, "_,Sire, your character
_s a constitution for your eountry_ and your conseieneeisitsguarantee_"Hisreplywas,"Quartd
eels serait, je _'wserals jama*s qu'un accident
heureux." -- Dix anuses d'Eai r, p. 313.
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muchweaker thanintheother,
thattheshades
I. They have the common characterof
and modifications
ofitareseldomresorted
to, beingirrelevant
to the questionunder disand aretherefore
not worth a detailed
expo- eussion.The measuremust have something
sition.The objectofvituperative
persooaliextraordinary
init,iraright
judgmentcannot
tiesistoeffect
therejection
ofa measure,on be fmmded ollitsmerits,
withoutfirstestiaccountoftheallegedbadcharacter
ofthose matingthecharacter
of the members of the
who promoteit; andtheargumentadvanced government.
is--" The personswho proposeorpromote
2. Ifthegoodnessof the measurebe sufthe measure,arebad; therefore
themeasure ficiently
e,tablished
by direct
arguments,
the
isbad,or oughtto be rejected."
The oh.}ectreception
givento itby thosewho opposeit
of laudatory
personalitles
istoeffectthere- willform a bettercriterion
forjudgingof
jectionofa measureon accountoftheallegedtheircharacter,
than theircharacter
(asingood character
of thosewho oppose it; and ferredfrom the placeswhich they occupy)
theargumentadvancedis--"The measureis_l
forjudgingofthegoodnessorbadnessofthe
renderedunnecessary
by the virtues
ofthoseimea_,ure.
who areinpower ; theiropposition
isa suf-! 3. If thisargumentbe good in any one
ficient
authority
fortherejection
of themea- icase,itisequallygood ineveryother; and
sure."
itheeffect
ofIt,ifadmitted,wouldbe togive
The argumentindeedisgenerally
confinedto the personsoccupyingforthetimebeing
topersonsofthisdescription,
andislittle
else the situation
in question,
an absolute
and
thanan extension
oftheself-trmnpeter's
fal- universal
negativeupon everymeasure not
lacy.Inbothofthem,authority
derivedfrom agreeable
to theirinclinations.
the virtues
ortalents
ofthe personslauded, 4.Ineverypublic
trust,
thelegislator
should,
isbroughtforwardassuperseding
theneces- forthe purposeof prevention,
supposethe
sity of all investigation,
trustee disposed to break the trust in every
" The measure proposed implies a distrust
imaginable way in which it would be possible
of the members of his Majesty'sgovernment
; tbr him to reap, fl'om the breach of it, any
but so great is their integrity, so complete
personal advantage.
This is the principle on
their disinterestedness,
so uniformly do they which public institutions ought to be formed ;
prefer the public advantage to their own, that
and when it is applied to all men indiserimisuch a measure is altogether unnecessary:-nately, it is injurious to none. The practical
their disapproval is sufficient to warraJ_t an inference is, to oppose to such possible (and
opposition : precautions can only be requisite
what will always be probable) breaches of
where danger is apprehended ; here, the high trust every bar that can be opposed, consis
character of the individuals in question is a tently with the power requisite for the etlisufficient guarantee
against any ground of cient and due discharge of the trust. Indeed,
alarm."
these arguments, drawn from the supposed
The panegyric goes on increasing in pro- virtues of men in power, are opposed to the
portion to the dignity of the functionary thus first principles on which all laws proceed.
panegyrized.
5. Such allegations of individual virtue
Subordinates in office are the very models are never supported by specific proof--are
of assiduity, attention,
and fidelity to their 1scarce ever susceptible of specific disproof;
trust ; mimsters, the perfection of probity and and specific disproof, if offered, could not be
intelligence: and as for the highest magistrate
admitted,
viz. in either ttouse of Parliain the state, no adulation is equal to describe
merit. If attempted elsewhere, the punishthe extent of his various merits,
meat would l_all,not ou the unworthy trustee,
There can be no difficulty in exposing the t but on him by whom the unworthiness had
fallacy from
dueed
of the
these
argument
pauegyries:
attempted
--
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CHAPTER
I. "
[theymay first
be enumerated,and some obVI'TVI'_ATtVS
PSRSO_aLITIES--(adodium.)I servations
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them in
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mutual
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To thisclassbelongsa cluster
offallacies
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inwhat circumstances
they
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correct as welt as complete view will be ob- fessed, or is suspected of entertaining some
rained of them, than if they were considered opinion which the other has professed, or been
each of them by itself,
suspected of entertaining ; therefore the menThe fallacies
thatbelong to thisclustersureisbad:--hebearsanamethatataformer
may be denominated-periodwas borne by a set of men now no
I.Imputationofbad design,
more, by whom bad principles
were enter2.Imputationofbad character,
tained,or bad thingsdone; therefore
the
8.Imputationofbad motive,
measureisbad.
4. Imputationofinconsistency.
In thesearguments,thus arranged,a sort
.5.Imputationof suspicious
connexions
-- of mlti-climax
may be observed; the fact
.,Voscitur ex sociis,
intimated by each succeeding argument being
6. Imputation founded on identity of de- suggested in the character of evidence of the
nomination--]Voscitur
ex cognominibus,
one immediately preceding it, or at least of
Of the fallacies belonging to this class, the some one or more of those which precede it,
common character is the endeavour to draw and the conclusion being accordingly weaker
aside attention from the measure to the man ;_ and weaker at. each step. The second is a
and this in such sort as, from the supposed sort of circumstantial evidence of the first,
imperfection on the part of the manby whom thethird of the second, andsoon. Ifthefirst
a measure is supported or opposed, to cause is inconclusive, the rest fall at once to the
a correspondent imperfection to be imputed
ground.
to the measure so supported, or excellence to
Exposure. _ Various are the considerations
the measure so opposed. The argument in its which concur in demonstrating the futihty of
various shapes amounts to this :-- In bringing the fallacies comprehended in this class, and
forward or supporting the measure in ques- (not to speak of the improbity of the utterers)
tion, the person in question entertains a bad the weakness of those with whom they obtain
design ; therefore the measure is bad : --be is currency--the
weak,_css of the ac_'eptors :-a person of a bad character; therefore the
1. In the first place comes that general
measure is bad:--he
is actuated by a bad character of irrelevancy which belongs to
motive ; therefore the measure is bad : --he
these, in common wi_h the _veral other athas fallen into inconsistencies ; on a former Ucles tbat stand upon the list of iMlacies.
occasion, he either opposed it, or made some
2. In the next place comes the complete
observation not reconcilable with some oh- inconclusiveness.
Whatsoever be their force
servation which he has advanced on the pre- as applied to a bad me:Lsure-- to the worst
sent occasion; therefore the measure is bad : measure that can be imagined, they would
_he is on a footing of intimacy with this or be fbund to apply with httte less force to all
that person, who is a man of dangerous prin- good measures--tothe
be_t measures that can
eiples and designs, or has been seen more or be imagined.
less frequently in his company, or has proAmong 658, or any such large number of
persons taken at random, there will be per• On the subject of personalities of the vim- sons of all characters: if the measure is a good
perative kind, the following are the instructions one, will it become bad because it is supported
given by Gerard Hamilton: they contain all he by a bad man ? If it is bad, will it become
says upon the subject. L 31,367, p. 67 _" It is
an arUfice to be used (but if used by others, to good because supported by a good man? If
be detected,) to begin some personality, or to the measure be really inexpedient, why not
throw in something that may bring on a personal at once show that It is so ? Your producing
altercation, and draw off the attention of the these irrelevant oa_d inconclusive arguments
House.from the main point." IL 36 (470) p. 81; in lieu of direct ones, though not sufficient to
_" If your cause is too bad, call, in aid, the prove that the measure you thus oppose is a
party" (meaning, probably, the indi_,idual who
s_tands in the situation of party, not the assem* good one, contributes to prove that you yourbinge of men of whom a poliucal party is corn- selves regard it as a good one.
posed) --" if the party is bad, call. m aid, the
After these general observations, let us excause = if neither is good, wound the opponent."
amine, more in detail, the various shapes the
IIL, " If a person is powerful, he is to be made fallacy assumes.
obnoxious; if helpless, contemptible; if wicked,
detestable." In this we have, so far as concerns
§ 1. To begin with the imputation of bad
the head of personalities, _ the whole fruit and
design.
result of the experience of one who was by no
means unconve_,ant with law," (says his editor I
The measure in question is not charged
p. ,)
and had hlmselP sat m parhament for ] with being itself a bad one ; for if it be, and
mor_ than tbrty years ; ....
devoting almost all [ in so far as it is thus charged, the argument
his leisure and thoughts, during the long period [ is not irrelevant and fallacious.
The bad
above mentioned, to the examination am[discus. ] design imputed, consists not in the design of
amn of all the principal questions agitated in ]
parliament, and ot toe severM topics and modes I carrying this measure, but some other men.
of reasoning by which they wereeither supported ]sure: which is thus, by necossary implication,
opposed."
| charged with being a bad one. Here, thenp
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four things ought to be proved : viz. l. That
the design of bringing forward the supposed
bad measure is really entertained ; 2. That
this design will be carried into effect ; 3.
That the measure will prove to be a bad one ;
4. Thatbut fortheactually proposed measure,
the supposed bad one would not be carried
into effect,
This is, in effect, a modification of thefallacy of distrust, which will shortly be treated
ot:
But on what ground rests the supposition
that the supposed bad measure will, as such
a consequence, be carried into effect ? The
persons by whom, if at all, it will be carried
into effect, wilt be either the legislators for
the time being, or the legislators of some
future contingent time. As to the legislators
for the time being, observe the character and
frame of mind which the orator imputes to
these his judges :-- " Give not your sanction
to this measure ; for though there may be no
particular harm in it, yet ff you do give your
sanction to it, the same man hy whom this is
proposed, will propose to you others that will
be bad; and such is your weakness, that,
however bad they may be, you will want
either the discernment necessary to enable
you to see them in their true hght, or the resolution to enable you to put a negative upon
measures, of the mischief of which you are
fully convinced."
Tim imbecility of the persons thus addressed in the character of legislatorsandjudges--theirconsequent
unfitness
for the situation, --such, it is manifest, isthe
basis of this fallacy. On the part of these
legislators themselves, the forbearance manirested under such treatment on thc part of
the orator _ the confidence entertained
of
his experiencing such tbrbearance-afford
no inconsiderable presumption of the reality
of the character so imputed to them.
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him with shame. Allow this argument the
effect of a conclnsive one, you put it into the
power of ally man to draw you at pleasure
from the support of every measure which in
your own eyes is good -- to force you to give
your sopport to any and every measure which
m your own eyes is bad. ts it good ? -- the
bad man embraces it, and by the supposition,
you reject it. Is it bad ? -- he vituperates it,
and that suffices for driving you into its embrace. You split upon the rocks, because he
has avoided them--you
miss the harbour, because he has steered into it.
Give yourself up to any such blind antipathy, you are no less in the power of your
adversaries than by a correspondently
irratmnal sympathy and obsequiousnes_ you put
yourself into the power of your friends.
§ 3. Imputation of bad motive.
The proposer of the measure, it is asserted,
is actuated by bad motives, from whence it is
inferred that he entertains some bad design.
This, again, is no more than a modification of
the .fallacy of distrust ; but one of the very
weakest--1.
Because motives are bidden in
the human breast ; 2. Because, if the measure
is beneficial, it would be absurd to reject it
on account of the motives of its author. But
what is peculiar to this particular fallacy, is
the falsity of the supposition on which it is
_rounded ; viz. the existence of a class or
species of motives, to which any such epithet
as bad, can with propriety be applied. VC_at
constitutes a motive, is the eventual expeco
tation either of some pleasure or exemption
from pain ; but forasmuch as in itself there
is nothing good but pleasure, or exemption
from pain, it follows that no motive is bad
in itself, though every kind of motive may,
according to exrcumstances, occasion good or
bad actions ;* and motives of the dissocial cast

§ ""
o Imputation of bad character,
The inference meant to be drawn from an
imputation of bad character, i_,either to cause
the person in question to be considered as entertaluing bad deslgns--i, e. about to be coneerned in bringing tbrward future contingent
andpernicious measures---or simply to destroy
any persuasive force with which, in the charatter of authority, his opinion is likely to be
attended.
"
In this last case, it is a fallacy opposed to
a fallacy of the same complexion, played off
on the other side : to employ it, is to combat
the antagonist with his own weapons. In the
former case, it is another modification of the
fallacy of distrt_t _ of which hereafter,
Ia proportion to the degree of efficiency
with which a man suffers these instruments
of deception to operate upon his mind, he

may But
aggravate
the itself
mischief
of a the
pernicious
_et
if the act
to which
motive
gives birth-- if in the proposed measure in
question there be nothing pernicious, -- it is
not in the motive's being of the dissocial class
-- it is not in its being of the self-regarding
class, -- that there is any reason for calling it
a bad one. Upon the influence and prevalence
of motives of the self=regarding class, depends
] the preservation, not only of the species, but
I of each individual belonging to it. When,
[ from the introduction of a measure, a man
! beholds the prospect of personal advantage in
I any shape whatever to himself, _ say for example a pecuniary advantage, as being the
most ordinary and palpable, or, dyslogistically
speaking, the most gross, -- it is certain that
the contemplationofthisadvantagemusthave
had some share in causing the conduct he pur-

enables bad men to exercise over him a sor_
of pOwer, the thought of which ought to cover

mSee Introduet_o_ to thv Prirwiplcs of Mroralz
and Leqislat oft, VoL I.
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roles: it may have been the on]y cause. The
on the mind of the person in question is sucb,
measure itself being by the supposition not that in consequence of the connexion he wiL
pernicious, is it the worse for this advantage ? be induced to introduce and support measures
On the contrary, it is so much the better.
(and those mischmvous ones) which otherFor of what stuff is public advantage corn- t wise he would not have introduced or supposed, but of private and personal advantage? i ported.
i
As to the two first of these three supposed
§ 4. Imputation of inconsistency.
/ facts, their respective degrees of probability
fact of to,
the in inconsistency,
on thethecircumstances
the Admitting
utmost .t the
can amount
the character I will
case. depend
Of the third,
weakness mayofbeeach
exof an argument against the proposed measure, i posed by considerations of a general nature°
is, the affording a presumption of bad design
In private life, the force of the presumption
in a certain way, or of bad character in a cer- ill question is established by daily experience:
lain way and to a certain degree, on the part but in the case of a political connexion, such
of the proposer or supporter of the measure, i as that which is created by an opposition to
Of tlle futility of that argument, a view has one and the same political measure or set of
been already given : and this, again, is a too- measures, the presumption loses a great part,
dification of thef_dla_ of distrust,
sometimes the whole, of its force. Few are
That inconsistency, when pushed to acerthe political measures, on the occasion of
lain degree, may afford but too conclusive
which men of all characters, men of all deevidence of a sort of relatively bad clmrac- grees in the scale of probity and improbity,
ter, is not to be denied: if. tbr example, on may not be seen on both sides.
a fbrmer occasion, personal interest inclining
The mere need of infbrmation respecting
him one way (say against the measure,3 at- matters of fact, is a cause capable of bringing
guments have been urged by the person in together, in a state of apparent connexion,
question against the measure ; while on tile some of the most opposite characters.
present occasion, personal interest inclimng
him the opposite way, arguments are urged
by him in favour of tile measure, -- or it a
matter of filet, which on a former occasion
was denied, be now asserted, or rwe versd -and in each ease, if no notice of the mconsisteney is taken by the person himself; -- the
operation of it to his prejudice will naturally
he stronger than if an account more or less
satisfactory is given by him of the eireumstances and causes of the variance.
Bat, be the evidence with regard to the
cause of the change what it may, no inference
can be drawn from it against the measure,
unless it be that such inconsistency, if established, may weaken the persuasive force of
the opinion of the person in question in the
character of authority:
and ill what respect
and degree an argument of this complexion is
irrelevant, has been already brought to view.
§ 5. Imputation of auspicious connexions -(noscitur ex sociis.)
The alleged badness of character on the
part of the alleged associate being admitted,
the argmnent nowin question _,ill stand upon
the same footing as the four preceding ; the
weakness of which has been already exposed,
and wtll constitute only another branch of the
.follaey of distrust.
But before it can stand
on a par even with those weak ones, two
ulterior points remain to be established : -I. One is. the badness of character on the
part of the alleged associate,
2. AnOther is, the existence of a social connexion between the person ill question and
his supposed associate,
3. A third is, that the influence exercised

§ (; Imp,ttation

founded on identity! of deno-

mlra_tiou--(noseltur
ex eognoml_ibus.)
The circumstances by which this fallacy is
distinguished from the last preceding is, that
in this case, bet ween the person in question,
and the obnoxious persons by whose opinions
and conduct he is supposed to be determined
orinfluenced, neither personal intercourse nor
possihility of personal intercourse can exist.
In the last case, his measures were to be opposed because he was connected with persons
of bad character,--in
the present, because he
bears the same denomination as persons now
no more, but who in their own time were
the authors of pernicious measures. In so far
as a community of interest exists between
the persons thus connected by community of
denomination, the allegation of a certain cornmunity of designs is not altogether destitute
of weight. Community of denomination, however, is but the sign, not the efficient cause,
of community of interest.
What have the
Romans of the present dayin common with
the Romans of early times ? Do they aspire
to recover the empire of the world ?
But when evil designs are imputed to men
of the present day, on the ground that evil
designs were entertained and prosecuted by
their namesakes in time past, whatsoever may
be the community of interest, one eireumstance ought never to be out of mind :--this
is, the gradual melioration of character from
the most remote and barbarous, down to the
present time ; the consequence of which is,
that in many particulars the same ends which
were formerly pursued by persons of the same
denomination are not now pursued ; _nd if
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in many ott_ers tbe same ends are pursued,
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It is only in the absence of interest,

4_
tha_

If thi_
unheeded,
the eon- I heald.
the hope
character
of sineeurists
and
they
areobservatlml
not pursued pa_
by the
same b:_dme,ms.
experienceIn can
to be recarded,
or reason
_equences moy be no less misrhievous than [ ovcr-p_d placemen, it is the interest of the
If, then, thi_ fifi]aey be suflbred to inflmmce the majorit_ of the people of Ireland on the
the mind,
absurd
: thatandwhich
derermiue
has been,human
is unalterable.
conduct, I, double
membersfooting"
of the ofEnghsh
enemiesgovernment
and subjects;
to treat
and
whatsoever degree of depravity be imputed
s_wh is the treatment which is in store for
to preceding generations of the obnoxious
them to the extent of their endurance.
dermminatim_ --whatsoever
opposition may
have been maniti_sted towards them or their § 7. Cause of the prevalence _f tl_e fallaeies
successor% -- must continue without abatebeh,ngin[/to tl, s class.
ment to the end of time. " Be my friendship
Whatsoever be the nature of the several
immortal, my emnity mortal," is the senti- instrmnents of deception by which the mind
racist that has been so warmly and so justly
is liable to be operated upon and deceived,
applauded in the moulb eta sa¢e of antiquity:
the decree of prevalence they experience
but the falla_- here in ques,*ion proposes to the degree of sueees_ the T enjoy, depends
maintain its baneful b_fluence fi_r ever.
ultimately upon one common cause, viz. the
It is in matters touching" rellgiou_ persuaignorance and mental imbecility of those
slon, and to the prejudice of certain sects,
on whom they operate.
In the present inthat this fallacy has been played off with
stance, besides this ultimate cause or root,
the greatest and most pernicious effect.
In they find in another _alIacy, and the eorre
England, particularly against measures for spending propensityoftho
human mind.a sort;
the relief of the Catholics, "those of our of i_termediate cause. This is the fallacy of
ancestors, who, professing the same branch
authority: the correeponding propensityisthe
of the Christian religion as that which you _propensity to save exertion by resting sa_snow profess, were thenee distinguished by'the
fled with authority.
Derived from, and prosame name, entertained peruieious designs,
portioned to, the ignorance and weakness of
that for some time showed themselves in per- IOn, minds to which political arguments are
nieious measures ; therefore you, entertain- i addressed, is the propensity to judge of" the
in_ the same pernicious de¢igns, would now, [ propriety or impropriety of" a measure born
had you but power enough, carry into effect i the supposed character or disposition of its
the same pernicious measure_ : --:-"they, hay- supporters or opposers, in preference to, or
ing the power, destroyed by fire and'fi_ggot [ even in exclusion of, lts'ov, al intrinsic ehathose who, in respect of religions opinions i ratter and tendency,
t_roportioned to the
and ceremonies, differed from them ; theredegree ofimportanee
attached to the eharacfore, had you but power enough, so would
ter and disposition of the author or supporter
you." Upon this ground, in one nf the three
of the measure, is the degree of persuasive
kingdoms, a system of government continue_,
force with which the fallacies belonging to
which does not so much as profess to have this class will naturally art.
in view the welfare of the majority of' the
Besides, nothing but laborious application
inhabitants, -- a system of gowrmnrnt
in and a clear and comprehensive intellect, can
which the interest of the many is avowed]y,
enable a man on any given subject to employ
so long as the government
lasts, intended
successfu]l) relevant argflments drawn from
to be kept in a state of perpetual sacrifice to the subject itself. To employ personalities,
the interest of the few.
In vain is it urged, neither labour nor intellect is required: in this
these inferences, drawn from times and men- sort of contest, the most idle and the most
sures long since past, are completely belied ignorant are quite on a par with, if not superior
by the universal experience of all present
to, the most industrious and the most highlytime. In the Saxon kingdom, in the Austrian
g`ifted individuals. Nothing can be more conempire, in the vast and ever-flourishing empire
vement for those who _ ould speak withou$
of France, though the sovereign is C'athofic. the trouble of thinking:
the same ideas are
whatsoever degree ofsecuritythe government
brought forward over and over again,, and all
allows of_ is possessed alike by Catholics
that is required is to vary the turn ofexpresand Protestants.
In vain is it observed (not
sion. Close and relevant arguments have very
that to this purpose this or any other part of' little hold on the passions, and serve rather
the history of the 17th century is worth ob- to quell than to inflame them; while in perserving) _in vain is it observed, and truly
sonalities, there is always _omething stimuobserved, the Church of England continued
lant, wbether on the part of him who praises,
her fires after the Church of Rome had dis- or hlm who blames.
Praise forms a kind ot
continued hers. *
connexion between the party praising and
Under James I., when, for being Anabapthe party praised, and vituperation gives an
lists or Arians, two men were burnt in Smith- air of courage and independence to the party
field,
who blames.
VoL II.
D d
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Ignorance mid indolence, fiuendship and
enmity, concurring and conflicting interest,
servility and indcpemlence-all conspire to
give personalities the ascendency they so unhappily maintain.
Ttle more we lie under
the influence of our own passions, the more
we rely on others being affected in a similar
degree. A man who can repel these injuries
with dignity may often convert them into
trimnph : " Strike me, but hear." says he ;
and the fury of his antagonist redounds to
his own discomfiture.

CHAPTER

II.

§ t. The Hobgoblin Argument,

or, No Inno-

[PART IL

commencement: for of all the old things ever
seen or heard of, there is not one that was
not once new.
Whatever is now establish.
meat, was once innovatwn.
Ite who on this ground condemns a proposed measure, condemns, in the same breath,
whatsoever be would be most averse to be
thought to dL-approve:--be
cmn|emns the
Revolution, tbe Reformation, the a_sumption
made by the House of Commons of a part ill
the penning of the laws in the reign of Henry
VL, the institutiml of the House of Commons itself in the reihnl of Henry III.: -- all
ttmse he bids us regard as sure forerunners
of the monster anarchy, but particularly the

vatiun / -- (ad rectum.)
.Ezposition.--The
hobgoblin, the eventual
appearance of which is denounced by this ar-

birth and first efficient agency of" the ttouso
of Commons--an
innovation, in cmnparison
of which all others, past or future, are tbr
efficiency, and consequently mischievousness,
but as giains of dust in the balance.

gmnent,
anarchy; whiehtremendous
spectre
has for itsis forerunner
the monster *nnovatwm
The forms in which this monster may be
denounced are as numerous and various as the
sentences in which the word innovation can
be placed.
•' Here it comes?" exclaims the barbarous
or unthinking servant in the hearing of the
affrighted child, when, to rid herself of the
burthen of attendance, such servant scruples
not to employ an instrument of terror, the
effects of which may continue during life.
*' Here it comes!" is the cry; and the hobgoblin is rendered but the more terrific by
the suppression of its name.
Of a similar nature, and productive of
similar effects, is the political device here
exposed to view.
As an instrument of deception, the device is generally accompanied
by personalities of the vituperative kiml:_
imputation of bad motives, bad designs, bad
conduct and character, &e. are ordinarily cast
on the authors and advocates of the obnoxious
measure ; whilst the term employed is such
as to beg the question in dispute. Thus, in
the present instance, innovation means a bad
change ; presenting to the mind, besides the
idea of a change, the proposition, either that
change in general is a bad thing, or at least
that the sort of change in question is a bad
change.
Exposure.All-comprehensiveness
of the
condemnation passed by this fallacy,
This is one of the many cases in which it
is difficult to render the absurdity of the atgument more glaring than it is upon the face
of the argument itself.
Whatever reason it affords for looking upon
_he proposed measure, be it what it may, as
about to be mischievous, it affords the same
reason for entertaining the same opinion of
everything that exists at present.
To say
811 new things are bad, is as much as to say
$11things m'e bad_ or, at any event_ at their

'i § o~" Appret_ension of rai_eht,ffrom ehanae_
what foundatton _t Ires _n truth.
]
A circmnstauce that gives a sort of colour
to the u_e of this fallac} is, that it can scarce]y ever be found without a certain degree of
truth adhering to it. Supposing the change
to be one which cannot be cffeeted without
the interposition of the legislature, even this
circumstance is sufficient to attach to it a
certain quantity of mischief. The words nocessary to commit the change even to writil_g, cannot be put into that fbrm without
labour, importing a proportional quantity of
vexation to the head employed in it ; which
labour and vexation, if paid for, is compensated by and productive of expense.
When
disseminated by the operation of the press, as
it always must be betbrc it can be productive
of whatever effect is aimed at, it becomes
productive of ulterior vexation and expense.
Here. then, is so much unavoidable misehiet:
of which the most salutary and indispensable
change cannot fail to be product'_ve: to this
natural and mmvoidablc portion of mischief,
the additions that have been made, in the
shape of factitious and avmdable mischief o[
the same kind, are such as have sufficient claim
to notice, but to a notice not proper for this
place.
Here, then, we have the minimum of hischief which accompanies every change ; and
in this minimum of mischief we have the
minimum of truth with which this fallacy is
aecmnpanied, and which is sufficient to protect it against exposm e, from a fiat and unI discriminating demal.
]
It is seldmn, however, that the whole of the
I mischief, with the corresponding portion of
truth, is confined within such narrow bounds.
I
Wheresoever any portion, however great
] or small, of the aggregate mass of the objects
of desire in any shape _ matter of wealth,
power, diguity, or even reputation _ anQI

Cn. I1.1

NO INNOVATION{

whether in possession, or only in prospect,
and that ever so remote and contingent-must, in consequence of the change, pas_ out
of ally hand or hands that are not willing to
part with it, viz. eitberwithout
compensation,
or with no other than what, in their estimalion, is insufficient ; --here we have, in some
shape or other, a quantity of vexation uncompensated-so much vexation, so much
mischief beyond dispute,
But in one way or other, whether from the
total omission of thi_ or that item, or from
the supposed inadequacy of the eompensation
given for it, or fi'om its incapacity of being
included in any estimate, as in ease of remote
and but weakly probable as well as contingent profits, it will not unfrequently happen
that the compensation allotted in this ease
shall be inadcquate, not only to the desires,
but to the imagined rights of the party from
whmn the sacrifice is exacted. In so far as such
insufficiency appears to himself to exist, he
will feel himself urged by a motive, the force
of which will be in proportion to the amount
of such deficiency, to oppose the measure ;
and in so far as in his eyes _ueh motive is fit
to be displayed, it will constitute what in his
language will be reason, arid what will be received in that eharaeter by all other persons
in whose estimate any such deficiency shall
appear to exist. So far as any such deficiency
is specifically alleged in the character of a
reason, it forms a relevant and specific argument, and belongs not to the aeeount of falfacies ; and, if well fbunded, constitutes a just
reason, if not for quashing the measure, at
any rate for adding to the compensation thus
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the imposture, this fallacy has been every
now and then met by what may be termed
its counter-fallacy : Time itsc(f is the archinnovalor.
The inference is, the propo_ed
change, branded as it has thus been by the
oditms appellative of innovation, ib in fact no
change : its ,ale effect being either to prevent
a change, or to bring the matter back to the
good state in which it tormerly was. This
eounter-tMlaey, if such it may be tanned, has
not, however, any stwh pernicious properties
or consequences attached to it as may be seen
to tie indicated by that name. Two eircumstances, however, concur in giving it a just
title to the appellation of a tMlacy : one is,
that it has no specific application to the partieular measure m hand, and on that score
may be set down as irrelewmt ; the other,
that by a sor_ of implied concession and virtnal adnds_-ion, it gives colour and emlntenanee to the fallacy to whleh it is opposed,
adndtting by implication, that if the appellation of a change belonged with propriety to
the proposed measure, it might on that single
account with propriety be opposed.
A few words, then, are now sufficient to
strip the mask from the fallacy. No specific
mischief, as likely to result from the specific
measure, is alleged; if it were, the argument
would not belong to this head. What is alleged, is nothing more than that mischief,
without regard to the amount, would be
among the results of this measure. But this
is rio more than can be said of every legislatire measure that ever did pass, or ever can
pass. If, then. it be to he ranked with arguxnents, it is an argument that involves in one

shown to be deficient.
And in this shape, i common condemnation all political measures
viz. in that of a specific argument, will a man _ whatsoever, past, present, and to come; it
of course present his motive to view, if it I passes eondeumatlon on whatsoever, in this
damage and eventual injury will not, even in all places as well as in all times.
Dehvered
his own viewofit,
beat" the test of inquiry,
from an humble ,-ration, fi'om the mouth of
then,
this specific
failing
lie J an
old ever
woman
by hercan
gossip
the labe susceptible
of it.argument
But when
the him,
alleged
way.
has beguiling
been, or ever
he done,
in
will betake himself to the general fallacy" in ! bourn of the splinting-wheel in her cottage,
lieu of it. He will _-etup the cry of lnnova- ' it might pass for simple and ordinary ignotion
t Innovatzon
! hoping
by this
watchword
to bring
to his aid
all whose
sinister
interest

] ranee:
from any house
such or
exalted
station _as delivered
that of a legislative
judi-

is connected w_th his own ; and to engage 1 eial bcneh,--fi'om such a quarter, if it can be
them to say, and the unreflecting multitude
regarded as sincere, it is a mark of drivelling
to believe, that the change in question is of I rather than igl 1orancc.
the number of those in which the mischief
But it may be said--" My meaning is not
attached to it is not accompanied by a pro- to condemn all change_ not to condemn all
ponderant mass of advantage,
new institutions, all new laws, all new measures, -- only violent and dangerous ones,
§ 3. Time the innovator-general, a eountersuch as that is which is now proposed."
The
fallacy,
answer is: Neither drawing or attempting
Among the stories current in the profes- to draw any line, you do hy this indiscrimision of the law, is that of an attorney, who, nating appellative pass condemnation
on all
whenhisclientappliedtohimforreliefagainst
change--on
everything to which any such
a forged bond, advised him, as the shortest
epithet as new can with propriety be applied.
and surest course, to forge a release.
Draw any such line, and the reproach of inThus, as a shorter and surer course than
sincerity or imbecility shall be withholden :
that of attempting to make men sensible of draw yourline; but remea_ber, that whenever
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you do draw it, or so much as begin to draw
it, you give up this your argument,
Alive to possible-imaginable evils, dead to
actual ones-- eagle-eyed to future contingent evils, blind and iasensihle to all exk-ting
ones, -- sueh is the character of the mind,
to which a fallacy suchas this can really have
presented itself in the character of an mgument possessing any the smallest claim to
notice. To such a mind,-- that by denialand
sale of justice, anarchy, in so far as concerns
nine-tenths of the people, i_ actually by force
of law established, and that it is only by the
force of morality _ of such morality as all
the punishments denounced against sineelity,
and all the reward applied for the encouragement of insincerity, have not been able to
banish, -- that society is kept together ; -- that
'_o draw into question the fitness of great eharatters for their high situations, is in one man
a crime, while to question their fitness, so
that their motives remain unquestioned, as
lawful to another ; -- that the crime called
libelremains undefined and undistinguishahle,
and the liberty of the press is defined to be
the absence of that security which would be
afforded to writers bv the establishment ofa
licenser ; -- that uncler a show of Ii l Itatim,
a government shall be in fact an absolute one,
while pretended guardians are real accomptiees, and at the nod of a king or a minister,
by a regular trained body of votes, blaek shall
be declared white--miscarriage,
success-mortality, health--disgrace,
honosa'--and notorious experienced imbecility, consummate
skill;_to
such a mind, these, with other
evils boundless in extent and number, are
either not seen to be in existence, or notfelt
to be such.
In such a lnind, the horror of
innovation is as really a disease as any to
which the body in which it is seated is exposed.
And in proportion as a man is aftticted with it, he is the enemy of all good,
which, how"urgent soever may be the demand
for it, remains as yet to be done ; not' can he
be said to be completely cured of it, till he
shall have learnt to take, on each occasion,
and without repugnance, general utility for
the general end, and to judge of whatever
is proposed, in the character of a means conducive to that end.
§ 4. Sinister

interests in which this fallacg
has its source,
Could the wand of that magician be borrowed, at whose potent touch the emissaries
of his wicked antagonist threw off their reveral disguises, and made instant confession
of their real character and designs, _ could
few of those ravens by whom the word
innovation is uttered with a scream of horror,
and the appro_h of the monster anarchy denouneed, -- ue touched with it, we should
then learn their real character and have the

[PART IL

r true import of these screams translated inta
i intelligible language.
1. I san a lawyer (would rote of them be
heard to sav.)--a fee-fed jsatge--who,
courtdaring that'the money I lay up, tim power I
exercise, and the respect and reputation I
enjoy, depend on the undiminished continuante of the abuses of the law, the factitious
delay, vexation, and expense with which the
few who have money enough to pay for a
chance of justice are loaded, and by which
I the many who have not, are cut off from that
I chance, -- take this method of deterring men
from attempting to alleviate those torments
in which my comforts have their source.
2. I am a sinecurist (cries another,) whobeing in the receipt of £88,000 a-year, public
money, for doing nothing, and having no more
wit than honesty, have never been able to
open my mouth and pronounce any articulate
sound for any other purpose, --yet,
hearing
a cry of " No sinecures !" am come to join in
the shout of " No innovation ! down with the
I innovators !" in hopes of drowning, by these
I defensive sounds, the offensive ones which
I chill my blood said make me tremble.
i 8. I san a contractor (cries a third,) who
I having bought my seat that I rnav sell my
votes -- and in return for them, being in the
t habit of obtaining with the most convenit nt
Itregularity a succession of good johs, foresee,
i in the prevalence of innovation, the destruction mid the ruin of this established branch
of trade.
4. I am a country gentleman
(cries a
fourth,) who obscrvi_'lg that frmn having a
seat in a certain assembly aman enjoys more
respect than he did be(ore, on the turf. in
the dog-kennel, and in the stable, and having
tenants and other dependents enough to seat
me against their wills for a place in which I
am detested, and hearing it said that ifinnoration were suffered to run on unopposed,
elections would come in time to he as fi'ee in
reality as the 5'are in appearance and pretence,
--have
left for a day or two the cry of
" Tally-he !" and "Halk
forward !" to'join
in the cry of ' No AnarchyI" " No innovation !"
5. I am a prle_-t (says a fifth,) who having
proved the pope to be antichrist to the satisfaction of all orthodox divines whose piety
pra) s for the cure of souls, or whose health
has need of exoneration from the burthen of
residence ; and having read, in my edition of
the Gospel, that the apostles lived in palaces,
which innovation and anarchy would cut down
to parsonage-houses; though grown hoarse by
screaming out, "No reading !" "No writing !"
" No Lancaster I" and " No popery !"--for
fear of coming change, am here to add what
remains of my voice to the full chorus ot
" No Anarchy !" "No Innovation I"
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sUce of, some day or other it may happen to
CHAPTER
III.
be followed by some other measure B, which
JIALLACYOF DISTIIUST,
OB._ WH&'r's &T THE- may be a bad one.
A man A, against whom
_oa"roM ?-- (ad rectum.)
there is neither evidence nor charge, is to be
pmfished, because, for aught we can be sure
Exposltlon.-This argumer_t may be con- of, some time or other there nmy be some
sidered as a particular modification of the No- other man who will have been guilty.
Innovation argmneat.
An arrangement or set
If on this ground it be rigilt that the menof arrangements has been propo,ed, so plainly sure in question be re3ected, so ought every
beneficial, and at the stone time so manite_tly
other measure that ever has been or can be
innoxious, that no prospect presents itself" of ! proposed : tbr of no measure can anybody be
cr
"
'
brmgme to bear upon them with any effect I sure but that it may be fbllowed by some
lhe cry of No innovatiom
ls the anti-inno- t other n easure m' measures, of which, when
vatiomst mute ? No ; lie has this resource:
they make their appearance, it may be said.
_In
what you see as yet (sa3s he) there
that the? are bad.
may perhaps he no gre-at mL-chief; but deIf: then, the argument proves anything, it;
pend upon it, in the quarter from whence i proves that no measure ought ever to be carthese proposed innoxmus arran_'ements come, ried, or ever to have been carried ; and that,
there are more beMnd that are of a very dlf- therefin'e, all things that can be done by law
ferent complexion ; if" these innoxious ones f or govermneut, and therefore lawand governcharacter will succeed without eml, and will
This policy i_ exactly that which was
are carried
be
sufferedlikewise,
to be carried, others of a noxious I attrihuted
ment themseL,
to Herod
es, are nuisances.
in the extermination
.Exposure. -- The absurdity of this argu- I of the innocents ; and the sort of man by
rnent is too glaring to t)e susceptible of any whom an argmnent of this sort can be era.
considerable illustration from anything that
plo)ed, is the sort. of man who would have
tmn be said of it : -acted as tiered did, had he beeu in Herod's
1. In the first place, it hegins with a vir- place.
tual admission of the propriet_ of the meaBut think, not only what sort of man he
sure considered in itself; and thus containing
must be who can b:'mg himself to empIoy such
within itself a demonstration of its own th- an argument ; but moreover, what sort of
tility, it cuts up from under it the very men they must he to whom he can venture
ground which it is endeavouring to make : to propose it-- on whom he can expect it to
yet, from its very weakness, it is apt to de- make any impression, but such a one as will
rive for the moment a certain de_ree of'three,
be disgraceful to himself. " Such drivellers,"
By the monstrosity of its weakness, a feeling
says lie to them in effect. " such drivellers
of surprise, and thereupon of perplexity, is are you, so sure of being imposed upon by
apt to be produced : and so hmg a_ tins fk'el- any one that will attempt it, that you know
ing continues, a diffieuhy of fiuding an ap- not the distinction between good and bad;
propdate answer confinue_ with it. For that
and when, at the suggestion of this or that;
which is itself nothing, what answer (says a man, you have adopted any one measure, good
mau) can I find ?
or bad, let but that; same man propose any
If two measures-- G and B-- were both number of other measur-s, whatever be their
brought, forward at the same time, G being character, ye are such idiots and fools, that
good mid B bad ;-- rejecting G, because B is without looking at them yourselves, or vouch.
bad, would he quite absurd enough ; and at; I sating to learn their character from others,
first view a man might be apt to suppose that you will adopt them iJJ a lump." Such is the
the force of absurdity could go no ihrther,
compliment wrapt up in this sort of arguBat the present fallacy does in effect go ment.
much further :--two measures, both of them
brought upon the carpet together, both of
them unobjectionable, are to be rejected, not
CtIAPTER
IV.
for anything that is amiss in either of' them,
OFFICIALMALEFACTOR'S
SCB.]gEN_
but for something _hat by possibility may be
(ad metum.)
fmmd anfiss in some other or othcr_ that nobody knows of, and the future existence of ]
,, Attack us,you attack Government."
which, without the slightest ground, is to be I
Exposition. _ The fallacy here in questlon
assnmed and taken for granted.
[ is employed almost as often as, in speaking
In the field ofpolieya_ applied to measures, ] of the persons by whom, or of the system on
this vicarious reprobation forms a counterpart [ which, the business of the government is conto vicarious punishment in the field of jus- ] dueted, any expressions importing eondetnflee as applied to persons.
I nation or censure are uttered.
The fallacy
The mca_ure G, which is good, is to be consists in affecting to consider such condemthrown out, because, for aught wc car be I nation or censure as being, if not in design_
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at least In tendency, pregnant with mischief
to government itself: -- " Oppose us, you
oppose government ;.... Disgrace us, you disgrace government ;" " Bring us into contempt, you bring government into contempt ;
and anarchy and civil war are the immediate
consequences."
Such are the forms it assumes,
Ezposure.--Not
ill-grounded,
most assuredly, is the alleged importance of this
maxim : to the class of'persons by or for whom
it is employed, it must be admitted to be
.well worth whatsoever pains cart be employed
m decking it out to the best advantage,
Let but this notion be acceded to, all persons now partaking, or who may at any time
be likely to partake, in the business and profit
of misrule, must, in every one of its shapes,
be allowed to continue so to do without disturbance:
all abuses, as well future as present, must continue _Sthout remedy.
The
most industrious labourers in the service of
mankind will experience the treatment
due
to those to wl;ose dis ¢¢_5al or selfish nature
the happiness of man is art object of aversion
or indifference. Punishment, or at least disgrace, will be the reward of the most exalted
virtue ; perpetual honour, as well as power,
the reward of the most pernicious vices. Punishment will be, and so by English libel-law
it is at this day--let
but the crimimd be of
a certain rank in the state, and the mischief
of the crime upon a scale to a certain degree
extensive--punL-hment
x_ill b-+ not tbr Itim
who commits a crime, but tbr hint who cornplai_s of it.
So long as the conduct of the business of
the government contains anything amissin it
--so long as it contains in it anything that
could be made better--so
long, in a word,
as it continues short of a share of absolute
perfectlon,-there will be no other mode of
bringing it nearer to perfection--no
other
means of clearing it of the most mischievous
abuses with which government
can be defiled, than the indication of such points of
imperfection as at tbe time being exist, or are
supposed to exist ;n it ; which points of iraperfection will always be referable to one or
other of two heads : the conduct of this or
that one of the individuals by whom in such
_r such a department the business of govern_ent is conducted ; or the state of the svs_em of administration under which they act.
]But neither in the system in question, north
the conduct of the persons in question, can
any imperfection be pointed out, but that,
as towards such persons or such system, in
proportion to the apparent importance and
extent of that imperfection, aversion or contompt must in" a greater or less degree be
produced,
In effect, this fallacy is hut a mode of mtimating in other words, that no abase ought

[PAav IL

to be reformed --that nothing ought to ho
uttered in relation to the misconduct of any
person in office, which may produce any sentiment of disapprobation.
In this country at least, few if any persons
aim at any such object as the bringing into
contempt any of those offices on the execution of which the maintenance of the generat
security depends ;--any such office, tor ex
ample, as that of king, member of parliament,
or judge. As to the person of the king, if the
maxim, '" The king can do no wrong," be
admitted in both its senses, there can be no
need of"imputing blame to him, urlless in the
way of defence against the imprudence or the
improb_ty of those who, by groundless or exaggerated eulogiums on the personal character of the individual monarch on the throne,
seek to extend his power, and to screen from
censure or scrutiny the misconduct of his
agents.
But in the instance of any other office, to
reprobate everything the tendency of which
is to expose the officer to hatred or contempt,
is to reprobate everything that can be said or
done, either in the way of complaint against
past. or fi_r the purpose of preventing flmtre
tram-grcs,.ion_ ;--to reprobate everything the
tendency of which is to expose the office to
hatred or contempt, is to reprobate everything that can be said or done towards pointing out the demand for reform, how ncodful
soever, in the constitution of the office.
if in the constitution of ttte office, in respect of mode of appointment, mode of remuneration, &e., there be anything that tends
to give all persons placed in it an interest
acting in opposition to official duty, or to
give an increased taeility to the effective pus.
suit of any such sinister interest, everything
that tends to bring to view such sinister interest, or such facility, contributes, it may
be said, to bring the office itself into contempt.
That under the existing system of judieao
tin'e, so t_aras concerns its higher seats, the
interest of the judge is, throughout the whole
field of his jurisdiction, in a state of constant
and diametrical opposition to the line of his
duty;--that
it is his interest to maintain undiminished, and as fiaras possible to increase,
every evil opposite to the ends of justice, viz,
uncertainty, delay, vexation and expense ;-that the giving birth to these evils has at all
times been more or less an object with every"
judge (the present ones excepted, of whom
we say nothing) that ever sat on a Westminster-Hall
bench;and that, under the
present constitution
of the office, it were
weakness to expect at the hands of a judge
anything better ;--whilst,
that of the abovementioned evils, the load which is actually
endured by the people of this country, is, as
to a very small part only, the natural and uno
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avoidable 1ot of human nature ; -- are propositions which have already in this work been
made ptain to demonttration,
and in the belief of which the writer has been confirmed
by the observations of nearly sixty years-Wopositions, of the truth of which he is no
more able to entertain a doubt, than he is of
his own existence,
But in these semiment% ha_ he any such
wi_h as to see enfeebled and exposed to effectnal reslstauee the authority of judges ?-- of
any established j udieatory ?--of any one occupier of any such judicial seat ? No : the most
strenuous defender of abuse in every shape
would not go further than he in wishes, and
upon occasion in exertion, for its support,
For preventing,
reined?dug, or checking
transgression on the part of the members of
government, or preventing their management
of the business of government from becoming
completely arbitrary, the nature of things affords no other means than such, the tendency
of which, as far as they go, is to lower either
these managing hands, or the system, or both,
in the affection and estimati(m of the people :
which effect, when produced in a high degree,
may be termed bringing them into hatred and
contempt,
But so far is it from being true that a man's
aversmn or contempt for the hands by which
the powers of government, or even for the
system under which they are exercised, is a
proof of his aversion or contempt towards
government itself, that, even in proportion to
the strength of that aversion or contempt, it
is a proof of the opposite affection. What, in
consequence of such contempt or aversion, he
wishes for, is, not that there be no hands at all
to exercise these powers, but that the hands
may be better regulated ;--not
that those
powers should not be exercised at all, but that
they should be better exercised ; -- not that,
in (he exercise of them, no rules at all should
be pursued, but that the rules by which they
are exercised should be a better set of rules,
All government is a trust-- every branch
of government is a trust, and immemorially
acknowledged
so to be : it is only by the
magnitude of the scale, that public differ from
private trusts,
I complain of the conduct of a person in
the eharacterofguardian--asdomesticguar-them
dian, having the care of a minor or insane person. In so doing, do I say that guardianship
is a bad institutmn?
Does it enter into the
head of any one to suspect me of so doing ?
I complain of an individual in the character
of a commercial agent, or assignee of the elfects of an insolvent.
In so doing, do I say
that commercial agency is a bud thing ?--that
the practice of vesting in the hands of trustees or assignees the effects of an insolvent,
for the purpose of tbeir being divided among
his el_litors, is a bad practice ? Does any such
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conceit ever enter into the head of man, as
that of suspecting me of so doing ?
I complain of an imperfection in the state
ofthelaw relative to guardianship. In stating
this supposed imperfection in the state of the
law itself, do I say that there ought to be no
law on the subject v__ that no human being
ought to have any such power as that of gustdian over the person of any other?
Does it
ever enter into the head of any human being
to suspect me so much as of entertaining any
such persuasion, not to speak of endeavouring
to cause others to entertain it ?
Nothing can be more groundless than to
suppose that the disposition to pay obedience
to the laws by which security in respect of
person, property, reputation, and condition
in life, is afforded, is influenced by any such
consideration as that of the fitness of the soveral fhnctionaries for their respective trusts,
or even so much as by the fitness of the systern of regulations and customs under which
they act.
The chief occasions in which obedience on
the part of a member of the community, in his
character of subject, is called upon to maullest itself, are the habitual payment of taxes,
and submission to the orders of courts ofjustiee: the one an habitual practice, the other
an occasional and eventual one. But in neither instance in the disposition to obedience,
is any variation produced by any increase or
diminution in the good or ill opinion entertained in relation to the official persons by
whom the business of those departments is
respectively carried on. or even in relation
to the goodness of the systems under which
they act.
_Vere the business of government carried
on ever so much worse than it is, still it is
from the power of government in its several
branches, that each man receives whatsoever
protection he enjoys, either against foreign or
domestic adversaries.
It is therefore by his
regard ibr his own security, and not by his
respect either for the persons by whom, ortbe
system according to which, those powers are
exercised, that his wish to see obedienee paid
to them by others, and his disposition to pay
obedience to then] himself, are produeed.
Were it even his wish to withhold from
his own obedience, that wish cannot
but be altogether ineffectual, unless and until
he shall see others in sufficient number disp_ed and prepared to withhold each of them
his own obedience _ a state of things which
can only arise from a common sense of overwbelming misery, and not from the mere ntteranee of complaint.
There is no freedom
of the press, no power to complain, in Tarkey ; yet of all countries it is that in which
revolts and revolutions are the most frequent
and the most violent.
Here and there a man of strong sppetlte_

.
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weak understanding and stout heart excepted,, ! any _a_cb u_sh as that of seelt_g tile bands of
it might be affirmed with confidence that the government dissolved.
most indigent and mos_ ignorant would not
In producing a local or temporary debility
be foolish enough to wish to see a complete
in the action of the powers of the natural
dissolution of the bonds of government.
In body, in many cases, the honest and skilful
such a state of things, whatsoever he might physician beholds the only means of cure: and
expect to grasp ibr the moment, he would
from the act of the physician who prescribes
have no assured hope of keeping.
Were he an evaeuant or a sedative, it wou_d be as
ever so strong, his strength, he could nat but reasonable to infer a wish to see the patient
see, would avail him nothing against a too- perish, as from the act of a statesman, whose
mentarily confederated multitude; nor in one endeavours are employed in lowering the repart of his field, against a swifter individual
putation.of the official hrmds in whom, or the
ravaging the opposite part ; nor during sleep,
system of management in which, he beholds
against the weakest and most sluggish : and the cause of what appears to him amiss, -- to
for the purpose of securing himself against infer a wish to see the whole frame of governo
such continually-impending
disasters, let him ment either destroyed or rendered worse.
suppose him,elf entered into an association
In so far as a man's feeling and conduct are
with others-for mutual security,-- he would influenced and determined by what is called
then suppose hin_elf living again under a sort pubhc opinion, by the force of the popular or
of governmcut,
moral sanetmn, and that opinion runs in conEven the comparatively few who, for a fornfity with the dictates of the principles of
source of subsistence, prefer depredation to general utility, -- in proportion to the value
honest industry, are not less dependent for set upon reputation, and the degree of respect
their wre_ehed and ever palpitating existence
entertained for the community at large, his
than the honest and iudustrious are for theirs,
conduct will be the better, the mine cornou that general security to which their pracpletely the quantity of respect he enjoys i_t
flee creates exceptions,
lie the momentary
dependent nponthegoodnessofhis
behaviour:
object of his rapacity what it amy, what no it will be the worse, the more completely the
one of them could avoid having a more or less quantity of respect he is sure of en.ioying is
distinct eonceptmn of, is, that it could not independent of it.
exist toe lfim further than it is secured against
Thus, whatsoever portion of respect the
other_,
people at large are in the habit of bestowing
So tar i_ it from being true, that no go- upon the individual by whom, on any given
vernment can exlst consistently with such occasion, the otfiee i_l question is fill_xt, this
exposure,
no good goverilment can exist portion of respect may, so long as the habit
without it.
continues, be said to be attached to the _ffice,
Unless by opeh and lawlcss violence, by no j us/as any portion of the emolument is, which
other means than lowering in the estimation
happens to be attactmd to the office.
of the people the hands by which the powers
But as it is with emolument, so is it with
of government are exercised, if the cause of respt'ct. The greater the quantity of it a man
the mischief consist in the unfitness of the is hkely to receive independently of his good
bands-- or the system of management under behaviour, the less good, hi so far as depends
which they act, it' the cause of the mischief upon the degree of influence with which the
lic in the system--be
the hands ever so un- love of reputation acts upon his mind, is his
fit, or the _ystem ever so ill-constructed,-behaviour likely to be.
cml there be any hope or chance of beneficial
If this be true, it is in so far the interest
change,
of the public, that that portion of respect,
There being no sufficient reason for as- which along with the salary is habitually
eribing even to the worst-disposed any wlsh attached to the office, should be as small as
so fi_olish as th3t of seeing the bonds of go- possible.
vernment dissolved, nor on the part of the
lf, indeed, the notion which i_tis the object
best-disposed any po_stt_ility of contributing
of the fallacy in question to inculcate were
to produce change, either in any ruling hands
true, viz. that the stability of the government,
deemed by them unfit for their trust, or of or its existence at each given point of time,
the system deemed by them ill adapted to depends upon the degree of respect bestowed
those which are or ought to be its ends, otherupon the several individuals hy whom at thai;
wise than byrespectively bringing into gener_fl point of time its powers are exercised, --if
disesteem these objects of their disapprobathis were true, it would not be the interest
tion, -- there cannot be a more unfounded ira- of the public that the portion of respect haputation, or viler artifice if it be artifice, or bitually attached to the otl_c, and received
grosser error if it be error, than that _hich
by the oflScial person independently of his
infers from tire disposition, or even the endea- good behaviour in it, should be as small as
your to lessen in the estimation of the people possible. But in tmw great a degree this no.
the e._sting rulers, or the existing system,
tion is eeroneou_, has been shown alr_ad_
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But while it is the interest of the public,
that in the instance ef each trustee of the
, public, the remuneration received by him in
the shape of respect should be as completely
dependent as possible upon the goodness of
his behaviour in the execution of his trust,
it is the interest of the trustee himself that
as in every other shape, soin the shape of respect, whatsoever portion of the good things
of this world he receives, on whatever score,
whether on the score of remuneration or any
other, should be as great as possible ; since
by good behaviour, neither respect nor anything else can be always earned by him hat
by sacrifices in some shape or other, and in
particular in the shape of ease.
Whatsoever, therefore, be the official situation which the official person in question
occupies, it is his interest that the quantity
of respect habitually attached to it be as great,
and at the same time as securely attached to
it, as possible.
And in the poiut of view from which he
is by his personal and sinister interest led to
consider the subject, the point of perfection
in this line will not be attained until the quantity of respect he receives, in consequence of
the possession he has of the oihce, he at alI
times as great as the nature of the office admils--at
all time_ as completely independent of the goodness of his behaviour in his
oliiee as possible-- as great, in the event of
his making the worst and least good use, as
in that of his making the best and the least
bad use, of the powers belonging to it.
Such being his interest, whatsoever be his
official situation, if, as is the ease of most, if
not all official situations, it be of such a hature a_ to have power in any shape attached
to it, his endeavom' and study will be so to
order matters as to cause to be attache.1 to
it as above, and by all means possible, the
greatest portion of respect possible,
To this purpose, amongst others, will be
directed whatsoever influence tns will can be
made to act with on other xvil]_, and whatsoever influence his understanding
can be
made to exert over other understandings,
If, for example, his situation be that of a
judge,-- by the influence of will on will, it
will seldom in any considerable degree be in
his power to compel men by force to bestow
_tpou him the sentiment of respect, either by
itself, or in any considerable degree by means
_)f any external mark or token of it : but he
raay restrain men from saying or doing any
of those things, the effect of which would be
to cause others to bestow upon him tess respect than they would otherwise,
If, being a judge of the King's Bench, any
man has the presumption to question his
fitness for such his high situation, he may for
so doing punish him by fine and imprisonment
with et ¢teteras.
If a Lord Chancellor, he
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may prosecute him before a judge, by whom
a disposition to attach such punishments to
such offences has been demonstrated by prae_
tice.
Thus nmch as to what can, and what
cannot be done, towards attaching respect to
office, by the influence of will on wiU.
What may be done by the influence of
understanding on understanding,
remains to
be noticed.
Laying out of the question thai;
influence which, in the official situation in
question, is exercised over the understandings of the people at large, independently of
any exertions on the part of him by whom
it is filled, -- that which on his part requires
exertion, and is capable of being exercised by
exertion, consists in the givhlg utterance and
circulation in the most impressive manner to
the fallacy in question, together with a few
_uch others as are more particularly connected
with it.
Upon the boldness and readiness with which
the hands and system arc spoken ill ot, depends the difference between arbitrary and
limited govermnent--between
a government
in which the great body of the people have,
and one in which the) have not, a share.
In respect of the members of the governing
body, undoubtedly the state of tim_gs most
to be desired is, that the only occasion on
which any endeavours should be employed to
lower them in the estimation of the public
should be those in which inaptitude ill some
shape or other, want of probity, or weakness
of judgment, or want of appropriate talent,
have justly been imputable to them : that of:
those occasions in which inaptitude has not
in any ot those shapes been justly imputable,
no such endeavour should ever be employed.
Unfortunately, the state of things hereby
supposedis plainly (need it be said ?) an irapossible one. Admit no aecusation, you may,
and )ou will exclude all unjust ones: admit
iust ones, you must admit unjust ones along
with them ; there is no help for it. One of
two evils being necessary to be chosen, the
question is, which is the least ?--to
admit
all such imputations, and thereby to admit
of unjust ones ? or to exclude all such imputafions, and thereby to exclude all just ones ?
I answer without difficulty,-- the admission
of unjust imputations is, beyond comparison,
the least of the two evils. Exclude all unjust
imputations, and with them all just ones,
the only check by which the career of deteflotation can be stopped being thus removed,
both J_ands and system will, until they arrive
at the extreme of despotism and misrule, be
continually growing worse and worse: the
hands themselves will grow worse and worse,
having nothing to counteract the fm'ceofthat
separate and sinister interest to the action of
which they remain constantly exposed ; and
the system itself will grow worse and worsej
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it being all along, the interest,
and, by the heart a tyrant-- and, to become so in praesupposition, within the power, of the hands tiee. wants nothing but to be seated on one
them_lves to make it so.
of those thrones, or on one of those benches,
Admit just imputations, though alon_ with ill which, by the appearance of chains made
them you admit unjust ones,-- so slight is for show and not for use, a man is enabled,
the evil as scarcely to bear that name. Along with the greater dignity as well a, safety, to
with unjust imputations, are not defences ad- act the part of the tyrant, and glut lun_se]f
mitred ? In respect of motives and of means, with vengeance.
have not the defendants in this ca_c, beyond
To a man who, in the civil line of office,
all comparison, the advantage of the corn- accepts a commission, it is not ]es_ evident
ptainants ?
that by so doing be exposes himself to iml,uAs far as concerns motives, in the instance rations, some of wbich may happen to be unof every person included in the attack (and just, than to a man in the military line it is
in an attack made npon any role member of evident, that by acceptance of a commission
the government as such, who does nnt know m that line he exposes himself to be shot at :
how apt all are to feel themselve_ included?)
and of a military office, with about equal
the principle of self-preservatio_l i_, stronger
truth might it be said. that an honourable
than the exciting cause productive of the dis- man will not accept it on such cnndllion, as
position to attack can be in any instance,
of a civil office, that an honourable man will
As far as concerns meal, s of defence, if the not accept it if his conduct is _o sta_d experson against whom the attack is principally
posed to such Imputations.
levelled wants time or talent to defend himIn such circumstances, it is not easy to see
self, scarce a particle of the immense ma_s of ho_. it should happen to a public man to lathe matter of reward, -- _ hicb, in all manner
hour at the lonz-run under an imputation that
of shapes, for the purpose ofcarryin_ on the is not ju._t. In so far as any such incident
ordinary business of government,
lies con- does take place, evil does in truth take place:
stantly at the dispo,a! of the members of the but even in thi.- ease, the evil will not be
government,--but
is applicable, even without
unaccompanied with concomitant good, optany separate expense, to the extraordinary
rating in compensation for it. On the part of
purpose of engagm_ deft'haling advocates,
men Inoffice, it eontrihutes to keep up the
Let it not be said -- "' This is a perseeuhabit of eonsidc,'ing their conduct as exposed
tion to whioh an honourable man ou_:ht not to scrutiny --.to keep up in their minds that
to be exposed-- a persecution which, though
sense of resp:msibilit) on which goodne_-s of
to some houourahle men it may be tolerable,
conduct depends, in which good behaviour
will to others be intolerable -- intolerable to finds its chief security.
such a degree as to deprive the publ.ic of the
On the part of _he people at large, _t serves
benefit of theil services."
_o keep alive th_ expectation of witnes-,_g
A notion to any such effect will scarcely such attack_, -- the halfit of looking out ior
be advanced with a grave face. That censure ' them ; and, when any such attack does come,
is the tax imposed by nature upon eminence, i it prevents the idea of hardship which is apt
is the A B C of common place. Whois there
_o attach upon an) infliction, how neces,ary
to whom it can be a doubt that exposule to soever, of which it can be said that it is
such imputations is among the inevitable ap. ,mprecedentcd or even rare ; and hindels the
pendagesof office? lf it were an office which public mhad from being set a<ainst the atin no shape whatever had any adequate a]- tack. and him who finds exertion and courage
lowance of the matter of reward annexed to eno,,gh to make it.
it--if
it were a situation into which men
When, in support of such imputations, fi,lse
were pressed-- the observation would have fac_s are alleged, the act of him by whom such
some better ground ; but in the class of office IMse allegations are made, not on]_ ought to
here in question, exists there any such ?
be regarded as pernic,ous, but ought to be,
A self-contradictlon
is involved in the and is, consistently with justice and utility,
observation itselL
The subject, of which
punishabte_punishable
evenwben advanced
sensibility thus morbid is predicated, is an through temerity, without consciousness of
honourable man : but to an honourable man, the falsity, and more so when accompanied
to any man to whom the attribute
honourwith such dishonest consciousness.
able can with truth and justice be applied,
But by a sort of law, of which the proteesuch sensibility cannot be attributed.
The tion of high-seated offficial delinquency is at
man who will not accept an office but upon least the effect, not to say the object, a discondition that his conduct in it shall remain
tinetion thus obvious as well as important
exemp_ from all imputation, intends not that
has been carefully overlooked : and whenhis conduct shall be what. it ou_zht to be. ;-ever, to the prejudice of the reputation of a
lhe man to whom the idea of being subject
man, especially if he be a man in office, a fact
to those imputations, to which he sees the
which has with more or less confidence been
best are exposed, is intolerable, --is in his asserted or insinuated, turns out to be false,
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the existence of dishonest consciousness, whe- intelligence of the managing hands, and the
ther really existing or not, is assumed,
goodness of the system of management under
In so far as public men, trustees and agents wlnch they act : but if on each occasion it defor the people in possession or expectancy, are pended on the degree of estimation in which
the objects, a c'eneral propensity to scrutinize
the conduct and character of the managing
into their conduct, and thereby to cast impu* hands, and the structure of the system of
rations on it at the hazard of ttteir being more management under which they act, happened
or le-s unmerited, is a usefld propensity--it
I at th,_-t time to be held by the majmfity of the
is conducive to good behaviour on their part : people, this power would be seen strong, and
and for the opposite and correspending reason,
perhap. too strong, at one time ; weak to any
the habit of general lauda,:mn -- lmulatioa
degree of weakness-insufficient to any dewithout specific groumls-- is a mi_ehievous
grec of insufficiency -- at another.
propendty, being condudvc to ill behaviour
Among the pecuharcxcellencies
of the Engon their part.
lish constitution, one is, that the existence of
Render all such endeavours hopeless, you the government, and even the good conduct
take from a bad .-rate of flnngs all chance of of it, depends in a less degree thml under any
being belter: allow to all sm'h endeavours
other monardly upon the personal qualificaZ
the fl'eest range, you do no injury to the best tions of the chief ruler, and upon tim place
state of things ima;finable,
he oceupies in the estimation of the people.
What¢oever thdtities the adversaries of the Conceive the character of the chief ruler
existing state of things, have tbr lowering it perfbct to a certain degree of perfection, all
in the estimation of the pe:,ple, equal faeili- cheeks upon his power would be a nuisance.
ties at least, it not greater, have its friends
On the other hand. m'.der a constitution of go.
and supporter_ for keeping and ratting it up.
vernment i_do which checks upon that power
Undo" the English con,titution, at a_Jyrate.
are admitted, the stronger and more efficient
the most strenuous defenders of tim existing
those checks, the worse the personal character
set of managing band,, as wel! a, of _he ex- of the chief ruler may be, and the business of
isting sy_-tem of management, are not ba,'k- _,(nernment still go m, without any fatal disward in repre_cn:ing an oI'p_si_i',m a_ being _u,:hanee.
no less necessary a power among the springs
On recent occasions, as if the endeavour
of gO_'ermnent t]_'au the 1e_llato: in a watch. _ had been new alld altogether anomalous to the
But in x_hat way is it that oppo¢itim_, be it constitution,
great were the outcries againsi;
what it may, everaets, or eve_ can act, but h? the audacity of those parliamentary electors
endeavouring to lowm either the ram,aging m_d other members of the community, who,
hamt% or, iu this or that part of it. the sys- in tl_e character of petitioners,
were using
tern of management, in the estimation ¢_fthe their endeavour.- to lower the House of Cornpeople ? And from a watehmaker's putting a mons in the estimation of the people, or, in
regulating spring into the wa*eh he is making. _tronger terms, to bring it and its authority
it would be just as reasonable and fmr to in- into contempt.
That by the individua]._ in
far that his meaning is to destroy the watch,
question, an endeavour of this nature should
as from the circumstance of a man seeking,
be regarded as a cause of personal incouvein this or that instance, to lower m the esu- menee, and, as such, be resisted, is natural
matiol, of the people tim managing hands, or enough ; but as to its being, on the part of
this or that part of the system of management,
the authors of those exertions, blameable
to inti_r a desire on Ins part to destroy the or. on the part of the constitution, dangerous
government.
-- surely no fllrther observation need here be
Under the English constitution at least, added.
not only in point of fact, is the (hspositmn
But what was complained of as an abuse,
to pay that obedience by which the power of was the existence of that state of things--of
government is constituted, and on which the that system of management, under which, in
existence of it depends, independent of alt a number sufficient on ordinary occasions to
esteem for the hands by which thk- power is constitute or secure a majority, the members
exercised, unaffected by any dis-esteem for of that governing body have a _inister intethis or that part of the system of managerest separate t?om and opposite to that of the
rnent according to which it is executed; but, people for whom they profess to serve : that
under such a constitution at least, the more being independent as towards those to whom
complete this independence, the better for the they ought to be dependent, as to those
stability and prosperity of the state. Being as whom it is their duty to controul, and towards
it is, it suffices tbr carrying on at all times whom they ought to be independent they
the business of government ; viz. upon that
are dependent; and that by means by which,
footing in point of skill and prosperity which though altogether out of the reach of punishis consistent with the aptitude, probity, and ment, the dependgnce is rendered beyond
comparison more constant and effectual than
" More's Observations, pp. 77, 7a.
it would be by acts of punishable bribery.
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In this state of thhlgs, if any alteration
naturalinterest
being in each case commonly
in it be desirable, it is impossible that such but weak, it requires to bring it into effeeo
alteratiou should be brought about by other tire action whatsoever aids can be afforde|
means than lowering in the estimation of it. Strong arguments, how strong soever,
the people, not only the system itself, but will of themselves he scarcely sufficient; for
all those who act willingly under it, mid use _,t the utmost they can amount to no more
their endeavours to uphold it.
_
the indication of that interest, which, in
Without this means, and by any other i ti_e ease of the greater part of the many
means, bow is it that by possibihty an)" such whose force it is necessary to bring to bear
change should be produced? Supposing them upon the point in question, is by the suppoassured of possessing, in the event of a re- sition bntweak.
]n aidofthentmost
strength
fusal of all such change, as high a place in ofwhieh the argument issusceptible, strength
the estimation of the people as they hold at of expression will therefore be necessary, or
present, anything done by them in furtherat least naturall) aml generally regarded as
ante of such a change would be an effect with- necessary, and as snch employed.
But in
out a cause.
In their person,d capacities,
proportion as this strength of expression is
they have all, or most of them, little to gain, employed, the mode of application stands
while they have nmeh to lose, by any pro- expo._ed to the imputation of that heat, and
posed change,
violence, mid acrimony, the use of which it
True, itmaybe said.--to
be remedied, an is the object of the alleged fkllacy to pre,mperfection,
be it what it may, must be [ vent.
dangerous to government is, not the indieslion of such imperfections, wifl_ their sup_osed remedies, but the mode in which they
_'e apt to be pointed out--the
heat, the rio_r_ce, with which such indication is aeeompointed
out.
But
what
we
cmnplam
of as
punted.
This we ohject to, not merely
dishonest, but as nn_i_e, -- as tending to itritate the very persons at whose hands the
lemelkv t_hJ_ pleaded for is sou_'ht,
To tins, the answer is as folttJws:-1. Whatsoever may" be the terms most deeorous, and, upon the supposition, the best
adapted to the obtaining of the relief desired,
ft is not possible to comprise them in any
much scheme of description as will enable a
man to satisf_ himself beforehand what terms
will be considered exposed to, what exempt
from, censure,
2. The cause of irritation is not so properly in the terms of the application, as in
the substance and nature of the application
itself; so that the greatest irritation would
be produced by that mode of applicatiml,
whiehever it were, that appeared most likely
to produce the effect in question--the
effect
the production of which is on the one part
an object of desire, on the other of aversion ;
the least irritation by that which, in whatever terms couched, afforded the fairest pretence for non-compliance,
3. The imperfeetion in question being, by
the supposition, one of a public nature, the
advantages of which are enjoyed by a few,
while the interest which the many, each t_ken individually, have in the removal of the
imperfeetioniscommonlyeomparativelysmall
and remote, no little difficulty is commonly
experienced by any one whose endeavour it
*hould be to persuade the many to eollect
*mongst them a degree of impressive force
*a_cient to operate upon the ruling powers
*_ vilest
On the part of the many, the

ing iu effect, and being f_lt to be, conducive,
or at least not repugnant, to the interest of
the ruling powers addres_-ed, that the .-nuple
statement of the considerations which, in the
character of reasons, prove the existence of
I the4.supposed
It is onlyimperfection,
on the supposition
its beand, if of
a remedy
be p_"oposed, the aptitude of the proposed
remedy, ean with reason be expected to operate on them wi_h effect. But the fact is,
that. on the par_ of those ruling powers, this
,ort of repugnance, in a degree more or less
considerable, is no other than what on every
such occasion ought in reason to be expected.
If the imperfection in question be of the nature of those to which the term abuse is wont
to be applied, these ruling powers have some
or all of them, by the supposition, a spceial
profit arising out of that abase -- a special interest, consequently, in the preservation and
defence of it. Even if there be no such spccial interest, there exists in that quarter at
all times, and in more shapes than one, a
general and constant interest by which they
are rendered mutually averse to appticatious
of that nature. In the first place, in addition
to their ordinary labours, they find themselves called upon to undertake a course of
extraordinary labour, which it was not their
design to undertake, and for which it may
happen to some or ,all of them to ft_el themselves but indifferently prepaled and quailfled; and thus the application it.-elf finds it
self opposed by the interest of their case. In
the next place, to the extent of the task thus
imposed upon them, they find the bu,_iuess
of government
taken out of their hands.
To that same extent, their conduct is deter
mined by a will which originated not among
' themselves
" ; and if,
" the measure being
" earned
"
into effect, the promoters of it would obtain
reputation, respect, arm affection, --of those
rewards, a share more or less considerable
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falls into other hands; and thus the application in question finds an opponent in the interest of their pride,

CttAPTER

V.

rectum.)
"Infamy must attach somewhere."

ACCUSATION-SCAREIt'S

DEVICE--(a_

I_xposition.--This
fidlacy consists in representing the imputation of purl,o_ed calum'ly as ncees._arily and justly attaching upon
him who, having made a charge of misconduet against any person or persons possessed
of political power or influenee, tails of producmg evidence sufficient for conviction,
Its manifest object, accordingly, is, as far
as possible, to secure impmfity to erimesand
transgressions in every shape, on the part of
per._ons so situated; viz. by throwing nnpediments in the w_*vof accusation, and in particular, by holding out to the e_'es of those
persons x_Yho have in view the "undertaking
•the functiorrs of accusers, in case of' failure,
in addition to disappointment,
the prospect
of disgrace.
Erposure. -- " Inl_amy must attach somewhere."
To this effect was a dictum ascribed
in the debates to the Right IIonourablc George
Cannina*. on the occasion of the inquiry into
the'eon_hmt of the DukeofYork
mhisoflice
of Commander-in-Chief.
In principle, insinuation to 1his effect has
an unlin,ited application: it applies not only
to all charges against persons possessed of
political power, but, with more or le_s force
to all eruninal charges in form of law against
any persons whatsoever; and not only to all
charges in a prosecution of the criminal east,
but to the litigants on both sides of the cause
in a case of a purely non-penal, or, as it is
called, a civil nature,
If taken as a general proposition applying
to all public accusations, nothing can be more
mischievous as well a_ fhllaeiou_. Supposfl_g
the charge unfounded, the dehvery of it may
have been accompanied
•
.
. with mMa 3'/"des _Coonseiousness of its injustice, ) temerity only, or
it may have been pcrlbctly blameless.
It is
in the firs_ ease alone that infamy can with
propriety attach upon him who brings it forward. A charge really groundless may have
been honestlybeheved
to be well founded;
i.e. believed with a sort. of provisional eredence, sufficient for the purpose of engaging
a man to do his part towards the bringing
about an investigation, but without sufficient
reasons.
But a charge may be perfectly
groumtless, without attaching the smallest
particle of blame upon him who brings it forward. Suppose him to have heard from one
or more, presenting themselves to him in the
character of percipient witnesses, a story,
which either in toto_ or perhaps only in c/r-
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cnmstances, though in circumstances of the
most material importance, sholdd prove false
and mendacious, -- bow is the person wtm
hears this, and acts accordingly, to blame?
What sagacity carl enable a man, previouslyto
legal inve.-rigation--a man who has no power
that can enable him to insure correctness or
co,repleteness on the part of this extra-judicial testimony--to guard against deception in
such a ease ? Mrs. C. states to the accuser,
that the Duke of York knew of the bus_ness;
stating a conversation as having passed between him and herself on the occasion. All
this (suppose) is perfectly- false: but the £dsit), of it, how was it po_sible for one in the
accuser's situation to be apprised of?
The tendency of this fallacy is, by iutimidation to prevent all truc charges whatever
from being nmde, -- to secure impunity to
delinquency in every shape.
But the'conclusion,
timt because the discourse of a witness is false in one particular,
or on one occasion, it must therefore he false
in toto,--in particular, that because it is false
in respect of some fact or circumstance spoI ken to on some extra-judicial occasion, it is
I therefore not credible on the occasion of a
'_judicial examination,-is a conclusion quite
unwarranted.
If this argument were consistently and
uniformly applied, no evidence at all ough_
ever to be received, or at least to be credited:
for where was ever the human being, of fidl
ace. bvwhom the exact line of truth had never
b,._cn ]n any instance departed from in the
whole course of his life ?
The fallacy consists, not in the bringing to
view, as lessening the credit due to the teatimony of the witness, this or that instmlee
of falsehood, as indicated by inconsistency or
counter-evidence,
but, in speaking of them as
conclu.*tve, and as warranting the turning a
deaf ear to everything else the witness has
sa_d, ar, if suffered, might have said. Under
the prcs<ure of some strong and manifest
falsehood-exc_iting interest, suppose falsehood
has been uttered by the witness: be it so;
does it tbllow that fZalsebood will on every
occasion -- will on the particular occasion in
question--be
uttered by him without any
such excitement,9
Under the pressure of terror, the Apostle
Peter, when questioned whether he were one
of the adherents of Jesus, who at that time
was in the situation of a prisoner just arrested
on a capital charge, -- denied his being so;
and in so doing, uttered a wilful falsehood.
and this falsehood he thrice repeated within a
short time : -- does it follow that the testJmony of the Apostle ought not on any oeeasion to have been considered as capable of
being true .9
If any such rule were consistently pursued,
what judge_ who had ever acted in the prov
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fession of an advocate, could with propriety
attached to it, is almost too plainly true to
be received in the character of a witness ?
be worth saying.
But ill the case of a pubAgain, with respect to the object of the lie accusation, though by the supposition it
charge, so far from rec_iviug le._s countenance
turns out to be groundless, it is not altogewhere the ohject is a public than where he ther without its use -- tire evil produced is
is a private man, accusation, whether it be at not altogether without compensation ; for by
the bar of an official judicatory or at the bar the alarm it keeps up m the breasts in which
of the public at large, ought to receive be- a disposition to delinquency has place, such
yond comparison more countenance.
In case accusation acts as a check upon it, and conof the truth of the accusation, the mischief
tributes to the prevention or repression ot it.
is greater--the
demand for appropriate cen-! On the other hand, in the situation of the
sure as a check to it, correspomtently greater. I public man, the mischief] in the ease of his
Onthe other hand, in ca_e of non-delinquency,
having been the object of an unfounded accuthe mischief to the groundlcssly-accused
in- sutton, is less, as we have shown in the predividual is less.
Power. in whatever hands
ceding chapter, than in the case of a private
lodged, is almost sure to be more or less man. In the advantages that are attached
abused; the cheek, in all its shapes, so as it to his situation, he possesses a fund of comdoes not defeat the good purposes for which
pensation, which, by the supposition, has no
the power has been given or suffered to be [ place in the other case: and apprised as he
exercised, can never 'be too strong.
That I ouaht to be, and but for his own fault is,
against a man who, by the supposi'tlon, has ] of the enmity and envy to which, according
done nothing wrong, it is not desirahte, whe- I to the nature of it, his situation exposes him,
ther his situation be public or private, that i aml not the private man, hc ought to be, and
accusation should have been p_eferred--that
1but for his own fault, will be, proportionably
he should have been subjected to the d,m- 0repared to expect it. and less _._ensibl_alger,
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" NO COMPLAINT"--

(ad quiLtem.)
Erposition.-A new law or measure being
proposed in tire character of a remedy for some
incontestable abuse or evil, an objection is
frequently started, to the following effect :-" The measure is unnecessary ; nobody cornplains of disorder in that shape in which it is
the aim of your measure to propose a remedy
to it: even when no cause of complaint has
been found to exist, especially under governments which admit of complaints, men have
in general not been slow to complain; much
less where any just cause of complaint has
existed." The argument amounts to this:-Nobody complains, therefore nobody suffers,
It amounts to a veto on all measures of precaution or prevention, and goes to establish
maxim in legislation, directly opposed to
tee most ordinary prudence of common llfe ;
--it
enjoins us to build no parapets to a
bridge till the nmnber of accidents has raised
an universal clamour,
.Exposure.-- The argument would have
more plausibility than it has_ if there were
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] any chance of complaint5 being attended to
i -- 1i the silence of those who suffer did not
arise

flora

despair,

occasioned

by

seeing

the

i truitles_ness of former complaints.
The ext pense and vexation of collecting and addressi mg complaints to parliament being great and
certain, complaint will not commonlv hemado
t without adequate expectation of reiief. But
i how can an)" such expectation be entertained
by any one who is in the slightest degree
_acquainted with the present constitution of
! parliament ? Members who are independent,
_of and irresponsible to the people, can have
very few and very slight motives for attending to complaints, the redress of which would
affect their own sinisterinterests.
Again, how
many complaints are repressed by the fear of
attacking powerful individuals, and incurring
resentments which may prove fatal to the
complainant!
The most galling and the most oppressive
of all grievances is that complicated mass of
evil which is composed of the uncertainty,
delay, expense, and vexation in the administration of jnstiee : of this, all but a comparelively minute proportion is dearly factitious*
• See Scotch Reform, in VoL V.--
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--factitious,
as being the work. originallyand
in its foundation, of the marl of law; latterly,
and in respect of a part of its superstnmture,
of the man of finance. In extent, it is such,
that of the whole population there exists not
an individual who is not every mmnent of hi_
life exposed to stiffer under it : and few advanced in life, who, in some shape or other,
have not actually hecn suffcrers _rom it. By
the price that has been put upon justice, or
what goes by the name of ju_.tlce, a vast
majority of the people, to some such amount
as 9-10 ths or 19-20'hL are bereft altogether
of the ability of putting in ibr a chance for
it ; and to those to whom, instead of being
utterly denied this sort of chance, is sold, it
is sold at such a price, as, to the poorest of
such as have it still in their power to pay,
the price is utter ruin--and
even to the
riehesr, matter of serious and sensible ineonvenience,
In emnparlson of this one scourge, atI other
political scourges put together are feathers:
and in so far as it has the operatmns of the
man of finance for its cause, if, instead of onetenth upon income, a property tax amounted
to nine-tenths,
still an addition to the pinpetty tax would, in cmnparison of the altlielion produced hy the stun aases_-ed on lawproceedings, be a relief: tbr the ineome-tax
tMls upon none but the comparatively prosperous, and increases in proportion to the
prosperity--in
proportion to the ability to
sustain it; whereas the tax upon law.proeeedings falls exclusively upon those whom
it findslabouring under affhcti_n--under
that
sort of affliction wLich, so long aq it lasts,
operates as a perpetual blister on the mind.
titre, then, is matter of emnplaint for every
British sut0cet that hreathes-here, injustice, oppression, and distress are all extreme:
complaint there is none. Why? Because,
by unity of sinister interest, and consequent
confederacy between law_ er and financier,
relief is reildered hopeless,
CHAPTER
II.
VALL_,CYO_ fALSE CO._SOLATm_-(ad qutetem.)
JExpositlon.--A measure having for its ohject the removal of some abute, i. e. of some
practice, the result of which is, on the part
of the many_ a mass of suffering more than
equivalenttotheharvestofenjoymentreaped
from it by the few, being proposed, --this
argument consists in pointing to the general
condition of the people in this or that other
country, under the notion, that in that other
country, either in the particular respect in
question, or upon the whole, the condition of
the people is nob so felicitous as, notwithstanding the abuse. 1¢ is tit the country in
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and for which the measure of reform is pro.
po_ed.
'" What is the matter with you ?" " What
would you have ?" Look at the people there,
mid there : think how much better offgou are
than they are. Your prosperity and liberty
are object_ of envy to them ; _your
blstltutions are the models which they endeavour
to indtate.
.4--snredly, it is not to the disposition to
keepan eye of preference turned tothe bright
side of tt,ings, _i, cre no prospect of special
good suggests the opposite course,--it
is not
to sueh a di.-position or such a habit, that by
the word.fi_llacq it is proposed to affix a mark
ot disapprobation.
When a particular suffering, produced as if;
appears by art ass_nable mul assigned cause,
has been pointed out as existing, a man, instead of attending to it himselt; or inviting
to it the attenuon of others, employs his cxertions in the endeavour to engage other eyes
to turn themselves to any other quarter in
preference (he being of the number of those
whose acknowledged duty it is to contribute
their best endeavours to the affording to every
affliction _lthin their view, whatsoever relief
may be capable of being afforded to it with°
out preponderant inconveniencc)--then,
and
then only, is it, that the endeavour becomes
a ju_,t ground for censure, and the means thus
employed present a title to he received upon
the 1L-t of fallacies.
l_zposur(..--The
pravity as well as falIaciouanes_ of this argument can scarcely be
exhibited in a stronger or tiller light than
by the appellation here employed to characterize it.
I. Like all other fallacies upon this list, it
is nothing to the purpose.
2. In his own ease, no indiv'dual in his
senses wouht accept it. 'Fake any one of the
orators hy whom this argument is tendered,
or of'lhe sages on whom it passes for sterling:
with an observation of the general wealth and
prosperity of the country in his mouth, instead of a half-year's rent in his band, let any
one oi his tenants propose to pay him thus
in his own eoin,--will
he accept it ?
3. In a --court
of justice,
in an
for
damages,
to learned
ingenuity
didaction
ever any
such device occur as that of pleading assets
in the hand of a third person, or in the hands
of tbe whole country, in bar to the demand ?
What the largest wholesale trade is to the
smallest retail, such, and more in point of
magnitude, is the relief commonly sought for
at the hands of the legislator, to the relief
commonly sought for at the hands of the
judge:--what
the largest wholesale trade
is to the smallest retail trade, such in poinl;
of magnitude, yea and more, is the injustice
endeavoured at by this argument when eraployed in the seat of legislative power, il_
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eomparfson of the injustice that woidd be
committed by deciding in conformity to it hi
a court of justice.
No country so wretched, so poor in every
element of prosperity, in which matter for
this argument might not be found,
Were the prosperity of the country ever
so much greater than at present-take for
the country any country whatsoever, and for
present time any time whatsoever--neither
the injustice of the argument, nor the absurdity of it, would in any the smallest degree be diminished,
Seriously and pointedly, in the character
of a bar to any measure of relief--no,
nor to
the most trivial improvement,
can it ever be
employed. Suppose a bill brought in for converting an impassable road anywhere into a
passable one, would any man stand up to oppose it who could find nothing better to urge
against it ttmn the muhitude and goodness of
the roads we have already ? No : when in the
character of a serious bar to the measure in
hand, be that measure what it may, an argumerit so palpably inapplicable is employed, it
tan only be for the purpose of creating a diversion _of turning aside the minds of men
from the subject really in hand, to a picture
which by its beauty it is hoped, may engross
the attention of the assembly, and make them
forget for the moment for what purpose they
came there.

CttAPTER
III.
PROCItAS'I
I_'ATOa'S *.Rt;CMZE._T
(ad soc,rdiam.)

[PA_T Ill,

whose wish it was not, that it should remain
excluded for ever.
It is in legislation the same sort of quirk,
which in judicial procedure is called a plea
in abatement.
It has the same object, being
never employed kut on the side of a dishonest
defendant, whose hope it is to obtain ultimate
impunity and triumph by overwhelming his
injured adversary with despair, impoverishment, and lassitude.
A serious reihtation would be ill bestowed
upon so fi'ivolous a pretence.
The objection
exists in the wilt, not in the judgment, of
the objector.
" Is it lawful to do good on
the sabbath day ?" was the question put by
Jesus to the official hypocrites.
Which is
the properest day to do good ?--which
is the
properest day to remove a nuisance ? Answer : The very first day that a man can
be found to propose the removal of it ; and
whosoever opposes the removal of it on that
day, will, if he dare, oppose the removal on
every other.
The doubts and fears of the parliamentary
procrastinator are the conscientious scruples
of his prototype the Phariseee ; and neither
the answer nor the example of Jesus has succeeded in removing these scruples. To him,
whatsoe_'er is too soon to-day, be a_surcd
that to-morrow, if not too sooi1, it will be
too late.
True it is, that, _he measure being a measure of reform or improvement, an observation to this effect may be bronght forward by
a friend to the measure : and in this case, i_
is not an b_trument of deception, but an ex-

pedient of unhappily necessary prudence.
_Vhatsoevvr
it may be some centuries
" Wait a little, this is not tte time."
hence, hitherto the fhult of" the people has
l:,'xpos_tion. _ To the instrument
of de- been, not groundless clamour against imagleeption here brought to view, the expressions
nary grie_'ances, but insensitnlityto real ones,
that may be given are various to an indefinite
--insensibility,
not to the effect -- the evil
degree; but in its nature and conception no- itself, for that, if it were possible, t_ar from
thing can be more simple,
being a fault, would be a happiness, -- but to
To this head belongs every form of words the cause--to the system orcourse of misrule
by which, speaking of a proposed measure
which is the cause of it.
of relict: an intimation is given, that the
What. therefore, may but too easily be
time, _hatever it be, at which the proposal
what hitherto ever has been--the
fact, and
is made, is too early for the purpose ; and that throughout
a vast proportion of the
given without ans" proof being offered of the field of legislation, is, that in regard to the
truth of such intimation,-such as, for in- grievances complained of, the time for bringstance, the want of requisite information,
ing forward a measure of effectual relief is
or the convenience of some preparatory mea- not vet come. Why ? Because, though groananre.
ing under the effect, the people, by the arti._]xposure. __ This is the sort of argument
flee and hypocrisy of their oppressors having
or observation which we so often see era- been prevented from entertaining any tolerployed by those who, being in wish and en- ably adequate conception of the cause, would
deavour hostile to a measure, are afraid or at that time regard either with indifference
ashamed of being seen to be so. They pre- orwith suspicion the healingband that should
tend, perhaps, to apprSvc of the measure -come forward with the only true and effeebual
theyonlydifferastothepropertimeofbringing
remedy.
Thus it is, for example, withthag
it forward ; but it may be matter of question
Pandora's box of grievances and misery, the
whether, in any one instance, this observe- i contents of which are composed of the efils
tion ha_ been applied to a meazure by a man opposite to the ends of justice.

CHAPTER

IV.

S_AIL'S-PACEA_GVMENT._ (ad socordiam.)
Nottoofmst! 81owandsure!"
Exposition.The proposed mea_ure being
a measure of reform, requiring, that for the
completion of the beneficial work in question
a number of operations be performed, capable,
all or some of them, of being carried on at the
same time, or successively without intervals,
or at short intervals, the instrument of deception here in question consists in holding up to
view the idea of graduality or slowness, as
characteristic of the course which wisdom
would dictate on the occasion in qqestion,
For more effectual recommendation :.,f this
course, to the epithet gradual are commonly
added some such eulogistic epithets as modefate and temperate ; whereby it is implied,
that in proportion _q the pace recommended
by the word gradual is quickened, such increased pace will justly incur the censure
expressed by the opposite epithets, immoderate, violent, precipitate, extravagant, internperate,
Exposure. -- This is neither more nor less
than a contrivance for making out of a mere
word an excuse for leaving undone an indefinite multitude of things, which the arguer
is convinced, and cannot forbear acknowtedging, ooght to be done.
Suppose half a dozen abuses, which equally
and with equal promptitude stand in need of
reform -- this fallacy requires, that without
any reason that can be assigned, other than
what is contained in the pronouncing or wriring of the word gradual, all but one or two
of them shall remain untouched,
Or, what is better, suppose that, to the
effectual correction of some one of these
abuses, six operations require to be performed-- six operations, all of which must be
done ere the correction can be effected,-- to
save the reform from the reproach of being
violent and intemperate, to secure to it the
praise of graduality, moderation, and ternperance, you insist, that of these half-a-dozen
necessary operations, some one or some two
only shall be talked of, and proposed to be
done ; _ one, by one bill to be introduced
this session, if it be not too late (which you
contrive it shall be ;) another, the next seasion; which time being come, nothing more
is to be said about the matter -- and there it
ends.
For this abandonment, no one reason that
will beax looking at can be numbered up, in
the instance of any one of the five measures
endeavoured to be laid upon the shelf; for if
it could, that would be the reason assigned
for the relinquishment, and not this unmeaning assemblage of three syllables.
A suit which, to do full justice to it, reVoL, IL
"Onething_tAtime!

quires but six wee_,or-s_v_d_ys,
or six
minutes in _ne day _ has it been made to last
six years ? That your c_ution and your wi_
dora may not be questioned, by s first experiment reducethe time to five years; then if
that succeeds, in another parliament, should
another parliament be in a humour (which it
is hoped it will not,) reduce it to four years ;
then again to three years ; and if it should
be the lot of your grandchildren to see it
reduced to two years, they may think themselves well off, and admire your prudence.
Justice-- to which in every eye but that o£
the plunderer and oppressor, rich and poor
have an equal right--do
nine-tenths of the
people stand excluded from all hope of, by
the load of expense that has been heaped up.
You propose to reduce this expense.
The
extent of the evil is admitted, and the nature
of the remedy cannot admit of doubt; but by
the magic of the three syllables gra-du.al,
you will limit the remedy to the reduction of
about one-tenth of the expense. Some time
afterwards you may reduce another tenth,
and go on so, that in about two centuries,
justice may, perhaps, become generally aCo
cessible.
Importance of the business _extreme
diffieulty of the business-- danger of innovation
-- need of caution and circumspection _ irapossibility of foreseeing all consequences
danger of precipitation _ everything should
be gradual -- one thing at a time -- this is
not the time-- great occupation at present
_ wait for more leisure -- people well satisfled--no petitiouspresented--noeomplaints
heard-- no such mischief has yet taken place
-- stay till it has taken place : _ such is the
prattle which the magpie in office, who, un.
derstanding nothing, understands that h,
must have something to say on everysubjeet
shouts out among his auditors as a suceeda.
neum to thought.
Transfer the scene to domestic life, and
suppose a man who, his fortune ):ot enabling
him without running into debt to keep one
race-horse, has been.for some time in the
habit of keeping six : to transfer to this privote theatre the wisdom and the benefit of
the gradual system, what you would have to
recommend to your friend would be something of this sort : -- Spend the first year in
considering which of your six horses to give
up ; the next year, if you can satisfy yourself
which it shall be, give up som_ one of them :
by this sacrifice, the sincerity of your intention and your reputatindrfor eeortomy will be
established; which done, you l_eed think no
I more about the matter.
[
As all psychological ideas have their he[ eessary root in physical ones, one source of
[ delusion in psychological arguments consi_t_
[ in giving an improper extension to some mo
| taphor which has been made choice of.
E e
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It wou|d be a service done to the cause of
truth, if some advocate forthegradual system
would let us into the secret of the metaphor
or physical image, if any, which he has in
view, and in the same language give us the
idea of some physical disaster as the result
of precipitation.
A patient killed by rapid
bleeding-- a chariot dashed in pieces by runaw_y steeds--a
vessel overset by carrying
too much sail in a squall, -- all these images
suppose a degree of precipitation which, if
pursued by the proposers of"a political measure, would be at once apparent, and the
obvious and assignable consequence of their
course would aflbrd unanswerable arguments
again-_t them.
All this while, though bv a fi.iend to the
measure no such word as above will be employed in the character of argument, yet
case_ are not wanting in which the dilatory
course recommended ms) be consented to, or
even proposed by him.
Suppose a dozen distinct abuse,, in the seat
of legislative power, each abuse having a set
of members interested in the support of it,
attack the whole body at once, all these
parties join together to a certainty, and oppose you with their united three. Attack the
abuses one by one, and it is possible that you
may have but one of the_e parties, or at least
less than all of them, to cope with at a tiu_e,
Possible ? Yes : but of probability, little can
he said.
To each branch of the public service belongs a class of public servants, each
of which has its sinister interest, the source
of the mass of abuees on which it t'ee(l_ ; and
in the petson and power of the universal
patron, the fouzttain of all honour and of all
abuse, all those sii_i_ter iutere_ts are joined
and embodied inlo one.
This is a branch of science in which no
man is ever defieient; this is what is understood-- understood to perfection, by him to
whom nothing else ever was or can be clear,
-- Hoc diseua_ omnes, unto alpha et beta
p*_elli,
If there be a ease in which such graduality
as is here described can have been consented
to, and with a reasonable prospect of advantage, it must have been a case in which,
without such consent, the whole business
would be hopeless,
Under the existing system, by which the
door of the "theatre of legislati(m is opened
by opulence to members in whose instance
application of the faculty of thought to the
business about which they are supposed to
occupy themselves Would'have
been an elfeet without a cause, so gross is the ignoranee, and in consequence, even where good
intention is not altogether wanting, so extreme the timidity and apprehension, that on
their part, withoutassurance of extreme slowheSS, no concurrence toa proposal for setthlg
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one foot before another, at even the slowest
pace, would be obtained at all; their pace,
the only pace at which they can be persuaded
to movc, is that which the traveller would
take, whose lot it should be to be travelling
in a pitch-dark night over a road broken and
slippery, edged with precipices on each side.
Time is requisite for quieting timidity : why ?
Because time is requisite for instructing ignoranee.
Lawyers ; their interest in the employ.
meat of this fallacy.
In proportion to the magnitude of their
respective shares in the general fund ofabuse,
the various fi'aternities
interested
in the
support of abuses have each of them their
interest in turning to the best account this
as well as every other article in the list offallaeies.
But it is the fraternity of lawyers, who (if
they have not decidedly the most to gain by
the dexterous management of this or of other
fallacies) have, from the greatest quantity of
i practice, derived the greatest degree of alexi terlty in the management of it.
Judicature
requiring reflection, and the
greater the complication of the ease, the greater the degree and length of reflection which
the case requlres: under favour of this assoelation, they have succeeded in establishing
a general impression of a sort ot proportion
in quantity, as well as necessity of eonnexion, between delay and attention to justice.
Not that, in fact, a hundredth part of the
e_iablished delay has had any origin in a regard for justice _ but--for
want of sufiieient
insight into that state of things by which, in
persons so circumstanced in power and interest, the general prevalence of any such reo
gard has been rendered physically impossible
__ in his el_deavours to propagate the notion
of a sort of general proportion between delay
and regard for justice, the man of law has,
unhappily, been but too successful. And it
is, perhaps, to this error in respect to matters of fact, that the snail's-pace fallacy is
indebted, more than to any other cause, for
its dupes. Be this as it may, sure it is, that
in no track of reform has the rate of progress
which it is the object of this fallacy to secure,
been adhered to with greater effect. By the
statute-book,
if run over (and little more
than the titles would be necessary) in this
view, a curious exemplification of the truth
of this observation is afforded. An abuse so
monstrous, that, on the part of the judicial
hands by which it was manufactured, the
slightest doub¢ of the mischievousness of it
was absolutely impossible ;_generation
after
generation groaning under this abuse; _ and
at length, when, by causes kept of course as
much as possible out of sight, the support of
the abuse has been deemed no longer praeti-
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cable, comes at length a remedy. And what measure, any measure or accidental business
remedy ? Never tmything better than a tbeble whatever may be made to serve, so mug as it
pailiative.
[ can be made t'o pre-oceupy a sufficient portiott
of the disposable time and attention of the
CHAPTER
V.
public men oil whose suffrages the effectuaFALLACYOFARTFUL DIVERSION_
(ad _'ereculzdiam.)

l tion or frustration of the measure depends.
l counter-measure
But supposing to
the exist,
necessity
for ayou
relevant_
and that
have
.Exposilion and Exposure. --The
device I accordingly given introduction to it, the first
l_ere in question may be expl_Jined by the fol- / thing then to be done is, to stave off the unlowing direction or receipt for the manufac- | desirable moment of its effectuation as long
tore and application of it : -as possible.
When any measure is proposed, which on
According *o established usage, yon have
any account whatsoever it suits your interest
given notice of your intention to propose a
or your humour to oppose, at the same time measure on the subject and to the effect in
that, in consideration of its undeniable utility,
question. The intention is of too great iraor on any other account, you regard it unad- oortance to be framed and carried into act in
visable to pass direct condemnation on it,-the compass of the same year or session : you
hold up to view some other measure, such accordingly announce your intention for next
as, whether it bear any relation or none to the session. When the next session comes, the
measure on the carpet, will, in the conception
measure is of too great importance to be
of your hearers, present itself as superior in brought on the carpet at the commencement
the order of importance. Yourlanguage then
of the session ; at that period it is not yet
is,--Whythat?
(meaning the measure already mature enough.
If it be not advisable to
proposed) -- why not this ? or this ? men- delay it any longer, you nring it fbrward just
tioning some other, which it is your hope to as the session closes. Time is thus gained,
render more acceptable, and by means of it and without any decided loss in the shape of
to create a diversion, and turn aside from the reputation ; for what you undertook, has to
obnoxious measure the affections and attenthe letter been performed.
_Vhen the mea_
tion of those whom you ha_e to deal with.
sure has been once brought in, you have to
One ease there is, in which the appellation
take your choice, in the first place, between
of" fallacy cannot with justice be apphed to operations for delay and operations for rejeethis argument ; and that is, where the effec- tion. Operations for delay exhibit a roundest
toation or pursuit of the measure first pro- title to preference: so long as their effect
posed would operate as a bar or an obstacle
can be made to last, they accomp;ish their
to some other measure of a more beneficial object, and no c.acrifice either of design or of
character held up to view by the argument
reputation has been made. The extreme imas competitor with it : and what, in the way portanee and extreme difficulty are themes
of Exposure, will be said of the sort of expe- on which you blow the trmnpet, and which
client just described, will not apply to this you need not fear the not bearing sufficiently
case.
echoed. When the treasury of delay has been
However, where the measure first proposed
exhausted, you have your'ehoice to take beis of unquestionable utility, mid you oppose tween trusting to the chapter of accidents for
it merely because it is adverse to your own the de'eat of the measure, or endeavouring to
sinister interest, you must not suggest any engage some friend to oppose it, and propose
relevant measure of reform in lieu of it, ex- the rejection of it. But you must be unfortucept in a case in which, in the shape of argu- hate indeed, if you can find no opponents, no
ment, every mode of opposition is considered
tolerably ptausi'ble opponents, unless among
as hopeless; for unless for the purpose of friends, and friends specially commissioned
forestalling the time and attention that would
for the purpose : a sort of confidence more or
be necessary to the effectuation of the pro- less dangerous must in that ease be reposed.
posed beneficial measure, a measure altogeUpon the whole, you must however be
ther irrelevant and foreign to it is set up, singularly unfortunate or unskilful, if by the
a risk is incurred, that something, however
counter-measure of diversion any considerinferior in degree, may be effected towards
able reduction of the abuse or imperfection
the diminution of the abuse or imperfection
be, spite of your utmost endeavours, effeeted,
m question,
or any share of reputation that you need csxe
In the character of an irrelevant eountm'- about, sacrificed.
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from all, are furnished with appellatives of
all three sorts:--some,
with none but eulo-

gistic ; others, and in a greater nualber, with
none but those of the dyslasistic cast. By
appellatives, I mean here, of course, singleworded appellatlves ; for by words, take but
enough of them, anything may be expressed.
Originally, all terms expressive of any of
these objects were (it seems reasonable to
think) neutral.
By degrees they acquired,
some of them an eulogistic, some a dyslogistic, east. This change extended itself, as
the moral sense (if so loose and delusive a
term may on this occasion be employed) advanced in growth•
But to return. As to the mode of employ.
ing this thllacy, it neither requires nor so
much as admits of being taught : a man falls
into it but too naturally of himself; and the
more naturally and freely, the less he finds
himself under the restraint of any such sense
as that of shame. The great difficulty is to
unlearn it : in the case of this, as of so many
other fallacies, by teaching it, the humble
endeavour here is, to unteach it.
In speaking of the conduct, the behaviour,
the intention, the motwe, the disposition of this
or that man, --if he be one who is indifferent
to you, of whom you care not whether he be
well or ill thought of, you employ the neutral
term :--if a man whom, on the occasion and
for the purpose in question, it is your object
to recommend to favour, especially a man of
your own party, you employ the eulogistic
term :--if he be a man whom it is your object to conetgn to aversion or contempt, you
employ the dyslogistic term.
To _he proposition of which it is the leading term, every such eulogistic or dyslogistic
appeJative, secretly, as it were, and in general insensibly, slips in another proposition of
I which that same leading term is the subject,
rative.'These
may be termed dyslogistie or vitupc- l and an assertion of approbation or disapproAmong pains, pleasures, desires, emotions, [ bation the predicate.
The person, act, or
motives, affections, propensities, dispositions, I thing in question, is or deserves to be, or is
and other moral entities, some, but very far J and deserves to be, an object of general apI probation ; or the person, act, or thing in
a See the natureof these denominations amply ] question, is or deserves to be, or is and deillustrated in Springs-of-Action Table_ inVoL I. I serves to be, an object of _eneral disa-nroOf the fielff of thought and set.ion, this_ the ! 1.o,_._
.
v
rr
moral department_ though it be that
part
in which I _'_,_""
sit"magnus
_"
asser_enla
....
•
.
_ne
propo
commom
the most abundant employment _s g_ven to the I
.......
Y
instrument of deception here in question, is not ! .a proposmon that reqmres to De proved. Hut
the only part. Scarcely, perhaps, can any part be t la the case where the use of the term thus
found, to which it has not been applied.
/ employed is fallacious= the proposition is oral

Petitio prlnclpii, or begging the question, is
a fallacy very well known even to those who
are not conversant with the principles of losic. In answer to a given question, the party
•who employs the fsL1mw]contents himself by
simply affirming the point in debate.
Why
does opium occasion sleep? Because it is
soporiferous,
Begging the question is one of the fallacies
enumerated by Aristotle ; but Aristotle has
not pointed out (what it will be the object
of this chapter to expose) the mode of using
the fallacy with the greatest effect, and least
risk of detection, -- namely, by the employmeat of a single appellative,
_xposition
and Exposure. -- Among the
appeUatives employed tbr the designation of
objects belonging to the field of moral science,
there are some by which the object is presentedsingly, unaccompaniedbyanyseatiment
of approbation or disapprobation attached to
it --as, desire, labour, dieposition,: character,
I_abit, &c. With reference to the two sorts of
appellatives which will come immediately to
be mentioned, appellatives of this sort may
be termed neutral,
There are others, by means of which, in
addition to the principal object, the idea of
general approbation as habitually attached to
that object is presented--as,
industry, hoxour, piety, generosity, gratitude, &c. These
are termed eulogistic or laudatory,
Others there are, again, by means of which,
in addition to the principal object, the idea
of general disapprobation,
as habitually attaehed to that object, is presented -- as, last,
avarice, luxury, covetousness, prodigality, &c.
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that is not true, and cannot be proved : and the name of it has contracted a dyslog_sti_
where the person by whom the fallacy is era- quality-- has become a bad name.
ployed is conscious of its deceptive tendency,
Take, for example, improvement and inno.
the object in the employment thus given to nation ; under its own name to pass censure
the appellative is, by means of the artifice,
on any improvement might be too bold : apto cause that to be taken for true, which is plied to such an object, any expressions of
not so.
censure you could employ might lose their
By appropriate eulogistic and dyslogistie
force ; employing them, you would seem to be
terms, so many arguments are made, by which, running on in the track of self-contradiction
taking them altogether, misrule, in all its and nonsense.
several departments, findsits justifyhlg arguBut improvement means something new,
ments, and these in but too many eyes, con- and so does innovation. Happily for your purelusive. Take, for instance, the following pose, innovation has contracted a bad sense;
eulogistic terms :-it means something which is new and bad at
1. In the war department, rehonour and the same time. Improvement, it is true, in
91ory.
indicating something new, indicates something
2. In international affairs,-- honour, glory,
good at the same time ; and therefore, if the
and dignity,
thing in question be good as well as new, in3. tn the financial department, liberality,
novat_n is not a proper term for it. HowIt being always at the expense of unwilling
ever, as tne _dea of novelty was the only idea
contributors that this virtue (for among the originally attached to the term innovation,
virtues it has its place in .4ris_otle) is exer- and the only one which is directly expressed
eised--for lzberality, depredation may, in per- hi the etymology of it, you may still venture
haps every ease, and without any impropriety,
to employ the word innovation, since no man
be substituted,
can readily and immediately convict your ap4. In the higher parts of all official depart- pellation of being an improper one upon the
ments, dignity _ digntty, though not in itself face of it.
depredation, operates as often as the word is
With the appellation thus chosen for the
used, as a pretence for, and thence as a cause purpose of passing condemnation on the menof depredation. Wherever you see dignity, be sure. he by whom it has been brought to view
sure that money is requisite for the support
in the character of an improvement, is not (it
of it : and that, in so far as the dignitary's
is true) very likely to be well satisfied : but
own money is regarded as insufficient, public
of this you could not have had any expectamoney, raised by taxes imposed on all other
tion. What, you want is a pretence which
individuals, on the principle of liberality, must your own partisans can lay hold of, for the
be found for the supply of it."
purpose of deducing from it a colourable warExercised at a man's own expense, liberrant for passing upon the improvement that
ality may be, or may not be, according to censure which you are determined, and they,
circmnstances, a virtue: _exercised
at the if not determined, are disposed and intend to
expense of the public, it never can be any- pass on it.
thing better than vice. Exercised at a man's
Of this instrument of deception, the poown expense, whether it be accompanied with tency is most deplorable.
It is but of late
prudence or no--whether
it be accompanied
years that so much as the nature of it has in
or not with beneficence, it is at any rate dis- any way been laid before the public: and now
iuterestedness :-- exercised at the expense of that it has been laid before the public, the
the public, it is pure selfishness : it is, in a need there is of its being oppo_d with effect,
word, depredation : money or money's worth
and the extreme difficulty of opposing it with
is taken from the public to purchase, for the effect, are at the same time and in equal deuse of the liberal man, respect, affection, gra- gree manifest.
In every part of the field of
titude, with its eventual fruits in the shape of thought and discourse, the effect of language
services of all sorts--in
a word, reputation,
depends upon the principle of association
power,
upon the association formed between words,
When you have a practice or measure to and those ideas of which, in that way, they
condemn, find ou_ some more general appelhave become the signs. But in no small part
lative, within the import of which the oh- of the field of discourse, one or other of the
noxious practice or measure in question cannot two censorial and reciprocally correspondent
be denied to be included, and to which you, and opposite affections _ the amicable and
or those whose interests and prejudices you the hostile-- that by which approbation, and
have espoused, have contrived to annex a cer- that by which disapprobation, is expressed-tain degree of unpopularity, in so much that are associated with the word in question by
a tie little less strong than that by which the
• See this principle avowed and maintained by object in question, be it person or thing
the scribes ofbodl parties, Burke and Rose, as
shown in the Defences of Ec_mornyagaiust those be the thing a real or fictitious entity _ be it
_lvocates of depredJtion_ -- in Vol. V.
operation or quality, is associated with that
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came articulate
audible
sign and its visible
representations.
To diminish
the effeet of this instrument
of deception
(for to do it away completely,
to render all minds, without
exception,
at all
times insensible
to it, seems scarcely possible)
.uust, at any rate, be a work of time. But ill
proportion
as its effect on the understanding,
and through that channel
on the temper and
conduct
of mankind,
is diminished,
the good
effect of the exposure
will become manifest,
By such of these passion-kindling
appellatires as are of the eulogistic
cast, comparalively
speaking,
no bad effect is produced:
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_E.rposure.Example
: fnfluenee
of tile
Crown.The sinister influenee of the erowla
is an objc_et which,
if expressed
by any pceuliaranddlstinctive
appellation,
wmfld, eomparativety
speaking,
find perhaps
but few
defenders
; but which, so long as no other denomination
is employed
for the designation
of
it than the generic term znfluence, will rarely
meet with indiserimmating
reprobation.
Co_Tuplion, --the
term wtfieh, in the eyes
of those to whom this species of inf!uence is
an objeet of disapprobation,
is the appropriate
and only single-worded
term capable of being

' to politicians.
By an example drawn from private hie, it may t() some eyes be placed, perhaps,
in a dearer point of view. '/'he word oallantry
is employed to denote either of two dis'po_itions,
which, tbough not altogether withoot eom_exion,
anay either of them exist without the other.
In
one of these senses: it denotes, on the part of the
stronger sex. the aispos_tion to tesut), on all oc.
casious tow,Lrds the weaker sex those sentiments
of respect and kindness by which civilized is so
strikingly and happily distmguisb.ed
from savage
life. In the other sense, it Is, m the mare, synoCtIAPTER
II.
nvmous to ad,dler* d : yet not so completely syno,.
n)'mo,,s (as i;_deedwords
perfectly synonynaous
IMPOSTOIt a'E_Ms--(adfitdwiam.)
are of rare occurrence)
but that, in addition
to
this sens_ it prese,ats an accessary and collateral
Ezposition.
-- The fallacy whieh consists in one. Having, from the habit of being employed
the employment
of impostor
terms,
in some
in the other sense, acqmred,
in ad'.hfion to its
respects
resembles
that which has been exdirect sense, a collateral sen_ of the eulogisUc
posed in the preceding
chapter ; but it is upcast, it serves to give to the act, habit, or dispoplied chiefly to the defence
of thin_s,
which
sition, which in this sense it is employed to preunder their proper name are ma'.nfestlv - ladesent.
something
eulogistic us,let
tincture,which
in lieu
of that
dyslogystieof ancolouring
the
but by those which
are of the dyslogistie,
prodigiou_
is the mischievous
effect produced,
considered
in a moral point of view.
By a
single word or two of this complexion,
what
hostility
has been ploduced
! how interise the
feeling of it ! how wide the range of it ! how
filtl of mischief,
in all imaginable
sLapes, the
effects !*

feasible.
Instead,
therefore,
of speaking
of
sueh things under their proper name, the sophist has reeourse to some appellative,
which,
along with the indefensihle
object,
includes
• ome other-generally
an object of favonr;
or at once substitute_
an object of apprnbalion for an object of ecnsure.
For in_-tance,
persecutors
ha matters
of religion
have no
_tteh word as persecution
in their vocabulary:
zeal is the word by which they characterize
all their actions,
In the employment
of this fallacy,
two
things are requisite : -1. A fact or circumstance,
which, under its
proper
name,
and seen in its true colours,
would
be an object
of censure,
and whieh,
therefore,
it is necessary
to disguise : _ (res
te27enda.)
2. The appellative
whieh the sophist employs to conceal what would be deemed offensive,
or even to bespeak a deg'ree of favour
for it by the aid of some happier necessary
:
(tegumen.)_
"
As an instance remarkable
enough, thongh
not in respect of the mischievousness,
yet in
respect of the extent and the importance
of the
effects producible
by a single word, note Lord
Erskine's defence of the Whigs, avowedly produeed by the application of the dyslogi_tie word
faction to that party in the state,
"1"The device here in question
is not peculiar

object is presented by its direct and proper name.
Whatever
act a man regards himself as being
known to have per_brmed,
or meditates
the perfbrmance eL under any expectation
of his being
eventually known to have performed
it, he will
not, in speaking of it, make use of any term the
tendency of wlfich is to call forth, on the part of
the hearer or re'_der, any sentiment of disapprobatten pointed at the sort of act in que_ion,
and
consequently,
through the medium of the act, at
the agent by whom it has been performed.
To
the word adultery, this efthct, to every man more
or less unpleasant,
is attached
by the umge of
language.
On every occasion in which it is necessary to his purpose to bring to view an actor
this obnoxious-description,
he will naturally be
on the look-out _br a term in the use ofwhiehhe
may be supposed to have had another meaning,
andwhich,
in so far as it conveys an idea of the
forbidden
act in question,
presents it with an
accompaniment, whichnot inof general
reproach,would
but not
ratherhaveof
approbationt
accompanied
it but for the other signification
which the word is also employed
to designate,
This term he finds in the word 9allantrl¢.
'/'here is a sort of man, who, whether ready or
no to conunit any act or acts of adultery, would
gladly be thought to have been habituated to the
commission of such acts : but even this sort of
man would neither be found to say of himself_
" I am an adulterer,"
nor pleased to have it said
of him, _' He is an adulterer."
But to have it
said of him that he is a man of gallantry, _ this
is what the sort of man in question would regard
as a compliment,
with the sound of whiet{ he
would be pleased and flattered.
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employed for the expression of itis a term
of the dpslogistie east. This, then, by ally
person whose meaning it is not to join in the
condemnation passed on the practice or state
of things which is designated, is one that cannot possibly be employed. In speaking of this
practice and state of things, he is therefore
obliged to go upon the look-out, and find some
term, which, at the same time that its claim
to the capacity of presenting to view the
object in quest.ion cannot be contested, shall
be of the eulogdstic or at least of the neutral
cast; and to one or other of these classes belongs the term influence,
Under the term irfluence, when the crown
is considered as the possessor of it, are ineluded two species of influence: the one of
them such, that the removal of it could not,
without an utter reprobation of the monarehicat form of government, be by any person
considered as desirable, nor, withoutthe utter
destruction of monarchical govermnent,
be
consideredaspossible;--the
other such--that
in the opinion of many persons, the complete
destruction or removal of it would, if possible,
be desirahle, -- and that, though consistently
with the continuance of the monarchical government, the complete remo_'al of it would
not be practicable, yet ttle diminution of it
to such a degree as that the remainder should
not be productive of any practically pernicious
effects would not be impracticable,
Influence of will on will--influence
of onderstanding on understanding: in this may be
seen the distinction on which the utility or
noxiousness of the sort of influence in question depends,
In the influence of understanding on understanding, may be seen that influence to
which, by whomsoever exercised, on whomsoever exercised, and on what occasion soever exercised, the freest range ought to be
left-- left, although, as for instance, exercised
by the crown, and on the representatives of
the people. Not that to this influence it may
not happen to be productive of mischief to
any amount; but that because without this
influence scarce any good could be aeeomplished, and because, when it is left free, disorder cannot present itself without leaving
the door open at least for the entrance of the
remedy,
The influence of understanding on understanding is, in a word, no other than the influence of human reason--a
guide which,
like other guides, is liable to miss its way, or
dishonestly to recommend a wrong course,
but which is the only guide of which the hature of the case is susceptible,
Under the British constitution,
_o the
crown belongs either the sole management, or
a prineival and leading part of the managemerit of the public business : and it is only
by the influence of understanding on under-
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standing, or by the influence of will on will,
that by any person or persons, except by physteal force immediately applied, anything can
be done.
To the execution of the ordinary mass of
duties belonging to the crown, the influence
of will on will, so long as the persons on
whom it is exercised are the proper persons,
is necessary.
On all persons to whom i_
belongs to the crown to give orders, this
species of influence is necessary ; for it is
only in virtue of this species of influence that
orders, considered as delivered from a superordinate to a subordinate--considered
in a
word as orders, in contradistinction
to mere
suggestions, or arguments operating by the
influence of understanding on understanding,
--can be productive of any effect.
Thus far, then, in the case of influence of
will on will, as well as in the ease of influence
of understanding
on understanding,
no rntional and consistent objection can be made
to the use of influence.
In either case, its
title to the epithet legitimate influence is
above dispute.
The ease, among others, in which the title
of the influence of the crown is open to dispute--the
case in which the epithet sinister,
or any other mark of disapprobation, may be
bestowed upon it (bestowed upon the bare
possession, and without need of reference to
the particular use and application which on
any particular occasion may happen to be
made of it,) -- is that where, being of that
sort which is exercised by will on wilt, the
person on whom on the occasion in question
it is exercised, is either a member of partiament, or a person possessed of an electoral
vote with reference to a seat in parliament.
The ground on which this species of influence thus exercised is, by those by whom it
is spoken of with disapprobation, represented
assinlster, an(Idc_rvingofthatdlsapprobation, is simply this : -- viz. that in so far as
this influence is efficient, the will professed
to be pronounced is not in truth the wilt of
him whose will it professes to be, but the
will of him in whom the influence originates,
and from whom it proceeds : in so much,
that if, for example, every member of parliao
ment without exception were in each house
under the dominion of the influence of the
crown, and in every individual instance that
influence were effectuat,--the
monarchy, instead of being the limited sort of monarchy
it professes to be, would be in effect an absolute one -- in form alone a limited rote ; nor
so much as in form a limited one any longer
than it happened to be the pleasure of the me.
nareh that it should continue to be so.
The functions attached to the situation of
a member of parliament may be included,
most or all of them, under three denominations_the
legislative, the judicial, and the
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inquisitorial:
the legislative, in virtue of
which, in each House, each member that
pleases takes a part in the making of laws ;
the judicial, which, whether penal cases or
cases non-penal be considered, is not exercised to any considerable extent but by the
House of Lords ; and the inquisitorial, the
exercise of which is performed by an inquiry
into facts, with a view to the exercise either
of legislative authority, or of judicial authority, or both, whichever the case may be found
to require. To the exercise of either branch
may be referred what is done, when, on the
ground of some defect either in point of moral
or intellectual fitness, or both, application is
made by either house for the removal of any
member or members of the executive branch
of the official establishment-any servant or
servants of the crown,
Bat, for argument's sake, suppose the abovementioned extreme case to be realized, all
these functions are equally nugatory. Whatever law is acceptable to the crown, will be
not only introduced but carried; no law that
is not acceptable to the crown, will be so
much as introduced:
every judgment that is
acceptable to the crown will bc pronounced;
no judgment that is not acceptable to the
crown will be pronounced: every inquiry that

[PART IV.

Here, then, e_)mes the grand question in
dispute. In some opinions, of that sort of influenee of will on will, exercising itself from
the crown on a member of parliament, or at
any rate on a member of the House of Commons, composedofthe elected representatives
of the people, not any the least particle is
necessary -- not any the least particle is in
any way beneficial -- not any the least partide, in so far as it is operative, can be other
than pernicious.
In the language of those by whom this optnion is heht, every particle of such influence
is sinister influence, corrupt or eorruptive influence, or, in one word, corruption.
Others there are, in whose opinion, or at
any rate, if not in their opinion, in whose
lal_guage, of that influence thus actually exercising itself, the whole, or some part at any
rate, is not only innoxious but beneficial, and
not only beneficial but--to
the maintenance
of the constitutiou in a good and healthful
state--absolutely
necessary: and to this ainuber must naturally be supposed to belong all
those on whom this obnoxious species of influence is actually exercising itself.
CIIAPTER
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crown will to
be the
madecrown
; no
VAGrE GENERALITIES
-- (ad judicium./
inquiry
that is
will he made : and in particular, let, on the
Exposition,
-- Vsgue
generalities comprepart of the servants of the crown, any or hend a numerous class of fallacies, resorted
all of them, misconduct in every imaginable
to by those who, in preference to the must
shape be ever so enormous, no application that particular and determinate
terms and exis not acceptable to the crown will ever be pressions which the nature of the ease in
made for their removal; that is, no such ap- question admits of, employ" others more geplieation will ever be made at all : for in this neral and indeterminate.
state of things, supposing it, in the instance
An expre-:sion is vague and ambiguous
of any servant of the crown, to be the plea- when it designates, by one and the same
sure of the crown to remove him, he will be appellative, an object which may be good or
removed of coarse; nor can any such applibad, according to circumstances ; and if, in
cation be productive of anything better than
the course of an inquiry touching the qualities
needless loss of time.
of such an object, such an expression is eraRaised to the pitch supposed in this cx- ployed without a recognition of this distitictreme case, there are not, it is supposed, many tion, the expression operates as a fallacy.
men in the country, by whom the influence
Take, for instance, the terms, government,
of the crown, of that sort which is exercised
laws, morals, religion.
The fiChUS eompreby the will of the crown on the wills of hended in each of these terms may be divided
members of parliament, would not be really into two species--the
good and bad; for no
regarded as coming under the denomination
one can deny that there have been and still
of sinister influence ; not so much as a single are in the world, bad governments, bad laws,
one by whom its title to that denomination
bad systems of morals, and bad religions.
would be openly denied.
The bare circumstance, therefore, of a man's
_But among members of parliament, many attacking government or law, morals or relithere are on whom, beyond possibility of de- gigs, does not of itself afford the slightest
nial, this sort of iufluence--influeime
of will presumption that he is engaged in anything
on will--is exerted : since no man can be in blameable : if his attack is only directed
possession of any desirable situation from against that which is bad in each, his efforts
which he is removable, without its being may be productive of good to any extent.
exerted on him ; say rather, without its exThis essential distinction the defender of
citing itself on him : for to the production of abuse takes care to keep out of sight, and
the full effect of influence, no act, no express
boldly imputes to his antagonist an intention
intimation of will on the part of any person, to subvert all governments, laws, morals or
its in any such situation necessary,
religion.
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But it is in the way of insinuation, rather
than in the form of direct assertion, that the
argument is in this case most commonly
brought to bear. Propo_ anything with a
view to the improvement of the existing
practice in relation to government at large,
to the law, or to religion, he will treat you
with an oration on the utility and necessity
of government, of law, or of religion.
To
what end ? To the end that of your own
accord you may draw the inference which it
is his desire you should draw, even that what
is proposed has in its tendency something
which is prejudicial to one or other or all of
these objects of general regard. Of the truth
of the intimation thus conveyed, had it been
made in the form of a direct assertion or
averment, some proof might naturally have
been looked for : by a direct assertion, a sort
of notice is given to the hearer or reader to
prepare himself for someting in the shape
of proof; but when nothing is asserted, nothing is on the one hand offered, nothing on
the other expected, to be proved.

there that would have the boldness to asr,ert
that order ought not to be maintained ?
Tot he word order, add the word good, the
strength of the checks, if any there were,
that were thus applied to tyranny, would be
but little if at all increased. By the word
9ood, no other idea is brought to view thal_
that of the sentiment of approbation, as attached by the person by whom it is employed
to the object designated by the substantive
to which this adjunct is applied. Order is
any arrangement which exists with reference
to the object in question ;-- good order is
that order, be it what it may, which it is my
wish to be thought to approve of.
Take the state of things under .Nrero, under Caligula : with as indisputable propriety
might the word order be applied to it, as to
the state of things at present in Great Britain or the American United States.
What in the eyes of Bonaparte was good
order ? That which it had been his pleasure
to establish.
By the adjunct social, the subject order is
perhaps rendered somewhat the less fit for
]. Order.
the use of tyrants, but not much. Among
Exposure.-Among the several cloudy the purposes to which the word social is emappellatives which have been commonly era- ployed, is indeed that of bringing to view a
ployed as cloaks for misgovermnent, there is state of things favourable to the happiness of
none more conspicuous in this atmosphere of society : but a purpose to which it is also
illusiol; than the word Order.
employed, is that of bringing to view a state
The word order is in a pecuh._r degree of things no otherwise considered than as
adapted to the purpose of a cloak ibr tyrann_.l having place in society.
By the war which
-- the word order is more extensive than law, in the Roman history bears the name of the
or even than government,
t social war, no great addition to the happiness
But, what is still more material, the word of society was ever supposed to be made ; yet
order is of the eulogistic east ; whereas the it was not the less a social one.
words government and law, howsoever the
As often as anv measure is brought forthings signified may have been taken in the ward having for its object the making any
lump for subjects of praise, the complexion i the slightest defalcation from the amount of
of the signs themselves is still tolerably neu- the sacrifice made of the interest of the many
tral : just as is the case with the words con- ! to the interest of the few, sofia/is the adstitutlon and institutions,
junct by which the order of things to which
Thu_, whether the measureor arrangement
it is pronounced hostile, is designated.
be a mere transitory measure or a permanent
By a defalcation made from any part of
law-- if it be a tyrannical one, be it ever so the mass of factitious delay, vexation, and
tyrannical, in the word order _ou have a term expense, out of which, and in proportion to
not only wide enough, but i'n every respect
whicb, lawyers' profit is made to flow-- by
better adapted than any other which the lan- any detaleation made from the mass of needguagc can supply, to serve as a cloak for it. less and worse than useless emolument to
Suppose any number of men, by a speedy office, with or without service or preteneeof
death or a lingering one, destroyed for meet- service-- by any addition endeavoured to be
mg one another for the purpose of obtaining
made to the .quantity, or improvement in the
a remedy for the abuses by which they are quahty of service lendered, or time bestowed
suffering-- what nobody can deny is, that hy in service rendered in return for such emotheir destruction, order is maintained;
for lument--by
every endeavour that has for
the worst order is as truly order as the best. its object the persuading the people to place
Accordingly, a clearance of this sort having their f_te at the disposal of any other agents
been effeeted, suppose in the House of Corn- than those in whose hands breach of trust is
mons a Lord Castlereagh, or in the House of certain, due fulfihnent of it morally and phyLords a Lord Sidmouth, to stand up and sieally impossible, -- social order is said to be
insist, that by a measure so undeniably pru- endangered, and threatened to be destroyed.
dential order was maintained, with what truth
Proportionett to the degree of elearnesi
gould they be contradicted ? And who is with which the only true and justifiable end
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of government is held up to view in any discourse that meets the public eye, is the danget and inconvenience to which those rulers
are exposed, who, for their own particular
interest, have been engaged in an habitual
departure frmn that only legitimate and defcnsible course.
Hence it is, that, when
compared with the words order, maintenance
of order, the use even of such words as happiaess, welfare, well-beulg, is not altogether
free from danger, wide-extending
and camparatively indeterminate
as the import of
them is : to the single word happiness, substitute the phrase greatest happiness of the
greatest number, the description of the end
becomes more determinate and even instructire, the danger and inconvenience to misgovernment and its authors and its instruments
_titl more alarming and distressing; for then,
for a rule whereby to measure the goodness
orbadnessofa
government, men arc referred
to so simple and universally apprehensible a
standard as the numeration table.
By the
pointing men's attentions to this end, and the
clearness of the light thus cast upon it, the
importance of such words as the word order,
which by their obscurity substitute to the
offensive light the useful andagreeable darkhess, is more and more intimately felt.
2. Establishment.
In the same way, again, Establishment is
a word in use, to protect the had part_ of
establishments,
by charging those who wish
to remove or alter them, _th
the wish to
subvert all establishments, or all good establishments.*
3. $[atehless Constitution.
The constitution has some good points ; it
has some bad ones : it &dyes facility, and, un61 reform -- radical reform--shall
have been
accomplished, securityand continual inelease
to waste, depredation, oppression, and earruption in every department, and in every
variety of shape,
* In the church establishment, the bad parts
are-l. Quanti_y and distribution of payments-its inequality creating opposite faults--excess
and deficiency. The excessive part calling men
off from their duty, and_ as inlotteries, tempting
an excessive number of adventurers : the defect
d_terriog men from engaging in the duty, or
l'endering them unable to per/arm it as it ought
to be performed,
2. Mode of payment ;-- tithes, a tax on food,
which dhconrages agricultural improvements
and occasions dissension between the minister an_
his parishioners,
3. Forms of admission, compelling insincerity,
_abversive of the basis of morality. As to purely
speculative points, no matter which side a man
embraces, so he be sincere, but highly mischievmvs that he should maintain even the right side
(:where there happens to be any) when he is not
sincere,

[PANT IV

Now, in their own name respectively, waste
depredation, oppression, corruption, cannot be
toasted: gentlemen would not cry, Waste for
ever I Depredation for ever ! Oppression for
ever ! Corruption for ever ! But The constitution for ever ! this a man may cry, and
does cry, and makes a merit of it.
Of this instrument of rhetmic, the use is
at least as old as Aristotle.
As old as Aristotle is even the receipt for making it ; for
Aristotle has himself given it : and of how
much longer standing the use of it may have
been, may baffle the sagacity of a Mitford to
determine,
tiow sweet aregall and honey!
how white are soot and snow I
Matchless Constitution ! there's your sheetanchor ] there's your true standard ! -- rally
round the constitution ;--that is, rally round
waste, rally round depredation, rally round
oppression, rallyround corruption, rallyround
election terrorism, rally round imposture-imposture on the hustings,
hnposture iu
Honourable House, imposture in every judlcatory.
Connected with thistoasting and this boasting, is a theory, such as a Westminster or
Eton boy on the sixth form, aye, or his grandmother, might be ashamed of'. For amoug
those who are loudest in crying out theory
(as often as any attempt is made at reasoning,
any appeal made to the umversa]ly knowu
and iudisputable principles of human nature,)
always may some silly sentimental theory be
tbund,
"Ihe constitution, --why must it not be
looked into ? -- why is it, that under pain of
being ipsafaeto anarchist convict, we mu_t
never presume to lo(_k at it otherwise than
with shut eyes ? Because it was the work of
our ancestors, -- of ancestors, of legislators,
tbw of whom could so much as read, and
those few had nothing before them that was
worth the reading.
First theoretical supposition, wisdom of barbarian ancestors.
When from their ordinary occupation, their
order of the day, the cutting of one another's
throats, or those of Welehmen, Scotehmen,
or Irishmen, they could steal now and then
a holiday, how did they employ it ? In cul+AugFrenchmen's throats in order to get their
money : this was active virtue : -- leaving
Frenchmen's
throats uncut, was indolence,
slumber, inglorious ease. Second theoretical
supposition, virtue of barbarian ancestors.
Thus fraught with habitual wisdom and
habitual virtue, they sat down and devised ;
and setting before them the best ends, and
pursuing those best ends by the best means,
they framed --in outline at any rate--they
planned and executed our Matchless Constitution -- the constitution a_ it stands : and
may it for ever _tand !
Planned andexecuted? On what occasion ?
on none. At what place? at none. By whom?
by nobody.
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At no time ? Oh yes, says everything-asit-should-be Blackstone. Oh yes, says Whig
after Whig, after the charming commentator ;
anne Domini 1660, then it i_ that it was in
its perfection, about fourteen years before
James the Second mounted the throne with
a desiga to govern in politics as they do in
Morocco, and in religion as they do at.'Rome ;
to govern without parliament, or in spite of
parliament : a state of things for which, at
this same era of perfection, a preparation was
made by a parliament, which being brought
into as proper a state of corruption as if Lord
Castlereagh had had the management of it,
was kept on foot for several years together,
and would have been kept a_foot till the
whole system of despotism had been settled,
but for the sham popish plot by which the
fortunate calumny and subornation of the
Whigs defeated the bigotry and tyranny of
the Torie_.
What, then, says the only true theory-that theory which is uniformly conllrmed by
all experience ?
On no occasion, m no place, at no time,
by no person possessing any adequate power,
has any such end in view as the establishing
the greatest happiness of the greatest humher, been hitherto entertained : on no oeeasion, on the part of any such person, hasthere
been any endeavour, any wi,h for any happiness other than his own and that of his own
connexions, or any care about the happiness
or security of the snbj(,ct-many, any further
than his own has been regarded as involved
in it.
Among men of all classes, frmn the beginning of those times of which we have any
account in history-among all men of all
classc_, an universal struggle and contention
on the part of each individual for his own
security and the means and instruments o!
his own happiness--for money, for power, for
reputation natural and factitious, for constant
ease, and incidental vengeance. In the course
of this struggle, under t_avourable circumstancos connected with geographical situation,
this and that little security has been caught
at, obtained, and retained by the subjectmany, against the conjoined tyranny of the
monarch and his aristocracy.
No plan pursued by anybody at any tbne-- the good established, as well as tim bad remaining, the
result of an universal _crarnblc, carried on in
the storm of contending passions under favour
of opportunity--at
each period, stone advanrages which former periods had lost, others,
which they had not gained,
But the only regular and constant means
of security being the influence exercised by
the will of the people on the body which in
the same breath admit themselves and deny
themselves to be their agents, w_d that influence having against it and abo*'e it the cur-
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ruptive and counter-lnfluence of the ruling
few, the servants of the monarchy and the
members of the aristocracy -- and the quail.
tity of the corruptive matter by which that
corruptive influence operates, being every
day on the increase ; hence it is, that while
all names remain unchanged, the whole state
of things grows every day worse and worse,
and so will continue to do, till even the forms
of parliament are regarded as a useless thrumbrance, a_d pure despotism, unless arrested
by radical reform, takes up the sceptre with.
out disguise.
While the matter of waste and corruption
is continually ac_.umulating-- while the evalanche cmnposed of it is continually rolling
on-- that things should continue long in their
present state seems absolutely impossible.
Three states of things contend for the ultimate result :--dcspoticmonarchyundisguised
by form; representative democracy under the
form of monarchy ; representative democracy
under its own form.
In this, a_ in every country, the gnvernment has been as favourable to the interests
of the ruling few, and thence as unfh_'ourable
tothegcneralinterestsofthesubject-many,-or, in one word, as bad--as the subject-many
have endured to seeit,--have persuadedthemo
selves to suffer it to be. No abuse has, except under a sense of necessity, been parted
with--no remedy, except under the like pressure, apphed. But under the influence of cireumstanees in a great degree peculiar to this
country, at one time or another the ruling
few have found themselves under the neeessity of sacrificing this or that abuse-- of
instituting, or suffering to grow up, this or
that remedy.
It is thus, that under favour of the contest
between Whigs and Tortes, the liberty of the
press, the foundation of all other liberties_
has been suffered to grow up and continue.
But this liberty of the t)re_s is not the work
of institution, it is not the work of law : what
there _s of it that exists, exists not by means
but in spite, of law. It is all of it contrary to
law : by law there is no more liberty of the
press in England, than in Spain or Morocco.
It is not the constitution of the governmenL
it is not the force of the law ; it is the weakness of the law we have to thank for it. It
is not the Whigs that we have to thank for it.
anymore than the Tortes. The Tortes--that
is, the supporters of monarchy-would destroy it, simply assured of their never being
in a condition to have need of it : the Whigs
would with equal readiness destroy" it, or con.
car in destroying it, could they possess that
same comfortable assurance. But it has never
been in their power ; and to that impotence
is it that we are indebted for their zeal for
the liberty of the press and the support they
have given to the people in the exercise of
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[PART IV.

it. Without this arm they could not fight
their battles ; without this for a trumpet, they
could not call the people to their aid.
Such corruption was not, in the head of
any original framer of the constitution, the
work of design : but were this said without
explanation, an opinion that would naturally
be supposed to be implied in it, is, that the
constitution was originally in some one head,
the whole, or the chief part of it, the work
of design. The evil consequence of a notion
pronouncing it the work of design would be,
that, such a design being infinitely beyond the
wisdom and virtue of any marl in the present
times, a planner would be looked out for in
the most distant age that could be found ; -thus the ancestor-wisdom
fallacy would be
the ruling principle, and the search would be
fruitless and endless. But the non-existence
of any determinate
design in the formation
of the constitution may be proved from history. The House of Commons is the characteristie and vital principle. Anne 1265,
the man by whom the first germ was planted
was Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester,
a foreigner and a rebel. In this first call to
the people, there was no better nor steadier
design than that of obtaining momentary support for rebellion. The practice of sceingand
hearing deputies from the lower orders before
money was attempted to be taken out of their
pockets, having thus sprung up, in the next
reign Edward the First saw his convenience
in conforming to it. From this time till Henry
the Sixth's, instances in which laws were
enacted by kings, sometimes without consuiting Commons--sometimes
without consulting them or Lords, are not worth looking
out. Henry the Sixth's was the first reign
in which the House of Commons had really
a part in legislation : till then, they had no
part in the penning of any laws ; no law was
penned tilt after they were dissolved.
Itcre,
then, so late as about 1450 (between 1422
and 1461,) the House of Commons, as a
branch of the legislature, was an innovation :
_ill then (anne 1450,) constitution (if the
House of Commons be a part of it,) there
was none, Parliament?
Yes: consisting of
king and lords, legislators ; deputies of cornmona, petitioners. Even of this aristoeratieal
parliament, tbe existence was precarious :
indigence or weakness produced its occasional
reproduction ; more prudence and good for-

Houses branches, either or both might have
been lopped off, and the tree remain a tree
still.*
Afterthebloodyreignsof
Henry the Eighth
and Mary, and the too short reign of Edward
the Sixth, comes that of Elizabeth, whoopenly
made a merit of her wish to govern without
parliament : members presuming to think for
themselves, and to speak as they thought,
were sent to prison for repentance.
After
the short parliaments produced in the times
of James the First and Charles the First by
profitsion and distress, came the first long
parliament. Where is now the constitution ?
Where the design ? --the
wisdom ? The
king having tried to govern without lords or
commons, failed: the commons having extotted from the king's momentary despair,
the act which converted them into a perpetual
aristocracy, tried to govern without king or
lords, and succeeded. In the time of Charles
the Second, no design but the king's design
of arbitrary government executed by the instrumentality of seventeen years long parliament. As yet, for the benefit of the people,
no feasible design but in the seat of supreme
power ; and tl_cre, conception of any such design scarce in human nature.
The circumstance
to which the cry of
Matchless Constitution is in a great degree
indebted for its pernicious efficiency, is
that there was a time in which the assertion
contained in it was incontrovertibly true : till
the American colonies threw off the yoke, and
became independent states; no political state
possessed of a constitution equalling it or
approaching it in goodness, was anywhere
to be found.
But from this itsgoodness in a comparative
state, no well-grounded argmnent could at
any time be afforded against any addition that
could at any time be made to its intrinsic
goodness. Persons happier than myself archer
to be found anywhere : in this observation,
supposing it true, what reason is there for my
torbcaring to make myself as much happier
than I am at present, as I can make myself?
This pre-eminence is therefore nothing to
the purpose; for of the pains taken in this
way to hold it up to view, the design can be
no other than to prevent it from being ever
greater than it is.
But another misfortune is, that it is every
day growing less and less : so that while men

tone would have sufficed for throwing it into
disuse and oblivion : like the obsolete legislative bodies of France and Spain, it would
have been reduced to a possibility.
All this
while, and down to the time when the reassembling of parliaments was imperfectly
secured byindeterminate laws, occasioned by
the temporary nature of pecuniary supplies,
and the constant cravings of royal paupers,
had the constitution been a tree, and both

• Between Henry the Third, and Henry the
Sixth (anne 1265 to 1422) it is true there were
frequent acts ordaining annuM, and even oftener
than annual parliaments._ Still these were but
vagucpromises, madc only by the king, withtwo
or three petty princes: the Commons were not
legislators,
but the
j_-.titioners
: nevertheir
seeing,
till was
after enactment
acts to which
assent
recorded.
a See Christian on Blatkstone,
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keep on vaunting this spurious substitute to
positive goodness, sooner or later it will vanish altogether.
The supposition always is, that it is the
same one day as another. But never for two
days together has this been true. Since the
Revolution took place, never, for two days
together, has it been the same : every day it
has been worse than the preceding ; for by
every day, in some way or other, addition
has been made to the quantity of the matter
of corruption-- to that matter by which the
effect of the only efficient cause of good government, the influence of the people, has
been lessened,
Apure despotism may continue in the same
state from the beginning to the end of time:
by the same names, the same things may be
always signified. But a mixed monarchy, such
as the English, never can continue the same :
the names may continue in use for any length
of time ; but by the same names, the same
state of things is never for two days together
signified. The quantity of the matter of corruption in the hands of the monarch being
every day greater and greater, the practice
in the application of it to its purpose, and
thence the skill with which application is
made of it on the one hand, and the patience
and indifference with which the application
of it is witnessed, being every day greater
and greater, the comparative quantity of the
influence of the people, and of the security it
affords, is every day growing less and less.
While the same names continue, no difference in the things signified is ever perceived, but by the very few, who having no
interest in being themselves deceived, nor in
deceiving others, turn their attention to the
means of political improvement.
Hence it
was, that with a stupid indifference or aequiescence the Roman people sat still, while
their constitution, a bad and confused mixtare of aristocracy and democracy, was converted into a pure despotism,
With the title of representatives o£ the
people, the people behold a set of men meeting in the House of Commons, originating the
laws by which they are taxed, and concurring in all the other laws by which they are
oppressed. Only in proportion as these their
nominal representatives are chosen by the
free suffrages of the people, and, in case of
their betraying the people, arc removable by
them, can such representatives be of any use.
But except in a small number of instances.,.
too small to be on any one occasion soever
capable of producing any visible effect--netther are these pretended representatives ever
removable by them, nor have they ever been
chosen by them. If, instead of a House of
Commons and a House of Lords, there were
two Houses of Lords and no House of Cornmona, the ultimate effect would be just the
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same. If it depended on the vote of a refleeting man, whether, instead of the present
House of Commons, there should be another
House of Lords, his vote would be for the
affirmative : the existing delusion would be
completely dissipated, and the real state of
the nation be visible to all eyes ; and a deal
of time and trouble which is now expended
in those debates, which, for the purpose of
keepingonfootthedelusion,
are still suffered,
would be saved.
As to representation, no man can even now
be found so insensible to shame, as to affirm
that any real representation has place : but
though there is no real representation, there
is, it is said, a virtual one ; and with this,
those who think it worth their while to keep
up the delusion, and those who are, or act
and speak as if they were deluded, are satisfled. If those who are so wen satisfied with
a virtual representation, whmh is not real,
would be satisfied with a like virtual receipt
of taxes on the one part, and a virtual pay.
ment of taxes on the other, all would be well.
But this unfortunately is not the case: the
payment is but too real, while the falsity of
the only ground on which the exaction of it
is so much as pretended to be justified, is
matter of such incontestable verity, and such
universal notoriety, that the assertion of its
existence is a cruel mockery.
4. Balance of Power.
In general, those by whom this phrase has
been used, have not known what they means
by it : it has had no determinate meaning in
their minds. Should any man over find ibr it
any determinate meaning, it will be this -that of the three branches between which, in
this constitution, the aggregate powers of government are divided, it depends upon the
will of each to prevent the two others from
doing anything -- from giving effect to any
proposed measure.
How, by such arrangement, evil sbould be produced, is easy enough
to say; for of this state of things one sure
effect is -- that whatsoever is in the judgment of any one of them contrary to its own
sinister interest, will not be done ; on the
other hand, notwithstanding
the supposed
security, whatsoever measure is by them all
seen or supposed to be conducive to the atgregate interest of them all, will be carried
into effect, how plainly soever it may be contrary to the universal interest of the people.
No abuse, in the preservation of which they
have each an interest, will ever, so long aa
they can help it, be removed -- no improvement, in the prevention of which any one of
them has an interest, will ever be made.
The fact is, that wherever on this occasion
the word balance is employed, the sentence
is mere nonsense. By the word balance in its
original import_ is meant a _
of scales. In
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an arithmetical account, by an ellipsis to
which, harsh as it is, custom has given its
sanction, it is employed to signi_" that sum
by which the aggregate of the sums that stand
on one side of an account, exceeds the aggregate of the sums that stand on the other side
of tha_ same account. To the idea which,
on the sort of occasion in question, the word
balance is employed to bring to view, this
word corresponds not in any decree in either
of these senses. To accord with the sort of
conception which, if any, it seems designed
to convey, the word should be, not balance,
but equipoise. When two bodies are so eonnected, that whenever the one is in motion,
the other is in motion likewise, and that in
such sort, that in proportion as one rises the
other fails, and yet at the moment in question
no such motion has place, the two bodies
may be said to be in equlpoise; one weighs
exactly as much as the other. But of the
figure of speech here in question, the object
is not to present a clear view of"the matter,
but to prevent any such view of it from be.
ing taken : to this purpose, therefore the nonseusical expression serves better than any
significant one.
The ideas helon_.,ing to the
subject are thrown
into confusion -- the
mind's eye, in its endeavours to see into it is
bewildered ; and this is what is wanted,
It is by a seriesof simultaneous operations
that the business of government _s carried
on --by a series of actions, action ceasing,
the body-politic, like the body-natural, is at
an end. By a balance, if anything, is meant
a pair of scales with a weight m each : the
scales being even, if the weights are uneven
that in which is the heaviest weight begins
to move; it moves downward, and at the
same time the other scale with the weight in
it moves upwards. All the while this motion
is going on, no equipoise has place-- the two
forces do not. balance each other : if the wish
is that they should bahmce each other, then
into the scale which has in it the lighter
weight, must be put such other weight as
shall make it exactly equal _o the heavier
Weight ; or, what comes to the same thing,
a correspondent weight taken from that scale
which has in it the heavier weight,
The balance is now restored.
The two
scales hang even : neither of the two forces
preponderates over the other. But with reterence to the end in view, or which ought
to be in view _ the use to be derived from
the machine -- what is the consequence ? -All motion is at an end.
In the ease in question, instead of two, as
in a common pair of scales, there are three
forcer, which are supposed, or said to be, antagonizing with one another.
But were this
all the difference, no conclusive objection to
the metaphor could be derived from it ; for,
from one, and the same fulcrum or fixed point

[PART IV.

you might have three scales hanging with
weights in them, if there were any use in it.
In the expression, the image would be more
complicated, but in substance it would be
still the same.
Pre - eminently indeterminate,
indistinct,
and confused on every occasion, is the language in which, to the purpose in question,
apphcation is made to this image of a balance; and on every occasion, when thus
steadily looked into, it will he found to be
neither better nor worse than so much nonsense: nothing can it serve for the justifieation of-- nothing can it serve for the explanation of.
The fallacy often assumes a more elaborate
shape :--"
The constitution is composed of
three forces, which, antagonizing with each
other, cause the business of government to
be carried on in a course which is different
from the course in whlehit would be carried
on if directed solely by any one, and is 1hat
which results from the joint influence of them
all, each one of them contributing in the same
proportion to the production of it."
Composition and resolution of forces : this
imaze, though _ot so familiar a, the other, is
free t_om the particular absurdl_y which attaches upon the o_her : but upon the whole.
the matter will not he fbund much mended
by it. In proportion as it is well conducted, the business of government is uniformly
carried on in a direction tending to a certain
cud--the
greatest happincs_ of the greatest
I humbert--in
prop_rt_on asthey are well conducted, the operations of all the agents concerned, tend to that same end. In the case
in question.here are three forces, each tending
toacertainend:takeanyoaeoftheseforces;
take the direction in which it acts ; suppose
that direction tending to the same exclusively
legitimate end, and suppose it acting alone,
undisturbed, and unopposed, the end will be
obtained by it : add now another of these
forces; suppose it acting exactly in the same
direction, the same end will be attained with
the same exactness, and attained so much the
sooner : and so again, if you add the third.
But that second force--if
the direction in
which it acts be supposed to be ever so little
different from that exclusively legitimate
direction in which the first force acts, the
greater the difference, the further will the
aggregate or compound force be from attaining the exact position of that legitimate end.
But in the case in question, how is it with
the three forees ? So far from their all tend.
ing to that end, the end they tend to is in
each instance as opposite to that end as possiblc. True it is, that amongst these three
several forces, that sort of relation really has
place by which the sort of compromise in que_
tion is produced : a sort of direction which i_
not exactly the same as that which would im
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taken on the supposition that any one of the that are associated with them, are thus fat
three acted alone, clear of the influence of familiar, they present no conception at all :
both the others. But with all this complicathe conversion of the two tracts described by
tion, what is the direction taken by the ma- two bodies meeting with one another at an
chine ? Not that which carries it to the only angle formed hy the two sides of a paralletolegitimate end, but that which carries it to gram, into the tract described by the diagonal
an end not very widely distant fromthe exact of the parallelogram, is an operation never
opposite one.
performed for any purpose of ordinary life,
In plain language, here are two bodies and incapable of being performed otherwise
of men, and one individual more powert'ul than by some elaborate mechanism constructthan the two bodies put together--say
three
ed for this and no other purpose.
powers--each pursuing its own interest, each
When the metaphor here in question is
interest a little different from each of the two employed, the three forces in question-- the
others, and not only different from, but up- three powers in question, are, according to
posite to, that of the greatest number of the the description given of them, the power of
people.
Of the substance of the people,
the Monarch, the power of the House of
each gets to _tself and devours as much as it Lords, and the power of the People.
Even
can : each of them, were it alone, would be according to this statement, no more than as
able to get more of that substance, m_d ac- to a third part of it would the interest of the
eordingly would get more of that substance,
people be promoted: as to twothirds, it would
than it does at present ; but in its endeavours
be sacrificed. For example : out of every £300
to get that more, it would find itself counterraised upon the whole people, one hundred
acted by the two others ; each, theret'orc, per- would be raised for the sake, and applied to
mits the two others to get their respective
the use of the whole people; the two other
shares, and thus it is that harmony is pre- thirds, for the sake and to the use of the two
served,
contbderative powers--to
wit, the monarch
Balance of forces.--A
case there is, in and the House of Lords.
which this metaphor, this im,_e, may be era:Not very advantageous to the majority
ployed with propriety : this is the case of in- of the people, not very eminently conducive
tenmtional law and international
relations,
to good government, would be this state of
Supposing it attainable, what is meant by a things, ; in a prodigious degree, however, more
balance of forces, or a balance of power, is a conducive would it be, than is the real state
legitimate object--an
ohjeet, the effectuaof things. For, in the respect in question,
tion of which is beneficial to all the parties
what is this real state of things? The power
interested. What is that object ? It is, in one described as above by the name of the power
word, rest-- rest, the absence of all hostile of the people, is, instead of being the power
motion, together with the absence of all co- of the people, the power of the monarch, and
ercion exercised by one of the parties over the power of the House of Lord% together
another-- that rest. which is the fruit of ran- with that of the rest of the aristocracy under
tnaland universal independence.
Here then, that other name.
as between nation and nation, that rest which
5. Glorious Revolution.
is the result of well-balanced forces is peace
and prosperity.
But on the part of the seThis is a Whig's cry, as often as it is a time
veral officialauthorities and persons by whose to look bold, and make the people believe
operations the business of government in its that he had rather be hanged than not stm_tl
several departments is carried on, is it pro- by them. What ? a revolution for the people?
spenty that rest has for its consequence ? No:
No: but, what is so much better, a revotuon the contrary, of universal rest, in the forces tion for the Whigs -- a revolution of 1688.
of the body-politic as in those of the body= There is your revolution-the only one that
natural, the consequence is death. No action should ever be thought of without horror.
on the _
of the officers of government, no A revolution fbr discarding kings ? No : only
money collected in their hands--no
money, a revolution for changing them. There would
no subsistence; no subsistence, no service ; be some use in changing them-- there would
--no service, everything falls to pieces, an- be something to be got by it. When their
archytakes the place of government, govern-foretSthers
of 1688 changed James for Wil*
merit gives place to anarchy,
liam and Mary, WilXam got a good slice of
The metaphor of the balance, though so the cake, and they got the rest. among them.
far from being applicable to the purpose in If, instead of being changed, kings were disquestion, is in itself plain enough : it presents
carded, what we uld the Whigs get by it ?
an image. The metaphor of the compostThey would get nothing ; -- they would lose
lion of forces is far from being so : it presents
not a little : they would lose their seats, nn.
not any image. To all but the comparatively
less they really sat and did the business they
few, to whom the principles of mechanics,
were sent to do, and then they would lose
together with those principles of geometry
their ease.
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The real uses of this revolution were the objects of respect and attachment within the
putting an end to the tyranny, political and sphere of a man's observance : and for conreligious, of the Stuarts : -- the political, go- ciseness and ornament (not to speak of deverning without parliament, and forcing the ception) the corresponding fictitious entities
people to pay taxes without even so much as are feigned, and represented as constantly
the show of consenting to them by deputies
occupied in the performance of the above°
chosen by themselves :--the religious, forcing mentioned all-preserving operations.
As to
men to join in a system of religion which they the real persons so occupied, if they were
_elieved not to be true.
presented in their proper character, whether
But the <leficiencies of the revolution were,
collectively or individually, they would appear
•eaving the power of governing, and in par- clothed in their real qualities, good and bad
ticular that of taxing, in the hands of men together. But, as presented by means of this
whose interest it was to make the amount of contrivance, they are decked out in all their
the taxes excessive, and to exercise misrule
good and acceptable qualities, divested of all
to a great extent in a great variety of other
their bad and unacceptable ones. Under the
ways.
name of the god zEsculapius, Alexander the
So far as by security given to all, and impostor, his self-constituted high priest, rethence, by check put to the power of the ceived to his own use the homage and offercrown, the particular interest of the arlsto- I ings addressed to his god. Acquired, as it is
cratical leaders in the revolution promised to _ believed, comparatively within late years, this
be served, such security was established, such word government has obtained a latitude of
check was applied. But where security could import in a peculiar degree adapted to the sinot be afforded to the whole community withnister purpose here in question. From abstract,
out trenching on the power of the ruling few, the signification has become, as the phrase is,
there it was denied. Freedom of eleetion, as roncrete. Fromthesystem,
inallitspartstaken
against the despotic power of the monarch,
together, it has been employed to denote the
was established; -- freedom of election, as whole assmnblage of the individuals employed
agaiust the disguised despotism of the aristoin the carrying on of the system -- of the ineracy, Tories and Whigs together, remained
dividuals who, for the time being, happen to
excluded,
be mmnbers of the official establishment, and
of these more particularly, and even exclusively, such of them as are members of the
CHAPTER
IV.
adufinistrative branch of that establishment.
ALLEGORICAL
IDOLS-- (ad imaginationem.)
Exposition.--The
use of this fallacy is the
securing to persons in office, respect independent of good behaviour. This is in truth
only a modification of the fallacy of vague
generalities, exposed in the preceding chapter,
It consists in substituting for men's proper
official denomination, the name of some fictitiousentity, to whom, by customary language,
madtheneeopinion,theattributeofexeellenee
has been attached,
Examples: -- 1. Government ; for members
ofthegoverning
body. 2. The law; tbrlawvers. 3 The church ; for churchmen.
The
advantage is, the obtaining for them more
respecg than might be bestowed on the class
under its proper name.
Exposure. -- I. Government. In its proper
sense, in which it designates the set of operations, it is true, and universally acknowledgcd, tlmt everything
valuable to man
depends upon it : security against evil in all
shapes, from external adversaries as well as
domestic,
I1. Law : execution of the law. _ By this
it is that men receive whatsoever proteetion they receive against domestic adversaries and disturbers of their peace.
By
government _ law-- the law-- are therefore
brought to view the naturalest and worthiest

For the designation either of the branch of
the system, or of the members that belong
to it, the language had already furnished the
word administration. But the word administration would not have suited the purpose of
this fallacy : accordingly, by those who feel
themselves to have an interest in the turning
it to account, to the proper word administration, the too ample, and thence improper
word government, has been. probably by a
mixture of design and accident, commonly
substituted.
This impropriety of speech being thus happilyand successfully established, the fruitsof
it are gathered in every day. Point out an
abuse-- point to this or that individual deriving a profit from the abuse : up comes the
cry, " You are an enemy to government !"
then, with a little news in advance, " Your
endeavour is to destroy government !" Thus
you are a Jacobin, an anarchist, and so forth:
and thegreater the pains you take for causing
government to fulfil, to the greatest perfeetion, the professed ends of its institution
the greater the pains taken to persuade those
who wish, or are content _o be deceived, that
you wish and endeavour to destroy it.
Ill. Chureh._This
is a word particularly
well adapted to the purpose of this fallacy.
To the elements of confusion shared by it
with government and/aw, it adds divers pro-
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per to itself. The slgaifieafians indifferently of the official establishment do, but read or
_tachabletotheword
Church are-- l. Place give further cxplanation to one book, of whieh
of worship ; 2. Inferior officers engaged by more explanation has been given already than
government to take a leading part in the thelongest life would suffice tohear? 2. Does
ceremonies of worship;*
3. All the people not this suppose a people incapable of being"
eousidered as worshippers ; 4. The superior
taught to read ? 3. Would it not be more read
officers of government by whom the inferior,
if each of them, being able to read, had it conas above, are engaged anti managed ; .5. The
stantly by him to read all through, than by
rules and customs respecting those eeremotheir being at liberty some of them to go miles
hies.
to hear small parts of it? Suppose it admitted,
The use of this fallacy to churchmen, is that by the addition of other services eonduthe giving and securing to them a share of rive to good morals and good government,
coercive power; their sole public use, and business tbr offices not much inferior to the
even original destination, being the serving existing ecclesiastical offices might be found,
the people in the capacity of instructors -- then go on and a_k-- 1. As to the connexion
instructing them in a branch of learning, now between reward and service, do not the same
more thoroughly learnt without than from rules apply to these as to profane offices?
them._" In the phrase " chJ_reh and state," 2. Payuneonditioned-tbrservice,--isit
more
churchmen are represented
as superior to effeetualinproducingserviceheretbanttmre?
all non-chureh_n.
By " church and k*ng," 3. ltere more thm_ there, -- can a man serve
churchmen are represented as superior to the , in a place without being there ? 4. Here, as
king. Fox and Norfolk were struck off the there, is not a man's relish tbr the business
the list of privy councillor_ for drinking [ proved the greater, the smaller the factitmus
"' The sovereignty of the people :" the reduc- i reward he is content to receive tbr doing it ?
tion would be greater, were atl struck off who 5. The stronger .uch his relish, is not his
have ever drank " Church and king."
Ac- service likely to be the better? 6. Over and
cording to Bishop Warbur_on's Alliance, the above what, if anything, is nece._sary to enpeople in the character of the church, meet;age him to render the service, does not every
ing with all themselves in the character of penny contribute to turn him aside to other
the state, agreed to invest the expounders of and expensive occupations, by furnishing him
the sacred volume with a large share of the with the means? 7. In Scotland, where there
aovereignty. Against this system, the lawyers,
is less pay, is not residence more general, and
their only rivals, were estopped from pleading
clerical service more abundant and efficient?
its seditiousness in bar. In Catholic countries,
Answer : Enemy !-- and, if English-brad,
the churchmen who compose Holy Mother
Apostate!
Church possess one beautilul femMe, by whom
1. In Scotland, does any evil arise from the
the people are governed in the field of spirt- non-existence of bishops ? 2. In the House
tun1 law, within which has been inclosed as of Lords, any good ? 3. Is not, non-attendmlce
much as possible of profane law. By Protesthere more general than even non-residence
rants, on Holy Mother Church the title of elsewhere ? 4. In flMw*ab, doe._ any bishop
Whore of Babylon has been conferred ; they
ever attend, whois not laid hold of after readrecognise no Holy Mother Church.
But in ing prayers ? 5. In legislatura, ever, except
England, churchmen, a large portion of them,
where personalinterest wears the mask ofgraeomposetwoAlmt_MatresAcadem_ce--kind
titude?
6. Such non-attendance,
is it not
Mother Academies or Universities.
By in- felt rather as a relief'than as a grievance?
gemdty such as this, out of " lubberly postAnswer : " Enemy to the church I"
master.; boys" in any number, one '" sweet
t. In Ireland, what is the use of Protestant
Mrs. Anne Page" is composed, fit to be priests to Catholics, who will neither hear
decked out in elements of amiability to any nor see them ? to whom they are known but
extent. The objeetandfiuitofthisingenuity
as plunderers ? 2. By. such exemption from
is the affording protection to all abuses and service, is not value of preferment increased ?
imperfections attached to this part of the 3. By patrons, as by incumbents, are not
official establishment.
Church being so ex- bishopricks thus estimated ? 4. Is it not
eellent a being, none but a monster can be an there a maxim, that service and pay should
enemy, a foe to her. _lonster, i. e. anarchist,
be kept in separate hands ? 5. In eyes not
Jaenbin, leveller, &e. To every question hay- less religious than gracious, is not tl_e value
ing reform or improvement in view as to this ] of religion inversely as the labour, as well
partoftheoffieialestabtishment,
the answeris
as directly as the profit?
6. Is not this esone and the same : "You are an en_'ny to the I timate the root of those scruples, by wbich
church." For instance, among others, to such [ oaths imposed to protect Protestantism from
questions as follow : -- 1. What does this part being oppressed, are employed in securing to
-"__
pleasure
of oppressing?
"I"E,r, _r. from unordained _-_'Methodists_ _ I. it the
Answer
: " Enemy
to the clmreh I"
and _Quaffers.
l
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V.

_WEFPING CLASSIFICATIONS
--(adjudicium.)
Exposition.-The device of those who
employ m the way of fallacy, sweeping elasisifications, is that of ascribing to an individual object (person or thing) any properties
of another, oMy because the objec_ in ques"lion is ranked in the cl._ss with that other,
by being designated by the same name.
In its nature, this fallacy is equally applicable to undeserved eulogy as to undeserved
censure ; but it is more fl.equently applied
to the purpose of censure, its etliciency being
greater in that direction,
Expos_lre.--Example
1: K*ngs--Cri_es
of Kings. -- In the heat of the French levolutiou, when the lot of Louis XVI. was
standing between life and death, among the
means employed for bringing about the catastrophe that ensued, was the pubhcation
of a multitude of inflammatory pamphlets,
one of which had for its title " The Crnnes
of Kings."
Kings being men, and all men standing
exposed to those temptations by which some
of them are led into crimes, matter' could not
be wanting for a book so entitled : and if
there are some crimes to the temptation of
which men thus elevated stamt less exposed
than the inthrior orders, there are other
crimes, to which, perhaps, that elevation
renders them but the more prone,
But of the man by whom on that occasion
a book with such a title was published, the
object, it is but too probable, was to cornpose out of it this argument : Criminals ought
to be punished -- kings are criminals -- and
Louis is a king : therefore Louis ought to be
punished.
Example 2 : Catholics _ Cruchies of Ca_olics.-Not long ago, in the course, and
for the purpose of the controversy on the
question, whether that part of the community which is composed of personsofthe
Catholic persuasion, ought or ought not to be
kept any Iougcr in a state of degradation
under the predominant sect, a book made its
appearance, under the title of " Cruelties of
the Catholics."
Of any such complete success, as the consigning in a body to the fate i_ which that
Catholic king was, with so many of his neareat connexions, involved, all such British
Jubjects as partieipa_ with him in that odious
name, there could not be much hope : but
whatsoever could, by the species of fallacy
here in question, he done towards the prorooting of it, was done by that publication,
The object of it was to keep them still debarred from whatsoever relief remains yet
to be administered to the oppressions nnder
which they labour: either it had this object,
0r it had none.
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To the complexion of this argument, and
of the mind that could bring it forward, Justice will not be done, unless an adequate
conception be formed of the practical consequences to which, if to anything, it leads.
Of the Catholics of the present and of all
future time, whatsoever be the character, the
cruelties, aud other enormities committed by
persons who in former times were c.dled by
the same indefinitely comprehensive name,
will still remain _hat they were.
Whatsoever harsh treatment, therefore, this argumeat warrants the bestowing on these their
name_ake_ at the prcsent time, thesame harsh
treatment will, i?om the same argument, continue to receive the same justification,
so
long as there remains one individual who,
consistently with truth, is capable of being
characterized by the same name.
Be they what they may, the barbarities of
the Catholics of those times had their limits :
but of this abhorrer of Catholic barbarities,
the barbarity has, m respect of the number of
intended victims, no limits other than those
of time.
or" the man who, to put an end to the
cruelties of kings, did what depended upon
him towards extirpating the class of kings,
the barbarity, so far as regardcd this object,
was, comparativel) speaki_g, confined within
a very narrow range. All Europe would uot
have'sufficed
to supply his scaffold with a
dozen victims.
But after crushing as many
millions of the vermin, whom his piety and
his charity marked out for sacrih,'e, the zeal
of the abimrrer of Catholic cruelties would
have been in the condition of the tiger whom,
iu the plains of Southern Africa, a traveller
depicted to us as lying breathless with fatigtt¢
amidst a flock of antelopes.
In the same injurious device the painter of
the crimes of kings might, by a no less conclusive argument, have proved the necessity
ofcru-hingtheEnglish
form of the Protestant
religion, and consigning to the fate of Louis
XVI. the present head of it.
By order of King James I. two men, whose
misfortune it was not to be able to form, in
relation to some inexplicable points of teehnical theology, the same conception that wa3
entertained, or professed to be entertained,
by the loyal ruler and instructor of his peoo
pie, were burnt alive.* George IV not only
bears in common with James I. the two dif.
ferent denominations--viz.
Protestant of the
Church of England, and King of Great. Bdtain--but,
as far as marliage can be depended on for proof of filiation, is actually of the
same blood and lineage with that royal and
triumphant champion of local orthodoxy.
If, indeed, in the authentic and generally
received doctrines of the religion in question,
there were anything that compelled its pro* Consult Hume_ Tindal, Harris, Henry
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lessors to hum or otherwise to destroy or
ill-treet all or rely of those that differed from
them, and if by any recent overt-act an adberence to those dissocial doctrines had uppeered in practice, in such case the adherence
to such dissocial doctrines wouht afford a
just ground tbr whatsoever measures of security were deemed necessary to guard other
men from the effect of such doctrines and
such practice,
But by no doctrines of their religion are
Catholics compelled to burn or otherwise illtreat those who differ frmn them, any mare
than by the doctrines of the Church of Englamt James I. was compelled to burn those
poor Anabaptists.
If from analogy any sincere and instructive
usehad on thisoccasion
been intendedtobe
derived from different countries professing the
game persuasion,_in
these our times a much
more instructive
lesson would be afforded
than any that could be derived from even the
same country at such different times.
If in Ireland, where three-fourths or more
of the population is composed of Catholics,
no ill-treatment
has, within the memory of
man, been bestowed by Catholics, as such,
upon Protestants,
as such ; while in the same
country so much ill-treatment
has on other
accounts been bestowed by each of these persuasions upon the other; it is, it may be said,
because the power of doing so with lmptmity
is not in their hands,
But in countries where the Catholic rollgionisthe predominant religion, and in which
at the same time, as in our islands, barbarity
on the score of heresy was by Cathohes exertin'Sit according to law, and in the countries
in which the excrci_ of those barbarities was
at those times most conspicuous,--of
no such
barbarities has any instance occurred for a
long course of years.*
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Exposition._
Of tile device here in view,
the nature may be explained by the following
direction for the use of it :_
. Even in Spain, I have been assured, if I may
depend upon an assurance given me by persons
fully in,brined, and of the most respectable ellaratter, no instance of a capital execution tar any
offence against
religion has occurred
twenty-two
or twenty-three
years. within these
In the capital of Mexleo, if I may believe a
gentleman of distinction in our own country, by
whtn_ ,t,e capital of that kingdom was lately
visitea, r,e was by the Grand Inquisitor hm_self
conducted into every apartment of the prison of
the Inquisition, for the purpose of his being assated by ocular demonstration, of the non-existvncewithil_nfanYthe
_alls,pers°nin the state of a priJontr
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When any existing state of things has too
much evil in it to be defensible in tote, or
proposals for amendment are too plainly necessary to be, rejectihle _n tote. the evil and
the good being nominally distinguished from
each other by two correspondingand opposite
terms, eulogistic and dyslogistic, but in sucJl
sort that. to the nominal line of distinction
thus drawu, there corresponds not any deter
minatc real difference,--declare
your appro
batten of tlle good by its eulogistic name, anti
thus reserve to yourself the advantage of opposing it without reproach by its dyslogistic
name, and so rice versa declare your disapprobation of the evil, &c.
Exposure.--Example
1: .Liberty and Ziee_tiousness of the Press. _ Take for example
tile
caseofthe Press.
The press (including under this denomination every instrument employed or employable for the purpose of giving diffusion to the
matter of human discourse by visible signs)
-- the press has two distinguishable u_es,
viz. moral and political: moral, consisting in
whatsoever check it may be capable of oppo_-ing to misconduct in private life-- political, in whatsoever check it m_y be 'capable of
opposing to misconduct in pu0lie htb, that is,
on the part of public men--men
actually
employed, or aspiring to be employed, in any
situation in the public service : opposing" viz.
by pointing on the persons to whom such mis_
conduct is respectively imputable, a portion
more or tess considerable of disapprobation
and consequent ill-will on the part of the
public at large--a portion more or less considerable according to the nature of the case.
If to such misconduct there be no such
check at all opposed, as that which it is the
nature of the press to apply, the consequence
is, that of such misconduct, whatsoever i_
not included in the prohibitions and eventual
punishment provided by law, will range an.
eontrouled : in which case, so far as concerns
i the political effect of such exemption from
controul, the result is power uncontroulable,
! arbitrary despotism, in the hands whatsoever
i they are, in which the powers and functions
] of government happen to be reposed : and,
I moreover, in the instance of such miseonducg
! as is included in that system of prohibition
I and eventual punishment, the controul will
_ be without effect, in so far as by delay_ vexa_tion, and expense, natural or factitious, the
] in tividual wbo would be led to call for the
apptic-ation, is prevented from making such
demand.
At the same time, on the other hand, the
use of the press cannot be altogether free,
] but that on pretence of giving indication of
misconduct that has actually taken place,
I supposed misconduct that nc_'er did actually
[ take place, wilt to this or that individual be
_ impnted,
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In so far as the imputation thus conveyed
]mppens to be false, the effects of th'e liberty
in question will, so far as concerns arty iudividual person thus unjustly accused, be of
the evil east, and by whomsoever they are
understood so to be, the dyslogi<tte appellat-ion licentiousness will naturall_ toe applied,
Here then comes the dilemma-- the two
evils between which a choice must absolutely
be made.
Leave to the press its perfect t_berty; along with the just imputatim_s, which
alone are the useful ones, will come, and in
an unlimited proportion, unjust imputations,
t_om whieh, in so far as they are nnjust, evil
is liable to arise,
But to him whose wish it really is that good
morals and good government should prevail,
the choice need not be so difficult as at first
sight it may seem to be.
Let all just imputations be buried in utter
silence,--what
you are sure of is, that ralstonduet in every part of the field of action, moral
and political, private and pubtie, will range
without controul--free
from all that sort of
controul which can be applied by the press,
and not by anything else.
On the other hand, let all unjust imputations find, through this channel, an unobltrueted eourse,--still,
of the evil--tire
personal suffering threatened by such infliction
_there
is neither certainty, nor in general
any near approach to it. Open to accusation,
that same channel is not less open to defence.*
He, therefore, who has truth on his side, will
have on his side all that advantage which it
is in the nature of truth to give.
That advantage, -- is it an inconsiderable
one? On the contrary supposition is founded,
whatsoever is done in the reception and colleetiou of judicial evidence -- whatsoevel is
intended by the exercise of judicial authority,
by the administration of whatsoever goes by
the name of justice,
Meantime, if any arrangements there be,
by which the door may be shut against unjust
imputations,
without incurring to an equal
amount that sort of evil which is liable to
result from the exclusion of just ones, so
much the better,
Bnt unless and until such arrangements
shall have been devised and carried into effeet, the tendency and effect of all restrietions having for their object the abridging of
the liberty of the press, cannot but be evil on
the whole,
To shut the door against such imputations
as are either unjust or useless, leaving it at
the same time open to such a8 are at the same
time just and useful, would require a precise,
n determinate, a correct and complete defini-

[PART IV.

tlon of the appellative, whatsoever it be, by
which the abuse -- the improper use -- the
supposed preponderantly pernicious use-- of
the press, is endeavoured to be brought to
view.
To establish this definition, belongs to
those, and to those alone, in whose hands the
supreme power of the state is vested.
Of this appellative, no such definition ha_
I ever yet been given--of
thi_ appellative no
I such deiinition can reasoImbly be expected at
the hands of any person so situated, since,
by the establi,hing of such definition, their
power would be curtailed, their interest prejudwed.
While this necessary definition remains
nnestablished, there remains with them the
i_aeulty of giving continuance and increase
to the several points of abu*e and misgovernment by which their interest in its several
shapes is advanced.
Till that definition is given, the licentioushess of the press is every disclosure bv which
any abuse, from the practice of which they
draw any advantage, is brought to light, and
exposed to shame : --whatsuever
disclosure
it is, or is supposed to be, their interest to
prevent.
The liberty of the press is such disclosure,
and such only, from which no such ineonvenience is apprehended.
No such definition can be given but at
their expense :-- at the expense of their arbitrary power--of their power of misconduct in
the exercise of tire flmctions of government,
-- at the expense of their power of misgovernment-- of their power of sacrificing the
public interest to their own private interest.
Should that linc have ever been drawn,
then it is that licentiousness may be opposed
without opposing liberty : while that line
remains undrawn, opposing licentiousness is
opposing liberty.
Thus much being understood, in what consists the device here in question ? It consista
in employing the sham approbation given to
the species of liberty here in quesY_ion under
the name of liberty, as a mask or cloak to the
real opposition given to it under the name of
licentiousness.
It is in the licentiousness of the press that
the judge pretends to see the downfall of
that government, the corruption of which he
is upholding by inflicting on all within his
reach those punishments which by his predeeessors have been provided for the suppressiou of all disclosures by means of which the
abuses which he profits by might be checked.
Example 2:--Iteforrn,
temperate and intemperate.--For the designation of the species
or degree of political reform, which, by him
• If it by accident be not so, this constitutes a who speaks of it, is meant to be representdifferent and distinct evil, tot which is required
ed as excessive or pernicious, the language
a diflh'ent and dastmct remedy,
affords no such single-worded appellative as
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in the ease of liberty :-- the liberty of the
press. For making the nominal and pretended
real distinction,.and marking out on the object of avowed reprobation the pernicious or
excessive species or degree, recourse must
therefore be had to epithets or adjuncts:
such, for instance, as violent, intemperate,
outrageous, theoretical, speculative, and so
forth.
If, with the benefit of the subterfuge atforded by any of these dyslogistie epithets, a
man indulges himself in the practice of reprohating reform in terms thus vague and cornprehensive, and without designating by any
more particular and determinate word, the
species or degree of reform to which he means
to confine his reprobaUon, or the specific
objections he may have to urge, you may in
general venture to conclude it is not to any
determinate species or degree that his real
disapprobation and intended opposition confines itself, but that it extends itself to every
species or degree of reform which, according,
to his expectation, would be efficient ; that
is, by which may of the existing abuses would
find a corrective,
For, between all abuses whatsoever, there
exists that connexion--between
all persons
who see each of them any one abuse in which
an advantage results to himself, there exists
in pomt of interes_ that close and sufficiently
understood connexion, of which intimalion
has been given already. To no one abuse can
eorrectiou beadministered, _4thout endangering the existence of every other,
If, then, with this inward determination
not to stiffer, so far as depends upon himself,
the adoption of any reform which he is able
to prevent, it should seem to him necessary
or advisable to put on for a cover, the prof, ssion or appearance of a desire to contribute
to such reform,--in
pursuance of the device
or fallacy here in question, he will represent
that which goes by the name of reform as distingmshahle into two species ; one of them a
fit subiect for approbation, the other for disapprol)ation. That which he thus professes to
have marked for approbation, he will accordingly, for the expression of such approbatmn,
characterize by some adjunct of the eulogi_t*c
east--such as model_te, for example, or temperate, or practical, or practicable,
To the other of these nominally distinct
species, he will at the same time attach some
adjunct of the dgsloqistic cast -- such as vielent, intemperate, extravagant, outrageous,
theoretical, speculative, and so forth,
Thus, then, in profession and to appearmace, there are, in his conception of the
matter, two distinct and opposite species
of reform-- to one of which his approbation,
to the other his disapprobation, is attached,
But the species to which his approbation is
attached is an empty species,--a
species in
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which no individual is, or is intended to be,
contained.
The species to which his disapprobation is
attached, is, on the contrary, a crowded species, a receptacle in whlch the whote contents
of the genus--of
the genus reform--are
intended to be included.
CHAPTER

VII.

POPULARCOnnLU'_'ION
-- (ad superbiam.)
E_rposition.--The
instrument
of deception, of which the argument here in question
is composed, may be thus expressed : -- The
source of corruption is in the minds of the
people ; so rank and extensively seated isthat
corruption, that no political reform can ever
have any effect in removing it.*
Exposure.--This
fallacy consists in giving
to the word corruption, when applied to the
people, a sense altogether indeterminate-a
sense in and by which all that is distinctly
expressed is the disaffection of the speaker as
toward_ the persons spoken of, imputing to
them a bad moral character or cast of mind,
hut without any intimation given of the partJcolar nature of It.
It is the result eta thick confusion of ideas,
whether sincere, or affected for the purpose.
In the case of a parliamentary election, each
elector acts as a trustee for himself and for
all the other members of the community, in
the exercise of' the branch of political power
here m question. If, b_ the manner in which
his vote is received from him. he is precluded
(asbyballot)
from the possibility of promoting
his own particular interest, to the prejudice
of the remainder of the universalinterest.
the only interest of his which he can enterrain a prospect, of promoting by such his vote_
is his share of the universal interest : and for
* This was an argument brought forward
against parliamentary reform by _'illiam _hrmdo
ham in the House of Commo, s_ and by him
insisted on with great emphasis. This man was
among the d_,clples, imitators of_and co-operators with, Edmund I:_urke- that Edmund Burke
wtth whom the subject-many were the s_irff, h
multitude :-- swinish in nature, and apt therefore to receive the treatment which is apt to be
g_ven to swine. In private life, that is, in their
dealings witb those who were immediately about
them--at any rate_ such of them as were of their
own class -- many of these men, many of these
haters and calumniators of mankind at large, are
not unamiable; but, seduced by that sinister
interest which is possessed by them in common,
they encourage in one another the antKu)cial af.
fectlon in the case where it operates upon the m_
extensive scale. If, while thus encouraging himself in the hating and contemning the people, a
man of this cast-finds himseff hated by them, the
fault is surely more in him than them ; and,
whatever it may happen to him to suffer from it,
he has himseff to thank for it,
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doingthis,he seesbeforehim no otherpos- ject-many,
which,together
with thatofthe
siblemeans thanthecontributing
toplacethe rulingJew,composesand constitutes
theunishare of power attached to the seat in ques- versal interest. Corrupt, corruption, corruption in the hands of that candidate who is furs, corrupt_oMst, applied to conduct such
likely to render most service to the universal
as hath been just described,-- the meaning
interest,
given to these terms wants assuredly nothing
Now, how inconsiderable soever may be of being sufficiently intelligible.
in his eyes this bis share in the universal inA circumstance that renders this fallacy in
terest, still it will be sufficient to turn the a peculiar degree insidious m_d daItgerous, is
scale _here there is nothing in the opposite a sort of obscure reference made by it to
scale: af*d, by the supposition, the emptine_
certain religious notions--to
the doctrine
of the opposite seale has been secured in the of original sin as delivered in the compendium
mode of election by ballot, where _be steres:
of Church of England t:aith, termed the 39
thereby endeavoured at is aecmnph_hed, as to articles.
so complete a certainty it may be. It; then,
Into thai doctrine, considered iu a religious
to continue the allusion, the value of hisshare
point of view, it is not necessary on this
in the universal interest, in his eyes, is such . occasion to make any inquiry. The field here
as to overcome the love of ease -- the aver- i in questiol_ is the field of politics ; and, up.
stun to lahour-- he will repair to the place, plied to this field, the ,Callaeyin question seeks
and give bis vote to that candidate who, in to lay the axe to the root of all government.
his eyes, is likely to do most service to the It applies not only to thts, but to all other
universal interest : if it be not sufficient to remedies against that preponderance of selfo_,ercome that resisting force, he will then regarding over social interest and affection,
forbear to give his vote; and though he will which is essential to man's existence, but
do no good _o the universal interest, he will which, for the creation and preservation of
do no harm to it.
political society, and thence for his well-being
Thus it is that, under an apposite system
in it, requires to be eheeked--ehecked
by a
of electim) procedure, supposing them in the force fo_med wittfin itself. It goes to the
account of self-regarding prudence equal, the exclusion of all laws, and in particular of
least benevolent set of men will, on this oc- all penal laws; for if, fbr remedy to what
canton, renderas much servicetotheuniversal
is amiss, nothing is to be attempted by arinterest as the most benevolent : the least rangements which, such as those relative to
"benevolent. if that be what is meant by the ! the principle and mode of election as applied
mo_ corrupt ; and if that is not meant, no- !to rulers, bring with them no punishment
thing which is to the purpose, nnr in short
anything which is determinate, is meant.
On the other hand, in _o far as the system
of election is so ordered, that by the m'am_er
in which he gives his vote a man is enabled
to promote his own separate interest, _hat
is sufficiently notorious is, that no ordinary
portion of benevolence in the shape of public
spirit will suffice to prevent the breach of
trust in question frmo being committed,
In the case, therefore, of the subject-many,
_o whom exclusively it was uppity.d, the word
corruptwn has no determinate and intelligible
application.
But to the ('lass of the ruling
few, it has a perfectly intelligible application
_application
in a sense in which the truth
of it is as notorious as the existence of the
sun at noonday. Pretendmg to be all of them
chosen bythe subject-many,---chosen,
in fact,
a very small proportion of them in that manner--the
rest by one another,--.they
act
in the character of trustees for the subjectmany, bomM to support the interest of the
subjeet_many: instead of so doing, being with
money exssC.ed from the subject-many bribed
by one another acting under the ruling one,
they act in constant breach of such their
trust, 6ervir_g in all things their own partieular and slaister interests, at the expense and
to the sa_iiice Of that i_teees_ of the sub-

i --no infliction,-- how much less should the
, accomplishment of any such object be at_tempted by means so expensive and afflictive
Ias those applied by penal laws !
t By the employment given to this fallacy,
Ithe employer of it afforded himsetfa double
Igratification : he afforded an immediate grai tification to his own anti-social pride and insolence, while he afforded to his argument a
t promise of efficiency, by the food it supplied
i to the same appetite in the breasts of his au: ditors, bound to him, as he _w them to be,
by a community of sinistel interest.
Out of the very sink of immorality was
this fallacy drawn : a sentiment of hatred and
contempt, of which not only all the man'_
fellow-countrymen
were the deelared, but
all mankind in at least equal degree were
tl_e naturally supposable object:-" So bad
are they in themselves, no matter how badly
theyare treated: they cannot be treated worse
than they deserve: Of a bad bargain (says
the proverb) make the best ; of so bad acrew,
let us make the best for ourselves: tm mat
ter what they suffer, be it- what it may, they
deserve it."
If Nero had thought it worth
his while to look out for a justification, he
could not have found a more apt one than
this: an argument which, while it harmon/zeal
so entirely with the worst possions of the
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worst men, screened its tale nP_ture ill some
measure from the observation of better men,
by the cloud of confusion in which it wrapped
itself,
I]1 r_ard to corruption and uneorruption,
or to speak less ambiguon.-ly, in regard to
vice and virtue, -- how tben stands the plain
and real truth ? That in the ruhng i;ew there
is most _lee and corruption, because in their
hands has been the powel of serving their
own private and sinister interest, at the expen_-e of the universal interest: and in so
doing, they have, in the design and x_ith the
effect of making instruments of one another
for the accomplishment of that perpetual
object, been the disseminators of vice and
corruption : -- That in tbe subject- many,
there has been least of vice and corluption,
because they ha_e n,t been in so large a
degree partakers in that sinister interest, and
have thus been left free to pursue the track
pointed out to them, partly by men who have
ibund a personal interest in giving to their
conduct a universally bencliclat dn'ee_mn-partly by di_cermng and uncorrupted men,
who, lovers of their country and nlankmd,
have not been in the way of havlne tha: generous affection overpowered ill their breasts
by any particular selt'-regarding intere.t.
Nearly akin to the cry of popular eorruplion i_lmlguage commooly used to the following effect :--" Instead of reforming others-instead of reforming your betters, instead
of reforming the state, the constitution, the
church, ever) thing that i_ most excellent.-le_ each man reform himself_let
him look
at home, he will iliad there enough to do, and
what is m his power, without looking abroad
and aiming at what is rut of his power,"
&c. &c.
Language to ibis effect may at all times
be heard from anti-reformists--ahvays,
as the
tone of it, manifests, accompanied with an air
of triumph-- the triumph of superior wisdom
over shallow and presumptuoo_ arrogance,
One ieature whmh help_ to distingtfish it
from the e_v of popular corruption, is the
tacit a-sumption that, between the operation
condemned and the operation recommended,
incompatibility has place: than which, when
once brought clearly to view, nothing, it will
be seen, can be more groundless.
Certain it is, that if every man's time and
lot,our is exclusively employed ill the col
reeling of his own personal imperfections,
no part of it will be employed in the endeayour to correct the imperfections and abuses
whiehhave place in the government ; andthus
the mass of those imperfections and abuses
wiltgo on, never diminkshing, but perpetually
i_tcreasing with the tnrments of those who
stiffer by them, and the eomfbrts of those
who profit by them : which is exactly what
is wanted,
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CIIAPTER
VIII.
OBSERVATIONS
ON THE SEVENPRECEDL_IG
ra LLACtES.
IN the seven preceding fallacies, and in others
of s similar nature, the device resorted to is
ut6formly the same, and consists in entirely
avoiding the question in debate, by substiluting general and ambiguous terms in the
place of clear and particular appellatives.
In othe_ fallacies, the argument advanced
is generally irrelevant, but argument of some
kind they do contain.
In these, argumenl;
there is none ; .Sunt verbs et voces pr_etereaque nihil.
To fiHd the only word that will suit hi_
purpose, the defender of corruption is obliged
to make an ascent in the scale of generahzatiol_ --to soar into the region of vague
generalities, till he comes to a word by the
extensiveness of xxhose import he is enabled,
so by cml_ourlding language to confound _oneeptions, as witbollt general and immediate
fear of detection to defend, _ith a ehan.-e of
success, an object, of the defence of vhieh
there would, raider its proper and peculiar
name, be no hope.
When ot two terms--viz,
a generic term,
and a special term included under it-- the
specific term alone i_-proper, i. e the proposidon into the eompnsition of which it enters,
true; the generic term, if substituted to it,
is ambiguous ; and c_f the ambiguity, if the
effect of it is not perceived, the consequence
i is error and deception.
i Opposite to this ai:rial mode of contestslion, is the triode already known and desigi natedby the appellation of close reasomny.
In proportion as a inan's mode of reasoning is close (always supposing his intention
honest,) ibr the designation of every object
whivh he has occasion to bring to view, he
employs in preference the most particular
expression tidal tie can find--that
which i_
best adapted to the purpose of bringing to
view ever)thing _hleh it L-its object to brhig
to view, as clear as po_slhle from everything
which the purpose does not require to be
brought, and which in consequence it is hi_
endeavour to avoid bringing to view.
In proportion as a man i.--desirous of contributing on every occasion to the welfare of
the community, and at the same time skilled
in the means that most directly mid certainly
lead to the attainment of that end, he will,
on the occasion of the language employed by
t hmi in the designation of each meazure, look
i out for that plan of nomenclature and etassiIfieation by which the degree and mode of its
I conduciveness orrepugnaney to that end may
be the more easily mid correctly judged of.
i
Thu_, in regard to offences, -- acts which
l on account of their adverseness to the generld
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welfare are objects meet for discouragement
-- for prohibition--and
in case of necessity,
for punishment,--not
content with the eraploying for the designation of each such act in
particular, that mode of expression by which
every individual act partaking of the common
nature indicated by the generic term may be
brought to view, to the exclusion of every
act not partaking of that common nature, he
will, for the designation of the relation it
bears to other offences, and of the place which
it oocupies in the aggregate assemblage of
these obnoxious acts, llnd for it and assign
to it some such more general and extensive
appellation as shall give intlnration of the
mode in which the wound given by it to the
general welfare is perceptible.
"
1. Offences against individuals other than
a man's self, and those assignable individuals ;
2. Against a man's self: 8. Against this or
that particular class of the community ; 4.
Against the whole eommunity without distraction,
In thecaseofindividuals,--offeneesagainst
person, against reputation, against property,
against condition in life --and so on through
the other classes above designated.*
For the opposite reason,---in proportion as,
without regard to. and to the sacrifice of. the
general welfare, a man is desirous- of promoting
his own personal or any other private intere,t, he will, on the occasion of the language
employed in the designation of each measure,
look out for that plan of nomenclature and
classification, by which the real tendency of
the measure to which he proposes to give
birth or support, shall be as effectually masked
as possible-- remtered as difficult as possible
to be comprehended and judged of.
In the Engli,h law, under the principle of
arrangement--which
tillcomparatlvely of late
years was the only one, and which is still the
predominant one--such were the gronpes into
which, by the etassicatdenominations
employed. they were huddled together, that by those
dmmminations not any the slightest intimation
was given of the nature and mischief of the
offences respectively contained under them.
Treasons, felonies unelergyable, fielonies clefgyable, premunires, misdemeanors,
By the four first of these five denominaliens, what is designated is, not the offence
itself: but the treatment given to the offender
in re,pert of it in the way nf punishment : by
the other denomination, not so much as even
that--only
that the act is treated on the
footing of _n offence, and on that score made
punishable : it is the miscellaneous class, the
contents of which are composed of all such
offences as are not comprised under any of the
others,
To what cause can a scheme of arranget,See Princ_les of .MoraZ_ a_td Lelfislalton,
Ch, XVIII. "_oL I. p, 96j el seq:

[PANT IV.

mcnt so incompatible with clear conception
asd u_ful instruction be ascribed ?
Its creation may be traced to one source :
its continuance to another.
For its creation
(such is its antiquity,) the weakness of the
public intellect presents an adequate cause.
Of treason and felony-- terms imported at
the Norman conquest with the rest of the nomenclature of the feudM system-- the origin
is lost in the darkness ef prim_eval barbart ism: religiona perversion of the Christian
I religion, gave birth, after a hard and long
I labour, tothe distinction between clergyable
and unclergvable: religion, by a fitrthcr pert version, gave birth to premunires in the reign
I of Edward III.
1 To tbe designs of those whose interest it
i_ that misrule in all its shapes should he peri petuated, and thence, that useful information,
by which it might be put to shame, and in
time to flight, should as long as possible be
excluded, nothing could be more serviceable
than this primaeval imbecility.
Under these
denominations in general, ar_l in particular
under felony, acts of any description are ca.
pable of being ranked with equal propriety,
or rather with equal absence of impropriety:
acts of anydescription whatsoever, and consequently acts altogether pure from any of those
mischievous consequences from which alone
anysufficientwarrantforsubjcetingtheagents
to punishment canoe found ; and offene_thus
clear of every really mischievotrs quality have
accordingly been created, and still continue
in existence, in convenient abundance.
By this eoc_trivance, the open tyranny of
the lawyer-led legislator, and the covert tyfanny of the law*making judge, are placed at
the most perfect ease. The keenest eye cannot descry the felonies destined to be created
by the touch of_he sceptre upon the pattern
of the old : the liveliest imagination cannot
pourtray to itself the innoxious acts destmed
to be thshioned or swollen into felonies.
Analogous to this ancient Enghsh system
-- correspondent and analogous both as t.o the
effect itself and as to its cause, is the system
lately brought out by the legislators of France
and their forced imitators in Germany. Faute,
contravention, d_lit, cHine--classes rising one
above another in a climax of severity,
all of them, designative how indeterminately
soever, rather of the treatment
to which at
the hands of the judge, the agent is subjected,
than of the sort of act for which he is subjeeted to that treatment--much
less of the
ground, or reason, on which (regard beir, g
had to the quality and quantity of mischief)
it is thought fit he shall be so dealt with.
Lawyer-craft,
in alliance with political
tyranny, may he marked out as the source of
this confusion in the English case; lawyercraft in subjection to political tyranny, in tim
French case.
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In England, it is the interest of the man
Here, then, are so many instances wheis
of law that the rule of action should be, and the turn of the man in power not being cacontinue, in a state of as general uncertainty
pable of being served, or at least so welt
and ineognoscibility as possible : that on con- served, by giving to an object that which is
dition of pronouncing oil each occasion a at once its most particular and most proper
portion of the flash language adapted to that name, a name of more general and extensive
purpose, he may, in his state of law-adviser
import is employed for the purpose of faand advocate, be master of men's purses ; in roaring that deception, which by the desighis state of judge,--of
purse, reputation,
hating of it by such its proper name, would
condition in life, and life itself, to as corn- have been dissipated, and thus giving to an
plete a degree, and with as little odium and exercise of power, which, if rightly denomisuspicion as possible.
This is the state of nated, would have been seen to be improper
things which it always has been, and will be and mischmvous, the chance of not appearing
his interest to perpetuate : and this is the in such its true light.
state of things which hitherto it has been in
his power to continue, and which accordingly
does to this day continue ill existence.
CHAPTER
IX.
In France, where the man of law is not
ANTI-RATIONALFALLACIES
ihe ally of the pol;tician, but his slave, that
tad vereeundiam.)
which it is not the interest of the pohtieian
to keep out of the view of the subject, is -.Expositmn.--When
reason is found or supwhat the law is ; -- that which it is his in- posed to be in opposition to a man's interests,
terest to keep (nor even that in all parts') his study will naturally be to render the faout of the view of the subject, is-- what it catty itself, and whatsoever issues from it,
is for the interest of the subject that the law an object of hatred and contempt.
should be;--what,
in a word, the law ought
So long as the government contains in it
to be.
any sort of abuse from which the members
Having brought the rule of action within
of the government, or any of them, derive in
a compass, the narrowness of which, in re- any shape a profit, and in the continuance of
spect of the quantity of words, has never,
which they possess a proportionable interest,
regard being had to the amplitude of the mat- reason being against them, persons so circumter, yet been equalled, the tyrant of France
stauced will be in so far against reason.
has by this one act of charity displayed a
Instead of reason, wemightheresaythought.
quantity of merit, ample enough of itself to Reason is a word that implies not merely the
form a covering to no inconsiderable a n_r- use of the faculty of thinking, but the right
tion of his sins
use of it : but sooner than fail of its object,
But the exemphfications of vague gene- the sarcasm and other figures of speech emralities afforded by these systems of classifi, ployed upon the occasion are directed not
cation are sufficiently striking.
To save the merely against reason, but against thought
authors of the systems from ranking any one _itself; as if there were something in the rapt the offences in question under a denominaculty of thought that rendered the exercise
tion which would be manifestly inapplicable I of it incompatible with useful and successful
to it, and from the discredit which would at- practice.
tach to them ti'om such a source, -- ascending i
1. Sometimes a plan, the adoption of which
to a superior height in the logical scale--m
vvm_ld not suit the officml person's interest,
the scale of genera and species,--they
pro- is without more ado pronounced a speculavide a set of denominations so boundless in tzve one : and bv this observation all need of
their extent, as to be capable without ira- rational and del'iberate dlscussion,--.such
a_
propriety of including any objects whatsoobjection to the end proposed, as not a fit
ever on which it might be found convenient
one-- objection to the means employed, aa
to stamp the factitious quality desired. Nox- not being iit means,--is
considered as being
iousness to other individuals in this or that superse('ed.
way--noxiousness
to a person himself in this
To the word sperulative, for further enor that way -- noxiousness to a particular
foreement, are added orsubstituted, in anumclass of the community in this or that way-ber more or less considerable, other terms, a_
noxiousness to the whole community in this nearly synonymous to it and to one another,
or that way, _these
are qualities which it is as it is usual for words called synonymous to
not in the power of despotism to eommuni- be ; viz. theoretical, visionary, chimerical, tocare to any act of any sort : but to cause such mantic, utopian.
persons as it is performed by to be punished
2. Sometimes a distinction is taken, and
with s_ch or such a punishment,-these are thereupon a concession made. The plan is
effects which, be the sort of act what it may, good in theory., but it would be bad in yracit is but too easy for supreme power, in what.
tire ; i. e. its being good in theory does not
soever hands reposed, to annex to it.
hinder its being bad in practice.
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3. Sometimes, as if in consequence of a
filrther progress made in the art of irratio_§ 1. Abuse of the words Speculative, Theoatity, the plan is pronounced to be too _ood
retical, &c.
to fie practicable : and its being so good as it
Exposure.-On the occasion of these epi.
is, is thus represented as the very cause of thets, and the propositions of which they conits being bad in practice,
stitute the leading terms, what will be held
4. In short, such is the perfection at which up to view in the character of a fallacy, is_
this art is at length arrived, that the very not the use of' them, but merely the abuse.
circumstance of a plan's being susceptible of
It may be placed to the aceotmt of abuse
the appellation of a plan, has been gravely as often as in a serious speech, without the
stated as a circumstance sufficient to warrant
allegatmn of any specific objectmn, an epithet
its being rejected : rejected, if not with ha- of this ('lass bestowed upon the measure is
ire,d, at any rate with a sort of accmnpaniexhibited as containing the expression of a
mcnt, which to the million is eornmonl) felt sufficient reason ior rejecting it, by putting
still more galling--with
contempt,
upon it a mark of replobation thus eontemp" Looking at tim House of Commons with tuous.
these views," says a writer on the subject of I
What is altogether out of dispute is, that
parliamentary re_form, " my object would be ] many and many a measure has been proposed,
to find out its chief defects, and to attempt ] to which this'class of epithets, or some of
the remedy of these one by one. To propose I them, would be justly applicable.
But. a
no system, no great project , nothing which i man's conceptions
must be woflflly indispretended even to the name of a plal*, but to tinct, or his vocabulary deplorably scanty, if,
introduce in a temperate and concil*atorg 1 be tl_e bad measure what it may, he cannot
manner ....
one or two separate bills."*
i contiive to give intimation of what, in his
In this strain were these men proposed to I view, there is bad in it, without employing
be addressed, anno 1810, by Mr. Brougham : an epithet, the effect of which is to holdout,
in this strain were thev addressed. ,annolS19,
t,as an object of contem)tl, the _ery act of
by Sir James Mackiutnsh, in moving for a t thinking--the
operation of thouaht itself.
committee on the penal laws. To give a man t
The f_ar of theory has to a certain extent
any chance of doing anything with them, in ] its tbundati(m in reason. There is a general
this same wa? theyhave ever been addressed, *propensity in those who adopt this or that
and must ever be addressed, till by radical theory, to push it too far ; t. e. to set lip a
reform (fbr it cannot be b? anything less) the Igem,_al proposition which is not true until
house shall have been purged of a class of certain exceptions have been taken on( of it
men, of whom the most complete inaptitude
--to set it up without any of those excepin respect of every element ot appropriate
(ions--to
pursue it without regard to the
aptitude, is an essential characteristic.
In exceptions,--and
thence, pro tanto, in cases
the scale of appropriate probity--m the scale in which it is fMse, fallacious, repugnant to
of appropriate intellectual aptitude, to find [ reason and utihty.
their level, a man must descend below that i The propensity thus to push theory too far
of the very dregs of the people.
Oh what a ! is acknowledged to be almost universal.
picture is here drawn of them, and bv so
But what is the just inference?
Not tha_
experienced a hand ! tlow cutting, yet how theoretical propositmns--i,
e. propositmns of
unquestionably just, the perhaps unintended,
considerable extent--should
from such their
perhaps intended satire ! To avoid awakening
extent be concluded to be false ia toto ; but
the real terrors of some, the sham terrors of only, that in the particular case inquiry should
others, all consistency, all comprehensive ac- i be made, whether, supposing the proposition
quaintance with the field of action, must be to be in the character of a general rute gcneabjured. When idolatry in all its shapes shall rally true, there may not be a case in which,
have become extinct, and the words wise an- [ to reduce it within the limits of truth, reason,
eestors no longer an instrument of deceptmn [anti utility, an exception ought to be taken
but a by-word, with what scorn witt not an- out of it.
eestors such as these be looked back upon by
Every man's knowledge is, in its extent,
their posterity !
proportmned to the extent as well as number
Intimate as is the connexion between all of those general propositions, of the truth of
these contrivances, there is however enough which, they being true, he has the persuasion
of distinction to render them, in this or that in his own mind : in other words, the extent
point of view, susceptible of a separate ex- of the_ his theories comprises the extent of
vosure,
his knowledge.
If, indeed, his theories are false, then, in
• This was Brougham: the time about June proportion as they arc extensive, he is the
1810. Reterence is made to the Government pe.
rlodical called the Satirist (by Manners,) June more deeply steeped in ignorance and error.
1810, No. 33, p. 570. But that wretched perBut from the mere circumstances of its
formance is nc_ pretty well forgotten,
being theoretical, by these enemies to know*
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ledgeitsfalsehood
isinferred
as ifitwere
a necessary consequence-- with as much reasoil as if, from a man's speaking, it were inferred as a necessary consequence, that what
he speaks must be tklse.
One would think, that in thinking there
were something wicked or else unwise : every
body feels or fancies a nece-sity of disclaiming it. " I am not given to speculation"-" I am no friend to theories." Speculatlon-theory,--what
fruit but thinking ? Can a man
disclaim speculation, can he disclaim theory,
without disclaiming thought ? If they do not
mean thought, they mean nothing ; for, unless it be a little more thought than ordinary,
theory, speculation, mean nothing,
To escape from the imputation of reed1taring destruction to mankind, a man must
disclaim everything that puts him above the
level of a beast.
A plan proposes a wrong end-- or, the end
being right, proposes a wrong set of means,
If this be what a man means, can he not say
so ? Would not what he says have somewhat
more meaning--be
a little more consistent
with the principles of common sense, with
common honesty, than saying of it that it is
theoretical--that
it is speculative ?
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discriminating
defenders
ofitrepresent
itas
being-- viz. a system of perfection--in
this
actually established system (real in so far as
abuse and imperfection are ascribed to it
_mayinary ill SO far as exemption from such
abuse and imperfection is ascribed to it)
might indeed be seen an utopia_ a felicitous
result, flowing from causes not having it in
their nature to be productive of any such
effects, but having it in their nature to be
productive of contrary effects.
In every department of government, say
the advocates of reform, abuses and imperfections are abundant ; because the hands in
which the powers of government are reposed,
have, partly by tlleir own artifice, partly by
the supineness of the people, been placed in
such circumstances, that abuse in every shape
is a somce of profit to themselves.
Under the_e circumstances, if any etpec.
ration were really entertained that by these
hands any considerable defalcation from the
aggregate mass of abuse will ever be made,
--to no other expectation can the charge of
utopianism be with more propriety applied:
effects so produced, would be producedagainst
the force of irresistible obstacles, as well as
absolutely without a cause.
But m that same system there has all along
been preserved, by the many, a faculty--and
that a faculty every now and then, though
much too seldmn and too weakly, exercised,
_of creating, and without very considerable
inconvenience or danger to themselves, uneasiness, more or less considerable, to these
their rulers. In the state of things thus de.
scribed, there is nothing of utopianism ; for
it is matter of universally notorious fuct; and
in this facility on the part of the many of
creatin_ uneasiness in the bosoms of the few
--in this faculty on the part of those who
suffer by the abuses of creating uneasiness in
thc bosoms of tLose who profit by them,in this invaluabh,, and, except in America,
unexampled faculty--rests
the only chance,
the only source ot hope.

§ 2. Utopian.
As to lhe epithet utopian, the case in
which it is rightly applied seems to be that in
which, in the event of the adoption of the proposed plan, felicitous effects are represented
as about to take place, no causes adequate to
the production of such effects being to be
found in it.
In Sir Thomas More's romance, fi'om which
the epithet utopian has its origin, a relicttous state of things is announced by the very
name.
Considering the agc in which be lived, even
without adverting to the sort of religion of
which he was so honest and pertinacious an
adherent, _'e may be sufficiently assured that
the institutions spoken of by him as having
been productive of this effect, had, taking
them altogether, very little tendency to pro§ 3. Good in t. eery, bad in practice.
duce it.
Even in the present stage of civilization,
Such, in general, is likely enough to be the it is almost a rare ease, that by reason, lookease with the portion of political felicity ex- ing to the end in view, matters of governhibited in any other romance: and thus far ment are determined:
and the cause is, the
the epithet romantic is likely enough, though
existence of_ many institutions, which behlg
not certain, to be tbund well apphed to any adverse to the only proper end, the greatest
political plan, in the conveyance of which to happiness of the greatest number, are mainthe notice of the public, any such vehicle is tained, because favourable to the interests of
employed. Causes and effects being alike at the ruling few.
Custom, blind custom, cathe command of this species of poet in prose, tablished under the dominion of that separate
the honour of any felicitous event is as easily and sinister interest, is the guide by which
ascribed to uninfluencinxj e_rcumstances, or most operations have been conducted. In so
even to obstacles, as to causes,
far as the interest of the many has appeared
If the astabhshed state of things, including
to the governing few to coincide with theit"
the abuse which in so many shapes is interown separate interests, in so far it has been
Woven in it, were anything like what the un- i pursued--in so far as it has appeared incom-
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patible with _hose interests, it has been heglected or opposed,
One consequence is, that when by accident
a plan comes upon the carpet, in the formation of which the only legitimate end of'
government has been looked to, if the beaten
track of custom has in ever so slight a degree
been departed from, the practical man, the
man of routine, knows not what to make of
it : its goodness, if it be good--its badness, if
it be bad, are alike removed out of the sphere
of his observance.
If it be conducive to the
end, it is more than he can see : for the end
is what he has not been used to look to.
In the consideration of any plan, what he
has not been used to, is to consider what, iu
the department in question, is the proper end
of every plan that can be presented, and whether the particular plan in question be conducive to that end: what he has been used
to, is, to consider whether in the matter and
form it be like what be has practi_ed. If in
a certain degree unlike, it throws him into a
sort of perplexity. If the plan be a good one,
and in the form of reasons, the points of advantage whereby it is conducive to the proper end in view have been presenfed.--and
i_
such sort that he see_ not any, the existence
of which he feels himself able to contest, nor
at the same time any disadvantages which he
can preeent in the cbar;_cter of preponderant
ones, -- he will be aft'aid so far to commit
himself as to pronounce it a bad one. By
way of compounding the matter, and to show
his candour, if he be on good terms with you,
he _ill perhaps admit it to be good--viz,
in
tbeo_T. Bat this concession made,--it
being
admitted and ondeniable that theory is one
thingand practice another, be will take a distinction, and, to pay him for his concession,
propose to you to admit that it is not the
thing for practice; in a word, that it is good
in theory, bad in practice,
That there have been plans in abundance
which have been found bad m practice, and
many others, which would, it' tried, have]
proveddispute.bad
in practice, is altogether out of
That of each description therc have been
many which in theory have appeared, and
wit]_ reference to the judgment of some of
the persons by whom they have been consitiered, have been fbund plausible, is likewise
out of dispute,
What is here meant to be denied, is, that
s plan, which is essentially incapable of
proving good in practice, can with propriety
be said to be good in theory.
Whenever, outofanumberofcircumstances
the concurrence of all of which is necessary
to the success of a plan, any one is, in
the calculation of the effects expected from it,
omitted, any such plan will, in proportion to
the importance of the omitted circumstance,

be defective in practice ; and if such be the
degree of importance, bad-- upon the whole, a
bad one ; the disadvantageous effects of the
plan not finding a compensation in theadvantageous ones.
When the plan for the illumination of the
streets by gas-lights was laid before the public by the person who co_sidered himself, or
gave himself out for the inventor, one of the
items in the article of expense-- one capital
article, viz. that of the pipes, was omitted.
On thc supposition that the pipes might all
of them have been had for nothing, and tha_
in the plan so exhibited no other such imper.
fections were to be found, the plan would,
to the persons engaged in the undertaking, be
not merely advantageous, but advantageous
in the prodigious degree therein represented.
If, on the contrary, the expense of this omit_
ted article were such as to more than courttervail the alleged balance on the side of profit,
then would the plan, with reference to the
undertakers, prove disadvantageous upon the
whole, and in one word, a bad one.
But whatever it prove to be in practice, in
theory, having so important an omission in
it. it cannot but be pronounced a bad one ;
for every plan in which, in the account of
advantages and disadvantages-of profit and
lo_-ses, any item is on the side of disadvantage
or loss omitted, is, in proportion to the magnitude of such loss, a bad one, how advantsgeous soever upon trial the result may prove
upon the whole.
In the line of political economy, most plans
that have been adopted and employed by
_ovcrnmcnt for enriching the community by
money given to individuals, have been bad in
practice.
But if they have been bad in practice, it
is because the) have been bad in theory. In
the account taken of profit and loss, some
circum_tance that has been necessary to rendec the plan iu question advantageous upon
the whole, has been omitted.
This circumstance has bcen the advantage,
which from the umney employed would have
t been reaped, either in the wa'y of addition to
capital by other means, or in the way of cornfort by expenditure.
Of the matter of wealth, portions that by
these operations were but tra_*sferred fl'om
hand to hand, and commonly with a loss by
the way, were erroneously considered as
having been created.
§ 4. Too good to be practicable.
There is one case in which, in a certain
sense, a plan may be said to be too good to
be practicable-- and that case a very comprehensive one. It is where, without adequate
inducement in the shape of personal interest,
the plan requires for its accomplishment that
some individual or class of individuals shall
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have made a sacrifice of his or their personal
interest to the interest of the whole. Where
it is only on the part of some one individual,
or very small number of individuals, that a
sacrifice of this sort is reckoned upon, the
success of the plan is riot altogether without
the sphere of moral possibility; because instances of a dispositiem of this sort, though
extremely rare, are not altogether without
example: by religious hopes and fears, by
philanthropy, by secret ambition, such miracles have now and then been wrollght. But
when it is on the part of a body of men or a
mnltitudeofindividuals_akenatrandom,
that
any such sacrifice is reckoned upon, then it is
that in speaking of the plan the term utvptan
may without impropriety be applied,
In this case, --if, neglecting the qtle_tion
of practicability, -- on the mere con.-ideration
of the nature of the results, the production of'
which is aimed at by the plait, it can with
propriety be termed a good one, the observation, too good to be practicable, cannot justly
be accused of want of truth,
But it is not any such intilnation that, by
those in whose mouths this observation is most
in use, is meant to be conveyed. The description of persons by whom chiefly, if not exc]usively, it is employed, are those who. regarding
a plan as being adverse to their interests, and
not finding it on the ground of general utility
exposed to any preponderant objection, have
recourse to this objection in the character of
an instrument of contempt, in the view ofpreventing those from looking into it, who might
otherwise have been so disposed,
It is by the fear of seeing it practised,
that they are drawn to speak of it a_ impracticable,
In the character of opposers of a plan, of
the goodness of which-- that is, of its conducivene_s to the welfare of the whole community taken together--they
are themselves
persuaded, it cannot be their intention or
wish to exhibit themselves : it is not, therefore, in any such property of the plan that it
can be their aim to engage those on whomit
depends, to look for the cause of the impracticability which they impute to it.
Under favour of stich observation as may
have been made ofthe instances in which plans
the goodness of which, supposing them
carried into effect, has been beyond dispute
have failed of success, what they aim at
is the producing, in superficial minds, the
idea of a universal and natural connexion between extraordinary and extensive goodness
and impracticability: that so often as upon
the face of any plan the marks of cxtraordinary and extensive utility are discernible,
these marks may, as it were by a signal,
have the effect of inducing a man to turn
aside from the plan, and, whether in the way
of neglect and not_-support, or in the way of
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active opposition, to bestow on it, the same
treatment that he would be justified in be.
stowing upon a bad one.
" Upon the face of it, it carries that air of
plausibility, that, if you were not upon your
guard, might engage you to bestow more or
less of your attention upon it. But wereyou
to take the trouble, you would filid that, as
it is _ith all these plans that promise so
much, practicability would at last be wanting
to it. To save yourself fi'om this trouble, the
wisest course you can take, is, therefore, to
put the pIan a._ide, and think no more about
the matter."
There is a particular sm't of grin _ a grin
of malicious triumph -- a grin made up of
malicious triumph, with a dash of concealed
foreboding and trepidation a_ the bottom of
it --- that forms a natural accompaniment of
this fallacy, when vented b3, any of the sworn
defenders of abuse : and Milton, instead of
cramming all his angels of the Afrlcan eom,texion into the divinity school disputing
about predestination, should have employed
"*art of them at learnt in practising this grin,
with the corresponding fallacy, betbre a looktug-glass.
Proportioned to the difficulty of persuading"
men to regard a plan as otherwise titan beneficial, supposing it carried into effect, is the
need of all such arguments or phrases as present a chance of persuading them to regard it
as impracticable:
and aeem'ding to the sort
of man you have to deal with, you aecompuny it with the grin of triumph, or with th_
grimace of regret and lamentation.
There is a class of predictions, the tendency and object of which is to contribute to
their own accomplishment ; and in the humbcr of them is the prediction involved in this
fallacy. When objections on the ground of
utility are hopeless, or have been made the
most of, objections on the ground of practicability still present an additional resource:
by these, men who, being convinced of the
utility of the plan, are in ever so great a degree well-wishers to it, may be turned aside
from it : mid the best garb to assume for the
purpose of the attempt, is that of one who is
a well-wisher likewise.
Till the examples are before his eyes, it
will not be easy tbr a man who has not himself made the observation,
to conceive to
what a pitch of audacity political improbity
is capable ofsoaring--howeompletely,
when
an opportunity that seems favourable presents
itself, the mask will sometimes be taken off
-- what thorough confidence thereis in the
{ complicity or in the imbecility of hearers or
I readers.
[
If to say a gooa thing is a good thing is
J nugatory, and, assueh, foolishlangnage--wha_
/ shall we say of him who stands up boldly and
I says, to aim at doing good is a bad thing ?
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In sO many words, it may be questioned
whether any such tiling has yet been said :
but what is absolutely next to it, scarce distinguishab!e from it, and in substance the
same thing, has actually been said over and
over.
To aim at perfbetion, has been pronounced to be utter folly or wickedness ; and
both or either at the extreme.
To say that
man (the species called man) has so much
as a tendency to better himself, and that the
range of such tendency has no certain limits,
this has been--speculation
: propositmns
or observations to that effect have also been
set down as a mark of wickedness.
" By
Priestley, an observation to this effect has
somewhere or other been made : by Godwin,
an observation to this effect has somewhere
or other been made : by Condoreet, or some
other Frenchman or Frenchmen of the class
of those who, foz the purpose of holding
them up to execration, are called philosophers, an observatiou to this effect has somewhere or other been made.
"By this mark, with or without the aid of
any other, thesemen, together with other men
of the same leaven, have proved themselves
the enemies of mankind : and you too, whosoever you are, if you dare to maintain the same
heresy, you also are an ,_nemy to mankind."
In vain would you reply to him, if he be
an official man:--Sir, Mr.Chalmers wbo, like
yourself, was an official man, has maintained
this temtency, and writteu a book, which
from beginning to end is a demonstration
of
it a_ clear and undeniable as Euclid's : and
Mr. Chalmers is neither a madman nor an
enemy to mankind,
In. vain would you reply to him, if lie call
himselfa Christian : -- Sir, Jesus said to his
disciples, and to you if you would he orie of
them, "Be ye perfect, even as our Father in
heaven is perfect ;" and in so doing, has not
otlly assmned the tendency, bat commanded
it to be encouraged and carried to its utmost
l_ossible length,
By observations such as these, may the
sort of man in question be perhaps for amomeat silenced : but neither by this, nor anything, nor anybody, though one rose from
the dead, would he be converted,
Tovariousdeseriptionsofpersons,
overand
above those who are in the secret, a fallacy
of this class is in a singular degree acceptable
and conciliating : __
1. To all idle men _all hat.ers of business;
a considerable cla_s, where a share in the
sovereignty of an empire such as ours is parcelled out into portions which are private
property _ where electors' votes are free in
appearance only, and scarcely in appearance
--a_
where the votes that are sold for ranhey are in fact among the freest that are to be
found,
"2,All ignorant men _ all who, for want of
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due and appropriate instruction, feeling themselves incapable of judging on any question
on its own merits, look out with eagerness
for such commodious and reputation-saving
grounds.
3. All dull and stupid men; --in whose instance, information-reading-- such as has
t:allen to their lot, has not yet been sufficient
to enable them to determine a question onits
own merits.
When a train of argument -- when bat a
single argument, is presented, that requires
thought -- an operation so troublesome and
laborious a_ that which goes by the name of
thought,-- an expression of scorn levelled at
the author or supposed author of this trouble, is
as far as it goes, a just, howsoever scanty m:d
inadequate, punishment for the disturbance
attempted to be given to honourable repose.
Under the name of theory, &c., what is it
that to men of this description is so odioos?
What but reference tothe end--to that which,
on that part of the field of thought and action
which is in question, is, or at any rate ought
to be, the end pursued, anti thence, in every
case, the end in view-- (how often must it,
and ever in vain, be repeated ?)-- the greatest
happiness of the greatest number ? But were
reference made to this end _ to this inflexible
standard -- everything
almost they do
everything
almost they support -- wmfld
stand condemned.
What, then, shall be the
standard?
Custom--custom:
custom being
their own practice, blindly imitating the prae.
tice of men in the same situations, put in
motion and governed by the same sinister isterests
CttAPTER

X.

PARADOXICAL
ASSERTION-- (adjud_cium.)
1. Dangerousness of the prt_*ciple qf ntilil#.
_. U_elessness or" ctas:'_cat*on.
3. Misehievousness of simplification.
4. Dism.
terestedaess a mink o.f profliyae!t.
Expo_tlion.When of any measure, prac.
rice, or principle, the utility is toofar above
dtspute to be capable of being impeached by
reasoning, a rhetorician to whose interests or
views it. has appeared adverse, has in some
instances, in a sort of fit of desperation,
made this attack upon it ; taking tip the word
or set of words commonly employed for the
designation of it, without any such attempt
as that ofopposingit byanyspecificobjection,
he has as_iled it with some vehement note
of reprobation or strain of invective, in which
the mischievousness or folly of it has been
taken for granted, as if it were undeniable.
Exposure is a sort of process of which the
device in question is scarce susceptible : but
for the pnrpose of exposition, an example or
two may have its use.
Utility, metbod¢ simplification, reason, sin.

¢.h'[. g.j
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cerity.
By a person
unexperienced
in the
arts of political and verbal warfare,
it would
not readily
be imagined
that entities
like
these should, by any man laying claim to the
distingtdshing
attribute
of man, be pointed
out as fit objects
of hatred
and contempt:
yet so it is.
I. Asto Utility.--Already
hasbeen
named
a gr,cat, character
m a high situation,"
by
whom the principle of ntility was pronounced
a danqerous
one.*
A bonk
might be mentionetl,
and one of no snr, dl celcbritv,t
in
which the same principle-the t_rinciple
of
utility -- has been pronour ccd toeless : -the principle
itself,
and consequently
every
iavestigatimi
in which, to the purposes
of
legislation
or common life, application
is eudeavoured
to be made of it.
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What must
be acknowledged
is, that
t_
make a right and effectual
use of it, requires
the concurrence
of those requisites
whichare
not always found in company
: -- invention,
ddscermnent,
patience,
sincerity-each in no
inconsiderable
degree;
while,
for the pronouncing
of decisions
without
consulting
it,
deci,imLs
in the ipse dixit style, nothing
is
required
but boldness.
Not
that,
on any occasion
on which
it
promisc_ to suit hi._ purpose,
and he feels in
tnmself a capacity to applyit
to that purpose,
thc mo_t decide_l scorner of it ever thJls to
make use of _t. It is only wi_en, if consulted,
its decisions would be against him, or he feels
himself
awkward
at consulting
it, that
he
ever takes upon him to do without it : and to
prove anything
to be right or wrong,
thinks
it sufficient
for himself
to say so.

* Lord Loughborough,
_hen Attorney-General. a The observation made by him in the year
2. Classification
a bad tldng-Good method
1789 was reported to me presently after it was
a bad thin q.
made. Not till many years after -- some time, as
I perceive, after what is in the text was written,
On the same occasion
in which a eonveniwas the true import perceived by me. The chaenee was found in proIlooncJng
the principle
meter in which at the time it presented itself to of utility useless,
the like convenience
was
my view, was that of a gross absurdity : its true
found in prefer-sing the like contempt
for that
character was that of deep sagacity.
By the principle of utility,
what I understood
was--that
qtmlity in discourse
which goes by the name
principle which states as the only justifiable
end
of good method,
or slrpddy, method, and that
of government,
the greatest
happiness
of the
sort of operation
calle_good
classification,
or
greatest number of the members of the commusimply,
classtficatlon.
airy.
At that time I still continued to take for
When the subject
a mm_ undertakes
to
_anted
(such was nay simplicity)
that this was
e end generally aimed at, though often so widewrite upon i_ to a certain degree extensive_
ly mL¢,sed. By (hose whose desire it was, that on
as for example,
the science ot morals, or that
each occasion that end should be attained,
it
of legislation-whether
what a man _aya be
could not without self-contradiction
be supposed
clear or not of i_alsehood, will depend upon the
that the endeavour to attain it could seem dangoodness of the method
in which the parts of
serous.
But Loughborough
was too well acit have been east:_
1. If, for example,
snow
quainted with the state of gm ernment
in this . and charcoal were both classed under the same
country
(not it toisspeak
other countries,)
to name, and neither
of them had any other,
know that
the of
greatest
happiness
ofnot the
ruling few, and not that of the greatest number,
that is the end pursued on each occasion by the
ruling few. _'hat,
then, was the interest which
on that occasion, as on all occasions,
that mereher of the ruling few had at heart, and thence
preferably, if not exclusively,
in mind?
It was,
of course, "the interest of the ruling few. But the
interest of the ruling few is, on the greatest part
of the field of government,
in a state of eonnnued
oppositiou to that of the greatest number : aecordin#)., a principle which, in ease of competition,
and to the extent of the competition,
e.dled tbr
sacrifices to be made of the interests of the cla._s
to which he belonged,
and which alone was the
object of his solicitude, could not but in his eyes
be a dangerous one. (See Hist. Pref. to Fro#.
meat on Government,
Vol. ]. p. 245.)
aI- The Edinburgh
Review.
* Note written August
21, 1819 : -- " Great
eharaetwrs in high sitdatmns,"
a phrase employed
about December
1809 by mimster Percival, then
Attccney-Geueral,
in ea}]ing down the vengeance
of the law on I forget what alleged libener, for
using the appellation
of " the Doctor" in speaking of Lordbldmouth.
By the picture it seemed
to give of the character
of the prosecution
and
of the parsans whobore
apart
in it, it made a
IMting impression on my mind.

if the question were asked, whether
the thing
known by that name were white or black, no
inconsiderable
diltieulty
would
be tbund in
answering
it either by a yes or no.
2. And
if, under favour of the identity
of denomination. sugar of lead were to be used in a pudding instead of an), of the sort of sugar usually
applied
to that purpose,
practwal
ineonveniences analogous
to those which were experienced by Thornbury
from eating paneake,$
might probably
be found to result
from the
mistake thusexemplified
in the tactical branch
of the art or science of life, call it which
please.
In the course of an attempt
made [i to
the whole multitude
of pernicious
actious
apt classes, -- as a fruit, and proof, and

you
cast
into
test

._. In the pancake in question, which, at a table
at the Cape of Oread Hope was served up to a
company, of which Thorobury,
better known by
his travels in Japan,
was one, white lead was
employed instead of flour:..-aome
reeovered_ trod
some died.
[J In a book _ritten
anna 1780, published anne
1789, under the title of lntroduetion
to Moral$
and Legislation._(8eeVoL
1. of this collection.}
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of the supposed aptitude, about a dozen propositions were mentioned as being capable of :
3. _implifieatzon.
being, without any deviation from the truth
By the opposite vice, complication, every
of things, ascribed to the pernicious acts re- evil opposite to the ends ofjustice,--viz,
unspectively collected together under one dcno- certainty of the law itself, unnecessary delay,
ruination by the names respectively assigned expense, and vexation, in respect of the exto the four classes to which they were re- ecution--is
either produced or aggravated.*
ferred.
Consequently, to every one by whom any wish
On the same occaslon, intimation waslikeis entertained of seeing the mass of these
wise given, that in the system of law and law evils reduced, a fervent desire is entertained
terms in use for the designation of offences of seeing the virtue of simplification infused
among English lawyers, no such fair general
into the system of law and judicial procedure.
denomination could be found, to the contents
On an occasion that took place not long ago,
of which an equal number, and it might per- if the account of the debates can be trusted,
haps have been added, any number at all, of a gentleman was found resolute and frank
common propositions could, without error enough to stand up and rank this virtue,--if
and falsehood, be ascribed. A system of clas- after that, such it may be called-- amoog the
sification and nomenclature which can never worst of vices : the use of it was evidence of
be employed without confounding, at every Jacobinism --evidence
of the circumstantial
turn, objects which, to prevent practical and kind indeed, but sufficiently conclusive.
painful accidents, require to be distinguished,
If, on a declaration to that effect, any senmust, by every man who has not a decided timent of disapprobation were visible in the
interest in maintahfiog the contrary, be ac. language or deportment of that Honourable
knowledged to be very ill adapted to those House, none such are, at least, recorded, and
which are, or at least which ought to be. its if none such really were perceptible, this cirpurposes,
cumstance alone might afford no inconsiderHere, then, was an intimation given, that
able ground for the de_ire expressed by some,
the whole system of English penal law is in of seeing the character of that Honourable
an extreme degree ill adapted to what ought
House undergo a thorough change.
to be the purposes of every system of law
4. Disinterestedness a mark of profligacy.
and an implied invitation to those, if any
such there were, who being conversant in the
In his pamphlet on his Official Economy
subject of law, had any desxre to see it well Bill, to give up official emolument is by Edadapted to its professed purposes, to show round Burke pronounced, in so many words,
that the system was not, in respect of the to be "a mark of the basest profligacy."
points indicated, a bad one--the radically bad
On somewhat more deiensible grounds might
one it was there represented to be,--or else to this position itself be pronounced as strong a
take measures for making it better.
But it mark as ever was exhibited, or ever could be
being the interest of every one who is most exhibited, of tim most shameless profligacy.
conversant with this subject, that the whole
An assumption contained in it, besides
system, instead of being as good as it can be others too numerous to admit of their being
made, should be as bad as those who live detailed here, is--that
in the eyes of man
under it will endure to see it, the invitation
there is nothing that has any value--nothing
could not in either branch he accepted,
that is capable of actuating and giving direcIn any other branch of science that can be tion to his conduct, but the matter of wealth :
named--medicine_
chemistry, natural history
that the love of reputation and the love of
in all its branches, the progress made in every power are themselves, both of them, without
other respect is acknowledged to be eom- efficient power over the human heart.
mensurate to, and at once effect and cause,
So oppositeis this position of his to the truth,
in relation to the progress made in the art of that the less the quantity of money which, in
classification: nor in any one of those brauches
return for his engagement to render official setof science, would it perhaps be easy to find vice, aman, not palpably unfit for the business
a single individual by whom the operation of of it, is content to accept., the strongeris the
classification would be spoken of as anything
proof, the presumptiveevideneetherebyaffordbelow the highest rank in the order of ira- ed, of his aptitude in all points with relation
tmrtance.
Why this difference ? Because in tothe businessofthat
office: sinceitisaproof
any one of these branches of science there is of his rehsh for the business _ of the pleasure
scarce an individual to whose interest the ad- he anticipates from the performance of it.t
vancement of the science is opposed : whereas
among the professors of the law there exists
* See Scotch Reform, VoL V. Delay and
not an individual to whose interest the ad- Complication Tables.
¢aneement of the art of legislation is not op- Peines
_- Seeet des
Bentbam
par Dumont.
Thdor/e
des
Rbcompenses
: (Rationale
of Puposed--is not either immediately detrimental
nisk,ment, Vol. I. p. 388, and Rationale of tleor ultimately dangerous,
ward, antea, p, Ibm3,et seq. ) and Defence* of
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Blinded by his rage, in this his frantic exclamation, wrungti'om him by the unquenched
thirst for tucre,--this
madman, than whom
none perhaps was ever more mischievous-this incendiary, who contributed
so much
more than any other to light up the flames
of that war, under the miseries occasioned by"
which the nation is still groaning, -- poured
forth the reproach of "the basest profligacy"
on the heads of thousands, before whom, had
he known who they were, he would have been
ready to bow the knee. Not to mention the
_ hole magistracy of the empire, whose office
is that of justice of the peace,--among
other
persons before whom he was in the habit of
prostrating himscl*f, of the verlral filth he thus
casts around him, one large mass falls upon
the head of the Marquess Camden, and flora
his rebounds upon those other official heads,
from which the surrender made of the vast
mass of officiat emolument drew forth the
stream of eulogium which the documents of
the day present us with.
5. How to turn this fallacy to account,
To let off a paradox of this sort with any
chance of success, you must not be anything
less than the leader of a party.
For if you
are, instead of gaping and staring at you, men
will but langh at you, or think of something
else without so much as laughing at you ; because there is no laughing at anything without thinking of it.
Moreover, a thing of this sort succeeds
much better in a speech, than in a book or
pamphlet-a_d that for several reasons,
The use of a speech is to carry the mensure of the moment ; and if the measure be
but carried, no matter for the means.
The
measure being carried, the paradox is seen to
be no less absurd mid mischievous than it is
strange: no matter--the
measure is carried :
war is declared, or a negotiation for peace
broken off. Peace you will have some time
or other, but in the meantime the paradox has
had its effect. A law has passed; and that
law an absurd and mischievous one : some
day or other, the mischief may receive a rereedy; but that day may not arrive these two
or three hundred years. _
In a speech, too, it is all profit _ no loss :
your point maybe gained, or notgained; your
reputation remains where it was. It is your
speech, or not your speech, whichever is most
tonvenient.
To A, who under the notion of
its being yours, admires it, it is your speech;
to B, who, because it is yours, or because it
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is an absurd and mischievous one, spurns at it,
it is not your speech.
If' the words of your
paradox arc ambiguous, as they will be if
they are well and happty chosen, -- susceptible of two senses, an innoxious and a noxious one--this is exactly what is wanted. A,
who on your credit is ready to take it, and to
adopt it in the noxious one which suits your
purpose, is suffered silently to take it in that
noxious one : but if B, taking it in the noxious
one, attacks you and pushes you too hard,
then some adherent of yours (not you your*
self, for it would be weak indeed for you to
appear in the matter,) some adherent of yours
brings out the innocent sense, vows and
swears it was tAa¢ meaning that was yours,
and belabours poor B with a charge of ca_
lumny.
If in the choice of your expression you
have been negligent or unfortunate,
so that
no more than one sense, and that one indefensible, can with any colour of reason be
ascribed to it, you thus lose part of your advantage.
But still no harm can happen to
you: you disavow--that
is, your adherent
for you disavows-- the very words : -- and
thus everything is as it shouid be.
Thus it is that from speeches--spoken
and
unmilmted speeches -- you derive much the
same sort of advantage as is derived from that
sort of sham law (which, in so far as it is
made by anybody, is made by judges, and is "
called common or unwritten law) by lawyers:
thundering all the while the charge of insincerity or folly in all who have the assurance
to ascribe to it either a different word or a
different meaning.
To the supposed speech,
as to the supposed law, they give what words
they please, and then to those wot'ds theygive
what meaning they please. The law, indeed,
neither has, nor ever had, any determinate
form of words belonging to it ; whereas the
speech could not hare been spoken, unless
it had had a set, and that a complete one, of
determinate words belonging to it. But in
the speech-- the words never having been
committed to writing, or if they have been,
evidence of their being the same words not
being producible, -- the speech-maker is as
safe as if he had never uttered any one of
those words.
In the intellectual weakness of those on
whom, in this form, imposition is endeavoured
to be practised--in
this degrading weakness,
and in the state of servitude in which they are
accordingly held by the shackles of authority,_
may be seen the cause of that success, and
thence of the effrontery and insolence whick
this species of imposition manifests. In pro.
portion as intellect is weaker and weaker_

Eeonom_r aqalnst Edmund Burke and George
_ose, VoL V. p. 278, et seq.
Till lately, the country has suffered in a variety of ways by the law made in the reign of reason has less and less to hold upon it; at_
Elizabeth t_opte_ent good workmanship: the
effect is felt; the cause, men cannot bear to look
_- See Yld Verectmdiam, Part I. Fallacie$ asf
ct.
LAugUry,
VoL. II.
Gg
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thority, fortified by the appearance, real or
&llaciou_, of strong persuasion, more and
more.
I_ is in this way that, strange as at first
mention it cannot but appear --it is in this
way -- and when addressed to minds of such
a texture, the more flagrant and outrageous
the absurdity, the stronger its persuasive
force. Why ? Because, without the strongest ground, a persuasion-so strong a persuasion-- of the truth era proposition, at first
_sight at least so adverse to truth, it is taken
for granted, could not have been fi_rmcd
When the terrors of which religion is the
lource,
are the instruments
employed for
inculcating it, the strength of the persuasion
thus inspired presents little cause for wonder.
In the intensity of the exertmn made for the
purpose of believing--the
greater the difficulty, the greater is, in case oi success, the
merit. Hence that most magnanimous of atl
conclusions, credoquia impo_s_bde est Higher
than this, the force of faith -- the fiwee, and
consequently the merit -- cannot go : by this
one bound, the pinnacle is attained ; anti
whatsoever reward Omnipotence hasin store
for service of this complexion, is placed out
of the reach of t:ulure,
Be the absurdity ever so flagrant--the
nature of man considered, and how absolute
the dominion which is exercised over him by
the passions ot fear and hope -- be the absm'dity ever so flagrant, cause of just wonder
can never be afforded by any acceptance which
it receives, with the support afforded to it by
the most irresistible of the passions :
The understanding is not the source-- reason is of itself no spring of action : the understanding is but an instrument in the hand
of the will : it is by hopes and fears that the
end of action is determined ;-- all that reaben does, is to find and determine upon the
means:
But where, at the mere suggestion of a
set of men with gowns of a certain form on
th$ir backs-- where at their mere suggestion
(unsupported by any motive of a nature to
act on the will), we see men living and acting under the persuasion, that in the vice of
lying there is virtue to metamorphose
into
justice the crime of usurpation ;-- here. it
i_ not the will that is confounded and overwhelmed ; it is the understanding that is deluded.*

[PART IV.
CHAPTER

XI.

_o_-cxusA PROCAUSA: OR, CAUSEAND OBSTACLECO_FOUNVEVm (adjud&_um.)
.Exposition. mWhen in a system which has
good points in it, you have a set of abuses,
or m,y of them, to deibnd,--after
a general
eulogium bestowed on the sy,tem, or an indication more or less explicit of the good effects
the existence of which is out of dispute, take
the abuses you have to defend, either separate|y or collectively (collectively is the safest
course,)
and to them ascribe the credit o!
having given birth to the good effects.
Chin hoc, eryb propter hoe.
In every political system which is of long
standing, and which, not having been produced, any considerable part of it, in prosecution of any comprehensive design, good or
ba(t, but piecemeal at different and distant
times, according to the casual and temporary
. pretiuminance of conflicting iuterests--.whatI soever may be the good or the had points in
I the state of things which at any given time
! constitutes the result of it, among the inciI dents which may be observed as having place
t in it, some, upon proper scrutiny and proper
I d_stinction made, maybe seen to have opeI rated in the character of effective or promotlve
i causesothers, in the character of obstacles
or prevelatives-others, to have been in rela,ition to them, in the character of immaterial
incidents, or inoperative circumstance_.
In such a system, whatsoever are the
abuses or other imperfections in it, and whatsoever are the pro.-perous results observable
in it, these prosperous results will have found,
in the abuses and imperfections, not so many
efficient or promotive causes, but so many
obstacles or preventives.
Meantime, if so yon can order matters,
that instead of being recognised as having
operated in the character of obstacles, the
. abuses in question shall be believed to have
operated in the character of efficient or promotive causes, nothing can contribute more
i powerfully to the effect which it is your en.
deavour to produce.
If you cannot so far succeed as to cause
the prosperous resnlts in question to be referred to the abuses by which they have been
obstru_ed and retarded, the next thing you
are to endeavour at is, to cause them to be

" To tbrm a ground for decision, a judge as- ! view under that name. is decked up in the same
serts_ a_ true, SOmefact which to his knowledge appellatmn, .fiction, which is employed in bring.
is not truce
fact, for the assertion ofwhlch_ iing to view the innoxious and amusing pictures
if, in the station of a witness, and without having I of ideal scenes tbr which we are indebted to the
for his protection the' power of a judge, a man poetic genius. What you are thus doing with the
were toventuve the assertion of, he would bythis ] lie in your month,-- had you power to do it
same iudge be punished with imprisonment and [ without the lie ?-- your lie is a foolish one.
infamy. To screen it from the abhorrence due to [ Have you no such power ?- it is a fla_gitious
i,, _.this lie, exceeding in wickedness the most 1one. In this mire may be seen laid the prmcilmO
Jcicked
oftheassertions
commonlybroughtintoIpartof thefoundation
ofEnglishcommon law,
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aacribed to aome inoperative ciretlmstance or
circumstances,
having in appearance some
emmexion or other-- the nearer the better
w with the abuses,
At any rate, you will, as far as depends
upon you, cause the prosperous circumstai_eesin question to be referred to any causes
rather than the real ones : for in proportmn
as it becomes manifest of what cause_ they
are the results, it will bcemne manifest of
what other circumstances they have not been
the results : whereupon, no sooner is any
one'of the abuses you have to defend, con.
sidered in this point of view, than a queation
will be apt to occur. _ Well, and this ?-what has been the use of this ? To which
no answer being found, the consequence is
such as need not be mentioned,
Real knowledge, being among the number
of your most formidable adversaries, your
endeavour must of course be to obstruct its
advancement mtd propagation as effectually
as possible,
Real knowledge depends in a great degree
on the beingable, on each occasion, to distmguish frtnn each other, causes, obstacles, and
uninttuencing circumstances ; -- these, therefore, it must on every occasion be your study
to cmffound as effectually as possible,

causing removal, without any such concurrence.
In so far as over the will of the nominee_
of the people as above mentioned, acting in
then" above-mentioned character of judges, an
efficient influence is exercL-ed b._ the king or
his nominees, the efficiency of this judicial
authorit? is destroyed ; the nominees of the
king, in the exercise of their respective fimctinn.% committing an_ enormities at pleasure ;
and thereni_o_, , in the character,
though
without the name of judges, ab_o!ving themselves, and, if' such be their pleasule, praising
themselves for what tbe_ have done.
In this ca_e, the fallac) conAsts in representbJg, defending, and st_pporting, in the
character of an indispcn_ble
cause of the
acknowledged prosperous results, the sinister and corruptive influence in questinn-- a
circumstance which, so far flora bemgin any
degree a promotive cause, is an obstacle.
In what way it operates in the character of
an obstructive and destructive circumstance,
has already been shown above : m what way,
with relatmn to the same effect, it. can operate as a cause, has never been so much as
attempted to be shown -- it has been on e*'ery
occasmn taken for granted, and this on no
other ground than that of its beinga conco-

JExposure.--Example
1--Good Government :
Obstacle represented as a cause, -- the indft_ence of H_eCrown.
If the superiority of the constitution
of
the English limited monarchy, as compared
with all absolute or less limited monarchies,
be in England a point undisputed, and regarded as indisputable, and the characteristic
by which tha_ limited monarchy is distinguished fi'om all absolute and less limited
monarchies, is, the influence, the superior
influence of the mass of the people-- the
influence exercised by the will of the nominees of the people on the wills of the nominees of the king, and thence on the conduct
of the king himself, -- a circumstance which,
in so far as it operates, diminishes the eflieiency of this influence, and on many, if not
most occasions, may be seen to destroy that
efficiency altogether, cannot with propriety
be numbered among the causes of that superiority, but must, on the contl_ary, be placed
Co the account of the obstacles that obstructed it.
In point of fact, the members of the House
of Commons--some
really, all in supposition,
nominees of the mass of the people -- act, as
to the nominees of the king, viz. (the membets of the executive department)
with the
authority of judges, -- viz. to the purpose of
causing pun/shment to be inflicted under the
name of punishment, in case of special delinquency, not without the concurrence of
the Hotr_e of Lords -- but, to the purpose of

mitant circumstance.
Example 2 -- Effect,
Good Government :
Ob._tacle represcr, ted as a cause, -- station
of the Bishops zn the tlouse tfZords.
To good government, neither in the situafinn of a bishop, nor in any other situation
can a man be contributory any further than
as tie takes a part in it.
In that department of government which
is carried on m the ttouse of Lords, a man
I cannot bear a part any further than as hetakes
I a part in the debates carried on there, or at
I least attends and gives his vote.
t
But o£ the whole body of bishops, inclu_ ding, since the Union, those from ireland, a
I small part, upon an average scarce so many
as a tenth, are seen to attend and gi_,e their
votes : and as for speaking-- when any instance of it happens to take place, it sets
men a-staring and talking as if it were a
phenomenon.
How comes it that the number of those
who vote, and especially of those who speak,
is so small ? Because ageneral teelingexists,
that to that class temporal occupations and
politics are not suitable occupations.
Anti why not suitable ?
1. Because, in that war of personalities, in
which, in a large propoltion, the debates ia
that as well as in the other ttouse consist, a
man of this class is in a peeuhar degree vulnerable.
The Apostles _ did they bear any
part in, had they any seat in, the Roman senote, or so much as in the common-council
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of the city of Jerusalem ? Was it Peter, was the scurrilous parts of the l'{eview, were put
it James, was it John-- was it not Dives,
together and made into a book, a most inthat used to clothe himself in purple and fine structive addition to it might be made by a
linen? Walking from place to place to preach,
hi_ory of the treatment experienced from
comprised thew occupations.
It yours were this quarter by the inventions of the Quaker
the same, would you not be rather nmre like Lancaster.
In the age of academical and right
them than you are ?
reverend orthodoxy, ]earning, it would there
2. Because there is ageneral feeling, though
be seen, is, even to the very first rudiments
not expressed in words, from a sort of de- of it, an object of terror and hatred.
cencv and compassion, that a legislative asOf this Quaker, though he undertook not
seml_ly is not a fit place for a man who is not to attempt to make converts, what is certain
at liberty to speak what he thinks ; and who, is, that no school would, under his manageshould he be bold enough to bring to view ment, have been a school of perjury : and
any one of the plainest dictates of political since, in so far as by his means the elemenutility, might be put to silence and con- tarypartsof knowledge made thcir wayamong
founded by reference to this or that one of the people, intellectual light wouht take place
the thirty-nine Articles, or by this or that
of intellectual darkness, he experienced the
text of Scripture, out of a Testament Old or hostility that might so naturally have been
New.
expected from those who love darkness betSo many things of which, however lmpro- ter than light ; to wit, for a reason which may
bable, he is bound to profess his belief,
be seen in that book, the knowledge of"which
So many things which, however indefenit was his object to diffuse, as it was theirs
sible by reason, he would be bound, were he to confine and stifle it.
to open his mouth, to defend.
In virtue and knowledge--in
every feature
Matter of duty to him to be--matter
of felicity, the empire of Montezuma outof infamy not to be -- steeled against convic- shines, as everybody knows, all the surroundtion.
ing states, even the commonwealth of WlasSo many vulnerable parts with which he cala not excepted.
is embarrassed, and with which an antagonist
Where (said an inquirer once. to the high
of his is not embarrassed,
priest of the temple of Vitzlipultzli.)
where
So many chains with which he is shackled,
is it that we are to look for the true cause of
and with which an antagonist of his is not so glortous a pre-eminence?
"Look for it !"
shackled,
answered the holy pontiff
" where shouldst
A man, whose misfortune should it be to thou look for it, blind sceptic, but in the cobear a word or two of reason, it would be piousness of the streams in which the swee_
his duty not to listen to it.
and precious blood of innocents flows daily
Toa man thus circumstanced, to talk rea- do_n the altars of the great God?"
son would have something ungenerous in it
" Yes," answered in full convocation and
and indecorous : it would be as if a man full chorus the archbishops, bishops, deans,
should set about talking indecently to his canons, and prebends of the religion of Vitz.
danghter or his wife.
hpultzli :--" Yes," answered in semi-chorus
In vain would they answer, what has been the vice-chancellor, with all the doctors, both
so often answered, tl_at neither Jesus nor his the proctors and masters regent and nonApostles ever meant what _hey said-- that
regent of the as yet uncatholicized university
everything is to be exp|ained and explained
of Mexico : -- " Yes, in the copiousness of
away.
By answers of this sort, those and the streams in which the sweet and precious
those alone would be satisfied, whose sat]s- blood of innocents flows daily down the alfaction with everything that is established
tars of the great God."
is immoveable, and not susceptible of cxperiencing diminution from any objections, or
increase from any answers,
Example 3. -- .Effect, Useful national learning : Obstacle stated as a cause,--_stem
of
education pursued in Church-of-.England
Universities.
On the subject of]earning, to the question
whether, with relation to it, the universities
might with more propriety be considered as
causes or as obstacles, much need not here be

Example 4.--Eflbct,
National virtue : Obstacle represented as a cause, --opulence
of
the clergy.
In several former works it has been shown. _
that, be the effect what it may, -- in so far
as money, or in any other shape, the matter
of reward, is, in the character of an efficient
cause, employed in the view or under the
notion of promoting it, -- what degree of
efficiency shall attend in such case the use
made of the instrument, depends not so much

said, after what has been said on the subject
* RationaleofPunishment,
.Do. of Reward;
by the Reverend. Vicesimus. Knox, and of late _Defen_e of ,Economy against Burke. and Do.
by the Edinburgh _ewew.
a_Iainst Ro.¢e.ut su1_a; Churcl_of.l_r,#larutiz_
H these fraganents, with the exception of Examined, 1818.
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tLpon its magnitude as upon tte manner in
which, and the skill _ith which, it is applied;
CHAPTER
XII.
and in particular, that in so far as that inPARTIALI'Iy-PREACHER'S
ARGUMENTstrument is composed of public money, it is
(adjudwiam.)
21oless possible, and in some cases nmch more
frequent, so to apply it, that the production
"From the abuse,argue not against the use."
of that effect shall, instead of being promoted,
Expos_tlon. -- From abuse it _s an erorr (it
be prevented: that when, as for working, a has been said) to argtle against use.
man is paid alike whether he does work or
The propositmn i_an ai,surd one, make the
whether he does none, to expect work from best of it : but the degree of absurdity will
him is impo_-sible, and to pretend to expect
depend upon the turn that may be given to
it, mere mockery: that after eltgagiug to the sentence.
render an habitual course of service t ior the
Whichsoever be the turn given to it, the
rendering of which no extraordmar) ?degree
plain and undeniable truth of the case, as beof talent or alacrity is necessary,) a fit per- tween use and abuse, will alike serve for the
son has received that which is necessary to exposure of it.
obtain his free engagement for the rendering
Be the institution what it may, whatsoever
it, ever) penny added has no other tendency
good effects there are that have resulted from
than to aiford him means and incentives to it, these constitute, as far as experience goes,
r_linq_fi_h his duties for whatever other oc- the use of it : _hatsoever 111effects have reeupatmns are more suitable to his taste,
sulted fl'om it, these, in so far at least as they
Now if this be true of all men. it is true have been the object of foresight and the re_,lr every man : and it _s not a man's being sult of intention, constitute the abuse of it.
called prebend, canon, dean, bishop, or even
Thus as to past _esults : and the same oharchbishop, that will in his case, or in any servation applies to expected future ones.
other person's case, make it false.
JExposure. -- Now then come the fallacies
It is a proposition that, be it ever so true,
to the propagation of which it may and must
is not evident, but requires argument deduced
have been directed : -from experience to render it so, that by such
1. In taking an account of the effects of
service as is rendered by the English clergy, an institution, you ought to set down all the
virtue is in any degree promoted,
good effects, and omit all the bad ones.
It is a proposition that, be it to a certain
This is one of the purposes to which it is
extent ever so true, is to a certain extent
capable of beingapplied:
thisneeds not much
notoriously not true, that to the procurement
to be said of it.
of such service, money from any source is
2. In takingan account of the effects of an
necessary.
For without a particle of money institution good and bad, you ought not to
Fassing from hand to hand, service of this sort
argue against it on the supposition that the
is rendered by men one towards another, viz. sum of the bad ones is greater than the sum
among the people called Quakers : and if for of the gnod oues, merely irom the circumthe exhibiting to view the comparative de- stance, that among all its effects taken togrees of efficiency with which service of this gether, there are some that belot_g to the bad
sort is rendered-work of this sort done-side of the account.
who is there that will take upon him to deny
In this latter sense, such is the character
that the highest degree of the scale would be of the maxim, that nothing can be said against
found occupied by the peopl¢ called Quakers,
the truth of it. As an instruction, it is too
or disputed with them by the people called obvious to be of any use: in the way of warnMethodists-while the very lowest would be ing, it cannot by possibility do any harm ; nor
recognised as being occupie_t without dispute
is it altogether out of the sphere of possibility,
by the members sacred or profane of the es- that in this or that instance it may have its
tabtishedand mostopulently endowed Church
use.
of England?
Applied to a man's pecuniary affairs, it
It is another proposition that still remains amounts to this; vlz. Conclude not that aman
to be proved, that, admitting that for the has no property because he has some debts.
procurement of this service-- to the whole
extent in which for the production of virtue
it is wanted-money is necessary ; it is also
CHAPTER
XIII.
necessary, that for the raising of the necesTHE END JUSTIFIES
THE M_.&NS
sary quantity, money should, by the power of
government, be forced out of the pockets of
unwilling contributors.

(ad judicium.)
In this case, surely, if in any, exposition is of
itself exposure.
The insertion of this article in the list of
fallacies, was su_,,gested by the use made of
it in the Courmr newspaper of the 27th ¢ff
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August ]819, as reported and commented
upon in the Morning Chronicle of the 2_th.*
The end ju_-tifies the means. Yes : but on
three conditions, any of which failing, no such
justification has place : -1. One is, that the end be good.
2. That the means chosen be either purely
good--or if evil, havingless evil in them than
on a bal race there is of real good in tile end.
3. That they have more of good in them.
or less of e,'il, as the ease may be, than any
others, by the employmeut of which the end
might have been attained.
Laying out of the case these restrictions,
note the absurdlties that wotdd follow,
Acquisition of a penny loaf is the end I aim
at. The goodness of it is indisputable. If, by
the goodness of the end. any means employed
in the attainment of it are justified, instead
of a penny, I may give a pound tbr it : thus
stands the justitleation on the groined of prudeuce. Or. instead of giving a penny for it. I
may cut the baker's throat, and thus get it for
amthing: and thus stand, the juttification on
the grouud of benevolence and beneficence.
In politics, what is the use of this t_allacy ?
In the mouth of one whose station
is among
the INS, it will serve for whatst_ever cruel$ies those hy whom power is exercised may
,tt any time find a pleasure in committing on
those over whom power is exercised, for the
purpose of confirming themselves in the power
of committing more such cruelties,
The t._s, as such, have the power to cornmit atrocizles ; anti that power having sinister

interest for its spur, ia never suffered to be
idle. For the use of this fallaey, in so far as
it can be worth their while to employ a cloak,
they have therefore a continual demand.
_i'he ov'rs, acting under the impulse of the
same spur, sharpened by continual privation
and continually repeateddisappointment,
have
on their part a still more urgent demand for
the same fallacy, though the opportunities of
making application of it but rarely present
hemselves to their hands.
The oracular party adage, invented by the
Whigs-- Not men but measures-- or, Not
measuresbutmen--(foraceordingasyou
cornplete the sentence, you may word it either
way,) -- this bold but slippery instrument of
fallacy has manifest alliance with the present.
Seating in office fit men, being the end, every
thing depending upon that end, and the men
in question being the only ones by which it
can be attained, no means can be imagined,
wltieh by such an end msy not be justified.

* The Courier newspaper i,,, in the other publie prints, perpetually spoken of as enjoying the
t:avour of ttle monarch of the day. I have all
all along been upon the watch to see whether a
denim in any shape of treat assertion would be
gixen: I have never been able to hear of anv such
thing. The fact admitted, a conclusion'which
can scarcely be ret'used is, that the principles
manifi_sted in that paper are the principles entermined and acted upon by that royal arbiter of
our fate. m whose disposal the hves and fortunes
of ab,ut twenty mithons or thereabout in the
three kmgdoms_ and sixty millions in Asia, are
placed. _'ithoutdeigningtowaitforandreceive,
or if received, to h_ve regard to the evidence on
the other side. at the sohcitation of Lord Sid.
mouth,
Secretary of State, the PrineeRegent, by
one letter dated August 18t9, bestows his approbation upon the conduct maintained by the
_lancbester magistrates, on the occasion of the
_laughter committed by their officers _ by the
ar m:_l yeomanry--on an unarmed multitude : and
by another, dated the same month, upon Sir John
J_ing, the general commander of the regulars,
for the support given by him to it. W'hat shall
we say of this ? Let prudence give the answer.
Theseeretarylsworthytoservesuehasovereign:
the sovereign is worthy to be served by such a
secretary. Every stroke he adds to his own pertrait, the
servant
to that of his royal
Imtron
andfaithful
protector,
A adds
etmaEleteportrait_
thus
formed by lftnes copied from the Courier, would
_onstitute a most inst_ttctive madinteresting piece,

not right for a man to argue against his own
opinion ;-- when his opinion is so and so, to
profess it to be the reverse, and in so doing,
to bend the ibrce of his mind to the purpose
of causing others to embrace the opiniou thus
opposite to his real one.
]'hat. in particular, if, being a member of

CHAPTER
XIV.
OPPOSER-GENERAL'S
JUSTIFICATION
: -_f_Ast,,l_s

BUT

MEN

; OR,

NOT

MElq

NOT
BUT

MEaSUa_S -- (old im.,idiam.)
AccortDt._o to the notions commonly enterrained of moral duty under the head of probit)', and in particular under the head of that
branch of probity which consists in sincerity,
whatsoever be the nature and extent of the
busi_less in question, private or public, it is

the House of Commons, and in opposition, a
measure, which to him seems a proper one,
is brought on the carpet on the ministerial
side, it is not right that he should declare it
to be in his opinion pernieiou% and use his
cndeavoursto
have itthought so, andtreated
as such by the House; and so again, if, being"
on that same side, a measure such as to him
appears pernicious, is brought on the carpet
on the side of opposition, it is not right that
he should declare it, to be in his opinion
beneficial and fit to be adopted, and accord]ugly use his endeavours to make it generally thought so, and as such adopted by the
House.
An aphorism, said to have been a favourite
one with the late Mr. Charles Fox, is the
proposition at the head of this chapter.
Not men but measures I or, Not measures
but men ! -- are the two forms, in either of
which, according as the ellipsis is filled up,
the aphorism may be couched.
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l_ot measures but men ! is the more simple pernicious use of it ; or, for the purpose of
expression of the two, it being in that form taking what chance is to be had of precluding
that the aphorism is marked out fi_r appro- them from this advantage, to keep on strainbutton: reprobation being the sentiment at- ing every endeavour to make the House and
inched to its opposite, _ot men but mea- the public look upon as pernicious, a measures !
sure, of the utihty of which he is himself
If you look to speeches, then comes the satisfied.
constant, and constantly interminable quesIn the abomination of long and regularly
tion--what
were thewordsinthe
speeches?corrupt
parliaments lies the cause of this
The words are in that ease on each occasion
distress.
genuine or spurious, the interpretation
corUnder this system, when the whole system
rect or incorrect, according as it suits the of abuses has a determined patron on the
purpose of him who is speaking of it, and throne, and that patron has got a set of rotmore particularly of him who spoke it, that
nisters that suit this ruling purpose, misrule
it should be.
may swell to such a pitch, that without any
But on one occasion we have the aphorism
one measure in such sort bad that you can
from the pen of Charles Fox himself: and fixupon it, and say, thisis a suffieientground
then, if applied to the question o_ sincerity
for punishment, or even for dismisaion, the
or insincerity, as above, it is found to have
St*tte may be at the brink of ruin : -- meanno direct bearing on it.
time some measure may be introduced, against
" Are to be attended to," are the words which, though good, or at least innoxious of
employed on this occasion to complete the itself', the people, by means of some misreproposition. " ttow vain, howidle, how pre- presentation of matter of fact, or some errosumptuous," _ sthe declaimerin hi, attempt
neous opinion or other _hich prevails among
to put on the historian, " is the opinion that
them, amy, to the disgrace and expulsion of
laws can do everything ', and how weak aml the ministry, be turned against it; and then
pernicious the maxim founded upon it, that
comes the distressing alternative.
measures not men, are to be attended to !"
But were the duration of the assembly short,
Weak enough, as thus expressed, it must and the great and surely effective mass of the
be confessed ; and abundantly too weak to be matter of corruption expelled and kept out
Dy a statesman considered as worth noticing,
of it, no such alternative would ever present
even by so vague and ungrounded a note of itself: the chance of ridding the country ot
reprobation.
As if any one ever thought of a bad set of ministers would be renewed condenying that both ought to be "attended to !" tinually.
The question supposed to be tried
and as if, even in a debating club, words so on each occasion might be the question really
vague and unmeaning as " attended to" were tried ; whereas at present, on each occasion,
a fit subject of debate,
the question tried is but one and the same,
What must be confessed is, tlmt to a man viz. Shall the ministry, or shall it not, eonwho wishes well to his country, and sees a tinue?
set of men who in his opinion are a bad set,
The question brought on the carpet islike
conducting the affairs of it, few things are the wager in a feigned i.-sue, a mere farce,
more provoking than by this or that compswhich, but for its connexion with the prinratively unimportant, but so far as it goes cipal question above mentioned, would not
beneficial measure, to see them obtain a de- be deemed worth trying, and would not be
gree of reputation, of which one effect may tried.
be to confirm them in their seat.
But what seems not to have been sufficiently " attended to" is, that it isby the badCI-tA'PTER XV.
ness of their measures, that the only warrant
REflECTIONINSTEAD OF AME._IDME_'P
for giving to the men the appellation of bad
(adjudlcium.)
men, can be grounded : that if they are really
the bad men they arc supposed to be, have
Exposition. -- This fallacy consists in ura little patience, mid they will come out with ging, in the character of a t*ar, or conclusive
some bad measure, against which, it being by objection against the proposed measure, some
the supposition bad, and by yourself looked
consideration which, if presented in the ehaupon as such, you may, without prejudice to racter of a proposed amendmen$, might have
your sincerity, point your attacks : and if no more or less claim to notice.
such bad measure ever came from them, the
It generally consists of some real or impimputation of their being bad men is rather ginary inconvenience, alleged commonly, lint
premature,
not necessarily, as eventually to result from
Distressing indeed In a man of real pro- the adoption of the measure.
bity must be the alternative : to see a set of
This inconvenience, supposing it real, will
men fixed in this their all-comnmmling seat,
either be preponderant over the promised be,
mid m_kh_g a propmtionally extensive and Refit, or not preponderant.
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In either case, it will be either remediable or any overpaid places, from which the overer irremediable,
plus of emolument remains undefalcated--be
If at the same time irremediable and pre- exempted from the imputation of irrelevancy.
ponderant, then it is, and then only, that in
At an)" rate, wherever it happens that a
the character of an objection it is of itself
minister at present in office sees opposite to
conclusive,
him in the House another person who has at
By him in whose mind discernment and any time been in office, it seems an observacandour are combined, this distinction will tion not very easy to answer in the character
be no¢ only felt, but brought to view. If in of an argument ad hominem, should it be said,
respect of adequate discernment there be a " When you were in office, there were such
t_ailure, it wilt not be felt : if in respect of and such offices which were of no manner of
candour only, it will have been felt, but it use; these you never used your endeavours to
will not be brought to view.
abolish, notwithstanding the use that would
The occasion by which opportunity is at- have resulted from the abolition, in the shape
forded for the working of this fallacy, is the of diminution of needless expenditure and
creation of any new office, including the mass sinister influence : yet _mw, when a set of
of emolument which, without inquiryinto the offices is proposed, for which you cannot deny
necessity, or any means taken for keeping
but that there is some use, your exertions for
down the quantum of it within the narrowed
the benefit of economy are reserved to be
limits which the good of the service admits directed against these useful ones."
of, is, by the union of habit with the sinisNo doubt but that, on the supposition that
ter interest that gave birth to it, annexed as the two opposite masses of advantage and
of course, upon their creation, to all new of- disadvantage being completely in equilibrio,
rices.
--advantage in the shape of service expected
The fallaey,--what there is of fallacy in the to be rendered in the proposed new offices on
ease, consists in the practice of setting up the one hand, disadvantage in the shape of
the two universally applicable objections, viz ! expense --of the emolument proposed to be
need of
• economy, and mischief or danger from / attached to them on the other, -- a weight
the increase of the DLfluence of the crowl_, in I much tess than that of the mischief from the
the character of peremptory bars to the pro- I increase of sinister influence, would suffice to
posed meas_tre.
[ turn the scale.
Exposure. -- The ground on which an obTake also another supposition.
Suppose
jection of this stamp may with propriety be i (what is not in every case possible) that the
considered and spoken of under the deno- / value of the service expected t_ be obtained
mination of a fallacy, is where the utility of [ by means of the proposed new offices is cathe proposed new establishment is left unim- pable of being obtained, and has accordingly
peached, and the sole reason for the rejection
been obtained in figures.
Suppose, on the
proposed to be put upon the proposed mca- other hand (what will very frequently be fensure, consists in the above topics, or one of sible,) that the expense of the estabhshment
them.
may with sufficient precision be obtained in
In sueb ease, on the part of him by whom figures--and
being so obtained, on striking
any objectmns so inconclusive in their nature the balanee, found to be less than the advauare relied on, the reliance placed on them tage so expected from the service. Suppose,
amounts to a virtual acknowledgment of the lastly (what is impossible,) that the value of
utility of the proposed new establishment : ! the mischief which, in the shape of introducinasmuch as in an address from one rational
finn of additional influence, were with suffibeing to another, nothing seems, upon the cient precision capable of standing expressed
l_tceoftbe _tatement at least, more unnatural,
in figures, had been so expressed--and
being
than that i_ a man eoutd find any objection
so expressed, the quantity of mischief in this
that would apply to the particular establishshape were found sufficient to turn the scala
ment in question, in contradistinction
to all on the side of disadvantage.
others, he should confine himself to an objeeHere would be a sufficient reason for the
tion which applies alike to ahnost all existing
rejection of the proposed establishment, and
establishments ; that is, to almost the whole thence a sufficient warrant for bringing into
frame _f the existing government,
the field the argument in question, commonSuch is the case where the two commonplace as it is. But in regard to this last supplace objections in question, or either of them,
position, at any rate, how far it is from being
are brought out in the character of objections
capable of being realized, is but. too evident.
by themselves, and without beingaecompalaied
Upon the whole, therefore, so far at least
by anTspecifie ones.
as concerns the objection drawn from the
But. even when added to specific ones, an inerease that. would result to the sinister in.
objection thus inconclusive in its nature, if fluence of the crown, it may be said, that
urged in a direct way, and dwelt upon with
whatsoever time is spent in descanting upon
any emphasis, can scarcely --at least while this topic, may be set down to the account
there remain an,)"u_ele_ places unabolished:
of lost time.
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It is a topic, the importance of which is
surely sufficient to entitle it to be considered
by itself. The influence of the crown, it ought
always to be remembered, can no otherwise
receive with propriety the epithet sinister,
than in so far as, by being directed to and
reaching a member of parliament or a parliamentary elector, it affects the purity of
parliaanent.
But by a system of measures
properly directed to that end, the constitution
of parliament might be effectually guarded
against any degree of impurity capable of being productive of any seosibleinconvenience,
whatsoever _ ere the lucrativeness of the utmost number of offices, for the creation or
preservation of which so much as a plausible
reason could be found : and were it otherwise, the proper remedy would be found, not
in the refusal to create any new office, the
service of which was understood to overbalance in aey determinate and unqucstionable degree the mischief of the expense, but
in the taking the nomination out of the hands
of the crown, and vesting it in some other
and independent hands,
The putting all places in these respects
upon the same footing, -- necessary and unnecessary ones--properly
paid and overpaid
ones, -- wears out and weakens that energy
which should be reserved tbr, and directed
with all its force against, unnecessary places,
anti the overplus part of the pay of overpaid
ones.
Another occasion on which this Fallacy is
often wont to be apphed, is the case m which,
from the mere observation of a profit as likely
fi'om any transaction to accrue to this or that
indlvidual, acensure is grounded, pronouncing
it ajob.
The error in case of sincerity, the fallacy
m case of insincerity, consists, in forgetting
that individuals are the stuff of which the
public is made; that there is no way of benefiting the public but by benefiting individuals ; and that a benefit which, in the shape
of pleasure or exemption from pain, does not
sooner or later come home to the bosom of at
least some one individual, is not in reality a
benefit--is
not entitled to that name.
So far then from constituting an argument
in disfavour of the proposed measure, every
benefit that can be pointed out as accruing,
or likely to accrue, to rely determinate individual or individuals, constitutes, as far as it
goes, an argmncnt in favour of the measure,
In no case whatsoever--on
no imaginable
supposition -- can this consideration serve
with propriety in the character of an argumeat in disfavour of any measure. In no case
Whatsoever-- on no imagioable supposition
_ean it, so far asit goes, faitof serving with
propriety in the character of an argument in
favour of the measure. Is the measure good?
it adds to the mass of its advantages.
Is
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the measure upon the whole a bad one ?
it subtracts, by the whole amount of it, from
the real amount of the disadvantages attached
to the measure.
At the same time, in practice, there is no
argument, perhaps, which is more frequently
employed, or on which more stress is lald,
without doors ,qt any rate, if not within doora,
than this, in the character of an argument in
disfavour of a proposed measure-- no argument which, even when taken by itself, is
with more confidence relied on in the characier of a conclusive one.
To what cause is so general a perversion
of the faculty of reason to be ascribed ?
Two causes present themselves as acting
in thiq character :I. It is apt to be received (and that eertainly not without reason) in the character
of evidence-conclusive evidence--of
the
nature of the motive, to the influence of
which the part taken by the supporters of
the measure, or some of them (viz. all who
in any way are partakers of the private benefit in question,) ought to be ascribed.
In this character, to the justness of the
conclusion thus drawn, there can in general
be nothing to object.
But the consideration of the motivein which
the part taken, either by the supporters or the
opposers of a measure, finds its cause, has
eNewhere been shown to be a consideration
altogether irrelevant;*
and the use of the
argument has been shown to be of the humber of those fallacies, the influence of which
i, in its natural and general tendency unfao
vouralle to every good cause.
The other cause is. the prevalence of the
passion of envy. To the man to whom it is
an object of envy, the good of another man
is evil to himself. By the envy of the speaker
or writer, the supposed advantage to the third
person is denounced in the character of an
evil, to the envy of the bearers or the read.
ers: _denounced,
and perhaps without any
perception of the mistake, so rare is the habit
of self-examination, and so gross and so perpetuaI tbe errors into which, for want of it_
the human mind is capable of being led.
In speaking of the passion or affection of
e**vy, as being productive of this fallacious
argument, and of the error but for which
shame would fi'equently restrain a man from
the employment of it, _it
is not meant to
speak of this passion or this affection as one
of which, on the occasion in question, the influence ought to be considered as pernicious
on the whole.
So far from being pernicious, the more
thoroughly it is considered, the more closely
it will be seento be salutary upon thewholc;
and not merely salutary, at least in the best
* Se¢ Part II. Chap, L Per*o1*alitie*.
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state of things that has yet been realized,
but so necessary, that without it, society
would hardly- have been kept together,
The l%dslator who resolves not to accept
assistance from any but social motives--from
none, save what in his vocabulary pass under
the denomination of pure motives, will find
his laws without vigour and without use.
The judge who resolves to have no prosetutors who are brought to him by any but
pure motives, will not find that part of his
emolument which, under the present system
of abuse, 1. composed of fees, and may save
himself the trouble of going into court--ofl
sittingon penal causes. The jndgewho should
determine to receive no evidence but what was
at the same time brought to him, and, when
before him, guided by pure motives, need
scarcely trouble himself to hear evidence,
The practical iai_renee is--that,
if he
would avoid drawingdown disgrace upon himself instead of upon the mea,ure he i.- opposing, a man ought to abstain from emplo._ing
this argument in confutation of the fidlacy;
since, in as far as he employs it, he ]s eraploying in refutation

[PART V,

so gross an one, that the bare mention of it
in that character may naturally be sufficient
to reduce the employer to silence,)he is
employing another fallacy, which is of itself
susceptible of _ refutation no less easy and
conclusive.
It is only by the interests, the affections
the passions -- (all these words mean nothing
more than the same psychologic_
object
appearing ill different characters)-that the
legislator, labouring for the good and in the
service of nmnkiml, can effect his purposes.
I Those interests, acting in the character of
motives, may be of the self-regarding class,
Jthe dissocial, or the social : -- the social he
Iwill, on every occasion where be finds them
_already in action, emteavour not only to cai gage in his service, bat cherish and cultivate:
the self-regarding and the dissocial, though
his study will be rather to restrain than eni courage'tbem
he will at any rate, wherever
_,he see, them in action or tikcl._ to come into
! action, use his best endeavours to avail him_self of directing their influence, with whatever force he can muster, to his own social

of one fallacy (and that l purposes.

PART
CHAPTER
L
_?HAKACTEJ?_S
COMMONTO ALLTHESE
3FALLACIES.
UFON the whole, the following are the eharatters which appertain in common to all the
several arguments here distinguished by the
aiame of fallacies : -1. Whatsoever be the measure in hand,
they arc, with relation to it, irrelevant,
2. The)' are all of them such, that the application oftheseirrelevant
arguments affords
a presnmption either of the weakness or total
absence of relevant arguments on the side on
which they are employed•
8. To any good purpose _hey are all of them
unnecessary.
4. They are all of them not only capable
of being applied, but actually in the habit of
being applied, and with advantage, to bad
purposes ; viz. to the obstruction and defeat
of all such measures as have for their object
and their tendency, the removal of the abuses
or other imperfections still discernible in the
frame and practice of the government,
5. By means of their irrelevancy, they all
of them consume and misapply time, thereby
obstructing the course, and retarding the progress of all necessary trod useful business.

V

6. By that irritative quality which, in virrue of their irrelevancy, with the improbity
or weakness of which it is indicative, they
possess, all of them, in a degree more or less
considerable, but, in a more particular degree
such of them as consist in personalities, they
are productive of all-humour, which in some
instances has been productive of bloodshed,
and is continually productive, as above, of
waste of time and hindrance of business.
7. On the part of those who, whether in
spoken or written discourses, give utterance
to them, they are indicative either of improbit)-or intellectual weakness, oral a contempt
for the understandingsofthose
on whose minds
they are destined to operate.
8. On the part of those on whom they
operate, they are indicative of intellectual
weakness: and on the part of those in and
: by whmn they are pretended to operate, they
are indicative of improbity ; viz. in the shape
of insincerity.
The practical conclusion is, that in proportion as the acceptance, and thence the ut.
terance of them, can be prevented, the understanding of the public will be strengthened,
the morals of the public will he purified, and
the practice of government improv_
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is the personal interest of every public man
at whose disposal public money extracted by
oF THE MISCHII_¥pRODUCIBLE
BYFALLACIESo taxes from the whole cmnmunity is placed,
THE first division that presents itself in re- that as large a share as possible, and if po_
lation to the mischief of a fallacy, may be sible the whole of it, should remain there for
expressed by the words specific and general,
his own use: it is at the same time the inte*
example,
pecuniary
interest,
The specific mischief of a fallacy consists
restTake,
of theforpublic,
including
his own
portionIt
in the tendency which it has to prevent or I of the public interest, that as small a share
obstruct the introduction of this or that use- as possible, and if possible no part at all, refal measure in particular,
mum in these same hands for his personal or
The general mischief consists in that moral may other private use.
or intellectual depravation which produces
Taking the whole of life together, there
habits of false reasoning and insincerity: -exists not, nor ever can exist, that human
this mischief may agabl be disiinguished in- being in whose instance any public interest
to mischief produced within doors and mis- be _an have had, will not, in so far as depends
chief produced wzt]wutl doors,
upon himself, have been sacrificed to his own
Under the appellatmn of mischief within
pelsoual interest.
Towards the advancement
doors, is to be understood all that mischief,
of the public interest, all that the most pubthat deception, which has its seat in the lic-splrited, which is as much as to say the
bosom of any member of the supreme legis- most virtuous of men, can do, is to do what
lative body.
depend_ upon himself _owards bringing the
Under the appellation of mischief without
public iutcrcst--that
is, his own personal
doors, all that _.hich has its scat in the bo- share m the public interest, to a state as nearstun of any person not included in that body ly approaching to coincidence, and on as few
-- of any person who_ station is among the occasmns amounting to a state of repugnance,
people at large:-as possible _ ith his private interests.
Were there ever so much reason for regret.
ting it, the sort of relation wlfich is thus seen
CHAPTER
III.
to have place between public and private interest would not be the less true : nor would
CAUSESOF I'HE UTTERANCEOF THESE
]_'ALLACLES.
it be the less incumbent on the legislator_
nor would the legislator, in so far as he finds
THE causes of the utterance of these fal- it reconcilable to his personal interest to
looms may, it should seem, be thus denomipursue the public interest, be the less disnated and enumerated : -posed and determined--to
act and shape hlg
1. Sinister interest _ self-conscious finis- measures accordingly.
ter interest.
But the more correct and complete a man's
_. Interest-begotten
prejudice,
conceptionofthe
subject is, the more clem']y
8. Authority-begotten
prejudice,
will he understand, that in this natural and
4. Self-defence, i.c. sense of the need of general predominance of personal over every
self-defence against counter-fallacies,
more extensive interest, there is nojast cause
for regret.
Why? Because upon this preo
First cause,-- Sinister Interest, of the ope- dominance depends the existence of the sperutio1_ of which the party affected b_ it is eies, and the existence of every individual
conscious,
belonging to it. Suppose for a moment the
The mind of every public man is subject
opposite state of things_a
state in which
at all times to the operation of two distinct
every one should prefer the public to himself:
interests -- a public and a private one. His and the consequences--the
necessary consepublic interest is that which is constituted
quences, would be no less ridiculous in idea,
of the share he has in the happiness and thml disastrous and destructive in reahty.
well-being of the whole community, or of
In the ordinary comse and strain of legitthe major part of it : his private interest is lotion, no supposition inconsistent with this
constituted of, or by, the share he has in the only true and rational one is acted upon. On
well-being of some portion of the community
this supposition is built whatsoever is done
less than the major part ; of which private
in the appheation made either of the matter
interest, the smallest possible portion is that
of reward, or of the matter of punirdament, to
which is composed of his own individualthe purposes of government.
The suppodhis own personal -- interest,
tion is--that
on the part of every individual
In the greater number of instances, these whose conduct it is thus endeavoured to
two interests are not only distinct, but op- shape and regulate, interest, and that privaae
posite: and that to such a degree, that if interest, will he the cause by the operation
either be exclusively pursued, the other must of which his conduct will be determined:
not
be sacrificed to it.
only so, but that in case of competition as
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between such public and such private interAbuses- .that is to say, institutions beneest, it is the private interest that will pre- ficiat to the few at the expense of the many
dominate.
--cannot
openly, directly, and in their own
If the contrary supposition were acted upon,
character, be defended : if at all, it must be
what would be the consequence ? That nei- in company with, and under the cover of
ther in the shape of reward, nor in the shape other institutions,
to which this character
of eventual punishment, would the precious either does not in fact appertain, or is not
matter of good and evil be wasted or exposed
seen to appertain.
to we-ste, but (in lieu of requisition, with reFor the few who are in possession of power,
ward or punishment, or both, fbr its sanction,
the principle the best adapted, if it were
for securing compliance) advice and recom- I capable of being set to work, would be that
mendation would be employed throughout
which should be applicable to the purpose of
the system of law, penal as well as remuacgiving to the stock of abuses established at
ratorv,
eacil given period, an unlimited increase.
Tt_ence it is, that in so far as in the inNo longer than about a century ago, a prinstance of any class of men the state of the ciple of this cast actually was in force, and
lawis such as to make it the interest of men that to an extent that threatened the whole
belonging to that body to give rise or con- frame of society with rain ; viz. under the
tinuance to any system of abuse however
name of the principle ofpasslve obedience and
flagrant, a prediction that may be made with
non-resistance.
full assurance is, that the conduct of that
This principle was aprimttm mobile, by the
body--that
is, of its several members with
due application of which, abuses in all shapes
few or no exceptions-- will be such as to give might be manufactured for use, to an amount
rise or continuance to that system of abuse:
absolutely unlimited.
and if there be any means which have been
But this prizlciple has now nearly, if not
found to be, or promise to be, conducive to 'altogether, lost its furcc.
The creation of
any such end, such means will aceordingtv,
abuses has ther_tore of necessity been given
how inconsistent soever with probity in any up ; the preservation of them is all that reshape, and in particular in the shape of sin- mains fhasible: it is to this work that all
cerity, be employed,
exertions in favour of abuse have fbr a conA common bond of connexion, says Cicero I slderable time past, and inust he:lceforward
To the word virtue, substitute the word abuse,
Institutions -- some good, some had
meaning abuse in government, and the oh- some favourable to both the few and the
servation will be no less true. Amongabuses
many--some fi_vourable to the fewalone, and
in government, besides the logical commune at the expense of the many-- are the ingresomewhere,
has
place
among
all
the
virtues.
I
be
confined.
vinculum composed of the common dcnomidients
of which the existing system is cornnation abuse, there exists a moral commune I posed.
He who protects all together, and
vinculum composed of the particular and si- I without dl_-r"
"
"~_ 1ruination,
protects the bad. To
members
of a government
nister interest
in which allso circumstanced
men who are
have a share,
So long, then, as any man has any the
smallest particle of this sinister interest belonging to him--so
long has he an interest,
and consequently a f_llow-feeling with every
other mau who in the same situation has an
interest of the like kind. Attack one of them.
you attack all; and in proportion as each of
them feels his share in this common concern
dear to him, and finds himself in a condition
to defend it, he is prepared to defend every
other confederate's share with no less alacrity than if it were his own. But it is one
of the characteristics of abuse, that it can
only be defended by fallacy. It is therefore
the interest of all the confederates of abuse to
give the most extensive currency to fallacies,
not only to such as may be serviceable to
each individual, but also to such as may be
generally useful. It is of the utmost imporlance to them to keep the human mind in
such a state of imbecility, as shall render it
incapable of distinguishing truth from error,

capable
of being
directed ofwith
a prospect
of
i this
ohject
the exertions
industry
are still
success : and to this object they actually do
continue to be directed, and with a degree of
success disgraceful to the probity of the few
by whom such breach of trust Is practised,
and to the intellect of the many by whom it
is endured.
If the fundamental principle of all good
government --viz. that which states as being
on every occasion the proper, and the only
proper end in view and object of pursuit, the
greatest happiness of the greatest number
were on every occasion set up as the mark ;
on each occasion the particular question would
be, by what particular means can this genera.
object be pursued with the greatest probability of success ?
But by the habit of recurring to and making
application of this one principle, the eye of
the inquirer, the tongue of the speaker, and
the pen of the writer, would, on every part
of the field of legislation, be brought to some
conclusion -- passing condemnation on some
or other of those abuses, the continuance ot
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which has this common interest for its support.
In a word, so long as any one of these
relativel) profitable abusescontinues unremedied,-- so long must there be one such persoil. or more, to whose interest the use of
reason is prejudicial, and to whom not only
the particular beneficial measure from which
that particular abuse would receive its correction, but ever)' other beneficial measure, in
so far as it is supported by reason, will also
be prejudicial in the same way.
It is under the paqt and still existing state
of things--in
other words, under the dominion of usage, custom, precedent, acting
without any such recurrence tothis only true
principle-- that the abuses in question have
sprung up. Custom, therefore, bliml custom,
in contradiction and opposition to reason, is
the standard which he will on every occasion
el,deavour to set up as the only proper, safe,
and definable standard of reference.
Whatever is, is right : everything is as it should
be. These are his favourite maxims-- maxims which he will let slip no opportunity of
inculcating to the best advantage possible,
Having, besides his share in the simster
interest, his share in the universal and legitimate interest, there must, to a corresponding extent, be taws and institutions, which,
although good and beneficial, are no less beneficial to and necessary to his interest, than
to that of the whole community of which he
makes a part. Of these, then, in so far as they
are necessary to hisinterest, he will be as sincere and strenuous a defender, as of those by
which any part of the abuses which are subservient to his sinister interest is maintained.
It is conducive, for instance, to his interest, that the country should be effectually
defended against the assault of the common
enemy; that the persons and propcrtles of
the members of the community in general,
his own included, should be as effectually as
possible protected against the assaults of internat enemies--of
common malefactors,
But it is under the dominion of custom-blind, or at best purblind custom -- that such
protection has been provided. Custom, therefore, being sufficient for his purpose-- reason
slways adverse to it -- custom is the ground
on which it will be his endeavour to place
• every institution, the good as well as the bad.
Referred to general utility as their standard,
shown to be conformable to it by the application of reason to the case, they would be
established and supported, indeed, on firmer
ground than at present. But by placing them
on the ground of utilit.y, by the application
of reason he has nothing to gain, while, as
hath been seen above, he has every thing to
lose and fear from it.
The principle of general utility, he will
¢accordingly be disposed to represent in the
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character of" a dangerous principle :" for so
long as blind custom continues to serve hla
purpose, such, with reference to him and his
sinister interest, the principle of general utility reall) is.
Agai_lst the recognition of the principle of
general utility, and the habit of employing
reason asan instrument tbr the application of
it, tile leadingmembersofthegovernment,
in
so far as corruption has pervaded the frame
of_ovcrnment, and in particular the members
of all ranks of the profession of the law, have
the same interest as in the eyes of Protesrants and other non-catholics, the Pope and
his subordinates had at the time and on the
occasion of the change known in England by
the name of the Reformation.
At the time of the Reformation, the opposition to general utility and human reason
was conducted by fire and sword. At present,
the war against these powers cannot be cornpletely carried on by the same engin s.
Fallacies, therefore, applied principally to
the purpose of devoting to contempt and ha_
tred those who apply the principle of general
utility on this ground, remain the only instruo
ments in univer.-al use and request fi,r defending the strongholds of abuse against hostile
powers.
These engines we accordingly see applied
to this purpose in prodigious variety, and
with more or less artLfce and reserve.

CltAPTER
IV.
SECONDCAUSE-- INTEREST:BEGOTTEN]PREJUDICE.
Ir by interest in some shape or other--that
is, by a motive of _-ome sort or other--every
act of the will, and thence every act of the
hand, is produced, so, directly or indirectly,
must every act of the intellectual faculty:
though in this case the influence of the interest, of this or that motive, is neither so
perceptible, nor in itself so direct as in the
other.
But how (it may be asked) is it possible
that the motive a man is actuated by can be
secret to himself ? Nothing is more easy-nothing more frequent : indeed the rare case
is, not that of his not knowing, but that of
his knowing it.
It is with the anatomy of the human mind
as with the anatomy and physiology of the
human body : the rare case is, not that of a
man's being unconversant,
but that of his
being conversant with it.
The physiology of the body is not without
its difficulties : but in comparison of those by
which the knowledge of the physiology of the
mind has been obstructed, the'diflie_ties are
slight indeed.
Not unfrequently, as between two persons
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]ivirrg together in a state of intimacy, either
or each may possess a more correct and cornptete view of the motives by which the mind
of the other, thmt of those by which his own
mind, is governed.
Many a woman has in this way had a more
correct and complete acquaintance with the
internal causes by which the conduct of her
husband has been determined, than he has
had himselfi
The cause of this is easily pointed out. -By intere.-t, a man is continually prompted
to make him_lf as correctly and completely
acquainted as possible with the springs of
action by which the minds of those are determined, on whom he is more or bss dependent for the comfort of his life.
But by interest, he is at the same time
diverted from any close examination into the
springs by which his own conduct is determined,
From such knowledge he has not, in any
ordinary shape, anything to gain, --he finds
not hi it any source of enjoyment,
In any such knowledge he would be more
likely to find mortification than satisfaction.
The purely social motives, the semi-social
motives, and, in the case of the dissocial motires, such of them as have their source in an
impulse given by the purely social or by the
semi-social motives,'--these
are the motives,
the prevalence of which he finds mentioned
as matter of praise in the instance of other
men: it is by the supposed prevalence of
these amiable motives, that he finds reputation raised, and that respect and good-will in
which every man is obhged to look for so
large a portion of the comiort of his life.
In these same amiable and desirable andowments he finds the minds of other men
actually abounding and overflowing: aboundins during their lifetime by the testimony
of their friends, and after their departure by
the recorded testimony cnregistered in some
monthly magazine, with the acclamation of
their t?iends, and with scarce a dissenting
voice from among their enemies,
But the more closely he looks into the meehanism of his own mind, the less of the mass
of effects produced he finds referable to any
of those amiable and delightful causes ; he
finds nothing, therefore, to attract him towards this study--he
finds much to repel
him from it.
Praise and self-su_isfaction on the score of
moral worth, being accordingly hopeless, it is
in intellectual that he will seek for it. " All
men who are actuated by regard for anything but self, are tools: those only whose
regard is confined to self, are wise. I am of
the number of the wise."
" See Introductia_
tlon m VoL L

to Morals and Lcgisla-

[PART V.

Perhaps he is a man with whom a large
proportion of the self-regarding motives may
be mixed up with a slight tincture of the sociat motives operating upon the private scale.
What in this case will he do? In int'estigating the source of a given action, he will in
the first instance set it down, the whole of it,
to the account of the amiable and concihatory
-- in a word, the social motives. This, in the
study of his own mental physiology, will always be his first step, and this will commonly
be his last. Why should he look further ?why take in hand the probe ?--why undeceive
himself, and substitute a whole truth that
would mortify him, fo_ a half truth that flattars him?
The greater the share which the motives
of the social class have in the production of
the _'_,ieral tenour of a man's conduct, the
less irksome, it seems evident, this sort of
psychological self-anatomy will be. The first
tiew is pleasing; and the more virtuous the
Ivan, the more pleasing is that study which
to every man has been r,_onom_ced the proper
one.
But the less irksome any pursuit is, thl
greater, if the state of facutties, intellectual
and active, permit, will be a man's progress
in it.

CHAPTER
V.
THIRD CAUSE-- AUTHORITY-BEGOTTEN
PRE.TUDICE.
PREJUDICE is the name given to an opinion
of any sort, on any subject, when considered
as having been embraced without sufficient
examination : it is a judgment, which being
*ronounced before evidence, is therefore pranounced without evidence.
Now, at the hazard of being deceived, and
by deception led into a line of conduct prejudicial either to himself or to some one to
whom it would rather be his wish to do scrvice, what is it that could lead a man to
embrace an opinion without sufficient cxaruination ?
One cause is, the uneasiness attendant on
the labour of examination : he takes the optnion up as true, to save the labour that migh$
be necessary to enable him to discern the falsity of it.
Of the propensity to take not only facts
but opinions upon trust, the universality is
matter of universal abservatiou.
Pernicious
as it is in some of its applications, it has its
root in necessity, in the weakness of the humanmind. Intheinstanceofeachindividua],
the quantity of opinion which it is possible
for him to give acceptance or rejection to,
on the ground of examination performed by
himself, bears but a small proportion to that
in which such judgment as he passes upon it
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mnnat have any firmer or other ground than
that which is composed of the llke judgment
pronounced by some other individual or aggregate of individuals : the cases in which it
is possible for his opinion to be I_ome-made,
bear but a small proportion to the cases in
which, if any opinion at all be entertained.by
him, that opinion must necessaril_ have been
imported,
But in the ease of the public man, this
necessity forms no justification either for the
utterance or for the acceptance of such argumeats of base alloy, as those which are represented under the name of tallacies,
These fallacies are not less the ofl:-pring of
sinister interest, because the force of authority is more or less concerned. Where authority has a share in the production of them,
there are two distinguishable ways in which
sinister interest may also have its share,
A fallacy which, in the mouth of A, had
its root immediately in interest--in
selfconscious sinister interest--receiving
utterante from his pen or his lips, obtains, upon
the credit of his authority, credence among
aceeptors in any multitude.
Having thus
rooted itselt in the minds of men. it becomes
constitutive of a mass of authority, under fayour of which, such fallacies as appear conducSve to the planting or rooting in the minds
of men in general, the erroneou_ notion in
question, obtain, at the hands of other men,
utterance and acceptance
2. Having received the prejudice at the
hands of authority-viz. of the opinion of
those who_ adherence to it was produced
immediately or mediately by the operation of
sinister interest, -- sinisterinterest
operating
on the mind of the utterer or acceptor of the
fallacy in question, prompts him to bestow on
it, in the character of a rational argument,
a degree of attention exceeding that which
could otherwise have been bestowed on it ;
he fixes, accordingly, his attention on allconsiderations, the tendency of which is to procure for it utterance or acceptance, and keeps
at a distance all considerations by which the
COntrary tendency is threatened,

COUNTER-FALLACIES.
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most mischievous one ;--it were a crime on
our parts to leave unemployed any means not
criminal, that promise to be contributory to
its defeat. It is the weakness of the public
mind, r_ot the weakness of our cause, that
cmnpels us to employ such enginesin the defence of it."
This defence might indeed be satisfactory,
where the fallacies in question are employed
--not as substitutes, but only a.s supplemenls
to relevant and direct arguments.
But if employed as supplements, to prove
their being employed in that character, and
in that character only, and that the use thu9
made of them is not inconsistent with _ineerity, two conditions seem requisite : -1. That arguments of the direct and relevent kind be placed in the front of the battle,
declared to be the main arguments, the arguments and considerations by which the opposition or support to the proposed measure was
produced;
2. That on the occasion of employing the
fallacies in question,
an acknowledgment
should be made oftheirtrne character, of their
intrinsic weakness, and of the considerations
which, as above, seemed to impose on the
individual in question the obligation of eraploying them, and of the regret with which
the consciousness of such an obligation was
accompanied.
If, even when employed in opposition to a
measure really pernicious, _these _arnings are
omitted to be annexed to them, the omission
affords but too strong a presumption of general insincerity.
On the occasion in question,
a man would have nothing to fear irom any
avowal made of their true character. Yet he
omits to make this avowal. _A-hy? Because
he tbresees that, on some other occasion or
occasions, arguments of this class will constitute his sole reliance.
The more closely the above considerations
are adverted to, the stronger is the proof
which the use of such arguments, without
such warnings, will be seen to afford of iraprobity or imbecility, or a mixture of the two,
on the part of him by whom they are employed : of imbecility of mind, if the weakness of such arguments has really failed of
CHAPTER
VI.
becoming visible to him; of improbity, if_
FOURTHCAUSE-- SELF-DEFENCE
&GAIN6T conscious
of their weakness, and of their tenCOUNTER-FALLACIES.
dency to debilitate and pervert the faculties,
intellectual and moral, of such persons as are
THE opposers of a pernicious measure may swayed by them, he gives currency to them
be sometimes driven to employ fallacies, t_om unaccompanied by such warning.
their supposed utility as an answer to counterIs it of the one or of the other species of
fallacies,
imperfection, or of a mixture of both, that
" Such is the nature of men," they may such deceptious argumentation is evidentisry?
say, ,, that these arguments, weak and incon- On this occasion, as on others, the answer is
elusive as they are, are those which on the not easy ; nor, fortunately, is it material to
bulk of the people (upon whom ultimately estimate the connexion between these two
everything depends) make the strongest and divisions of the mental frame : so constantly
most effectual impression : the measure is a and so materially does each of them exert au
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_nfluence on the other, that it is difficult for
either to suffer, hilt the othermust suffer more
or less alongwith it. On many a well-meaning
nmn this base and spurious metal has no doubt
passed_br sterling; but if you seeit burnished,
and held up in trimnph by the hands of a man
of strong as welt as brilliant talents--by
a
very Master of the Mint----set him down, without fear of injuring him, upon the list of those
who deceive, without having ally such excuse
to plead as that of having been d_eeived,

Though in fact directed and governed by
some othex will behind the curtain, and by
the interest by which that other will is governed, decency is understood to require, that
it is from his own understanding, not from
the will of any other person, that his own
will should be understood to have received
its direction.
But it is not by the matter of pumshment
or the matter of reward-- it is not by fears
or fiopes--it is not by threats or promises-it is by something of the nature, or in the
shape at least of a reason, that understandiny
CHAPTER
VII.
is governed and determined. To show, then,
use o_' THESE ]FALLACIES
TO THE _TTEREaS that it is by the determination of his owu
AND ACCEPTORS
OF THEM.
judgment that his conduct is determined, it
is deemed advisable to produce some obserBEING all of them to such a degree replete
ration or other in the character of the deterwith absurdity--many
of them upon the face minate reason, from which, on the occasion

of them composed of nothing else--a
ques- [ in question, his judgment, and thence his
tion that natoraIly presents itself is. how it t will, and active/acuity,
have received their
has happened that they have acquired so ex- i direction.
tensive
a currency?-is that
so made,
much
use
has been
made, and howit
continues
to be
of them?
Is it credible (it may be asked,) that, to
those by whom they are employed, the inanity
and absurdity of them should not be fully
manifest ?--is it credible, that on such grounds
political measures should proceed ?
No, it i_ not credible : to the very person
by whom the iallacy is presented in the eharatter of a reason -- of a reason on the consideration of which his opinion has been formed,
and on the strength of which his conduct is
grounded -- it has presented itse]f in its genuine colours.
But in all assemblies in which shares in
power are exercised by votes, there are two
descriptions of persons whose convenience requires to be consulted-- the speakers and the
hearers.
To the convenience of persons inboth these
situations, the class of argumentsherein
question are in an eminent degree favourable : -As to the situation of the speaker :-the more numerous and efficient the titles
to respect which his argument enables him to
produce, the more convenient and agreeable
ts that situation made to him. Probity in the
shape of independence--superiority
in the
article of wisdom--superiority
in the scale
of rank : of all these qualities, the reputation
is matter of convenience to a man; and of
all these qualities, the reputation is by these
arguments promised to be made secure,
1. As to independence : -- when a man
stands up to speak for the purpose ofreconoiling men to the vote he purposes to give,
or for the purpose of giving to the side which
]ae espouses whatsoever weight is regarded
by him as attached to his authority,--the
hatare of the purpose imposes on him a sort of
necessity of finding something in the shape
of a reason to accompany and recommend it.

t andThe
argument
is accordingly
produced,
by this
exhibition
the indepem]eJlt
chaI racter of his mind is established by irreti'aI gable evidence.
To this purpose, every article in the preceding catalogue may with more or lesseili:ct
be made to serve, according to the nature of
the case.
2. Next as to superiority in the scale of
w_sdom:--on
running over the list, different
articles will be seen to present in this respect
different degrees of convenience.
Some of them will be seen scarcely putting
in any special title to this praise.
In others, while the reputation of prudence
is secured, yet it is that sort of prudence,
which by the timidity attached to it is rendered somewhat the less acceptable to an
erect and commanding mind.
To this class may be referred the arguments ad rnetum and ad t'ereeundiam, -- the
hydrophobia of innovation, m_d argument of
the ghost-seer, whose nervous system is kept
in a state of constant agitation by the phantom of Jacobinism dancing before his eyes,
-- the idolator, who beholding in ancestry,
in authority, in allegorical personages of various sorts and sizes, in precedents of all sorts,
in great characters dead and living, placed
in high situations, so many tyrants to whose
will, real or supposed, blind obsequiousness
at the hands of the vulgar of al] classes, may
by apt ceremonies and gesticulation be secured, makes himself the first prostration, in
the hope and confidence of finding it followed
by much and still more devout prostration,
on the part of the crew of inferior idolators,
in whose breasts the required obsequiousness
has been implanted by long practice.
Other argument.s, again, there are, in and
for the delivery of which the wisdom of_he
orator places itself upon higher ground. His
acuteness has penetrated to the very bottom
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of the ,abject--bk
emnp_benslon has erabraced the whole mass of it_hisadroltness
has stripped the obuoxlons proposal of the
delusive colouring by which it had reeommendedit_elftotheeyeofignorance:
hepronounees it speculative, theoretical, romautle,
visionary : it may be good in theory, but it
would be bad in practic.e : it is too good to
be practicable : the goodness which glitters
on the outside is su/'fieient proof, is evidence
and that conclusive, of the worthlessness thai
is within: its apparent facility suffices to prove
it to be impracticable. The confidence of the
tone in which the decision is conveyed, is at
once the fruit and the suflident evidence of
the complete command which the glance of
the moment sufficed to give him of the su',jeet
in all its bearilzgs and depen encies. By the
experienee which his situatmn has led him to
acquire, and the u_e which his judgment
has enabled him to make ot that experience,
he catches up at aslngle glance those teatnres
which suffice to indicate the class to which
the obnoxious proposal belongs,
3. By the same decision, delivered in the
same tone. superiorityofrank
is not less striklngly d,splayed, thau superiority of talent. It
/s no new observation how much the persuastun. or at least the expression g, ven to it. is
strengthened by the altitude o! the rank us
eoustitut_l
or aeeompanied by the fullness
of the purse,
"/'he labour of the brain, no less than that
of the hand. is a _pecies of drudgery which
the man of elevated station sees the propriety
aml facility of turning over to the |rose-horn
crowd below-- to the set of plodders whom
he ronde_eends upon occasion to honour wilh
his_mversation
aod his countenance. B) his
fault and opulence he is enahled in this, as in
othei' ways, to pick and choose what is mo_-t
eol_.tlfial to his taste. By the royal haod of
Fred¢_. philosophers a.d oranges were subjeered to the same treatment, and put to the
same ale. _ The sweets, the elaboration of
which had _
che work of years, were elicited in a Few moments by the pressure of an
expert hand.
The praise of the reeeiver of wisdom is
alccay_ infhrior to that of the utterer ; but
neither is the receiver, so he but make due
profit of what he receives, without hi_ praise,
The advantage he acquires from these atg'uments, is _ that of being enabled to give
the reason of the faith that is, or i_ supposed
to be. in him.
1. some elreumstanees,
in which silence
will not serve a man. it will, anll to a eertainty, be construed into a confession ot serf
ecalvi_.tlng eon_eiousne._s ; _ consciousness
that what he doe_ is wrong and indefe.sible,
that what he gives men to nnderstand to
be hi._opinion, is not really his opinion. _
that of the supposed facts, which he has hcen
Vow-. IL
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L_serting to form tm tpparen_ foundation for
his supposed oi_zdon, the existence is not
true.
By a persuasion to any _uch effect, on the
part of those with whom h¢ has to do. h'_
credit, his reputation, would be effectually
deqroyed.
Something, therefore, must be said, of
which it may be snppoied that, how little
soever may be t he weight properly b_longing
to it. it ,nay have operated on his nfind is, the
character of a reason. By t],is means his re.
putation fi,r wisdom is aU that is exposed to
suffer;--his
reputation for probity is s_,ved.
Thu_, in the ease of this sort of base argumen,, as sometimes in the ease of }rodmon,'y.
each man pa_._es it off upon his neighbour, oct
as being nneonseious of its wor|hlessness
not so much as expecting his neighbour to be
reaUyinsensible of its worthless.ess_but
in
the hope and expectation that the neighbour,
though not in_ens,ble of its worthlessness,
may yet not find himselfalt.getherdeharred
from the supposition, that to the utterer of
the base argument, the badness, f it may po_
sibly ,tot have been elearly understood.
But the more generally current it, the elm
raeter of an argument any so, h absurd not_m
is. the greater is the apparent pnJbability of
its being really entertained:
fbr there is no
notion, aet.al or imaginable, that a man (_annot be brought to entertain, il he Im but sa.
tisfied of its being generally or extoa_iv¢_
entertained by othera.
CHAPTER
VIIL
FARTICULARDEMANDFORFALLACIESIYNDIIIg
T._ EN_LISa COSSaITUa_.
Two eons]derations will suthce to render it
apparent that° under the Britiah Constitu.
tion. there ca,,not hut exist, on ,he one hand.
such adema.d fbr fallaeie.-_ax,d, o. theother
hand, aueh a -upply of them. as, for copiousne_s and variet) taken together, ¢aumot be
to be matched elsewhere.
1. It, the first pla_.e, a thing necessary to
the existence of the demand is, disc.l_sioa tO
a certain degree free.
Where there are no such institutions as a
popular assembly taking an effie;ent part in
the government, and puhlishi.g or suffering
to be published accounts of its de|mien,
,,or yet any free d,.-enssion through the medium of the press, _ there is. consequently,
no demand for fall _eies. Fat}a .y is fraud, and
fraud is useless when ever) thing may be done
by toree.
The only ease which can enter into ecru
parisou with the English govenm_ent, is that
of the Anglo-American
United States.
There, on the side of the out., the de..
mand for faUades stands, without a_y d_ff_.
t-1h
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rence worth noticing, on a footing similar to matter for this place-- positions which, if not
that on which it stands under the English
immediately assented to, will at any rate, even
constitution,
by those whom they tirol most adverse, be alBut the side of the outs is that side on lowed to possess the highest claim to attenwhich the demand for fallacies is by much tiun and examination:
the least urgent and abundant.
1. The end or object in view, to which
On the side of the ins, the demand for fal- every political measure, whether established
lacies depends upon the aggregate mass of or proposed, ought accordingto the extent of
abuse : its magnitude anti urgency depend I It to be directed, is the greatest happiness of
upon the magmtude of that mass, and its va- the greatest number of persons interested in
riety upon the variety of the shapes in which it, and that for the greatest length of time.
abuse has manifested itself.
2. Unless the United States of North AmeOn crossing the water, fortune gave to ricabe virtually an exception, in every known
British America, the relief that policy gave state the happiness of the many has been at
to the fox; of the vermin by which she had theabsolutedisposaleitheroftheoneorofthe
been tormented, a part were left behiml,
comparatively tew.
No deaf auditors of the Exchequer, -- no
3. In every human breast-- rare and shortblind surveyors of melting irons, -- no non- lived ehulhtions, the result of some extraregistering registrars of the Admiralty court,
ordinary strong stimulusor ineitementexceptor of any other judicatory, -- no teller% by ed-- self-regarding interest is predominant
whom no money is told, but that which is over social interest : each person's o_m indireceived into their own pockets, -- no judge
wdual interest, over the interests of all othex
acting as clerk under himself;--no
judge
per.-ons taken together.
pocketing £7000 a-year fi_r useless work, for
4. In the few instances, if any, in which,
which men are fi_reed toaddress his clerks, -throughout the whole tenor or the ¢renerat
no judge, who in the character of judge over tctmr of his life, a person sacrifices hi-own
himself sits in one place to protect, b) storms
individual interest to that of any other per.
of fallacy and fnry, the extortions and up- son or persons, sudl person or person., will
pressions habitually committed in another,-be a person or persons with whom he is conDO tithe-gatherers exacting immense retribuneeted by some domestic or other private and
lion tbr minute or never-rendered
service,
narrow t]e of sympathy; not the whole numWith respect to the whole class of fallacies her, or the majority of the whole number, of
built upon authority,-precedent, wisdom
the individuals of which the political commuof ancestors, dread of innovation, immutable
uity to which he belongs i_ compo,ed.
laws, and many others, occasioned by ancient
5. If in any political community, there be
ignorance and ancient abuses-- what readers
any individuals h) whom, for a eonstanev, the
soever there may be, by whom what is to be interests of all the other members put torefound under those several heads ha_ been thee are preferred to the interest composed
perused, to them it will readily occur, that in of their own individual interest, and that of
the American Congress the u_e made of these
the few persons particularly connected wilh
fallacies is not likely to be so copious as in them these public-spirited individuals will be
that august assembly, which, as .'he mdy de- so few, and at the same time so m_possible
nomination it can with propriety be called to distinguish from the rest, that to every
by, has been pleased to give itself that of practical purpose the_ may, without any praethe Imperial Parliament of Great Britain
tieal error, lie laid ouI of the account.
and Ireland.
i 6. In this general prtdominatlce of selfregarding
over soeiat interest, when attentively eonsideled, tLere will not be found
CHAPTER
IX.
any j'ust subject of regret, any nmre than of
2"HEDEMANDFOR POLITICALFALLACIES.
_ --_ contestatlon ; fur it will be found, that but
HOW
CREATED
BY
THE
STATE
OF
1NTE_or this predominance,
no such species as that
RESTS.
which we beloug to <ould have existence:
and that, supposing it, if possible, done away,
I_ order to have a clear view of the object insomuch that all persons, or most persons,
to which political fallacies wilt in the great- should find respectively, some one or more
est number of instances be found to be di- persons, whose interest was respectively,
retted, it will be necessary to advert to the through the whole of life, dearer to them,
state in which, with an exception compara- mid as such more anxiou._ly and constantly
lively inconsiderable, the business of governwatehed over than their own, the whole spement ever has been, and still continues to be, eies would necessarily, within a very short
in every country upon earth; and for this space of time, become extinct.
purpose must here be brought to view a few
7. If this be true, it follows, by the unpositions, the proof of which, if they require changeable constitution of human nature, that
/my, would require too large a quantity of in every political community, by the'hands b)"
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which the supreme power over all the other two corresponoent modes : the raising their
members of the community is shared, the in- own, and the depreciating that of their stlcretest
of the many over whom thepower is eessful
rivals.
aercised,willon everyoccasion,
incaseof
14.In addition
tothatparticular
and st_pet3tion, be inactorinendeavoursacri-nister
interest
which belongstothem intheir
iced to the particular
interest
of thoseby qualityofrulingmembers,theserivals
have
whom the power is exercised,
their share in the universal interest which
8. But every arrangement by which the belongs to them in their quality of member_
interest of the many is sacrificed to that of of the community at large.
In this quality,
l_he few, may with unquestionable propriety,
they are sometimes occupied in such me_
if the above position be admitted, and to sures as in their eyes are necessary for the
_e extent of the sacrifice, be termed a bad maintenance of the universal interest--for
arrangement ; indeed, the only sort of ban the preservation of that portion of the univer,
4rrangement_those
excepted, by which the sol happiness of which their regard for their
interest of both parties is sacrificed,
own interests does not seem to require the
9. A had arrangement, considered as already sacrifice : for the preservation, and also fbr
established and in existence, l_, or may be the increase of it ; for by every increase given
termed, an abuse,
to it they derive advmltage to themselve% not
10. In so fox as any competition is seen. only in that character which is common to
or supposed to have place, the interests of them with all the other members of the cofiithe subject many being on every occasion, as munity, but, in the shape of reputation, in
above, in act or in endeavour constantly sa- that character of ruling members which is
erificed by the ruling few to their own partipeculiar to themselves.
eular interests,_hence,
with the ruling few,
15. But in whatsoever shape the ins den constant oh)ect of study and endeavour is rive reputation to themselves, and thus raise
_he-preservation and extension of the mass of the_nselves to a higher level in the scale of'
abu_ : at any rate, such is the constant pro- comparative reputation, it is the interest of
lltensity,
the outs, as such, not only to prevent thetn
I. In the mass of abuse, which, because it from obtaining this rise, but if possible, and
t so constantly their interest, it is constantly
as far as possible, to cause their reputatinn to
tacir endeavour to preserve, is included not sink.
Hence, on the part of the ou_s there
only that portion from which they derive a exists a constant tendency to oppose a,I good
direct and assignable profit, but also that per- arrangements propo,ed hy the ins. i4ut, ge¢ion from which they do not derive any such rterally speaking, the better an arrangement
@refit. For the mischievousness of that from reallyis, tbebetteritwillgenerallybethought
which they do not derive any such direct and to be; and the better it is thought to be, the
particular profit, cannot be exposed but by higher will the reputation of its supporters
facts and observation% which, if pursued,
be raised by"it. In so far, therefore, as it is in
.would be found to apply also to that portion their power, the better a new arrangement
from which they do derive direct aL_dpatti- proposed by the ins is, the stronger is the insular profit.
Thus it is, that in every corn- retest by which the outs are incited to oppose
munity, all men in power--or, in one word, it. But'the more obviously and'indisputably
the ms_ are, by self-regarding interest, con- good iz is when considered in itself, the more
tC,antly engaged in the maintenance ¢,f abuse incapable it is of being successfully opposed
in every shape in which they find it esta- in the way of argument otherwise than by
blished,
fallacies ; and hence, in the aggregate mass of
1"2. But whatsoever the ins have in pos- political fMlaeies, may be seen the character
mession, the outs have in expectancy. Thus and general description of that portion of it_
far, therefore, there is no distinction between
which is employed chiefly by the outs.
_he sinister interests of the ins attd those of
16. In respect and to the extent of their
the outs, nor, consequently, in the fallacies share in the universal interest, an arrangeby which they respectively employ their en- ment which is beneficial to that interest will deavours in the support of their respective
be beneficial to themselves : and thus, supmnister interests,
posing it successful, the opposition made by
I3. Thus far the interests of the outs co- them to the arrangement would be prcjadidal
jtmide with the interest of the ins. But there to themselves.
On the supposition, thereare other points in which their interests are fore, of the success of such opposition, they
opposite.
For procuring for themselves the would have to consider which in their eyes
_tuatlons and mass of advantages possessed would be the greater advantage_their
share
oy the ins, the outs have one, and but one, in the advantage of the arranzemcnt,
or tire
mode of proceeding. This is the raising their advantage promised to them by the rise of
own place in the scale of political reputation,
their place in the comparative scale of reputme_mpared with that of the ins. For effect- tation, by the elevation given to themselves,".
it_ thht tmeendeney, they have accordingly
and the depression caused to their adversaries, _-
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But, generalJy speaking, in a constitution
there may be utterers in any number, no one
such as the English in its present state, the of whom was fabricator.
chances are in a prodigious degree against the
In the ease of the bad argument, as in the
success of any opposition made by the outs case of the bad shilling, in the instance of
to even the mo_t flagrantly bad measm.e of eaeh actor, the mind is, with referenee to the
the ins : much more, of course, to a really nature and tendency of the tranLaetion, caone. Hence it is, that when the arrangepalde of bearing different aspects, which, |br
ment is in itself good, if with any prospect of purposes of practical importance, it becomes
success or advantage, any of the |allacies be- material to distinguish :-longingtotheirsidecan
be brought upagainst
l. Evil eonscmusness (in the language of
the arrangement, and this without prejudice Roman lawyers, d.lus; in the language of
to their own reputation,--they
have nothing
Roman, and thence of English lawyers, mo/a
to stand in the way of the attempt,
fide_ :) 2. Blameable ignorance or inattertion,
17. In respect of those bad arrangements
say, in one word, T_raerit 9, (in the same lanwhich by their sinister interest the ida _taml guage sometimes culpa, sometimes temeritas:)
engaged to promote, and in the promotion of 3. Blameless agency, artus; which, notwithwhich the outs have, as above, a commmfity
standing any mischief that may have been the
of interest,-the part dictated by their sinis- casual result of it, was free of blame: _ by
ter interest is a curious and delicate one. By these several denominations are characterized
success, they would les.-en that ma_s of sinister
so many habitudes, of which, wit h relation to
advantage which, being that of their antago- any pernicious result, the mind is susceptible.
nists in possession, is theirs in expectancy.
In the case of theargument, as in the ¢_e
"l'hey have, there|bre, their option to make of the shilling, where the mind is in that
between this disadvantage and the advantage
state in which the charge of evil-conseious_
attached to a correspondent advance in the ne_s may with propriet_ be made, timt _hich
_le of comparative reputation.
But, their the man is conscious of is, the badness of
sittmtion se,.uring to them little tess than a the article which he hasin hand.
certainty of laiture, they are, theretore, as to
In general, it is in the case of thefabrica.
this matter, pretty well at their ease. At tar that the mind is least apt to be free lrom
the same time, seeing that whatsoever dimi- the imputation of evil-eons,.iousness.
Be it
nution li'om the mass of abuse they were to the bad shilling-- be it the bad argument
propose in the situation of outs, they could the making of it will have cost more or less
not, without lass of reputation, unless tar trouble; which trouble, gener tly speaking,
tome satistactnry reason, avoid bringing for- tale tabrieator will not have taken but in the
ward, or at lea_t supporting, in the event of design of utterance, and in the expectation
their changing places wi_h the i_ls, -- hence
of making, by means of such utterance, some
it is, that any such defaleation which they
advantage.
In the instance of the bdd shilcan in general prevail alton themselves to pro* ling, it is certain --in the instance of the bad
pose, will in general be either _purmus and argument, it is more or less probable (more
fallacious, or at best inadequate : -- inade- probable in the ease of the fahricator than in
quote, _ and by Its inadequacy, and the vir- the case of the mere utterer) _ that the badtual confession in_olved in it, giving support lless of it w,s known and understood.
It is
and confirmation to every portion of kindred
certainly possible that the badness of the
abuse which it leaves untouched,
argument may never have been perceived by
the fabricator, or that the bad argument may
have been framed without any intention of
CHAPTER
X.
applying it to bad purposes. But in general,
the more a man is exposed to the action of
IDIFI_RaENT
PARTS WHICH MAY ]_E BORNE IN
sinister interest, the more rea..on there is for
_ELA'IION TO FALLACIES.
charging him with evil-consciousness,
sup
As in the ease of bad money, so in the ease posing him to be aware of the action of the
of bad arguments : in the sort and degree of sinister interest.
eurreney which they experience,
different
However the action of the sinister interest
persons acting so ninny different parts are may have been either pereewed or uuperdistinguishable,
ceived--for
without a certain degree of atFabricator, utterer, aeceptor, these are the tention, a man no more perceives what is
different parts acted in the currency given to passing in his own, than what is passing in
a baut shilliag: these are the parts acted on other minds _ the book that lies open before
the occa-ion of lhe eurrency given to a bad him, though it be the object nearest to him,
argument,
and though he be ever so much in the habit
In the case of a bad argument, he who is of reading, may, even while two eyes are
fabricator
must be utterel likewise, or in fixed upon it, be read or not read, accordblg
euneral it would not nmke its appearance,
as it h_,ppensthm circumstances have. or hava
t for one fabricator who is ml utterer,
not, eaUed his attention to the eoutent_.
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The action of a sinister interest may have
been immediate or u_.immedi, te.
Immediate ; it may have been perceived or
not perceived : un-immediate ; it has, almost
to a certainty, been unperceived,
Sinister interest has two media through
which it usually operates.
These are/,rejuo
diet and authority ; and hence, we have for
the immediate progeny of sbfister interest,
interest.be!lot,ca prejudice and authority.be,
gotten prejudice.
In what ca_e soever a bad argument has
owed its fabrication or its utterance to tintster interest, stud that interest is not, at the
time of fa_wit_ation or utterance, perceived,
it has for its immediate parent either in.bred
prejudice or aathorittl,
Of the three operations thus intimately
connected-- viz..tilbrication,
utterance, and
acceptance _ that the two first are capable of
having evil.col_seiousne,e for their aceompa,
laiment, is obvious. As to acceptance, a dis.
tlnction must be trmde before a_ answer can
be giveu to the q_testion, whether it is aceompanied with evil-consciousness,
It may he distingui.-hed into interior and
exterior.
Where the opinion, how false soever, is really believed to be true by the
person to whom it has tmen presented, the
steep, ante given to it may be termed interhal : where, whether by discourse, by deper, tent, or other tokens, u belief of its
having experienced an internal aeteptanee at
his hands is, with or without design on his
part, entertained by other persons ; in so far
may it be said to have experienced at his
hands an external aceeptante,
In the natural state of things, both these
modes of acceptance have place together :
utmn the internal, the external mode follows
as a natural con_equente. Either of them is,
however, capable of having place without
the other : feeling the force of an argmneut,
| may appear as if l had not t_lt it ; not
havil g received any imp, ession from it, I may
appear as if 1 had received an impres_iou of
greater or less strength, whichever best suits
my purpose,
It is sufficiently manifest, that evil-consciousness e_nnot b_ the acemnpaniment of
internal acceptance ; but it may be an serespauiment, and actually is the accompaniment
of external aeceptanee, as often as the exterhal has not refits accompaniment the internal
accept•nee,
Supposing the argument such that the
appellation of fallacy is justly applicable to
it, whatsoever part is borne in relation to it
_viz. fabrication, utteraute, or acceptance-may with propriety be ascribed to w_,lt of
probity or Want of intelligence.
Hitherto the distinction appears plain and
broad enough ; but upon a closer inspection,
• tort of a mixed, or a middle state between
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r that of evil - consciousness and that of pure
temerity _ between that of improbity real
that of imbecility-may be observed.
This is where the persuasive force of the
ar_zument admits of d_fferent degrees _ as
when an argument, which operates with •
certain degree of forte on the ut*erer's mind_
is, in the utterante given to it, represented as
acting with a deg, ee of forte to any amount
more considerable.
Thtls, a ,nan who considers his opinion is
invested oo|y with a tertaiu degree of probability, may speak of it as of a mattar ot
a_solute certainty.
The persuasion he thus
expresses is =lot at_olutely false, but it is ex.
aggerared ; and this exaggeration is a speciU
of thlsehoud.
The more frequent the trumpeter of any
fallacy is in its Ferformante, the greater the
progress which his mind is apt to make from
the state of evil-conscious¢:ess to the state
of temerity-- frmn the state of improbity
to the state of imbecility ; that is, imbecility
with Jespect to the subject-matter.
It is said
of gamblers, that they begin their career as
d,Jpe% and end as thieves : in the present
case, the parties begin with t.'rafL slid etid
with delusion.
A phenomenon, the existence of which
seems to be out of dispute, is that of a liar,
by whom a lie of his own invention has so
often be_l lold as true, that at length it has
come to be ateepted as such even by hirer.elf.
But if such is the r.ase with regard to •
statement comp,,sed of words, every one of
which finds itself in manifest contradiction to
some determinate truth, it may be inmgined
how much more easily, and consegoently how
much more frequently, it may come to be the
ease, in regard to a statement of such nicety
and delicacy, as that of the strength of the
Impression made by this or that instrmnent
of persuasion, of which the persuasive three
is susceptible of innumerable degrees, noons
of which has ever vet been distinguished from
any other, by any'externall? sensible signs or
tokens, in the form of discourse or otherwise.
if substitution of irrelevant argmnents to
relevant ones is evidence ot a bad t_use, and
of consciousness of the badne_ of that bad
cause, much more is the substitution of
application made to the _rill, to applies, its
made to the understanding. :_ of the matter
of punishment or reward, to the matter of
grgnment.

Arguments addressed to the understand°
ing may, it fallacious, be answered ; and any
mischief they had a tendency to prods.e, Ins
prevented by comlter.arguments
adt,ressod
to the understa,ding.
Against arguments addressed to the will,
those eddress_ to the understanding are altogether without effect, and the mischief
produced by them is without remedy.
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CHAPTER
XI.
USESOFTHE PRECEDINGEXPOSURE.
Bt_v of these disquisitions concernin_ the
state and character of the mind of those by
whom these instruments
of deception are
employed, what, it may be asked, is the praetical use ?
The use is, the opposing such check as it
may be in the power of reason to app|y, to
the practice of employing these poisoned weapons. In proportion as the virtue of sincerity
is an object of love arid veneration, the opposite vice is held in abhorrence :_the
more
generally and intimately the public in general are satisfied of the insincerity of him by
whom the arguments in question are employed, in that same proportion wilt be the effieieney of the motives by the force of which
a man is withheld from employing these arguments.
Suppose the deceptious and pernicious tendeney of these arguments, and thence the iraprobity of him who employs them, in such
sort held up to view as to find the minds of
men sufficiently sensible of it _ and suppose,
that in the public mind in general, virtue in
the form of sincerity is an object of respect,
vice in the opposite form an object of aversion and eontempt_
the practice of this apeeies of improbity will become as rare, as is
the practice of any other species of improbity
to which the restrictive action of the same
moral power is in the habit of applying itself
with the same force.
If, on this occasion, the object were to
prove the deeeptious nature and inconclusiveness of these arguments, the exposure thus
given of the mental character of the persons
by whom they are employed, would not have
any just title to be received into the body of
evidence applicable to this purpose. Be the
improbity of the persons by whom these argumcnts are employed ever so glaring, the
arguments themseDes are exactly what they
are-- neither better nor worse. To employ
as a medium of proof for demonstrating the
impropriety of the arguments, the improbity
of him by whom they are uttered, is an expedient which stands itself ttpon the list of
fallacies, and which in the foregoivg pages
has been brought to view.
But on the present occasion, and for the
present purpose, the impropriety as well as
the mischievousness of these arguments is
supposed to be sufficiently established on
other, and those unexceptionable, grounds:
the object in view now is, to determine by
what means an object so desirable as the general disuse of these, poisonous weapons may
in the eompletest and most effectual degree
be stt_Lned,
I_o_; t_hemere _ttera_e of these base at-

[PANT V'.

guments is not the only _ it is not in much
as the principal mischief in the case. It iJ
the reception of them in the character of
conclusive or influential arguments that co_.
stitutes the principal a_d only ultimate mi_.
chief. To the object of making men ashamed
to utter them, must th_efm_ be added, the
ulterior object of making men ashamed to
receive them--ashamed
as often as they ar_
observed to see or hear them mashamed to
be known to turn towards them any other
aspect than that of aversion and contempt.
But if the practice of insincerity be a prac_
tice which a man ought to be ashamed of, so
is the practice of giving encouragement to_
of forbearing to oppose discouragement to
that vice : and to this same desirable and
useful end does that man most contribnte, by
whom the immorality of the practice is held
up to view in the strongest and clearest colours.
Nor, upon reflection, will the result be
found so hopeless as at first sight might be
supposed. In the most numerous assembly
that ever sat in either House, perhaps, not a
single individual could be found, by whom, in
the company of a chaste and weB-bred female,
an obscene word was ever uttered. And if
the frown of indignation were as shre to be
drawn down upon the offender by an offence
against this branch of the law of probity as by
an offence against the law of delicacy, transgression would not be less effectually banished
from both those great public theatres, than it
is already from the domestic circle.
If, of the fallacies in question, the tendency
be really pernicious,whosoever he be, who
by lawful and unexceptionable means of any
kind shall have contributed to this effect, will
thereby have rendered to his country and to
t mankind good service.
I
But whosoever he be, who to the intel.
[ leetual power adds the moderate portion of
I pecuniary power necessary, in his power it lies
[ completely to render this good service.
t
In any printed report of the debates of the
I assembly in question, supposing any snell instruments of deception discoverable, in each
instance in which anysuch instrument is disco retable, let him, at the bottom of the page,
by the help of the usual marks of reference,
give intimation of it: describing it, for ivstance, if it be of the number of those which
are included in the present list, by the name
by which it stands designated in this list, or
by any more apt and dearly designative denomination that can be found for it.
The want of sufficient time for adeqea_
discussion, when carried on orally in a auraerous assembly, haJ in no inconsiderable extent
been held out by experience in the character
of a real and serious evil. To this evil, the
table of falhdesfurnishes, to ala indefinite
i extant, a imwerful remedy
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There are few men of the class of those
In the course of time, when these imperfect
who read, to whose memory Goldsmith's de- sketches shall have received perfection and
|ightfid novel, the Vicar of Wakefield. is not polish from _ome more skilful hand, so shall[
more or less prcsent.
Among the disasters it be done unto him (nor is there need of
into which the good Vicar ts betrayed by his respiration for the prophecy) -- so sh',dl it be
simplicity, is the loss inflicted oil him by the done unto him, who in the tabernacle of St.
craft of Ephraim Jenkins.
For insbmating
Stephen's, or iu any other mansion, higher or
himself into the good opinion and confidence lower, of similar design and use, shall be so
of men of more learrdng than caution, the in- far off his guard, as through craft or simplicity
sfrument he had tormed to himself consisted
to let drop any of these irlelevanL and at one
apparently of an extempore ,ample ofrectmtime deceptious arguments: and instead of,
dite learning, in which, in the character of the Order! Order! a voice shall be heard, for
subject, the cosmogmL_, and in the character lowed, if need be. by voices in scores, crying
of mm of the historians, banchmfiathon, were aloml, " Stale ! Stale I Fallacy of authorityl
the plincipal figures. On one or two of the Fallacy of distrust !" &c. kc.
occasions on which it wa, put to use, the
The faculty which detection has of divestsuccess corresponded with thc design, and ing deception of her power, is attested by
Ephraim remaiTled undetected and trmm- !the poet:-phant. ]_ut at la_t, as the devil by his cloven
,, Qutere!aeregrinum,
vlctni_ra.ueareelamat.'"
foot, so was Ephraim. though in a fresh disThe period of time at which, in the inguise, betrayed by the co.rnogotJy arid San- stance of the instruments of deception here
choniathon, to stone persons to whose lot it in question, this change shall have been rehad tkllcn to receive the santo proof of recon- knowledged to have been completely effected,
dire learning, word for word. Immediately
will form an epoch in the history of civilig_
the chamber rings, with_"
Your servant, tiom
._1c. Eaohraim 1"
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these stands already imprintea in the mind_
of every man
5. That, therefore, tbe object ot such l
draught is not, in any part of such a draught.
to teach the people anything new.
6. But that the object of such a declaration
is to declare the accession of the Assembly,
as such, to the principles as understood and
embraced, as well by themselves in their individual capacity, as by all other individuals in
the State.
7. That the use of this solemn adoption
and recognition is, that the principles reeogvised may serve as a standard by which the
propriety of the several particular laws that
are afterwards to be enacted in consequence,
may be tried.
8. That by the conformity of these laws to
this standard, the fidelity of the legislators to
their trust is also to be tried.
9. That accordingly, if any law should hereafter be enacted, between which, and any of
those fundamental articles, any want of confortuity in any pointcan be pointed out, such
want of conformity will be a conclusive proof
of two things : I. Of the impropriety of suck
law; 2. Of error or criminality on the part
of the authors and adopters of that law.
From this preamble we may collect the
It concerns me to see so respectable an
foI[owing positions : -Assembly hold out expectations, which, ac1. That the declaration in question ought cordlngto my conception, cannot in the nature
to include a declaration of all the powers ofthlngs be fulfilled.
which it is designed should thereafter subAn enterprise of this sort, instead of preo
_ist in the State ; the limits of each power ceding the formation of a complete body of
precisely laid down, and every one completely
taws, supposes such a work to be already
d'tstingnished from the other,
existing in every particular except that of its
2. That the articles by which this is to be obligatory force.
done, ought not to be loose and scattered, but
No laws are ever to receive the sanction
closely connected into a whole, and the con- of the Assembly that shall be contrary in any
nexion all along made visible,
point to these principles.
What does this
3. That the declaration of the "rights of salppose ? It supposes the several articles of
man, in a state preceding that of political so- detail that requiretobe enacted, to have been
dety, ought to form a part of the composition
drawn up, to have been passed in review, to
m question, and constitute the first part of it. have been confronted with these fundamental
4. That in point of f_, a eleax idea of all articles, end to have been found in no re#pehvt

PREAMBLE.
" THE Representatives of the French people,
constituted in National Assembly, considerlag that ignorance, forgetfulness, or contempt
of the Rights of Man, are the only causes of
public calamities, and of the corruption of
governments, have resolved to set forth in a
solemn declaration, the natural, unalienable,
and sacred rights of man, in order that this
declaration, constantly presented to all the
members of the body social, may recall to
mind, without ceasing, their rights and their
duties ; to the end, that the acts of the legislatire power, and those of the executive power,
being capable at every instant of comparison
with the end of every political institution,
they may be more respected, and also that
the demands of the citizens hereafter, founded
upon simple and incontestable principles, may
always tend to the maintenance of the constitution and to the happiness of all."
" In consequence, the National Assembly
acknowledges and declares, in the presence
and under the auspices of the Supreme Being, the following Rights of the Man and the
Citizen."M
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repugnan_ to them.
In a word, to be sum- feigner, inasmuch as/he rights whlch it hi
eie.tly assured that the several laws of detail to declare are the rights whn'h it is supposed
will bear this trying eoml0arison, one thing is belong to the members of every nation in the
lnecessary : the compari_x must have been globe. As a member of a nation which with
mane.
relation to the French comes under the name
To know the several laws which the exl- of a foreign o.e, 1 feel the stronger call to
$.et,eies of mankind call for, a view of all examine this declaration, inasmuch as in this
these several exigencies must be obtained,
in.trmnent I am invited to read a list of rights
But to obtain this view, there is but, one which I_elong as much to me as to the penpossible means, which i._, to take a view o| ple tot whose more particular use it has beer
the laws that have already been framed, and framed.
of the exigencies which have given birth to
The word men, I observe to be all along
them.
coupled io the langu ,ge of the Assemb,y it.
To frame a composition which shall in any self, with the word citizen. 1 la_"it, ther6.
tolerable degree answer this requisition, two
fore, out of the question, and _;_onsiderthe
endowment% it is evideut, are absolutely ne- declaration in the same light in which it is
ees_ary : _ an acqu,m_tance with the law as viewed by M. Turgot, as that of a declaration
it is. and the perspicuity and genius of the of the rights of all men in a state of citizenmetaphysician : and these endowments must ship or political society.
unite in the ssme person.
1 proceed, tben. to consider it in the three
I can conceive but four purposes which points of _*icwabove anuounet.d :
a discourse, of the kind proposed m_der the
I. Can it be of use for the purpose of set.
name .f a Declaration of Riehts, can be in. ring bounds to the power of the crols'n ? No ;
tended to answer:_the
setting hou.ds to the for that is to be the particular object of the
authority of the crow. ;_the setti.g bou.ds
Constitutional Code itself, from which this
to the authority of the supreme legislative
prelimiuary part is detached in advance.
power, that of the National Assembly ;-- the
2. Can it be of u_ for the purpose of setservi,_ as a general guide or set of instructlng bounds to the power of the several
tions to the National Assembly itself, in the legislative bodies established or to be eats.
task of executing their function in detail, by blishcd? I answer, No.
the establi.hment
of particular laws ;-- and
(1.) Not of any subordinate ones : for. of
the affording a satisthction to the people,
their authority, the natural and necessary
The_e four purposes seem, if I apprehend
limit is that of the supreme legislature, the
_ght, to be all of them avowed by the stone National Assembly.
or difl'erent advocates for this measure.
(2. _ Not of the National'Assembly it,elf:_
Of the |north and l_t of these purposes I Why ? 1. Such li*nitation is unnecessary. It
shall say nothing : it is a question merely 1o- is proposed, and very wisely and honestly, to
eal _ dependent upon the humour of the spot call in the body of the people, and give it as
mid cf the day, of which no one at adistance
much power and influence as in its nature
can be a judge.
Of the fitness of the end, it is capable of: by enabling it to declare its
there can be but one opinion : the only ques- sentiments whenever it thinks proper, whe.
tion is about the fitness of the means,
ther immediately, or through the channel of
In the three other points of view, the ex- the subordinate assemblies. Is a law enacted
pediency of the measu.e is more than 1 caJi or proposed in the National Assembly, whk'h
perceive,
happens not to be agreeable to the body of the
The description of the persons, of whose
people ? It w_ll he equally censured by them,
rights it is to contain the declaration, is re- whetherit be conceived, ornot, to bear ma_ks
markable. Who are they? The French nation? of a repugnancy to this declaration of righls.
No; not they only. but all citizens, mkd all Is a law disagreeable to them ? They will
men.
By citizens, it seem_ we ere to underhardly thilJk themselves precluded from exstand men engaged in political society: by pressing their disapprobation, by the e;.rcum.
me., persons not yet engaged in political so- stance of its not being to be convicted of
eiety _ persons as yet in a state of nature,
repugnancy to that instrument ; and though
Theword men, asopposed toeltizens, lhad
it should he repugnant to that iustrumeot,
rather not have seen. In this sense, H denis- they will see little need to resort to that inration of the rights of men is a declaration
strument for the ground of their repugnancy ;
of the rights which human creatures, it h they will find a much nearer ground in some
supposed, would possess, were they in • particular real or imaginary inconvenience.
state in which the French nation certainly
In short, when _ou have made such pro¢i.
are not, nor perhaps any other; certainly no don, that the supreme legislature can never
other into whose hands this declaration could entry any point against the general and per.
ever come.
severing opinion of the people, what would
This instrllment is the more worthy of you have nmre ? What use in their attemptattamtion, _pecially of tlmattention of a fo* ing to bind themselves by a set of l,hrats
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ofthe|row,aeontrivanee?
The people's plcalure : that is the only check to which no other
can add anything, aod which uo other can
s4_persede.
In regard to the rights thus declared, mention will either be made of the exceptions
and modifications that may be made to them
by the laws themselves, or there will not. In
the fi_rmer ease, the observance of the deelaration will be impracticable ; nor can thetaw
in its details stir a step without fl_i.g in ;he
face of it. In the other case, it tltils thereby
altogether of its only object, the setting limits
to the exercise of the legislative power. Suppose a declaration 1o this eft'oct :_no ma.'s
liberty shall be abridged in a_ly point. This,
it is evident, wouhl be an uselesq extravaanee. which must he contradicted by every
awtbateaaJetobe
made. Supposeitto_'ay-no man'..liherty sh_ll be abridged, hut in such
points as it shall he abridged in, by the law.
This, we see, is saying i_othil_g: it leaves the
law just as free mtd unfettered as it found it.
Between these tworoek_ }i_;stheoniyeboiee
which an instrument destined to this purpose
can have. Is aa instrument of this .-ort prodared ? We shall see it striking against one
or other of them in every line. Tile first is
what the framers will most guard against, ;.n
proportion to their r,.a.'h of thought, and to
their knowledge in this line : wLen they hit
against the other, it will be by accident and
unawares,
Lastly, it cannot with any good effect answer the only remaining inter,tion, wz. that
of a check to re_-train as well as to guide the
legislature itself, in the penning of the laws
ol detail th _ are to follow.
The mtstake has its source in the current
logic, and in the want ot attention to the
¢]istinctmn between what isfirst in the order
of demonstration, and what is first in the
order of invention.
Principles, it is said,
ought to precede consequences ; and the first
being established, the others will follow of
coarse. What are the princit_leshere meant ?
General propositions, and those of the widest
extent. What by consequences ? Part'_utar
propositions, included under those general
ones.
That this order is favourable todemoostration, if by demonstration be meant personal
debate and argumentation, is true enough,
Why ? Because, if you can once get a man
to admit the general proposition, he cannot,
without incurring the reproach of inconsisttmey, rej,-et a particular proposition that is
included in it.
But, that this order _a not the order of
conception, of investigation,
of invention, is
equally undeniable. In this order, particular
pm:tio.s
always precede general ones.
he assent to the latter is preceded by a_d
Iffomuled on the assent to the former.
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If we prove the'consequences
feom the
principle, it is only from the eonsequeuem
that we learn the principle.
Apply this to laws. The fir._t bu_,r_
according to the plan I am combating, is to
timidand declare the princip|es : the laws of
a fundamental nature : that done, it is by.
their means that we shall be enabled to find
the proper laws of detail.
I say, no : it is
only in proportion as we h,,ve formed and
compared with one another the laws of detail,
that our fundamental laws will be exact emet
flt for se*'vice. Is a general proposition true ?
It is because all tile particular propositions
that are iuclqd_.d under it are true.
llow,
then, are we to _atisfy mlrs,,ves of he truth
of the general one ? By having under our eye
all the included partieularones.
What, th.n,
is the order of investigation by which true
general propositions are formed ? We take
a number of less extensive -- of partirnlar
propositions ; find some points in which they
agree, and from the observation of lh_se
points form a more extensive o:_e, a general
one, in which riley are all i_eluded.
In this
way, we proceed upon suregronnds, m_d understand ol_rselvas as we go : in the opposite
way, we proceed at random, and dmlger attends every step.
_,'olaw is good which does not add more (o
the generai mass of tidicity than it takes from
it. No law ought to be made that does not
add more to the general mass of felidty than
it take_ from it. No law can be made that
does not take something from liberty ; those
excepted which take away, in the whole or
in part those laws wLieh lake from lilaetty.
Propositions to the first effect l see are titre
without any exee,_tion: propositions to the
latter effect l see are not true till afier the
particular propositions intimated by the txcPptions are taken out of it. These proposi.
tions I have attained a full _tisti_etion of the
truth of. How ? By the habit l have been
m for a course of_ears, of taking any lawat
pleasure, and observing that the particular
proposition relative to that law was ahs-ayt
contbrmable to the fact announced by the
general one.
80 in the other example. I discerned ha
the first instance, in a/hint way, that two
classes would _rve to comprehend all laws:
laws which take from liberty in their imme.
diate operation, and laws wf_ich in the lanm
way de.roy, in part or in the whole, the vpe*
ration of the lormer.
The perception was
at fit st obscure, owing to the difficulty of aseertaining what constituted in ever)" ebe It
law, and of tracing out its operation. By
repeated trials, 1 came at last to be abte to
show of any law which offered itself, that it
came under one or other of those ©tansy.
What t_llows ? That the proper ordt,r is
_first to digest the,htws of detail, and wh_
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they arc settled and found to be fit for use,
then, and not till then, to select and frame in
terminis, by abstraction, such propositions a_
may be capable of being given withatrt sell
contradiction as fundamental laws.
What is the source of this premature an;rAety to establish fundamental laws ? It is
the old coneeit of being wiser than all posterlty-- wiser than those who will have had
more experience, -- the old desire of ruling
over posterity _ the old recipe for enabling
the dead to chain down the living. In the
ease of a specific law, the absurdity of such
a notion is pretty well recogni_ed, yet there
the absurdity is much less than here. Of a
particular law, the nature may be fully eomprehended--the
consequences foreseen: of a
gerieral law, this is the less likely to be the
ease, the greater the degree in which it possesses the quality of a general one. By a law
c:fwhieh you are fully master, and see clearly
to the extent of, you will not attempt to bind
suceeedinglegislators:
thelawyoupltchupon
,n preference for this purpose, is one which
yo_. are unable to see to the end of.
Ought no such general propositions, then,
to be ever framed till after the establishment
of a complete code? I do not mean toassert
this; on the contrary, in morals as in physics,
• othing is to be done without them.
The
more they are framed and tried, the better:
only, when framed, theyought robe well tr:'oJ
before they are ushered abroad into the world
in the character of laws. In that character
they ought not to be exhibited till after they
have been confronted with all the particular
laws to which the force of them is to apply,
_But if the intention be to chain down the
legislator, these will be all the laws without
exception which are looked upon as proper
to be inserted in the code. For the interdiction meant to be put upon him is unlimited:
he is never to establish any law which shall
disagree with the pattern cut out tbr him _
whirh shall ever trench upon such and such
rights,
Such indigested and premature establish,
ments betoken two things : -- the weakness
of the understanding, and the violence of the
passions : the weakness of the understanding,
in not seeing the insuperable incongruities
which have been above statedthe violence
of the passions, which betake themselves to
tach weapons for subduing opposition at any
rate, and giving to the will of every man who
embraces the proposition imported by the attiele in question, a weight beyond what is its
_ust and intrinsic due.
In vain would man
seek to enver his weakness by positive and asseining language : the expression of one opi_iou, the expression of one will, is the utmost
that any proposition can amount to. Ought
and ought not, can and can _t, shalland shall
mot, all put together, can never amount to
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anything more. "No isw ought to he made,
which will lessen upon the whole the mass of
general felicity." When I, a legislator or pr[o
rate citi3en, say this, what is the simple mat:.
ter of fact that is expressed ? This, and this
only, that a sentiment of dissatisfaction is
excited in my breast by any such law. So
again -- '_ No law shall be made, which will
lessen upon the whole the mass of general
felicity." What does this signify ? That the
sentiment of dissatisfaction m me is so strong
as to have given birth to a determined will
that no such law should ever pass, and that
determination so strong as to have produced
a resolution on my part to oppose myself, as
far as depends on me, to the passing of "it,
should it ever be attempted -- a determination which is the more likely to meet. with
success, in proportion to the influence, which
in the character of legislator or any other, my
mind happens to possess over the mind_ of
others.
" No law can be made which will do
above. What does this signify ? The_at_ _,l
as before, only wrapped up in an absurd and
insidious disguise. My will is here so strong,
that, as a means of seeing it crowned with
soece_s, I use my influence with the persons
concerned to persuade them to consider a law
which, at the same time, I suppose to be
made, in the same point of view as if it were
not made ; and consequently, to pay no more
obedience to it than if it were the command
of an unauthorized individual.
To compas_
this design, I make the absurd choice of a
term expressive in its original and proper im*
port of a physical impossibility, in order to
represent as impossible the very event of tht_
occurrence of which I am apprehensive :
occupied with the contrary persuasion, I raise
my voice to the people _ tell them the thing
is impossible ; and they are to have the goodhess to believe me, aml act in consequence.
A law to the effect in question is a violation of the natural and indefeasible righf_
of man. What does this signify ? That my
resolution of using my utmost influence itl
opposition to such a law is wound up to
such a pitch, that should any law be ever
enacted, which in my eyes lppears to come
up to that description, my determination is,
to behave to the persons concerned in its
enactment, as any man would behave towards
those who had heen guilty of a notorious and
violent infraction of his rights. If necessary,
I wouhl corporally oppose them _ if neces:
sary, in short, I would endeavour to k_ll
them ; just as, to save my own life, I would
endeavour to kill anyone who was endearouting to kill me.
These several contrivances for giving to
an increase in vehemence, the effect of an
increase in strength of argument, may be
styled bawling upon paper: !t prneeeds from
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the same temper and the same sort of dis- the track of reason and out of sight of utillty,
tress as produces bawling with the voice,
the only just standard for trying all sorts of
That they should be such efficacious recipes moral questions, Of a positive assertion thus
is much to be regretted ; that they will al- irrational, the natural effect, where it fails of
ways be but too much so, is much to be appre- producing irrational acquiescence, is to prohended; but that they will be less and less duce equally irrational denial, by which n0
so, as intelligence spreads and reason matures,
light is thrown upon the subject, nor any
is devoutly to be wished, and not unreasonopemng pointed out through which light may
ably to be hoped for.
come. I my, the law cannot do so and so :
As passions are contagious, and the bulk
you say, it can. When we have said thus
of men are more guided by the opinions and much on each side, it is to no purpose to say
pretended opinions of others than by their
more ; there we are completely at a stand,,
own, a large share of confidence, with a little argument such as this can go no further on
share of argument, will be apt to go farther
either side,--or
neither yields,--or
passion
than all the argument in the world without
triumphs alone--the
stronger sweeping the
confidence: amt hence it is, that modes of weaker away.
expression like these, which owe the influence
Change tl_e language, and instead of cu_.
they unhappily possess to the c,onfidenee they not, put ought not, --the case is widely difdisplay, have met with such general recep,
ferent. The moderate expression of opinion
tion. That they should fall into discredit,
and will intimated by this phrase, leads hais, if the reasons above given have any force,
turMly to the inquiry after a reason : _ and
devoutly to be wished : and for the aceom- { this reason, if there be any at bottom that
plishing this good end, there cannot be an_ deserves the name, is always a proposition of
method so effectual--or
rather, there canno_ ; fact relative to the question of utility. Such
be any other method, than that of unmasking , a law ougtlt _ot to be establi-hed, because it
them in the manner here attempted.
I is not consistent with the general welfi_re_;
The phrases can and can not, are emplovod _tits tendency is not to add to the general stock:
in this way with _,q'eater and more pernicious I of happiness. I say, it ougl-st not to be estao
effect, ina._much as, over and above phwicat t blished ; that is, 1 do not approve of its being
and moral impossibility, they are made use i established : the emotiou excited in my mind
of wi:h much less impropriety and violence i hy the idea of its establishment,
is not that
to denote legal impossibilitv
In thetanguage
of satisfaction
but the contrary
How hapof the law, speaking in the character of the i pens this ? Because the production of ir_
law, they are used in this way without ambi- I convenience, more than equivalent to auyguity or inconvenience.
" Such a magistrate I advantage that will ensue, presents itself to
cannot do so and so," that is, he hasno power i my conception in the character ofa prnbableto do so and so. If he issue a command to I event. Now the question is put, as every po-such an effect, it is no more to be obeyed
litical and moral question ought to be, upon
than if it issued from any private person. But the issue of fact ; m*d mankind are directed
when the same expre_-sion is applied to the into theonly true track ofinvestlgation which
very power which is acknowledged
to be can afford instruction or hope of rational atsupreme, and not limited by any specific in- gument, the track of experiment and obserstitution, clouds of ambiguity and confuaion
ration. Agreement, to be sure, is not even
roll on in a torrent almost impossible to be then made certain : -- for certainty belongs
withstood.
Shuffled backwards andtbrwards
not to human affairs. But the track, whichamidst these three species of impossibility__
of all others bids ii_irest for leading to agree-"
physical, legal, and moral--the mind can find meat, is pointed out : a clue for bringing back
no resting-place : it loses its foctlng altogethe travellers, in case of doubt or &fficulty,
ther, and becomesan easy prey to the violence is presented ; and, at any rate, they are hog
which wields these arms.
struck motionless at the first step. "
The expedient is the more powerful, inasNothing would be more unjust or more
much as, where it does not succeed so far as foreign to my design, than taking occasion,.
to gain a man and carry him over to that
fiom anything that has been said, to throw
side, it will perplex him and prevent his find- I particnlar blame upon particular persons: reing his _my to the other: it will leave him I _roach which strikes everybody, hurts noneutral, though it should fail of making him } body; and common error, where it does not,
a friend.
I according to the maxim of English law, proIt is the better calculated to produce this ] duce common right, is productive at least of
effect, inasmuch as nothing can tend more I common exculpation.
powerfully to draw a man altogether out of l
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TH_ Declaration of Rights-- I mean the paper putflished under that name by the French
National Assembly in 1791--assumes
for its
subject-matter a field of disquisitio, as unbounded in point of extent as it is impertant
in its nature. But the more mnple the extent
given to any prop_ition
or string of propositions, the more difficult it ts to keep the
import of it confi.ed without deviation, within the Imunds of truth and reason. If in the
smallest eonters of the fiehl it ranges over,
it fail of coinciding with the line of rigid
reetitode, no sooner is the aberration pointed
out, than (iuasmuch as there is no medium
between truth and talsehood) its pretensions
to the appellation of a truism are gone, a.d
whoever looks upon it must recognise it to be
false and erroneous, --and it_as here, politie,d
conduct be the theme, so far as the error extends and fails of being detected, pernicious,
Iu a work of soeh extreme importance with
a view to practice, and which throughout
keeps practice so closely and immediately
and professedly in view, a single error may
be-attended with the most fatal consequences,
The more extensive the propositions, the more
consummate will be the k.owledge, the more
exquisite the skill, indispensably requisite to
tontine them in all puints within the pale of
truth. The most consummate ability in the
whcde nation could not have been too much for
the task--one
may venture to my, it would
not have been equal to it. But that. in the
mm.tlmling of each proposition, the most
consummate ability should happen robe vested
in the heads of the sorry majority in whose
hands the plenitude of power happened on
that same occasion to be vested, is an event
against which the chances are almost as infilaity to one.
Here, then, is a radical and all-pervadlng
error- the attempting to _dve to a work on
such s sobject the sa_tction of government ;
_pecially of such a government--a
govern°
ment e_mposed of members so numerous, so
unequal in talent, as weU as discordant in
iaeliuatloas sad affections,
l'Iad it been the
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work of a single hand, and that a private one,
and ill that character given to the world,
every good effect wouhl have been produced
by it that could be producod by it when pub_
lished as the work of government, without
any of the bad effects which in c_e of the
sumllest error must result fi'om it when given
as the work of government.
The re."olution, which threw the government into the hamlsofthe penners and adopt rs of this declaration, having been the effect
of insurrection, the grand object evidently is
to justify, the cause. But hy iustifying it,
they invite it : in justifying ,)as¢ insurrection,
they plant aud cultivate a propensity to perpetual insurrection iu time future ; they sow the
seed_ of anarchy broad-east : m justifying the
demolition ofexistingauthoriti,
s. they undermine all future ones. their own consequently
in the mnnber. Shallow and reckless vanity l
-- They imitate in their conduct the author
of that fabled law, ac,'ordi. 8 to which the
assassi.ation of the prince upon the throne
gave to the assassin a title to succeed him.
"P_ople. be]_oM._,,urriyhts! I fasiaglcarticlc
of tlle._ be violated, iusurrecti.a is not .¢our
right o,,lq, but the most _ucred of y.ur duties."
Such is the constant language, |br such is the
professed object of this source and model of
all laws--this
self-consecrated oracle of all
nations.
The more abstract--that
is, the more exleasive the proposition is, the more liable is
it to involve a fallacy. Of fallacies, one of
the most natural modifications is that which
is _lled begyiag the question --the abuse of
making the abstract proposition resorted to
for proof, a lever tbr introducing, in the cornpany of other propositions that are nothing
to the purpose, the very proposltiml which is
admitted to stand in need of proof.
Is the provision in question fit in point of
expediency to be passed into a law for the
government of the French Imtioo ? That, mutatls routs.dis, would have been the question
put in Engiaml: that was the proper que_tlon to have been put in relation to each provision it was proposed should enter into tim
composition of the body of French laws.
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provision appeared (by reason of the wideness the same page, --words used lh_/_'e_'nTngsnot
of its extent, for instance) of a doubtful nature, the way taken to cleat" the doub_ was
to assert it to be a provision fit to be made
law for all men-- for all Frenchmen _ and for
nil Englishmen, for example, intothe bargain,
This medium of proof was the more alluring,
inasmuch as to the advantage of removing
opposition, was "added the pleasure, the sort
of titillation so exquisite to the nerve of
vanity in a French heart -- the satisfactmn,
to use a homely, but not the less apposite
proverb, of teaching grandmothers to suck
eggs. Hmk ! ye citizens of the other side of
the water ] Can you tell us what rights you
have belonging to you ? No, that you can't,
It's u,e that understand rights : not our own
only. but yours into the bargain ; while you,
poor simple souls! know nothing about the
matter,
Hastygeneratizatlon,
the great stumblingblock of intellectual vamty !--hasty
generalization, the rock that even genius itself is
_o apt to split upon !--hasty generalization,
the bane of prudence and ofsctenceI
In the British Houses of Parliament, more
especially in the most efficient house for busihess, there prevails a well-known jealousy
of, and repugnance to, the voting of abstract
propositions. Th_sjealous) is not less general
_:hanreasonable. A jealou-y of abstract propositions is an aversion to whatever is beside the
purpose--an
aversion to impertinence,
The great enemies of public peace are the
selfish and dissocml passions : -- necessary as
they are-- the one to the very existence of
each individual, the other to his security. On
the part of these affectioI_s, a deficiency in
point of strength is never to be apprehended :
all that is to be apprehended in respect of
them, is to be apprehended on the side of their
excess. Society is held together only by the
sacrifices that men can be induced to make
of the gratifications they demand: to obtain
these sacrifices is thegreat difficulty, the great
task of government.
What has been the object, the perpetual and palpable object, of this
declaration of pretended rights ? To add as
much force as possible to these passions, already but too strong,--to burst the cords that
hold them in, --to say to the selfish passions,
there _everywhere-is your prey I --to the
angry passions, there--everywhere--is
your
enemy,
Such is the morality of this celebrated manifesto, rendered famous by the same qualities
that gave celebrity to the incendiary of the
Ephesian temple,
The logic of it is of a piece with its toorali_y :--a perpetual vein of nonsense, flowing
froma perpetual abuse ofwords,--words
haying a variety of meanings, where words with
•ingle meani_gs were equally at hand _ the
Yo_ IL

their own, where proper words were equally
at hand,--words
and propositions of the most
unbounded signification, turned loose without any of those exceptions or modifications
which are so necessary on every occasion
to reduce their import within the compas%
not only of right reach, but even of the desigt_ in hand, of whatever nature it may be;_
the same inaccur'_cy, the same inattention in
the penning of this cluster ot' truths ou which
the fate of nations was to hang, as if it had
been an oriental tale. or an allegory for a
magazine:-- stale epigrams, instead of necessa_y distinctions,--figurative
expressions preferred to simple ones, --sentimental
conceits_
as trite as they are unmeaning, pret_rred to
apt and precise expressions, -- irippery ornament preferred to the majestic simplicity of
good sound sense, _ and the acts of the senate
loaded and disfigured by the tin_l of the
playhouse.
In a play or a novel an _mproper word is
but a word: and the hnproprmty, whether
noticed or not, is attemled with no eonse.
quences.
Iu a body ot laws--especially
of
laws given as constitutional and fundamental
ones-- an improper word may be a natimml
calamity : -- mid civil war may be the consequence of it. Out of one foolish word may
start a thousand daggers.
Imputations like these may appear genelal
and declamatory--and
rightly so, if they stooc_
alone : but they will be justified even to an[ tiety by the details that. follow. Scarccly an
article, which in rummaging it, will not be
found a true Pandora's box.
i
In running over the several articles, I shall
I on the occasion of each article point out, in
I the first place, the errors it contaiu_intheory;
t and then, in the second place, the mischiefs
[ it is prcgnm_t with in practice.
_ The criticism is verbal :-- true, but what
else can it be? Words--words
witholzt a
meanillg, or with a meaning too flatly fhlse
to be maintained by anybody, are the stuff
it is made of. Look to the letter, you find
nonsense-- look beyond the letter, you _ld
nothing.
AaTICLE I.
3[en lull men_ are born and remain free,
and equal in respect of r_ghts. Social di_tinc.
lions cannot be founded,
but upon common
utiht_.
In this article are contained, grammatically
speaking, two distinct sentences. The first is
full of error, the other of ambiguity.
In the first are contained fou_distinguishable propositions, all of them ihlse--alt of
them notoriously and undeniably false :.I. That all men are born free.
2. That all men remain free.
1i
'-'
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3. That a|l men are born equal in rights,
4. That all men remain (l. e. remain for
ever, tor the proposition is iudefinite and unlimited) equal iu rights,
2Ill men are barn .free ? All men remain
free _ No, not a single man : not a single man
that ever was, or is, or will be. All Inen, on
the contrary, are born in subjection, a_,d tile
most absolute subjection-the subjection of
a helpless child to the parents on whom he
depemts every nmment for his existence.
In
this suhjection every man is born-- in this
subjection he continues for years--for a great
number of year_--and
the existence of tile
individual and of the species depends upon his
so doing,
What is the state of things to which the
supposed existence of these supposed rights
is meautto bear reference?--astate
of things
prior to the existence of governmeT,.t, or a
state of things subsequent to the existence
of government ? It" to a state prior to the
existence of government,
wha_ would the
existence of such rights as these be to the
purpose, even if it. were true, in any country
where there is such a thing as government ._
If to a s'_ate of things subsequent to the formation of govermnent--it
in a country where
there is a government, in what sin!zle instance
in the instance of what single government,
is it true ? Setting aside the case of parent
and child, let any man name that single government under which any such equality is
recognised,
Alt men born flee? Absurd and miserable
nonsense! When thegreat complaint--acornplaint made perhaps by the very same people
at the same time, is--that
so many men are
born slaves. Oh ! but when we acknowledge
them to be born slaves, we refer to the laws
in being ; which laws being void, as being
contrary to flmse laws of nature which are
the efficien'c causes of those rights of man
that we are declaring, the men in question are
free in one sense, though slaves in another ;
slaves, and free, at the same time : -- free
in respect of the laws of nature -- slaves in
respect of the pretended human laws, which,
though called laws, are no laws at all, as being contrary to the laws of'nature.
For such
isthe difference--the great and perpetual difterence, betwixt thegood subject, the rational
censor of the laws, and the anarchist-between the moderate man and the man of vielence.
The ration.xl censor, acknowledging
the existence of the law he disapproves, proposes the repeal of it: the anarchist, setting
up his will and fancy for a law betbre which
all mankind are called upon to bow down at.
the first word _ the anarchist, trampling on
truth and decency, denies the validity of the
law in question, -- deuies the exi_ence of it
in the character of a law, m_d calls upon all
mankind to rise up in a mass, and resist the
execution of it.
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tVhatever zs, zs, -- was the maxim of DesCartcs, wholookeduponitassosure,
aswel!
as so iostructive a truth, that everything else
which goes by the name of truth alight be
deduced from it. The philosophical vortexmaker--who,
however mi_takenin his philosophy and his logic, was harmless enough at
least--the
manufacturer of identical piopositions and celestial vortices_little
thought
how soon a part of his own countrymen,
fi-aught wit.h pretensions as empty as his own,
and as mischievous as his were innocent,
would contest with him e_ en this his favourite and fundamental maxim, by which every*
thing else was to be brought to light. IV/u,tever *s, is not--is the maxim of the a_a_ chist,
as often as anything comes across him in the
shape of a law which he happens not to like.
" Cruel is the judge," says Lord Bacon,
" who, in order to cnable himself to torture
men, applies torture to the law." Still more
cruel is the anarchist, who, for the purpose
of effecting the subversion of the laws themselves, as well as the massacre of the legislao
tors, tortures not only the words of the law,
but the very vitals of"the language.
All men are born equal in ri[/hts. The rights
of the heir of the most indigent family equal
to the rights of the heir of the most wealth) ?
In what case iq this true ? I say nothing of
hereditary dignities and powers. Inequalities
such as these being proscribed under and by
the French government in France, areeon.-equcntly proscribed by that government under
every other government,
and consequently
have no existence anywhere.
For the total
subjection
of every other government
to
French government,
i, a fundamental principle in tlle law of universal iudependence-the French law. Yet neither was this true at
the time of issuing this Declaration of Rights,
nor was it meant to be so afterwards.
The
13th article, which we shall come to in its
place, proceeds on the contrary supposition :
for, considering its other attributes, inconsistency could not be wanting to the list. 1_
can scarcely be more hostile to all otherlaws
than it is at variance with itself.
All men (i. e. all human creatures of both
sexes) remain equalin rights. All men, meaning doubtless all human creatures.
The apprentice, then, is equal in rights to his master ; he has as much liberty with relation to
the master, as the master has with relation
to him ; he has as much right to command
and to punish him ; he is as much owner and
master of the master's house, as the master
himself.
The case is tim same as between
ward and guardian.
So again as between
wife and husband. The madman has as good
a right, to confine anybody else, as anybody
else has to confine him. The idiot has as
thuch right to govern everybody, as anybody
can have to govern him.
The physician and
the nurse, when called in by the next t}iend
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of a sick man seized with a delirium, have no
Sentence 2. Social distinctions cannot be
more right to prevent his thr_owing himself tfoul_ded but upon con_uon ntditg.-This
out of tire window, than he has to throw I proposition has two or three meanings. Aethem out of it. All this is phnn!y and in- cording to one of them. the proposition is
contesta_ty included in this article of the t notoriously false: according to another, it is
Declarati,_n of f_ights: in the very words of il_contlad_etion to tlre tbur propositions that
it, and in the me,_ain_r-- if it h_ve any mean. preceded it in the same sentence.
ing. Was th_s the mc_n_ing of the authors
What is meant by social distinctwns f what
of it ?--or did they mean to admit this expla- is meant by can ? what is meant byfi, unded
nathm as to some of the instances, and to
What is meant by social distinctions ?explain the article away as to the rest ? Not Distinctions not respecting equality ?--then
being idiots, nor lunatws, nor under a de- the_e are nothing to tire purpose. Distineliritlm, they would explain it away with re- tions in re_peet of equality ? -- then, consisgard to the madman, and the man under a tcntly with the preceding propositions in this
delirium.
Considering that a child may be- _ same article, they can have no existence : not
come an orphan as soon as it has seen the existing, _hey cannot be founded upon anylight, at_d that in that case, if not subject to _!thir_g. The distinctions above exemplified,
government, it must perish, they would ex- _ are they in the number of the social distineplain it away, i thit_k, aud contradict themtions here intended'_
Not one of them (as
selves, in tJ_e case of guardian and ward. In we have been seeings) but has subjection-the ease of master and apprentice, I would
not one of them, but has inequality for its
_lot take upon me to decide : it may have t ver) essence.
been their meaning to proscribe that relation
What is meant by can_ean not be founded
altogether ;--at least, this may have been the btlt upon common utility ? Is it meant to speak
case, as soon as the repugnancy between that
of what is established, or of what ought to
institution and this oracle was pointed out ; be establts/,ed?
Does it mean that no social
for the professed object and destination of it distinctions, but those which it approves as
is to be the standard of truth and falsehood, having the foundation in question, are estaof right and wrong, in everything that relates
bli_hed anywhere? or simply that none such
to government.
But to this standard, and to ought to he established auywhere ? or that, if
thi_ article of it, the subjection of the apprenthe establishment o_ maintenance of such disrice to the master is flatly and diametrically
positions by the laws be attempted anywhere,
repugnant. If it do not proscribe and exclude such laws ought to be treated as void, and
this inequality, it proscrtbes none : if it da the attempt to execute them to be resisted ?
_ot do th_s mischief; it does nothing.
For such is the venom that lurks under such
So, again, in the case of husband and wife. words as can and can not, when set up as a
Amongst the other abuses which the oracle check upon the laws,--they
contain all these
wae meant to put an end to, may, for aught three so per/eetly distinct and widely diffe
I van pretend to say, have been the institurent meanings.
In the first, the proposition
tion of marriage. For what is the subjection
they are inserted into refers to practice, and
of a small and limited munber of years, in makes appeal to observatmn -- to the ohsercomparison of the subjection of a whole life ? ration oi other men, in regard to a nmtter of
Yet without subjection and inequality, no fact: in the second, it is an appeal to the
such institution can by any possibility take approving fi_culty of others, in regard to the
place ; for of two contradictory wills, both
same matter of fact : in the third, it is no
Cannot take effect at the same time.
appeal to anything, or to anybody, but a rioThe same doubts apply to the ca_e of mas- lent attempt upon the liberty of speech and
ter and hired servant.
Better a man should action on the part of others, by the terrors
starve than hire himself; -- better half the of anarchical despotism, rising up in opposispecies starve, than hire itself out to service, tiou to the laws : it is an attempt to lift the
For, where is the compatibility between It- dagger of the assassin against all individuals
berry and servitude ? How can liberty and who presumetohold an opinion different from
servitude subsist in the same person ? What
that of the orator or the writer, and against
good citizen is there, that would hesitate to all governments which presume to support any
die for liberty?
And, as to tho_ who are such individuals in any such presumption. In
not good citizens, what matters it whether the first of these imports, the proposition is
they live or starve ? Besides that every man perfectly harmless: but it is commonly so
who lives under this constitution beingequal
untrue, so glaringly untrue, so palpably unin rights, equal in all sorts of rights, is equal true, even to drivelling, that it must be plain
in respect to rights of property.
No man, to everybody it can never have been the meantherefore, ca_, be in any danger of starving ing that was intended.
--- no man can have so much as that motive,
In the second of these imports, the pro_eak and inadequate as it is, for hiring him- position may be true or not, as it may happen,
Jelf oat to Service.
and at any rate is equally imaocent: hut it is
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such as will not answer the purpose ; for an
opinion that leaves others at liberty to be of
a contrary one, will never answer the purpose of the passions: and if this had been the
meaning intended, not this ambiguous phraseotogy, but a clear and simple one, presenting
this meaning and no other, would have been
employed. The third, which may not improimport, is the meaning intended to be preseated to the weak and timid, while the two
innocent
perly be termed
ones, of
the which
ruJJ_an-iike
one or
may
threatenil_g
even be
reasonable, are held up before it as a veil to
blind the eyes of the discerning reader, and
SCreen from him the mischief that larks beneath.
Can and can not. when thus applied -- can
and can not, when used instead of ouyht and
o_ght not--can and can not, when applied to
the binding force and effect of laws-- not of
the acts of individuals, nor yet of the acts of
subordinate authority, but of the acts of the
supreme government itself, are the disguised
cant of the assassin : after them there is nothing but do him, betwixt the preparation for
murder and the attempt. They resemble that
instrument which in outward appearance is
but an ordinary staff, but which within that
simple and innocent semblance conceals a
dagger.
These are the words that speak
daggers--if daggers can be spoken : they speak
daggers, and there remains nothing but to use
them.
Look where I will, I see but too many laws,
the alteration or abolition of which, would in
my poor judgment be a public blessing. I can
conceive some,--to
put extreme m_d scarcely
exampled cases,_to which I might be inclined
to oppose resistance, with a prospect of support such as promised to be effectual.
But
to talk of what the law, the supreme legislature of the country, acknowledged as such,
can not do I--to
talk of a void law as you
would of a void order or a void judgment !-The very act of bringing such words into conjunction is either the vilest of nonsense, or
the worst of treasons:_treason,
not against
one branch of the sovereignty, but against
the whole : treason, not again__t this or that
government, but against all governments,
AaTtCLe II.
The end in view of every political a_oelation is the preservation of the natural and
i_prescriptible rights of man, These riyhts
are liberty, propc_,ty, security, and resistance
to oppression,
Sentence 1. The end in view of every polititml association, is the preservation of the
natural and impreseriptible rights of maa.
More confusion _ more nonsense, _ and
the nonsense, as usual, dangerous nonsense,
Thewordseaascareelybesaidtohaveamean.
; but if they have, or rather if they had
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J a meaning, these would be the plopositions
] either asserted or implied :
]
1. That there are such things as rights anI terior to the establishment of governa/ents =
t for natural, as applied to rights, if it mean
anything, is meant to stand in opposition to
legal_-- to such rights as are acknowledgt.d _o
I owe their existence to government, and are
establishment ofgovernmant.
2. That these rights can not be abrogated
] by
consequently
government posterior
: for can in
nottheir
is implied
date to
ill the
the
] tbrm of the word impresc_iptible, and the
sense it wears when so applied, is the cutthroat sense above explained.
3. That the governments that exist derive
their origin fi'om formal associations, or what
are now called conventions: associations entered into by a partnership contract, with all
the members for partners,--entered
into at a
day prefixed, fbr a predetermined purpose, the
formation of a new government where there
was none before (.for as to formal meetings
holden under the controul of an existing go.
vernment, they are evidently out of question
here) in which it seems again to be implied
in the way of inference, though a necessary
and an unavoidable inference, that all governmeats (that is, self-called governments, knots
of persons exercising the powers of government) that have had any other origin than an
association of the above description, are ille.
gal, that is, no governments at all ; resistance
to them, and subversion of them, lawful and
commendable ; and so on.
Such are the notions implied in this first
part of the article. How stands the truth of
things ? That there are no such things as narural rights--no such things as rights anterior
to the establishmen_ ofgovernmant--no
soch
things as natural rights opposed to, in corttradistinction to, legal: that the expression is
merely figurative; that when used, in the tooment you attempt to give it a literal meaning
it leads to error, and to that sort of error tha_
leads to mischief_to
the extremity of mischief.
We know what it is for men to live without government--and
living without governmeat, to live without rights : we know what
it is for men to live without government, for
we see instances of such a way of life- we
see it in many savage nations, or rather races
of mankind ; for instance, among the savages
of New South Wales, whose way of living is
so well known to us: no habit of obedience,
and thence no government _ no government,
and thence no laws _ no laws, and thence
no such things as rights-- no security _ no
property : -- liherty, as against regular controul, the eontroul of laws and government_
perfect ; but as against allirregular eontroul,
the mandates of stronger individuals, none,
In thi_ atate, at a time earlier than the cam*
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mencement of history--ln
this same state,
judging from analogy, we, the inhabitants of
the part of the globe we call Europe, were ;
- no government, consequently no rights:
no rights, consequently no property--no
legal security -- no legal liberty : security
not more than belongs to beasts-- tbreeast
and sense ofinsecuritykeener--consequently
in point of happiness below the level of the
brutal race.
In proportion to the want of happiness restilting from the want of rights, a reason exists for wishing that there were such things
as rights. But reasons for wishing there were
such things as rights, are not rights ; -- areason for wishing that a certain right were established, is not that right--want
is not supply
-- hunger is not bread,
Tidal which has no existence cannot be
destroyed -- that which cannot be destroyed
cammt require anything to preserve it from
destruction.
A_atural r_qhts is simple nonsense : natural and imprescriptlble
rights,
rhetorical nonsense,-nonsense upon stilts,
But this rhetorical nonsense ends in the old
strain of mischievous nonsense : for imme.
diately alist of these pretended natural rights
is given, and those are so expressed as to present to view legal rights. And of these rights,
whatever they are, there is not, it seems, any
one of which any government can, upon any
occasion _hatever, abrogate the smallest particle,
So much for terror_st language. What is
the language of reason and plato sense upon
ttfis same subject ? That in proportion as it
is right or proper, i. e. advantageous to the
society in question, that this or that right-a right to this or that effectshould be
established and maintained, in that same proportion it is wro,zg that it shouht be abrogated : but that as there is no right, which
ought not to be maintained so long as it is
upon the whole advantageous to the society
that it should be maintained, so there is no
right which, when theab_dition of it is advantageous to society, should not be abolished,
To know whether it would be more for the
advantage of society that this or that right
should be maintained orabolished, the time at
which the question about maintaining or abolishing is proposed, must be given, and the
circumstances tinder which it is proposed to
maintain or abolish it; the right itself must
be specifically described, not jumbled with an
undistinguishable
heap of others, under any
such vague general terms as property, liberty,
and the like.
One thing, in the midst ofatl this confusion,
is but too plain. They know not of what they
are talking under the name of natural rights,
and yet they would have them imprescripfible_proof
against all the power of the
laws _ pregnant _ith occasions summoning
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the members of the community to rise up in
resistance against the la_.
What, then, was
their object in declaring the existence of irapreseriptible rights, and without specifyinga
single one by any such mark as it could be
known by ? This and no other--to excite and
keep up a spirit of resistance to all laws -- a
spirit of insurrection against all governments
-- against the govermnents of all other astions instantly, -- against the government of
their own nation-- against the government
they themselves were pretend;ng to establish -- even that, as soon as their own reign
should be at an end. In us is the perfection
of _'irtue and wisdom : in all mankind besides,
tbe extremity of wickedness and folly. Oar
will shall consequently reign without controul, and tbr ever : reign now we are living_
reign after we are dead.
All nations--all
future ages--shall be, for
they are predestined to be, our slave_.
Future governments will not have honesty
enough to be trusted with the determination
of what rights shall be maintained,
what
abrogated--what
lawskept in force, what repealed. Future subjects (I shouldsay future
citizens, fi)r French government does not admit of subjects) will not have wit enough
to be trusted with the choice whether to
submit to the determination of the govern°
meat of their time, or to r_ist it. Governments, citizens-- all tothe end of time__all
must be kept in chains.
Such are their maxims--such
their preraises--for it is by such premises only that
the doctrine ofimprescriptible
rigbtsand trorepealable laws can be supported.
What is the real source of" these imprescriptible rights--these
unrepcalable laws ?
Power turned blind by looking fi o.n it_ own
height: selLconceitand
tyranny exalted into
insanity. No man was to have an}' other man
for a servant, yet all men were forever to be
their slaves. Making laws with imposture in
their mouths, under pretence of declaring
them--giving
for laws anythinz tha_ came
uppermost, anti these unrepealable ones, on
pretence of finding them ready made. Made
by what? Not by a God--they
allow of
none ; but by their goddess, Nature.
The origination of governments from a eontract is a pure fiction, or in other words, a
falsehood.
It never has been known to be
truein any instance ; the allegation of it dnes
mischief, by involving the subject in error and
confusion, and is neither necessary nor useful to any good purpose.
All governments that we have any account
of have been gradually e_tablished by habit,
after having been formed bv force ; unless in
the instance of governments formed by indio
viduals who have been emancipated, or huv_
emancipated themselve% t?om governments
already formed, the governments under which
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they were born-- a rare case, and from which
nothing follows with regard to the rest. What
signifies it how governments are formed?
Is it the less proper-- the less conducive to
the happiness of society -- that the happiness
of society should be the one object kept in
view by the members of the government in_
all their measures ? Is it the less the interest
of men to be happy -- less to be wished that
they may be so-- less the moral duty of their
governors to make them so, as far as they
can, at Magedore than at Philadelphia?
Whence is it, but from government, that
contracts derive their binding force ? Contracts _ame from government, not government from contracts.
It is from the habit of
entbreing contracts, and seeing them enforced,
that governments are chiefly indebted for
whatever disposition they have to observe
them.
Sentence 2. These rights [these imprescriptible as well as natural rights,] are liberry, .property, securitp', and resistance to
oppressmn,
Observe the extent of these pretended
rights, each of them belonging to every man,
and all of them without bonl_ds. Unbounded
liberty ; that is, amongst other things, the libetty of doing or not doi_g on every occasion
whatever each man pleases: -- Unbounded
property; that is, the right of dob_g with
everything around him (with every thirty at
least, if not with every person,) whatsoever
he pleases; communicating that right to any*
body, and withholding it from an)body:-Unbounded security; that is, security for such
his liberty, for such his property, and for his
person, against every defalcation that can be
called for on anyaccount in respect of any of
them :_ Unbounded resistance to oppression ; that is, unbounded exercise of the faculty of guarding himself against whatever
unpleasant circumstance may present itself
to his imagination or his passions under that
name. Nature, say some of the interpreters
of the pretended law of nature -- nature gave
to each man a right to everything ; which is,
hi efferto but another way of saying--nature
has given no such right to anybody ; fbr in
regard to most rights, it is as true that what
is every man's right is no man's right, as that
what is every man's business is no man's
business. Nature gave--gave
to every man
a righ_ to everything :_ be it so-- true ; and
hence the necessity of human government
and humah laws, to give to every man his own
right, without which no right whatsoever
would amount to anything.
Natur_ gave
every man a right to everything before the :
existence of laws, and in deiault of laws.
This nominal universality and real nonentity
of right, set up provisionally by nature in default of laws, the French oracle lays hold of,
and perpet_tes it under the law and in spite
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of laws. These anarchiesl _ights which natm_
had set out with, democratic art attempts to
rivet down, and declares indefeasible.
Unbounded liberty-- I must still say uno
bounded liberty ;-- for though the next article
but one returns to the charge, and gives such
a definition of libert_ as seems intended to
set bounds to it, ) et in effect the limitation
amounts to nothing; and when, as here, no
warning is given of any exception in the
texture of the general rule, every exccption
which turns np is, not a confirmation but a
contradiction of the rule: -- liberty, without any pre-announced or intelligible bounds;
and as to the other rights, they remain nnbflunded to the end : rights of man composed
of a system of contradictions and impossi.
bilities.
In vain would it be said, that though no
bounds are here as_ig_md to any of theze
rights, yet it is to be understood as taken for
granted, and tacitly admitted and assumed,
that theyare to have bounds; viz. such bounds
as it is understood will be set them by the
laws. Vain, 1 say, would be this apology_
for the supposition would be contradictory to
the express declaration of the article itself,
and would defeat the very object which the
whole declaration has in view. It wouht be
self-contradictory, because these rights are, in
the same breath in which their existence is
declared, declared to be imprescriptible ; and
hnprescriptible, or, as we in England should
say, indeteaslble, means nothing unless it exelude the interference of the laws.
It would be not only inconsistent with itself, but inconsistent with the declared and
sole object of the declaration, if it did not
exclude the interference of the laws. It i_
against the laws themselves, and the laws
only, that this declaration is levelled. It is for
the hands of the legislator and .all legislators,
and none but legislators, that the shackles it
providesareintended,--itisagainsttheapprehended encroachments of legislators that the
rights in question, the liberty and property,
and so forth, are intended to be made secure,
-- it is to such encroachments, and damages,
and dangers, that whatever security it professes to give has respect. Precious security
_r unbounded rights against legislators, if
the extent of those rights in every direction
were purposely left to depend upon the will
and pleasure of those very legislators !
Nonsensical or nugatory, m_l in both case_
mischievous : such is the alternative.
So much for all these pretended indefeaslble rights in the lump : their ineo_sistency
with each other, as well as the inconsistency
of them in the charactel of "h_defcasible rights
with the existence of government and all
peaceable society, will appear still more plainly when we examine them one by one.
1. Liberty, then, is imprescriptible _ in-
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capableof being taken away _ out o( the rproprietary
rights
with relation
toeverysubpower of any government ever to take away: :ject of property without exception : in a
liberty, --that is, every branch of liberty-word, that every man has a right to every
every individual exercise of liberty ; for no thing. Unfortunately, in most matters of praline is drawn--no distinction --no exception perty, what is every man's right is _o man's
made. What these instructors as well as go- right ; so that the effect of this part of the
vernors of mankind appear not to know, is, oracle, if observed, would be, not to establish
that all rights are made at the expense of li- property, but to extinguish it -- to render
berry-- all laws by which rights are created or it impossible ever to be revived : and this is
confirmed. No right without a correspondent
one of the rights declared to be imprescri W
obligation.
Liberty, as against tile coercion tible.
of the law, may, it is true, be given by the
It will probably be acknowledged,
that
simpleremoval ofthe obligation
by which according
tothisconstruction,
theclausein
thatcoercion
was applied--bythesimplere- questionisequallyruinousand absurd:
pealofthe coercing
law. But asagainstthe and hence the inference
may be, that this
coercionapplicable
by individual
to indivi-was nottheconstruction
_ thiswas notthe
dual,no liberty
can be giventooneman but meaninginview. But by thesame rule,
every
in proportion as it is taken from another. All possible construction wldch the words eracoercive laws, therefi)re (that is, all laws but ployed can admit of, might be proved not to
constitutional
laws, and laws repealing or have been the meaning in view : nor is this
modifying coercive laws,) m_d in particuclause a whir more absurd or ruinous than
lar all laws creative of liberty, are, as far as all that goes before it, and a great deal of
they go, abrogative of liberty. Not here and what comes after it. And, in short, if this
there a law only-- not this or that possible be not the meaning ot it, what is ? Give it
law, but almost all laws, are therefore repug- ! a sensegive it any sense whatever, _it
nant to these natural and in_prescriptlbie ! is mischievnus --to save it from thatimpurights: consequently null and void, calling tation, there is but m_e course to take, which
for resistance and insurrection, and so on, as is to acknowledge it to be nonsense.
before.
Thus much would be clear, if anything
Laws creative of rights of property are also ! were clear in it, that according to this clause,
perty
By same
restraining
libertyHowls
; thatprois,
struck given?
at by the
anathema.
by taking it away so t_aras is necessary for
the purpose. Howisyour house made yours ?
By debarring every one else from the liberty
of entering it without your leave. But
2. Property. Property stands second on
the list,--proprietary
rights are in the number
_f the natural and imprescriptible
rights of
man--of
the rights which a man is not indebtcd for to the laws, and which cannot be
taken from him by the laws. Men-- that is,
every man (for a general expression given
without exception i_ an universal one) has a
right to property, to proprietary rights, a
right which cannot be taken away from him
By the laws. To proprietary rights. Good :
but ]n relation to what subject ? for as to proprietary fights_without
a subject to which
they are referable-- without a subject in or
in relation to which they can be exercised-they will hardly he of much value, they will
hardly be worth taking care of, with so much
solemnity.
In vain would all the laws in
the world have ascertained that I have a
right to something.
If this be all they ha_e
done for me--if there be no specific subject in
relation to which my proprietary rights are
established, I must either take what I want
without fight, or starve. As there is no such
subject specified with relation to each man,
or $o any man (indeed how could there be ?)
the necessary inference (taking the passage
literally)
is,
thateveryman hasallnmnner of

a manproprietary
once has, rights,
no matter
how, being
] perry
whatever
whatever
proI imprescriptible,
can never be taken away
from him by any law : or of what use or
meaning is the clause ? So that the moment
it is acknowledged in relation to any article,
that such article is my property, no matter
how or when it became so, that moment it
is acknowledged that. it can never be taken
away from me : therefore, for example, all
laws and all judg_nents, whereby anything is
taken away from me without my free consent -- all taxes, for example, and all fines
are void, and, as such, call for resistance and
insurrection, and so forth, as before.
3. Security.
Security stands the third on
the list of these natural and imprescriptible
rights which taws did not give, and which
laws are not in any degree to be suffered to
take away. Under the head of security, liberry might have been included, so hkewise
property : since security for liberty, or the
enjoyment of liberty, may be spoken of as a
branch of security : _ security for property,
or the enjoyment of proprietary fights, as
another.
Security for person is the branch
that seems here to have been understood :_
security for each man's person, as against all
those hurtful or disagreeable impressions (ex.
elusive of those which consist in the mere
disturbance of the enjoyment of liberty,) by
which a man is affected in his person ; loss o!
life--loss of limbs _ loss of the use of limbs
_ wotmds, bruises,
and thelike.Alllaws
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sre null and void, then, which on a_ly aeeount
or in any manner seek to expose the person
of any man to any risk-- which appoint capital or other corporal punishment-which expose a man to personal hazard in the service
of the mihtary power against foreign enemies,
or in that of the judicial power against delinquents : -- all laws which, to preserve the
country from pestilence, arrthorize the immediate execution of a suspected person, in the
event of his transgressin_ certain bounds,
4..Resistance
to oppression.
Fourth and
last in the list of natural and impreseriptible
rights, resistance to oppression -- meaning, I
suppose, the right to resist oppression. What
i, oppres_-ion ? Power misapplit'd to the prejudiee of some individual.
Wha_ i_ it that a
man has iu view when he speaks of oppress_on ? Some exertron of power which he looks
upon as misapplied to the prejudice of some
in_lividual-- to the producing on the part of
such individual some suffering, to _ h_eh (whether as _brbidden by the laws or otherwise)
we conceive he ought nat to have been subjected. ]$ut a_r,fnst everything that can com_
umler the name of oppression, provision has
be(_n already made, ha the manner we have
seen, by the recog]fition of tt_e three preeedin_ right_ ; since no oppression can fall upon
a man which is not an infiingement of his
rights in lelaiion to liberty, righl_ in relalion to prol,crry, or riL,hts in rel_ttion to ._eearitv, as above described.
Where, then, is
the dflt'erenee ?--to what purpo,e this fburth
claa_e after the three fir_t ? To this purpose :
the mischief they seek to/)revem, the rights
they seek to establish, are the same ; the differeuee lies in the nature of the remedy endeavoured to be applied.
To prevent the
mischief in question, the endeavour of the
three former clauses is, to tie the hand of the
legislator and his subordi_mtes, hy the fear of
_mllity, and the remote apprehension of ge_eral resistance and insnrreetmn.
The ann
of this fourth c|au_e i_- to raise tl_e hand of
the individual eo_cer_ed to prevent the apprehended infraction of his rights at the mon_ent when he look_ upon it a_,about to take
place,
Whenever you are about to be oppressed,
you have a t_ght to feast oppression : whenever you cm_eeive yourself to be oppressed,
conceive yourself to have a right to make
resistance, and act accordmgl).
In proportion as a law of arty kind--any
act of power,
supreme or subordinate, legislative, administrative, or judicial, i_ unpleasant to a man,
especially it; in consideration of such its unpleasantness, his opi_fion is, that such act of
power ough_ not to have been exercised, he
of coarse looks upon it as oppression : as
often as anything of this sort happens to a
man -- as often as anything happens to a man
to inflame his passions, -- this article, for feaa"
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his p_sions should no_ be sumcienfly iufla_ned
of themselves, sets it_lf to work to blow
the flame, and urges him to resistance. Sub.
mit not to an)' decree or other act of power,
of the justice of which you are not yourself
perfectly convinced. If a constable call upon
you to servein themilitia, shoottheeonstable
and not the enemy ; -- if the commander of a
press-gang trouble you, push him into the
sea -- if a bailiff, throw him out of the window. If a 3udge sentence you to be imprisoned or put to death, have a dogger ready,
and take a stroke first at the judge.
ARTICLE lII.
The principle of every sovereignly [go.
vernment] reszdes essentially in the natwn.
._*o bo_hlof men-- no sin qle _udh:idual-- can
exercise any authority which does not expressl#
issue from thence.
Of the two sentences of which this article
is composed, the first i_ perfectly true, perfectly harmless, and perfectly uninstruet:ve.
Government and obedience go hand in hand.
Whele there is no obedience, tb,ere is no government ; in proportion as obedie_ce is pard,
the powers of government
are exercised.
This is true u_der the broadest democracy :
this is equally true under the most absolute
monarchy. Thiscan do no harm -- ean dono
good. anywhere.
I speak of its natural and
obvious import taken by itself, and supposil_g the import of theword principle to be
clear and unambiguous, a_ i_ is to be wished
that it were, that is, taking it to mean e.fl_cleat cause. Of power on the one part, obe.
dience on the other is most certainly everywhere the effieie_Jt cause.
But being harmless, it would not answer
the purpose, as delivered by the immediately
succe_-ding se]_tence : being harmless, this
meani_ag is not that which was in view.
It
is meant as an antecedent proposition, on
which the next propositron is groundedin the
character of a consequent.
No body of men,
no individual, can exercise any authority
which does not issue from the natron iraan express manner. Can-- still the ambiguous and
envenomed can. Wha_ cannot they in point
of fact ? Cannot they exercise authority over
other people, if and so lor)g as other people
submit to it ? This cannot be their meaning:
thi_ cannot Ire the meaning, not because it
is an mltrue and foohsh one, but because i_
contributes nothing to the declared purpose.
The meaning mu_t be here, as elsewhere, that
of ever_ aut_._ority not issuing from the nation
in an express mam_er, every act is void : consequently ought to be treated as such-- re.
sisted, risen up against, and overthrown.
Issuing from the nation in an express manner,
is having been conferred by the nation, by a
formal act, in the exercise of which _he n_.
tion, i. e. the whole nation, jobbed.
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An authority issues from the nation in one
sense, ill the ordinary implied manner, which
the nation submits to the exercise of, having
been in tile habit of submitting to it, every
man as lon E as he can remember, or to sortie
superior au'ihority fi'om which it is derived,
But this meaning it was the evident design
of the article to put a negative upon ; for it
would not have answered the disorganizing
purpose, all along apparent, and more than
once avowed. It is accordingly for the purpose
of putting a negative upon it, that the word
expressdment -- in an expres_ way or mamzer
is subjoined.
Every authority is usurped
and void, to which a man has been appointcd in any other mode than that of popular
election; and popular election made by the
nation--that
is, the whole nation (for no
distinction or divLqon i_ intimated,) m each
case.
And this is expressly declared to be the
ease, not only in France, under the government of France, but everywhere, and raider
everygovernmentwhatsoever.
Consequently,
all the acts in every government in Europe,
for example, are void, excepted, perhaps, or
rathernot excepted, two or three of the Swiss
Cantons ;--the persons exercising the powers
of government in these countries, usurpers
resistance to them, and insurrection against
them, lawful and commendable,
The French government
itself not exeepted:--whatever
is, has been, or is to be,
the government of France.
Issue from the
nation : that is, from the wh,de nation, for
ne part of it is excluded.
Women contequently included, and children -- children of t
every age.
For if women and children are
not part of the nation, what are they ? Cattle ?
Indeed, how can a single stuff be excluded,
when all men--all human creatures--arc,
and
are to be, equal in regard to rights--in regard
to all sorts of rights, without exception or
reserve 9
AItTICLEIV.
Liberty consists in being able to do that
which is not hurtful to another, and therefiJre
the exercise (!f the naturalr_fhts c_!each man
has no other bounds than those u'hich znsure to
the other members of the society the enjoyment
of the same rights. These bounds cannot be
determined but by the law.
In this article, three propositions are included:_
Proposition 1. Liberty consists in beingable
to do that which is not hurtful to another,
What I in that, and nothing else ? Is not the
libertyof doing misehieflibert) ? If not, what
is it? and what wm'd is there for it in the
language, or in any language by which it can
be spoken of? ttow childish, how repugnant
to the ends of language, is this perversion of
languagel--to
attempt to confine a word in
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common and perpetual use, to an import to
which nobody ever confined it before, or will
continue to confine it ! And so I am never to
know whether I am at liberty or not to do or
to omit doing one act, till I see whether or no
there is anybody that may be hurt by it-- till
I see thewhole extent of all its consequences?
Liberty I What liberty ?--as against what
power? as against coercion from what source?
As against coercion issuing from the law ?then to know whether the law have left me
at liberty in any respect in relation to any act,
I am to consult not the words of the law,
but my own conception of what would be the
consequences of the act. If among these consequences there be a single one by which
anybody would be hurt, then, whatever the
law sa_s to me about it. I am not at liberty
to do it. I am an officcrofjustice,
appointed
1.0_uperintend the execution of punishments
ordered by justice :--if
I am ordered to
causea thief to be whipped,--to
know whethor I am at liberty to cause the sentence to
be executed, 1 must know whether whipping
would hurt the thwf: if it would, then I am
not at liberty to whip the thief-- to inflict
the pum,hment which it is my duty to inflict.
Proposition 2. And thereiore the exercise
of the natm'al rights of each man has no other
bounds than those which insure to the other
member_ of the society the enjoyment of those
same right-. Has no other bounds? Where is
it that it has no other hounds ? In what
tmn-- under what govermnent ? Ifunderany
government, then the state of legislation uridec that government is in a state of absolute
perfection.
If there be no such government,
then,by a confession neeessaril) implied, there
is no nation upon earth in which this definition
is conibrmab!e to the truth.
Proposition 3. These bounds cannot be determined but by the law. More contradiction,
more confusion. What then ?-- tiffs liiierty,
this right, which is one of four rights thug
existed befm'e laws, and _ ill exist in spite of
all that laws can do, owe_- nit the boundaries
it has, all the extent it has, to the laws, Till
you knmv what the laws say to it, )ou do
not know what there is of it, nor what account to give of it : and yet it existed, and
that in fldl force and vigour, before there were
any such things as laws; and so will continue
to exist, and that for ever, in spite of anything
which laws can do to it. Still the same inaptitudc of expressionsstill the same confl_sion of that which it is supposed is, with that
which it is conceived ought to be.
What says plain truth upon this subject ?
What is tl_e sense most approaching to this
nonsense?
The liberty which the law ought to allow
of, and leave in existence--leave
uneoereed,
unremoved-is the liberty which concerns
those acts only, by which, if exercised, no
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damage would be done to the community upon
the whole; that is, either rio damage at all,
or none but what promises to be compensated by at least eqqal benefit,
Accordingly, the exercise of the rights allowed to and conferred upon each individual,
ought to have no other bounds set to it by
the law. than those which are necessary to
enable it to maintain every other indi_fi_lual
in the possession and exercise of such rights
us it is consistent with the greatest good of
the eommunity that he should be allowed,
The marking out of these bound_ oright not
to be left to anybody but the legislator acting as such--that
is, to him or _hem who are
acknowledged to be in possession of the sovereign power : that is, it ought no_;to be left
to the occasional and arbitrary declaration of
any individual, whatever share he may pusseas of subordinate authority,
The word autrui-- another, is so loose,-making no distinction between the community
mid indiwduals, -- as, according to the mn_t
natural construction, to deprwe succeeding
legislators of all power of repressing, by punNhment or otherwise, any acts by which no
individual sufferers are to be found: arid to
deprive them beyond a doubt of ail power of
ntF,,rdir_gprotection to auy man, woman, or
ehihl, against h_s or her own weakness, ignoranee, or imprudence,
ARTICLE

V.

The law has no right to forbid any other
actions than such as are hurtful to society,
lVhatever is not forbzdden bu the law, can.
not be hindered: nor can an!/ ind_eidual be
compelled- to do that whzch the taw does not
ecmmand,
Sentence 1. The law has no right (n'a le
droit) to forbid any other actions -than such
as are hurtful to society.
The law has no
right (n'a le droit, not ne peut pas.)
This,
for once, is fi'ee from ambiguity.
Here the
mask of ambiguity is thrown off. "The avowed
object of this clause is to preael_ constant
insurreetion,
to raise up every man in arms
against every law which he happens not to
approve of. For, take any such action you
will, if the law have no right to fiirbid it, a
law forbidding it is null and void, apd the
attempt to execute it an oppression, and resistanee to such attempt, and insurrection in
support of sueh resistance, legal, justifiable,
and commendable,
To have said that no law ought to forbid
any act that is not of a nature prejudieal to
society, would have answered every good purpose, but would not have answered the purpose which is intended to be answered here.
A government which should fulfil the expectations here held out, would be a government of absolute perfection.
The instance
of a government fulfilling these expectations,
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never has taken place, nor fill men are angels
ever can take place. Against every government which fails in any degree of fulfilling
these expectations, then, it is the professed
object of this manifesto to excite insurreetion : here, as elsewhere, it is therefore its
direct object to excite insurrection at all times
against every government whatsoever.
Sentence 2. Whatever is not forbidden by
the law, cannot he hindered, nor can any individual be compelled to do what the law does
not command.
The effect of this law, for want of the requisite exceptions or explanations, is to annihilate, for the time being and for ever, all
powcrs of command : all power, the exercise
of which consists in the issuing and inforciug
obedience to particular and occasional cornmands; domestic power, power of the police,
judicial power, military power, power of superior officers, in the line of civil administration, over their subordinates
If I say to my
son, Do not mount that horse, which you are
not strong enough to manage; if I say to my
daughter, Do not go to that point.where there
are young men bathing; they may set, me at
defiance, bidding me show them where there
are an3thing about mounting unruly horses,
or going where there are young men bathing,
in the laws. By the same clause, they may
eavh of them justin, themselves in turning
their backs upon the lesson I have given them ;
while my apprentice refuses to do the work
I have giveu hun; and my wife, instead of
providing the meals t had desired her to provide for ourselves and family, tells me she
thinks fit to go and dine elsewhere.
In lho
existing order of things, under any other government than that which was here to be organized, whatever is commanded or forbidden
in virtue of a power which the law allows of
and recognises, is virtually and in effect cornmanded and forbidden bvthe lawit_elf, since,
by the support it gives to the persons in question m the exercise of their respective authorities, it shows itself to have adopted those
commands, and considered them as its own
before theyareissued, al_dthat, whatever may
_ the purport of them, so long as the) are
confined within the limits it has marked out.
But all these existing governments being timdamentally repugnant to the rights of man,
are null and void, and ineapable of filling up
this or any other gap in the texture of the
new eode. Besides, this right of not being
hindered from doing anything which the law
itself has not forbidden, nor compelled to do
anything which it has not cmnmanded, is an
article of natural, unalienable, sacred, and impreseriptible right, over which ptditieal laws
have no sort of power ; so that the attempt
to fill up the gap, arid to establish any such
power of commanding or forbidding what is
not already commanded and forbidden by the
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law. would be an act of usurpation, mid all
such powers so attempted to be established,
null and void. How also can any such powers
subsist in a society of which all'the members
are free and equal in point of rights ?
Admit, however, that romn is given for the
creation of the powers in question by the
spirit, though not by the letter of this clause
-- what follows ? That in proportion as it is
harmless, it is insignificant, and incapable of
answering its intended purpose.
Thts purpose is to protect individuals against oppresstuns, to which they might be subjected by
other individuals possessed of powers created
by the law, in the exercise or pretended exer.
else of those powers.
But if these powers
are left to the determii_ation of succeeding
and (according to the doctrine of this code)
inferiorlegislatures,
andmaybe ofanynature
and to any extent which the-_e leg_,latures
may think fit to give thc'.n,-- what does the
protection here given ammmt to, especially
as against such future legislatures, lor whose
hands all the restraints which it i, the object
of the declaration to p_owde are intended ?
Misehievousornugator)isstillthcalternative.
The employment of the imprr)p_.r word
can, instead of the proper word s/w/l, is not
unworthy of ob_elvatum,
Shall is tl_e Innguage of the legislator v_'ht,kno_',s what he
is about, and aim_ at nothing more:--can,
i
when properly employed in a bnok of law. is t
the language of the titivate commentator or i
expositor, drawing reference- tr_,m the text of j
the law --from the acts of tl_e iegi.-lator, or I
what takes the place of the acts of the tegis- i
laterthe practice of the courts ot justice. I
I
ARTICLE VI.
The law is the exlJression of the Oeneral
will. .Every citizen has the right of concur,
ri.g in person, or b]! his representatives, m
the formation of it : it onoht to be the same
for all, whether it protect_ or whether it punigh. All the citizens bein[l equal in its e_/rs,
are equally admisszble to all diynitics, public
places, and emt,lo!/ments , accordin U to their
capacity, and without any other distinction
than that ef their virtues and their talents,
This article is a ho&le-podge, containing
a variety of provisions, as wide from one another as any can be within the whole circuit
of the law: some relating to the eonstitutional branch, some to the civil, some to the
penal; and, in the constitutionatdepartment,
some relating to the or'zanization of the suprams power, others to ttiat of the subordinate
branches,
Proposition 1. The law is the expression
of the general will. The law ? What law is
tke expression of the general will ? Where is
it so ? In what country ?--at what period of
time? I'n no cmmtry--at
no period of time
_in
no other country than France_nor
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even in France. As to general, it means universal ; for there are no exceptions made,
women, children, madmen, criminals -- for
these being human creatures, have already
been declared equal in respect of rights : halure made them so ; and even were it to be
wished that the case were otherwise, nature's
work being unalterable, and the rights unalienable, it would be to no purpose to attempt it.
What is certain is, that in any other nation
at any rate, no such thing as a law ever existed to which this definitmn could be applied.
But that is nothing to the purpose, since a
favourite ohject ot this effusion of universal
benevolence, is to declare the governments
of all other countries dissolved, and to persuade the people that the dissolution has
taken place.
But anywhere--even
in France--how
can
the taw be the expression of the universal or
even tke general will of all the people, whcn
by far the _r_ater part have never enterrained any will, or though_ at all ah(,ut the
matter ; and of tho-,e who have, a great part
(a_, is the ease with almost all laws made by
a large a._-_embty) would rather it had not
taken t,taee.
bc.r_tcnec 2. }]very citizen has the ri,:ht of
eoncu:rmginper_on,
orb_ hisrepresentat;ves,
in the tormation of it.
tlere the language changes from the enunciatinn of the supposed practice, to the enun,
elation of the supposed ma_ter of right. Why
doe< it change ? After h:_ving said so silly a
thiu_ as that there i,_no law anywhere, but
what was the expression of the will of every
member of the community, what should have

I hindered its going on in (he _anm sinv strain,
I and saying that everybody did concur -- did
j_fin in the formation of it ? However, as
the idea of right k-. in this second sentence ut
any rate, presented by it_ appropriate term,
the ambiguity diffu-ed by the preceding _ntense is dts_ipated; and now it appears be.
ymld a doubt, tha_ every law in the tbrmatim_
of which any one citizen was debarred front
concurring, eitht, r in person or by his representatives, is, aml ever will be, here arid there
and everywhere, a void law.
To characterize proxies, the French Innguage, like the English, has two words-representatives and deputies : the one liable
to misconstruction, the other not,--to
ink-construction, and such misconstruction as to
be made expressive of a sense directly oppnsite to that which appears here to have basil
intended; the one tainted with fiction as
well as ambiguity, the other expressing nothing but the plain truth.
Being so superior
to imitation _ so free to choose -- not tied
down by usage as peoplein Britain are_ how
come they to have taken the English word
representatives,
which has given occasion to
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so many quibbles, instead of their own good be deterred from doing his dt, ty ff the enword delmties, which cannot give occasion to couragement he have to do it were no greater
anything like a quibble ? The king of Great
than the encouragement which the individual
Britain is acknowledged to be the represenhas to defend his right. These examples, not
_ative of the British nation, in treating with
to phmge further into details, appear suffifnre_gn powers ; but does the whole nation
eient to suggest a reasonable doubt, whether,
ever meet together and join in signing an au- even in this instance, the smack- smooth
thority to him so to do? The king of Great
equality, _.hich rolls so glibly out of the lips
Britain is acknowledged, in thi_ instance, to of the rhetorician, be altogether compatible
represent the British nation ; but, in this in- with that undeviating conformity to every
stance, is it ever pretended that he h_s been bend and turn in the line of utility which
deputed by it ? The parhamentary electors
ought to be the object of the legislator.
have been said to represent the non-electors ;
As to ptmishmm_t, a rule as strictly suborand the members of' parhament to Jepresent
dinate to the dictates of tmhty_ as the doeboth ; but did anybody ever speak of either
trine of undeviating equality is congenial to
members or electors as having been deputed
the capricious play of the imagination, is, not
by the non-electors ? Using the improper
in any instance to employ more punishment
word representatives,
instead of the proper
than is neeesary to the purpose. Where, as
word deputies, the French might be saddled
between two individuals, the measure of senwith the British constitution,
fin' anything
sibihty is different, a pumshment which in
there is in this clause to protect them frmn so name--that is, according to ever)' deseliption
horrible a grievance. Representatives sounded
which could tie given of it in and by the law,
better, perhaps, than deputies. Men who are would be equal in the two instanee_--wou]d
governed by sound% sacrifice everything to in e,qbct be _idely diffcrelJt. Fiftylashes may,
sound : they neither know the value of pre- iu the estimation of the law, be equal to ht'ty
cision, nor are able to attain it.
la_hes; but it is what no man can .-uppose, that
_entenee 3 It [the law_ ought to be the the suffering which a ba_d-wmking ._oung
same for all, whether it protect or whether
man, or ewn a young woman of the hardit lmni.-.h--[i, e. as well m respect of the working cla_-s, would undergo fi'om the approtection it affords, as in respect of the plicafion ot fifty lashes, could be really equal
pumshment it inflict_-.'l
in inteusltv to that which must have been
This clau_eappcars reasonahtein the main, I endured fi'om the same nominal pani,bment
but in re<peer to certain points it may be (were even the instrument and force applied
susceptible of explanations and exceptions,
the s:m_e) by the Countess Lapuehin, till
from the discussion of which it might have then the favourite, and one of the lin_st orbeen as well if all po_-terity had iJot been naments of the court of a Ru.-sial_ empress.
debarred.
Bani,hment wouht, upon the time of the taw,
As to protection, English law afford-_ a pu- be equal to banishment : but it will not rca*
nishment, which consists in being put out of dily b,, admitted, that to a servant nf the
the protection of the law ; in virtl_e of _ bich pubhc, who happens to have nothing to live
a man is debarred from applyin': ior red_ess upon bat a salary, the receipt of which defrom any kind of injury.
For my own part, pends upon attendance at his office, it would
I do not approve of any such pu_Ji_hment : be no creater punishment tban to a sturdy
but perhaps they do, who having it in _heir labourer, who in one countl_- as well as in
power in abrogate it, 3el retain it. In France,
another, may derive an equal [ivelihood i?om
I suppose it is approved of, where, in a much the labour of his hands.
severer form than the English, it has been so
Those, ff any such there are, to whom
much practised.
This species of punishment
distmeuons such as these wouht appear conis inhibited for ever, by the letter at least of sonant to reason and utility, might perhaps
this clause. As to the spirit of it, one of the regard them as not irreconcilable with the
ruling thatures of this composition from end language of this clause.
But others might
to end is, that the spirit of it is ineomprehenthink them either not reasonable, or, though
sibte,
reasonable, not thus reconcilable. And were
Under the English law. heavier damages
any such distinctions to be ingrafted into the
are given in many instances to the ministers
law by any succeeding legislators, those who
ofjustice, acting as such, in e,,se ofill-t'ounded
did not approve of the alteration would, if at
prosecution_ against them, for supposed in- all actuated by any regard to the tenorand
juries to individuals, than would be given to spirit of this declaration, raise a cry of artsprivate individuals aggrieved by prosecutions
tocracy, and pronounce the alteration void :
for the same injuries.
The notion evidently
and then comes resistance and insurrection,
is, that the servants of the public, not having and all the evils in their train.
so strong a_l interest in defending the rights
Sentence 4. All the citizens being equal
of the public as individuals have in defending
in its eyes, are all of them admissible to all
their own, the public man would be apt to dignities, public places, and employment_
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according to their capacity, and without any
other distinction than that of their virtues
and their talents.
This is one of tt,e few clauses, not to say the
only one, which doe_ not _eem liable to very
serious objection : there i_ nothing to object
to in its general spirit and meaning, th,>ugh
perhaps there is sornetbi_Jg as to the exprcsstun. In general, it were to be wi.-hcd that
no class of men should stand inc_,_ae:t_tcd
with regard to any object of cumpetition by
any general, law : nor van anythh_,r be <aid
in favour of those hereditary mcapaeitatm.,;s
which sugge,-ted and prov._&ed this cla_e.
Yet as govel, nments are ct,ns_l_med, and as
the current of apiarian rm*_, thcre may be
cases where some sorts of ic.eapacita'ion m
regard to office seem called for by the parpose which operated a_ the final cause in the
institution
of the office. It seems hardly
decent or consistent, tbr example, to allow to
a Jew the theulty of [*re-enting to a Cbri-ti_n
benefice with cure of souls : though, by a
judgment of no very ancient date, the law of
England was made to lend its sanction loan
appointment of this sort.
As inconsistent
does it appear to admit a Catholic patron to
appoint to a Protestant,
or a Prate'stunt to
a Catholic benefice ; at least so long as diversitles in matters of religious professmn
continue to have ill-wilt tbr tbeir aeeompani-

I the blood of the murdered person, and ordered for execution on the second of the month
--or, which is doubtless esteemed worse, a
ro)ati,t con vieted of adherence to the government under which his country had existed tbr
i so many hundred years-- to put in his claim
tbr admittance to give his suffrage in the
eh'cfion of a deputy to the convention, or of
a ma3or of the Paris municipality, I see not
how bl_ claim could be rejected without an
infrmgeme_t, of thi_ elau,-e. Indeed, if this
right, like all the others, be, as we are told
over and over again, a present of the goddess
Nature, and prntdagamst all attacks of law,
what i.- to be done. and what remedy can be
adnfinistered by the law? Something, it is
true, is _aid of talents and of virtues; aald
the madman, it may be said, is deficdent in
talents, and the criminal in point of virtues.
But neither talents nor virtuesare mentioned
otherwise than as marks of pre-eminence and
distinction, recommending the possessors to a
I proportionable degree of fhvour and approbatiol_ with a view to preference : null,rag is
said of any deficiency in point of talel_t or
virtue as capahle ofshuttingthe
door against
a candidate : dlstinc_:ion is the word, not
exception, -- distinction among persons all
within the list, not exception exeludh:g persons out of the list.
[
So far fi'om admitting the exclusion of

meat.
Ecclesiastical patronage in the hands
of individuals, is indeed one of the abtlse% or
supposed abuses, which it was the object of
this code to eradicate : and since then, the
maintenance of an eeelesiasti_'al establishment
of any kind at the expen,e of the state, ha,,
in France, been added to the catalogue of
abuses. But at the time of the promulgation
of this e()de, the sp2rlt of subversion had not
proceeded this /en_th : ecele._ia-tical offict's
were still kept up ; though, in rclatinn to all
these, together with all other offices, the right
of nomination was given to a_semblies of the
people.
The incongruity at adtmttin_" the
professor of a r_val rebgion to the right of
suffrage, would therefore be the same m this
instance as in the case where the nomination
rested in a single breast, though the danger
would seldom be of equal magnitude,
Madmen, and criminals of the worst description, are equally protected against exclustun from any office, or the exerci,e of any
political right. As to offices which under this
system a man cannot come into possession of
but by election, the inconvenience, it may be
said, cannot be great ; for though not incapable of being elected, there is no danger of
their berne so. Rut this is no_ the ca_e with
regard to" any m those political privileges
which this systcm gives a man in his o_m
right, and as a present derived from the hands
ofnature--suchastheright
of suffrage withrelp_rd to offices. Were an assassin, covered with

i classes of men, however incompetent, the provision does not so much as admit of the exI elusiun of indlvidnals from any office. An
t individual, or a knot of individuals, bent upon
i affordinga constant obstruetiontoallbusiness,
' and selected perhaps tbr that very purpose,
might he returned to the supreme assembly,
or any other; nor could they be got rid of
witlmut a breach of the natural and inviolable __i_htsof man, as declared and established
by tic'i, elat_,e.
$\ hat makes the matier still the clearer
i% that the partmular [aovision is given in
the character of a consequence of. that is, as
hcing already included m the preceding artitle, declaring the pcrfcct and unchangeable
equahty of mankind in respect of all manner
of rights:--"
The citizens being all of them
equal in its sight, are 'all of them equally admis.-:hle,'" and so forth. As the general proposition, therefore, admits of no exception to
it, no more can this particular application of
it have one. Virtues and talents sound pretlily, and flatter the imaginatio_, but in point
of clearness, had that been the object, thl
clause, such as it is. would have been all the
better had it ended with the words public
places and employments ; and had all that
is said about capacity, and distinction, and
virtues, and talents, heen left out.
ABTICL_ VII.
No one can be accused, a_'ested

or d_
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taiaed, but in the eases determined by the I be worded, or, in short, any other form which
law. and according tt, the .forms prescmb.d ] the ministers in question may be pleased to
by the law.
Those who soliczt, issue, exe- give it. lf to this interpretation any objection
cute, or cause to be executed, arbitrary ordcrs, can be made, it must be grounded on the
ought to be pumshed ; but every c_ttzeu, sum- arab guity ol the word the law---an ambiguity
moned or arrested ia wrtue of the lau,, ought [ resulting from the definition above given of
to obeybythat
instant : he renders himself cul- [ it
the manifesto
laws are
pable
resistance,
all inofthts
themdeclaratory
zt)safae'to code.
void, asIf this
Sentence 1. No one can be accused, ar-lhas,
hythe precedingartiele, declared them to
rested, or detained, hut in the casesdetermined i hc in all countries where the laws are made
by other authority than that of the whole
OYzribedthe
laW,by
theandlaw.aCc°rding
to the tbrms pre- body at the people, then indeed the security
Here again we have the improper w(ud can, intended to he affotded is afforded ; because
instead of ought. Here, however, the power in that case no arrest or detention can be leaf the law is recognized, and passes unquesgal, till the ground and fo_m of it have been
tioned : the clause, therefm'e, is in so t:ar not preoldained by a law so established.
On the
mischievous and absurd, but only nugatory,
coatrary, it' that article be to be explained
and beside the purpose. The prot_ssed objevt away, and countries foreign to France are to
of the whole cmnposition is to tie the hands he L-l't in possession of their laws, then the
of the law by declaring pretended rights over remedy and security amounts to nothing, for
which the lawis lmver to have anv power,-- I the reason we have seen. Nagatoly or misliherty, the right of enjoying liberty : --here i chlevous : such is the option ever) where else
this very libert 7 is left at the mercy and good I -- such is the option here.
pleasure of the law. As it neither answers t
Sentence 2. Tho_e who solicit, issue, exethe purpose it professes to have in view, so i etrce or cause to he executed, arbitrar_ o_dersp
neither does it fulfil the purpose which it _ ought to be fmnished.
ought to have had in view, and might have
fittfilled --the giving the subject or, to speak
m the French style, the citizen, that degree at
security which, without attempting to brad
thehaudsofsueeeedinglegislators,
might have
been given him against arbitrary mandates,
There is nothingin this article which might
not be received, and without making any
alteration,
into the constitutional
codes of
Prussia, Denmark, Russia, or Morocco. It ts
or is not law-- (no matter which, for I put it
so only for supposition sake)--it
i., law, let
us say, in those countries, that upon order
signed or issued by any one of a certain humher of persons--suppose
ministers of state-any individual may he arrested at any time,
and detained in any manner and for any length
of time, without any obligation on the par_
of the person issuing the order to render account of the issuing or of the execution of it
to anybody but the monarch.
If such were
the lawin these countries respectively, before
the establishment of such a law as tl_is elau_e
imports, such may it remain, and that without
effecting any abridgment of the powers of the
ministers in question, or applying any cheek
to the abuses of those powers, or affording the
subject any security or remedy against the
abuses of those powers, after the introduction
of such article,

i
Yes, sa_s a Moullah of Morocco, after the
, introdueti'mt of this article into the Morocco
I code. -- ye% ff an order to the prejudice of
tt2e liberty of the sui_ject be illegal, it is an
arhitlary order, and the is-uing ol It is an offence a_ainst tile liberty of the subject, and
a, such ought to be, and shall be pumshed.
If on., do',:"of an intidel presume to arrest or
detain another dog of an in_del, the act of
arrest and detention is an arbitrary one, m,d
nothing can be more reasonable than what the
law requires, viz that the presuming dog be
well bastinadoed. But gone of the thithfal,
to e_e_y one of whom the sublime emperor,
crowned widl the sun and mourn has given
the command over all dog% flunk fit to shut
up ttn_ or that dog in a strange kem_el, what
is there of arbitrariness in that ? It is no more
than wi_at our customs, which arc our laws,
allow of everywhere, when the true believers
have dogs under them.
The security of the individual in this behalf depends, ";re see, upon the turn b:iven to
that part of the law which occupies itself in
estahlishing the powers necessary to be established for the furtherance of justice.
Had
the penners of this declaration been contented
with doing what they might have done consistently with reason and utility, in this view
t they might have done thus :--they might have

law, that a man may be so arrested and derained, is the ease of an order having been
Issued for that purpose by any one in such a
list of ministers ; and the form in which the
The for
case
which itmust
is determined
by theis
order
thatin purpose
be conceived,
the wording in the form in which orders to
rate purpose in question have been in use to

in the indication of the cases in which they
would propose to grant such powers, and in
the indication of the forms according to which
the powers so granted _hould be exercised;
I, for
warned
and instructed
them
to bebe particular
instance,
that no man
should
arrested
[ but for some one in the list of Cases enu] merated by tl_e law as capable of warranti_
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an arrest ; nor without the specification of
that case in an instrument, executed for the
purpose of warranting such arrest ; nor unless such instrument were signed by an officer
ot such a description ; and so on :-- not to attempt to exhibit a code of such importance,
extent, and nicety, in the compass of a parenthesis.
In doing so, they would have done
what would at least have been innocent, and
might have had its use:--but
m doing so,
they would not have prosecuted their declared purpose ; which was not only to tutor
and lecture their more expericnce(l and consequently more enlightened successors, but
to tie their hands, and keep their |ellowcitizens in a state of constant readiness to cut
their throat._,
Sentence 3 But every citizen summoned
or arrested in virtue (,f the law, ought to obey
that instant : he renders himself culpable by
resistance.
This clause is mizhty well m Itself: --the
misfortune is, that it is nothing to the purpose. The title of this code is the Deelaration of l¢ights ; and the business of it is
accordingly, in every other part of it, to declare such rights, real or supposed, as are
thought fit to be dec'lar_.d. But what is here
declared is for once a duty; the mention of
which has somehow or other _-lipt in, as it
were thlough inadvertence.
The things that
people _tand most in need of being reminded
of, are, one would think, their duties :-- for
their r_ghts, whatever the? may be, they are
apt enough to attend to of themselves.
Yet
it is only by accident, under a wrong title,
and as it. were by mistake, and in this _ingle
instance, that anything is said that would
lead the body of the people to su_-peet that
there were any such things appertaining to
them as duties,
He renders himself culpable oy resistance :
Oh yes--certainly,
unless the law for the
infringement of which he is arrested, or attempted to be arrested, be an oppresive one:
or unless there be anything oppres_.ive in the
behaviour of those by whom the arrest or detention is performed.
If, for instance, there
be anything of the insolence of office in thei_
language or their looks, -- if they lay hold of
him on a sudden, without leaving him time
to run away, --if they offer to pinion his
arms while he is drawing his sword, without
waiting till he have drawn _t, -- if they lock
the door upon him, or put him into a room
that has bars before the window, -- or if they
come upon him the same nigh_, while the evidences of his guilt are about him and all fresh,
instead of waiting on the outside of the door
all night till he have destroyed them.* In any
•
By a subsequent decree of the Convention,
this siJly provision was actually made law. under
the notion of favouring libertj,. The liberty of
doing miaelfief_ it certainly does favour, as err.
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of these cases, as well as a thousand others
that might be mentioned, can there be any
doubt, about the oppression .9 but by Article
IL of this same code--an article which has slre_dy been established and placed out of the
_'ach of cavil, the right of resistance to uppce_sion _s among the number of those rights
wh,.ah nature hath gaven, and which it is not
in tha power of man to take away.
ARTICLE VIII.
The lm_, _uqht not to establish any other
p_ln_shme_ts _l_un,_uchas are stricth! and er;.
deutlg necc_sar'.4; and no (me can be t,um_hcd
but zn r*rtue of a law estabhshed and pr,_mul.jat, d be.lyre rhe comm_.,_slonof the oJ_bnee,
and at)t_iied in a legal manner.
Sentence 1. The law ought not to establish any other punishments than such as are
strictly and evidently neces.-ary.
The instruction administered l_ythis clause
is not great : so far, however, is well, that
the purpose declared in this instrun:ent is
departed fi'mn, and nothing but instruction is
here attempted to be given ; and which sueceedlng legishtors may be governed by or
nut as they think fit. It is well. ruder:t, that
penal laws not conforming to this co,dition
are not includedin the sentence of nullity so
l"_berally dealt oat on other occasions, since,
if they were, it would be difficult enough to
find a penn1 law anywhere that would s_aud
the test, f_orn wl;atever source-- pure or impure, democratical, arist_0eratieal, or monarehical--it
were deri_.ed.
No rale_ of a_y tolerable degree of parficulariry and precision have ever yet been laid
down ibr adjnstmgeither
the quantum or the
quality of punishments--none
such at least
could have been in the contemplation of the
framers of this code : and supposing such rules
laid down, and fiamed with the utmost degree
of particularity and precision of which the
nature of the subject is susceptible, it would

tainlv as it disfavours the liberty of preventing
it. Ask tbr a reason : a man's hou_'e,you are told,
is h_s castle. Blessed liberty! -- where the trash
of
andscntimeut._--where
poetry gives rule epigrams,
to la_ ! pass
But for
if areasons,
mau'a
house be his castle by night, how comes it not to
be so by day ? And if ahouse be a castle to the
owner, why not to everybody else in whose fayour the owner ehoos_ to make it so? By day or
by night, is it leas hardship to a suspeeted person to haveone?
his Here
housewe
searched,
to an and
unsuspected
have thethan
mischief
the absurdity of the ancient ecclesiastical asylums_
without the reason.
The course of justice in England is still ohstrueted to a certain degree by this silly epigram,
worthy of the age which gave. it birth. Delinquents, like foxes_ are to [mve law given them :
that is, are to have chances of escape given them
on purpose, as if it were to make the better sport
forthe hunters---for the lawyers_ by and ibr whom
the hunt is made.
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still be seen in most instances, if not in every
instance, that the offence adalitted optionally
of a considerable variety of punishments, of
which no one could be made to appear to be
strictly and evideia_ly necessary, to the exclusion of the rest.
As a mere _nclJ_ent<,,
then, of what is fit to
be attended to, a clause to this effect n*ay be
very well; but as an instruction, calculated
to point out in what manner what is so fit to
be attended to may be accomldi_hcd, nothing
can be more triflm_ or uninstructive :--it is
even erroneousand fallacious, since it assumes,
and that bv necessary implication, _hat it is
possible, in the case(,f every offence, to find
a punishment of which the strict necessity is
capable of helng made evident,--wbieh
is not
true. U fortmmtcly, the existence of a systern of punishments of which the absolute
vecessitv is capable of being made evident,
with reference to the offences to which they
are respectively annexed, is not altogether
so clear as the existence of the article by
which succeeding legi¢lators are sent in quest
of such a system by these their masters and
preceptors.
One thing is but too evident,
that the attention bestowed by the penner
of tiffs article, on the subject on which he
gives the law to posterlt_ so much at his ease,
was anything but strict•
It was the Utopia
created by the small talk of Pa;is that was
dancing before his eyes, and not the elemcntary parts of the sub3ect-matter he was treatlng of-- thelist of possible punishments, confronted with the list of possible offezJees. He
who writes these observations has bestowed
a el _ser a1d more minute i _qu rv it to the
subject than anybody who has t_een before him
_be has laid down a set of rules by which,
as tie conceives the dlspropnrtmo but too
generally prevalent between pumshments and
offences, may be reduced wit hin bounds greatly more narrow than it occupies any_here
at present in any existing code of laws-- and
what he would undertake for is, not to make
evident any such last of stlictly necessary
punishments, but the impossibility of its existence,
Sentence 2. No one can be punished but
in virtue of a law estabIL-hed and promulgated before the commission of the offence,
and applied in a legal manner,
Ttus chmse--ifinstead
of theinsurrectioninviting, word can. the word o,_/ht had been
employed, as in the preceding clause of this
same article-- would, as far as it goes, ha*e
been well enough. As it is, while on the one
hand it not only tends to bring in the everlasting danger of insurrection,-on the other
haml, it leaves a considerable part of the
danger a_ainst which it i_ levelled, uncovered
and unprovided against,
Numerous are the occasions on which sufferhtgs as great as m_v that, being inllieted
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with a view to pmllshment, go under the denomination of punishment, may be inflicted
without any such view. These cases ategislater who understood his business would
have collected and given notice of, for the
purpose of marking out the boundaries and
confines of the instruction in question, and
saving it from misapplication.
Laying an
embargo, for instance, is a species of con] finemcnt, and, were a man subjected to it
l with a view to punishment, might in many
i cases be a ver_' severe punishment : yet if
I the providence'of the legislator happen not
I to have provided a general law empowering
/ the executive authority to lay an embargo in
i certain cases, the passing of a special law for
i that purpose, after the incident which calls
! for it has taken place, may be a very justifiablc, and even necessary measure ; for instance, _o prevent intelligence from being
communicated to a power watching the mement to commence hostilities, or to prevent
articles of subsistence or instruments of defence, of which there is a deficiency in the
country, from being carried out of it.
Bani,hment must, in a certain sense, be
admitted to be equally penal, whether inflicted
/br the purpose of punishment, or mdy by
way of precaution, -- for the purpose of prew.ntion,and without any view to punishment.
Will it be said, that there is no case in which
the supreme government of a country ought"
to be tru,ted with the pwver of removing out
of it, not even for a time, any persons, riot
' eve_ foreigners, frmn whom it may see teaI son to apprehend enterprises injurious to its
! peace ? So in the case of imprisonment,
I which, though in some instances it may be
a severer, may ira othe.rs be a less severe
, infliction than'banishment.
Even death, a
i suffering which, if inflicted with a view to
punishment, is the ver_ extremity of punishment, andwhich, accordingtomyowneonception of the matter, neither need nor ought to
be inflicted in any instance tot the purpose of
punishment, may, in some certain instances
perhaps, be highly necessary to be inflicted
without any view to punishment--for
example, to prevent the diffusion of the plague.
Thus it is, that while the clause pas_ing
censure on ez post facto penal laws (a censure
in itself, and, whale it confines itself to the
cases strictly within its declared subject, so
highly reasonable) is thus exhibited with the
insurrection-melting
can in it, and without
the explanations necessary, as we have seen,
to guard it against misapplication, the eountry is exposed to two opposite dangers : one,
that an infliction necessary for the purpose
of prevention should be resisted and risen
up against by individuals, under the notion
of its being included in the prohibition given
by this clause ; the other, that the measure,
how necessary soever, should be sbstained
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_rom by the legislature through apprehenslon
of such resistance,
As to the concluding epithet, and legally
applied, it might have been spared without
any great injury to the sense. If the law
referred to in justification of _a act of power
have not betm legally applied in the exercise
of that act of power, the act has not been
exercised in virtue of that law.
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have been to say, h relation to every such
exercise of rigour which goes beyond what uppears necessary to the purpose m question
that of making sure o_"the person, that not
coming within the ground of justification
taken from that source, it remains upon the
footing of an offence of that description of
delinquency, whatever it be, of an injury of
the species in question, whatever it may be.
The iatisfaction and punishment annexed to
ARTICLE IX.
it will come of course to be of the samenature
Every individual being presncned innocent : and extent as for an injury of the same nature
tmtil he have been declared guilty, -- if it be and extent having no such circumstance to
judged necessary to arrest him, every act of give occasion to it. Should the punishment
rigour which is not ne_'essary to the making in such case be gre_t_r or less than the pusure of his person, ought to be se_erdy in- nishment for the same injury would be if
hibite_t by the taw.
altogether divested of the justification which
This article being free from the insurrectioncovers the remainder of the unpleasant treatexciting particle, and confining itself to the ment?
Should the punishment of the mioffice of simple instruction, is so far innocent : nister of justice exceeding his authority, be
the ohjeet of it is laudable, though the par- greater or less than tl_t of the tmeommisport of it might have been expressed with
sioned individual doing the s_me mischief
more precision,
without any authority ? On some accounts
The maxim it opens with, though of the (as would be found upon proper inquiry,) it
most consummate triviality, is not the more should be greater : on other accounts, not
conformable to reason and utility,
and is so great. But these are points of minute departicularly repugnant to the regulation in tail, which might surely as well have been
support and justification of which it is ad- left to the determination of those who would
duced. That every man ought to be presumed
have had time to give them due examination,
innocent (for "is presumed innocent" is non- as determined upon at random by those who
sense,) until he have been declared (that is, had no such time. The words of this article
adjudged) guilty, is very well so long as no seem to intimate, that the punishment for
accusation has been preferred against him, -the abuse of power by the miaister of justice
_r rather, so long as neither that nor any other ] ought to be the greater of the two. But why
circumstance app:ars to afford reason for sus- I so? You know better where to meet with
peetiug the contrary-- but very irrational, i the minister of justice than with an offending
after that ground for supposing he may have i individual taken at large:--the
officer ha_
been guilty has been brought to light.
I more to lose than the individual : _ and the
The maxim is particularly misapplied and ! greater the assurance you have that a deliaabsurd when applied to the ease where it has quent, in case of accusation, will be forth°
been judged proper (on sufficient grounds we ' coming, in readiness to afford satisfaction in
are to suppose) to put him under arrest, to the event of his being sentenced to afford it,
deprive him of his power of locomotion. Sup- the less the alarm which his delinquency inpose him innocent, and the defalcation made spires.
from his liberty is injurious and unwarrantable. The pl_dn truth of the matter is, that
AI_TICLXX.
the only rational ground for empowering a
No one ought to be molested _me_ning,
man to be arrested in such a case, is its not probably, by government] for his opbdons,
being yet known whether he be innocent or even in matters of religion, provided that tl_
guilty : suppose him guilty, he ought to be manisfestation of them does not disturb _betpunished -- suppose him innocent, he ought ter expressed perhaps by saying, except m as
not to be touched.
But plain unsophistifar as the manifestation of them disturb, or
cared truth and common sense do not answer
rather tends to the disturbance o_ the 1_ablie
the purpose of poetry or rhetoric ; and it is order established by the law.
from poetry and rhetoric that these tutors of
Liberty of publication with regard to oplmankind and governors of futurity take their
nious, under curtain exceptions, is a liberty
law. A elap from the galleries is their object,
which it would be highly proper and fit to
not the welfare of the state,
establish, but which" would receive bat a
As for the expression, ought to be severely very precarious establishment from an artide
repressed (by pumshment I suppose,) it is as thus worded. Disturb the pubhe order ?
well calculated to inflame (the general pur- what does that mean ? Louis XIV. need
pose of this effusion of matchless wisdom) as not have hesitated about receiving an article
it is ill calculated to instruct. A rather more thus worded into his code. The public order.
_apleandiostruetive
wayofstatiagitwould
of things in this behalf, was an order it
VOL. IL
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Virtue of which the exercise of every religion join in processions of a certain description, to
b_Jtthe Catholic, accordingtohiseditionofit,
be performed on certain occasions.
was proscribed. A law is enacted, forbidding
What, then, is the true sense of the clause
men to express a particular opinion, or set of in question, in relation to these two cases ?
opinions, relative to a particular point in re_ What ought to be the conduct of a govern]igion: forbidding men to express any of those ment that is neither monarchical nor Catholic,
opinions, in the expression of which the Luwith reference to the respective manifestatheran doctrine, for example, or the Calvi* tion of these two opinions ?
nistic doctrine, or the Church of England
First, as to the opinion relative to the un.
doctrine consists : -- in a prohibition to this lawfulness of a government not monarchical.
effect, consists the public order established by The falsity or erroneousne_ which the merethe taw. Spite of this, a man manifests an hers of such agovernment could notbut attriopinion of the number of those which thus bute in their own minds to such an opinion,
stand prohibited as belonging to the religion is a consideration which, according to the
thus proscribed.
The act by which this opt- spirit and intent of the provision in question,
rdou is manifested, is it not an act ef disturwould not be sufficient to authorize their
bance with relation to the public order thus using penal or other coercive measures for the
established ? Extraordinary indeed must be purpose of preventing the manifestation of
the assurance of him who could take upon them. At the same time, should snch maulhim to answer in the negative,
festation either have already had the effect of
Thus nugatory, thus flimsy, is this buckler
engaging individuals in any attempt to effect
of rights and liberties, in oue of the few in- a violent subversion of the government by
stances in which any attempt is made to apply force, or appear to have produced a near proiS to a good purpose,
bability of any such attempt -- in such case,
What should it have done, then? To this the engagement to permit the free mantlesquestion an answer is scarcely within the ration of opinions in general, and of religious
province of this paper : the proposition with opinions in particular, is not to be understood
which I set out is, not that the Declaration
to preclude the government from restraining
of Rights should have been worded differ- the manifestation of the opinion in question,
ently, hut that nothing under any such name, in every such way as it may deem likely to
or with any such de,ign, shou!d have been promote or Facilitate any such attempt.
attempted.
Again, as to the opinion relative to the
A word or two, however, may be Wen as meritoriousness
of certain processions.
By
a work of supererogation :--that
opinions of the principal part of the provision, governall sorts might be manifested without, fear of ment stands precluded from prohibiting pubpunishment ; that no publication should be lications manifesting an opinion in favour of
deemed to subject a man to punishment on the obligatoriness or meritoriousness of such
aceount of any opinions it may be found to processions.
By the spirit of the same encontain, considered as mere opinions ; but at gagement, they stand precluded fi-om prohithe same time, that the plea of manifesting
biting the performance of such processions,
religious oplnim_s, or the practising certain
unlessapersuasionofa
politicalinconvenience
acts supposed to be enjoined or recommended
as resulting fi'om such practice -- a persuasion
in virtue of certain religious opinions as pro- not grounded on any notions of their unlawper or necessary to be practised, should not fulne_s in a religious view--should come to be
operate as a jt_stification for either exereiQing, entertained : as if, for example, the multior prmnpting men to exercise, any act which tude of the persorm joining in the procession,
the legislature,
without any view or refer- or the crowd of persons flocking to observa
ence to religion, has already thought fit, or them, should fill up the streets to such a
may hereafter think fit, to insert into the ca- degree, or for such a length of time, and at
talogue of prohibited acts or offences,
intervals recurring with such frequency, as
To instance two sp_ cies of delinquency,
to be productive of such a degree of obetrncone of the most serious, the other of the tion to the free use of the streets for the purslightest nature--acts
tending to the violent
poses of business, as in the eye of government
subversion of the government by force _ acts should constitute a body of ineonvenienea
tending to the obstruction of the passage in worth encountering by a prohibitive taw.
the streets :--An opinion that has been supIt would be a violation of the spirit of this
_d
by some to belong to the Christian re- part of the engagement, if the government,
litton, is, that every form of government but _ not by reason of any view it entertained
the monarchical is unlawful : an opinion that
of the political inconveniences of these prohas bean sul_tmsed by some to belong to the cessions (for example, as above,) but for tile
Christis_ religion _ by some at least of those purpose of giving an ascendency to religious
that adhere to t_hat branch of the Christian opiniows of an opposite nature (determined,
religion which is termed the Roman Catholic
for example, by a Protestant antipathy ta
is, that it is a duty, or at least a merit, to Catholic processions)-- were to make me at
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the real or pretended obstruction to the free
use of the streets, as a pretence for prohibittug slmh processions,
These examples, while they serve to ]1]ustrate the ground and degree and limits of
the liberty which it may seem proper, on the
score of public tranquiltity and peace, to leave
to the manifestation of opinions of a religious
nature, may serve, at the same time, to relier
apparent the absurdity and perilous_mss of
every attempt on the part of the government
for the time being, to tie up the hands of
succeeding governments in relation to this
or any other spot in the field of legislation,
Observe how nice, and incapable of being described beforehand by any particular marks,
are the lines which mark the limits of right
and wrong in this behalf-- which separate
the useful from the pernicious-- the prudent
course from the imprudent t--how dependent
upon the temper of the times-- upon the
events and circumstances of the day !_with
how fatala certainty persecution and tyranny
on the one band, or revolt and civil war on
the other, may follow fi'om the slightest deviation from propriety in the drawing of such
lines ]-- and what a curse to any country a
legislator ma) be, who, with the purest intentions, should set about settling the business
to all eterlSty by inflexible and adamantine
rules, drawn from the sacred and inviolable
and imprescrq_tible rights of man, and the
primeval and everlasting laws of nature !
I give the preference, for the purpose of
exemphfieation, to one of those points of all
others, in relation to which it would give me
pleasure to see liberty established for ever,
as it could be established consistently with
secoritv and peace. My persuasion is, that
there i's not a single point with relation to
which it cm_ answer any good purpose to attempt to tie the hands of future legislators ;
and so, that as there is not a single point,
not even of my own choosing, in relation to
which I would endeavour to give any such
perpetuity to a reguhtion even of my own
framing, it is still less to say --strong
as it
may appear to say -- that were it to depend
upon me, I would sooner, were the power of
sanctioning in my hands, give my sanction to
a body of laws framed by any one else, how
bad soever it might appear to me, free from
any such perpetuating clause, than a body of
laws of my own framing, how well soever I
might he satisfied with it, if it must be incumbered with such a clause,
AaTZCL_ XL
_effee
e_raminatlon of thoughts and opi_tt_ns is one of the most precious r_hts of
mere : every citizen may therefore speah, write,
n_d print freely, provided always that he shall
be answerabl_ for the abuse of that liberty in
tire rinses determi_,ea b_ the law.
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The logic of this composition is a|together
of a piece with its pohey. When you meet
with a t_ereforewhen you meet with a
consequence announced as drawn from the
proposition immediately preceding it, assure
yourself that, whether the propositions themEelves, as propositions, are true m' false -- as
ordinances, reasonable or unreasonable, expedient or inexpedient-that the consequent
is eitherin contradiction with the entecedcot,
or has nothing at all to do with it.
The liberty of communicating opinions is
one branch of liberty ; and liberty is one of
the four natural rights of man, over which
human ordinances have no power. 2'here are
two ways in which liberty may be violated:
by physical or bodily coercion, and by moral
coercion or demonstration of punishment ;
the one applied beibre the time for exercising
the liberty-- the other to be applied after i_
in the shape of punishment, in 1he event o_
its not producing its intended effect h the
shape of prebibition.
What is the boon in favour of the br_c._
of liberty here in question, granted by thi_
article ? It saves it from succeeding legislatots in one shape--it
leaves it at their mere F
in the other.
Will it be said, that what it
leaves exposed to punishment is only the
abuse of liberty ? Be it so. What then ? Is
there less of liberty in the abuse of liberty
titan in the use of it? Does a man exercise
le._s liberty when he makes use of the propetty of another, than when he confines him,
_lt' to his own ? Then are liberty and confinement the same thing--s)nonymous
and
interchangeable terms.
What is the abuse of liberty ? It is that
exercise of liberty, be it. what it may, whieh
a man who bestows that name on it does no_
approve of. Every abuse of this branch of
liberty is left exposed to puni.,hment ; and it
is left to future legislators to determine what
shall be regarded as an abuse of it. What is
the security worth, which is thus given to
the individual as against, the encroachment8
of government 9 What does the barrier pretended to be set up against govermnent amount to ? It is a barrier which government
is expressly called upon to set up where it
pleases. Let me not be mistaken :_what
I
blame these constitution-makers
for, is, not
the having omitted to tie the hands of their
successors tight enough, but the suffering
themselves to entertain a conceit so misehievous and so foolish as that of tying them up
at all ; and in particular for supposing, that
were they weak enough to suffer themselvem
to be so shackled, a phrase or two of so loose
a texture could he capable of doing the busihess to any purpose.
The general notion in regard to offences
a notion so general as to have become pro,
verlriat, and even trivial_ia,
thet preveati_
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i_ better than punL_hment. Here prevention is progress of it, it does not follow that it ought
,bjured, and punishment embraced in prefe- to be left in his power to publish such alle_ence. Once more, let me not be mistaken, gations, because it ought to be left in like
.In the particular ease of the liberty of corn- manner in his power to publish whatever can
municatmg opinions, there most certainly are come under the denomination of opinions.
reasons, for giving upthe object of prevention,
As for the word thoughts, which is put in u
and in the choice of the means of repression,
line with the word opinions, as if thoughts
confining the repressive operations of the were something different from opinions, I
legislator to the application of punishment,
shall lay it out of the question altogether,
which do not apply to other offences. A word till I can find somebody who will undertake
or two to this purpose, and to justify the to satisfy me, in the first place, that it was
sceming inconsistency, would havebeen rather : meant to denote something in addition to opimore iostruetive than most of those other in- nions, and in the next place, that that somestructions of which the authors of this code thing was meant to include allegations, true
have been so liberal,
and false, in relation to matters of fact.
Not only is the eonsequent of the_e two
Is it, or is it not, a matter to be wished, in
propositions, clogged with the proviso at the France for example, that measures were taken
tail of it, repugnant to the antecedent, but by competent authority--whatever
authority
in itself it is much more extensive-- it ex- be deemed competent, to draw the line betends a vast way beyond what is intended as tween the protection due to the useful liberty,
• covering for it. The free communication, of and the restraint proper for the pernicious
thoughts, and of opinions, I presume are here licence of the press ? What a precious task
put as synonymous terms: the free communi- would the legislator find set for him by this
cation of opinions, says the antecedent, is one declaration of sacred, inviolable, and impreof the most valuable of the rights of man--of
scriptible rights 1 The protectors of reputathose unalienable rights of man. What says tion on one side of him : the idolaters of
the consequent of it ? Not only that a man liberty on the other : each with the rights of
may communicate opinions without the possi- man in his mouth, and the dagger of assassibility of being prevented, but that he is to be nation in his hand, ready to punish the smallest
at liberty to communicate what he will, with- departure from the course marked out in his
out the possibility of being prevented, and in heated imagination for this unbending line.
any manner,--false
allegations in matters of
fact, and known to be such--for true, false alARTICLEXIL
legations to the prejudice of the reputation of
The guarantee of tke rights of the man and
individuals_
in a word, slander of all sorts _
of the citizen necessitates a public force : this
and that in all manner of ways, -- by speech, force is therefore instituted for the advantage
by writing, and even in the way of printing,
of all, and not for the particular utility lad.
without the possibility of stopping his mouth,
vantage] of those to whom it is intrusted.
destroying his manuscript, or stopping the
The general purpose of the whole perpress,
formance taken together, being mischievous
What then ? Does it follow, that because and pestilential, this article has thus much to
II man ought to be left at liberty to publish recommend it, that it is nothing to the paropinions of all sorts, subject not to previous pose--no declaration of inviolable rights_
prevention, but only to subsequent punish- no invitation to insurrection.
As it stands,
ment, that therefore he ought to be left st it is a mere effusion of imbecility--a
speequal liberty to publish allegations of all sorts, eimen of confused conception and false reafalse as well as true-- allegations known by seeing. With a little alteration, it might be
]aim to be false, as well as allegations believed improved into a common-place memento, as
by him to be true _attacks
which he knows stale, and consequently as useless, as it is unto be false, upon the reputation of individuals,
exceptionable: to wit, that the employment
as well as those which he believes to be given to the public force, maintained as it is
true ? Far is it from my meaning to con- at the expense of the public, ought to ]rove
tend in this place, especially in a parenthesis, for its object the general advantage of the
much more to take for granted, that the en- whole body of the public taken together, not
durance of even these mischiefs, crying as they the exclusive private advantage of particular
are, may not be a less evil than the subjecting
individuals.
the press to a previous censure, under any
This article is composed of two distinct
such restxictions on the exercise of that power propositions. In the first, after throwing out
t_ could be devised _ at any rate, under any of it as so much surplusuge, the obscure part
reich as have ever hitherto been proposed. All about the guarantee or maintenance of the
1 wean to say is, that whether a man ought rights of the man and the citizen, there will
or otq[ht not to be left at liberty to publish remain a clear and intelligible part, a deelaprivate slander without the application of any- ration of opinion asserting the necessity of a
Ibing but subsequent punishment to stop the public force: to this, hooked on in the shape
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of an inference, of a logical conclusion, a vague
assertion of an historical matter of fact, which
may have been true in one place, and false in
another-- the truth of which is incapable of
being ascertained in any instance--an
operation, the labour of which may be spared with
the less loss, from its being nothing to the
purpose,
This matter of fact is neither move nor less
than the main end in view which happened
to be present in the minds of the several persons to whose co-operation the public force
was respectively indebted for its institution
and establishment in the several political
communities in the world, and which officiated
m the character of a final cause in every such
instance. This final cause, the penner of the
article--such is his candour and good opinion
of mankind --pronounces
without hesitation
or exception to have been the pure view of
the greatest good of the whole community-public spirit in its purest form, and in its most
extensive application. Neither Clovis, Pepin,
nor Hugh Capet, had the smallest preferable
regard to the particular advantage of themselves or their favourites, when they laid the
foundations of the public force in France, nor
any other consideration in view than what
might be most conducive to the joint and
equal advantage of the Franks, Gauls, and
Gallo-Romans upon the whole. As little partiality existed in the breast of William the
Conqueror, in favour of himself, or any of his
l_ormans, on the occasion of his sharing out
England among those Normans, and dividing
it into knight's fees _ freemen and villains,
_arons and yeomen, Normans, Danes, and
English, collectively and individually, oceupying one equal place in his affections, and
engaging one equal portion of his solicitude.
According to this construction, the inference, it must he confessed, may be just enough.
All you have to suppose is, that the greatest
good of the whole community taken together
was in every instance the ruliug object o£ cons_:deration in the breast of the institutors of
the public force : the pursuit of that greatest
good, in a certain shape not perfectly ex.
plalned, being the ruling object with the_
worthy men. As they did institute this public
force, it seems to follow pretty accurately that
the attainment of that general advantage was
the end in view, in each instance, of its being
instituted,
Should the two propositions, the antecedent and the consequent, in this their genuine
signification, appear too silly to be endurable,
the way to defend it may be to acknowledge
that the man who penned it knew no difference between a declaration of what he
supposed was or is the state of things with
regard to this or that subje_, and a deelaratlon of what he conceived ought to have been,
or ought to be that state of things ; and this
being the case, it may be supposed that in
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saying such was the end in view upon tim
several occasions in question, what he meant
_ss, that such it ought to have been. If this
were really his meaning, the propositions are
such, both of them, as we may venture to
accede to without much danger. A public
force is necessary, we may say; and the public
is the party for whose advantage that force
ought to be employed.
The propositions
themselves are both of them such, that against
neither of them, surely, can any objection be
produced : as to the inference by which they
are strung together, if the application made
of it be not exactly of the clearest nature,
yon have mdy to throw it out, and everything
is as it should be, and the whole article is
rendered unexceptionable.
AaTICLR XlII.
For the maintenance of the p_blic force,
and for the expenses of administration, a com.
mort contribution is indisyensable : it ought to
be equally dwided among all the citizer_ i_
proportion to #heir faculties.
In the first part of this article two propositions are contained. One is, that a common
contribution is indispensable for the maintenanceofthepublcforce,
lfbythisbemeant,
that raising money upon all, for the maintenance of those whose individual forces are
employed in the composition of the public
force, is proper, I see no reason to dispute it:
if the meaning be, that this is the only
sible way of maintaining a public force, it is
not true.
Under the feudal system, tbose
whose individual forces composed the public
force, were maintained, not at the expense of
the community at large, trot at their own ex_ense.
The other proposition is, th_ a common
contribution is indispensable for the expenses
(meaning the other expenses) of administration. Indispensable ? Yes, certainly: so far
as these other branches of administration cannot be carried on without expense--if
they
are carried on, the defraying of that expense
is indispensable.
But are these nameless
branches of administration necessary ? for if
they are not, neither is a common contdba*
tion for the defraying of the expense.
Are
they then necessary ?-- these unnamed and
unindicated branches ofadministratiun, which
in this mysterious manner are put down on
the list of necessary ones, is their title to be
there a just one? This is a question to which
it is impossible to find an answer : yet, till
an answer be found for it, it is impossible to
find a sufficient warrant for admitting this
proposition to be true.
From this proposi.
tion, as the matter stands upon the face of
it, it should seem that one of these sacred
and mviolable and impreseriptible rights of a
man consists in the obligation of contributing
to an unknown mass of expense employe4
upon objects not ascertained.
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Proposition 3. I_ (the common centribu- In the valuation of men's "faculties, is it
tlon in question)ought to be equally divided meant that their possessions only, or that
amongst all the eiuzens, in proportion to their respective wmltsand exigencies, as well
their faculties,
as their ways and means, should be taken into
Partly contradietion--asequel
to, or rather account ? In _he latter case, what endless
repetition of preceding contradictions: partly labour ! in the former case, what injustice i
tyranny under the mask of justice.
In either case, what tyranny ! An hlqui.
By the first article, human creatures are, and sition into every man's exigencies and means,
are to be, all of them, on a footing of equality -- an inquisition which, to be co_nmensurate
in respect to all sorts of rights. By the second to its object, must be perpetual, -- an iuqui*
article, property is of the number of these _ition iutoevery man's circumstances, one of
-rights. By the two taken together, all men are the foundation stones in this plan of liberty !
wmt are to be upon an equal footing in respect
To a reader who should pot an English
of property: in other words, all the property construction upon this plan of taxation
in the nation is and is to be diwded into equal (masked by the delusive term contribution,
portions. At the same time, as to the matter as if voluntary contributions could be a pracof fact, what is certain is, that at the time of ticable substitute for compulsory,)--to
a
passing this article, no such equality existed, reader who should .collect from the state of
nor were any measures so much as taken for things in England the construction to be put
bringing it into existence.
This being the upon this plan of taxation, the system here
case, which of the two states of things is it m view would not show itself in halt its
thatthisarticlesupposes?--theoldandrealtv
blackness.
To an English reader it migt_t
existing inequahty, or the new and imaginary naturally enough appear, that al.t that was
equality ? In the first case, the concluding or meal_t was, that the weight of taxation should
explanatory clause is in contradiction to the i bear in a loose sense as equally, or rather as
principal one : in the other ease, it is tauto- i equitably -- that is, as proportionably, as it
logical and superfluous. In the first case, the [ could conveniently be made to do ;--that
- explanatory clause is in contr,ldiction to the ! taxes, a word which would lead him directly
principal one ; for, from unequal fortunes if ] and almost exclusively to taxes upon conyou take equal contributions,
the contribusumption, should be imposed-- fbr example,
tions are not proportional.
If from a fortune
upon superfluities in preference to the necesof one hundred pounds you take a eontribuseries of life. Wide indeed would be his
tion of ten pounds, and from a fortune of twe mistake.
What he little would suspect is,
hundred pounds, ten pounds and no more, that taxes on consumption, the oltly taxes
the proportion is not a tenth in both cases, from which arise the contributions that in
but a tenth in the one, and only a twentieth
plain truth, and not in a sophistical sense,
in the other,
are voluntary on the part of the contributor,
In the second case--that
is, if equality in are carefully weeded out of the book of'French
point of property he the _ta_e of things sup- fiualjce. Deluded by the term indirect, imposed-then,
indeed, equality of contribution
posed as a sort of term of proscriptiom upon
will be consistent with the plan of equAizathem by a set of nmddy-headed metaphysition, as well as cons,mant to justice anti clans-- little does he think that the _vourite
utility ; but then the explanatory clause, in species of taxation in that country of perfect
t_roportion to their .faculties, will be tautololiberty, is a species of imposition and inquigousand superfluous, andnot onlytaotologous
sition, which converts every man who has
and superfluous, but ambiguous and perplexany property into a criminal in the first thing: for proportionality in pointofcontribustance, which sends the tax-gatherer into
tion is not consistent with equality- in point every nook and coruer of a man's house,
of contribution, on more than one out of an which examines every man upon interrogainfinity of suppositions, viz. that of equality tortes, and of which a double or treble tithe
in point of fortune : nor, in poin_ of fact, would be an improved and mollified moditiwas the one consistent with the other in the cation.
only state of things which was in existence
at the time.
ARTICLEXIV.
Men's faculties too ! What does that word
All the citizens have the right to ascertain
mean ? This, if the state of things repre- _by themselves, or by their representatives, ttie
sented as actually existing, as well as always necessity of the public contribution -- to gu_e
having existed, and for ever about to exist, : their free conseat to it -- to follow up the aI_
had been anything more than a sick man's i livation of it, and to determine the quantity of
dream, wouldhave required to be determined, it, the objects on which it shall be levied, the
had it been at all a matter of concern to pre- mode of levying it and gettzag it in, a"ad the
vent men from cutting one another'sthroats,
duration of it.
and must ha_'e been determined before this
Supposing the author of this article an
theory could have been reduced to ,prutice.
e_cmy to the stere, and his object to disturb
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the course of public business, and set the individual members of the state together by the
ears, nothing could have been more artfully
or more happily adapted to the purpose. Sapposing him a -friend, and his object to admiulster either useful instruction or salutary
eontroul, nothing more silly or childish can
be imagined,
In the first place, who is spoken of--who
are meant, by all the citizens ? Does it mean
all, collectively acting in a body. or every
citizen, every individual, that is, any one that
pleases ? This right of mine, _ is it a right
which I may exercise by my_tf at any time
whenever it happens to suit -me, and without
the concurrence of anybody else, or which I
can onlyexereiseifand
when I esn get everybody else, or at least the major part of everybody else, to join me in the exercise of it ?
The difference in a prsetieal view is enormous; but the penners of this declaration,
by whom terms expressive of aggregation,
and terms expressive of separation, are used
to all appearance promiscuously, show no
symptoms of their being aware of the smallest difference. If in cenjunetion with everybody else, I have it. already by the sixth artide. Laws impnsingcontributions
are laws:
t have a_ready, then, a right of concurring in
the formation of all laws whatever: whatdo
I get by acquiring the right of concurring in
the formation of the particular clans of laws
which are employed in imposing eontributions?
As a specification, as an application
of the general provision to the particular
subject, it might be very well. But it is
not given as a specification, but as a distinct
article. What marks the distinction the more
forcibly, is the jumbling in this instance, and
in this instance only, sets of another natme
with acts of legislation -- the right ofexami_ing into the necessity of the operation, and
of following up such examination with the
right of performing the operation -- the right
of observing and commenting on the manner
in which the powers of government are exercised, with the right of exercising them.
Make what you will of it, what a pretty
contrivance for settling matters, and patting
an end to doubts and disagreements I This,
whatever it is, is one of the things which I
am told I have a right to do, that is, either
by myseff, or hy certain persons alluded to
under the denomination of my representatires, --either in one way or the other ; but in
which ? Thisisexsetty
what I wantto know,
and this is exsefly what 1 am not told.-Can I do it by myself, or only by my representatiws ; that is to say, in the latter ease
by a delmty in whose election I have perhaps
had'a vote, perhaps not-- perhaps girvn the
vote, perhaps not _ perhaps voted for, perhaps votedagaiast; and who, whether I voted
_or or against him, will _ot do either this, or
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any one other act whatsoever, at my desire ?
Have I, an individual-- have I in my individusd capacity--aright
when Iplease, to as.
certain, that is, to examine into the necessity
of every contribution established or proposed
to be estabhshed ? Then have I a right to go
whenever I please, to any of the offwers in
the department of the revenue,--to
take all
the people I find under my command, _ to
put all the business of the office to a stand,
m to make them answer all my questions, w
to make them furnish me with as many palmra
or other documents as I desire to have ?-You, my next neighbour, who are as much a
citizen as 1am, have as much of this right at
I have. It is your pleasure to take this office
under your command, to the same purpose
at the same time. It is my pleasure the penple should do what I bid them, and not what
you bid them ; it is your pleasure they should
do what you bid them, and not what I bid
them:--whieh
of us is to have his pleasure?
The answer is,--he who has the strongest
lungs, or if that will not do, he who has the
strongest hand. To give everything to the
strongest hand is the natural result of all the
tutoring, and all the checking and controulinf
of which this lecture on the principles ot
government is so liberal : hut this ts the
exact result of that state of things which
would have place, supposing there were no
government at all, nor any such attempt as
this to destroy ih under the notion of direct_
ing it.
The right of giving consent to a tax,
the tight of giving consent to a measure,_
is a curious mode of expression for sig,fifying
assent or dissent as a man thinks proper._
It is surprising that a man professing and
pretending to fix words--to fix ideas--toffs
laws--to fix everything--and
to fix them t¢
all eternity, should fix upon such an expres.
sl_m, and should say the right of giving eo_
sent, instead of the right of giving a vote_
the right of giving consent, and consent only,
instead of the right of giving consent or dissent, or neither, as a man thinks proper.
ARTICLEXV.
_Soeiety ]_asa right to demand from ev¢_
agent qf the pubtw, an account of Iris admi.
_istration.
Society ? What is the menning_wbat
n
the object here? Different, where it ong_
to be identical-- identical, where it ought to
be different-- ever inexplieit--ever
indeterminute, usingasintereonvertible,
expressions
which, for the purpose of precision and right
understanding, require the most carefully to
be set and kept in opposition : such is the
language from the beginmng of thi_ eomposition to the end !
Is it, that superiors in office have a right
to demand such an account,of their _ubordi-
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nates? Not to possess such a right, would
be not to be a superior_ _not
m be subject
to the exercise of it, would be not to be a
subordinate. In this se_ase, the proposition is
perfectly harmless, but equally nugatory. Is
it, that all men not in office have this right
with respect to all men, or every man in
office ? Then comes the question as before-each in his individual capacity, or only altotether in their collective ? If in their cotleetive, whatever this article, or any other
article drawn up in the same view, does or
can do for them, amounts to nothing : whatever it would have them do, it gives them no
facilities for doing it, which they did not possess without it. Whatever it would have
them do, if one and all rise for the purpose
of doing it, bating what hindrance they may
receive from one another, there will be nobody to hinder them. Bat is there any great
likelihood of any such rising ever taking
place ? and if it were to take place, would
there be any great use in it?
If the fight be of the number of those
which belongs to each and every man in his
individual capacity, then comes the old story
over again of mutual obstruction, mid the
obstruction of all business, as before,
The right of demanding an account ? What
means that, too ? The right of simply putting
the question, or the right of compelling an
answer to it--and
such an answer as shall
afford to him that puts it, the satisfaction he
desires ? In the former case, the value of the
right will not be great ; itl the latter case,
he who has it, and who, by the supposition,
is not in office, will in fact be in office ; and,
as ever 3 body has it, and is to have it, the
result is, that ever 3body is in office ; and
those who command all men are under the
command of every man.
Instead of meaning stark nonsense, was
the article meant after all simply to convey
a memento to those who are superiors in
office, to keep a good look-out after their
subordinates?
If this be the case, nothing
can be more innocent and unexceptionable,
Neither the child that is learning wisdom in
his horn-book, nor the old woman who is
teaching him, need blush to own it. But
what has it to do in a composition, the work
of the collected wisdom of the nation, and
of which the object is, throughout and exelusively, to declare rights _
Silly or pestilential_ such, as usual, is here
the alternative.
In the shape of advice, a
proposition may be instructive or trifling,
wholesome or insipid. But be it the one or
the other, the instant it is converted, or attempted to be converted, into a law, of which
those called legislators are to be the objects,
and those not called legislators to be the exeeutors, it becomes all sheer poison, and of
rJmkcst kind,
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ARTICL_ XVI.
Et_ry soeie_ in whict _he warranty of
rights is sot ¢_s_red, [_' la gara_tie des droita
n'est pus assur_e,"] nor the separation of
powers determined, has no constitution.
Here we have an exhibition." self-conceit
inflamed to insanity-- legislators t_rned into
turkey-cocks--the
less importantoperation of
constitution-making, interrupted for the more
important operation of bragging. Had the
whole human species, according to the wish
of the tyrant, but one neck, it would find in
this article a sword designed to sever it.
This constitution, _ the blessed constitution, of which this matchless declaration
fbrms the base--the constitution of France_
is notonly the most admirable constitution in
the world, but the only one. That no other
country but France h&_the happiness of possessing the sort of thing, whatever it be,
called a constitution, is a meaning sufficiently
conveyed.
This meaning the article mu_
have, if it have any : for other meaning, most
assuredly it has none.
Every society in which the warranty of
rights is not assured (route soci$t$ duns laquelle la garantie des droits n'est pas a_'ur_e,)
is, it must be confessed, most rueful nonsense ; but if the translation were not exact,
it would be unfaithful: and if not nonsemdcal,
it would not be exact.
Do you ask, has the nation I belong to
such a thing as a constitution belonging to
it ? If you want to know, look whether a declaration of rights, word for word the same
as this, forms part of its code of laws ; for by
this article, what is meant to be insinuated,
not expressed (since by nonsense nothing is
expressed,) is the necessity of having a declaration of rights like this set by authority in
the character of an introduction at the head
of the collection of its laws.
As to the not absolutely nonsensical, but
only very obscure clause, about a society'ti
having "the separation of powers determio
ned," it seems to be the result of a confused
idea of an intended application of the old
maxim, Diwde et leapers :the governed are to
havethegovernorsundertheir
governance, by
having them divided among themselves. A
still older maxim, and supposing both maxima
applied to this one subject, I am inclined to
think a truer one, is, that a house divided
against itself cannot stand.
Yet on the existence of two perfectly in,
dependent and fighting sovereignties, or of
_three such fighting sovereignties (the supposed state of things in Britain seems here
to be the example in view,) the perfection of
good government, or at least of whatever up.
proach to good government can subsist with! out the actual adoption in termip.is ofa declai ration of rights such u this, is supposed to
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depend. Hence, though Britain have no such
thing as a c_nstitution belonging to it at present, yet, if during a period of any length,
five or ten years for example, it should ever
happen that neither House of Commons nor
House of Lords had any confidence in the
King's Ministers, nor any disposition to endure their taking the lead in legislation (the
House of Commons being all the while, as
we must suppose, peopled by universal suffragc,) possibly in such case, for it were a
great deal too much to affirm. Britain might
be so far humoured as to be allowed to suppose herself in pessession of a sort of thing,
which, though of inferior sttlff, might pass
under the name of a constitution, even without having this declaration of rights to stand
at its head.
That Britain possesses at present anything
that can bear that name, has by Citizen Paine
following, or leading (1 reall) remember not
nor is it worth remembering,)
at any rate
agreeing with this declaration of rights, been
formally denied,
According to general import, supported by
etymology, by the word constitution, something established, something already estahlishcd, something possessed ofslabihty, somethitlg that has given proofs of stability, seems
to be implied. What shall we say, if of this
most magnificent of all boasts, not merely the
simple negative,but the direct converse should
be true ? and if instead of France bein_ the
only country which has a constitution, France
should be the only country that has none 1
Yet if government depend upon obedience -the stability of government upon the permanence of the disposition to obedience, and
the permanence of that disposition upon the
duration of the habit ofobedienca_this
most
assuredly must be the case.
ARTICLEXVIL
Property being an inviolable and s_cred
right, _o one can be deprived of it, unless it
be when public uecesszty, legally established,
evidently requires it [i. e. the sacrifice ofit,]
a_d under the condition of a just and previous
indemnity,
Here we have the concluding article in this
pile of contradictions ; it does not mismatch
the rest. By the first article, all men are
equal in respect of all sorts of rights, and so
are to continue for evermore, spite of everything which can be done by laws. By the
second article, property is of the number of
those rights. By this seventeenth and last
article, no man can be deprived of his property_no,
not of a single atom of it, without
an equal equivalent paid--not when the oeeasion calls for it, for that would not be soon
enough, but beforehand : all men are equal in
respect of property, while John has £50,000
_l*-ye_r, and Peter nothing : all men are to be
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!equal in property, and that for everlasting ;
at the same time that he who has a thousand
times as much as a thousand others put together, is not lobe deprived of a single faro
thlrlg of it, without having first received an
exact equivalent.
Nonsense and contradiction apart, the topi¢
touched upon here is one of those questions
of detail that requires to be settled, and is
capable of being settled, by considerations of
utility deducible from quiet and sober inve_
tlgation, to the satisfaction of sober.minded
men ; but such considerations are far beneath
the attention of these creators of the rights
of man.
There are distinctions between species of
property which are susceptible, and species
of property which are not susceptible, of the
value of affection ; between losses in relation
to which the adequacy ofindemmfication may
be reduced to a certainty, and losses in respect of which it must remain exposed to
doubt : there may be cases in which a more
than equivalent gain to one individual will,
warrant the subjecting another individual,
with or without compensation, to a loss. Att
these questions are capable of receiving a solution to the satisfaction of a man who thini_
it worth his while to be at the pains of cornparing the feelings on one side with the feeltugs on the other, and to judge of regulations
by their effect on the feelings of those whom
they concern, instead of pronouncing on them
by the random application of declamatory
epithets and phrases.
Necessity ? What means necessity ? Does
necessity order the making of new streets,
new roads, new bridges, new canals ? A hation which has existed for so many ages with
the stock of water-roads which it received
from Nature, -- is any addition to that stock
necessary to the continuation of its existence ?
If not, there is an end to all improvementin
all these hues. In all changes there are disadvantages on one side, there are advantages
on the other: but what are all the advantages
in the world, when set against the sacred mtd
inviolable right s of man derived fi'om the urn,
enacted and unrepealable laws of Nature ?
CONCLUSmN.
On the subject of the fundamental prinei.
plea of government, we have seen what execrable trash the choicest talents of the French
nation have produced.
On the subject of chemistry, Europe hub
beheld with admiration, and adopted with
unanimity and gratitude, the systematic views
of the same nation, supported as they were
by a series of decisive experiments aud conelusive reasonings.
Chemistry has commonly been reckoned,
and not altogether without reason, among
the most all,ruse branches of science.
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chemistry, we see how high they have soared abridgment from an already formed and exo
above the sublimest knowledge of past times; isting assemblage of less general propositions,
in legislation, how deep they have sunk be- constituting the tenor of the body of the
tow the profoundest ignorance :-- how much laws, But for these more general proposiinferior has the nraturest design that could finns to have been abstracted from that body
be furnished by the united powers of the of particular ones, that body must have been
avhole nation proved, in comparison of the already in existmacc: the general and introwisdom and felicity of the chance-medley of duetory part, though placed first, must have
the British Constitution.
been constructed last;--though
first in the
Comparatively speaking, a select few up- order of communication, it should have been
plied themselves to the cultivation of ehe- last in the order of composition.
For the
mistry-- almost an infinity, in comparison,
framing of the propositions which were to be
have applied themselves to the science of included, time, knowledge, genius, temper,
tegLslation,
patience, everything was _anting.
Yet the
In the instance of chemistry, the study is system of propositions which were toinclude
acknowledged to come within the province
them, it was determined to have at any rate.
of science: the science is acknowledged to be Of time, a small quantity indeed might be
an abstruse and difficult one, and to require
made to serve, upon the single and very
a long cour_ of stod) on the part of those simple condition of not bestowing a single
who have had the previous advantage of a thought upon the propositions which they
liberal education ; whilst the cultivattmt of it, were to include : and as to knowledge, genius,
in such manner as to make improvements
temper, and patience, the place of all these
in it, requires that a man should make it the triviM requisites was abtmdantly supphed by
great business ofhislife;
and those who have effrontery and self-conceit.
The bush_ess,
made these improvements have thus applied instead of being performed in the way of
themselves,
abridgment, was performed hi the way of anIn chemistry there is no room for passion to ticipation-- by a loose conjecture of what the
step in and to contbund the understanding-pm'ticular propositions in question, were they
_o lead men into error, and to shut their eyes to be tbund, might amount to.
against knowledge: in legislation, the eireumWhat 1 mean to attack is, not the substances are opposite, mid vastly different,
ject or citizen of this or that country-- no_
What, then, shall we say of that system of this or that eitizen--zlot citizen Sieyes or eitigovernment,
of which the professed object
zen anybody else, but all anti-legal rights of
k¢to call upon the untaught and unlettered
man. all deelaratimts of such rights. What I
multitude (whose existence depends upon mean to attack is, not the execution of such
their devoting their whole time to the ac- a design in this or that instmlce, hut the dequisitinn of the mean, of supporting it,) to sign itself.
occupy themselves without ceasing upon all
It is not that they have failed in their exequestions of government (legislation and ad- eution of'the design by using the same word
'nfinistration incloded) without exception-promiscuously in two or three senses-- eozr.
important and trivial, --the most general and tradictory and incompatible senses-- but i_l
the most particular, but more especially upon uudertakiug to execute a design which could
the most important and most general-- that
not be executed at all without this abuse of
-is, in other words, 1he mo_t scwntific--those
words.
Let a man distinguish the senses-that require the greatest measures of science let him allot, and allot invariably a separate
to qualify a man tot deciding upon, and in word fbr each, and he will find it impossible
-respect of which any want of science and to make up any such declaration at all, with-skill are liable to be attended with the most out running into such nonsense as must stop
fatal consequences ?
the hand even of the maddest of the mad.
What should we have said, if, with a view
Ex nan, &see_ranes_from
this declaration
of collecting the surest grounds for the de- of rights, _arn what all other declarations of
"6sion of any of" the great questions of che- rights--of
rights asserted as against governanistry, the "French Academy of Sciences (ff ment in general, must ever be,--the
rights
its members had remained unmurdered) had of anarchy-the order of chum.
referred such questions to the Primary AsIt is right I should continue to possess the
temblies ?
, e_at I have upon my back, and so on with
If a collection of general propositions, pat [ regard to everything _se I look upon as my
_togetber with the design that seems to have I property, at least till I choose to part with it.
Wen birth to this performanee--propositiorrs
I 4t is right I should be at liberty to do as I
_of the most general and extensive import, l-please---it would be better ff I might be lm_
embraeingthe whole fieldoflegistation-,-were
t.mitted _o add, whether other people were
capable of-being so -worded and put together I;pleased with what it pleased me to do or not.
as to be of tree, it could only tie on the con- ] But as that is hopeless, I must be content
•ditien of their being deduced in the way oL[ wi_h such a portion of liberty, though i¢ is
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the least I can be content with, as consists in I One and the same word, right m right, that
the liberty
of dobrgas I please,
subjecttoImost enchanting
of words--isimfficient
for
the exception of not doing harm to other operating the fascination. The w_rdis ours,-people.
I that magic word, which, by its single m_
It is right I should be _cure against all sisted powers, completes tl'le fascinatian. Im
sorts of harm.
_ its adjective shape, it is as innocent as a dove**
It is right 1 should be upon a par with it breathes nothing but morality and peace.
everybody else--upon a par at least ; and if I It is in this shape that, passing ill at the hem't,
_m contrive to get a peep over other people's it gets possession of the understanding :_i_
heads, where will be the harm in it ?
then assumes its subgtantive shape, and joinBut if all this is right now, at what time ing itselt to a band of suitable as'socrates, se_
was it ever otherwise ? It is now naturally
up the banner of insurrection, anarchy, and
right, and at what future tium will it be lawless violence.
otherwise ? It is then unalterably right for
It is right that men should be as near upon s
everlasting,
par with one another in every respect as they
As it is right I should possess all these can be made, consistently with general seenblessings, I have a right to all ot them.
rity : here we have it in its adjective form,
But if I have a right to the coat on my synonymous with desirable, proper, becombeck, I have a right to knock any man down ing, consonant to general utility, and the like.
who attempts to take it from me.
t have a right to put myself upon a par with
For the same reason, if I have a right to everybody in every respect: here we have
be secure against all sorts of harm, I have a it in its substantive sense, fornfing with the
right to knock any man down who attempts
other words a phrase equivalent to tiffs,
to harm me.
wherever I find a man who _ill not let me
For the same reason, if I have a right to put re) self on a par with him in every respect,
do whatever I please, subject only to the ex- it is right, and proper, and becoming, that'X
eeption of not doingharm to other people, it should knock him down, if I hare a mind to
follows that, subject only to that _xceptmn, I do so, and if' that will not do, knock lfim oh
have a right to knock any man down who the head, and so forth.
attempts to prevent nay doing anything that
The French language is fol'tunate enough
I please to do.
not to possess this mischievous abnrrdnnee.
For the same reason, if I have a right to But a Frenchman will not be kept back from
be upon a par with everybody else in every his purpose by a want of words : the wmrt_
respect, it follows, that stmuld any mma take of an adjective composed of the same letters
upon him to raise his house higher than mine, as the substantive r_ght, is no loss to him. Is,
;--rather than it should Continue so, I have a I has been, ought to be, shall be, can, -- all are
right to pull it down about his ears, and to I put for one another-- all are pressed into tim
knockhim down if he attempt to hinder me. service--allmadetoanswerthe_-anmpurposcs.
Thus easy, thus natural, anderthc gmdam'e I By this inebriating compound, we have seen
of the seltish and anti-social passions, thus [ all the elements of the understandhlg coninsensible is the transition from the language I founded, every fibre of the heart inflamed,
of utility and peace to the language of ntis- ! the laps prepared lbr every iotlv, and the hand
chief. Transition, did t _ ?-- wl_at transilbr ever_ crrme.
tion?--from right to right ?" The proposi'tions
Our/ight to this precious discovery, such
are identical-- there is no tran_itmn in the as it is, of the rights of man, must, I repeal;
ease. Certainly, as far as words go, scarcely it, have been prior to that of the French. It
any : no more than if you were to trust your has been seen how peculiarly rich we are in
horse with a arian for a week or so, and he materials tbr making it. Right, the substanwere to return it blind and lame: --it was tire ri.qht, is the child of law: from real laws
your horse you trusted to him--it
is your con|e real rights; but from imaginary laws,
horse you have received again : -- what you from laws of nature, fancied and invented by
had trusted to him, you have received,
poets, rhetoricians, and dealers in moral and
It is in England, rather than in France, intellectual
poisons, come imaginary, rights,
'that the discovery of the rights of man ought a bastard brood of monsters, "gorgons and
_aturally to have taken its rise: it is we-ehim0eras dire."
And thus it is, that from
"we English, that have the better right to it. legal rights, the offspring of law, ard friends
It ts in the English language that the transition
of peace, come anti-le_lal rights, the mortal
_s more natural, than perhaps in most others : enemies of law, the subverters of govern_at any rate, more so than in the French.
ment, and the assassins of security.
It is in English, and not in French, that we
Will this antidote to French poisons have
may change the sense without changing the its effect ?-- will this preservative,for the ur_
word, and, like Don Quixote on the en- derstanding and the heart against the fi_sei-rllanted horse, travel as far as the moon, and nation of sounds, find lips to take it? This, iu
sfarther, without ever getting off the saddle, point of speedy or immediate efficacy at leash
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is almost too much to hope for. Alas I how
dependent are opinions upon sound ! Who
shall break the chains which bind them together? By what force shall the associations
between words and ideas be dissolved--assoeiations coeval with the cradle--associations
to which every book and every conversation
give increased strength ? By what authority
shallthis original vice in the structure of language be corrected ? How shall a word whieh
has taken root in the vitals of a language be
expelled?
By what means shall a word in
continual use be deprived of half its signification ? The language of plain strong sense
is difficult to learn ; the language of smooth
nonsense is easy and familiar.
The one requires a force of attention capable of stemruing the tide of usage and example ; the
other requires nothing but to swim with it.
It is for education to do what can be done;
and in education is, though unhappily the
slowest, the surest as well as earliest resource.
The recognition of the nothingness of the
laws of nature and the rights of man that
have been grounded on them, is a branch of
knowledge of as much importance to an Englishman, though a negative one. a_ the most
perfect acquaintance that can be formed with
the existing laws of England.
It must be so:-- Shakspeare, whose plays
were filling English hearts with rapt ure, while
the drama of France was not superior to that
of Calfraria,Shakspeare, who had a key
to all the passions and all the stores of ]anguage, could never have let slio an instrutuent of delusion of such superior texture,
_o: it is not possible that the rights of man
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-- the natural, pre-adamitieal, ante-legal, and
anti-legal rights of man--should
have been
unknown to, have been unemployed by
Shakspeare.
How could the Macbeths, the
Jaffiers, the Iagos, do without them ? They
present a cloak for every conspiracy -- they
hold out a mask for every crime ; -- they are
every villain's armoury-- every spendthrift's
treasury.
But if the English were the first to bring
the rights of man into the closet from the
stage, it is to the stage and the closet thai;
they have confined them. It was reserved for
France--for France inher days of degradation
and degeneration--in
those days, in eomparir son of which the worst of her days of ftucied
[ tyranny were halcyon ones--to turn debates
!into tragedies, and the senate into a stage.
The mask is now taken off, and the auarehist may be known by the language which
i he uses.
He will be found asserting rights, and acknowledging them at the same time not to
be recognised by government. Using, instead
of ought and ought not, the words is or/s not
--can or can not.
In former times, in the times of Grotius
and Puffendorf, these expressions were little
more than improprieties in language, prejudicial to the growth of knowledge : at present, since the French Declaration of Rights
has adopted them, and the French Revolution
displayed their import by a practical e_m.
ment, -- the use of them is already a moral
crime, and not undeserving of being constituted a legal crime, as hostile to the public
peace.

RIGHTS

AND

DUTIES

OF TH]_

MAN AND THE CITIZEN,
ANNO

1795.

The sorts of rights whieh this second de,
RIGHTS. -- ArtTICLI_I.
elaration, as well as the first, sets out with
The rights of man in soeiet 9 are liberty, the intention of declaring, are of two sorts:
tquality, security, and property,
those of the man, and those of the citizen :
Comparing this declaration with its prede- those which it immediately proceeds to de*
eessor, we may observe, that it opens with clare are neither the one nor the other, but
a specimen of legislative shuffling : on the one something between both, -- the Riqhts of
hand, a sense of the absurdity of its prede- Maa in Society.
censor, and the mischief that had been the
The difference is not a mere at_ir of words.
fruit of it : on the other hand, a determi- The rights deelared by the first declaration,
nation not to acknowledge these things.
_ere declared to be uatural, inalienable, and
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imprescriptiblemsuch
rights, against which
all laws that should at any time presume to
strike, would become ipso facto void. If no
distinction were to be recognised between the
rights of the man and the rights of the citizen, one oftbe expressions must be acknow-

kicked out of doors ; but, like the imagtm of
the two illustrious Romans mentioned b7
Tacitus, not the less regarded for not being
seen. To account for this exclusion, we mt_t
recollect, that between 1791 and 1795--in
short, from the moment of his naturalization

ledged to be unmeaning, and the insertion
of it a dangerous impertinence:
if a distinetion between them be to be recognised,
it must be this, that the rights of the man
the rights of the man as existing in a state
antecedent to that of political society -- anteeedent to the state of citizenship -- are the
only one of the sorts to which the character
of inalienable and impreseriptible can be understood to belong: -- those of the citizen,
growing out of the laws by which the state
of citizenship is constituted, are the produce
of the law itself, and may be conceived to
remain at the disposal of the law which gave
them birth, and may continue to depend for
their existence on the law from which they
received it.
This second declaration. -- leaving the
doubt in its full force, whether there are or
are not a certain description of rights over
which laws have no power -- a description of
rights which, as wehaveseen, coversthe whole
field of legislation, shutting the door against
everything that can present itself under the
name of law ?_ consequently, whether such
laws as they are about to create are or are
not capable of possessing any binding force,
_varnishes
over the ambiguity by a subterfilge.
Obliterating the distinction so carefullymade, and sorecentlyrecognisedbetween
the man and the citizen, at the next step they
produce, instead of the two, a sort of neutral double man, who is neither one nor the
other, or else both in one.
Comparing the list of rights, whoever they
belong to, whether to the man or the citizen,
or the man in society, we shall find, that between the year 1791 and the year 1795, inalienable as they are, they have undergone a
change. Indeed, for a set of inalienable rights
they must be acknowledged to have been
rather unstable.
At the time of the passing
the first article of the declaration of 1791,
there were but two of them -- liberty and
eqtmlity.
By the time _be second article of
that same declaration was framed, three new
ones had started up in addition to liberty ;viz.
property, security, and resistance to oppressins : total, four sorts of rights _ not five ;
for in the same interval an accident had happened to equality, and semehow or other it
was not to be found. In the interval between
1791 and 1795, it has been found again:
accordingly, in the list of 1795, we may ohserve equality occupying a station elevated

_or it was in America that he had his birth)
t_itizen Resistance- against- oppression had
been playing strange tricks: he had been constantly flying in the face of the powers in
being, whatever they were-- he had rendered
himself a perfect nuisance, and so great a
nuisance, that it was high time for him to be
sent to Coventry. Thither he has accordingly
been sent, though ready to present himself
at the call of patriotism, whenever a king is
to be assassinated, or a riot to be kicked up."
By the sagacity of the constitutionalist of
1795, he had bean at length discovered to be
a most dangerous enemy to security, after a
four years' experience of his activity in that
line.
Two years before his naturalization in
France, I had denounced him as such in a
book * which found its way into the hands of
i Condorcet and others ; but my denunciation
I was not heard.
1 As t_) the rest, the nonsensicalness and mis.
I chievousness of this article has been pointed
out in the observations on the corresponding
article of the declaration of 1791.

above everything but liberty, with security
mid property lying at its feet.
Looking for
resistance against oppression, we sha_l find it

" Int_oduztion to the_Pri_wJples of ltIorala
and Legislation, firstpabl:shed 1789. See VoL L
;_. 1M,

ARTICLE

IL

Liberty consists in the power of doing that
which hurts not the tights of others.
The same as the commencement of Article
IV. in the Declaration of 17_1, except as to
the insertion of the words _ the rights,
ARTICLE III.
Sentence l..ETuatiqf consists in this _ that
the law is the same for all, whether it protect
or whether it puaid_.
Sentence 2. IF.quality admits not any distinction of b_rths -- any hereditary succession
of powers.
In article 6 of the Declaration of 1791, we
saw this given in the character of a maxim ;
in which character the propriety of it has
been discussed : the maxim is now turned
into a definition of equality. This is equality,
certainly, as far as it goes ; but is it to be un*
derstood as stopping here, or is it to go any
farther, and how much further ? These quesfinns are not answered, apparently because
the declaration-makers were afraid to answer
them. Thus much is certain, there is nothing
in this declaration of rights to stop it : therefore, on it must go in its own course ; which
course can never have found its end, till it
has laid everything smack smooth, not lear-
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ing any one stone in the whole fabric of propetty upon another.*
That equality should leave no hereditary
aneeession of powers, is natural and consistent
enough. But how does it contrive to leave
any powers at all ? Where is the equality betwee_ him who be_ powers, and him who has
? The exelusion of the hereditary suecession of powers excepted, it turns out, then,
that people are not the more upon a par for
the possessionof this right ; and that, in short,
to speak correctly, equality and inequality are
the same things,
No distinction of births--no
dlstinetion in
point of birth ? How is that managed ? Are
all the men in France born of the same father
and mother?
Will democratic omnipotence
prevent the Montmorencies from being deteended from a known line of ancestors, beginning under the Capers ? or, I forget what
other family, from a Line beginning under
Clovis ? What they probably meant to say
is, that no distinction in point of rights should
be suffered to depend on any distinction in
point of birth : but as epigrams are at least
as neeessary in a French book of legislation
as laws, the paradoxical turn of expression
was preferred, as being the most natural
ARTICLE

IV.

SeC_*rltv results.from the concurrence of all
in seeurb_v the rights of each.
An epigram upon security -- a definition
imitated from le malade imaginaire.
The
property which opium has of laying men to
sleep, results from its soporific quality. Now,
citizen, if you do not know what security is,
you deserve to have your house knocked down
about your ears.
Concurrence of all on one hand -- rights of
each on the other. From this antithesis we
learn, that whatever security happens to be
conferred by the exertions of any number less
than all, is no security at alL

,

._RTICLE

ARTICLEV.
Property is the ri_t of enjoying and disposing of one's goods-- of one's revenues -of the fruit of one's labour and one's industry.
Another definition in the suporifie style, but
perhaps not quite so innocent. Property is
the right of enjoyment and disposal. Let a
man, then, have ever so much of either right,
yet if he have not the other, he has no properry, tt is perhaps owing to this definition
of property, that what the ei-devant clergy of
France had to live upon, was not their propetty, and eonsequeotly there was no harm
in robbing them of it. In England, tenant for
life of a settled estate conceives himself to he
a man of property : this artiele informs him
* See Essa_ on the LeveUinff Sl/stem, Vo]. I.
I_.3"_

_&RT. II

that he knows nothing about toe matter. In
England, a woman who has an advowson,
conceives the advowson to be her property.
let her consolt these French legislators, they
will tell her it is no seth thing, since she cannot give herself the living.
Let us pass on to the Deelarati0n of the
Duties of Man.
Right being one of the fruits of law, and duty
another, it occurred to the aeeond set of constitution-makers,
that a deelewation of rights
would be but a lop-sldedjob, without a declaration qf duties to match it on the other side.
The first declaration of rights having driven
the people mad, a deelaratiou of duties, it
was hoped, might help to bring them to their
senses. Whatever were their notions about
the matter, thus much must be admitted to
be true, that ff poison must be taken, an antidote may have its use ; but what would be
still better would be, to throw both togetherj
poison and antidote, into the fire. Every medicine that is good for anything, say the play.
sieians, is a poison. The political medicine
we have now to analyze, forms 1to exception
to the rule.
What seems to have been no better understood by the second set ofemlstitution-makers
than by the first, is, that rights and duties
grow on the same bough, mid are inseparable;
that so sure as rights are created, duties are
created too ; and that though you may make
duties without making rights (which is in fact
the result of the alas I but too numerous eatalogue of laws by which nobed_ is the betteL) yettomake rights without making duties
is impossible.
As deep judges of legislative
composition as Monsieur Jourdan, who talked
_rose without knowing it, it seems to have
escaped their observation,
that in making
rights (tinder pretence of dealing them out
ready made) they were making duties without
knowing anything about the matter.
I.,

OR PREAMBLE.

The Declaration of R_ghts contains the
obligations of legislators:--the
maintenance
of society requires that those who compose it,
know and fulfil equally their dutws.
Whether by duties, in the latter part of the
sentence, were meant exaedy the same thing_
as by obligations in the first, 1 will not take
upon me absolutely to determine : _ ff it
were, it will furnish one amongst so many
other proofs, how insensible these masters of
legislation are of the value of useful precision,
in comparison with fancied elegance.
ARTICLE II.
All the duties of the man and tile eitlz, m
are derived from the_e two principles, en7raven b_ nature in all breasts, in the hearts
of all men, -Do not to another that which you teould not
men _hould do to SWu.
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Do cons_a_ag to others the g_od which yo_
_onld receive from men.
_£KTICLEIV.
The known source of this double-headed
2v'oone is a good citizen _f he be not a 9ood
precept is the New Testament: "Whatsoever
son, a yood .father, a good brother, a good
ye would that men should do unto you, do friend, a good husband.
ye even so unto them." Do as you would be
Good -- as good as any other good thing
done by, says tire abridged expression of i L that has been _atd a thousand times over in
as given by the lgngl_sh proverb.
What ira- a novel or a play--silly
as a law --scarcely
l_rovementthe precept has received from the reconcilable to the next preceding article,
rtew edition given of it by the a_ti-elarlstian
and not altogether reconcilable to the _nha_d, will presently appear,
terests of the comnmni_:y at large,
A division is here made of it into two
The word cicil gives name to one ctaSs of
branches, a negative and a positive : -- the duties -- the word domestic, to another.
I8
tendency of the negative, placed where it is, it impossible to violate one law wi*hout vlois pernicious ; --- the tendency of the positive lating another? Does a nmn, by beating hia
branch, worded as it is, absurd, and contrary
wife. defraud the revenue ? Does a man, who
to the spirit of the original : -- the former, tbr smuggles coffee, beat his wife ? Brutus_the
want of the limitations necessary to the ap- elderBrutus--whounderagovermneut
where
plJeation here made of it, is too ample ; the the father had the power# of l_fe and death
latter, by the tail clumsily tacked on to i_, is over the child, put his sons to death tot con.
made too narrow,
spiracy a_ainst the gover_tment, --he a bad
In what country is it, that it is the w_sh citizen ? or does _'oodnessia a fitther consist
of accusers to be accused _ of judges to be i in putting his children to death ?
condemned -- of guiltotiner_ to be guilloA friend of Lord Monteagle's was engaged
tined? hi Top, furry-land, where cooks are with Guy Fawkes and others in aconspiracy
roasted by pigs, and hounds hunted by hares; : for blowing up the legislature.
Under thi6
in that same la_d, a taw thus worded might _ fourth article and the third, what should
do no harm ; and govermnent might go on as Monteagle have done ? The third bids him
well with it as wither it. In France, thus discover the plot ; for it bids him defend and
much is dear, that wh_ttsoever individual
serve the society and the la_, thus threat-.
prosecutes a delinquent_whatsoever
judge ened with destruction
by the plot :--the
condemns him--whatsoever
subordinate mi- fourth bids him say nothing about the maVnist.er of justice eXecute_ the sentence of the ter ; for what could he say about it that
judge, is a transgressor of this law--this fun- would not endanger the safety of his friend.
damental law--given without reservation or If Monteagte had happened to be a weltexception--said
to be engraven, just as we wisher to the conspiracy, and desirous of con.
see it, in all hearts, and placed first in the eealiug it, what could he have desired for his
list of duties,
seeurxty better than such a clause ?
Morality, not affecting precision, addresses
itself to the heart : law, of which precision is
ARTICLE V.
the life and soul, addresses itself to the head.
-_o man is a good man _f he be not franklg
The positive branch of the precept, tinder and rehgiousty an observer of the laws.
the necessity, it should seem, of rounding
Of the laws ? _ qf what laws ? _ of all
the period and making the line run weU, is so laws?-- of all laws present and to come,
worded as to shut the door against generosity,
whatsoever they may forbid, whatsoever they
Dotoamanthatgood.
Whatg_od? Why, ex- may enjoin? A religious observer of the laws
aetly and constantly just that very good which which proscribe his rehgion--the only religion
you want him to do to you. And if you hap- he thinks true--and
bid him drag to judic4.al
pen not to want anything of him, what then ? slaughter those who exercise it ? To talk of
why then let him want, and welcome. There
religion -- except in the way of rhetorical
is nothing in this rule of law that can afford flourish--in the style which is here conceived
him a handle to take hold of, should he be to he the proper style for law, may perhaps
inclined to accuse you of a breach of this be deemed on this oeeasion an abuse of words.
fundamental duty. If you want a twopenny
Well, then: the men of September, or, since
loaf, for example, go to the baker, and give they are out of power, the men of the 10tit
him either a twopenny loaf or twopence : -of August, or the conquerors of the Bastite
in the first ease, you fidfil the letter--in
the were they good men ?-- were they frank and
littter, the spirit of the law. Sho_fld you see religious observers of the law, declaring mid
a man starving for want of such a loaf, let enacting the inviolability of the king? The
liZun starve, and welcome : -- you want no- question may seem puzzling; but a former pa_
thing of him, not you, -- neither the two- _ag'e will help us to a solution.
By articles .
penn)- loaf nor the twopence : let him starve
XVtll.and XX. of the Declaration of Rights,
on ; there is nothing he can indict you upon a law is no law unless made by democracy
in this law.
run mad _ made by men, women, and c]fib.
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dren,--convicts,
madmen, and so on,--medi.tely or immediately.
Here, then, we have
e clue :--in a democracy run mad, goodness
means submission to the laws: under every
other sort of government, goodness means rebe]hon,
ARTICLE Vl.
He who openty violates the law, declares
l_imselfin a state of war with society,
More very decent ctappable matter for the
stage: in a book of law, preciously absurd,
end not a little dangerous,
To be in a state of war is to be in that
state in which the business of each party is
to kill the other,
In kindness to one set of button-makers,
we have a silly law in England, condemning
the whole country to wear now and tbr everlasting a sort of buttons they do not like. A
more silly law can scarcely be imagined: but
laws of a similar stamp are but too plentiful
in Great Britain; and France will have good
lack indeed, if laws of similar complexion do
not, in spite of every exertion of democratic
wisdom, find their way into France. In London you may see every day, in any street,
men, women, and children, violating these
and other such wholesome laws, knowingly or
unknowingly, with sufficient openness. Since
all these wicked uneivic button-wearers have
declared war against society, what say you,
Citizen Legal-epigram-maker,
the penner of
this declaration--what
say you to a few fourand-twenty pounders filled with grape-shot,
to clear the streets of them?
ARTICLE VII.
I-le who, without openly infringing the laws,
eludes them by cunning or address, wouvds the
interests of all; he renders htmsetf unworthy
of their benevolence and their esteem,
As to the truth of thi[proposition,
whether
the eluding the observ_nce of a taw be or be
not prejudicial to anybody, depends upon the
nature of the law: if the law be one of those
which are of no use to anybody, the eluding
of it does no harm to anybody ; if it be one
of those which are of use to this or that
description of persons, and that only, the
eluding of it may be a prejudice to them,
but does no harm to anybody else.
Were the law of libel, as it stands in England. to be obeyed without infraction, there
would be no more liberty of discussion, publication, or discourse on political subjects, in
]England, than there is on religious subjects
in Spain : were it executed in everyinstance
of its being infringed, there would not be a
man or a woman in England, who had eyes or
ears, out of jail. The law of England, taking
it with all its faults, is probably at least as
meat perfection upon the whole as the law of
ltt¥ other country, : at the same time, were
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any good to come of it, i would engage to
find laws in it, by dozens and by scores, any
one of which, if generally obeyed, or at least
if constantly executed, would be enough to
effect the destruction of the country, and
render it miserable.
Things being in this state, there seems unhappily no help for it, but that it mast be
left to each man's conscience in respect to
what laws he shall be forward, and to what
backward, to pay obedience, and lend his
hand to execute. While matters are in this
imperfect state, indiscriminate obedience is
no more to be insisted on with regard to laws
in any country, than, under a limited toonarchy, passive obedience is with regard to
kings.
To judge by these three last articles of the
Declaration of Duties of the Man and the
Citizen, the compositor seems to have been
rather hardly put to it to fill up the requisite
quantity of paper.
Rights of man present
themselves in sufficient plenty; but when he
comes to duties, it becomes apparent that
when a man has said it is your duty to obey
the laws, he has said all'that is to be said
about the matter. Accordingly, the contents
of these three articles arc not any addition
to the list of duties, but observations on the
subject, consisting of a string of epigrams
attd fine speeches fit for plays.
In regard to offences, the great difficulty
is, and the great study ought to be, t- distinguish them from one another : th_ busthess of this article is to confound them. In
England, simple disobedience is one thing-rebellion (technically, but rather improperly,
called treason) another : the punishment of
the one, where no special punishment is appointed, is a slight fine, or a short imprisonment ; that of the other, capital. In France,
under the auspices of this declaration, these
trifling differences are not thought worth noricing : -- disobedience and rebellion are discovered to be the same thing. The state of
the laws in France must be superior not only
to what it has ever been during the revolutionary anarchy, but to what it ever has been
during the best times of French history, or
of the history of any other country of considerable extent, if there be a single day' in
any year in which scores of laws have not
been transgressed, and that openly, by thousands and tens of thousands of individuals.
If this be true, the effect of this single article
must be, that after the restoration of peace,
and the perfect establishment of the best of
all possible constitutions,
the habitual sttmm
of France will be a state of civil war.
In the codes of other countries, _e great
end of government is to quiet and repress the
dissocial passions: in France, the great study
is to inflame and excite them ; it is so when
declaring right_ . it kt Jo when declaring
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duties. Under this code, to be a true Frenchman, a man must he for ever in a passion : -ever readyto cut either his own or his neighhour's throat. Whatever may be the subject
with which this constitution commences, it
ends in anarchy.
Under this r_gime, there
appears no difference between a tragedy mid
a law, in respect to style : fine sentiments,
epigrams, chaleur moavemeat, are equally indispensable in both. Every tragedy must be
levelled at some law- every' law must read
like a tragedy -- every law" must end in a
tragedy.

I
Every citizen owe_ his services to his counI try, &c. Owes services ? What services ? fur
what time ? and upon what terms ? Military
_services ? tbr soldie s pa_, and for life ? If this
4were not meant, nothing can be easier than
_for any leg4slature--any administration--any
' administrator-any recruiting sergeant, to
give it that meaning. 1%operty we have seen
, already secured by double and treble tether :
i Liberty is here secured by a system of uni. versa] or(roping. In Enzland, pressing is _till
: looked upon as a hardship, though no nmn is
] liable to he pressed, who has not vohmtarily
! enzaged in a profession which he knows will
AaTmLE VIII.
! saitlect him to it. What should we say in
On the maintenance of property rests the i England, were alr act of Parliament to be
eMtwation of the la:_ds, all the pr,,d_wtions, ' passed, in virtue of which all individuals with_
ever?l meatus of laboar, and the whole .fabric out exception, all ages and profession% sick
Ofs_,eial order,
land well, married and single, housekeepers
The article, as thu_ worded, reads bold . mid lodgers, lawyers, clergymen, and quakers,
enough, arid it it were less so, i_ would not i wereliable tobe pressedtbrsoldiers--women
be faithful. It presents a striking pit,tore of i perhaps into the bargain?-- since in France,
the penman.
His budget of dutie. emptied, [ women's necks have been found to fit. the
his subject exhatisted, and what is more, even . guillotine as well as men's, and in England,
his_stoek of fine speeches, yet he cannot thanks to the sages of the law, women make
persuade himself to stop.
lie would titin good constables.
persuade his feltow-citlzen_ to pay _wepeet to '
Equality also i, to be maintained, as welt
property, by appealing to thelv love of couutry
as property. Equality without limitation, and
work and it_ productions ; and if they have ! that by everybody, at the eatl of anybody.
no reward tbr these things, to their love of t The distribution of property being at the
work in general, and if iahtmr have no eharma l, tram of Issuing this declaration, prodigiously
tur thtm, as u last resource, to their love of I unequal--as
much at least asin many a mosu,.ial order,
narchy.-- how are equahty mid property to
be there at the same time :
AaTICLt; IX.
"l_he maintenance of both being incompaEver(/citizen owes h_, s_r,lces to his conn. tible. --to choose which of the two shall be
try, to the nm*nteaance qf liberty, equality,
maintained, since both cannot be maintained
and pr,pertg, as qften as the taw calls ttpo_, together, seems to be leI): to the wisdom o[
ldm to deleted them.
the citizens, rich and poor, industrious or
This is the last m thislist of duty-declaring ' idle, flllt or thsting, as occasmn may arise.
articles; and the conclusion of this short but To a considerable majority, the maintenance
superltuous composition is of a piece with the of equality will probably be the pleasant_
beginning,_fulloiuneertainty,
obseurity, and task of the two, as well as the more pr_danger.
I fitable.
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O_E general imperfection runs through the
whole of this composition.
The terms eraployed leave it emltinually in doubt whether
it be merest to be prospective merely, or retro_peetive also,-- whether it mean solely to
declare what shall be the state of the law
after the moment of the enactment of this deelaration, or likewise what has been its state
previous to that moment. To judge from the
words, it should seem almost everywhere to
include this retrOSpect.
The objections to
such retrospective declaration are-- 1. That
it is notoriously untrue;--2.
That the untrat_h of it is supposed by the very act of
enacting the declaration;
since if what is
there established were already established,
there would be no use for establishing it
anew ;-- 3. That the declaration of the past
exi,_tenee of the provisions in question would
be of ao use, though the matter of _act were
true.
" Every society cannot but be the free work
of a ecmeention _,tered into between all the
a_soemted [members.]"
Hence it appears that there never has yet
been such a thing as a society existing in the
world.
This is the first and most fundamental of all the fundamental truths, for the
discovery of which the blind and obstinate
world is indebted to Citizen Sieyes.
ttere
live we, somehow or ether, in Great Britain.
It seems to us that we are living in society ;
but Citizen Sieyes, who knows everything,
and everything in his own way, knows it is
no such thing. What sort of a state is it we
are living in, if we really do live ? To know
this, we mu_t wait tilt a word has been assigned as soiled to our wretched condition,
adapted to expre+s the miserable state we live
in, by the grace mid ingenuity of Citizen
Sieyes. But do we five, after all ? Whether
we do or no, is at least as doubtfulas whether
we are in society ; whether the state we are
in, living or not living, be a state of society,
Is Citizen Sieyes living_ To judge by

SIEYES.

Bickerstaff's test, this were matter of serious
doubt.
The argument, however, does not
seem conclusive.
A man in Bedlam, or in the
French Convention, might be writing such
stuff--stuff
altogether ef a piece with this,
and that not ouly with perfect fluency, but
with perfect consistency of character between
the composition and the situation that gave
birth to it. From a man's being known to
write sueb stuff, it follows, therefore, not that
a mauls not living, but that he isli_ingelther
in Bedlam, or in the French Convention.
2k man turned crazy by self-conceit, takes
a word in universal use, and determines within
himself that he will use it in such a sense as
a man never used it in betbre. With a word
thus poisoned, he makes up a proposition,
any one that comes uppermost ; and this he
eaUs iugenuity : -- this proposition he endeayours to cram down the throats of all those
over whom he has or conceives himself to have
power or influence -- more especially ef all
legislators--of
the legislators of the present and all future times;--and
this he calls
libert?/; and this he call government.
" The object of a political society can be no
other than the greatest good @alL"
This article announces a matter of fact in
the form of an universal proposition, which,
so far from being universally true, is not, nor
perhaps ever was true in any hlstance.
It exhibits ths same silly and unnecessary
substitution of can not forought not--the same
use of an improper word for a proper one at
least equally obvious-- of an ambiguous for
an unambiguous-unless to the original iraport ef the word can, be here meant to be
added, or rather substituted,
its mischiefmaking, and anarchy.exciting import, -- an_
that in consequence every society in which,
on any point, any notion or notions of the
pubhc good were entertained different from
those of Citizen Sieyes, shall on every such
occasion be regarded as ipsofaeto in a state of
dissolution.
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One thing may be learned from the order
given to the two article_--that
happiness in
society is an article but of secondary account,
A matter of superior importance is--that the
society should have been got together upon
the never-exemplified and physically-tropessible plan of an original and uawersal contrnct,
"/_very man is sole proprietor of his own
person, and this property is inalie_able."
More nonsense-more mischievous nonsense,--tendencies
of the most mischievous
kind, wrappedupunderthecoverofasillyepigram : as if a man were one thing, the person
of the same man another thing; as if a man
kept his person, when he happened to have
one, as he does his watch, in one of his pockets,
While the sentence means nothing, it is as
true as other nonsense: give it a meaning,
any meaning whatsoever that the words are
capable of bearing, according to any import
ever given to them, and it is false. If by the
property in question, it is meant to include
all the uses that can be made of the proprietarysubject, the propositmnisnotself-contra,
dictory and nonsensical : it is only a nugatory
proposition of the ideT_tlcalkind.
If each individual be the only individual
that is to be allowed to make any use whatsoever of the faculties of all kinds, active and
passive, mental and corpora], of that individual, amt this be mem,t bybeing the proprietor
of tl_eperson of an individual, then true it is,
that the person of each individual can have
but one proprietor : -- but if the _ase be, in
any instance, that while the individual himself, and he alone, is permitted to make use
to certain purposes of the faculties of that
individual for a certain time, some other--any
other--is
permitted to make use of the faculties of the same individual to other purposes for the same time, then the proposition,
that no individual can have a property in the
person of another individual, is false: --the
proposition that no man shall be suffered to
have any property in the person of another,
would be a mischievous one, and mischievous
to a degree of madness.
In what manner is thelegal relation of the
husband to the wife constituted, but by giving
him a right ibr a certain time, to the use of
eertain faculties of her's--by
giving him, in
so far, a property in her person ?---and so with
respect to the legal relations of the t_athcr to
the child under age, and of the master to the
apprentice or other servant, whate_er be the
nature of the service,
The present tense is, is absurdly put for
the future shall be. Injustice, and of the
most cruel kind. lurks under this absurdity.
The effect of the future would only be to
eat up domestic power, and thence domestic
soci._tv, for the future : the effect of the present ts to cut it up at the instant, and, by
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Inecessary inference, as to the past, and to put
every past exercise of such power upon the
footing of a crime ; in a word, to have the
retroactive effect disclaimed by the constitution of 1795. If no individual have at this
present time any property, however limited,
in the person of any other ind_vidtml, it must
be in virtue of some cause which has prevented his ever having had any such property
in any past period of time : it must be, in a
word, in virtue of some such cause as this,
viz. its being contrary to the eternal, as wel|
as inalienable and natural rights of man to
possess any such property.
If it be a crime
in a man now to send his servant on an errand with a bundle on his back-- to dip his
ailing infartt in a cold batb_or to exercise the
rightssupposedtobe
givenhim bymarriageon
his wife -- it must havealways been acrime,
and a crime of equal dye, punishahle at the
mercy of such judges as Citizen Sieyes.
To make the matter worse-- the mischief
greater--theabsurdity
more profound,--thia
property, such as it is, whatever it be-- all
the property that any individual has in his
own person -- is to be considered as inalien.
able. No individual is to be suffered to give
any other individual a right to make use of
his person, his faculties, his services, in any
sl a?e. No man shall let himself out to service
-- no man shall put himself or his son outto
serve as an apprentice -- noman shall appoint
a g,mrdian to his child -- no woman shall engage herself to a man in marriage.
Will it be said, that there is no such thin_
as alienation for u time _ Or will it be said,
in justification of t_e citizen, that the citizen
did not know what he was talking aboot, and
that though he spoke of alienation in general,
_alienatmn for all manner of terms, the only
sort of alienation he really meant to interdict,
in respect of the property in question, was
! alienation during l_fe _ and that the meaning
of the citizen was not absolutely re forbid
marriage -- that he meant to allow of marriage tbr limited terms of years, and meant
only to prohibit marriage tot life ?
But supposing even this to have been the
purpose, and that purpose ever so good
one, the provision is still a futile one, and
inadequate to that purpose.
To what purpose forbid an alienation for life, if you admit
of it for years, without restricting it to such
a number of years as shall ensure it against
possessing a duration co-extensive with at
least the longest ordinary term of life ? No
such linntation has the citizen vouchsafed to
I give : -- possibly as not finding it altogether
I easy to put any such limitation in years and
[ figuresinto the mouth of Queen 2Vature, whose
i prime minister Citizen Sieyes, like so many
[ other citizens, has been pleased to make himself.
The article seems to be levelled at negro
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slavery ; but I do not see what purpose it is
capable of answering in that view. Does it
mean to ammunce what has been the state of
the law hitherto, or what shall be the state
of the law in future ? In the first case, its
truth is questionable,
and, true or false, it
is of rio use. In the latter sense, does it
mean to declare, that no person shall have
the right of exacting personal service of any
other, or producing physical impressions on
his passive faculties, without his consent?
It reprobates all rights to services of any kind,
and all powers of punishment.
Does it declare that no suclt powers shall exist without
limitation ?--It does not so much as provide
against negro slavery, even where the eondi,
lions on which it is established are most indefensible ; for nowhere has the power of
the master over the slave subsisted without
limitations,
Does this article mean to set at perfect
liberty all negro slaves aT once ? This would
be not more irreconcilable with every idea
of justice with regard to the interest of the
present master, than with every idea of prudence with regard to the interest of the slaves
themselves,
"' Every/ author may publish, or cause his
productwns to be pubhshed, aud he ,_ay cause
them to circulate freely, as well by the po_ as
by any other way, without havzng e_,er to fear
any abuse of confidence."
I shall makeup observations upon thcdangers arising from this unlimited liberty ; but
I cannot refrain from pointing out the silliness of the expression. The author intended
to have _aid, that every-"abuse of confidence
ought to be treated as an offence : but what
he has said is, that the offence is impossible,
se impossible that there is no reason to fear
it ; as if this declaration would be sufficient
to deprive government and individuals of the
power to commit an abuse of confidence,
'" I, etters, in particular, ought to be consitiered as sacred by all the intermediate persons
who may be found between the person who
writes, and him to whom they are written."
What does this word sacred mean ? Is
this the manner in which a legislator ought
to speak ?
What I ifa calumny -- a plan of conspiracy
a project of assassination -- be put into a
letter, is that letter to be sacred ? Will the
opening it be sacrilege f This crime, if it
be one, will be ranked in that class of crimes
which have commonly been considered the
most enormous offences against religion-offences against God himself.
Whilst as to the act itself, is it for the
public good that government should open the
letters ? That is the question.
If the law
prohibit it, the post would become a terrible
engine in the hands of malefactors and conItpirators,
With the intention of protecting
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the communications of individuals, this law
would expose the public to the greatest dmlgers. There are some crimes so mischievous,
that no means ought to heneglocted for their
prevention or detection.
Will it be sa_d,
that the fear of having their letters opened
_.ill restrain honest correspondents
in the
communications of commerce, orthe effusions
of friendship ?
It is true, that if the simple communication
of opinions between individuals should be
constituted a crime, the opening of letters
might become a terrible engine of tyranny.
Bat it is here that the precautions against
abuse should be placed. It is this which is
done in England, where the secretary of state
may open letters upon his responsibility,
though it be not allowed to any one else.
" Every man .is equally at liberty to go or
stay, to enter or to go out, and even to leave
the kingdom and to return into it, as shall
seem good to him."
This article has reference not to the eitizen alone, but to every man, to every stranger, as well as every Frenchman.
At1 are at
liberty to go or stay, to enter or to go out, to
leave the kingdom or to return into it, as
shall seem good to them. Absurdity cannot
go farther. Is there to be no police ? Cannot
intercourse be interdicted -- may not public
edifices be closed -- may not access to fortifications be prevented, &c. ? With this unlirotted right, how would it be possible to
a_tvise the construction of prisons for the detention of malefactors? How could theauthor
of this declaration tolerate the laws against
emigrants ? Were not these laws a ibrmal
denial of the rights of man ?
I do not impute these extravagant intentions to the author of the article : he had coneluded the preceding article by the words-"Thelawalone can marhthellmitswhlckouyht
to be given to this liberty as well as every
other;" and I suppose that the words in the
same manner, at the head of this, announce
that the liberty of going and coming is subject to the same restriction.
But then the
proposition which seemsto say much, would
have said nothing--" You may do everything
except what the laws prohibit.'" Dangerous
or insignificant, such is the alternative which
is without ceasing fotmd lit this declaration.
" In shtJrt, every man is at hberty to dispose of his wealth, of his property, and to relulate hts expense as he thinks proper."
Here there is no legal restriction : the pro_osition is unlimited.
If by disposing of his
I wealth, the author intend that he may do
] whatever he likes, the proposition is absurd
in the extreme. Are there no necessary limits
to the employment of his property?
Ought
I a man to have the right of establishing after
his death, either religions or anti-religiout
foundations at the expense of his family?
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assigned?
There are some commercial societies to
" To regulate his exl,ense as he thinks which tbelawhasgrantedmmmpnlies.
These
proper," is a good housekeeping expression,
monopolies are abolished, without regard to
A master may spc_k in this manner to his the ruin of the associates, to the advaneea
from
disinheriting
children
cause_ I stantly.
steward;
but is thishisthe
st_le ofwithout
a legislator
they have nmde, to the engagements they
Minors, madmen, prodigals,ought to be placed have formed-- and that iostantly.
underpositive restrletionsasto
their expenses.
One great merit in a good administration
There are cases in which certmn sumptuary
is, that it proceeds gcntly in the reform of
taws may be suitable.
There may be good abuses--that
it does not sacrifice existing
reasons for prohibiting games of hazard, h)t- interests--that
it provides for the enjoyteries, puhbic entertainments,
donations after meats of individuals--that
it gradually prothe manner of the Romans, and a thousand
pares for good institutions--that
it avoids all
other species of expeose,
violent changes in condition, establishmen_
" The law has for zts object the common and fortune.
intere_t ; it cannot grant any prwdege to any
In _tant[//, i_ a term suitable to the meridians
one."
of Algier_ and Constantinople. Gradually, is
The first proposition is false in fact. Tile the language of justice and wudence.
law ought only to have for its object the cam"lf men are not equal tn means,--that is to
man interest : this is what is true.
This say, in weahh, in mtad, in strength, _c. --zt
error perpetually recur_ in this little work.
d_,cs not follau_ that they on,dht not all to be
But is the consequence which is drawn
equalin riyht_."
from this principle just'?
May there not be
Ccwtaintv the wife is not equal in rights to
some privileges founded upon the cmnmon her husban'd ; neither is the child under age
interest?
equal to hi_ father, nor the apprentice to his
In one sense, all powers are privileges ; in master, nor the sohlicr to his officer, nor the
another _ense, all social distinctions are so prisoner to the Jailer, mdess the duty of abe.
also. A title of honour, an honorary decoradtence should he exactly equal to the r_ght of
tion, an order of knighthood -- these are all commanding. Difference in rights is precisely
privileges. Ought the legislature to be interthat whwh coostitutes social subordination.
dieted from the employment of these means Establish equal rights for all, there will be
of renmneration ?
no more obedience, there will be no more
There is one species of privilege certainly
society.
very advantageous : the patents which arc
He who possesses property pos_sses righta
granted in England for a limited time, for in- --exercises
rights -- which the non-proprieventions in arts and manufactures.
Of all the tar does not possess and does not exercise.
methods of exciting and rewarding industry,
If all men arc equal in rights, tbcre will
this is the least burthensome, and the most not exist any rights ; for if all have the same
exactly proportioned to the merit of the in- right to a thing, there wiI1 no longer be any
vention. This privilege has nothing in cam- right for an)" ooe.
man with monopolies, which are so justly
"' tivery eitizen who is unable to proride for
deemed,
his own wants, has a right to the assistance
"And
if privileges are established, they, of his feltow-ett&ens."
ouqht to be instantly abolished, whatever may
To have a right to the assistm)ee of hia
be their origin."
fellow-eitizens, is to have a right to their asHere is the most unjust, the most tyran,
sistance in their individual or their collective
nicat, the most odious principle. Instantly
capacity.
abolished!
This is the order of the despot,
To give to every poor person a right to
who will listen to nothing, who will make the assistance of every individual who is not
everything bend to his will, who sacrifices equally poor, is to overturn every idea of
everything to his caprice,
property ; tar as soon as I am unable to proThere are some privileges and rights which vide for my subsistence, I have right to be
have been purchased at great price. Their ] supported by you: I have a right to what
sudden abolition would throw a great num- you possess'---["it is my property as well as
her of families into despair : it would strip yours ; the portion which is necessary to me
thereof their property--it
would produce the is no longer yours--it
is mine ; you rob me
same wrong to them as if a muhitude of if you keep it from me.
strangers were admitted to share thmr roveIt is true that there are difficulties in its
hues, mid that instmltly,
execution. I am poor : to which of my telThere are some magisteritd offices held by low-citizens ought I to address myself, to
hereditary title.
The possessors would be make him g4ve me what I want? Is it to
deprived of them without regard to their eir- Peter rather than to Paul ? If you confine
eumstances, to their welfare, or even to the yourseff to declaring a general right, without
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specifying how it is to be executed, you do [ would no longer be posslb|c to supply bread
nothing at all : 1 may die of hunger before 1 I to all who want it. How, l_.n, can wc concan find out who ought to supply me with vert this duty of benevolence into an absolute
ibod.
right ? This would be to give the indigent
What the author has said, is not what he class the most false and dangerous ideas: it
meant to say : his intention was to declare
would not only destroy all gratitude oa the
that the pore" should have a right to the as- part of the poor towards their benefactors
sistaace of the community.
But then it is I it would put arms in their hands against all
necessary to determine how this as-istance ] proprietors.
ought to be levied and distributed : it is ne1 am aware that the author would defend
eessary to organize the administration
which himself _gainst all the consequences which
ought to assist the poor--to
create the offi- [ so clearly spring from his principles, by the
ecrs who ought to inquire into their ncces- ! clause which he has inserted, " T]_at no one
sities, and to regulate the mapner in whwh l_as the right to injure another," and that the
the poor oL_ght to proceed in availing themlaw may put bounds tothe exercise of all the
selves of their right,
branches of liberty. But this clause reduces
The relief of indigence is one of the no- all his rights to nothing; for if the law may
blest bram'he- of civilization.
In a state of putboundstothem,tillthcscare
known, what
*mture, _helt we can tbrm any idea of it, knowledge can I have of my rights ?-- what
those who cannot lu'c*curefood, die of hunger, use can I make of them ? Nothing can be more
There must exi_-t a _uperfluity for a nnme- t_allacioas than a declaration which gives me
rous class of the society, before it is possible
with one hand, what it authorizes the taking
to apply a part of it to the maintenance of fl'om me with the other.
Thus cut down,
the poor. But it is po_-,ible to suppose such this declaration might be propounded at Moa state ofpovexty_such
a famine-- that it roccoorAlgiers, anddoneithcrgoodnorharm.
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ESSAY
I.
OBJECTSOF INTERNATIONALLAW.
Ira citizen of the world had to prepare an
universal international code, what would he
propose to himself a_ his object ? It would
be the common and equal utility of all nations : this would be his inclination and his
duty.
Would or would not the duty of a
particular legislator, acting for one particular nation, be the same with that of the citizen of the world ? _l'hat moderation, which
would be a virtue in an individual acting for
his own interests, would it become a vice,
or treason, in a public man commi-_sitmed by
a whole nation ? Would it be sufficient for
him to pursue in a strict or generous manner
their interests as he would pursue h_s own ?
--or would it be proper, that he _hould pursue their interests as he would pro'sue his
own, or ought he so fo regulate his course in
this respect as they would regulate theirs,
were it possible for them ¢o act with a full
knowledge of'all circumstances ? And in this
latter ease, would the course he would putsue be unjust or equitable'? What ought to
be required of him in this respect ?
Whatever he may think upon these queslions-- how small soever may be the regard
which it may be wished that he should have
for the common utility, it will not be the
less necessary for him to understand it. Th_s
will be necessary for him on two accounts :
In the first place, that he may follow this
object in so far as his particular object is cornprised in it ;--secondly,
that he may frame
according to it, the expectations that heought
to entertain, the demands he ought to make
upon other nations. For, in conclusion, the
line of common utility once drawn, this would
be the direction towards which the conduct
of all nations would tend -- in which their
common efforts would find least resistance -in which they would operate with the greatest force -- and in which the equilibrimn once
established, would be maintained with the
least difficulty,
Let us take, for example, the famous law
with respect to prizes, adopted by so many
nations at the snggestion of Catherine II. of
Russia. How formidable soever may have
been the initiating power, fbere is no reason
to think that it was fear which operated upon
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so many nations, together so powerful, and
some o1 them so remote : it must have been
its equity, that is to say, its common utility,
or, what amounts to _i_e same thing, its upparent utility, which determined their acecptance of it. 1 say real or apparent ; for it will
be seen that this is not the place to decide
without necessity upon a question so delicate
and complex.
But ought the sovereign of a state to sa.
crifice the interests of his subjects for the
advantage of foreigners ? Why not ? _ provided it he in a case, if there be such an one,
in which it wouht have been praiseworthy
in his subjects to make the sacrifice themselves.
Probity itself, so praiseworthy in an individual, why should It not be so in a whole
n(_tmn ? Pr,d_cworthy in each (_ne. how can
it be otherwise in all? It may have been
true that Charles the Second did well in setlo
ing Dtmkirk : he would not have done less
well, had he not put the price in his own
pocket.
It is the end which determines the means.
Here the end changes _or at least appears to
change ;) it is theretore necessary that the
means should ctmnge or appear to change
also.
The end of the conduct which a sovereign
ought to observe relative to his own subjects,
-- the end of the internal laws of a society,
-- ought to be the greatest happiness of the
society concerned.
This is the end which
individuals will unite in approving, if they
approve of any. It is the straight line _ the
shortest line -- the most natural of all those
by which it is possible for a sovereign tv direct his course. The end of the conduct he
ought to observe towards other men, what
ought it to be. j udging by the same principle ?
Shall it again be said, the greatest happiness
of his own subjects ? Upon this footing, the
welfare, the demands of other men, will be as
nothing in his eyes: with regard to them, he
will have no other object than that of subjeering them to his wishes by all manner of
means. He will serve them as he actually
serves the beasts, which are used by him as
they use the herbs on which they browse-- in
short, as the ancient Greeks, as the Romans,
as all the models of virtue in antiquity, as
all the nations with whose history we are
acquainted, employed them.
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Yet ill proceeding in this career, he cannot
fail always to experience a certain resistance
-resistance
similar in its nature and in its
cause, if not always in its certainty and efficacy, to that which individuals ought from
the first to experience in a more restricted
career ; so that, from reiterated experience,
states ought either to have set themselves to
seek out-- or at least wouldhave found, their
line of least resistance, as individuals of that
same society have already found theirs ; and
this will be the line which represents the
greatest and common utility of all nations
taken together,
The point of repose will be that in which
ati the forces find their equilibrium, from
which the greatest difficulty would be found
in making them to depart,
Hence, in order to regulate his proceedings with regard to other nations, a gJven
sovereign has no other means more adapted
to attain his own particular end. than the
setting before his eyes the general end--the
most extended welfare of all the nations on
the earth. So that it happens that this most
vast andextended end--this foreign end--will
appear, so to speak, to govern and to carry
with it the principal, the ultimate end ; in
such manner, that in order to attain to this,
there is no method more sure for a sovereign
than so to act, as if he had no other object
than to attain to the other ;--in the same
manner as in its approach to the sun, a satellite has no other course to pursue than
that which is taken by the planet which
governs it.
For greater simplicity, let us therefore substitute everywhere this object tothe other:-and though unhappily there has not yet been
any body of law which regulates the conduct
of a given nation, in respect to all other nations on every occasion, as if this had been, or
say rather, as if this ought to be, the rule, -yet let us do as much as is possible to establish one.
I. The first object of' international law for
a given nation:--Utili'_y
general, in so far as
it consists in doing no injury- to the other nao
tions respectively, savingthc regard which is
proper to its own well-being,
2. Second object :--Utility general.in so far
as it consists in doing the greatest good possible to other nations, saving the regard which
is proper to its own well-being,
8. Third object :--Utility
general, in so far
as it consists in the given nation not receiving
any injury from other nations respectively,
saving the regard due to the well-being of
these same nations,
4. Fourth object :--Utility general, in so far
as it consists in such state receiving thegreatest possible benefit from all other rmtions,
saving the regard due to the well-being of
_l_ mations,
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It is to the two former objects that the
duties which the given nation ought to recognise may be referred.
It is to the two
latter that the rights which it ought to claim
may be referred.
But if these same rights
shall in its opinion be violated, in what mannee, by what means shall it apply, or seek for
satisfaction ? There is no other mode but that
of war. But waris an evil--it
is even the
complication of all other evils.
,5. Fifth object :--In case of war, make such
arrangements, that the least possible evil may
be produced, consistent with the acquisitior
of the good wbich is sought for.
Expressed in the most general manner, the
end that a disinterested legislator upon international law would propose to himself, would
therefore be the greatest happiness of all hations taken together.
In resolving this into the most primitive
plinciples, he would follow the same route
which he would follow with regard to interhal laws. He would set himself to prevent
positive international offences-- to encourage
the practice of positively useful actions.
He would regard as a positive crime every
proceethng-- every arrangement,
by wMch
the given nation should do more evil toforeign
nations taken toget*her, whose interests might
be affected, than it should do good to itself.
For example, the seizing a port which would
be of no use except as the means of advantageously attacking a foreign nation ; -- the
closing against other nations, or another hation, the seas and rivers, which are the high°
ways of our globe ;-- the employing force or
fraud for preventing a foreign nation from
carrying on commerce with another natiom
But by their reciprocity, injuries may cornpensate one another.
In the same manner, he would regard as
a negative offence every determination,
by
which the gi_,en nation should refuse to tendee positive services to a foreign nation, when
the rendering of them would produce more
good to the last-mentioned nation, than it
would produce evil to itself. For example,
if the given nation, without having reason to
fear for its own preservation (occupying two
countries of which the productions were difo
ferent,) should obstinately prohibit commerce
with them and a foreign nation :--or if when
a foreign nation should be visited with misfortune, and require assistance, it should neglect
to furnish it : -- or, in conclusion, if having in
its own power certain malefactors who have
mal4 fide committed crimes to the prejudiceof
the foreign nation, it should neglect todowbat
depends upon it to bring them to justice.
War is, as has been said, a species of procedure by which one nation endeavours to
enforce its rights at the expense of another
nation.
It is the only method to which re.
course can be had, when no other method o_
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obtaining satisfaction can be found by camplainants, who have no arbitrator between
them sufficiently strong, absolutely to take
from them all hope of resistance.
But if internal procedure be attended by painful ills_
international procedure is attended by ills infinitely more painful--in
certain respects in
point of intensity, commonly in point of duration, and always in point of extent.
The
counterpart of them will, however, be found
in the catalogue of offences against justice.
The laws of peace would thcrefbre be the
substantive laws of the interuafiomd code :
the laws of war would be the adjective laws
of the same code.
The thread of analogy is now spun; it wiU
be easy to follow it. There are, however, ('errain differences.
A nation has its property-its honour -and even its condition.
It may be attacked
in all these particulars, without the individuals who compose it being affected. Will
it be said that it has its person ? Let, us guard
against the employment of figures in matter
of jurisprudence.
Lawyers will borrow them,
and turn them into fictions, amidst which all
light and common sense wilt disappear ; then
mists will rise, amidst the darkness of which
they will reap a harvest of false and pernicious
consequences.
Among nations, there is no punishment,
In general, there is nothing hut restitution,
to the effect of causing the evil to cease; -rarely, indemnificatiou for the past ; because
among them there can scarcely be any manvaisefoi.
There is but too much of it too
often among their chiefs: so that there would
be no great evil if, at the close of his Career,
every conqueror were to end his days upon
the rack _ if the justice w_jich Thomyrls
executed upon Cyrus were not deemed more
striking, and his head were not thrown into
a vessel of blood, _ _*fithout doubting that
the head of Cyrus was most properly thro_,-n
there. But however dishonest the intention
of their chiet_ may be, the subjects are always honest. The nation once bound-- and
it is the chief which bint_ it -- however cri*
minal the aggression may no, there is properly
no other criminal than the chief:--individuals are only his innocent and unfortunate
instruments.
The extenuation which is
drawn from the weight of authority, rises
here to the level of an entire exemption,
The suffrages of the principle of antipathy
are here found in accord with the principle
of utility : on the one part, vengeance wants
a suitable object ; on the other hand, ever)"
punishment would be unnecessary, useless,
expensive, and inefficacious,
As to the third and fourth objects, it is
_areely necessary to insist on them : _ nations, a._well as men, sovereigns as well as
individuals, pay sufficient attention to their
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own interests J there is scarcely any need to
seek to lead them to it. There remain the
two first and the last.
To actions by which the conduct of _n in.
divldual tends to swerve from the end which
internal laws ought to propose to themselves,
I have given, by way of anticipation, the
name of offences :--by a similar anticipation,
we may apply the same appellation to actions
by which the conduct of a whole nation
_werves frmn the object which internatiozml
laws ought to propose to themselves.
Among sovereigns, as well as among indi_iduals, there are some offences de bonne.foi;
there are others de mauva,se foi.
One must
be blind to deny the latter-one must be
mncb more sadly blind to deny the others.
Peolde sometimes think to prove their discomment by referring everything to the latter
hcad_ or toproveit equallyby referring everythingto the former. It is in this manner they
proceed in judging of men, and especially of
sovereigns: they grant to them an intelligence
without limits, rathcr than recognise ia them
a grain of probity ; they arc believed never
to have blushed at folly, providcd that it has
had malignity for its companion.
So muea
has been said of the injustice of sovereigns.
that I could wish a little consideration were
Wen to the still more couunon injustice of
their detractors;
who, whilst they preserve
their concealment, revenge themselves upon
the species in general, tbr the adulation which
in pubJic they lavish upon individuals.
The follo_fing are among the causes of of.
fauces de bo_ne.foi, and of wars :_
1. Uncertainty of the right of su_essiorJ
with regard to vacant thrones claimed by
two parties.
2. Intestine troubles in neighbouring states.
These troubles may also have for their cause
an unccrt_inty of the same kind as the precedil_g, or a dispute concerning constitutional
law in the neighbouring state, either between
the sovereign and his subjects, or between
different members of the sovereign body.
3. Uncertainty with respect to limits, whethor actual or ideal.
The object of these
limits may be to keep separate either goods,
or persons, or causes.
4. Uncertainty as to the limits of new disco, cries made by one party or another. _
mIn modern
times,
the most
sources
of war has
beenone
the of
limits
of newfruittill
didoveri_. They have sometimes been traced by
common agreement : -- but this has seldom happened till after wars or discontents which bare
sewn the seeds of wars. It would be better to
undertake such labours in cool blood, and to
make previous arrangements _ith regard to po_
slble
without
till they
are
made. discoveries,
It was thus
that awaiting
pope once
ttmagtlt_
withamathematiealline,
tohave tor ever erashed
the seeds of future war_ Thil was not ill-irongined at a time whe_ the earth was flat_ and the
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Jealousies caused by forced cessions,
or less recent,
Disputes or wars, from whatsoever cause
may arise, among circumjacent states,
Religious hatred,
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settled government, it scarcely everbeeomes
either necessary or agreeable to the sovereign,
as such, to exercise ; so that under the head
of the power of imperation is comprised all
the power which the sovereign is accustomed
to exercise : and the same observation may be
Means of Prevention.
applied to the power o! the judge.
1. Homologation of unwritten laws which
Of the power of imperation, or the power
are considered as established by custom,
of issuing mandates, the amplitude will be
2. New conventions-new international
as the amplitude of the mandates which may
laws robe made upon all points which remain I be issued in virtue of it : the amplitude and
unascertained ; that is to say, upon the greater t quality of the mandates will be as the amplinumber of points in which the interests of I tude and quality of the persons who are their
two states are capable of collision.
I aqible subjects -- 1he persons who are their
3. Perfecting the style of the laws of all I 1_a'_sible subjects-the things, if any, which
kinds, whether internal or international. How I are their pas._ible subjects, and the acts which
many wars have there been, which have had ] are their objects in place and time.
for their principal, or even their only cause,
The persons who are their agible subjects
no more noble origin than the negligence or are the persons whose acts are in question-inability of a lawyer or a geometricmn !
the persons whose acts are the objects ot the
mandate.
A sovereign is styled such, in the first inESSAY IL
: stance, ill respect of the persons whom he has
_he right or power to command•
Now, the
OF SUBJECTS,
OR OF TttE PERSONAE
EXTENT
DFTHE DOMINIONOFTHE LAWS.
right or legal power to command may be eoextensive with the physical power of .giving
Coextensive to dominion is jurisdiction : force mid effect to the command : that is, by
dominion the tight of the sovereign ; jurisdicthe physical power of hurting-- the power of
finn of the judge.
Igor that it is necessary hyper-physiealcontrectationemployedforthe
that there should be any one jndge or set of purpose of hurting. But by possibility, every
judges whose jurisdiction should be coextensovereign may have the power of hurting any
sire with the dominion of the sovereign-or every person whatsoever, and that not at
only that for every particle of dominion there
different limes only, but even at one and the
should be a correspondent particle of juri_
same time.
diction in the hands of some judge or other :
Aecordin_ to this criterion, then, the sphere
correspondent to one field of dominion there
of possible jurisdiction is to every person the
may be many fields of jurisdiction,
same; but the problem is to determine what
What is dominion ? It is either the power
,ersons ought to be considered as being unof eontrectation,
or else that of imperation,
der the dominion of one sovereign, and what
for there are no others.
But the power of others under the dominion of another ;--in
eontrectation is a sort of power which, in a other words, what persons ought to be considered as the subjects of one sovereign, and
_ervant of servantswas the ruler of kings. Since what as the subjects of another.
that time the earth has become round, and the
The object of the present essay is to dewerofthetriplecrownissomewhatretrenehed.
termine, upon the principle of utility, what
ll, however, that demarcation is not the less I persons ought, in the several cases that may
gnmdas a l_sen;.how defective soever it may be ] present themselves, to be considered as the
_SimamS sh_cnu_dO,meulty
.womu oe to trace such I subjects of the law of the political state in
ts
o
agreewatia.ovjeets wmcn nave i uesti o n as sunjec_
"" _.....ro tne eontreetauve
or
not been seen. An island, for example: in what [ .q
.'
_
ease ou ght the whoe1 of it to beto n g to t hose imperative power of that la_ "who first discovered it, and when to many others I
Proceeding as usual upon the exhaustive
who have equally touched at it ? Ought it to be- _ plan, I shall examine
long to him who first saw it without entering it, I
1• Over what persons the law can in point
7"t:o him who first entered it, "7 or to him who ] of possibility exercise dominion ; what pernrst went rounu It. flow also snaa an lsLanu in , sons in oint of ossibilit ma be the subevery"ease be distinguished from a l_art of a con- [ .
_• P
P
. Y • Y
. .•
tine nt, or even fram art entire continent,
which [ ject ot it, what persons in point of poss_bihty
may be very extensive? And when it respects a ] it may treat as upon the footing of itg subdiscovered continent, to what distance shall the I jects with effect ; over what persons the law
right of poeession extend ? Shall it be the space ] 'has possible dominion and jurisdiction ; over
inclosed by the sea, the two nearest navigable I what nersons the law may harp dominion and
rivers, and the high ground in which these rivers I j•u ris_.'
......
_,_ ..............
take their rise? What depth shall constitute a _ .....nlC_lon in pom_ oi force_"
....
•
'
p &e. In these nomts
oxner
_nan me_e, tt xa
nawgable
river.
may be seen [ :_ • L/ver
.
Persous
a crowd of questionssuflieiendy difllcul_of reso. [ plain that it can never be right to say, the
latiom
] law ought upon the principle of utility to ex-
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ereise jurisdiction. Why? Because it is idle
to say of the lawgiver, as of an)body else,
that he ought to do that which by the supposition is impossible,
Thenextinquiryis,
then,--thepersonsover
whom the law may ill point of possibility exereise dominion being giveu, over what sort of
persons m that number ought the lawin point
of utility to exercise dominion ? what persons
of that number ought to be looked upon as
subject to it ? over what personsof that humber it has jurisdiction
m point of right._
taking general utility as the measure of right,
as usual, where positive law is ou_ of the
question,
3. It will then be another, and that a distinct question, over what sort of persons,
and in what cases, the law in any given state
does actually exercise domimon ? mad over
what sort of persons, and in what cases, the
law has dominion in point of exercise?
Dominion, then, may be distinguished into
- 1. Dominion potential, or in point of force ;
2. Dominion actual, or domiuion in point of
exercise; 3. Jnrisdiction
rightful or rather
approveable, or jurisdiction in point of moral
right,
The nature of the present design is to determinemwhatcases,
ifactual dominion were
established, it would be rlghtful:
in other
words, in what eases it is the nmral right,
andat thesame timethe moralduty,--in
what
eases the moral right, without being the moral duty,--ofthe
given sovereign, as towards
other sovereign-% to cause jurisdietmn to be
exercised over persons who are sub3ect to his
physicalpower?
How far. and in what points,
sovereigns, inthejurisdietionwhichtheycause
to be exercised over such persons as are within their reach, ought to yield or be aiding to
each other?
An individual can be subject to a sovereign
no farther than the physical power which that
sovereign
him, or
his ajff_ictive
power, as has
it of
mayhurting
be called,
extends.
The
question is, the cases in which the sovereign
has the power of hnrting him being given, in
which of them ought he, upon the principle
of utility, to exercise that power ?-- in which
of them ought other sovereigns, who may
think their power concerned, to acquiesce in
his exercising such power ?
In every state, there are certain persons
who are in all events, throughout their lives,
and in all places subject to the sovereign of
that state--it
'is out of the obedience of
these that the essence of sovereignty is constituted : these may be styled the standing or
ordinary _rubjeetsof the sovereign or the state;
and the dominion over them may be styled
fixed or regular.
There are others who are
subject to him only in certain events, for a
certain time, while they are at a certain place:
the obedience of these constitutes mdy an at-
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cidenta| appendage to his soverei_n_y : these
may be termed his occa._ional or eatra,_rdi.
nar!! suhjects, or subject., pro re nat i; and the
dominion he has over them may be styled
occasionaL"
lti_ afflictive power being the limit of his
actual as well as of his rightfuI dominion, his
standing subjects will be those over whom
he has the most afflictive power-- over whom
his afflictive power is the strongest : over
his occasmnal subjects, his afflictive power
will not be so strong. _'ow the points in
which a man can be hint are all of them
comprised, as we have seen, under these four,
viz. his person, his reputation, his property,
and hi_ condition. Of these four points, tha_
in respect of which he can be made to suffer
most is his person : since that includes not
only his liberty, but his life. The highest
iurisdiction therefore, is that of which the
subject is a man's person. According to this
criterion, then, the standing subjects ,.f a sovereign should be those individuals whose
persons are in his power.
This criterion would be a perfectly clear
and eligible one, were the ease such, that in
the ordinary tenor of human affairs, the persons of the same individuals were eox,stantly
under the physical power, or, as we say,
within the reach of the same sovereign. But
this is not the case. The different interests
and concerns of the subject, the interest even
of the sovereign himself; requires the subject
to transport himself necessarily to various
daces, where, according to the above triterion, he would respectively become the subieet of so many sovereigns. But the question
is, to what sovereign a given _ndividual. is
subject, in a sense in which he is not subject
to any other ? This question, it is plain, can
, never be determined by a criterion which determines him to be the subject of one soret reign, in the same sense in which he may be
] subject
to toany
number
sovereigns.
According
tkLcriterion,of other
asovereign
might
have millions of subjects one day, and none
I at all the next.
I
Some circumstance, therefbre, more cont stunt and less precarious, must be found to
/ ground a claim of' standing dominion upon.
! than that of the present facility of exercising
_ an afflictive power over the person of the
suppled sub3ect : a facility which, in truth,
is no more than might be possessed not only
by an established sovereign, but by any, the
most insignificant oppressor.
Any man may,
at times, have the power of hurting any other
man. The circumstance of territorial dotalnion _ dominion over land-- possesses the
properties de,red. It can seldom happen that
two sovereigns can, each of them, with_ equal
* Country allegiance, sovereignty and subjee.
lion, may therefore be either fixed and regumr,
or occasional.
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facility, the other being unwilling, traverse
by far the greater number.
In civilized hathe same tract of land. That sovereign then tions the greater part of mankind are gleb_e
who has the physical power of occupying and ascriptitii, fixtures to the soil on which they
traversing
a given tract of land, insomuch
are born.
With nations of hunters and
that he can effectually and safely traverse it in shepherds -- with tribes of American savages,
any direction at pleasure, -- at the same time, and hordes of Tartars or Arabians, it is other°
that against his will another sovereign cannot wise. But with these we have no business
traverse the same land with equal facility and here.
effect, -- can be more certain of eomiug at the
Thus it is that dominion over the soil conindividual in question, than such other sorefers dominion de facto over the greater part
reign can be. and ttmrefore may be pronounced
of the natives, its inhabitants ; in such manto have the afflictive power over all such per- her, tilat such inhabitants are treated as owing
sons as m'e to be tbund upon that land-- and a permanent alle#ancetothe
sovereign of that
that a higher afflictive power than any other
soil : and, in general, there seems no reason
sovereign can have. And hence, the maxim
why it should not be deemed to do so, even
dominion over person depends upon dominion
de jure, judging upon the principle of utility.
over land.
On the one hand, the sovereign, on his part.
But even this indieium, this mark, is not a naturally expects to possess the obedience of
ground of sufficient permanence whereon to persons who stand in this sort of relation to
found the definition of standing sovereignty : him : possessing it at first, he naturally exfor the same individual who is one day on pectstopossessit--heisaccustomedtoreekon
land, which is under the dominion of a given upou it : were he to cease to possess it, it
severely,m, may another day be on land which might be a disappointment to him : any other
is not under his dominion : from this cireum- i sovereign having even begun to possess the alstance,
therefore,
relationshould
can
be
derived.
But, no
thatpermanent
the relation
be a permanent one, is requisite on various
grounds, upon the principle of utility -- that
each subject may know what sovereign to resortto, principally for protection, -- that each
sovereit.m may know what subjeet_ to depend
upon for obedience,--and
that each sovereign
may know when to insist, and when to yield
in any contest which he might have wltl{ an)
other sovereign, who might lay a claim to the
obedience of the same subjects,
The circumstance, then, which is taken for
the indicium of sovereignty on the one part,
and subjection on the other, should be not a
situation, which at any time may chante, but
ml event: this event shouhl be one which
must have happened once-- which cannot
have happened more than once-- and which,
l_aving happened once, cannot be in the condition of one which has not happened ; in
short, an event which is past, necessary, and
unicurrent.
Such an event is that found in
the event of a man's b_rth--which must have
happened for the man to exist-- which cannot happen a second time, and which, being
over, cannot but have happened--whichmust
have happened in some district of the earth;
so that at that period the man must have
been within the physical power of the sovereign within whose territory he was born.
Yet still it is not birth that is the immediate ground of jurisdiction : the immediate
ground is presenee_presence
with reference
to the loess of the territorial dominion : if
birth be theground of dmninion, it is otfly in
virtue of the presumption which it affords of
the other circumstance.
In every state, almost, there are some who emigrate from the
dominion within which they were born. But
in every state ahnost, it is otherwise with

I cause
legmnce
the same subject,
theentersame
forofexpecting
to possesshasit;notnot
raining any such expectation, the not possessing it is no disappointment : for subjects, in
as i_aras their obedience is a matter of prirate bencfit to the sovereign, may, without
any real impropriety (ab._it verbo znvidia,) be
considered as subjects of his property. They
may be considered as his property, just as
any individual who owes another a service of
any kind, may, pro _anto, be considered as his
property. We speak of the service as beinghfs
property (such is the turn of the language,)
that is, as being the object of Ins property ;
but a service being but a fictitious entity, can
be but a fictitious object of property, -- the
real. and only real object, is the person fi'om
whom the service is due.
On the other hand, let us con,_ider the
state of mind and expectations of the subjeer. The subject having been aceastomed
from his birth to look upon the sovereign as
his sovereign, contilmeS all along to look
upon him in the same light : to be obedient
to him is as natural as to be obedient to his
own father. He lives, and has all along been
accustomed to live under his laws. tie has
some intimation (I wish the universal negligence of sovereigns, in the matter of promulgatinn, would permit me to say anything
more than a very inaccurate and general intimation,) some intimation he has, however,
of the nature of them. When occasion happens, he is accustomed to obey them.
He
finds it no hardship to obey them, none at
least in comparison with what it would be
were they altogether new to him ; whereas,
those of another sovereign, were they in
themselves more easy, might, merely on account of their novelty, appear, and therefore
be, harder upon the whole.
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Thus much as to the more usual case where community : -- 1. By lineage, as the paternal
a mall continues to inhabit, as his parents did grandson of an Englishman is an Englishman,
_" before him, the country in which he wasborn,
wherever born ; 2. By birth ; 3 By naturaBut what if his parents, being inhabitants of lization.
another country, were sojourners only, or
A man may be occasionally the member of
mere travellers in the country in which he a community:--l.
By fixed residence ; 2. B'y
was born, and he, immediately after his birth,
travelling.
carried out of it never to see it again ? The
Jurisdiction may be distinguished into-manners and customs, the religion, the way 1. Potential; 2. Rightful ; 3. Actual.
of thinking, the laws, of the one country opThe first principle with regard to its exerposite to those of the other ? The sovereign
cise, is regard tor the fi_terest of one's own
of the one, at war with the sovereign of the state.
other ? If regard be paid to birth, something
This must however be eontrouled in point *
surely is due to lineage : an Englishwoman,
of volition and act, by the consideration of
travelling withherhusband from Italythrough
what will be endured by other states.
France, is delivered of a son in France : -The next consideration is, in what cases
shall the son, when he grows up, be punished
jurisdiction may be assumed for the sake of
as a traitor, if taken in battle when fighting foreign states.
against the king of France ? or, on the other
Over the natives of a foreign state, jarlshand, supposing it to be right and politic for diction may be exercised : -- 1. For its own
the king of France to refuse to strangers born sake ; 2. For the sake of the native's state ;
out of his dominion any of the rights enjoyed
3. For the sake of some other state ; 4. For
by his native subjects, would it be right that
the sake of mankind at large.
this man, who has never looked upon the
For the same reasons, it may be exercised
French as his countrymen, nor the king of t over its own subjects for offences committed
France as his sovereign, should partakc of
privileges which are de,ied to the sabiects
of the most _avoured foreign nation ? Shall
the offs.pring of English protestants.. , born at
Cadiz, be reclaimed as a fagmve from the
inquisition? ortheofftprmgofSpanishcatholies, born in London, undergo the severity of
the English laws, for being reconciled to the
Church of Rome ? Shall the Mahometan,
born at Gibraltar, be punished for polygamy
or wine drinking ?
Nor would it, it should seem, be an adeqnate remedy to these inconveniences to take
the birth-place of the parents, or. in ease of
their birth-places being different, that of the
father, for example, as the indlci,m_, to determine the allegiance of the child : the eireumstances of their birth might have been
accompanied by a similar irregularity-. During
a man's education, his parents may have lived
halftheirtimein
one country, half in aamther;
what external mark can there be to determine to which of the two countries, if to
either, his affections are attached?
The best way, therefore, seems to be, to
refer the solution of the question to those
alone who are in a condition to give it : arid
to refer the option of his country', in the fir_.t
instance, to the parents or guardian provisionally, while the child is incapable of judging
for himself; afterwards to himself, as soon
as he is judged capable ; so that when he comes
to a certain age he shall take his choice.
A man may, therefore, be a member of a
eommunlty either permanently or occasionally.
• Aman_navbepermaneutlyamemberofa
• The follo.m_e,_tences are taken from Bentham's _"Projet .'_Iativre."--_d.

I in foreign states.
f
For its own sake it ought to punish all ini Juri°us offences committed for lucre, although
I committed abroad by foreigners.
The following considerations m_y restrain
the state proposed from punishing offenc:s
committed out of its dominions:I. The difficulty of getting evidence, since
foreigrmrs cannot be compelled to appear.
Supposing the difficulty of procuring evidence to be got over, there is another diffieulty. _ the insuring the veracity of the
evidence. If perjury should be detected, and
even proofs obtained after the foreigner is
gone back to his own country, he could not
be pmdshed.
This difficulty might be overcome by a commission to examine ibreign witnesses abroad,
touching an)" particular fact, application being
made 1o the sovereign abroad for his sanction
to corroborate the powers of the commisstoners ; or the commission might be given
to his own subjects to execute, -- it being
left to the judgment of the judges in each
ease, whether the evidence alleged be the
whole, or if not the whole, whether sufficient
evidence.
Such a concurrence and comnmnicationis no
more visionary and impracticable in all cases,
than in admiralty causes eonceniing captures.
2. The fear of giving umbrage to foreign
powers.
The former eonsideration applies equally
to offences committed by citizens as by toreigners. The latter scarcely at all to offenec_
committed by citizens, or at least not .,o
strongly, as to offences cmmnitted h) fo.
relgner_-- citizens of _i_e S_a_e b_ which it i_
feared umbrage may be taken.
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The following considerations may impel
the State proposed, to punish offences cornmitted out of its dominion :-I. Regard far the interest of the citizens,
2. Regard for the interests of foreigners,-viz. the foreign state or individual injured by
the offence,
ESSAY
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WAn is mi_chlef upon the largest scale. It
might seem at first sight, that to inquire into
the cause, of war would be the same thing
as to inquire into the causes of criminality,
and that in the one case as in the other, the
source of it is to be looked ibr in the nature
of man, --in the self-regarding, the dissocial,
and now and then, in some measure, in the
social affections.
A nearer view, however,
will show in several points considerable dif
terence, -- these differences turn on the mdgnitude of tile scale. The same motives wall
certainly be found operating in the one c,_se
as in tt'_e other; but iu tracing the process
from the original cause to the ultimate effect,
a variety of intermediate consideration_ will
present themselves in the instance of war,
which have no place in the quarrels of individuals.
Incentives to war will be found in the waradmiring turn of histories, particularly ancient
histories, in the prejudices of men, the notion of natural rivalry and repugnancy of
interests, confusion between meum and tunm
between private ownershipand
public sovereiguty,
and the notion of punishment,
which, in case of war, can never be other than
vicarious,
In ancient times there was one system of
indiieements, under the t_udal systemsnother,
arid in modern times another,
The following may be enumerated among
the inducements to war : -- Apprehension of
injustice _hope
of plunder of moveables by
individuals --hope of gain by raising eontributtons-hope of gain by _le or ransom of
captives--national
pride or glory--monarehical pride -- national antipathy -- increase
of patronage--hope
of preferment,
States have no persons distinct from the
persons of individuals; but they have propetty, which is the propertyof the state, and
not of individuals.
When an individual has a dispute about
property with an individual, or has sustained
what he looks upon as an injury in respect of
his property from an individual, he applies for
redress to their common superior, the judicial
power of the state. When a state has susrained what it looks upon as an injury, in respeet ofproperty, from another state--there
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being no common superior r_dy chosen ftrr
them--it must elther submit to the injury, or
get the other state to join in the appointment; **
of a common judge, or go to war.
Every state regards itsell as bound to afford
to its own subjects protection, so far as it i_
in its power, against al! injuric_ they may sustain either from the subjects or the governmeat of any other state.
The utility of the
disposition to afford such protection is evident, and the existence of such dispositlo_
no less SO. Accordingly, if any individual
subject of the state A, receive from a subject
of the state B, an injury tbr which the state
B _brbears, after due proof and demand, to
afford or procure adequate satisfaction, it is
to the purpose of responsibility,
the same
thing as if the state B itself, in the persons
of the members of its governmcut, had done
the injury.
The ibllowing may he set down as the principal causes or occasions of war, with some
of the means of preventmn : -I. Offences real or pretended of the cit_zeus of one state, towards the einzeus of another state, caused by the il_terests of the
citizens-I. InJuries in general.
3[cans of prevenlion : -- Liquidation of the preten._wn_ of the
subjects of every sovelel_zn, with regard to
the subjects of every other sovereign.
2. Occasional injuries flora riv:dry in cornmerce : inrerceptmn of the tight.- of propert 3.
2l_ans ¢,f preventwn :-- General liberty of
commerce.
11. Offences, real or pretended,
of the
citizens of one stare towards tile citizel_ of
another state, caused by the inter- .ts or preten._lons of _overeigns :1. Di-putes respecting the right of succession. 2Venus qf pr evention : -- Liquidation of
titles : perfecting the style of the laws.
2. Disputes respecting boundaries, whether
physical or ideal. Means qfpreventwn :--Liquidation oI titles : amicable demarcations
positively made : perfecting of the style o_t
the laws: regulation.
3. Dispntes arising fi'om violations of ter.
ritory.
4. Eo/erprizes of conquest. _Ieans ofpreventmn : -- Confederations
of defence : aL
lianees defensive : general guarantees.
5. Attempts
at monopoly in commerce :
Insolence of the strong towards the weak :
tyranny of one nation towards another.
Means of prevention : _ Confederations defensive : conventions limiting the number of
troops to be maintained.
No one could regard treaties implying pox.
strive obligations in this kind as chimerical ;
yet, if these are not so, those implying negatire obligation are still less so. There may
arise difficulty in maintaining an army ; there
can arise none in not doing so.
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It must be allowed
that the matter would
be a delicate
one : there
might be some difficultvin
persuading
one lion to cut his claws ;
hut it" the lion, or rather the enornlous
condor which holds him fast by the head, should
agree to cut his tMons also. there would be
no disgrace
in the stipulation
: the advantage
or inconvenience
would be reciprocal.
]Let the cost of the attempt
be what it
would,
it would be amply repaid by success,
What tranquillityibr
all sovereigns!--what
relief' for every people I What aspring
would
not the commerce,
the population,
the wealth
of all nations take, which are at present confined, when set free from the fetters in which
they are now held by the care of their defence I
6. Fear of conquests.
2_Ieans of prevention:
Defen_ive
confederations,
7. Disputes
respecting
new discoveries-respecting
the limits of acquisitions
made by
one state at the expense
of another,
on the
ground
of peaceful
occupation.
Means
of
weveatwn
:--Previous
agreement
on the
subleet of possible discoveries,
t$. Part taken in intestine
troubles,
The refitsal ofa fm'eign power to recognise
the right of a newly-formed
government,
has
been a frequent cause of war ; but no interest
being at stake on either side, nothing so much
as proposed
to be gamed,
it is evident,
that
on both sides, whatever
mischief is produced,
ts so much misery created in waste,
9. Injur)es caused on account
of religion,
The diiference
between
religion and no reli_on,
tating

however
as that

grating,
between

is not nearly so irri- ] not between
one religion
and an- i but between

other.
_leans ofTret'entwa
: -- Progress
of
toleration.
10. Interest
of ministers.
.7_Ieans of pret,ention :--Salaries
determinate,
buteffective.
Wars may be : -I. fBonafide
wars.
A remedy against these
would be found in "TheTribunalofPeace."*
1i. Wars of passion.
The remedy
against
these, _ Reasoning,
showing the repug_m cy
betwixt
passion on the one hamt, and justice
as welt as interest
on the other,
IH. Wars of ambition,
or insolence,
or
rapine.
The remedies
against these are-1.
Reasoning,
showing the repugnancy
betwixt
ambition
and true interest
; 2. Remedies
of
regulation,
in the event
of a temporary
aseendency
on the part of reason,
In all these cases, the utility with regard
to the state which looks upon itself as aggrieved -- the reasonableness
in a word, of
going to war with the aggressor _depends
partly
upon his relative
force, p_Lrtly upon
what appears to have been the state of his
mind with relation
to the injury.
If it be
evident
that there was no mala tides on his
part, it can never be for the advantage
of
the aggrieved
state to have recourse to war,
-Vox.,

CONSEQUENCES.

* See Essa._ IV. p. 546.
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whether
it be stronger
or weaker
than the
aggressor,
and that in whatever
degree; --ill
that case, be the injury what it will, it may
be pronounced
impo_-sible _hat the value of it
should ever amount
to the expense of war,
be it ever so shozt, and carried on upon ever
so frugal a scale.
In ca_ of m¢da fide% whether
even then
it would be wm'th 'whde to have recourse to
war, _ill dcpeml upon circumstances..
If it
i appear
that the in ltlry in qttestion
is but a
prelude to others, and that it proceeds
irom
a disposition
which nothing
less than entire
t destruction
cart satist)', and war presents
any
! tolerable
chance of success, how small soever,
i prudence
and reason may join wilh
passion
I in prescribing
war as the only remedy in so
desperate
a disease.
For. though
in ease of
perseverance
on the part of the assailant,
successful resistance
may appear impos_-iblc;
yet
resistance,
such as can bc oppo,ed,
may, by
gaining time. Kive room for some unexpected
incident, to arise, and may at any rate, hy the
inconvenience
it occasions
to the assailant,
contlibute
in time or loss, to weaken the mass
of inducements
which prompt him to similar
enterprises.
Though
the Spartans
at Thermopyl_e perished
to a man, ) et the defence
of Thelmopyl_e
was not without
its u_e.
If, on the ot her hand, theaggression,
though
too flagrant not to be accompanied
with ma/a
tides, appear to have for its origan some passion or caprice which has tot its incentive
some limited object, and promises
to be contented with that object,--the
option is now,

]
I
I
I
[
I
t

rain avenged
and unavenged,
the loss of the object, whatever

it be, and the miseries of a mere or less hopeless xxar.
The Dntch displayed
prudence,
x_hile they
yielded to the suggestions
of ii_dtgnation,
in
defending
themselves
against
the fi_ree of
Spain.
The same people displayed their pru.
dence in yielding
to Britain"the
frivolous
honours of the fla_', at the end of the war of
165:2 ; they would have displayed
still more,
if they had made the same concession
at the
beginning
of it.
Lastly, if the aggression,
how unjust soever
it may appear, when viewed in the point of
view in which it is contemplated
bythe state
which is the object of it, does not appear accompanied
with malufides
on the part of the
aggressor,
nothing can be more incontestable
than the prudence
of submitting
to it, rather
than encountering
the calamitiesofwar.
The
sacrifice is seen at once in its utmost extent,
and it must be singular indeed, if the amount
of it can approach
to that of the expense
ot
a single campaign.
Whenwarhasbrokenou_,apalliativeforits
evils might perhaps be fonnd in the appointment of war-residents,
to providefor
prisoner_
and to prevent
violations of the laws of war
Will

it be said, that in quality
hi m

of a spy such
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residents would be to be feared ? An enemy we shouht do to ripen it. A propo_l of thi_
known to be such, could scarcely he a spy. sort, is one of those things that can never
All the proceedings of such residents should come too early nor too late.
be open, and all his letters subjected to inWho that bears the name of Christian cat
speetion,
refuse the assistance of' his prayers? What
At present, foreigT er, are scarcely exelud- pulpit can forbear to second me with its eh>
ed from an enemy's country--scarcely
even quence.--Catholie,
and Protestants, ChurcLmilitary men or ministers ; and so soon a_ it of-Engtm_d-men and Dissenters, may all agr_
ts wished to employ a spy, could not a native
in this, if in nothing eIse. I call upon them
be found ?
all to aid me with their countenance and their
A resident of this character could always support.
be employed as a channel ot communicatiot_,
The ensuing sheets are dedicated to the
if" an accmnmodatmu were desired,
t common wehare of all civilized nations ; but
more particularly of Great Brltainand France.
The end in view is to recommend three
ESSAY
IV.
I grand objects,-simplicity of government,
national frugality, and peace.
& PLAN FOR AN VNt_I_EACE.
ERqAL AND PERPETUAI
i 14eflection has satisfied me of the truth of
the following propositions :
THE object of the pre_ent Essay i_ to submit I
I. That it L- not the interest of Great Brito the world a plan for an universal and per- !tain to have any foreign dependencies whatpetual peace. The globe is the field of dotal- soever.
nion to which the autt_or aspires, -- the press
I1. That it is not the interest of Great Brithe engine, and the only cue he employs, _
rain to have any treaty of alliance, offensive
the cabinet of mankind the theatre of his in- or defenswe, with any other power whattrigue,
ever.
The happiest of mankind are sufferer_ by
II I. That it is not the interest of Great Bri,
war ; and tile wisest, nay, even the least wise, tain to have any treaty with any power whatare wise enough to ascribe the chicfoI their .-never, for the purl,use of possessing any
sufferings to that cause,
advantage whatsoever in point of trade, to
The following plan has for its l_as;.stwo the exclusion of any other nation whatsofundamental propositions :--l.The
reduction
ever.
and fixation of the fi)rce of the several naIV.That it is not the interest of Great B_ilions that compose the European system ; tain to keep tip any naval force be)cud what
2. The em,mcipation of the distant depen- may be sufficient to defend its commerce
dencies of each state. * Each ot these propo- against pirates.
sitions has its distinct advantages ; but neither
V. That it is not the interest of Great Bri,
of them, it will appear, wmfld completely an- rain to keep on foot arty regulations whatsoswer the purpose without tile other.
' ever of di,tant preparation tar the augmeutaAs to the utility of such art tmiver,:d and tion or maintenance of its naval three ; such
lasting peace, supposing a plan for that par- as the NavigationAet, bounties on the Greenpose practicable, and liket_ to be adopted, land trade, and other trades regarded as nuro
there can be but one voice. The objection,
series for seamen.
and the only objection to it, is the apparent
VI. VII. VIII. IX. & X. Thatall these seimpracticability of it ; -- that it is not only veral propositions are also true of France.
hopeless, but that to such a degree that any I As iar as Great Britain is concerned, I
proposal to that effect deserves the name of ! rest the proof of these several propositions
visionary and ridiculous
This objection I ! principally upon two vcry simple principles.
shall endeavour in the first place to remove ;
I. That the increase of growing wealth in
for the removal of this prejudice may be ne- every nation in a given period, is necessarily
eessary to procure for the plan a hearing,
limited by the quantity of capital it possesses
What can be better suited to the preparing at that period.
of taco's minds for the reception of such a
IL That Great Britain, with or without Ireproposal than the proposal itself?
land, and without any other dependency, can
Let it not be ohjected that the age is not have no reasonable ground to apprehend inripe for such a proposal: the more it wants jury fi'om any one nation upon earth.
of being ripe, the sooner we should begin to
Turning to France, I substitute to the last
do what can be done to ripen it, the more of the two just-mentioned
propositions the
following : -Two
original
writers
have
gone
before
me
in
m.
That
Prance,
standing
singly, has at
this line, Dean Tucker and Dr. Anderson. The
object of the first was to perauade the world of present nothing to fear from any other nation
the inutility of war, but more particularly of the than Great Britain : nor, if standing clear o|
war then raging when he wrote ; the object of the her foreigT_dependencies, would she have any
tmaondto ahow the inutility of the colonic,
thing to fear from Great Britain.
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XL That supposing Great Blitain and these rival branches being a proporfionahle
France thoroughly agreed, tlle principal dif. discouragement
to agriculture.
Every enficulties would be removed to t he establisheouragement to any of those branches of mament of a plan of general arid permanent
mdacture which produce articles that are at
pacification for all Europe.
presexlt sold to the colonies, is a proportion*
XII. That for the maintenarce of such a able discouragement to agriculture.
pacification, general mid peT'petual treaties
When colonies are to be made out to be
might be formed, limiting the nulnber of beneficial to the mother country, and the
troops to be maintained,
quantum of the benefit is to be estimated,
XIII. That the maintenance of such a the mode in which thc estimate is made is
pacification might bc cons_derahl) facilitated,
curious enough. An account is taken ot what
by the es_abh_hmeet of a common court of they export, which is almost the whole of
;_udicature for the decision of differences
their produce. All this, it is said, while you
_etween the several nations, although such have the colonies, is yours; this is exactly
court were not to be armed with any coez- what you loseif you lose your colonies. How
tire powers,
much of all this is really yours ? Not one
XIV. That secresy in the operations of single halfpenny. When they let you take it
the foreign department ought not to be cn- from them, do they give it you for nothing ?
dured in England; being altogether useless,
Not they indeed; they make you pay tbr it
and equally repugnant to the interests of li- just as anybody else wouht do. How much?
berty and to those of peace.
Just so much as you wouht pay them if they
Proposition I.--.That it is not the interest
belonged to them,-elves or to an)body else.
of Great Britain to have any foreign depenFor maintaining colonies there are several
dencies whatsoever,
avowed reasons, besides others which ale not
The truth of this proposition will appear avowed: of the avowed reasons, by far the
ff we consider, 1st, That distant dependencies
principal one is, the benefit of trade. If your
increase the chances of war, -colonies were not SUllject to you, they would
1. By increasing the numher of possible not trade _ith )ou; they would not buy any
subjects of dispute,
of your goods, or let you buy any of theirs ;
2. By the natulal obscurity of title in case at least, you could not be sure of their doing
of new settlements or discoveries,
so : if they were subject to an:_body else they
3. By the particular obscurity of the c_i- would not do so; fbr the colonies of other nadence resulting from the distancc,
lions are, you see, not sliffercd to trade with
4. By men's caring less about wars when you. Give up 3our colonies, )ou give up so
the scene is remote, than when it is nearer
much of your trade as is carried on with your
_ome.
colomes.
1_o, we do not give up any such
2d, That colonies are seldom, if ever, thing,--we
do not give up anyti_ing whatsosources of profit to the mother country,
ever. Trade with colonies cannot, any more
Profitable industry has five brauehes :-than with anywhere else. be carried on with1. Production of new materials, including
out capital: just so much of our capital as
agricultures, mining, and fisheries ; 2. Manu- is employed in our trade _lth the eo]onies-factures ; 3. ttome trade ; 4. Foieign trade ; just _o much of it is not employed cl,ewhere
6. Carrying trade. The quantity of profitable
--ju.-t so much is either kept or taken from
industry that can be carried on in a country
othcr trades.
being limited by that of the capital which the
Suppose, then, any branch of trade or macountry can command, it follows that nl, part nuh_cturc to decline-- even suppose it lost
of that quantity can be bestowed upon any altogether--is
this any permanent loss to the
one branch, but it must be withdrawn from, nation?
Not the smalle¢t.
We know the
or withholden from, all the others.
No en- worst that cart happen from any such loss;
couragement, therefore, can be given to any the capital that would otherwise have been
one, but it must be a proportionable discour- employed in the lost branch will be employed
agemcnt to all the others.
Nothing can be in a_iculture.
The loss of the colonies, if
done by government toinduce a man to begin i the loss of the colony trade were the cemseor continue to employ his capital in any one quence of the loss ot"the colonies, would at
of those branches, but it must induce him the worst be so much gain to agriculture.
in the same degree to withdraw or withhold
Other reasons against distant dominion
that capital from all the rest. Of these tlve may be found in a consideration of the good
branches, no one is to such a degree more _of the govermnent.
Distant mischmf_ make
beneficial to the public than the rest, as that little impression on those on whom the remeit should be worth its while to call forth the dying of them depends. A single murder cornpowers of law to give it an advantage.
But mittedin London makes more impression than
if there were any, it would unquestionably
if thousands of murders and other cruelties
be the improvement and cultivation of land. were committed in the East Indies. The situ.
Every fictitioa_ encouragement to any one of alien of Hastings, only because he was pr,_-
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sent, excited
compassion
in those who heard
the detail of the cruelties
committed
by him
with indifference,
The communication
of grievances
cannot
be too quick from those who feel them to
those who have the power to relieve
them.
The reason which in the old writs the king
is made to assign for his interfering
to afford
relief, is the real cause which originally gave
birth to that interference,-it i_ one oftho_e
Jew" truths
which
have contrived
to make
their
way through
the thick
cloud of lies
and nonsense
they contain.
" See what it is
that these people want,"
says the sovereign
to the ministers
of justice,
" that I may not
any more be troubled
with their noise."
The
motive
as-igned
to the unjust
judge in the
Gospel,
is the motive
whmh
the sovereign,
who is styled the fountain
of justice,
is tiros
made to avow.
The following,
then, are the final measures
which ought to be pursued : -1. Give up all the colonies,
2. Found no new colonies,
The tbllowing
is a summary of the reasons
f_r giving up all the colouies :-L Interest
of the mother-country,
1. Saving
the expense
of the establishments,
civil and military,
2. Saving the danger of war-1. For enforcing their obedience
; 2. On accomJt of
the jealousy
produced
by the apt,areat
power
they confer,
3. Saving the expense of defcndlng
them,
in case of war on other grounds,
4. Getting
rid of the means of corruption
afforded by the patronage
-- 1. Of their civil
establishments
; 2. Of the military force employed in their defence,
5. Simplifbing
the whole frame of government,
and thereby
rendering
a competent
_kilt in the business of government
more attainable -- 1. To the members
of administration ; 2. To the people.*
The stock of national intelligence
is dete• Reasons for giving up Gibraltar : -1. Tbe expense of the military establishment,
viz. fortifications, garrisons_ ordnance_ recruiting
iervice, victualling,
2. The means of corruption resulting from the
I_atronage.
" 3. The saving the danger of war with Spain,
to which the posscs_hm of the place is a perpetual
provocatmn,
4. The price that mlght beobtained from Spain
for the purchase of it,
& _ving
the occasional
it and
victualling
it in war. expense of defending
6. The possession of it is useless. It is said to
be useful only on account of the Levant trade :
but, 1. We could carry on that trade equally
weU without Gibraltar,
"2. If we could not, we
should suffer no loss, The capital employed in
that trade would be equally productive
if em°
ployed in any other. 3. Supposing this the most
produotive
of all trades, yet what we lost by
]o_.ng Gibraltar would only be equal to the difo
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riorated
by the false notions which must h_
kept up, in order to prevent
the nation flora
opening
its eyes and im-isdng
upon the enfl'anchisement
of the colonies.
At the same time, bad government
rcsl,lts
to the nmther-country
flora the complication
of interests,
the i_di_tinet
views, and the consumption
of time, occasioned
by the load of
distant dependencies.
It. Interest
of the colonies.
Dimini,hing
the chance of bad government
resulting
from--1.
Opposite
interest;
2. Ignorance.
The real interests
of the colony must be
sacrificed
to the imaginary
interests
of the
molher-eountrv.
It is for the purpose
of
governing
it badly, and for no other, that you
can wish to get or to keep a colony.
Govern
it well, it is of no use to you.
Govern
it as
well as the inhabitants
wo]dd govern it themselves,-you must choose those to govern it
whom they themselves
would
choose.
You
must sacrifice
none of its interests
to your
own, -- you must bestow
as much time and
attention
to their
interests
as they would
themselves
: in a word, you must take those
very measures,
and none other% which they
themselves
would take.
But would thi_ be
governing?
and what would it be worth to
you if it were?
After all, it would be impossible
for you
to govern them so well as they would govern
themselves,
on account
of the (ti_tance._
The
following
are approximamlg
inca*
sures : -1. Maintain
no military force in any of the
colonies.
2. Issue no moneys for the maintenance
of
any ci_ il estabhshment
in.a,y of the colonies.
3. Nominate
to the offices in the cololdes
as long as they permit you;--yield
as _-oon as
they contest such nominatim_.
4. Give general instructions
to governors
to
consent
to all acts presented
to them.
5. Issue no moneys for fortificatioI_s.
ference between the per centage gained in that
trade and the per centage gamed in the next
most productive trade. For, 4. H'e could still do
as the Swcdes_ Danes_ Dutch, &c., and as we
did before we had possession of' Gibraltar.
Reasons for giving up the East Indues : -1. Saving the danger of war.
2. t_etting rid of the means of corruption
re.
sulting from the patronage,
civil and military.
3. Simplifying
the government.
4. {_etting rid of prosecutions
that consume
the time of parliament,
and beget suspicion of
injustice.
,_. Preventing
the corruption of the morals of
the natives by the example of successful rapa.
city.
"1"It is in propo.rtion as we see things_
as they
are brought within the reach of our attention
and observationthat we care for them.
tot
minister who would not kill one man with his
own hands, does not mind causing the death of
myriads by the hands of others at a distance..
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are fresh, and drive men at a great expense

of
Britainor todefensive,
have anywith
treatyanyofother
alti- . out
of thenugatory.
employments
they are
in,
ante,Great
offensive
are only
Bounties
are embarked
wasteful and
power whatever.
'_oppressive : they force monev from or e man
in order to pay another man for carrying on
outReason:
of them. saving the danger of war arising a trade, whlc}l, if it were not a losing one,
And more especially ought not Great Bri- there would be no need of paying him for.
rain to gua_ntee foreign constitutions.
] What then, are all modes of productive inReason : saving the danger of war resulting
dustry alike ? May not one be more profitable
from the odium of so tyrannical a measure.
}thananother? Certainly. Butthefavouriteone
Proposition llL--Th'at
it is not the interest t is it, in fact, more profitable than any other?
of Great Britain to have an), treaty with any I Tha_ is the question and the only question
power whatsoever, forthe purpose of possess- _that ought to be put : and that is the very
ing any advantages whatsoever, in point of [ question _hich nobody ever thinks of putting.
trade, "to the exclusion of any other nation t
Were it. ever put and answered, and anwhatsoever,
i swered ever so clearly, it never could be of
That the trade of every nation is l_mited any use as a ground for any permanent plan
by the quantity of capital is so plainly and of policy. Why ? Because ahnost as soon as
obviously true, as to challenge a place mnong ] one branch is known to be more profitable
self-evident
propositions.
But self-twidenv }than the rest, so soon it ceases so to be.
propositions must not expect to he ea_itv ad- [ Men flock to it from all other branches, and
mitred, if admitted at all, if the consequences I the old equilibrium is presently restored.
of them clash with prevalent passions and con- Your merchants have a monopoly as against
firmed prej udlees,
foreio_ers ? True, but they have no monopoly
Nations are composed of individuals. The as agai,_st one another. Men emmot, in every
trade of a nation must belimited by the same instance, quit the less productive branch
causes that limit the trade of tim individual,
their capitals are already employed in, to
Each individual merchant, when he has as throw them into this more productive one _
much trade a_ his whole capital, and all the True--but
there are young beginners as well
crew:it he can get by means of his capital can as old stagers; and the first concern of a
suffice for earr 3ing on, can have no more. This young beginner, who ha_ a capital to employ
being true of each merchant, is not less true of m a branch of industry, is to look out for the
the whole number of merchants put together,
mo_t profitable.
Many books directly reeo._nise the proposiObjection :-- Oh I hut it is manufacture thet
finn, that the quantity of trade a nation can creates the demand for the productions of
carry on is limited --limited
by the quantity
agriculture.
You cannot, therefore, increase
of its capaal. None dispute the proposition : the productions of agriculture but by inereasbut almost all, somewhere or other, proceed ing manufaeture_. :No such thing. I admit the
upon the opposite supposition; they suppose antecedent _ I deny the consequence.
Inthe quantity of trade to have no limitation
crease of manufactures certainly does create
whatsoever,
an increase in the demand for the productions
It is a folly to buy manufactured goods ; of agriculture
Equa]ty certain is it that the
wise to buy raw mateH'ds
Why v becranse inerea,e of manufacture* is not necessary to
you sell them to yourselves, or, What i_ still produce an recreate in that demand. Farme_
i)etter, to tbreigners, nmnufaetured;
and the can subsist without rihhons, gauzes, or fine
n, anufacturer's profit is all clear gain to you cambrics. Weaver_ of ribbons, gauzes, or fine
What is here tbrgotten is, that the manufac- cambrics, canno_ _,ub-ist without the produeo
turer, to carry on his business, must have a i tions of agriculture • necessary subsistence
capital ; and that just so much capital as i_ never can lost. it_ value. Those who produce
employed in that way, is prevented from being I it are themselves a market for their produce.
employed in any other.
[ Is it possible that provisions should be too
Hence the I_erfect inntilitv and misehie- ] cheap ? I_ there any present danger of it ?
vousness of all laws and public measures of Suppose (in spite of the extreme absurdity of
government whatsoever, for the pretended el - the supposition) that provisions were groweouragement of trade-- all bounnes in every ing gradually too cheap, fi'om the increase of
shape whatsoever--all
non.importation agree- ' the quantity produced, and the _-ant of maments and engagements to consume home ma- I nufacturers to consume them, what would he
nufaetures in preference to foreign -- in any " the consequence ? The increasing cheapness
other view allan to afford temporary relief tO I would increase the facility and disposition to
temporar) distress.
] marry : it would thence i'nerea_e the populaBut of the two--prohibitions
and hountles I tion of the country; and the children thua
_penalencouragements
and remtmeratory-1produced, eating as they grew up, would
the latter axe beyond comparison the t_mst keep down this terrible evil ofa superabuadmischievous
Prohibitions: except while the}" [anee of provisions.
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Provisions, the produce of agriculture, conThis proposition isa necessary consequence
stantly and necessarily produce a market for of the foregoing one.
themselves. The more provi_ionsaman raises,
Propositions VI. VII. VIII. IX. & X.
over and above what is necessary for his own
Propositions similar to the foregoing are
eonsuaqttion,
the more he has to give to equally true applied to France.
others, to induce them to provide him with
Proposition XI.--That
supposing Great
whatever, besides provisions, he chooses to Britain and France thoroughly agreed, the
have. In a word, the more he has to spare, principal difficulties would be removed tothe
tile more he has to give to manufacturers ; establishment of a plan of general and perwho, by taking it from him, and paying him manent pacification for all Europe.
with the produce of their labours, afford the
Proposition XII. -- That for the maintcencouragement
requisite for the productions
nauce of such a pacification, general and perof the fi'uits of agriculture,
pctual treaties might be formed, limiting the
It isimpossible, therefore, that you can ever number of troops to be maintained._
have too much agriculture.
It is impossible
If the simple relation of a single nation
that while there is ground untilled, or ground
with a single other nation be considered, perthat might be better tilled than it is, that any haps the matter would no_ be very difficult.
detrinmnt shouhl ensue to the community
The misfortune is, that almost everywhere
i'rom the withholding or withdrawing capital compound relations are found.
On the subt'rom any other branch of industry, and era- ject of troops,--France
says to England, Yes
plo)ing it in agriculture.
It is impossible,
I would vohmtarily make _4th you a treaty
therefore, that the toss of any branch of trade of disarming, if there were only you ; but
can be prodtlctive of any detriment to the it is necessary for me to have troops to decommunity, excepti_g always the temporary
tbnd me from the Austrians.
Austria might
distress experienced by the individuals con- say the same to France ; but it is necessary
earned in it tor tile time being, when the to guard against Prussia, Russia, and the
decline is a sudden one.
Porte. And the like ,allegation might be made
The following are the measures the pro- by Prussia with regard to Russia.
priety of which results from the ahove prinWhilst as to naval threes, if it coneerne&
eip]es : _
Europe only, the difficulty ndght perhaps not
1. That no treaties granting commercial
be very considerable.
To consider France,
prcterences shouht be made.
Spain and Holland, as making together a
2. That no wars should be entered into for counterpoise tothe power of Britain,--pcrhaps
compelling such treaties,
on account of the disadvantages which ac3. That no alliance_ should be contracted
company the concert between three separate
for the sake of purchasing them.
nations, to say nothing of the tardiness and
4. That no encouragements should be given publicity of procedures under the Dutch
to particular branches of trade, by-Constitution,--perhaps
England might allow
(1.) Prohibition of rival manufactures,
to all togethera united force equal to half or
(2.) Taxation of rival manufactures,
nmre than its own.
(3.) Bounties* on the trade meant to be faAn agreement of this kind would not be
voured,
dishonourable.
If the covenant were on one
5. That no treaties should be entered into side only, it might be so. If it regard both
insuring commercial preferences,
parties together, the reciprocity takes away
They are useless as they addnothingto
the the acerbity.
By the treaty which put an
mass of wealth ; they only influence the direcend to the first Punic war, the number of
tion of it.
vessels that the Carthaginians might maintain
Proposition IV.--That
it is not the interest
was limited. This condition was it not huof Great Britaha to keep up any naval force
miliatmg? It might be: but if it were, it
beyond what may be sufficient to defend its must have been because there was nothing
commerce against pirates,
correspondent to it on the side of the Romans.
It is unnecessary, except for the defence of i A treaty which placed all the security on one
the colonies, or for the purposes of war. un- t side, what cause couhl it have had for its
dertaken either fbr the compelling of trade m" I source ? It could only have had one -- tha*
the formation of commercial treaties,
is the avowed superiority of the party thus
Proposition V.--That
it is not the interest
incontestably
secured,-- such a condition
titus
whatsoever
preparation
for the
of Great
Britain of
to distant
keep on
foot any regula"1"Preeedent_--l. Convention ofdisammment
augmentation
or maintenance of its naval
between France and Britain 1787,--this is a
force--such
as the navigation act, bounties I precedent of the measure or stipulation itsel£_
/ 2. Armed neutrality code, _ this is a precedent
on the Greenland trade, and other trades re- I of the mode of bringing about the measure, and
garded as nurseries for seamen.
}may serve to disprove the impossibility of a ge"-'_-_llbountte_-onpart_-eu_r
branchez of trade [ natal convention among nations ; _. Treaty to_
do rather harm than good,
I bidding the fortif_ng of Dunkirk.
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could only have been a law dic._ated by the
conqueror to the party conquered.
The law
of the strongest. _Nonebut a conquer_,r could
have dictated it; none but the conquered
would have accepted it.
On the contrary, whatsoever nation should
get the start of the other in making the proposal to reduce and fix the amount of its
armed force, would crown itself with everlasting honour. The ri-k would lie nothin Fthe gain certain.
This gain would lw, the
giving an incontrovertible
demonstration of
its own disposition to peace, al_d of the opposite disposition in the other nation in case of
its rejecting the proposal.
The utmost fidrness should be employed,
The nation addressed should be invited to
consider and po;nt out whatever further seeurities it decmtd i_.eces.-ary, and whatever
flirther concessions it deemed 3ust.
The proposal should be made in the me,st
public nmamer :--it should be an address from
nation to nation. This, at the same time that
it conciliated the confidence of' the nation addressed, _ould make it hnpractlcable for the
government of that nation to neglect it, or
stave it off hy shirt.- and eva;ions. It would
sound the heart of the 1,ation addres_-ed. It
would discover its imentmns, and proclaim
them to the world,
The cause of hint, unity has still another
resource.
Should B_ltain prove deaf and impracticable, let France. without conditions,
emancipate her colonies, and break up her
marine. The advantage even upon this plan
would be immense, the danger none. Tile
colonies I have already shown arc a source of
expense, net of revenue, -- of burthen to the
people, riot of relief. This appears to be the
ease, even upon the footing of those expenses
which appear upon the face of them to belong
to the colonies, and are the on]) ones that
have hitherto been set down to their account.
But in fact the whole expense of the marine
belongs also to that account, and no otticr,
What other destination has it? What other
can it have? None. Take awa) tim colonies,

may venture to affirm, wi_hou_ pa)ing itany
very extraordinary compliment, would not
wi._h it. It would not x_i_b it, even could it
bc aecouq/tishcd without effort o.* our part,
without resistance on the other.
It would
not, even though France herself were to solicit it. No parliament x_enid grant a penny
for such a purpose.
If it did, it would not
be a parliament a month.
No king would
lend his name to such a project,
lie would
be dethroned as surel 3 and as deservedly as
James the Second.
To say, I will be king
of France, would he to sa), in other words, I.
will be absolute in England.
Well, _then, no one would dream of conquest. What other purpose could an invasion
have?
The phmder ar.d dcstruttton of the
cotmtry. Such basenes_ 1._totally repugnant,
not only to the spirit of the nation, but to
the spirit of the times.
Malevolence could
be the only motive-- rapacity could never
corm,e1 it ; tong before an army could arrive
anywhere, ever)thing capable of being pluudered would be carried off: Whatever is pertable, could be much sooner carried off by
the owners, than by _ny phmdering army.
No expedition of phmdcr could ever pay itself.*
Such is the extreme tbtly, the madnessof
war : on no supposition can it be otherwise
than mischievous, especially between nations
circumstanced as FranccandEngland.
Tlmugh
_he choice of the events were absolutely at
your command, you could not make it of use
to you. If unsuccessful, you may be ttisgraeed
and ruined: if successful, even to the height
of your wishes, you are still but so much the
worse. You wouht still be so much the worse,
though it were to cost you nothing. Fornot
even any colony of your own planting, still
less a conquest'of your own making, will so
much as pay its own expenses.
The greatest acquisitions that could be
conceived would not be fo be wished fur,
could they even be attained with the greatest
certainty, and without the least expense. In
_ar, we are as likely not to gain as to gain

'ahat use wmdd there be for a single ves_el,
more than the few necessary in the Mediterranean to curb the pirates,
:In ease eta war, where at present (17S9)
would England make its first and only attack
upon France ? In the colonies. _Vhat would
she propose to hersell from success in such an
attack ? What but the depriving France of
hel colonies.
Were these colonies -- these
bones of contention-no longer hers, what
then could England do ? what eould she wish
to do ?
There would remain theterritorv of France;
•
with what view could I_ritain make any attack upon it in an) way ? Not with views el
permanent conquest ; -- such madness does
not belong to our ag:'. Parhament it-.elf, one

_ This brings to recollection the achievements
of the war from t755 to 1763. The struggle
betwixt preiudice aml humanityprudueed in conduet a result truly ridiculous. Prejudice prescribed an attack upon the enemy m his own
territory, -- humanity forbade the doing him any
hann. _Not only nothing was gained by the_e
expeditions_
but not
the nearly
mischiefequal
doneto to
country
invaded was
thetheexpense
of the invasion. %Vl_.ena _lapanese rips open his
ox*n belly, it is in the assurance that his enemy
will follow his example. But in t}_isinstanee_
the Englishman ripped open hisown belh' that the
Frenchman might get a scratch. XVhv'was thi*
absurdity acted ? Because we were at _:ar, -- mid
when nations are at war something must bedone_
or at least apgear to be done ; and there was nothing else to be done. France was already stripped of all its distant dependencies.
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--at hkely to lo_e as to do either : we can
neither attempt the one, nor defend ourselves
against the other, without a certain aml most
enormous expense,
Mark welt the contrast.
All trade is in
its essence advantageous-even to that party
to whom it is least so. All war is in it_ essence ruinous ; and yet the great employmeats of government
are to treasure up
occasions of war, and to put fetters upon
trade,
Ask an Englishman what is the great obstaele to a secure and solid peace, he has his
answer ready:--It is the ambition,perhaps he
will add, the treachery of France.
I wish
the chief obstacle to a plan for this purpose
were the dispositions and sentiments
of
France i-- were that all, the plan need not
long wait for adoption,
Of this wsionary project, the most visionary part is without question that for the enmncipation of distant dependencies.
What will
an Englishman say, when he sees two French
minister_* of the highest reputation, bothat
the bead of their respective departments,
both joining in the opinion, that the accomptishment of this event, nay the speedy aceomplishment of it, is inevitable, and oneof
them scrupling not to pronounce it as eminently desirable,
It would only be the bringing things back
on the_e points to the footing they were on
before the discovery of America. :Europe had
then no colonies--no
distant garrisons-no standing armies.
It would have had no
wars but for the feudal system--religious
antipathy -- the rage of conquest-- arid the
nncertainties of succession.
Of these four
causes, the first is happily extinct everywhere -- the second and third almost everywhere, and at any rate in Franeeand England
-- the last might, ffnot already extinguished,
be so with great case.
The morn| feelings of men in matters of
national morality are still so far short of perfection, that in the scale of estimation, jusrice has not yet gained the ascendency over
force. Yet tMs prejudice may, in a certain
point of view, by accident, be rather Ikvourable to this proposalthan otherwise. Truth,
and the object of this essay, bid me to say to
my cmmtrymen, it is for you to begin the reibrmation -- it is you that have been the
greatest sinners. But the same considerations
also lead me to say to them, you are the
strongest among nations: though justice be
not on your side, three is; and it is your
three that has been _he main cause of your
injuqtiee.
Lf the measure of moral approbafinn bad been brought to perfection, such
positions would have been far from popular,
prudence would have dictated the keeping
Turgot and Verge_mes.
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them out of sight, and the softening them
down as much as possible.
Humiliation would have been the effect
produced by them on those to whom they
appeared true--indignation
on those to whom
they appeared false. But, as I have observed,
men have not yet learned to tune their feelings in unison with the voice of morality in
these points.
The)" feel more pride in being
accounted strong, than resentment at being
called unjust : or rather, the imputation of
injustice appears flattering rather than otherwise, when coupled with the consideration of
its cause.
I feel it in my own experience ;
but if I, listed as I am as the professed and
hitherto the only "advocate in my o_m cuuntry in the causeofjustice,
set a less value on
Justice than is its due, what can I expect
from tbe general run of men ?
Proposition XIII.--That
the maintenance
of such a pacification might be considerably
facilitated, by the establishment of a common
court of judicature, for the decision ofdifferences between the several nations, although
such court were not to be armed with any
coercive powers.
It is an observation of somebody's, that no
nation ought to yield any evident point of
justice to another. Thismust mean, evident
in the eyes of the nation that is to judge,
evident in the eyes of the nation called upon
to yield. What does this amount to ? That
no nation is to give tip anything of what it
looks upon as its rights--no
nation is to
make any concessions.
Wherever there is
any difference of opinion between the negociators of two natmns, war is to be the consequence.
While there is no common tribunal, something might be said for this.
Concession to
notorious injustice invites fresh injustice.
Establish a common tribunal, the necessity
for war no longer follows fi'om difference of
opinion.
Just or unjust, the decision of the
arbiters _tl save the credit, the honour of
the contending party.
Can the arrangement
proposed be justly
styled wsioeary, wbenit has been proved of
i_--that
1. It is the interest of the parties coneerned.
2. They are already sensible of that interest.
3. The situation it would place them in is
no new one, nor any other than the original
situation they set out from.
Difficult and complicated conventions have
been effeetuated: for examples, we maymention, -1. The armed neufrality.
2. The American confederation.
8. The German diet.
4. The Swiss league.
Why should not the European fraternity
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subsist, as well as the German diet or the tattoo, and all the modes of rhetoric, over
Swiss league ? These latter have no ambi- selfishness and malevolence.
tious views. Be it so ; but is not this alre_y
It is becau_ we do not know what stroz_
become the case with the forioer ?
motives other nations have to be just, whag
Itow then shall we concentrate the appro- strong indications they have given of the disbatioB of the people, and obviate their pre- position to he so, how often we ourselves
indices ?
have deviated from the rules ofjustme,_that
One main object of the plan is to effectuate we take for granted, as an indisputable truth,
a reduction, and that a mighty one, in the i that the principles of injustice are in a mancontributions of the people. The amount of i ner interwoven into the very essence of the
the reduction for each nation should be sti- hearts of other men.
pulated in the treaty ; and even previous to
The diffidence, which forms part of the
the signature of it, laws for the purpose character of the English nation, may have
might be prepared in each nation, and pre- been one cause of this jealousy. The dread
sented to every other, ready to be enacted, of being duped by other nations_the
nu,*ion
as soon as the treaty should be ratified in that foreign heads are more able, though
each state,
at the same time foreign hearts are tess honest
By these means the mas_ of the people,
than our own, has always been one of our
the part most exposed to be ted away by pre- prevailing weaknesses.
This diffidence has
judices, would not be sooner apprized of the perhaps some connexion ,_¢ith the mauvaise
measure, than they would feel the relief it
brought them.
They would see it was for
their advantage it was calculated, ant] that it
could not be calculated for any other purpose,
The concurrence of all the maritime powers, except England, upon a former occasion,
proved two points: the reasonableness of that
measure itself, and the weakne_ of F_ance
in comparison with England.
It was ameasure not of ambition, but of justice-a law
the benefit of the weak.

No sinister

Ihonte which has been remarked as commonly
i showing itself in our behavour, and which
makes public speaking and public exhibition
in every line a task so much more formidable
to us than to other people.
This diffidence may, perhaps, in part be
I accounted for, from our living less in society,
]and accustoming ourselves less to mixed cornpanics, than the people ot other nations.
But the particular cast of diffidence in

point

was
gained,
or attempted
by it. I.
" _ and
" "slight
" -" opinmn
. we entertain of
France
was satisfied
with it.to be_ained
Why ? because
Ijealousy
she was weaker than Britain : she could have i our ministers and public men ; we are jealous
no other motive--on
no other supposition {of them as our superiors, contending against
could it have been of any advantage to her. }us iu the perpetual struggle tbr power ; we are
Britain was vexed at it." Why ? For the; ,hffident of them asbeingour fellow-countryopposite reason : she could have no other,
men, and of the same mould as ourselves.
Oh my countrymen I purge your eyes from.
Jealousy is the vice of narrow minds ;
the film of prejudlce-extirpate t_om your ' co,_fidcnee the virtue of enlarged ones. To
hearts the black specks of excessive jealousy, ! be satisfied that confidence hetween nations
t_tse ambition, selfishness, and insolence. The ! is not out of nature where they have worthy
operations may be painful ; but the rewards [ ministers, one need but read the account of
are glorious indeed
As the mau difficulty '. the nee'otiation between De Wit antt Temple,
so will the main honour be with you.
' I as given b3 Hume.
I say, by Hume : -- for
Wha{ though wars should hereafter arise ?i as it requires negotiators like De Wit and
the intermediate savings will not the less be i Temple to carry on stteh a negotiation in
so Though,
much clear
in the
gain. generating of the disposition for war, unjust ambition has donhtless
had by far too great a _hare, yet jealousy,
sincere andhonestjealousy,
must be aeknowledged to have had a not inconsiderable one.
Vulgar prejudice, fostered hy passion, assigns
the heart as the seat of all the moral diseases
it complains of; but the principal and more
frequent seat is really tile head : it is from
ignorance and weakness that men deviate
from the path of rectitude, more frequently
than from selfishness and malevolence. This
is fortunate ;--for the power of information
and reason, over error and ignorance is much
greater and much surer than that of exhor-

i such
ttume a tomanner,
do it justice.
so it required
For thea vulgar
historianlike
among
i historians kno"w no other receipt for wriring that part of history than the finding mit
whatever are the wlcst and basest motives
capable of aceountiP.g for men's conduct in ,
the situation in question, and then ascribu_g"
it to tho_e motives without ceremony and
without proof.
" Temple and De Wit, whose confidence in
each other was so exemplary and so just
Temple and De Wit were two of the wisest
as well as most honourable men in Europe.
The age which produced such virtue, was,
however, the age of the prete,:dcd popish
[)lot, and o._ a thousand other enormities
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which cannot now be thought of without
horror.
Since then, the world has had upwards of a century to improve itself in experienee, in reflection, in virtue.
In every
other line its improvements have been irarnense mid unquestioned.
Is it too much to
hope thatFranceand
England might produce
not a Temple anda De Wit,--virtue
so trueseendent astheirs would not be neeessary,--but
men who, in happier times, might achieve a
work like theirs with less extent of virtue,
Such a Congress or Diet might be constituted by each power sending two deputies
to the place of meeting; one of these to be
the principal, the other to act as an occadoeal substitute,
The proceedings of such Congress or Diet
_hould be all public.
ks power wouldeonsist,--1.
In reporting
its oplnion;
2. In causing that 6pm_on to be circulated
in the dominions ¢,feach state,
Manifestoes are in common usage. Amanifesto is designed to bc read either by the
subjects of tile state complained of, or by
other states, or by both.
It is an appeal to
them.
It cAls for their opinion.
The difterence is, that in that ease nothing of proof
is given ; no opinion regularly made known.
The example of Sweden is alone sufficient
to show the influence which treaties, the acts
of nations, may be expected to have over the
subjects of the several natmns, and how far
the expedient, in question deserves the character of a weak one. or the proposal for employing and trusting to it, that of a visionary
proposal,
The war commenced by the kingof Sweden
against Russia, was deemed by his subjects,
or at least a considerable part of them, oftensire, and as such, contrary to tim constitution
established by him with the concurrence of
the states. Hence a considerable part of the
army either threw up their comufissions or
refused to act ; and the consequence was, the
king was obliged to retreat from the Russian
frontier and call a diet.
This was under a government, commonly,
though not truly, supposed to be changed
from a limited monarchy, or rather aristocracy, to a despotic monarchy. There was no
act of any recognised and respected tribunal
to guide and fix the opinion of the people,
The only document they had to judge from
was a manifesto of the enemy, couched in
terms such as resentment would nat,_ally
dictate, and therefore none of the most conciliating, _ a document which had no claim
to be circulated, and of which the circulation,
we may be pretty well assured, was prevented
much as it was in the power of the utmost
vi_lanee of the government to prevent it.
3. After a certain time, in patting the refractory state under the ban of Europe
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There might, perhaps, be no harm in regu.
luting, as a last resource, the contingent to
be furnished by the several states for enfbreing the decrees of the court.
But the hecessitv for the employment of tiffs resource
would, in all human probability, be superseded for ever by having recourse to the
much more simple and less barthensome expedie.at, of introducing into the instrument
by which such court was instituted, a clause
guaranteeing the liberty of the press in each
state, in such sort, that the diet might find
no obstacle to its giving, in every state, to
its decrees, and to every paper whatever
which it might think proper to sanction with
its signature, the most extensive and unlimired circulation.
Proposition XIV.--That
seeresyin tbeoperations of the foreign department in Engl,md
ought not to be endured, being altogether
useless, and equally repugnant to the interests
of liberty and peace.
The exis_.ence of the rule which throws a
veil of secresy over the transactions of the
Cabinet with tbreign powers, Ishall not take
upon me to dispute--my
objection is to the
propriety of it.
Being asked in the House of Lords by Lord
Stormont* about secret articles, the minister
ibr foreign affairs refuses to answer. I blame
him not. Subsisting rules, it seems to be
agreed, forbid reply. Tlmy throw a general
veil of secresy over the transactions of the
Cabinet with foreign powers.
I blame no
man tor the fault of the taws. It is these
laws that I blame as repugnant to the spirit
of" the constitution, and incompatible with
good government.
I take at once the boldest and the broadest
ground-- I lay down two propositions :1. That in no negociatiou, and at no period
of any negoeiation, ought the negociations of
the cabinet in this country to be kept secret
from the public at large ; much less from
parliament and after inquiry made m parliament.t
2. That whatever may be the case with
preliminary negociations, such secresy ought
never to be maintained with regard to treaties actually concluded.
In both cases, to a country like this, such
secresy is equally mischievous and unnecessary.
It is mischievous. Over measures of which
_'ou have no knowledge, you can apply no
eontrouh
Measures carried on without your
knowledge you cannot stop,how ruinous
soever to you, and how strongly soever you
would disapprove of them if you knew them.
Of negociations with foreign powers carried
" May 22, 1789.
+ It lies upon the other side, at least, to puts
_se in which warn of seeresy mayproduee aspeo
cir;e misebiet:
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on in time of peace, the principal terminatiOns are treaties of alliance, offensive or deieosive, or treaties of commerce. But by one
accident or other, everything may lead to
war.
That in new treaties of commerce as such,
there can be no cause for secresy, is a proposition that wilt hardly be disputed.
Only
such ncgociatious, like all others, may eventually lead to war, and everything cmmected
with war, it will be said, may come to require
secrecy,
Bu'/ rules which admit of a minister's
phmging the nation into a war against its
will, are essentmlly mischievous and unconstitutional,
•It is admitted that ministers ought not to
have it in their power to impose taxes on the
nation against its wilt. It is adnfittcd that
they ought not to have it in their power to
maintain troops against its will.
But by
plunging it into war without its knowledge
they do both.
Parliament may refuse to carry on a war
after it is begun :-- Parhament may remove
and punish the minister who has brought the
nation into a war.
Sorry remedies the_e; add them both together, their efficacy is not wordl a straw,
Arrestment of the evil. and punishment of
the authors, are sad consolations tbr the mischief of a war, and of no value as remedies
in comparison with prevention.
Aggre.-sive
war is a matter of choice : defensive, of I_ceessity. Refusal of the means of continuing
a war is a most precarious remedy, a remedy
only in name. What, _hen the enem? i.- at
your doors, rcfu,e the materials for barricading them ?
Before aggression, war or no war depends
upon the agglessor ;--once begun, the party
aggrieved acquires a vote : He has hi, negat:ve upon every plan tbr terminating the war.
--What
is to be done? Give yom_clf up
without resistance to the mercy of a justly
exasperated encmy?
But this or the continuanee of the war, is all the choice that i_
now !eft. In what state of things can this
remedy be made to serve ? Are you unsueeessful ?--the
remedy in inapplicable.
Are
you suecessful?--nobody
will call for it.
Punishment of the authors of the war, punishment whatever it may be to the personal
adversaries of the ministers, is no satisfaction
to the nation. This is self-evident ; but what
is closer to the purpose and not less trne,
is, that in a case like this, the fear of punishment on such an account is no check to tbem:
of a majority in parliament they are in pessession, or they would not be minister_. That
they should be abandoned by this majority is
not in the catalogue of events that ought to
be looked upon as possible : bat between
abandoning them and punishing them, there
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is a wide difference.
Lord North was abram.
tinned in the American war : he was not punished tbr it. His was an honest error in
judgment, unstained hy any mal_ fide praCo
rice, and countenanced by a fair majority in
parliament.
Aml so may any other impolitic
and unjust war be. This is not a punishing
age. If bribe-taking, oppression, peculation,
duplicity, treachery, every crime that can be
comuuttcd by statesmen sinning against conscience, produce no desire ta punish, what
dependence can be placed on punishment in
a case where the mischief may so easily happen without any ground for punishment?
Mankind arc not vet arrived at that stage in
the tlack ffeiviliTation.
Fnreign nations arc
not yet eonsideled as objects suseeptitde of
an in3ury. For the citizens of other civilized
nation_-, we have not so much t\wling as for
our negroes. There are instancc_ in uhich
ministers have been pmlishcd for making
peace*--the:e
are none where the)" have
been so much an que.-ti-ned fo_ blin_:ing the
nation into war ; and if puni.-i_ment had been
ever applied on _ueh tm occasmn, it would be
no_ tbr the mi_cluel done to the foreign hation, but lmrely ior the mlsctnef brought
upon their own ; not for the hJJu.-tlec, bat
purely fur the imprudence.
It has never been laid down as a rule thai;
yon should pay any regard to foreign nations :
tt has never been laid down that you should
stick at anything which would give you au
advantage m ?our dealings _aith foreign nations.
On what ground eould a minister be
punished for a war, even the most unsucccssiul, brought on by any such means ? 1 did
nay best to serve you, be _aould say--the
worse the measure was for the torcign nation,
the more I took upon me : the greater therefbre the zeal I showed for your cause: the
event has proved unf_vourabte. Are zcal and
misfortune to be replesented as crimes ?
A war unjust on the part of oar own
nation, by whose ministers it. is brought on,
can never be brought, on but in pursuit of'
some advantage _ahieh, were it not /'or the
injustice toward., the forei_m nation it would
be for our interest_ topursue.
Theia_justiee
* The tateof Queen Anne's last ministry may
be referred in some degree to this cause : and
owing
the perhaps
particular
circumstances
conduct tothey
deserved
it. -- See of
the the:r
B.eport of the'S'ecret Committee of the House of
Commons in the year 1715. The great crime of
the Earl of Bate was making peace. The E:,rl
of Shelburne was obliged'to resign for haviz:g
made peace. The great crime of Sir R. Walpo!6
was keeping the peace. The nation was become
tired of peace. _,Yalpole was reproached wnh
proposing
half-a-milhon
the rectified
).ear for secret*
service money.
Has errorsinwere
-- war
was made- and in one year there was laid out
in war four times what he had spent in flue tea
years before.
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and the danffer of retaliation being on all
hands looked upon as nothing, the plea of
the minister would always he, -- " It was
your interest I was pursu{ng."
And the uninformed and unreflecting part of the nation,
that is, the great body of the nation would
echo to him, -- " Yes, it was our interest
you were preserving."
The voice of the nation on these subjects can only bc looked for
in newspapers.
But on these subjects the
language of all newspapers is uniform :--" It
is we that are alway_ in the right, without a
possibility of being otherwise.
Against as
other nations have no rights. If aecording to
the rules of judgdng between individual and
individual, we are right--we are right by the
rules of justice: if not, we are right by the
laws of patriotism, which is a virtue more
respectabtethanjustice."-Injustice, oppression, fraud, lying, whatever acts would be
crime% whatever habits would be vices, if manifested in the pursuit of individual interest%
when mamfested in pursmt of national interests, become sublimated into virtues. Let
any man declare who has ew_r read or heard
an English newspaper, whether thi. be not
the constaut tenor of the notions they convey. Party on this one point makes no difterence.
However hostile to one another on
all other point_, on this they have never but
one voice--they
write with the utmost hatmony. Such are the opinion_, al_d to these
opinions the facts arc accommodated as of
course. Who would blu_.h to misrepresent,
when misreplesentation
is a vii rue ?
But newspapers, if their voice make but a
smalt par_ of the voice of the people, the instruction they gi_e makes on the,e subjects
the whole of the instruction which the peopie receive.
Such being the national propensity to error
on these points, and to error on the worst
side, tbe danger of parliamentary punishment
for misconduct of this kind mnst appear eqmvalent to next to nothing, even in the eyes
of an unconcerned and cool spectator. What
must it app_'ar then in the eyes of ministers
themselves, acting under the seduction of
self-partiahty,
and hurried on by the tide of
business ? No; thelanguage which a mini<ter
on such occasions will hold to himselI will be
nmformly this,--"
In the first place what I do
is not wrong: in the next place, if it were,
nothing should I have to fear from it."
Under the present s)stem of secresy, milfisters have, tht.refore, every seduction to
lead them into misconduct ; while they have
no check to keep them out of iv. Aml what
species of misconduct?
That in comparison
of whmh all others are but peccadillos.
Let
a minister throw away £30,000 or .4_'40,000
in pensions to his creatures.
Let him erabezzle a few hundred thousand for himselfi
What is that to fifty or a hundred millions,
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I the ordinary burthen eta war? Observe the
I consequence.
This is the department of all
t others in which the strongest checks are
[ needful ; at the same time, thanks to the rules
l of secresy of all the departments, this is the
[ only one in which there are no checks at all.
_ I say, then, the conclusion is demonstrated.
] The principle which throws a veil of secresy
] over the proceedings of the foreign department of the cabinet is pernicious in the highest dezree, pregnant with misehiefs superior
to everything to which the most perfect absence of all conceahnent couhi possibly give
rise.
There still remains a sort of inexplicit
notion which may present itself as secretly
farnlshing an ar_zument on the other side.
Such is the condition of the British nation :
peace and war may be always looked upon as
being to all human probability in good measure in l_er power. When the worst conies to
rite worst, pe._ce may always be had by some
unrssential sacIifice. I admit the force of the
argument : what I maintain is thatit operates
in my filvour. Why? ]t depends upon two
propositions, --the
matchless strength of
this country, and the nselessue_-s of her foreign dependencies. I adnfit both. But both
oper._e as arguments in my favour. IIer
strength places her above the danger of surprice, and above the neees.ity of having recourse to it to det_nd herself.
The usele-sne,s of her foreign dcpendenclcs prove aft,rtiorl, the n_e]estness of engaging in wars
fl_r their protection and delbnce. If they are
not fit to keep without war, nmch less are
they worth ke_p':_*gat the price of' war. The
irmtility of a secret cabinet is demonstrated
hy ibis sho_t dilemma.
For offensive mea_m'es,
cabinet
seeresy can never be necessary
to this nation : for delenec it can never be
necessary to any.
My persuasion is that there is no state
whatever in which any inconveniences capabte of arishlg from publicity in this department would not be greatly overbalanced b"
the advantages ; be the state ever so great or
ever so small ; ever so strong or ever so weak ;
be its form of government pure or ndxed,
single or confederated, monarcldeal, aristocratical, or demoeratical.
The observations
already given seem in all these eases sufficient
to warrant the conclusion.
But in a nation like ]3rifam, the safety
of publicity, the inutility of secresy in all
such business, stands upon peculiar grounds.
Stronger than any two other nations, much
stronger of cour,e than any one, its superionty deprives it of all pretence of necessity of
_arr)ing points by surprise. Chmdestine snrprise is the resource of knavery and fear, of
nnju_-t ambition eomhined with weakness.
lter matchless power exempts her fi'om the
one ; her interest, if her servants could b_
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brought to be governed by her evident intetests, would forbid the other,
Taking the interest of the first servant of
the state as distract flora and opposite to the
nation, clandcstinity may undoubtedly be, in
certain cases, favourable to the projects of
sceptred thieves and robbers. Without taking the pre('autions of a thicfi the Great
Frederic might probably enough not have
succeeded in the enterprise of stealing Silesia
from her lawfld sovereign.
_,Vithou_ an ad.
vantage of thi_ sort, the triple gang might,
perhaps, not have found it quite so easy to
secure whut they stoh. from Poland.
Whether there can or cannot exist occasions on
which it might, in this point of wew, be the
interest of a king of Great Britaii_ to turn
highwayman, is a question I shall waive : but
a proposition I shall not _ii,_cl_from L-. that it
never can be the interest of the nation to abet
him in it. When those sceptred sinners sold
themselves to the service of Mammon, they
did not serve him for nought : the booty was
all their own. Were we (! speak as one of
the body o! _he nation) to assist our king in
c_ommitting a robbery upon France, the booty
would be his. He would have the naming to
the new places, which is all the vame that in
tbe hand. of a British robber such booty can
be of to anybody. The privilege of paying
tbr the horse and pistols is all that would be
ours. The booty would be employed mcorruptmg our confidential servants : and this is
the full and exact amount oI what we should
get by it.
Conquests m,_de by New Zea]anders have
some sense in them ; wliitc the conquered fry,
the conquerers fatten,
Conquests made by
the polished nations of antiquity,-conquests made by Greeks and I(omans, -- had
some sense in them. Lands, movcables, inhabitants, everything went into the pocket,
The invasions of France in the days of the
Edwards and the Henrys, had a rational ohject.
Prisoners were taken, and the country
was stripped to pay their ransom. The ransore of a single prisoner, a Duke of Orleans,
exceeded one-third of the national revenue
_fEngland.
Conquests made by a modern despot of the
_ontinent have still some sense in them. The
new property being contiguous, is laid on to
his old property ; the inhabitants, as many as
he thinks fit to set his mark upon, go to increase his armies; their substance, as much
as he thinks fit to squeeze from them, goes
into his purse,
Conquests made by the ]3ritish nation
would be violations of common sense, were
there no such thing as justice.
They are
bungling imitations of miserable originals,
bating the essential circmnstances.
Nothing
but confirmed blindness and stupidity can
prompt us to go on imitating Alexander and
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C_e._ar,and the knew Zelanders, and Catherine
and Freder.'c, without the profit.
If it lie the king alorm who gets the uppointment to the places, it is a part of the
nation, it may be said, that gets the benefit of
filling them. A preciotts lottery I Fifty or
one hundred millions the cost of the ticke_s
So many years purchase of ten or twenty
thousanda-year, the value of the prizes. Thin
if the seheme succeed :-- what if it fhil ?
l do not say there are no sharers in the
phmder:--it
is impossible for the head of a
gar_g to put the whole of it into his own
po(ket. All I contend for is, that robbery by
whutesale is not so profitable as by retail:
if the whole gang together pick the pockets
of strangers to u certain amount, the rin_,leaders pick the pockets of the rest to a much
greater. Shall 1 or shall I not succeed in persuading my countrymen that it is not their
interest to be thieves?
'" Oh, but you mistake!" cries somebodyj
" we do not now make war for comtuests,
but for trade." More foolish still. This is a
still worse bargain than bcfore. Conquer the
whole world, it is impossible )ou shotfld in*
crease) mu' trade one halfpenny :--it is imposslble you shouhl do otherwise than dm_inish
i_. Conquer little or much, you pa) for it by
taxes :--but just so much as u _ ctt_ant pays
in taxe_, just so much he is disabled f?om
adding to the capital he employs in tra?e.
Had you two world, to trade with, )ou could
only trade with them to the amount of your
capital, and what credit, you might meet with
on the strength of it. This being true of each
trader, is so of all traders. Find a fallacy in
this short argumen_ if you can. If you obtained your new right of trading given you
for notlilng, you would not be a halfpenny
the richer : if you paid for them by War or
preparations tbr war; by just so much as you
paid for these you would be the poorer.
The good people of England, along with
the right of self government, conquered prodigious right of trade. The revolution was
to produce for them not only the blessings o[
security and power, but immense and sudden
wealth. Year has followed after year, an_
to their endless astonishment,
the progres_
to wealth has gone on no faster than before.
One piece of good lbrtune still wanting, they
have never thought of:--that
on the day
their shackles were knocked off, _orne kind
sylph should have slipped a tew thou-_and
pounds into every man's pocket. There is no
law against my flying to the moon. Yet I cannot get there. Why? Because I have nc
wings. What wings are to flying, capital is tc
trade.
There are two ways of making war for
frade,--forcing independent nation_ to let yell
trade with them, and conquering imtions, or
pieces of nations, to make them trade w_th
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you. The former contrivance is to appearance
the more easy, and the policy of it the more
refined. The latter is more in the good old
way, and the king does his own business and
the nation's at the same time. He gets the
naming to the places: and the nation cannot
choose but join with hhn, being assured that
it is all for the sake of getting them ttle trade,
The places he lays hold of. good man, only
out of necessity, and that they may not go
a-begging:--on
his own account, he has no
more mind for them than a new-made bishop
for the mitre, or a new-made speaker for the
chair. To the increase of trade, both these
plans of war equally contribute.
What you
get in both cases is the pleasure of the war.
The legal right of trading to part of America was conquered by France from Britain
in the last war. What have they got by it ?
They have got Tobago, bankruptcy, and a revolution, for their fifty millions. Ministers,
who to account for the bankruptcy are forced
to say something about the war, call it a hational one : -- the "king has not got by it. -therefore the nation has. What has it got?
A fine trade, were there but capital to aarry
it on. With such room for trade, how comes
there to be no more of it ? This is what metchants and manufacturers are putting themselves to the torture to account for. The
sylph so necessary elsewhere, was still more
necessary to France ; since, over and above
her other work, there was the fifty millions
spent in powder and shot to replace,
The King of France, however, by getting
Tobago, probably obtained two or three thousand pounds worth of places to give away.
This is what he got, and this is all that anybodygot for the nation's fifty millions. Let us
go on as we have begun, strike a bold stroke,
take all their vessels we cau lay hold of without a declaration of war, and who knows but
what we mayget it back again. Withthe advantages we now have over them, five times
the success they are so pleased with, would
he but a moderate expectation.
For every
fifty millions thus laid out, our king would get
in places to the amount, not of two or three
thousand pounds only, but say of ten, fifteen,
or twenty thousand pounds. All this would
be prodigious glory-- and fine paragraphs and
speeches, thanksgivings, and birth-day odes,
might be sung and said for it ; but for ecohorny, I would much rather give the king new
places to the same anmunt at home, if at this
price his ministers would sell us peace,
The conclusion is, that as we have nothing
to fear from any other nation or nations, nor
want anything from other nations, we can
have nothing to say to other nations, nor to
hear from them,-- that might not be as public
as any laws. What then is the veil of secresy
that enwntps the proceedings of the cabinet?
A mere cloak for wickedness and folly _ a
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dispensation to ministers to save them from
the trouble of tbinking-a warrant for playing all manner of mad and silly pranks, nnseen and uncontreuled--a
licence to play at
hazard _dth their fellows abroad, stakingour
lives and fortunes upon the throw.
What, then, is the true use and effect of
secresv ? That the prerogatives of place may
furnish an aliment to petty vanity,--that
the
members of the circulation may have as it
were a newspapertothemselves,--tbatunder
favour of the monopoly, ignorance and incapacify may put on airs of wisdom, --that
a
man, unable to write or speak what is fit to be
put into a newspaper, may toss up his head
alld say, I don't read newspapers-as if a
parent were to say I don't trouble my head
about schoolmasters, --and that a minister,
secure from scrutinyin that quarter, may have
the convenient opportunity, upon occasion, of
filling the posts with obsequious cyphers, instead of effective men :--anything
will do to
make a minister whose writing may be writ_
ten for him, and whose duty in speaking consists in silence.
This much must be confessed :--if secresy
as against the nation be useless and pernicious
to the nation, it is not useless and pernicious
with regard to its servants.
It forms part of
the douceurs of office--a
perquisite which
will be valued in proportion to the insignificance of their characters and the narrowness
of their views. It serves to pamper them up
with notions of _heir own importance, and
to teach the servants of the people to look
down upon their masters.
Oh!_but
if everything that were written
were liable to bc made public, were published,
who would treat with you abroad ? Just the
same persons as treat with you at present.
Negotiations, for fear of misrepresentation,
would perhaps be committed somewhat more
towritingthanatpresent;---andwherewould
be the harm.
The king and his ministers
might not have quite such such copious accounts, true or false, of the tittle-tattle
of
each court : or they must put into different
hands the tittle-tattle,
and the real business.
And suppose your head servants were not
so miuutely acquainted with the mistresses
and buflbons of kings and their ministers, -what matters it to you as a nation, who have
no intrigues to carry on, no petty points to
compass ?
It were an endless task to fill more pages
with the shadows that might be conjured
up in order to be knocked down. I leave
that task to any that wzll undertake it. I
challenge party men -- I invite the impartial
lovers of their country and mankind to discuss the question -- to ransack the stores of
history, and imagination as welt as history, for
cases actual or possible, in which the want
of secrecy in this line of business can be
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shown to be attended _fith any substantial
By respect then is meant, in plain English,
prejudice,
fear. But in a ca._e like this, fear is much
As to the constitution,
the question of more adverse than fi_voorable to _eeurity. So
eabinet-seeresy having never been tried i_y the many as fear you, join against you till they
principles of the constitution,
has never re- think they are too strong for you, and then
ceived a decision.
The good ohl Tudor and they are afraid of you no longer ;-- meantime
Stuart principleshave been suffered toremain
they all hate )on, and jointly and severally
unquestioned here. Foreign politics are ques- they do you as much mischief as they can.
tious of state. Under Elizabeth and James,
You, on your part, are not behindhand with
nothing was to be inquired into--nothing"
them.
Conscious or not conscious of your
was to be known -- everything was matter of own bad intentions, you suspect theirs to be
state. On other pon_ts the veilhas been torn still worse.
Their notion of your intentions
away : but with regard to these, there has is the same. Measures of mere self-defenet
been a sort of tacit nnderstandb_g between
are naturally taken for projects of aggression
ministers and people.
The same causes produce, on both sides, the
Hitherto war has been the national rage : same effects ; each makes haste to begin for
peace has always come too soon, -- war too fear of being forestalled.
In this state ot
late. To tie up the ministers' bands and make things, if on either side there happen to be a
them continually accountahle, would be de- minister or a would-be minister, who ha._ a
priving them of' numberless occasions of seiz- fancy for war, the stroke is struck, and the
ing those happy advantages that lead to war : tinder catches fire.
it would he lessening the people's chance of
At school, the strongest boy may perhaps
their favourite amusement. For these hundred i he _he safest. Two or more boys are not alyears past, ministers, to do them justice, have i waw in readiness to join against one. But
generallybeen morebackward tbau the people i though this notion may hohI good in an Engthe great object has rather been to force : l_h school, it _iI1 not bear transplanting upon
them into war, than to keep them out of it. the theatre of Europe.
Watpole and :Newcastle were both forced into .
Oh ! but if ,'our neighbours are realh" afraid
war.
t of you, their i_ear is of use to you in another
It admits of no doubt, if we are really f_r I way-- you get the turn of the scale in all
war, and fired of it for its own sake, we car_ : d:sputes. Pointstbat are at all doubtful, they
do no better _han let things eontlane as they ! give up to you of course. Watch the moment,
are. If we think peace better than war, it is
" i and ._ou may. every. now and then gain point_
equally certain that the law of secresy eanuot I that do not admit of doub'_. This is only the
be too soon abolished.
_,former old set o£ fallacies exhibited in a more
Such is the general confusion of ideas--- i obscure form. and which, fi'om their obseusuch the nower of the imaginatloa --such the ! rity only, can show as new. The fact is, as has
force of l_rejudice--_hat
I verily believe the i been already shown, there is no natron that
persuasion is not an uncommon one ;--so clear : has any points to gain to the prejudice of any
in their notions are many worthy gentlemen, ! other. Between the interests of nations, there
that they look upon war, if" successful, as a i is nowhere any real conflict : if they appear
cause of opulence and prosperity. With equal i repugnant an:where, it is only in proportion
justice might they look upon the loss of a leg i as tbey are misunderstood.
What are these
as a cause of' swiftness,
points ? What points are these which, if you
Well, but if it be not directly the cause of had )our choice, you would wish to gain" of
opulence, it is indirectly ; from the successes them ? Preferences in trade have been proved
of war, come, say they, our prosperity, our robe worth nothing, -- distant territorial acgreatness ; thence the respect paid to us by quisitions have been proved to be worth less
Foreign Powers--thence
our security: and than nothing.
When these arc out of the
who does not know how necessary security
question, what other points are there worth
is to opulence ?
gaining by such mear_s.
No; war is, in this way, just as unfavourOpulence is the word 1 have first menable to opulence as in the other. In the pre- tioned; but opulence is not the word that
_ent mode of carrying on war--a mode which would be first pitched upon. The repugnancy
it is in no man's power to depart from, se- of the connexion between war and opulence
eurity is in proportion to opulence. Just so is too glaring : --the term opulence brings to
far then as war is, by its direct effects, un- _iew an idea too simple, too intelligible, too
favourable to opulence, --just so far is it un- precise. Splendour, greatness, glory, these are
favourable to security,
terms better suited to the purpose. Prove
Respect is a term I shall beg leave to first that war contributes to splendour and
ehange ; respect is a mixture of fear and es- greatness, you may persuade yourself it conteem, but for constituting esteem, force is tributes to opulence, because when youthink
not the instrument, but justice.
The senti- of splendour you think of opulence. But
meat really relied upon for security is fear. splendour, greatness, glory, all these fintt
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thiu_,%'may be produced by usele.s sueeess, ] ease after the expenditure of a glorious war,
zmd m_profitable and enervaring extent of do- I than if there had been no war ; because
minion obtaaned at the expense of opulence ; I France or some other country, wus put b) il;
aJid this is the way in which you may manage [ into a still worse condition.
so as to prove to vourse|f, that the way to [
In respect, theretbre, of any benefit to be
make a man run the quicker i. to cut off one [ derived in the shape of eonqaest, or of trade
of his legs. Aud true enough it is, that a man I --of opulence or of respeet--noadvantage
can
who has had a leg cut of4; and the stump [ be reaped by the employmei_t of the unnehealed, may hop faster than a man who lies [ ees_ry, the mischievous, and unconstitutional
in bed w_th both legs broke_, can walk. And system of clandes_mlty and seeresy in negotitus you may prove that Britain is in a better L tiation,
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§ 1. Grounds qf expectation respecting the
practicabdity of the proposed junction.
T8_ most recent, as well as most determinute grounds, rest, it is believed, on the
authority of the work, intituled, " Memoirs
of the Mexican Revolution," &c. by William
Davis Robinson, in two volumes 8co, Loudon, 1820 : the author, a citizen of the United
States, a gentleman of good character, well
known to the legation of his own state here
in London.
In Volume II. Chapter XIII.
p. 263 is devoted to this subject,
It speaks (II. 269.) of the measure in questlon as being known to have been a favourite
measure of the last of the two Pitts. It certainly was in the contemplation of General
Miranda, whose enterprise was undertaken
under the protection of that minister. It was
from Miranda that the Edinburgh Review
derived the principal part of the information
contained in its article on the subject, anno
1810.

Being so long posterior to Humboldt's great
work, this of Mr. Robinson speaks of course
(p. 265.) of the nine several supposed lines
of junction, mentioned in that universally
known work: but by Humboldt, in making
the number of them so considerable, physical
possibility is alone taken into consideration :
length of voyage in respect of time, and consequently prospect of net profit, not being
taken into the account : to which latter putpose, if the reports given by Mr. Roblnsom
are to be depended upon, the nine will be
found reduced to one.
Nothing can be more encouraging than the
expectations held out by tins account of his.
Three spot_, it is true, are mentioned.
But
of the three, taking the matter upon the face
of his aecountofit, the one from Porto Belio
on the Atlantic to Panam£ on the Pacific, is
decidedlyimpracticable:another,
namely from
the port formed by the river Guasacualco in
the Atlantic, to Tehuantepec in the Pacific,
not worth a thought in comparison with the

• The MSS._from which the following work is
taken, hear date from21st to 24th June 18_2_and
e_au to have been prepared for the press under
thor's superintendence. As the project
Vow, IL

brings out a pvacV.ca! illustration of the prin.
ciples inculcated in the Essays on International
Law, it is cOnceived that the account o! it will
form a suitable appendix to that work,
N u

_,,
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'bird: a chain of mountains running between
_,he two seas, (p. 287,) and tile only c3aanee
depending on the existence of some rarlne,
deep enough to afford a practicable passage
for a cut.
In this third proposed course through the
lake of Nicaragua, no mountains are in the
way. From the river San Juan (in English
St. John,) running from tile lake into the
Atlantic, it passes on to the Pacific, either
through the lake of Leon, which by a river
communicates with the lake of Nicaragua, or
by a direct cut at a tess distance,
The information he speaks of as being derived from a number of persons of different
descriptions(names
not mentioned,)bywhom
the tract of country in question had been
vl-ited.
'l'he sum of it is as follows: _
I. Elevation of the land.
Between both lakes and the Pacific, the
ground '" a dead level."
II. Depth of water on the side of the Atlaurie.
Feet.
1. General depth over the bar at the
mouth of St. John's River,
. .
12
2. In a particular part, . .....
25
3. Depth in the river after the bar has
been crossed, from fathoms 4, making,
24
¢o fathoms 6, making,
. ....
36
4. Depth of water in the Nicaragua Lake,
from fathoms 3, making .....
18
8, making,
. .... of water not
48
5. toIn fathoms
the Pacific
Ocean, depths
stated in figures, but said to be " free from
rocks and shoals; in one part," the Papa.
gayo coast, "the shore so bold, that a fri9ate raay anchor within a few yards of the
beach."
IIL Length of a strait cut at different parts
of the above dead level,
1. From Lake Nicaragua to the Pacific, in the
Gulph of Papagayo, miles from 21 to 25.
ft. coast
From ofLake
Leonmiles
to the
on the
Nieoya,
fi'om Pacific,
13 to 15.
3. From the Atlantic into Lake Nicaragua,
up the River San Juan, "]_,arge britts and
schooners sail."
Length of a river by which Lake Leon cornmunieates already with the sea, " Leagues
8," say miles 24.
Neither in Humboldt's Work, nor in any
other as yet published, is any considerable
part of the above information (it is believed)
lto be found,
Under these elreumstanees, the Nicaragua
track seems to be the one, the only one, to
which, in the present state of our knowledge
here in Europe, the attention of capitalists
tan be directed, with a view to the formation
of any such company as is here IJroposed.
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§ 2. Otttline of the proposed agreement for
the accomphshment oJ it.
I. Situation and dimensions of the proposed
spot.
Taking the conception of the spot fi'om the
view given of it in the maps to Pinkerton's
Atlas, the greatest tract of territory
that
would be requisite to be allotted to the putpose wouhl be, that which occupies, _n lcn:/th,
somewhat less than four degrees of longitude,
geographical miles say '220, namely, from the
mouth of St. John's river in the Pacific ; and
in breadth, upon an average, a little more than
a degree of latitude, geographical miles say a
little more than 60. Upon the face of the
map, the natural boundaries are, to the north,
a chain of lofty mountains ; to the south, another such chain, with the exception of the
"dead let,el" above spoken of; to the east,
the Atlantic; to the west, --in part the chain
of mountains, having on the other side of it
the territory of Costa Rice, -- on other part,
the Pacific.
In this tract of country may be seen the
maximum of what it can be necessary should
be ceded to the proposed company ; whether,
from this quantity, con_lstently with the aecomplishment and perpetual maintenance of
the j unction for nmtual and universal henefit,
any and what defalcation can be made, will
scarcely be ascertainable,
until the necessary
surveys have been made and reported.
Whatever may be the site and amount of
it, call it for the present Junctiana.
II. Proposed source of benefit to the proposed company in a pecuniary shape.
1. The price of transit, whatsoever shape
or
may be
given
it : thispricebeing
to shapes
be received
from
the tomasters
of all vessels
making use of the communication.
2. The absolute property in the land (land
covered with water included,) of all this territory, or of what lesser portion of it shall,
on report of surveyors, as above, be deemed
neces_ry and sufficient : thence, the right of
selling it in parcels, and letting it out upon
leases, for building and other purposes.
III. Proposed obligations of the company.
1. To pay to the local authorities a sum ]n
the name of purchase money for _be powers
of government.
2. To pay the expense of the indemn:fiea,
tion due to all such individuals, original inhabitants styled Indians included, as posse-s
any interes(in
whatsoever land comes to be
purchased : the value, so paid for, to be the
present value only, not any sues additional
value as may be expected to be derived from
the accomplishment of the measure. In ease
of disagreement, the prices to be referred to
arbitration in manner hereina_er to be mentioned.
3 To defi'ay the whole expense of effeetil_
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and keeping up the communication : including, as well necessary fortifications towards
the two seas, as necessary means of commanication of all sorts, such as canals, locks,
bridges, tunnels, &c. : and necessary recep-
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I 9. The maximum of it to be determined by
I the agreement between the contracting part ties : no enhancement except by mutual con_sent, in consequence of casual expenses arid
j consequent net loss: expenses, the nature of
l which will be to be specified in the ultimate

jetties, &e.
tacles
all sorts offorthevessels,
as docks,
4. Inof respect
price such
of transit,
as I agreement.
above, the company to admit vessels of all i § 3. ,_[exico_acr_ees
eventually reTHsite_
states, at the outset and forever, on exactly ]
inducements to compliance.
which the agreement is made,
no favour, direct or indirect,
any
the expense
any
the one
sameatfooting,
--the ofstate
of all states.

not'excepted:
upon the plan here submitted, the following
to be given to are among the conditions necessary ;other
state,
or
1. That
expense be defrayed--not
by
or states with [ For
the the
accomplishment
of the measure
I the government to which the territory be-

5. So
in respect of purchase and renting of
land,
as above.
6. Proposition to be made to the AngloAmerican United States, to take the Junctiana Territory
under their protection, by
admitting it into their union : terms, except
so far as shall be excepted, the same in prineiple with those upon which the recently admitred states have been admitted; admitted
namely for a time, and while in a state of
probation, under the administration
of the
President of the United States, and as soon
as ripe, admitted on the same footing as those
other states, and with the same _ort of government.
Considering the benefit which,
in so many shapes, these United States would
reap from theaccomphshment
of the junction,
and the honour conferred on their nation by
the proposed spontaneous choice, their coneurrence seems hardly to be doubted of. As
to this point, see § 8.
7. No slavery, in any shape, to be allowed :
should any vessel, with any slave on board,
obtain admittance rata the territory, every
such slave, upon his entrance withinthe territory, to he free.
N.B.--It
seems essential that, considering
the magnitude of the advances which the
company would have to make before any returns could be expected, every security which
the nature of the case admits of, should be
afforded to it : and in particular against any
changes to which _n their origin, states so
lately emancipated from so bad a form of
govermnent, cannot but appear to stand exposed ; society and manners, on the part of
so large a proportion of the population, being
as yet on so unfavourable a footing. As to
this point, see § 7.
For the preservation of its rights and
powers from injury, the company might stipulate for its having the appointment of a
governor of the state so constituted, with a
negative upon all laws. But quereas to the
need of this ? See § 7.
8. The entire price of transit, at the rate
of so much per ton, to be made known and
always kept known to all persons concerned :
no enhancement by particular and undeelared
• otlateral charges,

1 longs,
but byfora their
joint-stock
2. That,
security,companv.
the _]ominion,
of the territory through whith the communication is made, be ceded to the company.
3. That the dominion so ceded have--not
on both sides of it a territory belonging to
one and the same government ; but, on one
side, a territorybelonging to one government,
namely _]Iexico;_on
the other side of it, a
territory belonging to another government,
namely Columbia.
4. That, for security to the capitalists,
members of the joint-stock company, as well
as tbr the benefit and satislhction of all other
nations interested, the territory in question
be taken under tae protection of the Ant/oAmerican _)_ited States : of all other nations
interested, -- which is as much as to say, of all
the other nations at tlJe earth.
Ou this plan, at the hand_ of Mexico, certain sacrifices will, on certain suppositions.
be requisite.
1. In Mexico, has any such idea yet been
entertained, as that of executing the enterprise within her own dominions, and with
capital to no greater amount than could
either raised by taxes, or obtained in so_e
way or other from proprietors, subjects of her
own government ? In Columbia, there seems
some ground for supposing that a eonceptio_
to the llke effeet may perhaps have been
entertained in relation to herself; forasmuch
as, many months ago, a competent person
was sent out from Eur;)po
by Columbia to
make surveys in this view; and, on any such
occasion, its own internal resources are the
ways and means which a gove_xanent would
naturally look to, before it thought of extraneous ones.
In Mexico, should a persuasion to this elfect have already obtained possessmn of men's
minds, a proposal such as the present seems
to have no great prospect of finding aeceptance.
The probability, however, seems to be oD
the negative side.
1. The first point on which this part of the
question will turn, is _ what is the quantity
of capital that will be requisite ? As to this
point, everything is, it must be confessed, ha
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otter darkness.
Estimate being as yet altogether out of the question, what remains is
loose conjecture, and without anything but
the general nature of the enterprise ior its
ground. On this ground, no professional man
would, it is believed, set the expense at less
than .several millions of pounds sterling-between four a_d five times as many dollars,
Whatsoever be the amount, thus much is
however certain, that the expenditure would
require to be kept running on -- running on
for a length of time, probably for several
years, before any the least return for the
money could be received,
That any such sum should he raised by
taxes-- raised by government
in its infant,
and as yet unsettled state--by
taxes over
and above all that will be raquisite for carrying on the ordinary business of government,
is an expectation of a result, which, upon the
face of it, does not seem probable,
As to a capital to be raised without taxes
a capital to be filrnished by a joint-stock
company, having for its members, to an exelusive or principal amount, individuals belonging to the State of Mexico : --the formarion of any such eompany depends upon
two conditions :_
1. Upon the existence of capital, to such
an amount, at the disposal of individuals,
2. Upon the inability of finding other applications for it, and those of an ordinary
nature, that would be still more advantageous:
applications, in the instance of which the
employment given to it would be under the
eye of the proprietor -- at the choice of the
proprietor -- determined on each occasion by
the will of the proprietor ; and would not
as in this case, have to wait during an indefinite time, for every the smallest return.
lf, for example, the information that has
been received is correct, fifteen per cent. and
more, and with an immediate return, mayalways be made of eapital in _lexico ; while,
by an :English capitalist, less than ten per
cent., if placed upon a footing regarded by
him as an assured one, would be caught at ;
and for this, or something not more than this,
if possessed of sufficient means of living from
other sources, he would even be content to
wait. On the establishment of the London
Docks for example, ten per cent. was the
maximumlooked
to; and this was longbefore the commencement of that state of things,
by which the profit eapable of being expected
from capital, has been of late years so much
reduced.
/
This point being determined upon, if the |
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the company for the purpose of the commu.
ification, that is _o say, the portion ttlrough
which the work would have to be carried on_
thus far no great difficulty presents itself" thus
far, by the supposition, Mexico would have
her equivalent : the sacrifice would be such
as she would be prepared to make: theequivalent, one with which, by the supposition,
she would be satisfied.
But the difficulty, if there be any in the
case, lies here. It is essential to the pl,.n,
that Columbia be not excluded from a share
in that benefit which consists in eontiguity_
immediate contiguity -- to the spot through
which the communication is made. For this
purpose it is necessary that, while on one
side Mexico has the territory immediately
contiguous to the territory through which
the communication passes, Columbia should
have the territory Immediately contiguous to
it on the other side. But, according to the
latest acconnt that has been made public,
viz. Mr. Robinson's, as published in London,
anno 1821, there i_ but one spot that affords
any tolerably fair promise of any such junction on profitable telms ; and that is a spo(;
in which Lake 2_ricaragua is included ; and if
the information received be correct, not only
the contiguous land on the side of Mexico is
regarded as appertaining to Mexico, but also
the contiguous land on the side of Columbia.
If this be not the case, if the claims or
expectations of Mexico do not embrace both
s_des, here ends this difficulty: but if they
do embrace both sides, then it is that the difficulty will have place ; for then it is that by
Mexico, according to the plan here proposed,
a sacrifice to a certain amount will have to
be made.
For its direct object, this plan has the securingtheestabli_hment
of the commmfication
for the benefit of all natit, ns without exception; and more particularly for the benefit of
Mexico, Columbia, and the Anglo-American
States; these being the three nations to
which local proximity will render it in a peculiar degree advantageous.
But moreover,
for its collateral objects it has the prevention
of all that ill-will, as between Mexico and
Columbia, of which the possession of so
great an advantage to Mexico, to the ex lusion of Columbia, could scarcely, the nature
ofmanconsidered,
fa_lotbeingproductivebetwixt Mexico and Columbia. With more propriety might it have been said, betv_een
Mexico on the one part, and on the other
)art Columbia, backed by all the other notions of the earth.

fo.,med by eapitMists of all nations, foreigners disappointment _ this it is that presents ita.s well as natives shall be resorted to; then self to view as the great natural stumbling.
comes the question about the portion of terri- blocktothe undertaking: thisstumbling-bi_ck
-tory, and the cession to be made of it.
it is the principal object of this proposal to
If the only portion that required to be remove.
determination
that a joint-stock
company,
This heart-burning,
thisher
source
of war and
ceded,
were thebe portion
to be purchased
by i
Suppose
even that, by
o_m resources
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and within her own dominions, it were cornpletely in the power of Mexico to establisb
the communication, still this stumbing-block
would remain unremoved ; a nation which for
a long time, at sea at least, could not but remain a weak one : this weak nation, embarked in a project, presenting a face of
injury to all the powers upon earth I
For the rake of peace in general, and for
the peace and safety to Mexico in particular,
this proposal has therefore for its main object,
the preventing a possession thus important
to all nations, from being endeavoured to be
taken for a subject of' exclusive property by
any nation-- to preserve it from becoming a
bone of contention to all nations -- to preserve it from this fate, by placing it in the
conjunct hands of three nations, in the charaeter of trustees for themselves and for all
others without exception,
On the supposition, that Mexico has placed
herself, and is known to have placed herself,
in so dangerous a situation, and that the aid
of capital from without is at the same time
regarded by her as necesrary, would any such
capital to any such amount be found ?
By capitalists, the danger against which, in
this ease, adequate security would be looked
for, is not merely wa_t of inclination to seo
cure to them the stipulated benefits, but
want of ability. But as to this point in the
ease supposed, the company would behold it.
self in a state of dependence, not ooly on
]VIexio0 herself, but on every other power,
with which, either on the account here in
question, or on any other, Mexico might, at
any point of time, however distant, find herself in a state of hostility.
Should any sueh
hostility at any time have place (and can it
rationally be supposed that it zdll not at any
time have place ?) the most prominent ohject would of course be this matchless jewel,
this matchless key to commercial advanrage : the first endeavour would he either to
take possession of it, or (as England did by
the Washington capital) to destroy it ; and
in either ease, what would be the condition
of the company ?
Hereupon comos the questmn -- the securite here proposed, will it be sufficient ?
O yes : that it will : this position requires a
separate consideration;
and the truth of it
will be rendered (it is hoped) sufficiently
manifest in another place. See § 8.
Upon the plan of universal benefit here
proposed, all nations would behold in Mexico
a friend.
Upon the plan of exclusive benefit
to Mexico, this plan of universal benefit being
supposed rejected, and kno_m to be rejected,
all nations would behold in her an enemy,
Upon the plan of universal benefit, all other
xmtions, in thmr competition with these two
_ations and one another, are secured against
every di_adw_*taae, except that which has
i_een established i_y-tile hand of llature ; that
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is to say, h,cal distance.
Upon the plan of
exclusive benefit, they would behold themselves exposed at all times to extortion J to
extortion blind and boundless : they would
look to the Vistula, to the Elbe, to the Rhine:
in a word, to all those water communications
which in Europe run through different states.
All this they would look to ; and, in the
scene of self-pernicious selfishness, so unicefsally and constantly exhibited in the old
world, behold evidence but too conclusive of
the like mixture of improbity and folly in the
new.
To Columbia, such virtual hostility could
scarce fail to be, in a peculiar degree, galling
and irritative.
To Mexico, to the exclusion
of Columbia, the junction would, on this sapposition, give the prodigious edva_tage of a
water communication between her own ports
in the Atlantic, and her own ports in the
Pacific. Meantime_ for this same advantage,
in the ease of Columbia, th_demand is equally
urgent.
Suppose her next neighbour in possessio_
of it, and herself for ever either destitute
of it, or dependent for it on the ever preearious good-will of a foreign state, _ the very
idea of such a state of things, _ could if,
consistently with the nature of man, fail to,
have irritation for its accompaniment? While.
they themselves are confined to the supremely,
tedious sea communication round Cape Hor0_
or to the not much less tedious internal cora_
munieation up the rapid current of the river.
Magdalena, with a tedious land-carriage at
the end of it -- the mercantile men of" tha_
already-established republic, with their rtfler_attheirback--isitinthenatureofmanthey
should look with other than an evil eye on
their rivals in the Mexican state, if in the e_elusive possession of so irresistible an iustru_
meat for throwing them out of the market ?
The Cohimbians, it is well known tt_
Mexicans, have, for a considerable time past,
been regarding this jewel with a proprietary eye. After many unexpected delays, so
late as February 18"22, a civil engineer went
from Europe to make surveys in this view.
Exclusion from it would produce in tttelr
breasts the sensation of a loss. In the breast
of Mexicans, the non-acquisition of it would
not produce any such sensation as that of
loss. By the acquisition of it, in equal shares,
on the here-proposed partnership footing, the
sensation of gain would be produced ahke on
both sides.
In this state of things, supposing the partnership plan rejected, if it were not rea[l_
the interest, it would at any rate appear to
be the interest, of all classes in the republic
of Columbia, to act in a manner more or less
declaredly hostile to Mexico--to
obstruct
the settlement of the government---to foment
divisions--to keep the country in such a state
of poverty, as should oppose an insuperable
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bar to her pn_ting herself in possession of so
exclusive and invidious an advantage,
All this while, what should never be out
of mind is, that for all these surmises, unpleasant as they are, not any of the parties
concerned, but the penner of this proposal,
_tnd he alone is answerable.
Atlindividuals,
on whom any thing depends, being on both
sides alike unknown to him, the propensities
so universal in human nature constitute the
only source whence these indi."ations of probable hostility have been derived,
A much more pleasing object of eontemplat[on to him is the state of amity-- cordial
and durable amity _ which the sort of partnership here proposed could not fail to numbet aniong its natural fruits. Theinfant state
would behold in them its common parents,
In the Anglo-American
union, of waose
kindness the Columbian repuohe nashad such
recent experience, and at whose hands the
Mexican state has so sure an anticipation of
the like kindness, they would behold a tommon friend, and a friend, in case of re[sunderstanding,
whether on these or any other
points; a common refereea referee, such
as for impartiality, probity, and sound sense,
has assuredly never as yet been matched in
the history of nations,
One advantage, however, it must be confessed there is, of which, in this plan, Mexico
would put herself exclusively in possession :
an advantage in which neither any other nation, nor even Columbia herself, could claim,
any the least share.
This is the glory of so
extraordinary,
not to say unexampled, a msnifestation of the union of those two rirtues,
to which all other virtues are reducible-effective benevolence and self-regarding prudeuce.
In fact, it would be nothing more
than a sacrifice of personal interest ill understood, to personal interest well understood : still, so difficult to human weakness
is every such sacrifice, so imperfectly understood as yet is the connexion between social
mad personal interest, that the characters of
generosity would not the less assuredly stamp
themselves,, upon the face of the sacrifice, in
the most conspicuous and unfading colours,
So much as between Mexico and Cohimbia.
Now, as between Mexico and all other hations,
As, by refusal ofths cession, Mexico would
stand forth in the eyes of all other nations in
the light of an enemy of their common welfare, so by consent to it, she would establish
herself in the character _ the conspicuous,
the indisputable, the indelible character
not simply of a common friend, bat of a bel_efaetress_a
common, universat,
and unexampledbenefactress.
To her theywould
beholdthemselves
indebted
-- not merelyfor
a benefit,
but forsucha benefit
as,unlessit
were withoutdesignorexpectationon the
part of the benelkctor_
the nationsof the
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earth, taken in the aggregate, never yet received at the hands of any one. Gratitude is
therefore an affection, of which, in so far as
in minds so situated, any such social aflection can have place, she will be an object in
all eye_--in
the e_es of the present generation, and of all future ones. By Spain, and
Spain alone, can any exception to this observat[on be afforded.
Ba_ no longer than the
present delirium lasts, can this exception
last : nations are not, like individuals, exposed to any such lamentable disease, as insanity coeval with existence-- insanit) beyond the reach of cure.
Howsoever liable to become faint, the colours of national gratitude may" be, such is
not the case with the impression made by respeet. Respect is a tribute, which, x_here
reatiy due, not even the bitterest enemy can
altogether retu_-e : and as to t_me, tribute in
this shape, so far from being diminished, is
even increased by it.
The cession--shall it be gratuitous ?--sl:all
it be for a price ? --if for a price, by wi_om
paid ?--by Columbia inthe whole--bytheproposed company in the whole ?--by Col umb.;a
andthe proposed company in shares ?---_nd if
so, in what shares ? Questions, these which
of necessity must, in the present stage of the
business, be left unanswered.
Thus much, however, may even here be
mentioned ; namely, that. if by Mexico a price
is looked for, self-regarding prudence may remain or not remain,--there
at any rate ends
benevolence, -- effective benevolence,
with
whatever glory encircles a virtue of such
matchless rarity among nations. There ends
that glory to Mexico, and there commences
embarrassment
and obstruction.
On a possession such as that in question, who shall fix
a value ? On what grounds can it be fixed ?
With an amount fixed upon without grounds,
who will be satisfied ? Be it what it may, x_ho
will be content to pay it ? Meantime, thus
much may be answered in the negative, and
thence what follows from it in the affirmative.
No preference must there be, in respect of the
price qf transit. By any such preference, the
simplicity of the plan would be destroyed :
the merit of it as towards all other nations
would be destroyed: in this shape, all advanrage could not be given to Mexico by Columbia against herself, without its beinggiven
as against all other nations. This shape being
set aside, money seems therefore to be the
only shape in.which, if in any, advantage could
on any such score be granted.
§ 4. Columbia _ her particular inducements
toconcurrence.
Afterwhat hasbeensaidon thesubject
of
thoseinducementswhichapplytothecaseof
Mexico,next to nothingremainsto be _id
ofthosewhichapplytothecaseofColumbisOn the proposedplan,none presentthem-
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selves, but those in which she wiU be a sharer
with Mexico : of these in the next section,
With regard m ColUmbia, thus much only
remains to be said, namely, that if the glory
of the cession is assumed by Mexico, as above,
whatsoever net profit, in any more substantial
shape, comes to be afforded by it, will fall of
course to the share of Columbia_
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eeption of the advantage derivable to any tract
of country, from the accession of settlers in
its immediate vicinity, recourse should be had
to the state of things in this respect, in the
Anglo- American United States, as depictured
in the various printed account_, that have
from thne to time been given of it, bystatistical writers and travellers.
Felicity, in these shapes, has the advantage
of presenting determinate conceptions, by b_
ing expressed in figures. Benefits, not susceptible of any such precise expression, but
of still supelior, because of anterior impor.
tance--anterior,
as being the efficient eat_e_
of them--are those which will be derived, ia
the shape of mental improvement in every
line, intellectual and moral together.
In the
little Republic of Junctiana, her two great
neighbours, parents as they are to her, would
enjoy the benefit of a common sehoot, established nader the eyes of both of them : an
all-comprehensive school, of everything that
is useful in art and science, but more particularly of those things that are most useful,
-- good legislation, good judicature, good govcrnment in every line• . This, indeed, supposes and assumes, that the territory of
Junctiana will be a member of the Anglo_
American United States, and thereby, that
the government will be in the only form to
which that school can give luimittance (see
§ 7,) for if it be in any other, nothing that
is good can be answered for, on any tenable
ground.

§ 5. Inducements common to Mexico and
Columbia.
For the next section is reserved the consideration of the more striking benefit, in
which, upon the proposed plan, these two new
states will see the old established Republic
of the Anglo-2,merican United States sharing
with them, and yet without detriment
to
them, or either of them, in any shape. What
remains for the present section will not reqttire many words,
The spot ceded to the company for the forz
mation and security of the communication,
will naturally be a seat of new created opulence and population: elements of prosperity,
rapidly increasing from the first, and till the
spot shall have been incapable of holding any
more, for ever on the increase,
A communication in any shape effected,
commercial functionaries and agents would
immediately repair to it &ore all nations, and
with them or after them, men of all occupations from all nations on both sides of the
American continent, the Asiatic, as well as the
European. Junctiana, with its two principal
towns, one on the Atlantic, the other on the
Pacific, would present to every eye the civi- § 6. Inducements common to Mexico, Columlized world in minlat are.
bin, and the ylnglo-American &_nited States,
The hands, of so many various descriptions,
-- water communication between their ports
of whom in such multitudes the labour would
on the one ocean, and their ports on the
other.
be necessary_the
fonctionaries of the super.
intending classes, whose presence would be
Of this benefit little need here be said, after
necessary for the giving direction to all that
the bare mention of it. Of the matters of
labour--the
members of the establishment,
fact oa which the magnitude of it depends,
civil and military, which, upon a scale of even nothing, in addition to that which the rt_ps
such perfect frugality, would still be neces- indicate, can here be said. To the inhasary---atl these multitudes put together, would bitants of the several territories, and in perform a sensible addition to the active popu- tieular to those b_ whom they have been
lation and circulating wealth of the territory,
contemplated, with either a political ore com.
even from the very commencement of the mercial eye : to them, and to them almost
work.
alone, must the cognizauce of this part of
The narrower the spot thus allotted to the the field of consideration be referred.
company, the more speedily of course will all
For the present, and, doubtless, for a long
this mass of wealth and population begin to time to come, by Mexico and Columbia wiU
run over, and spread itself over the two great this benefit be possessed in by far the greaR'st
states on each side of it. But be that as iF magnitude.
With its settlement in the Comay, the frontier on each side can scarce fail lumbian River that empties itself into the
to be marked by a flowing title of the matter
Pacific, the confederation of which l(a'_i.
of national prosperity in both shapes. Of this _ngtonlsthe eapttal] _Washingtonta,
fffor this
influx, so much as is formed by emigrants
purpose it may for the moment be called,
from other states will, with reference at least will, at the first, be in the state of the hen
to the two states in question, be so much with onechick. But out ofso fertile awomb,
greeted, as it were out of nothing, and in this say who can, how many more such chicks
advantage no other nation will possess any may not be destined to be poured forth. At
the least share,
any rate, if it be worth while to keep her
For anything like a dear or correct con. fedbyafrequentlyinterraptedwater-earriage,
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and at the end of it a land-carriage, over a
chain of mountains of 200 miles in lcr_gth,
much more so must it be through a level and
unbroken channel, of which dry land forms no
part.
In the instance of all three states, this benefit, whatever may be the amount of it, has
two mutuaIly contr._sted, yet intimately con_ected, ad _'antages. To these states it belongs
exclusivelg, as compared with all other states,
At the same time, neither in the eyes of any
one of those other states, can it be a ground
of complaint, or an object of jealousy.
If
the act, of which it is the result, were the
act of man--of
man, x_ith his selfish and
anti-social arrangements-yes. But no ; it is
the act, not of partial and hostile man, but
of impartial and bounteous Nature.
Upon
the here- proposed plan, the only acts in
which man has any concern, will be so many
manifestations of beneficence, universal and
indisputable beneficence,
§ 7. _e the e!les of capitalists, the proposed
protection
at the hands of the Anglo.
American
United States, necessary and
satisfactory,
The party here considered, as that to
which such protection would naturally be
looked upon as necessary, is the proposed
company ; the body of men by whom, antecedently to all commencement of profit, so vast
a capital will be to be expended.
1. First as to necessity,
Without such a security, it seems difficult
to say in what quarter, for such a purpose, a
prudent set of eapitalis_s could behold a sufficient ground for confidence,
On the part of the state or states, out of
whose territory the requisite spot of ground
would be to be carved, two points (it has already been observed) would require to be
established : the constancy of their disposition to perform their part of the engagement,
and the permanency of their power so to do.
But in respect of both these points, not
only now, but for an indefinite time to come,
persons in the situation of those from whom
the capital would have to come, cannot but
be in a great degree in the dark.
Take in the first place Columbia, the firstborn and best known of the two ini_antstates,
1. At the time at which this line is writing,
neither is Porto CabeUo, the last port remainiug to Spain in the Atlantic, known as
yet to be in possession of Colmobia, nor is
the result of the expedi_on towards the Paeific as yet known,
ln_any complete state,
the Republic, therefore, is not as yet so much
as formed,
2. Of the effect of its constitution, and of
its deportment in a state of peace, no exporience whatever can have as yet been had.
3. Of the founder of this state, the Libetutor Bolivar, the character forms no doubt
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i already a very considerable ground for the
requisite sort of confidence. Not only does it
stand high at present, but it has for a long
time done so in the estimation of those countries from which the capital will have to
come. But the life me a single person, and
that _till exposed t_) the chances of war, is
but a slender prop to lean aport. Nor, for
some time, owing to the state of her military
occupations, can matters of a civil nature be
so much as submitted to his cognizance.
One circumstance, indeed, there is, which
it may not be improper to mention in this
view, and which, to English and United
States' capitalists, cannot but be ofan encouo
raging nature. The five men in whose hands
the executive power is at present ; namely,
General Santander, vice-president of the Republic, Mr. Gaal, minister of Foreign straits,
Mr. Restropo, minister of the Interior, Mr.
"Castillo, minister of Finance, Mr. Briceno,
minister of the War and Marine Department,
are all of them, it seems, well acquainted
with the English language ; and to men of
English lineage, acquaintance with the Eng.
lish language, will naturally serve as a sort
of circumstantial evidence of English ideas
and affections. Still, however, this, though
it is no trifle, is all which, at the vast distance of Bogota, the present capital, from
the place of inquiry, there has as yet been
time for the public in England, or in the
Anglo-American
United States, to learn,
even in relation to the executive governmerit ; and as to the executive government,
it is but the organ of the legislative. In London, the constitution
has, indeed, though
only within these few days, been made publie. But the constitution of a state is one
thing, the conduct of the government and
the people under the constitution, another
thing; and of this there cannot as yet have
been any the smallest portion of time for observation and experience to have applied
themselves to.
True it is, that before the earliest time at
which any agreement, grounded on this or
any other basis, can have been entered into,
ligbt in a considerable degree may naturally
be expected to have been east upon all this
darkness.
A small number of years, however, how tranquilly and prosperously soever
they may have passed on, can in such a case
afford but a slight foundation for the appro_riate confidence ; and, in the mean time, if
the present opportunity be not embraced,
when minds are on the alert, generous af.
fections not yet cooled, and what is more
determinately material, capital, which as yet
is in an overflowing state, not yet settled, in
channels from which it cannot be diverted,
this or that unfavourable turn, taken by the
political machine, may have opposed a final
bar to the accomplishment of this matchless
work of noiver_t beneficence.
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Thus much even as to Columbia. As to
Thus, by theever-beaten_ack_ thus,a
Mexico, to the eye of an English capitalist,
sure as man is man-- would a government so
verything in that quarter is as yet in utter
constituted go on from worse to worse : the
arkness,
permaslent
prosperity,
notonly"
ofitsdistant
The resultseems to be --that,without subjects,
but of the company itself,
thatis
dequateextraneoussecurity--security
on tosay,ofthegreatmajority
ofitsmembers,
oth theabovepoints; namely,permanency offered
up asa constant
_crifice
totheparti,
f _ncliz_ation,
and permaueneyof power-- cularand sinister
interest,
realorira%fined,
without additional security, such as nothing
of a small junta of the leaders.
ut the guarantee of a fully established goIn a wo-d. in neither of the two onlyshapes
ernnmnt call give, eapit_d to a sufficient
in question, could the profit he rendered pernount would have but small likelihood of mancnt, by az_y other means than the estadiug a suflicieut ground tot confidence,
blishment of a form of government, which
To what government, then. tbr any such had really for its object the greatest happiurpose, can expectation turn itself?
Assu- ness of the greatest number of the people.
dly to one alone : and that is, the governBut this it could not have, any further than
ent which has here already been so contiin proportion to the share which the people
uaily presented to notice--the
government
themselves had in it. In such n situation as
the Anglo-American United States.
that in question, the people, it may be said,
In that government,
prudence is too con- are not as yet of sufficient age to go alone.
mamate and too constant, to admit of its Such would assuredly not be the language in
ntering into any such engagement, without
Columbia: such, it is hoped, would not be
n assurance of adequate benefit to the great, the language in Mexico. But such would but
ommunity entrustedtoits
care. Thegrounds
too naturally be the language in England.
r such assurance will be touched upon under Well, then, in Washington may be seen an
e next head. Under the present, their suf- mstitutiml, which has long been in the habit
ciency must be provisionally assumed,
of taking in infant states to nurse; witness
The company will require sufficient assu- In&ann, Illinois. Alabama,
Missouri " and
nce of its being permitted, at all times to how" excellent the system of nursing is--how
me. to exact theprice of transit, and the admirable a dry nurse the Prcsident has alents and profits of its lauds. Meantime, for ways been-- experience has abundantly tese exercise of the powers of government on tiffed. No sooner were the il_tants of an age
sufficiently frugal plan, and in p_ticular for to go alone, than the alacrity with which the
e appoiutment of fit functionaries, it stands leading striilgs would be taken o!t, has also
emediably incapacitated -- incapacitated,
been abundautl3 testified.
Nor in atl thi.- is
artly by local distance, partly by its own there anything to whmh any such imputation
nchangeable constitution--an
aristocratical
as that of vague theory can attach itself: it
overnment, the shares in which will be con- rests throughout on practice--long-continued
nually shifting hands, objects of purchase
and universally-notorious
practice.
nd sale, no one of all these rulers knowing
The circumlocution of " the Anglo-Amenything about his subjects, nor caring any- rican Umted States,"-a circumlocution as
ing more about them than he knows,
yet indispensable--for
these are not at preWere the details of government in hands
sent the only American United States, -- this
o circumstanced, a necessary consequence is, circumlocution, howsoever where precision
at in the minds of the leading men, in this is an object, indispensahle, is, to any other
stance as in every other, the prime object
purpose, intolerable.
Well, then-- Washould be patronage. To render this source of ingtonia would, by the supposition, ease the
ofit the more productive, useless and need- company of the cares o,_ govermncnt : she
ss offices would gradually be multiplied, the would do for the company, and continue to
molument attached to them swollen to the do, as she has always done, well, and to pcrmost possible amount, pensions of retreat
fectmn, that which, fer the company to do
dded, and the richest of the offices improved
for itself, in any tolerable manner, and for
to sinecures. The proprietors at large, not any length of time, would be morally iranding, any of them, adequate inducements
possible.
expend their time upon the details of the
The company being at the expense of the
overnment or the management -- no indivi- .fortifications, these same fortifications would
ual among them beholding any recmnpense
on both sides,-- and in particular on that
r his labour, unless it were in the being let which is most material, the Atlantic side,_
to a partnership of the sinister profit, in the be in the hands of the company : here. so long
pression of which the only service he could as the fortifications
remained untouched,
nder would consist--these
proprietors, the would be even against the inhabitants themreat majority of them, would at all times,
selves--the inhabitants of the Junctiana terwith the necessarflyaccustomed blindness and ritory--a
security, a substantial security for
egligen¢_ trust everything to those same the main source of profit, the price oftran..
aders,
sit. Together with the fortifications, to the
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company: would belong the funcnon and expease ofgarrisoningthem.
This it might do
without considerable danger to itself--without cousiderable danger from infrugality aud
peculation: out of two small gard_-ons, the
numberofofficialsituationsbeingdeterminate,
no grt.at pickings could be made.
But, in case of aggression from any distant
power, how would the fortific-ations be to be
defended ? By land, indeed, under a government such as here proposed, the a_sistanee
of the inhabitants of the territory might be
trusted to as a sufficient defence. But by
sea, a source of d_fence suited to the natme
of that element would be necessary: and, for
this defence, not tufty the navy o}' Washing.
tonia ou the spot, but the mere name of it,
would be sntth.ient.
Under the assurance
that inaking war upon .Ltnctiana, would be
making war upou IVashin[1toma, of no such
war does there seem any the smallest danger
at the hands of any other states. To destroy
the communication, would be to put an end
to their own use of it : to injure it, would be
to injure themselves, were i_ in any other
view than the putting themselves in possesstun of it. By putting themselves in pussession of it, they could do themeelves no
service, any further than they could keep it.
Keep it they might, if a navy alone would
suffice to kee[_ it. But this they could not
do: no such thing could any one of them
do without an army llkewise: an arlny, and
that sufficient to maintain itself ag,_in_t the
three powers perpetually confederated in the
defelace of the object of a conquest so obviously untenable.

•

_
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§ 8. An qlo-American
United States, -- their
inducements for granting the t,rotection requisite,
I. As to the guarantee looked for at their
hands,
The purpose for which the concurrence of
the long-established American Republic is regarded as necessary, has been already stated,
_the
affording to capitalists a sufficient assurance that the source of their profit will not
be dried up-- dried up, either by hostifity
from without, or bymlseonduct in any shape
within,
The shapes in which eventual assistance is
looked tbr at her hands, have also been already brought to view : -1. First of the two mischlefs against which
the guarantee is looked for : Hostility on the
part of any maritime power -- hostility diretted to the purpose of destroying, injuring,
or seizing and keeping, the line of eommmfication : eventual assistance looked for, that
of her naval force,
If, of the engagement for such eventual assistance, any actual addition to expense were
s necessary consequence, here would be a
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burthen--a
burthen to set in account against
the accompan}ing benefit. But for any such
expense, no probable need, it is believed, can
be pointed out. For generalpurposes,
anaval
force, to a certain amount, she keeps up at.
ready, and _ill at all times keep up. The
s_:qht of this force, leady at all times to be
called for and brought into action, should the
conjuncture in questibn -- the casus fcederis,
as it is called by publicists-- ever come into
existence, will, in all human probability, be
at all times sufficient for the purpose: to
preventitseverbeingcatled
for, its universally
known readiness to come whenever calle_t
for, will suffice.
2. Second of the two misehiefs against
whicbtheguaranteeislookedtbr:
Misconduct
on the part of the population of Junctiana;
misconduct, whether in the general shapes of
nisrule or anarchy, or in the particular shape
of injustice towards the company, depriving
them of the possessions stipulated for by
them, in return fbr the expense to which this
same population will, the greatest part of it,
have been indebted for its existence.
The Junctiana territory being, by the sappositron, a member of the United States;
namely, in the first instance, upon the footing
of their other dependent territories, and, as
soon as ripe, upon the equal footing of an
independent confederate; the following are
rights, /or the enjoyment of which the expcetation of a guarantee on the part of the
unmn will scarcely present itself as unreasonable: understand a guarantee, not only against
allotller nations, but against the Mexican and
Columbian nations themselves, tbeir eonsenl;
to it being included in the agreement : -1. Right of exacting the price of transit -so it be for ever without enhancement, unless
it be in certain stipulated eases; 2. Right of
receiving the rents and profits of whatever
lands the company is proprietor of, as in the
ease of any other proprietors.
Under these
two heads is comprised everything that seems
necessary.
II. As to their inducements for the affording this same guarantee.
To the entering into the engagement thus
defined, refiasat, or even reluctance, on tae
part of the Utfited States in question, doc_
not seem much to be apprehended.
By the supposition, the infant state would
from the first be a member of their eonfederacy : in the first instance, and so long as trt
their judgment should be necessary, in a state
of pupillage and probation_
on the footing of
what the) calla territory -- a territory nursed
in the manner in which they are so well ac.
costumed, and with such conspicuous success,
to nurse infant states. Now, then, comes the
question of their own skill in this most use,
ful, most noble of all arts. In this instance
any more than in any former one, can any di_
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trust on their part reasonably be expected to
have existence ?--.distrust of their own skill,
and after so many conclusive evidences of it
as have been afforded by experience ?
If indeed to such guarantee a_ that in question, any considerable danger were attached
of their being engaged in war, here would be
a contingent evil, to be set in the balance
against the certain good. But. of any such
war, the utter improbability has (iris hoped)
been rendered _-ufficicntly manifest. See the
last preceding Section.
Without adequate prospect of benefit to
their principals, duty and interest would concur in preventing these constantly and necessarily faithful trustees from taking any
such part in the'affairs ofother_. But of such
benefit can there be any deficiency ?
1. In the first place, on the supposition
that, from the communication in question,
benefit to any amount will be derived, of
all the nations of the earth, wiil not they
reap the greatest share of it ? Already their
commercial navv is not greatly inferior to
that of Englan[l -- to that of every other
country it is decidedly superior.
Erelong,
in the natural course of things, it cannot finl
of being superior even to that of Englal_d:
and, whatever be the number of her vestels
that will find a convenience in avaihngthemselves of the commmfication, the convenience
to each such American vessel will. in proportma t_ its greater vicinity to the spot. be
rendered greater than it can be to any European one.
2. As to the particular bcnefit, from the
so much speedier communication with the settlement or settlements, prc_ent, future, and
eontingent, in the Pacific,-- ou this subject
enough has been already _aid.
True it is, that for the representatives of
Junetiana, when they come to sit in congress, distance from the nearest part of the
present territory oi the Unite_ _tate6 _ail
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give an additional sea voyage of some days.
But, upon the whole, would the length of
time occupied by the conveyance be in any
considerable degree greater than that which
is at present occupied by the state most distant from the seat of government ? And_
whatever it be, what, if any, will be the
amount of the practical inconvenience ? 2kt
the utmost, it may operate as a slight deduetmn from the value o_ the benefit, but cannot assuredly ever operate as a bar to it.
Another aeqmsition, which, though not of
quite so substantial a nature as either of the
preceding ones, doe, lint seem much in danger of finding the nation in question altogether insensible to its value, is that political
_em called 91ory : glory--not of that bloody
hue which, it is hoped, is growing more and
nmre out of fashion, and will one day be as
httle in repute as spangles and embroidery
upon a coat at present, but glory of the very
purest water-- the glory radiating from the
uneontrovcrtible proof that will thus be given,
of its having been looked up to as the nation
which, in the opinion of two other free na_
tions, stands highest in the composite scale
of national probity, _lsdom, and benevolence.
Stand_ highest:-' or should it not rather have
been said, is the only _ation, in the government of which, any _uch union of virtues
could, in the nature of things, have ever )'et
found place ?
§ 9. All other 1_Ztions.--t]_eir inducements to
acquiescence.
From the proposed eommuniaution, formed
upon the proposed plan, all other nations have
more or less to gain, nothing to lose. Whatever may be the gain. it.will, in the instance
of each such nation, be at the ri-k of others,
without ri.-k in any shape to itself.
That which they will gain by this means,
they could not, any of'them_ gain by any
other mea_l_.
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TAXES on law-proceedings
constitute in
many, and perhaps in all nations, a part of
the resources of the state.
They do so in
Great Britain--they
do so in Ireland.
In
Great Britain, an extension of them is to be
found among the latest productions of the
budget--in
Ireland, a further extension of
them is among the measures of the day. It
is this impending extension that calls forth
the publication of the present sheets, the
substance of which has lain upon the shelf
these many years,
It is a well-known parliamentary saying,
that he who reprobates a tax ought to have
a better in his hand. _ A juster condition
never was imposed.
I fulfil it at the first
word. My better tax is
any other that
can be named,
The people, when eomddered with a view
to the manner in which they are affected by
atax of this description, may be distinguished
into two classes : those who in each instance
of requisition have wherewithal to pay, and
those who have not : to the _rmer, we shall
find it more grievous than any other kind of
tax, to the latter a still more cruel grievance,
Taxes on consumption cannot fall but where
there is some fund to pay them : of poll taxes,
and taxes on unproductive property, the great
imperfection is, that they may chance to bear
where such ability may be wanting.
Taxes
upon law-proceedings fall upon a man just at
the time when the likelihood of his wanting
that ability is at the utmost.
When a man
sees more or less of his property unjustly
withholden from him, then is the time takcl_
to call upon him for an extraordinary contribution.
When the back of the innocent has

been worn raw by the yoke of the oppressor,
then is the time which the appointed guardians of innocence have thus pitched upon for
loading him with an extraordinary burthen._,
Most taxes are, as all taxes ought to be, taxes
upon affluence -- it is the characteristic propetty of this to be a tax upon distress.
A tax on bread, though a tax on eonsumption, would hardly be reckoned a good tax ;
bread being reckoned in most countries where
it is used, among the necessaries of life. A
tax on bread, however, would not be near
so bad a tax as one on law-proceedings : a
man who pays to a tax on bread, may, ini deed, by reason of such payment, be unable
to get so much bread as he wants, but he
will always get some bread, and in proportion
as he pays more and more to the tax, he will
get more and more bread.
Of a tax upon
justice, the effect may be, that after he has
paid the tax, he may, without getting justice
by the payment, lose bread by it : bread, the
whole quantity on which he depended for the
subsistence of himself and his family for the
season, may, as well as anything else, be the
very thing for which he is obliged to apply
to justice.
Were a three-penny stamp to be
put upon every three-penny loaf, a man who
had but three-pence to spend in bread, could
no longer indeed get a three-penny loaf, but
an obliging baker could cut him out the half
of one
A tax on justice admits of no such
retrenchment.
The most obliging stationer
could not cut a man out half a latitat nor half
a declaration. Half justice, where it is to be
had. is better than no justice : but without
buying the whole weight of paper, there is
no getting a grain of justice.

• It eonfimmitself of course to public men, or
+ Even in the instanceof a defendant, orwhen
what comes to the same thing_ private men the wrong is not pecuniary, the hardship of a
s_.aking in the character of pub]ic_ As for indi- double yoke does not cease : for the natural exviduals aggrieved, they have performed their pense of litigation is a burden which thin artifio
Intrt
whed_heyhavestetted
their
own grievauce,
cial
onefinds
pressing
_ him inanycase.
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A tax on necessaries is a tax on this or that of injury, the sum and substance of all sorts
article, of the commodities which happen to of iI0uries. It is not robbery only, enslavebe numbered among necessaries : a tax on meat only, insult only, homicide only _ it is
justice is a tax on all necessaries pot together,
robbery, enslavement, insult, homicide, all
A tax on a necessary of life can only lessen in one.
am0a:sshareofthatpartieularsortofartiele:
The statesman who co_tributes to put
a tax on justice may deprive a man, and that justice out of reach, the finaneier who comes
in any proportion, of all sorts of necessaries,
into the house with a law-tax in his hand, is
This i_ not yet the worst.
It is not only an necessary after the fact to every crime:
a burthen that comes in the train of distress, every villain may hail him brother, every
but a burthen against which no provision can malefactor may boast of him as an accombe made.
plice. To apply this _o intentioi_s would be
All other taxes may be either foreseen as eaiumny and extravagance.
But as tar as
to the time, or at any rate provu|ed for, consequences only are concerned, clear ofcriwhere general ability is not wanting: in the nfinat consciousness and bad motives, it is
instance of this tax, it is impossible to fore- incontrovertible and naked truth.
see the moment of exaction--it is equally imOutlawry is the engine applied by the law,
possible to provide a fund for it. A tax to as an instrument of compulsion to those who
be paid upon the loss of a husband, or of a fly from civil justice. Outlawry is the engine
father on whose industry the family depended employed as an instrument of punishment
--a tax upon those who have suffered by fire against the most atrocious of malefactors.
or inundation, would seem hard, and I know
This self-same load of mischief, the financier,
not that in fact any such modes of taxation
with perfect heedlessness, but with unerring
have ever been made choice of: but a tax on certainty, heaps on the head of unsuspected
law-proceedings is harder than any of these,
innocence. Besides outlawry, which, in the
Against all those misfortunes, provision may cases where the offender could not otherwise
be made; it is actually made in different
be affected, comes in as subsidiary in lieu of
ways by insurance : and, were a tmx added other punishment, there are certain offences
to them, pay so much more, and you might fi_r which a man xs subjected, expressly and
insure yourself against the tax. Against the in the first instance, to a similar punishment,
misfortune of being called upon to institute
under the name of.lbrfeiture of the protection
or defend one's self against a suit at law, of the law. The same fate attends a man
there neither is nor can be, any nit'ca of in- thus at different periods, according to his
suraace.*
merits.
If guilty, it lays bold of him after
Such is the cruelty of fills species of tax,
conviction, tora particular cause, and without
to those who have wht rewltbal to pay, and excluding the hope of pardon : if innocent.
do pay to it accordingly.
To those who do and poor, and injured, before conviction, and
not, it is much more cruel : it is neither more
without eonvictmn, and for no cause at Mt,
_or less than a denial ofjust*ce,
and as long as he contilmes poor, that is, as
Justice is the security which the law pro- long as he lives.
,,'ides us with, or professes to provide us with,
What a contrast ! What inconsistency l
for everything we value, or ought to value-The judge and the legislator deliberating
for property, for Liberty, for honour, and for with all gravity, each in his separate sphere,
life. It is that possession which is worth all whether to inflict or not this heavy punishothers pat together: tbr it includes allothers,
meat on this or that guilty individual, or
A denial of justice is the very quintessence : narrow description of guilty individuals. Tha
legislator, on the other hand, merely to get a
• I sa_ there never can be : in those other in- little money which he could better get from
It_nces the event insur_t against is always some any other source whatever, heaping the sanie
very simple event,-- such as fl_edeath of a per_an_whichin
theordinarycourseofthings
is not doom upon thousands, not to say millions, of
open to dispute. Here the incident which calls tbr innocent and injured subjects, without con.
contribution, is not only disputable, but by the sideration or remorse.
supposition is actually in dispute. Nothing less
Mark well, that of all sorts of men, it is
than litigation can a_scertain legany, whether the poor. and they the more certainly in pro*
Litigation has been necessary. Have you engaged portion to their poverty, that are despoiled
with a man for his paying you a sum of money
whenever it shall become necessary for yon to in this way of the protection of the law : the
institute or defend yourself against a lawsuit _-- protection of the law, that inestimable jewel_
wait till the suit is'at an end, and you will know which in the language of that very law is dewhether he ought topayyou. A society indeed, fined the citizen's universal and best birthand a very laudable one, has been estabhshed for right : the poor, and him that has none to
irartms_ which come under this head: but the help him, these are they to whom the help of
relief
affords
confined
not only of
to criminal
eases, itbut
to a iscertain
description
criminal the law is thus unfeelingly refused. The rich,
cases ; nor could it be rendered anything like co- were it from them that this great safeguard
e.xten_ive with the grievance,
were withhotden, have shields of their own to
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ward off the attacks of injury : the natural
tnflueame of wealth, the influence of situation,
the power of connexion, the advantages of
education and intelligence, which go hand in
hand with wealth.
The poor has but one
stcong-hold, the protection of the law: and
out of this the financier drives him, without
vouchsafing him a thought, in company with
the herd of malefactors,
The poor, on account of the ignorance and
intellectual
incapacity inseparably attached
to poverty, are debarred generally -- as perhaps it is necessary, were it mdy for their
own sake, they should be universally
from
the sweets of political power : but are not so
many unavoidable inequalities enough, without being added to by unnecessary injustice ?
Such isthe description of those from whom
this sum total of all rights is torn away with
one hand, while tendered with the other :
what are their nmnbers in proportion to the
sum totalofsubjects?
I fear to say--perhaps
two-thirds, perhaps four-fifths, perhaps runetenths ; but at the lowest computation a vast
majority *
A third description of persons may yet be
distinguished, whose condition under the systern of law-taxes is still more deplorable than
that of either of the other two. I mean those
who, having wherewithal to pay the impostlion at the commencement of the suit, and
during more or less of its progress, see their
substance swallowed up by the taxes before
the termination of it. The two preceding
modifications of abuse, either of them bad
enough, are thus put together, and compounded into a third,
Conmdered with a view to the treatment
given to persons of this description, a court
of justice is converted into exactly the same
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sort. of place, as the shop o_a baker would
be, who having _angcd his_Ioaves along his
_dndow in goodly show to invite customers,
should, instead of selling them the bread they
asked for, first rob them of their money, and
then turn them out of doors. To an unprejudiced ialagination, the alliance between jusrice and finance, presents on this occasion a
picture ahnost too near the truth to be termed
an apologue. At the door of a house more
predatory than any of those that are called
houses of ill tame, the judge in his robes presenting to unsuspecting pas._engers a belt to
prick in ; the Lord High Treasurer in the
back ground with his staff, lying in wait,
ready as soon as the victims are thirly housed,
and the money on the table, to knock them
down and run away with it. The difference
is, that any man may choose whether he will
prick in the belt of the unlicensed sharper,
nor are any but the rawest lout._ to be so deluded: whereas the wisest men may be inveigled in, as well as the stoutest dragged in,
by the exalted and commissioned plunderers
so much surer is their game. For were
the list of law-taxes ever so familias, and
ever so east, to be understood, it is impossible for a man to know beforehand whether
he has wherewithal ro pay the bill, because
it is Impossible for him to know what ineidents may intervene tolengthen it. Were a
man even to sit down and form a resolution
to submit to every injury which he could not
afford to prosecute for, and to plead guilty to
every accusation which he could not afford to
defend himself a_:ainst, even at this price he
could not save himself from the hardship of
paying tbr justice, aggravated by the still
greater hardship of not getting it.
If in all cases the practice is wicked, in
some it is more particularly prepo_erous.
In
• In Engtand_theexpenseofcarryingthrm_gh
civil causes, and other causes where the inQa
action,
less than side
aboutalone,
£24 jury to individuals affiu'ds a natural interest;
at commoo
the lowest
rate, cannot
on the be
plaintiff's
[See Schleffer on Costs, 17_2.] The average ex- to prosecute, artificial expenses are cruelty
pense of civil suits of all sons, takin_ equity and breach of faith : in a large class of pccauses into the account, can surely not'be rated nal causes, in which, for want of such natuat tess than double that amount, on that one side. ral interest, prosecutors must be engaged by
The average expenditure of an English subject, factitious inducements, or the law he a dead
infants
as well
poor, taken
together,andhasadults,
been rich
computed
bya_
Davenant
(as letter, the cruelty and treachery are crowned
quoted on this occasion somewhere by Adam
by blander and inconsistency.
Beckoned inSmith) at £8 a.year. Six years' income then is to court with one hand, men are driven away
what a man must havein advance, before he can with the other. But, costly as the attractive
be mtmitted to take his chance for justice. Of power frequently is, the repulsive force is apt
many estimates which Dr. Anderson had met to be much stronger. Reward is sub_quent,
with, £20 was the highest, and lie takes but ten
pounds. [Interest of Great Britain with regard distant, uncertain, and dependent upon sueto her colonies, London, 17.%o.] No man then, eess. Trouble, expense, and odium, are cotwe may say at any rate, can have the benefit of lain and precedent._
justiee_ in the ordinary way, either in making
goal a just claim, or saving himself from an un+ This species of tax would stand absolutely'
Just one, who cannot find, for this purpose alone, alone in point of depravity, were it not for the
a sum eq_ualto several years of a man's income, tax on drugs, as far as it extends to those used in
Itrom thin statement it needs not much study to medicine. This, as being also a tax upon dis_erceive, that for the bulk of the community, as tress, is so far in specie the same, but is nothing
fa_ as ordinary cases of the civil kind are con- to it in degree. To recover a shilling in the way
Cemed,j_stiae is but an empty name.
of justice, it will cost you at least £'24, of which
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In favour of _
species of imposition, I
have seen two aP'guments produced,
One is, that in this ease as in others, the
bm then of an establishment ought to lie on
those by whom the benefit is reaped.
The
principle is incontrovertible : the matter of
t_et supposed by the application of it is not
true.
The argument, were it just, would not
extend beyond so much of the produce of the
taxas is requisite fbr defraying the charge of
this part of the national establishment. Whether it be confined or no within these bounds,
was perhaps never thought worth inquiring
into, in any country where this tax was imposed. It certainly extends much beyond them
in Engla_2d ; and it seems to be resorted to
froui time to tittle, with as little scruple, as
an extension of the customs or excise.
But
let this pa-s.
As to the notion of a eonnexity in this
ease betwixt the heueiit and the burthen, it
has been countenanced by an authority too
respectable, not to deserve the most serious
notice _* but come it from whom it will, it
is a mere illusion. The persons on whom the
whole of"the burthen is cast, are precisely
those who have the least enjoyment of the
benefit: the security which other people enjoy for nothing, without interruption,
and
every moment of their lives, they who are so
unfortunate as to be obliged to go to law for
it, ave forced to purchase at an expense of
time and trouble, in addition to what peeuniary expense may be naturally unavoidable,
Meantime, which is of most value ?--which
most worth pa_ing for ?-- a possession thus
cruelly disturbed, or the same possession free
fr_.'o all disturbance ? So far then from being
made thus wantonly to pay- an extra price, a
man who stands in this untbrtunare predicaa good part in taxes : but to be admitted to buy
a _ilfihng*s worth of me_iieme for a shilling, it
doe, not cost you threepence. Hospitals t'or the
sick are not ancomm*m: there are none for harasped and impoverished suitors. There are Lady
Bouatzfuls that relieve the sick from the tax on
medicines, and the price of them into the barig_in : but a Lady Bountiful umst be bountithl
ndeed, to take the place of attorney and counsel,
as well a_ of physician and apothecary, and supI?]Ya poor man with as many pounds worth of
latitats and/geas, as he must have to recover a
si,Alling. A man eannoq as we have seen_ insure
himself against taw*aim: but a man may insure
himself; and many thousands actually do insure
themselves
against nor
siekne_
are
neither certain
general .-But
andthese
after reliefs
all_ a
tax on him who has hafts leg or an arm broken,
a mx on him who has had a fit of the ague, goat,
rheumatism_ or stone, will be the worst ponstble
species of tax, next to a tax on justice,
_L B. The tax on quack medicines, that is, on
unknown
unapproved
known
andand
approved
ones medicines,
untouched, leaving
faYs malla
less de,_'ree, _fkt all, under t_,is censure
• Dr. Adam Smith_ Wealth of Nations.
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ment, ought rather to receive an indemnifi.
cation at the public expense for his time and
trouble ; and the danger of insidious or collusive contests, in the view of obtaining such
an indemnity, is the only objection ][can see,
though perhaps a conclusive one, against the
granting it.
Litigation may in this point of view be
compared to war in sober sadness, as war has
been to litigation in the way of pleasantry_
The suitor is the fbrlorn hope in this torchsic warfare.
To throw upon the suitor the
expense of administering justice, in addition
to the trouble and the risk of suing for it, is
as if, in ease of an invasion, you were to take
the inhabitants of the frontier and force them
not only to serve for nothing, but to defray of
themselves the whole expenditure of the war.
What in our times is become inveterate
practice, is stigmatized as a species of iniquity
without a precedent, by Saint Paul. " Who
is there," demands the Apostle. "who is
there that evergoes to war at his own charger's
_"
Alas 1" cries the poor suitor, "1 do.'"
The other argument in favour of a set of
taxes of this kind, is, that they are a c]_ecl_
to litigation.
I_itigathm is a term not altogether free
from ambiguity.
It is used sometimes in a
neutral sense, to denote the prosecuting or
defending a suit, though perhaps more frequently in a bad one. In its neutral sense, it
expresses the irreproachable
exercise of an
essential tight: in a bad sense, a species of
misconduct practised under the notion of exercising such a right.
In the first sense, taxes can never have
been recommended by any man as a check tc
litigation : in this sense, an avowed desire of
checking litigation would be neither more nor
less than an avowed desire of denying justice.
In a bad sense again, the word is used on
two different occasions; where the stilt, whatever be the importance of the ma¢ter in dis.
pute, is on the part of the person spoken of
as maintaining it, a groundless one.
where the suit, however well-grounde6 eu
his part in point of title, is on account of the
supposed unimportance of the matter in dispute_ deemed a frivolous, a trijq*md, a trivial
one ; and in either case, it is of course applicable to the situation of either plaintiff or
defendant, though it is apt to fix in the first
instance, mad most readily upon the situation
of the plaintiff, as being the party, who, by
taking the first step on the commencement of
the suit, exhibits himself as the author of it.
On either side, litigation, when groundlesst
may be accompanied or at.t, with what the
lawyers call in genere malitia, meaning conscious_eas of mtsdoiug, and in this particular
case mala tides, eonseaousaess of the groundlessness of the action or defence_conseinu_
ness of the want of merits.
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_'here
merits are wanting,
but there exLsts no consciousness
of the want, taxes on
law- proceedings
do, it must be confe-scd,
operate as a check totitigatioo
; and that as
well on the side where it is groundles_
as on
that where
it is well-grounded,
and ill the
same degree.
Indeed,
as both of two contending
parties cannot in point of law lie actually in the right, though ellher or both :no)
think themselves
so, tile impediment
cannot
operate to the denial of justice,
but it must
operate
to the prevention
td gloundle;s
hegaUon at the same tm_e.
Prevent
him who
ts in the right from instituting
a suit, you
prevent
him who is in the wrol_g fl'om detbndmg
one.
But neither is lmgation
prevented, any further than as justice is deuied,
So far then aq this case extend,,
it is still but
the other side of the saiae effect, the denial
qfjusOce,
Have they then any peculiar tendency
to
operate
as a check
to litigatioI_,
when it is
_ot only groundless,
but acconipamed
with a
consemusness
of its being so?---to
mal_cam_,
or as it might with more propriety
be termed,
nob-conscientious
litigation
? On the contrary,
their d_reet tendency
and sine ¢llk.ct is to
promote
it.
They produce it on the part of the plaintiff.
_Viere
proceedings
at law attemlcd
with no
vxpense nor other inconvemei_oe,
till the suit
were heard aud at an el_d, a plaintiff _i_o had
no merits, could do a defendant
man oo harm
by _uing him : he could give him no motive
ior submitting
to an unfounded
claim ; malice
would
have no weapou_ ; oppre_-,ion wouht
nave no instrument.
When pr(_cecdings
are
attended
w_th expense,
the heavier that exp_m-c, the greater
of course _s the mischiei
which aman who has _o merits is e_labled to
do; the sharper
the weapon
thus put into
the hand of malice, the more coercive the instrmnent
put into the hand ot the oppressor,
They produce it on the part of the d,:fendant.
_ere
proceedings
at law attended
with no expense,
a defendant
who knew he
had _1o merits, a defendant
who was conscious
that the demand
upon him was a just one,
would be deprived
of what is in some cases
his best chance for eluding justice, in others
the absolute
certainty
oi so doing ; he would
lose the strongest
incentive
he has to make
the attempt.
A defe_dant
who means not to
do justice
unless compelled,
and who knows
that the plaintiff
cannot compel h_m without
having
advanced
a certain
sum ; such a defondant, if he thinks his adversary cannot rai.-e

who, if they would have suffered him, would
have become plaintiff.
In so doing they f_
your in the same de_'ee the det_ndaut,
or him
who, if the party conceiving
himself injured,
could have got a hearing,
would have been
called upon to defend himself.
But it is on
the defendant's
side that anti-conscientious
practice is most likely to be found.
Setting
expense out of the question, an evil of which
these laws are thus t'ar the _ole cause--setring out of the question the imperfections
of
Ihe judicial
system,
and the hope of seeing
e_idence
perish, or the guilty view of fabt'icating
it, a man will find no motive
for
instituting
a suit for an ordinary
pecuniary
demaiJd, without
believing
himself
to be ill
the right ; ior if he is in the wrong,
disappointment,
waste of time, fruitless
trouble,
arid so much expense as is naturally
tulavoidable, are, by the supposition,
_hat he knows
nmst
be his fate.
Whereas.
on the other
hand, a man upon whom a demand
of that
kil.d is made, may, although
he knows himsell" to be in the wrong,
find imlm'ement
enough to stand a smt I}om a thou.-and other
. eon_ldelatlor_s
;trom
t!:e hope of a deficiency
[ in point of evidence on the part of the plaint tiff, not to mention,
as bt.fore, the rare and
} criminal
enterprise
of' fabricating
evideilee on
{ his own part,--irom
the hope of tiring the
/ plaintiff out, or taking
adv,mtage
of casual
[ n_eidcnts,
.-ueh us the death of _itnesses
or
parties, -- fi'om the temporary
dllficulty
or
mconvenienee
of satist)'mg
the demand,
or
t to conclude
with the ca_-e which the weak_ess of human nature
renders by far the most
frequent)
from the mere
unwillingness
to
satisfy it.
In a word,
they give a partial advantage
to conscious
guilt, on _hichever
side it is
tbut_d; and that advantage
is most partial to
[ the defendant's
side. on welch side conscioust_ess of guilt, as we see, is most likely to be
iound.
Better,
says a law maxim subscribed
to by
ever)body,
better
that ten criminals
should
esca toe, than one innocent
person should nutier ; and this m ease even of the deepest guilt.
For ten, some read a hundred,
some a thou.sand. Whichever
reading be the best, an expedient of procedure,
the effect of which were
to cause ten immeent
persons
to suffer tbr
every ten guilty ones, woutdbe
acknowledged
to be no very ehgible
ingredient
in the systern.
What shall we say of an institution,
which for one culpable person whom it causes
to suffer, involves in equM suffering perhaps

that sum, will persevere
in refusal till a suit
is commenced,
and in litigatmn
afterwards.
Whether
they make the litigation,
or whothor they find it ready made, they show most
favour to the side on which antl-conscienti-

I ten blameless
ones.
{
Thu_ much for grot, ndless suits : there reI mains the plea of its tendency
to cheek wha_
I are deemed trivial suits.
_
I kImw what a groundless suit means _ I

ous litigation
is most likely to be found.
By ] know of no such thing as a frivolous
o_e.
attaching
on the commencement
of the suit, I No wrong that. 1 know of can be & trivial
_aey bear hardest upon the ptaiutiff,
or him [ one, which to him to whom it is dc_ae
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a serious one, serious to such a degree, as to
make it worth his while to demand redress
at the hand of justice.
Conduct is the test
of t_eling. I know of rio right I have to set
up any tbelings of my o_aa as the standard
of those of myneighbour, in contradlction to a
declaration of his, the truth of whmh is evidenced by his own conduct.
What to one
man again is trivial, to another mail may be
of high importance. In the account of"wrong
too must be included, not only the in(hvidual
wrong taken by itself, but its effects in the
_y of encouragement to repetition, and its
effects in the way of example.
I know of
no wrong so slight, that by multiplication
may not become intolerable.
Give me but a
licence to do to any person at pleasure the
minutest wrong conceivable;--I
need no
more, that person is my slave. Allow me to
rob him, though it be but of a farthing, farthing by farthing, I will find the bottom of
his purse. Allow me but to let fall a drop of
water upon his head --.qutla carat lapidem,
the power of striking his head off would be
less susceptible of abu_e,
In pecuniaiy ca_es, the smaller the sum in
dispute, the less reserve is used m branding
the conduct of the parties with the charge of

to hear the demand of an ordinary working
man to thc amount of a shilling, than it would
be to refuse to hear the demand of a Duke
of Marlborough or Bedford, to the amount
of £50.
The legislator who, on the plea of
checking htigatimi, or on any other plea, exacts el a working mall as a preliminary to his
ohtainmg justice, what that. working man is
unable to pay, does refuse to him a hearing,-does, in a word, lefuse him justice, and that
as effectually and completely as it is possible
to refhse it.
That all men shmfld have equal rights, not
only would be politically pernicious, but is
naturally impossible:
but I hope this will
not be said of eq_aljustice.
Trivial causes require no such factitious
checks: to such causes were all expenses
struck off that can be struck off, there are
natural checks in abundance, that arc unavoidable.
There is the pain of disappointi ment: there is expense, of which a certain
measure will every now and then be absolutely unavoidable : there is consumption of
time, which to the working elas_es, that is
to the great majority of the people, is expence.
But even let the cause be trivial, and that

litigation,
of which,
in suchifcases
reproach
is apt to fiflf
prmcipaflv,
not the
exclasivel,_,
to the plaintiff's share." Bat the importance
of the sum is altogether governed b._the cireum_tanees of the partie,; the amount of it in
pounds, shillings, and pence, .-hews nothing
One ulau'_
income ma) be a hmuh ed, a _housand, four thoas,md times as great a_ that of
soother.
In England there are men who_e
income exceeds £60,000 a-year.
Fifteen
puumts a-year i, as much as falls to the lot
of perhaps the greater munbcr of tile whole
body of the people.
WLthout a pameular
caution, a legislator or a jud_:e will naturally
enough, like rely other man, take the relatnm
of the sum in dispute to his own feelings,
that i% its ratio to hi, own e_reumstanees,
for the measure of importance ; but by this
standard he will be _ure to be deceived, as
_ftell as the mleumstanees of the purees, or
either of them, are rnatermlly different from
Iris own. Fifty pound, for example, will be
apt to appear in his eyes an object of coastderable importance ; an object of whmh a
tenth or a twentieth part, or less, might be
of importance sufficient to justify" from the
charge of htigatmn, the mmntenance of asmt.
A shilling would be atumst sure to appear to
him an object altogether trifling; an object
by no means of magnitude enough to warrant
the mainteuaJ_ee of a suit.
Fifty pound is,
however, a sum of less importance to a Duke
of Marlborough or Bedford, than a single
shilling (viz. than a thousandth part of £50)
to many a man, in truth to probably the malority of men in the kingdom.
It is therefore more unjust, more tyrannical, to refuse

t_mencma"
to such athe
degree
as to blameable,
render the the
act blame
of cornlitigation
is
I never s_*great on the s_de ot the party mo_t
favoured by the tax, as on the _-lde of the
pa_ty most oppressed by it. The |,art) mos_
oppre,_ed is tile complainant--the
part? who.
havmff _uffered the in Im y, such as it is, claims
or would clamL satistaction tbr it at the hands
of just!ee.
But, so a- there dues but exist
the smalle,t particle of an injury, the party
who elmms sati,factmn tot it can never be so
much m the wrong for doing so, hut that he
who refilses satisfaction must be still more
so. If the demand be just, why did not he
comply with it ? If just, but trifling, why
does he contest it ? In this case theu you
cannot punish in this way the misconduct of
one party, without rewarding the stillgreater
misconduct of the other. If the tax applies
' a cheek where there is blame, it affords protection and encouragement where there is
still greater blame.
Another injustice.--The
poorer a man is,
the more exposed he is to the oppression of
which this supposed remedy against litigation
is the instrmnent.
But the poorer a man is,
the less likely he is to be litigious. The le_s
time a man has to spare, and the less a mau
can afford to expend his time (not to speak
of money) without being paid for it, the less
likely is he to expose himself to such a consmnption of his time.
The rich man, the man who has time and
money at command, he surely, if any, is the
man to consume it htigiously and frivolously.
No wonder however, if to a supergeial glance,
tile poor shouhl appear more htigiou_ than he.
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There are more of the poor than of the rich :
and to the eye of unreflecting
opulence,
the

they annex punishment
to misconduct
in that
line, and to that only : a species of miscon-

causes
of the ofpoor
We think
the are
pool allin trivial
the wayones.
of charity,
for to deal out charity gratifie_
not onl._ be-

duct
cannot
be practised
were
under which
the eye
of the
court, is burns
of all itothers
the ea.-lest to cope with m the way of law.

nev_lence,
but pride.
We think much of
tin m in the way of' charity,
but we think
little of them in the way of justice.
Justice.
however, ranksbeforecharity
: and they would
need less chanty,
if they h_d nmrc 2u_-tiee.
What comributes
more than anything
to
the mdignalion
excited
by suits that
are
deemed trivial, and, on aeeount
of the triviahty vexatious,
is the excessive
ratio of the
expense of the smt to the value of the mattee in dispute:
e_pecially
when the matter
in dispute being peeumary,
its minuteness
is
more conspicuous
and de:reed.
But to what
is this expensiveness
m_,ing?
A_-far at least
a.. these taxes are in questmn,
to the h,gislatoe him-elf
Mark then the imquity:-he
is hm_self the author
of the wron_, and he
punishes for _t the innocent
and the injured
To exclude
poor befrom
d_Lsticea]_o
was fi'om
not
emmgh
: -- theythe ma-t
excluded
_Jcrcy.
Fo:ty _-h:lhngs is the tax impo-ed
nn pardons,
b_ a statute
ot King "_ Hham
(5 x (l W. & ,_I. c. 21. § 3.5 tbrty ,hflhng,
mo,'t, bv another,
not five vearsafterwards.
(9
It) W. HL c. :25. _ S, 5['_._ Toa_ed_er. £4.
--halt
a .war'_ income of a Briu_q_ subje('t,
a('cording
to Daveuant's
Corupuratlon
above
quoted.
What is called mercy, let it be rememhered,
is in ninny eases, no more than
iustu'e : in all cases where the ground ot pardon i.- the persuasion
of innocence,
enterrained either not_ithstanding
the verdwt,
or
in consequence
of evidence brought
to hght
al_er the venhet. _ All puni_hment_
are ace_u'dingly irrennssible,
to him who ha_ not to
the amount of half a year's income in store
or credit--all
_iIIPS
tO that anmunt or under,
absolutely
irremi_sible.#
Taxes on law-proceedings,
so far then from
being a check _olitigation,
are an encouragemen: to it-- an encouragement
to it in every
sense in which it is mi_ehh_'vou,_ and blameable.
Would wu: really check lmgation,
and
cheek it on both sides?--the
simple course
would be a sure one.
When men are in earne,t about preventing
misconduct
in anyline,
* For instance the ea*e of Mr. Atki_sm:.
q- It wouhl be eurim_._ enough to know what
profit to the
tlr_av._oextraordmar_
have drawn from
that :
tl_te
the Treasury
prese_t, froll'l
a t_lnd
certainty, _mt enough to pay the salary £ff eve of
the Lords Gnnn:n_smntrs:
probably not emmgh
to pay that of h_s vatet-de-ehambre,
The_e are busy statute,.
By tl;e prohibition
and sale of justwe,
th-v run eimnu'r to 31agna
1 :harta ;--by the prohib_tmnof mercy, they break
the coronation
oath.
[By ,58 Gtx_. Ill.
e. 29_
{_ld May, 1818), the expense< eotmeeted w_th
l_ardons are no lancer to be paid by _hc persons
[_ardaned, but by the TreasurVo--E&]

I Deal with misconduct
that
displays
itself
4 under the eve of the court as you deal by deI linqueucy
at large, and },on may be sure of
succeeding
to a still superior degree.
Discriinmate misconduct
then from innocence:
lay
the burthen
on misconduct
and misconduct
only, leavin_ immcence
unoppressed.
Keep
back pmnshment,
till guilt is aseertaine&
Keep back eo_-ts, as nmch a,_ possible, till the
last stage of procedure
; keep off fi'om both
parties everything
of expense that is not absolutely unavoidable,
where
lit*eat:on
is on
both sides without
blame : at that last stage
if there be found blame, throw whatever
ex_
pence of which you allow the neeessit)
to subsist beyond what is absolntet)
unavoidable,-throw it on that snte, and on that side only.
i where there hasbeen blame. If on both, then ff
circumstances
require,to the
punM:
both public.
sides,
,i by
fine fi_r instance,
pro/l:it on
of the
Litigation.
though
eventually
it prove
groundless--litlgatmn,
like any other cvourse
of conduct
of whwh mischief is the result,
ia
not therelore
blameable;
and where
it is
blameable,
there is a wide difference
whether
it is accompanied
with temerity only, or with
con,eiousnes¢
of its o_n injustice.
The eountenanee
shown
to the I_wtic_ by the law
ought
to be governed,
and governed
nnitbrmlv and proportmnally,
by these important
differences.-So nmeh in point of utility
--how
stands estabh,hment
•Taxes heaped on in all stages frmn the tlrst to the last
without
distinction
:--all
cost_ given or no
costs, no mcdmm:--costs
searce ever cornplate, and nothing
beyond
e_sts.
No nut:gallon, or enhancement,
in consideration
of
wcuniary
circumstances.
No shades
of punishment
in this way eorresl,ond,.nt
to shades
of blame--in
must ease_ no &fferenee
so
much as between
consemusne_s
of injustice
and snnple temenD,
m,r so much as betwixt
either and mnoeem'e.
The pouer
ot adjudglug as between
costs and no casts, s_ldom
discretionary
:--that
of apportioning,
never :
--nor
that of flume be)end
the amount
of
co.-ts : -- con_qucntly
nor that of punishing
both t,arhe,
where hoth have been to blame.
_,Verc a powe_ to be _:iven by statute
to re:pe*e on a ht_gioub _uitor couvieled
of lit_galion. a lille to an s|n(lutlt not exceed:re
wllal;
the losing pmty pays now,
whether
he be
hl_mwable or blameless,
it _*ould he cried out
agaim-t perhaps as a great
power,
too great,
to be given to judges without juries._;
._ The distinction
bet,_een temerity and con,
Seloasll¢,g_,_,f blaine, a d_tmction perva_ling hue
man nature, and at'phcabic
to e*cD' _pecms
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Justice shall be demed to no )nan, ]ustlce
shall be sold to no man, sa_s the first of statotes,
2_[a</l_aChurta.
tlowls
it raider these
later oncs?--Demed,
as we have seen, tv
nine-tenths
of the l)eople, sold to the other
tenth at an nucon_Clohable
])lice.
It v,as a
conceit among the old lawyers, reported
if not
adopted
by Lord Coke, that a statute
made
contrary
to .,Ila[laa Charta,
(hough
nmde ill
all the forms. Wl)uld be a void law. God io'.bid, that by all the lawyers, m _hc wo)Id, or
for the purpose ofulQ argument,
lshoutd ever
suffer
myself to be ])et)ayed
into any such
extravagance
: in a _ubject it _)ould be sedilion, in a judge it would
be u_,m'l)atlen,
in
an)body
it would
be non,en_e.
But after
all it nmst be aeknm_ledgcd,
In he m _ome
degree unfortunate,
as _cll as altogether
singular,
that,
of an instrmnento
deemed
tile
touud,Ltion
of all liberty,
and magnified
as
such even still, to a de_ree of tanaticism,
a
pd_sage by f_r the ino_-I important,
and almost
tlle only one that has an) apf)lieatlon
now-adays, should be thu-_ habitually
trodden irader toot, without
remorse or reelamatiou.*
is scarce
_o mucha._ known to the
Engh_h
law. '/'_)ere are scarce words ibr it m
the
_crswrslq
is taken
fromh t,e
Roman language.
taw. ltIalice,
the term
by wh_
Engh_-h
lawyers seem in some instances
to laave ad IB
view the expressing consciousness
ot blame, we.
scots a wrong _dea, _mee m common l_mguag? _t
unphes hatred, ah affection winch in mare ',nstances of conscious guilt, may be ahogbther
llll-%_elld._lolir_

wantmg:--instanee,
such
as the:'t, robbery, offences
m d humof e mere
de .,orrapac:tr_
lucre."
The legislator? __ he talk of vcxatmn ?-- He
does everything
to create the ewl: he doe_ nothing to remove it.
I happened once to fallinto conversation
with
a man, ofwho,
attorney in had
becu tnade
.iudge
one offrom
the an
provinces
America.
da_rice. I understood t¥om him, was on a very ball
footing there: it might be had alnmst fornothmg:
tbe people were veryhtigious:
he tound them
very troublesome.
A summons cost-- I tbt:_et
whether it was three-and-sixpence
or haltLacrown. Whom the halt:crown
went to I do hot
--know:onemaybeprettycertamnottothemdge.
Seeing no prospect of our agreeing, I did not
pushtheconversatmnfar.
The halt'-crown seemed
to him too little: to me it seemed all too much.
The pleasant thing would have been to have co.
joyed thesalary inpeaceandqumtness,withoutbe,
mg plagued with a parcel of low people. Justice
would
have accordingly
been upon the
best footing
tible. then
He had
a project
for ch¢in)sckinjg litigation by raising the t_es. I don't know
whether it succeeded,
• Let ua not for the purpose of any argument_
give rise or countenance to injurious imputations
Though justice is pardy demed) and partly sold I
the difference is certainly immense, betwixt selllog it toe the personal benefit of the km orof
a jmtge,
and selling it tbr the benefit gf the
public-betwixt selling it by auction, and selling it at a fixed price--betwixt
denyn)g
it for
thesake
of foreingthe
sateof it, ordenymg)tto
a few obno_ioua individual_
and denying it in.

LAW-TAXES.

A tax su impolitic
and so grievous -- a tax
thu,_ demonstrated
to be the wor_t of taxes,
lmw come.- it ewr to have been made choice
ot: and when nmde choice of, w'quiesced
in?
These me nut questions
of mete curiosity.
_,.r a/'qulescence
m:der a tax, and that so geu-Iai,
fordls at fit _t glahce no inconsiderable
I,_e-umptioa
ill tt_ £a_our.
A presumptm)_it
does i))_,ln : hut
when
demonstration
has
_hown l_elf,
l.,'e_-nmption,, are at au end.
Ito_ comes tl_e tax to ha_'e been made
ehowe oi ?
One cause we have seen aheady
in another
shape;
the un.-('rutinized
norton
of its supposed
tendenc_
to et_.eck ht_catwn :
litigation
wldci_, where _ stand_ for nnschict;
i_ the very mi_-chid' which the species ot tax
I m questida
contributes
with all its power to
promote.
.
Another
cause
may pos-dbly lie, the teudency _hwh tl_i_- _ort of tax ha_- Ill be c_mfounded
in the e)e of an incunou_
observer,
_ v, ith other sort_, which
are either tI_e be_t
_ of all, or next to the he-t.
The best of all
) are taxe_ on con_-unlptlon,
bccauce lJot only
i do they fMl nowhere
w_thout
lhulmg
some
[ abiht_
to pay them : but _hcre
ne('es.-arie_.
i are out of the qLie_tloil_ the) hall on not)u(lv
I whohas
net the option of not pa,,mg dwm _'_
he doe_ not ehoo_-c _t. Taxeb on l,_oi,L'_t_, and
thO_ Oil tialt_l'er of property,
ell( h a_'tho_-e
on contracts
relative to propert_,
are the next
best : because though tile)" a_e not optmnal
hke tllc tbrmer,
the} may be bo selected
as
never to call fin" money but whe)e
there is
ability,- hd_- ever_ al_H,leahlht_
, to paythcm.
No,_, ot these tx_u most sup?ortahie
clas_,es
of taxe% the seeolnl are all ot them
te_ied
by mere,, ot _,h,,],_ : taxc_ oil consumption,
too, m man 3 in,lances,
su('t_ as those
on
curd-, dice, glows,
and pet fllutcry, -how to
the Qe a.- ,tamp-dutle-.
But ad the_e are
vci 3 g<,od taxes,
btamp-dutie,
Ihm elbre are
goo,l taxe_:
mid _axes
on ju-_ice
are all
stami)-dut_es.
'l'hinkmg
men ]<:()k to consequota.co;
riley look to the t'et-hngs of the mdiwdual_
aff,_ctcd : acting
men look to the
_tamp.
taxe_ ou •ju--tice: taxes on plopertv, laxcs on consumption,
are uecor(hngly
ol_e
and the _ame object to the optics of finance.
Slamp-datJes
t(,o have another
most convement propert? : they execute themselves,
and
law-taxe_
be)ond
all others : m short, they
exclude all smoggiing,
t
They heap distress
indeed upon distress
; but the distress is not
wortil minding,
as there is no escaping it.
But the gceat 'cause of all is the prospeeg
d_serlmmately
to the great maiority of the people.
In point of moral guilt, there ]_ certainly no eOmo
parison: butmpomtofpohticalettbct,
itmavno);
be altogether
easy m every part, of the pardi|el)
to say _h_eh mode ot abuse s most extensively
pernicious.
_ I_w paper might be,.forged : but _hedit_culty would he to i_ue it."
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of aequiesccnce--a
prospect first presented
inevitable and incurable, and at any rate it
by hope, since realized over and over acain may be no more the t_ault of lawyers or lawby experience.
It is too much to exp:ct of m_kers, than gout and stone are of physia man of finance, that he shtmld antwlpate
claus,
ttappyignorance ! it blindness to the
the t_eel:ng'sof unknown indlvid,mls : it is a cau¢c of a m.llady could bhmt the pain of it !
great deal if lm will listen to thew cites.
There want not apologi_ts-gene,al
mot
Taxe- on consumption fall on bodies of men : talker_ in the air. to prove to us that this,
the most inconsiderable one, when toueh,,d,
a_ well a_ everythin_ eL.e, is asit _houldbe.
will make the whole country rmzagain. The
The expense, tt_e delay, and all the other
oppressed and ruined objects of the taxes on gmcvanees, whwi_ aoti_ity haa heaped up, or
ju-tiee, weep in holes and corner_, a_ rats negbgenee ¢utfered to aetumtdate, are the
dL_: no one voice tinds any other to 3oin prb'es whiei_, aeeordmg _o Montesqmeu. we
with it.
must be eentent to pay tbr liberty and jusA tax on shops, a tax on tobacco, falls tice. A penny is the price men pay for
upon a man, if at all, immediately, and pm,ny Loaf: therefore why not twopence?
presses on him constantly : -- every man and, if threepence, there would be no harm
knows whither he keeps, or mean_ to keep
done, .inca the loaf would be worth so much
a shop--whether
he means t_ sell or to the more.
use tobacco.
A tax on justice falls upon a
May not a sort of]nstinctive fellow-feeling
man onLy occasionally: it is like a thunde,'among the weatthv have contributed somestroke, which a man never look_ tor till he is thh,,,, if not to theimposition, at least to the
destroyed bv it. He does not know when it aequie.cence ? It is the wealthy alone, that
will fall on him, or whether It eve,' will : nc_r either by tbrtune, situation, education, inteleven whether, when it does fidl, it _ill press It/ante. or influence, are qualified to take the
upon him mo-_, or upon hi_ adversary,
tie lead m tegi.lation: and the characteristic proknows not what it will mnmmt to : he has pert_ of this tax. is to be favourable to tim
no data from which to eah'ulate it : Jt e_m_es wealthy, and that in proportion to their
lumped to hi,n in the general mas_ of' taw wealth.
Other taxes aflbrda man no indemcharge_ : a heap of 1tern% amon_ wlnch no nifieation tot the wealth they take from him :
wllgar eye can ever hope to di.-climinat- - an this give_ him powerm exchange. The power
ohjeetonwhiehmve.-tlgationwoaldbvthrt,wn
of ke(,pm_ down those who are to be kept
away, as comprehens:on is iml,C_._hLe. Cola- down, ti_e power of doing wrong, and the
m_tieq that are nc,t t_ bc_vcrted b} lhou_:ht,
nmre generou_ pride of ab-taining from the
are Iitth, thought or, aml it _-_best not to wrong which it is in our power to do ; adthink of them.
When i. the time for corn- vanta,_'e_ such as these, are too precious not
plaint ? Before the thunder-holt _ fMlen it to be gr_sped at with avidity by human weak.
would be too soon -- when fdlen, it is too ne.-_ : amt, as m a cmmtry of political liberty,
late. Shopkeepers, t,)bac,'onist_-, glovers, are and muh,r a sv,tem of justice m other recompact b_dies-- thev can arm ,'ounsel -_peet._impmtiai, they can only be ohtained by
they come in force to _l_ettou,e of Common_. a blind and indirect route such aa this, the inSui'tors l})r .lUSt:ca hart. no c_,mumn cause, cmivenit'n,'e uf travelling in it, finds on the
and seareea commmt name--they
are every- [,art of those who are well equipped for it,
bodyand nobod)--thcir bu¢ir_es¢bein_ every- the more patient art aequ.,esccnee.
bod)'s _s n,_bod)'s.
WLmar,.' StOlOns? where
Will it he said that abohsh, mg the taxes on
are riley ? wh,,t d,_es a ('lmueeLlor of the Ex- : ju>tice wot_Ldnot ans_er tl,e purpose, for that
chequer care ior them : what can they do to suppo,ing them all ahoLished, justme would
help him ? what can they do to hurt him ? still remain inaccessible to the body of the
So far h'om having a e_a.mnon interest, they people ?--This would be to justify one abuse
have a repugtmnt imcrest : to eru_-h the in- by another. The other obstacles by which
jured, is to b:triend the injurer,
the avenues to justice have been blocked up,
May not ignoranee, with regard to the constitute a separate head of abuse, from
quant_tm and the source of the griewmce,
which I gladtyturn aside, as being toreign to
have contributed
something to patience ? the preaent purpose. Take off law taxes alUnable to pierce the veil ot darkness that
together, "the nmnber of tho_e to whom jusguards fi'om vulgar e;_es the avetmes of juslice will still remain inaccessible, would st_ll,
lice, men know not how much ot the (htti- it nlust be eonle_-_ed, be but too great. It.
culty of the _,pproaeh i, to be a,eHt_ed to art,
would however m_t be so great, as it _s at
and how nlneh to nature. As the eon._umcrs pre_ent under the pressure of those taxes.
of tobacco cou/;)m,d the tax m_ that eommoThough you could not tell exactly to how
dity with the prwe, -o those who borrow or many ?ou would open the doors of justice,
would have wished to borrow the hand of you might be sure you opened them to some.
justice, confbund the artiheial with the na- Though you would ._t;iLleave the burthen
turat expem-e of hiring it. But if the whole but too heavy, .',ou would at any rate make
of the grievance be natural, it may be all it proportionably more .-apportable.
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If by taking off these taxes, you reduced
General error makes law, says a maxim in
the expense of a common action from .t225 to use among lawyers. It makes at any rate an
.£20, you might open the door, suppose, to apology for law : but when the error is pointed
one in five of those against whom it is shut out, the apology is gone.
at present.
Even this would be something:
at any rate whatever were the remaining
quantum of abuse, which you still suffered to
N O T E S.
subsist, you would have the consolation at
least of not being actively instrumental in
M'em.--Anne,
1796. At a dinner at Mr.
producing it. To reform in iota a system of Morton Pitt's, in Arlington Street, Mr. Rose,
procedure is a work of time and difficulty, then secretary of the treasury, in the presence
and would require a rare union of legal know- of Mr. William Pitt, (then minister) took me
ledge with genius :--repealing a tax may re- aside, and told me that they had read my
quire discernment,
candour, philanthropy,
pamphlet on Law-Taxes;
that the reasons
and fortitude,--but
it is a work of no diffi- against them were unanswerable, and it was
culty, requires no extraordinary measure of determined there should be no more of them.
science, nor even so much time as the imAnna 1_04, July 10, 12, 14, 18. -- This
posing of one.
being in the number of Mr. Addington's
But by whatever plea the continuance of taxes, Mr. P_tt, upon returningto office, took
the subsisting taxes of this kind may be apo- up all those taxe_ in the lump. On the above
logized for, nothing can be said in favour of days, this tax was opposed in the House of
any new addition to the burthen.
The sub- Commons: and Mr. Wyndham, according to
ulstmg ones, it maybe said, have been acqui- the report in the T_mes, on one of those days,
esced in, and men are used to them : in this spoke of this pamphlet as containing complete
respect at least they have the advantage of intormation on the subject ; observing at the
any new ones which could be substituted in same time, that it wa-- out of print. On bethe room of them. But even this immoral halfofadministration,
nothing like an answer
plea, which puts bad and good upon a level, to any of the objections was attempted: only
effacing all distinction hut that between csta- the Attorney-General
(Percival) said, tha_
blished and not established, even this faint the addition proposed to those taxes, was no
plea is mute against any augmentation of this more than eqaal to the depreeiation of money.
worst of evils.
Mr. Addington. before this, had recourse
To conclude: either I am much mistaken,
to the tax on medicine here spoken at; (page
vr it has been proved,-- that a law tax is the 575.) So that, in the course of his short adworst of all taxes, actual or possible :--that
miulstration, if the representation here given
for the most part it is a denim of justice, that be correct, he had had the misfbrtune to find
at the best, it is a tax upon distress :--that. it out mul impose the two worst species of taxalays the burthen, not where there is nn)st, tion possible. Compare this with Denmark,
but where there is least, benefit:--tha¢
it and its courts of ,r_-ataral Procedure, called
eo-operates with every injury, and with every Reconcihatio*_ Courts.
crime :--that
the persons on whom it bears
26th February 1816.--Unalleviated
by any
hardest, are those on whom a burthen of any t adequate hope of use, too pamfld would be
kind lies heaviest, arid that they compose the ] the ta-k. of hunting out, and hobting up to
great maiority of the people:--that
so flirt view, the subsequent additions which this
from being a cheek, it is an encouragement ! worst of oppressions has, in this interval of
to litigation : and that it operates in direct twenty years, been receiving.
breach of Magna Charta. that venerable monuMoney, it is said, must be had. and no other
ment, commonly regarded as the foundation of taxe_ can be fbund. The justification being
English liberty,
conclusive, the tax reeeive_ its increase : next
The statesman who cares not what mis- year, from the same hand, flow others in
chief he-does, so he d(,c_ it without disturbabundance.
ante, may lay on law-taxes without end : he
Grievous enough is the income-tax, called,
who makes it a matter of conscience to ab- lest it should be thought to be what it is, the
stain fi'om mischief will ab_-tain from adding Iproperty-tax.
Grievuus that tax is, whatto them : he whose ambitmn it Is to extir- t ever be its name ; yet, stnn for sum, campate mischief, will repeal them.*
t pared with this tax, it is a blessing. Instead
/ of 10 per cent. suppose it 80 per cent. Less
* The duties on nearly every proceeding, at _bad would it be to add yet another 10 per
law or in equity were repealed by the 5 Geo IV | cent. than a tax to an equal amount upon
e. 41. The duties which were lelt were tho,e i justice"
upon
_"ere..generally
used for I Grievous have been theadditmns
. proceedings,
"; " which
"
so lately
ann operatea as conveyances, lsy tlae subsequent | .
_.
.
'
"
e
'
"
"
on convei/alt rations m the laws relating to fines and reeo- _ aria rcpeatem Y" marie ' to the taxes
.
..
yen"es, these latter duties have become extinct t antes
' and agreements
•
• Extensive the Prohl "
also. _ LJd.
[ bitory part of the effect, though the pressure,
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confined
asusualto the poor,i.e.thegreat on thepaper,on which theoffice
copyofthe
majority
of the community,who have none answeriscompulsorily
made. Inthiscasethe
to speakforthem,is scarcely
complainedof courtdetermined,thatitwas not necessary
by therich. Yet, were alllaw-taxes
taken these accountsshould be set out: but in
off,
andtheamount thrownupon conveyancescomingtothisconclusion,
how farthe court
and agreements,
this-- eventhis--wouldin was determinedby thenatureof the pattireality be all indulgence,
cular ease, or by the magnitude of the expense
Wt]cther the oppression be more or less that would thus be occasioned ;---or whether
grievous, ;.s never worth a thought. Will it if, without any such objection, the defendant
Ire submitted to?--This is the only question,
had actually set out these accounts, the plainCharity is kicked outofdoors.
Hopeis fled-- tiff could have been relieved from pursuing
faith and piety remain, and atone for every- the regular mode of procuring a copy of them,
thing,
and thus incurring the above expense ; -- or
For a list of about twenty-eight
other whether, if the expense had been instead of
sources of factitious delay, vexation, and ex- £29,000,
only 28 or 07 thousand pounds,
pense, and _hence of denial of justice, pro- such all objection wouhl have been listened
duced by the jt,dgcs of former times, for the to;--it
is extremely difficult to say.
augmcntatmn of lawyers' profit, their own
The other case alluded to is one in which,
included,-- together with a list amt summary
from peculiar circumstances, it is not thought
account of the devices by whichthese burthens
proper to mention the names of the parties.
have been imposed, and by which technical It is optional with a man to be a plaintiff in a
stands distinguished fl'om natural procedure, cause._ it is not altogether so optional with
-- See by the same author, Scotch Reform,
him to be a defendant.
The preceding case
&c. printed for Ridgway, Piccadilly. [Vol. V.3 shows that it is not always safe for a man to
t become a plaintiff, without £'28,000, at least
i m his pocket to begin with, over and above
ADDITION
_v A LEARNED
FRIEND.
what is necessary for his maintenance.--The
IN the Court of Chancery, two cases have re- %flowing ca_e shows that a man may not be
centlv occurred, which may serve as an illus- always able to resist a demand, however un_ration of the extent in which the taxes upon just _t may be, without being able to support
law-proceedings may operate as a denial of i an outlay of at least £800. Ill the ease in
justice.
In role casc, Roe e. Gudgeon, the ] question, the writer of thi, has been assured,
defendant, in his answer to the plainti_s hill, I _ and from authority, which tie has peculiar
submitted that Ire ot gl t not to ire compelled [ reason for relying upon' --that
the expense
to set out certain accounts which had been i of merely putting in an answer by one of the
required by the bill, as the expense of taking I defendants to a bill in equity, amounted ta
what is called an office copy of them,--a no- ! the above sum of £800 : what part of thi,
ccssary preliminary to any further proceeding i expense was occasioned by the tax on law.
on the part of the plaintiff in the cause, __ I proceedings cannot be accurately ascertained,
would amount to the sum of£29,000: an cx- hut it assuredly constituted a very considerpense almost wholly arising from the stamps Iable prot)ortion of that sum.
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PREFACE.
OF the two essays laidbefore the public, that
which presents a new resource was submitted
to the proper authority in the month of September 1794, but was not fortunate enough
to be deemedworth furthernotiee.
The arguments which it contains will speak for themselves; none were controverted,
nor any
hinted at on the other side ; only as a matter
of fact, it was observed, tha_ it had not been
customary of late fbr the crown to avail itself
of the branch of prerogative here proposed to
be cultivated for the publw use.
Nobody can suppose that the minister
would not gladlyhave availed himself of this,
as ot' any other, source offsupply, had it proraised, in his conception, to conciliate the
voice of the public in its i:avour. -Nobody can
suppose, that if the apprehensions that oceurred m prospect should ever be dispelled
by the event, the sense of the public weuhl
find him backward m conforming to it. It is
natural that the difficulties attending ameasure of considerable novelty and magnitude,
should strike with a force proportioned to the
responsibility of the situation to which the
measure is presented.
It is natural that they
should strike with less than their proper force,
on the imagination of him in whose eoneeption it received its birth,
The idea had been honoured with the approbation of several gentlemen of eminence
at the bar, some of them in Parliament, as
many as had had the paper in their hands. If
they were right in their wishes in its favour,
it by no means follows, bat those to whom it
was submitted in their official capacities, did
otherwise thanright in declining to make use
of it. Of all the qualifications required at the
board t'o which it was presented, one of the
most indispensable is the science of the times;
sCience, which though its title to the name

of science were to be disputed, would not the
less be acknowledged to be ill the situation
in question, "fairly worth the seven." For
that master-science none can have higher pretensions than the illustrious chief of that department, none less than the author of these
pages.
Neither his expectations, nor so much a_
his wishes, in relation to this proposal, had
extended so far as to its immediate adoption.
It now lies with the public, who in due time
i will grant or refuse it their passport to the
i Treasury, and to parliament, according to its
deserts.
I
The "protest against law-taxes" had better
fortune: it received from the candour of the
t mimster, on whose plans it hazarded a cornI taunt, all the attentio_ that candour could beI stow ; and if I do not misrecollect, the taxes
complained against did not afterwards appear
The publication of it in this country was
kept back, till the proposal for a substitute
to the tax complained of should he brought
I into shape. Upon the principle of the parliat mentary notion, which forbids the producing
[ an objection to a tax without a proposal tbr
a better on the back of it. The two essays
seemed no unsuitable accompaniments toeach
other. Mutual light promised to be reflected
by the contrast between the best of all possible resources and the worst.

SECTION
I.
GENERar. IDea.
IN a former essay" I pointed out the species
of tax which, if the reasoning there given he
just, is the worst of all taxes existing or pus" Protestagainst Law-taxes, printed 1793,now
first publishedandsubjomed tothe present Essayp
December 1795. [See d_e immediately preced_
ing Tr_ct.]
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sible. The object of the present essay is, to
point out that mode of supply which, for one
of so great a magnitude will, I flatter myself,
appear to be absolutely the best.
What _s that mode of supplu, of which the
twentieth part _s a tax, and that a heavy one.
while the whole would be no tax, and would not
be.felt by anybody ?
The question has the air of a riddle ; but
the proposition it involves, paradoxical as it
may appear, is not more strikingly paradoxical
than stmctly true.
The attswer is, an extension of the existing
law of.Escheat--a
law coeval with the very
first elements of the eonst]tutmn ; to which I t

rS'-cT. 1.

found provided for, with few or perhaps no
exceptions, by the reservations made in th_s
plan in favour of relations within the pale.
To make provision for the eases where, in
virtue of an old settlement,, an estate might
devolve to a relation without the pale, l
would propose to add a proviso, that whereever the decea_-ed, had he been of fllll age,
could by his single act have cut off the entail,
it shall be a_ if he had actually done so for
the purpose of excluding the distant relative.
This, in the instance of settlements already
existing; a_ to future ones, there wilt be still
less difficulty about confining their operatmn
within the range meant to be allowed ttlem

respondent hnatatwn, not an extension of the
Regard to the principles of the eons*:itution,
would add, as an _fid to its operation, a cot { hy the spirit of the proposed law.
power of be,l_e_t,
not le._s than to the prohalulity ofcarr} Jug the
Of the extended law of e_chear, according
measure through the Upper House, wouht, at
to the degree of extension here propo,ed, the the sametlme, ineline ine to exempt the peereffect would be, the appropriating to the use ,age from its o[)eration, wherever the effee'_
of the public all vacant successions, property
would be to deprive the title of any property
of every denominatmn included, on the failure
which, under the existing law, would go to
of near relations, will or no wilt, subject
the support of lt.
only to the power of bequest, as hereinMter
As to the latitude to be left to the power
hm]ted,
of bequest. I shouhl propo_e it to be continued
By near relations, I mean, for tl;e purpose
in re_peet of the half of whatever property
of thepresent proposal, such relationsa, stand would be at present subject to that p_wer :
within the degrees termed prohibited with re- the wills of persons in whose succession ne
terence to marriage,
interest i_ herehy given to the public, to be
As a farther aid to the operation of the law, observed in all points as at llresent ; as likeI would propose, in the instance of _neh re- wi_e those m whose succession an interest is
lations within the pale* as are not only child- given to the public, saving as to the amount
less, but w_thout prospect qfehddren,t--whatof that interest-the plan consequently no_
ever share they wouhl take under the existing
trenching in any degree upon the rights of
law, that instead of taking that share in read!! parents.:_
money, they should take only the interest of
it, in the shape of an an_,ait!/for
li/b.
•
It would be a farthel' help to the operation
of the measure, and (if confined to the eases
where, from the nature of the relationship,
the survivor is not hkely to have grounded

_ Many writers .(Blackstone fbr one) have
treated the right of bequest with very little eeremony : many writers. ,sithout having m wew
_mv ,uch public benefit as is here m question,
ha_'e been tbr aboh,_hing it ahogether [the author of the Code Frederic for instance ; Coceeiji,
chancellor to the late king of Prussia. See the
his plans of life upon the expectation of the preface to that work,] Without entering into a
succession, or otherwise to have placed any discussion which is not lethe present purpose, it
determinate dependence on it) may scarcely,
will be sufficient here to observe, that not only
if at all, he f_lt, if in such instances, although
the regard due to old-established privileges, and
the relationship be within the pale, the public
long-existing usages but the success of the very
were to come in for a share in the succession
system here propose_, though established in so
(suppose an equal share,) though not the great
a degree
the expense
of the
powerthat
in
question,
may at
depend
upon the
leaving
whole. This may he applied to the ease of power in possession of a ver7 considerablede_ec
the uncle and aunt--to the ease of the grandof three. If a man were allowed no power at
father and grandmother-and perhaps, unless all over what property he left behind him, he
under particular circumstances, to the ease of would, in many mstances_ either be indifferent
the nephew and niece,
about getting it, or spend it as fast as he got it, or
transfer it to some happier clime, where the inteWith regard to.family settlements, the per- rests of the eommumty were better understood.
sons whose benefit they have in view will be and the feelings of individuals treated with more
respect; and, in fact, a great part of the value of
• To save eircumloeution_ relations, whom all property would be thus destroyed.
under this, or any other definition of near relaSo much as m the abolishing the power altolions, I should propose to exclude, I shall term gether: as to the narrowing it in the mauner here
relations without the pale: those whom I should proposed, should that be objected to as too great
propose not to exclude, relations within the pale. a hardship, let it be considered, that the detMea"t- Say, in the instance of females, 4g ;-- in the tlon thereby proposed to be made from the powers
instance of mate,, 60, if no child within 5 years of propmetors m general, falls short by much
past ; or/ib, if married to a wife above 48.
more than half the quantum of restr_etmn hn-

SECT. I._

GENERAL

To give the plan its due effect, it will be
_een to be indispensably
necessary,
in the
first place, that the whole property
in which
the public shall thus have acquired an interest, shall, whatever
it consists of, be converted into rea_l.money:
property
in the funds
alone excepted,
trom which the public cannot reap so great a benefit in any Gtber way
than by the sinking of so touch of its debt in
the first instance
; in the next place, that to
prevent
collusive
undervaluation,
and the
suspicion
of it, the conversion
shall in every
instance
be pertbrmed
in the way of publzc
auctioa.
As to the reasons for such couversion, they are tolerably
apparent
on the tace]
of the proposition;
and they will be detailed
in their proper place,
What will also be seen to be necessary
is,
that wherever
the pubhc has any interest
at
all in any succession
under the proposed
law,
the officer of the public,
i.e. the officer of
the crown, shall enter into the possession
and
management
of the whole
in the first instance,
in the same manner as assignees
of
bankrupts
do in respect
of the whole
property, realand personaltozether,
or admiai.-trators
or executors
do in respect
of the
personalty:
not to mention
the rcalin
some
eases, as where, by a clause in the will, it is
ordered
to be sold.
Of the several extensions
above proposed,
it ma) be observed, that though they operate,
all of them. to the augmentation
of the produce, and in so tar at least to the uid3y of
the measure,
yet are they not any of them,
so indispensably
necessary toits adoption,
but
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the law may,
mr the benefit of the public.
exercise once forall, without being conceives
to have de,tit hardly by anybody,
-- without
being conveived
to have
hurt anybody,and, consequently,
without
scruple : and even
though the money so raised would not otherwise have been to be raised in the way of
taxes.*
II. Any fl_rtber power which could be exercised in this wa? to the profit of the pubhe
pur_e, and of which the exercise,
though not
altogether
clear ot ti_e imputation
of pro.
ducing
a sense of hardship,
would,
at tho
same time, be productive
of less hard_hip than
the ligbte,t
tax that cmdd be substituted
in
J the snore of it, ought, if the public mind can
t be sulticiently
reconciled
to it, to be exert cised in preference
to the establishment
of any
/ tax.
IlL A power thus exercised
in favour of
the pubhc purse,
would
go beyond
the latitude
given
by the first rule,
and would
according]?
be productive
of a sense o[ hard*
ship, m as far as it went the length of produeing,
in any degree,
any of the fbllowtog
effects,
viz.
1. If it extended
to the prejudice
of the
joint-possession
customarily
enjoyed
by a
man's naturaland
neces,ary
dependents,
such
as children,
and those vtho stand in the place
of children.
2. If it went to the bereaving
a man of
the faculty of continuing,
after his death, any
support he had been in the habit of affording
to relatwes
of any other description,
whose
claims to, and dependence
on such support,

that they may be struck out or modified,
or
even added to by filrtber extensions,
and the
principle of the plan still adopted--the
essence
of it still preserved,
It may be a satisfaction
to see at this early
stage of the inquiry the Wnnfiples
by whicJa
the extent that may with propriety
be given

* If without provocatton _n the part of my
children, I were to let in strangers, or mere collateral relations, for an _qualshare
of my fortune,
my children would feel themselves injured, other
people would took upon them as injured, my bebavmur to them wouht be universally regarded
as cruelas orhaving
mmaturaL
man is pretty
eousldered,
deed,
his ownA fortune
touch inin

to this resource
appears
to be marked
out,
and limited.
The propositions
I would propose in that view are as follows : -I. Whatever
power an individual
is, accord-

his power, as against one child in comparison with
another_ but very httte so as against his ehildtcn
taken together, _n eotopanson with collaterals _r
str_ngers.
How stands
it with regard to nephews
and
nieces ? I* he considered as lying under the same
restraint with regard tothem ? No, nor aalything
hke it. If _t be his pleasure to give them all,
he may. they being his nearest relations,
and
without being thought to do amiss by anybody
/ else: but _hould it, on the other hand, be his
pleasure
to prefer to them a set of i tdividual
friends, or a public instuutio; b say with respect
] to _aalf, yet so as he does but leave them the
other half, they will scarcely be looked upon as
ill.used.
Had he indeed exercised no such power
at all over his property-had he suiI_red the law
in this behalf to take its own course, they would,
it is true. have got the whole. But why ? only
because somebody must have it, and as they stand
nearest, there is nobody else to take it. I say nothing here of brothers and s_sters, fathers andmotbers, uncles and aunts, grandfathers
and grand.
mothers, they would lead me too far into detail._

ing to the received
notions of propriet[i,
understood
to possess in tlns behalf,
with respect to the disposal of his ibrtune in tbe way
ofbequest,--in
other word_, whatever
degree
of power
he may exercise
without
being
thought
to have" dealt hardlq by those
on
whom what he disposes of would otherwise
have

devolved,--that

same

degree

of power

posed by the terms of marriage settlements
on
the description of proprietors whose lot in point
of property is most envmd _ the great body of
the nobility and landed gentry.
In this plan
there is nothing to preclude a man from charqln#
his estate -- from changing the nature of it as
often as he pleases _ from improving any part
by selling or charging another -- or from giving
or spending it in his hfeume,
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are, by reason of the nearness of the relationship, too strongly rooted in nature and optnion, to be capable of being dissolved by the
dispensations of law.
3. If, by putting it out of the power of a
relation of parental age, to receive, at the
death of a relation of inferior age, an adequate indemnification for requisite assistance,
given in the way of nurture, it threatened,
by lessening the inducements,
to lessen the
prevalence of so useful a branch of natural
benevolence.
4. If it went to the bereaving a man of the
faculty of affording an adequate reward[br
meritorious service, of whatsoever nature, and
by whomsoever rendered, lessening thereby
the general disposition among men to the
rendering of such service,
5. The effect of such an extension of the
proposed power would be purely mischievous,
if what were gained thereby oll one hand,
by the augmentation of the share taken into
tl_e hands of government, at the expense of
the power of bequest, were to be lost, on the
other hand, by a proportionable diminution
effected in the whole mass of property in the
country, in consequence of' the diminution of
the inducemei_ts to accumulate and lay up
property, instead of spending it.
6. The public mind must, in this instance,
as in every other, be, at any rate, treated
with due deference.
In this instance, as in
every other, a law, however good in itself, -however good, on the supposition of acquieseenee.-- may become bad, in any degree, by
unpopularity:
by running too suddenly and
directly against opinions and affections that
have got possession of mankind,
Thus much for the rules that may serve
for our guidance in adjusting the extent that
may be given to this resource. They may be
trusted, it should seem, for the present, at
least, to the strength of their own self-evideuce. The application of them to practice,
the application of them to the several modes
and degrees of relationship,
and to the several situations and exigencies of families,
is matter of detail that wall meet us in its
proper place,

SECTION
II.
O_DE_ o_ THE DLrAiLS.

[SECT. II.

3. To exhibit the best idea I am capable
of giving of the probable amount of the produce that may be expected from it.
4. I shall add a few observations relative
to the most eligible applieatwn to be made
of that produce.
Descending further into detail, _
5. I shall give a more particular view of
such regulations as may seem proper to be
inserted for the purpose of applying to praetlce the principles already exhibited.
6. I shall attempt a sketch of an q[_cial
establishment for the collection of the produce.
7. I shall consider the measure with reterence to the cases where the interest of
individuals belonging to nations altogether
foreign, or nations co-ordinate with or subordinate to the British, are concerned.
S. I shall consider it with refhrenee to the
eases where the property in question happens
to be situated anywhere without the hmitsof
the taws of Great Britain.
9. I shall attempt a general sketch of aplan
for the collection of the produce : in the coupe
of which attempt, I shall have occasion to
advert to the differences that may be suggested by the nature of the propert!/whwh
may come to be collected: to the means of
guardingagainstconcealmentsand
other frauds
to which the property in its several shapes
may be exposed, on the part of such indiv_duals, whose interest or affections may be at
variance, in this behalf, with the interest of
the public ; as also against any such abuses of
power and other mismanagements, as the serrants employed on behalf of the public in this
business, stand exposed, by their respective
situations, to the temptation of being chargeable with.
In a sort of Appendix, which those who
may find themselves already satisfied with the
principle of the mode of supply, may spare
themselves the trouble of looking into,
10. I shall defend the proposed institution
against every objection which my imagination
can represent to me as capable of presenting
itself.t
1I. I shall show that a latitude, much beyond what is here proposed to be assumed,
stands warranted by the opinions of the most
respected writers.
I:L That it is equally warranted by prece.
dent, that is, by the disposition of law in

I_ continuing the thread of thls proposal, the
following is the course I propose to take:-l. To give a brief" view of the advantages
or beneficial properties that appear to recommend the measure to the adoption of govern-

' not" all
Theofmatterbelonging
to present
the ensuing
heads is
it included in the
publication,
_ No part of it was sent, the demand for it de1 pending upon the approval or disapproval of the
] principle of the measure ; nor has'it ever been
! thought wo_h while to work up into form any
I nmrd than is here subjmned. -- Nots added ir_

ment.
2. To show bow distinct it is, in reality,
from all taxes on collateral successions, which
have ever been established or proposed, and
how much the distinction is to its advantage.

][ December
"i"ttead 1795.
of objections, with answers, were sent,
_ in form of a table, and being now printed verba.
L tim, form the matter of one of the ensuing _; uons.--Note added December 1795.

SECT. III.]

ADVANTAGES.

this country
from the pmmitive
ages of the
constitution
down to the present times,
13. Lastly,
in the way of sup[dement
to
the refutation
of the several imaginable
ohjections
to the proposed
measure,
l shall cndeavour to give a comprehensive
idea of the
several effects, a. well immediate
as remote,
that appear any way likely to result from it,
considered
in every imaginable
point of view.

SECTION
III.
ADYANT&GES,
TIlE advantageous
properties
of the proposed
resource may be stated
under the ibllowing
heads, viz.-1. Its unburthensomeness.
2. Its tendency
to eat off a great somee of
litigation,
;3. Its favourableness
to marriage.
4. Its probable
popularity
on ttmt score.
Its unburtkeasomeness,
which is the great
and transcendent
advantage,
is not matter of
surmise:
it is testified
by experience:
it ]_
confirmed,
as we shall see, by the mo_t indisputable
principles
of haman
nature--!,)
the fundamental
constitution
of the humau
feelings
1. it is testified
by experience.
On the
decease of my uncle, whohad
chlldreu
b_'1o_e
I was born, the law gives ever)rhin_
to lus
children, nothmgtome,
Whatdo
Isufier hem
finding m) _ell thus debarred?
,iu-_t nvzi.il_-no nlore than at thethought_
ofn.tsm'ccechngto the stranger whose hem_e i_ pa%mg _).
What Inore shouht 1 suffer, li m_ um'le's
property,
instead
of going to his ehfidrvn,
were known befi.rehaml
to go to _l_e pubhc?
In point ofperstmal
feeling, at lea_r, n.,hi._r
:
sympathy
far mv eou-ins, in the ea,.e of their
being left de_mite,
i_ a dlffe:ent
concern,
Living under
the law of En_L, nd, I find
myself debarred
fi'oul a sucees.,ion,
ill which
1 should have shared
had I hved under the
law of Spain.
What
do i _-uffer at hearing
this?
Just nothing:
m) more than I _uffer
at the thoughts
of not being king of Spain.
But if the law of England
wet e to be changed
in this behalf,
in conformity
to the measure
proposed,
wh_,t is now the existing law would
be to me no more than the law of Spain.
My father gets an office: upon his decease,
the office goes to the nominee of the king, from
whom he got it, not to me. Do I regard the
successor
as an intruder
?-- do 1 feel his
taking possession
of the office as a hardship
upon me ? No more than I do his Majesty's
ha_ing succeeded
to the crown rest, cad of me.
Under
t,he exist_,v
law ot escheat,
real
•
property,
on the absolute
t_ilure of' alt heirs,
lapses to the crown already.
Is there anything of hardship felt by any body ? If there
_ere, it would
be a cruel
hardship,
for it
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would be felt by every body.*
Give to this
branch of la_/the
extent
proposed,
confininff
it always within the bounds above traced out,
and it will be even then as unburthensome
as it is now.
Thus
stands the resource
in polnt of unburthensomeness,
as denmustrated
by experience.
What
does so mngular
a property"
turn upon ? Upon a mo_t rumple aud indis,
putable p_ineiple m human nature--the
feeling of expectation,
in the ea_e of aequiri_g
or not acquiring--of
_etaining
or not retainin_--no
hard_-hip v,'ithout
previous
expectation.
_t._al;pmntment
is expectation
thwarted:
in lhe dk-tributit,n
of property,
no
sense of hard_-hip but in proportion
to disappointment.
But expectation,
as tar a_ Ole law
('an be kept present
to men's mind.-, follows
with ul*deviating
obsequiousness
tLe finger of"
the !aw. Why should 1 suffer (bodily di_t_es_
, from want out of the questi(nl)_ h 3 _-hould
I stiffer, if the propert)
I call mine, and have
been m-ed to regard as n,ille, _ere to be taken
f_om hie ? ['or _his Iea_on. and lm other : becau-e I eu,o'ted
it to continue
with me.
If
i the law i,ad luedetc_ml_,ed
_hat the ploper_y
1 am _,t,w l*-m_ a.. mine. _-houht, at the amval
, of the t,:.-en_
p_'riud, eea.e to be mine. and
' this dctel lm:l,,tmn of the law had been known
to me bch'rc
i began to tre,,t
it a_ mine,
: I should no lo_,.:er have ext, et,'d to be per' nm.xcd _o treat
it as mine : lhe (',"a:iiJg to
poss_._-it,
tim eca-L,_{: tt, Ileal
I1 u.', mine,
_ uuld be no dt._q.lmZ_,tm, at. hO hardQ_q_, no
: lo-s to inc.
"_¥ii_ is it tl;a_ t do m)t snfibr at,
i tl,e refieeli_m
that my neighbour
enjoys his
' own pr.pert),
and not l?
l_eeause I ne;er
eaT.,cted to call it nnne.
In a word, in in,ater- of property
m general, and -_ucee_-_-ion in
partwuiar,
thus then .tands
the ease : horde
..5 9, deland,
upon
disalqwintmeht
; dr,.up]H,II_IHIel/t upon eapectattoa
; expectation
upon
the d_spen_atmns,
meaning
the known d_l_
pensafions
of the law.
The riddle
begins to solve itself:
a part
taken, and a sense ot burthen left ; the whole
taken, and no _uch effect produced:
the effect
of a part greater than the effect of a whole :
the old Greek paradox verified, a part greater
than the whole t Suffer a mass ot property in
which a m,m ha_ an interest
to get into his
hands, his expeetatmn,
h_s imagination,
his at* 1 leave out of the suppositmn the case wbe_
there is a ti_ther left. a grandlatht-r,
or a relat:a_
of the half blood, and me estate eseheats to thtrt
prejudice.
Th-se are but too realhardships
; bu.
they belong to the law in its present state, we_
ingrafted into it by accident, and would not co_,
tmue in it m its proposed extended
state if thl
choice depended upon me. Thus much mu_t 1_
aekno_kdged
: the removal of them is a separate
question, bearine no necessary relation to the present measure.
[The law of'England
in this reo
speetwa_altered_y3and4W.
I_. e. 106,--Ed.]
"1" '
_rz**, ./_,¢u _ra,.-*s.
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tontionatleast,
fastens npon the whole.
Take
flx_m him afterwards a part; let itbesuoh
a part
amt no other, as at the time of his beginning
to know that the whole was t_ come into his
hands, he knew that he would have to quit :
still, when the time comes for giving it up,
the parting
with it cannot
but excite something of the sensati,*n
of a loss--a
sensation
which will of eourse be more or tess pungent
ac_)rding
to the termcity
of the individual,
Ah I whg wa_ not this mine too?
A h/ why
mast I port with it ? Is there no p:,ssible
r_eaa.s of keeping it?
Well, I will keep/t
as
long as I can. however ; and, perhaps,
the
chapter
of accidents
may serve me.
Take
from him now (I should not say take,) but
keep from him the whole ; so keeping it from
him that there shall never have been a time
when he expected
to receive
it.
All hardship, all snffering,
is out of the case : if he
were a sufferer,
he would be a sufferer
indeed ; he would be a sufferer for every atom
of property
in the world possessed
by anybody else; he would be as miserable
as the
world is wide.*
Under a tax on successions,
a man is led,
in the first place, to look upon the whole in
a general view as his own : he is then called
upon to give up a part.
His share amounts
to so much--this
share he is to have ; only
out of it he is to pay so much per ce_.t.
His
imagination
thus begins with embracing
the
whole;
his expectation
fastens
upon the
whole : then comes the law putting
in for its
part, and forcing him to quit his hold.
This
he cannot do without
pain : if he could, no
tax at all, not even a tax on property',
would
be a burthen ; neither
land-tax
nor poor'srate could be too high Jr
* B_tter _o _a_'e nothing _han _o have a s_are,
(says an cbj':c_or.) How can that be? Is not the
man /,imself the best juage?
Ask Idm, then,
_hi'h is best for him--share
or no share ? Aly
znswer is--the question does not me_t t!,e case.
Yon
suppose :--3ou
h_s attenti.:n
prewouaty
drawn to
the sub_e_t
ha_e ra'sed
i,is expee_atmn;

The utility
of that part of the proposal
which gives to the public officer possession
of the whole, whether
the public,
in conclusion,
is mtmi_ted
to the whole,
or only
to a part, may now be seen in full force.
It is a provision
not more of prudence
with
a view to the public, than of tenderness with
a view to the individual.
Had
he been
suffered
to lay his hands upon the whole,
being afterwards
or even at the time called
upon to .qive up a part, his attention
wotfld
unavoidably
have grasped
the whole:
the
giving
up the part
would
have preducod
a sensation,
fainter
perhaps_ but similar
to
that produced
by an unexpected
loss: on
the other
hand, as according
to the proposal
he takes
nothing
that he does net
k.eep, no such unpleasant
sensatiou
is produeed.
The case where the individual
sees a share
go from him for the benefit of the public, in
the way of parthion,
stands in thin respect
between the ease where the public is let into
the whole, and that where a part is taken
from him in the way of a tax.
Whether,
on
this plan of partition,
the individual
shall feel
in any degree the _nsation
of a loss, will depend partly upon the mode of carving out the
share--partly
upon the proportion
taken by
the law--partly
after all upon the temper and
dispositi_m of the individual.
As to the mo,:e
el carting, the whole secret lies in raking the
public officer and not the individual
for the
carver, for the reasons that have been seen.
As to the proportwn,--to
come back to the
paradox, the larger the share of the public
the better,
even with reference
to his feetings; for the larger it is, the more plainly it
will show as a civd regulation
in matters
of
succession
: the smaller, the more palpably it
will have the air of a fiscal imposition--the
more it will feel. m short, like a tax.
The
more is taken under the name of a tax, the
more burthensome
the measure,
as everybody knows : at the same time, the more is

you have given h m h s option b t_*ee_a some ,_nd
none :--that
being the c,,s -, los a._swe_, it is
true,cannotbut
bv as_cousuppc_so.
_No,"_oc,)me
in for any tM g, would now be a dis ,ppt_lntment
It wil_ evenb: a disappeintmem
shouhl t e_hare
heeet, provesmalle_
thaawhathehopdtoget
and the dlsappomtmeut
will be n,,t less, but
gre_ter, ii he gets uo share at al,. Trm, ; but all
this depends
upon ,he option : accordingly,
in
_he _a_e
sopposc,
is an _pti,,n
whe,e
.s you
m the
ca-e Ithere
-o's, pose,
here isg_ven
none ;

taken for the public under the name of partitloa, so long as an equal or not much more
than equal share is left to the individual,
the
farther the measure
from being burthensome,
because the farther from being considered
as
a tax.
The Roman
tax of_five per cent. on
collateral
successions
was considered
as a
heavy burthen
; a tax of j_fty per cent. haposed under the name of a tax, would have
been intolerable
: at the same time, pass_ in-

When un e_,a.e m Eegl _nd has been limited
stead of the tax, a law of inheritance,
giving
away ,r_ m a m .n alt_.gether, _,e neve_ l_)ok_ a: the public fi/ty per cent. upon certain sucresit:-wimt
sh_ uld lead him _. he has no mo,e
sloes, the bin-then
may be next to nothing:
op ion in it than n the ktngdom ,)f 8pain.
pass a law of inhelStance,
giving the public
+ Try the experimevt
upon a hungry ehdd : the whole, the burthen
vanishes
altogether.
give h_m a small cake, telling him, after he has
The dominion
of the imagdnation
upon the
Rot it, or even before, that he i* to give back ] feelings is unbounded
: the influence of names
part of it. Another Ume, give him a whole cake, tuuon
the ima_dnation
is well known
Things
equal to what was left to him of the other, and t a_ submitted
to without
observation
under
no more, and lethim enjoyitundiminished--- i
._ .
_ _ • _
_a ._a.will there be a doubt which c-'e
" " _z:
_ one name ' _a_ " wou...
Y*_ _ oructl
"
',.tare _en ma_ un_ o_
the purest pleasure ?
I another. Justme m dented to the great bulk

SECT. III.]

ADVANTAGES.

the people by taw-taxes, and the blind multitude suffer without a murmur. Were the distribution of justice to be prohibited in name,
under a penalty tothe amount of a tenth part
of the tax, parliament would be blown into
the air, or thrown into a mad-house,
Would it be better, then, upon the whole,
for the public to take all, and let no relation
in for a share ? Certainly not in every ease:
the law is powerful here; but even here,
the law is not absolutely omnipotent. It can
govern expectation absolutely, meaning always in as iZaras it makes itself present to the
mind : it can govern expectation absolutely ;
but governing expectation is not everything,
It may prevent me from being disappointed
at not having bread to eat ; but if, by preventing my having bread to eat, it starves me,
it will not prevent me from suffering by being
starved.
It can save me, in this way, from
ideal hard_hip, but not from corporal sufferanee. It can save me from disappointment at
not beglnr_ing to enjoy, but it cannot save me
from disappointment at not continuing to enjoy, after the habit of enjoyment has grown
uponme.
Henee the necessity of consulting
the rules of precautionary tenderness that
have been exhibited above,
Unburthensomeness is a praise that belongs
to this mode of supply in another point of
view: with reference to the business of colleetion. In many instances, so great, is the
incidental burthen accruing from this source,
asalmostto rival in real nmgnitude, and even
eclipse in apparent magnitude, the principal
burthen which is the more immediate fruit of
the fiscal measure.
This is more eminently
the case in the instances of the customs and
the excise--of those branches of taxation by
which by far the largest portion of the revehue is supplied.
The officer of excise goes
nowhere where he is not a guest; and of all
guests the most unwelcome.
The escheator
will have nowhere to go where he is not at
home -- into no habitation, into no edifice,
not so much as upon a foot of land, which is
not to this purpose--which
is not, as against
all indivzd_mls, his own. No jealousies--no
collision of rights-- no partial occupations extotted at the expense of the comfort and independence of proprietors. The excise is not
only the most productive branch of the revehue, but the most capable of extension, and
thereforethe mostliabletobeextended.
Itcan
surely be nosmall merit in the proposed supply,
in addltion to its other merits, that in proportion as it extends, in the same proportion
it puts a stop to the extensions of the excise,
2. The advantages that follow are of minor
importance.
The advantage of checking litigation in this way, by the diminution of its
ahment, is, however, not to be despised. The
fishing in the troubled waters of litigation, for
the whole or a part of the property of a distartt relation, or supposed relauon, is m_e of
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the most alluring, and at the ,same time most
dangerous pursuits, by which adventurers are
enticed into the lottery of the law. It is like
the search after a gold mine-- a search by
which the property of the adventurer is tot
often sunk before the preeious ore is raised.
Causes of this nature are by no means un.
frequent in Westminster Hall ; the famou
Selby eanse was a bequest nominally to rela.
tions, really to the profession. This souree of
litigation would be effectually dried up by the
i measure here proposed.
An item which may naturally enough bt
added to the account of advantage, is the fayour shown to marriage, and in particular to
prolific marriages--the
sort of marriages ol
which the title to legislative favour standi
in the most plansible point of view.
That the influence of the system in ques*ion would be favourable to marriage, and in
particular to prolific marriage, will hardly be
disputed. Of fathers and mothers of families,
! it leaves the powers untouched : _ it places
I them, in comparison with single persons of
both sexes, in a situation of privilege and preeminence. Withintbethresholdofhimwhose
marriage hasfulfitledtheendsofmarriage,
the
foot of the officer of the revenue has no place.
His will is executed in all points ; whatever
he bequeathes--towhomsoeverhebequeathes
itoffspring, relation, or stranger _ passes
: without deduction.
Whatever restriction it
imposes, is all at the expense of the eelibatary
and unmarried. If with propriety it could be
styled a tax, it would be a tax on celibaey.*
An advantage of a less questionable nature
is the popularity which seems the natural effect of any measure wearing the complexion
above mentioned; for popularity, it must be
confessed- popularity, how hollow soever be
the ground it stands upon _ can never be refused a place among the advantages of a mensure. Satisfaction on the part of a people
satisfaction, so long as it subsists,is a real good
_so long as it subsists, its title to that appellation is altogether independent of the source
from which it flows. If, indeed, the utility of
the measure be illusory, then, indeed, when
the illusion is dispelled, there is an end of the
advantage ; but the advantage, so long as it
continued, was not the less real. Happily, ha
the presentinstance, the advantage is not only
real, but pure. Though in the way of afford• In my own estimation, the good that can be
done by any encouragements of a positive nature
_,,ivento marriage, shows itself, I- must confess,
m a very questionable point of view; but the
r_os
in support of this opinion not being to
the present purpose, will be better spared than
given. I say positive; for as to the negative
kind of encouragement that, in the instance
where any obstacles of a political nature can be
subsist, may
afforded
remo,_tl
i shown
of thoseto obataetes,
thebeutility
of by
thisthe
specitm
of
I encouragement stands upon a footing altogether
I different,
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ing encoura_ment to marriage, the proposed
measure shuuld in truth be of little service,
any farther than as it happened to be thought
to be so, the pleasure of seeing it p,,pular on
this score may be indulged with the less reserve, as the delusion, if it be one, is not in
this instance attended with any pernicious
consequences,

1aspect, that the man of finance himself is
I startled at it: he accordingly reduces the rate,
[ and the higher the legacy amount% the more
_ he reduces it ; so that all proportionality is
_ destroyed.
By this means, the better a man
t can aiibrd to pay, the less it is he pays ; and
| the tax has the_appearanee of a coust_iracy of
the richer against the poorer classes of mankind.
Whence comes this ? Only from its being
SECTION IV.
raie_d hy a t ix, and not t y a rt',ml_zlioa a_
above I,r_po_ed. Under the regulation, the
0R1GIN3.LITY.
public will pay itself; the _,ffleerof the puLhc
will have the '-taft in his hands; a partl.dity
IF the proposal relative to this resource be as unfriendly t.'*the interests of finance as it
not an or_iqinat one, its wan_ of originality
Is unseemly in the eyes of justice, will dismay be seen to afford an objectl_,n. If not ai, l_ar. and wealthy successions will yield in
original, it has been proposed : and if it h¢_s pn4_ortion to their opulence.*
been proposed, it lids been r¢:/ee:ed,for assuredly it has not been adopted anywhere.
SECTION V.
A tar on suc_essinns might at _r_t glance
pre_en_
itself as beating a resembhmee to the
PRODUCE.
resource in question ; as being a so_t uf modification of lg--a commencement tawm(ls l_ To Mr. -_as forming in a manne _ a branch of it. /3ut
In_tea't of the matter destined for the prewe have already seen how perfecdy di._-imi- s.'nt
section.
must canteut
we-_'nt
with Isendin_
you httlemyself
more for
thanthea
Jar, or rather opposite in effect, the t¢_cis t,,
the regulation, and how much the dii_'-_e;me
to its dis,_tvant,_ge. A tax on su.',e_-dm_s
lies as heavy on the individual _s it falls light
into the Exchequer.
Taxes on successions (not to mention the
old Roman tax, the _h'esmta hered_:at m, the
5 l)er cent on collateral sncees_i.n..) exist already in this country : they exist in thu f,,rm
of a stamp-duty, in some degree piop,,rt_ona],
on probates and letter_ of admnm-U-atum :
they exist m the form of a _tamp duty on
receipts for legacies and distrll,utive shares,
As tothe duties on legacies, in what propel
tion they arepaM I do not know ; bul I am sul e
they are evaded, and very frequently ev,_ted,
One should be almost son'y if they w_ re rwt
evadM : they are evaded in prot,urtiou us
confidence prevails in familks.
Tile _ hole
mass of property goes in the first phwe into
the hands of individuals;
a ctmrse which,
indeed, it could nut but take, s,, hmg as the
resource is lef_ to stand upon the tboting of
a tax. The private executor se_s out with
getting everything into his hands: the pubhc
gets wha_ this most confidential fiim_d of the
deceased thinks proper to bestmv; of course
he will not bestow anything at the expense
of th_ lriend of his tes[ator, s_)long as he can
persuade himself with any tolerable _urance
that the person tie is befrieudit N will not
requite his generosity with such a degree of
basencas as to makehim pay the leg_ey over
again out of his own pocket,
Another circumstance concurs in diminishlug the productive pt_wer of a tax uImn succesaio_m. When the duty amounts to a sum
which appears eonsid, ral_le, the levy being a
tax----a tax to be levied on an individual, and
levied all at once, it wears so formidable an

[,la:,k. t could not have filled it up without
attempting to lead you into a labyrinth of
calculati,n_, whiciu after all, I coul,t n,,t tender cmnple(e, for want of &'_ta.without your
assi,tance, and which, if the prindfl/e of th_
nltta>dre
,q.mldto not
be approved of, would
have no _.hum
notice.
Meantnne. as the r,..-ult of the calculations
nt,e,l m,t wait fi,r the calculations themselves,
and as a sulTo_ition of this sort, however
iml,_.rfectly warranted, may be more satisfi,:t,,ry than a t.t:d toM, I will beg your indulgen_:_• fur the tbllawing al)p_rfu.
Net anm:al produce of this resource.
upwardz of £2 _t _ (00 over and above th_
expense of eoliccdon :-_.rpe_se of Collection.
E-_eheato_ and sub-escheators,
at 5 per cent. upon the above
produce,
.......
Judicial establishment
for the
purpose, at 2_ per cent., which
I apprehend could not be dispensed with, ......
Total, at 7_ per cent.

£100,000

50,000
£150,000

* The lies!,est and most considerable tax
uuon legacies and shares i,.uzcessions(thatof
29 Gee. IIh e. 51, anne 1789, _ h_s freed it,elf
s°tarfi°mth's°lje'tmn;butthedalies°npr°"
bates and letters o* a ministration remain exI,O.e l to _t; as do the anterior taxe_ on leg cies
and
,resanne
m sn_r'e*si
ns eimpased
by ms.ante
20 Gee,
ii1 ,h
c 28
1780. Tl:e_
,_oa.in lh',
ofth_ dut, _n p ,,b t*es arm _ette s-f-dmmmzratmn,
ems to be
$ agea',t_e
v.t,ne
el ,h:st sub;eet
e,_ntha
onb iab tu.t
- guessed
_,_beeas
m lhe ot.,e eases *t ha bee._ n,luidated.

s_. _]
It is _

APPLICATION.
I d_dd_be ore1 _;
t_en u_rity

but I must eonfees _[ should expect to faui
the above sum below the mark, rat]xer than
sboveit_
Thec_Iculations
in their present
state point at three millions; but then there
are deductions to be made oa one hand, as
wen as additions on the other."
For my own part, if it depended upon me,
I should be very much disposed to turn my
back upon calculations ; for if the IrtindpZe of
the resource be but approved of, £_0,000
s-yeer woeld he as sufficient a w_t
for it
as _2,000,000, since, whether much or little,
it would he all so much clear gain, unfelt by
anybody in the shape of a loss.
The celen]ations, however, such as they
are, can he suhodttod at any time upon a
day or two's notice. They will, at any rate,
afford a view of the data the subject affords,
of the difficulties to be overcome, and of
the uncertainties which are not capable of
being cleared up withottt the aid of pariiameat.
SECTION VI.
&PPLICATION.
A wow or two may not be amiss respecting
the application of the produce. In general,
this topic may seem foreign enough from the
eonsideratinn of the supply itself; but that,
as we shall see, is not altogether the case
"here.
In time of full peace, the floating debt
provided for, there are but two options with
regard to the application of a new supply :
reduction of debt and extinction d taxes; for
current service is already provided for by
existing funds,
In time of war, there are two additional
options : pledging for hlterest of loans, and
application to current service,
I will begin with the case of war ; for
though the measure would be equally fit for
establishment at either season, yet war is
certainly that whieh holds out to it the most
l_hising
chance for being actually estaeel 2V_e_s/ty, the mother of invention,
may then be the mother of adoption too, which
of the two, isby much the hardest offspring

forakB.

_
Tbewveltyef

its complexion, the tmeertshttyoftts-amoant,
bothseem topreclude it from eilber de.ins.
tion:itmaybepredlgious,
itma_beuoddz_
there is no saying what it m_y be _
f_r;
resources more accordingto the usual uu_e_
and therefore regarded as more certain-- ,
Zax_. in sword, wc_fld be the suppli_
rally defined to such service.
There remain, discharge of debt, and
tiaction of tax_.
Between these two era.
ployments I would wish to see it divided,
and perhaps pretty equally divided.
There is one portion that could not well
be refused to the dischm_ge of Imtdic debt-even in war-t_ne--evon
under the procure
of any exigency : I meau the portion whleh
exists already in that shape--where the pro.
perry consists 9f a debt due from govern.
merit, to be discharged hy an annuity till
paid off; in aword, l_'opertyin goverament.
annuities, or (as it is eommozdy termed_ _o
the great eonfosion of ideas) _/m
t?_
finds.
The extinction of so much tithe debt
is here so natural a result, that it m_y be act
down as an unavoidable one :_to keepthe
debt alive, and sell it for the benefit of
vernmeut (jtmt a_ if it had fullen into
vidual hands, it might have been sold _ tim
benefit of individuals,) will surely not be
thought of.
Remit tastes? m_d tl_t in war time _ 7vd_
would be an extreordina_
etployment for
il indeed/
Extraordinary, indeed, but net
on that account the less eligible:
novel
blessings shine bet the brighter for being
new.
An opportunity would, by this incident,
be presented, and perhaps this is the only
incident by which such an opportnnityeotdd
be presented, of shaking off the yoke of
some of the most oppressive taxes.
The
whole list would then be to he overhauled,
! and the worst ehosen_ picked out, and ex.
punged._
Those which, to. asy conception, woa]d
stand at the head of the list, are, as _[have
said already, the ta_s upon justice. In relation to these, I an speak with eonfidonee,
having e_fted them to the bottom, aed demonstrated them--or
I know net what de-

to br_g f_th.
]_chould not wish, or e_en expect, tosee
the produce of thiz resource appropriated to
eaz_t
service ; I should not wish, or even
ezpect, to see it among the mass of pledges

_ Fresh taxes have, in many.hummee_ haeu
rettsa/ed epon fx_h ex_z-ienca,bt theiriaeliff_bi.
Hty _ unpe.___lar'tty;exampks d _ _
of
ea That
aid-established
are raze
indeed.
of the t_t_tax
on eee/_
b0_te
_is
a_
instance as henou_ble to these with wham the
"'g_ _e.m
_m'ted to asd_ f_ ca]- i _1_-_ origi_ted astt k _.
As _o tbe_
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The data thus o_m._
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monstration is-- to be the worst of all taxes,
actual or possible,
Further from the precise limits of the subject I will not attempt to stray; unless it be
for a fantastic moment in the wayof reverie,
Pure as we have found the resource to be
from hardship, and, in all human probability,
from odium, how pregnant may we imagine
lt at least to be of relief! No law-taxes -- no
prohibition of justice.
No tax on medicM
drugs -- no prohibition of relief from sickness
and from death. No window-tax --no prohi]dtinn of air, light, health, and cheerfuh_ess,
No soap-tax-- no prohibition of cleanliness,
l_lo salt-tax-- no prohibition o_ the only sustenance of a famished people.* Make the
most of this resource, and, if not all these
reliefs, at least the most essential of them,
might, perhaps, be aifarded, even under the
pressure of the war. To do all this, and government never the poorer I To do all this,
and have a rich surplus for the sinking fund!
what a feast for humanity l what a harvest
of popularity !what a rich reward for wisdom
and virtue in a minister !
It is scarce necessary to observe, that neither in any of those ways, nor in any other,
should specific relief be engaged for, till the
means of relief are actually in hand. The
produce should be taken for nothing, till it is
actually in the Exchequer. When a year of
probation is elapsed, the amount will, for any
reason that can be _dleged to the contrary, be
as uniform as that of the steadiest tax.
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4. Such dissipation, were it really tobe, in
here and there an instance, the result of the
measure, wouldonly be a diminution, and that
a most trifling one, from the benefit of it
not any objection to the l_rineiple of'it.
Objection IL Breach of faith in the instance of property in the funds.
Answer : Not unless confined to that specias of property, which is not proposed, __
No more than the existing taxes on ehstri.
butive shares and leqacies, which, in as far as
there is nothing else to pe_ytl_m, must come
out of any property a man had in the funds :
no more than any tax an consumption, which
must fall upon stockholders in common with
other t_eople ; sh_ce, in as far as a man's own
income arises out of the funds, every tax he
pays is paid out of what he has in the funds.
Property is not in this way the more affected fur being in the funds ; since in any
other shape it would be equally reached by
the proposed regulation.
Objection III. Breach of faith in the instance of.foreign stockholders resident abroad,
who would not have been affected by the
taxes in lieu of which this would come.
Answer : None ; for they may sell out.
Reply : The sort of obligation they will
thereby be laid under to sell out, is still a
hardship ; the more, as their submitting to it
will lower the price.
Answer : Yes ; were many likely to sell
out on this account, but that is not in the
case,-I. Because much of such stock is in the
hands of bodies corporate.
2. Among individuals, it is but a small
proportion that will be destitute of relations
within

the pale,

O_ZCTXON I. Supposed tendency to promote
3. Fewer still who would take to heart to
dissipation of the national wealth, by leading
such a degree a restriction from which a man's
men tolive upon their capitals, or sell them for near relations stand exempted.
annuities for their own lives, in consequence
4. Feeling it to be in his power to sell out
of their being restrained from benefiting those
at any time, a man would neither sell oat at
that are dear to them alter their death,
first nor afterwards.
Answer: No such tendency; for_
Objection IV. It is pro tunto very much
1. A man will not bar those that are dear exposed at least to evasion.
to him, from receiving ansi part, only because
Answer : l. To none but what may be
there is aome part that he cannot enable them pretty effectually guarded against by proper
to receive,
registers, &e.
2. Nor himself from disposing in.itmt man2. If it could not, the objection applies, no_
net of any part, only because there is some to the principle of the measure, but only to
part that he can not so dispose of.
the quantum of advantage.
3. The power of benefiting others after
3. It removes pro tanto the objection of
death is not the sole motive to aecumuhtion : breach of faith ._ao far as a man evades, so far
another, and a still stronger and more uni- he is not hurt.
versal one, is the faculty of increasing a man's
Objection V. Tendency to sink the price
fund of personal enjoyment during llfe-- a fa- of land by glutting the market with it.
eolty which would be at a stand, if he parted
Answer: 1. No reason for supposing it will
with his capital for an annuity,
tend to sink the price in one way, more than
• Fish rathe Highlanders of Scotland.
To _/r. _
. This is but.m, _index : the
objections and answcra are given at large in the
body of the Paper.

it will to raise it in another ; for,
L Income arising out of land being more
generally eligible, will alwaw fetch more tl_,
equal income arising out of the.fwndm __z_L_

S_r.
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AND

more then equal income depending upon mere
personal security.
XLNothing, therefore, can sink the price
of land_ without sinking that and the price
of stocks together ; nor without sinking the
price of stocks more than the price of land ;
nor raise the price of stocks without raising
the price of land.
m. It will tend toraise the price of stocks
at any rate, as to that part of the property
it attaches upon, which it finds ulready in the
shape of stock, and which it will of course
extinguish and take out ofthe market. As also
in respect of whatever other part is applied
to the extinction of the public debt.
Admitted, that a depreciation in the price
of property in land, in comparison with that
of property in the fand_, might take place, if
land were as yet at a v_._nopoly price, as Adam
Smith seems tc_ think it is. B. iii. c. 4.
Bat this does not seem to be the case,
since a man can make three per cent. by laying out his money in land, when he can make
but three and a ha/f per cent. by layingit out
in the funds; which is no more than an adequate difference for the difference in point of
general eligibility between the two sources
ofincome,
2. A fall in the price of land is considered
not as an ineligible, but as an eligible event,
by Adam Smith (B. iii. e. 4,) though not by
me, who, referring everything to the feelings
of individaals, regard the sensation of loss
thus produced, as an evil outweighing every
possible advantage,
Ob_ction VI. M_ney thus obtained will be
collected at greater expense than if obtained
from taxes,
Answer : l. No particular reason for tl_Jnking so.
2. Were this clear, it would afford no ob_ection, because none of the har,_hip would
be produced here, which is the result of expense when defrayed by taxes,
Ob_eetior_VII. Increase of the influence of
the crown by the new places that would be
necessary,
Answer: 1. Not more from this mode of
supply, than from any other of equal magnitude.
2. Were the objection anything determinate, the weight of it would bear, not against
a useful establishment like this, but against
_seless or less useful places.
3._The objection, if it were worth while,
might be gut rid of in part, by giving the
appointment of eseheators to the freeholders,
who now have the appointment of eoroners_
Objection V IIL The powers that must be
_ven for the pur_e of collection would be
abused,
Answer: 1. This mode of supply is not
mo_e open to abose of power, to the prejudiee
d the individual, than any other,

ANSWERS.
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2. Abuse of power by undue i_du_t_to
theindividual, to the prejudice ofthecevenue_
goes only to the quantum of the advant_e,
and forms therefore no objection to the pr/_
ciple of the measure ; and as to the individual,
so far as he is indulged, duly or unduly, he is
not hurt.
3. Abuses of both kinds may be more e_
fectually checked in this instance than in
others ; viz. by the publicity that, even for
other purposes, would require to he given to
the proceedings.
The remark, though bad asan objection, is
good as a warnin 9, and as such would be attended to.
Objection IX. By the faciI_ty it would give
to the business of supply, it would be an
encouragement to profusion on the part of
government.
Answer : If this were an objection, the
most burdensome mode of supply wauld be
the best.
Rendering supply more burthensome than
it might be, is a remedy worse than the dis.
ease ; or rather an aggravation of the disease,
to the exclusion of the remedy.
The follo_ving are the suppositions which
the objection must take for granted: _l.
That all expenditure is unnecessary ; 2. That
this mode of supply would be subn_ted to;
_ That no other would.
It would be a strange inconsistency if those
who could not be brought to adopt other
modes of checking profusion, cou_d_ in the
mere view of checking profusion, be brought
to reject this mode of supply.
Objection X. It would make a revo]_tzoa
in property.
Answer : The tendency of this objection,
the force of which eonsists altogether in the
abuse of a word, is to point to a wrong object
the just horror conceived against the French
revo_utinn. The characteristic of thatrevolno
lion is to trample in every possible way upon
the feelings of individuals. The characteristic
of this measure, is to show more tenderness to
those feelings, than can be shown by the taxeo
to which it is proposed to substitute it.
Objection XL The property of the nation
would thus be swallowed up in the Excheo
quer.
Answer : No more than by taxes to the
same amount.
Objection XIL It would be a _bversioa
of the ancient law of inheritance in this country.
Answer : A qu/et alteration, made by a mere
extension given to the old taw _ to a branch
more ancient than almost any of those at the
expense of which it is extended. No sul,_o
sion, except in as far as every ameadment is a
sub,_ersio_.
Objection XIIL It would be an /ninny.
lion.
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Answer : No more than every new law ; is comparatively of modern date. Under the
nor, as we have seen, so m_.ch as most new feudal system, in the morning of its days eslaws : no more than a set of taxes to the same tares greater than life estates were unknown;
amount,
the most fixed ofaU possessions fell back into
Not so much ; for all the revenue laws we the common stock upon the death of the
have, are innovations in comparison with the possessor ; and before the reign of the Conlaw oi escheat,
queror was at an end, the feudal tree, transplanted from the continent into this onrisland,
had covered almost the whole surface of the
SECTION
VIII.
kingdom with its gloomy shade. This vene.
rabte system had, indeed, before that period,
EXlST1NOLAW.
Iost a good deal of its vigour, which is the
CA s anything of harshness be imputed to the same thing as to say its rigour; and the win.
proposed measure ? Not when viewed by it- cipte of succession had taken root under it,
self, we have geen already. View it, then,
but not without being loaded with conditions,
in comparlsen : turn to existing law. No ex- and weakened by defalcations and distortions,
clusion of the father here as there on pretence over and above those which have been already
of the ponderosity of inheritances : no exeluglanced at, and which we are plagued with to
sion of the halt:blood, as ff the son of my this day. The relaxation, too, was an innovafather or my mother were a stranger to me : tion, which, in the vocabular_ of antiquarian
no exclusion of all children but the first born, idolatry, as well as of indiscriminating tirolas if the first born only lived upon food, and dity, means a corruption of the primeval state
all others upon air : no exclusion of the better
of things.
half of the species, as if the tender sex had
At a much later period, moveable property
no need of sustenance.
The feelings of indi- took, if not exactly the same course with imviduals-- sole elements of pubtie happiness-moveable, a course more opposite to that indithese and these only, are the considerations
cared by utility, and equally repugnant to that
that have here been exdusivelyeonsulted,
mid which seems prescribed by nature. The mere
their suggestions undeviatingly adhered to ;-substantial part--the
immoveable _hadbeen
human feelings, the only true standards of reserved for the maw of feudal anarchy : the
right and wrong in the business of legislatioal_
lighter part -- the moveable _ was carried off
not lawyers' quibbles, nor reasons of other
by some holy personage ibrpious uses; and of
times, that have vanished with the times,
all uses, the most pious was his own. MovePursue the comparison yet farther : on the able and immoveable together, power withone hand, no harshness at all, as we have out mercy, or imposture gdthoat shame, took
seen ; on the other, a harshness which is in- the whole under their charge ; the claims of
curable.
The proposed law, taking nature
the widow and the orphan were as tittle refor its guide, leads expectation by a silken garded as those of the most dis_nt relative.
string: the existing law, pursuing the ghosts
So late even as the latter part of the reign of
of departed reasons, thwarts expectation at Edward IlL* it required an exertion of par.
every step, axrd can never cease to do so. It liamentary power to make the man of God
does _o, because it is in the speechless shape disgorge, in favour of xhe fatherless and the
of common law ; and it would do so still, even w_dow._"
though words were given to it, and it were
The right of bequest, the right ofgovernlng
convex,ted into statute law. Reasons rooted
property by one who is no longer in existence
in utility, are so many anchors by which a to enjoy it_ is an innovation still more modern.
law fastens itself into the memory : lawyers'
In its relation to moveables, it was conquered
quibbles are a rope of sand, which neither has from the spiritual power by gradual and untenacity of its own, norean give stability to
anything else. Rules and quibbles together,
the impression they make upon the mind is
that of the wind upon the waves ; and when
incidents spring up to call them into action,
the sensation produced is the sensation of a
thunder°st¢oke.

_ECTION
_X.
ANCIENTLAW.
SHALL we dig into antiquity? The result
will be still more favourable. ]Reckoning from
the subversion of the Romanempire, property, considered as sgrviving to the proprietor,

°31 Edward IIL perl. l, ch. ii. 9, eo. 40, in
Burn's EeeL Law, iv. 197.
t Hume has fallen into a mistake on this subject, in supposing that in the reign of Henry II.
moveablesweretbeprey,oetoftbespiriuudpower
but the temporgL " It ap_i. rib" says hes eel. L
anne 1100, "from Glanwlle, the famous justieiary of Henry IL, that in his time. where any
man died intestate_ an accident which must have
been frequent when the art of writing was so
little known, the king, er the lord of-the fief,
pretended to seize all the movcables, and m
exclude every heir, even the children of
deceased___ a sure mark of a tyrannical and
arbitrary
government."
So far Huron"
referring to GlanviLle_ L vi. ¢.
16. But what HumeundenRandsoftnteatatesin
general, GlanviUe confines to b_tarda.

$_c_. x.J

BLACKSTONT_

defi_ble encroaehments:
the validity of its tence under different national esfa_.Mt_
ezercise having, from the conquest to the In England, particularly, this diversity is
present time, _on
the deeisi_ of that carded to such a length, as/f/t
&u/be_
same power, whiet_, till the above-mentioned
meant to point wnt the power of tlte laws iA
statute of Edward IIL was interested in de- regulatiny / the succession topvoperty, andlun_
hying it: and after the right was secured, the futile every claim must be, that Aas not _
facility of its exercise must for a long time foundation in the positive rules of ttte state.".
have been confined within narrow bounds by --" In personal estates, the father may so_
the scarcity of literary acquirements.
In its ceed to his children ; in landed property, he
relation tolmmoveables, it was not placed on can never be their immediate heir, by any the
solid ground till the statute of Henry VIII.,
remotest possibility ; in general, only the
and then only by implication : nor (to take eldest son, in some places only the youngest s
the matter in the words of Bis_kstone) was in others, all the sons together, have a right
it "till even after the restoration, that the to succeed to the i:dleritance: in real estate_
power of devising real property became so males are preferred to females, and the eldest.
universal
asatpresent."*
male willusually
excludethe rest: in the
Allthiswhile,thelaw of escheat,
coeval di_'ision
of personal
estates,
the femalesof
withthe reignof theConqueror,
dwelt upon equaldegreeareadmittedtogether
with the
as a subjectof importancein the reignof males,and no rightof primogeniture
isalHenry II.,_touched upon by a numerous lowed."
seriesof statutes
reachingdown as low as
Thus farourApollo.Legatees,
we see,are
Edward VI., recognised
by decisions
of so nothingtohim ; he sacrifices
parents
to us,
recenta periodasthe latereign,:_
existsin and even children
;be seesnotthatchildren
indisputable
vigour; althoughthe facility
of arenotonlyexpectants,
but co-occupants.
tracingoutheirsin thesetimesof universal No sympathyfordisappointed
expectation-and instantaneous
communication,added to no feeling
forbeggared
opulence--noregard
the want ofan administrative
establishment,
formeritorious
service
-- no compassion
for
adaptedtothe collection
of sucha branchof repulsive
infirmity,
obliged
to foregoassistrevenue,preventitfi'ombeingnoticedinits ance,orto borrow itof selfish
hope. The
presentstateintheaccount-book
oflinance_law,hisldol,
hasnobowels: why shouldwe?
The rights
oflegatees,
therights
ofchildreJi,
aremere creatures
ofthelaw; asiftherights
SECTION
X.
ofoccupantswere anythingmore. Of Wills,
BLACKSTONE.
or even 4_uccessinn, he knows no use but to
prevent a scramble.
Is opinion worth resorting to ? A poor warThe business of succession ts a theatre
rant, after the fiat of utility written in cha- which the laws of nations have pitched upon,
ratters so legible, hi morals, in politics, in as it were, in concert, for the exhibition of
legislation, the table of human .feelings is, I caprice ; none with greater felicity than the
must confess, to me what the Alkoran was to law of England. She has her views in this,
the good Mussulman: opinions, if unconformand they are always wise ones : _ to insult
able to it, are false --if conformable, useless,
the subject, to show him what arbitrary power
Not so to many a worthy mind : for their is, and to teach him to respect it.
satisfaction, then, even this muddy source of
" T_is one consideration," continues he,
argument shall Bot remain unexplored. Shall " may help to remove the scruples of many
Blackstoue, then, be our oracle ? Blackstene,
well-meanln 9 persons, who set up a mistaken
the most revered of oracles, though the conscience in opposition to the rules of law.
latest ? From him we have full llcence--from
If a man disinherits his son by a will duly
him we have a latitude outstretching,
and executed, and leaves his estate to a stranger,
that even to extravagance, the utmost ex- there are many who consider this proceeding
tent which either humanity or policy would as contrary to natural justice; while others so
permit us to assume. But let us hear him in scrupulously adhere to the supposed intention
his own words : -of the dead, that if a will of lands be atBlackst. Comment. IL 12. " Wills, there* tested by only two witnesses instead of three_
fore," says he, "and testaments, rights of which the law requires, they are apt to inninheritance, and successions, are all of them gine that the heir is bound in conscience to
creatures of the civil or municipal laws, and relinquish his title to the devise. But both
accordingly are in all respects regulated by of them ccrtainb/proeeed upon veryerremeou8
them; every distinct country having diffe- principles; as if, on the one hand, the son
rent ceremonies and requisites to make a had bynnture a rlghtto succeed to his father's
testament completely valid: neither does lands; or asif, on the other hand, theowner
anything vary more than the right of inheri- was by nature entitled to direct the suceesdon
of his property after his decease.
Where,.
ILComment.ch.L
[George II.] Atkyn's
"f-Glanville,
Reports. Lvii. c. 17. the law of nnture suggests, thatoothedenth
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of the l_sessor,
the estate should again become common, snd be open to the next oecupant, unless otherwise ordered for the sake of

What we learnfrom all this is, thatso long
as a man ean find a pretence for getting rid
of the phrase, " contrary, to neluraljustice,"

civil,, peace .bYthe positive law of society."
The right of inheritance," says be but
two pages before, "or descent to the children
and relations of the deceased, seems to have
been allowed much earlier than the right of
devising by testament.
We are apt to coneeive at first view, that it has nature on its
side,* yet we often rnista]_e for nature, what
we find established by long and inveterate
custom." t It is certainly a wise and effectual,
but clearly a political estabIishment,:_ since
the permanent rlghf of property,§ vested in
the ancestor himself, was no natural but
merely a civil right.U

there is no harm in his children's being left
by him to starve ; and that those who would
make a "conscience" of leaving their children
thus to starve, are "weU-meaning" but" m/staken" people.
Quere, who is this s_me
Queen "Nature,"
who makes such stuff under the name of laws ? Quere, in what year
of her own, or anybody else's reign, did she
make it ? and in what shop is a copy of it to
be bought, that it may be burnt by the hands
of the common hangman, and her majesty
well di_.iplined at the cart's tail ?
It being supposed, in point of fact, that
the children have or have not a right of r_te
!sort in question given them by the law, the
only rational question remaining is, whether,
in point of utility, such a right ought tobe

• Quere, what is " nature ?"
_-Quere,
the difference
between '_ncture"
here
and "cu_tora
.*"
Quere, what "esto_llahrnents" are there in
the work] be_ides political ones P Quere, what
signifies whether a "politi_alesta6lishment"
be
a" natural" one or no, so long as it is a "w/_
and effeelual oneS"
§ If an" impermanen/" right be a" natural"
one, quer% at what o'clock does it cease to be
o_nmen_, howcomes it to be unnc_uralit should
continue f
[I Quere, what e_g_; s w_ethe, it was a

given them or not ? To talk of a law of
nature, giving them or not giving them a
natural right, is so much sheer nonsense,
answering neither the one question nor the
other.

they are most rife

TAX WITH MONOPOLY;
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HINTS

OF

CERTAIN

CASES

IN WHICHj
IN ALLEVIATION
OF THE BURDEN OF TAXATION,
EXCLUSIVE
PRIVILEGES
MAY BE GIVEN AS AGAINST
FUTURE
COMPETITORS,
WITHOUT
PRODUCING
ANY OF THE ILL EFFECTS,
WHICH
IN
MOST CASES ARE INSEPARABLE
FROM EVERYTHING
THAT
SA_
VOURS OF MONOPOLY;
EXEMPLIFLED

STOCK-BROKING

IN THE

AND

TaxEs on the profits of traders would, generally speaking, be impracticable:-1. The difficulty of ascertaining the profit
and loss upon each article would be an endless source of evasion,
2. The measures necessary to be taken
against evasion, would be an equally endless
source of real or supposed oppression,
3. The disclosure of the secrets of the
trade would operate as a prohibition of ingenuity and improvement,

INSTANCES

BANKING

O]F TH]_

BUSINESSES.

easily attainable, it might in some instances
be attended with prejudice to the parties, by
the information given to rivals in business,
or other adversaries.
But, for the purpose
in question, the knowledge in question migh_
be confined in each instance to a s/ng/e ac
countant appointed by the crown, whose at.
tention would be confined to the merefigures
having neither time to inquire, nor interest
in inquiring, into the history of any tranm_tion, in the occasion of which this or that

I. STOCZ-mCOKRRS.
sumSowas
drawn
for or
much
for the
tax deposited.
-- the burthen. Now
In the business of a stock-broker, none of as to the exclusive privileg*-- the compe_.sathese objections have place :-tion. The effects to which this sort of in1. & 2. No difficulty abou_ ascertaining stitution, in as far as it is mischievous, stands
profit and loss : loss, none in any case : rate indebted for its mischievousness, are-of profit perfectly fixed : the transactions
1. Enhancement of the price of the article
which gave birth to it are always upon re- dealt in.
cord.
2. Impairing the quality.
3. No secret, no inventions, no improve3. Lesse_dng consumption, in the case o_
ment in the case.
consumable goods : -- or more generally, diminishing the general mass of benefit de°
II. BANXERS.
pending upon this use of the sort of article,
1. 2. & 3. No more difficulty about ascer- whatever it may be.
tainip_ profit and loss, nor anything more of
4. Enhancement of trouble to the custoinvention than in the case of stock-brokers,
mer, by his having farther to go tl,m if
The profit of the hanker results from the dealers were more numerous.
placing out at interest, in large sums, what
5. [The exclusion of persons already em.
he finds to spare, out of the money he re- barked in the business, a still greater grievceives in large and small sums, on condition ance, if it existed, is out of the question
of returning it as it is wanted,
here.]
If in this ease there be any such thing as a
None of these ill effects would take place
secret, the disclosure of which might be at- in any degree, inthe instance ofeitherof the
tended with prejudice to anybody, it lies in above professions. Thus, in the case of
the money transactions of the customers, who
deposit the money and draw for it, and of
l. The Stock Broher.
those who, by getting bills discounted or
1. The price of the service rendered is a
otherwise, deal with _dds shop in the charac- fixed per eentage ; it is amply sufficient : ew
ter of borrowers. Were the knowledge of hancement might be prevented by law;
the_ trannctiens $eneratly _read, or were it
2. The quality of _e service camu_ from
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"die ua_e of i_, either be improved or irapaired : neither skill nor invention, nor so
much as any extraordinary degreeofexerflon,
]mve anything to do with it.
3. The demand for this sort of service canriot in the nature of things, be lessened, or
anyways affected, by the limitation of the
number of the persons whose profession it is
to render it, or by the fixation of the price at
which they are to render it.
4. The distance between the agent and his
employer cannot receive any enhancement
from the exchLsive privilege, or from anything else. The agents, how numerous soever, are confined to a spot by the very nature
of their business.
II. The Ban]_er.
1. The service of receiving and keeping_
the service rendered to the d*po*itor of mehey, is rendered gratis, and though the numher of bankers should ever be lessened, there
can be no apprehension of their requiring paymerit for this service.
The price at which the other sort of customer, the borrower, is supplied, is equally
incapable of being raised by the operation ;
the rate of interest will depend upon the
quantity of capital accumulated in the whole
country, not upon the quantity that happens
to be in the hands of bankers. A eonfederacy, and that asuceessfulone,
amongall the
bankers, gown and country, to raise the rate
,_f interest, is in_i_self scarce possible ; besides that the rate is actually limited by law.
2, The qua//ty of the service is as little
susceptible of being impaired by such a cause:
it is more likely to be improved -. each bank
being rendered richer, and thereby safer, in
proportion as the number is kept down.
3. As little is the demand for this sor_ of
service capable of beh_g lessened by the re_triction of the number of hands allowed to
render it : the demand for the service, consisting in the keeping of money, will depend
upon the quantity of money to be kept : the
den_md for the service consisting in the/ann
of money, will depend upon the quantity of
money wanted for a time by those who have
v_lue to give for it when the time is over.
Ln neither of these ipstances has the demand
anything to do with the number of the persons whose busL.=_s it is to render this sort
_f _.r vice.

MONOPOLY.
1 #_. The dhtanee between the professlona.
! man and his customer and employer need not
[ receive any entrancement in that Case, any
1more thin in the other. Distance has never
] been a matter much regarded in this branch
| of business. As to the London bankers, iu.
t stead ofspreadinlt themselves equally within
t,the circle of the metropolis, their object
seems rather to have been to crowd into, er
as near as possible to, Lombard Street.
In the country, whatever distance the de.
positor and borrower have been used tQ g%
they might contrive to go, were it necessary,
without mucA inconvenience.
The inconve.
nience might be done sway entirely by pro[ per reservation, adapted to future demand,
IIin A
places
caleula_ion
where as
might
yet there
easily isbenone.
made of the
I progressive value of the indemnity, from
] retrospective view of the gradual increase is
the number of bankers on the one hand.
and in the quantity of circulating cash az_
paper deposited on the other.
The advantages of monoply find their w_
without much difficulty totheeyesofdealer_, _
Monopoly would be no innovation in thi_
branch of business ; an illustrious exampl._ ia
afforded by the bank of England.
Should the principle be approved of, it
might be worth while to look over the list
of trades, profes_Aons, and other tucreti_e oc.
eupations, for the purposeofascertaining
the
instances in which this species of compen.-ation might be given, without any such Sheenvenienee as would outweigh the benefit.
The exclusive privilege being a benefit,
ought of course to be coupled with the t.:x
in every instance where it is not attended by
_ preponderant mass of inconvenience to the
public at large.
The stock of these cases being exhau_teJ,
then, a_d not tit] then, may be the time _o
look out for the instances, if any, in which
the tax might stand atom_ without the indemnity to lighten it.
* Not longago a _reat banking.house opened
upon the ply. el_giv_m__ I_ cent. for n.oney ou
¢onaition or"its not being dra_m out. till after a
du_t "notice. This was too much, and so it
proved
z but
an ind_ie_n
seems
to be
affordl_
th_ even
without
the be_-_t
of the
monopOy,
_ profles _*_ade ate eatable of bearing a deau_d_n intt_-hmm_

